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Perilous Lands is a monumental work that details an entire fantasy world. It is intended to be used as the setting
for campaigns using Powers & Perils. The original edition
contained the 71 cultures that are found on the largest continent, better known as the Perilous Lands, detailed maps
for this continent and descriptions for a number of special
sites. To this original book the separately published descriptions of the Tower of the Dead and Doom Manor have
been added, as well as descriptions for several cities, such
as Donara, Pelara and Ba’ru, and of many societies and
individual characters that roam these lands.
Years later Richard Snider released the descriptions for
the second continent, the Eastern Lands and the special
sites found there. These have been incorporated in this

book as well. In this way, this book should provide all the
background material that is available on the Perilous Lands
in one large volume.
I hope you find this new version of the Perilous Lands
of use when setting up campaigns for Powers & Perils 2nd
edition.
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Introduction

The Perilous Lands breathes life into Powers & Perils. This
book details two continents, with over 90 different cultures.
Each description details the culture’s past history, commonly used languages, features of the social environment
and other factors that can be used to color your world.
It is important to note that this book is only a starting
point as a world description. Expand on this as you feel it is
necessary to do so. While this book is detailed and exact,
it is not the final word on any culture. You must decide
which factors will be stressed in your world. Use this book
as a guide, not a bible.

1.1 The World Maps
The maps presented in this book have a hex grid. For the
continent maps, each hex is 20 miles across. This represents,
using the basic rule in Powers and Perils, one day’s travel
by a man on horseback and two day’s travel by a man on
foot (given a normal movement rate).
The continent of the Perilous Lands is available as one
large map for the entire continent, as well as divided into
sections to provide the Referee with maps of manageable
size to use in play and, if the Referee so chooses, to restrict
the party’s knowledge of the continent as a whole. Where
the maps do not fit your needs, or the world that you wish
to run, modify them to do so.
For maps of specific locations, different scales will apply.
These are indicated on the map.

1.1.1 Terrain

Hills — Hills are an intermediate terrain
type between mountains and other terrain
types. In general they are forested, have
a good animal population and range in elevation from 2,000 to 6,000 feet. Ravines,
gullies and narrow valleys are common in hills.
Irrigated Fields — This symbol is only
used to show the intensive agriculture zone
outside of Fomoria (Map 2). This zone is
the most productive field in the world, more
than supporting the people of the island.
Jungle — Hot, humid areas with a large
population of insects and reptiles, a good
animal population and dense vegetation.
Despite their lushness, most jungles are difficult to survive in because of poisonous
creatures, severelylimited visibility and the necessity to
gather many different foods to provide for basic dietary
needs. The Amazon basin is a good example.
Mountain — Rugged terrain with high
slopes, deep ravines and jagged cliffs. Most
mountain areas have a mean altitude of
6,000 to 9,000 feet. Larger ranges can have
peaks 15,000 to 20,000 feet in height. In
general, mountains have a good animal population. They
are dangerous because passable areas are limited and tend
to leave the party few options. The Rocky Mountains and
the Himalayas are good examples of mountain zones.
Plains — Flatlands with sufficient moisture
to support grass and low-lying vegetation.
These areas usually have low, rolling hills
and a good animal population, especially
herd and pack animals. Visibility is almost
unlimited. From a high hill a man can see for miles. Examples of a Plains area are the Russian Steppes and the Great
Plains.
Swamp — Low-lying wetlands with dense
vegetation and a great deal of animal life.
The swamp zones shown on the map are
great swamps with twisting waterways, bogs
and other traps for the unwary. Swamps
can be a deathtrap for those without expertise surviving in
them. Good examples of great swamps are the Everglades,
the Louisiana Bayou and the Pripyet Marshes.
Tundra — Frigid areas with perma-frost,
frigid temperatures and horrible winters.
Despite marginal survival conditions, animal life is abundant on the tundra. In the
summer, the area has good vegetation. In
the winter only scrub vegetation survives. Examples of tundra are northern Alaska, Canada and Siberia.

On the maps in this book each terrain type is painted in a
different way. The various terrain types on these maps are:
Badlands — Arid areas with twisting
ravines, rough conditions and unusual geological formations. Badlands are difficult
to live in. Examples of this type of terrain
are the American Badlands and southeastern Persia.
Desert — Hot, and areas. There are two
types of desert. The first is and with scrub
vegetation and a good animal population.
The other is Sand Desert. Sand deserts have
little vegetation, are sparsely populated and
are very hard to survive in. An example of the first type
of desert is the American Southwest. An example of the
second is the Sahara. The maps do not differentiate between
the two basic types of desert.
Forest — Forests have large animal populations and a good deal of vegetation. There
are many different types of forest. These
maps make no differentiation between them.
For purposes of play Forests are easy to hunt
NOTE — No encounter chart exists for tundra. If your adin though visibility can be limited. Most have clearings of venturers go into this area you must provide your own. The
various kinds within them.
common animals that can be found are herd animals (deer
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forms and bovine forms primarily), wolves, bears, tigers,
ground nesting birds and eagles. Supernatural encounters
possible are Frost Giants, Tonahs and creatures with cold
powers. Creatures whose essence is heat or fire will not be
encountered in tundra. Its essence is inimical to them. In
general, supernatural encounters in Tundra are rare.
Waterway — Waterways are important to any area that
they are in. Except for very arid climates, the banks of a
major waterway support good vegetation and a great deal
of life. They tend to be a meeting place for the area, as all
animals need water and, where herbivores drink, carnivores
can kill. Visibility in these areas varies with the terrain. If
the waterway is a river the same is true of the speed of its
current. As a general rule, the closer it is to its outlet, the
wider and slower the river will be. The closer it is to its
source, the narrower and faster.
Dark Lands (Forest / Plains)

Sea

1.1.2 Map Symbols
Various symbols are used to indicate national borders,
roads, provincial borders, cities, fortresses and tribal centers. The following list explains the meaning of these symbols:
City

Fortress
Primary Road

NOTE — National and cultural boundaries, in most
cases, serve to define linguistic boundaries for various cultures. Where nations control one or more islands, or have
provinces that are isolated fiom the main part of the nation, the national boundary will not surround every area
that it controls. Instead, the owner will be indicated with
an identifying code. The nations that have such codes are:
FOM Fomorian*
LEM Lemasa
KOR Akorchu
DJA
Djanesborg
ARA Aratad Confederacy
ROG Rogizini Empire
MAR Marentia
THA Thaliba
CER Cerulean
CLI
Clima
CHU Chunrey
KAT Katai
BHA Bhamotin
*Where the area is a Fomorian possession, it belongs to
the closest kingdom. To determine what each kingdom controls, see the Culture Book listing for the Fomorian kingdoms. (If there is only one, the code FOM always indicates
that kingdom.)

1.1.3 The Map System
The individual maps that make up the continent of the
Perilous Lands are all numbered. The numbers at the sides
indicate the adjoining map at that side. Where no number
is given, there is no land in that direction.
Each map is drawn such that its border hexes are identical to the border hexes of adjacent maps. Thus, if a
party in the northernmost row of hexes on a given map
wishes to move north, they are moved to the same relative position on the southernmost row of hexes of the
map north of the one they are on. This rule applies for
all twenty-six maps in any direction that the party can
move. The table below lists the basic correspondences:
Movement
Direction

Secondary Road

National or Cultural Boundary

Provincial Boundary

Special Site

Bayan Wall

Tribal Center

2

North

Edge On

North

Moves To

South edge,
northern map
Northeast
Northeast corner Southwest corner,
northeast map
East
East
West edge, east map
Southeast
Southeast corner Northwest corner,
southeast map
South
South
North edge,
southern map
Southwest
Southwest corner Northeast corner,
southwest map
West
West
East edge, western
map
Northwest
Northwest corner Southeast corner,
northwest map
Some detailed locations are listed in the descriptions as
relative coordinate. This is often used when a location is
near to a named city (within three hexes). In this case
coordinates are given of the form of [name-path], where
“name” is the name of the object and the “path” is 1–3
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directions to travel to get to that point. In this system, due
north is “1”, NE is “2”, SE is “3” due south is “4”, SW is “5”
and NW is “6”. Thus, the fort nearest to Matan could be
noted as [Matan-555].

1.1.4 Culture Descriptions
The cultures in this book are listed alphabetically, without
regard to the Map Numbers or any article, i.e. the word
“the”, that precedes the name of the culture.
Each culture has population statistics given for it. The
population of a city or tribe is listed in parentheses after its
name. The total population is listed without parentheses
after these individual factors have been given. The population section also lists military and naval forces for each
culture. In some cases (where a unit is of historical importance) specific units are named. In most cases only rough
numbers, indicating the basic type of unit, are given.
Special Notes
Certain cultures have one or more Special Notes listed after their description. These notes apply to that culture.
In certain cases, such as the Zen’da Warrior Societies, the
parameters may be modified to fit other cultures where the
note could apply.
History
Each culture’s description opens with its history over the
last 1,100 years. This section details events and social patterns that have influenced the culture. Where these events
have had an impact on the world at large, the amount of
detail is greater.
The Perilous Lands campaign begins in the year 1100 of
the Salaqi calendar. Where cultures use a different calendar, the dates given for them will vary and the equivalent
year in the Salaqi calender is given between brackets. Cultures who do not have a calendar, who have dates listed in
their history, give those dates in terms of the existing calendars. Table 1.1 lists the existing calendars, an abbreviation
labelling a date as being from a specific calendar, a listing of
the current year and a factor which can be used to convert
a date from a given calendar to the Salaqi standard.
The Referee may start his campaign before the year
100SA. If he does the historical events will be past, present
or future events. In some cases, depending on the year selected, he may have to modify the cultures in a given area,
national boundaries and other factors.

Table 1.1: The Calendars
Conversion
Calendar
Abbr. Year
Factor
A’Korchu
AK
2566
-1466
Bhamotin
BH
997
103
Caldo
CA
761
339
Empire of Ced
LA
1483
-383
Cerulean Empire
CF
311*
789
Clima
CL
906
194
Dawana
DA
807
293
Dirllar
DI
682
418
Djanesborg
DJ
337
763
Donara
DO
315
785
Fomorian Empire
FO
899
201
Ghazai
GH
632
468
Goidan
GO
801
299
Kacili
K
991
109
Katai
KA
3900
-2800
Lemasa
LE
1203
-103
L’p’nth
**
**
**
Novarask
NO
801†
299
Nylasa
NY
259‡
+841
Ro’babza
R
971
129
Robari
RO
6319
-5219
Rogizini Empire
RE
2213
-1113
Salaq
SA
1100
0
Shanda
S
461
639
Shurikal
**
**
**
Teosa
TE
1509
-409
Thaliba
TH
1633
-533
Valheim
VA
927
173
*The royal calendar of the Cerulean Empire is not used in
the history. It is the 311th year of the Patani Reign by that
calender. Actual dates in the history are given in terms of
the Rogizini calender. Both the Rogizini and Katai calenders
are used in this nation.
** These calenders are not used in the history due to their
nature. See the calendrics addenda for details.
† The Novarask Calendar dates from Empire del’Nord and
thus the year is 2500 for the old Calendar but 801 under the
reformed Calendar.
‡ For Ga’nylasa is it the 259th year of the Tiger. For
Pa’Nylasa it is the year 4680 since the dark alliance of the
ancients .

A’Korchu

— Lunar

It is the year 2566 in the Korchi calendar. Their reckoning
of time is based on the cycles of the moon. The calendar
dates from the foundation of the first dynasty in the year
of the Black Moon. In this year, Mo’kar Man’su came to
power through rites of dark magic, forming a blood alliance
EXAMPLE — If you start in the year 100SA the Thaliban with the Beasts of the Abyss during a lunar eclipse. His
Empire is large, the Empire del’Nord and other nations still descendants, the royal line of A’Korchu maintain a blood
exist. Gom is a newly independent land and some barbarian
tie to these forces to this day.
nations live in different areas or do not exist at all.

1.1.5 The World’s Major Calendars
On the Perilous Lands continent there are seven barbarian and twenty-one civilized calendars. This section details
basic factors about these calendars and, where necessary,
provides some historical background on the reason for its
creation.

Bal’sani

— Solar

It is the year 6319 as the Bal’sani reckon time. Their calendar dates from the creation of the first men by the gods
(they say). These men were, of course, Bal’sani. As time
passed their numbers grew until they were more than the
rocks of the mountains. Finally, at the order of their gods,
the royal clans drove lesser men out of the sacred lands so
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that the homes of the gods would be left in peace. Since
this time (the year 1000 on their calendar) the Bal’sani have
been dedicated to a single cause — making sure that lesser
men never return to the land of the gods.

Djani
— Solar
With the formation of the Kingdom of Djanesborg a new
calendar came into force throughout the land. It is the year
337 by the Djani calendar.

Bhamoti

— Solar Donaran
— Solar
It is the year 997 in this calendar. Bhamotin’s calendar The Donaran calendar was created by Xalan Horse-Brother.
is used by Bhamotin and the Rizeeli. It dates from the It begins with the arrival of the holy Don in the Bra’mani
Miracle of Bhamot. The legend is:
hills. According to legend, Don came through infinity riding
During a severe winter the villages were starving. on the tail of a comet. With him were the lady Sam and the
Bhamot, the greatest hunter in the land, swore that he evil one. When they were discovered among the fires of their
would find meat and would not return until he had more landing, the evil one killed many warriors with lightning
than two hands could carry. With this vow he entered the bolts. To preserve the people, Don
rough lands of the interior. A full month passed and, when
slew the evil one and, with his Lady Sam behind him,
search parties failed to find him, he was given up for dead. asked forgiveness for the deaths. Impressed by his honor,
Because of his reputation, and the fact that he sacrificed and the ominous portents of his arrival, Xalan took him
himself in a quest to save his brothers, a pyre was built in under his wing and the Cult of Don was born. It is the
his honor on the highest hill on the island. As soon as it was year 315 in Donara. Since the civilization of the host, the
lit, the winds died and the sun blackened. From the center memory of Don is revered but he is no longer worshipped.
of the flames, Bhamot strode out to his people dressed in
— Solar
fine robes with hair the color of the sun. In a voice that filled Fomorian
the island he told of his adventure and revealed the mystery It is 899 in Fomoria. There calendar dates from the Rising
of the sacred pillar. From that day, until he mounted the of the Spirit of the Lake and Enki’s gift of law to the people
sky in flames, Bhamot led the people in the service of the of Fomoria. The calendar is viewed by some as a sacred
true god — Metatron.
record of their covenant with Enki.
Caldan

— Solar Ghazai

This calendar dates from their conquest of the Citadel of
the Giants, the current site of the city of Caldo. It is the
year 761 to the Caldans. The reasons this victory is of
importance to the Caldans are that it eliminated the last
Kotothi stronghold in their land and, as a reward for freeing
the Dwarven slaves of the Giants, it earned them the Dagger
and the Jewel.

— Seasonal

According to legend the unity of the Ghazai is the gift of
the Jungle Serpent (Kototh). In the form of a jungle asp he
came upon the warrior Barinda and laid him low with a bite
that did not slay. Under the spell of the serpent, Barinda
took to his wives and fathered a son—the first king of the
Ghazai and the royal son of the jungle serpent. It is the
632nd year since this king unified the Ghazai. Since his birth
through venom, it has become a tradition for Ghazai kings
Cerulean
— Dynastic
to only lie with their wives when sacred venom flows in their
The Royal Calendar of Cerul records time in terms of the veins. (Needless to say, over the years, the Ghazai royal line
number of years that the reigning dynasty has ruled. Cur- has developed a powerfitl resistance to the effects of snake
rently it is the 311th year of the Patani.
venom. Most of them are also expert snake handlers.)
NOTE — Both the Katai and the Rogizini calendars are
— Seasonal
used in this empire. The Katai calendar is common in the Goidanese
The Royal Calendar of Goidan dates from the arrival of
east. the Rogizim’ calendar is dominant in the west.
the Armagh. It is the year 801 by this calendar. The land
Climan
— Demonic also has a seasonal calendar which records the cycles of the
According to the priestesses of Shaitan the Climan calendar year with great precision, without recording the passage of
attunes Clima to the sacred cycles of hell. By their reckon- years. It has become common in Goidan to make temporal
ing it is the 906th year of Sammael’s Blessing. The actual references using both of these calendars, i.e. the drying of
beginning of the calendar dates from the ascension of the the mud in the year 801 is early spring in the year 801.
first Ghova to her hoary throne.
Kacili
— Solar
Dawanan
— Astral This calendar dates from the founding of the A’ha’kacili’s

Dawana’s calendar began with their repudiation of all ties sacred city. It is the year 991 by their reckoning.
to the Lemasan state. It records time based on the rising
— Solar
of various constellations and major stats. It is the year 807 Katai
Katai’s calendar dates from a mythical year called the year
in Dawana.
of the fateful decision. According to legend, all the families
Dirllaran
— Solar of man lived in the holy valley of Sai’tremira on the river
After their victory in the Battle of Smra’s Fen, the wizards Kodai (near the site of modern Choundeu.) With time, the
of Dirllar saw the need for a symbol to mark the indepen- resources of the valley were stretched beyond all limits and
dence of their land. The Dirllaran calendar was created to famine stalked the land. A great number of the people,
fill this need. It is the year 682 in this calendar.
losing all trust in fate, set out to find better lands and
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were lost. Finally only the two largest families kept faith
with providence and remained. The gods, touched by their
loyalty, showered them with good fortune, gave them the
key to true knowledge and, as a sign of their perpetual
favor. gave a golden hue to the people of the land. And
as a final gift to his children, the greatest god, whose name
is beyond mortal ken, descended to the earth. As his gifts
he placed the first sword in the hands of Kata the Elder
and named him master of the north. To Chun the Silent
he gave the tools of an artisan and mastery over the lands
of the south. Thus were the Golden Lands born and thus
were the peoples who founded Katai and Chunrey rewarded
for their fealty to the gods. The calendar of Katai is used
in Katai, Chunrey, Regis Baya. Choshai and the eastern
Cerulean Empire.

Novarask

L’p’nth’s calendar is also used by the Noya’bova. It records
the celestial cycles of Lilith. Each 198 year era has 14–
14 year cycles, a beginning year (the year of ease) and an
ending year (the year of the savage feast). All units in the
calendar, from the era down to the hour of the day, are
named for gods, goddesses and forces that serve Lilith. Of
the fourteen great names, only Lilith, Princess Naamah,
Lemashtu and Molikan are, in truth, gods. The others
are demi-gods and great demons in the service of one of
the four gods above. Their names are Sier (the bloody
duchess), Zarana (soul-shaker), Driana Proban (the perpetual servant), Shevold (the irresistible), Sanqui (the drinking sword), Blaras (the black count), Melin (the skulker),
Marslan (the insatiable), Ti’van (lady in the shadows) and
Mou’lan Kri’gair (the prophet). Lemashtu, Zarana, Driana
Proban, Sanqui, Blaras, Melin and Marslan are the Seven
Dukes. Ti’van is the consort of Molikan, Sier is a consort of
Lemashtu and the Queen of the Lamia, Shevold is a Duchess
of the Succibi and Mou’lan Kri’gair is a handmaiden of
Lilith — the intermediary of man with her mistress. (As
female deities, these four are favored over the Seven Dukes
in state worship.)

Robari

— Solar

After the assassination of Avang Ironfist his successors made
every effort to excise the traditions of the empire Del’nord
from the land (to avert the rise of future conquerors in the
city.) Part of this effort was the creation of a new calendar,
dating from the death of Avang. It is the year 801 by this
calendar.
Nylasa

— Seasonal
th

In the Nylasa Coalition it is the 259 year of the She-tiger.
Their calendar dates from the birth of the Shaman who put
their tribes back on the road to greatness. She is a revered
saint in the eyes of her people.
The Pa’Nylasa use a different system. Their calendar is
that of the Dark City, which dates from the alliance of its
ancient race with the god Ba’en’kekon. It is the year 4680
La’Ced
— Solar by this calendar.
This calendar, used by the Empire of the Ced, the Con— Seasonal
federacy of Aratad, Xian, Iravoy and Nerid, dates from the Ro’Babzan
foundation of the Empire of the Ced. It is the year 1483 as This calendar dates from the awakening of the sleeping city.
they reckon time.
It is a precisely-detailed, seasonal reference that is of great
value to farmers. By its reckoning, the year is 971.
Lemasan
— Lunar
Rogizini Empire
— Solar
It is 1203 by the Lemasan calendar. The calendar begins
with the first unification of Lemara, the jeweled home of It is the year 2213 by the Rogizini calendar. The calendar
man, under the priests of Sscavhi. It is tied to the rites of is one of the most widespread calendars in the world. It
their common faith and devotions. The calendar is used in is used by the empire, Gom, Ja’xon, Dechat, No’mal and
Lemasa, Ma’Helas and Taolisa (even though two of those the western Cerulean Empire. The calendar was created by
Maoun the Conqueror, Emir of Rogh’sa and founder of the
states no longer heed the rule of the emperor.)
Rogizini Empire. It, like many of his policies, is a revered
sign of imperial divinity in this land.
L’p’nth
— Demonic
— Seasonal

At the beginning of time a warrior god was set upon by the
demons of the desert and their master Seth. Though he
slew thousands, he could not stand before the black power
of Seth while beset on all sides. In time he fell, mortally
wounded. As death sought to claim him, his life’s blood
percolated into the womb of the earth. From this meeting
of earth and divine essence two great treasures were born;
the Robari and another — as yet unknown (but believed to
be a place where extreme wealth can be gained.) The Robari
calendar dates from the death of this god, whose name is
not known. It is the 6319th winter of the dying god’s death.
Salaqi

— Lunar

The Salaqi calendar dates from the finding of the Sea-star,
a powerful special item that was the gift of Manannan to
the Salaqi kings. It is used in Salaqara, Ticasi and Shiben.
By its reckoning it is the year 1100.
NOTE — The Sea-star is a star-shaped, blue jewel set in
green gold and engraved with the sigil of Manannan and the
forms of various sea animals. It grants its user the following
powers:

NOTE — Mou’lan Kri’gair was the leader and founder
of the cult of Lilith. Under the subtle leadership of this 1) The ability to summom sea mammals (dolphins,
imperial courtesan, it had a permanent impact on the land
whales,etc).
of Katai and nearly overthrew an emerging dynasty. She 2) MEL14/EL7 Sea Powers and MEL14/EL4 Storm
was a brilliant woman wholly committed to the service of
Powers.
her chosen mistress–Lilith.
3) +10 Intelligence, Stamina and Empathy.
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4) Innate awareness to his surroundings, such that the
wearer can never be lost or ambushed while he wears
the star.
5) The ability to speak and understand any human language
at an EL equal to I+Em. The ability to speak and understand the tongue of any sea creature with an EL equal
to Em. ( The Sea-star was not among the treasures
taken by the Donaran host in the Rape of Salaq. It is
believed to be lost in the haunted palace of Salaqara.)
Shandan

— Seasonal

The Shandan calendar dates from the foundation of the
Empire of Shenab. It is the year 461 by this calendar.
Shurikal

— Royal

Shurikal’s calendar tracks time by counting the years of each
monarch’s reign, i.e. the 23rd year of Ka’khab, the 113th
year of Shurikal, etc. No other record of the passing of the
years is kept by the people of Shurikal.
Teosan

— Solar

It is the year 1509 by the Teosan calendar. It dates from
the ascension of the first emperor to be recognized as the
anointed son of Enki.
Thaliban

— Solar

The Thaliban calendar is used in Thaliba, Porta, Marentia,
Zarun and Ba’Rual. By its reckoning it is the year 1633.
The calendar dates from the foundation of the Thaliban empire, specifically the reign of Kiros the Mighty — Thaliba’s
most successful conqueror. The cyclical events that are featured in the full calendar, which is only used in Thaliba,
are based on the Thaliban Mysteries of Light which are
only known to the Society of Light and the emperor.
Valhani
— Seasonal
This calendar was created by Norgal the Mysterious to celebrate, and help formulate, the Valhani Mysteries. The full
variety of its cyclical events and the names of power that
are hidden within it are only known to the high priests of
Valheim. the Swordmaster of the Society of Tyr and a powerful, law wizard who lives as a hermit in the mountains east
of Valheim. It is the year 927 in Valheim.
NOTE — The wizard, Norbert the Demented, is one of the
most powerful mages in the world. ( At the age of 54, he
ranks third behind the ruler of the Dark Lands and Nilgeranthrib.) He is an MEL20/EL8 Law mage in all Law
spells.
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3

The Cultures

The following descriptions detail the cultures in the Perilous
Lands. Each decription details the culture’s history, population, economy, religion, personality, legal system, allies,
enemies and language. Where a Special Note or additional
detail on population or cities or other locations within the
area is available, it follows the culture description.

3.1 The A’ha’Kacili
Through most of their history these nomads have been
raiders, mercenaries and traders. They have had a major influence on nations who border on the Great Desert.
Since the founding of their holy city, Kacili (0K [109SA]),
they have developed a degree of religious fanaticism and
launched periodic jihads against their neighbors.

Population
The Holy city of Kacili (7,000) is the capital and religious
center of the nation. The Kacili tribes are the Ki’alabanti
(13,000), the Mochutti (12,000), the A’anar (10,000), the
Acheri (10,000), the Ki’sana (9,000), the Riazza (8,000),
the A’hammali (7,000), the Mahomet (7,000), the A’qamar
(6,000), the Ki’sanq (6,000), the Achizi (6,000), the A’ud
(5,000), the A’rianir (5,000), the A’alia (4,000), the Pava
(3,000) and the Topapa (3,000). Including the city, the
total population is 121,000.
Kacili can levy 11,000 warriors during peace and 22,000
for war. In addition, the city has a standing military force
called the Mah’cil (the Great Tent) which contains 3,000
cavalry. Mah’cil patrols all Kacili lands, protects Kacili
from infidels and is the personal guard of the Grand Mullah.

Personality
The Kacili are devoted to their faith and the city. They defend either to the death. Most tribesmen are skilled traders,
craftsmen and warriors. As a culture, the Kacili have refined the slaver’s art to a science.
Women have little status in this society. Their value lies
in their children. Nothing of greater importance to a Kacili
warrior than strong sons. The status held by a woman
is directly proportional to the strength, power, and wit of
her offspring. The amount of influence she has with her
husband, and his station in the tribe, are also important.
Polygamy is the rule among the Kacili and wives spend
a great deal of time “jockeying for position,” especially in
noble houses.
The Kacili are a cunning people with definite ideas about
what is proper. They place a great deal of importance on
ritual acts and statements in dealing with others and are
often quite formal. To omit the niceties is impolite. If the
person you are dealing with has a violent temper, it can be
fatal.

Legal System

This culture is ruled by the Grand Mullah of Kacili, tribal
leaders and lesser Mullahs of the faith. The Mullahs serve
as judges and administrators. The tribal leaders are the
princes of their tribe or clan and owe fealty to the Grand
Mullah. The Grand Mullah is king over all. Each tribe also
has a hereditary Royal Mullah who advises its chief and
serves the faith.
The Kacili determine guilt and innocence with contest.
In all cases the winner is right and/or innocent, the loser
is wrong and/or guilty. Arguments and minor crimes are
NOTE — Except for the early morning hours, dawn to resolved with tests of skill and races. Major crimes require
noon, and major festivals, non-believers are forbidden entry trial by combat. If the accused is injured, unable to defend
into Kacili. Any infidel found in the city during a proscribed himself or a woman, a champion is appointed. In all cases,
time is guilty of sacrilege. Unless he can prove that he had the fate of the champion decides the fate of the person he
stands in for.
no other choice, his penalty is death.
This trial system does not apply in the city of for religious crimes. These crimes are judged by the Mullahs. The
Economy
penalties are imprisonment, slavery and death. Where the
The city’s economy is based on the sale of fine goods, tolls crime is sacrilege, the penalty is to be blinded, flayed to the
charged for the use of desert roads, contributions from the point of death and staked out on the desert to die.
faithful and money raised by Mah’cil through punitive raids
and taxation. Tribesmen live off their herds, raiding and Allies
trade, including the slave trade. They are nomads with a
Kacili warriors often serve as mercenaries in the Rogizini
violent lifestyle.
Empire, Ro’babza and other nations. Their most important
trade partner, and only potential ally, is Gom.

Religion
The Kacili worship the Peri as “the beneficence of the
desert.” They try to placate Eblis and his children, the
jinn and ifreet. Their major festivals, held thrice yearly,
feature human sacrifice to these forces. Captives, criminals
and select virgins are sacrificed at these times.

Enemies
The Kacili dislike the Rogizini Empire and detest the Robari on religious grounds. They have poor relations with
Ma’Helas, Shanda and Ja’xon. They often raid south to
gather slaves.
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Language
Sair’a’cili
Sair’Kacili
Rogizini
Gomese
Shandar

100%
30%
25%
25%
10%

(The tongue of the tents)
(The tongue of God’s tents)

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

66"
150lbs

reasserted Korchi power in the west and won major victories
in Goidan, against the Fomorians and in Djanesborg. He
died in his bed and was succeeded, peacefully, by A’Chori
II (2557AK [1091SA] - present). Under this ruler the nation has continued to reclaim its power and is currently
co-dominant, with Fomoria, in the Western Sea.
NOTE — The Korchi royal dynasty is half-human, longlived, usually brilliant and often insane. In them flows the
essence of the Beasts of Chaos.

Favored Weapons
Lance, Scimitar and Bows
Other Notes
The Kacili prefer peaked helmets and flowing robes. When
they choose to wear armor, only in battles, it is light leather
or scale mail. The only shields used by the Kacili are bucklers.

Calendar (Solar)
This calendar dates from the founding of the A’ha’kacili’s
sacred city. It is the year 991 by their reckoning.

The battle flag of the God Emperor of A’Korchu
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3.2 A’Korchu
Prior to 1570AK [104SA], A’Korchu was one of the world’s
most powerful Empires. During their Dark Age (1570–
2005AK [104–539SA]) they suffered reversals to the Fomorians, lost part of their Empire and fought several civil
wars. In 2005AK [539SA] A’Mura the Builder seized the
throne. His reign (2005–2174AK [539–708SA]) reunited
the nation and made A’Korchu a power again. This resurgence was aborted when A’Mura was killed by his cousin,
Admiral A’Asu (2174AK [708SA]). During the reign of
A’Asu the Cursed (2174–2221AK [708–755SA]) the military ruled the land, much to the chagrin of the temples,
and major invasions of Fomoria and Dirllar ended in defeat. In 2221AK [755SA], before rebel armies could tear
him out of the palace, A’Asu committed suicide. In the
civil war that followed (2221–2267AK [755–801SA]) both
sides unleashed great magics and almost destroyed the home
island. Thirteen Emperors ruled the land during this period, all died a violent death within five years of taking the
throne.
In the year 2267AK [801SA], A’Chori the Great killed
his uncle and became Emperor. In the next three months
he exterminated his enemies, relatives and major supporters to consolidate his hold on the throne. During his reign
(2267–2557AK [801–1091SA]) he restructured Korchi society and proclaimed himself to be God Emperor (proclaimed
in the year 2354AK [888SA] during the Festival of Death),
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A’Korchu’s Empire is united by the sea. Its main island has
six cities, Korchu (105,000, the capital), Ereshka (40,000),
Habanu (28,000), Nergu (20,000), Lammas (17,000) and
Urmu (15,000). The main island’s total population is
900,000.
There are four major colonies, each with a city. They
are Chau (22,000), on the island of Chau (colony total =
100,000), Lamalallu (14,000), a fortress city on the Kolar
Peninsula (colony total = 50,000), Tomanu (11,000), in the
swamps northwest of Dirllar (colony total = 40,000) and
Baobhanu (8,000), on the island of Goidan (colony total =
33,000). The total colonial population is 223,000.
The Empire also controls fifteen small islands that serve
as religious centers. They are Chora (5,700), A’Dumi
(4,500), Sichi (1,500), Aspani (1,300), Azai (1,000), Tatai
(900), Balos (900), Aslaa (800), Atille (700), Rahai (600),
Kisu (600), Bai (500), Abala (500), Chaza (300), and Mur
(200).
The total population of the Korchi Empire is 1,143,000.
The Korchi Army consists of 16,000 footmen, 24,000 militia, 4,000 Royal Guard (2,000 foot and 2,000 horse) and
4,000 fanatical Temple guardsmen (400 of whom are griffin
riders known as the Korchi Deathwing). The navy contains
140 warships, 50 trireme size or larger. All warships and
guard forces are controlled by the God Emperor. The other
forces are controlled by provincial and colonial governors.
NOTE — Each city on the main island is a provincial
capital. Colonial cities are colonial capitals. Each has a
governor. The governor of Korchu controls 6,000 footmen
and 12,000 militia and is the hereditary marshal of the Empire (a lackey of the God Emperor). The other provincial
governors control 400 footmen and 2,000 militia each. The
colonial governors control 1,600 footmen and 500 militia
each. The small islands are garrisoned by 1,000 footmen of
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the temple guard, dispersed to cover all of them. In general, Common Weapons
there is one guardsman per twenty citizens on these islands. Short Sword, Bow, Dirk

Economy

Ancestry
A’Korchu is self-sufficient. It despises its neighbors and ex- The Korchi are a unique and ancient people. They tend
cludes itself from trade with them. The Empire is a wealthy to be dark-haired with pale complexions and light-builds.
industrious and totalitarian realm that lives for conquest Pure-blooded Korchi are often albinos.
and the conversion of “savages” to the wonders of the Korchi faith.
Calendar (Lunar)
It is the year 2566 in the Korchi calendar. Their reckoning
of time is based on the cycles of the moon. The calendar
A’Korchu worships the court of Abaddon, especially its dates from the foundation of the first dynasty in the year
master. Their religion is steeped in ancient traditions that of the Black Moon. In this year, Mo’kar Man’su came to
demand human sacrifice and strange ritual practices.
power through rites of dark magic, forming a blood alliance
with the Beasts of the Abyss during a lunar eclipse. His
Personality
descendants, the royal line of A’Korchu maintain a blood
Most Korchi fear and respect authority, if their master is tie to these forces to this day.
also their better. They are amoral, calculating and deadly
in seeking personal gain. In the upper classes, despite the Location on the Continent Map
reforms of A’Chori, advancement by murder is common.
The higher a person’s station, the more amoral he is, the
12 17 22
harder he is to reach and the more he is concerned with
7 11 16 21 26
increasing his own power. The only common goal for the
3 6 10 15 20 25
Korchi is the pursuit of power. In this society, it is a
2 5 9 14 19 24
definite advantage to be a sociopath.
1 4 8 13 18 23

Religion

Legal System
The God Emperor, aided by the temple priests, rules all.
His family and the priesthood are the elite. In their eyes all
other classes are expendable. They are under no obligation,
other than that which pragmatism demands, to treat inferiors fairly or allow them any advantages. The non-noble
classes live by a rigid system of class duties. Low-born citizens are little better than slaves. What rights they have
are entirely at the sufferance of their master.
All crimes in A’Korchu are punishable by death. Depending on the severity of the crime, the penalty varies from a
simple spearing to ritual sacrifice. Presiding judges can set
a penalty other than death if they choose to do so. When
they do, the penalty selected is usually worse than death.

3.3 The Aratad Confederacy

Fomoria, Dirllar, Djanesborg, Goidan, the Kolari, and the
Fierazi despise the Korchi.

NOTE — Silar ended his days as a blind slave in the
court of the Immortal Ghova. He died in the year 1314LA
[931SA].

Language

In Aratad, Climan rule was harsh. Many people died
on the Climan cross. Under the leadership of Aratad’s
Duke, the Society of the White Fist was formed in Aratad
(1377LA [994SA]). For generations they engaged in terrorism against Clima and worked to win supporters in Eured
and Rhozad. In the year 1423LA [1040SA], Duke Phiros
I, called the Great, began the War of Liberation (1423–
1434LA [1040–1051SA]). After many brilliant victories,
his forces drove the Climans out of the area. Following

The nations of the Confederacy were part of the Empire
of the Ced until the year 1213LA [830SA]. In that year
the Don Host entered their lands and, for nine years, pillaged them incessantly. In 1222LA [839SA] the Duke of
Rhozad formed a coalition with Eured and Aratad. With
their combined forces, and aid from the Empire, he drove
the Don Host into Salaq. After this victory Silar, Duke of
Rhozad, was proclaimed King of the Three Nations. When
asked, he refused to rejoin the Empire. During his reign
(1614–1271LA [848–888SA]) he built the nation’s power
and thwarted Ced’s efforts to reclaim the nations. Under
his son and grandson (1271–1299LA [888–916SA]) his policies continued and the nation prospered.
Allies
In the year 1299LA [916SA], Silar IV, called the FoolNone, although the Nethagen sometimes have friendly rela- ish, took the throne and attacked Clima. In the war that
tions with the Korchi.
followed (1299–1302LA [916–919SA]) his forces were annihilated and Clima occupied the nations. For over 100 years
they remained in Climan hands.
Enemies

Korchi
Dirlla
Goidanese
No’rea

100%
10%
10%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

65"
145lbs

Fomorian
Djani
Kolari

10%
10%
10%
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his great victory, he published the Articles of Confederation. At the first meeting of its new council, he was elected
Autocrat by acclamation (1435LA [1052SA]).
On his death (1441LA [1058SA]), Phiros was succeeded
as Duke and Autocrat by his son Agnar III, called the Invincible. During his reign (1441LA [1058SA] - present) Agnar
has beaten the Empire of the Ced, Iravoy, Donara and Climan raiding fleets. Diplomatically, he has allied with Zarun
(1476LA [1093SA]) and married his heir into Clan Irava in
Iravoy (1480LA [1097SA]). In a major coup, led by his
son, he also occupied Khoba (1467LA [1084SA]), cleared
a major nest of pirates that was there and took the title
“Protector of Thaliba.”
At 74 Agnar the Invincible is still robust and active. His
son, Phiros the Navigator, commands the fleet with daring
and brilliance. At the age of 37 he has shown that he will
be a fine Autocrat when he gets his chance.

Population

Legal System
The Confederacy is governed by a seven-member council.
The members are the Autocrat, the other two dukes, the
High Priest of Dylan (from the Autocrat’s nation) and three
elected nobles (one from each duchy’s senate). Elected nobles serve a one year term. The High Priest serves as long
as the Autocrat lives. The Dukes serve for life. During a
war the Autocrat is the supreme ruler. At all other times a
majority vote of the council decides issues of national importance. Each duchy is independently administered by its
Duke and its Senate. (Each senate is composed of the heads
of the Duchy’s noble families. It has an advisory role. Its
younger members lead the local army in war.)
The legal code of the Confederacy applies in all three
duchies. It sets fixed penalties for all crimes. Regardless
of a felon’s station or wealth, he suffers the set penalty for
his crime. The court system strives to insure that only the
guilty are punished. When guilt is determined, the sentence is executed immediately. Criminal punishments are
severe in the Confederacy. The primary penalties are corporal punishment and death. In general, the penalty fits the
crime in an ironic way and insures that that felon can never
commit that crime again, e.g., pickpockets lose their hands,
rapists are blinded and castrated, arsonists are burned alive,
etc.
The Confederacy does not allow slavery, torture or forced
servitude of any kind. Their prisons are only used to hold
people until their trial. All suspects are treated well until
a verdict is reached.

The Confederacy contains three, semi-independent duchies.
Their capitals are Aratad (33,000), Rhozad (25,000) and
Eured (17,000). The population of the duchies is 200,000,
110,000 and 146,000, respectively. The Autocrat owns
the islands of Thesovia (2,300), Khoba (1,000), and Rhida
(700). The Capital of the Confederacy, for historical reasons, is Rhozad. The total population of the nation is
460,000. The army has two major groups. The army of
the Confederacy has 6,000 footmen and 400 elite cavalry.
Its fleet has 60 ships, including 15 triremes. The armies of
the duchies vary in strength. Aratad fields 2,000 footmen,
800 noble militia and 4,000 militia, Its fleet has 25 war- Allies
ships with 10 triremes. Rhozad fields 1,200 footmen, 400
Zarun and Clan Irava of Iravoy have alliances with the Connoble militia and 4,000 militia. It has 15 warships with 5
federacy. The Autocrat claims the title “Protector of Thaltriremes. Eured has no fleet. Their army has 400 footmen,
iba” although no alliance exists between these nations.
400 cavalry and 4,400 militia. The total strength of the
Confederacy is 24,000 men-at-arms and 100 warships with
Enemies
30 triremes.
The people of the Confederacy resent Donara, despise Clima
Economy
and have little love for the Empire of the Ced. They war
The cities are mercantile centers. Their economy is based on these nations at the slightest provocation.
on agriculture and trade. There are mines in the western
hills and fine horses are raised in the valley of Eured. The Language
100% Fomorian
5%
heart of the economy is its sea trade, which is dominated Aratad
20% La’Ced
20%
by Aratad. The seamen of the Confederacy are fearless Salaqi
Shandar
5% Portan
5%
navigators who will travel far to find a fair profit.
Gomese
20% Zarunese
25%
Religion
Rogizini
5% Donaran
20%
20% Dechan
5%
The peoples of the Confederacy worship the forces of Elder Marentian
5% Bhamoti
20%
Water. They respect the Elf Sidh. It is a crime to attack Irava
an Elf in this nation.

Basic Characteristics

Personality
Citizens of the Confederacy are hard, uncompromising and
militant. They are friendly toward those who abide by their
wishes, or from whom they may profit, and anxious to hurt
enemies and the friends of enemies. Vengeance, vendetta
and stubborn hatred are traditional in this land. The people are loyal to their Autocrat because they have all been
geniuses. It is unlikely that an average man could hold this
position without destroying the unity of the nation. His
lack of genius would be unforgivable.
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Height
Weight

67"
140lbs

Common Weapons
Medium Spear, Sling, Broad Sword
Ancestry
The people of the Aratad are of La’Cedi stock. Most have
dark hair and dark complexions. They tend to be dexterous
and agile.

3.4 The Assiran

Calendar (Solar)

Legal System

This calendar, used by the Empire of the Ced, the Confederacy of Aratad, Xian, Iravoy and Nerid, dates from the
foundation of the Empire of the Ced. It is the year 1483 as
they reckon time.

A Council of chiefs rules each tribe. Each council is advised
by a Valhani Resident. Among the Wakhan and the Balhan
the resident has no vote. Among the other tribes his status
is equal to a tribal war chief.
All crimes are subject to Shamanic Law, as dictated by
the Assiran version of the Valhani Mysteries. Among the
Wazin, Wadkam and Wagoen the penalty for murder and
theft are as specified for Valheim. Among other tribes, the
penalty for unjust homicide, i.e. murder, is death. The
penalty for theft is a weregild equal to twice the value of
the stolen item.
Once a person has been sentenced by the Shamans, no appeal is possible. Among the Assiran the only capital crimes
are unjust homicide and adultery with another man’s wife.
The penalty for both of these crimes is death by slow torture. In the case of adultery, both the man and the woman
are killed.
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3.4 The Assiran
The Assiran took part in the wave of invasions that destroyed the Empire del’Nord. Until the rise of Valheim,
they kept constant pressure on Fort Valheim and camped
on the Valhani Plateau. With Valheim’s rise they fled to
the mountains. Later (17–52VA [190–225SA]) they were
drawn into the worship of the Valhani Mysteries and became loyal supporters of Valheim. Currently, three of the
Assiran tribes are Valheim’s first line of defense against the
outside world. The other two follow the Valhani Mysteries
but retain their independence.

Population
The six Assiran tribes are the Wadkam (16,000), the Wagoen (14,000), the Wazin (11,000), the Balhan (10,000), the
Wallan (12,000) and the Wakhan (9,000). The total population is 72,000. They can field 11,400 warriors. (The
Wakhan, the Wallan and the Balhan do not serve Valheim.
Unless they are hired, their 5,400 warriors will not go to
war in support of Valheim.)

Economy
The Assiran are hunters and mountaineers. Their economy
is based on trade with Valheim and the Kameran, trapping
and small scale mining. Except for the Wakhan and the
Balhan, they have been partially civilized by exposure to
Valheim.

Religion
The Assiran worship the gods of Valheim. Some of their
warriors belong to Valheim’s Society of Tyr. The favored
gods of the Assiran are Tyr and Odin.

Personality
The Assiran are kind to strangers and generous to their
friends. They can be stubborn and tireless when given a
reason to hate someone. They are a religious people who
are incapable of forgiving anyone who violates a religious
taboo. People who violate a taboo, or become an enemy,
are an enemy forever.

Allies
The Wazin, Wadkam and Wagoen are dependable allies of
Valheim. The southern Assiran nations have strong trade
ties with the Kameran and are friendly toward the Kameri.

Enemies
The Assiran dislike their neighbors, except for Valheim and
the Kameri. They are often raided. When they are, they
retaliate viciously.

The Wallan
The Wallan are the most conservative of the Assiran tribes
and, arguably, the most barbaric. They can field 2400 warriors. They will have nothing to do with Valheim’s overtures
as they still consider those people to be the enemy. Where
it not for the need to fend off the barbarians to the northeast, and their superstitious dread of the area to the west,
they would probably try to do something about it. As it is,
their attentions are concentrated on defending their lands
and surviving.
The chief of the Wallan with the greatest clout is Urgal
of the Wallaniershi (NW part of their lands). He is 42 years
old and took his first life when he was 12. He is noted as
a master of the axe (EL13 in all forms thereof) and for his
unflappable courage. He is not the most intelligent of men.
In fact, he is more than a bit stupid. Thankfully, for the
Wallan, he loves his wife (35 years old) dearly and her wit
is faster than summer lightning. More often than not the
strategies he follows are of her devising.
The wife is Hodama of the Puessen, taken slave by Urgal
while adventuring at the age of 23. By his 25th birthday
she was a slave no longer. By his 26th she was his only wife.
She is noted for her wit, beauty and vengefulness.

Language
Assiran
Valhani
Kameri

100%
30%
20%

Helva
Ghiamem

10%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

72"
200lbs
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Favored Weapons

Legal System

Each Bal’sani family has its own land within the territory
of its tribe. Only during major invasions will one family
aid another (in defense against a common enemy only). At
Other Notes
all other times, tradition demands that each family see to
The Assiran prefer to wear fur and leather. They dislike justice for itself. If they are too weak to do so, no one else
helmets and favor the use of heavy shields. Fur-covered will do it for them. Only in exceptional cases (very serious
boots are a common piece of apparel in this culture.
crimes) will larger social units operate to punish a felon.
The Col’ka vary from the organization above. The tribal
land
is controlled by the clans. Each clan assigns its member
Location on the Continent Map
families land for their use. Land is owned in common by
the clan. All other factors are the same. Among the Col’ka,
12 17 22
it is more likely that families will help each other when a
7 11 16 21 26
clan member is victimized.
3 6 10 15 20 25
Axes, Swords and Medium Spear
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3.5 The Bal’sani
The Bal’sani believe their mountains are sacred. They,
blessed above all men, were chosen by the gods to serve as
their guardians. They war on anyone who defiles the mountains. Over the years they have often fought the Cerulean
Empire. They despise the Col’ka (a Bal’sani tribe) because
they have chosen to ally with the Ceruleans. To the other
tribes, this is unforgivable cowardice and heresy.

Allies
The Bal’sani like the people of No’mal. They despise all
other foreigners. The Col’ka are allies of the Cerulean Empire. They allow the Ceruleans to use their road in exchange
for goods and money.

Enemies

The Bal’sani despise Ceruleans, Dechans and the Rogizini.
They have a blood feud with the Col’ka because of their
Cerulean alliance. The Col’ka allow Ceruleans free passage
on the road. They kill Rogizini and Dechans who are not in
the company of Ceruleans and any foreigner that they find
off the road in their mountains. They defend themselves
against the other Bal’sani tribes, but do not seek conflict
Population
with them.
The Bal’sani tribes are the Chal’ki (17,000), the Bal’boni
The Bal’sani tribes kill anyone who violates one of their
(16,000), the Ar’sani (13,000) and the Col’ka (10,000). The sacred places. These are specific mountain tops, caves and
Col’ka field 2,000 warriors. The other tribes have a total ravines. They are of great importance to the Bal’sani faith.
population of 46,000 and can field 9,000 warriors.

Language
Economy

Balas
100% Dechan
30% (20%)
Cerulean
20% (40%) Rogizini
5% (10%)
(The language set in parentheses is used by the Col’ka.)

A barter system operates everywhere. The Col’ka use barter
but also accept money. (The Ceruleans sometimes refuse
to sell them valued goods unless they pay in coin). The Basic Characteristics
items that are most valued by the Bal’sani are weapons
Height 67"
and armor. The Col’ka like exotic spices and fine liquor as
Weight 165lbs
well.
Favored Weapons

Religion

Bow, Spear and Sword

The Bal’sani worship Elder forces of the earth and the elements, as personified by their mountains. Their major god
is Domiel. They are animistic. The Col’ka are the same as
the others in this, although some of their more “civilized”
members have begun to worship the Cerulean gods as well.

Other Notes

Personality

Calendar (Solar)

The Bal’sani are an unpredictable people with a reputation
as vicious hill fighters. In battle, they seek the total destruction of their enemy at the lowest possible cost. They
never take prisoners and often kill severely wounded men as
an act of mercy. They are talented bandits, night fighters
and masters of the ambush who “could track a fly” in the
hills and mountains of their homeland.

It is the year 6319 as the Bal’sani reckon time. Their calendar dates from the creation of the first men by the gods
(they say). These men were, of course, Bal’sani. As time
passed their numbers grew until they were more than the
rocks of the mountains. Finally, at the order of their gods,
the royal clans drove lesser men out of the sacred lands so
that the homes of the gods would be left in peace. Since
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The Bal’sani use scalemail as a common item of apparel.
They dislike shields and helmets. They favor strategies that
allow them to hit enemies without risking damage themselves.

3.6 Ba’rual
this time (the year 1000 on their calendar) the Bal’sani have
been dedicated to a single cause-making sure that lesser men
never return to the land of the gods.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.6 Ba’rual
Ba’ru occupies a strategic position on the Sea of Cholchara.
It was founded as a trade outpost of the Thaliban Empire.
In the year 932TH [399SA] Ba’ru became an independent
county. Over the next 80 years, it took over smaller realms
in its vicinity and, in the year 1013TH [480SA], its Count
declared himself to be Maras I, King of Ba’rual.
During his reign (1010–1034TH [477–501SA]) Maras defeated Cholcharan invaders (1023TH [490SA]) with aid
from the Zen’da, and allied with the Ser’manda (by marrying the sister of their Ga’sha in 1030TH [497SA]). After his death, his barbarian queen served as Regent (1034–
1049TH [501 - 516SA]) until her three year old son was
old enough to rule. During this period the Zen’da, especially the Ser’manda, became fond friends of Ba’rual and
its citizens came to accept barbarians as honorable men.
The friendship that developed during the reign of Marta
Windwhistle saved Ba’rual when, in 1053TH [520SA], major raids were launched against the Marentian realms. Under Kerain I (1049–1071TH [516–538SA]) and his successors, Ba’rual served as a base of operations for the Zen’da.
Ba’rual’s army aided in the sacking of Cholchara and Asichi.
She remained an active ally of the Zen’da until the invasions
wound down around the year 1133TH [600SA].
From the end of this war until the year 1514TH [981SA]
Ba’rual was a peaceful trade center. In that year, Ba’ru fell
to L’p’nth. The nation resisted L’p’nthi rule until they were
liberated by the Marentians. Once freed, Ba’rual joined in
Marentia’s war on L’p’nth. In the year 1522TH [989SA],
their capital was sacked by L’p’nth. The next spring the
Marentians retook it and, “in exuberation,” sacked it themselves. After the sacking of Ba’rual, King Ghamal II of Marentia made the nation a tributary ally of Marentia. Since
this status was imposed on them, Ba’rual has rebuilt their
economy and prosperity has returned.
Their current monarch (Kier II) wishes to end the Marentian alliance, if he can do so without a war.

Detailed Map of Ba’rual

Economy
Ba’rual’s economy is based on trade with Marentia and the
Zen’da. They have one of the finest arms industries in the
world.

Religion
Ba’rual is a lawful land. They worship gods who enforce,
aid craftsmen and defend honest merchants.

Personality
The citizens of Ba’rual are honest tradesmen. Trade are
gruff, incorruptible, intelligent, honorable and literate people with little regard for personal comfort or luxury. They
demand fair and honest treatment for all. When angered,
they can be a stubborn, courageous and pragmatic enemies
who will not admit defeat while a chance of victory remains.

Legal System

Ba’rual is ruled by its own dynasty. Because of their tie
to Marentia, and a common tie to old Thaliban law, their
The capital of Ba’rual is Ba’ru (17,000), see §6 for details. legal code is almost identical to Marentia.
The nation has a total population of 85,000. Ba’rual’s army
consists of 400 constables, 800 Zen’da mercenaries, 800 Marentian foot and 2,400 trained militia. Her fleet consists of Allies
9 small warships. Three Marentian warships are also based Ba’rual is the tributary ally of Marentia. They have strong
ties with the Zen’da.
in her harbor.

Population
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Enemies
Ba’rual detests L’p’nth’s faith. They have nothing to do
with L’p’nth or anyone who trades with that nation.

Language
Ba’ru
Zen’dali
L’p’nth
Helva

100%
30%
10%
5%

Marentian
Bhamoti
Sarghut
Rizeeli

50%
15%
5%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
170lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitar, Dirk, Bows
Ancestry
Ba’rual’s ancestors are, primarily, Zen’da barbarians and
Thalibans. They are tall, well-built people with dark hair
and high cheekbones. Many of their citizens have aquiline
noses and exceptional strength.

Calendar (Solar)
The Thaliban calendar is used in Ba’rual. By its reckoning,
it is the year 1633.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.7 Bhamotin
In the year 0BH [103SA], a column of fire fell from heaven
and, speaking in tongues, ordered the warrior Bhamot to
carry its message into the world. This was the Miracle of
Bhamot, one of the cornerstones of the Bhamoti faith. For
over 100 years after this event, the Bhamoti spread their
new faith to the people on their island and sent missionaries into the hill around Lake Bhamot. In the year 128BH
[231SA] a Rogizini Emir attempted to invade the island to
check the spread of the new faith. His army was decimated
and the Bhamoti seized the hills south of Lake Bhamot.
After their victory, the Bhamoti expanded into the Black
Forest, converted its people and built a civilization. In the
year 136BH [239SA], they founded Kasha to celebrate their
victories for the faith.
Three generations of peace followed the founding of
Kasha. Radical theologians believe that this peace, when
Adonai wished that his word be spread, caused the century
of pain that followed. Beginning around the year 197BH
[300SA], Bhamotin suffered from serious plagues, Climan
raids and Rogizini ambushes. In the year 416 they fought
a major war with the Cerulean Empire and were badly
beaten. For the next 45 years, they paid the Ceruleans
a yearly tribute in order to retain their independence.
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The Cerulean tribute ended in the reign of Toval Maresh
as Primate of the Citadel (329–382BH [432–485SA]). In
the year 347BH [450SA], taking a Cerulean invasion of Hadat as an opportunity, Toval ended the tribute and declared
war. In a short war (357–358BH [460–461SA]) Bhamotin
scored a major victory and the Ceruleans withdrew. During
the rest of his reign, Toval increased the might of Bhamotin,
built a network of military roads, began the monastic orders and ordered the construction of Bhamotin’s first war
fleet. On his death (at the age of 98), Bhamotin was on its
way to becoming a major power.
Bhamotin’s march to glory was postponed by Toval’s successor, Kravas the Blind (382–390BH [485–493SA]). To
honor Toval, Kravas ordered Bhamotin’s fleet to sweep the
Climans from the seas. The effort failed and the fleet was
shattered. For two years after this debacle the Climans
raided Bhamotin. Finally, the Climans shifted their attention elsewhere. Until the year 500BH [603SA], Bhamotin
refrained for further military action and worked to recover
from the “Climan Debacle,” which they view as one of the
most humiliating pages in their history.
Peace ended when the Primate Zenara was killed by Rogizini raiders while inspecting the southern frontier (500BH
[603SA]). Her successor, Provinius Malcon (500–531BH
[603–634SA]), invaded the Rogizini Empire to exact revenge. In this war (500–508BH [603–611SA]) Bhamotin
shattered two Rogizini armies and captured A’zan (renamed
Provini in honor of the Primate).
In the year 728BH [831SA], after 200 years of prosperity, the Cerulean Empire attacked. Due to the leadership of
the Primate Zer (712–729BH [815–832SA]) Bhamotin was
almost conquered. In 729BH [832SA] Zer was replaced by
Foyar the Bold (729–758BH [832–861SA]). Foyar fought
the Ceruleans for the better part of his reign. Finally, in
the year 747BH [850SA], the war ended with a bloody victory in the Valley of Shame. Within a month after this
week long battle the Ceruleans withdrew and the Rogizini
Empire attacked. In the Rogizini war (747–749BH [850–
852SA]) Bhamotin sacked Tilal and defeated a 50,000-man
Rogizini army in battle (though outnumbered more than
5-to-1). Foyar spent the final years of his reign reforming
many of Bhamotin’s monastic orders into Chivalrous orders,
to provide the nation with well-trained defenders in time of
war.
Since Foyar’s reign, Bhamotin has become a power. At
sea, they have defeated the Climans and conquered some of
the small islands held by that nation. They are one of the
dominant naval powers in the Sea of Tears and one of the
most progressive forces of Law in the world.

Population
The nation’s four cities are Bhamotin (39,000), the capital,
Kasha (22,000), Vistair (14,000) and Provini (13,000). The
total population of the nation is 360,000.
Bhamotin’s regular army consists of 12,000 footmen and
2,000 cavalry. They also have 15 Chivalrous Orders who
provide soldiers for many purposes. The total strength of
these orders is 2,000 footmen and 2,000 cavalry.
NOTE — The oldest Chivalrous Order is the Order of the
Fiery Citadel, founded in 751BH [854SA]. It has a strength
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of 400 footmen and 400 cavalry. It defends the Citadel
in Bhamotin and serves as the Primate’s personal guard.
Another Elite Order is the Order of the River, founded in
754BH [857SA]. It has 600 footmen and is dedicated to
defending the Paiten river against Rogizini and Cerulean
invaders. They occupy three fortresses on this waterway.
The other 13 orders in the land serve various defense and
missionary functions. Their total strength is 1,000 footmen
and 1,600 cavalry. All members of the Chivalrous Orders
are elite knights. They are armored in chainmail, plate mail
or plate armor and carry shields in battle.

NOTE — Provar is three miles south of Provini. Its convicts are kept in a pit with a small lake at its center. The
pit is dug in sand and surrounded by wood walls. Its walls
are glassy and almost unclimbable, due to a magical treatment by the prison’s builder. The only way into, or out of,
the pit is on a wooden platform that is raised and lowered
with a hoist. The prison also has an adobe building where
the garrison lives and where important prisoners are kept.
Under the current warden, all prisoners are crowded into
the pit unless they can pay for the luxury of an unlighted
cell in the prison building.

Bhamotin’s fleet is controlled by the Primate through
Allies
his Bishop Admiral. It contains 100 warships, including
45 trireme size or larger. Their fleet also has 1,600 elite Bhamotin has friendly relations with the Rizeela and
marines who serve on their larger vessels. (They are one of treaties with both Aratad and Vahear. The treaty with
Aratad is an alliance against Clima. The treaty with Vaa few nations who have trained marines.)
hear is aimed at the Cerulean and Rogizini Empires.

Economy
Bhamotin has a strong economy. Its foundation is agriculture and fishing. The hill regions produce high quality
wood and have extensive mines. The primary metals found
there are iron, copper and tin. They are noted producers
of decent quality metal work and woven fabrics.
Bhamotin has some sea trade. Given the endemic Climan
problem, it is not as strong as it could be. Their main trade
partner is Marentia. They also have overland trade with
their other neighbors though it is controlled because the
Primacy has no trust for Cerulea or the Rogizini Empire.

Religion

Enemies
Bhamotin is the enemy of Clima, the Rogizini Empire
and the Cerulean Empire. All of these nations return
Bhamotin’s hatred.

Language
Bhamoti
Gomese
Cerulean
La’Ced
Rogizini
Rizeeli

100%
5%
10%
10%
20%
40%

Climan
Fomorian
Donaran
Aratad
Marentian

5%
10%
10%
15%
25%

Bhamotin is fanatically lawful. Their major god is Meta- Basic Characteristics
tron. They are intolerant of all other faiths. Bhamotin Height 68"
considers heresy, sacrilege and other religious crimes to be Weight 165lbs
the most heinous crimes of all.
Common Weapons

Personality

Falchion, Pike, Short Sword

The Bhamoti are kind, generous and devout. Unless they
have cause to dislike a stranger, they treat him fairly. When
a stranger endangers them, attacks their land or property,
or commits acts of heresy or sacrilege, they are unforgiving.
They give people the benefit of the doubt in most situations.
Where no doubt exists, they give the person the treatment
his actions have earned.

Ancestry

Legal System
Bhamotin is a theocracy ruled by an elected Primate. Under this Primate is a council of Archbishops and SoldierBishops who govern the land, command the armed forces
and fill important government posts. The Primate is
elected by this council, from among their number, for life.
Bhamotin has an organized society with an equitable court
system. The judge for any trial is the highest ranking
churchman available at the time, i.e. who can come within
two weeks of the arrest. The standard criminal penalties are
imprisonment and death. Felons sentenced to more than
two years in prison are sent to Provar, the nation’s penitentiary. At Provar, prisoners work in the mines until they die
or their sentence has been served.
Conditions in this prison are horrendous. Elsewhere in
Bhamotin, prison conditions are good.

The Bhamoti are related to the Rizeela and the Bal’sani.
They merge the appearance of those peoples.

Calendar (Solar)
It is the year 997 in this calendar. Bhamotin’s calendar
is used by Bhamotin and the Rizeela. It dates from the
Miracle of Bhamot. The legend is:
During a severe winter the villages were starving.
Bhamot, the greatest hunter in the land, swore that he
would find meat and would not return until he had more
than two hands could carry. With this vow he entered the
rough lands of the interior. A full month passed and, when
search parties failed to find him, he was given up for dead.
Because of his reputation, and the fact that he sacrificed
himself in a quest to save his brothers, a pyre was built in
his honor on the highest hill on the island. As soon as it was
lit, the winds died and the sun blackened. From the center
of the flames, Bhamot strode out to his people dressed in
fine robes with hair the color of the sun. In a voice that filled
the island he told of his adventure and revealed the mystery
of the sacred pillar. From that day, until he mounted the
sky in flames, Bhamot led the people in the service of the
true god - Metatron.
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3.8 Caldo
The Caldans are descended from two Kazi clans who migrated from the Kaz 800 years ago. Until the year 0CA
[339SA] they fought a constant war for survival against giants and trolls. In that year, they cleared their plateau
and drove their enemies into the Elder Mountains. For
four centuries after this victory the nation grew and became civilized. During this period of peace they were given
the Dagger and the Jewel by the Dwarves of Kril Schrandor
as a reward for a great service the 1st Dagger did for the
dwarves.
Under the 13th Dagger of Caldo (392–409CA [731–
748SA]) a blood alliance was formed with the Kazi. This
opened the north to Caldan traders. Over the next 100
years, the Caldans built roads to Djanesborg and Dirllar
and fought the Fierazi barbarians who tried to bar their
way. In the year 500CA [889SA] Caldo joined Salaq to
defeat the Don Host at the Battle of Xad. After this battle, their alliance ended when a Salaqi noble insulted the
cousin of the 19th Dagger. Caldo withdrew its forces and
swore never again to fight for Salaq when this man went
unpunished.
Excluding perennial wars with the trolls, Caldo remained
at peace for 200 years after this war. In the year 648SA
[987SA] they recognized Donara’s right to exist as a kingdom. In 742CA [1081SA] the King of Donara demanded
that they pay a yearly tribute or face conquest. Caldo responded by invading Donara. From 742–745CA [1081–
1084SA] the war ravaged Donara. In the year 743CA
[1082SA], Kazi riders and elements of the Dagger Legion
torched manors on the outskirts of the royal city of Donara
(during the Battle of Eama). After some minor reverses,
the Caldans made peace, with minor territorial gains. In
the decade since this war they have returned to their normal
pursuits — trade, training and troll-baiting.

Population
Though civilized, Caldo retains its clan organization. There
are two clans. Clan Bara dwells in the north, centered
around the city of Bara (23,000). It population is 125,000.
Clan Caldo controls the south. Its central city, Caldo
(20,000), is built in and around an ancient fortress built
by, and for, Giants. The total population of the clan is
160,000. The nation has 285,000 citizens.
Caldo’s armed forces are highly-trained and elite. Their
major military units are the Dagger Legion and the Jewel
Guard. The Dagger Legion consists of 5,200 footmen (4,200
in chainmail and 1,000 in platemail), 400 peltasts (chainmail) and 400 cavalry (200 chainmail, 200 platemail). The
Jewel Guard is composed of 200 mounted knights in Plate
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Armor who are the most competent and noble soldiers in
the nation.
Other than these forces, Caldo has 1,200 Kazi mercenaries, 400 Guardsmen (a garrison for the northern trade
roads) and a national militia of 16,000 trained footmen.
NOTE — Military training is compulsory for Caldan men.
Those who show great skill are enrolled in the Dagger Legion. Others are enlisted in the militia until they are too old
to serve in battle. Veterans who prove their ability in battle
are invited to join the Jewel Guard. Should it be necessary,
the nation can levy an additional 8,000 men, by calling on
old men and partially-trained youths, to resist invasion.

Economy
The Caldan plateau supports large herds of cattle and
sheep. Their cities produce some of the world’s finest iron
and stone work. Caldan armorer’s are said to be the finest
armor-makers in the human world.
Caldo controls land trade to and from Djanesborg and
Dirllar. They charge a high tariff to those who use their
roads. Traders who refuse are left to the “tender” mercies
of the Kazi.

Religion
Caldan religion centers around ancestor worship. They respect the Elder Gods but do not worship them. All Caldans
know their lineage for at least five generations. Because of
their dedication to their ancestors, many Caldans worship
Gods of the Dead (to better the lot of their ancestors in the
after-life). They seek to placate the supernatural, not to
serve it.

Personality
The central feature of Caldan society is family loyalty. Outsiders who insult a family member are rarely forgiven. Except for an obsession with family honor, Caldans are kind,
friendly and generous people. As long as family, clan and
nation are not threatened, they do their best to help fellow
Caldans and guests from foreign lands.
Most Caldans are dedicated sportsmen and gamblers.
Theirs is a physical society. They enjoy athletic events and
skillfully staged passages at arms, especially when a wager
rides on the outcome. It is truly said that “a Caldan would
bet on his own death of he thought he had a chance to
collect afterwards.”

Legal System
Caldo is a dual monarchy, created by the dynastic fusion of
Clans Bara and Caldo. Tradition demands that the male
leader of Clan Caldo marry the female leader of Clan Bara.
The Caldan is called the Dagger of Caldo and War-King.
The Baran is called the Jewel of Caldo and Peace-Queen.
The Dagger controls the armed forces (except for the Jewel
Guard), all fortifications and military affairs. The Jewel
controls the economy, trade, the Jewel Guard and civilian
affairs.
NOTE — The division of responsibility above is like that
of the Caldan family. Men take care of fighting, protecting
the home, providing for the family and handling danger.
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Women hold the purse strings, care for the young and keep
the home running smoothly.
Crime in Caldo is resolved in both modern and ancient
ways. For most crimes suspects are held prisoner for a fortnight. During this time, people go to the constables and
testify for or against the suspect. When the period of investigation is over the testimony is examined by three judges
who decide on a verdict. At no time is the suspect allowed
to face his accusers or give any testimony on his own behalf.
The first that he knows about the trial is when he is taken
to court and the verdict is read.
Any person who is found guilty of a crime can demand
to be tried by ancient law. For minor crimes, this is trial
by combat. For major crimes, it is trial by fire (walking
hot coals). The standard penalties for crimes in Caldo are
mutilation, death and death in the arena.
NOTE — For the death in the arena penalty, the felon is
put in the arena at dawn with the non-magical weapon of
his choice. He is attacked without rest by various adversaries, who are replaced as they die or tire, until he dies.
Should he survive until noon, he is judged to be worthy of
life and is banished from the nation under heavy guard. The
adversaries selected depend on the reputation of the criminal. They can be other criminals, heavily armored soldiers,
skilled warriors or non-human adversaries such as trolls.

Allies
Caldo has a familial tie with the tribes of the Kaz. They
have friendly relations with Djanesborg, often trade with
Dirllar and have a profound respect for Dwarves.

Enemies

The Caldan Family
The Caldan family is a multi-lineal, communal unit. Children belong to the clan of the parent of the same sex, i.e.
all sons belong to the father’s clan and all daughters belong
to the mother’s clan. No birth is illegitimate in Caldo.
NOTE — Caldan society has a class of low status individuals who belong to the Caldan state because their parent
refused them and thus, they have no clan. In most cases,
foreigners are responsible for this class in Caldan society. If
these children are lucky, their other parent’s clan take them
as a ward. Though they still have little status in this situation, they do have a clan. In Caldan society, to be without
a clan is to be nothing.
Caldan marriages are an alliance between two clans, not
a license to bear children. The Caldan system does not
distinguish between a child of married parents and a child
of unmarried parents. What matters is the child’s clan affiliation. (By the standards of most societies, Caldo is a
promiscuous land with strange and immoral customs.)

The Royal Line
Succession in the royal line assumes that the king and queen
are the parents of any child that either is responsible for,
as detailed above. In all cases, the first male child of either
parent is heir to the Dagger. The first daughter of the
Jewel inherits the Jewel. If the reigning Jewel does not
have any daughters, daughters fathered by the Dagger on
other Baran women may inherit.
The Dagger and the Jewel pass to their heirs when both
are at least 18-years-old (the Caldan age of maturity). At
this time, the parents step down and become government
advisors and office holders. They usually remain powerful
in the government until the day that they die.

The Caldans despise Kotothi creatures, especially Trolls.
They consider the Donarans to be an arrogant and immoral
EXAMPLE — The current heir to the Dagger was born in
people with no concern for proper honor.

Language
Caldan
Dwarf Elder
So’reas
Djani
Kazi

100%
10%
10%
25%
40%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

67"
165lbs

Common Weapons
Pike, Short Sword, Javelin
Ancestry
Caldans are of Kazi stock

Calendar (Solar)

Zen’dali
Donaran
Dirlla
Salaqi
No’reas

5%
20%
15%
15%
10%

745CA [1084SA]. The heir to the Jewel was born in 749CA
[1088SA]. The Dagger and Jewel will pass to them on the
Jewel’s 18th birthday in the year 768CA [1107SA]. The Dagger heir will be 23-years-old at that time.

The Dagger
The Dagger is the symbol of Clan Caldo. It grants its
wielder increased strength (+20) and speed (+2PMR)in
battle. When he is sorely pressed, it draws on the strength
of the Jewel without the user’s direct volition. This power
merges his spirit with the ancestral spirits of Clans Caldo
and Bara, creating a nearly invincible engine of destruction
capable of wielding the knowledge and power of more than
25 generations of Caldan rulers.
The Dagger can only be touched or used by its rightful
owner. Any other person who touches it, including a former
owner, suffers severe burns (2D6 hit points) and is unable
to retain his grip on it. Anyone, except its owner, who
touches it with anything except his bare hand is attacked
by an MEL14/EL7 Physical curse (transforming him into
a dog) instead of the heat specified above.

This calendar dates from their conquest of the Citadel of
the Giants, the current site of the city of Caldo. It is the
year 761 to the Caldans. The reasons this victory is of
importance to the Caldans are that it eliminated the last The Jewel
Kotothi stronghold in their land and, as a reward for freeing The Jewel is the symbol of Clan Bara. It doubles the Castthe Dwarven slaves of the Giants, it earned them the Dagger ing Ability of its owner and adds 10 to her MDV. It is
and the Jewel.
the repository of knowledge for, and key to the spirits of,
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the royal lines of Caldo and Bara. The holder can call on
these ancestors for knowledge, information and advice. She
may not wield their power in any other way. The Jewel
can be used to communicate with the Dagger holder and
all former holders of the Dagger or the Jewel who are alive.
This ability allows the user to communicate and see what
the person is doing (to determine if they need help). It does
not extend beyond the royal line and may not be used for
any other persons.
Any person, other than its owner, who touches the Jewel,
who touches the jewel loses D100 energy points each phase
that contact is maintained and will be unable to release
the gem without aid. (Some other person must tear the
jewel from his hand to save him.) If the person’s Energy
Level is reduced to zero or less, he is dead and his spirit
is sucked into the spiritual realm inhabited by the Caldan
Royal Spirits. These spirits will see to it that the would-be
thief has an eventful afterlife.
Location on the Continent Map
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of the natural valleys in the Elder mountain range. The
sothern road is broken by two major walled forts. Each fort
is built with the road travelling through it, with high stone
walls reaching out to the narrow valley walls. These two
forts can effectively choke all travel north and south on the
southern road, since travel through the mountains is only
possible on foot, by mule or by llama (most of the terrain is
too harsh for horses). Foot travel in the mountains is limited to 2–6 days per hex under good conditions (2D3) and
nearly impossible during storm and dark seasons. Travel on
the road itself is limited to 2 days per hex under the best
conditions for foot travel, 1 day per hex for mounted travel.
During the snowy storm and dark seasons the roads from
the Ft. Cal Tolda hex to the Caldan plateau and from just
north of Bara up to the Caldan plateau are closed due to
snow, and the few villages along the road are pretty much
isolated until the planting season.
Within the plateau itself, travel is difficult due to deep
snows and cold, but the locals pretty much keep the main
road clear as well as roads to the various other towns and
villages. The great storage caverns of Castle Caldo and
Ft. Eldando are used to store food gathered over the short
growing season for the snowy months.
Special location noted on the map are:

1) Nan Cadra, a trade town that guards the entrance to
the Caldan plateau. This is as far as most Donaran
and other southern traders get into Caldan lands, unless
Economy
spoken for by a high-station Caldan. Only a day’s travel
from Caldo, it is a major transfer point of goods headFarming style is “Refined” with a support ratio of 0.15
ing south on non-Caldan merchant trains, though most
merchants who can will continue onward to the great
market at Caldo.
2) Dvar Tolda (“Dwarven Gate”) – This town of 230 humans and 800 dwarves is 95% underground, with only
a few human buildings outside a grandly carved tunnel
entrance. This tunnel, standing over 20’ high and 30’
wide travels for over 50’ before opening up into a huge,
multi-level cavern. 10’ before the cavern itself is a 2’
wide ditch bridged by a huge metal plate. When the
dwarves wish to close off the tunnel, stops are released
and the metal plat hinges down and away, allowing for
2 huge doors to slide on great rollers from both sides
of the tunnel. These doors are metal covered stone and
very heavy. Only twice in recent Caldan history have
the gates ever been closed.
The cavern itself is over 100’ high at the center, dimly
lit by spots of glowing rock. The floor of the cavern
is primarily shops and human residence, with dwarven
residence and government centers on upper levels carved
into the cavern walls. Several stone bridges arch over the
cavern floor, connecting opposite sides of the cavern.
For a human in the market area, the scene is an eerie
twilight similar to the dwarven lands in the lower world,
with untwinking “stars” all about the “sky”, and dark
Detailed Map of Caldo
shapes moving across them. The market area is better lit
with standing stones of glowing rock, providing enough
light to see your way around. Torches are not allowed,
Travel Notes
but covered oil lanterns are common in shops that cater
The major road south to Donara and north to the Kazi
to humans (the dwarvenkind need no such aids). It is in
lands have been carved and built (with dwarven aid) out
these markets here that the dwarves trade with humans
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

in the middle world, taking in foodstuffs and fine goods
for metal work.
In the upper stories is a dwarven barracks of 100 elite
soldiers. These soldiers are exclusivly tasked with the
guarding of a second tunnel that leads over 70 miles
through living rock, to Dvalanhold (the stronghold of
dwarves in the Middle world).
Cri Dena — This town is situated on both sides of the
River of Blood, and connected by several stone bridges.
The town economy is primarily based on recovering
wood logged from up-river as well as sift-mining gold
and silver washed from the mountains upstream.
Nan Badra — A border town on the northern edge of
the Calda Plateau. This is generally as far as non-allied
foreigners get unless spoken for by a high-station Caldan
or Kazi.
Arala — A trade town situated on a very tight bend
in the valley road heading north, it is marked by thick,
natural stone arch that crosses the entance to the pocket
valley into which the town is situated. Long held by the
Barans as a judge of bravery to walk across the arch,
which is nearly 200’ above the rocky road at the highest
point. On calm days, the basic difficulty is Agility ×5,
which can drop to ×1 or worse in very windy conditions.
A partial success allows you to drop to your belly and
crawl the rest of the way in relative safety (×3 to the
basic chance). Failure indicates a fall, resulting in 6d6
damage doubled (due to the stone floor.
Nan Kaza — A border trade town, primarily dealing
with the local Kazi, but also with northern traders who
do not plan to go all the way into Caldo. It is here that
anyone wishing to hire Kazi mercenaries will gnerally
travel.
F’kirin’s wall — This finger of hard mountain ridge, over
2 miles long but no more then 300–600 feet in width
and about 200–300 feet high, extends onto the Caldan
plateau. In some time in distant past, the western side
was cut flat and undecipherable runes carved into it.
From the sheer scale it is obvious it was created by giants, but the purpose is unknown.

530SA]) and a punitive raid into Iravoy (916LA [533SA])
that cost him his life. After his death, the nation suffered
major reverses.
His successor, Thiebald the Demented (916–923LA [533–
540SA]), lost the territorial gains in Zarun and was defeated by Xianese rebels when he tried to end their insurrection. In the year 923LA [540SA] the commanding
generals of the army assassinated him. For the next 300
years, the army controlled a puppet Emperor and ruled
the realm. From 1213–1222LA [830–839SA], the Empire
was attacked by the Don Host. Aratad, Rhozad and Eured
were lost and the Royal army was forced into the hills. During this period, the reigning Emperor, Mavinius, reasserted
Imperial authority. Under his leadership the Empire sent
monetary support and weapons to the forces of Silar of
Rhozad and applied what pressure they could with their
army. When the host was driven from the land (1222LA
[839SA]) Mavinius acknowledged Silar’s title of King and
asked that he resume his fealty to the Empire. Silar refused. For twelve years, diplomatic means were used to
force his return. Finally, with the death of Mavinius the
Cunning (1207–1234LA [824–851SA]), the Empire of Ced
invaded. During this war (1234–1240LA [851–857SA]),
Rhozad (1236LA [853SA]) and A’iam (1239LA [856SA])
were sacked. Finally, to avert total defeat, Larestian the
Loud (1234–1251LA [851–868SA]), recognized the three
nations and granted them independence.
After this loss, the morale of the Empire was poor. It has
continued to worsen in the last three centuries. The Ced
have suffered major defeats at the hands of the Confederacy (1442–1461LA [1059–1078SA]) and Donara (1472–
1475LA [1089–1092SA]). Under the current ruler, Ruverian II (1473LA [1090SA] - present), the Empire has begun
to revitalize itself though they are a long way from returning
to a position of power in the area.

Population

The capital of the Empire is La’Ced (52,000). Its other city
is A’iam (28,000). The total population of the nation is
325,000. The Royal Army of Ced is a highly-trained force
of 4,000 footmen and 400 cavalry. The Royal Guard, 1,200
footmen and 400 archers is one of the finest foot units in
3.9 The Empire of Ced
the world. The Empire can also raise 16,000 militia in time
The Empire was founded 15 centuries ago by Ced A’caran. of war. The total strength of the army is 22,000. The
At its height it controlled Shiben, Ticasi, Nerid, Chiros, Empire’s fleet contains 20 warships. Most of these vessels
Iravoy, the Confederacy and parts of present day Zarun. are outdated and in poor condition.
During the reign of Sargon the Uncaring (634–652LA [251–
269SA]) Iravoy and Western Zarun won their indepenEconomy
dence. Following this loss the Empire remained at peace
until it was defeated by the Kingdom of Salaq (804–807LA The fields of the Empire produce high quality flax. Ced
[421–424SA]), resulting in the loss of Ticasi, Shiben and craftsmen are noted for their ability as weavers, glassmakers
and dyers. La’Ced is a major industrial center where high
Chiros.
After the Salaq war, the Emperor began a naval program quality textiles and glassware are available at a reasonable
to answer the Climan threat. This weakened the army and price.
angered its generals. In the year 887LA [504SA] Thesovius the Magnificent took the throne and ended this pro- Religion
gram. He instituted a rigid military code and, by decree, The Ced worship Elder Gods of War. Its citizens are remade the formation of an elite army the first priority of ligious and devout. In the lower classes, the worship of
the state. During his reign (887–916LA [504–533SA]) the the Gods of War is not as prevalent as worship of gods of
army prospered and the fleet died. The major events of his commerce, luck and other things important in day-to-day
reign were an advance to the river Zara (905–913LA [522– survival for the poor.
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Personality

The Salaqi

The Ced tend to be harsh, boorish and arrogant. They seldom accept defeat with any grace and have a long memory
when they are wronged. Despite these traits, most citizens
are honorable, honest and truthful in dealing with others.
They will lie when their survival depends on it but are moral
when they can be. Except for the military elite, the single
thing of greatest importance to the people of Ced is personal
survival. For the elite, honor and duty are more important.

Height
Weight

Legal System
Ced is ruled by a triumvirate. Its members are the Emperor,
the commanding General of the Royal Guard and the Lord
Marshal of the Royal Army. Both officers are appointed by
the Emperor. His appointments are subject to approval by a
Council of Nobility composed of the Empire’s great nobles
(Counts and up). The position of Emperor is hereditary.
By law, he must be an army officer before he assumes the
throne. Militarily, he is the Grand Marshal of Ced and
commander of its armed forces.
All crimes in Ced have a fixed penalty set for them. Any
person who is convicted suffers the set penalty. To be convicted in this nation a person must be caught in the act
or three unrelated people (not personally affected by the
crime) must testify that they saw the person commit the
crime, giving particulars that prove the truth of their statements. In either case, the person is convicted and punished.
The common penalties in this Empire are mutilation, imprisonment, banishment and death. The penalty for lying
about another person’s guilt is death by flaying. Criminal
testimony is not given thoughtlessly in this land.

68"
150lbs

Common Weapons
Dirk, Broad Sword, Medium Spear
Ancestry
These people are of La’Cedi stock. Most have dark hair and
dark complexions, but lighter than those of the Confederacy. They tend tobe dexterous and agile.

Calendar (Solar)
This calendar, used by the Empire of the Ced, the Confederacy of Aratad, Xian, Iravoy and Nerid, dates from the
foundation of the Empire of the Ced. It is the year 1483 as
they reckon time.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
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3.10 The Cerulean Empire

Acosha I founded this Empire in the year 1359RE [246SA].
During his reign (1359–1374RE [246–261SA]) he formed
alliances with the royal houses of Chaol and Indar, and
built the Cerulean Army into a powerful force. Toward the
end of his reign (1366–1368RE [253–255SA]) he tested his
Allies
new army and conquered Nyshan. Acosha was succeeded by
Nerid is the Empire’s tributary ally.
Maeru the Great (1374–1406RE [261–293SA]). In Maeru’s
reign the nation became a dynamic and militant Empire. In
his first campaign the Empire conquered Dhalran (1375RE
Enemies
The Confederacy, Clima and Donara hate the Empire of [262SA]), Samai (1376RE [263SA]) and Ba’shan (1378RE
Ced. Any of them would try to conquer it if they could let [265SA]). Following these victories, he formed an alliance
down their defenses against the other long enough to do so. with the Patani and sealed it by conquering the Dallaza
(1389–1396RE [276–283SA]). In the final years of his reign
Maeru conquered Huam (1397RE [284SA]) and Chohas
Language
(1402RE [289SA]) and led an abortive invasion into the
La’Ced
100% Aratad
20%
jungles of Teosa (1404–1406RE [291–293SA]). He died of
Zarunese
10% Salaqi*
30%
amoebic dysentery while besieging Teos (at the age of 62)
Donaran
10% Climan
10%
and the Cerulean forces withdrew to honor his death.
*There is a large community of Salaqi refugees, about
Maeru’s successors kept the Empire at peace and consol10,000 people, in the hills near the Nerid border. They are idated their hold on it. In the year 1520RE [407SA] Dhaji
descended from members of the Salaqi Royal Army who the Supple, serving as regent for her son, led the army in
were sent to attack Chiros in the year 1382LA [999SA].
defense against the northern desert tribes (1520–1524RE
[407–411SA]) and shattered them. To mark this great vicBasic Characteristics
tory she founded Ermetn (1526RE [413SA]) and ordered
Height 67"
a lightning raid into Bhamotin, forcing a heavy tribute on
Weight 140lbs
that nation. After this final victory, at the age of 39, she
surrendered the throne to her son and retired into private
Common Weapons
life.
Short Sword, Spear, Crossbows
The reign of Maure the Stubborn (1529–1553RE [416–
440SA]) was marked by the conquest of Halle (1536–
Ancestry
1539RE [423–426SA]) from the Rogizini Empire and reThese people are La’Cedi. Most have dark hair and dark peated attempts to conquer the Bal’sani. The army recomplexions. They tend to be dexterous and agile.
peatedly failed to pin down the Bal’sani (1543–1550RE
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[430–437SA]) and suffered heavy losses in their effort to
do so. In the year 1551RE [438SA], using a strategm devised by Dhaji the Supple, Maure gained an alliance with
the Col’ka (1552RE [439SA]) — which gave the Empire a
route through the mountains and strengthened their position in Halle.
Maure was succeeded by Acosha the Mad (1553–1574RE
[440–461SA]), a stupid, energetic and maniacal ruler.
During his reign the Empire suffered a bloody defeat at
the hands of the Bal’sani (1556RE [443SA]), lost the
Bhamotin tribute (1564RE [451SA]) and failed to conquer
Hadat (1561–1565RE [448–452SA]). In the year 1566RE
[453SA], to honor the death of his grandmother (Dhaji
the Supple), he ordered the fleet to destroy Vahear. In
this war (1566–1567RE [453–454SA]), 50% of the Cerulean
fleet was destroyed. In the year 1574RE [461SA], the night
before he was to announce an invasion into Katai, he was
assassinated by his generals. Following this assassination,
the Empire was rocked by a major civil war (1574–1580RE
[461–467SA]). After the third Battle of Indar, the old dynasty (the Jhagovasar) was supplanted by Prince Maoud
Maulita, first Emperor of the Maulitii Dynasty.
Under the Maulitii dynasty, the Cerulean Empire experienced a Golden Age in which the arts flourished. In the
year 1902RE [789SA] their reign was ended by the Patani
guard. Following this coup, Amy’pas I became the first
Emperor of the Patani dynasty. During his reign (1902–
1957RE [789–844SA]), Amy’pas fought an inconclusive
war with L’p’nth (1903–1906RE [790–793SA]), conquered
Hadat (1917–1919RE [804–806SA]), married a Rogizini
princess (1932RE [819SA]) and began a great war against
Bhamotin (1944–1963RE [831–850SA]) that was lost by
his successor, Aym’briz I (1957–1963RE [844–850SA]).

Population
The capital is Cerul (82,000). Its other major cities,
each the capital of a Satrapy, are Dhalran (67,000), Indar
(36,000), Chaol (31,000), Nyshan (29,000), Halle (26,000),
Chohas (20,000), Hadat (18,000), Ba’shan (15,000), Huam
(14,000), Samai (12,000) and Ermetn (11,000). The tribal
population of the Empire includes 109,000 Patana and
41,000 Dallaza. Its total population is 3,000,000.
The army of the Empire is divided into three groups. The
Imperial Army contains 12,000 footmen and 6,000 cavalry.
The 11 Satraps of the nation, one per city excluding Cerul,
control 20,000 footmen, 5,000 cavalry and 24,000 militia.
The tribal hosts of the Empire are under the command of
their Great Chief, who owes fealty only to the Emperor.
The Patani Host fields 15,000 warriors and the Dallaza Host
fields 6,000 warriors. The total army of the Empire has
88,000 men-at-arms, more than 20% of which is cavalry
(including 90% of the Patana and 50% of the Dallaza).
The fleet is divided into two groups. The Imperial Navy
contains 36 warships, 16 of which are triremes, and 24 river
patrol barges. The fleets of Satraps who reign in ports total
40 warships, including 4 triremes. Satraps whose capital
city is located on a river have 1–6 river patrol barges, if
they have a sea fleet, and 5–10 if they don’t. The total
strength of the Empire’s ocean fleet is 76 ships, 20 of which
are triremes.

Economy
The Cerulean Empire controls the most productive agriculture area in the world. It has large mines and sits aside
the major land route between Katai and the west. It is a
wealthy and aggressive nation that is wisely feared by its
enemies.

Aym’briz was a weakling who lived in constant terror of
his father. He was in the Valley of Shame during the final
battle against Bhamotin. At a crucial point in this battle
he was terrified by the approach of a horribly-wounded,
gore-splattered knight bearing a flaming sword. He fled,
contributing that his father had come from hell to slay him.
The Marshal killed him on the spot and left him for the
vultures.

Religion

After killing Aym’briz, Marshal Ho’aza Dalya seized the
throne as Regent for the Patani heirs. With the support
of the army, he dedicated his reign to training the Patani
heirs and reorganizing the Empire. His reign (1963–1986RE
[850–873SA]) forced discipline on the Empire and led to
the Satrap system as it is today. Since his death, the
Cerulean Empire has remained a disciplined, stable and
prosperous land.

Personality

Ceruleans fear the supernatural, especially those forces that
seek to harm man. Their religion is aimed at placating
hostile forces through worship and sacrifice. Due to their
power, and extreme hostility, the gods that most Ceruleans
worship are gods of Chaos, especially Ahriman, Nergal,
Abaddon and Ba’en’kekon.

The Empire has three distinct personalities. The elite (highcaste military and nobles) are suave, well-educated and disciplined individuals with hair-trigger tempers. They can be
unreasonable when angered or insulted. Most members of
this group are wealthy and honorable. To offer a person of
this class a bribe is a grave insult, as the offer implies that
you think he is base enough to accept it.

NOTE — Civilied citizens of station 6 and 10 fit in this
NOTE — The current ruler of the Cerulean Empire class.
is Aym’ayya II, a 75-year-old man. His heir, Marshal
Common citizens are ignorant, stoic and passive. Most
Aym’nera, is a militant officer who dreams of conquest. At are talented at obeying orders and enjoy showing their su48, he is a competent and experienced general who will lead periority over people of lower station. Common citizens
the Empire to war when he takes the throne. (Aym’ayya will fear, and respect, the elite. They yearn for personal wealth
die in the spring of the year 2218RE [1105SA], the victim and power. Most members of this class are susceptible to
of a subtle poison. His murderer will be the Guildmaster of bribery due to their lust for wealth and power and the genDechat’s deadliest Assassin’s Guild.)
eral poverty of their lives. As a group, they can be bought.
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NOTE — Civilized citizens of station 0–3 fit in this class.
The final class is composed of barbarians and soldiers.
These people are gruff, taciturn and dedicated. Honor is
the most important thing in their lives, followed closely by
personal victory and fame. They will do nothing that compromises their personal position or honor and react violently
to any insult. In battle, they obey orders well and show a
great deal of cunning and initiative in carrying out orders.
NOTE — Barbarians, civilized soldiers and persons with a
station of 4 fit in this class.
The general trait that all Ceruleans share is an immense
fear of the supernatural. When faced with a supernatural
threat, they are hard-pressed to hold their ground. If they
do, they fight with a frenzied desperation aimed at eliminating the threat before it can get them. As a general rule,
the higher the station of the Cerulean, the more likely he
will fight rather than flee (using station x 15% for this when
it applies.) Exhibitions of cowardice by a Cerulean noble
are dishonorable regardless of the adversary. (The Referee
should not compel Players to live by this national trait if
they do not wish to do so. He should use it when non-player
Ceruleans are in play on one side or the other.)

Legal System
This nation is a feudal Empire with a powerful military. Local satraps, depending on the strength of the reigning Emperor, are more or less independent in their land. Each is
responsible for administering justice and civil affairs. Each
Satrapy also has a Viceroy. The Viceroy commands the
army and enforces the laws. Viceroys are only responsible to the Marshal of the Empire, the supreme commander of the Imperial Army (who is only responsible to the
Emperor). They are appointed by the Marshal subject to
Imperial approval. Satraps are only responsible to the Emperor, though they are required to make yearly reports to
the Grand Vizier of the Empire. A Satrap’s title is hereditary. He can only be removed from power for treason.
Viceroys commonly serve four to eight years in their post.
Commands at this level are rotated to minimize the chance
that an ambitious Viceroy will try to seize power. Satraps
have no power over their Viceroy and he has none over
them. Another feature of the Cerulean system is its network of Imperial spies, agents and assassins whose identity
is only known to the Emperor and his Grand Vizier. They
move through the Empire in various disguises inspecting the
Satrapies and insuring that the will of the Emperor is enforced. Under a strong Emperor, “the Secret Army” can be
a devastating force. Under a weak Emperor, like Aym’ayya,
they become a source of corruption and evil.
A single system of law applies to all citizens. Any fieldgrade officer (Colonel and higher) can serve as a judge. Unless the officer is bribable, and the felon has enough money,
the verdict is final and punishment is immediate. Penalties
for crime in this Empire are corporal punishment, imprisonment, slavery and death. When a crime warrants death,
it is always a slow and painful one.
NOTE — In theory, all citizens have the right to appeal
to the Satrap’s court, and, from there, to the Emperor. In
fact, only the wealthy can afford to do this. (Many officials
must be bribed before the case reaches court.)
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Allies
The Ceruleans have good relations with the Rogizini Empire. The Viceroy of Chohas are responsible for the protectorate of Dechat. He treats them well, as did his predecessor. The Satraps of Samai and Ba’shan, nobles of Katai
extraction, has close trade ties with the Katai duchies of
Tirat, Koi’lan and Tiansar.

Enemies
Bhamotin and Vahear are major enemies. The Empire
wants to conquer Teosa, for honor’s sake. They hate Vahear because Vahear protects Teosa. The Cerulean Empire
considers the cults of L’p’nth and Clima to be immoral and
sadistic monstrosities. They deal with these nations on as
limited a basis as possible. They would never consider an
alliance with either of them.

Language
Cerulean
Balas
Dallazi
Katai

100%
10%
20%
30%

Dechan
Bhamoti
Patani
Dhalrani

5%
10%
30%
40%

L’p’nth
Teosa
Fomorian
Rogizini

10%
10%
5%
30%

(The Dominant language in the
Satrapy of Ba’shan)

(The Dominant language in the
Satrapy of Dhalran)

(The Dominant language in the
Satrapy of Halle)

NOTE — The Cerulean Empire is a large Empire with
many diverse cultures in its boundaries. It is held together
by its military strength and a somewhat laissez-faire attitude
toward cultural differences when they do not interfere with
the governing of the Empire.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
175lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitar, Spear, Light or Medium Bow
Ancestry
The Cerulean people are kin of the Patana and the Dalya.
The people in the east are kin of Katai, those in the west are
Rogizini and Bhamoti kin. Residents of the south, around
Dhalran, are related to the people of Teos.

The Dalya
Height
Weight

68"
175lbs

Favored Weapons
Scimitar, Spear, Light Bow

3.11 Chiros
Other Notes

Population

The Dalya commonly use bucklers, leather armor and The capital of the Duchy is the city of Chiros (10,000). Its
leather helmets in battle. For everyday wear they prefer total population is 60,000. The Duke of Chiros controls 200
footmen and 2 warships. At the insistence of Duke Salin,
soft leather, fur and woolen vests.
he has hired 800 mercenary footmen, 400 cavalry and 16
warships (12 of whom are pirates) from associates of Duke
The Patana
Salin. Salin controls these forces.
Height 67"
Weight 175lbs
Economy
Chiros has rich mines and fine craftsmen. The mines are
owned by a cartel controlled by Duke Salin. (Salin won
70% ownership from the Duke of Chiros on a horserace.)
The nation is poor, dependent on sea trade and indebted
to Salin.

Favored Weapons
Scimitar, Lance, Dirk
Other Notes

The Patana wear leather. In battle they use bucklers, scaleReligion
mail and helmets. With the rise of the new Cerulean dynasty, they have taken to wearing finely-embroidered cloth The god of Chiros is Dionysius. Most Chirans are devoted
to the more hedonistic rites of his faith. Few support the
in fine robes and capes.
dangerous cults, such as the Maenads, which are associated
with him.

Calendar (Dynastic)

The Royal Calendar of Cerul records time in terms of the
number of years that the reigning dynasty has ruled. Currently it is the 311th year of the Patani.
NOTE — Both the Katai and the Rogizini calendars are
used in this empire. The Katai calendar is common in the
east, the Rogizini calendar is dominant in the west.
Location on the Continent Map

3
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26
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24
23

Personality
Chirans are treacherous, hedonistic liars. Under compulsion, they can be industrious and productive. Otherwise
they are a lazy and effete people who love to gamble. No
crime is more gauche to a Chiran than failure to pay a gambling debt. In general, they are a conniving and cowardly
nation.
NOTE — Duke Mabor owes Duke Salin 40,000 GC, equivalent to six years income for his Duchy. Until his debt is
paid, an unlikely event, he must remain a pawn of Salin.

Legal System

The Duke and his Council of Advisors rule the Duchy. Their
decisions are law. Currently, 80% of the advisor’s are Salin’s
agents. He controls the government.
Criminal penalties in Chiros vary at the whim of the
judge. They can be unfair, especially when the person being tried is an enemy of Duke Salin. (One enemy of Salin
3.11 Chiros
The Chiran revolt from the Empire of the Ced (421SA) was executed for spitting on a public street.) Any penalty
caused a war between Salaq and that Empire. After this is possible in this land and a great deal of corruption exists.
war, Chiros became a Salaqi protectorate. In the year
639SA, they revolted, slaying 400 Salaqi citizens. In re- Allies
sponse the Salaqi royal Army entered Chiros, smashed the Chiros has close ties to Donara
rebellion and annexed the land to the crown (640SA). Chiros remained a royal duchy until the year 812, when Salaq X Enemies
(807–820SA) returned it to local rule. The new duke swore Ticasi and Shiben despise Chiros. The Salaqi consider them
eternal fealty.
to be base traitors who have earned death. They are hated
In the year 998SA, Chiros made a secret alliance with by the Empire of the Ced and fear the power of Clima.
Donara and revolted. With the Salaqi Royal Army busy
in Chiros, the Donarans attacked Salaq (214DO [999SA]) Language
and conquered them within 30 days. Chiros gained its indeLa’Ced
60% Donaran
50%
pendence, and the fragments of Salaq’s Royal Army drifted
Aratad
20% Salaqi
60%
into exile in the Empire of the Ced, Aratad and Shiben.
Climan
20%
NOTE — The current Duke of Chiros, Mabor IV (294DO
[1079SA] - present) is the puppet of Duke Salin of Pelara. Basic Characteristics
Salin rules the land because the Duke owes him a massive Height 68"
debt and Salin controls most of the nation’s wealth.
Weight 150lbs
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Common Weapons
Dirk, Broad Sword, Spear

Once caught in a lie a person is not believed again unless
the truth of his statement is obvious or provable. They can
be an unforgiving people, their survival depends on it.

Ancestry
These peoples are of La’Cedi stock. They follow the char- Legal System
acteristics of that group but are a bit larger, heavier built Choshai is ruled by its Prince and two Dukes. The Dukes
and lighter skinned.
are sovereign rulers who owe fealty to the Prince, who is the
supreme ruler of the land. The legal system is identical to
Location on the Continent Map
that specified for Katai, except nobles do not have the right
to slay felons without a trial. Nobles can be convicted for
crimes committed against commoners and, if convicted of
12 17 22
a criminal action, lose their nobility as a matter of course.
7 11 16 21 26
For a land that is beset by enemies, where a person’s right
3 6 10 15 20 25
to survive can be tested daily, Choshai is a refined and
2 5 9 14 19 24
civilized land with an efficient justice system.
1 4 8 13 18 23

3.12 Choshai

NOTE — The current ruler of Choshai is Prince Mogara
Choshama. He is also a Count of Dzhamou, a renowned
warrior and a noted master of poetic verse.

Choshai was founded as a Katai military colony (3128KA
[328SA]). It gained its independence in the civil war that Allies
placed the Khatou dynasty on the throne in Katai (3333– Choshai has strong trade ties with Katai. The current ruler
3353KA [533–553SA]). Since that tine, they have had close has a familial tie to the ducal house of Dzhamou in Katai.
relations with the Duchy of Dzhamou, in Katai, and have
fought a constant war with the Kll’maun. Choshai’s rich Enemies
forests are infested with danger.
Choshai is raided by barbarians and pirates. They hate
both groups. Known pirates are executed on the spot in
Population
this land.
The city of Choshai (11,000) rules a nation of 80,000 people.
About 20,000 of these citizens are barbarian slaves who per- Language
form menial labor in this nation. The armies of Choshai are
100% Kll’maun
35%*
three. The Prince of Choshai controls the city, most of the Katai
*
Most
of
the
Kll’maun
speakers
are
slaves
and
prisoners.
coastline and the south. He has a 400 man elite footguard,
1,200 footmen and 2,400 trained militia. He also controls a One of the first things done on capturing a barbarian is to
fleet of 10 small warships. The Duke of the North controls force him to learn Katai.
800 footmen and 1,600 trained militia. The Duke of the
Black Wood (western Choshai) has 400 elite foresters and Basic Characteristics
1,200 trained militia. He is believed to be the wealthiest Height 64"
Weight 142lbs
man in Choshai.

Economy

Common Weapons

Choshai’s economy is supported by trade with Katai. It Broad Sword, Spears, Polearms
exports wood and furs in exchange for finished goods and
Ancestry
weapons.
The Katai peoples are unique. Most have black hair, oriReligion
ental eyes and skin of a vaguely golden color. Citizens of
Choshai has no state religion. People may believe what they Dzhamou, Choshai and Tirat vary somewhat. They have a
choose to, as long as their beliefs do not interfere with their paler complexion and are about 5% heavier.
duty to Choshai and their fellow citizens.

Personality

Calendar (Solar)

The Katai calendar is used in Choshai.
Choshai’s people live in constant peril. They have become
survivors. Most are patriotic people who freely sacrifice Location on the Continent Map
their personal desires for the good of the nation. They
are kind and compassionate toward fellow citizens. Toward
12 17 22
strangers, especially barbarians, they are aloof, withdrawn
7 11 16 21 26
and suspicious.
3 6 10 15 20 25
The people of Choshai value personal honor. They are
2 5 9 14 19 24
kind and compassionate toward fellow citizens. They never
1 4 8 13 18 23
give a person who deceives them a second chance to do so.
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3.13 Chunrey

Economy

At its height Chunrey controlled southern Katai, including the current lands of the Kingdom of the East and the
eastern fifth of the Cerulean Empire (Ba’shan and Samai).
In the year 2929KA [129SA] they were conquered by the
Katai, their Emperor was executed and his son became
Duke of Chunrey.
For the next few centuries they were occupied by Katai
forces. In the year 3179KA [379SA] the royal house of
Chunrey (House Chunsa) contracted to marry into the
royal house of Katai (House Howao). With this marriage
(3192KA [392SA]) Chunrey gained full rights as a province
of Katai, Katai’s troops were withdrawn and Chunrey’s
ruler became a Grand Duke. From that time, until they
backed the wrong side in a dynastic war (3333–3353KA
[533–553SA]), Chunrey was one of Katai’s most powerful
provinces.
When House Khatou was victorious in the civil war,
Chunrey revolted rather than face their vengeance. After a
long struggle and severe losses, Chunrey made an alliance
with the Kingdom of the East (3358KA [558SA]). Their
combined forces staved off Katai’s armies for more than ten
years. Finally, in 3371KA [571SA], Chunrey purchased
peace by promising Katai a tribute of 10,000 GC per year.
Thirty years later Chunrey took an opportunity presented
by Coasar’s war against the Kingdom of the East and invaded the Fomorian realm. During this war (3401–3413KA
[601–613SA]), Mokasa and Ita were sacked and the southern hills of Chunrey were lost to the Fomorians. Again
Chunrey purchased peace, this time for a tribute of 5,000
GC per year.
Since their last debacle, Chunrey has remained at peace.
They survive by playing Katai off against the Kingdom of
the East while remaining on friendly terms with both. They
are masters at this subtle and dangerous art.

Chunrey is a prosperous nation. They are heavily involved in trade with Katai, the Kingdom of the East and
Lemasa. Their hills have fine mines and high-quality stone.
The plains, especially the Chunsa River basin, are heavilyexploited agricultural areas.

Religion
Chunrey worships storm, sea and earth forces. The majority worship lawful gods with power in these areas. Persecuted minorities worship Chaos and Elder gods of this type.
Dawanism is also common in the land. In most areas the
elite ignore it as an interesting philosophy of some merit. In
others, including all of the cities except Ita, it is persecuted
as a dangerous religion.

Personality
Nobles of Chunrey are cunning and affluent hedonists. Most
of them are, or have been, soldiers. All nobles are the absolute masters of their subjects. When dealing with inferiors,
they can be cruel and thoughtless. Chunrey’s commoners
are passive and superstitious. They fear nobles and seek
to mollify them (and earn their protection) by toadyism,
conniving and dabbling in the mystical societies that infest
the land. Most of these societies have no value whatsoever.
Among their own, commoners are kind, friendly, energetic
and helpful. When they serve the high-born, they are efficient and stoic servants who are always looking for a way
to better their lot.

Legal System

Chunrey is a feudal nation with a weak Emperor and strong
nobles. Each noble is the absolute master of his fief, although an inefficient and corrupt Imperial justice system
operates in most areas. Village elders can levy fines and
corporal punishment for minor crimes committed by nonPopulation
nobles in their village. Nobles judge all major crimes. Only
Chunrey is a densely-populated and ancient land. Its cap- they can judge another noble. They have the power of life
ital is the port city of Chunrey (89,000). Its other cities, and death. They have the right to exercise their power as
Ita (33,000) and Mokasa (25,000), are located on two is- they choose and are in no way obligated to grant a suslands east of the mainland. The population of Ita Island pected felon a trial. When a noble hears a case, the penalty
is 240,000. Mokasa Island’s population is 190,000. The given is entirely at his discretion.
mainland has 570,000 citizens. The total population of the
nation is 1,000,000.
Chunrey’s forces are divided into two groups. The Im- Allies
perial Army contains a 400-man Iron guard (Ceremonial Chunrey is the tributary ally of Katai and the Kingdom
troops with great swords and ornate plate armor who are of the East. It does as little as possible to honor these
the Emperor’s personal guard), 3,200 elite footmen, 400 alliances.
cavalry and 24,000 militia. The Imperial Fleet consists of 16
warships, 3 of which are triremes, and 5 river patrol barges.
Enemies
The nobles of the realm control 2,000 cavalry, 16,000 footmen and 32,000 militia. They have a combined fleet of 36 Chunrey has good relations with its neighbors. Her nobles
warships, including 12 triremes, and 25 river patrol barges. consider Katai and the Kingdom of the East to be enemies
and to be used as necessary to preserve Chunrey. Small
NOTE — At least 30% of the noble vessels engage in factions in Katai and the Kingdom of the East wish to conpiracy, which is recognized as a good way for a crafty man quer Chunrey to put an end to their conniving. As yet,
to make some extra money. Imperial forces do not engage these factions do not have the power to make their voices
in this practice.
heard.
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Language
Chunai
Fomorian
Lemasan
Taolisan

100%
10%
10%
10%

Dawanese
Katai
Cerulean
Teosan

10%
40%
5%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

64"
135lbs

Common Weapons
Broad Sword, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry
The Katai peoples are unique. Most have black hair, oriental eyes and skin of a vaguely golden color.

Calendar (Solar)
The Katai calendar is used in Chunrey.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
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5
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3.14 Clima
Until the year 727TH [194SA], Clima was a freeport. In
that year, fanatics of the Dark Temples, led by Heirana
Ghova (High Priestess of the Temple of Sammael), began a
civil war and 23-year religious pogrom that eradicated that
noble class and resulted in the death of more than 25%
of the island’s population. Heirana assumed the throne,
proclaiming herself the first Immortal Ghova, in the year
23CL [217SA]. Two months later, she was poisoned by her
daughter, the second Immortal Ghova.
NOTE — By the time that she assumed the throne Heirana
was insane. She was killed to prevent her from destroying
the island through her mad policies.
Under the second Immortal Ghova (23–99CL [217–
293SA]), Clima stabilized its economy, quintupled its military strength and indoctrinated the people into the worship of Chaos. Under the third Immortal Ghova (99 162CL [293–356SA]) their Empire began. During her reign
Clima occupied the islands around her and founded Fort
Kira (161CL [355SA]) and the colony of Affea (142CL
[336SA]). The fourth Immortal Ghova (163–244CL [357–
438SA]) continued Clima’s expansion with major operations against the Rogizini Empire, Bhamotin and Marentia.
Her only defeat was suffered at the hands of Salaq (227CL
[421SA]) in a naval engagement that ended a short war.
During the reign of the fifth Immortal Ghova (244–
309CL [438–503SA]) Clima dominated the Sea of Tears
and her fleet massacred the combined fleets of Thaliba and
Bhamotin. The massive tribute paid to end this war (and
taken in two years of raiding Bhamotin) was used to plate
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a large statue, some 60 feet in height, in the harbor of
Ho’Daiva with gold.
The sixth Immortal Ghova (309–406CL [503–600SA])
led Clima to a major defeat. In a running battle, her fleet
was defeated by Gom and Xan. As a result Gom won commercial freedom in the Sea of Tears and Xan looted Fort
Kira. After this defeat, the Ghova worked to break the alliance between Gom and Xan. In the year 402CL [596SA]
she maneuvered Gom into breaking its treaty and the alliance ended.
The seventh Immortal Ghova is revered by commoners
as Massa the Wise. During her reign (407–504CL [601–
698SA]) Climan culture blossomed and the realm knew
peace. Her reign also saw a massive naval rebuilding program that greatly enhanced Clima’s naval might. Under the
eighth Immortal Ghova (504–589CL [698–783SA]) Clima
went to war. She defeated the Empire of the Ced in battle (504–509CL [698–703SA]) and sacked Nerid (509CL
[703SA]). In the year 515CL [709SA] she married the third
son of the King of Salaq and formed an alliance with that
kingdom. Together, Clima and Salaq shattered Gom’s sea
power and dominated the Sea of Tears. This policy continued under the ninth Immortal Ghova (589–712CL [783–
906SA]). By the end of her reign, Gom’s mercantile Empire
was shattered and her vessels were required to pay tribute
to use the seas.
The tenth Immortal Ghova (712–799CL [906–993SA])
was Clima’s greatest. Her maneuvers led to the conquest
of the Kingdom of the Three Nations (723–726CL [917–
920SA]), Climan political control in Gom (745–837CL
[939–1031SA]), a draw against Donara as Salaq’s ally and
a massive victory that shattered Bhamotin’s fleet (789CL
[983SA]). She is known as the Master Ghova, the ruler that
all seek to excel.
The reign of the eleventh Immortal Ghova (799–837CL
[993–1031SA]) began the reversal of Clima’s fortunes.
Through her stupidity she failed to aid Salaq in time to prevent its conquest by Donara (805CL [999SA]). In war with
Bhamotin (827–830CL [1021–1024SA]) she lost Maske and
Tassa. In the year 837CL [1031SA] she allowed Gom to slip
away from Climan control. Throughout her reign the fleet
suffered reverses against Xan and Affea and Fort Kira were
sacked repeatedly. Finally, in the year 837CL [1031SA],
she committed suicide rather than reign any longer.
The twelfth Immortal Ghova (837–857CL [1031–
1051SA]) exceeded her predecessor’s incompetence. During her reign, Clima lost the Three Nations, the islands
of Thesovia and Rhida, and suffered a foreign invasion in
which the city of Vizan was sacked (854CL [1048SA]). She
also led the nation to defeats at the hands of Bhamotin, the
Rogizini Empire and Xan. Finally, the priestess of Sammael turned on her and, in a holy ceremony, sacrificed her
to their god in hopes that he would bestow his favor on
the realm. From 857–891CL [1051–1085SA] a Council of
Regents ruled Clima, she kept a low profile during this period. After the ascension of the thirteenth Immortal Ghova
(892CL [1086SA] - present), Clima recaptured Merin and
Murani from the Rogizini Empire (896CL [1090SA]) and
began political maneuvers aimed at the ruin of Donara, the
Confederacy, the Empire of the Ced and Bhamotin. She
has, in her short reign, served notice that Clima is still a

3.14 Clima
power to be reckoned with.

Population
Clima’s main island has a population of 700,000. Its capital, Clima (58,000), is its holy city. Its other cities are
Shimama (30,000), Melecin (18,000) and Vizan (14,000).
The vast majority of its people live in small hamlets scattered around the island. Clima’s colonies are located in the
west, surrounded on three sides by the Wild Forest. Affea
(5,000) controls a colony with a population of 20,000. Fort
Kira (2,000) has a total population of 6,000.
Clima controls nine small islands. Five of them are used
for religious purposes. They are Ho’Daiva (4,800, training
temple of the Immortal Ghovas), Ghova (7,000, the main
training temple for the priesthood), Ba’helos (300, dedicated to demon worship), Lys (300, dedicated to Sammael)
and Mera (700, dedicated to the forces of Chaos in the sea).
The other islands are Khat’u (1,000), Chala (400), Murani
(300) and Merin (200). The total population of the Climan
Empire is 741,000.
Clima’s army guards the home island. It contains 4,000
footmen, 400 cavalry and 16,000 militia (8,000 of the militia
are trained). The Temple Guards (4,000 footmen) protect
the religious islands and the city of Clima. They are fanatics
with good training and equipment. The colony of Affea has
a militia defense force of 2,000 men. Fort Kira has 200
footmen and 600 militia.
Clima’s primary defense is its fleet. It has 160 warships.
25 of these ships are quadremes or larger. Another 40 are
fast triremes. Clima’s vessels are as good as those of any
nation in the Sea of Tears. Her shipwrights are competent,
highly-trained specialists.

Legal System
Clima is ruled by the Immortal Ghova and administered by
a Council of Priestesses. Their word is law. Both civil and
religious law operate in Clima. Crimes committed against
the church are judged by the priestesses. Any person found
guilty is punished in the most demeaning way that that
priestess can imagine. The punishment can take years and
is always exceptionally painful.
Civil crime is judged by a caste of judges. Standard punishments are public humiliation, mutilation, slavery, death
by slow torture (crucifixion) and death by drowning. The
actual severity of a sentence varies with the attitude of the
judge, the station of the litigants and the size of the bribes
from either or both sides.

Allies
Clima has no allies.

Enemies
The Confederacy, the Empire of the Ced, Bhamotin, the
Rogizini Empire, Gom, Xan, Donara and Marentia all hate
Clima. In the case of the Confederacy, Bhamotin and Xan,
this hatred is fanatical.

Language
Climan
Salaqi
Kolari
Rogizini
Fomorian
Marentian

100%
30%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Shandar
La’Ced
Bhamoti
Gomese
Donaran

5%
15%
5%
5%
5%

Economy
Clima’s economy is based on fishing, piracy, raiding, mining and exacting tribute from non-Climan shipping. The
majority of her needs are met through her access to, and
control of, the sea. Without it she would be a pauper island
with little military power.
NOTE — The wood that comes in from Affea and Fort
Kira is Clima’s lifeblood. The trees on her islands are not
good enough to fill her needs for ship timber.

Religion

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

66"
140lbs

Common Weapons
Spear, Sling, Mace
Ancestry
The Climans are of Rogizini stock (sun-darkened skin and
brown hair, agile), though smaller with shorter legs.

The main gods of Clima are Sammael, Tiamat and Aeshma
Daeva. Group ritual plays an important part in the CliCalendar (Demonic)
man faith. On feast days entire cities join in the revels and
human sacrifice is practiced with enthusiasm. The Climan According to the priestesses of Sammael, the Climan calfaith is exuberant, perverse and evil. It is practiced by the endar attunes Clima to the sacred cycles of Hell. By their
reckoning, it is the 906th year of Sammael’s Blessing. The
vast majority of the populace.
actual beginning of the calendar dates from the ascension
Personality
of the first Immortal Ghova to her hoary throne.
Life in Clima revolves around religion. When a Climan
is not celebrating the energetic, often violent, rites of his Location on the Continent Map
faith he is stoic and fatalistic. Most citizens are shy of
strangers and nervous in the presence of the upper classes,
12 17 22
especially those who dabble in magic. Climans with power
7 11 16 21 26
are uncompromising, greedy and aggressive people. They
3 6 10 15 20 25
care nothing for the rights of underlings and demand instant
2 5 9 14 19 24
obedience, especially if they are a priestess. There is no
1 4 8 13 18 23
harsher master than a Climan lord.
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3.15 The Confederation of Shanda

men. It can levy 16,000 warriors for war. Roghara’s fleet
Prior to the colonization of Xan and Musira (306SA) the is based in the Sea of Tears. It consists of 10 warships and
Shandans warred on themselves more than they warred 10 merchant ships outfitted for carrying troops and raiding.
on others. With the Fomorian threat, the Shanda, Perda The Shandan barbarians do not enjoy sea travel.
and Sherlani united to fight the invaders. Later, after this
first coalition showed its value, the Sherlani allied with the Economy
Gholani to fight the A’chalani and the Fomorians. Both The city’s economy is based on road tariffs, mercenary sercoalitions ended by the year 400 when it was clear that the vice and trade. The tribes gain wealth from trade with
invaders could not be destroyed.
Roghara, hunting and mining. The nation depends on trade
In the year 408SA the tribes convened a council of chiefs as a means to continue its progress toward civilization.
to discuss trade. This council became a yearly event. In
the year 0SH [639SA], Shenab (war chief of the Sherlani)
welded it into a government. During his reign (0–29SH Religion
[639–668SA]) the Shandans conquered the A’chalani (1– The religion of Roghara is like Donara’s. The barbarians
5SH [640–644SA]), sacked Fort Inan and Musira (7SH are shamanistic. Each tribe has a fanatical reverence for its
[646SA]), and repeatedly invaded Gom (12–29SH [651– tribal totem or spirit animal. They have killed people for
668SA]). In the year 29SH [668SA], Shenab was drawn injuring a spirit animal without due cause.
into a full scale battle at Ja’xon and lost. As a result, his
NOTE — The totems of each tribe are:
host was broken and he was captured. His execution in
Tribe
Totem
Tribe
Totem
Gom ended the Empire and fragmented the tribes.
the
Shanda
Hawk
the
Gholani
Wolf
For more than two hundred years (30–268SH [669–
Eagle
the Sherlani Lion
907SA]) the tribes were split. Gom, with Fomorian aid, the Perda
raided them whenever they tried to reunite. In the year the A’chalani Desert Lion
For a member of the tribes to kill his spirit animal re268SH [907SA], mercenaries from Donara, Marentia and
Bhamotin founded the city of Roghara with Gom’s bless- quires a pressing need and placation rituals. They never
ing. The Perdans attacked immediately. After six years hurt them if it is avoidable.
of fighting, the Perdans were defeated in the battle of Sky
Pass and the mercenaries held their new city.
Personality
Over time the Rogharans became the friends of the Perda
Civilized citizens view themselves as an elite responsible
and the Shanda (281–289SH [920–928SA]). In the year
for bringing enlightenment into the hills. They are patient,
308SH [947SA] Roghara allied with Ja’xon. Roghara was
suave, cunning and pragmatic in dealing with others, espea stable island in a hostile sea, as the Climans caused turcially Shandans. They have a mercenary attitude toward
moil in Gom, the southern tribes looted Fort Inan (285SH
loyalty, except where personal honor is involved.
[924SA]) and inter-tribal warfare was the rule in Shanda.
The Shandans are killers only recently removed from toIn the year 316SH [955SA], a Great Shaman rose among
tal savagery. They have quick tempers, moody and violent
the Shanda (a descendant of Shenab through the children
natures and a deep-seated love of combat. They treat outof his fourteenth wife). From 316–324SH [955–963SA] he
siders as enemies until they prove themselves to be friends.
welded the tribes into a coalition which included the RoghaEnemies are at best distrusted. At worst, they are killed.
rans. This coalition ended the raids on Fort Inan (against
Friends, relatives and men of the same tribe are trusted,
the wishes of the Sherlani) to avoid a major war. Since dotreated with respect and accorded full rights in tribal sociing so, they have begun to civilize the land and train their
ety.
army. Shanda’s future holds great potential of they remain
united.

Legal System

NOTE — The Great Shaman is 72 years old. He will die
in the year 468SH [1107SA]. Unless something changes his Shanda is governed by a Council of Chiefs that sits in
death will cause a civil war to choose the Confederation’s Roghara. Each tribe is represented by two chiefs. Roghara
is represented by its Duke and its army commander. Decinew leader.
sions agreed to by a majority vote of the council are binding
on all members. Other than these edicts, each area enforces
Population
its own customs and laws as it will.
Including the city of Roghara (10,000) the civilized popRoghara’s justice system merges the best of the Donaran
ulation of the Confederation is 44,000. The five tribes
system
with Bhamotin’s system. All prisoners are innocent
of Shanda are the Sherlani (32,000), the Shanda (28,000),
until
proven
guilty and are treated well while in custody.
the Perda (20,000), the A’chalani (18,000) and the Gholani
When
necessary,
light tortures are used on them. When
(17,000). The total population of the nation is 159,000.
the suspect is a Shandan the only penalty for any crime is
The Sherlani can field 7,000 warriors (every man and
a weregild. In other cases, the standard penalties are as
mature boy). The other tribes field 13,000 warriors. The
specified for Bhamotin.
Rogharan army consists of 1,600 elite footmen and 400 elite
cavalry. In addition 4,000 warriors serve in Roghara (800 NOTE — Roghara’s treatment of Shandans evolved out of
from each tribe), learning civilized ways of and protecting a need to minimize the number of Shandan warriors who
their chiefs. The total army of the Confederation is 6,000 came out of the hills to avenge abused relatives.
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Under tribal law, minor offenses (that reach trial) are
resolved with trial by combat to the death. The loser is
guilty or a liar. All major crimes that reach trial are resolved through trial by fire. If the suspect is burned when
he walks the coals, he is guilty. The guilty are always impaled. The place of the Shamans in this system is to serve
as impartial mediators and, where possible, resolve disputes
without a trial. They also insure that evil warriors, who do
wrong repeatedly and earn freedom with their blade, are
punished for their actions. They have been known to curse
such people.
NOTE — Major crimes among the tribes are violating an
oath or trust, stealing from or failing to attempt to avenge a
friend or relative, and killing an enemy without giving him a
chance to defend himself. (Honor demands that enemies be
allowed to face death as men, unless the enemy has proven
himself to be without honor at some time in the past.)

Allies
The Confederation has treaties with Ja’xon and Fomoria.
The tribes see the Fomorian treaty as a truce.

Enemies
The tribes detest the A’ha’kacili. They have an ancient
hatred of Gom for their “murder” of Shenab, a chief who
was in no way dishonorable. Especially in Sherlani lands, a
citizen of Gom takes his life in his hands when he travels in
Shandan lands. If discovered to be Gomese he can be killed
out of hand.

Language
Donaran
40% (20%) Shandar
25% (100%)
Fomorian
10% (25%) Bhamoti
30% (10%)
Ja’xon
20% (20%) Sair’a’cili
5% (40%)
Marentian
30% (10%) Gomese
15% (5%)
(The percentages in parentheses are used by the A’chalani.)

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

69"
170lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Maces, Bows
Ancestry
Civilized Shandans mix Donaran with Bhamoti, Gomese,
La’Cedi, Fomorian and Shandar. Though dark hair and
average features dominate, there is considerable variation.

The Shandar
Height
Weight

68"
170lbs

Favored Weapons
Battle Axe, Broad Sword and Spear
Other Notes
Except for the A’chalani (who outfit themselves like the
A’ha’kacili) the Shandar dislike helmets and shields. They
wear leather armor and rarely use missile weapons in battle.
Many of them feel that a victory is more honorable if they
fight an enemy face to face.

Calendar (Seasonal)
The Shandan calendar dates from the foundation of the
Empire of Shenab. It is the year 461 by this calendar.
Location on the Continent Map

3
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3.16 Dawana
Dawana was part of the Lemasan Empire until the year
384LE [281SA]. In that year Dawan the All-Seeing became king. During his reign (384–412LE [281–309SA])
Dawan reformed Dawana’s political and religious structure
and withdrew from the Empire (0DA [293SA]). On his
death, Dawan the Wise (16–42DA [309–335SA]) took the
throne. He consolidated the new faith, eradicated the remnants of Lemasan tradition in the realm and diplomatically
averted invasions by his neighbors.
In the year 40DA [333SA] Lemasa’s Emperor noticed the
change in Dawana. He considered them to be a malignant
growth in the heart of his Empire and made it known to
Lema and Aurisia that Dawana could be conquered. These
kingdoms attacked in the year 43DA [336SA]. In the year
45DA [338SA] Lema completed the conquest. Dawan the
Martyr (42–45DA [335–338SA]), as he watched his family
being flayed before his eyes in the royal enclosure at Sscavhi,
laid a curse on Lema and the Lemasan Empire (which bore
fruit years later).
For 17 years Dawana resisted Leman rule. In the year
62DA [355SA], with Lema’s conquest by Fomoria, Dawana
regained its freedom. Free Dawana was ruled by hundreds
of monastic orders. After repeated invasions by Aurisia
the important Lamas formed a Council (68DA [361SA]) to
govern the land and the Militant Orders (89–104DA [382–
397SA]) to defend it. In the year 105DA [398SA] the
Council of Lamas elected one of their number to be the
first Holy Dawan. In the early years, under these leaders,
Aurisia continued to invade the land and an invasion by
Lemdan was defeated.
In the year 230DA [523SA] Homali Ghora became the
fifth Holy Dawan. He led the Militant Orders in a war
against Aurisia (234–239DA [527–532SA]) that resulted in
the capture of the city of Aurisia. This ended the Aurisian
wars by mutual agreement. Homali is revered as the third
saint of the Dawanan faith for the peace and harmony that
his actions brought to Dawana.
Beginning in the year 357DA [650SA], by order of the
eighth Holy Dawan, Dawan sent missionaries to spread the
faith. In the year 498DA [791SA] a group of them discovered the Eastern Lands. To maintain harmony the fourteenth Holy Dawan kept this knowledge secret in exchange
for Lemasan recognition of Dawana. Since gaining this security, Dawana has strived to perfect their faith and, regardless of persecution, spread its blessings to the world at
large.
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Population

individual monastery it can be ignored of the violation is
Dawana (21,000) is the nation’s capital. The total popula- explained.
tion of the realm is 240,000. Dawana has no regular army.
Formal edicts of the Council cannot be ignored. MonasThe Holy Guard in Dawana (200 militant priests), and 400 teries must abide by them. Where their precepts conflict
militants in the countryside, serve the Holy Dawan and keep with the edict, they must change their precepts.
the peace. When necessary, Dawana can mobilize 2,400 Lay
Crime is not punished in Dawana, as a crime most hurts
Militants and 12,000 trained militia.
the person who commits it. Those who commit minor
crimes are castigated for their immorality and ostracized
Economy
until they make amends. Persons who commit serious
The economy depends on trade and tithes from the faith- crimes are banished until their good actions outweigh the
ful. Dawana produces food and fine craft goods. They are evil they have done. When necessary, monks of the militant
known as fine weavers and metal workers.
order seek out the felon and enforce his banishment.

Religion

The Dawanese worship the harmony of nature. Their gods Allies
are Omael and Manu. Their faith accords all things their Dawana has no allies. Under the proper conditions, memplace in existence and considers understanding to be man’s bers of the faith in other lands can be counted on for help.
single greatest virtue.

Personality
Dawana’s life is its religion. They believe that the heavens
can be attained by anyone who lives a life in harmony with
nature; without needlessly compete with others or disturbing the harmony of life. They are quiet, kind and generous.
A Dawanan NEVER seeks the death of an enemy, even in
war. The greatest sin is overt aggression. A man may defend himself from “disharmony” but must never seek to kill,
unless the needs of his body demand it. (He may kill to eat
or to stay alive, if he must.)

Legal System

Enemies
Dawan has no enemies. Their missionaries and converts are
persecuted in many lands.

Language
Dawanese
100% Fomorian
20%
Taolisan
10% Chunai
15%
Katai
10% Lemasan
50%
Eastern Tongues*
5%
* The tongues spoken in the eastern continent colonies held
by Lemasa. (q.v. Lemasa, §3.53)

Dawana is ruled by the Council of Lamas, its Holy Dawan
and its monastic orders. Edicts of the council, when ap- Basic
proved by the Holy Dawan, are law. The three types of Height
Weight
monastic orders are:
The Holy Order — The Holy Dawan is elected from
the Lamas of this order. Its tenets form the personality of this land. It accepts converts but does not seek
them. It is the most formal, ritualistic and reflective
of the orders.
The Military Order — “Harmony stems from physical
and spiritual strength” This is the central tenet of
the military orders. Its members learn martial and
spiritual disciplines to maximize their “harmonious
strength.” Monks of this order are competent warriors with some knowledge of the mystic arts. They
are the most secretive of the orders. Each monastery
is a law to itself, with its own secret rites and rituals.
Its monks are only responsible to their Lama and the
Holy Dawan.
The Missionary Order — This order seeks converts by
stressing the basic tenets of the faith in an understandable way. Monks of this order follow the tenets of
the Holy Order, except that their purpose in life is
to spread the faith, not to seek its perfection.
NOTE — Traditionally, each Lama rules his temple and
the lands around it. The Holy Dawan, the Lama of Dawana
and the Lama of Dai Mound can give other Lamas “binding advice.” Where this advice violates the precepts of the
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Characteristics
62"
125lbs

Common Weapons
Javelin, Short Sword, Dagger
Ancestry
The Lemasan family are small and dexterous people with a
good deal of stamina. They tend to have light complexions,
oriental eyes and light brown or black hair.

Calendar (Astral)
Dawan’s calendar began with their repudiation of all ties to
the Lemasan state. It records time based on the rising of
various constellations and major stars. It is the year 807 in
Dawana.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.17 Dechat

3.17 Dechat
Dechat’s history is one of illegal practices, immorality and
vice. In the last five hundred years, the city of Decha
(founded in the year 1072RE [-41SA] by Rogizini rebels
and Shazi pirates) has been sacked eight times by Vahear.
Since the year 2145RE [1032SA], they have been a protectorate of the Cerulean Empire (under the control of the
Satrap of Chohas). Under the terms of this treaty, they
allow Cerulean vessels to pass freely and do not attack Rogizini vessels, in exchange for a yearly tribute. They continue to prey on other nation’s vessels. Dechat is one of the
world’s most vicious cities; a den of pirates, cutthroats and
deadly assassins.

profit. Most citizens are immoral and vicious, when possible.

Legal System
Dechat is ruled by its Emir and a Council of Captains.
To become a member of the council, a person must own
a warship, be recognized as a noble of Dechat by the Emir
and be accepted for membership by a majority vote of the
current Council members. Each member has one vote per
manned warship that he owns or controls. Currently, there
are twelve members of the council, including the Emir. (Ali
Mala is not a member. As an enemy of Noman Kha, he has
been blackballed by the council.)

NOTE — Noman Kha controls a coalition of captains, including Serban and Lady Boma, who consistently outvote
The capital is the nation is Decha (30,000). Its total pop- the Emir when their opinions differ. The Emir is ruler in
ulation is 140,000. The armed forces of Dechat are divided name only. Noman Kha is the true master of Dechat.
into three groups. The Emir controls 1,200 footmen and 12
Legally, the Emir or his authorized agents adjudicate all
warships. The Cerulean Resident, Admiral Chjaza Mir’yan, criminal cases. Their decision is law, though bribery and
controls 1,600 Cerulean footmen and 800 cavalry (based personal connections affect the outcome of most trials. The
outside of the city) and 3 warships, one of which is a trireme. captain of a vessel is its ruler. He can do what he wishes
The various pirate captains of the city control 4,800 sailors to anyone who is on his vessel at sea. (Never sail with a
and mercenaries and 36 warships. Dechat can field an 8,400 captain who may have a reason to hate you.)
man “army” and 51 warships.
NOTE — The major captains of Dechat are:
Allies

Population

Captain

Mercs

Sailors

Warships

400
200
100
100
400
1200

1200
600
300
300
1200
3600

12
6
3
3
12
36

Noman Kha
Ali Mala
Serban
Lady Boma
9 Others
TOTAL

Mercs — Trained Soldiers, thieves, brigands and
“skilled” employees of the captain
Sailors — Ship crews and other persons associated with
the captain’s fleet
Warships — Pirate vessels owned or controlled by the
captain. They vary in size from small dhows to penteconters.

Economy
Dechat’s economy is based on slavery, smuggling, trade and
piracy. The Emir controls 20% of the nation’s net income.
The remainder is shared by the pirate captains, with one
share per ship that the captain owns or controls.
NOTE — Noman Kha has 12 ships. Because of this he
has 12 shares of the national income and controls 26% of
the nation’s wealth. He is the wealthiest man in Dechat.

Religion
Religion is of very little importance in Dechat. Believe or
don’t at your own peril.

Dechat is a protectorate of the Cerulean Empire. They have
friendly relations with the Rogizini Empire.

Enemies
Dechat is despised by No’mal, the Bal’boni and Vahear.
Without Cerulean protection, they would be hard-pressed
to survive.

Language
Dechan
Cerulean
Portan
Sair’a’cili
Fomorian

Balas
Matan
Teosan
Rogizini

20%
10%
5%
20%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
155lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitar, Dagger, Bows
Ancestry
The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini
dancers can be exceptional.
Location on the Continent Map

Personality
Dechans are untrustworthy and sadistic hedonists who love
treachery and seek corruption. Dechan leaders rule our of
self-interest. They are amoral, cunning and deadly. Common citizens are conniving, gracious and accommodating
men, until they can create an opportunity to gain power or

80%
25%
5%
15%
10%

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23
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3.18 Dirllar

It is very dangerous. Dirllar depends on the road east and
Dirllar was part of the Korchi Empire until the year 1852AK the blockade runners for its survival.
[386SA]. Its city, Dirlla, is more than 1500 years old. In NOTE — Dirlla depends highly on the surrounding tribes
the year 1852AK [386SA] they rebelled from A’Korchu. to hunt, fish and grow food to support its urban population.
In this war (1852–1884AK [386–418SA]) Dirllar won its
independence (due largely to their victory in the Battle of Religion
Smras Fen in the year 1884AK [418SA]). Free Dirllar was The people of Dirllar seek protection from the supernatural
ruled by an inefficient and corrupt Council of Mages who from their gods. They also worship gods who aid in the
nearly ruined the nation. In the year 1954AK [488SA] pursuit of wealth. The chief gods of Dirllar are Sarameya,
one of their number (Nilgeranthrib) liquidated the other Bes and Arathron.
members and made himself the Dictator of Dirllar. His
reign was a time of terror, evil rites and blood. It was Personality
ended by a major civil war and Fomorian intervention. To Dirllarans have a deep-seated distrust, fear and hatred of
this day, the people of Dirllar fear magic and those who magic. Use of magic in public is guaranteed to cause a riot
and could mean death for the magic-user. People in Dirllar
practice it.
From 95–295DI [513–713SA] Dirllar was controlled by are dedicated to personal honor and gambling, on both a
the King of the Islands, serving him in exchange for a physical and a monetary level. Duelling is an honored trapromise of eventual freedom. Toward the end of this pe- dition in this land. Nothing excites the people more than
riod (284–295DI [702–713SA]) twelve years of civil un- situations that contain a chance of profit and an element of
rest in Dirllar made this promise a fact. During the years danger.
295–332DI [713–750SA] Dirllar had 23 different dictators. NOTE — A great deal of ritual is part of the dueling sysIn the year 332DI [750SA], A’Korchu invaded. The Ko- tem. It requires formal challenges, seconds and meeting at
rchi threat stabilized the nation and caused the formation an appointed place and time. (There is a large area in the
of the Merchant’s Council. The council ruled, after de- northeastern part of the city, called the Field of Death that
feating A’Korchu (335DI [753SA]), until its reorganization is often used for this purpose.) To fight on the spot, without
into the Council of Thirteen (387DI [805SA]). From 387– due ritual and the necessary formalities, is considered to be
482DI [805–900SA] the Council stabilized Dirllar. From both gauche and barbaric. No civilized Dirllaran would do
482–495DI [900–913SA] Dirllar fought a major war in the so.
forest against three Fierazi tribes (to open a road to the
Kaz). Since their victory, Dirllar has been a major trading Legal System
nation and the endpoint of one of the world’s most lucrative Dirllar is ruled by thirteen representatives, each elected to
trade routes.
an eight-year term, and a Duke who is elected for life. The
representatives are the Council of Thirteen. They are usually merchants or wealthy men. The Duke is usually a miliPopulation
tary officer or blockade runner. In a war the Duke is the DicThe city of Dirlla (38,000) controls a nation with 120,000 tator of Dirllar. During peace, he is the non-voting chaircivilized citizens and parts of three barbarian tribes. The man of the council and the Chief Justice of Dirlla. (A major
tribes are the Gralana (5,000), the Esda (10,000) and the part of his duties, in this regard, is to suppress magic.)
Riala (6,000). (The tribal populations listed are the memNOTE — Any citizen with a station of ONE or higher who
bers of the tribe who live within Dirllar’s borders.) The
pays a 1SC polltax can vote. Each voter selects 13 names
total population of the nation is 141,000.
from the 2d10+30 candidates who run. The 13 who get the
Dirllar’s army is divided into three groups. The Army most votes form the council. (The votes are counted by the
of the Thirteen (controlled by the Council) contains 800 reigning Duke and a panel of six men who were appointed by
barbarian mercenaries, 400 footmen and 400 cavalry. The the outgoing council.) Council members may be elected to
Constabulary (controlled by the Duke of Dirllar) contains consecutive terms. The salary for being a Council member
400 constables, 200 elite mounted constables and 200 elite is 5 GC per month. The Duke receives 3 GC per month in
swamp patrolmen. The Militia (based around the city and peace and 12 GC per month in war.
fortresses) consists of 4,800 trained infantry who can only
Dirllar’s justice system has a standard range of penalties
be activated in time of war with the approval of the Council
for
each crime. The judge decides which penalty is approof Thirteen. In addition to these forces, Dirllar can raise a
priate
and can often be bribed to select a lesser one. Many
force of 3,200 Fierazi tribesmen. Dirllar minimizes its use of
citizens
fail to report crimes. They prefer to take care of it
the Fierazi because they are considered to be undependable.
themselves. Dirllar, especially the city, is beset with vendetDirllar’s fleet is controlled by the Duke. It consists of 12
tas and vigilante activity. Duels are commonplace. It is a
fast warships. Its purpose is to patrol the coast and protect
chaotic land whose constables have all they can do to mainDirllar’s smugglers and merchants from attack.
tain what little order there is. A stranger alone seldom lasts
long in Dirlla.
Economy
NOTE — The rural parts of Dirllar are quieter than the
Dirllar produces salt, luxury goods, timber and food. They city. The same basic attitudes apply but life is not nearly
import metals, finished goods and fine stone. Their sea as violent as it is in the city. Rural citizens are much less
trade depends on their ability to outrun Korchi blockaders. likely to take advantage of a passing stranger.
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3.19 The Djakschil

Allies

Religion

Dirllar has strong ties with the Goidanese, especially the The Djakschil worship gods of fertility and hunting. They
Lagin and the Mumani. They trade with the Fierazi and are a shamanistic society.
the Kolari. They have a defense treaty with Treaus aimed
Personality
at A’Korchu.
The Djakschil are a generous, kind and trusting people with
Enemies
a long memory. They rarely forgive an injury or forget
A’Korchu is the enemy. At the best of times, a hostile truce a debt. If it takes decades the family affected will have
exists between these nations.
vengeance or repay what is owed. Djakschil vendettas last
until equal vengeance is gained or equal repayment is made.
Language
In their eyes, a son is liable for both the crimes and the debts
Dirlla
100% Korchi
5%
of his father.
Fomorian
10% No’reas
10%
Legal System
Djani
10% Caldan
15%
Trean
10% So’reas
40%
These tribesmen travel in small family bands. During a
Kazi
10% Goidanese
20%
war, they are led by the Great Shaman of their tribe and
the warrior shamans who serve him. Crimes are punished by
Basic Characteristics
family vendetta in this society. Vendetta have been known
Height 66"
to last for centuries.
Weight 125lbs
Common Weapons

Allies

Swords, Daggers, Bows

None.

Ancestry

Enemies

The Dirllar have been strongly influenced by the Korchi, None.
although they are not native Korchi stock. They have the
basic appearance of a Korchi except they are more robust Language
and their complexion is more of a flesh tone.
Djakschi

Calendar (Solar)

100%

Basic Characteristics

After their victory in the Battle of Smras Fen, the wizards of Height 66"
Dirllar saw the need for a symbol to mark the independence Weight 165lbs
of their land. The Dirllaran calendar was created to fill this
Favored Weapons
need. It is the year 682 in this calendar.
Spear, Short Sword, Bow
Location on the Continent Map
Other Notes
12 17 22
These tribesmen only encumber themselves with shields,
7 11 16 21 26
helmets and armor when they go to war. At all other times
3 6 10 15 20 25
they prefer to wear furs, soft leather and homespun cloth.
2 5 9 14 19 24
In war, their common armors are leather and banded ring.
1 4 8 13 18 23
Location on the Continent Map

3.19 The Djakschil
The Djakschil are hunters and gatherers with a reputation
for exacting vengeance on those who harm them. Unless
they are on a vengeance raid, they remain in their land and
refrain from interfering in the affairs of others.

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

Population
The tribes of the Djakschil are the Bsischil (27,000) and the
Wyaschil (23,000). The total population is 50,000. They
can field 10,000 warriors for war.

3.20 Djanesborg

This region was part of the Empire del’Nord until the year
200SA. With the defeat of its army by barbarian invaders
(201SA) civilization was destroyed in the area. For the next
Economy
100 years the barbarians ruled. Those civilized citizens who
A barter system operates in this area. The men of the tribes remained in the area lived as barbarians, or as their slaves.
derive their wealth from hunting, items that they make with Those who lived free were known as the Djani.
In the year 307SA Rori the Reaver united the Djani clans.
their own hands and goods that are gathered or made by
their wives.
During his reign as their chief (307–321SA) he drove the
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Djani problem. In the year 158DJ [921SA], after years
of planning and espionage, their fleet struck Djanesborg,
caught most of the Djani fleet in harbor and destroyed
it. The next day, A’Korchu’s royal army, led by the God
Emperor himself, landed and took the city of Djanesborg.
From 158–166DJ [921–929SA] war raged through the land.
Finally, after a dramatic victory at Loch Svear (164DJ
[927SA]), the tide turned. Over the next two years the
Korchi were driven out of the kingdom.
NOTE — In the Battle of Loch Svear Djanesborg’s forces
were supported by 200 Caldan guardsmen, 400 Kazi riders
and part of the Caldan Dagger Legion. Many historians
believe that the Dagger of Caldo was also present at the
battle.
Since this war, Djanesborg has founded Novholm (236DJ
[999SA]), opened a colony on Goidan (303DJ [1066SA]),
continued their campaign of piracy against A’Korchu and
dedicated themselves to rebuilding the realm.

Population

Detailed Map of Djanesborg
Vandamen, Puessen, Thurani and Larbani out of the Djani
lands. In the year 321SA, he tried to extend the borders
of his realm by invading the Nethagen. Driving deep into
the swamp, his army was ambushed by a horde of Kotothi
creatures. Rori was slain by their leader, Mab ac’Mab.
Rori was succeeded by his cousin, Thos the Lucky (321
- 369SA). After searching for Rori in vain, Thos declared
him to be dead and took over the realm. His reign was
dedicated to civilizing his people. In the year 340SA, to
spur this movement, he claimed the title of Duke and gave
lesser titles to his major chieftains. The reign of Thos saw
the rebirth of civilization in the area, the growth of trade
with the forest and the creation of a powerful army in the
duchy.
Until the assassination of Criegar the Blind (529 537SA), by Lobar the Black, Thos’s policies ruled the land.
Under Lobar (537 - 557SA) the Duchy of Djan became a
Korchi puppet. From 551–557SA, a violent war was fought
to place Criegar’s heir on the throne. With victory the Korchi were driven out of the land and Lobar, with his entire
family, was executed. (The first order of Djaris the Unforgiving (537 - 550SA), Criegar’s heir).
For the next three centuries the Duchy rebuilt. In the
year 763SA Homar the Bold (754 - 789SA) married into
Clan Bara of Caldo. After forming this alliance, he renamed the nation Djanesborg, instituted a new calendar
and crowned himself king (0DJ [763SA]). During his reign,
he dedicated his efforts to keeping the trade road with Caldo
open and began a campaign of high seas piracy against
A’Korchu (22DJ [785SA]).
Eventually, A’Korchu sought a permanent solution to the
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The capital of the nation is the city of Djanesborg (26,000).
Its other mainland cities are Loch Svear (10,000) and
Novholm (9,000). The total population of mainland Djanesborg is 250,000. The kingdom also controls the fortress island of Noatun (3,000) and a small colony, around the city
of Sokkvabbek (6,000), on the island of Goidan. The total
population of this colony, including the island of Noatun
and 24,000 Goidanese residents, is 40,000. The total population of the nation is 290,000.
Each of Djanesborg’s major nobles has his own forces.
The King commands 3,000 footmen, 200 cavalry, 6,000 militia and a fleet of 200 warships. The Count of Loch Svear
has a personal guard of 400 elite footmen and 400 cavalry.
He can raise 6,000 militia. The Baron of Novholm controls
400 footmen, 100 cavalry and 2,000 militia. His fleet has
5 warships. The Baron of Sokkvabbek has 1,200 footmen,
1,600 Djani militia and 1,200 Goidanese militia. His fleet
contains 15 warships. In addition to these forces, lesser nobles and pirates (Vikings) control another 1,500 footmen,
4,000 militia and 20 warships.

Economy
Djanesborg’s economy depends on piracy and the southern
trade road. It is a wealthy land with many resources. It
depends on the south for fine goods and textiles.

Religion
The Djani worship gods of war, the sea and battle. Each
city has its own major deity. The titular god of Djanesborg
is Odin, Loch Svear worships Tyr, Sokkvabbek worships
Mimir and Novholm is devoted to Ull.
NOTE — Ull is a god of archery. Some of the finest
archers in the world come from Novholm.

Personality
The Djani are independent, obstinate and warlike. They are
violent when angered and their hatreds are long cherished.
As a rule, they are a loyal people. When a Djani swears
fealty to another man, he remains faithful until he dies or

3.21 Donara
until his pledge is fulfilled. The same does not apply to
other interpersonal relationships. A common Djani saying
illustrates this:
“Women are a warm fire, bringing pleasure to a cold and
joyless night. A good lord or loyal sword-brother is food for
a hungry soul. Fire is a comfort that may come or go, but
will surely come again. Food is a need that powers the soul
and gives meaning to life.”
Women are chattel in this society. Those who are not
protected by a warrior or their family are fair game. If
a women is spoken for, it is dishonorable for a warrior to
make advances to her, without the proper courtesies, or
to demean her name in any way. To do so is an insult
to her protector and can be fatal. (A warrior who takes
a woman is honor bound to protect and provide for her.
Except when dealing with foreign women, harlots or slaves,
no warrior can take a woman without committing himself
to serve her in this way.) In this society, pride and honor
are of paramount importance to all.

Legal System

Ancestry
These people are descended from the Empire del’Nord.
They are light-haired and heavily built.

Calendar (Solar)
With the formation of the Kingdom of Djanesborg a new
calendar came into force throughout the land. It is the year
337 by the Djani calendar.

Notes
1) Loch Svear is named for the lake next to which the city is
built: “Svear’s Lake”. The lake is an oval shape about 15
miles long and 7 miles wide. Fed by spring water rushing
through cracks at the bottom, the water is extremely
pure and clean and very cold all year round. The lake
flows out to form the Svearitra river.
2) The Djanitra river starts as a series of waterfalls at the
cliffs near Ft. Thobbek and flows past Djanesborg.
3) Other major lakes in Djanesborg are: Loch Kankar and
Loch Hobra at [Noveholm] (Loch Kanka is the larger lake
to the west); Loch Makkeb [Loch Svear-45] and Loch
Crikva [Loch Svear-455].

Djanesborg is a weak and feudal state. Each noble is the
master of his realm. Each landholder is the lord of his land.
All owe service to the nobles who are above them in war. Location on the Continent Map
They owe nothing else. No lord can honorably compel his
vassals to pay taxes or provide other than war service to
12 17 22
him.
7 11 16 21 26
EXAMPLE — In Novholm, the Baron collects a tax from his
3 6 10 15 20 25
vassals. Any who choose not to pay are on their own if the area
2 5
9
14 19 24
is raided or a neighbor decides to attack.
1 4
8
13 18 23
Justice is a family matter in Djanesborg. Within the legal code, the family that is affected by a crime decides the
penalty that the felon suffers. Citizens may appeal harsh
3.21 Donara
penalties to the family and their neighbors. (If a majority agree that a sentence is too harsh, the family must set The Don Host entered the Plains of Salaq in the year 54DO
a lesser penalty.) Others suffer the penalty as it is set. [839SA]. For seven years (54–60DO [839–845SA]) they
Common punishments in Djanesborg are weregilds, corpo- were battered by Salaq and Caldo. Finally, they were driven
ral punishment, mutilation, slavery, banishment and death, into the Kingdom of E’lici (southwest of Salaq). They lived
in this kingdom, as raiders, brigands and mercenaries, for
in order of severity.
35 years. In the year 95DO [880SA], Don, son of Don, reformed the host and turned it into an army. The site of his
Allies
training camp is now the city of Xalanara.
Djanesborg has strong ties to Caldo.
After four years of training Don sent his army against
the
E’lici (99DO [884SA]) under the leadership of the war
Enemies
leader
Pel. It shattered E’liciad (99–104DO [884–889SA])
A’Korchu is dedicated to the destruction of Djanesborg.
and
occupied
its capital, which was named Pelara in honor
The northern Fierazi detest the Djani. They have an
of
Pel.
After
this victory, Don began his next campaign.
on-again, off-again truce with the Fierazi to facilitate the
In
the
year
105DO
[890SA], the host surprised Salaq and
southern trade.
exploded into the plains. During the Second Salaq War
(105–109DO [890–894SA]), the Donarans captured Xad,
Language
renamed Xadona, and most of the Plain of Salaq. AfDjani
100% Goidanese
5% (60%)
ter this victory, Don proclaimed himself Don I, King of
Dirlla
5% Caldan
15%
Donara. Later (112DO [897SA]) he commissioned the
No’reas
20%
The parenthesized value applies to natives of Sokkvabbek. construction of a royal capital. When it was completed
(125DO [910SA]), he transferred the crown from Xalanara
to the new city, Donara (§8.12). He died soon after (128DO
Basic Characteristics
[913SA]) of jaundice.
Height 70"
In the reign of Don II (128–149DO [913–934SA]) Donara
Weight 195lbs
invaded the Wild Forest. Of 6,000 men sent, 400 returned
Common Weapons
alive. This debacle fixed the nation’s attention on the east
and gave many Donarans a burning hatred of the Sidh.
Axes, Heavy Swords, Spears
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In the year 147DO [932SA], the nation’s Donan (heir to Principality Foot Cavalry Militia Total
2,000
6,000
12,000
the throne) married a princess of Xian and Xian joined the The Royal Army 4,000
Pelara
3,200
400
4,000
7,600
Kingdom of Donara.
Xalanara
800
1,200
2,000
4,000
Under Don III (149–204DO [934–989SA]) Donara comXadona
1,200
400
1,600
3,200
mitted itself to the destruction of Salaq. In the early years
Samma
1,000
0
2,000
3,000
of his reign he took lands to the north, meeting little resisXian
1,600
200
7,400
9,200
tance. Emboldened by this, he invaded Salaq in force. The
Salaqara
400
0
0
400
war that followed (178–195DO [963–980SA]) was a bloody
Total
13,200
4,200
20,600
38,000
stalemate until Don’s own error (195DO [980SA]) led to the
rout of his army. After this debacle he was forced to sue NOTE — Other Donaran noble’s forces are included in the
for peace. It was granted when Don journeyed, alone and Militia raised by the King or the Princes. Seventy percent
unarmed (in the robes of a penitent), to the city of Salaq of the militia levied are footmen, twenty percent are missile
and promised its king that he would never attack again. units and the remainder are cavalry. In Xalanara, 50% are
Don III’s pride was shattered by this humiliation. In the footmen, 10% are missile units, 30% are cavalry and 10%
year 204DO [989SA], an old and bitter man, he committed are horse archers. In Xian and Samma, 60% are footmen,
35% are missile units and 5% are cavalry (In Xian the missuicide.
sile units favor slings, in Samma they use longbows).
The reign of Don IV (204–229DO [989–1014SA]) saw
In the Royal Army, 20% of the foot troops and 10% of
the defeat of Salaq through conniving and treachery. In the
the cavalry are elite. In other Donaran armies 10% of the
“Rape of Salaq” more than 60,000 Salaqi, including the entotal regular army strength, rounded to the closest 100, is
tire royal family except for one girl, were killed or enslaved.
elite. Militia is never elite.
The remainder of the population lived as exiles or became
Donaran serfs. The victory was total and one of the blood- IMPORTANT — The royal army has 400 footmen
iest incidents in recorded history. On his deathbed, Don occupying Shiben and Ticasi. It also has 200 footIV stated that his greatest accomplishment was the ruin of men and 200 cavalry garrisoning Salaqara. (In addition to this force there are 200 Pelaran footmen
Salaq, which so successfully avenged his father’s honor.
in Salaqara.) The total royal force committed in
Seven Dons have reigned since Don IV died. Donara Shiben, Ticasi and Salaqara is 1,000 footmen and
has lost wars to Caldo (296–299DO [1081–1084SA]) and 200 cavalry. As a unit, they are known as the Eastthe Confederacy (307–311DO [1092–1096SA]). They have ern Legion.
defeated the Empire of the Ced (304–307DO [1089–
The Royal Fleet is based in Pelara. It is composed of 40
1092SA]). Under the current Don, Don XII (307DO
warships,
15 of which are triremes. The Pelaran fleet has 20
[1092SA] - present), the nation is dedicated to maintaining
warships,
5 trireme size or larger. Both of these fleets are
its hold on its subject peoples and expanding its boundaries
commanded
by Duke Actin of Pelara. Samma’s fleet has 4
to the east. They have had difficulties in this effort because
warships.
Salaqara
has 1. Other nobles in the realm have
Don XII is only a marginal general, though he is a talented
another
10
warships.
The total strength of the Donaran
administrator.
fleet is 75 warships, 20 trireme size or larger.

Economy
Donara is one of the richest agricultural regions in the west.
They are noted horse breeders, especially in Xalanara, and
The city of Donara (36,000) is the nation’s capital, see §8.12. the land yields grain, usable metals and fruit in abundance.
The capitals of the five principalities of the realm are Pelara The Mordaran Iron Field, discovered in the year 988, is one
(42,000), Xadona (19,000), Xian (16,000), Samma (13,000) of the world’s largest deposits of quality iron. Donara is a
and Xalanara (11,000). Its other city, and the capital of a wealthy land whose produce and raw materials are of great
Duchy, is Salaqara (25,000) (the former royal city of Salaq). value.
The total population of the nation is 870,000. Of this total,
Religion
440,000 are Donarans (located mostly in the north, west and
south), 220,000 are Salaqi (primarily in the east), 110,000 The Donarans are lawful and warlike. Their gods are Ashur,
are E’lici (in the south and west) and 100,000 are Xianese Inanna and Enki. Especially in the worship of Inanna, they
are devout and somewhat fanatical. Most Salaqi refuse to
(the principality of Xian).
worship the Donaran gods (one reason for their continued
Each noble in Donara, except the Duke of Salaq, has the persecution). They worship Elder gods of war and the sea.
right to raise and command his own forces. The Duke of Their gods are Manannan, Morrigan and Epona. The E’lici
Salaq is restricted to a personal guard of 400 unarmored give lip service to the Donaran gods while continuing to
retainers and 1 warship. (He is descended from the Salaqi worship their own. The E’lici gods are Girra, Domiel and
kings and Salin the Merciful of Pelara. The current Duke Dionysius. Their religion is Elder. The Xianese accept the
is a Donaran puppet. One of his sons, Vobal, leads the Sea Donaran faith and practice it in conjunction with their own.
Star Society which plays a leading role in the ongoing revolt They worship their gods as the masters of day-to-day life
against Donaran rule.)
and the Donaran gods as the masters of fate. Their gods
The armies of Donara are:
are Sarameya, Cedalion and Bes.

Population
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NOTE — The severity of the torture inflicted in questionDonarans tend to be violent. In the upper classes, they of- ing may not exceed the seriousness of the crime that a perten have a taste for cruelty and an ability to deceive others son is suspected of. In most places, light tortures are used
when necessary. (In extreme cases Donarans, especially no- until the authorities are reasonably sure that the suspect is
bles, emphasize the bad points of the culture and ignore its guilty. When they are sure, he is tortured until he confesses
other traits. People of this ilk are amoral sadists whose goal or is proven innocent.
in life is to acquire wealth and/or power. A good example
of this type of Donaran is Duke Salin of Pelara. Another Allies
was Don IV.)
Ticasi, Shiben and Chiros pay tribute to Donara. Of the
Except for these tendencies, and the rare exceptions, three, only Chiros is a dependable ally. All of them are
Donarans are honorable and moral. They make faithful former holdings of the Kingdom of Salaq.
friends and try to do what is right. All Donarans enjoy
wealth and power. Most control their desires when im- Enemies
moral actions is the only way to their goal. Donarans with- Clima, the Confederacy and the Empire of the Ced are enout wealth or power are bribable, if the bribe is enough to emies of Donara. Caldo dislikes the Donarans but remains
assuage their guilt. (Few Donarans can be bribed to do neutral.
something totally immoral or that betrays a friend.)
The Salaqi are a resentful people who despise Donarans. Language
They are dependable, honest and courageous, when they
80% Xianese
20%
must be. With outsiders, especially Donarans, they are Donaran
Salaqi
30%
Caldan
5%
conniving and treacherous. As a rule, the Salaqi are an
Gomese
5%
Kazi
5%
obstinate, proud and emotional people. They have a deep
La’Ced
10%
E’lici
20%
tie tothe old ways and stubbornly refuse to accept the new.
10%
Those among them who have accepted Donaran ways are Aratad
pariahs to their people.
Basic Characteristics
The E’lici are a strange folk. They have a stoic and
patient culture, noted for its perseverance and tolerance. Height 69"
Moral conduct, family loyalty, religious devotion and free- Weight 170lbs
dom are very important to the E’lici. They make good
Common Weapons
subjects and kind rulers.
The Xianese are proud, tenacious and brave gamblers. Swords, Maces, Bows
They are noted for taking incredible risks and fighting
through to victory despite the odds against them. Many Ancestry
of them are nearly berserk killers when they are angered. Most Donarans are a mixture of Zen’da and La’Cedi stock.
Other than this terrible temper, they are a kind and patient Though dark hair and average features dominate, there is
people. It is very difficult to make them mad, but once you considerable variation in appearance.
do you are in trouble. All Xianese have a great love for their
families and the land. They can become angry if either is The Salaqi & The E’lici
defiled or injured.
Height 68"
Weight 150lbs

Personality

Legal System

Donara is a feudal kingdom. Theoretically, they have a
strong king. In fact the power of the king depends on the
support that he receives from the Princes of Pelara, Xalanara, Xian and Samma (in order of importance). Where
they support him, he is strong. If they don’t, he is weak.
NOTE — Xadona is not included in the list because its
ruler is either the Queen Mother or the Donan, i.e. the
kind’s eldest son and heir. Salaqara is not listed because the
Duke has little real power and the people are always disloyal.
Of the Princes listed, the most important is the Prince of
Pelara. No king can be strong without his support.
Donara only convicts felons who confess their guilt. Torture is often employed to extract confessions. In enlightened
areas, such as Xadona, wizards are used to find the truth
in criminal cases. The standard punishments in Donara are
civil fines, mutilation, imprisonment and death. Only mass
murder, treason and heresy call for the death penalty. In
Salaqara, crime is treated much more harshly. Mutilation
is the minimum penalty and the death penalty is common.

Common Weapons
Fighting Dagger, Sword, Spear
Ancestry
These people are of La’Cedi stock. Most have dark hair and
dark complexions, but lighter than those of the Confederacy. They tend to be dexterous and agile.

The Xian
Height
Weight

68"
180lbs

Common Weapons
Bows, Axes, Spears
Ancestry
These people date from barbarians who lived in the area
before the Ced conquered it. They are a robust, heavyboned, red-haired people who tend toward stockiness.
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Calendar (Solar)

NOTE — The Gralana, and portions of Esda and Riala lands, are within the boundaries of Dirllar. The
portion of their population in Dirllar is included in the
figures above. These tribes are partially civilized and
are not as divisive as their relatives in the depths of
the forest.

The Donaran calendar was created by Xalan Horse-Brother.
It begins with the arrival of the holy Don in the Bra’mani
hills. According to legend, Don came through infinity riding
on the tail of a comet. With him were the lady Sam and the
evil one. When they were discovered among the fires of their
landing, the evil one killed many warriors with lightning Group NA — The Kona (20,000). The other tribes who
bolts. To preserve the people, Don slew the evil one and,
were in this group were exterminated by other Fierazi
with his Lady Sam behind him, asked forgiveness for the
and the Korchi. The Kona can field 4,000 warriors
deaths. Impressed by his honor, and the ominous portents
(20%).
of his arrival, Xalan took him under his wing and the Cult Group N — The Suadan (15,000), the Bauvan (13,000)
of Don was born. It is the year 315 in Donara. Since the
and the Kailaran (12,000). The total population of the
civilization of the Host, the memory of Don is revered but
group is 40,000. They can field 8,000 warriors (20%).
he is no longer worshipped.
Group I — The Mortiti (9,000) and the Aliti (5,000).
The group’s population is 14,000. They can field 2,000
Calendar (Lunar)
warriors (15%).
The population of the So’reas tribes is 140,000. They
The Salaqi calendar dates from the finding of the Sea-star,
can field a total of 24,000 warriors for war.
a powerful special item that was the gift of Dylan to the
Salaqi kings. It is used in Salaqara, Ticasi and Shiben. By Group TA — The Berlita (22,000), the Pometa (16,000)
and the Shieta (9,000). The total population of the
its reckoning, it is the year 1100.
group is 47,000. They can field 10,000 warriors (20%).
Location on the Continent Map
NOTE — These tribes are united under a single,
hereditary chief. Their current chief is friendly toward
12 17 22
the Caldans and despises the Djani.
7 11 16 21 26
Group RA — The Stiera (10,000) and the Buera
3 6 10 15 20 25
(7,000). The total population is 17,000. They can field
2 5 9 14 19 24
3,000 warriors (20%).
1 4 8 13 18 23
Group EN — This is the largest Fierazi group. The
member tribes are the Morden (28,000), the Puessen
(24,000), the Vandamen (14,000) and the Nethagen
3.22 The Fierazi Tribes
(4,000). The total population of the group is 70,000.
The Fierazi migrated into the forest, in two waves, about
It can field 14,000 warriors (20%).
one thousand years ago (100–160SA). To a large de- Group NI — the Thurani (16,000), the Larbani (14,000)
gree, their migration caused the destruction of the Empire
and the Goisni (10,000). The total population of the
del’Nord and a dark age that the north has yet to recover
group is 40,000. They can field 6,000 warriors (15%).
from. Since conquering the forest, they have settled in, deThe population of the No’reas tribes is 174,000. They
fended their lands against all comers and fought ferocious
can field 33,000 warriors for war.
wars with each other, the Caldans and Djanesborg. With
few exceptions, they are violent and vicious people who en- Economy
joy killing.
A barter system operates in this area. Coinage only has
value if the metal can be used for something else. The
Population
region is rich in wildlife and other goods that the tribesmen
There are eight Fierazi cultural groups. The affiliation of need to survive. It also contains usable deposits of gems
each tribe can be told from the ending of its tribal name. and metal. Of the common metals, only gold and tin are
Tribes with the endings A, NA, N and I speak So’reas and rare in this region. (The region has ruins from the Empire
are descended from the first waves of invaders. Those whose del’Nord that the Referee may add.)
names end in TA, RA, EN, and NI speak No’reas and are descended from the second wave. These major cultural groups
Religion
detest each other. Each is composed of four minor groups,
e.g., all tribes whose name ends in TA are one minor group. All of these tribes are shamanistic. Most worship Elder
Each tribe dislikes other members of their major group and forces. The exceptions are the Kona, who worship the Koare not fond of other members of their minor group. This tothi and practice cannibalism as a way of life, and the
is a fragmented and violent region where a man must be Nethagen, who worship Chaos as a means of protecting
able to fight if he is to survive. With the information above themselves from the menace of their swamp. Human sacrifice and torture are important parts of the Nethagen religiven, the eight Fierazi groups are:
gion. Most of the Fierazi practice ritual cannibalism. (If an
Group A — The Esda (17,000), The Bieva (14,000), The enemy shows courage, they eat his heart. If he is cunning,
Riala (14,000), the Duera (10,000), the Fradala (6,000) his brain is eaten, etc.) The intent of this is to honor the
and the Gralana (5,000). The total population is fallen enemy and add his force to that of the victor. It is
66,000 with 10,000 mature warriors (15%).
only done to enemy warriors.
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3.23 The Fomorian Empire

Clan honor and the valiant performance of a warrior’s duty
to himself and his people are revered. The Fierazi are badtempered, cruel and honorable. Truth is very important in
this land. Lying to a proven warrior is a major crime. Once
a warrior has given his word he cannot honorably break it.

This Empire contains ten kingdoms and a principality. Each
King is descended from one of the ten original leaders who
led Fomoria’s rise to civilization. The Prince is descended
from a general who strengthened Fomoria’s holding in Port
Doman. Each group uses the same legal code, worships the
same gods and speaks Fomorian.

Legal System
The Fierazi are governed by their clan war chiefs. Generally,
these chiefs elect one of their number to command the tribe
in war. Day-to-day justice and civil affairs are administered
by the tribal shamans.
All crimes are adjudicated by the Shamans. Their decision is irrevocable. If a Shaman is later found to be wrong,
or wanting in judgment, his fellow Shamans may judge this
to be a crime. The only sentence in this case is banishment.
For others, the standard penalties are mutilation, death and
banishment.

Allies
The tribes along the roads have tense truces with the Caldans and Dirllar.

Inter-Kingdom Attitudes
Theoretically, these kingdoms form a single Empire. Due to
the diverse areas that they are in, the distance separating
them from each other (and the Fomorian homeland) and
the attitudes learned over the centuries-this is not the case.
The table below rates the strength of the tie between the
various Fomorian groups. A rating of 1–3 indicates hostility,
ratings of 4–7 indicates good, relatively neutral, relations
and an 8–10 shows that they are solid allies (in the view of
at least one of the groups). Where the rating given for a
nation’s attitude toward itself is less than 10, this indicates
that the nation controls hostile subject minorities of some
power.
Nation

Ar As At Ea F Is Mu Po Sh Va Xa

Aredan
10 9 5 4 5 5
4 1 7 4 5
Ashudan
8
10
4
4
6
5
5 4 4 8 5
Enemies
Atler
5 6 10 4 7 3
4 4 4 4 8
Each tribe dislikes the others. They are hostile to foreigners The East
4 4 4 8 3* 4
4 4 4 5 4
(except for Caldans and Dirllarans). They rarely deal with Fomoria
5 4 6 4 10 9
5 4 6 6 7
foreigners as friends.
Islands
4 5 4 4 9 10
4 4 5 5 6
Musira
6 3 4 3 5 4 10 4 6 3 3
Language
P.Doman
2 5 4 4 5 6
4 9 1 6 7
So’reas
100% (A, NA, N, I)
Shestar
7 5 5 4 7 5
5 2 10 5 5
No’reas 100% (TA, RA, EN, NI)
Vahear
4 7 4 6 5 4
4 5 4 10 5
Djani
10% (20% for EN, NI)
Xan
5 6 8 4 6 7
4 5 3 4 10
Kazi
5% (15% for A, N, I)
Popularity 60 64 58 49 68 62 53 46 54 60 65
Dirlla
5% (30% for A)
* The current ruler of this kingdom is hostile to the FoZen’dali 5% (10% for I, RA, NI)
morian system. He sees no reason why he, the King of the
Caldan
5% (20% for N, TA, EN)
most powerful kingdom in the Empire (as he sees it), should
Korchi
0% (10% for A, Nethagen)
be forced to kowtow to Fomoria.
Trean
0% (10% for A)
Influence

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

70"
180lbs

Favored Weapons
Longbow, Heavy Axe and Spear
Other Notes
The Fierazi rarely use armor, shields or helmets. They favor soft buckskin and have a fondness, when not at war or
hunting, forbrightly colored capes and fine jewelry.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

The Popularity rating can be used to determine the level of
influence that various kingdoms have. A rating of or higher
means they are influential. Ratings from 55 to 64 mean
that they are respected. Ratings below 55 indicate that
they have little or no influence.
Support
The degree that the nation can count on other nations for
support. The (Attitude Rating−3)×5 is the percentage
chance that one kingdom will aid another. Where the
attack on a kingdom poses a threat to the other kingdom,
the (Attitude−1)×10 is the support chance. If the
attacking force is an enemy of the other kingdom the
determined support chance should be increased by 20, i.e.
30% becomes 50%
EXAMPLE — Atler is attacked by the Kolari. This does not
threaten Xan or the Islands. The chance that Xan will help is
25%. The chance that the Kingdom of the Islands will help is
5%.
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In another example, Atler is attacked by the Korchi. The
chance that the Kingdom of the Islands will help is 30%. The
chance of aid from Xan is 50%.

Legal System

Calendar (Solar)

Allies

The King of Aredan is an absolute ruler. The sentence for
all crimes is as specified for Fomoria. Once guilt is proven,
NOTE — If a kingdom’s attitude toward another kingdom the sentence stands regardless of the wealth or power of the
is 3 or less it will never aid that kingdom unless it is threat- felon.
ened itself.

It is 899 in Fomoria. Their calendar dates from the Rising Ashudan is a strong supporter of Aredan. The other Fomoof the Spirit of the Lake and Enki’s gift of law to the people rian kings also tend to be allies.
of Fomoria. The calendar is viewed by some as a sacred
record of their covenant with Enki.

Enemies

Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

Shurikal has been at war with Aredan for centuries. The
native population of Aredan were Shurani peoples. Shurikal
will not rest until they have them and the rich plains they
live on. Aredan despises Port Doman’s society and has
nothing to do with them.

Language
Fomorian

100%

Shurani

30%

3.24 Aredan (The Fomorian Empire)
Aredan was founded with the aid of local natives in the Basic Characteristics
year 167FO [368SA]. It quickly came under attack from Height 71"
Shurikal. Over the centuries Aredan has resisted contin- Weight 185lbs
ual raids from the Shurani Mountains and has developed a
militant society.
Common Weapons

Population
The capital of the nation is Aredan (14,000). The total
population is 90,000. Most of Aredan’s people are mulattoes, descended from both Fomorian and native parents.
Aredan’s army is composed of 1,600 footmen, 400 cavalry,
800 horse militia and 3,200 foot militia. Their fleet has five
triremes.

Economy

Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry
The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
groups. The Fomorians of Aredan have interbred with natives. Most of them are mulattoes, though they do not vary
in size. Their appearance is a composite of the standard Fomorian appearance and the Shurani.

Aredan is an agricultural nation. Their economy is supported by harbor fees and the sale of grain. They import Location on the Continent Map
metals and finished goods and are dependent on sea trade
for their continued survival.
12 17 22
7
11
16 21 26
Religion
3
6
10
15 20 25
The people of Aredan worship Lawful gods of fertility, war
2
5
9
14 19 24
and the sea. Their main gods are Ashur, Enki and Inanna.
1 4 8 13 18 23

Personality
Aredan has a military reserve system that includes all males
between the ages of 16 and 30. Because of this training,
their men are disciplined and proud with exceptional personal honor and courage. They seldom give their word to
anyone. Once it is given, it is not broken. Behind the icy
façade that they show strangers, they are a warm and compassionate people. When faced with a physical threat, they
are professionals who kill when they must and take pride in
their ability to defend themselves.
NOTE — Because of centuries of warfare, and the resulting
manpower losses, only 35% of Aredan’s population is male.
They happily accept competent fighters as immigrants.
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3.25 Ashudan (The Fomorian
Empire
The cities in this kingdom, Ashudan (138FO [339SA]) and
Xaghan (145FO [346SA]), were founded on islands. They
played a major role in the colonization and early survival
of Aredan. (Ashudan is a major supporter, and creditor, of
Aredan.) Except for the Lemasan War, raids on pirate bases
and military aid to Aredan; Ashudan has had a peaceful
and profitable history. Currently, they are almost jaded by
a lack of meaningful enemies and their excessive wealth.

3.26 Atler (The Fomorian Empire)
Location on the Continent Map

Population

The city of Ashudan (18,000) is the capital of this
12 17 22
archipelago. The kingdom’s other city is Xaghan (10,000).
7
11 16 21 26
The population of the six islands, including the islands with
3
6
10
15 20 25
a city, are Ashudan (50,000), Xaghan (44,000), Fort Novan
2
5
9
14 19 24
(3,000), Quequar (1,500), Djaja (1,000) and Tariti (500).
1 4 8 13 18 23
The total population of the nation is 100,000. Ashudan’s
armed forces are divided into two groups. The Constabulary has 800 footmen and 8 ships spread throughout the
islands. The Royal Legion has 2,400 elite footmen, 1,000 in 3.26 Atler (The Fomorian Empire)
each city and 400 at Fort Novan, and 40 warships, including
The city of Atler was founded in the year 51FO [252SA]
15 triremes.
against strong resistance from the Kolari. In the year 74FO
[275SA], new colonists arrived and founded the city of
Economy
Maboiba. Over the centuries since establishing the kingAshudan has fine quarries, craftsmen and jewelers. It prodom, Atler has learned the value of diplomacy. They fight
duces high quality finished goods and imports food, metals
only when they must and then only until the enemy admits
and luxury items.
defeat. If war can be avoided, they surely do so.

Religion
The chief god of Ashudan is Enki. Few citizens worship the
gods of war.

Population

The cities in this nation are its capital, Atler (16,000), and
Maboiba (10,000). The total population of the nation is
110,000.
Personality
Atler’s Royal Army has 2,400 footmen and 800 cavThe people of Ashudan take an epicurean delight in the
alry. They can raise 4,800 militia, including 800 horse (all
pleasures and duties of life. They are hard working, genertrained). The fleet contains 10 warships, 3 of which are
ous and joyous people who revel in life, rather than merely
triremes.
living it. They are honest and honorable in all things. The
great majority of them can be described as hyperactive,
Economy
exuberant and cultured.
Atler’s economy is based on agriculture and forestry. They
import most of their metal and finished goods. They are
Legal System
The King of Ashudan is an absolute ruler. The sentence for dependent on trade for continued prosperity.
all crimes is as specified for Fomoria. Once guilt is proven,
the sentence stands regardless of the wealth or power of the Religion
The chief god of Atler is Enki. They also worship Ashur,
felon.
Vahagn and Inanna.

Allies

Aredan is a strong supporter of Ashudan. The other Fomo- Personality
rian kings also tend to be allies.
The people of Atler are honorable, but not fanatically so.
They can, and will, lie, cheat or steal when it is the diploEnemies
matic thing to do. As a people, they are tactful pragmatists
Ashudan supports Aredan against Shurikal. They support with suave and cultured manners and a touch of arrogant
Vahear against the pirates of the region. This kingdom has pride.
no enemy who has any real chance of doing them harm.

Legal System

Language
Fomorian
Cerulean
Rogizini

100%
10%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms

Shurani
Matan
Dechan

5%
5%
5%

The King of Atler is an absolute ruler. The sentence for
all crimes is as specified for Fomoria. Once guilt is proven,
the sentence stands regardless of the wealth or power of the
felon.

Allies
Atler’s strongest ally is the Kingdom of Xan. It has friendly
relations with the Kolaro and the other Fomorian kings.

Enemies

Atler is hated by A’Korchu because it threatens Korchi
power in the Kolar peninsula. Korchi raids of Atler have
The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar led to ill will toward the Kingdom of the Islands. Atler beand Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these lieves it is that kingdom’s duty to stop the raiding fleets at
sea.
groups.
Ancestry
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Thirty years after the peace, the Duke of Coasa attacked
to
regain his ancestral capital. This war (401–403FO [602–
Fomorian
100% Korchi
10%
604SA])
led to the total conquest of the Coasa Peninsula,
Kolari
30% Goidanese
5%
the
capture
of another city, Pirasar (renamed Fadan), and
Dirlla
10%
the den of the Duchy of Coasa. Immediately after this war
ended Chunrey attacked.
Basic Characteristics
In the Chunrey war (403–410FO [604–611SA]) the kingHeight 71"
dom
advanced into the Chun Hills, sacked Mokasa (404FO
Weight 185lbs
[605SA]) and burned every ship in Ita harbor (607). As a
result of this half-century of war, the Kingdom of the East
Common Weapons
found that it lacked the resources to conquer Katai and
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Chunrey. They were nearly exhausted in gaining what they
had. For the next 270 years they maintained a defensive
Ancestry
posture and used diplomacy to strengthen their position in
The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
the area. During this period, alliances were formed with
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
Teos (593FO [794SA]) and Taolisa (630FO [831SA]).
groups.
In the year 688FO [889SA] the Kingdom attacked
Lemasa. Their war plan was ruined when Taolisa chose
Location on the Continent Map
not to get involved. After a bloody naval victory off of
Atla, the Fomorian forces landed with insufficient strength
12 17 22
to take the city. Their army was decimated by the defend7 11 16 21 26
ers and barely made it back to the boats. In Lemdan, the
3 6 10 15 20 25
kingdom made minor territorial gains at the cost of tremen2 5 9 14 19 24
dous losses. All in all, the war (688–689FO [889–890SA])
1 4 8 13 18 23
was a debacle.
Since this loss, the Kingdom of the East has remained at
peace. It is the dominant naval force in the region and, at
3.27 The Kingdom of the East (The present, is dedicated to defense above all else.

Language

Fomorian Empire)
Fomoria entered this area as a result of a commercial coup;
the supplanting of Lemasa as the tenants of Hunki Island
(105FO [306SA]). Fourteen years later, over the protests of
the Lemasans, they also “stole” the rights to Tyan (119FO
[320SA]). For the next generation, Lemasa and Fomoria’s
merchants competed against each other. Finally, Lemasa
would tolerate no more. With the Tyan massacre, and the
blockade of Pildan on Hunki Island (140FO [341SA]), competition flared into war.
In the Great Lemasan War (140–153FO [341–354SA])
all of the Fomorians sent forces. At its end, Lemasa was
badly beaten. The war ended when the Fomorians suffered
severe defeats in their campaign to conquer Lemara itself.
After this war the Kingdom of the East was founded (153FO
[354SA]), with ten islands and Lemdan (formerly Lema)
under its control.
The new kingdom remained at peace until Katai’s Duke
of Coasa demanded a doubling of the rent for Hunki Island
and Tyan (203FO [404SA]). The Kingdom responded by
declaring war. In this war (203–207FO [404–408SA]) the
southern half of the Coasa Peninsula, including the duchy’s
capital (205FO [406SA]), was captured and Tiansur was
sacked (206FO [407SA]). After peace was declared, the Fomorians changed the name of Coasar, the duchy’s capital,
to Ocedan and moved their capital to the mainland.
In the year 357FO [558SA] the kingdom aided Chunrey
against Katai. In this war, they sacked Tiansar (357FO
[558SA] and 369FO [570SA]), Si’chava (368FO [569SA])
and Musdao (370FO [571SA]). The war ended, in 370FO
[571SA], when Chunrey made peace with Katai without
consulting the Fomorians.
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Population
The Kingdom of the East controls four cities. The capital
is Ocedan (54,000). The other cities are Fadan (32,000),
Lemdan (23,000) and Pildan (13,000). Ocedan and Fadan
are located on the Coasa Peninsula, Lemdan is on the island of Lemara and Pildan is on Hunki Island. The areas
that the kingdom controls, including its small islands, are
the Coasa Peninsula (450,000), Lemdan (105,000), Hunki
Island (60,000), Tyan (8,000), Musmasa (2,000), Na’Asida
(2,000), Pira (1,000), Na’Innamu (1,000), Nara (500) and
Na’Chobar (500). The total population of the kingdom is
630,000.
NOTE — Only a small percentage of the kingdom’s population is Fomorian. The nationalities in the kingdom, and
their numbers, are as follows:
Nationality

Population

Katai
360,000
Fomorian
120,000
Lemasan
115,000
Chunrey
35,000
Total
630,000
The royal army only contains citizens. It has 4,000 elite
footmen and 8,000 trained militia. The kingdom’s navy is
the backbone of its defense. It contains 100 warships, 40 of
which are well-constructed and sea-worthy triremes. It is
an elite force with 1,600 marines.

Economy
The Kingdom of the East is a trading Empire. It controls
sea trade from east to west. Her islands are rich in minerals and the jungles of the Coasa Peninsula supply spices,

3.28 Fomoria (The Fomorian Empire)
medicines and other valuable goods. Except for a lack of Enemies
food production, and a desire for luxury goods, the kingdom Lemasa is dedicated to the destruction of this kingdom. To
is self-sufficient.
the Lemasans, the Fomorians are monsters who defile the
sacred soil of Lemara with their presence. Katai is “irriReligion
tated” at the gains that they have made at its expense.
The Fomorians worship Ashur, Vahagn and Enki. Their Chunrey is quite willing to see the kingdom destroyed and
subject peoples give lip service to these gods, to keep the is likely to join forces with Lemasa or Katai if either nation
Fomorians happy, but continue to worship their own gods attacks the east.
in secret.
NOTE — A secret society exists in the cities of the Coasa
Peninsula. It is led by the descendants of the Dukes of
Personality
Coasa. Their stated goal is to reclaim the peninsula for its
The Fomorians in the East are energetic, aggressive and rightful ruler. At present, it is a low-profile criminal orgacalculating. Because less than 20% of the population is nization specializing in assassination and smuggling. Their
Fomorian, there is a great deal of ethnic prejudice. The current leader gives little to thoughts of revolution.
Fomorian rulers consider non-Fomorians to be lesser men
without the wit, or innate ability of any Fomorian and are Language
somewhat paranoid about their numbers. Selfishness is a
70% Dawanese
5%
prime motivator of this realm. The East has little to do Fomorian
Cerulean
10%
Lemasan
20%
with its brother kingdoms, except through trade.
15% Katai
50%
They would never weaken their own defenses to help an- Chunai
Taolisan
5%
Teosan
5%
other kingdom. Their tie to the Empire is as ineffectual
as they can make it. Subject peoples have the personalBasic Characteristics
ity specified for them in the description of their nation.
Height 67"
They have a publicly subservient attitude toward FomoriWeight 166lbs
ans. They fear and hate their masters.

Legal System
The King of the Kingdom of the East is an absolute ruler.
The sentence for all crimes is as specified for Fomoria. Once
guilt is proven, the sentence stands regardless of the wealth
or power of the felon.
NOTE — This applies for citizens. To be a citizen a person must have Fomorian blood in his family tree within the
last three generations. If not, he cannot become a citizen
regardless of his wealth or power. (30–35% of the people in
this kingdom are citizens.)
A stern legal system applies for non-citizens. Minor
crimes are punished by mutilation or imprisonment. Major crimes are punished by slavery and death. Only citizens
and trusted foreigners may bear arms in public. For noncitizens to do so is a major crime. Non-citizens may not
leave the lands of their liege lord without a written pass.
Forging or stealing such a pass is punishable by death. Noncitizens who do not have a liege lord, or whose wealth or
business requires them to travel, must check in with the local authorities or they are subject to imprisonment and the
confiscation of all property if they can’t show a just cause
for not reporting.
NOTE — All citizens of Katai, Chunrey and Lemasa are
subject to the non-citizen justice system. Other foreigners
are subject to the Fomorian system. In all cases, the attitude of the local lord or magistrate will vary the severity of
the system. Where he is kind, it is lightly felt. If he is cruel
or prejudiced it can be unbearable.

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry
The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of
these groups. The Fomorians of the Kingdom of the East
have bred with Katai and Lemasan stock. Their appearance merges Fomorian standard appearance with that of
the culture they have bred with.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.28 Fomoria (The Fomorian
Empire)

Before the Awakening, Fomoria was a wild land. The Korchi
ruled from coastal fortresses and forced their will on the
Fomorian barbarians with armed raids and dark magic. In
the year of the Awakening (0FO [201SA]) (according to
legend), the spirit of the Lake, at the urging of Enki, rose
to the defense of Fomoria. His rising sent shudders through
the land and shattered the Korchi fortresses, killing most of
Allies
their residents. After this Enki cloaked the island in mist,
The Kingdom has undependable alliances with Teos, Chun- blessed the ten tribal leaders with knowledge and created a
rey and Taolisa. They have little to do with the other Fo- golden stele to serve as the law for all. By his word, as long
morian kings. Their only supporter among the Fomorian as the Fomorians obeyed his laws, their lands would remain
great.
kingdoms is Vahear.
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For ten years the ten kings organized, brought civilization to the land and began the construction of a great fleet.
In the year 10FO [211SA] the mist fell away from the island and the Fomorians exploded into the Western Ocean,
in quest for a kingdom for each of the ten kings. Within
two hundred years each king had his kingdom and their
expansion stopped.
For the next 350 years (431–781FO [632–982SA]) the
Kingdom of Fomoria experienced a golden age. In every
known sea, except the Sea of Tears, the ten kings were
supreme. Since this golden age the Empire has diminished
in power, though this kingdom remains strong.

of food and treasure into the deepest part of the lake. This
is done to repay the spirit for his aid and assure that he
remains quiet. The Fomorians have kept up this tradition
for more than 800 years. Legend has it that a million gold
coins worth of treasure lies at the bottom of the lake. Another legend, and common Fomorian belief, states that it is
not alone.

Population
This kingdom is the heart of the Fomorian Empire. It
controls the home island of Fomoria and Fort Inan. Fort
Inan (6,000) is a fortress city with a colony of 21,000 persons. The capital of the kingdom is the royal city Fomoria
(109,000), site of the Golden Stele. Its other cities are Asidan (42,000), Manadan (30,000) and Miridan (22,000). The
total population is 730,000.
The Fomorian Army is divided into two groups. The
Sacred Guard is responsible for guarding the royal city, especially the Temple of Enki and the Royal Palace. It has
3,200 elite footmen and 800 elite cavalry. The Royal Army
contains 1,000 elite footmen, 8,000 footmen, 12,000 trained
militia and 3,000 cavalry. The militia defend the home island. The other troops are used to protect the home island,
Fort Inan and to fight foreign wars.
Fomoria’s Royal Fleet contains 150 warships, 50 trireme
size or larger, and 50 large vessels that are used as transports. It is the most powerful fleet in the world.

The royal flag of the Kingdom of Fomoria

Personality

Fomorians are a proud people, due to their mastery of the
seas and the personal blessing that their god bestowed on
them. They can be arrogant, domineering and stubborn
toward non-Fomorians. This is especially true when the
foreigner violates Fomorian law or tradition.
All Fomorians are devoted to honor, truth and lawful
obedience.
Once a Fomorian gives his word his promise is
Economy
sacred to him. Fomorians do not lie and become violently
Fomoria is incredibly rich. They import fine metals, stone
upset if it is suggested that they have done so. As long as a
and luxury items. The island of Miridan, in Fomoria’s lake
foreigner comports himself with honest dignity, and respects
is the world’s only source of Orichalum, a purple hued
Fomorian customs, he is treated fairly by the Fomorians.
metal. Traditional Fomorians believe Enki blessed them
with this metal to insure that the noble metals were not
debased by use as coinage. They use it, instead of gold, Legal System
silver and other fine metals, in coins. Fomorian law does
not allow these fine metals to be used in coins. Those who The King of Fomoria is an absolute ruler. He is the High
visit Fomoria must trade their coins for the equivalent in King of the Fomorians and, by the Golden Stele, is authoFomorian coins. The standard conversion ration is as fol- rized to adjudicate any dispute between the other kings.
He is the chief interpreter of the Charter of Enki and the
lows:
Golden Stele which, together, are the foundation of Fomo1 Fomorian Eagle
= 1GC
rian culture. Finally, he is the hereditary High Priest of
1 Fomorian Ducat = 1SC
Fomoria’s Temple of Enki and, thus, the most powerful re1 Fomorian Penny = 1CC
ligious leader in the Empire. Once he assumes the throne,
1 Fomorian Fin
= 1BB
The Eagle, Ducat and Penny each weigh 1/2 ounce. The he remains in the palace area (except for yearly pilgrimages
Eagle is pure Orichalum. The Ducat is 10% Orichalum and to the lake) for the rest of his life.
90% Lead. The Penny is 1% Orichalum and 99% Lead. The
NOTE — The only people with the right to see the King of
Fomorian Fin weighs 1/4 ounce and is made out of Tin.
Fomoria, after he assumes the throne, are the other kings,
NOTE — Failure to convert currency is punishable by 1 his military leaders, high religious officials and his family.
year in prison, a 10 Eagle fine and confiscation of the un- No other person is ever admitted into his presence.
converted coinage.
Fomoria’s justice system relies on evidence collected by its
Religion
royal constables, without torture, and magical interrogation
The chief god of Fomoria is Enki. They also worship Ashur, by the presiding judge (a priest of Enki). When guilt is
Vahagn and Inanna. The King of Fomoria makes yearly sac- determined, the penalty is read from the Golden Stele and
rifices to the Spirit of the Lake, dumping large quantities is carried out immediately.
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Allies
The King of Fomoria has strong ties with the Kings of Xan,
the Islands and Atler. They have little to do with the Kingdom of the East or Port Doman. Fomoria has improved
relations with the Kolaro and the Confederation of Shanda
over the last 50 years.

3.29 The Kingdom of the Islands
(The Fomorian Empire)

These islands were taken from the Korchi Empire (28–82FO
[229–283SA]). The capital, Firdan, is built on the ruins
of a Korchi city that the Fomorians looted and destroyed.
The eldritch underground of this city troubles the Fomorians still. Since its foundation this kingdom has borne the
brunt of the war against A’Korchu, both as a buffer against
Enemies
A’Korchu and as the marshalling point for operations north
The great enemy is A’Korchu. Fomoria is dedicated to con- of the Kolar Peninsula.
taining this “cancerous” nation. They dislike the Kolari and
the Goidanese, both of whom have revolted from, or refused Population
to serve, Fomoria in the past.
The kingdom controls seven islands. Three of them, Firdan
(17,000), Bolgidan (15,000) and Zeudan (9,000), have cities.
The total population of each island is Firdan (60,000),
Language
Bolgidan (59,000), Zeudan (31,000), Zerdu (7,000), Paidu
Fomorian
100% Goidanese
10%
(4,000), A’henas (3,000) and Hoda (1,000). The kingdom’s
Dirllaran
25% Korchi
5%
population is 165,000.
Shandar
20% Kolari
20%
The Royal Army contains 800 elite footmen (the royal
Matan
20% Climan
15%
guard), 400 Shandan and 400 Kolaro mercenaries. Each
Bhamoti
15% Rogizini
15%
island has a local militia equal to 5% of its population.
Nylasa
15% Teosan
15%
The total strength of the militia is 8,500. The Royal Fleet
Katai
15% Chunai
15%
contains 60 warships, 20 trireme size or larger. It counts on
Lemasan
15% Marentian
15%
support from the Kingdom of Fomoria when war threatens.
Dechan
15% Donaran
15%

Economy
Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons

The kingdom’s economy depends on the sea. They survive
through trade and by charging non-Fomorian vessels a tariff
to use the sea. Their major exports are fine metals and
timber. They import common metals, food, textiles and
finished goods.

Swords, Spears, Polearms

Religion

Ancestry

The chief god of the Kingdom of the Islands is Enki. They
also worship Ashur, Vahagn and Inanna.

The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar Personality
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
Fomorians are a proud people, due to their mastery of the
groups.
seas and the personal blessing that their god bestowed on
them. They can be arrogant, domineering and stubborn
toward non-Fomorians. This is especially true when the
Special Note - The Fertile Circle
foreigner violates Fomorian law or tradition.
The city of Fomoria is built on a rocky island connected to
All Fomorians are devoted to honor, truth and lawful
the ocean with high underground tunnels. To the west of obedience. Once a Fomorian gives his word his promise is
the city, across the water, is an area known as the Fertile sacred to him. Fomorians do not lie and become violently
Circle. This small area provides the lion’s share of the food upset if it is suggested that they have done so. As long as a
for the people of the island. It is heavily irrigated, in a foreigner comports himself with honest dignity, and respects
very scientific manner. In its hundreds of villages and ham- Fomorian customs, he is treated fairly by the Fomorians.
lets, more than 60,000 citizens work to feed and clothe the
kingdom.
Legal System
Location on the Continent Map
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The King of the Kingdom of the Islands is an absolute ruler.
Fomoria’s justice system relies on evidence collected by its
royal constables, without torture, and magical interrogation
by the presiding judge (a priest of Enki).

Allies
The Kingdom of the Islands has strong ties with the Kings
of Xan and Atler. They have little to do with the Kingdom
of the East or Port Doman.
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Enemies

Personality

The great enemy is A’Korchu. The Islands are dedicated to
containing this “cancerous” nation. They dislike the Kolari
and the Goidanese, both of whom have revolted from, or
refused to serve, Fomoria in the past.

Fomorians are a proud people, due to their mastery of the
seas and the personal blessing that their god bestowed on
them. They can be arrogant, domineering and stubborn
toward non-Fomorians. This is especially true when the
foreigner violates Fomorian law or tradition.
All Fomorians are devoted to honor, truth and lawful
obedience. Once a Fomorian gives his word his promise is
sacred to him. Fomorians do not lie and become violently
upset if it is suggested that they have done so. As long as a
foreigner comports himself with honest dignity, and respects
Fomorian customs, he is treated fairly by the Fomorians.
Musirans are suspicious of strangers. The slightest misstep by a foreigner can make them hostile toward him. As
a rule, they have less pride than most Fomorians and are
jealous of more prosperous kingdoms, especially Xan.

Language
Fomorian
Dirllaran
Shandar
Matan
Bhamoti
Nylasa
Katai
Lemasan
Dechan

100%
25%
20%
20%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

Goidanese
Korchi
Kolari
Climan
Rogizini
Teosan
Chunai
Marentian
Donaran

10%
5%
20%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms

Legal System
The King of Musira is an absolute ruler. Fomoria’s justice
system relies on evidence collected by its royal constables,
without torture, and magical interrogation by the presiding
judge (a priest of Enki).

Ancestry
The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar Allies
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these Musira has strong ties with the Kings of the Islands and
groups.
Atler. They have little to do with the Kingdom of the East
or Port Doman. They have no relations with the Kolaro or
Location on the Continent Map
the Sherlani. They have poor relations with the Confederation of Shanda and the Kingdom of Xan.
12 17 22
7 11 16 21 26
Enemies
3 6 10 15 20 25
2 5 9 14 19 24
The great enemy is A’Korchu. Musira is dedicated to con1 4 8 13 18 23
taining this “cancerous” nation. They dislike the Kolari and
the Goidanese, both of whom have revolted from, or refused
to serve, Fomoria in the past.
3.30 Musira (The Fomorian Empire) Musira is often raided by the Sherlani. Radical Musirans
Musira was founded in the year 33FO [234SA]. It has believe that the other kings are using Musira as a sacrificial
fought many bloody wars with the Shandan tribes, espe- offering to safeguard Xan.
cially the Sherlani. Currently, they are at peace with these
tribes although they are still raided off and on (independent
warriors and families seeking adventure and profit).

Population

Language
Fomorian
Kolari
Shandar

The capital of the kingdom is Musira (14,000). Its total
population is 65,000. The army contains 1,600 footmen
and 800 cavalry. The fleet has 12 warships, 2 of which are Basic
Height
triremes.
Weight

Economy

100%
10%
20%

Donaran
Gomese

5%
20%

Characteristics
71"
185lbs

Musira is an agricultural area. It exports food and timber Common Weapons
and imports stone, metal and other goods. It is among the
Swords, Spears, Polearms
poorest of the Fomorian kingdoms and, as such, believes
that the others should share their wealth.
Ancestry

Religion

The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
The chief god of the Kingdom of the Islands is Enki. They and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
also worship Ashur, Vahagn and Inanna.
groups.
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3.31 Port Doman (The Fomorian Empire)
Location on the Continent Map
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3.31 Port Doman (The Fomorian
Empire)
Port Doman is unique among the Fomorian states in that it
is not a kingdom. It was founded in the year 42FO [243SA]
as a trading post by a large merchant house. For the first
170 years of its existence it was victimized by Izza raiders.
In the year 205FO [406SA] its merchants got an Imperial
monopoly in the area and, with it, the right to field a larger
army. They immediately did so and set out to end the
Izza threat. A full scale invasion of the Izza lands (205–
212FO [406–413SA]) decisively defeated that tribe. After
his victory, the General responsible was given the hereditary
title of Prince by the King of Fomoria and his family became
the official rulers of Port Doman.
In the same era a century of civil war, plagues and
catastrophe began in the Nylasi Empire (210–318FO [411–
519SA]). Under the General (205–220FO [406–421SA])
and his heirs (221–315FO [422–516SA]) Port Doman supplied arms and mercenaries to both sides until the fall of
the Empire. With the Nylasi threat removed, Port Doman
became the dominant power in the area.
Around the year 399FO [600SA], Port Doman allied with
the Izza, converted them to the Fomorian faith and entered
the slave trade. This began their corruption. By the year
799FO [1000SA], with the return of Nylasa power and the
emergence of the Dark City, Port Doman no longer dominated the land. They have suffered resounding defeats in
the jungle and have been forced to adopt a defensive posture
to survive.

Population

Personality
The Domanese are arrogant, hedonistic and somewhat evil.
They believe in the innate superiority of Fomorians and consider blacks to be sub-human. They are amoral in dealing
with non-Fomorians. The vast majority of the Domanese
are paranoid when they feel that they, or their nation, are
threatened. The national policy toward hostile blacks is to
enslave them. Of the cultures in this part of the world only
the Ghazai, Kakana and Izza rival them as objects of their
neighbor’s loathing and hatred.

Legal System
Port Doman is governed by a hereditary Prince and a Council of Merchants. In theory, the Prince is the absolute ruler.
In fact, the council controls the land and always has.
The Fomorian justice system applies for non-blacks.
Blacks in this land, free or slave, are without rights. A
fomorian can do whatever he pleases to them. If his action
damages a citizen’s property, he must pay that person damages. Blacks who are found guilty of any crime are enslaved.
If they are already a slave, or the crime is major, they are
sold outside of Port Doman. The basic status of blacks in
this land is only somewhat better than that of a valuable
animal.

Allies
Port Doman is allied to the Izza, who they treat as a subject
people. They have little support from the other Fomorian
nations.

Enemies
Both Nylasi factions despise Port Doman. Neither will be
satisfied until every white in Port Doman is killed, enslaved
or driven into the sea. The Kings of Aredan and Shestar are
opposed to Port Doman’s racial policy. They have nothing
to do with this nation and, politically, are working to end
self-rule in this area. (Except for the Charter of Enki, they
would probably join forces and conquer the port.)

The capital, Port Doman (15,000), is a heavily-fortified and
dingy city. One-third of its residents are Fomorian. The rest
are free blacks (500) and slaves (9,500). The rural popula- Language
tion is 75,000. Ten thousand of these are Fomorian, 5,000
Fomorian
are free blacks and 60,000 are slaves. The total populaGomese
tion of the nation is 90,000. Port Doman’s army contains
Nylasa
1,600 footmen and 800 Izza mercenaries. Their fleet has 8
warships, 1 of which is a trireme.

Economy
The economy is based on spices, furs and slaves. Most of the
metals and other goods that the nation uses are imported.
Without its spices and the slave trade Port Doman would
be bankrupt.

Religion

80%
20%
60%

Sair’a’cili
Izza

5%
30%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms

The chief god of Port Doman is Enki. They also worship
Ashur, Vahagn and Inanna. The Domanese give lip service Ancestry
to their gods out of tradition. They no longer share the de- The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
votion to the gods that is common among other Fomorians. and Goidanese.
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Location on the Continent Map
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3.32 Shestar (The Fomorian Empire)
The Kingdom of Shestar was founded in the year 52FO
[253SA], as part of an agreement with the Nylasi Empire.
When that Empire fell, Shestar exterminated its southernmost tribe. Since this atrocity (314–320FO [515–521SA])
they have warred on Kirazan (361FO [562SA]) and been
humiliated in battle by Ro’babza (558FO [759SA]).
Since their defeat by Ro’babza, Shestar has maintained
a defensive posture and tried to increase its economic and
military power. They have also gained a respect for the
black nations that surround them, without losing sight of
their historic goal-the conquest of the plains as far as the
Shurani mountains.

Allies
Shestar has strong trade ties with Kirazan. They support
the other Fomorian kings, especially Fomoria and Aredan.

Enemies
The Ga’Nylasa dislike Shestar. Ro’babza does not trust
them. Shestar feels that Port Doman must change and is
working to force such a change to come about. (There is
strong sentiment in this nation for annexing Port Doman.)

Language
Fomorian
Nylasa
Kiraza

100%
10%
50%

Sair’a’cili
Ro’babzan
Izza

5%
20%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry

The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
The port city of Shestar (13,000) is the capital. The to- groups. The Fomorians of Shestar have interbred with natal population of the nation is 90,000, 40,000 of whom are tives. Most of them are mulattoes, though they do not vary
free blacks with full citizenship. Shestar has abolished mis- in size. Their appearance is a composite of the standard Fotreatment of the black race and slavery, except as a criminal morian appearance and the Shurani.
punishment.
Shestar’s army has 800 footmen and 400 elite cavalry. Location on the Continent Map
They can call 2,400 foot militia and 2,400 horse militia for
war. Shestar’s fleet has 15 warships, all small vessels in12 17 22
tended for scouting, messenger service and raiding.
7 11 16 21 26
3 6 10 15 20 25
2 5 9 14 19 24
Economy
1 4 8 13 18 23
The economy is based on ranching (horses and cattle). Most

Population

other resources are imported. Few distinctions are made,
on the basis of nobility or race, as to a person’s access to
wealth. All are free to prosper if they can.

3.33 Vahear (The Fomorian Empire)

The people of Shestar are energetic, humble and kind. Most
of them are reserved in dealing with strangers but loyal
friends once their trust is earned. Many Fomorians in Shestar feel a deep guilt over the extermination of the Nylasa.
They try to give blacks a fair chance and help them when
they can as a means of repaying their “national debt.”

Vahear was founded in the year 80FO [281SA] after a short
and violent war with the Rogizini Empire. In the Great
Lemasan War (141–154FO [342–355SA]), Vahear played a
pivotal role in the destruction of three Lemasan fleets and
the conquest of Lemasa’s colonies on the continent (Matan
and Olphar).
After the great war Vahear was the undisputed master
of the southern sea for more than 600 years. In the recent
past (800FO [1001SA] - present), there has been an upsurgence in pirate activity, the naval power of the Rogizini and
Cerulean Empires has increased and the rulers of Vahear
have become decadent. They are no longer the masters of
the sea but are still the greatest naval power in the area.

Legal System

Population

The King of Shestar is an absolute ruler. Fomoria’s justice
system relies on evidence collected by its royal constables,
without torture, and magical interrogation by the presiding
judge (a priest of Enki).

This kingdom’s cities are Vahear (43,000), the capital,
and Inannadan (12,000), on the main island, and Olphar
(23,000), the capital of their continental province (population 120,000). Its islands are Vahear (230,000), Mossal

Religion
The chief god of Shestar is Inanna. They also worship
Ashur, Vahagn and Enki.

Personality
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3.34 Xan (The Fomorian Empire)
(3,000), Undisan (1,000), Bista (800) and Rey Deu (200).
The total population of the kingdom is 355,000.
Vahear’s army has 4,000 footmen on the islands and 4,000
footmen and 2,000 cavalry in Olphar. Olphar also has a
trained militia force of 6,000 footmen. Vahear’s fleet contains 120 warships, 40 trireme size or larger. Twenty of
these vessels, including 5 triremes, are based at Olphar.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry

The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
Except for the agricultural region of Olphar, the kingdom’s and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
economy is based on mining and the sea. The nation’s groups.
wealth is derived from trade, tariffs, fishing and the mines
Location on the Continent Map
of Vahear.

Economy

Religion
The major god of Vahear is Enki. Lately the nobility have
started to worship Bes as well. The peasantry has always
worshipped Vahagn as well as Enki.
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Personality
Vahearians are the most arrogant and hedonistic of the
Fomorians. They make no allowance for foreign customs.
Foreigners who deal with Vahear must accommodate themselves to Fomorian custom or they court trouble. The people of Vahear have a reputation for being tenacious and
competent soldiers. They seldom accept defeat and never
surrender while an enemy threatens their homeland. Common citizens still have these virtues, the nobility has lost
them. (The price of mastering the hedonistic practices that
have become popular among the noble class.)

Legal System
The King of Vahear is an absolute ruler. Fomoria’s justice
system relies on evidence collected by its royal constables,
without torture, and magical interrogation by the presiding
judge (a priest of Enki).

Allies
Vahear has good relations with Bhamotin and is allied with
Teos and No’mal. They are supported by Ashudan and are
the only kingdom that still has reliable ties to the Kingdom
of the East.

3.34 Xan (The Fomorian Empire)
The city of Xantia was founded in the year 32FO [233SA].
A century later they began a war to conquer the mountains around them. After 30 years of bloody fighting (131–
162FO [332–363SA]) Xan reached its current boundaries
and ended their offensive campaign (celebrating peace by
building Erdan (163FO [364SA]) on the Sea of Tears).
Since their expansion ended, they have been raided by the
Shandans and the Kolari and have engaged the Climans on
many occasions (sacking Affea and Fort Kira repeatedly).
Currently, they are at peace with their neighbors and have
a tense truce with the Climans.

Population
Xantia (30,000) is the capital. Erdan (14,000) is the kingdom’s other city. The total population of the kingdom is
185,000. Xan’s army contains 4,800 footmen, 800 Kolaro
Mercenaries and 400 cavalry. Its fleet has 50 warships (10
triremes) at Xantia and 35 warships (5 triremes) at Erdan.
(Erdan’s fleet is designed for scouting and raiding.)

Economy

Enemies

Xantia’s economy is based on trade and mining. Erdan is
The Rogizini and Cerulean Empires are dedicated to the a trade port with some agricultural resources. The nation
conquest of Vahear. The Dechans despise them because exports metal and salt. They import various luxury items,
Vahear interferes with Dechat’s most profitable business slaves and textiles.
(piracy).
NOTE — In the near future a war may break out. The Religion
participants will be Vahear, Bhamotin, the Rizeela, No’mal The chief god of Fomoria is Vahagn. They also worship
and the Bal’sani, on one side, and the Rogizini Empire, Ashur, Enki and Inanna.
the Cerulean Empire and Dechat on the other. (The main
battlefields in the war are likely to be Dechat, Olphar, Personality
Fomorians are a proud people, due to their mastery of the
Bhamotin and the seas.)
seas and the personal blessing that their god bestowed on
Language
them. They can be arrogant, domineering and stubborn
toward non-Fomorians. This is especially true when the
Fomorian
100% Bhamoti
5%
foreigner violates Fomorian law or tradition.
Cerulean
5% Teosan
10%
All Fomorians are devoted to honor, truth and lawful
Rogizini
5% Dechan
20%
obedience. Once a Fomorian gives his word his promise is
Matan
5%
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sacred to him. Fomorians do not lie and become violently
upset if it is suggested that they have done so. As long as a
foreigner comports himself with honest dignity, and respects
Fomorian customs, he is treated fairly by the Fomorians.
The people of Xan are aggressive and domineering. They
stress military competence and take pride in excelling others
in both war and peace. Xantians enjoy dominating others
mentally and physically. Slave ownership is a definite sign
of status in this nation.

Legal System
The King of Xan is an absolute ruler and the most influential Fomorian king after the King of Fomoria.

Population
The 36,000 Ghazai are organized into 22 clans under the
rule of their Great Chief. They can levy 12,000 trained
warriors (including youth and women’s regiments). Their
standing army consists of 800 footmen who serve the Great
Chief as a fanatical personal guard.

Religion
The Ghazai consider their Great Chief to be a living god
(the adopted son of the jungle serpent). The worship of
Kototh and Nebeth is stressed. Human sacrifice and cannibalism dominate their religious festivals.

Allies
Xan has good relations with the Kolaro and the Confederation of Shanda. They are strongly supported by the
Kingdom of the Islands and Atler.

Enemies
Xan despises Clima. They have poor relations with Musira.
The destruction of Climan power in the west is one of their
national goals.

Language
Fomorian
Bhamoti
Korchi
Kolari
Aratad
Dirlla

100%
10%
5%
25%
5%
5%

Marentian
Donaran
Shandar
Climan
Gomese

5%
20%
10%
5%
15%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry

The throne of Ghazai’s Serpent King

Personality

The Fomorians are of the same stock as the Kolari, Shandar
The Ghazai have vicious tempers. Personal pleasure and
and Goidanese. Their appearance is a composite of these
service to the Great Chief is the centerpoint of their lives.
groups.
They revel in cruelty and prey on their neighbors. Men of
Location on the Continent Map
this culture are hedonistic and evil. They are also cunning
fighters with strong military discipline. In this land, a man
who is not a warrior is not a man. Women in this land are
12 17 22
disciplined but rarely have the violent temper or sadism of
7 11 16 21 26
the men.
3 6 10 15 20 25
2 5 9 14 19 24
Legal System
1 4 8 13 18 23
The Ghazai are ruled by their Great Chief. Under him are
22 Clan Chiefs. Each is the hereditary ruler of his clan. All
3.35 The Ghazai
crimes are resolved by the local chief. The Great Chief can,
The Ghazai are raiders and slavers. Six centuries past, at his discretion, override any decision or choose to hear a
the Night of the Serpent (an event that occurs once every case himself. If he does, his decision is law. If he doesn’t,
twenty to thirty years) led to the deification of their royal the decision of the Clan Chief stands.
The penalty for major crimes is torture for two days folline. Since then they have become the most vicious, brutal
and militaristic tribe in the region. They date their Empire lowed by impalement. Violation of the will of a chief, sacfrom the rise of Che’zeira the Chosen; the first Great Chief rilege and desertion (from combat or training) are the only
and the man who unified the Ghazai clans 632 years ago major crimes. Other crimes required the felon to pay his
(468SA).
victim a weregild. If he can’t, he becomes the victim’s slave.
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3.36 The Ghiamem
Any foreigner who commits a crime in this land is en- Population
slaved without the option of paying a weregild. Some ex- The tribes in this group are the Ghomen (13,000), the Okceptions are made if the foreigner is wealthy or eloquent. men (12,000) and the Yasumen (10,000). The total popuNo exception is ever made if the foreigner is a beautiful lation is 35,000. They can field 7,000 warriors.
woman.

Economy

Allies

None. The Ghazai have trade ties with smugglers and The Ghiamem subsist by hunting. They spend a great deal
of time raiding and avoiding vengeance raids. They do not
Gomese traders.
encourage traders in their land. They usually kill them.

Enemies
The Timbaza, Mopazi and A’masta despise and fear the
Ghazai.

Language
Ghazai
Fomorian
Mopazi
Nylasa

100%
10%
10%
5%

Sair’a’cili
Gomese
Timbaza

5%
15%
25%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

69"
170lbs

Favored Weapons
Spear, Javelin and Fighting Dagger
Other Notes

Religion
The Ghiamem follow a perverted version of their old religion. It combines the practices of a civilized faith, and
wizardry, with shamanistic practices. It is a strange, potentially dangerous, faith. Their shamans are rare and very
powerful.

Personality
The Ghiamem, especially the Ghomen, are uncompromising and hostile. Even among their own kind, they are a cold
people who invest little joy in the art of living. Most Ghiamem warriors are honorable. Relations between warriors
are governed by a formal code of rights and responsibilities
that vary with an individual’s station. The higher his station, the more freedom of action a warrior has and the more
obedience he is due.

The Ghazai carry a shield, spear and at least two javelins
into battle. They rarely use armor or helmets. As a culture, Legal System
they make minimal use of clothing. What clothing is used
Each tribe is organized into locally-independent clans. Each
is made of fur or leather.
clan chief is a hereditary ruler. These chiefs compete with
each other to acquire the greatest reputations and wealth.
Calendar (Seasonal)
According to legend the unity of the Ghazai is the gift of The one who does so becomes the Great Chief and earns the
the Jungle Serpent (Kototh). In the form of a jungle asp, he right to lead the tribe in war. (Warriors aid in this because,
came upon the warrior Barinda and laid him low with a bite in the eyes of the Ghiamem, the greater a warrior’s chief is,
that did not slay. Under the spell of the serpent, Barinda the greater the warrior is.)
took to his wives and fathered a son-the first king of the
Ghazai and the royal son of the jungle serpent. It is the
632nd year since this king unified the Ghazai. Since his birth
through venom, it has become a tradition for Ghazai kings
to only lie with their wives when sacred venom flows in their
veins. (Needless to say, over the years, the Ghazai royal line
has developed a powerful resistance to the effects of snake
venom. Most of them are also expert snake handlers.)

NOTE — The rituals of this system are not unlike the
Potlatch customs of the Pacific Northwest.

Location on the Continent Map

Allies
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3.36 The Ghiamem

In all criminal cases, the word of the clan’s chief is law. In
cases with magical implications the local Shaman, if there
is one, helps the chief render his decision. The only limit to
the power of a clan chief is the warrior’s code and the will
of the Great Chief of the tribe.

None.

Enemies
The Ghiamem hate, and are detested by, the Kameran.
They raid the Assiran and the Fierazi, who return the favor
with a vengeance.

Language

Ghiam
The Ghiamem are descended from citizens of the Empire Kameri
del’Nord who survived the Empire’s fall by hiding in the
forest. Over the years they have become barbarians. They Basic
are a violent culture, constantly at war with their neighbors. Height
They survive by hunting and raiding.
Weight

100%
5%

Assiran
No’reas

5%
5%

Characteristics
70"
195lbs
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Favored Weapons

Economy

Axes, Heavy Swords, Polearms

Godian exports peat, fur, skins, naphtha, tin, flax, hemp
and Goideli Wine (a distilled liquor that is made by the Armagh). They import finished goods, textiles and weapons.

Other Notes
They are light haired and heavily built
Location on the Continent Map
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3.37 Goidan
Prior to the year 42FO [243SA], Goidan was controlled
by inhuman creatures whose name has been forgotten. So
powerful were these monsters that the Korchi Empire, at
its height, refrained from attacking the island. In the year
42FO [243SA], five thousand Fomorian colonists landed on
the island and were massacred. The war that followed (43–
69FO [244–270SA]) consumed thousands of Fomorian lives
and resulted in the extermination (or disappearance) of the
old race.
Over the next century (89–76FO [290–277SA]), the Fomorians colonized the island with Kolari and Shandan captives (using the island as a prison for warriors who could
not be enslaved and they could not send home). During the
next five centuries, this seed population, immigrants from
the Kolari and strangers from the misty west (arriving between the years 0–11GO [299–310SA]) formed the tribes
of Goidan.
About the year 461GO [760SA], the tribes began to
weary of Fomorian rule and resisted it. In the year 644GO
[943SA] they succeeded in expelling the Fomorians from
all of Goidan except for the island of Hoda. Their great
leader in this effort was the High King Bora mac’Connat
(633–676GO [932–975SA]). During his reign the Fomorians were vanquished, Djanesborg was allowed to establish
a colony on the island (667GO [966SA]) and the ongoing
war against the Korchi invaders began (670GO [969SA] present).

Population
The tribes of Goidan are the UiNeill (18,000), the Connata
(15,000), the Ulail (13,000), the Armagh (11,000), the Lagin
(9,000), the Mumani (8,000) and the Eoghan (6,000). The
total population is 80,000. The High King can also utilize
the Goidanese citizens of Sokkvabbek when he wishes to do
so. There are 24,000 of these people.
Goidan can levy 10,000 warriors for war. When the call
goes to Sokkvabbek as well, an additional 3,000 warriors can
be raised. The High King has a standing army composed of
2,000 elite footmen called the Champions of the Red Branch
(When the High King calls other kings to war he sends them
a Red Branch inscribed with runes that a druid can read to
learn where the forces are to meet). Earning membership
in this select body of men is a great honor for Goidan’s
warriors. Only the finest warriors can win a place. Many
of them die trying.
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NOTE — The process for making Goideli Wine is secret.
The Armagh brought the knowledge from the west and they
share it with no one.

Religion
The Goidanese revere nature. They have a deep fondness
for, and fear of, the Sidh. They go to great lengths to
appease the forces of nature and the Sidh, but maintain
their pride and honor as men while doing so. Goidan’s
religion is administered by Druids and Bards. Their persons
are sacred in Goidan.

Personality
The Goidanese are friendly, kind and generous. If you are
an enemy, they can be cunning adversaries. Warriors of
Goidan have an ecstatic love of combat. When angered, or,
in some cases, for fun, they can be exceptionally violent.
The great loves of a Goidanese warrior are war stories, fighting, wine, poetry, music, fine animals and women. They are
a passionate people with unbreakable pride and exceptional
tenacity.
The Armagh (the people from the Western Sea) are considered to be fay by the other tribes. They are a gentler
people who do not share the exaggerated love of war that
is common of Goidan. They are kind to strangers and slow
to anger. When they are angered or attacked, they are calculating enemies who never forget what was done to them.
They are noted as bards, craftsmen and poets; and as a
people that cannot be crossed safely. Some of the most vicious warriors in the history of Goidan were Armagh. Their
current king, Angus mac Lier, according to the Goidanese,
has an elf-wife and is the greatest warrior in the world. (His
favored weapons are war staffs and clubs.)

Legal System
The tribes of Goidan are ruled by a multi-layered system of
feudal kings. The ultimate leader of the tribes is the High
King. Under the High King, each tribe has its own king.
Beneath each tribal king are two additional levels of lesser
kings, at the clan and family level.
NOTE — Family, as used above, refers to a Band size
extended family unit that includes the basic family and close
relatives (one to two hundred people).
Each king owes fealty to the king directly above him and
no one else. A single man can hold more than one kingship,
where the kingships that are held logically fit within the
framework of this system.
EXAMPLE — The current High King, Finn mac Neill, is High
King of Goidan, King of the UiNeill, King of Clan Uimac and
King of Family Neill.

Kings owe fealty to answer a call to war. Beyond this,
each king has complete sovereignty in his land. Higher kings
may advise a common policy but cannot compel obedience
without the use of armed force. Layered over the king system is a system of religious law and custom administered by

3.38 Gom
the Druids and Bards. To offer injury, or refuse hospitality,
to a Druid or Bard is a crime. To actually injure or kill one
of them is a major crime of an infamous nature.
The interaction of the two systems allows the kings to
command the tribes in war and rule their lands. Druids
and Bards rule legal and religious affairs. Druids also serve
as advisors to the higher kings. In criminal cases, the decision of the Druids is final. The penalty for minor crimes is
a weregild or servitude. Major crimes are punished by sacrificial death by drowning, burning or hanging (depending
on the crime).

Allies
The Goidanese are friendly toward the Djani and Dirllarans.
Goidan’s sea-raiders, primarily the Lagin, also like the Kolari.

Calendar (Seasonal)
The Royal Calendar of Goidan dates from the arrival of
the Armagh. It is the year 801 by this calendar. The land
also has a seasonal calendar which records the cycles of the
year with great precision, without recording the passage of
years. It has become common in Goidan to make temporal
references using both of these calendars, i.e. the drying of
the mud in the year 801 = early spring in the year 801.

Special Sites
A warded cleft in western Goidan leads to the domain of the
imprisoned Firbolg culture. A hidden ravine can be found
in the northern mountains. The altar of true life resides in
a cave at its heart. Outside same is a small mystic forest
growing where it should not be possible for such to exist.
Location on the Continent Map

Enemies
The Goidanese dislike the Fomorians and despise the Korchi. In Goidan, citizens of A’Korchu are killed unless they
are lucky and eloquent. Individual Fomorians are tolerated,
if they are careful not to anger their hosts.
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Language
Goidanese
100% Dirllaran
20%
Trean
5% Fomorian
10%
Armani*
20% Korchi
10%
Shandar
10% Kolari
25%
* Armani is the native tongue of the Armagh. It is not
related to any other tongue. The Armagh only use it among
themselves. It is a civilized tongue with a written form.

3.38 Gom (Pronounced Xiam)

Gom revolted from the Rogizini Empire in the year 1152RE
[39SA]. Under the cunning leadership of the Ha’gomas
(Hai’xiama) family, an almost bloodless revolution was won.
During the next 400 years the Rogizini Empire ignored its
loss and Gom became an economic and military power.
In the year 1544RE [431SA], an active Rogizini Emperor,
attracted by the wealth of Gom, demanded that they rejoin
Basic Characteristics
the Empire and pay 392 years of back taxes. In the war that
Height 70"
followed (1544RE [431SA] - 439) Gom defeated the Empire
Weight 185lbs
on land and sea. The war ended with Rogizini recognition of
Gomese independence. For two centuries after this victory
Favored Weapons
Gom was a major power in the Sea of Tears.
Spear, Broad Sword and Hammers
Beginning around the year 1873RE [760SA] Gom became jaded and decadent. The rule of the nobility weakened the land and lessened its prosperity. In the year
Other Notes
2027RE [914SA], several merchant houses led a coup that
The Goidanese carry shields in battle and often wear heltoppled the nobility and replaced it with a Merchant’s
mets. Their common form of armor is Ring Mail and
Council (2027–2046RE [914–933SA]). In the year 2043RE
Leather. When not dressed for war they wear woven cloth
[930SA] the nobles returned to Gom with Climan aid. In
and leather sandals.
the war that followed (2043–2046RE [930–933SA]) they
annihilated the merchant’s army and executed the leadThe Armagh
ers of the rebellious houses. Following this victory they
invaded Ja’xon (Jai’xa) and were defeated (2046–2048RE
Height 68"
[933–935SA]).
Weight 160lbs
After the wars, Gom was ruled by Climan-backed, puppet
Emperors.
This was an age of perversion and cruelty. In
Favored Weapons
the year 2144RE [1031SA] the young nobility united with
Quarterstaff, Bows, Clubs
the merchant class in a civil war to end the rule of the
“Climan Emperors.” In the year 2153RE [1040SA], the last
Other Notes
Ha’gomas Emperor was executed and the She’ir (She’eer)
The Armagh wear banded ring or chainmail in battle. They dynasty took power. Gom has begun a slow rise back to her
always wear helmets and often carry shields. In peace, they former place of wealth and power under this new dynasty.
Soon, she may again be a power to be reckoned with.
dress in finely-woven cloth, furs and jewelry.
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NOTE — As part of the revitalization of Gom, the sec- Allies
ond She’ir Emperor moved the royal capital from Gom to Gom pays the A’ha’kacili 100GC per year to raid Ja’xon.
Sheiram (Sheiraim) in the year 2172RE [1059SA]. In the They have trade ties with various tribes in the South.
year 2195RE [1082SA], his heir bowed to popular pressure
and returned it to the city of Gom.

Enemies

Population
The capital is Gom (37,000). Its other city is Sheiram
(28,000), the home city of the new dynasty. The total population of the nation is 280,000.
Gom’s army is divided into two groups. The Eunuch
guard is composed of slaves trained from birth to be soldiers and is commanded by Gomese nobles. It contains
4,000 footmen and 400 cavalry. The Popular Militia is a
defense force raised from the administrative areas of the
Empire. Its total strength is 6,000 footmen. Of these, 800
are from Gom and 400 are from Sheiram. In general, the
city militia has better training and equipment than other
militia units. Gom’s fleet contains 50 warships. Fifteen of
them are triremes that are rowed by slaves.

Economy
Gom is a manufacturing center renowned for textiles and
luxury goods. Sheiram is an agricultural area that produces food and spices. The hills and mountains are rich in
minerals. As a nation, Gom is dedicated to trade. It is the
endpoint of two trade routes and has good access to the sea.
They will trade with anyone if a large profit can be made.

Ja’xon is the primary enemy. The Confederation of Shanda
would like to conquer Gom. The Rogizini Empire considers them to be a rebel province. The Climans are secretly
maneuvering to regain control of the nation.

Language
Gomese
Marentian
Shandar
Climan
Aratad
La’Ced
Nylasa
Ro’babzan

100%
5%
10%
20%
5%
5%
10%
5%

Donaran
Fomorian
Rogizini
Bhamoti
Sair’a’cili
Kolari
Ghazai

10%
20%
5%
5%
15%
5%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
155lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitars, Daggers, Bows

Religion

Ancestry

The Gomese worship gods who promise prosperity, protect
merchants and give pleasure. Secret cults exist in the nation
that are dedicated to the Climan faith. These cults cause
trouble in the land and are persecuted by the crown. The
favored gods in Gom are Dionysius and Bes. The god of
the cultist is Sammael.

The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini
dancers can be exceptional.
Location on the Continent Map

Personality
The Gomese are dedicated to personal profit. They are
amoral in dealing with others and unforgiving toward enemies who come under their power. They have no love of
war and prefer to employ others to fight for them, when
they have a choice. They are a pragmatic people who are
capable of great valor; when it is absolutely essential that
THEY be valiant.

Legal System
Gom’s Emperor chairs a council composed of powerful merchants, nobles and officers. In theory, they are his advisors
and he is an autocrat. In practice, Emperors have “died of
old age” after failing to heed the sincere wishes of their council. Emperors must be cunning and intelligent politicians if
they are to have a meaningful reign under this system.
Gom has a formal court system. Cases are decided by
five judges. Three votes are required to convict or acquit a
suspect, regardless of abstentions. All convictions are final
unless the case is appealed to the Emperor before the sentence is carried out (only people with a high station or great
wealth have any real chance of doing this). Penalties under
Gomese law are servitude, imprisonment, slavery and banishment. The new dynasty has abolished the death penalty.
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3.39 The Helva
The Helva are active raiders who revel in warfare. Their
history is one of violence and bloodshed. Their drive west,
after splitting from the Humagi, may have been one of the
underlying causes of the migrations that destroyed the Empire del’Nord.

Population
The Helva tribes are the Helsa (20,000), the Kiesa
(15,000), the Muresa (13,000), the Kiribasa (10,000) and the
Karashaka (8,000). The total population is 66,000. They
can levy 13,000 warriors.

Economy
A barter system operates here. The most valued trade
goods are furs, weapons and animals.

3.40 The Humagi

Religion

3.40 The Humagi

This is a shamanistic society that worships strength, valor
and cunning. Some of the forces worshipped are Kotothi.

The Humagi are among the most vicious horse barbarians
in the world. Their history is a tableau of warfare, raiding
and destruction. They are often at war with the Helva, the
Sarghut and the Zen’da.

Personality
The Helva judge a man’s worth by the beauty of his possessions and the valor of his enemies. They prefer to capture
enemies so that they can prove their valor under torture.
The more stoicly an enemy withstands torture, the more
honor he wins for his captor and himself. (After torture,
victims are killed. Those who win honor are killed quickly
by a warrior. Others are turned over to the women.) Helva
warriors tend to be arrogant, boastful and sadistic. They
enjoy inflicting pain. Socially, great warriors are public idols
with access to almost anything they want.

Population
The Humagi tribes are the Srimoga (31,000), the Kaoga
(27,000), the Bonoga (24,000) and the Mopoga (23,000).
The total population is 105,000. They can mobilize 21,000
warriors.

Economy
A barter system operates here. The most valued trade
goods are furs, weapons and animals.

Legal System
The Helva are organized into matriarchal clans. Nothing is
a crime unless it is done to a member of the same clan. In
this case, the women of the clan set a weregild that the felon
must pay. He is banished until he does. Day-to-day life is
administered by the women. Men concentrate on important
activities like hunting and war.
Crimes that are committed by outsiders are resolved by
negotiation (if the outsider is from the same Helva tribe)
or vendetta. All government above the clan level is in the
hands of female mystical societies. No warrior can be compelled to serve another person though, where clan obligations are involved, it can be somewhat gauche to refuse.

Allies
None.

Religion
This is a shamanistic society that worships strength, valor
and cunning. Some of the forces worshipped are Kotothi.

Personality
The Humagi (cousins of the Helva) are merciless. They live
for war and measure a warrior’s status by the number of
enemies that he has slain. When possible they take heads
from defeated enemies to display on their lodge pole. They
also practice ritual cannibalism, as specified for the Fierazi,
and ritual torture, as specified for the Helva. They are cruel
and stoic men who know little of kindness and show only
slightly more warmth to their own people than they do to
outsiders.

Legal System

Enemies

The basic social unit among the Humagi is the family.
All of the Helva’s neighbors hate them. The Helva prefer it
Within each family the greatest warrior (in age and repthat way because it gives them more chances to find, and
utation) is the family’s elder.
defeat, great enemies.
Groups of related families are organized into clans, ruled
by
a council of elders. During a war, clans are ruled by
Language
their war chief. These chiefs are selected by the elders of
Helva
100%
the clan. They select a paramount chief who commands
the entire tribe in war. All warriors who follow a chief into
Basic Characteristics
war must obey his orders. Failure to do so calls for a steep
Height 66"
weregild, banishment or death. The justice system of the
Weight 145lbs
Humagi is as specified for the Helva except, in this society,
old warriors serve as judges.
Favored Weapons
Light Lance, Sword, Bow

NOTE — The Humagi and the Helva split centuries ago
because the Helva do not honor old warriors and they give
Other Notes
meaningful status to non-warriors and females. The HuThe Helva use quilted armor and bucklers. They dislike hel- magi are a patriarchal society, the Helva are a matriarchy.
mets. Their cloth is brightly dyed in purple, yellow and/or The Humagi despise the Helva because they are controlled
red.
by their women and, thus, are worthless “half-men.”
Location on the Continent Map
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Allies
None.
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Enemies
All of their neighbors, especially the Zen’da. They often
make special trips to raid the Helva, who do them the same
favor.
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Language

Legal System

Scimitar, Bows and Swords

The Ipanza in the tundra travel in small family units. No
real justice system applies in these areas. Where larger concentrations gather (outside of the tundra) an unstructured
family justice system exists. The people in the camp decide
what the punishment for a crime should be. (The severity of the penalty depends a great deal on the eloquence of
the felon and his victim.) The standard punishments are
ridicule, ostracizement, servitude, mutilation and banishment.

Other Notes

Allies

The Humagi prefer leather armor, leather helmets and
bucklers. They are usually armed and armored. If not
armored they wear a loincloth or other light garment.

Some of the tribesmen trade in Novarask, others trade in
the Dark Lands. The Ipanza have no allies.

Location on the Continent Map

None.

Helva

100%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

66"
145lbs

Favored Weapons
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Enemies
Language

26
25
24
23

Yapanza
Novarischi

100%
20%

Rhuselska

10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

64"
140lbs

3.41 The Ipanza

Favored Weapons
The Ipanza dwell in the frozen north. They are nomadic Spear, Javelin and Bow
hunters and gatherers with little time for anything except
survival. They seldom concern themselves with the affairs Other Notes
of others.
The Ipanza do not use armor, shields or helmets. They
prefer soft furs and leather as clothing and make extensive
Population
use of sleds and trained dogs. They are masters of survival
The Ipanza tribes are the Yapanza (9,000), the Zavanza on the tundra and can survive where few others can.
(8,000), the Ravaza (7,000), the Mahaza (6,000) and the
Barliza (5,000). The total population is 35,000. They can Location on the Continent Map
field 7,000 warriors (20%).
12 17 22
7
11
16 21 26
Economy
3 6 10 15 20 25
Normal economic standards do not apply in this area,
2 5 9
14 19 24
Though barter exists, tribesmen tend to give freely when
1 4 8
13 18 23
they can and hoard when times are bad. Only rarely will
they trade during bad times; unless the item that they stand
to get is something that they must have to survive.

3.42 Iravoy

In the year 643LA [260SA], Iravoy ended a war with the
Empire of the Ced and won their independence. Since that
The Ipanza venerate tribal ancestors and seek to placate time they have fought the Confederacy, Zarun and barely
the gods of cold, weather and the elements.
missed coming under the control of Nilgeranthrib. They
remain the independent masters of their hills and are wary
of those who dwell in the “low ground.”
Personality

Religion

The Ipanza do what they must to survive. In times of
plenty, they are kind, generous and jovial. When things
are scarce, or the weather is bad, they are misers. In bad
times, they will kill for a haunch of meat. In good times,
they would freely give that meat to anyone who needs it.
The Ipanza do not engage in war, except as it improves
their ability to survive or gets them fed.
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Population
The city of Irava (7,000) is the nation’s capital. The total
population of the nation is 72,000. Iravoy’s army has 400
mercenary constables, hired from other lands, and 8,000
militia. The constables keep order, the militia resists invasion from other lands.

3.43 The Izza
Ancestry

Economy

Iravoy’s economy is based on herding and small-scale min- These people date from barbarians who lived in the area
before the Ced conquered it. They are a robust, heavying. They import finished goods and textiles.
boned, red-haired people who tend toward stockiness.

Religion
Iravoy worships gods of fertility and herding. Their chief
gods are Sarameya and Dionysius.

Personality

Location on the Continent Map
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Iravoy has a family-oriented, communal society. Its people
are understanding and kind toward members of their own
family and outsiders who are their friends. All others are
treated with distrust and suspicion. The Irava are noted
for their fierce tempers. Distrust and suspicion can blos- 3.43 The Izza
som into violence and hostility at the slightest provocation.
The Izza are slavers. They have been allies of Port Doman
They are an unpredictable, enigmatic and emotional people.
for almost 500 years. Since their alliance they have raided
for the Domanese on many occasions. Because of their conLegal System
nection to Port Doman, and their raiding, they are hated
Iravoy’s families are ruled by their eldest mate. At higher by their neighbors.
levels of society, family elders form councils to direct county
and national affairs. The national council, composed of all Population
of the elders of Iravoy, is held yearly in the city.
The total population of the Izza clans is 55,000. They have
Iravoy has 400 families who each have one constable. This a standing army of 400 warriors and can levy an additional
constable is responsible for carrying out the decisions of the 8,000 warriors for war.
family elder and hunting down people who harm the family.
Each family administers its own justice with penalties that Economy
vary as the family sees fit.
The economy of the Izza differs, based on whether they are
NOTE — Iravoy’s families have an average of 180 members. Their 400 families form 29 clans. Each clan, excluding Clan Irava, contains 1D6% of the nation’s population.
Clan Irava has 8,000 members (the entire population of the
city of Iravoy and the surrounding hills). In the city each
family of Clan Irava has a section distinct from all other
sections. The city has a common, central section used for
clan and national meetings that is surrounded by 40 walled
enclaves where its families dwell.

Allies

“feral” Izza or the ones “owned” by Port Doman. If feral,
they exist with hunting, gethering, horticulture and a bit
of brigandage. Also have illegal contacts with the Ghazai.
The “owned” live on what they can earn from the Domanese,
raiding, working as slave catchers and some minimal agriculture.

Religion
All of the Izza clans give lip service to the Fomorian faith.
Eighty percent of them continue to worship the old gods of
the jungle, especially Nebeth and Gartun.

A daughter of the elder of Clan Irava is married to the
Personality
heir-apparent of Aratad. When the Duchy of Aratad is
threatened, Clan Irava is likely to aid them. (This is viewed The Izza are friendly to people that they fear or respect.
To others, they are conniving and treacherous without the
as a tie to Aratad, not to the Confederacy.)
slightest decency or morality.
The Izza are a patient lot who enjoy a challenge and revel
Enemies
in victories won through cunning and treachery. If Port DoThe people of Iravoy fight anyone, human or non-human,
man continues to show weakness, the Izza are likely to turn
who invades their land. They have an old animosity toward
on them and try to reclaim the lands that the Domanese
Zarun. Periodically, this animosity flares into war.
took from them 600 years ago.

Language
Irava
Zarunese

Legal System
100%
20%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
180lbs

Common Weapons
Longbows, Axes, Spears

La’Ced
Aratad

30%
20%

The Izza are governed by a council of 34 clan chiefs. The
council is chaired by a Domanese Resident. The decisions
of this council are carried out by a non-voting Warlord (the
commander of the standing army and the tribe’s greatest
warrior). He is allowed to suggest policy to the council.
Crimes are judged by the Shamans of each clan. The
penalty for minor crime is varying degrees of mutilation.
Major crimes are punished by death, either by slow torture
or in an animal pit full of lions.
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Beginning with the reign of the 26th Duke, an incompeThe Izza are allies of Port Doman. They also have diplo- tent 16 year old boy, the reign of the Jaxom family became
th
matic contacts with the Ghazai (Through various smug- oppressive and corrupt. In the reign of the 38 Duke (2006–
2022RE [893–909SA]) the oppression became intolerable.
glers).
The Duchy revolted and killed its Duke. During the next
27 years, Ja’xon restructured its society and attempted to
Enemies
The Ga’Nylasa detest the Izza. Their other neighbors also hunt down the remaining members of family Jaxom. In the
year 2046RE [933SA], Gom invaded and was defeated in a
hate them.
short and vicious war (2046–2048RE [933–935SA]). Since
this victory, Ja’xon has been under constant pressure from
Language
the A’ha’kacili and has fought many border wars with Gom.
Izza
100% Fomorian
50%
Mopazi
15% Nylasa
10%

Allies

Population

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

66"
160lbs

Favored Weapons
Spear, Dirk, Club
Other Notes
The Izza dislike helmets and shields. They wear scalemail
on raids and in battle. For clothing, when they choose to
wear any, they prefer furs and Fomorian cloth.
Location on the Continent Map
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The capital of this nation is Ja’xon (16,000). Its other city
of Foha (Fohai) (9,000). The total population of the nation
is 120,000. Most of its citizens dwell in the fertile valley
around the city of Ja’xon.
Ja’xon’s army contains 1,200 footmen and 800 cavalry.
When the nation is invaded, these regulars are joined by
1,000–10,000 militia for the duration of the war. (This additional levy is voluntary. The number of volunteers depends
on how bad the threat is and how much the people hate the
invaders.)

Economy
Ja’xon’s economy is based on agriculture and mining. They
also control access to a major trade route. They are a selfsufficient and prosperous realm.

Religion
As specified for Gom, except the people care nothing for
gods who promise pleasure.

3.44 Ja’xon (Pronounced Jai’xa)

Personality

The city of Ja’xon was founded in the year 1215RE [102SA]
by Ma’char Jaxom (Mai’char Jaxom). For his pioneering efforts he was made the Duke of the area (1217RE
[104SA]). Over a hundred years later his great-grandson expanded the Duchy to the south and founded Foha (1338RE
[225SA]). Through diplomatic maneuvering (1341–1350RE
[228–237SA]) and the calling-in of old debts he managed
to keep both cities within the duchy. After this diplomatic
victory, the Duchy concentrated on increasing its influence
and wealth. In the year 1781RE [668SA] it was attacked by
the Empire of Shenab. Under the 25th Duke, the Province
resisted the barbarians and, after four years of bloody fighting, broke Shenab’s army. In the final battle, Cho’va Jaxom
(Ko’vai Jaxom) captured Shenab and sent him to Gom in
chains. The Duke won popular acclaim with this victory
and began the reorganization of the Gomese military system. This won him the ire of the military and the distrust
of the Emperor. In 1786RE [673SA], barely a year after his
great victory, he was murdered at a staff conference, ending a long (1756–1786RE [643–673SA]) and distinguished
reign.
With this assassination, Ja’xon revolted. The Emperor
was compelled (by popular pressure) to go to war and punish the slayers of Duke Jaxom. During this war (1787–
1795RE [674–682SA]) Ja’xon was mercilessly plundered
before final victory returned family Jaxom to the throne.

The people of Ja’xon despise authority. They abhor the
concept of slavery and will not allow it to be practiced in
their realm (it has been outlawed since the year 2022RE
[909SA]). Most citizens have an intense hatred for the
Gomese.
Citizens of Ja’xon respect wealth and the ownership of
property. They are staid, serious and moral people with no
tolerance for moral perversity or government oppression.
They react violently to any threat to their property. They
are an ambitious people who energetically seek wealth and
prosperity.
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Legal System
The king of Ja’xon is elected by the realm’s property owners, from among their number, for life. In theory, he is an
absolute monarch. In practice the army rules the land. The
king rules as his generals wish him to. “Bad kings” (those
that butt heads with the generals) have a tendency to die
young in this land.
Civil disputes are adjudicated by a jury of property owners. Both sides of a question are placed before the property
owners in court and they decide who is right. The loser is
turned over to the army for punishment. The garrison commander in the area decides guilt for major crimes and administers all punishment. The standard penalties are fines
(paid to the army), mutilation and death.

3.45 The Kakana

Allies

Legal System

Ja’xon has a defensive pact with the Confederation of The 43 Kakana clans are ruled by their Shamans. Any
Shanda.
person who is found guilty of a crime is eaten. If the crime
is major, he is tortured first.
Enemies
Among the Kakana, a Shaman cannot commit a crime.
Gom is Ja’xon’s enemy. They are raided by the A’ha’kacili. Any action that he takes is legal because he is Shaman.
(Shamans who abuse their privileged status have a tendency
to die in their sleep — or to wake up and wish that they
Language
could have been so lucky.)
Ja’xon
100% Gomese
90%
Fomorian
Sair’a’cili
Shandar
Bhamoti

5%
20%
40%
5%

Marentian
Donaran
Rogizini

5%
10%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
155lbs

Allies
None.

Enemies
All of the neighboring tribes are enemies.

Language

Common Weapons

Kakana

Scimitars, Daggers, Bows

100%

Ancestry

Basic Characteristics

Location on the Continent Map

Daggers, Javelin and Bows

Height 63"
The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin Weight 140lbs
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini
dancers can be exceptional.
Favored Weapons
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The Kakana never use armor. Both sexes in this culture
wear fur or cloth loin cloths. Clothing is minimal among
the Kakana.
Location on the Continent Map

3.45 The Kakana
The Kakana are perverse, cannibalistic worshipers of Kototh. Their neighbors regard them as a cancerous growth
whose presence exudes evil and corruption.
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Population
The total population of the Kakana is 15,000. They can
field 3,000 warriors.

3.46 The Kalem (Pronounced Kayee)

Economy

The Kalem are a peaceful people. They live by hunting and
farming and are renowned for their ability as warriors.

The economy is based on barter and raiding. They have no
economic relations with their neighbors.

Religion
The Kakana worship Kototh in a perverse and evil manner.

Personality
The Kakana enjoy humor, pleasant surroundings and
sadism. They enjoy the screams of an enemy under torture
and take great pains to “arrange” this pleasure perfectly.
They are fanatically devoted to Kototh. To honor him, and
emulate his children, they eat other humans. One of the
worst fates that anyone can suffer is to be captured by the
Kakana.

Population
The total population of the Kalem is 15,000. They can
field 2,000 warriors. (400 of these warriors are elite, highlyskilled fighters who have earned the title “warrior.”)

Economy
A barter system operates here. The most valued trade
goods are furs, weapons and animals.

Religion
The Kalem worship the spirits of the jungle. Their faith is
animistic and shamanistic.
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Personality

3.47 The Kameran

Kalem warriors are dedicated to their family above all else.
To earn the title “warrior,” a man must train under a titled
warrior for six years. He must then enter the jungle unarmed and return with the hide of a mature leopard. Titled
warriors are cunning and honorable stoics. Other members
of the tribe are friendly, generous and honorable.

The Kameri entered this area at the end of the final wave
of migration into the Empire del’Nord. Their horde annihilated the last Imperial army, captured Ancient Moss
Fortress and killed the last claimant to the White Throne.
Since settling in the area, they have held their land against
all opposition, repeatedly defeating Ghiamem, Zen’da and
Assiran raiders. Theirs is a beautiful land. It is Kameran,
the home of men.

NOTE — Titled warriors dress in the skin of a leopard.
They are the only men who are entitled to do so.

The Kalem are kind to travellers. They give no offense Population
where none is given. Most members of the tribe are comThe tribes of the Kameran are the Alesi (32,000) and the
petent warriors. Titled warriors are exceptional fighters,
Kameri (28,000). The total population is 60,000. They
especially fighting hand-to-hand in single combat.
can mobilize 12,000 warriors for war, including a 400 man,
pan-tribal, warrior society.

Legal System
Each band is independent. When necessary, one or more
bands may cooperate to obtain food or defend against
raiders. Only rarely will the entire tribe work together to
accomplish anything. Criminal penalties vary with the attitude of the family that is injured. It is up to the injured
family to enforce any penalty that is decided on. The titled
warriors of the family are responsible for enforcement.

Allies
None.

NOTE — The warrior society is called the Ancient Moss
Society. Its members are war chiefs and famous warriors.
The society is dedicated to protecting the people and seeing
that all is well. In effect, the members of this society are
the “Knights of Kameran.”

Economy
The Kameran teems with wildlife. Its hills and mountains
contain usable deposits of metal and minerals. These tribesmen are noted as fine weaponsmiths and hunters.

Religion
The Kameran worship Ashur and Vahagn. The female societies worship older gods who are no longer worshipped by
the men of the tribe. After conquering the area, the men
adopted the worship of Vahagn and Ashur. These gods are
not native to their culture.

Enemies
The Kalem despise the Kakana.

Language
Kalem
Shandar

100%
20%

Kakana
Sair’a’cili

25%
10%

NOTE — Some of the gods of the women are Domiel, Morrigan, Rhiannon, and Utgard Geror. A small cult among
them worship “the White Hecate” using ancient formulae
that are more than four thousand years old.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

65"
145lbs

Personality

Favored Weapons
Bow, Spear and Club
Other Notes
The Kalem commonly wear g-strings. They never use armor
and make minimal use of clothing.
Location on the Continent Map
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Men of Kameran are jovial, inquisitive and mercurial. In
normal times they are quite humorous and exceptionally
curious. When angered, threatened or at war they are stoic
warriors who are violent and unrelenting in punishing their
enemy. Intellectually, they relish fine craftsmanship and
have a marked fondness for women, challenging problems
and marathon celebrations. Men of the Kameran revel in
a good time and seek challenges that test both mind and
body. In their souls, they are all adventurers.
Women of the Kameran are less emotional than the men.
They are reserved, intelligent and cunning. The women of
Kameran control day-to-day life because of the high value
that is placed on them and the power of their mystical
societies. Marriages in the Kameran tend to be arranged
matches, with the mother and the future wife agreeing to
terms before the future wife ever meets the groom. Most
are based on both love and fear. The men of the Kameran
are raised to fear the supernatural and shun the ways of
magic. They are very superstitious.

3.47 The Kameran
The lowest basement level is reached on narrow, circular
stairways.
The stairways are warded by potent magics-cast
The mystical societies subtly manipulate the important
to
kill
anything
that attempts to move up the stairs. This
events of day-to-day life. Theoretically, all power in a clan
level
is
rumored
to be a place of terror. It is taboo to the
rests with its war chief and, through him, the Ancient Moss
people
of
Kameran
(including the women). Legend says
Society. In fact, unless the chief is strong and/or brave, he
that
the
stairways
lead
to a great castle in another world
heeds the will of the women. They are the rulers, historians
where
the
greatest
treasures
imaginable are stored. The
and judges of the Kameran.
truth
of
this
is
unknown.
No
one
who has journeyed down
Minor crimes are resolved with duels and personal feuds.
these
stairs
has
ever
returned.
It is up to each person or family to seek his own justice. For
major crimes the local mystical society determines, secretly,
what punishment is due. If they choose to punish a felon,
they lay a curse on him without warning. Female criminals The Mystic Lodges
are punished by being ostracized from their society. No The female lodges of Kameran are ancient, organized and
woman wishes such a punishment for any reason. (It leaves steeped in tradition. By the reckoning of the women they
her a laughing stock who is totally without status in her date from the formation of the first clan. Their knowledge
culture.)
is the gift of gods to womankind, it is not for the likes of

Legal System

NOTE — All women are members of the local mystic society. Only a few members in each society are actually trained
in the use of magic, i.e. the society’s inner secrets. The
majority are lay members who operate as informants and
advisers for the women who have the power.

Allies
The Alesi have friendly relations with the Eponi’scha. Some
men, especially among the Kameri, are friendly toward the
Omavor, the Assiran and Valheim.

Enemies
The Ghiamem are a fierce enemy. Their raids seldom succeed because of the power of the women, the ferocity of the
men and the excellence of Kameri sword metal.

men.
As stated previously, all women of the Kameran belong to
the mystic lodge of their clan. Each enters their lodge when
they enter puberty as one of their rites of passage into womanhood. The initiation into the society takes one month.
During this time, they are taught the ways of women and
tested to discover their talents and abilities. Those who
prove exceptional are taken to Ancient Moss Fortress for
training in the higher mysteries. The others stay with the
clan and continue their lives much as they were before.
Currently, the female lodges have about 20,000 members
(figuring a female population of 32,000 and estimating that
about 1/3 are too young). About 1% of these members
are trained priestesses. The remainder are lay members.
Within the known hierarchy of the lodges, the priestesses
rule.
Secretly, they belong to an inner lodge made up of all of
the priestesses of the land (some 200 women). The goddess
of the secret lodge is “the White Catheta.”

NOTE — Kameri metal is noted for its durability and its
ability to hold a sharp edge. It is a superb alloy whose secret
is only known to Kameri smiths and a few of the Alesi. All
metal weapons made by a Kameri smith have a FV one
higher than a normal weapon of the same type.
NOTE — Before Hecate was defiled into the service of
Chaos she was an Elder nature Goddess with great magical powers. The women of Kameran, through their ancient
Language
rituals, worship her in this form.
Kameri
100% Ghiam
5%
Valhani
10% Zen’dali
15%
Assiran
20%

Basic Characteristics

Special Note - Ancient Moss Fortress

Height
Weight

73"
210lbs

This fortress was designed to be defended by 4,000 men. Its
outer walls are 30 feet tall. They are covered by slick, green
moss. Inside the outer wall, the fortress has large, stone
Favored Weapons
barracks buildings and an Inner Keep. The Inner Keep is
over 50 feet tall and has three basement levels. During a Heavy Swords and Heavy Axes
siege, the fortress can comfortably hold 6,000 people, including its 4,000 defenders.
Other Notes
NOTE — The Inner Keep is used by the women and the
Ancient Moss Society. The warrior society uses the levels The most common equipment is scalemail, metal helmet,
above ground. The upper basement level is used for stor- banded shield and bastard sword. Great Swords are comage. The mystical society uses the middle basement level monly restricted to chiefs and warriors who have earned the
for training members in the inner secrets, i.e. magic. No right to wield them. Young warriors commonly uses axes.
man is allowed on this level (under punishment of death). For everyday wear the Kameran favor leather and, when
While at the fortress the women stay with their husbands, they can get it, woven cloth. Their elite are armored in
if they are present, or in the barracks buildings.
chainmail.
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Location on the Continent Map

began the Khatou War of Succession. Of the fifteen families who sought the throne, the Dzhamou (backed by most
of the north), the Khatou (native to Sangsao and backed
12 17 22
by central Katai and House Jian) and the Howao (strong
7 11 16 21 26
in the south and Chunrey) were dominant. In the year
3 6 10 15 20 25
3353KA [553SA], the armies of Khatou and Jian shattered
2 5
9
14 19 24
the armies of Howao and Dzhamou in two decisive bat1 4
8
13 18 23
tles. After these victories, supported by 70% of Katai’s
nobility, the Prince of House Khatou became the new Emperor. Immediately, as demanded by tradition, he turned
3.48 Katai (The Golden Empire)
his might on his enemies and broke the power of Dzhamou
According to Katai’s historians, the ancestors of mankind and Howao. To escape the vengeance of Khatou, Chunrey
were born in Katai and Chunrey. Those without foresight declared its independence. The resulting war lasted until
or lacking in wit moved away from the true home of men the year 3379KA [579SA]. It ended with the death of the
and became the ancestors of the barbarian nations. The first Khatou Emperor, leaving Chunrey as an independent,
wise remained in the Golden lands, Katai and Chunrey, tributary state, owing fealty to Katai. (In fact, they pay
and became the ancestors of civilized man.
their tribute and owe nothing more.)
The recorded history of Katai and Chunrey covers 3,900
During the second Khatou’s reign (3379–3417KA [579–
years. The history below only covers Katai’s last 1,100 years 617SA]), the Duke of Coasa attacked the Kingdom of the
(the Howao and Khatou dynasties). The earlier times are East. He was defeated and lost his lands. The Emperor
ignored in this history.
allowed this defeat to stand for three reasons:
The Howao War of Succession began in the year 2829KA
1) The Duke attacked without permission and thus de[29SA]. The first Howao Emperor took the throne in the
served no aid.
year 2879KA [79SA]. This Emperor (2879–2901KA [79–
2) A cartel of Fomorian merchants gave the Emperor a gift
101SA]) rebuilt the nation and broke the power of his
of 45,000SC and convinced him that, by allowing Coasa
enemies. His heir (2901–2932KA [101–132SA]) devoted
to fall, he would set a precedent that would strengthen
his reign (2902–2929KA [102–129SA]) to the conquest of
the dynasty.
Chunrey; unifying the golden lands under a single Emperor.
3) Coasa was one of House Howao’s supporters.
In the next two reigns (2930–2978KA [130–178SA]) Katai
made many cultural advances including the invention of
During the next six reigns (3417–3595KA [617–795SA])
printing.
the Khatou ruled with an iron hand. The caste system
In the reign of the fifth Howao (2978–3020KA [178– became the law of the land and, beneath the Emperor, the
220SA]) the flowering of Katai was cut short. From 2983– military and Old Nobility achieved total dominance.
2998KA [183–198SA] the War of the Black Heresy ravaged
In the year 3591KA [791SA] L’p’nth invaded Katai
the realm. In this war a powerful religious cult, dedicated through the western desert. The Katai garrison, under
to perverse rites and the worship of vampiric creatures, at- the command of General Jin’sha (a common soldier who
tempted to seize the Empire. They were defeated in the year rose from the ranks) repulsed the invaders, even though
198 and the surviving cultists were exiled into the wilds of his forces were outnumbered four to one. The next year,
the western desert. After this victory, the reigning Emperor with the arrival of 10,000 reinforcements, Jin’sha shattered
outlawed all unapproved religious sects and the practice of L’p’nth’s army and drove them out of Katai. Due to the
magic, under pain of death. During his reign, and that nature of the enemy, and the fact that they were descended
of his successor (3020–3150KA [220–350SA]), a massive from expelled Black Heretics, Jin’sha became a national
witch hunt rocked the land. More than 100,000 people were hero. In the year 3593KA [793SA] he was recalled to the
killed or banished. (The formation of Regis Baya and the city of Katai, given the title of Count and made both the
Dark lands occurred as a result of this period. L’p’nth was commander of the Imperial Guard and the champion of
founded by the heretics who were exiled into the western House Khatou. Later (3598KA [798SA]), in the reign of
desert.)
the ninth Khatou (3596–3602KA [796–802SA]), he marAfter this upheaval Katai returned to normal. During ried a niece of the Emperor and was given the title of Grand
the next four reigns (3047–3150KA [247–350SA]) a strat- Duke. At this point he was, after the Emperor, the most
ified caste system developed and the City of Iron was built powerful man in Katai and the hated enemy of the Old No(3084–3101KA [284–301SA]) in the city of Katai to serve bility (because he began as a common sergeant and through
as an Imperial dwelling. Since its completion, members of “sheer luck” became a Grand Duke and Marshal of the Emthe royal family have rarely been seen outside of its walls. pire by the age of 40.). In truth, Jin’sha Tara’Khatou was
In the next fifteen reigns (3150–3353KA [350–553SA]) one of the greatest men in the history of Katai.
the Howao dynasty became decadent. In the year 3192KA
In the year 3603KA [803SA] the Emperor Mocama
[392SA] Chunrey gained full rights as a Principality- (3602–3631KA [802–831SA]), an insane mystic and fratshowing the dynasty’s weakness to the great nobles of Katai. ricide, issued the Writ of Divine Seclusion. By this writ
They began to plan for a succession war and the selection the Imperial family sequestered itself in the City of Iron-to
of a new dynasty.
preserve their mortal subjects from the sublime light of ImFrom the years 3330–3333KA [530–533SA], revolts in perial divinity. The Emperor affirmed and ordained that he,
Scaloo, Musdao, Qimou, Ci’jian, Dzhamou and Sangsao and his descendants, were gods and beyond mortal ken. He
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appointed Grand Duke Jin’sha Tara’Khatou Master General of the Empire and ordered him, and his heirs, to serve
as the intermediary between god and man. Thus, Jin’sha
became the de facto ruler of Katai.
During his reign (3603–3620KA [803–820SA]) Jin’sha
smashed fifteen revolts by the Old Nobility and military elite. Under his son, Yuan’jin (3620–3649KA [820–
849SA]), the nobles and the military were welded into a
single class and forced to swear fealty to the Emperor and
the Master General. Through iron-fisted tyranny and subtle political maneuvers, Yuan’jin established the power of
the Master General as temporal ruler of Katai and sole
spokesman of the Emperor.
Since the reign of Yuan’jin, Katai has been stable. The
descendants of Jin’sha rule harshly, but well. With the ascent of Sha’yuan as Master General (3897KA [1097SA]),
the nation defeated the Shaghut in a massive preemptive
raid (3897–3898KA [1097–1098SA]) and replaced the corrupt ducal house of Pamau (3899KA [1099SA]) with a new
ruling family (an action unprecedented in the history of
Katai). There is strong sentiment in the nation for wars to
reconquer lost portions of the Empire (Chunrey, the Coasa
Peninsula and parts of the Cerulean Empire). Sha’yuan and
most of the nobility are opposed to this policy. The merchant class and many young nobles, including Yuan’chou
(Sha’yuan’s heir), favor such an enterprise.

bandits, etc. (Each fortress is a military colony with approximately 400 footmen). The total strength of the fortress
militia is 24,000. The total strength of the Imperial Army
is 44,000.
The final group is the Empire’s provincial forces. They
are subject to call by the Master General in time of war. At
all other times they are controlled by the noble that they
owe fealty to. As a general rule, the total strength of the
army present in each province, excluding Katai province,
equals 10% of the population of the province’s capital (Each
city in Katai is a provincial capital. The Empire has 20
provinces, including the Imperial province of Katai.). Ten
percent of these troops, rounded off to the closest 100, are
elite.
EXAMPLE — The province of Pamau has 2,200 men-at-arms
and 300 elite troops. The province of Shantou has 9,300 soldiers
and 1,000 elite troops.

EXCEPTION — The province of Dzhamou has a
military system which gives it a larger army than
other provinces. Dzhamou has a standing army of
1,300 and 200 elite. In addition, the Duke can call
6,000 trained militia to his banner from the rural
areas of the province.

The total strength of the provincial armies is 76,000 menat-arms, 8,400 elite and 6,000 Dzhamou militia. Approximately 15% of this force is cavalry. The total strength of
Katai’s armies is 154,400.
Population
Katai has an Imperial fleet and nine provincial fleets.
Katai is the world’s most populous Empire.
It has
Their strengths are as follows:
7,400,000 citizens. Its urban population alone (1,040,000)
Province Warships River Patrol
is more than the total population of most Empires.
Imperial
20
40
Katai has 20 major cities. Its capital, Katai (206,000),
Tiansar
10
0
is the largest city in the known world.
Its other
Koi’lan
0
5
cities are Shantou (103,000), Sangsao (99,000), Qimou
Si’chava
15
0
(80,000), Choundeu (78,000), Li’jian (70,000), Jiuquo
Musdao
5
0
(53,000), Kodao (50,000), Koi’lan (41,000), Scaloo (38,000),
Choundeu
0
15
Tiansar (30,000), Koulou (29,000), Si’chava (27,000), PaScaloo
0
10
mau (25,000), Da’qaid (24,000), Ci’jian (22,000), Musdao
Sangsao
10
0
(20,000), Ul’liaou (18,000), Dzhamou (15,000) and Tirat
Jiuquo
15
0
(12,000).
Ci’jian
5
0
NOTE — The City of Iron is located in the city of Katai. Total
80
70
Its population (28,000) is included in that given for Katai.
NOTE — Each river patrol boat has 40 soldiers in its crew.
Its residents, the Imperial family and their servants, are
These soldiers are not elite.
permanently sequestered within its walls.
The army of the Empire is divided into three groups. The
Iron Guard (household troops of the Master General) are
responsible for sequestering the City of Iron and administering the city of Katai. It contains some of Katai’s finest
young warriors. To be selected for service on the Iron Guard
is a great honor for a young noble.
The Imperial Army has active forces and fortress militia.
The active forces serve as the army of Katai province. They
are commanded by the Master General, his heir, members
of the noble houses of Katai and lesser nobles who have
proven their ability to lead. The total strength of this force
is 16,000 footmen and 4,000 cavalry. Each fortress in Katai
has its own militia unit (referring only to those fortresses
that are marked on the maps).
Each unit is commanded by the Warden of its fortress.
They are responsible for protecting the area from invasion,

Economy
Katai has massive agricultural regions along its rivers. Its
cities are manufacturing centers that equal any western nation in the production of luxury items and common goods.
The hills and mountains of the Empire contain rich deposits
of metal and minerals (largely untapped because of lack of
need and the difficulty to reach them). Katai imports quality metal and other goods from the “barbarian” nations.
Their iron work is inferior to that of the west. In other
areas, except ship construction, their goods are superior.

Religion
The Emperor of Katai is considered to be a god. Worship
of the Emperor is the only approved religion in the Empire.
Any other religious practice, use of magic or heresy against
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the divine Emperor is punishable by death. (The actual Grand Duke but do not owe him fealty. Any conflict that
punishment varies with the attitude of the local ruler.)
arises between them and the local ruler is resolved by an
Imperial Judge (appointed by the Master General).

Personality
Katai’s culture is based on personal honor and loyalty.
Their basic family unit is an extended family. An individual’s status is derived from his position in his family and
the size and station of that family. Especially in the noble
classes, most citizens can trace their ancestry back at least
500 years.
People of Katai tend to be logical, pragmatic and fatalistic. Loyalty is paramount in this culture. Among average
citizens, the following order of loyalty applies:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Loyalty
Loyalty
Loyalty
Loyalty

to
to
to
to

the Emperor
family
your liege lord
caste, associates and friends

Except where the Master General or his administrators
rule, local nobles are supreme. Local nobles control their
provincial forces, administration and day-to-day affairs in
the province. The local ruler can also levy a head tax,
collected by his army, on each person in the province.
NOTE — A “Head Tax” is a fixed charge levied on each
person in the province. The amount set is due to the reigning noble each year. It must be paid in cash. The amount,
per head, does not vary with the station of the individual.
The average head tax in Katai is 2CC per person per year.

Two legal codes exist in Katai. The first is a precisely
defined code that details the proper conduct of the noble
NOTE — In many noble families loyalty to family is numclass. It is administered by nobles for nobles. Under this
ber one and the Emperor is number two. Honorable cities
code the penalty for illegal conduct is verbal reprimand,
resolve conflicting loyalties with the loyalty that has the
corporal punishment, demotion in status or banishment.
highest priority taking precedence. Thus, if a friend asks
When the crime is serious enough to warrant demotion or
you to betray your liege, you betray your friend. If the ofbanishment, it is considered to be honorable for the felon
fer is made such that your family profits greatly, you betray
to kill himself (thus removing the stain from his family’s
your liege.
honor).
Nobles of Katai are hedonistic, cunning and honorable.
The Code Imperial applies to non-nobles. Minor cases are
Most are skilled warriors and cultured individuals. Persons
resolved by Imperial judges or village elders. The penalties
whose status is a function of their wealth, rich merchants
that they can levy are small fines (not more than 2GC),
for example, are often greedy and ostentatious. Profit is
short-term forced labor and minor corporal punishment. All
of great importance to them. (In Katai, a man’s wealth is
other crimes are judged by the local nobility. Unless the
measured by the size of his family, the extent of his lands,
convict can escape, and reach a higher noble or another
the number of men who owe him fealty, the beauty or value
province, the penalty is imposed without hope of appeal.
of things that he possesses and the power that he wields in
Under this code nobles have the power of life and death.
his village, city or nation.)
They can judge an infraction on the spot and slay the felon
In the lower classes land, money and family size are the
immediately, if they choose to do so and the crime is severe.
measure of success. Peasants fear authority. They obey orIn addition to these codes, secret societies and criminal
ders from their lord without question or hesitation. Most
Katai peasants are industrious, cunning and treacherous, groups in Katai have their own codes to live by. When these
when cunning and treachery will not hurt their family. Un- codes are violated, the penalties are mutilation and death.
less a peasant serves a kind master he is without rights, In general, the “sentence” is carried out in an ostentatious
and flamboyant manner (to enhance the reputation of the
unless he is a property-owner.
NOTE — Except for citizens of Chunrey, all foreigners are society and engender respect and fear in those who might
classed as barbarians. Unless they are of some value, and oppose it).
have a Katai patron, they have no station. People of Chunrey are considered to be civilized. Most citizens of Katai
consider them to be treacherous, amoral, barbarian-loving
fools.

Allies

Legal System

Chunrey is an undependable tributary ally. Choshai has
Katai is ruled by its Emperor. His will is made known trade relations with Katai and is friendly (especially toward
by the Master General-his only contact with the outside the Duchy of Dzhamou).
world. The Master General rules the Iron Guard, the Imperial Army, all branches of civilian administration, the Imperial Fleet and the Imperial Province of Katai.
NOTE — A network of Imperial administrators operates Enemies
throughout the Empire. They are responsible for seeing to
it that the government operates smoothly. Their official Chunrey is an enemy of Katai. The Kingdom of the East,
authority is restricted to tax collection and public works. the Cerulean Empire and Regis Baya dislike Katai. None
Within each province they report to the reigning Duke or of their neighbors have the courage to risk war with Katai.
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Language
Lower Katai
Katai
100% Chunai
30%
Fomorian
15% Cerulean
10%
Taolisan
5% Teosan
5%
Lemasan
5%
Middle Katai
Katai
100% Chunai
15%
Fomorian
5% Cerulean
5%
L’p’nt
5% Bayan
5%
Sarghut
5%
Upper Katai
Katai
100% Chunai
10%
Sarghut
10% Bayan
10%
Zen’dali
5% Kll’maun
5%
NOTE — Areas within 400 miles of the city of Katai are
Middle Katai. Areas south of this are Lower Katai. Areas
to the north are Upper Katai. Most people in Katai fall into
the Middle Katai category.

Provincial Organization
Each province is organized along the following lines:
Normal
Duke or Grand Duke
1
Counts
4
Barons
32
Knights
512
Imperial
Master General
1
Duke
4
Counts
16
Baron
64
Knights
512
NOTE — The only Imperial province is Katai. Title holders from an Imperial province have the same status as a person with the same title from another province, i.e. a Duke
of Katai is the equal to any Duke in the land.
With few exceptions, only Ducal rank or higher is hereditary. Lesser titles are gained by appointment from the
hereditary noble of the area. This noble may grant an existing title of his province to any noble or worthy officer.
He may remove the appointee, for cause, at any time. Only
the Master General has the authority to create a new title.
If someone wishes a new title to be created, it requires a
Writ of Entitlement bearing the seal of the Master General.
As a rule, Dukes and Grand Dukes appoint Counts and
Barons. Counts may appoint Barons if the Duke or Grand
Duke approves. A Baron may appoint Knights with the approval of the Count that he serves. In the Imperial province,
the Master General appoints all nobles except for the four
hereditary Dukes.
The normal operation of fealty in this system is that a
title-holder owes fealty first to the lord who appointed him
and second to the noble that he is required to serve by that
title. He does not owe fealty to any other noble except the
Master General and the Emperor. In most provinces the
holders of the best fiefs are the relations of the reigning
Duke or Grand Duke. Where this is a large family, such as
House Jian, all of the Counts and Barons could be members
of this family.

EXAMPLE — A noble is appointed Baron of Low Marob by
the Duke of Koi’lan. First, he owes fealty to the Master General
and the Emperor. Next, he owes fealty to the Duke of Koi’lan.
Finally, he owes fealty to the Count of Marob because his lands
are within that noble’s fief.

IMPORTANT — It is possible for a person to wield
noble status without being of noble blood. Military
officers may achieve high rank due to merit. The
relative status of these leaders is:
Full General
= Duke
Lesser General
= Count
All Colonels
= Baron
Major
= Knights
Captain and lower = Untitled Nobility

Current Notables in Katai
Certain provincial nobles wield great power or are of special
importance. The notes below detail some of these nobles
and give and insight into “modern” politics in Katai.
House Choundeu is the most loyal family in the Empire.
They are cousins of the royal family. The current Grand
Duke is married to the niece of the Master General.
In Scaloo province, piracy on the waterways is endemic.
The Duke of Scaloo is a fat and wealthy old man. Many
suspect that he gets a cut from the pirates as his patrols
rarely arrest any of them. (His son is an honorable soldier.
He feels dishonored by his father but can do nothing against
him because he is his father.)
The Duke of Kodao (Chou’lan Maraseri) is a brilliant general with great influence in the nation. He is opposed to the
Master General system and has no belief in the divinity of
the Emperor. His goal is to overthrow the Master General,
execute the Imperial family and take the throne for House
Kodao. (Though the name of this family is Maraseri they
are called House Kodao. Hereditary lines take their name
from their lands for official lineage terminology.)
In Pamau, the Master General has executed the reigning Duke and 60% of his family and replaced them with a
new House Pamau, led by a famous General. Pamau is the
center of a powerful criminal organization that the former
Duke aided. The new Duke is trying to establish his power
in the province by smashing this group. He is hated by the
old nobility and the criminal element.
The Grand Duke of Sangsao is a direct descendent of the
Imperial line. His forebears abdicated their Imperial rights
to retain Sangsao and their freedom of movement. The
current Grand Duke is an intelligent man who considers
the current system to be a farce. He is loyal to it because
it works and no one has proposed anything better. Grand
Duke Lian sa’Khatou, according to gossip obviously begun
by his enemies, is a wizard of no mean talent. He denies this
categorically and has slain men who were foolish enough to
make the accusation in public.
The Grand Duke of Shantou is the head of House Howao
and the direct descendent of a second cousin of the Emperor. Many believe that he wishes to re-establish the
Howao dynasty and is working with the Duke of Kodao
to overthrow the Master General.
The Duke of Qimou recently celebrated the wedding of
his heir to the eldest daughter of the Duke of Kodao. A
close tie exists between these families.
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House Jian, rulers in Ci’Jian and Li’Jian, have evidence Location on the Continent Map
of a deadly plot to overthrow the Empire. They are a loyal
family who are working to uncover enough evidence to alert
12 17 22
the Master General.
7 11 16 21 26
House Dzhamou has never accepted the Master General
3 6 10 15 20 25
system. Its nobles give lip service to the Master General and
2 5 9 14 19 24
the Emperor, but owe them no fealty in their minds. They
1 4 8 13 18 23
are loyal to their Duke and House Dzhamou. The Duke of
Dzhamou is a pragmatic man with the soul of a mercenary.
He is dedicated to the rebuilding of his family’s power and 3.49 The Kazi
has developed close ties with the nation of Choshai.
The Kaz (the area where these tribes live) is a hard land.
The Kazi are harder men. They are among the most bloodHouse Champions
thirsty warriors on the continent.
Each hereditary house in Katai has a house champion, sigDue to blood ties, and the efforts of the Caldans, they are
nified by his use of the honorific “tara” before the family allied to Caldo. Throughout their history, they have lived
name. His duties, as champion, are to defend the honor of as quick-striking and deadly raiders. By reputation, they
the family and see to the military education of the Duke’s are a people who do not know the meaning of compassion,
household. In some cases, this man also commands the mercy or fear.
Duke’s personal guard. The champion is a duelist, weapons
instructor and master of the finer skills that a cultured war- Population
rior should know. Only rarely is he a great military leader. The eight Kazi tribes are the Shamira (20,000), the Kado
(It is very rare for the house champion to also be the leader (16,000), the Meirido (15,000), the Riora (15,000), the
of the province’s army.)
Gazdo (12,000), the Haido (11,000), the Kirra (11,000) and

the Shara (10,000). Their total population is 110,000. They
can field 22,000 warriors, including 800 warriors who belong
Height 64"
to the Society of the Dagger.
Weight 135lbs
NOTE — The Society of the Dagger is open to any Kazi
warrior who has killed at least three men in battle and who
Common Weapons
succeeds in defeating a society member in a dagger duel.
Swords, Spears, Polearms
These duels are conducted with formal ritual. The first
warrior to be unable (or unwilling) to continue, due to his
Ancestry
wounds, loses. The winner becomes, or remains, a member.
The Katai peoples are unique. Most have black hair, ori- The loser returns to his tribe when he is healed.
ental eyes and skin of a vaguely golden color. Citizens of
The leader of the Society is the Kazi warrior with the
Dzhamou, Choshai and Tirat vary somewhat. They have a greatest reputation as a fighter and chief. The current
paler complexion and are about 5% heavier.
leader, Walain a’Gilyan, has killed 142 men in battle and
defeated 13 challengers in duels since he became leader of
Calendar (Solar)
the Society. He is one of the deadliest men in the world.
Katai’s calendar dates from a mythical year called the year
of the fateful decision. According to legend, all of the fam- Economy
ilies of man lived in the holy valley of Sai’tremira on the A barter system is standard among the Kazi. The people
river Kodai (near the site of modern Choundeu). With survive by hunting and gathering. Much of their support
time, the resources of the valley were stretched beyond all is derived from successful raids on each other and enemy
limits and famine stalked the land. A great number of the tribes. In this harsh land, there is little margin for error if
people, losing all trust in fate, set out to find better lands a man wishes to stay well-fed and healthy.
and were lost. Finally only the two largest families kept
faith with providence and remained. The gods, touched by Religion
their loyalty, showered them with good fortune, gave them Kazi religion is shamanistic. It seeks to placate the hostile
the key to true knowledge and, as a sign of their perpetual forces of the badlands (Chaos and the Kotothi) and to worfavor, gave a golden hue to the people of the land. And as ship, and seek protection from, the beneficent forces. They
a final gift to his children, the greatest god, whose name are fond of Dwarves and other humanoid races who do not
is beyond mortal ken, descended to the earth. As his gifts interfere in the lives of men.
he placed the first sword in the hands of Kata the Elder
and named him master of the north. To Chun the Silent Personality
he gave the tools of an artisan and master over the lands To a Kazi the only occupations fit for a man are fightto the south. Thus were the Golden Lands born and thus ing, hunting and husbandry. Other tasks are performed by
were the peoples who founded Katai and Chunrey rewarded women, children and slaves.
Toward other men, i.e. proven warriors, the Kazi are
for their fealty to the gods. The calendar of Katai is used
in Katai, Chunrey, Regis Baya, Choshai and the eastern generous, hospitable and kind. Toward enemies and nonwarriors, they are domineering, merciless and obstinate. If
Cerulean Empire.

Basic Characteristics
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they have personal cause to hate someone, they are deadly
and vicious.
The Kazi torture captive warriors. Only captives who
show themselves to be warrior, by fighting well before they
are captured, are honored by torture and death. Others
are enslaved. Life as a Kazi slave is a short and painful
existence.

Legal System
The culture’s unifying force is the Society of the Dagger. Its
members lead the tribes in war. At all other times, warriors
obey their tribal chiefs.
Warriors who do not belong to the Society of the Dagger
consider themselves to be members of their tribe first and
Kazi second. Society members are Kazi first.
Crime against men or the taboos of the Kaz are punished
by tribal Shamans and the Society of the Dagger. Other
crimes are adjudicated by a tribal consensus of opinion. The
majority decides on a penalty and it is imposed in the felon
at the first opportunity. When a major crime is committed,
and the felon is not immediately apprehended, vendetta is
the rule. A single warrior from the Society of the Dagger
is set to hunt the felon down and kill him. A warrior on
vendetta hunts his quarry until he or the felon is dead.

Allies
The Kazi are allies of Caldo. They respect those who show
courage in the face of death.

Enemies
The Kazi dislike the tribes around them, especially the
Zen’da. They hate Kotothi creatures. When possible, they
kill either on sight.

3.50 Kirazan
A permanent tent camp was established at the oasis of Kiraza in the year 316K [425SA]. It was used as a base for
Kacili raids into Ro’babza. When most of the raiders left,
after forty years of raiding, those who stayed behind built
the city of Kirazan (354–362K [463–471SA]).
Until the reign of Ahmed the Just (428–451K [537–
560SA]) Kirazan’s masters fought a constant battle against
peasant uprisings and Ro’babza. Under Ahmed peasants
and slaves were given rights (431K [540SA]). The nation
formed peaceful ties with Ro’babza when Ahmed married
a Ro’babzan princess (437K [546SA]). After this, Kirazan
prospered for more than two centuries.
In the year 701K [810SA] the Great Mufti Muji ala’Morii
came to Kirazan (after being banished from the great
desert). He preached the power of the Sand Claw and
led the people into a fanatical worship of the dark forces
of the desert. When he died his successor, Grand Mufti
Ali Nasabawa (744–754K [853–863SA]), led a bloody coup
and took control of the nation. During his short and violent
reign Ali led jihads against Shestar and Ro’babza. In the
year 753K [862SA] Ro’babza retaliated. Their royal army,
with a contingent of Kirazani loyalists (including the rightful Emir) sacked Kirazan and captured the Grand Mufti. In
the year 754K [863SA], Ali Nasabawa was impaled in the
royal enclosure at K’lza’babwe. For six years after the conquest, Ro’babza occupied the realm and scoured it to exterminate the Sand Claw faith. In the year 761K [870SA] Kirazan’s rightful Emir took the throne and Ro’babza’s army
withdrew.
Since the dark days of the Sand Claw, Kirazan has been a
trading center. It is valued by both Ro’babza and Shestar
as a neutral place where enemies can trade in peace. It
plays an important role in this part of the world.

Language
Kazi
Dirllaran
Caldan

100%
10%
40%

So’reas
Zen’dali
Djani

10%
20%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

67"
165lbs

Broad Sword, Bows and Dirk
Other Notes
The Kazi favor leather armor, scalemail, bucklers and
leather helmets. Most warriors are armed with all of the
weapons listed above. For normal wear they prefer leather
and fur.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

The city of Kirazan (21,000) rules a nation with a total
population of 94,000. Its army contains 2,400 footmen and
800 cavalry. It also has an 800 man City Constabulary
responsible for administering the law and defending the city.

Economy

Favored Weapons

12
11
10
9
8

Population

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

Kirazan’s craftsmen are renowned for their brilliance. The
nation produces craft goods, horses and fine textiles. It
trades for metal goods, food, slaves and stone. The existence of the city is dependent on trade. Its people have a
reputation as deadly bargainers.

Religion
Kirazan does not tolerate any religion. They have no desire
to repeat their experience with the Sand Claw faith.

Personality
26
25
24
23

These people are suave, cultured and amoral. They are
concerned with profit and survival and will take any action
that ensures either. Kirazani have a fanatical fear of religions, especially those that seek to gain converts. They go
out of their way to persecute people who are religious.
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Legal System

Population

Kirazan is ruled by a hereditary Emir. He is an autocrat.
The penalty for crime on Kirazan is a fine. The greater the
crime, the more the felon must pay. Any criminal who cannot pay has all of his property confiscated and is enslaved.
When a fine is paid, 30% goes to the Emir. The rest goes
to the victim. When a felon is enslaved, the victim receives
50% of the proceeds from his sale as a slave plus 70% from
the sale of his property.

The tribes of the Kll’maun are divided into four groups by
their religions.
The shamanic tribes are the Asiramaya (18,000), the
Pomaya (14,000), the Riakaya (12,000) and the Risilya
(11,000). They have a total population of 55,000 with
11,000 warriors.
The chaotic tribes, followers of the Sorceress of the Dark
Lands, are the Araun (16,000), the Mourun (15,000) and the
Soraun (14,000). Their total population is 45,000. They can
field 9,000 warriors.
The lawful tribe of the forest is the Kll’auna (30,000).
They gave 6,000 warriors.
Two tribes in the forest follow the lawful faith of Regis
Baya. They are the Sri’yaun (19,000) and the Banayaun
(16,000). Their total population is 35,000 with 7,000 warriors.
The total population of the Kll’maun is 165,000 with a
total of 33,000 warriors.

NOTE — If an enslaved man has a family, the family must
try to pay his fine. If he is taken, they are included as
property and are enslaved.

Allies
Kirazan has close ties with Ro’babza and the Kingdom of
Shestar.

Enemies

The A’ha’kacili dislike Kirazan because of their intolerance. Economy
They trade in the city when they must and often raid the A simple barter system operates in the forest. Where money
area. Under their next leader they will try to conquer Ki- is accepted, it is of limited value.
razan.

Religion

Language
Kiraza
Rogizini
Nylasa
Gomese

100%
10%
15%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
160lbs

Common Weapons

Fomorian
Sair’a’cili
Ro’babzan
Matan

10%
25%
40%
10%

Religion is all important in this area. If you do not follow
the same type of faith, you are an enemy. The Kll’maun
worship their gods fanatically.

Personality
If a person follows a similar faith, and does not violate local
taboos, he is treated as a brother. Toward brothers, the
Kll’maun are kind, understanding and helpful. Persons who
are not brothers are enemies. Enemies are killed. (Atheism
is viewed as a strange faith in these lands. All of the tribes
hate those who believe in no gods at all.)

Legal System

Lance, Scimitar, Bows

The tribes are theocratic. Their priests or shamans rule
serving as judge, jury and executioner in all criminal proceedings. They also lead the faithful when they war on
Ancestry
non-believers. The greatest crime for a Kll’maun warrior is
The Kiraza are descended from Ro’babzan barbarians and
to allow a priest or shaman of his faith to be harmed when
A’ha’kacili raiders. They merge the appearance of these
he can prevent it. This crime is punishable by death. Other
groups.
than major crimes (which carry a death penalty) all crimes
are punished by mutilation. All heretics, blasphemers and
Location on the Continent Map
taboo-breakers are executed by ritual sacrifice to the local
gods.
12 17 22
Allies
7 11 16 21 26
3 6 10 15 20 25
None.
2 5 9 14 19 24
Enemies
1 4 8 13 18 23
The tribes near the Sarghut often fight them. The tribes
near Choshai are the enemies of that nation and spend a
great deal of time raiding that land.

3.51 The Kll’maun

The Kll’maun are fanatics, skilled fighters and deadly track- Language
ers. As enemies, they are dedicated and tenacious. In their Kll’maun
lands, war is a way of life.
Katai
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Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

69"
180lbs

Favored Weapons
Spear, Broadsword and Axe
Other Notes
The Kll’maun use bucklers and leather armor in battle. For
everyday wear they prefer hardened leather and fur.
Location on the Continent Map
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they are privileged to spend eternity warring in the clouds
against his enemies.
The Kolaro believe that god is the Lady in Red. She
dwells at the bottom of Lake Madra in Madralo territory.
Those who prove their worth in battle, and their worth
as men, spend eternity as her guardsmen and companions.
They live an eternal life of combat and pleasure.
This religious schism is the chief reason for the hatred
these groups have for each other. Unless it is resolved, they
will continue to war on each other.
NOTE — The Kolari have a sodality called the White
Mountain Society. It contains 800 warriors with battleaxe, dagger and scalemail. They are the guardians of White
Mountain and allow no man to desecrate it and live. The
Kolaro Red Warriors number 400. They are outfitted in red
leather armor and have sword, dagger and longbow. They
defend the lake in the same way that the Kolari sodality
defends the mountain.

Personality

3.52 The Kolari
The Kolar Peninsula is harsh and ruggedly beautiful. The
Kolari are the same. They love war and accept any chance
to fight. Their history is drenched in the blood of their wars.
They are raiders who refuse the advantages of civilization
when the cost is their personal freedom and independence.

Population
The Kolari are divided into two major groups. The first
spells their tribal name with an “i.” The second uses an
“o.” They are all part of the same cultural stock but, in the
recent past, have suffered a cultural schism on religious and
political grounds.
The six tribes in the first group (The Kolari) are the
Kolavassi (14,000), the Vanaddi (12,000), the Ghavasi
(10,000), the Roanni (7,000), the Umeri (7,000) and the
Usetti (6,000). They have a total population of 56,000 and
11,000 warriors.
The three tribes of the Kolaro are the Madralo (20,000),
the Worro (14,000) and the Covo (12,000). They have a
total population of 46,000 and can levy 9,000 warriors.

The Kolari believe that all a man really needs is a weapon
and a place to use it. They enjoy combat above all else.
Among their own people they are gentle and kind unless
angered. When they are angry, they are murderous. When
dealing with strangers, especially non-Kolari, the Kolari allow no margin for error. If the stranger does or says anything not approved by Kolari custom, he courts death. This
is especially true if he has items that the warrior in question
would like to have, but cannot honorably take.
The Kolaro have the basic tendencies of the Kolari. Their
aggressive natures have been tempered by exposure to civilized ways and the gentler nature of their religion. Among
the Kolari a man attains heaven by being a great warrior.
Among the Kolaro being a great warrior is something to be
desired, but a man must be much more if he is to reach the
“Lady’s Palace.”
NOTE — A woman’s access to the afterlife varies as well.
Among the Kolari she joins her husband as a shield-maiden
and companion if his valor entitles him to serve god. The
Kolaro believe that any woman who leads a moral life, and
is a good wife and mother, becomes a Handmaiden of the
goddess when she dies.

NOTE — The Kolaro are partially civilized. They have ties
to the Fomorians of Xan and Atler. The Kolari resist such Legal System
ties. The “learned perversions” of the Kolaro and, as the
The Kolari believe in trial by combat. Where one of the parKolari see it, their fawning over foreigners are two reasons
ticipants is helpless (a woman, an injured man or a child) a
why the Kolari hate the Kolaro.
member of the White Mountain Society serves as champion
for the duel. In all cases the winner of the duel is right. The
Economy
loser, if he does not surrender and accept judgment first, is
A barter system is used by both groups. The most valued dead. The only penalty among the Kolari is a weregild. All
commodity is iron weapons and metal armor. The Kolar weregilds are a specified weight of iron that must be paid
Peninsula is poor in iron. Both Kolari groups trade “value- within one year. Any person who fails to make good this
less” things like gold and silver, which are plentiful, to get debt is banished.
good iron.
The Kolaro are more civilized. The Peace Chief of the
clan acts as judge in all disputes. His decision is law. The
Religion
penalties that he can levy are a weregild and death. If the
The Kolari believe that god, the King in Iron, lives on White penalty is death, or the weregild is not paid within a year,
Mountain (a tall peak located in Kolavassi territory). He the felon is banished unarmed into Kolari lands. If, at any
is a warrior god who takes the souls of honorable warriors time after that, he is found in the lands of the Kolaro he is
to dwell with him after they fall in battle. From that day, killed.
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Both groups have a dual clan chieftainship. The Peace
Chief rules during peace. The War Chief rules during war.
In situations where an entire tribe, or group of tribes, is
involved a council of the appropriate type of chiefs decides
what to do.
NOTE — Among the Kolari a warrior may refuse to accept the decision of his chief and do what he wants (which
can lead to duels and other difficulties). Among the Kolari,
warriors forfeit this right once they agree to join in a war
or communal effort that a chief is leading. They cannot
honorably refuse to obey him at this point.

Allies
The Kolaro trade with the Fomorians of Xan and Atler.
The Kolari have no allies but are friendly toward Dirllaran
traders and Goidanese raiders.

Enemies
The two Kolari groups detest each other. The Kolari hate
the Korchi and distrust the Fomorians. The Kolaro kill
Climans on sight, but do not go out of their way to find
Climans to kill.

Language
Kolari
100% Climan
0% (10%)
Fomorian
5% (20%) Goidanese
10% (5%)
Korchi
15% (5%)
NOTE — The values in parentheses are used for the Kolaro. Both groups have a 100% chance of speaking Kolari
as a native tongue.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Favored Weapons
Broad Sword, Hammers and Axes
Other Notes
The Kolari use leather armor and scalemail. They always
carry a shield in battle if they are not fighting as an archer.
Their everyday garments are fur or leather. Among the
Kolaro, Fomorian cloth is used extensively.
Location on the Continent Map
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[343SA]) and killed every Lemasan they could find. Thirteen years of war followed the Ma’tan atrocity. When the
war ended (459LE [356SA]) the Lemasan fleet was shattered, Ma’tan and six islands were lost, the Fomorians held
Lema, on the sacred island (Lemara) itself, and the Empire
was broken. Lemasa entered a dark age that lasted more
than 300 years.
In the reign of Yyast XI (811–863LE [708–760SA]) the
situation changed when Imperial traders discovered the
Eastern Lands. For the rest of Yyast’s reign he expanded
trade with these lands. During the reign of Yyast’s fifteenth
son, Kshka III (863–885LE [760–782SA]), the holy city of
Sscavhi formed alliances with Atla (866LE [763SA]) and
A’khara (874LE [771SA]). After rebuilding Imperial authority in these kingdoms Kshka conquered Kai’cera (877–
880LE [774–777SA]) and Vasa (879LE [776SA]). In the
year 777 Aurisia rejoined the Empire rather than face the
might of Kshka’s host. For the next 100 years, the Empire rebuilt, made treaties with Dawana and Taolisa and
increased the size of their forces.
In the year 1002LE [899SA], during the reign of Yymab
IV (984–1012LE [881–909SA]), the Kingdom of the East
invaded. Lemasa’s fleet was badly mauled, the Fomorians in
Lemdan expanded their holding and a Fomorian army was
nearly annihilated when it landed near Atla. Since this war
ended (1006LE [903SA]) Lemasa’s rebuilding has continued. The Empire is dedicated to trade and the destruction
of the Kingdom of the East.

Population
The holy city, and seat of the Emperor, is Sscavhi (17,000).
The controlled cities on the island of Lemara are Yymab
(53,000), Khara (41,000), Atla (32,000), Kai’cera (27,000),
Aurisia (19,000), Vasa (16,000) and Lilini (11,000). The
Empire also controls eastern colony cities, Yyast (12,000,
founded in 908), Kshka (8,000, founded in 795) and
Na’Yymab (5,000, founded in 908). In addition, they control the islands of Dagha (3,000) and Tiama (2,000). The
total population of the Empire, including the islands and
130,000 subjects in the east, is 1,200,000.
NOTE — Sscavhi is the holy capital while Yymab is the
Imperial capital. The Emperor is the supreme authority in
both areas of the government. After winning the crown he
spends most of his time in Yymab. The Emperor only travels to Sscavhi when his presence is needed for a ceremony of
some kind. The islands of Dagha and Tiama are Imperial
property.

The three kingdoms in the eastern colonies (each city is
the capital of a kingdom) are on three islands. Two of the
3
islands, Kshka and Na’Yymab, are in sight of the eastern
2
continent. The third is Yyast.
1
The armies of Lemasa are divided into two groups. The
Imperial army is based in Yymab, Sscavhi and the Imperial
islands. It contains 3,200 elite footmen and 12,000 militia.
Each kingdom, including those in the eastern colonies, fields
3.53 Lemasa
Until the year 443LE [340SA], Lemasa dominated the East- a regular army equal to 5% of the urban population of the
ern Seas. In the year 444LE [341SA], responding to Fomo- kingdom (rounded off to the closest 100 men) and a militia
rian’s challenge in the area, Lemasa invaded Tyan and exe- force three times as large.
cuted 13,000 people (including 1,800 Fomorians). Following IMPORTANT — There is no cavalry in Lemasa.
this atrocity the Kings of Fomoria attacked Ma’tan (446LE The horse is not native to the island of Lemara and
7
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has never been imported successfully.

to do so, no kingdom cares what a person does in another
The total strength of Lemasa’s armies is 3,200 elite foot- kingdom. They only extradite felons if they can find them
men, 8,000 footmen and 36,000 militia, i.e. 47,200 men-at- easily and are paid to do so. Every kingdom has a network
of agents in the other kingdoms who are used to find, and
arms. The militia is only used on its home island.
The Lemasan Empire and kingdoms have nine fleets. return, escaped felons. Most agents are paid a monthly
Their strengths are listed in the table below. The Empire retainer plus a set amount per felon they capture (usually
has a force of 2,400 marines, organized into 480 five-man 1D10SC. Many of these agents are trained thieves and
units, who serve as pilots for vessels headed east. (No ves- assassins.) The penalties for civil crime are mutilation,
mutilation and slavery, mutilation and imprisonment, and
sel can legally head east without a pilot team.)
death.
Kingdom Warships Triremes Total
Religious crime is any statement or action against the
Imperial
32
12
44
faith or the Emperor. Persons who commit these crimes
A’Khara
20
10
30
are hunted by Imperial agents and priests. Depending on
Atla
15
1
16
the severity of the crime, the penalty is slavery, death or
Aurisia
10
0
10
ritual sacrifice.
Vasa
5
3
8
Yyast
6
0
6
Kshka
3
1
4
Allies
Na’Yymab
3
0
3
Lemasa has treaties guaranteeing the sovereignty of Taolisa
Kai’cera
2
0
2
and Dawana in exchange for their silence about the East.
Total
96
27
123

Economy

Enemies

Lemasa’s unity is dependent on trade and control of the sea. Lemasa is dedicated to the destruction of the Kingdom of
Lemara produces spices, drugs and fine goods and trades for the East. When that kingdom falls, the Lemasans will spit
on its grave with consummate joy.
meals, finished goods and textiles.

Religion

Language

The Emperor is the supreme patriarch of the Lemasan faith.
He is considered to be a god by about 40% of the Lemasan
people. The faith worships hedonistic and conniving gods
regardless of alignment. The favorite gods are Kototh and
Sammael.

Lemasan
100% Katai
10%
Taolisan
20% Dawanese
20%
Fomorian
25% Chunai
5%
Eastern Tongues
15%*
* The languages of the three nations that Lemasa has
trade ties with. Lemasa restricts knowledge of the existence
Personality
of these people and very little is known about them, except
Lemasans are independent, greedy and treacherous. They by Lemasan scholars and traders.
only work for another person when it is to their advantage
to do so. The unifying forces that bonds the kingdoms into Imperial Succession
an Empire are a common tongue, the Fomorian threat and
When an Emperor dies, his sons are walled into the Samutual profit. As history shows, mutual profit is the most
cred Caves (an ancient labyrinth near Sscavhi). Twentycritical of these factors.
four hours later the exit is opened.
When possible, Lemasans as cunning and ruthless. They
The first one to find this exit is the new Emperor. Imare domineering and inconsiderate toward people who demediately
after his exit the cave is re-sealed. Any other son
pend on them. They tend to be kind, affectionate and subwho
is
seen
after this is killed. (It is considered to be a
tly conniving with people who have power over them or from
great
omen
when
the new Emperor is the only survivor.)
whom they expect a profit. Many Lemasans (40% of the
At his coronation, five days after he exits the cave, the
population) have a tendency toward religious fanaticism.
new
Emperor marries his sisters and one princess and ten
These people consider any religious slur to be a personal
virgins
from each kingdom in the Empire. (Most Emperors
attack in them. Lemasans always seek to create opportunihave
about
100 brides on the day of their coronation. The
ties for vengeance when they are attacked.
number of children that he fathers in the first year of his
reign is watched closely as an omen.)
Legal System
The Emperor controls foreign policy and trade. He is Patriarch of the Faith and hereditary King of Yymab. Each
Lemasan king is an absolute despot in his realm. Except
for the trade monopoly, he cannot be forced to abide by
any Imperial decision. No King can negotiate with a foreign power, but neither can he be forced to support the
Emperor’s foreign policy.
All non-religious crimes fall under the jurisdiction of the
kingdom where they occur. Unless it is to their advantage

Imperial Funerals
When an Emperor dies he is buried in the burial vaults of
the Empire with his wives (living and dead), his personal
property and 50 volunteers from the Sacred Guard. The
location of the vaults is only known to the High Priest of
Sscavhi. All members of the burial party, except the High
Priest, are entombed with the dead Emperor or killed after
they close the tomb.
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3.54 L’p’nth (Pronounced Lepanth)

“and from the bowels of the earth, the Emperor comes, and
his people name him God.”
The average Imperial grave holds the royal cadaver
(draped in silver and gold), more than 100 wives, 50 soldiers and up to 20,000GC worth of grave goods. According
to legend, the vaults have a powerful guardian and each
tomb is warded with magic.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

62"
125lbs

Common Weapons
Javelins, Short Sword, Daggers
Ancestry
The Lemasan family are small and dexterous people with a
good deal of stamina. They tend to have light complexions,
oriental eyes and light brown or black hair.

Calendar (Lunar)
It is 1203 by the Lemasan calendar. The calendar begins
with the first unification of Lemara, the jeweled home of
man, under the priests of Sscavhi. It is ties to the rites of
their common faith and devotions. The calendar is used in
Lemasa, Ma’Helas and Taolisa (even though two of those
states no longer heed the rule of the Emperor).
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The city of L’p’nth was founded in the year 3000KA
[200SA] by cultists from Katai. From 3000–3090KA [200–
290SA] they worked to subjugate the barbarians in the
area. With the conquest of the final tribe the first Insatiable Mistress was crowned. During her reign (3074–
3100KA [274–300SA]), the Code of Nobility and the Sacred Rites of Blood became law.
In the reign of Ch’b’r (Chaibor, 3100–3146KA [300–
346SA]) the rule of the royal priestesses became a feature
of the nation. The Military Code defined the obligations of
the army, a precise civil code imposed duties on all citizens
and the Great Temple of Ashura was completed (3113KA
[313SA]) in the city of L’p’nth. Under Ch’b’r, the nation
expanded to the west. She subjugated the desert tribes
(3118–3139KA [318–339SA]) and built the city of B’z’b’
(Baizouba) in the year 3141KA [341SA].
During the next two reigns (3146–3220KA [346–420SA])
L’p’nth founded the city of L’d’m’ (Lidaema) at the foot
of Mt. H’ss’r (Heissur), near the ruins of an ancient city
(3172KA [372SA]). In the year 3196KA [396SA] the nation celebrated the arrival of a new era (a calendrical event
that happens every 198 years on L’p’nth’s calendar) by sacrificing 10,000 captives to Ashura in a two-day festival, i.e.
about one person killed, every 20 seconds, for 48 hours.
NOTE — L’p’nth’s calendar is divided into fourteen 14year cycles. Each group of 14 cycles has a beginning year
and an ending year. Each year, cycle, month and day is
named after a deity in the Court of Ashura. The total length
is termed an era. It is a period of 198 years. The Celebration of Blood is held in the end of each era to celebrate the
progress made and to insure the arrival of a new era (by
feeding the insatiable lust of Ashura and her court). The
current year by L’p’nth terms is the year of Lemashtu in
the cycle of Princess Naamah of the first era of Molikan.
Following the Celebration of Blood (3196KA [396SA])
the Insatiable Mistress ordered the desert tribes to raid
the southern plains. In the year 3206KA [406SA] the nation founded K’p’ch’ (Keupacha) and the raiders entered
the Cerulean Empire. In the war that followed the tribes
were shattered by the Ceruleans. Forty percent of their
number were slain. The remainder were driven north or
enslaved. The southern debacle ended the nation’s expansion for almost 200 years. To fuel the Celebration of Blood
in 3394KA [594SA] L’p’nth drove into the western mountains and badlands, making major gains. At the end of this
advance (3389–3395KA [589–595SA]) the city of S’ph’nth
(Sophainth) was founded. For the next 160 years the nation
consolidated her gains and waited.
In the year 3591KA [791SA] L’p’nth invaded Katai and
was repulsed. When they tried again (3592KA [792SA])
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their army was shattered. Following this defeat L’p’nth
raided the eastern steppes to gain the captives necessary
for the Celebration of Blood (3592KA [792SA]).
In the year 3761KA [961SA] L’p’nth was attacked by
Marentia and the city of S’ph’nth was sacked. In the war
that followed (3761–3765KA [961–965SA]) the Marentians
were driven out of L’p’nth. For the next twelve years,
L’p’nth built her army and planned a major campaign in
the west. In the year 3778KA [978SA] she invaded Marentia and Ba’rual. This war was a mobile bloodbath. In the
year 3790KA [990SA], L’p’nth’s army was broken on the
gates of Cholchara. In the same year, the Celebration of
Blood was held and peace returned to the area.
Since the great war with Marentia, L’p’nth has begun
a diplomatic effort to gain control of the steppes and has
formed a tributary alliance with the Noya’Bova. (A large
number of these tribesmen have been converted to the worship of Ashura.)
NOTE — As a prostelitizing nation L’p’nth is concerned
with conquest and conversion. Her next celebration is in the
year 3988KA [1188SA]. If history serves, she will make her
next attack sometime within 20 years of this date-to begin
collecting victims.
NOTE — The city of B’z’b’ is missing from the maps. It
can be found on map 19. On this map a brown road heads
straight NE for five hexes. B’z’b is in the fifth hex from the
map edge.

Personality

Economy

Language

Citizens of L’p’nth are venal, perverse, narcissistic and
amoral. They are unable to feel guilt for any action that
benefits them. When threatened or frightened, the average
citizen will do anything to save himself.
When acting en masse for religious reasons, citizens of
L’p’nth are different. They become fanatics with no regard
for personal safety. The faith stresses that those who die in
its service win everlasting pleasure in the gardens of Ashura.
In a perverse way, soldiers feel that death benefits them by
replacing the pain of mortal existence with a life of eternal
pleasure. The survivors of a battle are often depressed,
envious of the dead and anxious to fight again.

Legal System

L’p’nth is a theocratic matriarchy. Females of the royal
line are trained as priestesses. The eldest of them is the
Insatiable Mistress. Males of the royal line are castrated
at birth and raised as soldiers. They command the Blood
Guard and the army as a whole during a war. In L’p’nth
all responsible posts, except for army command, are held by
women. Men have limited access to power and few rights
once they obtain it.
Two justice systems operate in this land. Females are
punished severely for crimes against other women. The
penalties are fines, temple servitude and death. They are
rarely punished for crimes committed against a freeman. At
worst they are fined.
Population
Males are subject to punishment for any crime. ComThe capital of the nation is L’p’nth (27,000). Its other mon punishments are mutilation (usually castration), slavcities are L’d’m’ (31,000), K’p’ch’ (17,000), B’z’b’ (14,000) ery, imprisonment, death, ritual sacrifice, death by slow torand S’ph’nth (11,000). The total population of the nation is ture and, for crimes against women of the royal blood, death
600,000 including the Qa’indi (25,000) and Ra’indi (20,000) with an eternal curse laid on the felon’s soul.
tribes who can field 9,000 warriors.
L’p’nth is not a man’s world. Parties without a woman
L’p’nth’s army, excluding barbarians, is divided into two who speaks the language must be very careful. The slightest
groups. The Blood Guard is an elite force led by eunuchs of mistake can be fatal for men. To achieve any status in
the royal blood. It contains 2,000 footmen with polearms this land a man must be well-born, wealthy or the favored
and 1,000 with heavy crossbows and axes. Members of concubine of a powerful woman.
this corp are armored in chainmail. L’p’nth’s main army
is called the Host. It contains 12,000 footmen and 4,000 Allies
cavalry. It can levy an additional force of 9,000 barbarians
L’p’nth has an alliance with the Noya’Bova. They plan to
and 20,000 militia for major wars. The total strength of
use this tribe to conquer the steppes when the time is right.
L’p’nth’s armed forces is 48,000 men.
NOTE — Legend states that L’p’nth uses vampires and Enemies
other supernatural creatures, who serve the Insatiable Mistress and the priestesses, in her army. It is a fact that Marentia is L’p’nth’s major enemy. The nation is hated by
soldiers of Marentia said that they fought such creatures Katai, Bhamotin, most of the Zen’da tribes and, to a lesser
extent, the Cerulean Empire.
during the war with L’p’nth.
100%
L’p’nth is a dry and barren land. Her major products are L’p’nth
5%
salt and copper. She imports food, textiles and other met- Katai
10%
als through the Cerulean Empire or the black market. In Zen’dali
general, L’p’nth is a poor nation that is shunned by its
Basic Characteristics
neighbors.
Height 65"
Religion
Weight 145lbs
L’p’nth serves the Court of Lilith. Her faith is fanatical, ecstatic and bloody. A sub-cult in the land worship Slidranth Common Weapons
and is working to overthrow Lilith’s followers.
Maces, Spears, Javelins

Marentian
Cerulean
Bhamoti

5%
10%
5%
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Ancestry
The people of L’p’nth merge Katai with the local barbarian
stock. Only the elite retain a Katai appearance. The other
citizens are almost indistinguishable from the locals, i.e. the
people who lived here before the Katai exiles arrived.

L’p’nth Tribes
Height
Weight

66"
160lbs

Favored Weapons
Lance, Swords and Daggers
Other Notes
These tribes use leather armor and bucklers in battle. They
rarely use helmets. Their common wear is flowing robes,
with concealing face cloths, dyed in yellow or brown.

Calendar (Demonic)
L’p’nth’s calendar is also used by the Noya’Bova. It records
the celestial cycles of Ashura. Each 198-year era has 14
14-year cycles, a beginning year (the year of ease) and an
ending year (the year of the savage feast). All units in
the calendar, from the era down to the hour of the day, are
named for gods, goddesses and forces that serve Ashura. Of
the fourteen great names, only Ashura, Princess Naamah,
Lemashtu and Molikan are, in truth, gods. The others
are demi-gods and great demons in the service of one of
the four gods above. Their names are Sier (the bloody
duchess), Zarana (soul-shaker), Driana Proban (the perpetual servant), Shevold (the irresistible), Sanqui (the drinking sword), Blaras (the black count), Melin (the skulker),
Marslan (the insatiable), Ti’van (lady in the shadows) and
Mou’lan Kri’gair (the prophet). Lemashtu, Zarana, Driana
Proban, Sanqui, Blaras, Melin and Marslan are the Seven
Dukes. Ti’van is the consort of Molikan, Sier is a consort of
Lemashtu and the Queen of the Lamia, Shevold is a Duchess
of the Succubi and Mou’lan Kri’gair is a handmaiden of
Ashura-the intermediary of man with her mistress. (As female deities, these four are favored over the Seven Dukes in
state worship.)

Detailed Map of south-west Ma’Helas

3.55 Ma’Helas

Matan was founded by Lemasa in the year 136LE [33SA].
For the next 100 years the colonists traded with, and subjugated, the local tribes. At the end of this period of growth
the city of Hele was founded (232LE [129SA]) to block an
important pass.
Until the Great War (446–458LE [343–355SA]) with Fomorian, Matan was a Lemasan kingdom. It came under
heavy attack in this war, losing its islands, its fleet and sizable enclaves around its capital. After these losses Leman
the Rebel (434–453LE [331 - 350]) betrayed Lemasa (449LE
[346SA]) and joined Fomoria’s side in the Great War. As
part of this change the name of the nation became Ma’Helas
and the Lemasans left in the land were turned over to the
Fomorians (450LE [347SA]).
For the next 350 years Ma’Helas stagnated under the “adNOTE — Mou’lan Kri’gair was the leader and founder
visory”
rule of Vahear and great wealth was bled from the
of the cult of Ashura. Under the subtle leadership of this
land.
In
the year 807LE [704SA] the people tried to betImperial courtesan, it had a permanent impact on the land
ter
their
lot
through military action and met defeat at evof Katai and nearly overthrew an emerging dynasty. She
ery
turn.
When
Xagh the Great took the throne (1094LE
was a brilliant woman wholly committed to the service of
[991SA])
the
nation
was bankrupt and on the verge of
her chosen mistress-Ashura.
collapse. During his reign (1094–1150LE [991–1047SA])
Ma’Helas turned on the Fomorians. In a lightning coup
Location on the Continent Map
(1116LE [1013SE]) Xagh shattered Fomorian power in the
land. After this victory he expanded the army, improved
its training level and stabilized the economy. On his death,
12 17 22
Ma’Helas was on the road to recovery.
7 11 16 21 26
Xagh the Great was succeeded by Xagh the Builder
3 6 10 15 20 25
(1150–1193LE [1047–1090SA]). This ruler began an exten2 5 9 14 19 24
sive fortification program, urban renewal projects and fos1 4 8
13 18 23
tered massive economic growth. When he died, Ma’Helas,
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economically, was nearly the equal of Vahear.
The current ruler of the land is the daughter of Xagh the
Builder, Mata the Beautiful (1193LE [1090SA]- present).
Her rule has brought increased prosperity to the land. As
she is 30 years old, and unwed, her councilors worry about
the future. They feel that, even if she is a talented mage,
she must be wed soon.
NOTE — For the last four years, a yearly contest has been
held in Matan. The winner of this contest, if there is one,
will marry Mata and become the King of Ma’Helas. So far
43 men have tried and failed. Only great warriors, with
experience and learning, can hope to survive “Mata’s Challenge” (the name of the contest).

Maros at the Charge

Religion
Ma’Helans worship Tehuti. They are tolerant of other
faiths, as long as the practitioners of those faiths do not
upset public decorum.

Personality
Ma’Helans are dependable, kind, generous and fair. When
they have just cause, they are unforgiving to enemies. Few
things are more sacred than friendship in this culture.
When a Ma’Helan calls someone “friend,” he is calling him
brother. They are equally powerful relationships. Friendship is never given quickly. Once it is, it is viewed as a
familial attachment.

Legal System

Detailed Map of south-east Ma’Helas

Population
The capital of Ma’Helas is Matan (31,000). Its other city
is Hele (23,000). The nation’s total population is 300,000.
The Royal Army has 400 elite footmen in platemail, 6,000
common footmen, 1,200 cavalry and 6,400 militia. Its total
strength is 14,000 men. The fleet has 25 warships, 5 trireme
size or larger.

Economy
The economy is based on craftsmanship, mining and herding. The mines produce fine metal and gems. Matan’s
craft goods are prized for their beauty and durability. The
majority of the nation is hilly and steep. Ma’Helas lacks
arable land and must import certain types of food. They
are a major producer of wool and have large sheep herds.

Ma’Helas is a hereditary monarchy. The monarch rules
lightly. Individual citizens have a great deal of personal
freedom. The punishment for all crimes in Ma’Helas is imprisonment. No death penalty, corporal punishment or torture is allowed. Where a crime is particularly heinous, the
case is tried by the ruler of the nation. If the suspect is
found guilty, he is sentenced to Oblivion for up to 400 years
followed by a 2–20 year prison term when he returns. (This
penalty is also possible if the felon is important or greatly
feared.)
NOTE — The worst sentence in Ma’Helan history was
given to Vahear’s Resident in the year 1116LE [1013SA].
He was sentenced to 380 years in Oblivion followed by 18
years at hard labor. He will not be free until the year 1514LE
[1411SA].

Allies
Ma’Helas has good relations with the Robari tribes. They
consider the Robari to be allies.

Enemies
Ma’Helas is hated by Vahear. She returns the favor. Fomorians must be careful in this realm. This nation is raided by
Shurikal. They dislike the Shurani because of their perverse
cruelty.
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5) De’sis is primarily agricultural, and the villages around
here raise 25% of the country’s crops. On the southern
Matan
100% Fomorian
5%
side of De’sis, in the croplands between the town and
Shurani
5% Dechan
15%
the coast, was one of the fiercest battles of the war with
Rogizini
5% Sair’a’cili
10%
Lemas, resulting in horrendous casualties. On certain
Robari
30% Cerulean
5%
nights the spirits of the fallen can be seen in battle over
Ro’babzan
5%
the croplands.
6) North of Fort Mossal [08-0915] on the coast overlooking
Basic Characteristics
the straight is a hidden fortress that has been slowly
Height 65"
filled with non-perishable supplies, weapons and ship
Weight 138lbs
parts for an eventual invasion of Ma’Helas by Vahear.
Common Weapons
7) A small mountainous citadel of dwarves are at [Map 8;
The Ullan-332] (about 13,000). Their home is pretty
Javelins, Short Sword, Daggers
isolated, and finding it is no easy task ASSUMING
Ancestry
you knew it existed. There is minimal trade with Ft.
Dwakza, primarily metal goods (the Dwarves do not sell
The Lemasan family are small and dexterous people with a
their best).
good deal of stamina. They tend to have light complexions,
oriental eyes and light brown or black hair. The Ma’Helans, 8) A clan of Robari, about 50 strong, are slowly being
pushed north by Vaheari exapansion to the south at
due to centuries of inbreeding with local barbarians, are 5%
[Map 8; The Ullan-333]. Soon the Clan goats will be
larger and 10% heavier than other members of this group.
overrunning what little outside plants the Dwarves grow
as well as fouling their mountains. There has been little
Location Information
communication with the Dwarves, who are starting to
1) Fort Yere and Fort Ha’hos are strongly fortified against
get frustrated by the lack of “cooperation” (the dwarves
Chaos incursions from the Desert of Sighs. All “easy”
do not know any Robari, communication is minimal and
routes into and out of the desert have been fortified,
pretty much waving weapons and pointing in directions).
warded and otherwise blocked. To pick your way
through these barriers is a DIFFICULT Hill survival
Location on the Continent Map
task, failure indicating the triggering of some trap or
ward. Partial failure indicates that you are stopped and
12 17 22
do not cross over.
7
11
16 21 26
2) Fort Me’hes contains the primary shipyards of Ma’Helas
3
6
10
15 20 25
due to the proximity of the fine hardwoods in the sur2
5
9
14 19 24
rounding hills.
1
4
8
13
18 23
3) The town of Ca’sor is primarily a mining town due to the
rich minerals in the mountains to the north. The quality of the metals has been dropping in the past decade,
indicating that the veins are nearly tapped out. This 3.56 Marentia
has started a wave of prospecting in the largely unMarentia’s lands were part of the Thaliban Empire until the
touched mountain ridge known as “Se’hal’s Finger” north
year 842TH [309SA]. They were divided into 107 separate
of Matan.
domains, from small baronies to large duchies, when the
NOTE — The mountains in the area of [08-0519] are Thalibans freed their Empire. It remained divided until the
extremely rich in minerals and the area is unihabited, year 1001TH [468SA]. From 1001–1047TH [468–514SA],
though technically owned by the crown. Villages areas sixty-three different domains were conquered by Malnon,
south of this are primarily concerned with raising goats. Cholchara and Ba’rual to form their kingdoms. In the year
4) The “Rift of Matan” [08-0215] is a 7x2 mile valley deep 1047TH [514SA], Cholchara founded the city of Asichi as
in this mountainous area. Due to underlying geother- a base for its conquest of the Zen’da. From 1047–1052TH
mals, there is never snow in the valley and it never gets [514–519SA] she tried to pin down various Zen’da tribes
colder than 50 degrees even in deep winter (although the and conquer them. In the year 1053TH [520SA] the Zen’da
lone road in is snowbound from early November to late retaliated and carried the war into the Plains of Cholchara
April). It is within this valley that the “Challenge of (after first sacking Asichi 1052TH [519SA]).
Until the year 1133TH [600SA], the Marentians sufMatan” is held every year starting on the Fall Equinox.
The Valley has a small forest at its far end and a lake fered almost yearly raids by the Zen’da and Ba’rual.
close to where the road leads in. The lake is continu- Many cities, Asichi (1052TH [519SA]), Cholchara (1053TH
ally fed by mountain runoff and is drained by a small [520SA], 1055TH [522SA], 1065TH [532SA], 1075TH
underwater tunnel in a section of the lake known as the [542SA] and 1112TH [579SA]), Sivas (1079TH [546SA]),
“Judging Currents”. In past years, part of the challenge Malnon (1102TH [569SA] and 1124TH [591SA]) and Valeu
has been to swim across the currents and thus be judged (1120TH [587SA]) were sacked. After the last raid, two
by Matan ... those who are not perceptive enough to Zen’da tribes settled on the Plains of Cholchara and held
spot the under currents or strong enough to fight them its citizens in thrall for more than a century. During this
period (601–1134–1264TH [601–731SA]), Sivas replaced
if caught will be sucked down to their doom.

Language
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Cholchara as the area’s dominant city. In the year 1237TH
[704SA], without the backing of Sivas, the Society of Malnon was formed. From 1242–1251TH [709–718SA] this
society warred on the barbarians. As a result, the cities of
Cholchara (1243TH [710SA] and 1251TH [718SA]), Malnon (713 and 715) and Valeu (716) were sacked. After the
cities paid a crushing tribute, the war ended.
In the year 1251TH [718SA], the kingdoms took a loan
from Sivas and hired mercenaries from Gom, Bhamotin and
La’Ced. After a decade of defending against the barbarians,
the mercenaries founded Fort Maren (1263TH [730SA]) to
serve as their base of operations. For more than a century
they maintained the balance of power and kept the barbarians in check. In time, they settled at Fort Maren and
became permanent residents. During this period, the nation had four major power groups (the old kingdoms, Sivas,
the barbarians and the mercenaries) and no single ruler. In
the year 1386TH [853SA] this changed.
Jhamal Karestian took command of Fort Maren in the
year 1386TH [853SA]. He was the bastard of a simple soldier who rose from the ranks to become the General of Fort
Maren. During his first seven years in command Jhamal
built friendly relations with the barbarians and Sivas. In
the year 1394TH [861SA] he married the daughter of a
barbarian chief and guaranteed Sivas a monopoly on grain
sales to the south. In the year 1395TH [862SA] he crowned
himself King of Marentia and ordered the nobility to swear
fealty to him (earning the name Jhamal the Pretender).
The Duke of Sivas immediately did so. By the year 1401TH
[868SA] only Cholchara and Malnon still refused. In that
year Jhamal attacked Cholchara, burned the city to the
ground and annexed its lands into his kingdom as a duchy
(which he gave to his brother). While he was fighting this
war Malnon attacked Fort Maren and were held at bay until his main army could return. In the war that followed
(1402–1404TH [869–871SA]) Malnon received the same
treatment as Cholchara (and the commander of Jhamal’s
garrison became a Duke). King Jhamal I, now known as
the Terrible, was in solid control of his kingdom by the year
1408TH [875SA].
In the year 1412TH [879SA] Jhamal was assassinated by
friends of his son (who were all executed when his son took
the throne). During the reign of Jhamal II (1412–1434TH
[879–901SA]) the kingdom consolidated and expanded to
the west. He died (1434TH [901SA]) breaking a rebellion in
Valeu. For the next three years, various claimants sought
the throne and the old nobility attempted to reassert its
power. Finally (1437TH [904SA]) Jhamal’s son Jha’ced
won out and seized the throne. His reign (1437–1472TH
[904–939SA]) saw major advances in Marentia. He formed
the nation’s first regular army, forcibly civilized the tribes,
married into the ducal line of Sivas and abrogated the right
of the nobility to field private armies. He is known to history
as Jha’ced the Wise. On his death the Marentian church,
whose growth he fostered throughout his reign, made him
a saint.
Maros I, called Fire-arm, succeeded Jha’ced I. Maros
was an active and militant man. During his reign (1472–
1487TH [939–954SA]) the kingdom expanded into the
eastern hills, rebuilt Asichi (1478TH [945SA]) and invaded
Thaliba (1483–1487TH [950–954SA]). After a four-year

siege of Thalib, Maros dies of cholera at its gates. With
his death the army accepted a yearly tribute and retired
from Thaliba.
Jha’ced II succeeded Maros Fire-arm. During his reign
(1487–1519TH [954–986SA]) Marentia discovered a major
enemy to the east — L’p’nth. Most of Jha’ced’s reign was
spent fighting this nation (1494–1499TH [961–966SA] and
from 1511TH [978SA] until his death at the hands of a
demon in the year 1519TH [986SA]). His successor Jhal
I continued to prosecute this war until the year 1524TH
[991SA].
Jhal I was a depraved, sadistic and brilliant man. In
the year 1523TH [990SA] he encouraged his army to loot
Ba’rual, forcing them to become Marentia’s tributary ally.
In 1525TH [992SA] he put down revolts in Scortsi and
Valeu and, as a penalty, executed every tenth man and
enslaved every tenth woman. Elsewhere in the realm, he
tripled taxes and made a mockery of the rites of the Marentian church. In 1525TH [992SA] the nation revolted.
The civil war that followed nearly destroyed the kingdom.
In the year 1529TH [996SA] Jhal was slain by his brother
Jha’baras at the Battle of Malnon and the war ended.
Jha’baras I, called Brother-slayer, reigned from 1529–
1559TH [996–1026SA]. He was a stolid, uncompromising
man with great experience in combat. He instituted the
doctrine of “King by Right.” Under this edict, heirs to
the crown were required to serve as private soldiers in the
army. By proving their ability to survive at this low station,
they proved their right to rule. This doctrine remained in
force during the reigns of Jha’ced III (1559–1576TH [1026–
1043SA]), Jha’baras II (1576–1605TH [1043–1072SA])
and Jhal II (1605–1627TH [1072–1094SA]).
All of these rulers obeyed the law and were good soldiers. The heir of Jhal, Prince Maros, took to it as well.
However, after a few years, he became bored with routine
drudgery and demanded a better assignment. After he was
flogged for his presumption, he deserted and left Marentia
(1609TH [1076SA]. He was 547 years old at the time.).
Over the next 18 years Maros earned fame as a swordsman,
pirate and thief. In the year 1619TH [1086SA] he was captured by a Rogizini warship. He spent the next five years
as a slave in the salt mines of the Rogizini Empire. In the
year 1623TH [1090SA] he escaped and made his way to
Dechat. There, within two years, he became a Captain of
the city and (1626TH [1093SA]) married a cousin of the
Emir. In all ways, he was a respectable pirate with great
expectations.
Back in Marentia, Jhal took ill (1627TH [1094SA]) and
ordered his agents to find his son. They found him in Dechat
but he refused to return. After months of argument, and
an under-the-table deal with his wife, he was convinced to
take the crown. In the year 1628TH [1095SA] Maros II,
called the Reaver, became the King of Marentia. Thus far
in his reign he has annulled the King by Right doctrine,
improved the Marentian army and worked to better the
living conditions of the poor. He is an active and talented
monarch with a subtly hidden streak of generous kindness
and almost overwhelming charisma.
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Population
The capital of Marentia is the city of Maren (30,000). The
nation’s other cities are Sivas (41,000), Malnon (25,000),
Cholchara (22,000), Valeu (15,000), Scortsi (9,000) and
Asichi (6,000). The total population is 900,000.
Marentia’s army is divided into three groups. The King’s
Guard is composed of 2,400 footmen and 800 cavalry, all
heavily-armed and elite. The royal Army contains 12,000
footmen and 4,800 cavalry. The militia is organized, by
county, into a levy of 16,000 footmen and 4,000 cavalry.
The total strength of Marentia’s army is 40,000 men.

years and death. (Unless the evidence is damning, felons
are usually allowed to appeal. The King hears all appellate
cases.)
NOTE — Marentia has one of the best run justice systems
in the world. No corruption is allowed. The penalty for
official corruption is death.
Maros reads the transcripts of all major trials. He takes
great pains to assure that only the guilty suffer and that
any punishment given fits the crime. Maros, an ex-convict
himself, demands this. He has gone to great lengths to
improve the Marentian penal system.

NOTE — The members of the guard are hand-picked veterans and mercenaries who owe fealty only to the King. Some Government Details
were his friends in his days as a pirate and are loyal to him, Major cities are administered by Dukes (Maros’s full title
is “King Maros, Duke of Maren”), with the smaller cities
not the nation.
The Marentian fleet has two groups. The Ocean fleet, of Valeu, Scortsi and Asichi administered by Counts. Each
based in Maren, Sivas and Malnon contains 40 warships, 15 township is administered by a Baron.

trireme size or larger. The Lake fleet, based in Cholchara,
Allies
Asichi and Ba’rual has 10 warships, one of which is a
Marentia is allies with Ba’rual and has a treaty of neutrality
trireme.
with Thaliba. They are friendly toward Bhamotin. Maros,
personally, has the respect of the Zen’da and is a close friend
Economy
of Karistos Sierva (see the Zen’da).
The Plains of Cholchara support fine herds and crops.
Maren and Sivas are industrial centers. Maren specializes Enemies
in fine weapons and luxury goods. Sivas produces large
L’p’nth is Marentia’s major enemy. Maros hates Clima,
quantities of common goods. The other cities in the nation
would attack the Rogizini Empire if he could and has no
are poor places with very little industry. Marentia has a
love for Fomorians.
central position in land trade from east to west. They import gems, precious metals and textiles (much of which is Language
crafted into luxury goods). Other than these imports the
Marentian
100% Gomes
10%
nation is self-sufficient.
Ba’ru
10% Bhamoti
15%
Donaran
5% Rogizini
10%
Religion
Zen’dali
25% L’p’nth
5%
Marentia is a lawful land with undercurrents of both Elder La’Ced
10%
and Chaos traditions. The state religion worships Ashur,
Basic Characteristics
Vahagn and Inanna. It suppresses all other faiths.
Height 70"
Weight 170lbs
Personality
Marentians combine the qualities of a mercenary with those
of many barbarian warriors. They are aggressive, easy to
anger, disposed to seek violent solutions to their problems
and loyal to those whom they choose to serve, if treated
well. When they are not angry, Marentians are hospitable,
compassionate and generous. When angered, they are tenacious and violent.

Legal System

Common Weapons
Broad Sword, Swords, Spears
Ancestry
Most of these people are descended from Thaliba and the
Zen’da. They are tall, well-built people with dark hair and
high cheekbones. Many of their citizens have aquiline noses
and exceptional strength.

Marentia is a feudal kingdom with a strong king and weak Calendar (Solar)
nobles. Its military is powerful. Most soldiers, especially The Thaliban calendar is used in Marentia. By its reckonthe guard, are loyal to Maros the Reaver above all else. ing, it is the year 1633.
What he orders, they do (often without question). Marentia’s legal system has two tiers. Minor cases are heard Location on the Continent Map
by local magistrates. Penalties are fines and imprisonment
for not more than five years. Major crimes are heard in
12 17 22
the Royal Court at the closest city of fortress. No sentence
7 11 16 21 26
for a major crime may be appealed unless the judge, the
3 6 10 15 20 25
ranking officer present, the local priest or the noble of the
2 5 9 14 19 24
area directs that an appeal be allowed. The sentences pos1 4
8
13 18 23
sible for major crimes are imprisonment for more than five
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Language

The Mopazi were a client state of the Nylasi Empire until
520SA. As their tribute they provided the Empire with fine
craft goods. In the year 521SA they began to suffer from
plague. When it ended (525SA) more than 40% of them
were dead. Since this time they have suffered from slave
raids and lost a great deal of their homeland. The Mopazi
lose about 5% of their population each year to slavers, disease and the jungle. (Their birth rate barely stays even
with this loss.)

Mopazi
Ghazai
Nylasa

Population

Other Notes
The Mopazi carry small bucklers and never use armor. Most
warriors prefer to fight in the nude, clothing is little used
in this culture. When clothing must be worn, they prefer
woven cloth.

The total population is 30,000. They have a 400-member
warrior society and can field 6,000 warriors.

Economy

100%
10%
40%

Fomorian
Izza

10%
15%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
170lbs

Favored Weapons
Club, Javelin, Spear

The Mopazi trade spices and fine wood carvings. They are
Location on the Continent Map
among the world’s finest wood carvers. They most desire
metal weapons from traders.
12 17 22
7
11 16 21 26
Religion
3 6 10 15 20 25
The Mopazi have an animistic and shamanistic faith. The
2 5 9 14 19 24
main element of their faith is sky worship.
1 4 8 13 18 23
NOTE — The Mopazi warrior society is the Lion Claw
Lodge. Its members wear a lion claw on their left hand and
carry a club. Entry into the society is gained by killing an 3.58 Nerid
adult male lion in one-on-one combat.
Nerid has been tied to the Empire of the Ced for centuries.
In the year 782LA [399SA] it own its partial independence
Personality
from the Empire and became a tributary ally. It has reThe Mopazi are friendly and gregarious toward friends and tained this status ever since.
Nerid has been the focus of many wars. In the year 807LA
strangers. They are vicious and unforgiving to their enemies. By choice they would be quiet and friendly craftsmen. [424SA] it was sacked by Salaq. In 1086LA [703SA] the
Out of necessity they have become warriors and trackers as Climans sacked it. Most recently, it fell to the Confederacy
(1456LA [1073SA]) and was pillaged extensively. Despite
well.
this evil luck, the people remain and rebuild after every
catastrophe.
Legal System
The Mopazi are ruled by the eldest member of each clan’s
Lion Claw Lodge. A council of these elders rule the tribe.
In war the Lion Claw warriors lead the tribe into battle.
Membership in this Lodge is an elite position that every
Mopazi warrior wishes to attain.
Any enemy who the Mopazi catch is killed. Any stranger
who knowingly violates a taboo, commits a crime or aids an
enemy is killed. Friends who commit a crime, or strangers
who do so unknowingly, are castigated for their immorality.
If the crime is serious, or they repeat it, they are mutilated
(nose-slitting) and banished. The judges in all cases are the
members of the Lion Claw Lodge who are present. (Banishing a friend is a hated last resort among the Mopazi.)

Allies
The Mopazi consider the Ga’Nylasa to be friends.

Population
The capital city, Nerid (6,000), is a river port. The total
population of the nation is 45,000. Nerid’s army contains
400 footmen. The city will also be defended by the crews of
2D6 pirate vessels who are in port at the time. (The people
of Nerid call them “visiting traders.”) The fleet of Nerid has
2 warships. They are usually outnumbered by the pirates
and do little except show the flag.

Economy
Nerid’s main source of revenue is ship repair and catering
to the pirates who base in the city. It is a poor realm that
imports food, finished goods and weapons.

Religion

The people of Nerid worship Elder Gods of War. Its citizens
are religious and devout. In the lower classes, the worship
Enemies
of the Gods of War is not as prevalent as worship of gods of
The Izza and Ghazai are blood enemies of the Mopazi. The commerce, luck and other things important in day-to-day
war between these tribes will continue until one side or the survival for the poor. The people of Nerid are tolerant of
other people’s religions.
other is exterminated.
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Personality

3.59 No’mal

The people of Nerid are pragmatic, tenacious and malleable.
They will do anything for the right price. Most citizens
are suave, calculating and unpredictable. Survival and the
accumulation of wealth are their main concerns.
Most of the pirates in Nerid hail from Donara, Aratad
and the Empire of the Ced. Most of the “Donarans” are
Salaqi. The pirates are hedonistic and cruel in seeking pleasure ashore. They are an arrogant group who “know” that
they own Nerid.

No’mal’s early history revolved around piracy. They were
allies of Dechat at this time. When the fight of Dechat’s
fleet allowed Vahear to sack No’mal (1752RE [639SA]) the
people of No’mal began a blood feud with the Dechans. To
this day, their ships only prey on Dechan vessels. Only
Dechat’s connection to the Cerulean Empire stops No’mal
from invading Dechat.

Population

The city of No’mal (19,000) controls a nation with 80,000
citizens. The Emir’s army has a 400 man Iron Guard (cavNerid is ruled by a hereditary Duke. It has an organized alry in chainmail), 3,600 footmen and 4,000 militia. His
justice system that makes no pretense about its corrup- fleet has 20 warships, three of which are triremes.
tion. Whatever the crime, the right price will buy innocence. Penalties in this realm are severe. The minimum Economy
penalty for any crime is severe mutilation, i.e. the loss of a
The economy is based on the sale of spices and ceramics.
hand, an eye, etc.
No’mal is a cultured city with an undercurrent of violent
emotion and barbarism. It trades for metal and other raw
Allies
materials.
Nerid’s citizens are loyal to the Empire of the Ced, supported by the pirates and connected with various criminal Religion
groups. As often as not, the city is run by the meanest
Religion is of very little importance in No’mal. Believe or
pirate crew that is in town at the time.
don’t at your own peril.

Legal System

Enemies

Personality

The Donarans, the Confederacy and Clima hate Nerid.
(Trading nations have no love for a land that harbors pi- The people of No’mal are quiet and reticent with others.
rates.) Except for the fact that they despise each other Beneath this calm veneer they are a passionate people with
more, these powers would untie to burn Nerid to the ground. inexhaustible tempers. Once angered by a crime, especially
one of cowardice, their fury becomes an ageless vendetta
that carries through the generations until it is resolved.
Language
They are a generous, kind and aloof people, except when
La’Ced
100% Rogizini
5%
they are on vendetta.
Climan
10% Salaqi
20%
Zarunese
5% Shandar
5%
Legal System
Fomorian
10% Bhamoti
5%
The Emir is an absolute monarch. All crimes are resolved
Aratad
10% Portan
30%
in his court, if the felon reaches trial without being killed
Dechan
5% Donaran
10%
by friends of his victim. The standard penalties for crimes
Marentian
15% Kolari
5%
serious enough for the Emir to judge are mutilation, slavery
Gomese
5%
and death.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

67"
140lbs

Common Weapons
Short Sword, Spear, Crossbows
Ancestry
These people are La’Cedi. Most have dark hair and dark
complexions. They tend to be dexterous and agile.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1
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7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

NOTE — No’mal’s current Emir is young, energetic and
competent. He has formed close ties with Vahear, to balance
the Cerulean presence in Dechat, and favors war in the near
future. He is a talented general, with experience on the sea,
who has lost his left arm (It was amputated to save his life
after an assassin hit him with a poisoned dart. There are
those in Dechat who want him dead.)

Allies
No’mal has a defensive alliance with Vahear allowing either
to use the other’s ports in time of war. They have strong
relations with the Bal’boni and could enlist their aid in a
war. (In 1096, the Emir married the sister of a Bal’boni
chief. He is now a relative of the Bal’boni.)

Enemies
No’mal dislikes the Cerulean because of their support of
Dechat. They hate Dechat. No Dechan is safe in No’mal.

3.60 Novarask

Language
Dechan
Balas

Population
100%
20%

Fomorian
Cerulean

20%
25%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
155lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitars, Daggers and Bows
Ancestry

The Novarischi population resident in The Crystal City, is
6,000. The population in The Lesser City is 5,000. Tribesmen who have chosen to live in the area, number 14,000.
The total population of the nation is 25,000.
Novarask has no standing army. The Crystal City has
1,200 militia (the entire adult male population). About 5%
of them are magic-users. The Lesser City is controlled by
400 constables. The other areas of the “nation” are wild
lands where the strong rule as they will.

The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin Economy
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini The Lesser City relies on trade goods from The Crystal City
and furs brought in from the tundra. The goods are sold
dancers can be exceptional.
to Djani merchants who visit the area yearly. (All of the
Location on the Continent Map
Djani traders are under oath not to reveal the location of
Novarask to anyone except, on their deathbed, their heir.)
12 17 22
Religion
7 11 16 21 26
3 6 10 15 20 25
The religion of The Lesser City varies with the individual.
2 5 9 14 19 24
No religious worship exists in The Crystal City. They are a
1 4 8 13 18 23
community of wizards and craftsmen dedicated to mastering the powers, not worshipping them.

3.60 Novarask

Personality

Novarask was founded by refugees from the Empire
del’Nord in the year 1609* [209SA]. Until the year 1625*
[225SA] they were repeatedly attacked by the Rhuselska.
Under the direction of Avang Ironfist, who lived from 1597–
1699* [197–299SA], they built The Crystal City (1621–
1624* [221–224SA]) to repel their attackers.
NOTE — * Dates marked with an asterisk are in the calendar of the Empire del’Nord. Substract 1400 to get the
reference year in the Salaq calendar.
Avang Ironfist was a natural magician, mage and blood
relative of the northern emperors (a second cousin). His
power, and the city that he designed and help fashion, filled
the Rhuselska with dread. After they lost hundreds of warriors in futile attacks on it they withdrew into the waste
and left Novarask to itself.
Gradually, after some 30 years, the barbarians came to
the city to trade. In the year 1665* [265SA] Avang issued the edicts of purity forbidding non-Novarischi within
the walls of The Crystal City. In the year 1672* [272SA]
he ordered the building of a lesser city for the comfort of
barbarians and traders who chose to visit Novarask.
In the last years of his life Avang became a senile megalomaniac. He declared himself to be the Emperor of the North
(1696* [296SA]), renamed Novarask the Empire del’Nord
and began to whip his subjects (all 3,000 of them) into a
fighting force for the conquest of the world. In the year
1699* [299SA], just before his scheduled invasion of the
tundra, he was assassinated by his apprentices.
Avang was succeeded by a ruling council. In the first
years of their reign they modified the traditions of del’Nord
to minimize the danger of another conqueror rising in Novarask and began a new calendar to mark the passing of
Avang Ironfist. Since these changes were instituted, Novarask has become a stable center of mystic power. They
have a peaceful culture and little love for the outside world.

Residents of The Crystal City are convinced of their superiority over all other humans. They are intelligent, suave,
eloquent and condescendingly arrogant. They treat nonNovarischi as lesser creatures or benighted children. For
their own good, to prevent them from being dazzled by the
wonders within, outsiders are forbidden from viewing the
arcane magnificence of The Crystal City.
The Lesser City is a polyglot of mixed cultures. Its citizens are chiefly concerned with personal survival. They
tend to be conniving and unpredictable. Except for the
rule of the constables, The Lesser City is a total anarchy.
The “wild-landers” are simple barbarians. See the Rhuselska.

Legal System
The absolute monarchs of The Crystal City are the Council
of Five (the five most powerful wizards in the city). Each
member rules until he is displaced, in magical combat, by a
more powerful wizard or until he dies. Crime is rare in The
Crystal City. The penalty for any crime is banishment from
the city for life, a fate worse than death for a Novarischi.
The Lesser City is governed by its lord Constable. He is a
well-paid, senior artisan from The Crystal City. He selects
the most amoral an/or intelligent killers in The Lesser City
as constables. Backed by this force, he rules with an iron
hand. By Novarischi custom, the “children” can do as they
wish as long as they do not interfere with the Crystal city
or cause trouble. If they do, the penalty is death. The only
crime in this city is attracting the attention of the constables
to yourself. Anyone who does so is either killed or made a
constable, depending on his competence as a killer and the
attitude of the Lord Constable.
IMPORTANT — The person of the Lord Constable
is sacrosanct. The penalty for harming his is death.
As an example, in the year 1064, a barbarian killed
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death, the 59th year of the She-tiger (699FO [900SA]), the
Nylasa were again a power to be reckoned with.
Just before the death of the Holy One, a Pa’Nylasa
Shaman found the Dark City and was lost to its power.
Allies
Under the sway of the Dark City, the Pa’Nylasa became
an evil culture whose terrible rites blighted the land. Soon
The Rhuselska and Yapanza trade in Novarask.
after the rise of darkness, the other Nylasi tribes came to
call them enemy.
Enemies
Since the Dark City split the tribes, the Ga’Nylasa,
None. To most nations Novarask is a foolish legend. Many
Kizand
and Ko’nal have formed a solid coalition. The
scholars, who believe in its existence, have spent a lifetime
Pa’Nylasa
haunt the hills and jungles serving their dark
searching for it. It is thought to be the repository of all
masters
and
raiding Port Doman. They are feared by the
knowledge.
Izza and detested by all others. Currently, in the 249th year
of the She-tiger, they are without friends in the area.
Language
the Lord Constable. The felon was tracked down
by the Council of Five. Somewhere in The Crystal
City, his soul still screams in agony.

Basic Characteristics

NOTE — The Nylasa tribes have a warrior society called
the Society of the Tiger. It is composed of veteran warriors
and led by female tiger shamans. Its members are dedicated
to the end of slave raids into their lands, the eradication of
Port Doman and vengeance against the Izza. It is an elite
guard for a reemerging empire.

Height
Weight

Population

Novarischi
100% (5%) Rhuselska
15% (60%)
Yapanza
10% (30%) Djani
5% (20%)
NOTE — The values in parentheses are used by dwellers
in The Lesser City.
70"
195lbs

Common Weapons
Axes, Heavy Swords, Polearms
Ancestry
like the Ghiamem, the Novarischi are descended from the
Empire del’Nord. They are light-haired and heavily-built.

Calendar (Solar)
In the calendar of the Empire del’Nord, the current year is
2500. After the assassination of Avang Ironfist, his successors made every effort to excise the traditions of the Empire del’Nord from the land (to avert the rise of future conquerors in the city.) Part of this effort was the creation of
a new calendar, dating from the death of Avang. It is the
year 801 by this calendar.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

The Pa’Nylasa are pawns of the Dark City. Their total population is 20,000. They can field 4,000 warriors in addition
to the Dark Band (300 fanatical warriors dedicated to the
death of all whites and the service of the Dark City).
The Nylasa Coalition has three tribes, the Ga’Nylasa
(35,000), Ko’nal (15,000) and Kizand (10,000). Their total
population is 60,000. They can field 12,000 warriors including the Society of the Tiger (800 members, 30 of them are
female tiger shamans).
NOTE — Of the warriors in the Nylasa Coalition 2,400
Ga’Nylasa, 800 Ko’nal and 400 Kizand are trained to operate as organized units. The Society of the Tiger also operates as a unit in war.

Economy
The economy of these tribes is based on mining, hunting
and trapping. They have some agriculture and no contact
with the Fomorians. Their trade is handled by Kacili and
Kirazani traders. Pa’Nylasa trade is handled by any smugglers or Gomese traders who have the courage to risk trading with them. The items that the tribes trade for are metal
weapons, fine goods and, for the Pa’Nylasa only, liquor and
drugs.

Religion

3.61 The Nylasa
Until the year 317FO [518SA], the Nylasa dominated the
jungles and mountains between the Ghazai and Ro’babza.
Their imperium was devastated by a period (318–397FO
[519–598SA]) of civil war, plague and raiding. By the year
399FO [600SA], the empire was a memory.
During the next 240 years the Nylasa discovered pain,
fear and death in a terrible dark age. They warred on
themselves and suffered severe losses to foreign enemies. In
the year 640FO [841SA] (the first year of the She-tiger) a
great leader, known as “the Holy One” or “the Mistress of
the Tiger,” rose among the Ga’Nylasa. By the year of her
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The coalition tribes follow the path of the tiger. Their faith
is animistic and shamanistic. The Pa’Nylasa worship the
master of the Dark City who serves the god Ba’en’kekon.

Personality
Ga’Nylasa, Ko’nal and Kizand — These tribesmen
have faith in their religion and their shamans. They hate
the white race and never give a white man their full trust
(except in exceptional cases). They are a stoic and fatalistic
people with a strong attachment to their families. They are
kind and understanding when dealing with relatives and are
capable of great self-sacrifice in defending them.

3.62 The Omavor
Pa’Nylasa — Pa’Nylasa males are magically dedicated
to the service of the Dark City on puberty. Any that refuse
are killed. After this ritual is performed they cannot resist
the Dark City. Pa’Nylasa warriors hate mankind, especially the white race. They are cannibals who enjoy torture, the mental punishment of their captives and total,
preferably humiliating, domination of inferiors. They are
cruel, barbaric and evil warriors who are incapable of fear.
(The women of the Pa’Nylasa are deemed unworthy to serve
the Dark City. They are chattel with no rights whatsoever.
Their lives pass quickly and are a nightmare of pain and
terror.)

Calendar (Seasonal)
In the Nylasa Coalition it is the 259th year of the She-tiger.
Their calendar dates from the birth of the Shaman who put
their tribes back on the road to greatness. She is a revered
saint in the eyes of her people.
The Pa’Nylasa use a different system. Their calendar is
that of the Dark City, which dates from the alliance of its
ancient race with the god Ba’en’kekon. It is the year 4680
by this calendar.
Location on the Continent Map

Legal System
Ga’Nylasa, Ko’nal, Kizand — The absolute ruler of each
clan is its female tiger shaman. Shaman training includes
Nylasa history, shamanic lore and combat training. Among
these tribes the only capital crime is sacrilege. For other
crimes the felon is mutilated (ear-nicking) and forced to
serve the family that his crime affected until their loss is
repaid.
Pa’Nylasa — The Pa’Nylasa are ruled by the Dark Elder
(the master of the Dark City). His edicts are enforced by the
Dark Band and those enlisted to serve them. The penalty
for nay crime is slavery, for members of the Pa’Nylasa, and
death for others. Those sentenced to death by this culture
are eaten or taken to the Dark City of Sacrifice.

Allies
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3.62 The Omavor
The Omavor are hunters. Since the wars with the Empire
del’Nord brought them into the area they have sought to
live in peace. They are often invaded but manage to hold
what is theirs. Of the peoples who surround them, only
some of the Kameran can be called friends.

Population

The Omavor tribes are the Boubor (20,000), the Omaga
Forces of Chaos, sent by the Dark Elder, sometimes aid the (18,000), the Burga (15,000) and the Pyaor (12,000). Their
Pa’Nylasa (a rare occurrence). The Mopazi are allies of the total population is 65,000. They can field 9,000 warriors for
coalition. It is likely that they will join sometime in the war.
future, if worship of the tiger is not held to be mandatory.

Enemies

Economy

A simple barter system operates in this area.
Both groups despise Port Doman. The coalition is hostile
to the Pa’Nylasa. They are fanatically hostile to the Izza.
Religion
The holy plan of the coalition is to conquer Port Doman
The Omavor worships the forces of Balance, especially those
and break the power of the Izza.
that govern fertility.

Language
Nylasa
100% (80%) Mopazi
20% (0%)
Ro’babzan
10% (0%) Gomese
5% (15%)
Fomorian
5% (0%) Sair’a’cili
5% (40%)
Dark Tongue
0% (20%)*
* The tongue of the Dark City. It is used by men of the
Pa’Nylasa when they speak to another initiate. At other
times they use sign language, Nylasa or Sair’a’cili.
Numbers in parenthesis are for the Pa’Nylasa.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
170lbs

Personality
The Omavor are a shy people. They exist by hunting and
have little to do with outsiders-often preferring to hide
rather than encounter them.
Unless the omens demand battle they avoid war. When
they must fight, they are fast-striking and active warriors
who live by the ambush. The Omavor are a friendly, kind
and generous people. If a stranger earns their trust, they
extend this hospitality and affection to him.

Legal System

The Omavor are organized into small clans. Each is ruled
by a chief who is advised by the clan’s shaman. Unnecessary aggression and violence are immoral in Omavor soSpear, Sword and Javelin
ciety. Crimes are judged, with the advice of the Shaman,
Other Notes
by the clan as a whole. The penalty for any major crime
The Nylasa use shields in battle. Their elite fight in tiger is banishment. In other cases, the felon is castigated for
skins. Other warriors wear different furs. Except for battle, his immorality and asked to refrain from continuing his evil
and ceremonial occasions, they rarely wear much clothing. ways. If he fails to abide by this, and change, he is banished
when the total of his criminal actions equals a major crime.
They never wear armor or helmets.
Favored Weapons
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Allies

Economy

The Omavor trust some Kameran warriors. Many radicals
of the Kameran (currently about 400 warriors including 10
chiefs), against the will of the mystical society, have taken
Omava brides. This familial connection has brought the
tribes closer together, though it has also earned the hatred
of Kameran’s women.

Regis Baya is an agricultural and religious center. Most of
its citizens live on the subsistence level, devoting all of their
extra wealth and finest goods to the temple. Bayan craft
work and art is good, but not exceptional.

Enemies
The women of Kameran dislike the Omava. Other tribes
who border on the Omavor despise them for the unmanly
way that they fight. They are viewed as cowards without
the courage to fight a real battle.

Language
Omava
Assiran
The Primal Tongue

100% Kameri
10%
All Shamans

50%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

69"
175lbs

Religion
The Bayan faith is fanatically lawful. It demands adherence to dogma and approves of the violent conversion of
non-believers. There is little room for imagination in this
society.

Personality
Bayans are a staid and moral group. They are devout, uncompromising and dogmatic people who make no allowance
for ignorance. They are frenetically active in all areas associated with, or that benefit, the faith. Fellow believers are
treated with passionless camaraderie. Those who refuse to
convert are often beaten severely or killed.

Legal System

The Omavor wear woven cloth and soft leather. They rarely
use shields, armor or helmets.

The nation is ruled by the High Priest of the Bayan Temple.
The priests are the creators, judges and enforcers of the law.
Their decision is always based on religious dogma and is not
subject to appeal at any time.
In this society, no crime committed against a non-believer
(read animal) is criminal. Any criminal act (defined as any
action that is forbidden by religious dogma) is punishable
by death. There are no exceptions to either rule.

Location on the Continent Map

Allies

Favored Weapons
Sling, Bows and Spears
Other Notes
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The Banayaun and Sri’yaun are believers. They will defend
the nation of Regis Baya against any attacker.

Enemies

The Sarghut regard Regis Baya as a festering boil whose
presence pollutes the plains and corrupts the young. Katai
and Choshai consider the Bayans to be dangerous fanatics.
Neither nation has much to do with Regis Baya. Legally,
3.63 Regis Baya
their citizens are forbidden from trading with them, though
The Bayan temple was founded by a mystical society that some citizens do anyway.
was expelled from Katai in the year 3007KA [207SA]. Over
the years a city has grown up around it and a great wall has Language
been completed to defend the faith from its enemies. With Bayan
100% Sarghut
10%
the support and conversion of Kll’maun tribesmen to the Katai
20% Kll’maun
40%
north, the nation has prospered. It is currently a center of
culture in the north.
Basic Characteristics
NOTE — Prior to its expulsion, the cult had many follow- Height 64"
Weight 135lbs
ers in the provinces of Li’jian, Ci’jian and Jiuquo.

Population
The city of Regis Baya (9,000) is the capital and a holy
shrine to true believers. The civilized population of the
nation, within the wall, is 50,000. Outside the wall, 25,000
barbarian believers are camped in semi-permanent villages.
The Interior Army (inside the wall) consists of 800 footmen, 400 cavalry and 4,800 militia. The Exterior Army
(barbarian warriors) fields 5,000 Sarghut and Kll’maun warriors.
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Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Polearms
Ancestry
The Katai peoples are unique. Most have black hair, oriental eyes and skin of a vaguely golden color.

Calendar (Solar)
The Katai calendar is used in Regis Baya.

3.64 The Rhuselska
Location on the Continent Map
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NOTE — Each chief commands a warrior society, equal
to 1% of the tribe’s population. It serves as a tribal police
force and the chief ’s personal guard.
Penalties for crime are mutilation, servitude and death.
The chief sets the penalty as he sees fit. It is not subject to
appeal.

Allies

3.64 The Rhuselska

The Rhuselska tribe trades with the Ipanza and Novarask.
The Miriska and the Moeska trade with their neighbors,
where possible.

The Rhuselska are a peaceful people who defend their
land against any invader. Periodically, population pressure
forces them to migrate. The last time that this occurred, Enemies
it led to the barbarian invasions that destroyed the Empire
The Rhuselska view the Novarischi as invaders. They would
del’Nord. They are a dangerous people who prefer to live
love to destroy them but fear their magic. Given a way
in peace.
to defeat, or bypass, these magics they would destroy The
Crystal City.

Population

The tribes in this group are the Rhuselska (28,000), the
Language
Miriska (23,000) and the Moeska (15,000). The total popRhuska
ulation is 66,000. They can field 13,000 warriors.
Yapanza

Economy

100%
10%

Djani
Novarischi

5%
20%

Barter is the rule in this land. Some tribesmen trade in
Novarask. Those who do reserve their best furs for trading
in that city. The people survive by hunting. Where it is
possible, they have permanent villages and have taken the
first steps toward forming an agricultural society. The most
civilized tribe of the three is the Miriska.

Basic Characteristics

Religion

Other Notes

The faith centers around the worship of a holy range of
mountains located in Rhuselska lands and an island across
the water that is said to be the home of the gods. Their
faith is shamanistic.

Rhuselska warriors use shields, leather armor and helmets.
In war the use of banded ring and scalemail is common.
When they are not armored, they wear homespun cloth and
furs.

Personality

Location on the Continent Map

Height
Weight

71"
185lbs

Favored Weapons
Axe, Mace or Club and Polearms

The Rhuselska are kind and generous stoics. As friends,
12 17 22
they are jovial, helpful and considerate. During war they
7 11 16 21 26
are cunning, tenacious and dedicated to victory at any cost.
3 6 10 15 20 25
As long as an enemy is in their land they never completely
2 5
9
14 19 24
surrender. They are a stubborn people who are willful and
1 4
8
13 18 23
highly pragmatic.
These people dread the supernatural. Their morale can
be shattered when magic is used against them. Magic-users
in this culture are rare and dreaded individuals. The “cow3.65 The Rizeela
ardice” of the Rhuselska when faced with a magical threat
is the only reason that Novarask exists. Without its magic The Rizeela are peaceful men well-versed in the ways of war.
They prefer a life of hunting and farming but are always
it would have fallen centuries ago.
alert for the approach of enemies. In the past, they have
fought many skirmishes with the Qa’indi and have provided
Legal System
invaluable assistance to Bhamotin in her wars against the
The tribes are hereditary chiefdoms. They are ruled by a
Cerulean Empire.
council of three chiefs chaired by the chief of the Rhuselska.
When a chief dies, one of his sons or brothers is elected to
replace him by the warriors of his tribe. If the chief has no Population
male relatives a new royal line is elected and the new chief The Rizeela tribes are the Rozola (32,000), the Azer
marries all of the women of the old royal line. Each chief is (24,000), the Qazela (22,000) and the Kirzela (17,000).
the absolute ruler of his tribe. During war the chief of the Their total population is 95,000. They can field 19,000 warriors.
Rhuselska is the paramount chief of the three tribes.
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Economy

Favored Weapons

The Rizeela prefer a barter system. Due to their ties with Bastard Sword, Sword and Bow
Bhamotin, they accept money (at 1/2 its normal value).
Other Notes
They prefer an honest trade to cash.
Most Rizeela carry shields in battle. Many of them are
skilled archers. They rarely use helmets and often wear
Religion
leather armor or ring mail in battle. Their common wear is
The tribes follow Bhamotin’s faith remarksee Bhamotin
woven cloth and leather.
§3.7. Historically, they have supported the Primate of
Bhamotin when he asks for their aid. (8,000 warriors fought
Calendar (Solar)
with Bhamotin in their last war against the Cerulean EmThe Rizeela use the calendar of Bhamotin (qv).
pire.)

Personality

Location on the Continent Map

The Rizeela are fiercely independent. Nothing is more im12 17 22
portant to them than personal freedom and tribal indepen7 11 16 21 26
dence. They resist efforts to deprive them of either with
3 6 10 15 20 25
tenacious and sustained ferocity. As a people, they are al2 5 9 14 19 24
most impossible to enslave.
1 4 8
13 18 23
The Rizeela are aloof in their dealings with foreigners.
Once they trust a stranger, this coolness melts and he is
treated with brotherly concern and affection. With their
3.66 Ro’babza
own people, and friends, the Rizeela are kind and compasBefore the year 80SA, the Ro’babzan Plain was home to
sionate.
many bands of hunters and gatherers. In the year 81SA, a
charismatic leader (Havaka Silver- arm, 81–129SA) forged
Legal System
some of them into the Zimmali, the area’s first tribe. The
Clan chiefs control the tribes. When it is necessary, for the threat presented by the Zimmali forced other bands to
common good, they enlist the aid of other clan members. At unite, forming the tribes that rule the plain to this day.
all other times each member of the tribe does as he wishes During the years of Havaka’s reign; disciplined, purposeful
as long as his actions do not violate the laws of the Rizeela. warfare made the Zimmali the dominant force in the area.
Shamans control the legal system. They decide all reShortly after Havaka’s death (0R [129SA]), a Zimmali
ligious questions, decide when a law or custom has been raiding party discovered a hidden ravine near the great lake.
violated, determine whether a violation is serious enough They entered and found K’lza’babwe (the Sleeping City).
to punish and protect the tribes from the supernatural. Through their actions, they broke the curse on this city
The only punishment for crime among the Rizeela is death. and woke its inhabitants. As their reward, they were slain.
When a person’s total crimes, if he continues to offend, creFor five years after their awakening, the city people unate enough guilt in the eyes of the Shamans, they order his der Marrani a’Babza prepared their forces and scouted the
death (regardless of the severity of the crime that “broke the plains. In the year 5R [134SA], they conquered the nearest
camel’s back”.) The only crimes that warrant death for a tribes. By the year 13R [142SA], with their final victory
first offense are murder, heresy or any tie to Chaos.
over the Zimmali, all of the tribes of the plains were subjugated. For the next 300 years, a time called “the Golden
Allies
Age of the Sleepers” in Ro’babza, the city ruled the plain.
The Rizeela have a strong tie to Bhamotin. They trade Throughout this period, the city people were viewed with
awe and reverence. The tribesmen were unlettered vassals
with Marentia and Ba’rual.
with few rights.
In the year 294R [423SA], major raids from the desert,
Enemies
lasting more than 100 years, wounded the empire. On the
The Rizeela detest the Cerulean Empire and L’p’nth. Peoverge of total ruin, fate brought the city a brilliant ruler
ple from these lands are watched carefully when they are in
who ended the raids. The reign of Ro’mabazai a’Babza
this land. The penalty for any crime that they commit is
( 408–480R [537–609SA]) saw an end to the Kacili raids
death. (It is a capital crime to be Chaotic in these hills.)
and the first good relations with Kirazan. In the year 480R
[609SA], he changed the city’s policy and granted tribesLanguage
men citizenship. (The small revolt that this caused in the
Rizeeli
100% L’p’nth
5%
city was ended with some well-placed executions.) These
Cerulean
5% Marentian
20%
reforms spurred economic growth in Ro’babza. The land
Bhamoti
30%
remained at peace until the year 718R [847SA].
In the year 718R [847SA], Movai a’Babza became emperor. In his three-month reign, his sadistic cruelty split
Basic Characteristics
the empire, caused his assassination (by an angry relative
Height 68"
of one of his victims) and led to a civil war that ended both
Weight 175lbs
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3.66 Ro’babza
the Bazai dynasty and the total dominance of the city in
Ro’babza.
In the year 724R [853SA], K’bab Moballi seized the
throne and exterminated his enemies. Soon after, Shestar
invaded. When K’bab led his army against them, Shestar was badly mauled and forced to retreat in disorder.
K’bab devoted his reign ( 724–739R [853–868SA]) to building Ro’babza’s army and defeating foreign enemies. Under
his leadership, the army was a powerful force. In the wars
against the Sand Claw, it captured Kirazan and destroyed
their fanatics. After this victory, it marched on Shurikal,
destroyed the army of that nation, sacked its royal city and
returned with a great deal of loot. K’bab the Conqueror
was slain in this great victory, much to the sorrow of his
army.
K’bab was succeeded by his grandson Ha’k’ba’baza the
Unlamented. During his reign ( 739–802R [868–931SA])
the love of the tribes for the emperor weakened. His perversity, favoritism and obvious dislike of barbarians weakened
the empire. Those who suffered his reign lived in constant
terror of his anger and his armies were often defeated by
Ma’Helas and Shurikal. On his death his body was thrown
into the plain to be eaten by hyenas, his heirs were killed
and a guard captain usurped the throne. For the next
eleven years, civil war wracked the empire. In the year 813R
[942SA], the captain was overthrown and a new emperor,
Ali Lorca, was crowned.
Ali Lorca, called the Pale Lord, ruled with an iron fist. He
reformed the kingdom and brought the tribes and the army
under stricter control. During his reign ( 813–842R [942–
971SA]) he worked to break down the barriers between
city and tribes. Ali was a demanding autocrat who people
disobeyed at their peril.
The Pale Lord was succeeded by his son Mahomet
a’Zimmala Lorca. In his reign ( 842–874R [971–1003SA])
Mahomet continued his father’s work, while ruling with a
lighter hand. As a deathbed edict, he formed the Council
of Nobility to serve as royal advisors and empowered them
to rule until his successor could be crowned. Since the creation of this council, the Lorca dynasty has been stable.
The current ruler, Ali a’Zimmala m’Baza Lorca has reigned
since the year 959R [1088SA]. He is dedicated to economic
growth, the creation of an agricultural society and peace.
NOTE — The Council has a more subtle function. It is
composed of the relatives of the major tribal chiefs and city
leaders. If these groups revolt during a transfer of power,
their relatives are slain. The councilors serve as valued advisors and hostages.

Population
The capital of the nation is K’lza’babwe (30,000). The suburban areas around this city (within about ten miles) contain another 25,000 citizens. The total civilized population
is 118,000. There are eight tribes in this nation. They
are the N’yetali (26,000), the Zalazibabwe (23,000), the
Hobali (22,000), the Zimmali (21,000), the Kunni (16,000),
the Zuiassa (14,000), the Niballa (13,000) and the Zi’gzaba
(10,000). The total tribal population is 145,000. They can
mobilize 29,000 warriors for war. The total population of
the nation is 245,000.

The Ro’babzan Imperial Standard
Ro’babza’s army has two groups. The Guard is composed
of civilized citizens and Kacili mercenaries. It has 800 elite
footmen (the emperor’s own), 3,200 footmen (800 at each
fortress), 4,000 militia and 1,000 horse mercenaries (200 in
the city and 200 at each fortress). Its total strength is
9,000. The Barbarian Guard is composed of 1,000 warriors,
an elite unit who serve for life, and 5,000 warriors who are
levied each year for 1 year of service to the empire. The elite
and 1,000 warriors are stationed in the city. The others are
stationed, 1,000 men each, in the border fortresses. Its total
strength is 6,000. The total peacetime strength of the army
is 15,000. During a war, 23,000 warriors can be raised.
NOTE — Barbarian warriors in this nation are dedicated
to victory. Once they are committed to an attack, they will
not retreat unless ordered to do so. If a thousand charge,
and all but one is killed, that one continues the attack.

Economy
A barter system is used by the tribes. The city has a monetary system. Under the current ruler, the monetary system
is being expanded to embrace the entire nation. There is
some resistance to this, as the tribes do not understand the
need for it.
The heart of Ro’babza’s trade is cast iron. They are masters of a lost technique for casting iron. The tribesmen are
herders and hunters who have begun to master agriculture.
Ro’babza is a poor nation, but it is very powerful in its part
of the world.

Religion
The city was once cursed by an ancient god. Because of
this experience, city people try to appease potentially hostile gods — to the exclusion of those they do not fear. In
general, they worship the forces of Chaos. Tribesmen have
a shamanistic religion with a great deal of animism. They
worship animal spirits as an aid in hunting and herding.

Personality
Both peoples are friendly and hospitable. The people of the
city are often arrogant and domineering, especially toward
barbarians. When survival demands it, they can be cunning
and treacherous.
Most tribesmen are kind. They revere their leaders and
are generous toward the needy. All are happy to help when
they can. In war, tribal leaders are wholly dedicated to
victory. They fight until the enemy is destroyed or they are.
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Tribesmen are noted for their tempers, but have a great deal
of self-control. When angered, they can be berserk killers
who will do anything to reach, and rend, the target of their
fury.

Ancestry

These people are descended from the sleepers of
K’lza’babwe. Over time, they have interbred, to some extent, with the local barbarians. This has darkened their
complexions and decreased their size (Their average height
Legal System
was once 78" . As an example of their size, history says that
The nation is ruled by its Emperor, the Council of Nobility K’bab the Conqueror was eight feet tall and weighed three
and the leaders of the Guard. The Emperor is advised by hundred and fifty pounds.) The city people have chocolatebrown complexions and straight, thick, black hair. All have
the others. His word is law.
Except for his edicts, the nation is an anarchy. The com- aquiline noses, wide faces and square jaws.
manders of the Guard rule the city, the chiefs rule the tribes.
The Emperor is the linchpin of this society. To be success- Ro’babzan Tribes
ful, he must be harsh and gentle, kind and cruel, generous Basic Characteristics
and miserly, as the individual situation demands. It is not Height 69"
a position where a stupid man can hope to succeed.
Weight 175lbs
Penalties for major crimes in this nation are harsh. For
minor crimes, they are non-existent. The more heinous a Favored Weapons
crime, the longer the punishment takes to kill the felon re- Spear, Club and Javelin
sponsible. Among the tribes, vendetta is the rule in criminal
cases. It is up to the family to avenge the wrongs its mem- Other Notes
bers suffer. Where the felon is a city man, he is punished The Ro’babzans prefer fur and leather clothing. They often
by the Iron Guard or their agents. Controlled anarchy is carry shields and wear leather vests in battle. Elite warriors
the rule in this nation. This is especially true on the plains. are outfitted in scalemail. Most warriors wear fur-covered
NOTE — The elite forces of the Guard, the Barbarian helmets and gauntlets in battle.
Guard and the Kacili mercenaries (A total of 1,800 footmen
and 1,000 cavalry) are commanded by the emperor. Other Calendar (Seasonal)
troops are controlled by their commanders and chiefs.
This calendar dates from the awakening of the sleeping city.
It is a precisely-detailed, seasonal reference that is of great
value to farmers. By its reckoning, the year is 971.
Allies
Ro’babza has close ties with Kirazan

NOTE — Ro’babzan townships are single urban centers
which appear to be spread-out cities but are actually composed of 2 or 3 towns that are nearly in contact. Such “mulEnemies
tiple towns” use the same name, with each section adding
Ro’babza dislikes the people of the Shurani Mountains.
a “quantifier” based on their orientation to K’lza’babwe –
Hoping for war against Shurikal is a popular activity in
’zi (“heading towards”), ’ha (“heading away from” and ’a
this nation. Ro’babza has little love for Shestar because
(“center”). Thus, Morcabza has three districts named “Morshe feels that Shestar seeks her destruction.
cabza’zi”, “Morcabza’ha” and “Morcabza’a”. The “center”
district is situated between the ’zi and ’ha districts. Such
Language
towns can be quite long and narrow. The end result, if one
The Old Tongue
60%* Native Dialects
80%** were to fly high above the city area, is a star-like pattern
Kiraza
30% Sair’a’cili
5%
with the central city and many long urban “rays” following
Fomorian
5%
the minor roads out.
* The tongue of the city (Under the Lorcan emperors,
The Old Tongue is out of favor. Ro’babzan has been the Location on the Continent Map
official language of the nation since the reign of Ali Lorca.
The Old Tongue is still used extensively in the city by the
12 17 22
noble and merchant classes.)
7 11 16 21 26
** Each tribe has its own dialect of Ro’babzan. They
3 6 10 15 20 25
are related to each other and are not related to The Old
2 5 9 14 19 24
Tongue. The dominant native dialects are N’yeta, Zalaziba
1 4 8 13 18 23
and Zimmali.

Ro’babzan City-Men
Basic Characteristics
Height 74"
Weight 210lbs
Common Weapons
Swords, Spears, Javelins
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3.67 The Robari
The Robari are hunters and miners who have lived in their
mountains for an unknown length of time. (They were there
when the Rogizini first found the area. Their calendar dates
back more than 6,000 years.) The Robari name for their
mountains, Chovani Schis’ta, means “the Pillow of the Dead
God.” The current year is the 6,319th winter of the Dead

3.68 The Rogizini Empire
God. Their legend states that a great god, sorely wounded Language
by his enemies, laid his head on the mountains when he Robari
100% Fomorian
died. Where his head was caressed by the mountain, a great Rogizini
5% Sair’a’cili
treasure came into being. Where his blood struck the earth, Matan
20%
the Robari were born. If the legend is true, the treasure is
yet to be found.
Basic Characteristics
Height 67"
Population
Weight 170lbs
The Robari tribes are the Roban (18,000), the Aravan
Favored Weapons
(14,000), the Khelan (10,000) and the Ullan (8,000). Their
total population is 50,000. They can field 10,000 warriors. Poleaxe, Broadsword and Spear

Economy
A simple barter system operates in this land.

Religion

5%
5%

Other Notes
The Robari use leather armor, helmets and shields in war.
For common wear, they favor simple robes with full face
coverings and cowls.

The Robari worship the spirits of their mountains and the Calendar (Seasonal)
god Vahagn.
At the beginning of time, a warrior god was set upon by the
demons of the desert and their master Khesek. Though he
Personality
slew thousands, he could not stand before the black power
Personal honor is important to the Robari. They enjoy war of Khesek while beset on all sides. In time he fell, mortally
but seek peace. They are noted for strong family ties and wounded. As death sought to claim him, his life’s blood
percolated into the womb of the earth. From this meeting
a total distrust of foreigners.
They despise the Rogizini and never trust a man from of earth and divine essence, two great treasures were born;
that nation for any reason. They are a suspicious people the Robari and another — as yet unknown (but believed
to be a place where extreme wealth can be gained). The
with no capacity to forgive or forget.
Robari calendar dates from the death of this god, whose
name is not known. It is the 6319th winter of the dying
Legal System
god’s death.
Robari families are ruled by their elders. They control dayto-day affairs and lead in wartime. Where a man’s personal Location on the Continent Map
honor is questioned, or assaulted, he is his own judge and
does what his honor demands.
12 17 22
The Robari use trial by combat (to first blood only) to
7 11 16 21 26
resolve minor crimes and trial by fire for major crimes. In
3 6 10 15 20 25
trial by combat, the first one cut is guilty. He must pay a
2 5 9 14 19 24
weregild or be banished until he can. In trial by fire, the
1 4 8 13 18 23
suspect thrusts his hand into a flame and slowly states his
innocence.
If he pulls his hand out, or makes a sound other than his
declaration, before he is done, he is guilty. The penalty for 3.68 The Rogizini Empire
guilt in these cases is death. (The ritual statement of inno- This empire is one of the most ancient in the world. At its
cence takes ten seconds to recite. The warrior may choose height, it controlled the lands from the western borders of
which hand to thrust into the flame. Politeness requires that modern Gom through most of modern Bhamotin and all the
it be the right hand. It is considered to be gauche to use the way to the borders of Dechat. In the past millennia, the em“hand of evil” in this trial.)
pire has suffered major reverses to Gom, Bhamotin, Clima,
NOTE — The statement of innocence is: “By Vahagn, Fomoria and the Cerulean Empire. They have had major
by the dying blood, by the treasure that cannot be seen, I victories, the conquest of the pirates of Shazizan (1462–
(name), child of the (clan), am as guiltless as the dying 1464RE [349–351SA]), and have defeated Clima in minor
naval skirmishes.
god”.
The empire is in a period of decadence which has lasted
for
800 years. The emperor is weak. The emirs are virtually
Allies
independent. Except for the power of the imperial army,
The Robari, especially the Ullan, like Ma’Helans. They are and the people’s devotion to the royal house, the empire
quick to trust people from this nation that are worthy of it. would have split into nine different nations long ago.
The current emperor, Maoun LXXVII, is 63 years old.
Enemies
He is an old lecher with little interest in the affairs of state.
The Robari consider the Rogizini to be swine. They dis- His heir is a 22-year old, somewhat retarded, man whose
like the A’ha’kacili and Fomorians. These enemies rarely only interest is the army. The true ruler of the realm is the
Emir of Acghiza, the emperor’s Grand Vizier. He gives the
survive a journey into Robari lands.
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emperor and his heir the “playthings” that they like best
and rules the nation while they take their pleasure.

the WSB for all Rogizini weapons, except bows, by 1 and
decrease their fatigue value by 2.)

Population

Religion

The seat of the Imperial family, and capital of the nation,
is Rogh’sa (81,000). The other cities, each the capital of
an Emirate are Acghiza (51,000), Tilal (30,000), Maoun
(25,000), Musci (21,000), Shiazi (19,000), Shiea (17,000),
Araou (14,000), Zirinava (12,000) and Assin (11,000). The
province of Rogh’sa has 6 rural citizens per city dweller.
The other provinces have 8 rural citizens per city dweller.
The total population of the nation is 2,367,000.
The army is divided into three groups. The Imperial
Army contains 1,600 elite footmen, 400 elite cavalry, 4,000
footmen and 2,000 cavalry. The elite forces are the Royal
Janissaries. Their sole duty is to protect the person of the
emperor. The entire Imperial Army is based in Rogh’sa. It
is commanded by the Grand Vizier (under appointment by
the emperor to serve in his stead).
The Army of Rogh’sa is commanded by the heir. It has
800 footmen and 200 cavalry, all bedecked in fancy uniforms
and carrying beautiful weapons. They are incompetent as
a fighting force.

The religion of this land, especially among the elite, is hedonism. The Rogizini worship gods who promise pleasure
and power to their followers. Most of the gods worshipped
are chaotic.

Personality
The Rogizini are dedicated to the pursuit of wealth and
sensual pleasure. They are cunning, treacherous and undependable as a rule. The higher the station of the individual,
the more pronounced this is.
The unifying factor in this realm is the reverence of the
lower classes for the royal family. Commoners will fight
fanatically for the Emperor. In all other cases, when a Rogizini must fight, he fights for personal survival and easily
surrenders if doing so will not endanger his life. When possible, a Rogizini warrior would rather stab an enemy in the
back then face him in honest combat. (Missile weapons are
greatly favored in this land.)

NOTE — The heir’s two elder brothers were poisoned in Legal System
the years 2206RE [1093SA] and 2211RE [1098SA] by his
Legally, the Emperor is omnipotent; his word is sacred.
father and the Grand Vizier respectively. As an option, the
This power has eroded in the last 500 years due to a string of
heir can be a cunning man who realizes that his only hope
incompetent and insane rulers. The current Emperor does
for survival is to pretend that he is harmless and stupid.
not concern himself with governing the realm. This is left to
The regular army of each Emirate has a strength equal to his Grand Vizier. The only duty that most Emperors retain
10% of the city population. All cities, including Rogh’sa, is command of the Imperial army and fleet. Everything else
can levy a militia force two times this size. The compo- is in the hands of the Grand Vizier and local rulers. Short
sition of regular forces is 40% foot and 60% cavalry. The of armed force, or cunning political action, the Emperor is
militia is 80% foot and 20% cavalry. The total strength of virtually powerless.
the Emirates, including Rogh’sa’s militia is: 56,200 militia,
Death is a minor punishment in this empire. It is awarded
12,000 cavalry and 8,000 footmen. The total strength of all in cases where imprisonment or slavery would not profit the
Rogizini armies is 85,200.
empire more. For major crimes that are especially heinous,
The fleet is divided among the various nobles. The eight or that effect the powerful, the penalty is Torture for Life.
fleets of the Rogizini Empire are as follows:
(The criminal is confined in a cell. Until the day that he
Emirate Warships Trireme Or Larger
dies, he is tortured, allowed to heal and tortured. The torImperial*
40
7
ture does not end until he dies a natural death. The record
Acghiza
25
10
duration anyone has lasted under this sentence was the asShiazi
25
5
sassin of a reigning emperor’s son in the year 780. He lasted
Tilal
14
3
23 years before death freed him. His executioners were the
Assin
11
2
best in the land.)
Musci
9
2
Maoun
5
0
Allies
Araou
5
1
The Empire is friendly toward the Cerulean Empire and
Total
134
30
* Commanded by the cousin of the Grand Vizier, under Dechat. They have trade ties with the Kacili and employ
Kacili warriors as mercenaries (especially in guard units).
appointment by the Emperor.
NOTE — Major nobles use Kacili mercenaries as the core
of their personal guard. They are more dependable than
Economy
Rogizini soldiers.
The Rogizini Empire is noted for fine craftsmanship, luxury
goods, exquisite spices and poor-quality metal goods. The
river basins of the nation are irrigated, agricultural zones. Enemies
The hills produce good quantities of most metals and high- The Rogizini detest the Robari. They consider Gom to be a
quality stone. The Empire imports textiles, slaves, drugs rebel nation and hate Bhamotin and Vahear with a passion.
and forged metal. (Rogizini weapons are beautiful items that Finally, they have an ancient feud with Clima over the small
are effective but fragile in combat. To simulate this increase islands that lie between them.
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3.69 The Sarghut

Personality

Language
Rogizini
Dechan
Marentian
Cerulean
Bhamoti

100%
10%
5%
20%
5%

Donaran
Climan
Salaqi
Fomorian
Sair’a’cili

5%
15%
10%
5%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
155lbs

Common Weapons
Scimitar, Daggers and Bows
Ancestry
The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini
dancers can be exceptional.

Calendar (Solar)
It is the year 2213 by the Rogizini calendar. The calendar
is one of the most widespread calendars in the world. It
is used by the empire, Gom, Ja’xon, Dechat, No’mal and
the western Cerulean Empire. The calendar was created by
Maoun the Conqueror, Emir of Rogh’sa and founder of the
Rogizini Empire. It, like many of his policies, is a revered
sign of imperial divinity in this land.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
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14
13
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26
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24
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The Sarghut are stoic, cruel and merciless. They seek combat with others and are very possessive. Their society measures a man’s worth by the number of enemies that he kills
in battle and the size of his herds. Sarghut warriors often
take the right hand of fallen enemies and nail it to their
lodge pole. They also eat selected portions of their enemies
— if he impresses them with his ferocity or valor.
Only blooded warriors have any status among the
Sarghut. All others are chattel. For non-warriors life as,
or with, a Sarghut can be hell.

Legal System
From the smallest family to the largest tribe, the most powerful warrior rules. Within the area of authority that he
carves for himself he is a despot who must be obeyed. The
ruler of each family owns all women, children, animals and
other property. They are used by family members, and
others, at his sufferance.
Major crimes are resolved by clan and tribal chiefs. Other
crimes are resolved through vendetta. Punishments other
than death are uncommon among the Sarghut. In special
cases, with the support of their chief, Shamans can levy
penalties against those who violate sacred taboos.
Unblooded males have a special status in this society.
Until the age of 13 or 14, they are treated with kindness and
taught the ways of a warrior. If they are not blooded within
a year after puberty, they are treated cruelly, serving as the
butt of many sadistic jokes, until they blood themselves.
Among the Sarghut, a man is not blooded until he has
taken an enemy’s life in battle.

Allies
None.

Enemies
The Zen’da and Katai despise the Sarghut. The Sarghut,
especially the Raut, hate Regis Baya and wish to exterThe Sarghut are the most feared and hated nomads on the minate that nation. The fanaticism of its defenders, and
continent. Their raids have been a catalyst for many migra- the Bayan Wall, have proven to be a great obstacle to the
tions to the west in the last 1,000 years. Their hordes are Sarghut.
noted for mobility, their ecstatic love of battle and extreme
cruelty.
Language

3.69 The Sarghut

Population

Sarghut
Katai

The Sarghut tribes are the Raut (50,000), the Shaghut
(45,000) and the Tsashut (25,000). Their total population Basic
is 120,000. They can field 24,000 warriors plus an additional Height
12,000 unblooded warriors and elders.
Weight

Economy

100%
10%

Zen’dali
Helva

15%
10%

Characteristics
69"
170lbs

Favored Weapons

A barter system operates in this area. The Sarghut prize Scimitar, Bows and Lance
gold and silver. Coins made of these metals may be used in
trade at normal value.
Other Notes

Religion
The Sarghut are shamanistic and animistic. They worship
the sun and the wind above all other forces.

Leather armor, scalemail, helmets and bucklers are often
used in battle. Most Sarghut warriors carry all of the
weapon forms above into battle. For common wear, they
prefer leather armor and furs.
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3.70 Shiben
When Shazizan fell to the Rogizini (351SA), many of its
pirates and other citizens fled to escape Rogizini justice.
Many of them landed in Salaq (352SA), as invaders, and
met defeat. Aghast at their plight, and desiring a stronger
buffer in the east, the King of Salaq allowed them to settle
in Shiben.
In return, the Shazi swore fealty to him and his heirs
until “the sun rises black in the morning.” Over the next
ten years, the Shazi population in the hills quintupled as
more of the homeless came to the new homeland. In the
year 368SA, a new King was crowned in Salaq. During his
reign, he took a Shazi wife and proclaimed the leader of the
Shazi to be the Duke of Shiben. His actions set the alliance
of these cultures in stone.
In the year 1000SA, after the “Rape of Salaq,” the
Donarans entered Shiben. Their invasion began a guerilla
war that lasted until the year 1039SA. In that year, the
Donarans accepted a small yearly tribute from Shiben and
withdrew their army, except for 400 footmen that the treaty
allowed them to keep in the city. Since the peace, Shiben
has served Donara hesitantly (anti-Donaran riots are a common occurrence). The people retain a quiet reverence for
their old masters, the royal house of Salaq.

Population
The capital of the duchy is Shiben (6,000). The total population is 80,000. The armed forces in the duchy are a
200-man Ducal Guard (made up of Shiben’s best warriors),
a 400-man Donaran garrison (footmen) and 8,000 militia
the Duke can call when he needs them. The quality of the
militia varies from poor to excellent. All are good hill fighters.

Economy
Shiben’s economy is based on mining iron, copper and silver. They produce high quality wool and import finished
goods, food and textiles from Donara and the Confederacy.

Religion
Shiben worships the Elder Gods, especially Manannan and
Dvalinn.

Personality

without warning. (When a Donaran thinks of hell, Shiben
could well come to mind.)
NOTE — There is a sizable Salaqi minority in this Duchy.

Legal System
Shiben is ruled by its Duke and the Donaran Resident.
The Resident, except when Donaran property is threatened,
leaves the government to the Duke, who is the absolute ruler
of the land. The Resident is an adviser whose opinion is
backed by 400 footmen.
Officially, Shiben is subject to Donaran law. In fact, their
code of family justice, as modified by the Code of Salaq,
remains the law of the land. Felons must repay the harm
that they do to their victims. If they don’t, they are subject
to trial. A fine is set if they are found guilty. If the felon
cannot pay the fine, he is enslaved until his work clears the
debt. Flight from this slavery, regardless of the severity of
the original crime, is punishable by death. Fugitives who
are caught are buried alive.

Allies
Shiben is the undependable ally of Donara. They are fond
of the Salaqi and help them when they can. They have trade
ties with the Confederacy and close toes to many citizens of
the Duchy of Eured. They are also on friendly terms with
Ticasi.

Enemies
The Shazi hate the Rogizini Empire. They resent the
Donarans and detest the people of Chiros. Any citizen of
Chiros found in this land is a dead man.

Language
Shazir
80% Climan
10%
Aratad
15% Donaran
40%
La’Ced
20% Salaqi
60%*
Rogizini
5%
* There is a large Salaqi community in Shiben. Its total
population is 15,000, 2,000 of whom live in the city. They
are descended from the original inhabitants of the area and
Salaqi refugees.

The Shazir Of Shiben
Basic Characteristics
Height 68"
Weight 155lbs
Common Weapons
Scimitars, Daggers and Bows
Ancestry
The Rogizini peoples, in the main, have sun-darkened skin
and brown hair. Most are long-legged and agile. Rogizini
dancers can be exceptional.

The Shazi are boisterous, exuberant and violent. They
make no effort to hide their true feelings about anything.
Their hatreds and loves are deeply felt and rarely forgot- The Salaqi
ten. The Shazi are a fiery people who are friendly, gener- Basic Characteristics
ous, charming and loyal to those that they like. When they Height 68"
have cause to hate, they are devils who can, and will, strike Weight 150lbs
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3.71 Shurikal
Common Weapons

Shurikal (455R [584SA]) (the nation’s legal code). During the final years of his reign (498–501R [627–630SA]), he
Fighting Dagger, Sword, Spear
created the nation’s first standing army and cast the Rite of
Immortal Birth on his great-granddaughter (who was with
Ancestry
These people are of La’Cedi stock. Most have dark hair and child). Six months later, two months after his death, the
dark complexions, but lighter than those of the Confeder- Immortal Master Shurikal was born.
At birth, Shurikal was fully aware. Under his leadership
acy. They tend to be dexterous and agile.
(501–739R [630–868SA]), the nation’s knowledge of foul
magics grew. Throughout his life, Shurikal was the perCalendar (Lunar)
sonification of terror and the world’s most powerful mage.
The Salaqi calendar dates from the finding of the Sea-star,
He died in the year 739R [868SA] at the hands of K’bab
a powerful special item that was the gift of Manannan to
the Conqueror. His death, and Ro’babza’s sack of the Lair
the Salaqi kings. It is used in Salaqara, Ticasi and Shiben.
of Secrets, threw the nation into decades of dynastic upBy its reckoning, it is the year 1100.
heaval. Among the many tomes and artifacts taken by the
Ro’babzans were the Tome of Kototh and the Rite of ImLocation on the Continent Map
mortal Birth.
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3.71 Shurikal
The Shurani Mountains were inhabited by disorganized
bands of barbarians until the Prophet Markav’Kotas unified them into tribes under a single faith. During his reign
(268–310R [397–439SA]), he directed the construction of
the Holy City, Shurikal (273–292R [402–421SA]), founded
the Holy Servants of Shurikal (294R [423SA]) and brought
discipline to the mountains.
Markan the Bloody (310–327R [439–456SA]), the successor of the Prophet, fanaticized the faith. Tribes who
worshipped other gods, or whose worship of the true faith
varied from Markan’s rites, were bloodily shown the error of
their ways. During his reign, to fix his tyranny on the tribes,
Markan had the Holy Road and the Temple of the Great
Serpent in Shurikal (311–326R [440–455SA]) built. (The
Holy Road is a 2,000-foot long promenade leading to the
Temple of the Great Serpent. It is constructed of basalt
blocks and is lined, along its entire length, with human
skulls set in obsidian. The Temple of the Great Serpent is
dedicated to Kototh. It is one of the most imposing structures in the world.)
In the year 327R [456SA], Markan had a liturgical dispute with the leader of the Holy Servants in which he proposed arguments that demeaned the omnipotence of Kototh. Three days later he was executed for Heresy and
replaced by Khabla the Mystic, the leader of the Holy Servants, renamed the Caste of Power, the ultimate power in
the realm. He dedicated his reign to establishing temple
dominance in Shurikal, mystic research and deadly journeys of discovery in the Lower World. In the last ten years
of his life, he wrote the Tome of Kototh and discovered
the Rite of Immortal Birth (373R [502SA]). Three months
after completing these works, he died of exhaustion.
Ka’Khab the Immortal succeeded Khabla the Mystic. In
his reign (374–501R [503–630SA]) he refined the Rite of
Immortal Birth, added to the Tome of Kototh, completed
the suppression of the tribes and authored the Code of

NOTE — The Tome was lost to Kacili raiders by the
chief who took it (747R [876SA]). The raiders took it to
the Rogizini Empire and sold it to the Emir of Maoun
(751R [880SA]). His descendant sold it to a Pelaran merchant (912R [1041SA]) who, in turn, sold it to a Marentian scholar (920R [1049SA]). It is currently buried in the
archives of that scholar’s son (who has no idea of what it is
or how to translate it) in the city of Sivas.
The warrior who took the Rite traded it to a Kirazani
trader for a fine spear (741R [870SA]). The trader sold it
to a Rogizini wizard (744R [873SA]). The wizard, an evil
man, took ship in Shestar, led a mutiny and headed north
to A’Korchu — intent on perverting the Rite to Chaos and
giving birth to the gods of Death. Forty miles from Chau,
after being blown to the west by a terrible storm, his ship
was taken by Goidanese pirates. They took the rite to their
Druids. The Druids realized its evil and, finding it to be
indestructible, sealed it in the Cave of Ancient Deaths in
the western hills of Goidan (748R [877SA]).
They guard it from those who would return its evil to the
world.
Shurikal’s dynastic wars ended in the year 778R [907SA]
when Kon’kie the White reformed the Caste of Power. During her reign (778–822R [907–951SA]) she rebuilt Imperial
Shurikal. In the year 822R [951SA], she dueled Urazi the
Invincible and was slain. Under Urazi the Invincible (822–
870R [951–999SA]), Shurikal’s army grew. Urazi rededicated the Caste of Power to the mystic path charted by
Khabla the Mystic and sent agents to find the Tome of
Kototh and the Rite of Immortal Birth. Since his death,
Shurikal has remained a militant nation. Her greatest priority is to find the lost tomes so that Shurikal can live and
lead them to glory. So far they have failed in this endeavor.

Population
The city of Shurikal has a population of 13,013. Another
17–18,000 people dwell in a large tent camp around the
walls. The city is restricted to the Caste of Power, religious
functionaries, the Shurani Guard and those who serve its
elite. It is death for anyone else to be found in it. The
tribes controlled by Shurikal (the Shurani) are the Kotobo
(24,000), the Morkel (20,000), the Sabai (19,000), the Kel
(17,000), the Dirani (16,000), the Khab (14,000), the Kotasi
(12,000), the Apina (10,000) and the Kon (8,000). Their
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total population is 140,000 with 28,000 warriors. The total
population of the nation is about 170,000.
Shurikal’s standing army has two groups. The Shurani
Guard is based in the Holy City. It is composed of 2,400
elite footmen, The main army consists of 3,600 trained warriors. They patrol the border, raid Shurikal’s neighbors and
keep order in the nation. The members of these units are
drawn from the tribes, In addition to these units, Shurikal
can levy 22,000 warriors.

Basic Characteristics

Economy

Favored Weapons

The Shurani Mountains are rich in metals, gems and game.
The nation makes do with what it has or steals what it
wants from its neighbors.

The civilized citizens have the same weapons and appearance as Shurani barbarians. Their clothing is much finer,
and their use of cosmetics and perfumes make a major difference. but, essentially, they are the same.

The Shurani
Height
Weight

66"
160lbs

Club, Fighting Dagger and Spear
Other Notes

The Shurani rarely use armor. They wear very little clothThese people worship Kototh, Kotarl and Shurikal. They ing in the summer and furs in the winter. When available,
are dedicated to Kototh’s eventual dominance over all exis- they prefer woven cloth and other civilized niceties.
tence.

Religion

Calendar (Royal)

Personality
The Shurani are vicious. They enjoy cruelty, mutilation
of the helpless and all kinds of perverse, unnatural pleasures. Their rulers are arrogant megalomaniacs. Survival
in this nation demands that a man be cunning, pragmatic
and ruthless. The same applies for women and children,
perhaps more so. The Shurani are a cruel and perverted
people without the slightest decency toward themselves or
others. They consider kindness to be the last refuge of the
weak — and they never tolerate weakness.

Legal System
The ruler of Shurikal is the one member of the Caste of
Power who can dominate the others by defeating them in
magical combat, intimidating them or manipulating them
into obedience. As long as he maintains his dominance, he
is an absolute despot. When he loses it, he dies at the hands
of his successor.
NOTE — Only ordained members of the Caste of Power,
about 1% of the caste, can vie for the throne. Others are
servants and acolytes who must obey until they are ordained.
Criminal penalties in Shurikal are mutilation, torture and
mutilation, or a slow death. For major crimes, the penalty
is public mutilation followed by an agonizing death. The
average execution of this kind, at the hands of Shurikal’s
expert executioners, takes about eight hours.

Shurikal’s calendar tracks time by counting the years of each
monarch’s reign, i.e. the 23rd of Ka’khab, the 113th year of
Shurikal, etc. No other record of the passing of the years is
kept by the people of Shurikal.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.72 Taolisa

In their early history, the Taolisans were the bloodiest pirates in the Eastern Seas. In the year 113LE [10SA],
they were invaded and conquered (113–128LE [10–25SA])
by the Lemasan Empire. Until the year 206LE [103SA],
the Lemasans occupied the island and forcibly civilized it.
In the year 206LE [103SA], a violent rebellion against
Lemasa began. The rebellion (206–241LE [103–138SA])
won Taolisa full rights as a Lemasan kingdom and freed
them from direct imperial control.
Under its first kings (241–317LE [138–214SA]), Taolisa
broke the power of her warlords and became a unified
land. When the Lemasan war with Fomoria began, Taolisa
Allies
stayed out of it. In the year 468LE [365SA], a decade afNone. (At times, especially during the reign of the Immortal ter Lemasa’s defeat, Taolisa declared its full independence
Master, their armies have been aided by Kotothi creatures.) and expelled all Lemasans, Afterwards (473–653LE [370–
550SA]) they returned to the old ways and, through raiding
Enemies
and piracy, levied a tribute on Aurisia, Vasa and Kai’Cera.
Every neighbor despises Shurikal. Aredan’s hatred is the They remained the terror of these lands until the growth of
most virulent.
Dawanism turned Taolisa’s eyes inward.
From 659–801LE [556–698SA] Taolisa persecuted
Language
Dawanism. In the year 801LE [698SA], this persecution led
Shurani
100% Tongue of the
5%*
to a civil war that only stopped with the ascension of Taol
Kotothi
the Bloodless (808LE [705SA]). Taol, secretly a Dawanist,
* Members of the Caste of Power and the Shurani Guard ended the persecutions and granted religious freedom in the
speak this tongue. It is the tongue of the elite in this nation. land. During his reign (808–822LE [705–719SA]), and that
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of the next two kings (822–885LE [719–782SA]) (a period known as the “Dawanese Monarchy”) Taolisa’s power
waned. In the year 885LE [782SA], following the fleet’s defeat by the Lemasans, Taol the Hermit, the reigning king,
was assassinate by General Am Cho’vak, who usurped the
throne.
Am Cho’vak’s reign (885–912LE [782–809SA]) was
marked by religious persecution, civil war, economic stagnation and military growth. He was hated by many. In the
year 912LE [809SA], a band of patriots fought their way
into the royal palace, killed the usurper and placed the heir
of Taol the Hermit (Irwa) on the throne.
The reign of Irwa the Juggler (912–937LE [809–834SA])
changed Taolisa. He made the old faith the state religion,
granted Dawanism the right to exist as a philosophy for living and allowed those who followed Lemasan gods to pursue
their faith, in private, without harassment. Throughout his
reign, he maneuvered the various factions of the nation into
working together and, by so doing, united the island. In the
year 928LE [825SA], his agents stole Lemasan pilot maps
and discovered the Eastern Lands. He used this information to buy freedom from Lemasan aggression and open
trade routes to the east. When he died at the age of 60, he
was mourned by the entire nation. He was succeeded by his
son, Sirhva the Lustful, who would be mourned by none.
Sirhva’s reign (937–943LE [834–840SA]) was a stagnating and decadent period that almost destroyed the progress
made by his father. He spent the riches of the nation on
his own pleasure, ignored the army and allowed the navy to
weaken through disuse. Twice, through foolishness, he almost forced Lemasa into declaring war. In the year 943LE
[840SA], he “accidentally” fell off a high balcony while visiting the Marshal of the Army with his wife, the Lady Tsiema.
No one questioned his death (he fell on a sword that just
happened to be lying point up in the courtyard — a fluke
accident indeed.)
The Lady Tsiema served as regent (943–959LE [840–
856SA]) for her son. During her reign, with the aid of
the Marshal of the Army, she repaired the damage done
by her husband, fostered stable growth and formed close
friendships with members of the royal guard. Sirhva the
Lawmaker assumed the throne in the year 959LE [856SA].
After his coronation, Tsiema retired to an estate in the
country with a select company of guardsmen. She died in
the year 966LE [863SA] of consumption.
During Sirhva the Lawmaker’s reign (959–1000LE [856–
897SA]), the Code of the Dutiful became law, the Guard
became the most potent force in the land and Taolisa dedicated itself to trade and neutrality above all else. Since his
death, Sirhva’s descendants have continued to abide by his
policies and Taolisa has become strong and peaceful.

and 2,000 trained marines (the Sea Guard). The marines
are used in naval battles and to guard Taolisa’s harbors.

Economy
Taolisa is renowned for fine ceramics, clothing and
stonework. Its fields produce rice, rare spices and usable
drugs. The nation is dedicated to trade and has a large
merchant fleet.

Religion
Most Taolisans worship the old gods, Elder Gods of War
and the Sea. A sizable minority is Dawanist. There is also
a group who worship the Lemasan gods.

Personality
Most Taolisans have a suave and cultured veneer that thinly
veils the ruthless cruelty of their past. The majority of the
population (66%) follows the Old Faith. These people tend
to be decent, kind and lusty people with a hidden streak of
ruthlessness. They can be courageous, sadistic and vicious.
About 25% of the population are Dawanists. They have
the basic personality above with much grater self-control.
They try to avoid violent situations, for fear that they will
be unable to restrain themselves and will do unholy damage
to their enemy. These Taolisans are quiet, introspective and
passive.
The remainder of the population (9%) retains their faith
in Lemasa’s religion. These people are completely evil,
amoral and deadly. They combine the cunning, greed and
amorality of Lemasa with the cruelty and ruthlessness of
Taolisa’s past. More than 80% of the criminals, pirates and
slavers in Taolisa come from this small segment of the population. Their presence is felt in Taolisan society.

Legal System

The King is the absolute ruler of Taolisa. His will is enforced
by the Royal Guard. The guardsmen serve as an elite force
in war, governors of the island, enforcers of the nation’s laws
and a noble elite. The Sea Guard has the same authority in
coastal areas, maritime affairs and the operation of the fleet.
After the King, the most powerful person in the kingdom is
the Grand Marshal of the Combined Guard, who is supreme
commander of the Royal and Sea Guard, Governor of Taolis
and commander of the nation’s army.
Taolisan trials are held before a panel of four judges. Each
trial board has one judge from each of Taolisa’s major religions, each with one vote, and a Royal Judge or guardsman
with two votes. Three votes are required to convict or acquit a suspect.
Penalties in Taolisa have not changed since before the
arrival of the Lemasans. They are severe. In all cases,
Population
the penalty fits the crime in some ironic way and insures
The capital of the nation is Taolis (32,000). Its other city is that the felon can never commit the crime again. For exIrwe (20,000), which was renamed in the year 884 in honor ample, cutpurses lose both hands, rapists are blinded and
of Irwa the Juggler (on the 50th anniversary of his death). castrated, murderers are killed in the same way that they
killed their victim, etc.
The total population of the nation is 360,000.
Taolisa’s army has 1,200 elite footmen (the Royal Guard),
2,400 footmen, 4,800 foot reserves (trained militia spear- Allies
men) and 9,600 militia. Its total strength is 18,000 men. Taolisa has good relations with the Kingdom of the East,
The Taolisan fleet has 60 warships, 20 trireme size or larger, especially their governor at Lemdan. They trade with
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Lemasa, Dawana, Chunrey, the Duchy of Musdao in Katai spend their days as beggars in the streets. As a rule, guardsand a nation in the Eastern Lands that is unknown to the men are honest and incorruptible.
world at large.

The Code Of The Dutiful

Enemies
None.

Language
Taolisan
Fomorian
Dawanese

100%
15%
30%

Katai
Lemasan
Chunai

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

67"
150lbs

Common Weapons
Sword, Daggers, Polearms
Ancestry

10%
20%
10%

This explicit code details the rights, obligations and privileges of the various social classes. Any violation of the laws
that govern a given class is criminal. An example of this
code can be seen in the excerpt that follows:
“And so, when the ignorant come among us, they are
granted the right to live and the right to shelter themselves
from the cold. And, for the sake of their ignorance, they
shall be privileged to violate the rights of others if they make
amends when their error is made clear to them.
And, to repay our kindness, they shall be obliged to show
deference to all citizens of the land, from the lowest to the
highest of all, and, when they have learned the way, they
shall be required to obey the Code in all things and refrain
from noisome assaults on public harmony and social decorum. . . ”
NOTE — The section of the code that is cited above applies
to all foreigners in Taolisa.

Taolisans are kin to the Lemasans but are much larger with
heavier builds. Other than this, their appearance is identiLocation on the Continent Map
cal.

Special Note - The Guard

12 17 22
7 11 16 21 26
Any citizen may compete for a position in the Guard when
3 6 10 15 20 25
a vacancy exists. Applicants must pass test of their liter2 5 9 14 19 24
acy, knowledge of etiquette and military competence. Those
1 4 8 13 18 23
that pass the first battery of tests are set five tasks that they
must accomplish before they can be considered for membership. If they complete these tasks, and the judges feel
that they accomplished them in an efficient and imaginative 3.73 Teos
manner, they are accepted.
Teos lies in jungles and hills south of the Cerulean EmNOTE — To pass the initial testing, applicants must have pire. It is an ancient land that ignored the growth of Cerul
at least Basic Conversation with Taolisan, Familiarity with until the Ceruleans invaded them. Through luck and tenacHigh Society, OCV 5 with swords and bows and at least ity, they beat the Ceruleans on the walls of Teosa (702TE
three civilian professional skills).
[293SA]) and remained independent. After the enemy
Members of the Guard are a social elite who are immune withdrew, Teos made an alliance with Lemasa, granting
to prosecution by any civil authority. Only the King or Lemasa free use of Teosa and Usec in exchange for Lemasan
the Grand Marshal can judge them. Members of the Royal aid against the Ceruleans if they invaded again. In the
Guard have a station of 6, members of the Sea Guard have year 858TE [449SA], they transferred this agreement to
a station of 4. All guardsmen must provide their own equip- the Kingdom of Vahear.
Teos prospered after the Fomorian alliance was made.
ment. For the Royal Guard, the minimum equipment required is platemail, a broadsword, a full helm, a dirk, a bow In the year 1008TE [599SA], they merged with Sa’ues as
and a warhorse. Members of the Sea Guard need scalemail, part of a wedding alliance. When a resurgent Cerulean Ema sword, a dirk, a bow and a metal helmet. (Among the pire ordered them to pay tribute or be conquered (1208TE
wealthy, it is considered to be an honor to loan a guards- [799SA]), they strengthened their ties with Vahear, exman money for his equipment, especially if he is filling a panded them to embrace the Kingdom of the East as well
position in the local area. Rich trading families sometimes and opened embassies in the Katai duchies of Koi’lan and
help new members of the Sea Guard, but they rarely loan Tiansar. When the Ceruleans learned of these maneuvers
(Teos made sure that they found out) they backed down
them money for equipment.)
Guardsmen have the authority to intervene in any situa- and “left the rats to their warren.” Since forestalling this
tion that they feel requires their attention. Non-nobles are threat, Teos has prospered.
required to bow when guardsmen pass and address them as
“noble sir.” Nobles are required to nod their head. Only no- Population
bles of the royal blood may show no deference to a passing The nation’s capital is Teosa (36,000). Its other cities are
guardsman.
Usec (16,000) and Sa’ues (12,000). The total population is
Guardsmen who abuse their authority are severely pun- 270,000.
The Teosan Army consists of 2,400 elite footmen. During
ished. They are publicly blinded, hamstrung and stripped
of all rank. After this humiliation, they are released to a war, the nation can levy 9,000 militia from the jungles and
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5,600 from the hills. The Teosan fleet has 8 patrol barges Language
on the river Inda and 35 warships, 3 trireme size or larger, Teosan
on the seas. Most of the warships are built for patrol duties, Katai
scouting and outrunning enemies. They try to avoid battle. Fomorian

100%
10%
50%

Economy

Basic Characteristics

The economy is based on the spice trade, gems and exotic
foods. Teos depends on the raw materials and income that
trade provides to maintain its wealth and security. They are
the world’s largest emerald producer. (Trade is important
to support Teos’s espionage and information gathering network. They spend more than 5,000GC a year on espionage
and bribery.)

Height
Weight

Personality

Calendar (Solar)

Taolisan
Cerulean
Dechan

10%
25%
5%

60"
130lbs

Common Weapons
Javelins, Bows and Daggers
Ancestry

The Teosans are an ancient race, descended from subject
peoples who survived the destruction of the area’s previous
Religion
empire and the creation of the Wasted Lands. Most have
Teos is a lawful land. Its ruler is also its High Priest and,
swarthy brown skin, fine-boned features and coal black hair.
accordingly to religious doctrine, the “anointed son of Enki.”
They can be compared to Earth’s Indonesian peoples.
Teosans prefer a sedate, luxurious life without stress —
where only minimal effort is required to survive. Under
pressure, their slothfulness changes to frenetic, purposeful
activity of amazing competence and ingenuity. they are
clever and devious when their survival demands it. In normal times, Teosans are a calm and curious people who enjoy
strangers, especially those who bring interesting tales from
far away.

Legal System
Teos is a theocratic monarchy. Their ruler, “the anointed
son of Enki,” “Master of the Word,” etc, is worshipped by
his subjects. Under this divine ruler, the government is
run by a Council of Three Princes (one ruling each city)
and a stratified system of legates and judges. Nepotistic
patronage and influence peddling are endemic. Legates and
judges try felons and carry out their sentence of the felon
is guilty. Standard punishments are imprisonment, slavery
and death. The penalty for violating the known word of the
“anointed one” is:
A) The felon is buried in the ground to his neck.
B) Over a seven-day period, the skin is flayed from his
head.
C) On the afternoon of the seventh day, starving dogs are
let into the courtyard. They have not been fed since the
flaying started, are trained to kill men, and will eat the
felon alive.
D) The felon’s remains are ground into powder and scattered at least five miles out to sea. If his name is
recorded anywhere, it is expunged from that record. To
the Teosans, a man who is convicted of this crime ceases
to exist.

Allies
Teos has treaties with Vahear and the Kingdom of the East.
They have trade ties with the Dukes of Tiansar and Koi’lan.

Enemies
The Cerulean Empire is dedicated to the conquest of Teos.

It is the year 1509 by the Teosan calendar. It dates from
the ascension of the first emperor to be recognized as the
anointed son of Enki.
Location on the Continent Map
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3.74 Thaliba
Until the year 842TH [309SA], Thaliba ruled an empire
that stretched from the river Zara to the badlands of modern S’ph’nth. In the reign of Timas the Enlightened (842–
895TH [309–362SA]), feudalism was instituted and the
construction of Fortress Thalib began. By the time of his
death, the Thalibans had nearly divorced themselves from
their empire. They, in their view, were no longer interested
in “civilizing barbarians.” With the completion of Fortress
Thalib (1016TH [483SA]) and the defeat of their battle
fleet by Clima (1020TH [487SA]), they withdrew into isolation and, with the issuing of the Edict of Daranian the
Blinding, what was once an empire became a patchwork of
319 noble domains.
Since this edict, Thaliba has concentrated on the mystic sciences and isolated itself from the world. In the year
1226TH [693SA], they closed their land to all foreigners,
except for the Thaliban Road and the city of Porta. What
invasions they have faced, they have bought off or broken
on the walls of Thalib.
They have faced siege by the Don Host, assault by Nilgeranthrib and attack by Marentia. They pay yearly tributes
to the Thaliban tribes and Marentia, the first to serve as
a buffer and the second to assuage that nation’s ambition
for conquest. The Thalibans view themselves as a superior
race. With their invulnerable fortress and mystical power,
the actions of barbarians are unworthy of notice.
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flattering, etc. At all times, they have the potential to be
The capital of the nation is Thalib (34,000). Its suburbs ruthless killers. Their leaders tend to be textbook examples
(city margins) have 59,000 citizens. The total Thaliban of amoral pragmatism in action.
population is 93,000. The southern part of the Thaliban
Peninsula is occupied by the city of Porta (14,000). It is Legal System
a wide-open city whose citizens come from many places. Thaliba’s legal system is unknown. No one has ever, to
In Porta, survival is the only law. Another 13,000 citizens their knowledge, seen the face of a Thaliban. No one who
dwell in the margins outside the city. The total population has entered their land, except on the road, since the year
of this area is 27,000. The total population of the Thaliban 1226TH [693SA] has ever been seen again.
Peninsula is 120,000.
NOTE — Thaliba’s emperor is an absolute monarch. It
The KNOWN army of Thaliba is the Golden Guard (600
has a strict caste system. Each caste has a precisely defined
footmen and 200 crossbowmen with arbalests) which gartask in life. By performing this task well, its members earn
risons the Thaliban Road. In addition to this force, but
a place in heaven. It is a disciplined and orderly society.
unknown to the world at large, Thaliba has three other
(Foreigners who are found off the road in Thaliban lands
units. The Society of Light contains 400 elite agents who
are hunted by the White Riders and enslaved for life. There
are trained assassins and magic-users. The Silver Guard
are no exceptions to this rule.)
contains 1,600 footmen and 3,200 trained militia who guard
Porta is ruled by its bosses. Each boss is a despot in
the fortress. The White Riders are a 400-man cavalry force
who patrol the land to keep out barbarians. The nation also his own area. Unless a person’s actions interfere with the
fields 4,800 untrained militia. Of these forces, some or all local gang, he can do what he wants. If he interferes, the
of the Golden Guard, the Society of Light and the White threat is met with violence. Porta is a closed and hostile
environment for foreigners until they make connections in
Riders are magic-users.
Porta is ruled by ten gang bosses. Their total strength the city, or show themselves to be so strong that others try
is 650 gang soldiers and 1,300 gang militia. Porta’s fleet, to make connections with them. (Taking the second course
owned by two of the city’s gangs, has 4 warships. Thirteen can be dangerous. Bosses are often paranoid about up-andother ships, controlled by pirates, also based out of the city. coming competition. They have a tendency to “swat a cub
The Porta-controlled area outside of the city is run by 3 before it can become a bear.”)
bosses.
Allies
Their total strength is 150 soldiers and 700 militia.
Thaliba has a treaty with Marentia and an understanding
Economy
with the Confederacy. Neither is of any importance to the
Thaliba’s economy is based on road tariffs and fine goods Thalibans. Thaliba pays the Thaliban tribes to close the
that they release to the world through selected merchants forest passes to all outsiders, especially the Zen’da.
in Porta.
Porta has no allies. Its people have close ties with crimiPorta’s economy is based on its status as a free port and nal organizations in nations on the Sea of Tears. They also
a criminal haven. It is a center for piracy and a clearing have ties with pirate captains from as far away as Dechat.
house for stolen goods. If something of great value is stolen
in the western nations, it is likely to surface in Porta.
Enemies

Population

The major enemy of Thaliba is Nilgeranthrib. The Great
Lich is dedicated to their destruction and plans to use Porta
Thaliba’s religion is unknown to the world at large (they as a pawn in his master plan. Beyond this, Clima would like
have a law-oriented faith that concentrates on the worship to conquer Thaliba but believes it to be impossible. The
of Light). Religion is of little importance in Porta. There Confederacy wants to clean out the pirates and criminals in
are few areas in Porta where religious authorities have the Porta but fears Thaliba’s reaction to such an attack.
power to force their beliefs on others. A man’s faith is his
NOTE — For more information on Thaliba, Porta and
own in Porta, especially if he has the wisdom to keep it to
Nilgeranthrib, see §11.
himself.

Religion

Personality
The Golden Guard is the only group of Thalibans that the
world has experience with. This being the case, Thalibans
are viewed as haughty, conniving and greedy people who are
infuriatingly condescending. They always try to collect as
much money as they can get. If faced with a physical threat,
or shown that a person is unable to pay, they back down.
If attacked, they fight implacably until the “barbarian” who
had the effrontery to lay his hands on a Thaliban is dead.
Portans are a cold, calculating people with a criminal
mentality. They value profit and power above all else. As
a situation warrants, they are violent, helpful, treacherous,
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Language
Thaliban
Aratad
Salaqi
Zarunese
Thaban
Fomorian
Gomese
Zen’dali
Bhamoti

100%
(15%)
(10%)
(20%)
(10%)
10%
5% (10%)
0% (10%)
5% (5%)

5%
0%
5%
5%

Rogizini
La’Ced
Donaran
Kolari
Portan
Shandar
Marentian
Climan
Cerulean

0% (5%)
5% (10%)
5% (5%)
0% (5%)
5% (60%)
0% (5%)
5% (15%)
5% (10%)
0% (5%)

NOTE — The values in parentheses are used by natives of
Porta.

3.75 The Thaliban Tribes

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
150lbs

Common Weapons
Thaliba — Swords, Polearms, Heavy Crossbows and Arbalests
Porta — Daggers, Clubs, Swords
Ancestry
The Thalibans are an ancient people who entered the area
more than 2000 years ago as barbarian invaders. Their
appearance is very close to that listed for the Thaliban
tribes, though their fine clothing, coiffures and cosmetics
make them appear much handsomer. The Portans are the
“mutts” of the Sea of Tears. They have citizens from all of
the nations washed by its shores. Porta is a melting pot for
this area.

Calendar (Solar)
The Thaliban calendar is used in Thaliba, Porta, Marentia,
Zarun and Ba’rual. By its reckoning, it is the year 1633.
The calendar dates from the foundation of the Thaliban empire, specifically the reign of Kiros the Mighty — Thaliba’s
most successful conqueror. The cyclical events that are featured in the full calendar, which is only used in Thaliba,
are based on the Thaliban Mysteries of Light which are
only known to the Society of Light and the Emperor.

Thaliban Society
Thaliba is a mystery to the world. No one has been known
to enter Thaliban lands, except on the road, and return alive
for over 500 years. They have isolated themselves from the
mortal world and suffer no foreigner to walk their lands.
The fate of those who have entered the land in defiance of
the bans is unknown.
NOTE — They are enslaved for life. As a law-oriented
society, the Thalibans cannot see their way clear to kill trespassers. They restrain them forever instead.
Thaliba operates under a caste system. The elite castes,
and the few slaves that they have, dwell in Thalib, the capital. The highest caste, after the Imperial family, is the Society of Light. The society is a militant brotherhood of noble
magicians who serve the Emperor fanatically. Its members
are selected from the noble castes at birth, trained for fifty
years and tested for admission into the light.
Noble Thalibans have extreme longevity, due to the magic
and power that the culture has gained over the millennia.
the average lifespan of a noble is 150 years. The current
ruler is an ancient man, 287 years old, who was young when
the Don Host besieged the city on their way west.
Thalibans prize their isolation and exclusivity. They will
not leave their land or have anything to do with the barbarians who dwell outside of it. Only members of the Society
of Light and the Golden Guard have regular dealings with
foreigners. Others, without the training and stability of this
elite, would commit suicide rather than accept an order to
live among the barbarians. Their pride could not bear the
shame of it.

Location on the Continent Map
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3.75 The Thaliban Tribes
The cities in this area became duchies as part of the
Thaliban decentralization (842TH [309SA]). In the year
1020TH [487SA], they gained complete independence.
Twenty years later (1040TH [507SA]), the Duke of
Alzira, maddened by his desire to recreate the Thaliban Empire under his leadership, was seduced into seeking power
from Nilgeranthrib. Within two months after their bargain was struck, Nilgeranthrib ruled Alzira and the duke
was a zombie. In the months that followed, Nilgeranthrib
desecrated Alzira. More than 13,000 of its citizens fled or
were sacrificed to Nergal. The remainder became servants
of Chaos.
With Alzira in hand, Nilgeranthrib began a campaign of
diplomacy and terror against the forest cities. When he
was ready (1067–1070TH [534–537SA]), he moved against
these cities and conquered them. During the next decade
(1070–1082TH [537–549SA]), he welded them into a nation
subjugated to his will.
Throughout this period of consolidation, the Society
of Light interfered with Nilgeranthrib’s plans. Finally
(1082TH [549SA]), he tired of their interference and his
armies, living and dead, marched on Thalib. For a full
year, he besieged Thalib and used his mightiest magics to
punish its defenses. (At one point, he breached an inner
wall and endangered the city proper. No other force has
ever succeeded in doing this.)
In the campaign of 1083TH [550SA], Thaliban agents
gained the support of Zarun and the mountain cities, These
forces struck Nilgeranthrib from the rear while the elite
force of Thaliba, led by the Zarunese hero Melanius Zendar
(the first bearer of Life Sword), fixed his host in a battle
to the death. In the battles that followed, Nilgeranthrib
was slain, his host was routed and the city of Alzira was
completely destroyed. (Its entire population was killed or
enslaved by the victors.)
For ninety years, the mountain cities ruled the forest and
grew decadent from their wealth. In the west, Zarun became a nation. Elsewhere, Nilgeranthrib achieved human
form and he was reborn. In the year 1172TH [639SA], he
led legions of the dead against the mountains and the forest, slaying their people wherever he found them. The few
who survived sought refuge in the wilds and began a barbarous fight for survival. To give permanence to their fate,
Nilgeranthrib laid terrible curses on their cities and hunted
them mercilessly for years.
Since Nilgeranthrib’s victory, the descendants of these
cities have become barbarians who fear cities and dread the
power of Chaos. Their days as a civilized culture are a faint
and terrible memory to them. To these people, the true
name of the Devil is Nilgeranthrib.
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3 The Cultures

Population

Language

The Thaliban tribes are the Batani (20,000), the Woumai
(18,000), the Ursmai (17,000), the Tilini (14,000) and the
Bumai (11,000). Their total population is 80,000 with
16,000 warriors.

Thaban
Zen’dali

Economy

100%
10%

Marentian

5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
165lbs

A barter system operates in this area. The tribesmen shun Favored Weapons
money, a product of cities, as a cursed talisman of doom.
Swords, Longbows and Polearms (usually Spears)

Religion

Other Notes
The tribes worship Law, especially forces committed to per- Most warriors fight in leather armor, carry a buckler and
petual combat against Chaos. Their faith has degenerated take two of the three favored weapons into battle. They
into a shamanistic version of the original Thaliban faith.
dislike cumbersome armor and helmets because they are
“civilized” evils. Their common wear is buckskin and soft
Personality
leather.
Thaliban tribesmen are paranoid, defensive and hostile.
They suspect all strangers, especially civilized people (who Location on the Continent Map
they believe to be cursed).
12 17 22
They have an aversion to cities and a virulent hatred
7 11 16 21 26
of Chaos. Among their own, they are kind, generous and
3 6 10 15 20 25
trusting. Outsiders who enter their land, civilized or not,
2 5
9
14 19 24
are hunted down and killed. Only rarely, and then only for
1 4
8
13 18 23
a good reason, will they make any exception to this rule.
NOTE — The Tilini allow people to travel through their
land on the road. They sometimes demand food and drink
from these travellers. Only rarely will they attack them.
They will kill anyone whom they find off of the road. (The
Thalibans give the Tilini a yearly tribute in trade goods to
allow this small part of their territory to be defiled by the
civilized. Otherwise, they would attack all travellers who
enter their land.)

Legal System
Clan war chiefs rule the tribes. Within the code that the
tribes follow the chief’s word is law for his clan. Only chiefs
are allowed to read, and interpret, the ancient writings that
make up the code. The position of war chief is hereditary.
Criminal punishments are meted our according to the
code. Common punishments are fines, servitude, slavery
and death. The penalty for a non-chief who is caught reading, or touching a volume of the code is:
A) The felon is nailed to a tree with nails driven through his
hands, feet and stomach. (The stomach nail is driven
such that it will take days to kill the felon.)
B) The felon is hooded and gagged. He is then left alone
to be eaten by the creatures of the forest.

Allies
The forest tribes (the Tilini and Batani) are paid by Thaliba to allow travellers to pass on the road (the Tilini) and
to prevent invaders from passing through the forest (the
Batani and the Tilini). The mountain tribes have no allies.

Enemies
Nilgeranthrib is the perpetual enemy. The Zen’da often
fight these tribes. They consider these warriors to be honorable enemies who are well worth fighting.
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3.76 Ticasi
In the year 206SA, the Kingdom of Salaq took Ticasi from
the Empire of the Ced. For the next 225 years, Ticasi belonged to Salaq’s king. In the year 431SA, Armanthar, a
great scholar, proposed that Ticasi could serve Salaq better as a scholastic center than as a royal fief. In the year
438SA, the King of Salaq was convinced. He named Armanthar Royal Governor of Ticasi and authorized him to create
a tax-exempt scholastic center with full internal independence. During his reign as Governor (438–496SA), Armanthar dedicated his life to this task. In the year 479SA,
he formed a Council of Scholars to rule after his death
and received a writ automatically investing its chairman
as the Royal governor of Ticasi. When he died (496SA) his
body was preserved, incorruptibly, and placed in the Royal
Chamber to serve as an inspiration to the Council.
After Armanthar’s passing, the land was stable. In the
year 702SA, a plague struck the city and killed more than
12,000 people in the 18 years that it lasted. To counter its
threat, the Council of Scholars overcame their revulsion for
interfering in the affairs of others and passed the Edict of
Respite (720SA) by a 16–7 vote.
NOTE — The Edict of Respite was a draconian measure.
It established a firm code of cleanliness and order, banned
the wearing of personal weapons in public, established curfews and created a constabulary to enforce the will of the
council.
The Edict of Respite stabilized the land until the year
1000SA. In that year, the Donarans entered Ticasi. To
forestall a large invasion, the Council accepted a Donaran
Resident and began paying a yearly tribute, on the restriction that Donarans in Ticasi would be subject to Ticasi
law. (Because of their troubles in Shiben, the Donarans

3.76 Ticasi
accepted.) Soon after the Donaran presence became fact,
the Council created the National Guard (1004SA) and the
Coastal Patrol (1009SA) to protect their land. Since this
time, they have been at peace.

Population

the performance of “dirty” rites of magic (Necromancy,
Death, Disease or Plague spells, etc). An actual sentence of
death requires majority agreement by the Council of Scholars. If they disapprove, the sentence is changed to life in
prison.

The capital is the city of Ticasi (19,000). The nation’s
total population is 75,000. Ticasi’s armed forces are divided
into three groups. The Constabulary has 200 footmen in
chainmail located in Ticasi as a garrison and a police force.
The National Guard consists of 1,200 foot militia and 400
horse militia from the countryside around Ticasi. All of
them are trained. The Donaran Resident commands a force
of 400 footmen camped outside the city of Ticasi. Ticasi’s
fleet, the Coastal Patrol, consists of 10 warships including
1 trireme. No Donaran warships are based in Ticasi.

Allies

Economy

Language

Ticasi uses organized and efficient agricultural methods.
They have a large fishing fleet. Their trade revolves around
the exchange of knowledge for the raw materials and goods
that they lack. Ticasi is one of the most important centers
of learning in the world.

Religion
All faiths except those that practice “dirty” rites are tolerated in Ticasi. Law orientated religions are favored.

Personality
The people of Ticasi are devoted to logic and rational behavior. Over 90% of their people are literate in at least one
language. Most citizens strive toward the national purpose
of scholastic excellence. Most of them are intellectuals with
an aloof and passive nature. Violence is a last resort in this
culture. Intellectual curiosity, especially within one’s field
of interest, is their life.

Legal System
Ticasi is ruled by a 23-member Council of Scholars. All
decisions of national importance are decided by this council.
Its leader is called the Master Scholar. No meeting can be
held without his presence. Council members are selected
by scholastic competition in each of the recognized fields of
knowledge, as defined in Ticasi.
Ticasi has a complex justice system. A full trial takes
months in minor cases. In major cases, it can take years.
While awaiting the resolution of a case, suspects are confined in private rooms in the council’s prison. Ticasi has no
law that provides for bail or parole. Unless a suspect has
influence with the judge, a council member or some other
important person, he remains in jail until his case is decided. (If he is found innocent, he is paid 1 GC per month
spent in jail to repay him for his time. All prisoners are
allowed to study while they are confined if they choose to
do so.)
Criminal penalties in Ticasi are public service (street
cleaning, sanitation work, etc.), imprisonment and death.
All major crimes are punished by death. Some things that
are major crimes in Ticasi are murder, carrying a concealed
weapon, excessive slovenliness (after multiple offenses) and

Ticasi pays tribute to Donara. They have harmonious relations with Shiben. They are loyal to the memory of Salaq
and help citizens of Salaqara when they can.

Enemies
Ticasi dislikes Chiros, a land of wastrels, and detests Clima,
a dirty land of evil magicians. They fight piracy and have
nothing to do with those who harbor pirates.

Salaqi
Aratad
Caldan
So’reas
Zen’dali(W)
Zarunese
Thaliban
Goidanese
No’reas
Ghiam
Marentian
Cerulean
Robari
Ro’babzan
Gomese
Kolari
Tongue of the Abyss
Tongue of the
Blasted Soul
Tongue of the Dead
Tongue of the
Desert
Dwarf Elder
The Elder Tongue

80%
40%
40%
20%
20%
20%
20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
5%
5%

La’Ced
Donaran
Climan
Kazi
Irava
Thaban
Rogizini
Korchi
Djani
Zen’dali(C)
Bhamoti
Balas
Sair’a’cili
Shandar
Dirlla
Trean
Animal Tongues
Tongue of Darkness

40%
40%
40%
20%
20%
20%
20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
5%
5%

5%
5%

Tongue of Death
Tongue of Dvalinn

5%
5%

5%
5%

5%
5%

Elder Water Tongue
Faerry Sidh

5%
5%

Tongue of Utgard
Geror
Great Ape
Tongue of the Jinn
Tongue of Lawful
Fire
Ashura’s Command
Tongue of the Sidh
Troll Tongue
Tongue of Young
Chaos

5%

Tongue of the Earth
Tongue of Elder
Fire
Elf Sidh
Tongue of Fiery
Chaos
Goblin

5%

5%
5%
5%

Tongue of Catheta
Kotothi Tongue
Tongue of Light

5%
5%
5%

5%
5%
5%
5%

The Primal Tongue
Tonah Tongue
Tongue of the Wind

5%
5%
5%

5%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

68"
150lbs
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Common Weapons

Religion

The Timbaza worship Omael and revere all life. They never
take a life without apologizing to the spirits afterwards. A
great deal of placatory ritual is tied in with hunting, fishing
Ancestry
These peoples are of La’Cedi stock. They follow the char- and warfare in their culture.
acteristics of that group but are a bit larger, heavier-built
Personality
and lighter-skinned.
The Timbaza are a friendly people who are timid, but kind
and generous once their trust is earned. Most of them are
Special Note–The Council Of Scholars
talented artists who prefer art to war as a vocation. When
The recognized fields of knowledge, in Ticasi, are Agronthey must fight, they are sneaky warriors. They fight from
omy, Art, Astronomy, Ceramics, Engineering, Geograambush when combat is unavoidable. (Timbaza villages are
phy, History, Husbandry, Jewel Crafts, Linguistics, Magic,
concealed and camouflaged. When a village is threatened, it
Medicine, Metal Crafts, Military History, Music, Navigacan, literally, pull up stakes and move on an hour’s notice.)
tion, Physical Sciences, Politics and Law, Religion, Sanitation and Writing. There are 22 fields of knowledge. The
council is chaired by the Master Scholar who is the ruler of Legal System
The Timbaza are ruled by the elder of their royal line. The
the land.
Competition for seats on the council are held every two penalty for minor crimes is ridicule, ostracizement or minor
years. The single person with the most knowledge in a given forms of mutilation. For major crimes, the felon chooses
between slavery and banishment. Most members of this
field wins its seat. It is his until he loses it.
To become Master Scholar, a candidate must earn a seat culture choose slavery. All trials in this land are conducted
on the council in two different fields of knowledge (at differ- by the shamans.
ent times), must have served on the council for at least ten
years consecutively and must be at least 40 years old. The Allies
Master Scholar is elected by acclamation of the council.
None.
Sixteen votes, out of a possible twenty-two, are required
to elect a new Master Scholar. He holds the seat for life or Enemies
until the council decides that someone else is more qualified.
The neighbors of the Timbaza consider them to be cowards.
NOTE — The current Master Scholar, Hovan Vachera, In times when no manly adventure is available, they take
won seats for Astronomy (4 years), Magic (12 years), Nav- pleasure in raiding the Timbaza and exhibiting their hatred
igation (2 years) and Linguistics (4 years) in his career. He most graphically. The Timbaza are often raided by Kakana
has also served as Ambassador to Donara and Grand Ad- and Ghazai slavers.
miral of the Coastal Patrol. He is 73 years old and has been
on the council, in varying posts, for more than 40 years. He Language
has been Master Scholar since the year 1082. He is likely
Timbaza
100% Kakana
10%
to retain the post until death.
Ghazai
20% Fomorian
20%
Sair’a’cili
25%
Location on the Continent Map
Dirk, Swords, Polearms
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Basic Characteristics
26
25
24
23

3.77 The Timbaza

Height
Weight

76"
180lbs

Favored Weapons
Spears, Bows and Darts
Other Notes

Warriors wear a quilted vest into battle. Helmets and
The Timbaza are peaceful fishermen and hunters. They shields are not common. Their common wear is cloth gonly fight in self-defense. They have never been known to strings when any clothing is worn.
invade another people and have suffered greatly as a result.
Location on the Continent Map

Population
The Timbaza have a population of 24,000 with 4,000 warriors.

Economy
A barter system operates in this area.
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3.78 Treaus

3.78 Treaus
In the year 1719AK [253SA], A’Korchu conquered the area
and forced the natives to build a city for the Korchi and a
large group of Trean hostages.
Throughout the Korchi reign (1719–1845AK [253–
379SA]), the Treans learned civilized ways and resisted the
Korchi faith. In the year 1845AK [379SA], with the help
of the Elf Sidh, they drove the Korchi out of the land. Under Queen Rea, Mistress of the Wild Wood, they formed a
civilized nation with a true monarchy.
In the year 2067AK [601SA], Chirea the Good and Albus
the Beneficent, the dual monarchs of Treaus, formulated the
Trean Mysteries. Since that time, Treaus has been a kind
land with reverence for life and a close tie to the Sidh and
other Elder races.
NOTE — The Korchi calendar is only used as a reference
point. The actual Trean calendar varies.

Population
The city of Treaus (9,000) is the capital of a nation with
73,000 citizens. Their army is divided into two groups. The
Trean Guard has 200 elite footmen (the Queen’s Guard),
600 footmen (the King’s Guard) and 400 cavalry (the Temple Guard). The army contains 800 footmen and 6,000 militia. They have no fleet.

must be supported by the Queen. In peacetime, he is powerless.
Succession for the Queen is matrilineal. Daughters of the
reigning queen are raised by the Priestesses of Treaus and
are kept in total seclusion until they take the throne. All
Queens ascend the throne between the ages of 16 and 25.
Reigning Queens abdicate and “join the gods of the forest”
when they begin to undergo menopause. (The Queen, and
her King, are sacrificed to the wood.) Daughters older than
25 when this time comes become Priestesses. Male children
of the royal couple are given to the Faerry Sidh.
The King is selected by an athletic and literary contest.
All men in the city, ages 20–30, must compete in the athletic
competition. The ten best athletes are tested for their literary talents. The one who wins is the King. (Non-finalists
in the athletic competition are free to go. Finalists in the
literary competition are sacrificed to the wood to sanctify
the new Queen’s reign.)
There is no crime in Treaus. No Trean would steal and,
by communal agreement, all foreigners are given what they
want (within reason). What justice system does exist is
administered by popular opinion or the Priestesses. In all
cases, only the two punishments listed previously are possible.

Allies

None. Treaus has been aided by the Sidh in the past, but
Trean timber, craft goods and art are prized. The Tre- they are not allies. They have an agreement with Dirllar for
ans also trade with the Sidh and gain wealth in doing so. joint defense against the Korchi but neither nation is likely
Treaus is poor in metal, salt and spices. They import these to honor it if only one of them is attacked.
commodities.

Economy

Enemies
Religion

Both A’Korchu and Dirllar want to conquer Treaus. They
The Treans worship the Elder Gods, especially the Gods refrain from attacking because they are unsure of the sigof the Sidh. Their religion features secret ceremonies in nificance of the Trean Mysteries and are unwilling to risk a
hidden groves and temples that are only for the eyes of war with the Sidh.
the initiated. Any other person caught witnessing a secret
ceremony loses his eyes and his tongue.

Language

Personality
Treans are kind, generous and gracious. They go to great
lengths to make strangers comfortable, and to convince
them to stay in their city. (This is especially true when
the Queen is nearing the end of her reign.) When their hospitality is taken advantage of, or a “new friend” tries to leave
the city, they are offended. In such cases they are petulant
and childish. If attacked or insulted, especially when they
have already been offended, they can be very violent.
Visitors who violate the mores of Trean society, or the
sanctity of the sacred rites, are treated with merciless hostility. If the visitor sees something that he shouldn’t, he
suffers the penalty in the Religion section. If he does something more serious, he will be (literally) torn to pieces if the
mob catches him.

Legal System
Treaus is a dual monarchy. The Queen is an absolute
monarch in peacetime. She controls everything except the
King’s Guard. During a war, the King rules the army and

Trean
Faerry Sidh
Elder Water
Tongue
Tongue of Elder
Fire
Korchi
Caldan
Goidanese
Djani
Kazi
Salaqi
Shandar

100%
20%
10%

Elf Sidh
The Elder Tongue
Dwarf Elder

20%
10%
10%

10%

Dirlla

40%

40%
40%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

So’reas
Kolari
Fomorian
No’reas
Donaran
Gomese
Rogizini

40%
40%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

66"
145lbs

Common Weapons
Swords, Daggers and Bows
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Ancestry
The Treans have been strongly influenced by the Korchi,
although they are not native Korchi stock. They have the
basic appearance of the Korchi except they are more robust
and their complexions is more of a flesh tone.
Location on the Continent Map
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NOTE — The 200 members of the Society of Tyr are Valheim and Assiran’s finest warriors. All of them have a wolf
brand on their right arm and have had their left hand bitten
off by a temple wolf as part of their initiation. Each wears a
silver ornament that covers the stump of his left arm which
can be used as a weapon. With the nation’s nobility, these
warriors are the masters of Valheim.

Economy
26
25
24
23

Valheim is the only city within 200 miles of the Assiran and
the Kameran. It receives raw materials, gems, metal goods
and other items in exchange for its wares.

Religion

The Valhani Mysteries center around the worship of Odin
and Tyr. Odin is the god of the elite and the educated.
Tyr is worshipped by warriors and soldiers. Among devout
Valheim was a fortress of the Empire del’Nord until the year
warriors, especially the Society of Tyr, the worship of Tyr
143SA. In that year a barbarian host entered the plateau,
is fanatical.
sacked Nevarsa and put the fortress under siege. For the
next thirty years, the people in Valheim fought for survival.
Personality
In the year 0VA [173SA], Norgal the Mysterious formed the
Miracle of Valheim around the fortress and drove the bar- Valheim’s society is disciplined and orderly. City dwellers
barians into the mountains in fear. Following this victory, are obedient, loyal and orderly individuals. As a rule, they
are a harsh, matter-of-fact people who are paranoid about
Norgal was named Marshal of Fortress Valheim.
During Norgal’s reign (0–36VA [173–209SA]), a city rose the dangers of the outside world and those who live there.
around Fortress Valheim. Under the protection of Norgal’s Citizens of the plateau are more independent. They are
magic, the people moved out of the fortress and repopulated generous and kind toward strangers who do not threaten
the plateau. In the final years of his reign (30–36VA [203– them. Most would give a traveller the shirt off of their
209SA]), Norgal formulated the Valhani Mysteries, as a back, unless he tried to take it.
All citizens of this nation are extremely protective of their
faith for his people, and used them to gain friendly relations
families
and property. They will defend either regardless of
with the Assiran, the old barbarian enemy. By the year of
how
badly
they are outnumbered. They are a courageous,
his death, many of the Assiran had converted to the new
possessive
and
disciplined people.
faith.
Lochan the Deliverer (36–52VA [209–225SA]) succeeded
Norgal. His reign saw the conversion of the Assiran to Legal System
the new faith, the foundation of the Society of Tyr (44VA The ruler of Valheim is its hereditary Marshal. He chairs
[217SA]) and Valhani control over the nearest Assiran a council composed of District Governors (hereditary Gentribes. On his death, the Assiran controlled a solid ring erals), army commanders (Colonels) and religious leaders
of barbarians who protected them from discovery by the (Colonel Bishops). Each social class has a fixed rank, deoutside world. This remained the case for nearly 700 years. pending on the power of the individual family or the job
Under Tholal the Foolhardy (733–736VA [906–909SA]), that it is responsible for. All are required to obey persons
Valheim experimented with conquest. Aided by the As- of superior rank as if they were in the army. (Outside of
siran, they invaded the Kameran (733VA [906SA]). After the city, this system is very informal and can be ignored. In
three years of fighting, Valheim’s army was broken on the the city, it is important.)
The most heinous crimes in Valheim are theft and murwalls of Ancient Moss Fortress and Kameri bands began
der.
Of the two, theft is worse. A thief loses his hands and
to pillage the Valhani Plateau. In the final attack on the
his
eyes
and is banished into the mountains. Murderers are
fortress. Tholal was slain. The new ruler paid the Kambranded
on the forehead and banished into the mountains.
eran a 3,000-weapon weregild in exchange for peace and
People
who
are marked in either way are shunned by the
withdrawal from the Valhani Plateau.
Assiran.
The
penalties for lesser crimes in Valheim are corSince this tragedy, Valheim has sought isolation. In their
poral
punishment
and imprisonment (at hard labor). The
eyes, Valheim’s security lies in the fact that they are a legnation
has
no
death
penalty, though banishment unarmed
end to everyone except their friends. They have no desire
into
the
mountains
is,
if anything, worse.
to seek power. Tholal proved the foolishness of this course
of action with his death.

3.79 Valheim

Allies

Valheim is allied to the Assiran and has friendly relations
The city of Valheim (15,000) controls a nation with 78,000 with the Kameran.
citizens. Their army consists of 1,200 footmen, 400 cavalry, 600 Assiran mercenaries, 1,600 militia (drawn from Enemies
the population of the plateau) and 200 Warriors of Tyr.
None.

Population
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Language

Personality

Valhani
100% Kameri
10%
Assiran
30% del’Nord
5%*
* An archaic tongue spoken by religious elders and members of the Society of Tyr. It is a corrupted form of the
native tongue of the Empire del’Nord.

The Vassa are skilled hunters and warriors. They prefer
peace to war and enjoy trade, entertaining festivals and
the solitude of the wood. They have a reputation as quick
thinkers and generous friends. When angered, they are cunning adversaries who can be tenacious, brave and energetic.
As a rule, once angered, they continue to fight their enemy
until he ceases his depredations against them and they have
been suitably avenged for the original attack. The Vassa are
a kind people with a core of steel. They do not interfere
in the affairs of others and will not tolerate interference in
their lives by outsiders. Trifle with the Vassa at your peril.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

70"
195lbs

Common Weapons
Axes, Heavy Swords (Falchions, Bastard Swords, Great
Swords), Spears

Legal System

Ancestry

The Peace Chief of a Vassa clan is its greatest shaman,
Like the Ghiamem, the people of Valheim are descended trader or artisan. He is the mediator of all disputes within
from the Empire del’Nord. They are light-haired and the clan. The clan’s most renowned warrior or hunter rules
heavily-built.
during war. He is the absolute master of the clan for the
duration. When the war ends, he gives up his power and
Calendar (Seasonal)
returns to peaceful pursuits.
This calendar was created by Norgal the Mysterious to celThe Vassa punish crime with ridicule (minor crimes) and
ebrate, and help formulate, the Valhani Mysteries. The full banishment (major crimes). Any crime too serious to be revariety of its cyclical events and the names of power that solved by ridiculing the felon requires that he be banished
are hidden within it are only known to the high priests of for ONE year. If he lives past the anniversary of his banValheim, the Swordmaster of the Society of Tyr and a pow- ishment, he may return. In the eyes of the Vassa, it is not
erful law wizard who lives as a hermit in the mountains east for them to decide a man’s fate. If he lives and returns,
of Valheim. It is the year 927 in Valheim.
fate has judged him guiltless or has exonerated him. If he
NOTE — The wizard, Norbert the Demented, is one of the doesn’t return, that is fate’s affair.
most powerful mages in the world. (At the age of 54, he
The Vassa are dedicated to peace. Unless they, their
ranks third behind the ruler of the Dark Lands and Nilger- possessions or a member of their clan is threatened, they
anthrib.)
will never raise a violent hand against another person.
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

Allies
26
25
24
23

None.

Enemies
The Vassa are raided by their neighbors. They do not consider themselves to be anyone’s enemy.

3.80 The Vassa

The Vassa are peaceful hunters who have lived in their land Language
since the great migration. Periodically, they are raided by Vassa
their neighbors. Such raids are always returned with equal Assiran
Rhuska
fury. They are a vengeful people.

Population

100%
10%
10%

Omava
Helva

10%
10%

Basic Characteristics

The Vassa tribes are the Pavassa (25,000), the Nivassa
Height
(20,000) and the Voloravassa (15,000). Their total popuWeight
lation is 60,000. They can field 12,000 warriors.

70"
180lbs

Economy

Favored Weapons

A barter system operates in this area.

Spears, Swords and Bows

Religion

The Vassa are animistic and shamanistic. They give praise Other Notes
to Manu but reserve their greatest devotion for the spirits Warriors favor scalemail. They often use shields and rarely
of the wood and hills.
wear helmets. Their common wear is soft fur and leather.
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Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

Population
The capital is Zara (13,000). The total population of Zarun
is 98,000. Zarun’s army contains 800 mercenary footmen,
400 elite cavalry and 10,000 militia. The fleet has 16 warships including 1 trireme. Five of these ships are mercenary
vessels.

Economy
Zarun is an agricultural land with fine herds. Its forest produces fine wood. The land is poor in metal. Most of the fine
goods that they use are imported. Due to the high prices
3.81 Zarun
that this causes, and the nature of the Zarunese people,
Eastern Zarun was part of the Thaliban empire until 842TH
most citizens strive to be as self-sufficient as possible.
[309SA]. Its western areas were part of the Empire of the
Ced. The west gained its independence (which was later lost
during the reign of Theosovius the Magnificent) in the Irava Religion
Rebellion. Until the advent of Nilgeranthrib, the east was Except for a compulsive loathing of all Chaos practices, the
composed of independent fiefs, somewhat dominated by the Zarunese are tolerant. They fear magic-users. SuperstiDuke of Zara. The west was dotted with villages and family tious citizens have been known to kill them at the slightest
farms with little connection to each other. With the threat provocation.
of Nilgeranthrib, and the Duke of Zara’s participation in
the war (1083TH [550SA]), the fiefs and villages united
Personality
to join in the war. In this great campaign, the Zarunese
sacked Alzira. After the war, Duke Lochar Zomoza declared The Zarunese are proud of their freedom, understanding
himself to be King and forced his will on all of Zarun. When when dealing with foreigners and friendly. Though they
his claim was supported by Melanius Zendar, the slayer of have a tendency to be miserly, they will aid others when
Nilgeranthrib, wielder of Life Sword and Zarun’s greatest they must. When their freedom or property is threatened,
they are stubborn adversaries. At other times, they are a
national hero, the other leaders complied.
The Zomozan dynasty, beginning soon after the poison- kind and helpful people who hate anything that stinks of
ing of Melanius Zendar (1086TH [553SA]), was a despotic Chaos.
regime. Under Lochar and two descendants, the people were
crushed with taxes and ground into the dirt. In the year Legal System
1132TH [599SA], with most of the nation on the verge of Zarun is a true democracy. Major decisions are made by a
revolt, the army executed Lochar III. After the coup, the vote of all adult male citizens and property holders. Durarmy formed a military council to rule the nation. When the ing a major war, the nation is ruled by a Dictator elected
hosts of Nilgeranthrib entered Zarun, this council elected from the officers of the Horse Guard (the elite cavalry). He
Priam Zendar (the bearer of Life Sword) Dictator of Zarun. wields absolute power for the duration in areas where conUnder his leadership, the forces of the lich were destroyed. flict is actually taking place. At all other times, and all
With total victory, Priam refused to step down. He pro- other places, the nation is ruled by the Council of Elders at
claimed the rule of the Dictatorship. For two years he ruled the county and national level. They are responsible for adthe land with an iron fist until, jaded by his power, he be- ministering the law, acting as judges and seeking donations
came overconfident. He returned to his family’s farm to to support the government.
visit relatives. There, a mob of peasants trapped him and
burned his manor house to the ground with him inside it. NOTE — There is no taxation in Zarun. The government
is supported by contributions from, and service by, its citThe death of Priam Zendar led to 20 years of anarchy.
izens. No non-felon can be compelled to give either if he
Eventually, the military regained power and unified the land
does not wish to.
by promising freedom to its citizens. To enforce this, and
Zarun’s legal code is called the Duties of Power. It places
lay a framework to insure its permanence, they issued the
the
most severe penalties on those citizens who have the
Duties of Power (the basis of Zarun’s legal code to this day).
most
power. Foreigners, unless they stress the fact that
Over the next 100 years, this code made Zarun a nation.
they
are
noble, are considered to have a station of ONE.
In the year 1343TH [810SA], the Don Host entered
Zarun. While there, they raided many villages and always
met stout resistance. Eventually, the main host moved west Allies
and Zarun allowed those barbarians who chose to stay to Zarun has an alliance with the Confederacy.
become citizens. Since this time, Zarun has fought wars
against the forces of Nilgeranthrib, defeated Iravoy in a
major war (1614–1626TH [1081–1093SA]) (instigated by Enemies
agents of Nilgeranthrib) and formed a defensive alliance Nilgeranthrib is the eternal enemy. They dislike the people
with the Confederacy. Except for the perpetual war with of Iravoy and Clima, but have little time to fight anyone
Nilgeranthrib, Zarun is a peaceful land with a gentle people. except the Great Lich.
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Language
Zarunese
Thaban
Climan
Zen’dali
Portan

100%
15%
5%
25%
15%

Marentian
Aratad
La’Ced
Donaran

15%
20%
20%
10%

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

70"
170lbs

Common Weapons
Broadsword, Swords, Spears
Ancestry
Most of these people are descended from Thaliba and the
Zen’da. They are tall, well-built people with dark hair and
high cheekbones. Many of their citizens have aquiline noses
and exceptional strength. Citizens of Western Zarun have
La’Cedi blood instead of Thaliban. Their appearance is
closer than that specified for Donarans.

Special Notes: Legal Penalties In Zarun
Different social classes are subject to different penalties for
the same crime. The table below lists the basic penalties
under this system:

the Ea’brad, settled on the Plain of Cholchara and held civilization in thrall for more than a century. Later, they played
a key role in the formation of the Kingdom of Marentia by
Jhamal Karestian.
Later (800–830SA), a greater force formed in the western
steppes — the Don Host. The host was led by Xalan Horsebrother, a powerful Bra’mani shaman, and “the son of the
moon” Don (The name Don is not native to the Zen’dali
tongue.). With Xalan’s aid, Don formed a pan-tribal religious cult with thousands of followers. In the later part
of the eighth century (785–800SA), this group was persecuted by the tribes and driven into the forests of the south.
At this point Don determined that a continuation of the
struggle for the steppes would be foolish. His host moved
south.
Over the next two generations, under Don and his son,
the host burned its way through Thaliba, Zarun, the Empire of the Ced, Salaq and E’lici. At the end of their epic
migration, they conquered E’lici and began the formation
of the Kingdom of Donara. This invasion altered the course
of western history and brought a new force of law into the
area to help balance the might of Clima.
Since the last migration, the Zen’da Plains have been
quiet. The tribes concentrate on their normal pursuits —
raiding, hunting, herding and war. All is well in the eyes of
the Zen’da.

Population

The Zen’da divide themselves into three major groups.
Each speaks a different dialect of Zen’dali that is under0–2
stood by people who speak any of the other dialects. The
3
4
divisions are the Western, Central and Eastern Zen’da.
6
The Western Zen’da have seven tribes. They are the
10
Bra’mani (28,000), the E’ponischa (22,000), the A’giat
The standard fine is 2D10CC. It is kept by the gov- (19,000), the Stel’gult (18,000), the Cu’truna (14,000), the
ernment. Corporal punishment is a whipping, 2D10 lashes Feir’paz (12,000) and the Lap’schi (7,000). Their total popwith a heavy whip. In mutilation, part of the felon’s body ulation is 120,000 with 24,000 warriors.
The Central Zen’da have four tribes, the Fel’oros
is branded. Service indicates that the person is enslaved
(26,000),
the Draca’epi (23,000), the Fel’masa (17,000) and
to the state for the duration indicated. Most people who
the
Otte’mas
(14,000). They have 80,000 people and 16,000
suffer this penalty are put into an active militia force that
warriors.
fights the war against Nilgeranthrib.
The three Eastern Zen’da tribes are the Ga’fel’ora
Whenever the death penalty is given, the felon is
(35,000),
the Noya’bova (23,000) and the Ser’manda
drowned.
(17,000). Their total population is 70,000 with 15,000 warriors.
Location on the Continent Map
The total population of the Zen’da is 275,000. They can
field 55,000 warriors.
12 17 22
NOTE — The Lap’schi are a new tribe composed of
7 11 16 21 26
Feir’paz, Stel’gult and Cu’truna tribesmen. It formed as
3 6 10 15 20 25
a result of a major war among the western tribes. The
2 5
9
14 19 24
tribe’s “Ga’sha” is Vlad Stonehand. They are supported
1 4
8
13 18 23
by the Bra’mani (They were allowed to occupy part of the
Bra’mani range as a homeland and took the western part of
their land from the Stel’gult.).
Station

Crime Level

Minor
A Fine
Corporal Pun.
Mutilation
2D10 yrs. Service
Life Service

Medium
Corporal Pun.
Mutilation
2D6 yrs. Service
Death
Death

Major
1D6 yrs. Service
Life Service
Death
Death
Death

3.82 The Zen’da

The Zen’da are hunters, herders and raiders who rule most Economy
of the continent’s largest plain. They have had a dramatic A barter system operates on the plains.
effect on the kingdoms of the west. Between the years
520–600SA, a massive Zen’da host assaulted the Plain of Religion
Cholchara, sacking every city and village in the area at least The Zen’da are shamanistic and animistic. They worship
once. At the end of this epoch, two tribes, the Cho’mas and Elder forces, especially animal spirits, the sky and the wind.
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Lately, the Noya’bova have begun to embrace the chaotic
faith of L’p’nth. The Feir’paz have always had a chaotic
cult of some size (one of its priestesses died giving birth to
Vlad Stonehand, whose father was a demon).

the Fel’masa. He personifies the ideal that Zen’da warriors
try to attain.

Among the Zen’da, a crime is any action that interferes with the rights or property of a fellow warrior unjustly. Depending on the severity of the crime, the penalPersonality
ties are ridicule, a weregild, corporal punishment, mutilaZen’da warriors are dedicated to combat and the acquisition tion, death and banishment. Trials are conducted by the
of useful property, i.e. animals, weapons, tents, wives and shamans. They can include magical trials, trial by ordeal,
children. They are brusque and straight-forward men. It trial by combat (always to the death) and trial by the felon’s
is critical to Zen’da warriors that their honor be beyond peers (if he is a member of the tribe’s warrior society.) The
reproach. They will go to any length to prove, or defend, Shaman determines the type of trial and presides over it
their honor if it is questioned.
while it is in progress.
In dealing with other men, i.e. warriors and strangers who
Crimes committed by an outsider are not subject to this
are spoken for by warriors, the Zen’da are honest and honor- system. (An outsider is any person who is not a member
able. Once a Zen’da warrior gives his hospitality to a man, of the victim’s tribe.) These crimes are avenged by hurting
that man has it forever unless he violates that warrior’s the felon to the same or worse degree as his crime hurt the
trust in some way. (In such cases, the betrayed warrior will warrior or his family. Nothing less will do.
seek to kill the betrayer. To turn a man’s trust into a lie is
EXAMPLE — An A’giat warrior steals a horse from a
a great insult among the Zen’da.)
The Zen’da can be domineering and amoral toward non- Bra’mani. To retain his honor as a warrior, the Bra’mani must
steal a horse from the A’giat (if he can’t do something more
warriors. By their definition, non-warriors are foreigners
damaging.) If he fails to make this effort, he is dishonored. If he
who are not spoken for by a warrior, Zen’da men who chose tries, and fails, he may suffer ridicule for a time, but, eventually,
not to fight, women who are not spoken for by a warrior his failure will be forgotten.
and women who are not members of their tribe. All fit in
the “non-warrior” class because they are viewed as either
enemies or as unclaimed property. They are without rights Allies
unless they win some by proving their valor in combat.
The Noya’bova are tributary allies of L’p’nth. Their acSavage treatment of enemies and people who violate their ceptance of this status, and their conversion to L’p’nth’s
taboos is a Zen’da tradition. In both cases, a Zen’da warrior faith, brought great laughter to the other Zen’da tribes.
is expected to be merciless. In cases where his trust is They consider the Noya’bova to be cowards and fools. The
violated or his family is injured, the honorable warrior will Ser’manda have close relations with Ba’rual. It is a friendpursue the person responsible tenaciously. If he finds him, ship that has grown over centuries. Many blood ties exist
he will try to kill him painfully.
between them. Karistos Sierva is the blood-brother and
friend of Maros Karestian, the King of Marentia.

Legal System

The Zen’da are governed by their war chiefs. The one chief
who the most warriors choose to follow is the tribal chief.
The other chiefs lead their warriors under his direction.

Enemies

The western Zen’da despise the Kazi. There is almost constant warfare between these groups. Most tribes fight their
NOTE — The Zen’dali word for chief is “Sha.” A tribal neighbors, Zen’da or not. (This, in most cases, shows a love
chief, i.e. the chief that the most warriors choose to follow, of battle, not hatred.) The eastern Zen’da, especially the
is a “Ga’sha.” Rarely, a powerful chief gains so large a rep- Ga’fel’ora, hate the Sarghut, the Humagi and the Helva.
utation that warriors from more than one tribe follow him. They are always on the lookout for these enemies.
These rare leaders are called “Ho’ga’sha.” The requirements
to become a Ho’ga’sha are:

Language

1) The chief must be a deadly warrior. (Total OCV, DCV
and best combat EL greater than thirty-five)
2) He must have a reputation for leading his warriors to
victory. (Many years spent raiding and leading warriors
into battle successfully, i.e. at least 5 to 1 success to
failure ratio.)
3) He must be charismatic or intimidating in the eyes of his
fellow warriors. (Of the two, the loyalty given a charismatic chief is much greater.)
Currently, there is a Ho’ga’sha on the plains. He is Karistos Sierva, Claw of the Bra’mani, Ga’sha of the Bra’mani
Black Claw lodge. Claw is a charismatic chief whose ability is legendary among the Zen’da. He has been followed
by many of the western and central Zen’da tribes, primarily
the Bra’mani, the Lap’schi, the E’ponischa, the A’giat and
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Zen’dali*

100%

Neighboring
10%
tongues**
* There are three dialects of this language, as explained
previously. They are mutually intelligible.
** Where a given Zen’da tribe borders on another culture, the members of that tribe will have a 10% chance of
speaking that culture’s native tongue.

Basic Characteristics
Height
Weight

72"
190lbs

Favored Weapons
Bows, Scimitar and Lance

3.83 Cultural Parameters
Other Notes
Most Zen’da warriors carry bucklers and rarely use armor.
When they are armored, they use leather or banded ring.
They dislike helmets. In general, they prefer to have maximum mobility and unrestricted vision in battle.

Special Note - Zen’da Warrior Societies
Each tribe has a warrior society. These societies vary from
fraternal lodges that most warriors can join to elite societies
that only the finest warriors can hope to enter (due to strict
entry requirements and/or severe initiation tests).
The tribes with fraternal lodges are the Feir’paz,
Cu’truna, Stel’gult, E’ponischa, Otte’mas, Fel’masa,
Ser’manda, Ga’fel’ora and Noya’bova. Twenty to forty percent of the warriors in these tribes belong to the warrior
society. Most of the others are young warriors who will
probably earn he right before they die. The tribes with
elite warrior societies are the Bra’mani, A’giat, Lap’schi,
Fel’oros and Draca’epi. In these tribes, less than 10% of the
tribe’s warriors will ever earn membership in the society.
All have severe initiation test or severe entrance requirements or both. Of these societies, the Black Claw Lodge of
the Bra’mani is the most feared and respected. The Fire
Lodge of the Draca’epi has the most severe initiation test
(the warrior must enter the Valley of the Dragon, find a
dragon scale or tooth and return alive.)
Location on the Continent Map

3
2
1

7
6
5
4

12
11
10
9
8

17
16
15
14
13

22
21
20
19
18

26
25
24
23

3.83 Cultural Parameters

Government The nation’s basic form of government. For
precise details, see the Legal System section of its description.
Power An approximate rating of the power of the nation
or cultural group. The basic formula is:
POWER = (GNI/5(RU))+(A*/1,000)+(NV/10)+
(HV/5)+(P/100,000)
All values above, unless specified otherwise, are rounded off.
*In calculating the value of A, elite units are double value,
soldiers, warriors and trained militia are normal value and
militia are 1/2 value. See the Formula Key for further explanation.
GNI = Gross National Income.
A = Number of men in army and marine formations,
number of warriors that can be levied for war.
NOTE — The term Marine means soldiers specifically
trained for marine duty. It does not include normal soldiers
that most nations include in the crews of warships that are
going into combat. Only where this term is explicitly used
will nations have any marines. In all cases, where they do
exist they are elite.
NV = Naval vessels, all vessels that are part of the nation’s military establishment including heavy vessels and
merchants where applicable.
NOTE — Standard ship crews, if they come into play, fall
into the following general ranges:
Ship Type

Number of Men

Merchant Ship
10–20
Pirate
30–60
Light Warship
50–100
Medium Warship
100–150
Trireme
250–350
Quadreme
400–500
HV = Heavy vessels. All vessels in the fleet that are rated
at trireme size or larger.
P = The total population of the nation.

Use of Power

The following tables summarize details about the cultures Power can be used to get an idea of a nation’s relative poin the Perilous Lands. In these tables the following infor- sition vis-a-vis its neighbors and to determine a basic rank
mation is given:
comparing it to all other cultures. The sections that follow
detail this factor.
Gross National Income (G.N.I.) An approximate estimate of a culture’s average yearly income. Each point of Relative Position
this rating is 10,000 silver coins in gross value. The general This factor is determined by comparing the power ratios
formulae used to determine it are:
with the largest read first.
Total City Population×5SC
Odds
Meaning
Total Barbarian or Slave Population×2SC
Less than 2–1 The cultures view themselves as equals.
All other population×3SC
Fear of the larger nation has little effect
When these figures are determined they are totalled, dion the national policy of the smaller navided by 10,000 and rounded off to yield the approximate
tion. The larger nation is unsure of its
G.N.I. of the nation. They do not include international
advantage and curbs its aggressiveness
trade that the nation engages in (which may be a positive
as a result.
or negative factor as indicated in each culture’s Economy
2–1 to 3–1
The larger nation is more powerful but
section.)
not enough to cow the smaller nation.
The smaller nation handles the larger
Alignment The basic alignment of the nation’s main renation with care but will not be browligion.
beaten if that nation chooses to be domineering. The larger nation is confident
Language The most prevalent language in the nation.
that it can win any war between them,
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Table 3.1: Civilized Cultures
Culture
A’Korchu
Aratad Confederacy
Ba’rual
Bhamotin
Caldo
The Empire of Ced
The Cerulean Empire
Chiros
Choshai
Chunrey
Clima
Confederation of Shanda
Dawana
Dechat
Dirllar
Djanesborg
Donara
Fomorian Kingdoms
Aredan
Ashudan
Atler
The East
Fomoria
The Islands
Musira
Port Doman
Shestar
Vahear
Xan
Fomorian Totals
Gom
Iravoy
Ja’xon
Katai
Imperial Katai
Shantou
Sangsao
Qimou
Choundeu
Li’jian
Jiuquo
Kadao
Koi’lan
Scaloo
Tiansar
Koulou
Si’chava
Pamau
Da’qaid
Ci’jian
Musdao
Ul’liaou
Dzhamou
Tirai
Katai Totals
Kirazan
Lemasa
L’p’nth
Ma’Helas
Marenntia
Nerid
No’mal
Novarask
Regis Baya
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G.N.I.
398
153
29
125
84
98
974
20
24
300
220
40
40
76
48
48
97
27
34
38
189
219
50
22
21
30
122
64
816
97
23
36
485
237
228
184
179
161
122
115
94
87
69
67
62
58
55
51
46
41
35
28
2404
32
408
196
91
300
15
27
8
22

Align.
Chaos
Elder
Law
Law
Elder
Elder
Chaos
Elder
None
Law
Chaos
Elder
Elder
Balance
None
Elder
Elder

Language
Korchi
Aratad
Ba’Ru
Bhamoti
Caldan
La’Ced
Cerulean*
La’Ced*
Katai
Chunai
Climan
Shandar**
Dawanese
Dechan
Dirlla
Djani
Donaran**

Government
Theocracy
Democratic Autocracy
Monarchy
Theocracy
Dual Monarchy
Monarchy
Imperial
Duchy
Feudal
Feudal
Theocracy
Democratic
Democratic
Theocracy
Emirate
Democratic
Feudal

Power
159
70
12
74
54
40
313
8
14
129
105
36
36
35
23
23
46

Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Elder
Elder
Elder

Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian**
Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian*
Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian
Fomorian
Gomese
Irava
Gomese

Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Principality
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Anarchy
Monarchy

13
22
16
81
114
28
9
9
12
65
42
411
43
10
16

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Elder/Chaos
Chaos
Balance
Law
Elder
None
Law/Elder
Law

Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Katai
Kiraza
Lemasan
L’p’nth
Matan
Marentian
La’Ced
Dechan
Novarischi**
Bayan

Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Feudal
Emirate
Feudal
Theocracy
Monarchy
Monarchy
Duchy
Emirate
Junta
Theocracy

153
65
65
52
50
45
36
33
27
25
20
20
18
17
15
16
14
12
15
8
706
12
142
87
37
110
4
17
4
14
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Table 3.2: Civilized Cultures (Cont.)
Culture
G.N.I. Align.
Language Government Power
Ro’babza
67 Chaos/Elder Ro’babzan
Kingdom
54
The Rogizini Empire
Rogh’sa***
176 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
69
Acgbhiza
138 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
50
Tlal
87 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
28
Araou
73 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
24
Musci
61 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
20
Shiazi
55 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
23
Shiea
49 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
16
Maoun
41 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
13
Zirinava
37 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
10
Assin
32 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
11
Rogizini Totals
749 Chaos
Rogizini
Feudal
264
Shiben
25 Elder
Salaqi
Duchy
10
Shurikal
40 Kotothi
Shurani
Theocracy
51
Taolisa
108 Varies
Taolisan
Kingdom
54
Teos
94 Law
Teosan
Theocracy
41
Thaliba
35 Law
Thaliban
Kingdom
18
Porta
11 None
Portan
Anarchy
7
Ticasi
26 Law
Salaqi
Junta
9
Treaus
24 Elder
Trean
Dual Monarchy
11
Valheim
26 Elder
Valhan
Monarchy
12
Zarun
32 None
Zarunese
Democracy
17
*The dominant language in the nation. Sizeable minorities speak other languages. All citizens speak this language.
** As above except a sizeable number of the population are not fluent in the dominant language though most can make
themselves understood, given time. In many of these cultures the native speakers of the dominant tongue rule in an oppressive
manner.
*** The Emir of Acghiza, Grand Vizier of the Rogizini Empire, controls the strength of Rogh’sa as well as his own. The Emirate
of Shiazi is the former stronghold of the Shazi pirates. Some pirates still dwell there and secretly ply their trade.

Odds

Meaning

but feels that it might suffer substantial
losses in doing so. They will only attack
if the likely gain exceeds the anticipated
losses by a significant amount.
The larger nation has a sizable advantage over the smaller. The smaller nation
bends every effort to handle the larger
nation carefully. The larger nation may
be domineering and/or arrogant in dealing with the smaller. The larger nation
is very confident that it will win any war
between them.
The difference in strength is overwhelming. The smaller nation makes every effort to placate their giant neighbor. The
larger feels that the smaller continues to
exist at its sufferance. It is loath to tolerate any disrespect or villiany from the
smaller nation.

Power Classes
The power rating can be used to determine the amount of
influence a culture has in its area.
Power

Class

I

Meaning

The dominant military and
social influence in the area,
“super-powers.”
101–299
II
A major power with a strong
influence on its area. These nations are powers to be reckoned
with.
51–100
III
These powers are important locally.
Most are capable of
5–1 or more
defending themselves from aggression and can influence their
neighbors.
20–50
IV
These powers are without international significance. Locally,
they are of some importance
but must assume a defensive
posture at most times.
Less than 20
V
These powers exert little or
no influence on their neighbors.
NOTE — The information in this table only fully applies
They are small nations with litto civilized nations. Barbarian nations will be somewhat
tle military power.
guided by it but their attitude, and increased mobility, makes
it less of a factor for them. Finally, cultures will react NOTE — To get an idea of the significance of a barbarian
within the parameters that their personality and legal sys- group. add 20 (if it is warlike) or 10 (if it is not warlike)
tem would logically allow. Even outclassed 5-1, a fanatically to the power rating. This will give a true indicator of its
lawful culture will be hostile to a larger, Chaotic enemy.
influence on the table above.
4–1 to 5–1

300 + Up
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Table 3.3: Barbarian Cultures
Culture
Tribes Align.
A’ha’kacili
15 Elder
Assiran
5 Elder
Bal’sani
3 Elder
Col’ka
1 Elder/Chaos
Djakschil
2 Elder
Fierazi
North
11 Varies
South
13 Varies
Ghazai
1 Kotothi
Ghiamem
3 Law/Elder
Goidan
7 Elder
Helva
5 Elder
Humagi
4 Elder
Ipanza
5 Elder
Izza
1 Law/Kotothi
Kakana
1 Kotothi
Kalem(Keyee)
1 Elder
Kameran
2 Law
Kazi
8 Elder
Kll’maun
Chaotic
3 Chaos
Shamanic
4 Elder
Lawful
1 Law
Bayan
2 Law
Kolari
5 Elder
Kolaro
3 Elder
Mopazi
1 Elder
Nylasa
3 Elder
Pa’Nylasa
1 Chaos
Omavor
4 Balance
Rhuselska
3 Elder
Rizzela
4 Law
Robari
4 Elder
Sarghut
3 Elder
Vassa
3 Elder
Zen’da
Western
7 Elder*
Central
4 Elder
Eastern
3 Elder*
*The Noya Bova are chaotic. The Fier’paz
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Language
Sair’kacili, Sair’a’cili
Assiran
Balas
Balas
Djakschi

G.N.I.
26
12
9
2
10

Power
35
13
11
3
13

No’reas
So’reas
Ghazai
Ghiam
Goidanese
Helva
Helva
Yapanza
Izza
Kakana
Kalem
Kameri
Kazi

33
28
7
7
16
13
21
7
11
3
3
12
22

40
31
16
9
22
17
27
9
13
4
4
17
28

Kll’maun
Kll’maun
Kll’maun
Kll’maun
Kolari
Kolari
Mopazi
Nylasa
Nylasa
Omava
Rhuska
Rizzeli
Robari
Sarghut
Vassa

9
11
6
7
11
9
6
12
4
13
13
19
10
24
12

11
15
8
9
16
12
9
19
6
13
17
24
13
36
16

Zen’dali
24
Zen’dali
16
Zen’Dail
14
have a chaotic subcult.

33
22
21

4

Aredan

4.1 History

4.2 Economy

The Dorman family, then Fomoria’s most powerful merchant house, began trading with the natives of eastern
Aredan in 360. The leading merchant in that effort was
the eldest son of the house. Over the next four years he
built trade stations and made personal contacts with the
natives. Most of this was done against the wishes of his
father. Aiding savages at a major expense to his house was
not something of interest to pater.
In 365 Alistair Dorman’s father died of a heart attack.
He spent the bulk of that year dealing with the loss and
consolidating his inheritance. That done, he returned to
Aredan. He found three villages he frequented in ruins.
Among the people lost was a woman he loved.
Alistair spent an exorbitant sum recruiting mercenaries
and colonists. The soldiers came from all parts of the islands. The vast majority of the colonists were sharecroppers
from the fertile zone on Fomoria.
In 366 he led a raid on the Kon. Two hundred slaves from
the tribe he was friends with were liberated. One was the
woman he loved. He married her, by the rites of Inanna,
in the year 367. In that same year, shiploads of colonists
arrived and he began building the city of Aredan (named
after the local tribe, the Areza).
From 368 through 379 Alistair repeatedly drove back attacks from the Kon, expanding his hold on the eastern side
of the river in the process. From 380 through 385, he spent
the last of his family fortune on fortresses to secure his hold
and formulated a constitution for the realm. The High King
proclaimed him King of Aredan in 387.
Alistair died in battle in 391. His son Aris succeeded
him. This king made the fusion of native and Fomorian
fact, while converting the natives to the Fomorian faith.
By the end of his 36 year reign, the majority of the citizens
were mulattoes.
In 430, Alistair II, his grandson, did two things of note.
He married the daughter of the King of Ashudan and established two forts on the eastern side of the river after driving
the Dirani and Kotobo out of the fertile lands there. His
reign was a time of constant war. Given Ashudan’s support,
Aredan survived the test. When he died in the year 449 his
hold on the new land was stable.
The nation remained relatively stable until the rise of
Shurikal. With his assumption of power, the hill tribes began major raids on Aredan. That pressure continued until Shurikal’s death at the hands of K’Bab the Conqueror,
more than 250 years later. By this time, the realm was
battle hardened and nearly bled white.
Since the fall of Shurikal pressure from the hills has
abated to some extent. It is rare for a year to pass without a raid of some kind. Thankfully, it is also rare for the
raids to be made by armies that number in the thousands.
Aredan is recovering, prosperous and vigilant.

Aredan is an agricultural nation. Its most important trade
partner is Ashudan. They provide the majority of the food
required by those islands in exchange for goods they need.
They also have some trade with Ma’helas and, on Ashudan vessels, Ro’babza and the other Fomorian kingdoms
(excluding Port Doman).
NOTE — 137 years ago the heir to Aredan visited Port
Doman. While on the town, he was foully abused. The
port’s Prince said, “a darkie has to expect such" when he
reported the crime. On his return home, Aredan made trade
with Port Doman illegal. It remains so to this day.

4.3 Population
The population of Aredan City numbers 14000 (1100 Fomorian, 800 Native, 12100 Mulatto.) Other areas house 76000
inhabitants (1800 Fomorian, 2200 Native, 72000 Mulatto.)
The realm strongly encourages mixed marriage. People
who wish to marry within their own group, whether Fomorian or native, pay a heavy tax and church fees to do so.
Those who wed in the approved manner pay nothing. The
Kingdom pays the church fees for them.
NOTE — The fees and tax make it impossible for anyone
except the wealthy or powerful to marry within their group.
They have been a feature of this realm since the reign of
Aris I.

Army
Aredan’s army is composed of 1,600 footmen, 400 cavalry,
800 horse militia and 3,200 foot militia. The militia is primarily drawn from the fertile areas of the realm. That area
is divided into 12 districts. Each is responsible for fielding
and equipping 250 militia. The remaining 1000 comes from
the city and the fortress villages.
The regular army is allocated as follows:
Aredan
400 foot, 100 cavalry
Senla
200 foot, 100 cavalry
Coralar
200 foot, 100 cavalry
Shendan
300 foot, 100 cavalry
Dorman
500 foot
The nations fleet, five triremes and a mix of small craft,
bases at Aredan and Senla. It is rare for the triremes to go
up river. Doing so is only risked during a major emergency.
Marcus Dorman — King of Aredan
Age — 40
S 35(+2)
I 20
HPV 33
MDV 7
MR 11
ML 7
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 17(+1)
W 35
E 11
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 95
HC 47%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

Sex — Male

A 20(+1) C 42
Em 12
Ap 33
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 77
CA NA
PR 12
IC 23
Dodge Value 2
Weight 202lbs

Marcus is a warrior king who would rather be a farmer. He
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assumed the throne at the age of 28. Since that time, he
has been tireless in the service of his people. Eight years
ago he beggared the treasury building schools in the city
and villages. Every boy over the age of eight is required
to attend. All must be able to show the completion of
18 months of training by their 15th birthday. Those who
cannot are placed in military training prisons to complete
the required education. All students receive basic education
and the beginnings of military training at these schools. His
goal is 100% literacy and insuring that every man in the
land is a trained soldier.
Ilitia Dorman — Queen of Aredan
Age — 26 Sex — Female

S 33(+2)
I 52
HPV 18
MDV 9
MR 10
ML 9
CDF 2

St 20(+1) D 16(+1)
W9
E 15
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
PA 53
HC 19%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 11
C 18
Em 22
Ap 60
DCV 4 DTV −1
EnL 27 CA NA
PR 2
IC 37
Dodge Value 1
Weight 150lbs

Ilitia is Dirani. She fled into Aredan at the age of 14. Over
the course of five trying years, she made her way to the city.
She made a mediocre living doing craft work and serving
in taverns. At the age of 21 Marcus noticed her. A year
later she became his Queen. She detests the Kotothi faith.
There is no limit to what she would do to end it forever.
Her time is spent doing all she can to build Aredan for the
day it is strong enough to conquer Shurikal (beginning with
her former tribe).
NOTE — Ilitia has two children, a daughter (Kaizinda, 4)
and a son (Aris, 1). In giving birth to Aris she almost died.
She cannot have another child. She is seeking a magical
cure to correct this problem.
Synthar Roman — Fomorian, General
Age — 43 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 56
HPV 18
MDV 15
MR 10
ML 15
CDF 2

St 11
D 20(+1)
W 52
E 60
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 36
HC 26%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’2"

A9
C 40
Em 36
Ap 52
DCV 5 DTV −2
EnL 92 CA NA
PR 4
IC 96
Dodge Value 1
Weight 119lbs

Most Shurani boys could defeat Roman in a duel. He is
not a warrior or talented with weapons. He is, however,
an experienced leader and military scholar. There are few
men in the ten kingdoms who are as knowledgeable on the
subject of warfare.
Synthar emigrated to Aredan at the age of 27. He has
served at the palace and in the army ever since. He has
held command at Fort Dorman for the last two years. He
calls it a stimulating challenge.
Penn Tenish — Mulatto, General
Age — 50
S 52(+3)
I 12
HPV 36
MDV 12
MR 12
ML 12
CDF 4
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St 33(+2) D 18(+1)
W 60
E 14
CEL 7
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 92
HC 45%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

Sex — Male

A 33(+2) C 56
Em 39
Ap 22
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 116
CA NA
PR 10
IC 53
Dodge Value 3
Weight 193lbs

Penn commands Fort Shendan. His family comes from the
hills seven miles north of the fort. He is committed to assuring that not one inch of their lands is defiled by wild
Shurani. As chance allows, he seeks chances to harm that
enemy. As a General he is not brilliant offensively. However, defensively, he is a true devil.
Tenish is committed to the traditions of his people. He
accepts Fomorian ways on the surface because it is best.
Behind the scenes, he, like many in his tribe, continues
Shurani traditions of strength and vengeance.
Comarian Dalorus — Fomorian, General
Age — 71 Sex — Male
S 11
I 76
HPV 20
MDV 20
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 7

St 33(+2) D 56(+3)
W 56
E9
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 51
HC 35%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’4"

A 52(+3) C 36
Em 11
Ap 30
DCV 12
DTV −4
EnL 92
CA 122
PR 8
IC 20
Dodge Value 6
Weight 137lbs

SPECIAL — Comarian has an exceptional influence affecting him. At the age of 30 he was touched by divine
power. Through it, he came to know death would come at
the age of 100. Until that time he would not show the passing of the years. He is 71. His body is 30. He is immune to
Death Powers and any other spell using the power of death.
Comarian commands Fort Senla. He retired in Aredan
after 32 years as an Ashipu priest of Ashur. In the 21 years
since his arrival, he has earned an important place in the
nation. Six years ago he was named General of Fort Senla.
Though he is not the most inspirational of leaders, he is
more than competent. His strategies are generally brilliant.
He only runs into problems when they don’t work as he
planned.
Jilagagora Tesnatoral — Native, General
Age — 52 Sex — Male
S 80(+4)
I 20
HPV 48
MDV 8
MR 9
ML 8
CDF 5

St 52(+3) D 6
W 16
E 14
CEL 9
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 140
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

A9
C 60
Em 42
Ap 8
DCV 9 DTV −6
EnL 76 CA NA
PR 12
IC 56
Dodge Value 0
Weight 303lbs

Jilagagora commands Fort Coralar. He is not a great leader
but has been successful in battle. He tends to take the
point, find the enemy’s leader and slaughter him. Given
his size, and ability with a great sword, the strategy tends
to succeed. The general is quiet and not overly bright but
he reads people well. Those who try to fool or lie to him
painfully regret it.
NOTE — The Tesnatoral family owns one of the few iron
mines in Aredan. They also have immense tracts of farmland. The family is exceptionally wealthy and intent on remaining pure blooded. They have come to like white people.
They just don’t want to marry any of them.

4.3 Population
Bilius Tolmar — Fomorian, Admiral
Age — 40 Sex — Male

S9
I 39
HPV 20
MDV 11
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 2

St 35(+2) D 22(+1)
W 36
E 68
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 49
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

A 36(+2) C 33
Em 33
Ap 39
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 69
CA NA
PR 8
IC 101
Dodge Value 3
Weight 144lbs

Bilius came to Aredan last year. He was recruited to be
Admiral after serving 20 years as an officer in the Fomorian
fleet. His final command in that service was Captain of a
Ma’chela. He is not impressed with the outdated triremes
he commands but, as he is paid well and enjoys the climate,
he makes do. He tends to be arrogant and self-righteous.
Despite those flaws, he is a skilled officer.
NOTE — Bilius recently married the 23 year old daughter of the Duke of Xaghan, a noted beauty and exceptional
entertainer. He is happy.
Effil Tolmar — Fomorian, Wife of Admiral
Age — 23 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I9
HPV 22
MDV 10
MR 14
ML 10
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 52(+3)
W 35
E 15
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 58
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 76(+4) C 35
Em 56
Ap 90
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 70
CA NA
PR 8
IC 71
Dodge Value 7
Weight 139lbs

Effil was a wild child. She often slipped her guards and
ran loose in Xaghan’s more disreputable areas. This led
her to fall in love with a thief. Five months ago, the Duke’s
constables arrested him. In questioning, they discovered his
guilt and his relationship to Effil. The guilt was damning.
Effil accepted marriage to Bilius to save her love from
being dropped nude and unarmed in the Shurani hills. She
was wed; he was given a one way ticket to the Cerulean
Empire. As she vowed, she is the Admiral’s wife, nothing
more or less. Her child by her love will be born in four
months.
NOTE — The vessel carrying the thief landed in Nomal.
Five guards began taking the thief overland to the Empire.
He escaped and is making his way overland to Dechat. If he
does not become aware that he has a son with Effil, he will
never return. Should he find out, he will find a way to steal
her and the boy. In that case, he will adopt the boy and sell
her as a slave in Decha.
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Ashudan

5.1 History

religious enclave wholly owned by the temple of Taritu. All
of its citizens are associated with that faith.

The judgment is mixed where Lomar Chian is concerned.
Some few him as Fomoria’s greatest merchant and statesman. Others see him as a freebooter with a silver horseshoe 5.3 Population
up his ass. Whatever the case, he is the founder of House
Chian, which is the largest merchant house in the Fomo- The following altered details apply:
City Rural
rian Empire and is largely responsible for the existence of
Ashudan
20000
31000
Ashudan and the Kingdom of the East.
Xaghan
10000
35000
NOTE — The first King of the East was the nephew of Fort Novan
800
2200
Lomar Chian. Lomar founded Ashudan, in 339, as he re- Quequar
2000
turned with half the trade fleet and holds full of booty. It Djaja
1500
was necessary to maintain communications with the east Tariti
500
and press the Lemasans.
Total Population
103000
During the next seven years, Lomar established himself
on Fomoria, built his house and sent colonists to Ashudan. Army
In 346, he returned with an immense fleet and founded The Constabulary
Xaghan. That done, he moved on to participate in the
This force is under the control of the judicial system. It is
Great Lemasan War (where he lost his life in 351).
With Lomar’s death, his son Torus took over the family deployed as follows:
300 foot, 3 ships
business. He used Ashudan as his base for operations in the Ashudan
Xaghan
200
foot, 2 ships
East and Ma’helas. The result was massive profit. In 366,
Fort
Novan
200
foot,
1 ship
he aided the Dorman movement into Aredan. The result
Quequar
70
foot,
1
ship
was the establishment of a new Kingdom and the death of
Djaja
30
foot,
1
ship
one of his house’s major competitors. On his death, in 391,
House Chian was a major mercantile power and Ashudan
The Royal Legion
was growing rapidly.
On assuming control, his son Laris moved his base back Deployment is as follows:
5 triremes, 10 other vessels, 1000 elite foot
to Fomoria. While he was enroute, the High King named Ashudan
Xaghan
3
triremes, 7 other vessels, 1000 elite foot
the Admiral of Ashudan King (in an effort to cut into the
Fort
Novan
7
triremes, 13 other vessels, 400 elite foot
house’s growing power). Though it had no impact on House
Total
45
vessels, 2400 elite foot
Chian, it did change the direction of Ashudan. They became a kingdom instead of the wholly owned property of
the Chian’s. Laris accepted that, continued his operations “Ambassadors”
in the area and expanded the family’s business into other The nation has a secret force of 20 highly trained and comlands.
petent operatives. They deal with internal difficulties and
In the years since, Ashudan has grown into a prosperous problem situations before they boil over into a war. The
and beautiful nation. It remains an essential provisioning force is commanded by the Prime Minister, who also pays
stop for trade and is one of the main lynchpins maintaining them. Their official name is Royal Security.
the integrity of the ten kingdoms.

5.2 Economy
Trade is king in Ashudan. Much of its arable land is in fine
estates that are little used for farming. The remainder has
some crops and orchards. The capital has extensive markets
and numerous craft houses. Xaghan is not as cosmopolitan.
Its southern forest is the major source of fleet timber. The
mountains produce gems, high quality stone and a small
amount of workable metal (tin and copper primarily). Fort
Novan is a fleet base with some agriculture and the beginnings of a city. Djaja has small villages and fine estates. Its
major industry is the temple of Enki. Quequar has a village
with a rudimentary port and a number of settlements in the
mountains. Gems and silver are produced there. Tariti is a

5.4 Cultural Note
Ashudan is noted for its cleanliness, markets and the excellent condition of its citizens. Despite the disproportionate
wealth, the Kingdom goes to great lengths to provide for
the need of all its citizens. Anyone who makes an effort can
find a decent life in this land. Those who don’t end up on
Djaja or Quequar if they are not banished from the nation.
In general, the banished are sent to Port Doman.
Slavery is illegal in Ashudan. Anyone who brings a slave
to these islands loses ownership if the nature of the relationship is discovered. Indentured creditors do not count as
slaves. They may be owned as thoroughly as any slave until
the terms of the unfulfilled contract are complete (the same
rule applies in Fomoria and other kingdoms of the empire).
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Agorn Harel — King of Ashudan
Age — 57

S 14
I 20
HPV 14
MDV 7
MR 11
ML 7
CDF 2

St 12
D 33(+2)
W 33
E 24
CEL 1
OCV 1
MEL NA EL NA
PA 28
HC 21%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’3"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 30
Em 11
Ap 45
DCV 4
DTV −2
EnL 63
CA NA
PR 4
IC 35
Dodge Value 3
Weight 139lbs

good causes, in Ashudan and elsewhere. On the average,
his bequests total no less than 5000 gold coins each year.
NOTE — His son Ro (18) is an officer in the navy. His
eldest daughter Leann (15) is an apprentice merchant for
House Chian. His youngest Jean (13) is an acolyte in the
temple of Enki.

Lara Chian — Duchess of Xaghan
Age — 38 Sex — Female
Agorn II has held the throne for 22 years. He is a kind
S
17(+1)
St
18(+1)
D
18(+1) A 33(+2) C 40
man who is more than a bit effete. His primary interests
I 33
W 14
E 39
Em 56
Ap 68
are theater and the dance. He is also highly religious. He
HPV 19
CEL 3
OCV 5
DCV 6
DTV −3
generally gives offering to Enki and Inanna on a daily basis.
MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 54
CA NA
In his mind, the foulness war is unworthy of Ashudan. The MR 12
PA 37
HC 29%
PR 6
IC 95
Prime Minister’s most important job, as the King sees it, is ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
to insure Ashudan remains free of its taint.
CDF 2
Height 5’2"
Weight 132lbs
Davod Harel — Prince of Ashudan
Age — 32

S 15
I 36
HPV 19
MDV 9
MR 12
ML 9
CDF 2

St 20(+1) D 52(+3)
W 33
E 11
CEL 5
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
PA 35
HC 30%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

Sex — Male

A 33(+2) C 39
Em 12
Ap 48
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 72
CA NA
PR 6
IC 23
Dodge Value 5
Weight 150lbs

Davod does not have his father’s gentile nature. He has
served as a Captain in the royal fleet for the last seven
years. He favors a proactive response to potential problems.
If something or someone is seen as a growing threat, the
proper action is to stifle that growth. While his father reigns
he only acts on that belief as his orders allow. Once he takes
the throne, Ashudan may become more aggressive.
Torus Chian — Prime Minister
Age — 50

S 17(+1)
I 53
HPV 20
MDV 16
MR 11
ML 16
CDF 2

St 33(+2) D 18(+1)
W 52
E 24
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 57
HC 31%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

A 20(+1) C 28
Em 48
Ap 60
DCV 8
DTV −4
EnL 80
CA NA
PR 8
IC 72
Dodge Value 2
Weight 205lbs

Torus is the younger brother of the leader of House Chian
(Ro Chian). He runs the family’s business in Ashudan,
Aredan and points east. He has held his current post for
nineteen years. Prior to that he ran a trade fleet serving
the Goidan/Kolar peninsula area. He came to Ashudan
after his actions in the north earned him the enmity of the
Governor of Nergu (and a medal from the High King). He
is married to the eldest daughter (Lara, age 38) of the Duke
of Xaghan. They have three children.
Torus is a cultured and ebullient man. His equitable nature is notable. So is the core of steel within him. He will
go to lengths to prevent difficulties and find compromises.
When doing so is impossible, or a detriment to Ashudan or
his family, he is capable of draconic action. Those who leave
him no choice tend to meet his ambassadors soon after.
He is a talented merchant and orator. No one in the
Kingdom, including the King, has a third of the wealth he
enjoys. His current net worth is over 500 thousand gold.
He keeps enough of his income to allow for slow growth (13%) of that wealth each year. The remainder is donated to
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Lara assumed the throne as regent for her 12 year old
brother after a situation with her younger sister led to her
father’s heart attack and death. She will retain the position
until her brother is 21. She is a charismatic woman who enjoys the arts, especially temple dance. She also has a foul
temper but rarely holds a grudge. Her prime concerns are
the welfare of Xaghan and the future of her family. Unlike
most of her class she has little interest in the worship of
Enki. Inanna is her goddess.
NOTE — Lara favors joint action with Aredan against
Shurikal. Lessening the power of that race is essential to
the survival of her people, as she sees things. Victory would
also improve conditions in Aredan and increase her family’s
profits from that kingdom.
Fallon Horman — Entrepreneur
Age — 32

S 11
I 24
HPV 23
MDV 11
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 3

St 36(+2) D 17(+1)
W 52
E 76
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 51
HC 40%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

Sex — Male

A 32(+2) C 44
Em 33
Ap 50
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 96
CA NA
PR 10
IC 109
Dodge Value 3
Weight 157lbs

Fallon is a resourceful man who is devoted to the Fomorian
way of life. He is also greedy. As a proper Fomorian, he
never breaks his word. However, he is very good at making his words seem to say something other than their true
meaning. He is a conniver, manipulator and commercial
success. He is also, as yet unproven, a slaver, smuggler and
criminal who has strong ties with the merchants of Port
Doman. He runs two hotels, a fleet of merchant vessels and
two passenger liners. More than one pretty female passenger has been “lost at sea” after booking passage with his
ships.
Alvois Turnab — Chief Constable
Age — 54

S 24(+1) St 56(+3) D 20(+1)
I 33
W 68
E 18
HPV 35
CEL 5
OCV 9
MDV 18 MEL 11
EL NA
MR 9*
PA 84
HC 58%
ML 12
Mana Regen. 9
CDF 10
Height 6’
*−1 for obesity

Sex — Male

A8
C 60
Em 16
Ap 20
DCV 6
DTV −6
EnL 128 CA 125
PR 12
IC 34
Dodge Value 1
Weight 239lbs

5.4 Cultural Note
Alvois is an Urigallu Lama of Enki. He has served as Chief
Constable of Ashudan for 11 years. He is responsible for
the justice system in the islands and has command of the
constabulary forces. He generally works with the King and
the Prime Minister in performing this task. However, the
law of the land makes his word final where law enforcement
is concerned. He is the supreme legal authority of the Kingdom. When his decision goes against the will of others, he
is stubborn enough to stay his course.
NOTE — Alvois lives in a priest’s cell in the temple of
Enki. His salary, and any other money he gets, is given
to the temple. He has no wish to garner wealth and little
interest in sex. He is nearly impossible to corrupt.
Trent Noran — Baron of Novan
Age — 41

S 53(+3)
I 16
HPV 35
MDV 6
MR 11
ML 6
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 17(+1)
W 22
E8
CEL 11
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 113
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 33
Em 14
Ap 42
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 55
CA NA
PR 10
IC 22
Dodge Value 2
Weight 213lbs

Trent spent eight years as an “Ambassador”. When Torus
Chian got the King to work toward the upgrade of the island, he got Trent the title of Baron as a reward for his
service. He has held that post for seven years and is doing
well. He is a tireless worker with a great deal of experience.
He is also a cold blooded killer. When someone earns death,
killing is easier then stepping on a bug for Trent.

to Chaos magic during the dark of the moon it will return
more strongly than ever.
Lo Feng Borman — Mine Owner
Age — 46

S 51(+3) St 16(+1) D 18(+1)
I 56
W 14
E 12
HPV 34
CEL 5
OCV 9
MDV 15 MEL 10
EL NA
MR 11*
PA 71
HC 32%
ML 10
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 9
Height 5’11"
*−1 for obesity

Sex — Male

A 33(+2) C 68
Em 28
Ap 30
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 82
CA NA
PR 10
IC 40
Dodge Value 3
Weight 258lbs

SPECIAL — MEL10/EL6 Shadow Sculpting as Innate
Power
Lo Feng is the bastard of Devilhand Borman, a Fomorian
pirate. He was born in a coastal village in Chunrey, nine
months after Borman’s vessel looted it. He was abused as a
child. At the age of 10, he ran off to sea. For the next fifteen
years he made a career as a pirate in one of the nastiest of
Chunrey’s pirate fleets.
At the age of 26 he tired of the nautical life, and having to
slay innocents and people who called him a half caste. He
gathered all he could steal and sailed his vessel to the west
seeking a new life. After a trying adventure, in which he
lost half his crew and gained his power, he found Quequar.
He sank his ship and moved all that was left to him into
the mountains. Soon after, he discovered a mine and built
a small village. He has been there ever since.

NOTE — Feng has one permanent creation. The EnL cost
NOTE — His wife softens his somewhat psychotic tenden- to him is 35.
cies. He married her three months after becoming Baron.
They were introduced by Torus. She has given him two sons Anhita — Feng’s Creation
(ages 6 and 3).
Age — 11 (25) Sex — Female
Mara Noran — Wife of Baron
Age — 33
S 17(+1)
I 33
HPV 27
MDV 11
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 3

St 56(+3) D 24(+1)
W 42
E 24
CEL 5
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 77
HC 45%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Female

A 56(+3) C 33
Em 33
Ap 56
DCV 9
DTV −5
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 10
IC 57
Dodge Value 4
Weight 159lbs

S 22(+1)
St 36(+2) D 18(+1) A 60(+3) C 65
I 14
W 56
E 52
Em 42
Ap 92
HPV 28* CEL 3
OCV 6
DCV 7
DTV −6
MDV 12
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 35*
CA NA
MR 13
PA 62
HC 51%
PR 12
IC 94
ML 12
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 4
CDF 3
Height 5’5"
Weight 135lbs
*The EnL is limited to 35 and the HPV to 28 because she is
Feng’s creation. As her INT level is 7, no other limits apply.

During his freebooting career Lo Feng saw a priestess in
the forests of the north whose beauty claimed a part of his
soul. Over the years he tried to win her, then steal her. His
efforts failed. He became obsessed with desire and learned
everything he could about the lady. At the age of 25, he led
a major raid on her temple, to claim her and gain treasure.
She died defending it. His heart shattered.
Lo is raising Anhita as his daughter, not a lust object.
He is spending immense sums on her education and seeNOTE — Torus suspects Mara is his daughter. It is not ing she wants for nothing. Though there is little rational
impossible. Since her mother is dead, he has no way to sense, he sees this as returning the life he stole. Other than
this obsession, he is a kind man with the steel spine of a
know for sure.
killer. She is a quiet woman who adores her father without
The Curse
reservation.
Mara was compelled to hunt people with red hair, rip their NOTE — On the age, she has been extant for eleven years.
throats and drink their blood. Nothing else had meaning Her physical appearance is that of a 25 year old woman. It
for her. She was found nude, emaciated and maniacal. The will be as long as she lives.
curse is not cured. It is in remission. If she is exposed
Mara Noran is the bastard daughter of a Goidanese woman
Torus worked with in Goidan. She was found under a foul
curse in Baobhanu. Once freed, and, the priests think,
cured, his brother Ro sent her to Torus. After a year working for him, he introduced her to Trent. They were married.
She is dedicated to Torus and loves her husband. Nothing
will get her to let Trent’s slayer mood throw away their
future or stain Torus.
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Ba'ru

Ba’ru, the capital of Ba’rual (§3.6) has 17.000 inhabitants.
It is supported by two towns, Baste and Arut’An. Ba’ru is
the hub of Ba’rual’s political and economic power, as well
as the country’s zenith of arts and sciences. The royal family resides in its palace the greatest part of the year; most
of Ba’rual’s noble families have their palazzo’s in the city.
In the university the frontiers of magic and science are explored and many pilgrims are drawn towards the cathedrals
of Metatron, Sabbathiel and Arathron. In the harbour,
ships arrive daily from distant lands to sell their wares at
the Great Market. On this market, booths from peasants
and fishermen stand next to merchants selling Katai silks
and Rogizini spices.
Although Ba’ru is not a large city, its marketplace is
rather bustling because of its key location connecting the
central plains with the civilised world. Its greatest competitor in this respect is Asichi, but Ba’ru has one big asset: its
fine armor-industry. To stay ahead of its rival, Ba’ru has to
summon the aid of sea magic to keep the seaway to the port
free from the treacherous Ba’rual Undepths. Despite these
efforts, without help of an experienced native navigator, entering the harbor safely requires a difficult navigation skill
check.

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)

Post of the Constabulary
Military Barracks
Shrine of Ben Nez
Ba’ru Palace (city palace of Xaras, duke of Ba’ru)
Baste Palace (city palace of Phenubia, countess of Baste)
Arut’An Palace (city palace of Pal Gilliz II, count of
Arut’An)
Bath Houses
Inn, Cheap
Inn, Good
Inn, Fine
Fine Hotel
Festhall
Cemetery

6.2 Descriptions
1. Royal Palace

Here, King Kier II of Ba’rual lives with his family and court.
Once a week, King Kier holds public court to receive pleas
from the people or to judge juridicial disputes. Most of the
time, the palace is a to and fro of agents, foreign embassies
and nobles from all parts of Ba’rual. The king consults the
leading families frequently on matters of state and occasionally he is host of nightly balls and dinners. Kier II is a
6.1 Encounter areas
strong and diligent man, who wants to know what happens
Numbers refer to the map of Ba’ru.
in his state and insists on full cooperation of his ministers.
Only Ba’rual soldiers are allowed to man the fortifica1) Royal Palace
tions:
this nationalist pride is the reason why the battle2) Great Market
ments
are
slightly undermanned. Lack of number is com3) National Monument (in memory of the sacking of Ba’ru
pensated
by
quality, though, since most of the soldiers
in 1522 TH)
stationed
in
the
palace fortifications belong to the Royal
4) Market Halls
Guard,
the
elite
mounted
troops of Ba’rual.
5) City Council
The
royal
palace
still
is
not
recovered from the sacking of
6) Guildhouses:
Ba’ru in 1522TH. Kier II intermittently employs hundreds
A) Armorers
of masons to restore the fortifications to their old glory, but
B) Merchants;
since the costs are enormous, the works are laid still freC) Carpenters;
quently. The innermost quarters are finished and so have
D) Masons;
the battlements immediately surrounding it, but here and
E) Weavers & Tailors;
there, ruins of once-strong towers remain to be seen. Few
F) Jewelers & Goldsmiths
people believe they will see in this life the palace fortificaG) Herbalists & Healers;
tions restored to their full strength of old.
H) Distillers;
I) Butchers;
2. Great Market
J) Fishermen & Seamen
From the quays of the Sea of Cholchara one enters, first, the
7) Temple of Metatron
Fish Market, and then the Great Market. It is a big square,
8) Temple of Sabbathiel
flanked by almost every important building of the city. The
9) Temple of Arathron
temples, the city council, the Halls, the guild houses with
10) University complex
their coloured streamers, the university aula, the scaffold:
the market square is the center of it all.
A) Faculty of Law
B) Faculty of Theology and Philosophy
At the fish market, every morning the strangest fish, ocC) Faculty Magica
topi, sharks, tunas, swordfish and beautiful shellfish are
D) Faculty of Arts
sold. The cattle market brings together simple farmers with
E) Faculty of Sciences
their cows as well as fierce Zen’da with their warhorses.
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There are acrobats and fortune tellers, and occasionally
more exotic strangers may be seen, such as spice merchants
from distant Rogizini, slanted-eyed men from Katai selling
silk or blonde-haired barbarians from the north with their
golden jewelry.
It is a place of activity and wonders, but also of encounters. Simply enjoy your wine at one of the good inns’ terraces and for sure you will meet the person you were looking
for: sooner or later everyone passes here.
NOTE — Availability of items is 1D6% higher than indicated in Book I.
Three stalls deserve specific mentioning:
• Hosen’s Herbal Emporium is run by the herbalist Hosen from Lemasa. Hosen sells many herbs, potions,
poisons, drugs and natural magic items (plant, herb
and liquor). Hosen fights with throwing daggers and
has befriended a Cait Sith.
• Erabar’s Magic Supplies is run by the Balance Magician Erabar. This magician hails from Iravoy. His
bodyguard is a telepathically controlled ogre named
Gruursh. He sells all kinds of magic items.
• Underph Mapping & Exploration Company is owned
by the dwarf Underph, assisted by two young dwarves.
Underph sells all kinds of maps, including magical and
treasure maps both false and genuine. He sells ordinary
maps as well: a City Map for 3BB, a National Map at
3CC, a Continental Map costs only 3SC and a World
Map is 2GC.

3. National War Memorial Monument
The statue carved from black malachite shows a naked
woman, who would have been very attractive had she not
had a pair of small horns on her forehead, bat wings on her
back and sharp pointed teeth in her mouth. This statue is
over six hundred years old. Two statues from white marble
were added only one hundred years ago. The latter represent a triumphant knight, lightning bolts in his hand, and
a glorious Ahura holding a scale and scepter. The group is
surrounded by six brass lions leaning on wooden poles on
which Ba’ru citizens have nailed several leaflets.
NOTE — The black woman statue represents Naamah, a
demonic succubus goddess. The armies from Marentia and
Ba’rual took it in 1524 TH from S’ph’nth as they retreated
from the deserts of L’p’nth. The famous artist Varrottini
placed the statues representing Ashur and Metatron. Since
then it has served as Ba’rual’s national monument.

and rebuilding they grew into a maze of ware- and slaughterhouses used for international commerce.

5. City Council
Looking at the facade of this imposing building, the eye is
struck by the beauty of the artwork of the famous sculpturer
Varrottini. The richly decorated structure has a high tower,
proudly sporting the golden and azure banner of Ba’ru city.
Two guards in plate mail armor carrying mighty halberds
stand next to the entrance portal. Whoever walks past
these knights finds himself in the center of power of the
burghers of Ba’ru.
NOTE — Although the guards are well-equipped fearsome
fighters, anyone can enter and leave the building freely.
In this building, the city’s High Court of law is seated,
as well as the prisons and the headquarters of the constabulary. In the Great Hall, festivities take place and in the
Conference Room, the mayor and city elders meet.
The City Council is presided by Mayor Umborino and
consists of delegates of every (legal) guild, the Militia
Colonel, some petty nobles, a Marentian delegate, delegates
from the three clerical institutions, and the Rector Magnificus of the University.

6. Guild Houses
The western part of the buildings surrounding the Great
Market is dominated by the richly ornamented buildings
that house the guilds.
The guilds are constantly squabbling with each other over
ritual, political, and economic resources. The most influential guilds are those of the merchants and the armorers; the
least powerful are the guilds of non-urban professions, i.e.
those of the wine- and beer-producing farmers and of the
fishermen and sailors.
Most of the guilds are led by a democratically chosen
council. In these buildings, guild members meet to socialize
or to debate over prizes, funds, techniques of the trade,
and matters of political nature. The city’s militia are exclusively recruited under male guild members. The guilds
try to monopolize their crafts and trades, so “freelance”
artisans and traders risk damage to their persons and
properties acted out by guild members. Membership of a
guild provides one of the benefits of several forms of social
security, as well as of a political platform. Membership
costs, however, are ca. 25

Citizens leave messages for each other on the wooden
poles. Roll 1D6: 1: “Milos, I love you! T.” 2: “Geraldo, drink a beer with us tonight in the Red Apple inn”
3: “Joshuan, we miss you, come home soon!” 4. “Marentians are pigs” 5. “Duke Xaras fucks his sheep” 6. “Topuzar
Bakery, finest pastries 1CC only”.

NOTE — There are also three criminal guilds in Ba’ru.
The assassin’s guild is all but extinct due to a rigorous campaign of the Lord High Constable in 1630 TH; the smuggler’s
guild is small but active; the thieves’ guild is the biggest and
most powerful of the criminal guilds. It relies on beggars and
prostitutes as informational sources.

4. Market Halls

7. Temple of Metatron

Whereas retailers and small traders have their shops on
the Great Market, international money-lending and trading companies meet here. This complex is formed out of
several warehouses and slaughterhouses initially not connected to one another. Through several decades of building

Seen from the outside the temple complex of Metatron is
a white walled fortress, adorned with mosaics of coloured
tiles in geometric patterns and towers topped by golden
domes. Several heavily armed temple guards man the walls
and towers.
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6.2 Descriptions
Standing next to the open portal there are two magnificent life-sized statues representing winged handsome persons, one male, one female, holding a spear and sword to
their sides.
NOTE — The 20 temple guards are fanatics in chainmail,
metal shield and helmet, composite bow, scimitar and fighting dagger. Traps and ward pacts may be present as the
Referee decides.
Anyone who walks through the portal enters a big
crowded square. In the middle of the square, beggars,
housewives, soldiers, farmers and nobles alike say their
prayers while walking around a fiery column soaring meters upward in the sky.
Dominating the square is a huge golden pyramid,
sparkling in the sunlight. There is an entrance into the
pyramid. Surrounding square and pyramid are the guests’
quarters, stables, hospital, soldier barracks and novite cells.
NOTE — Needless to say that the pillar of fire is holy and
magical. The pyramid is made from ordinary sandstone
and covered with red copper, magically enchanted to protect
it from rust and dirt.

the priests’ wings there are many laboratories, libraries and
workshops, guarded as usual by sentinels and wardpacts.

10. University Complex
The visitor walking past the huge and solemn aula finds
himself in a garden bordered by a three-tiered L-shaped
complex, each side bordering on a round tower. In the
garden two professors are debating the definition of justice
in front of an audience of several dozens of students.
In the faculty of Sciences, the famous ornithologist Kinzohn can be found, while experts on Bumai tribal life can be
met in the faculty of Arts. In the faculty Magica, apprentices learn the ways of lawful magic. Here, magical advise
can be bought for 1D6SC, and many law-oriented magical
services (spells and the like) are available for the exorbitant
price of (MDV×BMC)SC. The faculty of theology and
philosophy educates priests as well als scholars in philosophy. The faculty of Law really is the barristers’ guild. Since
the faculty is by law the sole source of public defenders, in
court one is bound to lose any case without the assistance
of a professional barrister.

8. Temple of Sabbathiel
This stern building is made from black stone, with its classical Thaliban front of pillars topped by a tympane, stands on
a dais, towering above ordinary city life. Between the black
columns stand terrifying statues in polished blood red sandstone showing fierce creatures: muscular, winged warriors
wielding whips, flails or flaming swords. Two figures wearing red plate mail and armed with a flaming two-handed
sword stand quietly next to the entrance, visors closed.
NOTE — The guards are well-trained and their plate mail
and weapons are magic. Whenever they deem it necessary to
attack someone, help from other guards and priests arrives
within 1D6+1 phases. 1D3+1 turns later the city guard
arrives.
Inside the temple one is almost blinded by a meters high
statue representing a winged warrior as seen outside. It
radiates a bright golden light. Kneeling before it four Ba’ru
soldiers are praying devoutly. A monk is burning incense.
NOTE — The light is magical. On both sides of the statue
there are two doors leading to the underground quarters of
soldiers and priests.
This strict order of warrior monks regularly aids the city
watch in tracking down criminals; more often, it engages
in within-city crusades to seek out enemies of the faith, i.e.
persons and creatures aligned with chaos.

9. Temple of Arathron
This church and its many associated structures are built of
red, white, yellow and green stones, lending it a merry appearance. In the sunny rose gardens, fountains and statues
of beautiful winged women abound. This is a place of rest
and recovery, and many crippled, sick and elderly can be
seen here.
The temple’s main function is that of communal hospital.
The temple complex consists of a chapel, a hospital and
the priests’ wings. Arathron is patron not only of healers,
though, but of artisans, alchemists and artists as well. In

11. Constabulary Post
Throughout the city, posts of the constabulary are placed.
Usually it is a small, squat, stone building with a small
courtyard, stables, a walled flat roof, and a watchtower with
a bell that can be rung in case of need. The building has
a common room, a toilet, a kitchenette, an office, and a
prisoner’s cell with antechambre.
NOTE — Normally, a patrol unit is commanded by a
sergeant, leading 8 soldiers and a magic-user. The constables are trained to capture criminals alive, fighting with
bolases and inflicting subdual damage with their maces.
In addition to these patrols, there are many more patrols
of 2 mounted soldiers of Marentian, Zen’da or Ba’rual origin. Every mounted patrol and each sergeant has a whistle
to signal alarm, so that any cry for assistance can be answered quickly.

12. Military Barracks
From far away the noise can be heard from smiths forging
horseshoes, drill-sergeants training their men, cattle snorting, and soldiers singing or shouting to each other. The
barracks are huge compounds of ugly sturdy stone buildings surrounding a big square where the training grounds
are, as well as the stables and workshops supplying to the
needs of the army.
Since soldiers must be of Ba’rual descent to guard the
royal palace, another solution had to be found for the Zen’da
mercenaries and Marentian soldiers stationed in Ba’rual.
Since the sacking of Ba’ru, the barracks for these troops
have been outside the Rich district. By now, the barracks
have grown to full-fledged semi-autonomous fortified enclosures, complete with stables, armorers, blacksmiths, workshops, and cooking and storage facilities. The Marentian,
Zen’da and Ba’rual soldiers each have their own sleeping
quarters.
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13. Shrine of Ben Nez

23. Cemetery

From far, a slender pillar of smoke can be seen rising upward Alas, young adventurer! Since this is hallowed ground, no
from the top of the hill. Also, a fast-moving cloud can be undead nor supernatural creatures can be encountered here.
seen swirling around the hilltop. When you move closer, Rather, this is a peaceful place.
Usually.
you notice that this cloud is made up of hundreds of birds.
On the top of the hill lies a huge slab of stone. On it
lies the body of a dead Zen’da warrior, feasted upon by the
birds. Behind the stone stands a totem pole carved in the
likeness of a hawk. In front of the scene, a fire burns, giving
a sweet scent. Several meters away stands a large skin tent.
NOTE — The tent is the home of the Zen’dali shaman
Gare’Pan, and his daughter Tunara, who also is a shaman.
Both are tonah-tied to the hawk.

14 to 16. The Rich District
The Rich District is a city within a city. It is walled and
fortified and it houses the ruling noble families of Ba’rual.
The two gates are heavily guarded and it is forbidden to
enter the Rich district while armed. In peacetime, there are
two exceptions to this rule: first, persons with a station of 4
or higher; these persons may be accompanied by a number
of armed retainers equal to station squared; and second,
Ba’rual or Marentian soldiers, but only if accompanied by
a sergeant or higher ranking officer.
Anyone who wants to enter the Rich District has to state
his name and business to the guards at the gates. This rule
is relaxed now and then, since the clerks at the gates have
a long job record and know many inhabitants of the Rich
district by face.
There are three station 6 families in Ba’rual, namely the
Ba’ru, Baste and Arut’An families. All have their city
palaces within the Rich District; each one is luxury and
comfortable, though fortified and manned with 36 private
guards.

17. Bath houses
The bath houses were constructed in the time that Ba’rual
still constituted a province of the Thaliban Empire. Water
is supplied by an ingenious system of aquaducts and sewering tubes, while serfs heat the water in furnacing cellars.
There are cold and warm water baths, separated for each
sex, though it is a public secret that men can meet prostitutes in the massage rooms. The bath houses are a place
not only of personal hygiene, but also of relaxation and socializing. Important political decisions often are negotiated
within the discreet informal settings of bath houses.

18 to 22. Meals, Lodging and
Entertainment
All prices are as indicated in Book I. The only fine hotel
in town, the “Golden Lion Inn” (21), is to be found in the
rich district. It is frequented by the very rich only. Entertainment of all sorts can be found mostly in the festhalls
(22) fine stage-players as well as rowdy Zen’dali musicians
perform here, and this is also where many a gambler, pickpocket and prostitute try to catch a fish. Occasionally, entertainers perform in the city’s many inns, which range from
cheap (18), through good (19) to fine (20).
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Clima

All facets of life in Clima are ruled by covens of priestesses
and religious orders. Most worship the Court of Sammael.
Their authority is not open to question and is enforced with
the strictest authoritarian discipline.
The ruling coven is called the Ghova Hand. It is organized
as follows:

chooses his next bride, consummates their union on the altar and places her on the throne. Every member who held a
higher rank than hers, before the god’s choice, is sacrificed.
Those who were lower fill the vacant positions. The new
Immortal chooses replacements for the low posts that must
be filled and sends messengers to inform the chosen.

Rank Title

EXAMPLE — If the chosen bride is rank 7 she becomes rank
1. The women holding ranks 2-6 are sacrificed. The women at
ranks 8-13 fill ranks 2-6. The new Ghova selects women to fill
ranks 7-13.
Once this is done, the new Immortal Ghova releases Sammael’s will to return home by removing the selectman’s sex with
a sacred athane. As she dines on his gift, the removed parts, his
will is freed (the selectman bleeds to death as he watches her
eat).

1 Immortal Ghova

Duties

Command over all facets
of Climan life. Her will is
law.
2 Left Ghova
Sangu Mah of Sammael.
Rules faith, all temples
3 Right Ghova
Religious Purity Police
4 Daughter of the Left
Grand Admiral of the
Fleet
5 Daughter of the Right
Marshal of the Army
6 Mistress of Sin
Director of Internal
Control
7 Mistress in Black
High Judge
8 Mistress of Sammael
Admin of civilian
Government
9 Mistress of Mammon
Economy, Trade,
Treasury
10 Mistress of Belial
Diplomacy, Espionage
11 Mistress of
Prisons, Executioners,
Rhadamanthus
etc.
12 Mistress of Truth
Abbess of Ghova
13 Mistress of Lilith
All other islands, piracy.
The Ghova Hand is a coven of witches who are trained
priestesses. All worship Sammael and gods of his court.
Given the nature of the Climan faith, many are fanatical
and frenetic in their worship.
The top five (rank 1-5) are senior members. They have
the authority to make necessary decisions, in their area or
otherwise, if the Immortal Ghova or the priestess responsible have not already stated another view.
The junior members (rank 6-13) rule in their area of responsibility. They may not make decisions in other areas.
When problems arise, and the responsible member is not
available to handle things, they must pass and let a senior
member deal with it.

7.1 The Immortal Ghova
The Ghova leads the coven. She is seen as their contact to
Sammael and his bride. She has dictatorial authority over
Climan life. Any decision she makes is law. Anyone who
refuses her command or acts against her orders is a heretic
and/or traitor. There are no exceptions.
This woman retains her place while she remains infallible.
When errors show this is no longer true, a senior coven
member sends her to Sammael. This is only done with a
major cause supported by the majority of the coven.
When this occurs, a great rite is held at Ho’Daiva. It
places the will of Sammael in the selectman. The god

The Immortal Ghova, Bride of Sammael, etc.
Age — 48 Sex — Female

S 20(+1)
I 42
HPV 20
MDV 26
MR 11
ML 17
CDF 11

St 18(+1) D 11
W 64
E 18
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 18
EL
HC 29%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’1"

A 18(+1) C 40
Em 60
Ap 60
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 104
CA 291
IC 78
PA 40
Dodge Value 1
Weight 120lbs

Once a person ascends to this rank she is known by her
titles only (this policy was instituted after the recent run of
incompetent Immortal Ghovas.) Anyone who uses her former name is guilty of heresy. The current Ghova ascended
to the throne 14 years ago. She is a talented ruler with
great potential. It is likely she will expand Climan power
in the decades to come.

Selectman
This man is picked from the men of Clima. He must be
physically perfect (by Climan standards), devout and eighteen years old. Once chosen, he reigns as selectman for 13
years (if not needed for the Ghova ritual.) While in the
position, his only name is sainted vessel. On the 14th anniversary of his selection he is sacrificed to Sin and a new
selectman is chosen.
Sainted Vessel (Current)
Age — 18

S 52(+3)
I 14
HPV 34
MDV 3
MR 13
ML 3
CDF 4

St 17(+1) D 56(+3)
W3
E5
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
HC 41%
PR 10
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

A 56(+3) C 65
Em 9
Ap 90
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 68
CA NA
IC 14
PA 72
Dodge Value 6
Weight 172lbs

This man dwells on Ho’Daiva in a palatial suite. Junior
priestesses and acolytes tend him. They keep him fit, active, happy and drugged (the drugs used insure his sense of
physical well being, inure him to pain, depress his mental
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abilities, give him visions and keep him in an altered state
of being.) His only duty is to serve as they command and
Kelvo is the Left Ghova’s favorite. He is rarely sent anyawait the need of the coven.
where. Most of his time is spent in a special room she has
NOTE — A female child fathered by a selectman is admit- for using him. He is an excellent toy.
ted to training on Ghova. Males are sacrificed to Moloch
or Belzaboul. If there is a multiple birth, the infants are
sacrificed to Lilith regardless of their sex.
7.3 Right Ghova — Religious Purity

7.2 Left Ghova — Sangu Mah of
Sammael

Police
The Right Ghova defends the purity of the faith against
all enemies, foreign and domestic. She controls a force of
police and agents who find and slaughter such threats. They
are supplemented, at night, with magic, demons, imps and
supernatural weapons. She has no bounds in the pursuit of
heretics. Where any form of heresy is concerned, only the
Immortal Ghova can overrule her verdict.

This lady rules all temples of Sammael, except Ho’Daiva,
Ghova and Lys. She has oversight over temples that serve
an approved member of Sammael’s court or any approved
deity and controls the schedule of public events that are
an important part of the nation’s worship (city wide orgies
and other such things). Unless over ruled by the Immortal
Ghova, her word is final in matters of faith. She controls a Special Agents
force of forty men. They serve as her messengers, guards,
The current holder has 12 special agents. Six are wizards.
marshals and property. Anyone who acts against them,
Four are competent assassins. All have training that makes
when they are on her business, is guilty of treason.
them suitable for missions outside Clima and are female.
The Right Ghova has organized them into a coven she
Anira Kousentas — Left Ghova
Age — 54 Sex — Female leads. All are fanatical followers of Sammael. They stay
at a manor in Shimama, owned by the Right Ghova. The
S 18(+1) St 56(+3) D 52(+3) A 8
C 55
amenities there are most definitely elite.
I 30
W 42
E 11
Em 46
Ap 40

HPV 33
MDV 19
MR 10
ML 12
CDF 11

CEL 5
OCV 9
MEL 13
EL
HC 56%
PR 12
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’8"

DCV 8 DTV −6
EnL 97 CA 142
IC 57
PA 78
Dodge Value 3
Weight 154lbs

Mari Hulorin — Right Ghova
Age — 43
S 18(+1)
I 60
HPV 25
MDV 20
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 10

St 51(+3) D 8
W 36
E 12
CEL 1
OCV 5
MEL 14
EL 6
HC 41%
PR 10
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’8"

Sex — Female

A 20(+1) C 30
Em 33
Ap 42
DCV 2
DTV −5
EnL 66
CA 180
IC 45
PA 78
Dodge Value 1
Weight 159lbs

Anira was Mistress of Sin (rank 6) when the Immortal
Ghova assumed her place. She moved up to this position
as the law requires. She is doing her best to serve. Sadly,
combat and a domineering manner are her strengths. She
was very good running the police.
The politics of the temple sometimes elude her. When
they do, she responds with discipline, as a martinet. The SPECIAL — MEL14/EL6 Pain as a Fanatical Power.
yield of earning her ire is pain. It is just, given her rank, She has witch and priestess training. She is also a sorceress
and has an imp as a familiar.
and she enjoys inflicting it (especially on men).
Mari sees her life calling to be blessing all men with the
glory that is the worship of Sammael. She is tireless in her
The size of this force is set at 40. It is made up of soldiers pursuit of those who threaten its purity. When possible,
selected by the Left Ghova. Each submits to a two year she captures such “monsters”, takes them to the manor and
training course. Those who succeed become one of her forty converts them. Most see the light after a few months of
hands. The failures spend a year in prison before returning torment and reward. Those who don’t die horribly. There
to their life.
are far too many people in need of her mercy for her to
Each hand is trained in combat, rhetoric, observational waste too much time on the irredeemably stupid (as she
skills, reading, erotic arts and any other skills the Left sees it.)
Ghova decides they must master. They are her property.
What she does with them, or to them, is her business.

Hands Of The Ghova

Giorg Kelvo — Captain of the Hands
Age — 28 Sex — Male

S 22(+1)
I9
HPV 34
MDV 3
MR 12
ML 3
CDF 4
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St 52(+3) D 18(+1)
W8
E 20
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
HC 56%
PR 12
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 36(+2) C 60
Em 8
Ap 70
DCV 11
DTV −6
EnL 68
CA NA
IC 28
PA 82
Dodge Value 3
Weight 175lbs

7.4 Daughter of the Left — Grand
Admiral of the Fleet
The daughter of the left commands the Climan war fleet and
its marines. She is responsible for training, proper attitude
and discipline. She also controls ship construction, supply
and all other things required to operate efficiently. Where
matters pertaining to the fleet and marines are concerned,
only the Immortal Ghova can change her decision.

7.5 Daughter Of The Right
Sinala Jerokat — Daughter of the Left
Age — 40 Sex — Female

Mol was in the wrong place at the wrong time. When
Pola first came to look over the army, he was a Colonel in
the group that welcomed her. She toured the fort then took
S 56(+3) St 16(+1) D 9
A 22(+1) C 35
I 60
W 14
E 22
Em 56
Ap 24
him aside. He has been General since that day. While he
HPV 27
CEL 6
OCV 10 DCV 7
DTV −3
does her job well he has a fine manor, a new pleasure slave
MDV 18 MEL 9
EL
EnL 49
CA 102
whenever he wants one and a fine income. When he fails,
MR 11
HC 26%
PR 6
IC 78
PA 76
as everyone does sooner or later, he’s worse than dead. He
ML 13
Mana Regen. 3
Dodge Value 1
knows it.
CDF 8
Height 5’4"
Weight 146lbs
Any officer who makes the slightest error where Mol can
Sinala previously ran the civilian government. She be aware of it is punished severely. Iron discipline is the
greatly prefers her current duty. Jerokat is the daughter rule. He expects them to pass it down to their men. If they
of a fisherman. She knows the sea and is a talented ad- don’t, they will regret it.
miral. Though Sammael is the great god, as he must be
for all, she also has the Immortal Ghova’s permission to 7.6 Mistress of Sin — Director of
worship Tiamat. She does so regularly.

Internal Control

This priestess controls the police in every city on the home
island. She is also in charge of militia readiness and recruiting. It is her duty to catch criminals and turn them over to
those who deal with them. In serious cases, she works with
The daughter commands the regular army non-militia forces
Religious Purity to deal with felons.
in peace and war. When war comes she commands all army
Where militia is concerned, she is responsible to see that
forces. Like the daughter of the left, she is responsible for
they provide themselves with the minimal equipment they
things that pertain to the readiness and needs of her troops.
require. She must also indoctrinate any who are lax in
She is also liable should any fail to have a proper Climan
proper thought.
attitude. Finally, the daughter is in charge of the maintenance, readiness and construction of fortifications.
Velora Yent — Mistress of Sin
Age — 60 Sex — Female
Pola Azeriogorkis — Daughter of the Right
S 11
St 33(+2) D 18(+1) A 16(+1) C 25
W 52
E 14
Em 20
Ap 52
Age — 54 Sex — Female I 18

7.5 Daughter Of The Right —
Marshal of the Army

S 18(+1)
I 11
HPV 10
MDV 20
MR 11
ML 14
CDF 7

St 9
D 11
W 72
E 56
CEL 0
OCV 1
MEL 11 EL
HC 11% PR 2
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’

A 20(+1) C 12
Em 52
Ap 36
DCV 1
DTV −1
EnL 84
CA 142
IC 108
PA 36
Dodge Value 1
Weight 117lbs

Pola was born to be Mistress of Mammon. With the
elevation of the new Immortal Ghova, that position was
lost. She was forced to take command of the Army. She is
not happy in that job. It is no place for a born merchant
and con woman. Given her distaste, she concentrates on
her duties as a priestess. Most of her duties to the army are
left in the hands of the General she chose. He has done an
adequate job. Should this change, she will choose another
after he is sacrificed to the Goddess in Black.
Mol Gerangin — General of the Army
Age — 46 Sex — Male
S 20(+1)
I 24
HPV 30
MDV 6
MR 12
ML 6
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 18(+1)
W 16
E 33
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
HC 49%
PR 12
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

A 35(+2) C 64
Em 11
Ap 40
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 80
CA NA
IC 44
PA
Dodge Value 3
Weight 148lbs

SPECIAL — Mol is immune to damage caused by an
unarmed strike (i.e. the blow of a hand, foot or paw unless
some weapon or claws are used). Anyone who strikes him in
this manner has a BL2 chance, with no modifiers allowed,
of taking the damage they would have inflicted.

HPV 18
MDV 14
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 7

CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 10
EL
HC 29%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’

DCV 5
DTV −4
EnL 77
CA 78
IC 34
PA 51
Dodge Value 2
Weight 105lbs

Velora was not good at her former post (rank 10). She
did, however, make profitable contacts. In her new post she
has little access to those people. The loss of income annoys
her. She intends to rectify it. If god demands that she takes
orders from a child, she can at least be rich while she does.
Velora is corrupt, vain and amoral. Personal profit is her
driving motivation. Since she became Mistress of Sin, more
than one criminal has found that out to his joy.

7.7 Mistress In Black — High Judge
This priestess is in charge of the legal system and all civil
courts. Where her verdict requires it, she carries out terminal sentences (executions, curses, etc.) She is responsible
for testing, training and indoctrinating all judges who serve
Clima. Overseeing court operation, other court personnel
and any other items that impact the justice system are also
part of her authority.
Gia Wazcorian — Mistress in Black
Age — 34 Sex — Female

S 51(+3)
I 30
HPV 35
MDV 18
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 9

St 54(+3) D 18(+1)
W 22
E9
CEL 5
OCV 11
MEL 9
EL 3
HC 44%
PR 10
Mana Regen. 4
Height 6’5"

A 17(+1) C 33
Em 76
Ap 80
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 101
CA 112
IC 85
PA 111
Dodge Value 2
Weight 201lbs
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SPECIAL — Anyone who tells a lie while in physical
contact with Gia suffers a MEL9/EL3 spell. If affected,
they permanently lose 1D10+6 energy. She gains 25% of
their loss, rounded down. If the loss kills them, her age is
reduced by one year.
As a child Gia was often abused because of her size. When
she was 12, a priestess shielded her from the nonsense and
enrolled her in the temple of Belphegor. She easily mastered
witchcraft in her training. With difficulty, she managed to
handle the priestly arts also.
At the age of 16 she was ordained and swore obeisance
to Sammael. As she was, a corona of fire appeared around
her and her special talent blossomed. The fact came to the
attention of the coven. Four years later, she was admitted
(rank 11) to fill a vacancy. She has served well.

7.8 Mistress Of Sammael — Admin
of Civilian Government
The priestess is in charge of the civilian administration on
the home island. Every city and village is under the control
of her mayors and governors. All elements required for their
efficient operation is hers to administer. In addition, she
is responsible for directing the important religious events
that are a major feature of Climan society. These include
festivals, public orgies and other obligatory events. She is
rewarded for excellence in performing these duties and liable
for any failures.
The final feature of her job is information gathering. She
is required to read the pulse of the people and find out
information for other coven members who may need to act
on it. Her performance of this duty is especially important
to the Right Ghova.
Balima Vericola — Mistress of Sammael
Age — 47 Sex — Female

S 33(+2)
I 56
HPV 17
MDV 21
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 10

St 18(+1) D 17(+1)
W 56
E6
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL 15
EL
HC 17%
PR 4
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’7"

A9
C 15
Em 11
Ap 44
DCV 3 DTV −2
EnL 71 CA 179
IC 17
PA 53
Dodge Value 1
Weight 137lbs

In the former regime Balima was Abbess of Ghova. She
did an excellent job. As priestess and scholar she has few
superiors. Now that she has a new post she is learning
what it requires and, as possible, applying the discipline
of true faith to those she rules. Her goal is to insure that
all Climans are as fanatically dedicated to the worship of
Sammael, and all his arts, as she is. Since her ascension, the
number of public events has increased twofold. She plans
to increase them further (especially the obligatory public
orgies).

provides funds, as needed, for operation of the state. She
and the Immortal Ghova can enter the Vault of the Immortal Ghova, where the treasury is kept. Others who enter
must be in the company of one of the two. If not, the wards,
guardians and other dangers will attack. Their chance of
survival in this case is not high. If they are a worshipper of
the Court of Sammael, they have no chance at all.
Zilar Timus — Mistress of Mammon
Age — 41 Sex — Female
S 20(+1)
I 63
HPV 18
MDV 22
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 6

St 18(+1) D 9
W 52
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 8
EL
HC 25%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’4"

A 18(+1) C 32
Em 56
Ap 54
DCV 7
DTV −3
EnL 84
CA 135
IC 76
PA 40
Dodge Value 1
Weight 123lbs

Zilar enjoyed the freedom and adventure of being Mistress of Lilith. Giving pain, humiliation and death to the
benighted pleased her. Since she is a dutiful daughter of
Sammael, she accepted the call home and took her new
responsibilities. She is doing them but they are of little
interest to her.
NOTE — Since her arrival the Immortal Ghova has ordered her to improve her skills with magic. She used the
arts little as Mistress of Lilith. The Bride demands that
she rectify that error.

7.10 Mistress Of Belial —
Diplomacy, Espionage
This Mistress is in charge of all things pertaining to foreign relations (except those that impact the Climan faith.)
She controls the few Climan ambassadors and a network of
envoys. In addition, she administers the Climan espionage
system. That system, in general, is used for two purposes.
The first is information gathering with nets. The second is
sabotage in war or when an enemy is doing something that
Clima opposes.
At times, agents may also be used to spread the faith in
foreign countries. They have been, to some affect, in the
Rogizini Empire. Elsewhere they have had little success in
the endeavor. Her command base is an elite manor in Vizan.
It has a number of interesting amenities and features that
are very valuable for her purpose.
Kotima Endurin — Mistress of Belial
Age — 33 Sex — Female

S 11
I 39
HPV 16
MDV 19
MR 11
ML 14
CDF 7

St 20(+1) D 17(+1)
W 36
E 60
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 10
EL
HC 25%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’2"

A 18(+1) C 30
Em 56
Ap 68
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 66
CA 130
IC 116
PA 31
Dodge Value 2
Weight 127lbs

When the Immortal Ghova took the throne she chose another
woman for this task. That priestess proved annoying.
7.9 Mistress Of Mammon —
She had an accident last month. Kotima assumed her duEconomy, Trade, Treasury, etc.
ties as a result. She is a devoted follower of the current
The Mistress is responsible for the financial health of Clima. Immortal Ghova and has a knack for this calling. Her one
She collects taxes, imposes fees, keeps the treasury safe and flaw, where it is concerned, is lust for pretty foreign slaves.
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7.11 Mistress Of Rhadamanthus
The Immortal Ghova ignores the weakness. It is proper to Ezela Kesteros — Abbess of Ho’Daiva
be lustful in service to the divine and visiting Kotima is fun
Age — 67 Sex — Female
(She has been one of the Immortal’s lovers for seven years). S 9
St 20(+1) D 6
A 14
C 35

7.11 Mistress Of Rhadamanthus —
Prisons, Executioners
The priestess is in charge of Clima’s prisons, penal mines
and providing slaves to the fleet for rowing duty. She is
also responsible for Clima’s executioners. All facets of their
training are her responsibility. The training academy she
oversees is located in Shimama. A number of convicts are
sent each year to be used for training. They experience almost daily torture by her trainees for as long as they last.
When one dies, a replacement is sent from the prison system.

I 60
HPV 16
MDV 26
MR 10
ML 16
CDF 12

W 80
E 24
CEL 1
OCV 2
MEL 19
EL
HC 28%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 11
Height 4’10"

Em 14
Ap 22
DCV 1
DTV −3
EnL 115 CA 289
IC 38
PA 29
Dodge Value 0
Weight 100lbs

Ezela is a first rate scholar and a mistress of cosmology,
sorcery and enchantment. There is little doubt she is the
most powerful magic user on Clima. She has held her post
since the ascension of the current Immortal Ghova. She
concentrates on doing her duty, as she sees fit, and helping
the Immortal grow stronger in the arts.
The Abbess has set beliefs. The first is that students must
dedicate themselves to study. She is a tireless disciplinarian
in this regard. Dawn to dusk study is the norm. Those
who cannot stand the pace, and master the arts well, are
Tira Jenkorus — Mistress of Rhadamanthus
removed from the academy.
Age — 51 Sex — Female
She also believes students must have an emic understandS 56(+3) St 33(+2) D 12
A 20(+1) C 40
ing of the faith. Participation in rites that lead to relations
I 52
W 51
E 36
Em 8
Ap 52(104)
with demons and imps are required. No one earns their
HPV 33
CEL 7
OCV 12 DCV 8
DTV −4
witch mark without first hand interaction with at least one
MDV 17 MEL 9
EL
EnL 91
CA 95
demon. Any who are impregnated as a result may ease their
MR 11
HC 37%
PR 8
IC 44
PA 96
course load until the child arrives. When it does, it is the
ML 12
Mana Regen. 7
Dodge Value 1
property of the abbey (many guards at the abbey are half
CDF 9
Height 5’7"
Weight 150lbs
demons. She hopes, in time, they all will be).
Finally, she feels priestesses need to be a united sisterSPECIAL — Tira received a blessing on reaching puberty.
Her appearance doubles from dusk to dawn. Though this hood. Sexual relations between the acolytes, and with their
instructors, are required. Now and then, men are brought
gift is from Astaroth, it is considered honorable.
in for them to share. (Ezela is something of a voyeur. She
Tira’s mother ran afoul of a criminal in Porta while trying likes watching the fun.)
to start a coven there. She was raped repeatedly before she
managed to escape. The result was Tira. As a half caste,
she was disowned and grew up in the gutters. Her life was 7.13 Mistress Of Lilith — All other
not a kind one.
islands, Piracy
At the age of eight she came to the attention of a ranking This priestess controls the administration and defense of
priestess. She was taken out of the gutters and into that all the outer islands. All facets of their lives, except those
woman’s house. Ten years later she entered training as covered by any special temple on them, is under her control.
a priestess. She met the current Immortal Ghova while All fortresses, docks and other facilities are hers to keep in
learning her arts. They have been good friends ever since. operating condition. After the Daughter of the Left, she is
Tira is a total sadist. She enjoys inflicting pain and has the ranking Admiral of the Climan fleet.
made a detailed study of the science of doing so. She also
The Mistress is also the chief administrator dealing with
detests anyone who violates the law or faith of Clima. Pris- Clima sanctioned piracy. She has full authority to deal with
oners who come to her attention are better off dead. She all pirates, plan their raids and control their operations. As
makes what life they have remaining worse than a living needed, she is authorized to give pirates access to equiphell.
ment, repairs and other items that serve the Climan state
and keep them functional. She collects Clima’s cut from all
booty taken in by the pirates and disciplines those who fail
7.12 Mistress Of Truth — Abbess of to heed the law in regard to piracy.

Ghova
The Abbess is in charge of the training academy for the
priesthood. Every priestess of the Climan faith learns and
masters her art here. It is the duty of the Abbess to insure
that acolytes learn properly, are pure in their faith and do
nothing to defile the truth that is the Court of Sammael. All
students, while in training, are the property of the Abbess.
She may take any steps she believes are appropriate to further their advancement.

Martine Demos — Mistress of Lilith
Age — 54 (18) Sex — Female
S 22(+1)
I 42
HPV 23
MDV 19
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 9

St 35(+2) D 6
W 52
E 14
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 11
EL 4
HC 34%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 52(+3) C 33
Em 36
Ap 70
DCV 8
DTV −4
EnL 85
CA 131
IC 50(62) PA 62
Dodge Value 3
Weight 152lbs
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SPECIAL — As an 18 year old acolyte Martine exceeded count as handmaidens to the Ghova. All are powerful, reherself. She cast a summoning rite. The result led to her spected and wealthy traditionalists.
gaining expensive advantages from the lord Belial. They
Religion
are:
The ruling coven stresses the worship of Sammael through1) She will not age, or show her age, for 13 times 13 years out the Covenate. Small temples to other members of his
from the date of the pact. When the 169th year comes, court are permitted. Only his festivals and events are celeher soul belongs to Belial.
brated in the Covenate. Any worship of gods who are not
2) She has a +12 Influence Chance when lying.
in the Courts of Sammael, Tiamat or Lilith is heresy.
3) She may use Hell Powers (EL4) as an Innate Power
4) Suffers +1 damage from silver
Jaziel Goro — Elder of the Clima Coven
Age — 59 Sex — Female
NOTE — The pact required her to spend one year in hell
with Belial (five years of Middle World time). While there
she bore him a son. She also learned a great deal about the
Court of Sammael, both their nature and arts. She is an
exceedingly evil and salacious woman.
Martine believes her love, Belial, will make her a Duchess
of Hell when he claims her soul. Given that truth, she is
certain her dear friend Sammael will name her Immortal
Ghova if the current holder falters. She prays for that day.
When it comes, her plans to improve Clima will make it
hell on earth — a truly perfect “paradise”.
Demos dwells in a temple on Khat’u. From that headquarters, she oversees the islands and rules Clima’s pirates.
She also has a guarded personal manor where she engages
in hellish practices and experiments with great rites that
haven’t been used in ages or that she has devised since her
return from hell. Her power is growing. She is very dangerous.
NOTE — Study Belial’s nature. If Martine achieves great
power and succeeds with her goals, she may have a place
as his personal concubine when he claims her. If not, she
will be a tortured whore serving the hosts of Sammael for
eternity. The fact she expects more from the Lord of Deceit
is not Belial’s problem, though it does give him a giggle.

7.14 Climan Areas and Leaders
7.14.1 The Covenate of Clima
Population
Total Population – 292,000 (City 58,000)
Army
2400 Temple Guard, 6000 Militia
Economy
This is the wealthiest Covenate on the island. Its city contains factories that are known for quality production of various goods. The city’s elite is wealthy and there is a small
middle class of craftsmen and artisans. The rest of the city
populace are little more than serfs. The southern mountains
in the area have productive mines. The fields to the northwest are intensively farmed and productive. 103 thousand
of the covenate’s population are serfs working those fields.

S 24(+1)
I 20
HPV 16
MDV 14
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 6

St 18(+1) D 17(+1)
W 42
E 22
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 8
EL
HC 19%
PR 4
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’3"

A 11
C 20
Em 36
Ap 18
DCV 4 DTV −2
EnL 62 CA 71
IC 58
PA 44
Dodge Value 1
Weight 167lbs

Jaziel is the wealthiest woman in Clima. She owns immense farms and the best factories in the city. She also is
a major player in the timber trade. Her fanaticism in the
worship of Sammael, and insuring that everyone adheres to
the truth of that faith, sets the standard for the Covenate.
She has been a member of this coven for 30 years and its
leader for six. Her eldest daughter is also a member. On
Jaziel’s death, her daughter will lead. She has the vow of
the Immortal Ghova on that. She is tireless in service to
her mistress.
Muja Goro — Coven member, Sorceress
Age — 33 Sex — Female

S 42(+2)
I 56
HPV 24
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 8

St 26(+1) D 20(+1)
W 22
E 20
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 9
EL
HC 26%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’9"

A 16(+1) C 26
Em 36
Ap 25
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 48
CA 97
IC 56
PA 62
Dodge Value 2
Weight 162lbs

Muja trained as a priestess at Ghova. She then went
for training as a Sorceress on Ba’helos. After six years
as an Ashipu in Clima, she was admitted for training at
Ho’Daiva. She is competent as both a priestess and a sorceress. Her failings are sadism, greed and a bias against
beautiful women. She is excellent at making maximum
impact with all three flaws. She currently resides at the
fortress in the farming area administering the family farms
and seeing to the faith there.

7.14.2 The Covenate of Shimama
Population
Total Population – 193,000 (City 30,000)
Army
2000 Infantry, 100 Cavalry, 4000 Militia

Coven Membership

Economy

All members of this coven are worshippers of Sammael with
Immortal Ghova training at Ho’Daiva. No one is allowed in
the coven without the permission of the Immortal Ghova.
The 13 members rule the Covenate in all regards. They

The Covenate has a small fertile area. It is not enough to
support the population. Their prime income comes from
mining and a second rate lumber industry. The city is
noted for theaters, temples and other elite amenities. As
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for Clima, the quality of life is good for the elite. For everyone else life is hard.
Coven Membership

gives her command of the Covenate. She is a stubborn
manipulator with a talent for convincing people she is right.
She is also lewd, provocative and dedicated to herself.

All members acknowledge the primacy of Sammael. Only 7.14.3 The Covenate of Melecin
seven are priestesses of his temples. The other six serve Population
Sin (2), Belial (1), Belzaboul (1), the Goddess in Black (1)
Total Population – 135,000 (City 18,000)
and Rhadamanthus (1). Nine of the members have received
training at Ho’Daiva. The elder ruling this Covenate, a Army
priestess of Rhadamanthus, is not one of them.
1000 Infantry, 200 Cavalry, 3000 Militia Notable there is
reformer, road builder, etc.
Religion
The coven stresses devout worship of the Court of Sammael.
They tolerate worshippers of Tiamat because the sea is life.
They are strict traditionalists. Worship must follow the
prescribed pattern. Variations from this truth are punished.
Failure to learn and act properly is heresy.
NOTE — There are a number of volcanoes in this
Covenate. Legend states that failure to serve the Lord of
Volcanoes (Sammael) properly will result in the death of the
island, i.e. the volcanic chain will explode and ravage everything. Fear of this is part of the reason this coven is so
strict. The other big reason is that the elder of the coven is
a true bitch. She wants things done her way and only her
way.
Eldira Housentales — Elder of the Shimama
Covenate
Age — 84 Sex — Female
S9
I 33
HPV 14
MDV 15
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 7

St 18(+1) D 18(+1)
W 42
E 12
CEL 5
OCV 6
MEL 10
EL
HC 23%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’

A 20(+1) C 28
Em 24
Ap 20
DCV 7
DTV −3
EnL 70
CA 90
IC 36
PA 29
Dodge Value 2
Weight 132lbs

Eldira is a scholar of the faith, especially where it pertains
to Rhadamanthus, and Climan law. She rules the coven,
her temple and is the High Judge of Shimama. She allows
no leniency where proper law and tradition is concerned.
Anyone who violates what she feels is proper is punished.
She is not well loved by the people of the Covenate or a
strong minority of the members of her own coven. It is
likely she will die soon.
Ashima Ten — Member of the Shimama Covenate
Age — 37 Sex — Female

S 35(+2)
I 14
HPV 26
MDV 17
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 7

St 36(+2) D 8
W 51
E 39
CEL 3
OCV 7
MEL 8
EL
HC 35%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’8"

A 11
C 33
Em 56
Ap 68
DCV 3 DTV −4
EnL 84 CA 92
IC 95
PA 75
Dodge Value 0
Weight 171lbs

Ashima is a worshipper of Sammael who earned her place
on the coven, despite Eldira’s resistance, two years ago.
She was assigned duty in the foulest mining region of the
Covenate. The reason is Eldira’s dislike of her glib tongue
and jealousy of her potential. She leads a cabal of four coven
members who plan to help Eldira into the next world. When
they are ready to act, Eldira will die. In the interim, Ashima
is working to win a name for herself so the assassination

Economy
This Covenate is the most productive agricultural area on
the island. It is known for olives, grapes, wine and other
such produce. More than two thirds of its people are involved in these industries. Some small mines also exist.
The city is clean, well organized and undergoing extensive
renovation under the new leader of the Covenate.
Coven Membership
All priestesses in the Covenate are organized into covens.
Twelve seats on the ruling coven are filled for two year terms
by leaders of these covens (on a rotating basis). This policy
became fact when the current coven leader took power (and
killed the other coven members). Any coven worshipping a
god or goddess of the Court of Sammael has a chance for
membership when the new 12 are chosen.
Religion
The leader of the Covenate is a priestess of Princess
Naamah. The other members worship Sammael (3), Sin
(1), Lucifer (2), Belial (1), Belphegor (1), Mammon (1) and
Lilith (2). They have ten months left before their term
expires.
Onula Kista — Elder of the Melecin Covenate
Age — 39 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 104
HPV 23
MDV 27
MR 12
ML 16
CDF 9

St 32(+2) D 18(+1)
W 18
E 22
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 11
EL
HC 36%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’10"

A 33(+2) C 40
Em 36
Ap 80(100)
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 58
CA 170
IC 58
PA 58
Dodge Value 3
Weight 180lbs

SPECIAL — Onula has Intellectual Power. She is a
trained natural magician. She also has +20 appearance
at night. To maintain the second gift, she must drink blood
from an infant every month.
Onula worked on a farm until she was 23. She married
when she was 14. She had three children, all daughters
(ages 24, 19 and 17). One night her husband took her to
a meeting. The people there were engaged in heresy. On
the morning, she went to the temple of Lilith and arranged
a plan to capture them. It worked perfectly. Her husband
was executed with 18 other people. She was admitted into
the Temple of Naamah in Melecin and her children were
placed in an orphanage.
Her mental gifts were discovered in training. She was
ordained at Ghova and sent to Ba’helos to learn wizardry
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and sorcery at the age of 26. There she received a gift
from her goddess, Princess Naamah. On graduating, Onula
went for training at Ho’Daiva. The Immortal Ghova was
impressed (and infatuated.)
At the age of 32 the Immortal Ghova named her Elder
of the Melecin Covenate. On arrival she killed the previous
elder on the Immortal Ghova’s command. After interviews
with the other members, she killed all of them for incompetence. During the next three years she ruled as a dictator,
leading a pogrom against the enemies of the faith. When
her effort ended, she instituted the current system and began to improve the Covenate.
Onula is making great strides in renovating the city and
improving the farms. She has also begun building roads.
None qualify as all weather roads yet but she is making the
effort, much against Climan tradition. No one in Melecin
dares stand against her. She is brilliant, deadly and a lover
of the Immortal Ghova. Any effort to slay her would result in horror if it failed (or, unless perfectly concealed, succeeded. The Immortal Ghova would avenge her.)

Ravulian was born on a pirate ship. He spent the first 24
years of his life as a seaman and pirate. At the age of 24
he had an epiphany of sorts. He spent the next ten years
in the Rogizini Empire working as a mercenary. As he did,
he studied the scholar’s arts and magic.
Three years of adventure brought him back to the sea
and Clima. He made the acquaintance of the coven while
in Vizan. They “invited” him to remain as ritual leader for
the rest of his life. He has been here for 21 years. Though
he misses freedom now and then, he enjoys what he has.
Calira Kesnog — Elder of the Vizan Covenate
Age — 35 Sex — Female
S 20(+1)
I 33
HPV 22
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 8

St 33(+2) D 56(+3)
W 56
E 12
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL 9
EL
HC 33%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’5"

A 18(+1) C 32
Em 30
Ap 76
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 88
CA 100
IC 42
PA 60
Dodge Value 4
Weight 140lbs

Calira’s family has worshipped Sin and led this Covenate
for 192 years. She considers it to be her property. Her lust
Population
for Ravulian, when she was a 14 year old priestess, is why
Total Population – 70,000 (City 14,000)
he remains in Vizan as ritual leader. He, in her view, is also
her property.
Army
Calira is demanding and possessive. She is also one of the
800 Infantry, 100 Cavalry, 1000 Militia
most erotic and salacious ladies on the island. Two things
color life in this Covenate. The needs of the gods, especially
Economy
Sin, and Calira’s comfort. Her home in the city is the high
Vizan is known for its mining industry and grain. It is the temple of Sin and is also a palace.
main producer of weapons on the home island. After Clima,
NOTE — The Elder has two children with Ravulian. The
it is the primary receiving port for the western trade (from
eldest is a nineteen year old Sin worshipper who recently
Affea and Fort Kira). The fort on the northern peninsula
joined the coven (Tiesha). The other is a nine year old son
(Fort Heirana) is one of Clima’s strongest fleet bases. It
(Resnik) who serves at the fleet base.
also has a good port and ship yard open only to the navy.
The primary duty of the force there is to watch Aratad.

7.14.4 The Covenate of Vizan

7.14.5 The Covenate of Vinul

Coven Membership

Population
This coven uses an ancient form of the faith. Its ritual leader
Total Population – 18,000 (Fort Vinul 2,000)
is a male priest. He has NO standing outside of Vizan.
Thirteen priestesses form the official coven. Three worship
Sammael, five Lucifer, three Sin and two Lilith. Entering Army
this coven requires passage of ancient tests. Those who fail 200 Infantry, 2000 Militia
lose their lives, either in the test or on the altar.
Economy

Religion
Sammael and Lucifer are worshipped as equals in this
Covenate. For the law’s sake, Sammael retains the higher
place in official ritual. All forms of Chaos worship are tolerated here. All other worship forms are heresy.
Ravulian Kesnog — Ritual Leader of the Vizan
Covenate
Age — 58 Sex — Male

S 17(+1)
I 20
HPV 34
MDV 19
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 11
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St 56(+3) D 16(+1)
W 60
E 35
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL 13
EL
HC 58%
PR 12
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’1"

A 52(+3) C 60
Em 33
Ap 90
DCV 11
DTV −6
EnL 120
CA 143
IC 68
PA 77
Dodge Value 4
Weight 209lbs

Vinul is a sparsely populated area of high mountains and
wild hills. The most active volcano on the island is located
here. It is also the traditional center of a heretic cult the
faith has been savaging for centuries. The economy is based
on mining, timber, ranching and minimal agriculture. The
Immortal Ghova hopes to continue its growth, turn Fort
Vinul into a city and, by so doing, eradicate the heretics.
Coven Membership
The members of this group were picked by the Immortal
Ghova. All are stubborn women with combat experience.
They are committed to the Immortal Ghova’s goal. Success
is the only way they get out of Vinul. None are happy to
be here.

7.14 Climan Areas and Leaders
Xara Tesjul — Elder of the Vinul Covenate
Age — 40 Sex — Female

Joi Heranalor — Elder of the Affea Covenate
Age — 72 Sex — Female

S 51(+3)
I 18
HPV 42
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 9
CDF 9

S 12
I 36
HPV 17
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 9

St 60(+3) D 18(+1)
W 52
E5
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL 7
EL
HC 58%
PR 12
Mana Regen. 7
Height 6’2"

A 33(+2) C 55
Em 11
Ap 14
DCV 12
DTV −6
EnL 107
CA 52
IC 16
PA 111
Dodge Value 3
Weight 223lbs

Xara spent twenty years as a priestess with the high seas
fleet. She loved it. In her last posting, she angered a member of the Ghova Hand. A month later she was Elder of
Vinul. She will remain until heresy is stifled, the fort becomes a city and the population of the Covenate exceeds
forty thousand. Needless to say, she will be here for a while.
The Elder is a physical person with minimal talent as a
priestess. As a warrior she is one of the most dangerous
people on the island. There are very few people who can
stand against her on the battlefield, especially when she
is using her magic chainmail and magic battle axe. Her
personality is blustery, arrogant and can be annoying. She
is used to being a man among men. Her lifestyle and manner
reflect that fact.

7.14.6 Affea
Population
Covenate Population – 20,000 (City 5,000)
Army
2000 militia
Economy
Affea is wealthy. As the major supplier of ship timber, it is
also critical to Clima. The Covenate also produces herbs,
furs and other items that are prized on the home island.
An efficient slave trade operates here. The primary source
of merchandise is the Kolar peninsula. The people of Affea
are detested by the Kolaro.
Coven Membership
The members of this coven are the descendants of the original coven sent to found the colony. They rule all facets of
life and control more than 80% of the Covenate’s wealth.
Each owns a mercenary force. It obeys her command. Together the 13 companies are the sole defense of Affea until
the militia can be levied. Their total strength is 250. Not
all of them are men (or human).

St 22(+1) D 20(+1)
W 53
E9
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 14
EL
HC 28%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’1"

A9
C 34
Em 18
Ap 44
DCV 5 DTV −3
EnL 87 CA 140
IC 27
PA 32
Dodge Value 1
Weight 109lbs

Joi has been elder for 41 years. She is descended from
the original elder so it is her place to lead. She has done
so well and is tired. Within the next three years she plans
to turn the Covenate over to one of her daughters (she has
four.) Whichever one shows she deserves, and wants, the
role most will rule. The others will die.
NOTE — The Heranalor Company is the largest in Affea.
It consists of 40 infantry and 20 cavalry. Joi is a taciturn
and cold woman. She shows nothing of her feelings, unless
given cause for rage or hate. Those who get a rise out of
her generally regret the day they were born.
NOTE — None of Joi’s daughters like her. When she
hands over power, the first act of the winner will be to kill
her mother. Joi expects that. Being sent to hell by a daughter she raised is as good a way to begin eternity as any.

7.14.7 Fort Kira
Population
Covenate Population – 6,000 (Fort 2,000)
Army
200 Infantry, 600 Militia
Economy
The basis of this Covenate’s wealth is timber, fishing and
slavery. They make a strong effort to cage as many Sidh
beings as they can. They deal in anything that can be
marketed for sale.
Coven Membership
This Covenate was founded by a coven dedicated to Lilith.
It retains that worship. Members of the ruling coven must
be priestesses of a god or goddess in Lilith’s court. The
Elder is always the highest ranking priestess of Lilith at the
fort.
Religion

The general faith of Clima is practiced. In addition, sacred
rites for Lilith and the main gods of her court are held. The
most popular gods are Lilith, Princess Naamah, Lemashtu
Tiamat and Sammael are equal in Affea. Both have large
and Moloch.
temples. The minor gods of their courts receive some worship but nothing major. A minority fringe worships the NOTE — On a cliff eight miles east of the fort is a tower
Court of Lilith. The sect is discouraged but not outlawed. surrounded by a ruined village. It is a major site that serves
All other faiths are heresy. In the current coven, six mem- Lilith and vampirism. The priestesses there are all “inbers worship Tiamat, five Sammael, one Belphegor and one sanely” dedicated to vampires, lamias and the gods who rule
Lucifer.
them.
Religion
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Meladin Tringoras — Elder of the Kira Covenate
Age — 41 Sex — Female

7.14.8 Ho’Daiva

S 33(+2)
I 53
HPV 28
MDV 18
MR 12
ML 12
CDF 9

Abbey Population – 4,800

St 56(+3) D 18(+1)
W 33
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 10
MEL 11
EL 6
HC 39%
PR 10
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’11"

A 36(+2) C 22
Em 28
Ap 60
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 55
CA 121
IC 48
PA 93
Dodge Value 3
Weight 185lbs

Population

7.14.8.1 Army
400 Temple Guard
NOTE — The temple of the Immortal Ghova is on this
island. It is run by a group of nuns and ruled by its Abbess.
To earn senior rank and be considered for the Ghova Hand
a priestess must pass the course here. Those who try, and
fail, are never given a second chance.

SPECIAL — Meladin uses MEL11/EL6 Fascination as
a fanatical power. The gift is derived from Lilith. She is
certain that when she dies she will become a vampire if her
service is without stain. This makes her a risk taker (in
Economy
seeking valiant death before she does anything to stain her
The island is the peak of an ancient, extinct volcano. The
faith and cost her eternal life as a Lamia.)
temple is built in the natural tunnels of the volcano. It
Meladin is the ranking priestess of the fort. She rules is the main business of the island. There is also a large
the coven with a light hand. She also spends a great deal of iron mine that employs 1200 of the citizens. Beyond these
time slaving in the Wild Forest. She is a vain woman in love enterprises, people get by with fishing and orchards.
with her physical ability and beauty. She is also dangerous
magically.
Abbey Rules
Since Meladin is also a member of the Coven of Blood,
The order of the Immortal rules the island and runs the
she heeds the will of her Abbess. The only reason she is
Abbey. Its leader is selected by the Immortal Ghova from
not the true ruler of Fort Kira is because the Abbess has
the senior members of the order. Becoming a member relittle interest in the mundane affairs of “bloodsacks”. When
quires a woman to finish in the top 10% of her class at
the blessed need something, she gives Meladin an order.
Ghova and pass the secret admission tests here.
Beyond that, she has little to do with the affairs of Fort
Kira.
Religion
Atin — Abbess of the Coven of Blood
Age — 91(36) Sex — Female
S8
I 76
HPV 17
MDV 27
MR 12
ML 16
CDF 13

St 17(+1) D 51(+3)
W 68
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 21
EL
HC 29%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 11
Height 4’10"

A 26(+2) C 40
Em 12
Ap 33
DCV 11
DTV −3
EnL 108
CA 321
IC 32
PA 28
Dodge Value 5
Weight 102lbs

SPECIAL — When she founded the abbey Atin was given
a sacred rite by Lilith. It allows her to live without aging.
All her age is passed to the person used in the dedication
rite. As long as no harm befalls that person, Atin lives on
and never ages. If the person dies of old age, the age begins
to return at the rate of one year per day. If the person
is killed, it all returns at the next full moon, or in thirty
days, whichever is longer. Should the person be killed in
the correct manner, the age returns at once. The result is
fatal.

The abbey is dedicated to Sammael. Only his worship is
practiced. Failure to comply with this while on the island
can lead to immense problems, up to and including a heresy
conviction.
Gai Yestilor — Abbess of the Immortal
Age — 55 Sex — Female
S 26(+1)
I 20
HPV 16
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 8

St 17(+1) D 20(+1)
W 56
E 18
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 12
EL
HC 19%
PR 4
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’6"

A 35(+2) C 20
Em 53
Ap 38
DCV 6
DTV −2
EnL 76
CA 147
IC 71
PA 46
Dodge Value 3
Weight 140lbs

Gai was appointed to this post on the ascension of the
current Immortal Ghova 14 years ago. She is a talented
priestess and scholar. She also did a great deal to help the
Immortal when she came to the island for training. Finally,
she is very dedicated to the more salacious rites of Sammael’s faith. She and the Immortal Ghova were very good
friends back in the day.

NOTE — The woman who is taking Atin’s age is confined
in the tower under heavy guard. She must be killed by driv- 7.14.9 Ghova
ing a laurel stake through her heart as her head is removed
with a sexton’s spade. Doing this is not possible for one Population
Abbey Population – 7,000
man.
Atin lives to serve the blessed, vampires and lamia. She
and all the “nuns” of her abbey worship the undead. They
are expert at making undead of those who are sent for blessing. Atin is a total fanatic. She is honored to be the immortal servant of the true gods and their glorious mother
Lilith.
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Army
800 Temple Guard
NOTE — This island is the training center of the priesthood. Women must pass training here in order to be a
priestess of the faith.

7.14 Climan Areas and Leaders
Economy
Half the population of the island is the order of the sainted
eye, acolytes of the faith and the temple guard who protect
them. Another 500 are slaves and convicts who are used
at the temple in various ways. The rest of the population
work a small port, mine, fish and hunt. Their life is not an
easy one.
Coven Membership
Entrance into this coven is by invitation only. The membership is fixed at 1183. 338 of these are full priestesses. The
rest serve the “nuns” in various capacities and administer
the island. The Abbess of the order is the woman who is
deemed most powerful and wise by her sisters. The testing
in this regard is done every five years.
When a new Abbess is selected, she sacrifices her predecessor to Sammael as her first act. She also accepts obeisance from the other members of the order. Should she feel
any are laggard or insincere, she has the right to sacrifice
them as well. In general, the selection of a new Abbess results in a purge of the order. (The order’s Abbess is second
in command after the Ghova Hand member who is responsible for this island.)
Religion

she was 29 she became the senior instructor in witchcraft
and earned a high place teaching Ashipu arts.
The priestess is extremely charismatic. She has many
friends in, and outside of, the order. Her ability and potential has been noted as high as the throne. There is little
doubt she will be the new Abbess. Her priestly skills will
not be batted aside by Bertin. This will call for a test of
witchcraft, in which Latitia will humiliate her predecessor.
Latitia is a lewd woman. She revels in salacious activity,
owns some nice toys but does not let lust interfere with her
growth. It is something she uses for relaxation. It does not
rule her life. Her god of choice is Sammael. She also devotes
attention to Lucifer. (If rumor is given credence, she has
visited that god in the upper world more than once.)

7.14.10 Ba’helos
Population
Abbey Population – 300
Army
50 Temple Guard
NOTE — The temple on Ba’helos is devoted to demon
worship. It is also a sorcery college for the priesthood. The
entire population of the island is devoted to the temple.

All approved religions are practiced and tolerated on Ghova. Economy
This includes the courts of Sammael, Lilith and Tiamat. The order of legion owns the island. Everyone on it works
Other chaos faiths are looked down on but are not pro- at or for the temple. There is no other business.
scribed.
Order Membership
Bertin Elinor — Abbess of the Sainted Eye
To qualify a woman must be a Climan priestess, specialize
Age — 62 Sex — Female in demon worship and pass a rigorous test in sorcery. By
S 3(-1)
St 56(+3) D 22(+1) A 20(+1) C 22
order law, the Abbess is the woman with an unbreakable
I 52
W 60
E9
Em 9
Ap 30
tie to the most powerful demon or devil (or combination of
HPV 21
CEL 2
OCV 4
DCV 4
DTV −5
said beings.)
MDV 20 MEL 13
EL
EnL 82
CA 152
NOTE — There are no limits to what this order does in
MR 11
HC 39%
PR 10
IC 18
PA 63
the way of worship and/or sorcery. It is a small, powerful
ML 13
Mana Regen. 8
Dodge Value 2
and depraved group. The current membership is 33. Most
CDF 10
Height 5’
Weight 113lbs
(26) dwell on the island.
Bertin has been Abbess for 23 years. She is a good priestess and talented scholar. However, she is pitiful with the Religion
witchcraft of Clima’s faith. She minimizes this lack by The order worships gods who command hosts of demons
overpowering opponents with priestly skills before a test and devils most fervently. Beyond that, they are familiar
of witchcraft can be called. She is tireless and studious, with all chaos faiths and use those that further their pursuit
but also timid. In the next test, she will be replaced. Her of power.
preferred god is Belphegor.
Azgula — Abbess of Legion
Latitia Kin — Senior Priestess of the Order
Age — 113 (37) Sex — Female
Age — 34 Sex — Female S 38(+2) St 18(+1) D 11
A 33(+2) C 31
S 17(+1)
I 36
HPV 20
MDV 23
MR 12
ML 17
CDF 8

St 20(+1) D 51(+3)
W 53
E 17
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 11
EL 4
HC 30%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’3"

A 33(+2) C 40
Em 72
Ap 75
DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 93
CA 178
IC 89
PA 37
Dodge Value 5
Weight 131lbs

SPECIAL — MEL11/EL4 Upper World Travel as an
innate power
Latitia is the fastest rising priestess in the order. She
earned a place as a Senior Priestess at the age of 25. When

I 54
HPV 22
MDV 25
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 13

W 36
E9
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 19
EL
HC 25%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’9"

Em 52
Ap 112
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 67
CA 271
IC 61
PA 58
Dodge Value 2
Weight 164lbs

SPECIAL — The Abbess made a pact with Belphegor
when she was 32. Since that time, her appearance has risen
one point per year. The cost was her soul. She is his when
she dies. At the age of fifty she made an inviolable pact
with Sammael, giving her access to any demon of the host.
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It also allows her to age by his time (one year for every three
that pass). The cost is one constitution point and one life
per year she ages (she will die in 91 years if no one kills her
sooner). She has also made pacts to reduce her apparent
age. It is now 37. She will sacrifice lives until it is 20.
Azgula is a powerful megalomaniac with extreme vanity
and a licentious nature. She is also a devoted sadist and
Clima’s greatest practioner of sorcery and demon worship.
Given her nature, that makes her terribly dangerous and
unpredictable.

7.14.11 Lys
Population
Abbey Population – 300

Army
50 Temple Guard
NOTE — Mera is the location of an ancient temple of
Tiamat. The immense building has the shape of a serpent.
A rear area, its womb, opens into a sea cavern. A powerful
casting area and altar are located here.
Coven Membership
Priestesses who wish to join the Order of the Sea spend 24
hours in the womb of Tiamat (alone). If they are alive and
sane when this period ends, they are admitted. If not, they
are dead (the insane are drowned in the womb as sacrifices
to Tiamat).
Religion

Army
150 Temple Guard
NOTE — The home of the most sacred temple of Sammael.
It concentrates on special features of his worship (mystic
practices, vengeance rites, etc).
Economy

Only the worship of the Court of Tiamat is permitted on
this island. This is an ancient exclusion. Legend has it that
efforts were made in the past to build other temples. None
survived a year.
Jilain Jaskorus — Abbess of the Sea
Age — 35 Sex — Female

The only business of the island is the temple. All of its S 17(+1)
I 24
inhabitants are members of the order of the master.
Coven Membership
All the members of this coven are descendants of a coven
that was blessed by Sammael a few hundred years ago. Only
priestesses of the blood may join. 77 are full priestesses.
The eldest of them is Abbess. The rest are assistants,
acolytes and servants.

HPV 17
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 7

St 18(+1) D 53(+3)
W 39
E 15
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 9
EL 1
HC 26%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’5"

A 54(+3) C 33
Em 56
Ap 85
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 72
CA 100
IC 71
PA 37
Dodge Value 6
Weight 137lbs

SPECIAL — Jilain is the daughter of a Mer noblewoman. She has innate power in Seduction and Fascination
(MEL9/EL1). She is also able to speak to the Mer and
Religion
breathe underwater.
Only Sammael is worshipped on this island. Violation of
Jilain came to the land at the age of 15. She appeared
this stricture is punishable by death.
in the womb during a high rite of Tiamat. She was placed
into training at once. When she completed it, at the age of
Ijai Helenorgas — Abbess of Lys
Age — 69 Sex — Female 23, she became Abbess of the Sea. Her nature is more Mer
than human in many ways. She has good relations with
S 33(+2) St 18(+1) D 9
A 52(+3) C 44
her mother’s people and, secretly, believes it is a sin that a
I 20
W 56
E 18
Em 24
Ap 30
sea nation like Clima does not devote itself completely to
HPV 24
CEL 5
OCV 8 DCV 8
DTV −4
Tiamat.
MDV 15 MEL 10
EL
EnL 100
CA 92
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 8

HC 31%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’5"

IC 42
PA 53
Dodge Value 3
Weight 141lbs

7.15.2 Khat’u

Population
Ijai is well liked by the other elder priestesses. She is also Population – 1,000
healthy, spry and dangerous. She is likely to be Abbess for
Army
at least another ten years.
100 Temple Guard, 100 Militia

7.15 Remaining Islands
The remaining islands Clima owns are subject to the oversight of the Mistress of Lilith. She allocates a force of 200
temple guards to defend all five. Except in time of war,
her command center is on Khat’u. All of these islands are
poor. They get by with fishing, minimal mining, and in
some cases, light agriculture.

7.15.1 Mera
Population
Population – 700
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Economy
Khat’u is a mountainous, volcanic island. It is a source of
precious gems and various metals. Two fortresses are in
place on the island. The first is Fort Massa. It was built
during the reign of Massa the Wise at the narrows separating the southern third of the island from the northern
two thirds. The fort is a naval base with a garrison of 50
temple guard. It is also the command center of the Mistress of Lilith. The other fort, Fort Impana, has a small
port, a prison and factories for processing metal. The garrison is 30 temple guard and whatever marines happen to

7.15 Remaining Islands
be there. The remaining 20 temple guards serve as guards Coven Membership
in the mines and patrol the island.
Membership in this coven is hereditary. The eldest daughter
of the line that stems from the Admiral who took the island
Coven Membership
rules the coven. Others heed her will or regret their error.
Khat’u is administered by its coven. When present, the
Mistress of Lilith is given place as leader. At other times Religion
their true leader rules. All coven members are worshippers The worship preferred by the reigning elder is always the
of Sammael who are noted for their hate of Aratad and prime faith of the island. All other chaos forms are tolerZarun.
ated. The current faith of the island is the worship of the
Goddess in Black.

Religion

Sammael is the god of this island. All other worships are Zentora Asdal — Elder of the Chala coven
looked down on and/or persecuted.
Age — 42 Sex — Female
Ada Tinvoria — Elder of the Khat’u Coven
Age — 39 Sex — Female

S 24(+1)
I 14
HPV 25
MDV 13
MR 10
ML 9
CDF 7

St 36(+2) D 33(+2)
W 33
E 16
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL 7
EL
HC 38%
PR 8
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’6"

A 12
C 40
Em 42
Ap 14
DCV 5 DTV −4
EnL 73 CA 52
IC 58
PA 64
Dodge Value 2
Weight 150lbs

S 35(+2) St 17(+1) D 11
I 16
W 68
E 14
HPV 22
CEL 2
OCV 5
MDV 16 MEL 10
EL
MR 8*
HC 27%
PR 6
ML 11
Mana Regen. 9
CDF 8
Height 5’7"
*−2 for obesity

A9
C 36
Em 17
Ap 26
DCV 2
DTV −3
EnL 104 CA 99
IC 31
PA 55
Dodge Value 0
Weight 231lbs

SPECIAL — Zentora has a “creature tie” to ghosts. She
is able to sense spirits and speak to them. She will never
be attacked by a ghost or poltergeist.

Ada is the daughter of the former elder, a great witch who
died on a ship sunk by the Aratad fleet. She is not the talent
Zentora took over the coven when she was 23. Since that
her mother was. She rules because her hatred of Aratad is
time, she has ruled from her plantation. She sees herself,
palpable and the reputation of her line is immense.
privately, as the Queen of Chala. Most of her time is spent
Jason Tarkus — Pirate
enjoying luxury, tormenting her harem of men and insuring
Age — 40 Sex — Male that no one does anything that threatens her hold on the
S 56(+3) St 52(+3) D 18(+1) A 60(+3) C 60
island. She is a salacious glutton who is utterly amoral.

I 52
HPV 42
MDV 9
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 5

W 11
E 17
CEL 10
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
HC 56%
PR 12
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

Em 24
Ap 48
DCV 14
DTV −6
EnL 71
CA NA
IC 41
PA 116
Dodge Value 4
Weight 197lbs

Jason is a native of Aratad. His father was a spy for
Clima. He moved to Vizan, at the age of 11, when the
King of Aratad executed his father. After ten years serving
the fleet, he deserted and became a pirate. Another decade
brought him fame as a reaver of Aratad’s shipping and follower of truth. He was pardoned for desertion and allowed
to base his ship on Khat’u. He is, without doubt, Clima’s
most notable and dangerous pirate. He is a sadistic lecher
who is driven by fanatical hatred of the rulers of Aratad.

7.15.3 Chala
Population
Population – 400
Army
25 Temple Guard, 40 Militia
Chala is a fertile island that was taken from La’Ced in
a past war. During that campaign, 90% of its population
died from a plague of disease demons that was loosed on
the island. The rest were enslaved when Clima took the
island. The population of 400 is the Climans on the island
and pirates who base there. There are 2200 slaves who toil
for them. It is a plantation culture for Climans and pure
hell for slaves.

7.15.4 Covenate of the South
Population
Population of Murani – 300, Population of Merin – 200.
Army
Murani houses 15 Temple Guard, 30 Militia. Merin houses
10 Temple Guard, 20 Militia.
Fleet
5 small warships
Coven Membership
A coven of military chaplains was formed to administer both
islands when they were conquered. It retains its martial
bent. Members of this coven are trained priestesses of Sammael with no less than six years experience serving the army
or navy. They work to build the production of both islands
and defend against raiders (Bhamotin and Shazi pirates primarily.)
Religion
The coven worships the court of Sammael. Worship of Lilith
and Tiamat is permitted. Other chaos worship is tolerated.
Any other form of worship results in death by slow torture
or sacrifice on the high altar. No exceptions are ever made.
NOTE — A small area of Murani is called the valley of
the Devils. It is a forbidden realm. Any person who enters
it, and survives, is executed.
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Tia Balinot — Elder of the South
Age — 44
S 63(+3)
I 60
HPV 27
MDV 15
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 7

St 11
D 33(+2)
W 30
E 28
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 7
EL
HC 22% PR 4
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’7"

Sex — Female

A8
C 33
Em 12
Ap 42
DCV 9 DTV −2
EnL 63 CA 69
IC 40
PA 126
Dodge Value 2
Weight 159lbs

Tia is a good scholar, intelligent general and adequate
priestess. Despite her intelligence, Tia is sometimes naïve
and can be misled. Her lover often does so, when she feels
the need.
She enjoys showing off her strength. Humiliating men in
wrestling matches is pleasant for her. When not dressed
as her duties require, she wears clothing that exhibit her
physique. Her body, and her lover, are her life.

Regin — Tia’s lover
S 18(+1)
I 18
HPV 25
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 3

Age — 26

St 53(+3) D 52(+3)
W 22
E 42
CEL 4
OCV 8
MEL NA EL 2
HC 41%
PR 10
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

Sex — Female

A 56(+3) C 28
Em 60
Ap 92
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 50
CA NA
IC 110
PA 78
Dodge Value 6
Weight 147lbs

Abald Torus — Gomese Merchant
Age — 57
S6
I 36
HPV 14
MDV 12
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 2

St 20(+1) D 11
W 56
E 33
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA EL NA
HC 25%
PR 6
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’

Sex — Male

A 16(+1) C 30
Em 20
Ap 22
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 86
CA NA
IC 53
PA 26
Dodge Value 1
Weight 134lbs

Abald trades from Gom to Rogh’sa. He also engages in
illicit trade with Clima. He makes two runs to the home
island each year. On his way, in general, he stops to see
Regin. She is very nice when he is generous on his visit. (In
essence, he gives what she wants and does what she wants.
If he doesn’t, he gets teased unmercifully and is sent on his
way.)
NOTE — Regin is casting her net for a prettier merchant.
When she finds one, Abald gets introduced to Tia (who will
be told he forced himself on Regin. She will enjoy watching
Tia break her lover in half ).

7.16 Secret Societies
7.16.1 Marel Sialla (Servants of the Sea)

The members of this sect accept the truth that Clima is
and always will be dependent on the sea. They believe that
her people must discard Sammael. It is their plan to bring
SPECIAL — Regin has Wild Power at MEL2/EL2. She the Court of Tiamat into the forefront throughout Climan
society. Worship of the one true goddess, and devotion to
also has the talent Charisma at level 4.
her servants, both divine and mortal, will be life for all
Regin is a native of Rogh’sa. She fled that city at the age Climans. Other gods must be relegated to the secondary,
of 16 after an accident led to a fire at the house of a noble and barely relevant, place they deserve.
who refused to pay for her services after she sated him. (She
tried to compel him to pay and got a fireball instead.) Her
flight led her to Musci. At the age of 19 she came to the Operation
attention of a coven of Sammael worshippers and was sent The servants place their main emphasis on converting those
to Merin. On Merin, she met Tia and became her lover.
whose work is dependent on the sea. This includes merchant
Regin is a manipulative woman who seeks what is good seaman, fisherman, pirates and members of the fleet. It
for her always. She likes Tia. She also likes the other lovers also includes ship makers, port workers and people who
she has, without Tia’s knowledge. As far as loving anyone, support the naval effort. Their strongest following, at this
she considers it to be a silly word with no meaning. In fact, time, is among merchant seaman and pirates. About 10% of
her one love is herself. Her suite is festooned with mirrors, these are members or favorable to them. They are working
including more than one strategically placed above her bed. carefully to expand their hold. If it takes a century, Clima
will be the land of Tiamat. The day of Sammael must end.
Achmeir el Faranam — Shazi Pirate
Age — 30 Sex — Male
S 16(+1)
I 11
HPV 26
MDV 4
MR 13
ML 4
CDF 3

St 36(+3) D 33(+2)
W8
E 36
CEL 6
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
HC 43%
PR 10
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

A 52(+3) C 50
Em 20
Ap 60
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 58
CA NA
IC 56
PA 76
Dodge Value 5
Weight 139lbs

Achmeir is the Captain of a small pirate sloop. It has a
crew of six. He works the straits between Merin and Shazi
about three months out of the year. During that time, he
stops by to visit Regin, give her presents and use her.
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Location
The secret base of the society is located in an underwater
cavern near the island of Mera. The only access to the
cavern is by diving 200 feet or through a secret tunnel that
leads from the temple of Tiamat on Mera. Since Mer people
and the priestesses at the base defend it, the only safe access
is through the tunnel.
Members
The society has 14,000 members throughout the Climan
realm. 80 are priestesses, witches and sorceresses. Only
they have access to the base.

7.16 Secret Societies
Uvanda Koralimas — Queen of the Cult
Age — 41 Sex — Female
S9
I 33
HPV 23
MDV 17
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 7

St 57(+3) D 36(+2)
W 14
E 39
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 8
EL
HC 41%
PR 10
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’7"

A 11
C 24
Em 54
Ap 48
DCV 7 DTV −5
EnL 38 CA 91
IC 93
PA 69
Dodge Value 2
Weight 161lbs

When Uvanda was 20 she tried to become a priestess.
She mastered witchcraft but failed to apply herself as a
priestess. She was removed from the program. A year later,
she became a chaplain on a merchant vessel. When it sunk,
she found herself floating on driftwood in the middle of the
Sea of Tears. She had an epiphany when a merman took
her to his home, raped her and made her serve his will. She
came to see it was the just place of humans who used the
sea to serve its wants.

Lobar Tel — Pirate (Chala), Husband of Ai
Age — 37 Sex — Male
S 33(+2)
I 53
HPV 29
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 3

St 36(+2) D 33(+2)
W 16
E 24
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
HC 41%
PR 10
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 56(+3) C 45
Em 22
Ap 60
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 61
CA NA
IC 46
PA 73
Dodge Value 5
Weight 165lbs

SPECIAL — Amulet — Total Immunity to Iron weapons.
Amulet — Toadstone, no vessel he is on can sink.
Lobar met Ai when she was 25. They married at the
temple of Tiamat three years later. A year after that, he
recruited her into the cult. He is rabidly dedicated to it and
his wife. He sees her power and his ability paving the way
for their seven year old daughter to sit as Tiamat’s Queen
of Clima.

After three years, Uvanda was released on a desert island.
Six months of deprivation later, she was found and taken to
Shimama. When she expounded her beliefs, she was jailed
and sent to Khat’u. On the way there, she escaped with the
aid of a cult member. She went to Mera and joined. Two
years ago she became its leader.

7.16.2 The Eld Circle

S 18(+1)
I 68
HPV 12
MDV 21
MR 14
ML 15
CDF 8

Organization

Before the rise of Heirana Ghova Clima’s cities and villages
were independent, each free to worship who they chose. The
Council of Eld loosely governed the myriad hodgepodge of
city states, as advisors and trade administrators. What
wealth came to the land came through the free ports (which
are now her cities.)
Uvanda is a true fanatic. She is also insane. As much
Ghova’s rise ended that freedom. She launched a pogrom
as her humanity allows she lives as a Mer woman. This
against all other faiths and organized the home island into
includes taking lovers and, when bored, dining on them.
a nation dedicated to Sammael. The Council of Eld was
She has had her teeth filed to points and dyed her skin to
sacrificed on his altar, one by one, while the rulers of the
improve her likeness to Mer. Her inner circle follows her
land watched.
lead, where dining on men is concerned. Once her rule is
In the decades that followed every rebellion against the
consolidated, it will become the law for all leaders of the
new order was disorganized and local. Each faction worked
faith.
independently, distrusting other factions almost as much as
they hated Ghova. All were quashed mercilessly.
Finally, the remaining defenders of the old truth went
underground. Arrangements were made to work together,
at last. Though they no longer have a strong following, they
Ai Dasgorna — Sorceress (Chala)
Age — 34 Sex — Female are known to most and active to this day.
St 8
D 20(+1)
W 39
E 10
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL 12 EL
HC 15% PR 4
Mana Regen. 6
Height 4’11"

A 80(+4) C 22
Em 36
Ap 70
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 61
CA 170
IC 46
PA 36
Dodge Value 5
Weight 110lbs

SPECIAL — MEL12/EL7 Invulnerability as innate
power

The circle, as much as possible, maintains the integrity of
the past. It is ruled by five Elds. Each serves a different
faction. All work together for the day when Sammael’s adherents pay the price for their greed and evil. What power
they have is primarily felt on the western end of the island
(Vizan and Melecin).
Location

The ritual center for the circle is located in the mountains
of Vinul. It is an ancient vault, sacred to Domiel, in an
Ai is a landowner on Chala. She advises four coven mem- extinct volcano. Only the Eld and its guardian know where
bers there and has a reputation for talent in magic. In her it is and how to safely enter. The main base is also located
youth, she was a sacred dancer. Since taking up magic, at in these mountains.
the age of 22, she has become a recluse. Her time is spent
helping friends, studying her art and being with her hus- Members
band. As possible, she helps the cult recruit. When she Most members (85%) are mountaineers and hillmen from
becomes aware of the program Uvanda intends, she is likely Vizan and Melecin. The cult seeks to bring truth to others
to become more active. It is a threat to the life she prefers as well. They do so with great care. Destroying them is a
and would doom her husband.
priority for the Ghova hand.
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The Eld and Others
Giorgio — Miner, Vizan, High Eld (Domiel)
Age — 49 Sex — Male
S 42(+2)
I 45
HPV 25
MDV 16
MR 11
ML 11
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 11
W 30
E9
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 9
EL
HC 29%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’9"

A 16(+1) C 40
Em 28
Ap 32
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 70
CA 87
IC 37
PA 62
Dodge Value 1
Weight 170lbs

Giorgio is descended from the line that ruled the Freeport
of Vizan. His great grandfather was one of the Eld the
Ghova sacrificed to Sammael. His father also died on the
altar. The Ghova Hand has ordered the eradication of his
line. He hides in the high mountains of Vinul, at the main
base, directing the progress of the circle as best he can.

Bas — Merchant (Bacchus)
Age — 54
S 20(+1) St 33(+2) D 11
I 18
W 56
E 28
HPV 22
CEL 3
OCV 6
MDV 13 MEL 6
EL
MR 9*
HC 32%
PR 8
ML 10
Mana Regen. 7
CDF 6
Height 5’7"
*−1 for obesity

A9
C 30
Em 24
Ap 25
DCV 3 DTV −4
EnL 86 CA 51
IC 52
PA 60
Dodge Value 0
Weight 220lbs

Bas is a wine merchant in the city of Melecin. His business is not overly notable but it is enough to keep him comfortable. Most of his effort for the Eld is spent recruiting
members and saving people who run afoul of the government. He does little to draw attention to himself or his
people. He has training as a priest of Bacchus from his
dead father.

The High Eld is an elementalist. What power he wields
comes from his relations to the elementals of fire and earth.
The sophistication and range of a trained wizard is beyond
his capability. He learned arts passed from father to son. Miriam — Herbalist (Mimir)
Age — 62
Nothing more.

Evandal — Farmer, Eld (Arathron)
Age — 36
S 20(+1)
I 18
HPV 22
MDV 7
MR 11
ML 7
CDF 3

St 22(+1) D 33(+2)
W 36
E 35
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
HC 34%
PR 8
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 16(+1) C 45
Em 11
Ap 20
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 81
CA NA
IC 46
PA 40
Dodge Value 3
Weight 168lbs

Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 52
HPV 19
MDV 21
MR 11
ML 16
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 16(+1)
W 36
E 11
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 11
EL
HC 29%
PR 6
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’3"

Sex — Female

A 17(+1) C 39
Em 68
Ap 50
DCV 5
DTV −3
EnL 75
CA 163
IC 79
PA 38
Dodge Value 2
Weight 127lbs

Miriam runs a herb shop in the mountains of Melecin.
Her main customers are hunters, miners and the state
mines. She is the most knowledgeable and dangerous member of the Eld. She spent more than 15 years living outside
of Clima. During that time, she learned magic and a numEvandal inherited his robe last year. He has little interest ber of other skills. She returned at the age of 39, after the
in the position. He prefers to scratch out his meager living death of her family, and took her place with the Eld. She
on the land and await the day when evil dies. As needed, he runs a strong gang that assails the government, runs safe
attends Eld functions. When he can do so, without exposing houses and recruits as she can.
himself, he helps people who are under attack by the evil
that rules the land. His farm is located in the hills of Vizan.

Gira — Tavern Wench, Eld (Gaea)
Age — 33 Sex — Female
S 11
I 22
HPV 30
MDV 9
MR 12
ML 9
CDF 3

St 56(+3) D 20(+1)
W 33
E 56
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
HC 54%
PR 12
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 36(+2) C 52
Em 33
Ap 48
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 85
CA NA
IC 89
PA 71
Dodge Value 3
Weight 141lbs

Joba Korn — Mountaineer, Guardian (Domiel)
Age — 39 Sex — Male
S 64(+3)
I 14
HPV 40
MDV 8
MR
ML 8
CDF 4

St 36(+2) D 11
W 30
E6
CEL 9
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
HC 48%
PR 10
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

A 17(+1) C 60
Em 33
Ap 44
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 90
CA NA
IC 39
PA 104
Dodge Value 1
Weight 230lbs

Joba dwells in an isolated cabin in the mountains of
Vinul. He makes his living hunting, gathering and growGira works as a waitress and whore in a village tavern ing what he can. His main business is protecting the vault.
in Vinul. The people she leads work against the govern- Anyone who tries entering it who doesn’t belong there face
ment. They have been responsible for murders, vandalism Joba’s axe.
and other things the Ghova hand view as atrocities. She
passes her orders through one of four people. They are the NOTE — Joba is a deserter from the Climan army. His
only ones, outside the Eld, who know her import to the cir- daughter Cer, age 8, was born on the altar in the vault, at
cle. She is a charismatic woman who uses her position to his dead wife’s insistence. She is a very special child. (His
gather information.
wife died giving her life.)
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He believes the way of truth is male rule. Four men have
joined him in that belief. They work as bandits in the forest.
As opportunities arise, they kidnap women to serve them.
Whenever possible, the women taken are those who have a
hand in the inappropriate rule of females in Clima. There
are nine women serving as slaves in his cavern. Two were
once minor priestesses. They have three children. One is
Harandel’s son.
Cer was born on the vault altar. She bears the mark of
Harandel is not sane. His goal is to take Affea. Once
Domiel over her heart. At the very least, she is blessed by the women there are his slaves, and those men who do not
the elements. Should the covens become aware of her, she support truth die, he will expand to Fort Kira and conquer
will be sacrificed to Sammael.
the Wild Forest. Once this is fact, he will sit with a harem
of Elven slaves and order his host to begin the conquest of
Cer Korn — future
Age — 32 Sex — Female the world.

Cer Korn — current

Age — 8

S 11
I 13
HPV 21
MDV 5
MR 11
ML 5
CDF 3

St 18(+1) D 12
W 16
E 11
CEL 0
OCV 1
MEL NA EL NA
HC 35%
PR 8
Mana Regen. NA
Height 4’1"

S 17(+1)
I 20
HPV 36
MDV 16
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 7

St 72(+3) D 36(+2)
W 48
E 17
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL 7
EL 2
HC 62%
PR 12
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’11"

Sex — Female

A 16(+1) C 52
Em 17
Ap 70
DCV 1
DTV −4
EnL 68
CA NA
IC 28
PA 31
Dodge Value 1
Weight 86lbs

A 56(+3) C 52
Em 51
Ap 120
DCV 13
DTV −6
EnL 100
CA 77
IC 68
PA 77
Dodge Value 5
Weight 168lbs

NOTE — His supporters are two bandits, a criminal from
Pelara and a hedge wizard from Caldo. He has a way to go
before it is time to unleash his host. The leaders of Affea
are barely aware of his existence.

SPECIAL — Cer has elemental powers with all four elements. She can call, speak to and use any elemental. She
also has a strong tie to the earth. Whenever she is damaged, she rolls to heal as normal. If the result shows she
heals, she recovers completely at the cost of 8 energy. If she
fails to heal, she heals as normal for a human being. If an
abysmal results, her enhanced healing ability may not be
used until the next full moon.
Cer may use all spells tied to the elements as innate powers (MEL7/EL2). She is also a trained elder witch. Finally, she has +2 talent with Swords, +8 as a Miner and
−3 as an entertainer.
If Cer survives to be the person above she will take her
father’s place as Guardian of the vault. After a few years in
that position, its full power will embrace her. Should this
occur she will become a deadly adversary for the followers
of Sammael and greatly increase the might of the circle.
NOTE — The powers begin exhibiting themselves when Cer
is 12 (on her reaching puberty). Her appearance blossoms
between the ages of 16 and 18.

7.16.3 Weirdo
Harandel Ironagoras — Half-demon
Age — 30
S 76(+4)
I 24
HPV 50
MDV 10
MR 10
ML 6
CDF 9

St 60(+3) D 12
W 33
E 72
CEL 10
OCV 17
MEL 7
EL 3
HC 62%
PR 12
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

Sex — Male

A9
C 64
Em 2
Ap 2
DCV 10 DTV −6*
EnL 97
NAV 2
IC 74
PA 136
Dodge Value 0
Weight 291lbs

SPECIAL — Appearance wise, Harandel takes after his
Nergali father. He is repulsive and has leathery skin. He is
capable of using all Hell Powers at MEL7/EL3. In sunlight
he fights with a −2 affliction. The sun is oppressive to him.
Harandel was born on Ghova. At the age of 9 he revolted
from the rule of women and smuggled himself onto a ship.
He made his way to the forests of Affea by the age of 13.
Once there, he found a hidden cavern and made it his home.
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8

Donara and the Salaqi States

8.1 A Traveller’s Guide to Donara
by Drachir Redins
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — The commentary that follows is derived from a monumental text entitled “The Lives
of the Caldan Merchants” published by Drachir Redins in
the year 1297. The original folio was translated from the
Marentian original by Richard Snider in the year 1984. It
is an abridged commentary that details the travels of Tav
S’bartav Bara through Donara in the year 1099.
“The paucity of the crop in Mordara, a county just south
of our nation, creates a splendid opportunity for profit for
our house. Food sells for an enormous price and the family
will surely prosper if we can strike before the winter harvest
comes in.”
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — An excerpt from a letter
from Tau S’bartav Bara to his father Bartav S’ghavi Bara.
After reading this missive. the family decided to send Tav
on his trade mission into Donara without delay.
(1/24/99) At last, my first journey into the land of
Donara. From all reports. it is a strange and paradoxical land. At one and the same time, it is a young, energetic
nation and a land that was old before Clans Caldo and Bara
first entered the pass into our home. The very thought of
the diversity and knowledge that must lay in this land is
enough to excite the mind and enflame the senses. I can’t
wait.
(2/5/99) After a tiresome journey through the snowclogged passes of our mountains, we reached Stone Fortress
— our southernmost defense against the Donarans. After
a day spent resting and obtaining provisions, my caravan
pressed on into Donara. Our first stop was Fortress Mordara (2/8/99), a devilishly constructed. nearly impregnable
fortress that is the key to Donara’s defenses against our
valiant armies.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — In reading this commentary, the reader must keep in mind that the merchant Tav,
if anything, is a rabid Caldan patriot with a great love of
his country. As a point of interest, Tav’s caravan consisted
of four wagons, four drivers, six Kazi guards and himself.
They crossed the border loaded with food.
We dallied in Fortress Mordara for three days and found
it to be a stolid and most unremarkable village; The villagers seemed, to our eyes, to be hard-working, very subdued and just a hit anxious when constables were near.
This is understandable. Fortress Mordara, as well as being
a great fortress, is the main prison for Donara. It houses the
most deadly felons from all of Donara. The pitiful wretches
that find their way here are brutally used by Baron Doran, Warden of the Fortress, to work the great mine in the
area. Each morning that I remained here, I saw hundreds of
chained prisoners being led out to their labor. Each night
they returned. carrying their dead. The baron must truly

be a greedy and evil man to so cruelly abuse those that are
placed in his charge. Oh, how blessed it is to be a citizen
of a nation where such evil would not be tolerated. Sweet,
sweet Caldo.
After making our connection with a prominent trader, we
moved on to Mordara. the county seat, to consummate our
trade. Mordara is a large village with some eight hundred
citizens. Its people seem to be happy and dedicated to
their work. The town’s business district is jammed with
ironmongers with little more for anything else.
The very morning of my arrival (2/14/99) I sold my wares
to one Hosen, the largest food merchant in the city. The
profit was substantial, but not what I had wanted. Noting
the inexpensiveness of iron, and hearing of the high price to
be had for it in Donara, the capital, I spent the remainder
of the morning and the entire afternoon negotiating to fill
my empty wagons with Mordaran iron.
When I returned to my wagons, after concluding a deal
with Bersan the Ironmonger over dinner, I learned of the
seamy side of this village. My Kazis, very upset, informed
me that the only inn was an overpriced rathoie called the
Silver Tusk. Further it was managed by Ghoi Caldo, an
infamous felon from the city of Caldo.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — Ghoi Caldo was banished
from the nation for bestial, perverted crimes that he committed while celebrating his appointment to the Dagger Legion.
Two of his foow victims died while another was left maimed
and disfigured.
As I had no desire to meet this monster, we camped outside of town in our wagons. In the morning, we loaded with
iron and moved south to the capital of the nation, Donara.
We arrived after five days on the road and. due to the late
hour, found the gates barred against us.
When we finally entered Donara the next morning I found
it to he a large city, possibly larger than Bara — my home.
It is built around one of the only high points in the area.
As I discovered in the week that it took to conduct my
business, it is segregated into two, totally different cities by
the immense. double-walled fortress that surrounds it.
The outer portion of Donara, containing over 60% of its
population. is a dangerous and pestulant area where the
poor eke out their existence, constantly under the thumb
of the garrison and their masters on the hill. A goodly
number of these people are Salaqi peasants, descendants of
the former masters of the land who were brought here one
hundred years ago as Donaran slaves. As a true Caldan,
and loyal citizen of Bara, I was outraged at the condition
of these people. They have no support from their betters.
Most, if not all, exist day to day in a sickeningly harsh
environment that is plagued with crime and disease.
After seeing this abhorrent part of the city, I was astonished by the Inner City - where I went to trade my
iron. This is the home of the nobility, the well-to-do and
Donara’s tradesmen. It features wide, immaculate avenues
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and specious markets. In truth, the sight of it made me
yearn for Bara, as it is nearly as beautiful as my home. Its
citizens sustain themselves with the finest goods available
in the world today. They have a grand and placid life, all
within their wall. In comparison to the outer city, which is a
festering boil, the inner part of Donara is paradise. Clearly.
in Donara, the wealth and status of the individual is a great
part of the difference between a generous, even luxurious,
existence and a day-to-day fight for survival.
When I sold my iron I had decided to extend my trading
in this nation — for the profit of the venture. This decided,
I acquired Donaran textiles and the local wines and left for
Xian. a city in eastern Donara. On the morning after I
acquired the final load (2/28/99) we set out.
Some three days into this journey, my outriders came
upon the bodies of three travellers — dead. They had been
horribly mutilated by the talons of some terrible monster
and left to die. Their mounts, if indeed they had any, were
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nowhere to he found and they had no property of any real
value. After burying them, we moved on with great caution.
The Principality of Xian differs from the Donara that we
had seen thusfar. It is a far older culture, dating from before the Don host entered the land. To my eye, its people
are a much more understandable and honorable lot than
the Donarans. Though they are somewhat shy and reticent
with strangers, they give due place to the family and take
pride in the strength of those that lead them. While they
lacked sophistication, their refreshing honesty and graciousness endeared them to me from the start.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — While reading Redins’
commentary about other lands, keep in mind again that he
is a fierce patriot of Caldan, and that will tend to color his
views a little.
At this point, somewhat exhausted from my journey, I
decided to rest in Xian. The next seven weeks were spent
enjoying the hills of Xian, trading with passing caravans on
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the great road and regaining our strength. With the onset
of spring (4/19/99) we joined a Marentia caravan that was
travelling to Pelara, by way of Xadona.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — Xian is essentially rural in
character. The city is small, constructed out of wood and
well-kept. Most of the citizens of the principality live in the
hills, existing as miners, herders and hunters. Tav’s friendship for them is most likely derived from a shared emphasis
on the family and his atavistic fondness for the wild life of
his barbarian forebears.
Xadona is a strange city, especially when it is viewed with
Donara in mind. It is the most well-organized city that I
have ever seen. The streets are clean and the housing, even
in the poorest sections of the city, is solid and beautiful.
Under the current Donan, ruler of the province and heir to
the throne of Donara, the city has been rebuilt and greatly
improved. The rights of the citizenry have been increased.
Even the Salaqi, who make up a large share of the cities
population, share in the benefits of full citizenship. Both
Donan and his wife, the Donan Zephara, are loved by their
subjects.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — The Donan of this period instituted important social reforms while he ruled the
province. The older, infested areas of the city were burnt to
the ground and re-built at his expense. great public works
projects made Xadona the showplace of the nation. When
he assumed the throne in 1110 he was instrumental in reuniting the people of Donara and,1123, became Donara’s
first Emperor.
As we discovered in the four days that we remained in this
city, Xadona is the most cultured city in Donara. It has a
high level of intellectual achievement. Within its walls are
immense structures that are devoted solely to te pursuit of
knowledge, which they call Gavilaria. Their justice system,
administered by Donan’s mentor and advisor, the wizard
Morian, operates without the use of any kind of physical
torture. Guilt is determined throught the use of magical
herbs and spells. The verdicts are always quick, fair and
honest in every way. I know this to be true for three of my
Kazis were arrested and found innocent while my caravan
was in the city. I am glad that it did not happen elsewhere
in Donara. Elsewhere, if found innocent at all, my men
would have been useless to me when the inquisitors were
brought with them.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — Until the revision of the
Donaran constitution in the year 1121, torture was an accepted means of getting felons to confess to their wrong doing. As a result, in most parts of Donara, the great majority
of persons that are arrested are convicted of the crime that
they were arrested for.
After a pleasurable sojourn in Xadona, we left for Pelara
(4/25/99). Pelara is the largest and wealthiest city in
Donara. It is a major sea port that handles over 75%
of Donara’s sea trade. On any day, hundreds of vessels
can be found anchored in its spacious, heavily fortified harbor. When we entered the city, after passing the old border
fortresses of the principality, mining towns and beautiful
manors, we again found the normal Donaran mixture of
opulence and squalor. Here it was even more pronounced
than in the capital city.

The hills of Pelura contain beautiful temples, fine manors
and an immense old castle that is the home of its Prince.
On the swampy, muddy flats, the common citizens live in
a fetid area of twisting alleyways and squalid housing that
is repugnant to my senses. In some parts of the poorest
quarter, the dwellings that they call home are only partially
roofed and hardly shelter at all. In Pelara, money is all
important if one wishes to live in comfort. Without it, life
can be a daily struggle against death.
Another terrible feature of Pelara, which I experienced
first hand, is the presence of a large, well-organized guild of
criminals. This group, through terror and powerful connections in the city, literally rule the poor sections of Pelara
at night. In the three days that i was forced to stay in this
town, two of my Kazi were badly beaten and robbed and one
of my wagons, loaded with copper from Xian, was stolen.
My report of these atrocities to the local constabulary led
to a “search” which resulted in nothing.
Later, when an unsavory man with two armed companions demanded that I pay him tribute in order to retain my
wealth, I decided that this city was not a fit place for man.
After soundly thrashing them, with the aid of my drivers
and the Kazi, I ventured to the wharf and contracted a
vessel to carry us to Samana, Within three hours we were
loaded and on our way west.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — During this period of
Donara’s history, the Pelaran Thieves Guild contained over
five hundred full time and associate members. Its influence
extended up to two hundred miles from its base in Pelara.
Without a doubt, it was the most powerful, criminal organization in the nation. Its master in the time of Tav’s journey
was named Shel, a brutal vicious and cunning killer with a
great love for wealth and other pleasures.
Our vessel landed in Samana after two days at sea
(5/3/99). Samana is an exceptional strange city. Those
of its citizens who can afford it live in manors outside of
the city. Even its Prince refuses to reside within its walls.
Only the poor reside within its walls. With this being the
case, it is easy to understand why Samana was the poorest,
dirtiest and most run-down city that l saw during my time
in Donara. With a perverse wit, one might even imagine
that the city walls were designed for keeping the poor in
and not the enemy out.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — With the prime cash crop
of the principality being wine, the ownership of land is of
immense importance in this principality. Thus, an important way to show one’s status is to acquire, and live on,
large tracts of land. This is also one of the underlying reasons for the extreme hatred that the people of Samana have
for elves, i.e. the elves keep them from extensive lands that
they feel should be theirs.
As i discovered during my trading, fine dogs are highly
prized in this principality, with large, fierce and fast hounds
being especially preferred. Most families have at least one
dog and a great number of the larger ones (25%) are trained
to track and hunt Elves by scent. Every citizen of Samana
that I met had a fierce hatred for the Sidh races, especially elves. I myself witnessed the death of two elves that
were cornered by three hunters and their pack of twelve
elfhounds. While I have no love for Elf-kind, as my rare
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associations with them have left me impressed with their
arrogance, they should not be destroyed in this manner.
After all, they are an intelligent and cultured people with
an honorable determination to exterminate the true menace to the world, trolls. For their part in this great cause,
surely man can tolerate their arrogance and condescending
attitude.
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — In Samana. the Sidh are
considered to be devils. They are exterminated on sight,
captured and executed or captured and used to train young
elfhounds. Tav’s attitude on the ill-treatment of elves is derived from the perennial conflict that his people fight against
the troll hosts of the Elder Mountains. Since their arrival
in Giant Pass more than six hundred years ago, they have
been in an almost constant state of war against trolls, giants
and other large creatures that were created by Kototh.
The morning after the elf-murder, I loaded my remaining
wagons with the fine wines and tapestries of Samana and
headed east to Xalanara (5/10/99). On the way we had a
strange encounter with a passing magician who, in exchange
for a few bottles of wine, gave us a charm to ward off the
monsters of the road ahead. It was truly an efficacious
amulet for we encountered none on our journey. When we
later tried to sell it in Xalanara, we discovered that the
adepts of this rural backwater know little about such magics
as all of them said that it was only a worthless pebble in
a sack, it had no magical value. Pure nonsense of course.
Later we found a passing barbarian who was more than
happy to add its luck to his benefit in the travels to come.
Xalanara is a rural city. It is surrounded by large ranches
and pastures. The business of this principality is horses and
cattle. Some of the finest livestock in the world is raised on
these plains. The city itself is a dingy place with little to
recommend it to the sophisticated traveller. The center
of the town contains a large market square that primarily
contains leather working shops, food stalls and corrals. The
few taverns that are present are of two types, exceptional
quality private clubs and public houses that are overly expensive. Finding the prices for horseflesh extremely low,
and the quality high. I took the opportunity to trade for
new draft horses and mounts, Two days were consumed
in conducting this and other minor business. At the end
of this time, we left the city heading east for Donara and
home (5/16/99).
When we reached Donara l chanced on Chai S’alav Caldo,
a brother merchant. After much conversation, he informed
me of immense profits that could me made in the Duchy
of Salaqara, selling food and weapons to the Salaqi of that
area. Though he stressed that such trade was a capital
crime in Donara, the immorality of the restriction on the
rights of this people and the profit to be had outweighed
the potential danger of the situation. I determined to take
the men of Salaqara all of the weapons that I could possibly lay my hands on. Through Chai l made contact with
a “tongueless” armorer and a guide that knew untravelled
ways to reach Salaqara. After two weeks, i took delivery of
the weapons, loaded my wagons and left the city.
The journey to Salaqara took two weeks. We travelled the
road for three days and, led by our guide, turned southeast
and left the road. For the next seven days we travelled by
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night through the plains. On the night of our tenth day
we reached the river and, to our dismay, found it to be
unfordable. The next morning, while building rafts to float
our wagons, we were attacked by a boatload of river pirates.
Though we defeated them, our guide and one of my Kazi
were killed. Others were severely wounded.
After this encounter. i decided to forget the wagons and
animals. We released the horses and burned the wagons.
After loading our goods on three rafts, we began our journey
down the river Salaq. (Which the Dona ran’s prefer to call
the River Don.) During our second night on this river,
we had a terrible encounter with strange creatures from
the water below. All of us were burned terribly by the
acidic touch of the blue-skinned women that assailed us.
One Kazi and three drivers were killed in the defense of my
property. All of us were badly burned before we discovered
their weakness and destroyed them. It was a horror.
On the third night, hours before we landed east of
Salaqara, a strange serpent attacked us firing Lightning
from his eyes. Terrified. we fled with due haste but could
not avoid losing two more men and one of the rafts.
Using the guides map, we moved into an old ruin on the
outskirts of the city and set up our guard in a broken crypt
beneath an ancient statue. There we awaited our buyers.
Before our customers came to us, we spent a petrifying
six hours. All of us imagined the dead in a nearby part
of the cemetery rising from a mass grave and stalking the
cemetery for prey. We froze and through some lucky twist
of fate survived until the appointed hour. Our encounter
with our buyers began when eight men came out of nowhere
and, bows cocked and weapons drawn, surrounded us. After we dropped our weapons, much to the chagrin of the
Kazi, a tall, thin figure dressed totally in black walked out
of the shadows and demanded to know who we might be.
When he was sure of us, he ordered his men to lower their
bows and sheath their swords. After apologising for his “little surprise” he introduced himself as the Grand Master of
the Sea Star Society and the True King of Salaq. Somewhat
taken aback by his attitude, and the force of arms that surrounded us, I did not negotiate for the best possible price.
In- stead, I took the fifty gold coins that they offered for
my twenty swords and fifteen bows and made a rapid exit
from this haunted trap.
We spent that night in the city of Salaqara at a fine tavern called the Inn of the Golden Oro. While we endeavored
to lose consciousness, we listened to the talk of those around
us and were surprised at the vociferous hatred that all expressed for the Donarans. After this night, we left as soon
as the sun was visible in the new morning. From what I
saw, it is obvious that Donara’s control over this ancient
land is tenuous. It is maintained by immoral restrictions
on the freedom of the people and a bloody reign of terror
by their garrison and local nobles. Every citizen, however
cowered and timid he appears in the presence of Donarans,
is a defiant and merciless enemy of these conquerors who
will take any opportunity to destroy them.
It is a situation that overflows with violent emotions and
terrible hatreds. I have no doubt, that in the very near
future it will lead to a bloody civil war that will strike a
serious blow against the Kingdom of Donarab stability.

8.2 The Independent Fiefdoms of Donara
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — In the year 1104 rebel
forces, led by the Duke Vobai of Salaqara, led a coup that
annihilated the Donarans in the city of Salaqara and the
fortresses to the north, east of the River Salaq. tn the seven
year civil war that followed, the area and the royal forces
of Donara were nearly destroyed. Many nations, including Clima, Shiben and the Empire of the Ced sent forces
to aid the newly emergent Kingdom of Salaq. Finally,
in the year 1111, Salaq’s independence was granted by a
new ruler — on the condition that all foreign forces be removed. In the twelve years that followed, Salaq returned to
the Donaran state as a locally independent Kingdom within
the Donaran Empire. As part of this agreement, she was
given suzerainty over Xadona, Ticasi. Shiben and Chiros.
Within six months, in repayment for their treachery of 999,
the city of Chiros was burned to the ground with the permission of the Emperor. At the time of Drachir Redins,
the Dual Crown of the Donaran Empire rules a unified and
happy people and is the dominant power in the west.
After the dangers that I suffered in reaching Salaqara, I
was desperate to find a place to rest. Propelled by necessity,
I gave the Kazi leave to steal four horses and we rode north
to Xian. When we arrived in Xian (6/13/99) we rented a
small manor and collapsed in exhaustion. For the next two
months we revelled, happy in this land. Finally. courage
and energy returned. we set our sights on home. Travelling
at a leisurely pace, we passed through Donara, took the
road north and, with the first signs of fall, were blessed by
the sight of Stone Fortress and home. (8/22/99)
TRANSLATOR’S NOTE — Tav S’bartav Bara never
returned to Donara. In private letters that were found in the
library of Drachir Redins, he stated his intention never to
visit “the festering south” again. The remainder of his merchant career was spent training in the Kaz, with Djanesborg
and on the western road through the Kaz to Dirllar. Many
of his adventures in these days is worthy of comment and
is men- tioned in the great work of Drachir Redins, “The
Lives of the Caldan Merchants”.
Finally. some background in the general forms of Old
Donaran may be of use in understanding some of the terms
that are used in this folio. As a general rule, the word suffix
“ara” means. literally. “house of ”. The suffix “an” means
“son”. Thus, the city of Pelara, literally, is the House of Pel.
The noble Donan is, literally, the Don Son. As a tradition,
all cities, villages, counties, etc. are named after the royal
name of the house that rules that area. Thus the county
that is ruled by the family Mord is Mordara.
A final suffix that is found in city names, “ona”, differs.
Its literal meaning is “camp of ”, “people of ” or “land of ” depending on the historical associations of the root name that
it is attached to. Thus, Samana (which is spelled Samana
because the form M-vowel-N must use an A in Old Donaran)
means “Camp of Sam” while Xadona, a province created
arounda conquered Salaqi city, means “Land of Xad”. (To
further confuse, in the Salaq dialect the form “people of ”
is indicated by the suffix “i” at the end of a noun. Thus,
while the Donarans call the people of Pelara the Pelona, the
Salaqi call them the Peli.

8.2 The Independent Fiefdoms of
Donara
Donara was founded by the leaders of a host of barbarians
and mercenaries that conquered the kingdoms of E’lici and
Salaq between the years 894SA and 1000SA.
Currently, Donara is a feudal monarchy that is oriented
towards Law. Local nobles are independent in their fiefs,
though their power is somewhat diminished by the presence
of a strong king. The lands of Donara are held by the Don,
five Princes and the Duke of Salaqara. In addition there
are several Counts and Baron. Their fiefdoms are shown on
the map on page 182.
The Don
Donara
5 Principalities Samma, Xalanara, Pelara, Xian,
Xadona
1 Duchy
Salaqara
5 Counties
Eldama (5), Mordara (16), Inora
(21), Besara (28), Asara (37)
33 Baronies
The other numbered areas
Politically, Donara is bounded on the north by Caldo and
the Elder Mountains, on the east by Aratad, Ticasi and
Shiben, on the west by the Wild Forest and on the south
by the Sea of Tears.
Traditionally, the enemies of Donara are Aratad, the Empire of Ced (located to the east and south of Ticasi, Shiben
and Aratad ) and Clima (a Chaos oriented island located in
the Sea of tears.) Donara’s major problems are banditry in
the north, civil unrest in Pelara and continual revolutionary activity in Salaqara. Beyond this, they are at peace and
relatively stable.

Religion
The worship of Ashur’s court is the law in Donara. Worship of other deities is frowned upon. In some areas, it is
criminal. Where such rules apply, they will be discussed in
the appropriate section. The worship of Ashur, Inanna and
Enki are organized on a national basis. That of the other
gods is not.

Law
The national law of Donara, as set by the Don, applies
throughout the nation except where explicit laws allowed
by past or current Don edict alter them. On lands owned
by the temple of a god in the Court of Ashur, temple law
supersedes the Don’s law. Citizens of such areas adhere to
it first and foremost. Where special laws exist for a given
area, they are mentioned where appropriate.
Donaran law is administered by a system of noble courts
and para-military constables. Her traditions require that
the guilt of the suspect be established beyond a shadow of
a doubt. This entails either an exhaustive investigation by
the authorities or the “voluntary” confession of the accused.
Suspects are routinely tortured to ascertain their guilt or
innocence. Confessions that are given as a result of torture
are considered to be both binding and true. Only in the
more enlightened areas of the nation does investigation, and
sometimes magic, replace torture as the primary means of
determining guilt.
The basics of the law are listed in §3.21.
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Government

Population

The Don is absolute. Privy advisers he selects and a Coun- The city houses 36000 people. The total population comcil of Peers advise him. The members of this council are prises Donaran (180000), E’lici*(20000), Salaqi (18000) and
the three princes and five Counts of the realm. The Dukes Xianese (7000).
of Xadona and Salaqara do not have a voice in the govern* The native culture of the Pelara area.
ment. They are considered to be clients of the crown.

Politics
Donara has a number of political questions. Some of the
more important are:
1) The Salaqi Question — Since the rape of Salaq three
schools of thought have battled in Donara. The first
favors forcing Salaqi to embrace the Donaran culture
and forsake their own. It is dominant. The second seeks
an accommodation that works Salaqi into the state as
equals. The third wishes to forget everything east of the
river and let Salaqara go free.
2) Greater Donara — The hawk faction believes it is
Donara’s destiny, and duty, to extend the glory of their
faith and culture to the benighted. They favor war with
Aratad, La’Ced, the small Salaqi states and Caldo. They
also want to eradicate Clima. The opposition opposes
foreign adventures and insists that Donara concentrate
on growth and defense.
3) Wild Lands — One faction calls for massive military
action to conquer the Wild Lands and the unclaimed
areas of the Elder Mountains. Their opposition considers
them to be insane and wants no part in such adventures.
4) Faith — The dominant group supports worship of the
Court of Ashur only in the realm. Their opposition,
sometimes branded as heretics, believe any good faith,
whatever its nature, should be tolerated. All agree there
is no place for chaos worship in the realm.
5) Clima — A strong minority, heavily supported by
Pelara, wants a massive fleet improvement, the invasion of Clima and the eradication of their faith. Others
consider that impossible and work to defend the realm
against evil.
6) Caldo — The minority faction, supported by the leaders
of Vahagn’s faith, want to conquer Caldo as the first step
toward extending Donaran rule as far as Djanesborg.
Since Donara’s defeat in the Caldan war, they do not
get much support from the mainstream. Most people
view conquest of Caldo to be a physical impossibility.
They seek a peaceful alliance. Nothing more.

8.3 Donara
This area is the privy realm of the reigning Don. Nobles
within it are his dependents. All citizens are obligated to
heed his will, within the limits of the legal code except where
church law alters said law.

Economy
Donara is the most productive agricultural area in the nation. It also has a number of good ranches producing a
number of valuable animals. The hill area in the west has
mining. It produces iron, copper and tin in good quantity.
The city is the hub of the nation’s economy. It is wealthy
with well established industries and crafts.
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Army
As specified in §3.21. 800 foot and 400 cavalry are royal
guard forces. They protect the members of the royal family
and are under the command of the Don and, when one is
of age, Donan of Donara.
Don XII — Don of Donara
Age — 39
S 56(+3)
I 30
HPV 32
MDV 6
MR 11
ML 6
CDF 4

St 36(+2) D 18(+1)
W 16
E8
CEL 7
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 96
HC 35%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

Sex — Male

A 16(+1) C 33
Em 11
Ap 40
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 49
CA NA
PR 8
IC 19
Dodge Value 2
Weight 182lbs

Don is a member of the hawk faction who is extremely
bigoted where Salaqi are concerned. He is a devoted worshipper of Ashur, a competent administrator, fine knight
and nearly pitiful general.

8.4 Xalanara
Economy
The plains of Xalanara produce some of the finest horses in
the known world. Husbandry, orchards and agriculture are
the basis of the area’s economy.

Population
The city houses 11000 people. The total population comprises Donaran (80000), E’lici (10000) and Salaqi (2000).

Army
The Prince’s guard is an 80 man unit of mounted knights
who worship the god Vahagn. His heir is a page serving
this force.
Xalan Torgest — Prince of Xalanara
Age — 50 Sex — Male
S 56(+3)
I 33
HPV 28
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 3

St 16(+1) D 11
W 18
E 15
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 76
HC 28%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 52(+3) C 40
Em 22
Ap 20
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 58
CA NA
PR 6
IC 37
Dodge Value 3
Weight 191lbs

Xalan revels in his abuse of Salaqi. He rarely misses
chances to enjoy it. He greatly favors their death as a people. He also favors extending the sway of Donara through
the conquest of Caldo and the East. He is a soldier who has
little interest in the opinion of those who do not serve the
flag in battle. He has been on a horse since he was 4. He
raises his sons to be the same.

8.5 Samma

8.5 Samma
Economy
Samma is known for its wine. Some of the most exceptional
vintages in the world come from this area. It is also a source
for timber and has some mining.

Population
The city houses 13000 people. The total population comprises Donaran (72000), E’lici (30000) and Salaqi (3000).

Army
The realm has a 100 man unit of elf-hunters who also serve
as guardsmen for the prince. 60 are foot archers. The other
40 are cavalry.
Horace Samolina — Prince of Samma
Age — 29 Sex — Male

S 20(+1)
I 39
HPV 22
MDV 10
MR 12
ML 10
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 17(+1)
W 18
E 22
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 60
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 36(+2) C 35
Em 42
Ap 45
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 53
CA NA
PR 8
IC 64
Dodge Value 3
Weight 167lbs

Horace has little interest in warfare. He does enough to
maintain the respect of his peers and the support of his
people, nothing more. His interest is in wine, women and
wealth (what he calls the three W’s.) If you happen to be
wealthy, he is very friendly and approachable. If not, don’t
bother him unless you happen to be a pretty woman. He is
more than a bit amoral in his dealings with those who are
beneath him, in his view.

8.6 Pelara
E’liciad was an ancient culture when the Donaran’s arrived.
In time, the war leader Pel conquered their 19th dynasty.
Given the fatalistic nature of their culture, they accepted
fate. In secret, they view the Donarans as the 20th dynasty.
They too shall pass.

Pel was once a soldier with some talent. That is no longer
the case. He is now a selfish glutton with no interest in
anything that doesn’t impact him personally. He had two
sons and a daughter. The last died two years ago. His
brothers, Actin (49) and Salin (31), rule Pelara in all ways
that matter. Actin accepts this and plans to put his son Pel
(22) on the throne when the time comes. Salin plans to kill
Pel, Actin and all of Actin’s sons. He will then assume the
throne as his first step in taking control of Donara. He is a
chaos wizard and sociopath. Actin is an honorable knight
and talented admiral.

8.7 Xadona
The Salaqi city of Xad was conquered when the Donaran’s
burst out of E’liciad into the plains. None of its rulers
survived the conquest. It has been in Donaran hands since
the 2nd Salaqi war.

Economy
Xadona is a clean city with a small university. It is productive. Some of the lands finest weapons and armor are made
here. Rural Xadona has fine orchards and fertile land. It
isn’t a wealthy place but its people survive with relative
ease at most times.

Population
The city houses 19000 people. The total population comprises Donaran (40000), E’lici (5000), Xianese (3000) and
Salaqi (62000).
Trent Xadora — Prince of Xadona
Age — 44

S 17(+1)
I 36
HPV 22
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 3

St 56(+3) D 52(+3)
W 48
E 11
CEL 6
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 77
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

Sex — Male

A 56(+3) C 12
Em 14
Ap 72
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 60
CA NA
PR 6
IC 25
Dodge Value 6
Weight 172lbs

Trent is somewhat ostracized by the Donaran ruling elite.
His grandmother was Salaqi. This makes him a noble in
Pelara is the nation’s largest city. It is one of the best ports name only to many, especially the Prince of Xalanara. This
on the Sea of Tears. The city is noted for its craft goods. fact means little to him. His concern is the principality
The forests and mountains produce high quality timber, and people he rules. He does not enforce the Salaqi laws as
stone and metals. In all ways, it is a wealthy land.
written. Despite his influence with the church, he has twice
been challenged to duels because of this. He killed both
Population
men. He is one of the few Donaran nobles that has any
The city houses 42000 people. The total population com- following among the Salaqi. Despite the preponderance of
prises Donaran 38000, E’lici 45000, Salaqi 25000
those people in his realm, his lands are relatively peaceful.

Economy

Prince Pel — Prince of Pelara
Age — 56
S 14
St 56(+3) D 8
I9
W 16
E 20
HPV 32 CEL 7
OCV 10
MDV 5
MEL NA EL NA
MR 9*
PA 74
HC 56%
ML 5
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 4
Height 5’11"
*−1 for obesity

Sex — Male

A 11
C 55
Em 17
Ap 30
DCV 7 DTV −6
EnL 71 CA NA
PR 12
IC 37
Dodge Value 0
Weight 265lbs

Amara Xadora — Ashipu’lama of Inanna – Donara
Age — 47 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 22
HPV 20
MDV 21
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 8

St 17(+1) D 53(+3)
W 72
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL 11
EL
PA 38
HC 31%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’5"

A 16(+1) C 44
Em 48
Ap 52
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 116
CA 152
PR 8
IC 68
Dodge Value 4
Weight 140lbs
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Amara is one of the most influential and famed Ashipu 5) Salaqi who own property must have a written warrant
priestesses in the nation. Her word carries real weight in the
entitling them to do so. Any who do not are guilty of
councils of Inanna and is heard by the servants of Ashur.
theft. The tax on warrant holding property owners is
She loves her brother and supports a lessening of the burden
50% of any profits from said property.
that is being placed on the Salaqi. Were this not true, she 6) No Salaqi may be admitted for instruction at any instiwould be the nation’s Sangu Mah of Inanna by now.
tution of higher learning. Salaqi who are shown to be
literate pay a tax of one gold per year for the privilege.
NOTE — The monastery she runs in Donara is suspected
Any who fail to pay face ten years in the mines.
of offering sanctuary to Salaqi on the run. The charge has
7)
Donaran nobles may add to these laws, as the situanever been proven. It is true.
tion in their realm requires. Regardless of their sex, the
power of any noble over Salaqi clients is absolute.
8) Salaqi are required to bow before passing a temple of
8.8 Xian
Ashur. Any who fail to do so are guilty of heresy and will
Economy
be burned at the stake (unless the principal at the temple
chooses slavery or imprisonment for them instead).
Hunting, furs and mining make up the bulk of the income
for this principality. It is a land of gruff hillmen and shop- 9) The worship of ancient gods of no value, Manannan,
E’pona and Morrigan is forbidden. Any Salaqi who enkeepers.
gages in foul practices is guilty of heresy. Any who keeps
icons or symbols of said valueless beings shall be assumed
Population
to be guilty of worshipping them. The punishment is
The city houses 16000 people. The total population commutilation and slavery. (The felon’s tongue is removed.
prises Donaran (2000), Xianese (90000) and Salaqi (1000).
If he is already without a tongue, both thumbs and both
eyes are lost. If there is a third offense, the felon is
Army
flayed.)
There is a 200 man guard unit that serves the Prince. It is 10) No Salaqi may own a blade longer than four inches or
a hammer weighing more than one pound without a
well trained for fighting in the hills and mountains.
recorded warrant of authorization from their Duke. Said
warrant shall only apply when the holder is actively servBora Gastoran — Prince of Xian
ing in the guard of said Duke. Any Salaqi found to be
Age — 61 Sex — Male
in position of an item that can be deemed a weapon at
S 76(+4) St 56(+3) D 9
A 20(+1) C 39
any other time is guilty of treason. The penalty is death
I9
W 45
E8
Em 52
Ap 24
by slow torture.
HPV 43
CEL 11
OCV 18 DCV 12
DTV −5
MDV 11
MR 11
ML 11
CDF 5

MEL NA EL NA
PA 136
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’9"

EnL 84
CA NA
PR 10
IC 60
Dodge Value 1
Weight 294lbs

Economy

Salaqara has a fine harbor. It is noted for fish and recreation. The city is productive and the fields are fertile. HowBora has been hunting and killing since he was a boy ever, the people are horribly impoverished and abused by
of eight. There is little he doesn’t know about the art, Donaran rule. The climate of resentment and hatred that
especially when it involves a war hammer. He retains his exists here is palpable. It will lead to rebellion. The only
place as a Prince of Donara because his kind is honor bound question is when it happens.
to do so. Should that change, he would happily be done
with them. In his view, far too many are arrogant and the Population
way they deal with the Salaqi is sinful.
The city houses 25000 people. The total population com-

8.9 Duchy of Salaqara
The Salaqi Laws
1) No Salaqi may wear armor, ride a horse, use a bow or
own a dog.
2) All Salaqi must show deference to any Donaran at all
times.
3) On the anniversary of Donara’s glory, all Salaqi women
must present themselves at dawn, in the square of the
city or village in which they reside. They shall be nude
when doing so. They will freely accept the advances of
any Donaran from dawn to dusk of that day.
4) Any Salaqi who inflicts physical harm on a Donaran is
guilty of treason. The penalty is death. On the choice
of the harmed, the penalty can be commuted to slavery
or imprisonment for life.
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prises Donaran (8000), Salaqi (109000), E’lici (11000) and
Other*(2000).
* A mixed bag of people from the Salaqi states, Aratad
and La’Ced.

Army
The Duke fields a force of 400. Accepting the advise of
the Donaran Count who serves as his “advisor” (actually
overseer) they are comprised of the following units.
1) 20 trained soldiers armed with pole arms in padded uniforms
2) 80 militia armed with daggers wearing a brief loincloth
3) 100 boys dressed in brief silk clothing who have no
weapons
4) 100 young women, barely dressed with no weapons
5) 100 girls as a training unit for 4 above

8.9 Duchy of Salaqara
The most common service of the women and children
Whatever the truth of the vision, i.e. true sending or
is use as entertainers and whores by visiting and resident the dementia of a psychotic mind, Vobal embraced it. He
Donarans. Their inclusion in “the guard” is part of the dedicated himself to Salaq, its future and all of its people.
concerted effort to demean all Salaqi and break their spirit. He no longer acted on his own hate. He acted to bring
justice and freedom to his people. His brother’s life was
Nalod Salar – Duke of Salaqara
saved, until the day justice claimed it.
Age — 30 Sex — Male
Over the next few years, Vobal learned about the Sea
S 20(+1) St 33(+2) D 18(+1) A 35(+2) C 30
Star Society and proved he could be trusted. Soon after,
I 33
W 18
E 24
Em 14
Ap 48
he stood as a Codari assassin. At the age of 22, he became
HPV 22 CEL 2
OCV 5
DCV 5
DTV −4
leader of the society and the Codari. He will find the tokens
MDV 7
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 48
CA NA
a king needs and bring freedom to Salaq.
MR 12
PA 60
HC 32%
PR 8
IC 38
Vobal is known as a gambler, dancer, drunk and gigolo.
ML 7
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
He is often assigned to Donaran associates as a whore by
CDF 3
Height 5’7"
Weight 153lbs
his brother. Salaqi who know the truth see him as their
Nalod was taken to Donara at the age of 14 when his future King and the deadliest blade in the realm. Slaying a
father was executed. He returned six years later, after ex- Donaran means less to him than swatting a fly does another
haustive “training” to teach him his place in the state. They man.
are not lessons he will ever risk experiencing again. Neither
NOTE — The tokens in question are a special dagger that
does he care to die like the six Dukes before him. He is
bears the might of Morrigan and the Sea Star. The blade
dedicated to teaching his people to accept Donaran domiwill come into his possession within two years. When it
nance, forsake the past and move on. Whatever price they
does, he will begin searching for the Sea Star. Once he has
must pay, so be it. Survival is what matters.
both, his brother will be tried by the Codari and executed.
NOTE — His younger sister Tina was taken as a slave After this is fact, Vobal will be King of Salaq. The revolt
when he was chained. Vobal was beaten unconscious. He will begin.
and his infant sister Mara were left with a local Donaran
noble.
Jas Colbar — Count of Salaqara
Age — 51 Sex — Male
Vobal Salar — Dancer, Fop, Rebel
S 36(+2) St 17(+1) D 9
A 20(+1) C 42
Age — 24 Sex — Male I 22
W 36
E 11
Em 12
Ap 33

S 16(+1) St 53(+3) D 92(+4)
I 15
W 76
E 28
HPV 33
CEL 8
OCV 12
MDV 15 MEL NA EL NA
MR 13
PA 76
HC 57%
ML 15
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 4
Height 5’10
* +2 for Acrobat skill

A 68(+3) C 60
Em 52
Ap 70
DCV 17* DTV −6
EnL 136
CA NA
PR 12
IC 80
Dodge Value 7
Weight 163lbs

HPV 24
MDV 7
MR 11
ML 7
CDF 3

CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 56
HC 30%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 78
CA NA
PR 8
IC 23
Dodge Value 1
Weight 192lbs

The Colbar family has held this fiefdom and commanded
the Eastern Legion since the rape. Jas is the 4th Count of
the line. He has ruled for 22 years, since the assassination
SPECIAL — Supernatural Dexterity, +3 talent with of his father. His main duties are overseeing the Count,
Fighting Dagger, +2 talent as Dancer, −1 talent Survival
enforcing the Salaqi laws and stifling insurrection in the
One of Vobal’s first memories was the gang rape of his Duchy. He does all three with a heavy hand. After the
mother by three Donarans. It was followed by being unable Duke, he is the most hated man in Salaqara. His prime
to stop the abuse of his sister, being helpless when his par- talents are lechery and humiliating Salaqi. Donara’s elite
ents were killed, being beaten unconscious at eight when he view him as the true ruler of the land.
tried to save his brother and sister and two years of torment
Alcin Borat — Criminal, Codari General
in the home he and his infant sister were placed into.
Age — 43 Sex — Male
At the age of ten he rebelled against the pain and killed
his first Donaran. No one discovered he was to blame. He S 16(+1) St 56(+3) D 60(+3) A 33(+2) C 35
W 20
E 33
Em 39
Ap 40
watched as another man was executed for the crime. Twice I 42
OCV 14
DCV 15
DTV −5
in the next three years he tried to run. As he could not do HPV 27 CEL 10
EnL 55
CA NA
so without taking Mara, his efforts failed. He was punished MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
MR 12
PA 76
HC 46%
PR 10
IC 72
horribly each time. He also killed in his efforts, but never
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 5
in a manner that was traced to him.
CDF 3
Height 5’8"
Weight 157lbs
His brother returned to Salaq when Vobal was 14. When
Borat is the most wanted felon in Salaqara. He has been
he saw what his hero now was, he considered killing him.
A month later, after his brother made him perform for a for fifteen years. The current reward, if he is brought in
pair of Donaran dowagers, he planned fratricide. The night alive, is 25 gold. The chance that any Salaqi would support
before he was going to act, he was in the ruins hunting an effort to collect it is close to nil. Most view him as a
Donarans. He had a dream. He saw himself following a national hero.
raven to the ruined royal palace. It said “be my warrior if
He is the leader of the Codari, their General and has
you would heal the wound.”
strong contacts with Salaqi émigrés in other lands (Shiben,
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Ticasi and especially Chiros). He has been killing Donarans
since he was 15. He is a thief, pirate and smuggler.

8.10 Other Fiefdoms
The population of these areas is primarily Donaran. Those
Salaqi who dwell in these lands are serfs and slaves, primarily. The total population of all 38 areas is sixty three
thousand. The fiefdoms consist of 5 Counties and 33 Baronies. They are:
1
2
3
4
5

Name

Note

Mining
Mining, Fishing
Owned by temple of Enki
Fish, River trade, Elf hunting
Military. Mining, hunting,
anti-elf
6
Naora*
Mines, husbandry
7
Bastira*
Hunting, herbs
8
Vahara*
Owned by temple of Vahagn
9
Sidora*
Fishing, horticulture
10 Jasira*
Fish, mines
11 Yavira*
Owned by temple of Yavishta
12 Clara*
Horticulture, herbs
13 Xanora*
River trade, horticulture
14 Helima*
Mines, hunting
15 Torama**
Mines‡
16 County Mordara* Largest iron mine in known
world
17 Garanara*
Mines, hunting, orchards
18 Maora*
Source of fine marble
19 Cedora*
Owned by temple of Cedalion
20 Tara*
Owned by temple of Taritu
21 County Inora*
Owned by temple of Inanna
22 Adora*
Owned by temple of Adonis
23 Zandor*
Agriculture
24 Ivara*
Agriculture, river trade
25 Verora**
Agriculture, river trade
26 Tisona**
Agriculture, husbandry, orchards
27 Morina**
Agriculture, fish, trade
28 County Besara**
Eastern Legion command center
29 Kiora**
Fish, river trade
30 Parona**
Agriculture, fish
31 Nelina**
Agriculture, husbandry
32 Beshnona*
Agriculture
33 Mushara*
Owned by temple of Mushru
34 Amara†
Fishing, illicit shipping
35 Salina†
Agriculture, fishing
36 Tesora*
Agriculture
37 County Asara**
Owned by temple of Ashur
* The population is almost entirely Donaran.
** At least 25% of the population is Salaqi.
*** At least 25% of the population is E’lici.
† At least 20% of the population is Salaqi and at least
20% is E’lici.
‡ This barony has a large prison and more than one penal
mine. The vast majority of its Salaqi population is found
in these places.
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Miasara***
Tenora***
Elora***
Usara*
County Eldama*

Donaran Fiefdoms

Important Leaders Of The Counties And
Baronies
Asnar Ken — Sangu Mah of Enki (3)
Age — 64 Sex — Male
S 22(+1)
I 36
HPV 14
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 7

St 20(+1) D 9
W 68
E5
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 10
EL
PA 42
HC 16%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’7"

A 17(+1) C 12
Em 9
Ap 32
DCV 4
DTV −1
EnL 80
CA 103
PR 2
IC 14
Dodge Value 1
Weight 180lbs

Asnar is a rabid supporter of the nobles who want to
build up the fleet and start a war aimed at the eradication
of Clima. He detests everything about that nation. Because
of his feeling, he also favors a drive into the Wild Forest.
Conquest there would allow Donara to destroy Affea and
Fort Kira. Except for his “hot button” where Clima is concerned, Asnar is a quite man and noted scholar. His eldest
daughter is the wife of Jasnor Dell, Count of Eldama. She
has two sons (16 and 8) and a daughter (11) by him.
Jasnor Dell — Count of Eldama (5), General of
Donara
Age — 43 Sex — Male
S 35(+2)
I 11
HPV 33
MDV 4
MR 13
ML 4
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 18(+1)
W 17
E 20
CEL 7
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 95
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

A 56(+3) C 44
Em 9
Ap 52
DCV 11
DTV −6
EnL 61
CA NA
PR 12
IC 29
Dodge Value 4
Weight 200lbs

Jasnor is not a bright man, though he is a talented warrior. He sees himself as the great general who will take
Donaran arms to the western sea, eradicating the hold of
elder races on the forest and hills. He often raids across the
river. As yet, no one has supported his plan for a grand
invasion. It is unlikely they ever will. He isn’t too bright.

8.10 Other Fiefdoms
Irdal Pentharus — Baron of Clara (12), Wizard
Age — 32 Sex — Male

Lauren Tinora — Sangu Mah of Taritu (20)
Age — 40 Sex — Female

S8
I 80
HPV 12
MDV 20
MR 13
ML 16
CDF 6

S 17(+1)
I 24
HPV 31
MDV 20
MR 13
ML 14
CDF 8

St 17(+1) D 22(+1)
W 36
E 20
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 8
EL
PA 28
HC 20%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’2"

A 54(+3) C 22
Em 42
Ap 40
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 58
CA 119
PR 6
IC 62
Dodge Value 4
Weight 119lbs

Irdal spends a great deal of his time at the temple of
Yavishta. He is a law wizard who is fascinated by the arts
of Arathron and Yavishta. Fellow nobles have a low opinion
of “the lunatic”. He is a kind, intelligent man who has no
time for silly politics. If his people of his plans are harmed,
he acts. If not, he lets the world pass on alone.

Robair Xalora — Baron of Torama (15)
Age — 49 Sex — Male
S 36(+2)
I 20
HPV 20
MDV 8
MR 11
ML 8
CDF 2

St 11
D 11
W 16
E 22
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 72
HC 22%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 18(+1) C 33
Em 42
Ap 20
DCV 4
DTV −2
EnL 49
CA NA
PR 4
IC 64
Dodge Value 1
Weight 134lbs

St 56(+3) D 18(+1)
W 56
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 10
MEL 11
EL
PA 77
HC 53%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 51(+3) C 50
Em 60
Ap 90
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 106
CA 142
PR 12
IC 80
Dodge Value 4
Weight 160lbs

Lauren is the bastard daughter of the Baron of Tenora.
She has been a priestess for 32 years. It has been more than
20 years since she last saw her family. She plans to insure
there is never a reunion. Her father’s use and abuse of E’lici,
which led to her birth, offends her. She supports equal
treatment for all people of the land and war against evil,
both Chaos and Kotothi. No repressive laws are enforced
on the lands owned by her faith.
The Sangu Mah is considered to be the most beautiful
woman in Donara. She also makes every effort to live as a
reflection of her goddess. The chance of any man slaking
his lust on her is very small.
Sara Yelvin — Sangu Mah of Inanna (21)
Age — 51 Sex — Female
S 22(+1)
I 51
HPV 25
MDV 24
MR 10
ML 16
CDF 11

St 42(+2) D 8
W 76
E 22
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL 15
EL
PA 62
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 11
Height 5’7"

A9
C 34
Em 26
Ap 44
DCV 3
DTV −4
EnL 110 CA 229
PR 8
IC 48
Dodge Value 0
Weight 169lbs

Robair is a sadist and lecher who hates Salaqi. He is
also the cousin of the Prince of Xalanara. The lot of Salaqi
sentenced to his care is not pleasant, and tends to be short.
With his contacts, he manages to have a number of female
convicts sent to him each year. His use of them is in no way
Sara has led Inanna’s faith in Donara for the last twelve
moral or pleasant. The best of them are housed in a hidden
years. She is the most powerful priestess in the nation. She
brothel he keeps in the hills. Many members of the “death
favors efforts to end worship of gods who are not part of
to Salaq” faction are visitors there.
the Court of Ashur. She does not favor the Salaqi laws the
nobles are using to help achieve the goal.
Sara supports those who wish to attack Aratad, bringing
Mord — Count of Mordara (16)
the glory of Donaran culture to them, and eradicate Clima.
See §8.13 for a description of Mordara and the important She is a Donaran patriot, as she sees it. Bigotry against
people plays no part in her choices. Hatred of false gods
inhabitants.
does.
Macom Horen — Baron of Maora (18)
Age — 44 Sex — Male
S 60(+3)
I 36
HPV 26
MDV 8
MR 12
ML 8
CDF 3

St 16(+1) D 22(+1)
W 14
E 22
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 80
HC 21%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 33(+2)
C 26
Em 26
Ap 48
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 40
CA NA
PR NA (6) IC 48
Dodge Value 3
Weight 163lbs

Bens Iltar — Baron of Ivara (24)
Age — 41
S 81(+4)
I9
HPV 45
MDV 6
MR 11
ML 6
CDF 5

St 56(+3) D 11
W 36
E 30
CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 141
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’11"

Sex — Male

A 17(+1) C 40
Em 8
Ap 19
DCV 9
DTV −5
EnL 76
CA NA
PR 10
IC 38
Dodge Value 1
Weight 329lbs

Iltar entered the service of the former Baron when he was
13.
After twenty years of superb service, he was adopted.
SPECIAL — Total immunity to Poison
Six years later the old baron died. It took six months for
Macom is an experienced soldier and former General. He him to have his inheritance recognized by the Don. Since,
is also a vocal opponent of the Salaqi policy and the various he has dedicated himself to proving he is as noble as anyone.
plans hawkish elements in the nation are proposing. His He does so by supporting the hawks and pressing the ruler
beliefs made the Don his enemy. He is restricted to his of Verora for her hand. Given her graphic refusals, their
lands by royal command. He will remain there until he baronies are engaged in a clandestine war. It will end when
recants his words, which will never happen.
he owns both baronies and the “bitch” is bedded.
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Imola Tanores — Regent Baroness of Verora (25)
Age — 29 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 26
HPV 23
MDV 14
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 7

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 20
E 33
CEL 1
OCV 3
MEL 7
EL
PA 38
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’1"

A 56(+3) C 52
Em 52
Ap 72
DCV 5
DTV −4
EnL 72
CA NA
PR 8
IC 85
Dodge Value 4
Weight 109lbs

Alira Sendar — Baroness of Morina, Priestess of
Morrigan (27)
Age — 31 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 52
HPV 28
MDV 20
MR 11
ML 16
CDF 7

St 33(+2) D 17(+1)
W 64
E 12
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 8
EL
PA 58
HC 47%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 20(+1) C 60
Em 36
Ap 70
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 124
CA 113
PR 10
IC 48
Dodge Value 2
Weight 146lbs

Alira is a native of Shiben. She met Var in Eured and
liked him. She also saw a use for his position to help the
cause. In the years since they were married, she has given
him two children. She has also led a ring that actively aids
the Codari and rescues Salaqi who flee Donaran justice.
Imola is the daughter of the Baron of Naora. Her family is Because she now loves her husband, she does her best to
one of the oldest noble houses in Donara. She was married keep him out of her business. She is aware that he knows
to the Baron of Verora when she was 15. She gave him a what she is doing and does nothing. That, as much as
son three years later. A year after that, the Baron died anything, is why she now loves him. When the time of
of a heart attack (while with her in bed.) She was granted liberation comes, she will see he finds a home in free Salaq
regency for her son, who is now 11. In seven years he will at her side.
take the title in his own right. Until then, she does her best
to protect it for him.
Dasnel Torkus — Count of Besara (28), Donaran
Whatever her neighbor may desire, there is no way Imola General
Age — 47 Sex — Male
will bed a peasant giant. She made that point more than
S 33(+2) St 56(+3) D 20(+1) A 33(+2) C 42
once, in graphic and demeaning terms. She has answered I 48
W 35
E 33
Em 18
Ap 30
his violent response in kind and is worked to seize control HPV 33 CEL 8
OCV 13
DCV 11
DTV −6
of all river trade, cutting people from his Barony.
MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 77
CA NA
SPECIAL — MEL7/EL3 Liberate Spirit as innate
power

MR 12
ML 11
CDF 4

Var Kadel — Baron of Morina (27)
Age — 57
S 17(+1) St 9
D 52(+3)
I 36
W 36
E 53
HPV 12
CEL 4
OCV 5
MDV 14 MEL 9 EL
MR 9*
PA 34
HC 16%
ML 9
Mana Regen. 5
CDF 7
Height 5’3"
*−1 for obesity

Sex — Male

A 16(+1) C 22
Em 15
Ap 38
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 58
CA 69
PR 4
IC 68
Dodge Value 4
Weight 193lbs

Var was the third son of his knightly father. He was a
great disappointment. At the age of 14 he was apprenticed
to a merchant and forgotten. During the next ten years, he
traveled, learned his trade and got wealthy. In those same
years, his two elder brothers and father died in battle. He
returned from Eured and became Baron. With him was his
wife and infant son.

PA 93
HC 49%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

PR 12
IC 51
Dodge Value 3
Weight 189lbs

Dasnel is a prime leader of the anti-Salaq faction in
Donara. He detests them. As the field commander of the
Eastern Legion he does everything in his power to humiliate
and demean Salaqi. He favors a major invasion of Aratad.
One objective of the campaign would be eradicating the
Salaqi émigrés in Shiben, Ticasi, Chiros, Nerid and Aratad.
Another would be the final destruction of their culture. He
has stated, on more than one occasion, that Salaqi are a
race of born whores. Few men are more roundly detested
in the lands of Salaqara.
Vincel Dorin — Baron of Kiora (29)
Age — 60 Sex — Male
S 11
I 48
HPV 18
MDV 12
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 2

St 18(+1) D 20(+1)
W 11
E 17
CEL 2
OCV 3
MEL NA EL NA
PA 31
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’4"

A 18(+1) C 28
Em 52
Ap 42
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 39
CA NA
PR 6
IC 69
Dodge Value 2
Weight 133lbs

Unknown to anyone, his wife is of Salaqi descent and
a member of the Survivor cult (a priestess of Morrigan).
The Baron has no love for Salaqi. His abuse of them is
Publicly Morina is a rabid adherent to the Salaqi laws and
eastern expansion. Behind the scenes, Var’s wife aids the public and notable. He does, however, love money. Behind
the scenes he is more than willing to take a bribe and look
Codari and helps criminals escape into Aratad.
the other way. His avarice has aided Codari operations,
Var is one of the wealthiest men in Donara. He controls
and escaping criminals, more than once. He is wealthy and
road trade and rules a rich barony. He is aware of his wife’s
hated.
activities. He will do nothing to stop them, or harm her.
He sees no reason why his knowledge of law magic and her NOTE — Vincel is one of the most talented healers in
status as an elder priestess should mean more than their the land. In the past, he was the personal physician of the
love.
current Don’s father.
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Farol Nelman — Baron of Nelina (31)
Age — 23 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 16
HPV 28
MDV 13
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 5

St 18(+1) D 20(+1)
W 22
E 56
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 4
EL
PA 53
HC 39%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’11"

A 60(+3) C 60
Em 68
Ap 80
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 82
CA 37
PR 8
IC 124
Dodge Value 4
Weight 179lbs

Farol began his first service with the army in the west
when he was 19. He disappeared one night after three
months patrolling the river. His father gathered a group
of adventurers and led them into the Wild Forest to find
his son. In that effort, a year later, he was “rescued” and
his father was killed. He became Baron, as much out of
guilt for his father’s loss as any other reason. The Baron
fits in society as he can. He does not favor the goals of its
leaders. He also has two dark secrets. First, he is a Sidh
magician, a skill he learned during his year with the elves.
Second, he has a lover who is an elf woman. His charisma
and persuasiveness have kept him out of chains. The day
may come when they aren’t enough to steer him to safety.
Baldwin Horen — Baron of Amara (34)
Age — 39 Sex — Male

S 56(+3)
I 64
HPV 30
MDV 18
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 20(+1)
W 18
E 24
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL 9
EL
PA 76
HC 32%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’9"

A 33(+2) C 45
Em 42
Ap 44
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 63
CA 108
PR 8
IC 66
Dodge Value 3
Weight 162lbs

Baldwin is the cousin of Macom Horen, Baron of Maora.
He publicly decried his relative’s treachery and earned notice for his service with the fleet. Behind the scenes, he
is more dangerous to Donara than Macom ever dreamed
of being. His barony is a haven for pirates, smugglers and
criminals. He pursues wealth, power and the destruction of
Donara’s faith. He supports those who bring either of the
first two or he knows act to the detriment of the last. None
of those he aids, in any way, tie him to the aid they receive.
He is a talented liar, clever and trained in the dark arts.
NOTE — Baldwin has a mistress. She is an agent for
Clima. They have been lovers for eight years. His daughter
by her is at the temple on Ghova.
Jerundel Tel — Sangu Mah of Ashur, Count of
Asara (37)
Age — 56 Sex — Male

county to the temple of Ashur, naming the faith as his sole
heir. Needless to say, his pious act did not win him the love
of his three sons.
Where Ashur is concerned Jerundel is an utter fanatic.
He supports anything he considers to be in the interests of
his god. Anything that in any way harms the faith, or diminishes it in the slightest, is fervently opposed. He is a
prime spokesman for those who want conquest of neighboring lands. Spreading Donara’s culture and faith is good for
his god.

8.11 The Salaqi States
Ticasi, Shiben, Chiros and Nerid, collectively, are referred
to by Donarans as the Salaqi states. All are independent
nations who, to a degree, depend of Donara. They have
their own laws and are not subject to Donaran rule. All
have Salaqi émigrés as part of their population. The largest
and strongest such group is located in Shiben. In order, the
others are Chiros, Ticasi and Nerid. The total strength of
these groups is 42,000 people.
Marlyn Descal — Sangu Mah of Morrigan, Queen
of the Survivors (Shiben)
Age — 26 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 56
HPV 23
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 8

St 33(+2) D 14
W 51
E 11
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 10
EL
PA 58
HC 36%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 33(+2) C 39
Em 30
Ap 68
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 90
CA 129
PR 8
IC 41
Dodge Value 2
Weight 152lbs

Marlyn began training for her role at the age of two.
Last year, she assumed the mantle of Queen on the death
of her mother. She leads the Survivors, the remnants of
the Salaqi priestesses of Morrigan. Their goal is liberation,
their return to Salaq and the rebirth of the Dark Riders.
Marlyn is new and unsure but she is dedicated.
Evan Torns — Mayor of Saltor(Shiben)
Age — 51 Sex — Male
S 18(+1)
I 36
HPV 29
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 3

St 60(+3) D 33(+2)
W 16
E 18
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 78
HC 49%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 56(+3) C 38
Em 24
Ap 64
DCV 12
DTV −5
EnL 54
CA NA
PR 10
IC 42
Dodge Value 5
Weight 169lbs

Saltor is a village in the Shiben hills. It has a population
of 800. 90% of its citizens are Salaqi. Most are descended
from soldiers who fled Salaq when all was lost. The leader
of their emigration was a Colonel of the royal guard, Evan’s
grandfather.
Except for six years working as a mercenary in Aratad
Evan has spent his entire life in Saltor. He is a master
with the sword (EL12) and learned in the art of training
SPECIAL — Creature tie to Blancara
soldiers. His duty as Mayor is to see to the welfare of the
Jerundel was an adventurer, soldier and rake until the village and command its militia. All 80 of these men are
age of 23. He had an epiphany in the wild at that age and trained soldiers waiting for the day they return to Salaq to
entered the priesthood. After 27 years of service, he was slaughter Donarans. Saltor is not a safe place for Donarans
named Sangu Mah. On his appointment, he opened his to visit.
S 20(+1)
I 35
HPV 27
MDV 23
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 11

St 33(+2) D 38(+2)
W 72
E 22
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 16
EL
PA 60
HC 43%
Mana Regen. 11
Height 5’7"

A 16(+1) C 52
Em 36
Ap 8
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 124
CA 219
PR 10
IC 58
Dodge Value 3
Weight 170lbs
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NOTE — The high temple of the Survivors is located near
this village. Evan’s wife is Ashipu’lama there.
Jacon Cordamus — Professor, Archivist (Ticasi)
Age — 48 Sex — Male

S 11
I 56
HPV 16
MDV 13
ML 13
HC 27%
CDF 2

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 52
E 22
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA EL NA
Mana Regen. NA
MR 10
PA 31
Height 5’3"

A 12
C 33
Em 14
Ap 40
DCV 4 DTV −3
EnL 85 CA NA
Dodge Value 1
IC 36
PR 6
Weight 130lbs

Jacon’s father is a Baron of Aratad. His mother is a
Salaqi entertainer descended from the keeper of the royal
archives in old Salaq. She arranged his marriage, 26 years
ago, to Ileria. Sixteen years ago he became a professor in
Ticasi (History, Legal History, etc.) and keeper of the Salaqi
archives. He is a noted scholar. As the safety of what he
is charged to protect allows, he does what he can for the
cause.

At the age of 13, Alain and his mother were “forgiven”.
The fact that Donarans killed all of her siblings in the interim is the reason. She accepted the family duty and made
Alain promise to do the same. He did, for her. For himself,
none of it means a thing. If her people don’t have the balls
to stand up and fight, they don’t deserve freedom (as far
as he is concerned.)
When the liberation comes, he’ll turn over the property
and be done with them all. Working the bar, trashing people who screw off in the common room and screwing its
whores is life enough for him.
Donar Adamnu — Pirate (Chiros)
Age — 35
S 18(+1)
I 52
HPV 37
MDV 12
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 4

St 64(+3) D 17(+1)
W 20
E 33
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 78
HC 65%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

Sex — Male

A 60(+3) C 65
Em 42
Ap 60
DCV 12
DTV −7
EnL 85
CA NA
PR 14
IC 75
Dodge Value 4
Weight 199lbs

The pirate is the 4th in a line who have adopted his name.
It was first used by an émigré Captain of the Salaqi fleet.
Put the a with the first name and you get the gist.
S 17(+1) St 56(+3) D 51(+3) A 76(+4) C 28
I 39
W 56
E 12
Em 22
Ap 80
Donar first shipped out with his father when he was four.
HPV 26
CEL 7
OCV 12
DCV 14
DTV −5
He took command of the ship, and the name, at the age of
MDV 12 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 84
CA NA
24, on his father’s death. Like all the Donar’s before him, he
ML 12
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 7
spends his time raiding Donaran shipping and humiliating
HC 42%
MR 14
PA 77
IC 34
PR 10
Donaran nobles. He is very much a wanted felon. The
CDF 3
Height 5’7"
Weight 149lbs
current reward is 20 gold.
Donar’s wife and three children live in a manor in rural
Ileria met the Baroness when she fled from Salaq, after
killing a Donaran who watched as five of his friends raped Chiros. He has a son (9) who is usually with him at sea and
her. That event left her pregnant and angry. Her experi- two daughters (6 and 4).
ence, and the journey to safety, made her a hardened killer. NOTE — Donar’s vessel is an old style bireme. Despite its
Since her marriage, she has dedicated herself to learning age, it is in top condition and very seaworthy. It is outfitted
the assassin’s arts and practiced them well, when the cause with a flame weapon he stole from Bhamotin and Climan
asks her to do so.
navigational tools ( other nations where he is wanted.) Like
Other than that she is a devoted wife, mother of four and him, his crew is descended from members of the old Salaqi
noted entertainer. She has performed in the royal courts fleet. They are trained seaman with excellent discipline in
of Aratad and La’Ced. Once in a while, when Donaran battle and an intense hatred of Donarans.
officials can’t find out, she teaches dancing at the university
in Ticasi.
Mervin Jesar — Merchant (Nerid)
Age — 41 Sex — Male
Alain Tolar — Bartender, Thug (Ticasi)
S 72(+3) St 11
D 16(+1) A 8
C 40
Age — 28 Sex — Male I 20
W 54
E 60
Em 52
Ap 35
Ileria Cordamus — Entertainer, Assassin (Ticasi)
Age — 42 Sex — Female

S 76(+4)
I9
HPV 50
MDV 4
ML 4
HC 62%
CDF 5

St 68(+3) D 17(+1)
W 12
E 24
CEL 9
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
Mana Regen. NA
MR 12
PA 136
Height 6’10"

A 33(+2) C 55
Em 14
Ap 48
DCV 12
DTV −6
EnL 67
CA NA
Dodge Value 3
IC 38
PR 12
Weight 341lbs

HPV 31
MDV 17
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 7

CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 7 EL 6
PA 144 HC 26%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

DCV 7 DTV −2
EnL 94 CA NA
PR 4
IC 112
Dodge Value 1
Weight 243lbs

SPECIAL — MEL7/EL6 Luck as Innate Power, Positive
Talents — Moneylender (+14) and Rhetoric (+4), Negative
The Tolar family is descended from the Steward of the
Talents — Sword (−5) and Deftness (−4)
royal court of Old Salaq. They hide a number of essential
items for the liberation. These include ancient legal records, NOTE — This means he uses a sword at EL -5. Needless
to say, he doesn’t carry one. With his deftness, he might
the King’s archives and the crown jewels.
Alain is the result of his mother’s infatuation with an cut himself if he did.
immense barbarian who visited Ticasi. The man used her
Mervin runs shops and an emporium in Nerid. His cabal
until she got pregnant and was never seen again. As a result, controls the sale of weapons, ship equipment and alcohol
she was thrown into the streets. Alain grew up hard there, in the city. He employs a company of talented mercenaries
as she struggled to provide for him.
who insure that his monopoly is not contested.
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He also owns a shipping line that trades with Marentia,
Zarun and the Rogizini Empire. Another asset is a luxurious cruise ship that stops in Pelara and Salaqara. Wealthy
Donarans who have booked space on it for a journey east
sometimes find themselves in the hands of pirates, through
no fault of the ship. (Mervin gets a 30% cut of the ransom
paid.)
Mervin is an amoral businessman. Despite this, he is
dedicated to the Salaqi cause. His mother was Salaqi. She
was probably the only person he ever loved. He makes space
on his liner for Salaqi who want to flee Salaq or get smuggled
into it. Should the liberation come in his lifetime, he will
make a sizable donation in money and weapons.
NOTE — Mervin’s wife adores him. She is the favorite
daughter of the most powerful pirate captain in the city.
The pirates don’t screw with his shops or ships if there is
any way word of who did it can get out. (Given the nature
of Nerid, someone on the crew would take a bribe and rat
out everyone else).

character. The Inner City is the dwelling of Donaran citizens and wealthy people. It is beautifully designed, placid
area catering exclusively to the elite. Donara’s Outer City
is, in the words of a Caldan merchant: “a festering boil on
the face of a land that is unfit for human occupation.” In
most places, its citizens face a day-to-day struggle to survive. Living conditions are miserable an disease, crime and
hostility towards the wealthy are almost endemic.
This section will detail the major areas, places of interest
and important citizens of this city of contrasts. Due to
space considerations, only the most general details about
the city are included.

Van Toresque — Priest of Manannan (Nerid)
Age — 71 Sex — Male
S 18(+1)
I 36
HPV 20
MDV 21
MR 11
ML 14
CDF 9

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 76
E9
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 14
EL
PA 38
HC 31%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’8"

A 17(+1) C 42
Em 28
Ap 50
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 118
CA 183
PR 8
IC 37
Dodge Value 2
Weight 165lbs

Van is the grandson of the Sangu Mah of Manannan from
Old Salaq. He has ruled the remnants of that faith for the
last thirty years from his manor outside Nerid. When his
eldest living son (35) is ready, he will turn over the faith
to him. Until then, he prays and does what he can for the
people.

Neighborhood Index

Outer City

1) Arrowshot
2) Crossroads
3) Craft Street
4) Fillmark
5) Forgotten Valley
Arman Toresque — Priest of Manannan (Nerid)
6) Golden Triangle
Age — 35 Sex — Male
7) Maulton
S 33(+2) St 16(+1) D 17(+1) A 18(+1) C 48
8) Palisar
I 42
W 68
E 12
Em 36
Ap 56
9) Pesthole
HPV 25
CEL 5
OCV 8
DCV 7
DTV −4
10)
Rabbit’s Run
MDV 20 MEL 9
EL
EnL 116
CA 128
11)
Salaqona Quarter
MR 11
PA 53
HC 32%
PR 8
IC 48
12) Shaded Valley
ML 15
Mana Regen. 8
Dodge Value 2
CDF 8
Height 5’7"
Weight 163lbs
13) Silken Ribbon
14) South Market
Arman became an acolyte at the age of seven. He has
15) The Warren
served as his father’s aide and apprentice for the last fifteen
years. He is patient. When the liberation comes, of its own
accord, he will bring the faith home. Until that day, he Inner City
helps the oppressed as he can and learns his art.
16) The Boil
17) East Hill
18) East Market
8.12 The Royal City of Donara
19) Guild Court
The city of Donara was founded by Don II (897SA). It was 20) North Market
built to serve as the royal city of the Donaran kings. Its 21) Silver Lane
initial inhabitants were the personal host of Don II, Salaqi 22) Stadara
slaves and those E’lici commoners compelled to move to the 23) Temple Hill
new city. Upon its completion in 910SA, it had become a 24) Victoria
thriving city with is population of more than 20,000 persons. 25) West Market
In the 200 years since its construction the city’s popula- 26) Xalania
tion has nearly doubled and it has taken is schizophrenic
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Places of Note

Statistics

Outer City

The city’s population is 36,000, of which 12,000 reside in
the Inner City and the rest in the Outer. The outer limit
of he city is its outer wall. The dividing line between the
Inner City and the Outer City is the Inner Wall, which
can only be passed through by way of its bastions (unless
one has knowledge of the sewers.) The palace compound is
separated from the Inner City by its own walls and bastion
This compound can only be reached from the Outer City
through the bastion. Residents of the Inner City can enter
through its southern gatehouse and postern gates in the
east and west middle towers.

1) Guard Barracks
2) Boran’s Market
3) Filmark Hostel
4) The Gaoler’s Retreat
5) Manor Urzal
6) Manor Zeirina
7) Marla’s Tavern
8) The Misty Goblet
9) Prison Donya
10) The Rathole
11) Roman’s Emporium
12) The Shattered Sword
188Shaikeir’s Emporium
13)
14) The Silken Bow
15) The Twisted Shade

8.12 The Royal City of Donara
wealthy, entertainers and artisans. The majority of the resUnder the current ruler, Don XII, the city is purposefully idences are owned and rented from Mavinius Arda. He also
kept divided. Access to the Inner City is restricted to res- owns Spinner’s Bar, a common inn serving as his land ofidents of the Outer City and non-Donaran citizens. The fice. The manager (his nephew ) is landlord to more than
walls of the Inner City and the Palace are heavily guarded, half the people in the Boil.
more so than the outer Wall. Entry into the Inner City East Hill
without due cause or permission of the garrison is punishThe residents are businessmen, people working in the Royal
able by 30 days in Prison Donya. The penalty for forced
Diamond as functionaries and members of the city garrison.
entry into the palace is 2 years.
It is a quiet, wwll-patrolled area with a strong, professional
Functionally Outer and Inner Donara are two cities.
neighborhood association. Most of the guards employed by
Outer Donara is a poor area kept under control by force.
the association are also members of the Royal Army or the
Each neighborhood has at least one garrison post that
garrison. The are used in dealing with unsavory people.
serves the soldiers who patrol (in four-man units) during
the day. At night, the guards stay in their barracks except East Market
for eight-man raids launched against places on the advice One of the city is major markets selling clothing, food, drink
of informants.
and luxury items. A great deal of trade comes from patrons
Inner Donara is much different. Garrison members are of the Royal Diamond and residents of East Hill and Silver
from the royal guard and patrol singly (except in the Boil, Lane.
where two-men patrols are common.) Because of the elite
station and general wealth of th people crime is rare. The Guild Court
atmosphere is placid genteel and civilized at all times. The This area contains guild halls and the residences of imporcitizens take great pride in this. Neighborhood associations tant artisans and craftsmen who are guild members. It does
hire armed guardsmen to ensure that this climate of peace not have the unity of the other areas, but is heavily patrolled
continues. They are supported by wealthy citizens contri- by guards from the guilds. Each guild has its own guard,
butions for local businesses and a small stipend from the but the neighborhood does not have an overall association.
crown.
The major guilds in Guild Court are the jewelers, carpenters, glassworkers and the armorers. They dominate the
Weapon Laws
neighborhood and together own more than 80% of North
Due to the tense situation, Don XII’s New Year Edict of Market. Of the four the armorers are the most powerful;
1098SA banned the possession and use of “heavy weapons” their Guildmaster is an old, venal and corrupt man who has
by any citizen within the walls of he city. This means that dealt with unsavory people like Urzal Kesh and Shaikeir the
no person may enter Donara wearing, or carrying in an ac- Vendor.
cessible position, any weapons that have a WSB of +1 or
North Market
more. Those who do so ordered to give up the weapon until they leave the city. They are given a receipt to redeem The lion’s share of the market is controlled by the guilds,
it when they leave. A refusal is punishable by 90 days in and contains jewelry shops, armorer’s forges, glass sellers
Prison Donya plus any criminal sentence resulting from us- and carpentry shops. Other fine trades are also represented
including a few artists, stoneworkers and vintners. No food
ing that weapon.
animals or crude goods are available. It is patrolled by the
NOTE — This law is obligatory on persons with a station
guards of the Guild Court district.
of 3 or less. Persons with a higher station, are expected
to voluntarily abide by it but cannot be compelled to do so. Silver Lane
Refusal is reported to the Royal Guard. In determining sta- The Silver Lane district east and south of the palace, is oction, barbarian station has no value, and a non-Donaran cupied by wealthy commoners, military officers, government
station is considered to be one less than it is. Therefore, a officials and other citizens of this nature. It is a residenbarbarian warchief must surrender his battle axe as would a tial area for the middle to low-level elite. Its association is
Caldan with a station of 4.
controlled by General Jobar Nels, commander of the Royal

Current Policy

The common weapons in Donara are swords, daggers and
light weapons. Missile weapons, shields and heavy (AV2+)
armor are frowned upon by the garrison. Those that wear
or carry them will be suspected and possibly harassed.

8.12.1 The City Neighborhoods

Foot Guard and Baronet of Nelsara (located 30 miles to the
west.) Its guards are seldom seen, but they can appear in
force and are well-organized when needed. Through Nels,
Silver Lane hires an elite company of the Foot Guard to
watch their neighborhood. This is known in the city and
few choose to risk facing the guardsmen of Silver Lane.

The sections that follow detail the neighborhoods of the Stadara
Inner and Outer City in alphabetical order.
The area around the Royal Diamond. The residents are
all gladiators, employees, and owners of this monumental
Inner City Neighborhoods
coliseum. Day-to-day life revolves around the Diamond.
The Boil
On event days (Monday, Thursday and Saturday), Stadara
The Boil is the only “poor” district within the walls of the is crawling with people from the Inner City. Herein lies the
Inner City, The residents are tradesmen, servants of the wealth of the district.
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NOTE — The principal owners of the Royal Diamond are
the royal family of Donara (60%), Mavinius Arda (10%),
Duke Salin of Pelara (3%), the Count of Mordara (2%), its
manager Krisan Toba (1%) and ten other investors (14%).

prison. It is one of the quietest neighborhoods in the city,
and one of the most hated. Its citizens keep to themselves
and avoid going into the more dangerous areas of the Outer
City.

Temple Hill

Crossroads

This area is exclusively devoted to the approved religion of
Donara. It contains temples, nunneries and monasteries.
The major edifice is the temple of Ashur (God of Storms,
Lord of War) who is Donara’s major god. Other temples
are devoted to Enki, Inanna, Vahagn and other lawful gods.
At the apex of the hill, in a large courtyard surrounded by
the temples, is a large statue of Ashur that looks out to the
south.
NOTE — The leaders of the faith are powerful. Unlike
other cities, they have complete royal authority to try crimes
of heresy in their courts. This supersedes the city’s justice
system and is beyond the purview of the King. This power
is allowed them is because the King is a devoutly religious
follower of Ashur, and the High Priest of Ashur is a persuasive and charismatic man.

A non-descript area full of private residences, mostly owned
by simple peasants, laborers and caravan guards. As there
is little wealth, and its citizens are not exceptionally hostile, it is one of the safest neighborhoods in the outer City.
Problems do come in from Rabbit’s Run and the Salaqona
Quarter.

Victoria

Filmark

The residents represent the noble elite of the nation. Most
of the major noble houses have manors in this area. It is
also home to Donara’s major military leaders, wealthiest
merchants, and famous artisans. It is heavily-patrolled by
an elite, active, and well-paid association composed of some
of the western world’s finest mercenaries.
The most famous resident is Mavinius Arda, all old man
who has risen to become the richest man in Donara. His
personal wealth exceeds the King, Duke Salin of Pelara, and
other noblemen. As a commoner, he is looked down on by
his noble neighbors, but his wealth gives him his status and
position.

The Filmark district is the residence of laborers and other
unskilled workers. Though not the most dangerous part
of the city, it is a rowdy neighborhood where disputes are
solved violently (more because of their environment than
innate evil or criminality.) They tend to be honest, hardworking people who are prone to commit acts of violence
when pressed.

West Market

Craft Street
The residents of Craft Street are skilled and semi-skilled
artisans and laborers. A large number of potters, cobblers
and other tradesmen live here. It is also the home of wagering parlors, criminal activity, and smuggling. Beneath the
veneer of a respectable impoverished peasant district, Craft
Street is an active place where anything can be had for the
right price.

Forgotten Valley
This area is inhabited by the destitute people with no source
of income who cannot or will not work. It is the filthiest part of Donara, abounding with beggars, cutpurses and
other disreputable characters. A rich man entering this area
unarmed or without a guard would be exceptionally foolhardy.
On the other hand, since both legitimate and illegitimate
authorities shun it, Forgotten Valley is a good place to hide
no matter who might be looking. This is easily done if you
can make a deal with Marla Bol, “the Queen of Forgotten
Valley.”

This market contains a little bit of everything. It is owned
by Mavinius Arda, who rents space to any merchant whose
craft is not already represented. Rent is high, but each merchant has a monoply on the goods of his trade. Customers
must deal with him or be forced to look in another market The market is patrolled and regulated by seven skilled
mercenaries. Each is a highly respected fighter with total
loyalty to Mavinius Arda: they are paid ten times the stan- Golden Triangle
dard rate for mercenaries.
The wealthiest men in the Outer City live in this small triangle of buildings. They employ a large band of thugs and
Xalania
enforcers to protect their dwellings. These guardsmen operThis neighborhood got its name from Prince Xalan of Xala- ate mostly at night because they do not have the support of
nara the leader of a famous charge that shattered the flank the crown. Any known thief or disreputable foreigner that
of a Salaqi army and won the day for the Donarans in they chance upon is beaten severely. Anyone caught per986SA. Most of its residents are husbandmen, hostelers and forming a criminal act is killed. They are a sadistic group
merchants dealing in animal or travel-related goods. Oth- operating as hired vigilantes. Most of them are residents of
ers who live here are government officials, members of the the Pesthole and Palisar.
Royal Horse Guard and private citizens who have a liking
for horses and other animals.
Maulton
The people of Maulton are soldiers, laborers, construction
workers, and blacksmiths. They are a sullen, burly lot who
Arrowshot
don’t take anything from anyone. Except for occasional
Arrowshot is a poor district outside of Prison Donya. The brawls and violent occurences Maulton is a respectable
majority are poor Donarans and people emplyed by the neighborhood that has no time for its more disreputable

Outer City Neighborhoods
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neighbors. For a known thief or other felon to start trouble Shaded Valley
can he quite fatal. Morar the Smith is called upon for help These are innocuous, poor and desperate peasants, unwhen trouble comes.
skilled workers and laborers who seldom find employment.
Those who do find steady work eventually move to Filmark.
Palisar
Life in Shaded Valley is made difficult by two groups.
Palisar is a mercenary active and dangerous place. Most of The local group is “the Holy Society of Dark Vengeance.”
it’s citizens are people whose goal in life is to make enough It is a chaos oriented orgiastic religeous cult working for
money to move is into the Inner City. They are quite willing the overthrow of the government desctuction of the lawful
to do anything to achieve this goal.
temples. Their base of operations is the Twisted Shade, the
The residents cover a much wider spectrum of skills than owner of which is the Grand Master of the order. The order
what is found in other areas of the Salaqona quarter. But sacrifices local citizens to dark gods as part of their rites.
whatever skill they have, most are untrustworthy and danThe other organisation terrorizing the Shaded Valley is
gerous towards anyone they do not support or fear.
the Thieves Guild based in the Warren. Its thugs regularly
move through the streets exacting tribute from its citizens.
Pesthole
A descriptive name: almost without exception, the residents Silken Ribbon
are criminals who owe allegiance to the Thieves Guild, Urzal The Silken Ribbon is primarily noted for the entertainment
Kesh, or some other group. Most live through cunning or a young man can find in its streets. A large large number
force as con-men, thugs, thieves or smugglers. For the un- of its citizens are craftsmen, clothworkers and artisans. Enwary, Pesthole can be an ultimate and final adventure.
trepreneurs in the Ribbon regularly associate with and pay
the Thieves Guild for protection.
Rabbit’s Run
This narrow stretch is the personal “fief” of the most wanted
felon in Donara: a thief known only as “the Rabbit”. No one
has seen the Rabbit, yet his gang operates here and owes
their allegiance to him. They know him as a sinister voice
from the shadows or a hooded figure who sits in darkness.
Anyone learning more about him is marked for murder.
The citizens of the Run have the characteristics of both
Craft Street and Crossroads. They are peasants, laborers,
artisans and avowed criminals. A great majority of them
are hostile towards the wealthy and consider the Rabbit to
be a hero who valiantly opposes the wealthy for the good
of the poor.

South Market

NOTE — The Rabbit reinforces this story. After each job,
some peasant finds a skinned rabbit and a small sack of
copper coins on his doorstep. The reward offered by the
Kingdom for his capture is 50GC. It should not be easily
done. (There is also the spreading belief that the Rabbit is
not a man, but an angel sent to teach the wealthy humility.)

The Warren

Salaqona Quarter
This is the most clannish neighborhood in the Outer City.
Its citizens are descendants of the Salaqi prisoners and
slaves that were brought here in chains. No man of Donaran
blood can walk this quarter safely at night The people are a
hostile, sullen and vicious lot with a hearty hatred of their
conquerors.
On the Donaran side, the official government opinion of
the Salaqi is that they are rebellious, stupid and lazy creatures who are not, and never will be as worthy as their
Donaran masters. The lords of the city, with few exceptions
(notably the current Crown Prince), consider this quarter to
be a “reservation” where the Salaqi can be contained when
their labor is not required for a demeaning or unsavory task.
Most of the quarter’s occupants are laborers for the
Donarans. All have experience in dealing with the criminal element and support the growth of the Sea Star Society: a Salaqi secret society dedicated to overthrowing the
Donarans and becoming independent.

A sprawling open market where all goods are poor and overpriced. This is the only large market in the Outer City. Its
merchants have a death grip on the needs of the city poor.
Most of the merchants charge at least three times what an
item is worth and will take every brass bit that they can
get.
As in most markets, prices are negotiable. The merchants
start at triple the normal cost but can be talked down, after
great complaints about the cruelty of the bargainer, to 1.5
or 2 times the item’s value.

This is the most wide-open, uncontrolled and dangerous
area of the city. It is a maze of twisting alleys and narrow
streets. It is controlled by the Thieves Guild. Its citizens
are peasants. laborers, common artisans and criminals.

8.12.2 Places of Note in Royal Donara
Now that you are familiar with the basic environment of the
city, the sections that follows detail important places that
should be featured in any adventures conducted in Donara.
They will be listed in the same manner used to detail the
neighborhoods.

Inner City
Manor Arda
The home and base of operations of Mavinius Arda is a
large four-story manor house located at the end of Gold
Street. The house proper is surrounded by a garden that is
planted with flowers, grass and shade trees. The garden is
surrounded by a ten-foot high, stone wall with watch towers
in each corner. The normal residents of the manor are the
Arda family (Mavinius, his wife, two sons and a daughter),
13 servants and 10 armed guards. Four large dogs also roam
the grounds. They are Mavinius pets: double-size Dog III’s
trained to obey his order.
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The Palace Compound
The palace walls divide the compound into two sections.
The small section contains official government buildings and
a large barracks used by the Foot Guard. The large section
contains the Royal Palace (the largest building in Donara
at 400’ x 250’ feet) and two large barracks buildings used by
the Horse Guards, elements of the Foot Guard, and other
Royal army units.

cooks and eight bouncers who also serve as collection agents
when rent is past due.
NOTE — Mal is totally dedicated to his wife, a Peska addict who, secretly, has had drug dealings with Lorma the
Easterner.
Victory Park

This park was founded in 999SA to celebrate Donara’s final victory over Salaqi. The area contains grass, flowers,
The Royal Diamond
shrubs, trees and monuments to the soldiers who served in
The original coliseum was a joint venture constructed in the Salaqi wars. To the Donarans, it is a holy place and a
1002SA by Mord III, Count of Mordara, and Don IV, King symbol of their greatness. The Salaqi have a much different
of Donara. Since Mord X took over, Mordara’s share in the attitude about it. A few of them have been executed for
Diamond has decreased from its initial 40% to the present attempting to vandalize the monuments.
2%. The Diamond is used to hold bi-yearly gladitorial contests staged by the royal family. There is also thrice-weekly The Outer City
afternoon battles featuring single combat, small melees and Boran’s Market (Salaqona Quarter)
Donla competitions. It is a favorite place of the Donaran This food market is run by Boran of Salaqara and his three
elite.
sons. It sells food and drink, and its prices to Salaqi are
NOTE — Donla is the national game of Donara. It is a reasonable on the high side. The prices that are charged
cavalry competition between two 12-man teams. One team to all others, especially Donarans are exorbitant: 2BB per
starts at each end of the field protecting a distinctive flag. food point for Salaqi, 6BB for all others.
The food store is a front for selling contraband weapons
Each team must attempt to take the enemy flag without losing their own. Neither team can move their own flag. If to Salaqi criminals and revolutionaries. Boran is a leadthey recapture it they must take it back to the sconce it is ing member of the Sea Star Society and a major source of
information for them.
set in.
Donla is a blood sport. Contestants provide their own
Filmark Hostel
equipment: any weapons are allowed but lances, missile
weapons or shields. Any man may strike any other man, A two-story building with rooms for rent, its only business
any horse used to strike any horse or man. Any man who is to provide a home for travellers and citizens. It is a safe
strikes a horse is removed from the game and fined the cost haven and has a manager, three maids and three guards. A
of that animal if it should die. If a man’s horse falls, he full-time resident is Morar the Smith, who lives here in exmay continue to fight on foot if he chooses to do so. It is change for periodic ironwork, minor repair jobs, and acting
also legal, if he can do it, for him to take a horse from an as bouncer.
enemy rider. He may not ride double with a teammate or Gaoler’s Retreat (Arrowshot)
take a teammate’s horse.
In most Donla games the winnning team wins the arms A tavern often frequented by the guards at Prison Donya,
and mounts of the losing team. It is a a expensive game it is a cheap inn that provides common fare and cheap bevengendering vociferious wagering and causing violoence erages only. It is a place where the prison workers talk
easily about their work (a prime source of information for
among the audience.
criminals.)
A great Donla player is almost a hero.
The staff consists of the manager, a bartender, three
wenches
and bouncers. It is owned and managed by Girt
The Silver Shackle (Silver Lane)
Lian and makes very little profit. All prices are one-half
The Silver Shackle is a manor house owned by Lerma the
those listed for a poor inn.
Easterner, a refugee from far L’p’nth. It is also a market
dealing in only the finest quality slaves, drugs and luxury Manor Urzal (Pesthole)
merchandise. Most Donarans consider The Silver Shackle a
The home of Urzal Kesh, the largest moneylender in
disreputable and almost criminal business, but it is popular
Donara. The manor is an old building with three stories
with the nobility.
and is inhabited by Urzal, his mistress, four servants and
NOTE — Lorna the Easterner is the known owner, but twelve to guards. It is his bas eof operation, his treasury,
it actually owned by a three-member cartel: Zeirina Ma- and where The Silver Shackle Cartel meets.
vor, Shaikeir the Vendor and Urzal Kesh. Lorma is their
Manor Zeirina (The Warren)
employee and a front.
The home of Zeirina Mavor, master of Donara’s Thieves
Spinner’s Bar (The Boil)
Guild. It is a two-storey building with secret exits leading
Spinner is Bar is owned by Mavinius Arda and managed by to the sewers, the city wall, and the Rathole. No illegal
his nephew Mal Jargas. Besides being a common tavern, it business is carried out in Manor Zeirina. All records and
is Arda is land office for building rentals and rent collection. guild meeting take place at the Rathole. The occupants
Mal is the major landlord in the Boil. The staff consists of consist of Zeirina, her husband (a Donaran trader unaware
Mal, his wife, three bartenders, seven serving wenches, two of Zeirina’s occupation) two maids and two guards.
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Marla’s Tavern (Forgotten Valley)

The Shattered Sword (Salaqona)

A poor tavern in the heart of the valley, it serves as a headquarters for her band of thugs, and the focus of her control
of the Forgotten Valley. Marla is called the Queen of Forgotten Valley. She protects and controls most of the beggars,
cutpurses and other disreputable people living here. Nothing happens in the valley that she does not soon become
aware of.

The Shattered Sword is a private club open only to people
of Salaqi descent. Officially, it is a benevolent society that
works to improve Salaqi-Donaran relations, and is tolerated
by the crown, Actually, it is the base of a gang that rules
the Salaqona quarter and an important meeting place for
members of the Sea Star Society.
The sword is a weather-beaten, three-story building that,
from the outside, appears to be in terrible condition. It is
The Misty Goblet (Arrowshot)
staffed by a manager (Boran of Salaqara’s cousin), two barThe clientele are friends and associates of people about to tenders, four servants, and nine “accountants” who double
enter or be released from Prison Donya. It does a brisk as armed guards.
business on execution days also. Its owner is a cantankerous
man who spent 10 years in the prison. He hates jailers and
Shaikeir’s Emporium (Palisar)
does his best to help people who have imprisoned relatives.
The inn never closes, and its owner works from 4 in the A two-story structure standing on Palisar’s main street, it
afternoon until midnight. The other staff are two managers, provides fine clothing and luxury goods. Behind this respectable front, it provides any service or goods at a subfour wenches and one bouncer.
NOTE — The owner is Filian Barca, 42-years-old. As stantial price. Shaikeir is a Rogizini who provides quality
a wild youth of 14, he threw a tomato at a passing noble at the highest he can get. He is also a source of information
and was caught. It turned out to be the Crown Prince (now who has crossed swords of the Thieves Guild on more than
Don XII), and Filian went in for life. He was freed after one occasion. This makes the cartel somewhat unstable as
10 years and set up in business by the present warden, Girt Zeirina and Shaikeir despise each other. The emporium is
Lian. The warden faked Filian is death and smuggled him staffed by Shaikier, three clerks and twelve guards.
out.
Prison Donya
This walled area contains the main building and two barracks. The prison is a three story stone structure barely
fit for human habitation. It is used to contain criminals
whose crimes are serious enough to keep incarcerated but
not serious enough to have them sent to Fortress Mordara.
NOTE — If the king is especially cruel, some felons are
kept here so that his majesty can see to their punishment
peronally.

Silken Bow (Silken Ribbon)
The Silken Bow is the largest, most expensive brothel in
Donara. It is a three-story building staffed by its owner,
two managers, twenty hostesses and eight armed guards.
The average cost of a night’s lodging is four gold coins, not
including food or beverages.
The Twisted Shade (Shaded Valley)

The Twisted Shade is owned by Marcus Kelvin, a noted
scholar whose past history is unknown in Donara. The
The Rathole (The Warren)
Shade is a one-story structure dealing in books and antique
A large one story tavern whose basement serves as the head- artifacts. Its basement is headquarters for a chaotic secret
quarters for the Thieves Guild. It is staffed by a manager, society dedicated to overthrowing Donara. This society has
two bartenders, twelve wenches and four bouncers. Also, close ties to many important people, including Duke Salin
of Pelara, and may even have contacts with Clima and other
3D6 guild members are present.
All of the guild is secret business takes place in two base- chaotic nations.
ment levels below the tavern. Only common members are
ever seen in the tavern proper. The Guildmaster (Zeirina The Wooden Axe (Rabbit’s Run)
Mavor) is never found anywhere except her Audience Hall.
The Wooden Axe is a small, one-room tavern that is commonly known as the Rabbit’s Hole in this area. It is owned
Roman’s Emporium (Craft Street)
and operated by the 15 thugs who are in his gang. At any
Roman’s Emporium, in the front salon at least, deals in
time, 2D6 of them will be here. There is also a 10% chance
art, fine statuary and other objects of artistic value. Rothat the Rabbit will be here, wearing a professional disguise
man is personally renowned as being one of Donara’s finest
and unknown to anyone.
artists. He is also an unscrupulous man with a great love of
gambling and danger. His emporium is a front for a large NOTE — The Rabbit’s most common disguises are an old
gambling den and a major center of smuggling activity in man, a crippled soldier, a crusty old trader with one eye,
Donara. He often deals with Zeirina Mavor, refuses to have and a crotchety old hag selling fortunes and charms. All
anything to do with Urzal Kesh, and is hated by as many are citizens often seen in the Run, and no one knows that
criminals as he has dealings with.
they are one and the same person.
The Emporium is a two-story building staffed by Roman
and four clerks. The clerks are competent fighters with a
minimal knowledge of art. Everyone lives on the second 8.12.3 Noteworthy Citizens
floor.
This section details some major characters in Donara.
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Boran of Salaqara (72", 200 lbs., 45 years)
Boran is the representative of the Sea Star Society in
Donara. The has lived his life as a peasant trader, dealing in foodstuffs and wool. Behind this facade, he has been
a thief, assassin and mercenary. He is descended from the
Salaqi counts who ruled this area before the Donarans. His
goal is to destroy Donara’s control of the region as part of
a general rebellion based in Salaqara. Doing so will regain
him his family lands and make him the Duke of Donara. He
is aided by his three sons, ages 22, 19 and 15. The Donaran
chapter has 23 active members.

made the acquantainence of Urzal Kesh. Together, they
founded the Silver Shackle in 1092SA by pretending noble
station and exhibiting obvious wealth. He is still supported
by Urzal Kesh, Zeirina Mavor and Shaikeir the Vendor and,
because he knows that Lorma is a criminal, pays blackmail
to Jobar Nels.
He is a devout hedonist, epicurean and scholar with very
littic interest in physical activity. he is also a pragmatist,
serving the owners of the Shackle because it is the easiest
thing to do.

Girt Lian (69", 153 lbs., 57 years)

Marcus Kelvin (66" 159 lbs., 37 years)

Girt is the fourth son of the Baron of Lianara in southwest
Donara. From the age of 15, until he retired at 40, he served
in the Royal Horse Guard, rising to the rank of Colonel.
From his deathbed, Don XI gave him a life appointment as
warden of Prison Donya. The has held that post ever since.
Girt has an unusual attitude towards his men and the
prisoners. He handles his men roughly and is a strict disciplinarian, but he also eases their lot on the sly, aiding them
financially through what he calls windfalls of unbelievable
good fortune, and providing them with the Gaoler’s Retreat
for relaxation. Girt personally reviews all details about each
prisoner’s case. If he believes that a prisoner is innocent, or
his sentence was too harsh for the crime, the felon is cared
for. If he decides that the punishment is just, or the too
good for him, Girt is a cruel and vicious taskmaster.
Girt is independently wealthy, strong-willed and just a
little bit senile. Because of Don’s boon, he cannot be removed until he dies or resigns.

Marla Bol (63", 101 lbs, 49 years)

Horsch Roman (65", 130 lbs., 32 years)
Horsch is the son of a Donaran sergeant serving in the Man
garrison. His early life was spent in the company of soldiers
moving from one Donaran fort to another. In this way,
he acquired weapon knowledge and a taste for gambling.
Horsch is a talented artist. He was disowned by his father
for the triple crime of refusing to enter the army, becoming
an artist, and running up a 13GC gambling debt. Since
then, he has become a famous artist and a notorious figure
in the Donaran underworld. He is a talented, conniving and
intelligent compulsive gambler.

Unknown to the citizens, Marcus is The Grandmaster of
the Holy Order of Dark Vengeance, and an agent in the
employ of Clima, He is a devious, deadly and educated man
whose main concern is acquiring power. He plays the part
of an ineffectual scholar. In fact, he is a talented wizard
(MEL9/EL4 for all spells) who enjoys laying evil curses
and banes on his enemies.

Marla came to The Forgotten Valley 25 years ago to escape
the lusty advances of a Donaran Count. She has since risen
through guile, wealth and deadliness to mastery over the
entire valley. Her total amorality in questions of personal
survival, her wealth and her connections with the Assassins
of Donara make her a dangerous enemy.
NOTE — Marla is secretly married to the head of Donara’s
Assassins Guild, the furrier Shandor a’Chan.
Mavinius Arda (73", 1.90 tbs., 53 years)

Mavinius was the son of a peasant miner in western Donara.
In his early teens, he discovered a major deposit of gold and
managed to convince the local nobility (the Garan family)
to buy the knowledge from him with money rather than
force. This stroke of luck began a career that has led him
to the pinnacle of wealth and power.
Mavinius’s holdings are concentrated in real estate, foreign trade and jewels. His business is totally legitimate in
his eyes, though it is aimed at fostering the most gain for
the least cost. He is a pragmatic, intelligent and calculatJobar Nels (74", 220 lbs., 38 years)
ing man whose greatest desire is to be accepted by Donara’s
Jobar is the Baronet of Nelsara and the Commander of the ruling elite. (Most of the peers view him as a Garanese serf
Royal Foot Guard. His life-long friendship with Don XII has who happens to have acquired wealth due to the unreasonmade him a wealthy and prosperous man. He is known as able generosity of that family. They only associate with him
a cruel, ambitious and greedy man. His personal goal is to when they have need of monetary support that they do not
use his imperial connections to improve his status, become care to find elsewhere.)
Grand Marshal of the Donaran Army, and challenge a personal enemy, Duke Salin of Pelara, for the title of Donara’s
Morar the Smith (79", 253 tbs., 31 years)
richest noble. He operates in Silver Lane, selling his unit’s
services for a great profit, and is among the most corrupt- Morar is a veteran soldier who lost his left arm and eye in
battle. He is a blacksmith, aided by his 9-year-old son. He
ible of Donara’s senior officers.
is very skilled with a hammer, in forging and fighting.
Lorma the Easterner (70", 290 lbs., 44 years)
Morar is known in Maulton for his fairness, gruff manners
Lorma was born in L’p’nth, where he was a noted thief and violent temper. They respect these qualities and like
and brigand. But, he ran afoul of the Priestess of S’ph’nth Morar. None will cross him for any reason, and believe him
after he stole treasures from her bedchamber, and fled the to be the strongest man in the world. He has a +4 SB with
nation. After years of adventure, he settled in Donara, and a Strength of at least 80.
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Old Ghirand (61 is 122 tbs., 69 years)
Ghirand is a beggar and herb seller in the Crossroad streets.
He has a reputation as a healer and is thought to be a
great wizard by the peasants. Both of Ghirand’s legs are
paralyzed; he moves on a wheeled platform, pushing himself
along with his hands. He is an exceptional healer (EL12)
a master herbalist (EL80) and has no talent in magic.
Ghirand is a cunning old man. He is one of the most
respected citizens in Crossroads. An attack on him will
invite immediate retaliation. The last thief was beaten to
death before the guard could arrive to save him.

responsible for the guild’s power. He is he lynchpin holding
it together.
NOTE — Shandor is out of condition as an assassin. He
has not personally killed anyone for more then eight years.
If he is attacked, treat him as an EL8 assassin with at least
EL6 in any weapon that he uses. At his height, his EL was
13 and his minimum weapon EL was 9.
Urzal Kesh (62" 186 lbs., 42 years)

Urzal is a small rotund man who is Donara’s most prosperous and unscrupulous moneylender. He employs a large
group of thugs to serve his collection needs and provide him
The Rabbit (72", 173 lbs., 30 years)
with other sources of income. His primary source of pleaThe Rabbit is the most mysterious figure in Donara. For sure in life is money. Were he to be given all of the gold in
the past 13 years, he has stolen from more than 50 wealthy the world, he would try to figure out how to get the silver,
households including the Royal Palace, As a free-lance thief, copper and brass. Greed is the single dominant facet of his
he is hunted by the legal authorities and the Thieves Guild. personality.
The Rabbit’s greatest strength is that no one knows who
Urzal will do anything to advance himself regardless of
he is. None of his associates have seen his face or know any of its effect on others. He is a cold, heartless moneylender
other name. He is a supremely competent thief (EL80), totally unconcerned with morality or fairness.
a master jeweler (EL80) and a competent warrior (EL11
Hand-to-hand, EL12 throwing and fighting with daggers). Zeirina Mavor (65", 117 lbs., 29 years)
NOTE — The Rabbit’s secret identity is Baron Marlan
Peran, Sword Captain of Her Majesties Horse Guard. He
is not suspected of leading the Rabbit’s gang.
Shaikeir the Vendor (69", 207 lbs., 32 years)
Shaikeir is a businessman who was born in the Rogizini city,
of Acghiza. His parents were servants of Acghiza’s Emir.
lie began his life training in the family tradition. When he
was 16, his father was framed for a theft from the Emir and
killed, and his mother and he were forced to flee the empire.
Shaikeir found his way to Pelara, where he opened his first
Emporium under his direction. Initially successful, he ran
afoul of Pelara’s powerful Thieves Guild and was forced out
of business to save his life and remaining fortune. He moved
north and settled in the capital in 1091SA. Since then, he
has developed strong connections and rebuilt his business.
His mother remains his chief adviser and accountant. (She
is 59, hard-bitten, and shrewish with a great deal of anger
towards the world.)
Except where it concerns his family, Shaikeir is an amoral
man with no concern for others. He is dedicated to his
mother and will do anything to protect her.
Shandor a’Chan (71", 185 lbs., 56 years)
Shandor a’Chan is the furrier to the elite. His shop is located in Donara’s cast market and has been a member of
the Furrier’s Guild for more than 35 years. His reputation
as an upright and unassailable citizen is beyond reproach.
Beneath his facade, Shandor is the master of Donara’s
most powerful guild: the 40-member Assassins. They strive
for total anonymity. They do not have a single secret meeting house, but 10-15 safe houses located around the city.
They are known to each other by secret signals and a brand
that all wear on the back of their left shoulder. No assassin
knows more than two other assassins except for the ruling
five.
Shandor is a brilliant man with a great organizational
ability. His reign as Guildmaster, beginning in 1083SA, is

The leadership of Donara’s Thieves Guild is, and has always
been, hereditary. Zeirina took over after the death of her
father three years ago. Under her, the guild has begun to
expand its influence into Shaded Valley and other areas.
Two years ago, one of her thieves robbed the Silver Shackle
and discovered that Shaikeir the Vender and Urzal Kesh
were its owners. She used this information to make herself
the third partner. Her goal for the guild is to triple its size
before passing it on to her 7-year-old son.
Zeirina leads a dual life. Her husband is an itenerant
trader were travels a great deal (20% chance the is home.)
He is completety honest and devoted to Zeirina and would
probably kill her if he found out.
NOTE — Zeirina met her husband when she was working
at the Silken Bow. He believes that he saved her from a
life of degradation. She doesn’t disabuse him of that notion.
Zeirina worked at the Bow because her father thought it best
that she learn the streets from the bottom. He had forced her
to work as a beggar, street thief and con artist also.

8.13 County Mordara
The pages that follow detail an important county in the nation of Donara, establishing an initial environment in which
you may begin play. The scenario details a basic quest that
Players may choose to undertake. It also details the important Characters, events and future developments in the
county as a whole. This will allow the Referee to continue
to use the Mordaran environment after the basic scenario
has familiarized your group with the game.
Before beginning, it is stressed that this portion of the
game is the exclusive province of the Referee. Players
should not read the scenario while they are engaged in playing it. They will gain such information as the Referee deems
appropriate from it in the course of play. Wherever possible,
the Referee should take some pains to enforce this stricture.
Failure to do so will greatly reduce the challenges that are
presented by the senario.
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Without further ado, we introduce County Mordara.
May your Powers exceed its Perils.

majority of the usable land is owned by the nobility and
the church. What remains is leased from the Count by
freeholders and other citizens.
The Nation of Donara
Eastern Mordara is an area of jagged hills, mountains,
Mordara is a county in the nation of Donara. Donara was deep ravines and quiet valleys. Its residents are primarfounded by the leaders of a host of barbarians and mer- ily foresters and herdsmen. They are concentrated in the
cenaries that conquered the kingdoms of E’lici and Salaq northern part of Eastern Mordara, within five to six miles
of the village of Pina. The remainder of the eastern section
between the years 894 and 1000 of the common calendar.
Currently, Donara is a feudal monarchy that is oriented is avoided by all but the brave. It is the subject of many
towards Law. Local nobles are independent in their fiefs, wild tales of horror and death.
though their power is somewhat lessened by the presence of
8.13.2 Economy
a strong king.
Politically, Donara is bounded on the north by Caldo and 90% of the population of Mordara is involved in ranching,
the Elder Mountains, on the east by Aratad, Ticasi and agriculture or herding. This fact of Mordaran life has not
Shiben, on the west by the Wild Forest and on the south changed since the founding of Mordara. The economic wellbeing of Mordara’s wealthy elite is based on the iron mines
by the Sea of Tears.
The traditional enemies of Donara are Aratad, the Em- outside of Fortress Mordara. They also profit from favored
pire of Ced (located to the east and south of Ticasi, Shiben access to the Great Road and their ownership of the usand Aratad) and Clima (a Chaos oriented island located in able lands in the county. A small class of village-dwelling
the Sea of Tears). Donara’s major problems are banditry in tradesmen exists. They are centered in Mordara. They are
the north, civil unrest in Pelara and continual revolution- primarily iron-workers and the craftsmen of various luxury
ary activity in Salagara. Beyond this, they are at peace and goods. Compared to the rural peasantry, their life is one of
relative ease and comfort. They consider themselves to be
relatively stable.
elite and have a somewhat condescending attitude towards
the simple farmers and peasants of Mordara.
The Donaran Legal System
Donaran law is administered by a system of noble courts NOTE — Under the reign of the current Mord the distriand para-military constables. Her traditions require that bution of wealth is shifting more evenly to the populace as
the guilt of the suspect be established beyond a shadow of a whole. The major cause of this shift is his toleration of
a doubt. This entails either an exhaustive investigation by trade societies, guilds and other like organizations. It is also
the authorities or the “voluntary” confession of the accused. supported by his legal code and personal morality. The conSuspects are routinely tortured to ascertain their guilt or tinuation of this trend, to the time when it has a permanent
innocence. Confessions that are given as a result of torture effect, depends on the continued support of the Count.
are considered to be both binding and true. Only in the
8.13.3 Demographics
more enlightened areas of the nation does investigation, and
sometimes magic, replace torture as the primary means of County Mordara has a recorded population of 6200 persons.
The major population centers are Mordara (750), Fortress
determining guilt.
Mordara (300) and Pina (210). Its rural population (4940)
exists on various estates, ranches and in other areas. Currently, Fortress Mordara contains 590 recorded prisoners
that are not included in the total population. There are
also some four to five hundred persons engaged in various
activities, including banditry. They are primarily located
in Eastern Mordara.
Mordara
The population of Mordara, the county seat, can be divided
into the following categories:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
County Mordara

Noble or exceptionally wealthy 4%
Military and dependents 35%
Merchants and tradesmen 5%
Guildsmen, Craftsmen 27%
Laborers, Field Peasants 20%
Others 9%

NOTE — “Others” include domestic servants, tavern workers, religious personnel, various migrants, etc.
With few exceptions, every notable building in Mordara
8.13.1 Geography
is located on the Great Road, which runs through the heart
Mordara has an area of 800 square miles. Western Mordara of the village heading north. The village itself is located in
contains rolling hills, scrub land, isolated forests, orchards the middle of Western Mordara, in a central position in the
and fields. It is devoted to ranching and agriculture. The county’s fertile belt.
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Pina

Mordara
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Castle Mord
House a’Loreis
Villa Bersan
Bersan Avenue
Lake Mord
House Ardain
Southern Road
The Great Road
Temple District
Cheap Street
Far Street
Castle Avenue
Hosen’s Emporium Naturale
The Silver Tusk Inn
Barn

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Zocoul’s House
Zocoul’s Market
The Festering Fox Tavern
The Constabulary
The Baronial Tower
Bersan Mining

During the day, Pina is nearly deserted. Its citizens are
in the hills harvesting trees, tending to their flocks, etc.
Towards evening they begin to return and the town comes
alive. The center of activity in the town is the Festering Fox
Tavern and, secondarily, Zocoul’s Market. (Few natives go
to the market except when it is absolutely unavoidable.)
Pina is literally owned by Amur Staker’s Mountain Bandit Gang. This force is brilliantly led and outnumbers the
constables in the village by more than seven to one. They
For a town of its size, Mordara is a busy, hard-working have more than enough authority to take what they want,
metropolis with little thought given to non-traditional and do whatever they please, without fear of the timidly
leisure. Except for the major festivals, the citizens work led legal authority.
at their crafts to the exclusion of secondary activities. Except for the mercenaries, and certain members of the army, Fortress Mordara
this rule holds true for all non-noble citizens. The sole inn The fortress is located in the high pass, on the Great Road,
in the village caters primarily to visitors from rural Mordara leading to Caldo. It is about one mile south of the current
and travellers on the Great Road.
border with Caldo and four to five miles north of the village
of Mordara.
Pina
Pina is a small village located in the eastern hills of County 1) The Fortress
Mordara, some eight miles from Mordara itself. It is a sim- 2) Fighting Towers
ple village inhabited by hard-working foresters, herdsmen 3) The Broken Sword Tavern
4) Sandro’s Tavern
and others. Its population fits the following categories:
5) The Temple District
A) Constables 3%
6) House Doran
B) Foresters 17%
7) The Iron Club
C) Herdsmen 60%
D) Farmers, Laborers, Miners 10%
Fortress Mordara has two businesses, the mines and the
E) Others 10%
prison. Nearly every person in the village is associated with
one or the other in some way. Those that are not directly
NOTE — “Others” include the merchant, tavern employees associated with them perform services that are of value to
and independent mine owners. Citizens that are bandits, or one or the other, i.e. teamsters, smiths, field peasants, etc.
otherwise engaged in illegal activity, are not included in the The population, excluding prisoners, can be divided into
total population or the percentage ‘s above.
the following categories:
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Life in the country revolves around the fields and the
herds. For the great majority of the people, it is a dawn
to dusk chore tending one or the other. This is especially
true in Western Mordara. Commonly, citizens that are encountered in the country will either be annoyed at being
interrupted or avid for information from the big city of
Mordara. In either case, they pose no physical threat to
the party unless they are attacked.
Landowners in this area are more dangerous to the party.
They are not likely to be friendly. At the slightest provocation, they will attack the party or summon the constables.
Their truculence stems from their arrogant pride in their
own status and greed for the standard reward for turning
in a bandit, i.e. lSC per bandit (The bandit must be taken
alive to be of any value). Such activities by the landowners are one of the major ways that the prison is stocked.
The flow of major criminals from the remainder of Donara
is not sufficient to supply the prison with enough, expendable, man-power.
Armed Forces

Fortress Mordara
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Noble or Wealthy 1%
Mine Supervisors 4%
Garrison, Prison Constables 65%
Merchants, Tradesmen 10%
Field Peasants, Laborers, Others 20%

NOTE — In addition to the 300 persons included in the
breakdown above, there are 590 convicted felons and a semiseasonal pool of migrant labor (50 to 100 persons) that is
used extensively. The prisoners are used as mine slaves and
field hands. The migrants are employed during the main
harvest season and, occasionally, in the mines when the
prison population is low.
The Country Side

The military strength of the county consists of 200 Foot
Troops, 100 Constables and 80 Cavalry. The standard
footmen (160 men) are outfitted with Scale Mail, Short
Sword, Spear, Leather Helmet and Banded Shield. The
Count’s Household Guard (40 men) are outfitted in Chainmail, Metal Helmet, Metal Shield, Halberd, Sword and Dagger. They are the best men of Mordara, selected for their
skill as individual fighters.
The nation has two types of cavalry: Kazi mercenaries
(a 40 man company) and Feudal levies from the estates (40
men). The Kazi have Leather Armor, Two Fighting Daggers, Composite Bow and Scimitar. Each is mounted on
a Riding Horse II that is trained for combat. Their Captain, Kiar Bara, rides a War Horse III and wears Chainmail
instead of Leather.
The levies consist of 4 Armored Knights, 12 Heavy Horse
and 24 Light militia. They are drawn from the four Baronial
estates. The knights ride War Horse II and are outfitted in
Platemail, Metal Shield, Metal Helmet, Heavy Lance, Dagger, Sword and Mace or Flail. Heavy Horse ride War Horse
I and use Chainmail, Banded Shield, Metal Helmet, Heavy
Lance, Dagger and Mace. The light auxiliaries have a mixed
bag of equipment, depending on their personal wealth or the
wealth of the baron that outfits them. This can range from
an old war horse and a sword to the heavy horse level of
equipment. The Referee will decide the precise equipment
if these forces come into play.

The rural population is primarily located on large farms,
ranches, noble estates and independent mines. Approximately 3700 of them are laborers in Western Mordara. The
remainder work the herds and forests on the Eastern estates
or are employed in mines.
NOTE — Each of the four barons controls ten riders, one
The rural population as a whole can be divided into the of which is the Baron or his heir, i.e. the armored knight.
following categories:
The constables, for their equipment, are of two types:
Foot
and Mounted. The foot, or junior, constables (90) are
A) Nobles, Estate holders 2%
the
under-officers
and permanent garrison forces. They are
B) Other Freeholders 10%
outfitted
in
Leather
Armor, Sword and Fighting Dagger.
C) Laborers, Herdsmen 70%
Those
that
are
located
in the country, including Pina, also
D) Miners 10%
have
a
Riding
Horse
I.
Mounted
constables are the officers
E) Others 8%
and chief administrators of the Constabulary. They number
NOTE — “Others” include travelling craftsmen, consta- ten. Each has War Horse 11, Bow, Sword and Flail. They
bles, entertainers, prospectors, migrants, etc.
are not armored as part of their equipment. 40% of them,
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the wealthy, have purchased their own Leather, Scale Mail
or Chainmail (Roll 1D3*).
Unit Location
The village of Mordara houses the Household Guard, 40
Foot troops, 25 foot constables, 5 mounted constables and
the Kazi mercenaries. Fortress Mordara has 120 foot troops,
50 foot constables and 4 mounted constables. Pina has one
mounted constable and five foot constables. The feudal
levies and 20 foot constables are located in the rural areas
of the county.

8.13.4 A Basic History of Mordara
Mordara was founded in the year 937 by Mord Left-hand,
a sub-chief serving with the Don Host. In the year 938,
his claim was recognized and granted by Don I, king of the
newly formed kingdom. He was installed as Mord I, Count
of Mordara, Warden of the North.
Throughout the reign of Mord I, and his son, Mordara
was a sparsely populated, essentially agricultural, fiefdom
situated on the main road linking Donara and Caldo. For
the first forty years of its existence, it remained a sleepy
village of farmers, herdsmen and foresters.
With the ascension of Mord III, life began to change in
Mordara. Efforts were made to expand the county at the
expense of neighboring nobles. Some degree of cottage industry and manufacturing was instituted in Mordara itself,
though the reforms did not reach a developed level before
the Third Salaq war.
In the Third Salaq war, Mordara was systematically pillaged by Kazi mercenaries operating out of Caldo. The reforms of Mord III were destroyed and, toward the war’s end,
he was killed in battle on the Salaq River. With his death,
in 984, his brother became Mord IV and a dark change came
to Mordara in his person.
Mord IV was a conniving schemer with an aptitude for
courtly maneuver and power politics. As a close friend of
Prince Donan, heir of Don III, he held a position of great
power. When his surveyors discovered a mother lode of iron
in the county, in the year 988, he withheld knowledge of the
find due to his lack of personnel to develop it himself. From
that point on, he maneuvered to create a county controlled
pool of labor that he could use to enrich himself through the
mine. After the Fourth Salaq war, he convinced his friend,
now Don IV, to build a great Fortress in Mordara to house
the Salaqi convicts and forestall future invasions by Caldo.
The King agreed and Fortress Mordara was constructed.
Its tenants, primarily captive Salaqi, and criminals from
the gutters of Donara’s cities, were used by Mord to open
his mine without the unnecessary expense of wages.
As Mord IV had always intended, Fortress Mordara became an institution solely dedicated to providing an expendable labor force to his mines. The treatment of the
prisoners was harsh and, in the long run, generally fatal. A
common saying in Mordara, and among those that have no
love for the Donaran state, is:

continued to expand his institutions. Solely concerned with
their own pleasure and wealth, they fostered the rise of the
Thieves Guild of Northern Donara, becoming its protector
and “landlord”. For seventy years, a succession of Mords,
behind the iron thews of their household legion, continued
their corrupt and depraved rule. Mordara became a center
of corruption, to the point that it was the preferred vacation
spot for thieves and brigands from all over the nation.
Throughout this period, outbreaks of popular discontent
and open rebellion were viciously quelled by the household
guard. The common citizenry became a sullen lot cowed
by the strength of their lords. In the year 1081, the iron
fist of the household troops was shattered in battle against
the Caldan Dagger Legion. Both the reigning Count and his
eldest son died in this war. In the three years that followed,
Mordara was occupied by Caldo. With stern discipline, the
Caldan administrators exterminated the Northern Thieves
Guild and brought order to the county. With the conclusion
of the war, they withdrew — to the dismay of the citizenry.
Again they expected to fall prey to the ills of the house of
Mord.
The arrival of their new ruler, Mord X, brother of the
former heir, was greeted with a sullen hesitancy and more
than a little fear. When, as his first action, Mord formally
ratified every reform instituted by the Caldans, including
the death penalty for proven thieves, the county gave a
collective sigh of relief and welcomed him as Mord the Good,
saviour and protector of his people. Though the euphoria
of this day has lessened with time, Mord is still admired by
the majority of his subjects.
Current Events
In the year 1100 (the year 207 on the Donaran calendar )
Mordara is a relatively happy, productive, county. However,
it is not utopia. Prisoners still work the mines, though
they are fed more regularly and receive some care for their
illnesses.
In the past year, a blight of unknown origin destroyed
40% of the crops of Mordara. This year, as the first crops
begin to appear, it is already obvious that the blight remains. Nearly 80of the crops show signs of it and, failing
the discovery of a cure, the people face starvation.
Finally, in the past three years bandit activity has grown
in Eastern Mordara until, at this writing, it threatens Mordara itself. Rumor indicates that a great leader has arisen
among the bandits. With tongue and sword, he has forged
a band with over forty members. Under his leadership, they
are the terror of the road. Even House Bersan, the largest
merchant family in Mordara, is believed to be paying them
protection. Unless forestalled, their meteoric growth and
cunning leadership will sorely wound Mordara, perhaps permanently.

8.13.5 Local Characters

The following section details important locals that can figure in the basic scenario. The Character section that follows
“In Mordara, the dead are taught to die.”
this one gives basic details about other Characters that the
In the year 1008, Mord IV died and was succeeded by a Referee can fully detail if he chooses to use this scenario, in
line of venal, corrupt and miserly descendants who amorally an expanded form, as the basis of his campaign.
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Mord, tenth Count of Mordara, Warden of the
North, Colonel of the Donaran Forester Regiment
— retired
Age — 42 Sex — Male

Bersan The Ironmonger, Leading merchant in
Mordara, Wealthiest Commoner in Northern
Donara
Age — 48 Sex — Male

S 32(+2)
I 20
HPV 28
MDV 8
MR 10
ML
CDF 3

S 10
I 30
HPV 14
MDV 10
MR 10
ML
CDF 2

St 48(+2) D 10
W 24
E 18
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL
EL
NAV 0
HC 43%
Mana Regen.
Height 68"

A 12
C 30(+1)
Em 36
Ap 20
DCV 8 DTV −4
EnL 54
CA
PR 6
Dodge Value 0
Weight 151lbs.

St 12
D 11
W 42
E 39
CEL 1
OCV 1
MEL
EL
NAV 0 HC 22%
Mana Regen.
Height 66"

A 15
C 32(+2)
Em 27
Ap 36
DCV 1 DTV −2
EnL 74 CA
PR 4
Dodge Value 0
Weight 146lbs.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL40 Donaran dialect
(Salaqi), EL50 Read and Write Donaran, EL42 Husbandry
(Horses), EL6 Hammer, EL4 Heavy Lance, EL3 Shield,
EL2 Horsemanship EL0 Mace, Flail, Club, EL0 Fighting
Dagger, EL2 Musician, EL5 Hill Survival EL5 Forest Survival, EL2 City Survival, EL3 Plains Survival
Mord became the Count of Mordara with the death of his
father and elder brother in the Caldan War (1081 to 1084).
From the age of fourteen, until that time, he served as an
officer in the Donaran Forester Regiment, a traditional fate
of non-heirs in his family. His sole break from this service
was a three month interlude in 1075 when he was married to
Aliza, eldest daughter of Baron Soman of County Garanara.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL80 Donaran dialect
(Salaqi), EL60 Caldan, EL2 Sword, EL0 Hand to hand,
EL65 Armorer, EL40 Artist, EL4 Musician, EL50 Jeweler,
EL20 Miner, EL55 Moneylender, EL55 Read and write*,
EL3 City Survival, EL2 Hill Survival, EL1 Plains Survival,
EL2 Horsemanship
* The EL listed applies for all languages that he can
speak.
House Bersan has administered the county’s iron trade
since the mines were first opened. The current family elder,
Harair Bersan, has administered the trade since 1083 —
when his father was hung for graft, fraud and attempted
bribery, i.e. normal Mordaran business practices under the
old Mords.
Personality Mord is a quiet man with a kind, gentle naSince his ascension, the business has been run on a strictly
ture. He desires the approval of others, to some extent due moral, legal basis. He has gone to great lengths to support
to the cruel upbringing he received from his father. He the current Mord and force other Mordaran businesses to
is completely truthful and considers the welfare of others operate honestly.
before his own. He will not tolerate liars or gossips. He ignores rumors unless the proof of the charge is indisputable.
Where the gossip is unproven, and he considers it libelous, Personality Harair Bersan is fair, open-minded and reahe will punish the gossiper. Finally, Mord dislikes torture. sonable, though he has the killer instinct of a successful
He refuses to allow his constables to practice torture until businessman. He strives for profit and enjoys haggling but
all other avenues of learning the truth have been exhausted. he refuses to cheat anyone regardless of how poorly they
bargain. He is a totally moral and exceptionally pious man.
Loves and Hates Mord loves fine music, horses and skillfully fought gladitorial contests. He is a fine father who
prizes his children above all else. He despises liars, any
person that is motivated by self-interest and greed and all
Elves. He demands fair treatment for all of his subjects, as
befits the rights of their station. All must be given their
due as demanded in the legal code.

Loves And Hates Villa Bersan is renowned as a center
of the arts. Under Harair, the family has amassed one of the
most extensive collections of statuary, art and tapestries in
Donara. Bersan is the patron of fine musicians and artists,
with more than ten in residence in the villa at any time.
The musical entertainments that he stages are renowned
throughout Donara.
Bersan hates dishonest merchants, especially those that
Current Desires Mord seeks an end to the banditry that
assails his county. He has offered a reward of 25GC for willingly deal with criminals. He has nothing to do with
the capture of the leader of the Mountain Bandit Gang Zocoul the Trader. Through his economic power, he has
alive. He will pay 5GC for information about the location created a climate of honesty in Mordara. The merchants
of the bandit’s camp if the informant will lead his forces to are honest in fear of angering him.
it. Finally, the standard reward for any bandit or brigand
captured alive in the county is 1SC. Mord pays nothing for
corpses.
Current Desires Harair wishes to attain the harp for
Mord grew up with the legends of the Harp of Alirin. His Count Mord. He also desires an end to lawlessness in the
life desire is to own this instrument. He will pay at least county. His agents have repeatedly tried to destroy the
20GC if it is brought to him and could be influenced to bandit groups and Zocoul. They have always failed for lack
go much higher, including a grant of lands and/or a small of evidence. He is currently searching for agents that are
title.
new to the area to aid in this effort.
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The Sorceress Cavia, Old Woman of the Hills
Age — 59 Sex — Female

S 14
I 68
HPV 21
MDV 19
MR 11
ML
CDF 8

St 36(+2) D 10
W 52
E 20
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 9
EL 4
NAV 0
HC 34%
Mana Regen.
Height 68"

A 16(+1) C 32(+2)
Em 28
Ap 6*
DCV 4
DTV −4
EnL 84
CA 90
PR 8
Dodge Value 1
Weight 136lbs.

* Cavia’s face is always masked by heavy veils. If it is seen,
it is the face of an older woman that was horribly mutilated
sometime in her youth.
Expertise Trained in Wizardry, Sleep Powers, Light
Powers, Healing, Healing Light, Sustenance, Cure Disease,
Negate Curse, Time Powers, Forgetfulness, EL0 Fighting
Dagger, EL2 Sword, EL80 Donaran, EL60 Tongue of Light,
EL60 Elf Sidh, EL80 Read and Write*, EL80 Herbalist,
EL80 Healer, EL9 Hill Survival, EL0 City Survival, EL5
Underground I Survival, EL2 Underground II Survival
* In all languages that she can speak.
Cavia was born in the hills east of Mordara. At the age
of six she became the apprentice of the Mage Moira. Until
the age of twenty she studied with Moira. While serving
Moira’s interests in Mordara, in the winter of 1063, she was
approached by the eighth Mord and spurned his advances.
Within the hour, she was set upon by disguised guardsmen
and found herself in the Countâs secret dungeon. For the
next four months she was tortured incessantly. Finally, she
took an overconfident guard by surprise and was free. Furiously, she killed the guard, layed a terrible curse on House
Mord and made her escape into the hills. Since that day,
she has kept to her cave in the hills, serving those that come
to her and watching the progress of her vengeance on House
Mord.
Personality Except when angered, Cavia is a kind and
helpful old woman. To those that attack her, she can be
a hateful and deadly enemy. She will destroy them unless
their apologies cause her to take pity on them. Though she
has a fiery temper, she is quick to forgive.
Loves and Hates Cavia loves life and the living. Unless
angered, she will refuse to take another creature’s life. Even
in anger, she tends to use gentler magics on her enemies,
with the sole exception of House Mord.
Cavia despises people that inflict pain and cause injury
to other creatures. Where their action is needless, she is
moved to anger. In these cases, she will employ the full
deadliness of her arts against the villians responsible.
Current Desires Through arcane observation, and the
stories of those that come to her to be healed. Cavia has
learned of the goodness of the current Mord. As he is good,
and she does not wish to leave a curse as her memorial, she
wishes to end her curse. Unfortunately, the rites that she
layed on the house are such that she cannot break them
without unleashing far greater evil. She seeks an ally that
will serve her in placating her curse.
NOTE — Cavia is a font of information about the supernatural denizens, legends and rumors of the county. She
knows the secrets of the Tomb of Alirin, the whereabouts of

the Elven city of Asteria and other items of interest. She
will willingly share her information with any person that
convinces her that his need for it is genuine. She is the
only person living that knows the secrets of the tomb.
Cavia’s Curse
By darksome rites, drawing strength from the blood of those
who were tortured in the dungeon and the spirit of her slain
guard, Cavia layed a foul bane on the Counts of Mordara.
All Counts of the line, blood relations of her tormentor,
will suffer a painful and violent death. When they die, they
are doomed to haunt the dungeon for eternity reliving the
horrid and depraved actions of their life.
The curse affects the luck and combat ability of the reigning Count. All hits that are scored on him are one level
lower than that scored, i.e. a Deadly Hit is fatal, a Severe
Hit is deadly (though a Miss remains a Miss). Further,
he is required to add eight to his combat rolls while his
opponent subtracts eight in his attacks.
If the curse is broken without placating it, the current
ghosts haunting the dungeon will become Spiritual Edimmu
with the freedom to haunt the entire castle. (In all likelihood, this will mean the death of the residents of the castle.)
To placate the curse, the following steps are required:
A) A supplicant must ask Cavia how the curse may be
ended and state his willingness to make the attempt.
B) The supplicant must agree to take the full weight of
the curse on himself should he fail to placate the curse
within 30 days.
C) To placate the curse, the supplicant must:
1) Find Cavia’s old cell in the secret dungeon.
2) Wash her cell with water.
3) Light a brazier in the center of the room and burn
herbs that are beneficial for summoning and banishing spirits.
4) Spend the remainder of the night in prayer for the
success of the rite.
NOTE — If the party does not have a magic-user with
it, Cavia will supply the needed water, herbs and prayers.
(Basically, she will prepare a magical formula that the party
can use). If the party has a magic-user, she will expect him
to aid the task and provide these items. If he won’t, she
may be angered.
If the curse becomes important in play, the Referee must
create Castle Mord and place a sealed dungeon on its lowest
level.
Valerian, Goatherder, Hermit, ex-Captain in the
Donaran Royal Guard, ex-Gladiator
Age — 38 Sex — Male
S 72(+3)
I 27
HPV 39
MDV 8
MR 9
ML
CDF 4

St 60(+3) D 20(+1)
W 10
E3
CEL 10
OCV 16
MEL
EL
NAV 0
HC 42%
Mana Regen.
Height 85"

A 28(+1) C 24(+1)
Em 42
Ap 24
DCV 12
DTV −5
EnL 34
CA
PR 8
Dodge Value 2
Weight 289lbs.
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Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL60 Read and Write
Donaran, EL9 Great Sword, EL4 Other Heavy Swords,
EL4 Longbow*, EL0 Other Bow forms, EL4 Hand to Hand,
EL2 Shield, EL4 Hill Survival, EL4 Mountain Survival,
EL4 Plains Survival, EL6 City Survival, EL7 Climbing,
EL50 Dog Husbandry, EL40 Goat Husbandry, EL70 Carrying, EL1 Horsemanship, EL30 Armorer
* Valerian’s longbow has a +3WSB and a base range of
32 hexes.
Valerian was born Samal Mercas, heir to the Duchy of
Samal in Western Donara. After years of service in the
guard, and many astounding victories in the arena, he tired
of court life, intrigue and killing. He deserted from the
army, abdicated all rights to his title and fled to the hills
of Mordara. Since that day, six years ago, he has revelled
in the simple life of the hills to the near total exclusion of
other members of his race.
Personality Valerian distrusts people. On first meeting
anyone, he is a gruff, taciturn person. He will have as little
as is honorably possible to do with them. If the “interlopers” earn his trust, he will quickly become generous and
friendly towards them. As a peaceful man, he avoids battle
whenever it is possible to do so. When it is forced on him,
as one of Donara’s most famous warriors, he is capable of
killing with quiet efficiency.
Loves and Hates Valerian has a great fondness for the
dog that lives with him, a halfwolf named Samali. He will
react violently to anyone that attacks or threatens this animal. He has been known to kill in defense of his dog and
his privacy.
Valerian despises combat and killing, though they are his
single greatest talent. He will only fight to protect his life
or property. When he fights, he fights to kill.
Valerian dislikes people that are arrogant, overly wellmannered or flowery in their speech. He will ignore people
that approach him in this way and, if pressed, can get violent. He greatly prefers people that get to the point, i.e.
are straight forward and honest.
NOTE — The following characteristics should be used for
Valerian’s dog, Samali:

NOTE — Valerian knows the trails that lead to the ascent
to the Tomb of Alirin. If he becomes aware of the party’s
plan to take the harp, he will obstruct them in any way
possible, short of fatal force. If they become aware of his
sabotage, he will be ashamed. As recompense, he will guide
them to the Cliff. ( He is a fallible man who is both honorable and honest.) The music of Mt. Alerius, which issues
from the harp at dusk, is one of the great joys of his life.
Finn Starseeker, Noble of Asteria, Son of a human
mother, Nephew of Asteria, Bard of the Royal
Court, Marshal of the Mordaran Elves
Age — 24* Sex — Male
S 24(+1)
I 18
HPV 25
MDV 15
MR 15
ML
CDF 3

St 25(+1) D 51(+3)
W 60
E 48
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL
EL
NAV 0
HC 37%
Mana Regen.
Height 69"

A 68(+3) C 48(+2)
Em 68
Ap 54
DCV 12
DTV −4
EnL 108
CA
PR 6
Dodge Value 6
Weight 152lbs.

* Actual age in human years.
Expertise EL60 Elf Sidh, EL40 Donaran, EL12 Musician, EL12 Singer, EL80 Forester, EL9 Hill Survival, EL9
Forest Survival, EL2 City Survival, EL65 Disguise Artist,
EL4 Elven Bow, EL12 Horsemanship, EL9 Elven Sword,
EL6 Shield, EL3 Rhetoric
NOTE — Finn is outfitted in AV4 Magic Elven Scale Mail
(EL6). AV8 Banded Shield, Elven Bow, Elven Sword and
afighting dagger. He carries a lute and, if mounted, rides
a 1.2 size Fay Horse stallion. When he is in any human
settlement, he is disguised.
Finn is the only son of Marlan Starwind, the dead brother
of Asteria. His mother was a woman who was taken by the
Elves and became Marlan’s wife. Since her death, seventeen
years ago, Finn has been raised by Asteria herself.
When Marlan was killed, Finn was disturbed. With
his auntâs blessing and encouragement he set out to exact vengeance from the human race. While engaged in this
war, he came to understand the unfairness of blaming a
whole race for the actions of a few. He made peace with
himself and began his search for a way to end the killing.

Personality Finn is a complex, highly-talented and emotional man. He is dedicated to his aunt and the way of
S 32(+2) St 28(+1) D 20(+1) A 20(+1)
the Elf. Only recently has he been exposed to humans and
C 12
HPV 18
OCV 5
DCV 4
begun to understand something of their ways.
MDV 4
INT 4
EnL 22
In battle, Finn is noted for his cunning solutions to tacMR 17
HC 20%
PR 2
DTV −2
tical
problems. He has a devastating ability to turn defeat
CDF 2
Dodge Value 2
Samali is a natural hunter. He has been trained to hunt into victory and a stubborn inability to admit defeat until
with Valerian and to help herd his goats, without hurting every possible avenue that could lead to victory has been
them. He is shy of all humans except Valerian. lf cornered, explored.
or pressed, he will attack to kill. If he is injured in Valerian’s
Met as an enemy, Firm is deadly, cunning and uncompropresence, Valerian attacks.
mising. At all other times he is open-minded, eloquent and
understanding. He has a brilliant ability to express himself.
Current Desires Valerian is consumed by his desire for In general, he is persuasive, friendly and kind to any friend.
privacy. He will not travel far with anyone and will not
extend his hospitality towards travellers beyond two days Loves and Hates Finn will never allow his aunt to be
without some compelling reason. He will share what he harmed. Ifshe is, he will dedicate his life to avenging her.
has while they are at his cabin. He will never give them He always obeys any direct order that she gives him to the
anything to take with them.
total exclusion of his personal wishes.
Samali
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Alignment — None
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Finn loves the way of the Elf and is fond of all Elves.
Unless he is attacked, he will never harm an Elf.
Finn hates unreasonable violence. He despises injustice.
He will always attempt to aid victims of either. Any person
that deals with him in a threatening manner, or acts unjustly, will earn his displeasure. He never relates to others
through meaningless threats and refuses to tolerate people
that do.

Alira, Virgin Priestess of the Mordaran Temple,
Eldest daughter of Count Mord
Age — 24 Sex — Female
S 13
I 48
HPV 17
MEL 7
CDF 6

St 33(+2)
W 35
CEL 0
EL 3
Height 67"

D 20(+1)
E 33
OCV 2
CA 65

A 18(+1)
Em 22
DCV 2

C 21(+1)
Ap 64

Weight 121lbs.

Expertise Light Powers, Healing, Cure Disease, Sanity,
Truth, Healing Light, Negate Curse, Regeneration, Trained
in Wizardry, EL80 Donaran, EL60 Caldan, EL60 Tongue
of Light, EL70 Healer, EL7 Singer, EL7 Dancer and EL6
Musician.
Alira was raised by a peasant wet-nurse and a nun. In
her early life, until 1081, she saw her mother, at most, four
times. When the Caldans entered Donara, she was sent to
the capital to study in the Donaran Temple. She returned
in 1097, a full-fledged Priestess of Inanna. She is fanatically
devoted to her faith, providing service to the peasantry and
to her father. Beyond these obsessions, she is a kind and
generous person with a winning personality. She is revered
8.13.7 Other Characters
by the peeple of Mordara. The smallest slight against her is
The section that follows gives a general description of other considered to be cause for battle by most common citizens.
Characters that are active in Mordara. None of them play
a leading role in the Harp quest but all are deeply involved Cas a’Loreis, Owner of the Silver Tusk lnn,
in the current political situation in Mordara. If you choose Criminal Mastermind, Confidante of Countess
to expand the Mordaran adventure to involve the party in Aliza
Age — 27 Sex — Male
these affairs, the basic descriptions below should allow you
to structure the interpersonal and political climate effec- S 25(+1) St 28(+1) D 37(+2) A 69(+3) C 56(+3)
I 33
W 40
E 56
Em 12
Ap 76
tively.
Current Desires The total destruction of the village of
Mordara is planned by Asteria within forty days. Finn seeks
a party to search out the harp so that he can use it to stop
this atrocity. Because of his many duties in Asteria, he
cannot seek it personally.
Any party that accepts Finn’s quest will be told how
to find Cavia (If the Referee considers it to be appropriate, Finn may lead the party there personally.) Only Cavia
knows information that the party may need in order to find
and conquer the tomb.

Countess Aliza, Countess of Mordara
Age — 40 Sex — Female
S 10
I 11
HPV 9
CDF 1

St 12
D 13
W 12
E 11
CEL 0 OCV 0
Height 64"

A 13
C 14
Em 11
Ap 33
DCV 0
Weight 130lbs.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL1 Horsemanship, EL2 Musician, EL2 Rhetoric, EL20 Read and Write, EL2 City Survival, EL1 Plains Survival.
Like most Donaran noblewomen, Aliza was raised to be
wed. She was married to Mord, at the age of 15, as part of
a commercial alliance. She despises him for his weakness,
and because of her lust for power.
While Mord served throughout Donara, she refused to
join him and remained at Castle Mord.
In general, Aliza is a boring woman with a highly developed sense of her own self-importance. She requires flattery
to feed her ego. She is currently involved with Cas a’Loreis
in a plot to kill or kidnap the Count so that she can assume
the regency for her young son.
NOTE — The children of Aliza and Mord are:
Alira, Virgin Priestess of the Mordaran Temple. Born in
1076.
Shea, daughter, born in 1085.
Moira, daughter, born in 1089.
Marta, daughter born in 1092.
Mord and Marcan, twin sons, born in 1095.

HPV 28
CDF 3

CEL 6
OCV 8
Height 73"

DCV 11
Weight 190lbs.

Expertise EL9 Rhetoric, EL80 Deftness, EL80 Thief,
EL75 Locksmith, EL11 Throwing Dagger, EL7 Fighting
Dagger, EL80 La’Ced, EL60 Donaran.
Cas has a tongue slippery enough to trip a giant. He
was orphaned at the age of seven. Alone in the gutters,
he quickly learned that the tongue is as deadly a weapon
as the sword. By the age of twelve, he was the leader of
a large street gang. At fourteen, he met a Pelaran master
thief and began his career as a thief, moving to Pelara with
his patron. By the age of twenty-five, he was sector chief in
charge of the Thieves Guild in Pelara’s wharf district. This
position was lost in a power struggle between his patron
and Skel, Guildmaster of Pelara. To preserve his life, he
fled with some of his allies and his portable wealth.
Cas came to Mordara on the invitation of Zocoul. Together, they have evolved a refined plan for the total domination of crime in Donara. He is currently working towards
this goal. The growth of banditry, the death of Count Mord
and his control of Aliza all figure heavily in the initial stages
of this plan.
Amur Staker, Leader of the Mountain Bandit
Gang, Peasant Criminal
Age — 22 Sex — Male

S 62(+3)
I 30
HPV 30
CDF 3

St 34(+2) D 20(+1)
W5
E 20
CEL 7
OCV 12
Height 80"

A 10
C 24(+1)
Em 10
Ap 18
DCV 8
Weight 256lbs.
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Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL40 Carrying, EL3 Horsemanship, EL4 Hill Survival, EL4 City Survival, EL4 Great
Sword, EL1 Bastard Sword, EL7 Broadsword, EL3 Bow
and EL2 Shield.
Amur’s early life was exceptionally cruel. He and his
mother were abused constantly by his father. At the age
of sixteen, his patience ended, he crippled his father and
left home for good. (His father, once a stake maker, is now
a beggar who is often found in front of the Festering Fox
Tavern in Pina).
Following his crime, Amur became a bandit. He built a
small cadre of experienced thugs. With the arrival of Cas
a’Loreis, he gained visions of the grandeur that could be
his. In the next two years, he built the powerful Mountain
Bandit Gang by supplanting other bandit leaders. It now
numbers 44 men, including the initial cadre of himself and
five lieutenants.
Amur is a hot-tempered, frenetically active man. Except
when he is bored or angry, he operates with a cool and
deadly intelligence. When he is angered, or overly bored,
his fiery temper explodes uncontrollably. This has caused
many deaths and, when the person killed was an innocent,
Amur feels guilt for his action when his calm returns.
The only thing that Amur hates is his father. For all
others, his temper comes and goes like the wind. His goal
in life is to create the largest gang of bandits that the world
has ever seen. If his efforts are crowned with success, it is
more than likely that his “friend” Cas will have a use for
them.
NOTE — Amur often visits Bha’lira. It is entirely possible
that he loves her.
Baron Doran, Baron of the Northern Plain,
Warden of Fortress Mordara, Lord Marshal of the
Mordaran Army
Age — 53 Sex — Male

S 24(+1)
I 32
HPV 40
CDF 4

St 30(+1) D 13
W 40
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 7
Height 64"

A 16(+1) C 106(+5)*
Em 8
Ap 25
DCV 6
Weight 128lbs.

* Doran wears an Amulet that grants +30 Constitution to
the wearer.
Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL25 Read and Write
Donaran, EL40 Caldan, EL4 Horsemanship, EL20 Jeweler, EL0 Heavy Lance, EL0 Sword, EL0 Shield, EL2 Bow
and EL30 Executioner.
Doran is the ruler of a noble family that has been the
heriditary wardens of the fortress since the reign of Mord
IV. He assumed the position in 1073. in 1085 he was made
Lord Marshal of Mordara’s army as a reward for his defense
of the Fortress against the Caldan army. Before holding
these positions he ran the family farms in Mordara. Other
than being in the Fortress during the Caldan siege, Doran
has no military experience whatsoever.
Baron Doran is a greedy, sadistic man. He loves wealth
nearly as much as he enjoys inflicting pain on others. He is
unconcerned with the needs of others. He is consumed by
his own desires at all times.
The Baron dislikes Count Mord, for economic reasons,
and despises anyone that is over six feet tall. If he can attack
these enemies without any risk to his position or person,
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he will. When any personal risk is likely to be involved,
he remains cunningly aloof waiting his chance. He will do
nothing that jeopardizes his life or position unless success
is assured.
Kashan Paerman, Constable of Pina
Age — 20 Sex — Male

S 10
I6
HPV 19
CDF 2

St 21(+1) D 22(+1)
W 10
E 18
CEL 3
OCV 4
Height 66"

A 44(+2) C 44(+2)
Em 20
Ap 30
DCV 6
Weight 146lbs.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL0 Rhetoric, EL2 Tracking,
EL20 Read and Write Donaran, EL4 Horsemanship, EL1
Sword, EL1 Shield, EL2 Bow, EL1 Climbing and EL20
Executioner.
Kashan is the only son of a wealthy clothier in Mordara.
Through his father’s influence, he was appointed to the
Constabulary on his seventeenth birthday. in the summer
of his nineteenth year, he came to the attention of Count
Mord. The Count was favorably impressed by Kashan’s
kindness, respect and manners. Mord made him an officer and appointed him to the position of Lord Constable in
Pina.
Kashan is an inexperienced man thrown into a situation
that demands strong will, foresight and experience. He is
totally overmatched by it. Because of this, he has become
overly timid, nervous and morose. His only friend, Zocoul,
consoles him via the Peska bottle. He is a Peska addict
who is well on his way to becoming an alcoholic. Kashan is
desperate to break the stranglehold of the Mountain Bandit
Gang on Pina. He is restrained by fear (for the people of the
town and his men) and his own timidity. Without powerful,
intelligent aid from without, he will never attempt it.
Bha’lira, Dancer in the Festering Fox Tavern
Age — 25 Sex — Female
S 14
I 25
HPV 22
CDF 3

St 18(+1) D 39(+2)
W 20
E 36
CEL 2
OCV 3
Height 63"

A 80(+4) C 55(+3)
Em 27
Ap 95
DCV 8
Weight 108lbs.

Expertise EL80 Roghsa, EL60 Donaran, EL3 Rhetoric,
EL4 Singing, EL8 Dancing, EL4 Musician, EL5 Acting,
EL6 City Survival, EL40 Deftness, EL4 Fighting Dagger,
EL6 Throwing Dagger, EL40 Disguise Artist.
A Roghsa peasant, Bha’lira was sold by her father (at
the age of seven) to pay back debts. At the age of thirteen,
her owner sold her to a Pelaran slaver for a large profit.
She served as the slaver’s house servant for three years. At
the age of sixteen, he placed her on the block in Pelara.
After spirited bidding, she was purchased by Duke Salin,
brother of the Prince of Pelara. For a year she served him.
At the end of this time, Salin’s varied tastes required a
novel amusement. He pretended to fall madly in love with
Bha’lira and continually begged her to marry him. After
six weeks, she came to believe him. When he was sure
that he had her, he gave her to a local thug as payment
for services rendered. Some six months later, the thug sold
her to the House of Saffron, headquarters of the Pelaran
Thieves Guild. She passed her time there as a dancer and
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Bha’lira
entertainer. In time she came to know many members of
the guild, including Cas a’Loreis. When Cas fled Pelara.
she escaped with him. Since that time, she has served as
his agent.
Bha’lira has a learned hatred of all men. She considers
them to be despicable and perverse creatures. As they are
of use to her, she uses them. If they are not useful, she
treats them in a cold and humiliating fashion. At all times,
she has a cool, aloof demeanor that shields the fiery passion
and hatred that contort her soul. She has a burning desire
for vengeance against a world that has conspired to destroy
her.
In gaining her vengeance, Bha’lira operates with cunning
in pursuit of personal profit. Beyond a maternal fondness
for Sheba, the daughter of Rosa Taverner, she loves no one
more than the dream of her future independence. Currently
she supports Zocoul, Cas and Amur because they are the
surest path to her future freedom.

Expertise EL80 Caldan, EL80 Kazi, EL30 Donaran,
EL3 Mountain Survival, EL3 Badlands Survival, EL1 City
Survival, EL1 Rhetoric, EL2 Forest Survival, EL7 Scimitar, EL0 Tulwar, EL5 Fighting Dagger, EL0 Throwing Dagger, EL6 Bastard Sword, EL0 Great Sword, EL0
Broadsword, EL6 Horsemanship, EL1 Shield, EL4 Bow,
EL3 Light Lance.
Kiar is the son of a Sergeant Major in the Caldan Jewel
Guard. He had an entirely martial upbringing. At the age
of sixteen he earned a commission as an officer in the Jewel
Guard. Within a year he tired of this service and resigned,
much to his father’s chagrin. Since that time he has served
as a mercenary in many parts of the world. For the last
three years he has commanded his own company of Kazi
mercenaries in various parts of the world.
Before he dies, Kiar wishes to raise a company of 100
armored Kazi riders to serve as mercenaries. For the last
year, he has saved his profits in order to attain his goal.
Kiar is a stoic, taciturn and unemotional warrior. He
despises the soft life that is led in civilized areas and will
have nothing to do with overly-civilized people. He believes
that any man that cannot survive in the wild is dirt. A man
does not speak to dirt.
Except in training and in combat, Kiar is lax with his
men. He prefers to settle disputes in the Kazi manner, dagger to dagger. Unless the actions of his men reflect poorly
on Kiar, or the company as a whole, they are free to do as
they wish. If this causes his man to get into trouble, Kiar
supports him against anyone. if any of his men are attacked,
he will always rise to their defense, unless the antagonist is
his employer.
Rosa Taverner, Owner of the Festering Fox Tavern
in Pina.
Age — 38 Sex — Female
S8
I 24
HPV 14
CDF 2

St 16(+1) D 10
W 16
E 20
CEL 2
OCV 3
Height 60"

A 12
C 30(+1)
Em 12
Ap 48
DCV 2
Weight 108lbs.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL20 Read and Write
Donaran, EL25 Moneylender, EL0 Singer, EL5 Carrying,
EL4 City Survival, EL2 Dancing, EL1 Fighting Dagger,
EL0 Throwing Dagger, EL2 Hill Survival.
Rosa is the daughter of an itinerant miner from Pina. At
the age of fifteen (1077), tired of being a pack mule, she
ran away to the “big” city Mordara. There she met a travelling merchant and became his wife. When her husband
was killed by bandits (1089), she returned to Pina with her
young daughter Sheba. She eked out a living as a food
merchant and moneylender. When Zocoul come to town,
she helped him establish himself out of charity. Within a
year, he broke her business and drove her into the street.
Kiar Bara, Mercenary Captain, Bloodsman of the
For her daughter’s sake, she accepted his offer of a loan, at
Shamira, Ensign of the Caldan Jewel Guard,
40% monthly interest, to purchase the Festering Fox Tavretired
Age — 31 Sex — Male ern from its owner. (Since then, the original 20GC debt
S 28(+1) St 59(+3) D 19(+1) A 30(+1) C 28(+1)
has grown to 30GC. She has no chance of ever repaying
I 10
W 24
E5
Em 20
Ap 8
the debt while the bandits and Zocoul rule Pina.) Because
HPV 29 CEL 8
OCV 12
DCV 10
of this debt, the bandits have free reign in her establishment
CDF 3
Height 70"
Weight 210lbs.
and she was forced to hire Bha’lira.
NOTE — Bara has an EL4 Fighting Dagger enhanced for
Rosa is an honorable woman whose old wanderlust has
hit chance and damage plus, i.e. −4 to attack roll, +2WSB. been refined into a hard core of pragmatism. She cares for
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her daughter’s survival and future above all else. Normally
she is witty and gregarious. The current situation in Pina
has placed a strain on her normal personality. She often
seems quite nervous and agitated.
Rosa was forced to hire Bha’lira, who she calls “the Ice
Goddess”. Her opinion of her has softened, with time, due
to Bha’lira’s obvious concern for Sheba’s welfare. Currently,
she almost likes Bha’lira.
Rosa is secretly employed by Bersan the Ironmonger as
an informant about Zocoul and bandit activities in Pina.
She makes her reports to his local mine manager when the
opportunity arises. Her main goals in life are to see Zocoul
dead, to end the bandits’ reign in Pina, to see Kashan replaced and to secure a good match for her daughter Sheba.
NOTE — Sheba has an Appearance of 60. She wishes to
become a dancer like Bha’lira. Both Rosa and Bha’lira oppose this goal.
Zocoul the Trader, Owner of Zocoul’s Market, Cas
a’Loreis’ agent in Pina, Convicted Felon
Age — 37 Sex — Male

S 10
I 60
HPV 16
CDF 2

St 28(+1) D 12
W 36
E 48
CEL 1
OCV 2
Height 63"

A 15
C 26(+1)
Em 20
Ap 30
DCV 1
Weight 126lbs.

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL60 Donaran dialect
(Salaqi), EL45 Jeweler, EL50 Moneylender, EL40 Herbalist, EL7 Rhetoric, EL25 Deftness, EL0 Mace, EL30 Trailing, EL8 City Survival, EL6 Underground I Survival, EL4
Hill Survival, EL80 Sign Language, EL2 Actor, EL3 Fighting Dagger, EL0 Throwing Dagger.
NOTE — Zocoul always carries a fighting dagger and a
sap, i.e. a leather club filled with lead balls that is designed
to incapacitate an enemy instead of killing him.
Zocoul was born to an important family of jewelers in
Pelara. Early in his career, he came to know the thieves of
Pelara. He was intrigued by the profits that they made for
him and the danger of their lives. Since the age of 24 he has
dealt almost exclusively in illegal goods. At the age of 30
he was caught with a diamond that had been stolen from
Duke Actin of Pelara. He was convicted and sent to Fortress
Mordara in 1093. After three months at hard labour he
bought his freedom with a substantial bribe. Since that
time he has operated out of Pina, serving the needs of the
bandits and Cas a’Loreis.
Zocoul’s one concern in life is profit. On the outside he
is an effervescent, devil may care trader with a marvellous
sense of humor. Beneath this facade, he is a snake that
will do anything in order to hoard wealth and destroy his
enemies. His fatal flaw lies in his greed. As in Pelara, he
can be maneuvered into throwing caution to the wind if he
stands to make a large enough profit.
Zocoul despises people that threaten him or stand between him and the realization of his goals. When these
obstacles arise, he launches a subtle, clever and vicious attack on his enemies. The attack continues until the obstacle
is destroyed or until it ceases to be a problem. 1n his mind,
pity and honor are both foolish, unprofitable concepts. He is
currently dedicated to the realization of Cas aâLoreis’ master plan for the Unified Thieves Guild of Donara. When
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it succeeds, he will be a national fence. His profits will be
immense.
Finally, Zocoul loves to argue and haggle over prices. He
believes that his victory in these mental skirmishes proves
his superiority over lesser men.
NOTE — If Zocoul figures in an adventure the Referee
must take care to play him in an intelligent and cunning
manner. He is resourceful and deadly. He is not likely to
fall for any but the cleverest of strategms. He has been in
the business of laying, and avoiding, traps for over twenty
years. He is no one’s fool.
Kerainn The Handyman, Gardener at House
a’Loreis, Assassin
Age — 30 Sex — Male

S 35(+2)
I 50
HPV 25
CDF 3

St 49(+2) D 80(+4)
W 30
E 15
CEL 6
OCV 13*
Height 79"

A 29(+1) C 15
Em 45
Ap 33
DCV 11
Weight 198lbs.

* EL10 Assassin. He also has Dark Sight as a Special Attribute. Determine the factors that apply as specified in
Book One.
Expertise EL10 Assassin, EL80 L’p’nth, EL60
Donaran, EL30 Marentian, EL55 Trailing, EL8 Climbing, EL5 Swimming, EL80 Deftness, EL4 Hill Survival,
EL1 Forest Survival, EL10 Desert Survival, EL13 City
Survival, EL2 Badlands Survival, EL5 Plains Survival,
EL3 Rhetoric, EL50 Disguise Artist, EL1 Actor, EL25
Herbalist, EL10 Horsemanship, EL5 Fighting Dagger,
EL7 Throwing Dagger, EL6 Hand to Hand, EL6 Sword,
EL9 Bow, EL2 Scimitar, EL8 Tulwar.
Kerainn is the third son in a family that have been assassins for six generations. From the age of three to the age of
eighteen he was trained to be an assassin. For seven years
after this initial training, he was a successful and valuable
assassin for the guild. In his twenty-fifth year he met, and
fell in love with, a noblewoman. She convinced him to reveal secrets of the guild. She then used these secrets to
attack the guild, which had killed her father. When she
was taken by the Guild she was “persuaded” to reveal the
identity of her informant. Since then, Kerainn has been a
homeless, hunted man. After three years of travel, he met
Cas a’Loreis (Soon after landing in Pelara). He has served
Cas ever since because of a favor that Cas did him at that
time.
Normally, Kerainn is a talkative, friendly and charming
man. His weakness lies in the excessive romanticism that he
views women with. He is a firm believer in perfect beauty.
The prettier a woman is, he feels, the more beautiful must
be her soul. This attitude has often been his downfall.
Conversely, when Kerainn is hunting a victim his training
takes hold. He becomes a cold machine, totally devoid of
emotion. In any situation where his physical skills come
into play, he is merciless and deadly. Once given a task, he
works at accomplishing it until it is done — no matter how
long it takes. Only his death will ever prevent him from
seeking the death of his target.
Continuing the paradox, Kerainn is extremely chivalrous.
He has a pronounced aversion to people that enjoy inflicting
needless pain. He will not, through his own inaction, allow
any man to hurt a woman. His response to cads of this ilk
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is quick, violent and often fatal. (If he is assigned a woman
as a target, he is somewhat perturbed but he will kill her
anyway. First and foremost, he is a dedicated professional.)
Kerainn is completely loyal to Cas a’Loreis. He will obey
any command the Cas gives him, short of taking his own
life. He has a pronounced hatred for Ghoi Caldo and is in
love with Bha’lira.

EL1 Mountain Survival, EL1 City Survival, EL40 Carrying.
Ghoi is a cruel, sadistic and stupid bully. At a young age
he was accepted for training in the Caldan Dagger Legion.
Before he could be commissioned, he was cashiered for a
brutal incident at a local tavern. After this disgrace, he left
Caldo.
Since his disgrace, Ghoi has been a bandit, hired thug and
Ardain The Jeweler, Jeweler to the Elite in
a killer. Since meeting Cas a’Loreis in Pelara, he has served
Mordara, Unwilling ally of Cas a’Loreis
Age — 42 Sex — Male as his hired muscle. He enjoys inflicting pain, more so when
the victim is weak and helpless. He happily pummels and
S 19(+1) St 24(+1) D 60(+3) A 48(+2) C 36(+2)
maims people that Cas wishes to feel his displeasure.
I 28
W 10
E 33
Em 21
Ap 44
Ghoi fears Kerainn greatly. He wishes him dead, due to
HPV 20 CEL 5
OCV 7
DCV 10
an incident where Kerainn caught him beating a woman
CDF 2
Height 69"
Weight 166lbs.
and almost killed him. (He also wants to be Cas’ number
Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL60 Read and Write one enforcer and knows that, whatever Cas says, he never
Donaran, EL75 Thief, EL50 Trailing, EL60 Jeweler, EL40 will be while Kerainn lives).
Artist, EL4 Rhetoric, EL8 Musician, EL10 Carrying, EL7 Asteria Finvarian, Great Grand-daughter of
Climbing, EL60 Deftness, EL2 Fighting Dagger, EL5 Finvarra, Lady of the High Court, High Magician
Sword, EL7 City Survival, EL2 Hill Survival, EL35 Lock- of the Sidh, Queen of the Elves of Mordara
smith.
Age — 31* Sex — Female
Ardain is the heir of the last Grand Master of the old S 6
St 14
D 80(+4) A 68(+3) C 48(+2)
W 45
E 40
Em 92
Ap 85
Northern Guild. His early education was spent learning the I 32
DCV 11
family trades: jewelry and theft. When his family was ex- HPV 17 CEL 4 OCV 4
CA 148
ecuted by the Caldans, he managed to survive (1082) and MEL 13 EL 6
CDF
6
Height
66"
Weight 106lbs.
start a legitimate business as a Jeweler. Until Cas arrived in
*
Her
equivalent
maturity
in
Human
years. In gross time,
Mordara (1098) he happily maintained this front, occasionshe
has
lived
for
about
600
human
years.
ally engaging in a challenging theft for his own amusement.
Ardain is a proud, personable and somewhat haughty
Expertise Sidh Magician, All Sidh Magic spells, All Genman. He is stubborn and potentially violent when he beeral Skills, EL80 Elf Sidh, EL80 Faerry Sidh, EL80 Tongue
lieves that his rights have been threatened. At most other
of the Sidh, EL60 Elder Tongue, EL60 Donaran, EL18
times he is quite charming.
Musician, EL12 Singer, EL80 Sign Language, EL4 Elven
Ardain is an intelligent man who is something of a physiSword, EL15 Horsemanship, EL13 Hill Survival, EL13 Forcal coward. When he is threatened, and he feels inadequate
est Survival, EL76 Forester, EL80 Herbalist, EL12 Healer,
to defend himself, his morale is shattered. He will do anyEL17 Dancer, EL80 Jeweler, EL10 Elven Bow, EL2 Fightthing to avoid certain death, in hopes of later escape or
ing Spear, EL8 Throwing Spear.
revenge. He serves Cas because of a death threat delivered
As a great grand-daughter of Finvarra, King of the Elves,
in his bed chamber one night by Kerainn. He has no idea
Asteria has an impeccable bloodline and ranks high among
who his night visitor was but he knows that, one on one, he
her people (Station 10). She is a gentle person with a fondwould die if he fought him.
ness for most races and a great pride in her own. Since she
Ardain wishes to destroy Cas a’Loreis and rebuild the
was chosen to be Queen, in the human year 1032, she has
Northern Guild under his own leadership. He takes no acdevoted herself to the protection of the Mordaran commution towards this goal out of fear for his life. If a situation
nity from any enemies that could assail it.
arises where he can work against Cas without his personal
Granting the total superiority of the Elf, Asteria is fond
safety being on the line, he will. His only other current
of other Elder Races and some human cultures. She has
goal is to break into the secret chamber of Baron Doran, in
travelled extensively and has come to know much of the
Fortress Mordara, and loot its treasures. He has been gathMiddle World. She is usually kind and helpful to those
ering maps, and other information, for such an adventure
that seek her aid, unless they approach her in an arrogant
for more than two years.
or ignorant fashion. She despises people that operate on
the basis of arrogance, ignorance or prejudice and will have
Ghoi Caldo, Thug, Manager of the Silver Tusk
nothing to do with them. if persons that she has refused
Inn, Devoted Sadist
Age — 26 Sex — Male are overly insistent, her anger can be quite violent.
S 88(+4) St 13
D 14
A 2(−1) C 56(+3)
Though essentially a kind, intelligent and gentle person,
I5
W 20
E 14
Em 7
Ap 10
Asteria will impose severe penalties on those that violate
HPV 40 CEL 7 OCV 11 DCV 6
the sanctity of her realm without cause. If convinced of the
CDF 4
Height 83"
Weight 266lbs.
justness of the cause, and impressed by the general attitude
of the trespassers, she will set aside these penalties and may
Expertise EL80 Caldan, EL30 Donaran, EL3 Sword, help them in some way.
EL4 Shield, EL4 Mace, EL2 Hand to Hand, EL1 TrackFinally, the actions and prejudices of the current Mord
ing, EL2 Flail, EL0 Hammer, EL6 Club, EL4 Short Sword, have led to repeated violations of the Vale of Death. They
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have also led to the death of many Elves, including Asteria’s
younger brother. This has led her to place a stern judgment
on the village of Mordara. For a full year her blight has
diminished their harvest. Unless she changes her mind, she
will soon order a full scale attack on the village by the
Mordaran Elves. Finn Starseeker, her nephew and court
favorite, will lead this assault.

8.13.8 The Basic Adventure

Mt. Stanus is the shortest of the brothers. It is a craggy,
steep tor honeycombed with caves and caverns. lts elevation
is 7400 feet above sea level.
Mt. Alerius is the most imposing of the brothers. It is
tall and steep, with sheer and deadly slopes. Its elevation
is about 8700 feet above sea level and it is not believed to
contain any major caves and caverns. By far, it is the most
mysterious and dreaded of the brothers — because little is
known of it and its appearance is the most imposing.

The adventure that is fully detailed in this book is the
Search for the Harp of Alirin. Through tavern gossip, a
search through old journals, etc. (depending on the composition of the party) the party has learned of the harp and
the legend of the Mage Alirin. They were intrigued. intent
Concerned Characters
on finding the harp, they travelled to Mordara.

The Characters that are fully detailed in the Local Characters section can all play a part in the Harpquest. The
The Mage Alirin lived from 867 to 934. He was born in Count wants to own the harp. Bersan wants to obtain it to
E’lici, a realm that was conquered by the Don Host between give it to the Count, and is using the quest to test the skills
890 and 900. With its total destruction, he fled to the north. of potential agents. Finn wants to obtain it to soothe AsAfter a year of wandering, he settled in the Vale of Death teria’s anger and prevent the Rape of Mordara. Cavia does
with the permission of Queen Moriana of the Elves.
not want the harp but she is the only person that knows the
As time passed, Alirin’s power and reputation grew. He best way to approach the tomb and the secrets that guard
became known as a kindly man with great knowledge and its vault. Valerian is interested only because he does not
power. The power and beauty of his songs were exception- want it to go anywhere. Its evening song is one of the great
ally noted. Moved by his talent, Queen Moriana gave him pleasures of his life. Depending on how he is handled, he
the Harp of the Wind, a divine artifact reputedly crafted can be a great help or a major hinderance to any party that
by Dagda (God of Bards, Lord of Eloquence) himself. With tries to obtain the harp.
the aid of this tool, music soared through the vale bringing
pleasure to all that was good and driving the creatures of
evil into the dark ravine of the Three Brothers.
In 934 Alirin, now an old man, tired of mortal existence.
With the Don Host approaching the north, after their defeat
of Salaq, be determined that it was time for him to die. The Mysteries of the Harp
With Moira, his young apprentice, he entered the Ravine
of the Three Brothers, harp in hand. Three months later The Harp of Alirin is a Special item. It is MEL20/EL10
in all of its abilities. It has the power to use Peace, Create
Moira returned without Alirin or the Harp.
Music and Banish Kotothi creatures. For any of these spells
NOTE — As an aftermath of A lirin’s death, a grieving to be used, the user of the harp must be a magic-user and
Moriana closed the vale in his memory. All settlers are a trained musician.
banned from its hallowed ground on pain of death. Repeated
As a liability, the harp plays its evening song, without
efforts to subvert this ban, by the humans of Mordara, have
led to naught. Since Moriana’s departure, Asteria has con- any outside aid, every night at dusk. This song cannot
tinued the ban in her honor, and in honor of the legendary be prevented without dispelling the magical attributes of
the harp. Its effect will lead to an automatic encounter for
Alirin.
any party that carries it, every night. Returning through
the Ravine of the Three Brothers, this may create a major
The Three Brothers
obstacle for the party as they must spend at least one night
These are three mountains located four miles northeast of
in the ravine before they can reach the Vale of Death.
the Vale of Death. They form a closed triangle around a
small, reasonably fertile, plateau. This plateau, and the
ascent to the Tomb of Alirin, can only be reached through
the Ravine of the Three Brothers. (The ravine is believed
to be infested by the evil Kotothi creatures that Alirin drove
out of the Elven lands. At least one strong band of these 8.13.9 Beginning the Adventure
creatures haunts this dark, winding and rocky passage.)
The Three Brothers are Mt. Martus, Mt. Stanus and Mt. Special Encounter Areas
Alerius. Martus is the tallest of the three. It is a wide-based
mountain with relatively gentle, easily climbable slopes. lts Certain parts of the county are noted as the residences of
crest is 9200 feet above sea level. It is believed to contain particular forces. The rules and tables that follow can be
many caverns.
used instead of the basic encounter charts for these areas.
The Legend of Alirin
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The Vale of Death
Base Encounter Chance
Day

Creature
01–09

Human
10

The Ravine of the Three Brothers
Base Encounter Chance
Day

None
11–100

Creature
01–10

None
36–100

Creature
01–25

Night

Creature
01–34
Day

Roll
01–15
16–26
27–40
41–60

Human
35

Human
11–15

None
16–100

Night

Night

Creature
Roll Creature
Animals, Deer
01–15 Fay Horse
Animals, Boar
16–25 Cu Sith
Animals, Horse
26–40 Cait Sith
Animals,
41–45 Searbhani
Antelope
61–66 Animals, Bear
46–70 Elf
67–75 Animals, Eagle
71–90 Tonah
76–85 Animals, Hawk
91–99 Animal Den*
86–100 Animals, Falcon
100
Peist
* An animal den encounter indicates that the party finds
the resting place of one or more animals. Roll on the
day chart to determine the type of animal. Roll as specified in the animal’s description to determine the number
found.
NOTE — If Elves are encountered there are 2D6 of them
mounted on Fay Horses. All of them have 2D6 Elven Arrows, an Elven Bow, Elven Sword and Elven Ringmail.
They are guarding the vale. They will warn humans that
are encountered to leave immediately. If they don’t the Elves
will attack to kill. Any Searbhani or Peist that is encountered will operate under the same conditions. Cait Sith will
try to trick, mislead and annoy the party. Fay Horses will
flee them. Cu Sith will attack after baying to call 2D6 Elves
to the attack. If this occurs, the Elves will arrive in 1D6+2
turns.
Other creatures that are encountered are not automatically hostile to Humans. The party’s actions will decide
their reaction. If conflict arises, there is a 50% chance that
it will draw Elves to the spot in 2D10 turns.

Human
26–30

Day

None
31–100
Night

Roll
01–15
16–30

Creature
Animal, Bear
Animal, Wolf

Roll
01–10
11–15

31–50
51–65
66–73
74–77
78–85
86–90
91–93
94–100

Animal, Boar
Great Ape
Animals, Hawk
Animals, Falcon
Animals, Eagle
Great Spider
Great Serpent
Animal, Goat

26–45
46–60
61–70
71–75
76–83
84–90
91–94
95
96–100

Creature
Animal Den
Trolls, Rock
Troll
Goblins
Cu Sidhe
Great Ape
Great Serpent
Dirailla’ta
Great Spider
Daoine Sidhe
Boabhan Sith
Tonah

NOTE — Animal Den has the same meaning as in the
Vale of Death. All non-tonah, non-animal encounters are
automatically hostile to the party, unless it contains a Kotothi Shaman. They will make every effort to kill or capture
the party if they can.
If goats are encountered, a roll of 1–3 on 1D10 indicates
that they are domestic. If so, they belong to Valerian. There
is a 40% chance that Valerian is in sight of them when
the encounter occurs. If goats are encountered in a den at
night, there is no chance that they are domestic. Valerian
is never encountered in the ravine at night, unless some
special circumstance causes him to follow a party after they
have gained the harp.
If the Referee wrishes to precisely detail the residents of
the ravine the major forces are:
A) A family of eight Rock Trolls.
B) A tribe of 120 Goblins.
C) A large cave in the ravine is the den for 12 male, and
24 female, Great apes. The cave is also the home of two
Great Serpents. One is a large female, the other is a
male.
D) Somewhere in the ravine there is a Daoine Sidhe Castle that contains Daoine Sidhe, Baobhan Sith and Cu
Sidhe. The master of this castle considers himself to be
the lord of the ravine in all ways.

Eastern Mordara
Human encounters in the eastern half of the county are restricted to a limited number of motivation types. No * encounters, for numbers, should occur. If one is rolled, re-roll.
For the basic motivations, the Referee should apply the following table depending on the number of humans that are
found.
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1
Herder
Explorer
Patrolmen

Number
1D6
Explorers
Bandits
Hunters

Found
2D6
Bandits
Hunters
Miners

2D10
Patrolmen
Bandits
Animal
Drive
8+9
Miner
Patrolmen Settlement* Peasants
10
Adventurer Adventurers Caravan
Miners
* A Settlement consists of 2D6 family dwellings. The total
number of people that are present equals the number of buildings times 1D3+3. As a general rule, 25% of the residents
are men, 25% are women and the remainder are young and
elderly. The Referee can assign other residents. i.e. travellers,
animals, etc, as he sees fit.
Roll
1
2+3
4–7

Western Mordara
Western Mordara has the normal range of encounters, with
the following exception:
Any human encounter that occurs on the road, at night,
has a 30% chance of being Bandits before the normal motivations and numbers are rolled. If bandits are encountered
on this roll, 2D6 bandits are found. There is a 10% chance
that the group is led by Amur Staker. If so, they are all
armed with bows in addition to normal melee weapons. All
are mounted and have a CEL of 4, except for Amur Staker
whose CEL is higher. At least four of the bandits, including Amur, will be wearing black silk face masks when the
encounter occurs.
NOTE — The chance listed above applies to all roadways
at night. The influence of the bandits in County Mordara
is, to say the least, pervasive.
Valerian’s Plateau
In the play of this scenario, it would be beneficial for the
Referee to treat the plateau as something of a safe haven,
due to the influence of Valerian and the dangers that the
party must face in reaching the harp. This should be a place
where they can rest, plan and prepare in relative safety. The
only human encounter on this plateau is Valerian. The only
creatures that are commonly encountered are:
Roll

Creature

Roll

Creature

1
Animals, Eagle
7
Animals, Hawk
2
Animals, Goat
8
Animals, Falcon
3+4
Animals, Goat*
9
Valerian’s Dog
5+6
Animals, Wolf**
10
Tonah
* Domestic goats, the property of Valerian. There is a
40% chance that he is in sight of them when they are
encountered.
** Until Valerian’s arrival the plateau was called the
Valley of the Wolves. If the Referee wishes to expand the
challenge of the scenario, he may take this into account
and create extensive wolf clans in various sections of the
plateau.
NOTE — I f, as Referee, you do not wish this to be a
safe haven, the human encounters are as stated for Eastern
Mordara. Any herder encountered is Valerian. The creature encounters are as specified for the Ravine of the Three
Brothers, adding five to your roll, before any other modifier
is applied.
IMPORTANT — Physically, Valerian’s Plateau is
about 1/2 a mile wide by two miles long. The ravine
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enters from the southwest. To the south and east
of the plateau is Mt. Martus. To the west is Mt.
Stanus. To the north, merging with Mt. Stanus
in the west and almost reaching Mt. Martus in
the east, is Mt. Alerius. The eastern face of Mt.
Martus, which must be climbed to reach the tomb,
is reached through a small, maze-like, ravine that
goes between Mt. ALerius and Mt. Martus. Valerian’s cabin is located a mile and a half away from
the ravine of the Three Brothers on the slopes of
Mt. Alerius, i.e. the plateau floor directly beneath
this mountain.
Caves And Caverns
The underground areas of Mt. Martus and Mt. Stanus are
populated by the normal range of underground creatures.
At the highest point of Mt. Martus there is a Roc aerie and
the home of a family of Norggen. Farther down the slope,
on the east face, is the entrance to a Dwarf city of unknown
size.
The caverns of Mt. Stanus are avoided by the wise. They
contain large tribes of Kotothi creatures. Nothing that is
good dwells there.
Mt. Alerius does not have any caves or caverns in it, except for minor, shallow caves that may be used by animals.
Its only large, underground feature is the tomb itself.
NOTE — If the Referee wishes to use these underground
areas, he must diagram them himself. The information
above will allow you to create encounters should the Players
choose the wrong mountain. They do not form a major part
of the scenario in any other case.
The only human that knows everything about the Three
Brothers, and the residents of their caverns, is Valerian. It
is possible that, should the party allow him to know their
goal, he will try to trick them into going into the caverns
of Mt. Stanus instead of climbing Mt. Alerius. If they
discover his duplicity, he will be ashamed and will aid them
if he is not attacked. If they don ’t, he will lead them into
the caverns and lose them before he gets in too close to the
lairs of the residents.

8.13.10 The Adventure
The following section details the basic flow of the Harpquest
adventure. It also includes the basic structures that are important to this adventure, where they are first important.
The Referee should use the adventure flow portion of this
section as a guide only. He must feel free to change any portion of it that does not fit the actual scenario that evolves
through the Players’ actions.
Beginning
The adventure starts in the Silver Tusk Inn at 7PM on
March 3, 1100. The party is seated around a table in the
center of the barroom. The tusk’s normal staff is present.
There are nine other customers in the barroom. Three are
armed with daggers. The other customers are unarmed.
The basic events of the night are:
A) At 7:30PM a Kazi mercenary enters the barroom. He
goes to the bar. When he is refused service, he begins a
loud argument. Ghoi Caldo and his two bouncers move
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from the corner table by the bar and attack him. If the
party intervenes, Ghoi will back down. The Kazi will
thank the party and ask how he may repay his debt. If
the party mentions the harp, the Kazi will take them
to his Captain. Through the Captain, they will gain a
private audience with Count Mord. Mord will employ
them to seek the harp in his name.
If Mord is the party’s patron, they will have access to
any weapons and cheap armor that they desire, up to a
value of five gold coins each. lt is theirs to keep if they
succeed.
If the party does not aid the Kazi, they may not have
Mord as their patron in this endeavor. (Unless the Referee determines that their subsequent actions lead them
to such patronage.)
B) At 9:40PM a cloaked figure with a harp enters the barroom. He will move to a corner table and begin to play
a ballad about the legend of Alirin. Within a minute,
a bouncer will begin yelling at him to get out. After
obviously fighting to control himself, the harpist will
leave.
If the party follows the harpist, he will lead them out
of Mordara, over a rise, to a small field. By the time
that they get there, he will be removing his cloak and
packing it on the back of a Fay Horse stallion. He is in
Elven Scalemail. On the horse is an Elven Sword, Elven
Bow and 20 Elven Arrows. If the party hails him, he
will mount and wait for them. If they approach silently,
or with weapons drawn, he will ride off.
The harpist is Finn Starseeker. If contact is made, he
will try to talk the party into seeking the harp for him —
to save the village of Mordara from certain destruction.
If they agree, he will tell them where to find Cavia’s
cave. If not, he will leave.
If the party does not follow Finn, he cannot become
their patron for the adventure.
C) At 12:35AM a drunken ironmonger will approach the
party, trying to strike up a conversation. If the Players
buy him a drink, he will sit down and talk. If they ask
him about the harp, he will recite the legend and tell
them that his boss (Bersan) could help. If the party
seizes on this, the ironmonger will tell them how to get
to the villa and will promise to tell Bersan that they
are coming. If they go, Bersan will meet them. If they
agree to seek the harp for him, he will give them an old
map that shows the route to Valerian’s plateau and a
scroll that indicates that the tomb must be in one of
the three mountains. He will also give them a 10GC
down payment for their services.
If the party does not make friends with the Ironmonger,
they will not gain Bersan as a patron (Except as specified
for this case for Mord in A above.)
D) Nothing further happens. If the party has not gained a
patron in one of the cases above, they will have no patron unless their actions allow them to gain one. They
must seek the harp on their own.

the recent past. The Silver Tusk is managed by Ghoi Caldo
and owned by Cas a’Loreis. Its normal staff includes a
bartender, cook, two serving wenches, 1D3 Scale-mail armored bouncers in the barroom, one Bouncer in the theater and one bouncer on the second floor landing. There
are also 1D6 musicians and 1D3+1 female entertainers in
the evening. Whether any Characters are present at a given
time is left to the discretion of the Referee. In the basement,
the staff includes a Kennel Master, two game officials (when
the arena is in use) and, in the secret area, 2D6 thugs.
NOTE — Each square in these maps is ten feet from side
to side.
The major rooms in the inn are:
1) Barroom The barroom is 40’ by 30’. The western
half is crowded with tables and chairs. The middle of the
western wall has a doorless opening that leads into the theater area. In the southern wall are doors that lead to the
Kitchen and, behind the bar, the Main Office. In the northeast corner of the room is an oak table with three chairs.
This is the manager’s private table. On the eastern wall is
an eighteen foot long shelf that contains bottles, bar-related
equipment and other goods. In front of the shelf are five
barrels that contain various grades of beer and ale. Ten
feet from the eastern wall is a long, oak bar with six stools
to the west of it. Between the bar and the east wall is a
trapdoor that leads to the storage area in the basement.
2) Theater A square room that is crowded with tables. It
has staircases in either corner of the southern wall and a 10’
by 20’ stage on its western wall. Beyond these details, the
door to the first floor rooms is in the center of the southern
wall. Every seven feet along the south and east sections of
the room are handsomely carved pillars that support the
boxes that overhang the theater floor. The entertainments
of the Silver Tusk theater are well-attended by the common
citizens of Mordara.
4) Guest Rooms Simple 10’ by 12’ rooms with a bed
and clothes cabinet. Both items are old, poorly maintained,
pieces of furniture. The bed is more than likely to be bugridden. The rooms may have rats.
5) Guard Quarters A 10’ by 10’ guest room used to
house the night guard. It has a chair, clothes cabinet and a
bed. The items are in good condition and well-maintained.
The room is usually occupied by at least one guard.
6) Outhouse A two-stall commode that is used as a sanitary facility. It is a poorly constructed wooden building
that stands over an eight foot deep slit trench. The contents of the trench should be obvious.

7) Kitchen On the northern wall is the door to the barroom. In the eastern corner of the southern wall is a door
that leads outside. On the eastern and southern walls are
cabinets that contain various dried goods, spices, etc. In
the northeast corner of the room is a working table with
three chairs. Various joints of meat, other foods, carving
The Silver Tusk Inn
knives and utensils may be on this table when it comes into
The only inn in Mordara. Every other inn has either been play. On the western wall is the hearth. To north and south
driven out of business of has “acidentally” burned down in of it are barrels of water (used in cooking). Slightly east of
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The Silver Tusk Inn Ground Level, it’s Barn, and Ardain’s Delight (Corner of the Great Road and Castle Avenue)
the hearth is a 4’ by 8’ rug. The rug covers the trapdoor
that leads to the Boar Pit in the Basement.
8) Main Office The door leading to the barroom is in
the eastern corner of the north wall. A Record File sits on
the north wall. It contains the bar’s records and is locked
with an EL40 lock. On the south wall is a wooden chest,
bound in metal, on a small table. This contains the bank
for the night’s operations. If pilfered, it will have 3D10SC
in various types of coins. In the southeast corner of the
room is a vulgar statue of no importance. Describe it as
you will. On the eastern wall is a couch, well-padded and
somewhat luxurious. On the western wall is the manager’s
desk. Various trinkets may be in or on it. It will not have
any papers, writing materials or other like items near it.
The Barn A separate building used to house animals belonging to patrons of the Silver Tusk. The stable charge is
1BB per night to watch the animal or 1CC per night to
watch it and take care of it. The contents of the barn are
stalls, haypiles, a couple of water barrels, etc. In the tack
room are various tools for riding, caring for the animals and
fixing various items. (Hammers, nails, reins, leather awls,
etc).

The Silver Tusk Inn Second Floor

4) Meeting Room This room is used for meetings between Cas, Ghoi and persons not privy to any part of Cas’
organization. It is primarily used for conducting inn business. On the west and east walls are liquor cabinets. In
the center of the room is a large table that is surrounded
Second Floor
by chairs. The large chair to the south, opposite the door
Both staircases lead to a corridor. On the north wall of the in the north wall, is the chair of Cas a’Loreis. Other chairs
corridor are three doors. The eastern one leads to another are taken by whoever gets to them first.
corridor. The others lead into theater boxes that overlook
the first floor. In the middle of the south wall is a door that 6) Manager’s Suite The private rooms of Ghoi Caldo.
leads to the fancier Guest Rooms. These rooms average 12’ The western section is a living room area. On the north
by 15’. In addition to the features of the first floor rooms, wall is a large couch and table. On the east wall is a chair
they contain an extra cabinet and a desk or a desk and a and a corridor opening into the bedroom area. On the west
wall is a five foot high, metal bound, wooden cabinet that
couch.
Ghoi uses for his money, spare weapons, etc. To the south is
1) Theater Boxes The small boxes have two seats each. an oak bar, plush barstools, a long shelf containing various
The large boxes have five seats in two rows, two in the front potables and four barrels of Caldan Ale.
The bedroom area contains Ghoi’s overlarge bed, a couch,
and three behind.
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two clothes cabinets on the western wall and a thick
Cerulean rug that covers the entire floor. On the southern wall is a heavy wooden door that leads to the room of
Ghoi’s current mistress. It is locked and he has the only key.
The cabinets on the southern wall contain various types of
torture devices, weapons, fetters and other like implements.

2) Kennel Master The private office of the Kennel Master. The door is in the north wall. The cabinet on the
north wall contains bandages, herbs, and other materials.
The cabinet on the east wall contains scrolls about Dog
Husbandry. The shelf in the southwest corner contains implements used in controlling canines, i.e. whips, leashes, etc.
The bed towards the west wall is a surgical table that is used
3) Owner’s Office The private office of Cas a’Loreis. to perform minor operations on wounded hounds. The desk
The door is on the northern wall. To the west of it is a glass- is a common one with a simple chair. It contains personal
doored cabinet. On the western wall is a shelf that holds property, the kennel records and the ancestry records of
various potables and miscellaneous items. In the corners of the various hounds that the Kennel Master cares for, i.e.
the southern wall are two statues. Between the statues is an Wolffang out of Sheba by Wolfbane, etc.
ornately carved, oak desk with a throne-like chair behind it.
In front of the desk is a low, poorly-padded but large, chair 3) Boar Pen Each boar pen has a 75% chance of having
that is commonly used by Ghoi Caldo. On the eastern wall a large boar in it. The boar will attack anyone that enters
is a plush couch, heavily-padded and luxurious. No secret the pen. It is totally wild.
records are kept here.
4) Kennel The Kennel contains 2D6 Dog II who are
trained to kill. They attack anyone that enters the Ken5) The Vault The vault contains detailed records of
nel who is not with the Kennel Master. In the middle of
the inn’s business, cabinets that contain surplus capital
the north wall there is a secret passage. It can be found
and other records related to the legitimate enterprises of
with a roll of Em×3 if the observer has a full turn to look
Cas a’Loreis. The average wealth that is in this room is
for it. It leads to the secret are of the basement.
D100SC.
5) Wines Wines are stored here in ceiling high racks that
contain various vintages, from the priceless Samal Valley
White to Mordaran Red.
6) Beer & Ale Storage The room contains kegs of beer
and ale. The west wall has a secret passage. The party
members will roll Em to find it if they are searching in the
right place. It is found by moving the barrel in front of it.
It is 2’ high and 3’ wide.
7) Torture Chamber In the center is a round hearth
with a 4’ diameter. On the west wall are two pairs of shackles. In the southwest corner is an Iron Maiden, a torture
device. In the southeast corner is a rack. Along the eastern
wall is a shelf containing pokers, whips, flails and other torture devices. On the eastern section of the northern wall is
a locked metal cabinet that contains various small weapons,
The Silver Tusk Inn Basement
i.e. weapons less than 24" long.
The Guard Station Passage opens up into a short corridor. The passage is 6’ tall and 2’ wide. The corridor is
The Basement
larger. At the end of the corridor, after its 90 degree turn,
1) The Boar Pit A sport’s arena specializes in boar- to the south, is a statue.
baiting (A sport where two or three dogs are set on a wild
8) Guard Station The door is on the eastern wall. Near
boar and the spectators bet on whether the dogs or the boar
the western wall is a desk. There is a 60% chance that an
will survive.) The pit is in the center of the room. The anarmed guard is at that desk. In the southeast corner of
imals enter it from the east, using a descending ramp, that
the room is a bench. In the middle of the south wall is
goes through a set of double doors, that cannot be opened
an opening to the torture chamber. In the north wall are
from the pit floor itself. The pit is eight feet in depth. It
solid metal doors that open into the cells. In the southwest
is surrounded by a two foot high wooden railing. On the
corner is a secret passage. Roll Em×2 to find it. If it is
eastern side of the pit, to either side of the entrance ramp,
found, roll Em+D to open it properly. (Unless you are a
are high-backed, elegant chairs on two foot high pedestals.
locksmith.)
In the northeast corner of the room is a ladder that leads
up to the Kitchen. Next to this ladder is a small desk and 9) Cell Each cell contains three cots. There are no other
chair where spectators are required to pay an admission fee furnishings.
of 1SC. In the middle of the east wall is the door to the
Kennel. On the other walls are rows of benches that are 10) Guard Lounge A rest area for the thugs that reside
used by the spectators. In the southeast corner of the room in this area. It contains two couches and a table with six
is a small stand where beer and ale are sold.
chairs.
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11) Manager’s Private Lounge Some of the prisoners
that are confined in the cells may be of personal interest to
Ghoi. When this is the case, he uses this room. It contains
a bed, shackles on the east wall, a clothes cabinet on the
west wall and a metal weapons cabinet on the south wall by
the door. The weapons cabinet contains whips, flails, etc.
Only seldomly does Ghoi have recourse to this room.
12) Barracks The sleeping quarters of the thugs that
work for Ghoi. Five beds line the western and southern
walls. On the eastern and northern wall are wooden lockers
that contain the personal clothing of the thugs. All other
personal possessions are kept in, or under, each thug’s bed.
In the eastern wall is a door that exits into the corridor. In
the northern wall is the door to the Armory.

Staker and Kerainn the Handyman. This can give the party
some insight into the best way to deal with Ghoi, Zocoul,
Bha’lira and Aliza — if expanded scenarios are played.)

8.13.11 Investigation
If the party has Finn Starseeker as a patron, investigation
is unnecessary. If they serve Bersan, they may choose to
bypass it and move on to Valerian’s plateau — following
the old map and hoping to find the right mountain once
they get there. If Mord is their patron, or they are on their
own, they have to ask the locals questions that will yield
the information that they need.
The type of questions that must be asked, and the difficulty that the Referee assigns to this effort, are left to the
Referee. The goal of the questioning is to garner valuable
information, specifically the route to Valerian’s Plateau or
the location of Cavia’s cave. In general, the best information source on the first subject is the shopkeeper Hosen. To
find the location of Cavia, peasant citizens must be questioned persuasively. Only the peasants that she heals, and
the Elves that are her friends, know where her cave is located.

13) Armory This armory contains the massed weaponry
of the a’Loreis faction. Its contents are used to supply his
thugs, the Mountain Bandit Gang and Zocoul’s Market.
The majority of the weapons present are items that have
been stolen from various travellers. If a party member loses
a weapon, piece of armor or shield to bandits, there is a
50% chance, per item, that it will find its way to this room.
Currently the room contains 3D10+10 items of equipment. NOTE — The Referee should vary the time that this phase
takes on the intelligence, cunning and wit of the questions
Ardain’s Delight
that the Players ask. If they are inventive in this process,
A jewelry store run by Ardain the Jeweler. He is the only they should learn the answers quickly. If not, it should take
employee. At night, the building is guarded by EL70 locks days. ( Do not take too long, regardless of the Player’s
and two armed watchmen. Its hours are 10 AM to 4 PM. questioning ability, or the adventure will drag. This part of
It is closed at all other times. On festival days, Friday, the adventure should move quickly.)
Saturday and Sunday it is always closed for the entire day.
9) Store The majority of the building is the store itself.
It contains, in locked glass cabinets, various items of jewelry, finely crafted utensils and other luxury goods. In the
southeast corner of the room is the main display case and
Ardain’s clerking station. In the eastern wall is the door
to the outside. In the southern wall are doors to Ardain’s
office and workroom.

Hosen’s Emporium Naturale
Ground Floor

Hosen is from the nation of Chunrey, more than 1000 miles
to the east. He deals in food and herbs. Due to the blight,
his food prices are three times those listed in the equipment
list. They are the cheapest prices in Mordara. He has
any common type of food. He does not deal in liquors or
alcoholic beverages of any kind.
11) Office The door is in the middle of the north wall.
Hosen’s herbs include the full range of healing and natural
On the western wall is a 6’ tall, 3’ wide wooden cabinet magic herbs. He will have twice the usual availability chance
with an EL70 lock. It contains Ardain’s business records, of having anything, with no chance that what he has is
special goods and operating capital for the store. In a secret enhanced. if he has a herb, he will have 1D10 doses of it
panel that can be found in the upper half of the cabinet for sale. His price is:
(Roll Em), are his lockpicking tools, thieves garments, a
20−(The number of doses+9)SC per dose
great deal of money (1D6+15GC) and, wrapped in oilskin,
the painting Don’s Victory (Stolen from Villa Bersan three
He considers these prices to be quite reasonable. He dislikes
years ago.) On the eastern wall is a long shelf that contains
negotiating and will not change his set price for any reason.
books, bric-a-brac, antiques and other miscellaneous items.
Along the southern wall is Ardain’s desk. Fixed to the NOTE — Hosen is a talkative man that hears most gosbottom of the middle drawer is a throwing dagger sheath. It sip in Mordara. He enjoys spreading gossip and can wax
contains a throwing dagger poisoned with BL4 Immediate ecstatic for hours. If led in the right direction, during the
Death poison. The drawers have EL50 locks. They contain conversation, (when he is not irritated by the party) he can
current business records, family records and Ardain’s file provide a great deal of useful information. (People who baron the activities of Cas a’Loreis. (This file is not proof gain with him irritate him).
sufficient to convict Cas. It is however a valuable source of
The staff of the emporium are Hosen, his two wives, a son
information for determining a course of action against him. and a daughter. The son takes after his father, but knows
It hints at his connection with Zocoul and Aliza. It states as little of value. The wives are matter-of-fact business women
fact that he has something to do with the bandits and that that can be somewhat shrewish towards customers. The
all of his important records are kept in his home. The file daughter is a quiet, reserved girl who will say and do little.
also has some details about Cas’ associates, excluding Amur She will respond to direct statements, fill direct requests if
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3) Storeroom The room is filled with shelves that contain dry goods, fruits, cheeses and herbs.

Cavia
Players that are serving Finn will visit Cavia. Other players
may choose to do so if they hear of her. If they learn of the
path to the plateau, whether they hear of her or not, they
are not required to visit Cavia.
To find Cavia’s cave, the party must search when they
reach the area that she is in. If Finn gave them directions,
they will have a base chance of 75% for finding her. In any
other case, the base chance is 40%.
Cavia was the apprentice of the Mage Moria, who was
the apprentice of the Mage Alirin. She possesses detailed
knowledge of the location of the harp and the defenses of
Alirin’s tomb. She is the only living person that has this
knowledge.

Hosen’s Emporium Naturale
possible, etc. If embarassed, or unable to handle a situation,
she will leave and get one of the other members of the family.
Outside Area The area in front of the store’s main door
is covered by a canvas awning supported by poles. Under
the awning are tables that hold various types of fine foods,
including meats, spices, fruit, cheese, etc. The son and
daughter generally work here.
1) Store On either side of the door on the south wall are
long pots that contain growing herbs. East of the herbs is
a glass enclosed cabinet that contains various herbs. Next
to the window on the east wall is another herb pot. The
remaining features in the store are shelves that contain various types of dry goods, fruit, cheese, etc. On the north wall
is the back door, leading outside. In the small section west
of the front door is a door leading to Hosen’s office and a
door leading to the Storeroom. Hosen’s wives usually work
in this part of the store.
2) Office On the north wall is a planter containing growing herbs. On the south wall is a chest that contains the
store’s operating capital, (4SC, 23CC, 42BB). To the
west is Hosen’s desk and chair. The desk contains business records, herbal scrolls from far Chunrey, treatises on
herbal medicine and Dawanese philosophic journals. The
desk top is always cluttered with papers, scrolls, journals,
herb samples, testing equipment, etc. At most times, Hosen
is in his office.

The Cave of Cavia
The Cave of Cavia
The cave is located in Eastern Mordara. Cavia is the only
occupant. It can be found by having Finn lead the party
to it or by questioning local residents; especially peasants
that live within six miles of it. The peasants consider her to
be a fine, old woman because she heals them. Others that
have encountered her, with other needs in mind, call her a
witch.
The cave is protected by two permanent runes, at Cavia’s
MEL and EL. The first, a Summoning spell, will summon
two Vereghina if any person approaches within 10 hexes
of the rune with hostile intent or a drawn weapon. The
Vereghina materialize in two phases at the mouth of the
cave. They will attack any enemy that moves towards them.
The Sleep Rune is inside the cave mouth, about five feet in.
Any person other than Cavia that passes it will activate
Sleep Mist at Cavia’s MEL and EL. This effect occurs
immediately. It covers the entire cave, from the entrance to
a position five feet in front of Cavia’s chair.
Inside the cave, there are two branches. The southwest
branch contains a statue of Inanna (Goddess of Resplendent
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Light), an altar and a magical circle for casting rites of
ritual magic. The western branch contains Cavia’s bed, a
hard chair, a statue of Enki (God of Magic), an altar and an
iron-bound, wooden chest. In the chest are Cavia’s clothing,
magical scrolls, various potions, her personal journal, the
journal of the Mage Moira, the scroll that details the Tomb
of Alirin and the history of Alirin, as written by Moira.
The lock of the chest can only be opened magically. To
open the chest in any other way, the lid must be totally
detached from the lock and opened while the lock remains
closed.
NOTE — At his option, the Referee can place magical protections on the chest, any of the statues, Cavia’s bed or any
chair.
At the branch of the cave, a large, hard chair is located.
Cavia is most often found in this chair while she is awake.
From it, she can hear people hailing her from outside and
can be sure to learn of any trouble while she still has time
to do something about it.
NOTE — The wards on this cave are automatic. They do
not require her presence or active participation to be implemented.

8.13.12 The Trek East
Moving from Mordara to Valerian’s Plateau, or from the
cave of Cavia to the plateau, the party must pass through
strongboth the Vale of Death and the Ravine of the Three
Brothers. It will take them at least one day and one night
to move through each area. The encounter tables listed
in the Special Encounter Areas section should be used in
determining whether they have any encounters at this time.
If the areas are successfully negotiated, the party will exit
the ravine at Valerian’s Plateau.

8.13.13 Valerian’s Plateau
At this point of the adventure, the party must find the
means of ascending to the base of the cliff that they must
climb. This can be done by searching or by trying to convince Valerian to show it to them. (If they mention their
intent, he will not be willing. If it becomes unavoidable, he
will try to trick the party into the caverns of Mt. Stanus
instead.) Their chance of finding the route to the base of
the cliff by themselves, with only the Character with the
best Climbing EL taking a roll, equals:
Em/2+(Climbing EL×3)

Valerian’s Cabin
Alerius. To the south and east is the northern face of Mt.
Martus. Behind the party, and stretching to contact with
Mt. Alerius, is Mt. Stanus.
The party is first attracted towards the homestead by the
sound of goats, encounters with tame goats, etc. When they
are within 100 feet, they will see the corral, the cabin and
smoke rising from the cabin and smokehouse chimneys. On
closer examination they will discover the well and the field
out back. The field contains various grain and vegetable
crops in a mixed crop planting scheme. The majority of the
trees within 200 feet of the cabin are discovered to be fruit
trees if the party looks.
During the day, there is a 40% chance that Valerian and
his dog are home. At night, they are always in. If they are
present during the day, the dog will find the party when
they are 100 to 200 feet away from the goat corral. He will
bark menacingly and run to Valerian, barking constantly.
Valerian is in his field behind the house. When he hears the
barking, he will run to the cabin, enter, get his Longbow,
quiver with 2D6 arrows and his Great Sword and return to
stand on his porch awaiting the trespassers. His dog will
run up and stand to his left, growling menacingly.

If they succeed, they reach the base of the cliff. If they fail,
Valerian will chance on them sometime before dusk.

When the party moves to within 50 feet of Valerian and
his dog, he will challenge them, asking them to state their
NOTE — While searching for the right path, there is a 20% business. If their appearance and manner convince him
chance that the party has an encounter with, roll 1D3*, that they are okay, he will gruffly offer what hospitality the
Dwarfs, a Roc or a Norggen; in that order. If not, roll the Referee deems appropriate. If not, he will order them off
normal Mountain encounter chance for a Searching party. his land. (See Valerian in the Local Characters section.)

Valerian’s Homestead
Valerian’s homestead is approached from the west, some
forty minutes after the party exits the Ravine of the Three
Brothers. The approach contains a scattering of trees, some
low brush and a great deal of grass and similar plants. To
the north of the homestead is the southern face of Mt.
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NOTE — When the party gets within hailing distance, they
will see that Valerian is about 7 feet tall, his bow is stronger
than usual and that his dog has some wolf in him. If Valerian is not home, the corral will have 2D6 ewes in it. If he
is, it has a total of 37 goats of mixed sexes.

8.13 County Mordara
Valerian’s Cabin

8.13.14 Climbing the Cliff

NOTE — Each square in the diagram above is ten feet The east face is a 6000 foot climb with an 80 to 90 degree
from side to side. Each contour line represents a ten foot slope throughout. Given no delays, it can be climbed in ten
increase in elevation over the preceding contour line.
hours. It is suicide to attempt the climb at night, unless a
party member has Dark Sight. If the party has the proper
The Main Floor Valerian’s cabin is constructed of logs equipment, climbing skill and is climbing during the day,
fixed together with crude mortar. The door is in the west they should be allowed to succeed in the climb with a minwall. Just south of the door is a suit of battered Plate Mail. imal number of delays, i.e. no more than one check to fall
(Any Character that would have knowledge of the Donaran per 2000 feet.
military will recognize it as the armor of a junior officer
If the party does not have climbing skill, the Referee
in the Donaran Royal Guard.) In the northwest corner of should allow them to succeed with additional, minimal
the cabin is a large chair and a hassock. On the north wall problems, and a 1D2* hour increase in the time required
next to the chair is a shelf that holds coils of rope, climbing to climb the cliff. If the party attempts the climb without
tools and other implements. On the south wall, opposite climbing skill, and without the proper equipment, the Refthe chair and shelf, is a cabinet. The cabinet contains seven eree should require a fall roll at least once every 1000’. The
books of mixed type, tools and foul weather clothing. In the base chance of falling is high in this case. Parties with the
middle of the cabin is a table with two chairs. Opposite the temerity to try to climb this type of slope in this way are
window, on the south wall, is a planter in which flowers are nearly doomed to failure.
growing. Twenty feet into the building is the ladder to the
If the fall occurs, the Referee should determine the length
loft and the pillars that support the loft. Going under these, of the fall depending on how the ropes are aligned, who has
you reach the kitchen. On its south wall is a shelf that holds skill, etc. If the party has no equipment, the faller plummets
various types of food. On the east wall is a fireplace made of to the base of the cliff landing on a surface with a hardness
stone. To either side of the fireplace are barrels that contain value of five. In all likelihood, to fall is to die.
water. Hanging above the mantle of the fireplace is a Great
Sword, if Valerian does not have it with him. Also in this
The Tomb of Alirin
area is a worktable with one chair. It is heavily nicked and
The entrance to the tomb is located inside a cave at the top
may have various scraps of leather, food, etc. on it.
of a 6000 foot cliff. Outside of the cave is a 10–15 degree, 30
The Loft Valerian’s sleeping quarters. On the south wall foot ledge that leads up to the cave mouth. The cave itself
is a high stool. Opposite the middle pillar of the loft is a goes in ten feet before the party hits the carved opening
locked chest. If any party member can read, engraved on it that leads down to the tomb.
is the legend:
The staircase was obviously hand-carved by exceptional
craftsmen. On either side of the opening, Players that
Samal Mercas, Captain Baron of his Majesty’s
talked to Cavia, or that roll Em×3, will see the engraved
Foot Guard
sigils of Dagda (God of Bards) and Dvalinn (God of the
On the north wall is a large bed. On the east wall are two Dwarfs, Lord of Craftsmen). These are funerary symbols
cabinets. One contains clothes. The other contains various with no magical significance. Knowledgeable characters,
pieces of pottery, metal utensils, some metal plates and like normal Characters roll their I, magic-users roll I×2, may
items. If the party decides to break into the locked chest, be given clues about the likely defenses of the tomb based
they will find a fine suit of clothing, soft boots, a broad on their knowledge of these gods and those that serve them.
Half-way down the staircase is a pit. Unless the head of
sword with a jeweled sheath and five oddly shaped metal
the
party knows it is there (Cavia would tell), he will fall
items, each attached to a swatch of brightly colored cloth
in
if
he does not roll Em+D or less. (He may try to catch
(medals). Beneath these items, the party will find three
himself
on the opposite lip by rolling D+A if he thinks to
“fasces”, i.e. ornately engraved wands 18 to 24” in length.
do
it.)
The fall is forty feet straight down to a flat rock
One is hardwood (A), one is gaily painted wood (B) and
floor.
(Use
a hardness value of four for damage.) After
the other is solid gold (C). If a party member can read, the
the
leader
has
passed the pit, or fallen, other members of
inscriptions are, in order:
the party can pass it automatically. (It will “mysteriously”
A) Commander, Company XVIII, Royal Houseguard
become an obvious danger.)
B) All hail the Victor, Donaran Spring Games, 1091
At the bottom of the steps, the party will come to the
C) Nobly won, The Royal Fete, 1093
anteroom of the tomb. The walls of this area are phosphorescent. At the far end of the anteroom is an eight foot high
NOTE — The Donaran Spring games are a yearly gladigolden door. On either side of the door is a statue, Dagda
torial contest that is held in the city of Donara. The Royal
and Dvalinn. Dagda holds a stone harp, Dvalinn bears a
Fete is a yearly event held from December 26th to December
metal axe. To open the door safely, the axe must be used
31st. The Gold Wand goes to a warrior if he wins every
to strike the “strings” of the harp. If the door is opened
day of the competition. It is a singular honor that was last
in any other way, the entire floor within twenty feet of the
won in 1093. (To win it, you must defeat all comers for
door, excluding the pedestals of the statues, will fall away.
six straight days and, on the last fight of the sixth day, deAnyone in this area will automatically fall twenty feet into
feat the Royal Champion. Only exceptional fighters have the
a pit. The floor of this pit is lined with long (approximately
slightest chance of winning this honor.)
24 inches in length) metal stakes. (Use a hardness value of
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four for damage. In addition, roll on line 10 of the Combat Table 1D3 times per faller to see if any serious wounds
are inflicted by the stakes.) After the fall, this trap closes
itself. Any survivors will remain trapped beneath the floor
until they die or figure a way out.
NOTE — The door of the tomb has an obvious handle.
The door pulls out. The Referee should stress the fact of the
handle’s existence in describing the door and the statues.
Behind the Golden Door is the tomb of Alirin. In the
center of the room is a stone slab. On the slab lies the
skeleton of Alirin. Around his neck is an amulet. On the
bones of his left hand are two magic rings. On the far
wall beyond the slab hangs the harp. If the party talked
to Cavia, they will have been warned to leave the room
exactly as they found it, except for the harp. If they didn’t,
the Referee may stress any obvious dangers that he feels
the party would know about robbing the corpse of a dead
mage.
If the party takes the harp, touching nothing else, nothing will happen to them. If they attempt to take the amulet
or either ring, the thief must immediately roll against a
MEL15/EL9 curse. If the thief is affected, he will be forced
to don the item. The effect of the item on him will be:
A) The Amulet Lose 2D10 energy points per phase. Flee
directly out of the tomb. If you reach the exit before
dying, try to run on the air and fall 6000 feet to your
death.
B) MEL12/EL4 Flaming Death ring The wearer is
compelled to use its power on his fellow party members. If he kills them all, or there is no one to kill in
sight, the ring will turn on the wearer. He is automatically hit with Flaming Death every phase until he is
consumed.
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C) MEL10/EL5 Ring of Peace The wearer is the only
person that is affected. He will sit in the tomb, revelling
in the joys of total contentment, until he dies. Regardless of anything that is done for him, he may take no
action on his own volition. This ring may only be removed with a Negate Curse spell of EL5 or higher. (It
may also be removed if you sever the wearer’s finger,
treat as a Severe Hit for damage.)
Once the party has the harp, they must close the door
in the same way that they opened it. If they do not do so,
they will be attacked (within 1D6 phases) by a Spiritual
Edimmu — the soul of the Mage Alirin. He will appear
ahead of them on the stairs. He will fight until he is destroyed, until the party is destroyed or until the harp is
returned to its proper place in the tomb. If he possesses
one of the party members, he may use any Elder spell at
MEL15/EL9 in attacking them. If not, he will use the
normal attributes of a Spiritual Edimmu.

8.13.15 The Victorious Return
At this point, having succeeded in the tomb, the party has
the harp. To return, they must climb down the cliff, pass
through the Ravine of the Three Brothers and negotiate
the Vale of Death. Due to the harp’s evening song, which it
plays at dusk every night, the party will have an automatic
encounter every night while they have the harp. This will
tend to make things somewhat difficult for them.
If the party serves Finn, he will be their encounter on
their first night in the Vale of Death. If they turn over the
harp to him, he is gained as a personal contact and, on his
authority, they are given free passage in the realm of Asteria — including access to the city itself. If they refuse to
give it to him, he will offer to pay an Elven Sword for it.
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By accepting, the party gets the sword and no contact. If
they still refuse, he will leave. On every night thereafter,
unless they are in the village of Mordara, the party will
have a 40% chance of an encounter before taking normal encounter rolls. If the encounter occurs, Finn will appear and
demand the harp. If the party refuses again, 2D6 mounted
elves with Elven Ringmail, Elven Swords and Elven Bows
will immediately attack from ambush. The party will be
attacked until they are killed, the harp is turned over or
80% of the Elves, rounded up, are dead. Each Elf will have
2D10 Elven Arrows during the battle.

title last held by Mord’s cousin. The baronial fief includes
all lands within four miles of the village of Pina. Mord will
strongly suggest that the new baron employ his friends, the
other party members, as constables to augment the current
force led by Lord Constable Kashan.

become their personal enemy. He will file a legal demand
for the payment of a 10GC debt that they owe him. The
penalty for being a unprepentant debtor in Mordara is confiscation of property and three years in Fortress Mordara,
at a minimum.
If the party gained the harp without the patronage of a
non-Player Character, they are free to give it to whomever
they choose, sell it or keep it themselves. In this case, dealing with private agents, Mord will pay up to 50GC for the
harp. If more is demanded, he will refuse and send the
party away. Thereafter, he will be their enemy. Bersan is
willing to pay the price that is listed above. He will never
pay more than the maximum listed there.

April 7, 1100 The Festival of Light. An annual religious
festival celebrating the beginning of the planting season.
The event features prayer, field ceremonies and gladitorial
contests in the Field of Mord.
NOTE — Non-preventable. The atmosphere will be somewhat subdued because of the blight that all but destroyed the
winter crop.

C) Bersan Bersan will be touched by the party’s offer,
but will refuse to take the harp for nothing. He will pay
them 25GC and offer them a position in a dangerous plot to
destroy the criminal elements of Mordara. If they refuse, he
will understand their reticence and allow them to withdraw.
If they accept, he will tell them what he knows about the
NOTE — This encounter can occur if the party is serving
bandits that operate out of Pina, give them a code word for
some other patron, or themselves, as well. Any party that is
contacting his Pina mine manager, and Rosa Taverner, and
attacked because they betrayed Finn gain him as a personal
dispatch them to Pina as his agents. Their goal will be to
enemy. Others do not.
gather evidence that will lead to the arrest of the bandits
If the party serves Mord or Bersan, they must take the and, hopefully, Zocoul the Trader. While they serve him, he
harp to Mordara and give it to their patron. If they do so, will pay each party member 2SC per week, held for their
they gain the patron as a contact. If they refuse, one of the return, and will match any rewards that the county pays
following things will happen, depending on the patron:
them for bandits that they capture who are convicted. The
position, intelligently handled, could be quite lucrative.
A) Mord The party will be attacked by 2D6 Kazi mercenaries led by Kiar Bara. The mercenaries will try to capture 8.13.16 A Future Timeline
(arrest) them. The entire party gains Mord as an enemy and
The first adventure detailed herein begins at 7PM on March
they are branded as criminals.
3 in the year 1100 (the year 207 on the Donaran calendar.)
B) Bersan Bersan will offer 20GC for the harp. If he Play begins in the Silver Tusk Inn. From this starting point,
is bargained with, he will pay as much as 35GC. If the the following events will occur unless the party takes acparty demands more, he will toss them out of his villa and tions that prevent them.

NOTE — The Referee may have the a’Loreis combine become interested in the harp if the Players are actively hawking it to the highest bidder. There is a 30% chance that they
will try to steal it. If not, they will pay up to 80GC for it. If
they are interested, it will be used as bait to draw the Count
into the open so that he can be captured or killed. This is
the only reason that it would be worth anything to them.
Players that sell the harp as private agents do not gain
a personal contact by doing so. Optionally, the party can
choose to give the harp to the person of their choice. If they
do so, they will gain a personal contact with that person
and the following benefits if the Referee chooses to expand
the scope of the basic scenario:
A) Finn

As specified previously.

B) Mord Each party member will receive a 2GC award
of money for their action. They will be offered positions as
constables. If any has a station of 4 or higher in a civilized
society, he will be installed as Baron of Pina, an inactive

April 12, 1100 At one AM, the massed might of Asteria
attacks the village of Mordara. After a stiff fight, in which
34 elves and 190 humans are killed, the Elves retire. 30%
of the village is partially, or totally, destroyed by fire and
magic.
NOTE — If the Harpquest succeeds, and Finn gets the
harp, this attack will be prevented. If not, the attacking
force consists of 240 Elf riders led by Finn, Asteria and
four Sidh Magicians, 30 Cu Sidh and 2 Searbhani. 160 of
the human casualties are civilians. The remaining 30 are:
5 Constables, 15 Footmen and 10 Kazi mercenaries.
May 6, 1100 (If Asteria attacks) or May 13, 1100 (If
Asteria does not attack) A party escorting the Count
and his family to Fortress Mordara, for a party commemorating the Baron’s birthday, is attacked by 30 bandits. Five
of the Houseguards are killed. Count Mord is kidnapped.
The attacking bandits are “driven off” by the remaining
guardsmen led by the Countess. Four bandits are killed.
None are captured.
May 17, 1100 A horribly maimed, disfigured and burned
body, in the tattered garments of the Count, is found two
miles south of Pina. The Countess offers a 50GC reward
for the arrest of the evil felons responsible for this atrocity.
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May 19, 1100 After “exhaustive” searches, the Countess November 20, 1100 With terrible grief, Aliza is comhas no option but to declare the Count dead. She proclaims pelled to declare herself Countess of Mordara. Her action
a week of mourning and assumes the regency.
is approved by the King and she is confirmed in the title.
May 19 to 25, 1100 Mourning ceremonies. On the 23rd, December 3, 1100 Agents of the constabulary break a
the corpse of “Count Mord” is buried with full military hon- revolutionary cell among the peasantry. Twenty-three citiors. Crown Prince Donan himself is in attendance.
zens are executed.
June 3, 1100 Captain Bara, his contract over, resigns
from Mordaran service. He and his mercenaries head north December 25, 1100 Prisoner 613 in Fortress Mordara is
executed for insubordination. Count Mord is now dead.
to Caldo.
June 10, 1100 On the evidence of local citizens, including Zocoul the Trader, Constable Kashan and three herdsmen are arrested for the assasination of Count Mord. After
ten days of questioning, they confess. On June 24, 1100,
they are boiled in oil.

January 1, 1101 At the annual New Year celebration
in Donara, Aliza is given permission to marry an ennobled
commoner, Sir Amur. He is promoted to the rank of Baron.

September 1, 1100 With the harvest imminent, taxes
are doubled. The reforms of Count Mord are rescinded
in toto. The Mordaran Constabulary rides Cheap Street
quelling local protests. The Priestess Alira’s personal
protest is unheeded.

ess Aliza of Mordara. He is confirmed as the eleventh Count
Mord.

January 9, 1101 Cas a’Loreis throws a village wide celebration of the upcoming nuptials. Many unknown southJune 15 to July 18, 1100 A purge of the Constabulary
erners are present at the party.
throughout the county. Sixty officers are arrested. Twenty
are convicted of various crimes. The remainder are fired.
January 17, 1101 The handyman of House a’ Loreis is
June 23 to July 20, 1100 New constables are hired. killed by unknown assailants. The Lord High Constable
The majority are men from the Pina area. (All are mem- agrees to give the search for the culprits the highest priority.
bers of the Mountain Bandit Gang.) A local peasant, Amur
Staker, is hired as Lord High Constable of County Mordara January 26, 1101 Robbers kill Ardain the Jeweler while
robbing his establishment. The Lord High Constable gives
on the recommendation of Cas a’Loreis.
his assurance that the felons will be captured.
July 29, 1100 A frenetic campaign led by the Lord High
Constable succeeds in destroying all bandit activity in the February 4, 1101 Bha’lira the Dancer is arrested as an
County. For his brilliant campaign, he is knighted by the escaped slave. She is returned to her owner in Pelara. The
Countess. Over the next month, the remaining constables of Lord High Constable seeks a Royal Pardon for her and is
Mord’s regime are fired. They are replaced by men selected refused.
by Sir Amur. (All are bandits, thugs and thieves that owe
him their personal loyalty.)
February 13, 1101 Baron Amur of Pina marries Count-

February 24, 1101 Ghoi Caldo, manager of the Silver
Tusk Inn, is killed in a brawl. The Countess of Mordara,
due to health reasons, is confined to her rooms in Castle
September 20, 1100 At the personal request of the Mord.
Countess, Alira is removed as Virgin Priestess of the Mordaran Temple. She is recalled to Donara. Riots by the March 14, 1101 Information uncovered by the new
peasantry are quelled by the Constables and the House- Count Mord proves the complicity of his wife in the death of
guard. Thirteen citizens are arrested and hung.
his predecessor. He has no choice but to find her guilty. She
is boiled in oil. The reign of the Mords is at an end. Amur
September 30, 1100 The Countess declines to renew
is ennobled as a Count in his own right by royal decree.
House Bersan’s yearly commission as County Ironmonger.
At this point, Cas’ plan is well on the way to success.
Two cousins of Bersan are arrested for graft and sent to the
He controls the county through Amur. His agents are inFortress.
filtrating the Pelaran Guild. The Northern Thieves Guild
October 15, 1100 The Bersan family is expelled from has been reborn under his leadership and all of his liabilities
the County for graft, immoral business practices and other have been “remove ”. Unless something drastic happens to
crimes. All property in Mordara is confiscated. The head stop him, he will be Grand Master of the Unified Thieves
Guild of Donara within two years.
of the household is executed.
October 17, 1100 House a’Loreis is given the County
commission as lronmonger. Zocoul the Trader agrees to
serve as administrator for a nominal salary.

8.13.17 Further Uses of County Mordara

The quest for the harp of Alirin is the least of the objectives that can be attempted with this scenario. Many other,
October 24 — November 13, 1100 The children of more deadly and important, events are also brewing at the
Count Mord catch a strange disease. All of them die from moment. The section that follows gives some detail on these
it.
additional quests.
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A) The Assassination of Count Mord

being helped. The only gain that the party is likely to receive
is the thanks of Cavia, if they don’t kill her. If they kill her,
they gain nothing. If it is known that they are responsible,
they will earn the enmity of the Mordaran Elves and the
peasants of Mordara. She is Io ved and respected by both
groups.

A plot is under way to kill or kidnap the Count. Players may become involved in preventing this plot through
the Priestess Alira, who has knowledge of it and is actively
seeking a champion to save her father. The enemies that
the party will face in this quest are Countess Aliza and Cas
a’Loreis. Count Mord, Kerainn, Ghoi Caldo and Ardain
D) Beard the Lion
the Jeweler may also play a role.
NOTE — If the first stage of the plan is carried out, Mord This is by far the most complex and dangerous scenario
will be kidnapped. In this case, Baron Doran will enter the that the party can be involved in. The basic endeavor is
picture as Mord’s jailer. Ardain will also become a more to ferret out the plans of Cas a’Loreis, prove his guilt and
important figure, if the party decides to attempt to rescue bring him to Justice. Every Character, except Valerian,
Cavia, Asteria and Firm Starseeker, is involved in this —
the Count from Fortress Mordara.
unless some have been eliminated previously.
It is essential to stress that, although great physical danB) The Bandits
ger
is involved in this quest, the quest is primarily a mental
If the party gains the harp, and turn it over to Bersan
challenge.
Brute force may reduce the opposition but it will
or Mord, they will be offered employment that will lead
be
useless
in
legally breaking Cas’ hold on Mordara. Cunto their confronting the Mountain Bandit Gang in Pina.
ning
is
required.
He should be met, and bested, in his own
Should they become constables they will be charged with
arena.
If
the
party
chooses a physical solution they will run
aiding their superior, Constable Kashan, in destroying the
head-on
into
Ghoi
Caldo and his thugs. Should they best
Mountain Bandit Gang. They should be given a free hand
them,
Cas
will
set
Kerainn
the Handyman on them. He will
in this endeavor, as long as they do not violate the laws
not
use
Kerainn
to
kill
unless
the party presents him with
of Donara or openly oppose the direct orders of Kashan,
a
irreconcilable,
physical
enemy.
(Kerainn’s ability is not
their leader. In either case, a good deal of political maneuknown
in
Mordara.
The
party
will
have no way of knowver and combat is likely to be involved in completing this
ing
that
they
are
dealing
with
a
trained
assassin unless they
task. The principal Characters that are involved are Zocoul
discover
his
talent
during
the
adventure
or party members
the Trader, Constable Kashan, Amur Staker, Bha’lira and
start
to
die.
This
knowledge
restriction
must
be enforced by
Rosa Taverner. Bersan the Ironmonger and Cas a’Loreis
the
Referee.)
may also play a minor role.
NOTE — The essential problem facing the party in this
case is to break the gang without violating Donaran law or
upsetting Kashan. In the early stages, this will take a good
deal of intellectual maneuver. At the end, it is likely to be
resolved sword to sword.
Should the party succeed, they will gain 1SC for every
bandit taken alive. They will gain 25GC if Amur Staker is
taken alive and delivered to the Count. Should they prove
Zocoul ’s complicity, Bersan the Ironmonger will gladly give
them an additional 10GC reward.
8.13.17.1 C) Break the Curse
Since the middle of the 11th Century, House Mord has suffered under the curse of the Sorceress Cavia. The rulers of
the house, since that time, have all died in battle and been
forced to haunt the dungeons of Castle Mord. The party
may attempt to end this curse.
It can be ended in two ways, by placating it or by killing
the Sorceress Cavia. If they placate it, it will end without
any problem. If they destroy Cavia, the ghosts bound by
her curse will become Spiritual Edimmu haunting the entire
castle. In all likelihood, this will doom the residents of
House Mord to possession or worse.
NOTE — Cavia is a relatively powerful sorceress who is
oriented towards Law. She will not initiate violence. With
the permanent wards in her cave, and her own power, she
is well able to defend herself. In this case, the option of
violent attack is definitely not the best solution. As the
humans involved in the curse do not believe that the curse
exists, they will not aid in ending it. Actions taken towards
this end will be done in opposition to the people that are

NOTE — In this scenario, Bersan and A lira can aid the
party. Cas, Ghoi Caldo, Kerainn, Zocoul, Amur Staker, the
Countess, Bha ’lira and their thugs will be enemies. Ardain,
Count Mord, Kashan and Rosa Taverner can either aid or
hinder the party, depending on how the party approaches
them and what they are asked to do. Baron Doran will not
take an active roll unless he becomes involved in his position
as Warden. In this case, he is for sale to the highest bidder.

8.13.18 A Final Note
County Mordara, though extensively detailed, is not intended as a step-by-step adventure guide. Its proper use
requires the Referee to creatively use the information that
is provided. It can be played without this input, but the
enjoyment to be had from it will be greatly lessened if it is
lacking.
In using this scenario, the information that is provided
for each Character is crucial. Taken as whole, it delineates
the active political environment of the county. Likely actions, responses and attitudes of the various Characters can
only be clearly determined from an understanding of their
personalities, goals and desires. The other general information in this scenario will be useful in setting the stage for
the Players.
The basic scenario, i.e. the Harpquest, is only provided
to familiarize the Players with the game, and to give the
Referee some experience in running it. The suggested further adventures that the party can become involved in are,
in my mind, much more exciting and challenging. None of
the scenarios, basic or suggested, are designed for a straight
“hack and slash” solution. To be victorious, Players should
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fit their actions to the situation. In many situations, clever
action and careful thought are of far greater importance
than the immediate gratification to be gained from a bloody
sword. In running the scenario, the Referee should stress
the non-violent features where they are most appropriate.
In some situations, only violence will work. In others, it is a
quick way to die. Be cognizant ofthis fact as you lead your
adventures through County Mordara.

8.13.19 Common Building Forms
The building diagrams below are representative of the average structure of the type in County Mordara. The Referee
should use these diagrams in situations where it is appropriate for him to do so.

Peasant House

Common House

Shop
NOTE — The Referee should lay out the shop differently if
the Merchant does not live on the premises. In this case, the
building will either have a single story or the second story
will be part of the shop area or a work area.
A Key to the Structure Notes
The following legend gives the basic meanings for the various artistic symbols that are used in the structure diagrams.
In all cases, the symbol will have the general meaning given
below:

Hovel
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NOTE — The definitions above indicate the purpose of
the feature. The precise definition of the item is left to the
Referee ’s discretion.

8.13 County Mordara
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Detailed Map of Goidan
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Goidan

9.1 The High King

2) The Pronouncement (Mid-morning) In order of
The High King is elected for life. When the position is age, youngest to oldest, each candidate speaks of qualificaopen, any tribal or clan chief can state his willingness to tions, deeds, battle honors; telling everyone why he should
assume the responsibility. This is done by making a formal be High King. This continues until all of the candidates
presentation to the Archdruid of his tribe or the High Druid speak. It ends when it ends.
of Goidan if he has no tribe. (Having an enemy of such a
3) Second Meeting (Evening) A soiree with music,
person take steps to keep him from reaching the High Druid
dance, singing, etc. Each candidate is expected to particbefore the offering deadline is not unknown in Goidan. Most
ipate as fully as he can. All the kings are invited. Others
of the elite of the island prefer that their High King come
who wish to be present are also welcome. This is a party
from one of the free tribes. Candidates without a tribe, or
and a test of the candidates’ skill in gentle arts (music,
from the Ulstan, sometimes run into obstacles.)
dancing, storytelling, etc).
Three months are allowed for a man to offer. Once this
period ends, the Druid council (the High Druid and all Day Three
Archdruids) meets to consider the willing. They decide
which have the attributes, reputation and experience to be 1) Invocation (Dawn) With all candidates present, the
High King. Both their personal opinions and invocation of Druid councils invokes the attention of the gods and asks
them to bestow wisdom on the candidates and the electors.
the gods is used to make the candidate list.
Those they select are invited to the Throne (Sarem) to 2) Test of Iron (Mid-Morning) Each candidate shows
decide which deserves to wear the royal mantle of Goidan. his competence with weapons and other military arts. Each
The election fete must be held within two months after the is allowed a maximum of thirty minutes for his exhibition.
candidate list is set. Its date is sent to every King of Goidan
along with a list of those who are allowed to stand. Dur- 3) Election (Dusk) The candidates, kings and Druid
ing the interregnum between High Kings, the Druid Council council meet in the high hall of Sarem before the vacant
rules in his stead. Unless an emergency arises, they may not throne. The Druids read the role of the recognized families,
engage in any major action without the unanimous agree- clans and tribes. The recorded King, if present, votes for
ment of the tribal kings.
the man he wants. (If a man is King at three levels, he

The Election
All candidates and kings are invited. Anyone who is a family king or higher may vote. The procedure is as follows:

votes three times. Should a family, clan or tribe’s king fail
to appear his vote is forfeit.) The candidate who receives
the most votes is High King.

4) Coronation (Midnight) There is a party after the
election. The electors give the new High King donations at
Day One
this time. (It is bad form to vote for the elected High King
1) Judge Purification (Dawn) The judges, the High and not give him a donation.) Near midnight the revelers
Druid and all of Goidan’s Archdruids, purify themselves. escort him to the Sanctuary. The Druid Council and as
That done, a rite to the gods is cast for each. Any who many druids as are available wait there. They perform a
show sign of taint leaves their blood on the altar (they are recitation of the law, a high blessing and a rite of purification. When it ends, the High Druid leads him to the high
sacrificed.) They are replaced after the election.
hall, places the mantle on his shoulders and seats him on
the throne. This is timed to occur at dawn of the fourth
2) Candidate Purification (Noon) After a sacred rite
day.
is performed for all present, the candidates are escorted into
the Sanctuary of Sarem. Each is purified and exposed to the
High King Duties and Rights
sight of the gods. Any who shows taint beyond redemption
1) The High King is Marshal, General of the host in war
has their throat slit on the altar.
and commander of the Champions of the Red Branch in
peace and war.
3) First Meeting (Dusk) The surviving candidates,
2) He and his nuclear family dwell in the High Hall of
and all kings present, have a meal before the vacant throne.
Sarem. All that is there is his to use or add to as he
This is a party and politicking session.
chooses. Everything that comes in during the reign of
a High King is the property of the High King. When
Day Two
he dies, his family is not free to take it away with them.
1) Sanctification (Dawn) Each candidate is blessed at
(They leave with wealth equal to what they held before the
the Sanctuary. When that is done, all kings present stand
election. Nothing more. This is controlled by the High
for a blessing outside the sacred enclosure. A meal follows.
Druid.)
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3) This king may seek donations from lesser kings and conduct diplomacy. He may not compel a donation or engage in peaceful relations with a banned culture, such as
the Korchi.
4) The High King calls a yearly meeting of all clan and
tribal kings at Sarem. (It is usually held the day before Samhain.) Family kings may attend if they choose.
They do not have the right to speak at the meeting. Any
who violate this are subject to the High Druid’s justice.
The kings address any concerns they wish. Any decision
on what will be done is up to the High King. (He is
responsible for providing all amenities and chairing the
meeting. On average it costs 600 gold. It is something of
a potlatch. The more spectacular, the higher the regard
the High King is held in and the better he and Goidan
are doing.)
5) Two rituals occur each year. The first is a fertility rite
in the spring. The other is Samhain, which speaks to
the gods and the ancestors. The High King performs
roles in both at the High Sanctuary at Sarem. Some
tribes have rituals during other parts of the year. He
may request a place in them if he wishes. It is up to the
tribe’s druids whether they allow it or send a request for
his participation.
6) The High King has the right to sit at meetings of the
Druid Council and has the ear of the High Druid. Before
or after the meeting, he is allowed to state his views, seek
advice and interact with the Council. He may not speak
during the meeting. Only the voices of the sacred may
be heard.
7) The High King advises other kings. He may ask their
compliance to policies he arranges diplomatically and
otherwise. He does not have the authority to compel
obedience but can let all know it is expected.
A successful High King needs the respect of the warrior
class. He must also have the wisdom to interact effectively
with the sacred. Finally, his ability to understand the drives
of those he rules, and engage in effective political interaction, often is the difference between a successful reign and
near anarchy.

Sarem
Sarem is marked by a black square surrounded by white.
It is in Connata territory near the Armagh. The site contains the High Hall (a large, ornate palace on a low hill),
the Sanctuary (a ritual center) and buildings that are assigned to aides of the High King and leaders of the Red
Branch. A wall with ornate carvings that show the nature
of Goidanese life surrounds the entire complex. In addition,
a small village supports the center. Except for the Sanctuary, the High King is allowed to make any improvement he
chooses to this area while he lives. It is his.
The Sanctuary is divided from the rest of the complex
by a curtain wall. It is a circle of stones. Around it are a
nice manor and eight smaller buildings. The manor is the
home of the High Druid (occupied under the same rules as
stated for the High King.) The other buildings house other
druids, serve as a training college and provide for the needs
of the sacred present.
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9.2 The Red Branch
There are 2000 members of the Red Branch. Only some of
the 300 who serve as guard of the High King, and some of
the great hundred who exceed all others, dwell at Sarem.
The rest remain with their families. They are subject to call
at any time and must answer, by arriving at the marshaling
point, within 72 hours.
NOTE — Under the current King the standing guard at
Sarem is 60 of the 300 and 20 of the hundred. They rotate,
allowing all members of this elite to be with him each year.
The first four rotations serve ten weeks each. The final
rotation serves twelve weeks.
Members of the Red Branch must serve the law, obey the
High King and keep themselves ready for war. Failure in
any regard is a stain on their honor and that of their family.
Those who fail in a criminal manner are subject to Druidic
justice. When not actively serving the High King they are
expected to serve the Kings of their tribe, clan and family
when their skills are needed and they feel the call is just.
At any time, it is there place to seek the good of the people
and the bettering of their skills, reputation, etc.

9.3 The Druid Council
Druid organization mirrors society. Each family has a druid.
That person is generally a member of the family served.
Sometimes the Druid council will accept a recommendation
from Kings or other family members as to who the family
druid should be. Those ordained druids who are not at
least family druids serve as ritual assistants, roving healers,
traveling judges, etc. (The effective priest rank of a family
druid is five.)
Each clan has a druid. Only family druids of the clan
are eligible to become clan druid. They are elected by the
druids who serve those families. On his election, a new
druid takes his place with the family. (The effective priest
rank of a clan druid is eight.)
Archdruids are the tribal druids of Goidan. They are
elected at the tribe’s ritual center by the Clan Druids of
the tribe. On their election, someone else fills their place
as a Clan Druid. Archdruids are the final authority on all
things pertaining to the law of their tribe and the faith.
With the High Druid, they form the Druid Council. (Their
effective priest rank is ten.)
The High Druid of Goidan is the ultimate authority of
religion and justice on the island. His ruling on any matter
is law. His is the voice of the gods. It is heard when someone
asks or the gods wish to speak. He is selected at Sarem by
the awakened eye of the gods (a ritual is cast by all the
Archdruids of Goidan.) The result names one of them High
Druid.
The High Druid retains his post until he dies defending
Goidan or is not able to perform his duties fully, due to
advanced age. His first act sends his ancient predecessor
to Figol or celebrates his memory if he is already dead.
Once enshrined, the High Druid’s person is the most sacred
thing on Goidan. Offering him any insult or violence is a
high crime. The current High Druid is Eoghan. He is in his
60’s. In eight years he will be sent to Figol.

9.4 Tribal Data
NOTE — When a High Druid reaches an age where he
cannot progress for the good of the tribe, or is in obvious
physical decline, he gives his blood to Goidan as a final service. His replacement conducts the sacrifice.
The same type of structure exists for Bards. In their case,
it is not as stringent or formal. The leader of their council
is known as the High Singer of Goidan. The current holder
of that rank is Lagin. The High Singer is replaced when
he can no longer perform his duties but he is not sacrificed
when this occurs. He is allowed to return to his family.
Traditionally, he becomes a bard in service to them until he
dies of old age.
Zanthus of Fell Swamp (Eoghan) — High Druid of
Goidan
Age — 63 Sex — Male

S 17(+1)
I 35
HPV 23
MDV 20
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 10

St 33(+2) D 35(+2)
W 56
E 51
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 14
EL
PA 57
HC 39%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’10"

A 16(+1) C 39
Em 30
Ap 45
DCV 8
DTV −4
EnL 95
CA 160
PR 8
IC 81
Dodge Value 3
Weight 175lbs

Skills Druid arts, Rhetoric, Oratory, Singer, Scholar
Zanthus is a friendly man with a great deal of charisma.
He is also a powerful druid with a seething hatred of all
things Korchi. If he had his way, every man and boy on
the island would take up arms and exterminate the plague
from the island of Goidan. As it is not his choice, nor the
place of a druid to make such choices, he does his duty and
waits. He is loved by the people and respected by his peers.
Fergus O’Hara (Mumani) — High Singer of
Goidan
Age — 44 Sex — Male

S8
I 33
HPV 21
MDV 21
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 9

St 24(+1) D 33(+2)
W 56
E 18
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 12
EL
PA 28
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’3"

A 56(+3) C 52
Em 60
Ap 56
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 108
CA 170
PR 8
IC 78
Dodge Value 5
Weight 121lbs

Skills Archer, Sword, Entertainer, Bard Skills, Horseman, Singer, Scholar (Songs of Power), Healer
Fergus was a hunter and warrior until the age of 17. An
event, involving a Faerry lass, a dark forest and Korchi
raiders, showed him a different path. He pleaded with the
Druids to allow it, despite his nature and advanced age. After some difficulty, he was admitted for training. His power
blossomed quickly. He is a tireless traveler who cares nothing about tribal distinctions. If anyone who is Goidanese is
in need of a Bard, he is happy to help.

Ancestral Stock
Ui Niell, Ulail
Connata
Armagh
Lagin, Mumani, Eoghan
Ulstan

Sherlani, Shanda
Sherlani, Gholani
Émigrés from the Eastern
Continent
Kolari tribes
Sherlani, Gholani, Kolari and
Fomorian criminals

9.4 Tribal Data
Ui Neill
Population
Population (18,000) Red Branch members — 500, Clans —
10, Families — 194.
Economy
The prime goods produced by Ui Niell are timber, tin and
naphtha. They have some trade in furs. The people survive
with agriculture, hunting and fishing.
Nature
Ui Niell tend to be bellicose warriors and practical jokers.
They give no ground to those they hate. The hated, especially Korchi, have simple options. Be gone or be dead.
With others, they demand fairness, revel in jest and share
their bounty as they can. One who earns the friendship
of Ui Niell has it forever. The same applies for those who
earn enmity, unless that are not Korchi and do something
to redeem their error.
Finn mac Neill — High King of Goidan, King of
the Ui Neill, King of Clan Uimac
Age — 49 Sex — Male
S 56(+3)
I 35
HPV 39
MDV 7
MR 10
ML 7
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 33(+2)
W9
E 16
CEL 11
OCV 17
MEL NA EL
PA 116
HC 50%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’3"

A 12
C 48
Em 18
Ap 52
DCV 13 DTV −6
EnL 57
CA NA
PR 12
IC 34
Dodge Value 2
Weight 227lbs

Skills Bastard Sword, Shield, General
Personality
Finn is not the most talented leader in Goidan. He is an
accomplished warrior, experienced General and always fair.
He also has a number of influential supporters (the people
who voted for him were primarily Ui Niell, Connata and
Ulail.) He doesn’t care for Djani and detests Korchi. Like
all Ui Niell, what he hates he kills if forced to act.
NOTE — Finn recently gave his eldest son Shamus the
title of King of family Niell (with the support of the other
Ui Niell kings.) Shamus is a 24 year old warrior who is
doing well.
Alvin*— Arch Druid of Ui Niell
Age — 52
S 16(+1)
I 40
HPV 18
MDV 18
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 7

St 33(+2) D 17(+1)
W 60
E 14
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL 10
EL
PA 56
HC 28%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 20(+1) C 22
Em 24
Ap 30
DCV 5
DTV −4
EnL 82
CA 119
PR 8
IC
Dodge Value 2
Weight 169lbs

* Druids do not use their family name. Alvin is Alvin of
Ui Niell. Where that is not a sufficient differentiator, he is
Alvin of Starl Pass (the name of the village where he was
born.)
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Skills Scholar, Linguist, Druid Arts
Alvin favors peace when possible. His council is to resist the temptation to go to war and work to build Ui
Niell might. He favors strong relations with the Djani and
open trade with Fomoria. While he detests the Korchi, he
does not favor war against them for many years, if ever.
The High King does not favor his beliefs (but no man acts
against the sacred.)
Ritual Center (Ui Mora)
The Ui Niell ritual center is located on a forested plateau
between two high mountains. It is a circle of stone. Outside the sacred area are fourteen stone buildings. They are
used by the resident druids, guardsman and for druid/bard
training. Stone watchtowers ward the access routes to the
center.

Lieran — Archdruid of Connata
Age — 58
S 18(+1)
I 72
HPV 21
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 9

St 33(+2) D 33(+2)
W 14
E 33
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL 11
EL
PA 58
HC 33%
Mana Regen. 4
Height 6’1"

Sex — Male

A 56(+3) C 33
Em 18
Ap 39
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 47
CA 107
PR 8
IC 51
Dodge Value 5
Weight 185lbs

Skills Druid Arts, Scholar, Healer, Hand to Hand
(Wrestling), Archery
Lieran is an intellectual with a minor gift of gab. He is
a true student of the law and Goidanese history. There is
little about either that he does not know. He was placed
with the Druids when he was six. If he had been given the
choice, he would have become a warrior. He truly enjoys a
good fight, much as that is frowned upon in a proper druid.

Connata
Ritual Center

Population

Population (16,000) Red Branch members — 600, Clans — The Connata ritual center is an ornate altar on a tall mountain that overlooks the river. It is reached through a cav12, Families — 190.
ern system. The resident druids dwell in the caverns. The
guards assigned to them dwell at the entrance to the caverns
Economy
down by the river. Only druids, bards and those needing
The Connata are noted for mining, skins and furs. Many of their services ascend to the sacred levels.
the most productive mines in Goidan are in their territory.

Ulail
Nature

Population

Connata prefer to walk their path without obstacles. Given
a choice, they stay on their land, do what they wish and
let the world move on alone. When forced, they are cunning, vicious warriors who fight without offering any quarter gentler than unconditional surrender. In general, when
one angers Connata the battle lasts until only one side can
continue.

Population (13,000) Red Branch members — 300, Clans —
10, Families — 149.

Alain Conorra — King of Connata, King of Clan
Cestera
Age — 33 Sex — Male
S 53(+3)
I 24
HPV 38
MDV 7
MR 12
ML 7
CDF 4

St 51(+3) D 11
W6
E 20
CEL 8
OCV 14
MEL NA EL
PA 113
HC 50%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’6"

A 33(+2) C 48
Em 36
Ap 60
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 54
CA NA
PR 12
IC 56
Dodge Value 2
Weight 264lbs

Skills Broadsword, Axes, Clubs, Survival, Mining, Sword,
Shield
Alain parlayed eight years in the Champions of the Red
Branch, and success in a dangerous mission in Korchu for
the High King, into the rule of Connata on the death of his
uncle in battle. He is a talented warrior with the potential
to lead well. He also has a decent grasp of what makes
people tick. Finally, he wields the sword of Conor (a magic
broadsword of great power).
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Economy
Timber, fur and flax are the mainstays of the Ulail economy. Though Djani annoy them, and they have a long
standing feud against the Ulstan, they have strong trade
ties to Sokkvabbek.
Nature
Ulail tend to be gregarious people who love a good party
and a great fight. Either is enough to make most of them
ecstatic. On a minor note, Ulail warriors tend to be womanizers. An event involving three daughters of an Ulstan king
is the reason for the tribal feud that led to Ulstan going
behind a Djani shield.
Evan Lorrigan — King of Ulail
Age — 40
S 35(+2)
I9
HPV 27
MDV 11
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 3

St 36(+2) D 14
W 38
E 33
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 75
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

Sex — Male

A 60(+3) C 35
Em 56
Ap 68
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 73
CA NA
PR 8
IC 89
Dodge Value 3
Weight 172lbs

9.4 Tribal Data
Skills Singer, Eroticism, Sword, Club, Oratory
Evan trained to be a Bard in his youth. His low intelligence, and lust for women, doomed his effort. When this
became clear, he decided to embrace weapons and become
a hero. He was better suited for that task and has done
well. However, the task that suits him best is singing and
seducing women. He is a master at both. (Evan is not on
friendly terms with the Archdruid. He showed Evan he was
too stupid to be a Bard. Evan hasn’t forgotten how.)
Justin — Archdruid of Ulail
Age — 71

S 16(+1)
I 60
HPV 15
MDV 22
MR 11
ML 14
CDF 10

St 17(+1) D 18(+1)
W 56
E 11
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 16
EL
PA 36
HC 21%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’5"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 24
Em 17
Ap 30
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 80
CA 206
PR 6
IC 28
Dodge Value 2
Weight 130lbs

Skills Scholar (Forest, Mountain, Hills), Cosmology,
Druid Arts, Wizardry, Jeweler
Justin is the most powerful Druid in Goidan. He is not a
“people person”. His personality is matter of fact and acerbic. He is known for speaking his mind in a straightforward
manner, which tends to hurt people he has no intention to
harm, such as Evan. He is not a great teacher. He is a great
Druid. If he had a gentler personality he would probably
be High Druid.
Ritual Center

Asterion Elian — Half elf, Wife of Angus, Sister of
an Elf Duke, Sidh Magician
Age — 30 Sex — Female

S 11
I 33
HPV 23
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 8

St 53(+3) D 56(+3)
W 14
E 52
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 9
EL
PA 71
HC 41%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’4"

A 52(+3) C 28
Em 72
Ap 108
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 67
CA 100
PR 10
IC 124
Dodge Value 6
Weight 142lbs

Skills Horseman, Dancer, Sidh Magician, Healer, Two
Weapon, Sword, Fighting Dagger, Craft skills, Entertainer,
Storyteller
Asterion is a good magician, not great. She is noted for
charisma, ability as an entertainer and the fabulous way
she has of telling stories. There is no one in the Armagh
who has met her that hasn’t come away in love. If her man
were anyone less than Angus, her presence would have led
to more than one death (fighting for her hand.) She loves
Angus but is a flirt, by human standards. This is not a
problem. Angus enjoys pummeling a randy guest.
Donel of Lanar — Archdruid of Armagh
Age — 39
Sex — Male

S 36(+2)
I 56
HPV 31
MDV 25
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 11

St 35(+2) D 22(+1)
W 52
E 30
CEL 3
OCV 7
MEL 13
EL
PA 76
HC 43%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’

A 18(+1) C 50
Em 64
Ap 42
DCV 5
DTV −5
EnL 102
CA 220
PR 10
IC 94
Dodge Value 2
Weight 184lbs

The Ulail center is the center point of a sacred grove of ancient trees. The limits of this area are marked with totems.
No one may enter without just cause. Anyone who does is
subject to Druid discipline, up to and including sacrifice on
the altar. The support dwellings that exist here are located
outside of the sacred area.

Skills Vintner (Goideli Wine), Druid arts, Forester, Hand
to Hand, Scholar, Armorer, Jeweler, Survival, Healer,
Herbalist
Donel is embarrassed by the success he has known. He
was elected Archdruid at the unheard of age of 34. At times,
this makes him self-effacing in the company of his peers. All
Armagh
are elder. Most are more than 15 years older. He hopes to
have a chance to serve, without further advancement for
Population
Population (12,000) Red Branch members — 200, Clans — decades. Given his talent, and the age of the High Druid,
his wish is unlikely to be granted. There is little he has
5, Families — 250.
not studied about his art, the law and the wood. When
the time of selection comes, the gods will name him High
Economy
The Armagh are the sole source of Goideli wine. They also Druid. His closest friend on the Council of Druids is Justin.
produce all of the trade items listed for Goidan and weave Ritual Center
fine linen. They are the wealthiest, most civilized and most
Fay tribe in Goidan. Most have a strong love for things Sidh The Armagh center is a sacred grove called Per Lansa (Place
and/or neutral. The god most favor is Cernunnos (60%). of Landing). Sanctifying it, and placing the altar they carried from the west in it, was the first thing the people did.
All honor the Sidh gods, especially Lugh, as well.
Like the Ulail, the sacred area is marked and its support
buildings are outside the center. The only person who is
Nature
Armagh enjoy beauty, jokes, good meals, the dance, singing, allowed access to the altar is the Archdruid and those he
a good battle and interesting games. Reveling in any or all needs to perform his rites. It is not for the eyes, or touch,
of these while imbibing is a cultural trait. As a people they of anyone else. Defiling the altar in any way is a capital
are highly sensitive about the laws of hospitality. When crime.
they offer such to a man, refusing is a sure way to find
trouble.
Angus Mac Lier — King of Armagh
See Heroes.

Lagin
Population
Population (9,000) Red Branch members — 100, Clans —
8, Families — 171.
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Economy

he was a king, she followed him to Goidan happily. Once
The Lagin are a poor tribe. There trade consists of low she saw what he called a palace she was less than pleased.
quality tin, small amounts of other metals, furs and skins. She was also pregnant.
She gave birth and raised the children until they could
The people subsist by hunting and with minimal agriculture
get
by. That done, she started forming a plan to get back to
in the hills. They have a number of hide boats and do a bit
civilization.
This led her into a Korchi snare. She is chained
of piracy when the mood strikes.
in a Korchi dungeon. Now and then, the Governor enjoys
letting her try to convince him to free her. It appeals to
Nature
Lagin tend to be sullen, by Goidanese standards. They suf- the sadist in him. He takes what she gives, prods for more
fered with the arrival of the Korchi, lost some of their most and chains her again. Each time she visits, she tries harder
productive lands as a result of Ulail and Connata raping to sway him. She is an excellent toy.
Ulstan (prior to the Djani arrival at Sokkvabbek and the
accord that made Ulstan a Djani problem) and believe the Ran of Red Mountain — Archdruid of Lagin
other tribes look down on them. Lagin are quick to take inAge — 54 Sex — Male
sult and often take foolhardy chances to prove their worth. S 18(+1) St 32(+2) D 18(+1) A 35(+2) C 30
When something impossible needs doing, ask a Lagin. He’ll I 36
W 52
E 11
Em 12
Ap 36
give it a go.
HPV 20
CEL 5
OCV 8
DCV 8
DTV −4
Conn Lagiran — King of Lagin
Age — 59
S 51(+3)
I 33
HPV 39
MDV 7
MR 11
ML 7
CDF 4

St 56(+3) D 8
W 16
E6
CEL 12
OCV 18
MEL NA EL NA
PA 111
HC 52%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 48
Em 18
Ap 34
DCV 13
DTV −6
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 12
IC 24
Dodge Value 1
Weight 253lbs

Skills Heavy Swords, Clubs, Seaman, Miner
Conn has been a famed warrior and adventurer for forty
years. He has held the crown since he was 41. His wife is
a foreigner he picked up on a journey five years ago. She is
the most important thing in his life. He has twin four year
old sons she gave him and a 37 year old son, Elvin, from
his dead wife who is a Hero of the Red Branch (one of the
300 who guard the High King) and king of family Lagiran.
Unless someone frees his wife from the Korchi, he will deal
with them to save her. He has no choice.
Miriam Lagiran — Wife of the King, Rogizini
Age — 23 Sex — Female
S9
I 56
HPV 17
MDV 15
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 5

St 33(+2) D 17(+1)
W 33
E 45
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 5
EL
PA 49
HC 29%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’1"

A 68(+3) C 25
Em 33
Ap 80
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 58
CA 49
PR 8
IC 78
Dodge Value 4
Weight 114lbs

MDV 15
MR 12
ML 10
CDF 7

MEL 9
EL
PA 58
HC 31%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’11"

EnL 82
CA 81
PR 8
IC 23
Dodge Value 3
Weight 176lbs

Skills Druid arts
Ran is sinfully ambitious for a Druid. His family has a
blood feud with Ulstan. They also hate Korchi, Djani and
Connata. His goal is to arrange great defeats for his enemies
that benefit Lagin. He will not defile his faith to achieve
those ends. Anything beyond that is no problem. He has
divined the plan of the Governor of Baobhanu. He is doing
nothing.
When Conn defiles himself, and lets Korchi troops in to
ravage Sokkvabbek, he will convince the new king to turn
on Baobhanu. Korchi and Djani will suffer. With the might
and reputation earned in burning Baobhanu, he can make
Connata suffer and save Sokkvabbek. Lagin will own two
cities, most of the east coast (including all Ulstan lands)
and immense wealth. As Lagin savages Ulstan, his people
will become dominant. Ran will be High Druid for the first
hereditary Lagin High King.
NOTE — The Governor of Baobhanu is experienced and
talented. He will not open himself in the way Ran imagines
and will take steps if allowed to pass. His passage will slay
many druids, starting with Ran.
Ritual Center
The Lagin ritual center is located in a large cave. The
one entrance is sealed by an ornate, iron door made by a
dwarven rune master in return for a favor. It can only be
opened when a person of power touches it and thinks the
correct phrase. Anyone who touches it without thinking
that phrase is subject to MEL12/EL6 Petrification. Only
Ran and a council of six family druids he selected know the
phrase. The sacred center opens for no one else. Support
buildings are set at the base of the mountain that the cave
is located in.

Skills Thief, Eroticist, Entertainer, Sword, Survival,
Witchcraft, Healer, Herbalist, Throwing Dagger
Miriam is from Musci. As a child she was the property of
a noble pedophile. She escaped into the ghetto at the age
of eight. An herb woman living there protected her from
the searchers. When the search ebbed, she took Miriam as
a daughter. She was trained to use her talents and taught
the arts of a witch. (Her mother was one of the secret worshippers of Sammael.) When she met Conn, Miriam was on
the run for free lancing and because the Empire was, again, NOTE — Person of power means someone who casts magic
trying to eliminate witchcraft. Using a pleasant old man to of any kind. The spell does not make a finer distinction.
make her escape seemed reasonable. When she discovered Any magic user who knows the phrase can open the door.
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9.4 Tribal Data
Ghoram was taken by Korchi two years after becoming
Archdruid. In the weeks they held him, the abuse he suffered was horrible. Thankfully, he was rescued before he
Population (8,000) Red Branch members — 150, Clans — reached his ultimate destination (the palace of the God Em8, Families — 138.
peror). The trial left his mind and body weakened. It also
gave him a seething hatred for Korchi. He supports those
Economy
who wish to levy the island for war and exterminate BaobThe mountain area contains an immense deposit of tin. It hanu.
also has small deposits of copper, gold and silver. Two of the
Mumani clans dwell in the mountains and work the mines. Ritual Center
The rest get skins, fur, timber and flax in their forest abode. The Mumani ritual center is a circle of trees marked with
The Mumani are relatively wealthy. They also have trade the runes of Figol. Only druids and bards may enter safely.
relations with a Fomorian trader (House Chian).
Anyone else who seeks to do so is taken by the wards or

Mumani
Population

the guardians. Unless the entrance was an accident, or forgivable (like the act of a curious child), the punishment for
entering without permission is sacrifice on the altar.

Nature

Mumani are friendly and sociable to strangers who have
not given them cause for hate. They shun those who offend
them. If pressed by such, and it is clear the person has no Eoghan
interest in atonement, they kill him. Mumani are known for
a streak of greed. The mountain area they own was taken Population
from Eoghan when gold was discovered. Those tribes are Population (7,000) Red Branch members — 50, Clans — 4,
not the best of friends to this day.
Families — 203.
Kevin Muman — King of Mumani, King of Clan
Muma, King of Family Muman
Age — 48 Sex — Male

S 32(+2)
I 12
HPV 26
MDV 9
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 3

St 9
D 76(+4)
W 14
E8
CEL 9
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 64
HC 35%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

A 60(+3) C 60
Em 56
Ap 65
DCV 16
DTV −3
EnL 74
CA NA
PR 6
IC 64
Dodge Value 7
Weight 183lbs

Economy
The Eoghan have small mines in their hills. Their main
business is peat, naphtha and fishing. A few “energetic”
members of the tribe also engage in a bit of piracy.
Nature

The Eoghan have the nature of a cornered animal, in many
ways. They see themselves as fighting for their lives against
the Korchi. They also have a debt to repay where the Mumani are concerned. Should fate let them be done with the
SPECIAL — When Kevin was 14 he came across a gorwhite pigs, they will see to their honor in the forests and
geous woman trapped in a snare. So gorgeous was she that
reclaim their mountains. Eoghan are sensitive. They acthe thought of taking her came to mind. Being a good lad
cept no slights. One often finds a fist in their face before
he did not. He freed the lass and tended her wound. She
he realizes the depths of his error in etiquette when dealing
smiled, said bless you and disappeared, accompanied by the
with them.
sound of songbirds. Since that day, Kevin has been able to
understand the tongue of anyone who speaks to him, be it Davod Eolla — King of Eoghan, King of Clan
rat, dog or man. He is blessed by Rhiannon.
Eogh, King of Family Eolla
Age — 55 Sex — Male
Skills Archer, Shield, Horseman, Dancer
S 84(+4) St 56(+3) D 9
A6
C 40
Personality

I 56
HPV 45
MDV 13
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 5

W 36
E 14
CEL 9
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 144
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’9"

Em 33
Ap 34
DCV 9 DTV −5
EnL 76 CA NA
PR 10
IC 47
Dodge Value 0
Weight 300lbs

Kevin is a good natured man who enjoys socializing with
others, especially when a chance to party and dance is involved. Fighting is never a preferred option with him. If
he must take it, he attacks with speed, cleverness and ends
the mess, as he calls it, as fast as fate allows. He is not the
smartest man but his ability to read others, and guess their Skills Scholar, Read and Write, Club, Swampman, Hillman, Mountaineer, Miner, Seaman, Navigator, Heavy
motives, is often dazzling to behold.
Swords, Healer
Davod wanted to be a druid when he was a boy. He
Ghoram — Archdruid of Mumani
Age — 65 Sex — Male worked on his studies and tried to learn. Then puberty
came and he grew a foot in a single year and kept growS 18(+1) St 18(+1) D 17(+1) A 33(+2) C 33
I 63
W 20
E 24
Em 14
Ap 12
ing. It soon became clear he was going to be immense. He
HPV 18
CEL 4
OCV 6
DCV 7
DTV −3
accepted fate’s will and became a warrior. In the decades
MDV 16 MEL 11
EL
EnL 53
CA 98
since, many an Eoghan still live because he did. He appears
MR 12
PA 38
HC 26%
PR 6
IC 38
to be a boulder given flesh. In fact, he is a brilliant man
ML 10
Mana Regen. 4
Dodge Value 3
who loves his people and is nearly unstoppable in battle.
CDF 8
Height 5’7"
Weight 162lbs
The Korchi have a bounty of 200 gold on his head. Seven
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times men have attempted to earn it. None are still breathThis applies for the non-affiliated among the tribes of
ing. Davod killed three. His people did a thorough job of Goidan and those in Sokkvabbek also. There are three noslaughtering the others. They love their king.
table leaders that deserve listing in this document. They
are:
Morris of Silas Fen — Archdruid of Eoghan
Age — 57 Sex — Male Ella Flynn — Sorceress, Warrior
Age — 35
Sex — Female
S 20(+1) St 11
D 20(+1) A 22(+1) C 30
I 42
HPV 16
MDV 21
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 8

W 68
E 24
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 12 EL
PA 40
HC 21%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’6"

Em 33
Ap 28
DCV 6
DTV −2
EnL 98
CA 169
PR 4
IC 57
Dodge Value 2
Weight 172lbs

S 33(+2)
I 56
HPV 23
MDV 21
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 11

St 18(+1) D 33(+2)
W 56
E 18
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 15
EL
PA 53
HC 29%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’7"

A 60(+3) C 40
Em 18
Ap 75
DCV 11
DTV −3
EnL 96
CA 204
PR 6
IC 36
Dodge Value 5
Weight 159lbs

Skills Druid Arts, Herbalist, Singer, Scholar
Morris is an expert on the law. He is descended from
three men who were High Druids in their lives. His goal is
to be the next High Druid. When that day comes, he plans
to suggest the removal of all foreigners from the holy island
and the islands surrounding it. He will also demand the
High King make the Mumani return the stolen mountains
and pay a weregild for them. Until then, he does his duty
and defends his people from the Korchi taint.
Morris is a talented, stubborn man who is supremely confident in his own ability. He is certain that his vision of
Goidan’s future must come to pass. After all, he alone has
the training and intellect to chart its course.

Skills Sorceress, Scholar, Jeweler, Miner, Archer, Dancer
Ella is the only female family leader in Goidan. She
earned the right in battle, when her magic and ability played
a major part in defeating a Korchi incursion. The High King
and the King of the Armagh gave her the island in the river
and told her relatives that any could follow if they wished.
Fifty went, to their surprise. In the seven years since, 12
children have swelled the number. Her place is growing well.
NOTE — Ella worships the neutral goddess Miryan. Her
consort is a member of the True Sidhe. Her palace is sanctified so his true appearance is his to wear when he is in it.
She has born him a daughter they named Miral. Her nature
tends to be capricious, erotic and exuberant with those she
Ritual Center
has no cause to hate. Where enemies are concerned, she is
The Eoghan center is located in a forested valley. Lines of death. She reflects the nature of her goddess well.
hills run to north and south of it. The center is a large stone
building with a basement. A curtain wall made of the best Original Tribe Armagh
oak surrounds the complex. Inside, with the sacred buildFamily Size 62
ing, are a training center and a barracks for the 30 guards
who are always there. The Archdruid lives in the sacred Location A small island in the southern river in Eoghan
center. By Eoghan tradition, he is the soul of Eoghan. He territory. It contains a large deposit of silver she harvests
must be in the structure that contains the altar whenever and protects.
possible. When he is absent, the warriors of Eoghan are
Lobar Marcom — Warrior, Pirate
weakened by the lack of his power.
Age — 47 Sex — Male

Non-Affiliated Clans and Families
Population

Population (5,000) Red Branch members — 100, Clans —
6, Families — 195.
Economy
These clans and families are people who have chosen to
leave their tribes, been driven out of them or serve a leader
whose reputation is so outstanding he was allowed freedom
from the tribal structure. Some own mines or have good
resources. Most get by as they can and have to deal with
trouble from the tribes around their lands. Those who are
too weak to hold what they have oft as not end up as gypsies
or bandits.
Nature
These people tend to be cunning and unscrupulous. Those
who have a respected leader, or defensible resources that
grant some stability, are less prone to this trait. In their
case, their nature will be akin to that of the leader or the
tribe they split off from.
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S 53(+3)
I 60
HPV 36
MDV 9
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 4

St 33(+2) D 18(+1)
W 11
E 35
CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 93
HC 44%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

A 51(+3) C 55
Em 18
Ap 64
DCV 14
DTV −5
EnL 66
CA NA
PR 10
IC 53
Dodge Value 4
Weight 198lbs

Lobar is famed for raids on the Korchi home island. He is
a talented admiral, skilled warrior and intelligent planner.
He is also charismatic enough to keep his clan with him,
enjoying the spoils. The flaw in his character, which led to
his departure from Ulstan, is the joy he takes in humiliating
Korchi women. He never kills one in a raid. He chains the
best, brings them back and works on them until they beg
to be camp whores. His heir (23) is a bastard from such
a woman. Most other places, he would have been killed
on birth to shield him from the pain of his tainted blood.
Saving him, and others, is why Lobar is no longer Ulstan.
Original Tribe Ulstan
Clan Size 803 (13 families)

9.4 Tribal Data
Location The north shore bay east of the city of Sokkv- Loric Erickson — Brother of Ulric
abbek (where the S is)
Age — 19
Fleet 1 Longboat, 4 Hide Boat raiders
Ulric Ironhand — Warrior
Age — 35
S 54(+3)
I 11
HPV 39
MDV 8
MR 11
ML 5
CDF 7

St 32(+2) D 18(+1)
W 22
E3
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL 6
EL
PA 94
HC 50%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

Sex — Male

A 20(+1) C 68
Em 16
Ap 16
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 90
CA NA
PR 12
IC 19
Dodge Value 2
Weight 289lbs

S 33(+2)
I 52
HPV 23
MDV 9
MR 12
ML 9
CDF 3

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 11
E3
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL NA EL 1
PA 53
HC 28%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 35(+2) C 36
Em 18
Ap 52
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 47
CA NA
PR 6
IC 21
Dodge Value 3
Weight 160lbs

SPECIAL — Loric has EL1 Mental Invulnerability.

Loric’s father was commander of the fortress at Noatun.
He had a fling with his mother when visiting the slum in
Sokkvabbek. When he discovered he fathered a son, he gave
Loric a name. Before he could do more, he was killed in a
SPECIAL — Ulric has the ability to change his right hand Korchi attack. Loric is a quiet, studious man who does what
into usable iron. When he uses it to strike it has the impact he must to survive. He is at the mine because he loves his
of a +3 WSB Mace with a +6 chance to hit. The spell lasts family not because it is what he wants. His wife Ilsa is a
one hour each time it is used. The EnL cost to cast it is 17 year old Djani woman, the daughter of a freeholder from
Novholm. She does not care for life at the mine. Family
10. It takes Ulric 3 phases to do so and always succeeds.
duty keeps her there. Her father gave her to Loric. It is her
Ulric has a tin mine on mountain. When he found the
place to remain with him, whatever she feels about the life
vein, he moved his wife, two children and the family of
they are leading.
his two brothers onto the mountain and staked a claim.
Because Ulric has a reputation as a warrior, and was a
Champion of the Red Branch, the King of Connata allowed Ulstan
it. Ulric is a decent, friendly man as long as no one tries to
Population
take what he considers to be his. If theft is attempted, he
kills. If needed, he hunts the thief for months to see him Population (9000) 7 clans, 185 families, Eastern Sokkvdead. The last man who stole from him died at his hands abbek
in Tomanu.
NOTE — Ulric’s father was a Djani Viking. His mother
was a Lagin herbalist. The Korchi took his father before Ulric was born. His mother was left without a clan for having
a foreigner’s child out of wedlock. He grew up hard while
she scraped herself to death making a living for the family.
On the way, necessity brought her two more bastard sons.
He vowed on her grave that such a fate would never find
him or his.
Original Tribe None
Family Size

15

Location On the mountain between the river and its
feeder lake on the Connata-Lagin border.

Economy
The Ulstan provide timber and skins to the Djani. The
people survive with orchards, some agriculture and hunting.
They also hire out as mercenaries and engage in piracy.
Nature
This tribe is generally equitable, friendly and able. When
they feel a wrong has been done, they ask for recompense.
When the felon asks to talk about it, they will negotiate.
If it is denied out of hand, they demand what they believe
is just. Continuing on the vein until justice is done, or
the guilty dies, is normal for an Ulstan warrior. The people
enjoy crafts, art, entertainment arts and a good party. They
fight when survival or the right demands action. Most are
talented in both peace and war.

NOTE — An ancient wrong placed the Ulstan under Djani
control. A Ulail King was a lecher. He impregnated all three
daughters of a notable Ulstan warrior. When the Ulstan
S 60(+3) St 36(+2) D 18(+1) A 52(+3) C 30
King asked for a weregild, the Ulail replied, “The owner of
I 12
W 18
E 10
Em 12
Ap 40
sows pays the boar owner for settling his stock. Expect nothHPV 34 CEL 6
OCV 11
DCV 10
DTV −4
ing.” That response led to tribal war. Finally, the Connata
MDV 5
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 48
CA NA
offered to be mediaries. The Ulstan made their demand and
MR 13
PA 100
HC 33%
PR 8
IC 22
would not budge from it. Both the Ulail and the Connata
ML 5
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 4
went to war on them. As they were pressed back toward
CDF 4
Height 6’1"
Weight 190lbs
their sacred lands, the Lagin struck also. As they defeated a
Elman has a wife and a daughter. He is a seaman, Viking Lagin host, and took their forest, the Djani landed. A deal
and miner. Leaving the sea and the city behind was no was made giving them what was left of the Ulstan lands. It
problem for him.
has been so ever since.
Elman Stoutheart — Brother of Ulric
Age — 24 Sex — Male
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Terence Coleman — King of Ulstan
Age — 40

S 18(+1)
I 20
HPV 19
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 7

St 16(+1) D 33(+2)
W 53
E 36
CEL 7
OCV 9
MEL 10
EL 6
PA 38
HC 28%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’3"

Sex — Male

A 56(+3) C 39
Em 52
Ap 80
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 92
CA 117
PR 6
IC 88
Dodge Value 5
Weight 130lbs

SPECIAL — Terence has the concealment skills of an Elf.
He is also capable of Mana Reading. He has MEL10/EL6
Sleep Mist as an innate power.
Skills Archer, Sidh Magic, Singer, Herbalist
Terence is a half-elf and a trained Sidh magician. His
mother raised Terence until he was 12. As he approached
puberty, she gave him to his father. He learned human
arts for eight years then returned to his mother for two to
learn magic. When he returned he was a warrior wizard
well versed in Elven ways. He lives by them, as best he can
within the laws of the Ulstan. He will do nothing against
the Golden Sunburst League. Until a weregild is paid to
the descendants of the defiled, their cause is just (as he sees
it). His relations with Djani are not great. Their actions
often run counter to what he feel is proper.
Malcolm of Dell Forest — Archdruid of Ulstan
Age — 50 Sex — Male

S 35(+2)
I 33
HPV 25
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 16(+1)
W 60
E 15
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 55
HC 31%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’9"

A 20(+1) C 44
Em 24
Ap 33
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 104
CA 107
PR 8
IC 39
Dodge Value 2
Weight 168lbs

Skills Druid arts, Scholar, Herbalist, Cosmology
Malcolm is something of a heretic for a druid. He believes
it is his place to foster all that is good, whatever its alignment, and oppose all evil. He is dedicated to this belief.
Anything good has his hand in support if needed. Anything else faces his might in a battle to the death. In his
mind, you are good or you are enemy. There is no middle
ground. He considers the blackened scarlet to be delusional.
He also holds that many are vile criminals. Any caught in
his land face his justice. (Secretly, he supports the Golden
Sunburst League.)
Ritual Center
The Ulstan center is a circle of ancient trees surrounding
an even more ancient altar. It is the oldest ritual center
on the island. According to legend, the first Ulstan druid
was allowed to take possession by the Elves after he passed
a number of supernatural challenges. Even then, the place
was ancient. Only the Archdruid of Ulstan may touch the
central altar. Anyone else who does is subject to a curse.
What the curse does is the referee’s choice. The power
is MEL24/EL12. Its affect varies, depending on the time
of day and the person who touches it. The person struck is
thrown out of the center and cursed. As that means he or
she flies through the air for a distance of 60 feet and lands
hard, assign damage for the fall as well.
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Other Details
The total population of the free tribes is 88,000. Goidan can
levy 10,000 warriors for war. When the call goes to Sokkvabbek another 3,000 warriors can be raised. How many
come depends on how popular the war is. Kings are asked
to answer. They are not obligated to do so. Neither are
family warriors required to heed their king.
The High King has a standing army composed of 2,000
elite footmen called the Champions of the Red Branch
(When the High King calls other kings to war he sends a
Red Branch inscribed with runes a druid can read to learn
where the forces are to meet. The people in the unit are
additional to the levies that can be raised.) Earning membership in this body is an honor for Goidan’s warriors. Only
the finest can win a high place. Many die trying.
There are three levels in the Champions. 1600 are elite
foot. They pass the tests to earn the right to wear the sash.
300 are Heroes. They take much more dangerous tests.
In war, they serve as the High King’s personal guard. A
warrior must serve at least one year at sash level before he
is allowed to try for Hero rank. There are never more than
300 (see below).
The final hundred are called Lords of the Red Branch.
The tests they must master are nearly supernatural in difficulty. A man must serve as a Hero for two years before he
is allowed to seek Lord status. They are the High King’s
champions and the leaders of the Red Branch in war. No
warriors are held in higher reverence than Lords of the Red
Branch. There is never more than one hundred. If the roles
are filled, the only way to earn the rank is to face a member
in a duel and defeat him (or wait for someone to die.)
The High King can utilize the Goidanese citizens of
Sokkvabbek when he wishes. There are 24,000 of these
people. They are Ulstan (9000, 7 clans, 185 families), emigrants from tribes Ui Niell, Connata and Ulail that are
not included in the numbers above (8000, 7 clans, 153 families) and non-affiliated clans and families (7000, 6 clans,
131 families).

Politics
Tribal politics is a fact of everyday life in Goidan. Some
tribes like some of their neighbors and dislike others. The
chart below rates this on a scale of 1–10. On this scale, 1 is
hatred, 10 is strong friendship. The mean, 5 and 6, equals
equanimity with no favor shown.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1) Armagh
(37) X
5
4
4
8
3
6
7
2) Connata
(35) 6 X
4
4
4
7
7
3
3) Eoghan
(33) 5
2 X
4
5
6
6
5
4) Lagin
(31) 4
3
4 X
5
5
6
4
5) Mumani
(39) 8
7
5
6 X
5
4
4
6) Ui Niell
(35) 3
7
5
4
5 X
7
4
7) Ulail
(32) 4
7
5
4
5
6 X
1
8) Ulstan
(32) 8
3
5
6
5
4
1 X
Popularity
38 34 32 32 37 36 37 28
The order of the tribes, by popularity, is Armagh, Mumani, Ulail, Ui Niell, Connata, Eoghan, Lagin and Ulstan.
The meaning can come into play for a character when he
travels. For example, if he is Armagh the character will be
welcome in Mumani and Ulstan lands. He may run into

9.5 Knotwork
trouble when he visits Ui Niell, Ulail or Lagin areas. Ui
Niell would be favored when visiting Connata. With Armagh and Ulstan he may find trouble.
The number in parentheses totals the tribe’s attitude to
others. It reflects the openness of their society where nonmembers are concerned. The order there is Mumani, Armagh, Connata, Ui Niell, Eoghan, Ulstan, Ulail and Lagin.

9.5 Knotwork
Celtic knotwork was introduced to Goidanese society by
the Armagh. Each tribe has a pattern that defines it. Each
clan and family adds to that pattern to define themselves.
Those who earn honor and rank are allowed further additions. The result, especially among the wealthy or elite, is
embroidered on hems, cuffs and collars letting anyone who
understands the system know the place of the person in the
tribal framework. The markers are also found on lingams
on roadways and outside villages.

to slaying Korchi and saving the Sidh. He was admitted to
the society when he was 36 and is now its Elder.
Aloysius Connor — Bard trained, Sidh Magician,
Connata
Age — 53 Sex — Male
S 17(+1)
I 20
HPV 15
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 8

St 12
D 52(+4)
W 36
E 35
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 11 EL
PA 34
HC 20%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’3"

A 33(+2) C 28
Em 68
Ap 60
DCV 12
DTV −2
EnL 64
CA 129
PR 4
IC 103
Dodge Value 6
Weight 134lbs

Skills Bard skills, Archer, Troubadour, Healer, Rhetoric
When he was 30 Aloysius joined the crew of a vessel seeking to trade with the Kolari. On that trip, they helped
Kolari raid a Korchi camp. In it were eight Faerries. The
level of abuse inflicted on them was indescribable. He healed
them as best he could then set out with all eight on a mercy
NOTE — As part of their dedication, Druids and Bards mission to Avalon. He reached it a year later, after severe
forego the family knot. Druids wear simple robes with no trials. He was rewarded. He also met Elan, a Faerry noblemarking as a general rule.
woman. She often visits Connor. They have been very good
friends for more than twenty years. His son by her is being
raised at Avalon. His name is Artur. He is 12. (Aloysius
9.6 Secret Societies
has been a member of the society for 13 years.)

The Society of the Knowe
This group battles the Korchi and protects the Sidh from
their depredations. They are known for raiding A’Korchu
to slaughter Korchi and rescue Sidh who are taken as slaves.
They are secret as a protection against Korchi vengeance.
They have no agenda that in any way threatens Goidanese
society. Most consider them to be “insane” heroes.
A council of five leads the society. The home base, at this
time, is a tiny island in the river in Ui Niell lands whose
beginning is near the Ui Niell ritual center. The former
King of Ui Niell gave this place to them forty years ago. It
serves their needs well. The current membership is 37. All
are excellent at what they do.
Leaders
Marvin Tuman — Wizard, Half-Elf Ulstan
Age — 65 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 76
HPV 15
MDV 25
MR 11
ML 16
CDF 11

St 16(+1) D 11
W 36
E 15
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL 17
EL
PA 38
HC 21%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’6"

A 17(+1) C 25
Em 42
Ap 36
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 61
CA 211
PR 6
IC 57
Dodge Value 1
Weight 168lbs

SPECIAL — MEL17/EL8 Lower World Travel as innate
power, Elf Sidh, Faerry Sidh
Skills Wizardry, Scholar, Herbalist, Armorer
His father, a mercenary serving the Djani, raised Marvin.
Throughout his life his mother visited yearly. When he was
26 she did not come. Interrupting his studies, he went to
the Lower World to find her. He discovered Korchi took her
on her way to him. When he found her, a year later, all that
was left was her tanned skin hanging on a wall. He escaped
with it, and his life. Since then he has dedicated himself

Sean Armidge — Armagh Warrior
Age — 42
S 33(+2)
I 36
HPV 36
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 4

St 56(+3) D 35(+2)
W 52
E 11
CEL 11
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 93
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

Sex — Male

A 51(+3) C 55
Em 12
Ap 40
DCV 16
DTV −6
EnL 107
CA NA
PR 12
IC 23
Dodge Value 5
Weight 202lbs

Skills Swords, Shield, Horseman, Dancer, Hand to Hand
Sean learned about the society when he was 24. He
searched out their base and asked to be a member. They
set him a mission to prove himself. It took him two years
to succeed. He has been a member for 16 years.
Elvin Lagiran — Hero of the Red Branch, King of
Lagiran
Age — 37 Sex — Male
S 56(+3)
I 16
HPV 37
MDV 6
MR 11
ML 6
CDF 4

St 51(+3) D 17(+1)
W 28
E 24
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 116
HC 45%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

A 20(+1) C 38
Em 12
Ap 34
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 66
CA NA
PR 10
IC 36
Dodge Value 2
Weight 260lbs

Skills Club, Heavy Swords, Seaman, Miner
Elvin is a powerful warrior. Like many Lagin, he is desperate to prove his worth. Serving the society, and the Red
Branch, meets this need. His hope it to replace his father
as King of Lagin when the time comes. He has heard of the
current situation at home. He will not risk a fingernail for
his mother in law. He detests the woman and thinks his
father is better off without her.
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Elaine — Salaqi, Half-Mir, Sorceress, Warrior
Age — 26 Sex — Female
S 14
I 68
HPV 16
MDV 20
MR 14(24)
ML 15
CDF 7

St 18(+1) D 68(+3)
W 22
E 35
CEL 7
OCV 8
MEL 10
EL
PA 34
HC 24%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’3"

A 80(+4) C 30
Em 56
Ap 100
DCV 16
DTV −3
EnL 52
CA 139
PR 6
IC 91
Dodge Value 7
Weight 119lbs

SPECIAL — Elaine has the capricious nature of her Mir
father. Her hair is raven and her form perfect. She can fly
without wings and has +2 talent using a dagger in any way
or with the two weapon skill. Her father loves his mortal
daughter. He has been known to appear in her defense.
NOTE — More than a few members of the society want
Elaine. She enjoys that. Flirting and sex are fun. Using
her charisma to stop cute fights is good practice. Despite
the fact that she drives them nuts, most members of this
society would risk death to save her. (As she is more than
able to defend herself, given her gifts, she thinks that is also
cute. She likes her boys.)

both the Kolar and Shanda by conquering the Fomorian
kingdoms there.
Location
There is a black inverted cross with a red border near a river
in Connata land. The secret base of the group is there.
Operation
Now and then the society engages in kidnapping and assassination to weaken the wrongful holders of power. In the
main, they operate as bandits and thieves. More than one
village has woken to find itself occupied. The group stays
in such places, taking what they wish, however they wish,
until they are forced to leave. At such times, theft, rape,
murder and sacrilege are common events. When forced to
leave, they take goods, wealth and women with them and
burn the village to the ground.
The Blackened Scarlet has assailed every tribe in Goidan.
Most are considered to be brigands. There are a number of
places where they will be killed on sight if an opportunity
to do so presents itself. In other areas, fear gives them a
measure of support. Anyone who shattered this group, or
turned it away from evil, would earn a great reward.

Skills Throwing Dagger, Archer, Swords, Fighting Dagger, Wizardry, Healer, Herbalist, Armorer, Dancer, Artist,
Fergus Hord — King of the Society
Eroticism, Acrobat
Age — 39

The Lords of the Blasted Heath

After Fomoria defeated the Firbolg, they decided to make
Goidan a prison colony to house enemies displaced by their
expansion into Shanda and the Kolar peninsula. During the
first years of this policy there were constant revolts. These
ended with Fomoria’s victory in battle at Winsell Heath (in
what is now Armagh land). The seven ringleaders of the
revolt were taken in battle and executed on the field.
A bit more than a hundred years ago a wizard, who styled
himself as the direct descendant of the greatest of the sacred seven, began making contact with others of the blood.
When enough were convinced, they founded this group and
began to lay plans.
The leaders of this group consider themselves to be blood
descendants of the fallen seven. The one with the strongest
blood tie to each of the sacred seven, as they call the executed men, holds his place on the council. The one who sits
for the greatest is King of the Council. He rules the society
with the advice of the others. The other members also have
a blood tie or, for various reasons, are willing to serve the
goals of this group.

S 56(+3)
I 22
HPV 48
MDV 4
MR 11
ML 4
CDF 5

St 68(+3) D 18(+1)
W6
E 11
CEL 10
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 116
HC 68%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 68
Em 3
Ap 44
DCV 12
DTV −7
EnL 74
CA NA
PR 14
IC 14
Dodge Value 2
Weight 241lbs

Skills Club, Mace, Miner
Fergus is the grandson of the wizard who founded the
group. He is the most notorious brigand and bully in
Goidan. He has no ability to read others and no will when
it comes to his interests. What he wants he takes. What
his prime adviser suggests, he just about always does. That
man, the 3rd ranking member, is the true King of the Council.
NOTE — Three years ago Fergus killed his wife in a fit
of rage. He had a daughter (10) and a son (4) by her.
His adviser is raising them. The King of the Heath has no
time to diaper infants. He has also fathered three bastard
children. Nothing could mean less to him than they do. He
is a sadistic drunkard and lecher.

NOTE — The people of Goidan call this group the Blackened Scarlet. They are liked by 5% and feared by 20%.
Those who like them are active supporters. The frightened Marcus Shalain — Treasure Master of the Society
Age — 48 Sex — Male
do as they are told in hopes of being left alone more often
S
20(+1)
St
18(+1)
D
11
A 33(+2) C 30
than not.
Goals

I 36
HPV 17
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 8
CDF 7

W 22
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL 9
EL
PA 40
HC 24%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

Em 20
Ap 15
DCV 7
DTV −3
EnL 52
CA NA
PR 6
IC 40
Dodge Value 2
Weight 211lbs

The Lords feel they should rule Goidan. It is their right as
the heirs of the original lords of the people who were forced
to dwell here. They detest all things Fomorian and, when
they have the power, will avenge the sacred seven. Their
goal is to gain dictatorial control of Goidan. They will use SPECIAL — MEL9/EL4 Camouflage as an Innate
that power to slaughter Fomorians and gain footholds in Power
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Marcus was born in Sokkvabbek. He spent the first 27
years of his life gaining a notorious reputation as a thief.
Were it not for his innate power, he would have been caught
on a monthly basis. He is not good at it.
At the age of 27 he was approached by the society. When
he learned what position was his by right, he joined. Keeping track of the society’s wealth is the duty of the one he
sits for. He enjoys the job. The manor he owns is very
plush. The captive women chained in its hidden basement
more than sweet. He is very happy.
NOTE — As Treasure Master Marcus makes a yearly accounting of the society’s wealth and property to the King.
He is also expected to oversee the job the Castaleine is doing
warding everything.
Jonas O’Flynn — Castaleine of the Society
Age — 40(93) Sex — Male
S 33(+2)
I 63
HPV 21
MDV 20
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 10

St 17(+1) D 18(+1)
W 56
E 33
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL 13
EL
PA 53
HC 25%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’10"

A 56(+3) C 33
Em 11
Ap 70
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 89
CA 154
PR 6
IC 44
Dodge Value 4
Weight 173lbs

He has a deal with Marcus. The Treasurer gets to pilfer
treasure and take his pick of new whores. In exchange, he
supports anything Jonas does. He is also disposed to side
with his program. Nothing means more to Marcus than his
wealth and comfort. The Korchi who is now Jonas is far
worse than despicable. He is a total monster.
Alain Redhand — Viking, General of the Society
Age — 31 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 33
HPV 34
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 4

St 76(+4) D 52(+3)
W 24
E9
CEL 11
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 98
HC 58%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

A 51(+3) C 39
Em 21
Ap 35
DCV 17
DTV −6
EnL 63
CA NA
PR 12
IC 30
Dodge Value 6
Weight 199lbs

SPECIAL — Alain is immune to any form of curse. He
also has +1 talent as an Archer and +2 with Shields.

Skills Heavy Swords, Axes, Maces, Swords, Shield,
Archer, Seaman
Alain was raped into his mother while his father, the
former General, was visiting Noatun. When he was four,
she ran afoul of a vampire and was never seen again. He
was left alone. A Viking took pity and gave him a berth on
his ship. He spent the next 20 years reaving. He earned the
Skills Wizardry, Swords, Throwing Dagger, Assassin, Ex- name Redhand in battle.
ecutioner, Scholar (Torture, Conditioning, Goidan)
His father approached him while his ship was celebrating
Jonas O’Flynn assumed this rank at the age of 22. While a victory. Alain shared Goideli wine with the man as he
leading a raid in Lagin territory, at the age of 26, he ran listened. When there was nothing more to learn, he killed
afoul of Korchi. He died on the altar of the Governor of him. A month later he was at the base claiming his due
Baobhanu. As a part of that sacrifice, a Morzug Major rank. He has held it for the last seven years. The notoriety
assumed his appearance. He was feted for his heroism when of the society has increased as a result.
he escaped from the Korchi and made his way home.
NOTE — The General is responsible for all major actions
NOTE — The spell on the Major can only be negated in a of the society’s armed forces. He is the trainer, planner and
set manner. It was cast as a curse. To dispel his appearance leader. By society law, the first ten per cent of any profit
as Jonas, his head must be shaved as he bathes in Goideli is his. A guard of five extremely vicious Vikings, from his
wine. Nothing else has any impact.
former ship, accompanies Alain. They insure his safety. He
Since he arrived, Jonas has nudged the society into darker insures their wealth and comfort.
actions. He is also, very subtly, making the more amoral
Alain does not like the way Fergus is leaning, hates Marsee the Korchi are the only hope to gain victory. He has cus and does not trust Jonas. As long as they stay out of
Fergus himself considering the truth of this.
his area, he lets the matter rest. If they press him, the traHis mission is to take control of the society, make it a Ko- ditional hierarchy will have holes. He resolves problems by
rchi puppet force and destroy the leadership of Goidan. He killing the cause.
is working toward those ends. If they are not accomplished
sooner, Fergus will have an accident in 14 years. His son, Alcin O’Mara — Chaplain of the Society
then 18, will lead as Jonas commands.
Age — 60 Sex — Male
NOTE — As Castaleine Jonas is in charge of securing the
base of the society. It is his duty to protect its treasure and
control the people they take as slaves. No one is aware of
his ability as a wizard.
Jonas is raising the children of Fergus. He is training the
son to believe what he wants, using torture, persuasion and
magic. He uses the daughter as his whore. She is under a
spell that forbids her to do anything that in any way makes
the truth known. Since she is terrified, she rarely risks
defying him. When her blood comes, he plans to sell her and
tell Fergus she died. He will have no trouble getting another
pretty child to enjoy. (The buyer will be Marcus. Once the
transaction is done, he will own the Treasure Master.)

S 12
St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
I 22
W 54
E 39
HPV 19
CEL 2
OCV 3
MDV 19 MEL 10
EL
MR 9*
PA 32
HC 32%
ML 14
Mana Regen. 8
CDF 7
Height 5’2"
*−1 for obesity

A8
C 44
Em 60
Ap 50
DCV 3 DTV −3
EnL 98 CA 125
PR 8
IC 99
Dodge Value 1
Weight 165lbs

Skills Priest (Urigallu), Scholar, Herbalist, Rhetoric, Linguist
Alcin was born to the society. He succeeded his father as
Chaplain 18 years ago. He is a methodical man who never
acts precipitously. He is also a bit of a glutton. His entire
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life has been spent learning the arts of his craft and studying
things pertaining to it. He is wise and an excellent judge
of people. He suspects something is not right with Jonas.
In a year or three, when he is certain, he may act on his
suspicion.

If nothing changes, Jonas achieves control of Fergus in
five years. Within a year after that, Marvin and Alcin die.
Soon after, he gains a hold on the Derry children and makes
Linus obey his commands. The society steps up its actions
and grows powerful in the next nine years. At that time,
NOTE — The Chaplain performs various rites. He is the son of Fergus becomes King. Jonas rules through him.
also responsible for keeping the lineage records and updating The society begins systematic assassinations that shatter the
leadership of the tribes. When this is accomplished, a Korchi
them as new births are discovered.
invasion sweeps the island.
Linus Derry — Executioner of the Society
Age — 38 Sex — Male The Golden Sunburst League
S 36(+2) St 33(+2) D 14
A 33(+2) C 60
The rape of the three sisters, as the Ulstan call it, led to
I 35
W 36
E 51
Em 22
Ap 10
tribal war. In that conflict, Ulstan lost half of its territory to
HPV 33
CEL 8
OCV 12 DCV 10
DTV −5
Ulail and Connata (much of it after a Lagin attack threatMDV 10 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 96
CA NA
ened the ritual center and forced them to cut the western
MR 12
PA 76
HC 47% PR 10
IC 73
defense to almost nothing By the time they routed the LaML 10
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 2
gin, the lands were lost.) They were also forced to become
CDF 4
Height 5’9"
Weight 159lbs
subjects of the Djani who founded Sokkvabbek.
The executioner is responsible for arresting and/or killing
The goal of this society is to defend all sons and daughenemies of the society, internal or external, on the decision ters of Ulstan and redeem the losses the tribe suffered in
of the council or King. It is also his place to monitor the pursuit of justice. They seek agreement with the Djani for
actions of members to insure that secrets remain secret and Ulstan freedom in the wood, a weregild to the descendants
no one defiles the honor of the society.
of the sisters and the return of the property seized from
Linus has held this position since he was 17. He takes it their ancestors. They will accept nothing less.
very seriously. As a rule, he is a cold, emotionless man who
No member recognizes the authority of the High King or
goes out of his way to avoid having relationships with other heeds any command that comes from an Ulail or Connata.
members. He does not want to place himself in a position They do accept the place of the High Druid, except where
to show favoritism to anyone.
his word opposes the goals of the society.
NOTE — Linus suspects Jonas. He also knows acting
Seventy percent of the Ulstan population supports the
against him threatens the life of his wife, three children and league. Many have strong ties with the Sidh who dwell in
himself. He is seeking more evidence and a way to act that the area (who don’t much care for Odin worshippers.) Only
secures the safety of his family.
ten percent of the Ulstan oppose them. Most of those people
live in Sokkvabbek or on Noatun. Acting against the society
Martin Moody — Craftmaster of the Society
in the forests of Ulstan is a nearly pointless endeavor.
Age — 22 Sex — Male
S 33(+2) St 35(+2) D 11
A 33(+2) C 26
Location
I 88
HPV 24
MDV 22
MR 12
ML 19
CDF 6

W 39
E 15
CEL 3
OCV 7
MEL 6
EL 9
PA 73
HC 31%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’11"

Em 56
Ap 55
DCV 5
DTV −4
EnL 65
CA 103
PR 8
IC 71
Dodge Value 2
Weight 200lbs

SPECIAL — Total Immunity to Illusion powers,
MEL6/EL9 Speed as an Innate Power

The hidden Knowe of the league is located ten miles due
east of the Ulstan ritual center. It is a large Faerry hill
occupied by the league and a tribe of 70 Faerry. A short
distance away is a sizable village that supports them to a
man. Finally, one of their strongest secret supporters is the
Archdruid of Ulstan. Ambushing them in their stronghold
is as close to impossible as anything could be.

Martin has lived his life in the society. It is all he knows.
His father only began training him for this position a bit
more than a year ago. Before that he learned crafts and
scholarly arts.
Before his father could do much more than make a wizard of him, he died of a hideous disease (sent by Jonas).
Martin was forced to take his place before his time. Given
the time to learn and mature, he will be a great wizard and
Craftmaster. The chance he is allowed that time is negligible. Having magical competition does not fit Jonas’ plan.
His potential has few limits (one of which is alcohol abuse).

Operation

NOTE — The Craftmaster has three duties. He keeps the
history of the society, protects it from magical attack and,
as needed, makes things that are needed by members. He
must be a scribe, scholar, magician and artisan to do his
job properly.

The peace wing, the Doves, of the league has 23 members
(2 Wizards, 6 Bards, 3 Warriors and 12 others). They seek
justice without bloodshed by showing reason to the damned.
All have the support of the blood wing. If one is harmed
performing his duty, vengeance is swift.
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The society has an organization that is seeking to achieve
the goals peacefully. The bulk of its members, the blood
wing, are more proactive. They engage in banditry against
Ulail and sometimes kidnap Ulail, Connata and Djani for
ransom. The also serve to help Ulstan in trouble and avenge
those who suffer from injustice. For most Ulstan, earning the sunburst is something exceptional. Few would turn
down the chance.
Members

9.6 Secret Societies
The Blood wing seeks to force justice. They have 190
members (100 warriors, 7 Wizards, 2 Bards and 81 others).
The rule of the society restricts their size to 100 warriors
and 90 others. If they allowed more, they could easily have
five times as many. All members are famed for ability in
whatever skills earned them their place. Most are warriors
but the full spectrum of man’s arts is covered by the membership. The one exception to this is evil magic. They have
no truck with chaos or Kotothi arts or creatures. Those
who do find no safety with the golden sunburst.
Macomb O’Hoolihan — Family King, Master of
the Dove
Age — 54 Sex — Male

S 36(+2)
I 52
HPV 23
MDV 21
MR 11
ML 17
CDF 7

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 53
E 18
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 8
EL
PA 56
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’8"

A 17(+1) C 34
Em 56
Ap 45
DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 87
CA 121
PR 6
IC 74
Dodge Value 2
Weight 180lbs

Skills Wizardry, Scholar, Mace
Macomb is a descendant of the youngest of the defiled
sisters. When he was 15 he was captured by slavers and
placed on a ship for A’Korchu. Before it arrived, a Fomorian
ship took the vessel. He was taken to Hoda and, from there,
to Bolgidan. He lived among the Fomorians until he was 28.
When he left, he was an experienced soldier and a trained
wizard.
He made his way home to Ulstan when he was 30. A
few notable years later, he was offered a chance to test.
He accepted and became a member. Five years later, he
convinced the Master of the Sunburst to let him seek the
goals peacefully. He has led that effort ever since. To date
he has had no success.
Seamus Ulsmar — Master of the Sunburst, Half
Alfar, Warrior
Age — 38 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 33
HPV 27
MDV 13
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 6

St 56(+3) D 38(+2)
W 15
E 52
CEL 10
OCV 14
MEL 6
EL 4
PA 78
HC 45%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

A 54(+3) C 33
Em 51
Ap 80
DCV 15
DTV −5
EnL 48
CA NA
PR 10
IC 103
Dodge Value 5
Weight 192lbs

NOTE — The Master of the Sunburst is elected by all of its
members. He rules for life or until he steps down. On his
passing, a gathering is held to choose his successor. That
meeting is chaired by the wise (Bards, Druids and Wizards)
of the group.
Lillian LaFay — Healer, Herbalist, Witch
Age — 35 Sex — Female
S 11
I 60
HPV 11
MDV 24
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 36(+2)
W 52
E9
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL 11
EL
PA 31
HC 16%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’1"

A 22(+1) C 13
Em 68
Ap 65
DCV 6
DTV −1
EnL 65
CA 184
PR 2
IC 77
Dodge Value 3
Weight 111lbs

Skills Witchcraft, Herbalist, Healer, Scholar, Crafts
Lillian likes to tell everyone her mother is a Faerry
Duchess. She isn’t. Her mother was a ship’s whore of the
Djani who dumped her as an infant on the coast of Ulstan.
They have never met and never will. A forester found her.
His wife raised her as a daughter and witch (worshipping
Morrigan).
When she was 26 her fame as a healer won the notice of
the sunburst. She easily passed the test, though she nearly
failed to survive the physical component. A few months
after she was admitted her husband died in the forest. She
was left with a five year old daughter (Mary). Since, she has
been an invaluable member, especially when working with
her new husband (Finian O’Hara). His might complements
her brilliance well.
Finian O’Hara — Warrior, Blacksmith, Seaman
Age — 33 Sex — Male
S 92(+4)
I 11
HPV 54
MDV 3
MR 10
ML 3
CDF 6

St 51(+3) D 16(+1)
W 10
E 15
CEL 9
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 152
HC 61%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 7’2"

A6
C 70
Em 9
Ap 52
DCV 10 DTV −7
EnL 80
CA NA
PR 14
IC 24
Dodge Value 1
Weight 320lbs

SPECIAL — Seamus is half-alfar (his father is the son of
Criedne). The Sidh count him as a Baron of the Elf Sidh. Skills Seaman, Blacksmith, Climbing, Swimming, Club
He honors them in every way his position allows. He has the
Finian could be the strongest man on the island. He
armor and weapons common for an Alfar and is afflicted by
has a good reputation as a warrior. However, his skills
iron. He is also able to use MEL6/EL2 Interworld Travel
as a blacksmith were more notable to the sunburst. Four
and MEL6/EL4 Dodge/Weave as an innate power.
years ago he saved a man by lifting a tree off him. He got
Skills Sword, Shield, Archer, Dancer, Rhetoric, Story- his invitation (a personal invite from Lillian.) When the
month that took ended, he followed her for testing. He has
teller, Forester, Healer
Seamus is a fair, even-tempered man whose goal is to see been in the society, and at her side, ever since. She can do
that justice is done with as little pain as possible. He never no wrong in his eyes. Anyone who says otherwise, where he
seeks battle. If it comes, he relishes the fun. His attitude can hear, had best be a swift runner.
in this regard is entirely Elven.
Finian’s weapon of choice is an immense, iron banded
Once the goal is achieved, Seamus plans to return to the club. Strength of at least 20 is required to pick it up.
Upper World. He enjoys humans well enough but, in his Strength of 60 or more is needed to use it in battle. The
WSB, due to the mass of it, is +3.
heart, he is Alfar. He has led the sunburst for nine years.
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Evander Ullman — Clan King, Family King, Dove, That, her talent and her potential, is why she was allowed to
Artisan
Age — 41 Sex — Male don the sunburst. She is a member of the Dove faction. Her
greatest talents as an entertainer are singing and playing the
S8
St 17(+1) D 72(+3) A 36(+2) C 40
flute. She is also a skilled dancer and eroticist.
I 39
W 51
E 33
Em 18
Ap 33

HPV 17
MDV 11
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 2

CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 28
HC 29%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’2"

DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 91
CA NA
PR 6
IC 51
Dodge Value 5
Weight 135lbs

SPECIAL — Evander was born with exceptional talent
as a weaver. His EL in that skill is +8. His linens are the
finest cloth Goidan produces. He dwells in Sokkvabbek and
owns a large shop there. He is quite wealthy.
Skills Weaver, Merchant, Rhetoric, Archer, Throwing
Axe, Scholar (things relating to cloth), Gambler
Evander’s weaving talent earned him his place. He is an
excellent archer but has little to do with the warrior’s art,
except when clan honor demands he stand with them. His
time is spent producing and selling linen. In doing so, he
furthers the cause with those who buy his wares. All of
the elite of Sokkvabbek have bought from him. Most of the
elite of Goidan have also. Because of the sin, he will not
sell to Ulail (and generally lectures Connata).
Finally, Evander has something of a reputation as a gambler (EL10). He is successful practicing the art. He will
play anyone. When the person he plays is Ulail he generally
wins. He is a practiced and artful cheat against them.
NOTE — Evander has a wife (age 34) and seven children
(5 sons, 2 daughters). The eldest is 16. His personal wealth
is more than six thousand gold. His buyers come from as far
away as Fomoria. Because of his devout nature, he provides
all the linen used by the High Druid and the Archdruid of
Ulstan at no charge.
Lorain Colenshaw — Entertainer
Age — 29

S 12
I 11
HPV 30
MDV 24
MR 12
ML 18
6

St 56(+3) D 56(+3)
W 52
E 36
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL 5
EL
PA 72
HC 53%
Mana Regen. 17
Height 5’6"

Sex — Female

A 33(+2) C 50
Em 108
Ap 72
DCV 7
DTV −6
EnL 102
CA NA
PR 12
IC 144
Dodge Value 5
Weight 143lbs

SPECIAL — Empathic Power (+8). Her communing
range is 64. She has little interest in learning magic but, as
a Natural Magician, is capable of using Sidh Magic at will.
She has done so now and then.
Skills Entertainer, Actress, Dancer, Eroticist, Singer,
Survival, Fighting Dagger, Sword, Archer, Flute
Lorain’s father is an Ulail family king. Between the ages
of 9 and 13 he, and friends of his, raped her often. On
reaching puberty she left home. After a year in the wood she
found her way to Sokkvabbek. A tavern owner taught her
the arts of an entertainer, in exchange for perks. When she
learned all he could teach, she left and made her reputation
in the courts of Goidan.
Lorain acknowledges the Ulail debt to Ulstan. A tenth
of her income goes to the society in payment on that sum.
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NOTE — Lorain has no hate for men who use her. When
they are more than she cares to stand, or she is done with
them, she leaves. Sexual interaction is something she relishes and controls. She could be an Avatar of Nuada. To
have a chance to reach that position, she must be a trained
Sidh Magician, marry the right man and bear her husband’s
child. Unless something changes, she is unlikely to do any
of those things. She enjoys her freedom and has no interest in magical training. Additionally, getting stretch marks
from childbirth would annoy her. She is quite vain.
“Mother Jean” — Elder of the Sunburst, Special
Age — 97(38) Sex — Female

S8
I 36
HPV 19
MDV 20
MR 9*
ML 15
CDF 8
*−2 for age

St 20(+1) D 33(+2)
W 54
E 20
CEL 1
OCV 2
MEL 10
EL 4
PA 28
HC 33%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’

A 17(+1) C 45
Em 52
Ap 40
DCV 4
DTV −4
EnL 99
CA NA
PR 8
IC 72
Dodge Value 1*
Weight 122lbs

SPECIAL — Jean has had an eventful life. During its
progress, she has gained the following attributes:
1) She ages one year for every five (beginning at 23). Her
actual age is 97. Her apparent age is 38.
2) Peace MEL10/EL4 as Innate Power
3) All Sound Powers MEL10/EL4 as Innate Power
4) +2 talent with the Lute, +1 talent as a healer, +5 as an
Herbalist
5) She has a scar running down her right cheek and the
mark of a lute on her left. This reduces her appearance
to 40.
Jean is the daughter of the son the Ulail king sired on
the eldest sister. When she was 9 Viking raiders stole her.
The ordeal she faced is covered in the Story of Jean, §9.7.
Finn Ulster — King of Clan Ulster, Warrior,
Jean’s son
Age — 3
Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 15
HPV 23
MDV 14
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 56(+3)
W 36
E 56
CEL 9
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 58
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 33(+2) C 39
Em 60
Ap 60
DCV 14
DTV −4
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 8
IC 116
Dodge Value 5
Weight 170lbs

SPECIAL — Talent as a Singer (+2 EL)
Skills Singer, Forester, Dancer, Archer, Fighting Dagger,
Herbalist
Finn’s life is his village and his mother. He has a wife
and four children. In his youth, he sired a daughter with
an Elf woman. He has not seen mother or daughter since
the birth. There is a room in his home should the girl visit.
Beyond that there is naught he can do. Duty demands his
presence where he is. Finn is a friend of the King of Ulstan,

9.7 The Story of Jean
a fervent supporter of the sunburst and a dedicated follower her to master entertainment skills, he passed her out to his
of the faith.
guards. A night never passed when she wasn’t raped by at
least one of them.
Rhian Ulster — Half-elf, Daughter of Finn
When the caravan reached the Duchy of Salaq the 15 year
Age — 23 Sex — Female old girl stumbled into the night, intent on ending her life
S 20(+1) St 33(+2) D 18(+1) A 56(+3) C 32
to slay the bastard within her. She leapt off a ravine intent
I 33
W 18
E 26
Em 60
Ap 108
on dying on the rocks. Instead she hovered in midair and
HPV 22
CEL 6
OCV 9
DCV 10
DTV −4
turned. Staring at her was a tall man in black robes. A
MDV 16 MEL 7
EL 6
EnL 50
CA 72
gesture from his hand stole her senses. When she woke,
MR 13
PA 60
HC 33%
PR 8
IC 86
Jean found herself on a wooden pallet in a small cell. She
ML 12
Mana Regen. 3
Dodge Value 4
felt terror when she tried to rise, to dash herself against the
CDF 7
Height 5’7"
Weight 151lbs
bars, and was unable to do so.
Three days later, the man entered. He spoke to her. She
SPECIAL — Rhian has all skills normal for an Elf. She
was unable to understand a word. Seeing his thin smile,
can use MEL7/EL6 Transmutation as an Innate Power.
she cringed. He made some gestures and she felt a hard
slap. When the stinging ebbed, she understood everything
Skills Sword, Healer, Sidh Magic, Herbalist, Jeweler
The day will come when Rhian seeks out her father and he had said.
He was a wizard. She would be his servant, entertainer
grandmother. There are those among the Sidh who insist
she do so. Up to the referee when that day will be and and whore. If he was pleased, she would also be his apprenhow it impacts things. Her mindset is entirely Elven. Good tice. If not, he knew demons that would enjoy having her.
When her child came he made her give birth on a blood
humans are tolerated. Others are punished or killed.
soaked black altar. With her baby’s first sound, a demon
Cu Ularan — Hillman, Forester, Warrior
appeared and took it, vowing to use it well.
Age — 30 Sex — Male
Jean spent three years in that hell. At the last, the wizard
S 33(+2) St 60(+3) D 16(+1) A 76(+4) C 55
offered to instruct her. She spit on his largesse, letting him
I 20
W 54
E5
Em 8
Ap 24
know she had no wish to learn vile arts. With a gesture
HPV 37 CEL 9
OCV 14
DCV 14
DTV −6
he slashed her face and slammed her into a stone wall. She
MDV 9
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 109
CA NA
woke nude chained to her pallet. He smiled as he told her
MR 14
PA 93
HC 58%
PR 12
IC 13
she would be sold to a demon in six days.
ML 9
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 5
That night, breaking both thumbs, she freed herself from
CDF 4
Height 6’
Weight 189lbs
the shackles, squeezed through the bars and leapt out a
SPECIAL — +2 talent with Swords (not usable when barred window. She landed on the top of a tree fifty feet
suffering from other attribute). Uncontrollable Battle Fury below her cell, barely alive. Gritting her teeth, she made it
when insulted or wounded in battle. While affected his SB down the tree and into the dark mountains.
Hours later she heard the wizard’s laughter. Looking,
doubles. He may not roll to control himself until the person
she
saw a demon descending. As it stretched its talons, an
he feels is responsible dies.
arrow shot into its brain and it turned to ash. She turned
Skills Sword, Spear, Club, Chariot, Horseman, Dog Hus- and saw herself looking at a tall man with wild eyes and
furs. He grabbed her by the hair, dragged her roughly to
bandry
Cu met a washerwoman at a stream after his first battle his horse and rode away with her.
She soon saw the man planned no evil. After a few days
(when he was 14). He has been a wild man ever since. Few
of
hard riding, they reached a vast field that went on forever
men have any chance of standing against him in battle,
(the
plains). As they did, the wizard appeared. The man
whether his fury is on him or not. He is often found in the
dismounted,
slapped his horse on the ass and went to face
area where Lorain entertains. He loves her.
the fiend. She hung on as the horse ran away from the
battle. After a few hours it was exhausted and stopped to
9.7 The Story of Jean
eat outside a strange forest.
Jean is the daughter of the bastard son the Ulail king sired
Jean threw herself to the ground gasping. As she rose,
on the eldest of the three sisters. When she was 9 Viking a gentle voice purred that she was welcome to find peace
raiders stole her from her home. They sold her as a thrall in in the wood. She sobbed and accepted. When she did, she
Djanesborg. She spent four years working the fields of the saw an ethereal Faerry woman standing among the trees
freeholder who bought her. When she became a woman, and passed out. She woke days later on a soft bed in a
she fled to avoid being raped.
Faerry hill. Looking down, she saw the livid scar on one
Her flight led her south to Fierazi lands. She was cap- cheek and the mark of a lute on the other. She cried.
tured and used as a cooking slave for a year. After that,
As she began to recover Jean discovered she had a gift.
her owner sold her to a Caldan merchant. She was taken She was able to play the lute better. She was also able to
to Bara with that man’s caravan. As they traveled, she create sounds with a thought. This brought her joy and
learned some dancing. On arrival, the man sold her (an peace. As she accompanied herself with the power, she
illegal act.)
played a lay to thank the lady for her gift. In her mind she
She continued south in the company of a caravan from felt the thanks was accepted. She also felt that the only
Aratad. Her new owner was vile. In addition to forcing true thanks one can give the forest is life and love.
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Soon she met a handsome man of the True Sidh who
dwelled in the wood. With her 20th birthday she gave birth
to her second child, his daughter. He took her and the
child on a journey, to gain a place for the child and win
acceptance for her. Before they reached his lord, a host of
goblins fell on them. All were taken prisoner.
Standing nude in chains, she watched as a serpent headed
thing took her baby from the goblins. As she cried for
that loss, her love was tortured to death while she watched.
When the foulest goblin started toward her, bloody blades
in hand, music filled the room. Arrows, blades and blasts
of lightning slashed into the vile host as the True Sidh attacked. The vile died to a man.
Her rescuers unchained her, took the body of her fallen
love and left. She made her way out of the cavern wearing
a tattered cloak and dirty shift. Looking at the forested
hills all around, she took a deep breath and began walking
to the northeast. Her love was taking them that way. She
would continue on the path.
After a few weeks Jean found herself in tall mountains.
She was soon lost. As she lost hope, nearing starvation,
she was found by an immense man in metal armor. On his
back was a long sword, far longer than any she ever saw.
She thought to run. When he held out a hunk of jerky and
a warm cloak, she didn’t. Gifts accepted, she followed him
to his camp.
In the months that followed she learned to speak to the
man. All he asked was that she keep his camp, cook and
help in the mine he worked. In doing so, she came to know
small burly men he called dwarves who visited now and
then. Whenever they did, she was sent to her bed while
they sat up talking and drinking ale.
During her time with the miner, she learned a bit about
herbs and healing. It was needful. He often returned from
hunts with wounds that needed tending. The day after her
22nd birthday, he left on a hunt. More than a week passed.
She went out to find him.
After searching for hours, she found his burned body
hanging from a noose. There was a hole in his chest and his
heart was gone. Scattered around were the bodies of four
smaller men he clearly killed before he was taken. Truly
sad, she cut him down, dug a grave and put him to his rest.
As she left the scene, a noose snaked around her neck
and she was yanked off her feet. Before she could act, she
was nude, hogtied and slung over the back of a horse. Five
riders took her to the east. When the night came, they all
raped her. On the morn, the journey east continued. She
was made to serve their needs and be a whore.
More than a month passed. After a number of battles,
the three remaining men rode into a camp of hide huts.
She was tossed to a group of women and the men continued
on their way. The women ripped the clothes off her body
and battered her. As they shaved her head, rage overcame
Jean. She discovered her gift with sound could harm as her
scream turned the four women assailing her to dust.
Hearing others coming to the hut, she cut her way out
the back and ran into the plains. The riders caught her
easily. She was left unconscious, staked out for animals to
eat when they chose. Bands of wet leather were tied about
her head and body. As the sun rose the next morning, they
began to shrink and agony came to her.
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Her sobs ended near noon. A large wagon rolled up to
her. Out of it stepped a small, yellow man with black hair.
After minutes spent walking around her, and examining her
face, he stood and looked into her eyes. A wave of his hands
removed the leather and her bonds. In her mind she heard
his name and offer to take her to a safe place. Having little
choice, she painfully levered her nude body into the wagon.
In the days that followed, she learned to speak to the
man. His name was Yuan Lo Fi. He was a merchant and
mage from a place called Chunrey. Her mark interested him
enough to take responsibility for her life by saving her. If
she chose to remain in his wagon, she would be his servant.
It would be her place to tend his needs, learn as he chose
and help when chances to sell presented themselves.
As he had made no effort to use her, and her need was
great, she accepted. He produced a large document and
had her place her mark on it. When she did, power tore
through her body. She passed out. Waking, she saw she
was on soft furs. A gentle fabric clothed her body. She rose
and left the small room she was in, discovering she was now
in a palace.
The first person she met took her hand and led her to
another room. On their arrival, she began her instruction
in the arts her master wished her to know. Many were of
interest to her. One was not. Sadly, when she thought to
deny the training, she found it was impossible. She learned
the erotic skills her mentor imparted. There was no choice.
The magical contract she signed made all she was his. She
must obey his will always.
During the next fifteen years Jean served the mage as
an assistant, performer and courtesan. As time passed, she
noted she was barely aging. He shrugged. After a while, he
explained it was a matter of efficiency. She was his for thirty
years. Keeping her effective during that time served the
business. He would let her age normally when the contract
ended, not before.
Years later, she was serving as the mage entertained a
foreign man. They began gaming. As the night passed, her
master lost more and more. She began watching closely and
saw the man sneak a card from his cuff. She told her master
at once. He noted that the test was one man to another.
A blast of power later, she was on a ship with the cheater
and his crew. The vessel’s holds were empty and all the
valuables he once wore were gone. She recited, “One who
cheats poorly prospers little, barbarian friend. My servant
is yours. Enjoy her and leave forever. She is all you take
from me.” To say the foreigner was not pleased would be
a vast understatement. His ire was taken out on her as the
ship made its way south. By the time they reached a large
port, she could hardly walk. A pair of ships met the one
she was on. Guards boarded and demanded a payment the
man owed. She was given to the men. He was left with
nothing.
The guards informed her she could sign a contract and
be indentured or get off their boat at once. Since they were
miles away from shore, she accepted her only option. Hours
later, she rested on a bed. She was a whore in a sailor’s
brothel in Ocedan. A year of that vile existence passed
before she escaped and made her way into the jungle.
Luck alone allowed her to survive that experience. In
time, she made her way to a new city. It was called Tiansar.

9.7 The Story of Jean
She managed to eke out a living in one of the minor squares
by entertaining. After a few years, a scarred man informed
her she owed tax to the Wu Wang. He would accept her
body as payment in the morning.
She left the city that night, making her way west as best
she could. In time, she found herself in a new nation, the
Cerulean Empire. Within days after entering that land,
she was chained in a coffle heading west. She spurned the
advances of an officer as she entered a new city. He chained
Jean on the spot, sold her to a merchant headed west and
forced himself on the next woman in line.
The merchant who now owned her did not allow the
guards to abuse his merchandise. Everyone was hooded
and belted to prevent such action. This made the long walk
more peaceful than it might have been. After two months,
the coffle entered the city of Cerul. As it did, Jean was separated and shown to two bald men in black robes. When
they saw the mark on her cheek an evil glimmer showed in
their eyes. They gave the merchant sixty gold and dragged
her away.
Jean did not like the look of the men. When they turned
into an alley, she shot a kick into the knee of one, knocking
him to the ground, and assailing the other with her scream.
As he vibrated into dust, the injured man rose chanting.
She leapt through a muslin window, ran through the bar it
belonged to and slammed out the door on the other side.
Still chained and barely dressed, she hurried toward an
alley on the other side of the avenue. As she did, a shabbily
dressed man turned and ran with her. He offered sanctuary
because he liked her guts. When she told him off, a sap
slashed into her head. Hours later a foul stench woke her.
She was lying on fetid straw in a sewer. Seeing her move the
man shrugged that letting a bitch with potential die stupid
wasn’t his way. When he explained his meaning, and told
the nature of the priests hunting her, she thanked him for
saving her life and agreed to stay.
Jean’s rescuer was a gambler and freelance thief. He used
her in badger games and to distract other gamblers. While
doing so, he taught her about the seamy side of cities and
trained her in his arts. During the slow times, she worked
in a tavern as an entertainer and whore.
After two years, her fame as an entertainer became notable. They had to leave the city. The priests were still
hunting her. As they made their way west, Jean discovered
she was pregnant again. She didn’t want it born in Cerulea.
Given her luck with children thusfar, she didn’t want its arrival to slay her friend either. That decided, she left in the
night and headed west.
Weeks later she made it out of the mountains and stared
out on an expanse of desert. She had never seen such a
lifeless waste. As she wondered how she was going to survive
she heard a sound behind her. It was a winged woman
with golden hair. She became the guest of that woman,
remaining on her cloud for more than four years. During
that time she bore her daughter and entertained in many
ways.
Finally, the woman flew her to the other side of the desert.
As they hugged in farewell, she gave Jean a gift. When
she wanted peace it was in her power to make it so. Jean
thanked her and, for the baby’s sake, moved into the new
land alone.

She found little welcome with the barbarians there. With
her powers and talent, she managed to survive. After a few
months she entered the nation of Marentia. Months more
brought her to the city of Sivas. Exhausted, she found
herself a job entertaining at a tavern and settled down.
Jean’s talent soon won her fame. As she began her third
year in Sivas, a man offered her a contract to perform on
his ship and, on arrival, tour the cities of Aratad. Given
the immense sum he offered to pay, she accepted.
While she traveled Jean worked on her arts and learned
the nature of sea travel. By the time they reached Aratad,
after a few narrow escapes and some losses, she was working
as a seaman to help them make it there. When they landed,
the man put her up in a fabulous hotel and went to schedule
her performances. She had never been happier.
Sleeping that night, Jean dreamed of a circle of ancient
trees and the cottage she knew as a girl. It was the first
such dream she ever recalled. As it left her, a rough hand
seized her. She landed heavily on the floor. When she
instinctively rolled, an iron shod boot narrowly missed her
head. She rose in time to see a large man leaving through
a window with her purse and other valuable possessions.
She refrained from chasing the man. After locking the
window, she went back to her bed and tried to sleep. When
she succeeded, a darker dream came. She saw a Faerry
knowe burning and Korchi soldiers herding coffles of nude
Goidanese into the wood. The dream gave her the feeling
all were damned because their mother was not with them.
Over the next month she performed eight concerts. Each
night, the dreams came, growing worse and worse. Finally,
after a triumph in the court of the King, she could stand
them no longer. She went to the temple of Rhiannon and
asked for help. The priests stated their belief that the
dreams were a sending. It was not proper for them to bar
the path they traveled.
Jean was on the edge of insanity. Desperate, she gave
all the money she made to the man who brought her and
walked off to the west, intent on finding her way to Goidan.
That night she had no dreams. This showed her the truth.
Someone was calling her home. She would heed the call.
Over the next three years Jean made her way through
Donara, Caldo and the Kaz finally ending up in Dirlla. She
lingered a bit in Caldo. When she did, the dreams returned.
She saw dead Goidanese plowing a field as black robed Korchi tortured children. She gathered her possessions and
left at once.
On reaching Dirlla she was not allowed to enter. The
guard pointed to the mark on her face. It was magic and
nothing of magic had a place in the city. She was sent on
her way. The same happened at every village she went to.
In some, the peasants picked up stones and threatened her
life. She ended up poling a boat through a fetid swamp,
entering the lands of Tomanu.
Days after she crossed the border, Jean met a Faerry. He
took her to his hill. Over the next week, she recovered a bit
and explained her problem. As he discussed it with the hill’s
Queen, the portal of the hill shattered. Human raiders and
worse stormed into the knowe. The Queen ordered Jean’s
friend to take her to the Lower World as she turned to fight.
He complied, taking them to the foul area owned by Mab
that laid beneath them.
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After a few dangerous days, they returned to the Middle
World. The hill was scorched and ruined. Defiled bodies
lay everywhere. The shape some were in made Jean want to
vomit. Her friend led her out and deeper into the swamp.
There was another hill to the north. Its Queen would help
her reach home. Once she was delivered there, he left. He
had nothing on his mind any longer except hunting Korchi.
Jean did not care for the way the Queen decided to help.
A powerful spell transmuted her into an elite Korchi woman.
Handing her property from one who died in her realm, the
Queen had human friends escort her to Tomanu. She had
three months to make her way to Goidan. If she took longer,
the power of the spell would die. That would certainly be
her death. After briefing her on being Korchi, the Queen
sent her off with her guides.
It took Jean a week to reach Tomanu. Her guides left her
there. She showed her credentials at the gate and walked
past the guard before he could acknowledge them. In response, he moved on to the next person waiting to enter.
Smiling secretly, she went to the port and demanded passage to Baobhanu. The Harbormaster shrugged and consulted his records. After a long moment, he told her a boat
would leave for there in two months. Her screams meant
nothing to him. Scowling, she took a ship to Ereshka that
afternoon. She did not have two months to wait in a Korchi
hell.
Jean continued playing her role on the ship. It was not
easy. The vileness expected of true elites sickened her.
She was happy, two weeks later, when the vessel reached
Ereshka. On visiting the Harbormaster there, his response
to her demand made her pale.
Leaving the home island for any destination required a
permit. She had to get one from the navy’s magic officer,
the God Emperor’s governor or the Temple of Abaddon.
None of the options fit her plans. All of those she must see
would find her out. She went to a bar, had a fine meal and
drank angrily.
As she weaved her way to a hotel, two men dragged her
into an alley. As they took her purse, and started to take
more, she used the power of peace. After reclaiming her
things, she told them she needed the use of a ship, no questions asked. She would give all she had to its Captain once
she arrived at her destination. After she gave the men a
gold each, they directed her to a berth in the civilian port.
Jean was escorted to a large man with a number of livid
scars. He heard her tale and asked where she wanted to go.
When he insisted, she sighed and told him Goidan. He set
the price as thirty gold or twenty and her body on the trip.
She paid thirty and was shown to a cabin.
Three weeks later she set foot on Goidan, in the swamps
of the Eoghan. The Captain let her off with the clothes
on her back. He kept everything else. As she still looked
Korchi, and had nothing, her situation was not bright. She
walked into the swamp and made her way north.
After two days a group of men found her night camp.
They tied her and dragged her off with a noose around her
neck. When she spoke, a gag was added. She was tossed
to the ground in the square of a village. With great joy,
the men watched as their women shredded her clothing and
shaved her bald. That done, they whipped her back into
the swamp.
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On the morning another man found her barely breathing
body. He covered her and tended her wounds. After hearing
her tale, he put her on the back of his horse and led her back
to the village. When armed men met them, he upbraided
the family king. It was not his place to dispense justice as
he had. Deciding such was the right of Druids, not kings.
His words incited rage. Before the men could act on it,
the man sang a satire on them all. Her champion was not
a mere traveler. He was a bard of Armagh. Realizing their
place before the law, the men begged forgiveness. On paying
a weregild, and granting a week for her to heal in the village,
it was granted. He rested with her that night, accepted her
gratitude and left with the dawn.
Four days into the week the spell of the Faerry Queen
died. Jean woke as herself, much to the surprise of the
villagers. Seeing their pain, she gave them peace and played
to ease their hearts. When her time to depart came, they
asked her to stay. She could not. With two warriors as
guides, she headed north.
An adventure taking more than three weeks passed before
Jean reached the forests of Ulstan. The warriors left her
there and headed home. She walked into the wood, happily
breathing the air of home. Days later she found her way to
the ancient circle and knelt in reverence. She was home.
She went to the Archdruid and told him who she was and
what called her home. Seeing her, he nodded and welcomed
her. Nine months later, she had a beloved place as an entertainer and healer. She also gave birth to a son. As she
suckled the new boy, the Archdruid brought a man to her.
He handed her a blouse with the sunburst on it and called
her mother.
In his eyes, she was the living embodiment of all the sunburst wished to achieve. It was her right to sit with them.
She accepted his gift and the weight of his expectations.
In the decades since, she has been tireless in her efforts to
guide, support and love her people. All who know the society, as members or otherwise, know her as Mother Jean.
She is beloved by all.
NOTE — Her son is Finn Ulster. He is a 39 year old
warrior, a noted singer and king of Clan Ulster. He has
a wife and four children. All dwell in the village near the
sunburst base. He insures it is steadfast in support of the
society and his mother.
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Kirazan

10.1 Population

The Hill Guard

City of Kirazan (21000), Fort Qast (4000), other areas
(69000).
The vast majority of the population is composed of mulattoes. Significant breeding has occurred with the original
inhabitants of the area and Ro’babza. 15% of the population in the city (3150) are Kacili blood. 75% (15750) are
a mix of Kacili and native races. The remainder (2100)
are pure blood descendants of the original inhabitants and
Ro’babzans.
In rural areas, 10% (7300) are Kacili, 70% are mulattoes
(51100) and 20% (14600) are blacks of the original tribe or
Ro’babzans.
NOTE — Fort Qast is within sight of the ruins of the Sand
Claws main temple. A part of its commander’s duty is to
insure that no one enters the grounds of the fallen temple.
Anyone found there is automatically fined 5000 gold and put
in chains.

This unit patrols the hill areas, especially the road to Shestar. 100 are stationed in towers on the road. Five units of
20 patrol the rest of the area.

Society

Achmed ben Kiraza — Emir of Kirazan, Mulatto
Age — 27 Sex — Male

The Plains Brigade
The unit is responsible for maintaining peace in the plains,
collecting taxes and keeping an eye on Ro’babza. Its command center is located at Fort Qast.
The Desert Brigade
The unit operates in the plains areas bordering the desert.
They watch the Kacili, respond to raids and maintain peace.
They also monitor the trade road leading into the desert.
Kirazan’s Own
The unit administers the law and defends the city.

The only god tolerated in this nation is gold. Any effort to
engage in religious activity is a crime. The driving force is S 17(+1)
wealth. The Emir is an autocrat ruling a plutocracy. Doing I 53
HPV 18
so requires tact, wealth and more than a bit of amorality.

Guilds

St 12
D 56(+3)
W 11
E 20
CEL 2
OCV 3
MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
MR 10*
PA 34
HC 26%
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 2
Height 5’3"
*−1 for obesity

A 17(+1) C 40
Em 39
Ap 68
DCV 6
DTV −2
EnL 51
CA NA
PR 4
IC 59
Dodge Value 4
Weight 184lbs

Kirazan is noted for its crafts. The major arts and mercantile endeavors are organized into guilds. They are the
ultimate power in the area they govern and a power in the Achmed became Emir, on his father’s death, three years
city. Losing their support can doom the reign of an Emir ago. The bulk of his time is spent on the crafts he enjoys,
very quickly.
gambling and his harem. He gives attention to politics as
needed (and is generally not pleased to do so). The day
Army
to day rule of the city is in the hands of his Grand Vizier.
The army is 2400 foot, 800 cavalry and 800 city constables. That arrangement worked for his father. He expects it to
They are divided as follows:
work for him also.
Emir’s Own
200 foot, 100 cavalry (under the
Emir’s command*)
Uzman ibn Koresh — Grand Vizier, Kacili
The Hill Guard
200 foot
Age — 61 Sex — Male
The Plains Brigade 1200 foot, 400 cavalry
S 24(+1) St 20(+1) D 18(+1) A 22(+1) C 20
The Desert Brigade 800 foot, 300 cavalry
I 56
W 52
E 17
Em 53
Ap 33
Kirazan’s Own
800 constables (600 foot, 200
HPV 17
CEL 5
OCV 7
DCV 7
DTV −2
cavalry, all militia)
MDV 23 MEL 11
EL NA
EnL 72
CA 173
* The Emir is the titular leader of all forces, by law. In MR 11
PA 44
HC 20%
PR 4
IC 70
Mana Regen. 8
Dodge Value 2
fact, his ability to lead them varies with his relationship to ML 17
Height 5’8"
Weight 162lbs
the leaders who command. While he is strong, they obey. CDF 8
Uzman has been Grand Vizier for 27 years. He is a Balance
Should he show weakness or poverty, they may not.
wizard who was driven out of the desert for his beliefs. This
Emir’s Own
given, he has little love for “wild” Kacili. Any who steps a
This unit has two tasks in peace. The first is protecting the toe over his line lose that toe.
In addition to being Grand Vizier, Uzman is also a powpalace and the Emir’s family. The second is collecting taxes
from traders who operate in the city markets. During war erful merchant with strong connections to the city’s major
the cavalry serves as his guard in battle. The foot remains guilds. He is a draconian individual who is fair, unless there
in Kirazan with the constables to protect his property and is some reason why fairness is not politic in a given instance.
He serves Kirazan, his Emir and profit, in that order.
build the war chest.
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N’gola Shamizar — Merchant Prince, Mulatto
Age — 50 Sex — Male

S 35(+2)
I 20
HPV 26
MDV 7
MR 10
ML 7
CDF 3

St 17(+1) D 6
W 36
E 52
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 55
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

A 11
C 50
Em 12
Ap 15
DCV 4 DTV −4
EnL 86 CA NA
PR 8
IC 64
Dodge Value 0
Weight 200lbs

* The data above is her stats when she returns to Kirazan
in six years.
SPECIAL — Supernatural Agility (+10), Shape Master
(MEL6/EL3)

While in Shieram Ali was trained as an entertainer and
eroticist. A hired wizard also taught her how to use her
ability. Her household treated her as a Princess. She is a
bit wild and certain that she deserves to have whatever she
Shamizar runs large caravans through the desert to the Ro- wants when she wants it.
gizini Empire. He is Kirazan’s most successful, trader on
this route. His senior wife is the daughter of the Topapa Kenda Jasnoral — Mulatto, Kirazan’s Own
Age — 51 Sex — Male
Emir. Another is a daughter of the Emir of Maoun. He has
S
56(+3)
St
16(+1)
D
17(+1)
A 20(+1) C 40
powerful contacts, a strong mercenary force and immense
I
14
W
36
E
10
Em 39
Ap 32
wealth. There is nothing he will not trade for a reasonable
OCV 11
DCV 9
DTV −3
profit (the more vile or dangerous an item, the greater the HPV 28 CEL 7
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 76
CA NA
profit needed to be reasonable). The main items he trades MDV 9
MR 11
PA 76
HC 28%
PR 6
IC 49
are finished goods and slaves.
ML 9
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 2
NOTE — N’gola is wanted on a number of Kidnapping CDF 3
Height 5’8"
Weight 198lbs
charges in Shestar. Given his wealth (read bribes), value Kenda commands the city constables. He has for the last
to Kirazan’s economy and lack of damning evidence against 13 years. His wealth is nothing remarkable. He lives in
him personally, Uzman has declined extradition.
a house on one of the city’s main avenues, not a palatial
Fatima Galliera — Kacili, Entertainers Guild
Age — 35 Sex — Female

S6
St 56(+3) D 56(+3)
I 14
W 56
E 16
HPV 33
CEL 3
OCV 6
MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
MR 13
PA 66
HC 63%
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 4
Height 5’
*+2 for skill as Acrobat

A 51(+3) C 70
Em 39
Ap 90
DCV 11* DTV −7
EnL 126
CA NA
PR 14
IC 55
Dodge Value 6
Weight 113lbs

Fatima was born a slave in the desert. She was sold to a
Kirazan merchant at the age of 14. He put her into exhausting, harsh and often lewd training for the next three
years. The course of study left her jaded and one of the
world’s finest entertainers (and courtesans).
At the age of 19 Fatima performed for the Emir. Within
a week after doing so she became his Mistress. This gained
her freedom, rank in her guild and power. During the years
she gave birth to two daughters by him. On his death, the
new Emir banned her and her children from the palace.
Fatima uses her contacts, wealth and, as needed, body to
control a consortium of legitimate city guilds. She also has
influence with the thieves’ guild. She is a powerful woman
with an axe to grind against the Emir. This will remain so
until her daughters are recognized as Achmed’s sisters.
NOTE — Her daughters are Ali (age 14) and Serena (age
9). Ali lives in Shieram. She is seen by her slaves, tutors
and four armed guards. Her home is a large manor south
of the city. She is said to be a “strange” child. Serena lives
with her mother.
Ali Galliera — Kacili, Daughter of Fatima
Age — 20* Sex — Female

S 11
I 33
HPV 23
MDV 12
MR 15
ML 9
CDF 6
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St 53(+3) D 56(+3)
W 11
E 18
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL 6
EL NA
PA 71
HC 39%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’4"

A 108(+5) C 25
Em 42
Ap 80
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 36
CA NA
PR 10
IC 60
Dodge Value 8
Weight 131lbs

estate as one might expect. Unlike his predecessor, and
most people in the city, honor and honesty mean more to
him than money. He has four sons (29, 20, 11 and 6) and
two daughters (19 and 13). The elder sons are constable
officers.
Yestoram Asnikulor — Native, Hill Guard
Age — 37 Sex — Male
S 33(+2)
I 20
HPV 48
MDV 4
MR 12
ML 4
CDF 5

St 76(+4) D 18(+1)
W8
E 33
CEL 8
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
PA 113
HC 78%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

A 33(+2) C 80
Em 5
Ap 18
DCV 11
DTV −8
EnL 88
CA NA
PR 16
IC 38
Dodge Value 3
Weight 223lbs

Yestoram was born in the hills and has never left them, save
as his duty demands. Achmed appointed him to command
the Hill Guard two years ago. He does the job well with one
exception. He believes the laws against religion are asinine.
Except for taking bribes from worshippers he finds, he does
nothing to enforce them. He has a sizable manor and large
estate near the road. Like most of those in his tribe, he
worships the leopard. He is noted for a glib tongue and
fiery temper.
Ajorin Hazeinerana — Mulatto, Plains Brigade
Age — 44 Sex — Male

S8
I 56
HPV 19
MDV 12
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 2

St 12
D 33(+2)
W 36
E 72
CEL 4
OCV 4
MEL NA EL NA
PA 16
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 4’11"

A 51(+3) C 55
Em 20
Ap 70
DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 91
CA NA
PR 6
IC 92
Dodge Value 5
Weight 122lbs

SPECIAL — Positive Talent – Horsemanship (+4) and
Rhetoric (+3)
Ajorin entered the brigade at the age of 17, against the
wishes of his father. After 20 years of service, including five
victories in riding championships that made his family a lot

10.1 Population
of money, his father forgave him. He used his influence, as
one of the nation’s leading ranchers, to get Ajorin promoted.
Three years later, on the ascension of the new Emir, he
became commander of the brigade.
Ajorin has little love of combat, certainly not at close
range. He is, however, a brilliant leader who cares about his
soldiers. When he must fight his campaigns feature lightning attacks and brilliant ambushes. While the initiative is
his, he is hard to best. When he is forced on the defensive,
he is only adequate. He is a verbose, humorous man who
is adored by his troops and carefully watched by the Emir
(his popularity is a threat).
Maoud ibn ben Nask — Kacili, Desert Guard
Age — 58 Sex — Male

S 16(+1)
I 51
HPV 26
MDV 14
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 7

St 56(+3) D 72(+3)
W 33
E5
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL 7
EL NA
PA 76
HC 42%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

A 22(+1) C 28
Em 8
Ap 30
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 61
CA NA
PR 10
IC 13
Dodge Value 4
Weight 183lbs

SPECIAL — MEL7/EL5 Sand Wall (Desert Powers)
Maoud was born in Kirazan. At the age of 19 he served
as a caravan guard into the Kacili desert. An Imam discovered his gift and demanded that he train in the faith. He
sneered. The caravan was lost as they fought free of the enraged locals. On his return to Kirazan Maoud was judged
responsible. The fine beggared his family. He entered the
Desert Guard to redress his error and gain vengeance on
Kacili. Seventeen years ago he became its General.
Maoud has a rabid hatred of “wild" Kacili. Any man who
steps over the line is arrested. Women who do so feel his
chains. When called to war on them, in responding to raids
or otherwise, he strikes hard, takes prisoners and gathers
all the loot he can find.
He is driven by hate, greed and his love of slaving Kacili
women. He is one of the leaders of the Slavers Guild in
addition to being General. His home is an immense palace
on the lake north of the city. More than a hundred female
slaves, at various levels of training, are always in residence.
He uses that palace as his brigade command center.
NOTE — The General has a group of eight personal servants and bodyguards. He uses them on missions in the
desert, as he chooses. They are primarily sent to eliminate people who are a threat to Kirazan and kidnap special
women to be his slaves. They are well paid, hedonistic and
deadly bastards.

consortium is made up of leaders of the assassins, thieves,
whores and pickpockets.
SPECIAL — Bobal’s mother was human. Her father
was a Heliophobic Demon. She has his large coal-black
eyes, hairlessness and immunities. She takes double damage from magic light attacks and adds 4 to all rolls in the
light. She can use Hand of Death at MEL4/EL3 and any
Chaos spell at MEL4/EL2. (Her abilities cannot increase
without training as a wizard. Thusfar she has not had any.)
Bobal’s grandfather was a hedge wizard. He summoned a
great demon, offering his daughter in exchange for service.
The demon killed him. After raping his daughter, he offered
her a year of service. Since her choice was service or death
on the spot, she accepted. Twelve months later, Bobal was
left on a doorstep and the demon took her mother to hell.
The note left with her was clear. As she prospered so would
the selected parents. If she fell, they would die slowly in hell.
The chosen parents were low ranking members of the assassin guild. They raised her as best they could. When her
talent came, she was admitted to the guild as their son. By
the age of 18 she was a leading member. Seven years later
she led the group and began working on the consortium. It
took form two years ago.
Bobal is venal. She is also deadly, amoral and calculating.
She has a psychotic hatred of women with beautiful hair.
When she finds one, and fails to fight the urge, she has
her chained and shaved bald. If that isn’t possible, she is
killed. Given her position, and protection payments made
by the guilds, she is one of the three wealthiest people in the
nation. Wealth and power are life to her. Other pleasures,
such as her consort, are things she uses as she sees fit and
can dispense with without regret.
NOTE — Bobal dwells in the basement of a ruined temple
east of the city. Her secret home is opulent and secured
with clever traps. The grounds above it are run down and
shattered.
IMPORTANT — Bobal knows the nature of her
father. They have met more than once. She sees no
reason to hold anything against him. As a rule, she
is drawn to Chaos (as the personality above clearly
shows). She has a hidden shrine to Mephistopheles
in her home.

Bobal — Mulatto, Assassin, Thief
Age — 32 Sex — Female*

S 20(+1) St 56(+3) D 51(+3)
I 42
W 52
E 33
HPV 34
CEL 8
OCV 14*
MDV 16 MEL 4
EL NA
MR 13
PA 80
HC 58%
ML 14
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 6
Height 6’
*+2 for Assassin EL.

A 56(+3) C 60
Em 38
Ap 68
DCV 14
DTV −6
EnL 112
CA NA
PR 12
IC 71
Dodge Value 6
Weight 166lbs

* Bobal is believed to be male. Only a few members of the
inner circle of the crime consortium know her true sex. The
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Porta

Qun’s Law
The features of Firemane’s reign are:

The city of Porta was founded as a place to put foreigners
who chose to live in Thaliba. It is a free port that is loosely
governed by the gang bosses who control its streets. There
is no normal legal authority, the gangs rule all.
Portans tend to be amoral and untrustworthy. They are
concerned with personal survival and profit above all else.
They will do what they must to secure both. In speaking of
Portans, the Duke Actin of Pelara described them as “the
dregs of the western world poured into an odorous and filthy
bottle.” This, perhaps, is an over-generalization. However,
it is not totally incorrect.

11.1 Portan Politics
Ten gangs rule Porta. Each controls a section of the city.
In that section, the word of the reigning gang boss is law.
His influence, and the character of the area, varies with his
temperament, the strength of the gang and the resistance
that he encounters. The descriptions that follow detail the
gang areas and give insights into the character of each gang.
The Referee should use these rules as guidelines in running
the adventure while the party is in Porta.

A) Minimal interference in the daily lives of his people.
B) He demands 10% of any major profit that is made in
his territory and asks shopkeepers and businesses to pay
him 10% of their gross profit in protection.
NOTE — If he doesn’t get his cut of a big score, he
will try to hunt the person down and punish him with
his gang. Businesses who pay protection are protected by
the gang from thieves and other losses. Those that don’t
are fair game. The protection payment is voluntary for
them.
C) Firemane does not allow paid prostitution, slavery or
other like activities in his area. Persons who engage in
these trades are banished and/or beaten by the gang.
Gang Size
The Firehall Gang has 130 full-time soldiers and another
260 men on call. He is also served by 20 barbarians from
his tribe and can call on the pirates to aid him when the
need is desperate. In total, he can levy more men than any
three of the other bosses put together.

11.1.2 The Market Street Gang

This gang controls 70% of the shops and businesses of the
city. The territory is tightly administered by Basis the
Black.
Members of the gang are uniformed in green and black
motley. Each carries a throwing dagger, a sling and a pouch
full of stones. Most of the gang members are cruel, overbearing and sadistic bullies who like nothing better than
finding someone alone and stoning him senseless. They are
restrained by their fear of Baris the Black and their lack of
11.1.1 The Firehall Gang
trust in their fellow gang members. (Baris pays informers
This gang controls the wharfs, 20% of the city’s markets well and goes to great lengths to break anyone who could
and a sizable poor district in the southern part of the city. challenge his authority.)
They are led by Qun Firemane and are the largest gang in
the city.
Baris’s Law
Soldiers of the Firehall Gang wear crimson tunics. They The law is strictly and viciously enforced in this area. Its
carry a sap and a fighting dagger. Most of them are confi- basic parameters are:
dent, loyal to their leader and, for their ilk, honest. They
try to enforce Qun’s will and are willing to use force when A) All businesses and households are required to pay 25%
of their income to the gang. If the payment is not made,
they must.
it is collected (with extreme prejudice).
IMPORTANT — A sap is a leather sack, filled with B) Law is enforced without regard to privacy or the normal
lead balls, that is sewn on to a short handle. It is
rights that a person would expect. The gang does what
used with a +1 WSB, as a club, for subdual damage
they want as they wish to do it.
only.
C) The gang’s presence is felt in every phase of daily life.
NOTE — A large number of pirates live in this part of D) Citizens of the area fear Baris, distrust all strangers and
the city. They are not personally loyal to Firemane but will
are exceptionally secretive. This is due to the gang’s
sometimes obey him because he allows them to live freely in
network of informers and spies and to Baris’s standing
his territory. Most of them live in the southern part of the
as a chaotic magic-user. (The rites that he practices in
wharf district. This is the most wide-open and dangerous
his palace are enough to shock the citizens of Porta, a
part of the city.
thing that is not easily done.)
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Gang Size

Marius’s Law

The Market Street Gang has 115 Soldiers and another 230
men who can be hired as needed.

The guiding philosophy in this area is that anyone can do
whatever he wants as long as he doesn’t get in someone
else’s (especially the gang’s) way. The features of the law
are:

11.1.3 The Purple Gang
The gang controls a small territory, the residence of the
wealthy and entertainment areas that cater to the elite.
The gang is run by Karos Ro’sal. Its operations are subtle
and low key at all times.
Members of the gang wear fine purple clothing and furtrimmed capes. They are armed with a short sword and
a fighting dagger. They tend to have a detached, professional attitude. They prefer to operate with subtle threats
and intimidation but are quite capable of killing when the
situation demands it.
Karos’s Law
Karos is ambitious and greedy. His goal is to become the
boss of the city. The features of his law are:
A) All citizens are liable for a tax. The rate varies from
5 to 15%. The more money a person has, the lower
the percentage. Those that do not pay are subject to
vandalism and theft by the gang and others.
B) Outside of the tax, Karos interferes little in the daily life
of his territory. Other than suggesting that the wealthy
frequent clubs and theaters that he controls, he lets people live as they wish.
C) No theft is allowed in this area without the prior permission of the gang boss. He must be consulted first, must
give his permission and must be given 40% of the profit
or the gang will hunt the thieves that are responsible.

A) There is no tax. The gang profits from businesses that
it runs, including gang-controlled money lenders and
clubs.
B) Citizens may hire the gang to recover lost property to
gain vengeance on an enemy. The fee for the service
required is negotiated on a case-by-case basis.
C) The gang does not force its will on the citizens of the
area but will tolerate no interference in their activities. People who become a severe annoyance are usually
found beaten in an alley or floating face down in a sewer.
NOTE — Marius is a fair boss. Unless interference
with his earn causes a major loss or problem, felons are
warned by being beaten to a pulp. Those that cause him
a major loss are killed.
Gang Size
The Light Street Gang has 95 soldiers and 190 levies that
are raised for major attacks or in defense. Marius has a
personal guard of 15 soldiers. His territory is divided into
four sub. territories with 20 soldiers each that are run by
his under-bosses. (All of the under-bosses are picked for
their ability to kill and their loyalty to Marius.)

11.1.5 The Red Dagger Gang

The daggers control the worst slum in Porta, a pesthole that
is only marginally survivable for those who live there. The
wealthiest people in the area are the members of the gang.
The are led by Marcos Vasa and each of them has a great
deal of individual authority. Gang clothing varies with the
NOTE — Theft without any one of these requirements individual tastes of the gang member. Every member wears
being taken care of is punishable by death. If the thief a fighting dagger with a red-blade and red-hilt. This marks
pays 60% of the take, one of the requirements can be them as a member.
ignored. Nothing stops his vengeance if two of them are
Marcos’s Law
ignored.
This area is wide-open. Each member is a boss in his own
D) Karos considers murder to be his prerogative. Unless area. Marcos Vasa (known as the Judge by local citizens)
there is a good reason for the killing, murderers are is the big boss. The features of his law are:
executed.
A) Each gang member controls one or more blocks of the
city. They are his to rule and tax as he wishes. All
Gang Size
are required to pay 20% of their take to Marcos Vasa.
For this, he supports them if they run into trouble and
The Purple gang has 100 soldiers and can levy 200 thugs
allows them to keep their streets.
when necessary. Most are quite loyal because Karos pays
B) The area is an anarchy. Marcos Vasa does not care what
well.
happens in the area as long as he is paid and the area
is relatively quiet. When problems force him to act,
11.1.4 The Light Street Gang
he will kill the person who is responsible. (Even if the
cause is the tax that his soldier has levied in the area,
This area is composed of 10% of the city’s businesses, warei.e. he kills the soldier for losing control and replaces
houses and the homes of dock workers, craftsmen and other
him with someone from the streets.)
people of these classes. It is a relatively free area that is
C) Nothing is illegal in this area. Where an action interrun by Marius Mamon.
feres with the gang, reaction is slow in escalating but
Members of the gang wear green surcoats embroidered
exceptionally vicious when it comes.
with a yellow sun on both front and back. Most of them
are armed with two fighting daggers though some choose to
NOTE — The members of this gang are the meanest
remain unarmed. In general, they are fair and pragmatic
killers in the city. Marcos and his ten personal guards
individuals who like to stay behind the scenes.
are well-trained, cunning and exceptionally deadly.
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Gang Size

C) Citizens who repeatedly cause trouble, perform heinous
actions against the territory, the sanctity of the church
or public decency or who interfere in the day-to-day life
of others in an exceptional way are subject to death
when the gang finds them. Farad will accept nothing
less in these cases.
D) The gang is supported by the voluntary contributions
of the temples and indigent citizens.

There are 50 soldiers in the Red Dagger gang, raised and
trained from the meanest fighters in the slums. Another
100 men will fight alongside the Daggers whenever the call
goes out.
NOTE — The Red Daggers are furious fighters. Since
Marcos formed them, they have not been beaten in a fight.
They are trained to fight well together when it is necessary
that they do so.
Gang Size

11.1.6 The Blue Devil Gang
This gang’s area is a poor one that is primarily residential.
The gang rules it through terror. They are led by Bal Halfarm, a vicious and evil man.
Blue Devils wear a grey doublet with a vicious-looking
devil’s head embroidered on the back. They are armed with
two fighting daggers. The members of the gang are violent
and cruel people. The more so, the higher their status in
the gang. (Bal is the epitome of these traits, he is a sadistic
monster.)

The Sword Gang has 45, two-weapon trained, soldiers and
90 part-time levies. It is a small, powerful force.

11.1.8 The Gutter Golem Gang
This gang controls the northeastern slums. They operate
through fraud, theft and manipulation of the people in the
area. They are not a physically imposing group. Their
leader is Slit-nose Hali.
The golems wear a yellow surcoat with diagonal tan
stripes that meet in the center. Most of them carry 1D3
throwing daggers that are concealed on their persons.

Gang Size

Hali’s Law
The Blue Devil gang has 45 soldiers and 90 part-time thugs.
The features of Hali’s rule are:
All are vicious killers.
A) Hali has connections to many highly-trained killers.
Bal’s Law
Those who cross her, or refuse to obey her, will die.
The effect of the law is changeable and varies considerably,
(The unlucky are taken alive to await her pleasure in
depending on the gang’s attitude towards the person that
her dungeon.)
they are terrorizing at the time. Its features are:
B) Hali receives 30% of what her gang members take in.
They take whatever they can get through fraud, theft
A) When Bal is personally involved, he demands instant
and most other immoral practices.
obedience. If he does not get it, he will maim or kill.
C)
The
golems will only accept a direct physical confrontaB) Protection payments are demanded at the whim of Bal
tion
when they have no choice. At all other times, they
or the underboss of the area. Most families pay 30 to
will
avoid
and remember their enemy. When he least
50% of their income during a given year.
expects
it,
a group of them will ambush him and try to
C) People who provide valued services to the gang are often
bring
him
down.
They much prefer fighting as a pack
allowed to live free. Except for the intermittent sprees
from
ambush.
of gang terror, the area is wide-open.

D) Resistance to the gang is punished by maiming or killing Gang Size
the person responsible. If the person is maimed, he
is left helpless and is tossed into the street (a favorite Hali controls 35 thugs and can demand service from 70 others when it is needed. Her soldiers have free rein to do as
maiming is to hamstring and blind a person).
they wish. Despite the laxity, she is feared and respected
by those who serve her. (Everyone is aware of Hali’s con11.1.7 The Sword Gang
nections to the Assassins and the fate of those who cross
The sword district contains temples, parks and fine houses.
her, i.e. torture and/or death).
Farad Choman is the boss. The area is the most beautiful
part of a very ugly city.
11.1.9 The North Harbor Gang
Each member of the gang has an ornate sword tatooed
on his left biceps. They carry two swords at all times. The This gang controls the minor wharves on the northern side
gang members spend their time protecting the area. They of the bay. Their leader is Schika (the lover of Qun Firemane). All of the gang members are ex-Firehall soldiers
do not interfere in the lives of its citizens.
that serve her because Qun told them to.
The basic uniform of this group is identical to the Firehall
Farad’s Law
gang.
In addition, they wear a reddish brown surcoat. They
This is a well-administered area. The features of the law
carry
a
club and a fighting dagger.
are:
A) No taxes are levied in this area.
B) All citizens are free to do as they wish as long as they
do not violate the rights of another or the sanctity of
the temples. Those who do are hunted by the gang and
turned over to the temples for trial.

Schika’s Law
The law of this area is a more tightly administered version
of Qun’s law. It is the most quiet and efficiently-run area
of the city. Its citizens are happy and industrious, even the
pirates. All citizens are liable to pay 5% of their income in
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taxes. Those that cheat, or refuse, are pummelled. If they
continue to refuse, after repeated attacks, they are killed.
Beyond these “collection duties”, the soldiers serve as an
effective police and defense force.
Gang Size
Schika controls 20 soldiers, former members of the Firehall
Gang who were assigned to her by Qun. Another 40 men
in the area will fight if their assistance is needed.

11.1.10 The Tavern Gang
The gang in this area serves a coalition of tavern owners as
guards, bouncers and enforcers. The gang is led by Mayan
the Whore. She is the leader of the coalition because, in
Porta, the services that she provides are a necessity that
cannot be dispensed with.
The members of the gang are dressed in white silk and
wear an ornate, jeweled dagger. They seem to be fops but
are skilled fighters, especially in hand to hand combat.
Mavan’s Law
Tavern territory is neutral ground in Porta. The territories
contain 90% of the city’s taverns. It is ruled by a council
that is chaired by Mayan. Its law’s main features are:
A) No meaningless, destructive violence is tolerated in the
taverns. Gang members only resort to force when reason will not prevail. If they must resort to force, they
strike to kill.
B) The gang gets 10% of the take from every tavern and
club in their area. (The fee for their protection.)
C) No gang can gather in strength in these territories.
They are recognized as neutral ground by all.
Gang Size
Mavan’s gang has 15 soldiers and 30 part-time thugs. She
also can call on the bouncers at the taverns, the 20 thugs
who work in her moneylending business and 20-30 mercenaries who will work for the right price (some of whom are
assassins.)

11.2 Political Factions
Two, mutually-hostile, loose alliances divide the gangs into
a camp that is led by Qun Firemane and a camp led by
Baris the Black.
The gangs in the Firemane faction are the Firehall Gang,
the Light Street Gang, the Red Dagger Gang, the Sword
Gang and the North Harbor Gang.
The supporters of Baris the Black are the Market Street
Gang, the Purple Gang, the Blue Devil Gang and the Gutter Golem Gang.
The Tavern Gang is neutral. Excluding pirates and mercenaries, the total strength of the gangs in each faction is
about 1000 soldiers each.

Average Gang Members
Table 11.1 below contains average statistics that can be
used for the various members of the gangs. These include
an optional Creature Variation multiplier for the average
soldier, CEL, weapon EL, and the weapons that are most
commonly used.
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Table 11.1: The Gangs, Forces & Encounters
Standard
Equipment
Fighting dagger, sap
Sling, throwing dagger
Short sword, fighting
dagger
Light Street
1
3
3 Two fighting daggers
Red Dagger
1.4
3
2 Fighting dagger
Blue Devil
1
3
3 Two fighting daggers
Sword
1
3
4 Two swords
Gutter Golem
0.8
2
3 1D3 throwing daggers
North Harbor
1.2
3
3 Club, fighting dagger
Tavern
1
3
5 Fighting dagger,
hand-to-hand
Pirates
1.2
4
4 Broadsword or mace,
fighting dagger
NOTE — These statistics should be used to effect AHP, S
and & St only. All other factors remain the same. Movement
for all is 10.
Gang
Soldiers Levies Colors
Firehall Gang
130
260*
Crimson
Market Street
115
230
Green and
Gang
Black
Purple Gang
100
200
Purple
Light Street
95
190
Green, yellow
Gang
sun
Red Dagger
50
100
Red-hilted
Gang
dagger
Blue Devil
45
90
Grey, blue devil
Gang
Sword Gang
45
90
Sword
tattoo,left arm
Gutter Golem
35
70**
Yellow, tan
Gang
stripes
North Harbor
20
40
Crimson,
Gang
reddish-brown
surcoat
Tavern Gang
15
30***
White, ornate
dagger
* The Firehall Gang can also levy 2D10×10 pirates when
the situation demands it. Qun rarely calls on these allies.
** Slitnose Hali has strong connections with local assassins.
She has done favors for various Assassin’s Guilds in the past
(specifically those in Pelara, Aratad and Maren).
*** Mavan has another 25 thugs who work in her moneylending business that she can use if she must. She has strong
ties to the Pelaran Thieves Guild (the strongest in the west)
and other foreign criminals.
Roll Gang
Roll Gang
2
The Gutter Golem
8
The Market Street
Gang
Gang
3
The Blue Devil
9
The Red Dagger
Gang
Gang
4
The Sword Gang
10
The Purple Gang
5+6
The Tavern Gang
11
The Light Street
Gang
7
The Firehall Gang
12
The North Harbor
Gang
Gang
Firehall
Market Street
Purple Gang

Creature
Var. CEL EL
1.2
3
3
1
2
3
1
4
4

11.2 Political Factions
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11.3 Portan Characters
An alphabetical listing of the Characters who could play a
role in the adventures that occur in Porta.

Baris the Black, Leader of the Market Street Gang
Age — 32 Sex — Male
S 10
I 64
HPV 19
MDV 18
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 5

St 16(+1) D 32(+2)
W 48
E 32
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 7
EL 3
PA 40
HC 32%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 64"

A 28(+1) C 48(+2)
Em 30
Ap 51
DCV 7
DTV
EnL 96
CA 110
PR 6
IC 62
Dodge Value 3
Weight 1541bs

NOTE — Baris is a third-tier member of the Black Ring.
He is Nilgeranthrib’s agent in Porta.

NOTE — Baris will be the party’s first contact with the
power of Nilgeranthrib. He will try to recruit them as agents
in his plan.

Haiyana Ben Shair, Seneschal of the Market Street
Gang
Age — 31 Sex — Male
S 24(+1)
I 40
HPV 18
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 2

St 27(+1) D 48(+2)
W 33
E 30
CEL 8
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 68
HC 24%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 74"

A 60(+3) C 20(+1)
Em 20
Ap 45
DCV 13
DTV −2
EnL 53
CA NA
PR 4
IC 50
Dodge Value 5
Weight 1931bs

Expertise EL80 Rogizini, EL60 Portan, EL40 Climan,
EL6 City and Desert Survival, EL70 Thief, EL60 Trailing and Deftness, EL50 Locksmith, EL6 Swimming, EL45
Expertise Trained wizard, EL3 in Darkness Powers, Hell Moneylender, EL60 Read and Write, EL40 Seaman, EL11
Powers, Chaining, Quarrels, Slime, Compulsion, Insanity, Throwing dagger, EL7 Sword, EL3 Two-weapon, EL7
Illusion Powers, Earth Powers, Terror, Paralysis, Death Scimitar, EL5 Shield, EL10 Horsemanship, EL10 ClimbPowers, Necromantic Powers, Silent Terror and Travel Pow- ing.
ers, EL80 Zarunese, EL60 Portan and Tongue of Young
Chaos, EL80 Read and Write, EL50 Jeweler, EL30 Deft- Equipment Fine clothing, cloak, scimitar, two throwing
ness, EL40 Trailing, EL3 Sword and EL4 Throwing Dag- daggers, boots, lock-picking tool.
ger.
Haiyana was born in the Great Desert among the Mahomet. When he was five his family moved to Maoun with
Equipment Amulet (EL2 immunity from Fire Powers), his father, a mercenary. Four years later, his father was
Calling Crystal (usable to contact a similar crystal in the crippled in battle and the family was forced into the slums.
Tower of the Dead, used to report to Nilgeranthrib and Here he learned to survive, through theft and murder. By
receive orders), Sword, two throwing daggers, sapphire ring the age of 16, he was hunted by both the city garrison and
(medium jewel, black band), black robes, sandals.
the thieves guild of Maoun. He decided to go to sea.
Baris arrived in Porta ten years ago. Little is known of
Haiyana served as a seaman aboard a merchant ship for
his life before this. Within a year of his arrival, he took five years. This ended when pirates captured the ship. He
over the Market Street Gang with a successful coup. He is convinced them that he would be a good addition to the
known as a black-hearted, sadistic and bloodthirsty rogue crew. For the next three years, he was a pirate. At the
with no ability to forgive.
age of 24, his ship landed in Porta and, taken with the
As a high-ranking initiate of the Black Ring, Baris is opportunities of this city, he jumped ship and joined the
dedicated to Chaos and his master’s wishes. His activities Market Street Gang. Since beginning his gang career he has
in Porta are part of a master plan to encircle and destroy advanced from a common thug to the third most powerful
the city of Thalib.
member of the gang, after Baris and Carmen the Red.
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Haiyana ben Shair is cunning, eloquent and amoral. He is
talented in planning complex, long-term strategies for gaining an advantage over his enemies. His goal is to become the
leader of the Market Street Gang. He has no known weaknesses or exploitable vices and is quite capable of killing
when he must.

Expertise EL80 Portan, EL40 Read and Write, EL4
Musician, EL3 Singer, EL20 Locksmith, EL6 Assassin,
EL56 Trailing, EL6 City Survival, EL2 Swimming, EL3
Climbing, EL4 Rhetoric, EL8 Hand-to-hand, EL12 Sword,
EL10 Two-weapon.
Carmen The Red, Marshal of the Market Street
Gang
Age — 42 Sex — Male
S 52(+3)
I 10
HPV 29
MDV 4
MR 9
ML 4
CDF 3

St 45(+2) D 9
W 24
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 144
HC 32%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 77"

A 13
C 18(+1)
Em 6
Ap 10
DCV 5 DTV −3
EnL 42 CA NA
PR 6
IC 26
Dodge Value 0
Weight 2531bs

Equipment Fine clothes, cloak, boots, two swords
(MEL6/EL2 magic modified for hit chance and fatigue
value).
Farad is a native of Porta. He is called the Duke and
the Old Master by friends and enemies. He has been the
leader of the Sword Gang for more than 25 years, longer
than many of the current gang leaders have been in the
city. He is a wise, crafty and deadly man who is feared or
respected by almost everyone.

NOTE — His aid and support were responsible for the rise
of both Qun Fireman and Marius Mamon. He is strongly
supported by these men. While he lives, the territory of
Expertise EL80 Portan, EL10 Read and Write, EL2 the Sword Gang is inviolate (as any attack would cause a
City Survival, EL30 Jeweler, EL10 Battle Axe, EL8 full-scale, citywide gang war).
Broadsword, EL3 Fighting Dagger, EL6 Shield.
Equipment Chainmail, Battle Axe, Helmet, Fighting
dagger, boots.
Carmen is a native of Market Street. He has been in the
gang for 27 years. He became the Marshal after helping
Basis kill the former leaders and take over. His goal is to
supplant Baris as the leader of the gang. If he gets a safe
chance, he will try to kill both Baris and Haiyana ben Shair.
He is a greedy and ambitious man who will not be satisfied
until he rules Porta.
Choman, Farad, the Duke, Leader of the Sword
Gang
Age — 53 Sex — Male
S 10
I 28
HPV 32
MDV 11
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 4

St 56(+3) D 24(+1)
W 51
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 80
HC 58%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 69"

A 60(+3) C 60(+3)
Em 24
Ap 9
DCV 10
DTV
EnL 111
CA NA
PR 12
IC 44
Dodge Value 4
Weight 1661bs
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Firemane, Qun, Leader of the Firehall Gang
Age — 30 Sex — Male

S 60(+3)
I 33
HPV 32
MDV 10
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 6

St 31(+2) D 20(+1)
W 40
E 12
CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL 4*
EL 2
PA 160
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 77"

A 24(+1) C 36(+2)
Em 10
Ap 20
DCV 12
DTV −4
EnL 76
CA NA
PR 8
IC 22
Dodge Value
Weight 231lbs

Expertise EL80 Portan, EL5 City Survival, EL7 Executioner, EL50 Locksmith, EL40 Trailing, EL6 Hand-tohand, EL5 Throwing dagger, EL7 Mace.

Equipment Clothing, throwing dagger, mace, metal helmet, boots.
Bal was born in Porta. He took control of the Blue Devils
ten years ago, as part of a break-away from the Sword Gang.
He lost his arm to Farad Choman in this effort. Since that
* Qun has the innate power to cast Fire Darts. He has day, he has worked to gain revenge.
Bal is a morose and cruel man with a great deal of cunEL2 immunity to all Fire Powers.
ning. He enjoys using people, making them feel that they
Expertise EL80 Zen’dali, EL60 Portan, EL5 Plains are his friends, until their usefulness ends. At this point,
and City Survival, EL2 Forest Survival, EL10 Great he demotes them, rewards them or kills them. He is an
Sword, EL5 other Heavy Swords, EL4 Hand-toHand, EL5 amoral serpent who does nothing that is not in his own
Composite Bow, EL4 Horsemanship, EL3 Horse Archery, best interest.
EL3 Fighting Dagger, EL2 Shield.

Equipment Scalemail, great sword, fighting dagger,
boots.
Qun came to Porta six years ago. His home is with the
A’giat clan of the Zen’dali. Since taking over his territory,
he has formed close ties with Schika, Mayan and others. He
is an enemy of Baris the Black.
Qun is a calm and stoic man with good intelligence and
a strong will. He tends to be fair and can be quite deadly.
He is the most feared leader in Porta.
NOTE — Qun has heard rumors of the fate of those who
have taken the whole city as their own (all died within a
fortnight). He is comfortable in his current position, and
has no wish to die, so he restricts further expansion by his
forces.

Kerak The Merchant, Thaliban secret agent,
member of the Thaliban Society of Light
Age — 97(32)* Sex — Male
S 15
I 60
HPV 17
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 6

St 21(+1) D 80(+4)
W 72
E 30
CEL 7
OCV 8
MEL 8
EL 4
PA 50
HC 26%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 70"

A 68(+3) C 30(+1)
Em 18
Ap 48
DCV 14
DTV −3
EnL 102
CA 92
PR 4
IC 48
Dodge Value
Weight 182lbs

* Kerak appears to be about 32 years old.

Half-Arm, Bal, Leader of the Blue Devil Gang
Age — 34 Sex — Male

S 30(+1)
I 15
HPV 21
MDV 7
MR 12
ML 7
CDF 3
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St 39(+2) D 33(+2)
W 20
E 36
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 100
HC 27%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 69"

A 36(+2) C 15
Em 30
Ap 40
DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 35
CA NA
PR 4
IC 66
Dodge Value 4
Weight 180lbs

Expertise Trained wizard, EL4 in Fire Powers, Might,
Music, Storm Powers, Sustenance, Tracking, Water from
Stone, Invisibility Sphere, Light Powers, Open Prison,
Painlessness and Liberate Spirit, EL80 Thaliban, EL60
Donaran, Portan, Tongue of Light, Zarunese and Marentian, EL50 Tongue of Fire, EL80 Read and write, EL70
Trailing, EL5 Swimming, EL8 Climbing, EL8 Rhetoric,
EL8 City, Forest and Plains Survival, EL4 Mountain Survival, EL9 Assassin, EL15 Throwing Dagger, E11 Handto-hand, EL10 Sword, EL8 Fighting dagger, EL7 Twoweapon, EL10 Short sword, EL7 Arbalest and EL6 Pole
arms.
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Equipment Cowled robe, short sword, fighting dagger, gang. While his territory is loosely governed, his gang is
throwing dagger, sandals, small diamond ring.
one of the most disciplined and efficient organizations in
Kerak is a young man, by Thaliban standards, who has the city. Marius is the close ally of Qun Firemane.
served his emperor well. He was posted to Porta as punishment for an error in judgment at an imperial ball (something
to do with a grand-niece of the Emperor.) He is not happy
in exile, but he is a thorough and efficient man who goes
out of his way to do ha job perfectly. His goal is to earn a
reprieve from shameful existence among the barbarians or
to die trying.
Kerak is personable, charming and witty. He comes
across as an experienced and garrulous man with better
than average intelligence. Behind this veneer of the friendly
merchant, he calculating genius with a pronounced ability
to succeed in most intellectual endeavors. He is a master of
charm and one of the most deadly individuals that anyone
could ever meet.
NOTE — Kerak runs a booth in the Beggar’s Market. He
deals herbs, medicinal drugs, cheeses and wine. He employs
a herbalist and two laborers to help him with his business.
He spends little time at the booth himself.
Mavan The Whore, Leader of the Tavern Gang,
“Queen of the Taverns”
Age — 37 Sex — Female
S 14
I 24
HPV 15
MDV 11
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 2

St 15
D 28(+1)
W 39
E 42
CEL 0
OCV 0
MEL NA EL NA
PA 28
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 62"

A 39(+2) C 30(+1)
Em 40
Ap 64
DCV 3
DTV −2
EnL 69
CA NA
PR 2
IC 82
Dodge Value 3
Weight 131lbs

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL60 Portan, EL40 Climan,
Marentian and Zen’dali, EL7 Actress, EL7 Dancer, EL46
Disguise Artist, EL8 Rhetoric, EL50 Moneylender, EL7
Throwing dagger, EL2 Fighting dagger.
Equipment Fine clothing, cloak, five small jeweled rings,
throwing dagger, sandals, hat.
Mavan was born in the slums of Pelara. Her early life
S 20(+1) St 18(+1) D 12
A 15
C 42(+2)
was
spent learning to survive in the taverns and dives of
I 40
W 32
E 48
Em 30
Ap 9*
this
area.
At the age of 14 she became connected with the
HPV 20
CEL 5
OCV 7
DCV 5 DTV −4
Pelaran Thieves Guild as a performer and fence. Over the
MDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 74 CA NA
MR 10
PA 60
HC 30% PR 6
IC 78
next 15 years, she built an empire.
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 6
With the fall of the former guild-master, her lover, she
CDF 2
Height 71"
Weight 171lbs
fled the city by sea. She arrived in Porta and purchased two
taverns. Over the next year, in various ways, she formed
* Marius’s enemies call him “Rat-face”.
the Tavern Gang, got support for Tavern neutrality from
Expertise EL80 Portan, EL35 Marentian, EL30 the other bosses and began to rebuild her power. Her only
Zarunese, EL33 Thief, EL1 Climbing, EL7 City Sur- goal is to accumulate wealth. She has no ambitions for
vival, EL42 Trailing, EL44 Deftness, EL44 Locksmith, power or vengeance. (Lately she has re-established her ties
EL70 Read and Write, EL30 Jeweler, EL25 Armorer, EL3 with the Pelarans and does a great deal of business as a
fence for goods that are smuggled to her.)
Fighting dagger, EL2 Throwing dagger, EL4 Mace.
Mamon, Marius, Leader of the Light Street Gang
Age — 39 Sex — Male

Equipment Clothing, surcoat, boot, small ruby ring,
fighting dagger.
Marius was born in Porta. At the age of 8 he joined the
Light Street Gang. Over the years, his talent for organization, fairness and ability led him to the leadership of his

NOTE — Mavan is a loan shark during her spare time. She
will loan almost anyone money, at rates of interest that are
two to three times the average for the class of the borrower.
She employs special thugs from Pelara to take care of this
part of her business.)
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Ro’Sal, Karos, Leader of the Purple Gang
Age — 28 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 16
HPV 22
MDV 5
MR 13
ML 5
CDF 3

St 30(+1) D 30(+1)
W 24
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 86
HC 27%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 72"

A 51(+3) C 24(+1)
Em 8
Ap 76
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 48
CA NA
PR 4
IC 28
Dodge Value 4
Weight 188lbs

Expertise EL80 La’Ced, EL60 Portan, EL60 Climan,
EL31 Artist, EL2 Assassin, EL55 Seaman, EL28 Navigator, E10 Swimmer, EL9 Sword, EL6 two-weapon, EL6
Broadsword, EL8 Fighting dagger, EL4 throwing dagger.
Equipment Sword, Fighting dagger, fine clothing, cape,
boots, large jet ring.
Karos came to Porta after fleeing the Empire of the Ced,
where he is wanted for Treason, Felonious Murder and Assault while serving as an agent for the Climans. When he
reached Porta, he got a high position in the Purple Gang
when he married the boss’s daughter. Later, with the aid of
Baris, he had his father-in-law assassinated and took over
the gang.
Karos is devoted to personal pleasure and mastered by
his own greed. He will do anything, betray anyone or serve
any cause if the price is right. He backs Baris because no
one has made a better offer and because Baris’s Seneschal
has evidence of Karos’s guilt in the murder of his father-inlaw. (Were it released, it would split the gang in two and,
possibly, mean the death of Karos.)
Schika, Leader of the North Harbor Gang
Age — 25 Sex — Female

S 12
I 36
HPV 17
MDV 9
MR 14
ML 9
CDF 2

St 15
D 48(+2)
W 20
E 20
CEL 2
OCV 2
MEL NA EL NA
PA 24
HC 27%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 60"

A 80(+4) C 39(+2)
Em 27
Ap 80
DCV 8
DTV
EnL 59
CA NA
PR 4
IC 47
Dodge Value 6
Weight 108Ibs

Expertise EL80 Zarunese, EL60 Zen’dali, EL50 Portan, EL60 Read and Write, EL60 Artist, EL80 Deftness,
EL13 Dancer, EL5 Singer, EL80 Locksmith, EL50 Sign
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Language, EL7 Plains Survival, EL5 City Survival, EL2
Forest Survival, EL13 Bow, EL8 Longbow, EL8 Hand-toHand, EL5 Fighting dagger.
Equipment Fine clothing, sandals, fighting dagger.
Schika comes to Porta from Zen’dali people who settled
the plains of Zarun. She left the plains to escape a rabid
suitor, of some power, who would not take no for an answer.
He followed her to Porta and, while accosting her, ran afoul
of Qun Firemane. Firemane killed him. In the months that
followed, Schika and Firemane became lovers. Recently he
gave her control of the North Harbor to give her something
to do and to separate themselves somewhat.
Schika is intent on marrying Firemane. She is a generous
and kind person who detests violence. She also has an inner
core of strength which allows her to do what must be done,
even when it is distasteful. She is an intelligent, pragmatic
and stubborn woman who, given time, usually gets what she
wants. (She is also known to be the finest dancer, archer
and locksmith in Porta.)

11.3 Portan Characters
Slitnose Hali, Leader of the Gutter Golem Gang
Age — 32 Sex — Female

Equipment Chainmail, Broadsword, fighting dagger,
boots, cape.
Marcos Vasa served in the Marentian army from the age
S 21(+1) St 30(+1) D 24(+1) A 10
C 30(+1)
I6
W 24
E 36
Em 42
Ap 12
of 14 until he was captured, while serving as a soldier in a
HPV 21 CEL 4
OCV 6
DCV 5 DTV −3
naval engagement, by the Climans (at the age of 22.) He
MDV 8
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 54 CA NA
spent four years as a Climan galley slave before he managed
MR 10
PA 62
HC 30%
PR 4
IC 78
to break his chains and escape to Porta.
ML 8
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
Once in Porta, Marcos hid in the worst slum he could find.
CDF 3
Height 59"
Weight 107Ibs
Finding an opportunity in this place, he formed the Red
Daggers and took over the slum, exterminating its former
Expertise EL80 Gomese, EL60 Portan, EL48 Deftness, rulers.
EL48 Herbalist, EL4 Rhetoric, EL6 Executioner, EL5
Marcos is a friendly man who is slow to anger and slower
City Survival, EL3 Throwing dagger, EL6 Fighting dag- to forget. He is happy in his territory and willing to leave
ger.
others alone in theirs. If angered, disturbed or infringed on,
he is a violent man who fights until his enemy is destroyed.
Equipment Dagger, clothing, sandals, fine cloak.
NOTE — Marcos can be viewed as a bear who is sitting
Hali came to Porta, from Gom, as a slave. Eventually,
under a tree full of honey. He is happy to let people take
she earned her freedom and rose from a wench in the lowest
honey from other trees, but they better not mess with his.
dives in her district to her current position as leader of a
gang. She earned the name Slitnose when she was a “friend”
of Qun Firemane. He found her with an associate of his,
in a compromising position. He killed his associate, slit her
nose with a knife and left her forever. She wants him dead.
Hali is an amoral, cruel and licentious woman who will
do anything to get what she wants. She enjoys torturing
her enemies and destroying all that they hold dear.

Vasa, Marcos, Leader of the Red Dagger Gang
Age — 30 Sex — Male

S 88(+4)
I 12
HPV 42
MDV 7
MR 10
ML 7
CDF 5

St 24(+1) D 3(−1)
W 30
E3
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 196
HC 40%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 74"

A8
C 56(+3)
Em 20
Ap 28
DCV 7 DTV −4
EnL 86 CA NA
PR 8
IC 23
Dodge Value -1
Weight 230lbs

Expertise EL80 Marentian, EL40 Portan, EL60 Climan, EL60 Seaman, EL55 Carrying, EL3 Musician,
EL12 Broadsword, EL9 Bastard Sword, EL4 Great Sword,
EL3 Fighting Dagger, EL10 Hammer, EL7 Flail, EL6
Polearms, EL3 Shield, EL2 Throwing Dagger, EL4 City
Survival, EL3 Plains Survival.
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12

The Sea of Tears

This chapter details economic forces in the Sea of Tears region. Information given includes the mercantile strength
of varous port cities, major ports, zones of piracy on the
high sea and basic rules for sea encounters. The chapter
also details criminal organizations operating in the area and
highlights the most powerful criminals and merchants in the
region. The purpose is to build a firm foundation for campaigns based in the Sea of Tears region. Various sections
present regional economic factors, major merchants and insights into the powers that be in the criminal world. This
will help the Referee create encounters when the party is
looking for somewhere to go, or something to do to satiate
their thirst for adventure.

12.1 Port Cities
The table below ranks the area’s ports (based on a composite of wealth and available merchant shipping, with wealth
resolving any ties) into four classes of port. Within the listing of each class, the ports are listed in a rough order of
economic importance to the region.

Port Definition
First Class Ports
First class ports have extensive facilities and large harbors.
Maritime industry is of great importance in the life of the
city, with at least 20% of the population employed filling
maritime needs. Warehouse, ship repair and ship building
facilities are well-organized. The major merchant houses
and shipping lines have a great deal of influence, both locally and in the region as a whole. In some cities. Rogh’sa
and Sivas for example, they can be ‘the tail that shakes the
tiger’ when they enter the political arena for some reason.

Table 12.1: Ports on the Sea of Tears
Port

Nation
Port
Nation
First Class Ports
1) Pelara
Donara
7) Gom
Gom
2) Aratad
Confederacy 8) Erdan
Xan
3) Rogh’sa
Rogizini
9) Tilal
Rogizini
4) Sivas
Marentia
10) Clima
Clima
5) Kasha
Bhamotin
11) Rhozad
Confederacy
6) Acghiza
Rogizini
Second Class Ports
12) Maren
Marentia
17) Shimama
Clima
13) Maoun
Rogizini
18) Shiazi
Rogizini
14) Malnon
Marentia
19) Musci
Rogizini
15) Vistair
Bhamotin
20) Ticasi
Ticasi
16) A’iam
Ced
Third Class Ports
21) Porta
Thaliba
25) Ft. Verin
Xan*
22) Provini
Bhamotin
26) Nerid
Nerid
23) Salaqara
Donara
27) Araou
Rogizini
24) Samma
Donara
28) Affea
Clima
Fourth Class Ports
29) Vizan
Clima
32) Roghara
Shanda
30) Chiros
Chiros
33) Melecin
Clima
31) Zarun
Zarun
34) Fort Kira
Clima
* Located on the peninsula northeast of Xanthia in Xan. A
military colony with a strong fleet presence and some mercantile activity. Excluding military personnel the normal population of the area is about 2500 persons.
NOTE — Tilal is located where the Eye of Tiamat meets
the Sea of Tears. Because of this position, and because most
of its trade is in the Sea of Tears, it is included in this list.
Acghiza is the second largest Rogizini port, a major economic
force, a military center and the seat of the empire’s Grand
Vizier.

Second Class Ports
Second class ports have good facilities and harbors. The
warehouse space and other maritime resources in the city
are adequate to their needs. In most of these cities. facilities for ship building are small. (A notable exception
is Maren where most of the nation of Marentia’s ships are
built.) Merchant houses and shipping lines operating in
these cities are strong, but not overwhelming. They are
powerful locally and have a little regional influence when
they choose to extend themselves. They are a force, but
not a dominant one.
Third Class Ports
The quality of these harbors ranges from good to poor. All
have minimum facilities for supplying the city’s maritime
needs, i.e. enough to care for outgoing trade and reprovision ships that stop in. Most of these cities exist as trade
or reprovisioning stops for vessels headed somewhere else.
None have any ship building industry to speak of. Their
merchant houses and shipping lines are not strong, though
they can sometimes influence local policy. Those that are

in strategic positions or have a strong reason for having
such, have facilities for repairing vessels. (Examples would
be Provini and Nerid.)

Fourth Class Ports
These ports are small and/or have desperately inadequate
facilities. They are working ports because of some strategic
need or valuable commodity that they produce. Few have
sizable warehouse space or ship repair/ship building capability. The merchant houses and shipping lines extent in
the area are offshoots from other nations or the independent effort of a few local entrepreneurs. (In Roghara the
dominant force is House Chian, one of the great houses of
Fomoria. In Zarun, ten to twenty small locals do their best
to handle the business.) They are rarely a major power in
area politics though they can have an important impact on
the local economy.
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12.2 Merchant Princes of the Sea of
Tears

resources remain a convenient cornerstone for the Grand
Vizier to build his power on.

This part of the article details the five wealthiest merchants
resident in the area. They may be used as non-plaver characters, either as enemies or as personages who sponsor players on adventures of your creation. The five are listed in
order of wealth. (The monthly income listed for each man
is his pocket money, i.e. discretionary funds that he uses as
he sees fit, not the total income of his house.)

Janus Karald — Merchant of Sivas, Naval
Lieutenant (retired)
Age — 61 Sex — Male

Riza Mullabi — Merchant of Rogh’sa,
Moneylender
Age — 56 Sex — Male

S 12
I 40
HPV 14
MDV 9
MR 9*
ML 9
CDF 2
* Reduced

St 16(+1) D 9
A 17(+1) C 25(+1)
W 45
E 80
Em 4
Ap 48
CEL 1
OCV 2
DCV 2
DTV −3
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 70
CA NA
PA 44
HC 21% PR 4
IC 84
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 2
Height 5’4"
Weight 225lbs
20% because of his obesity.

S 20(+1)
I 24
HPV 20
MDV 10
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 2

St 17(+1) D 15(+1)
W 15
E 54
OCV 5
DCV 4
MEL NA EL NA
PA 60
HC 30%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 11
C 42(+2)
Em 60
Ap 24
CEL 3
DTV −4
EnL 57 CA NA
PR 6
IC 114
Dodge Value 1
Weight 203lbs

Expertise EL80 Navigation, Marentian, Bhamoti,
Zendaii and Ba’Ru, EL65 Merchant Jewelry and Weapons,
all types, EL40 Rogizini, EL24 Seaman, EL10 City,
Plains, Ocean and Hill Survival, EL3 Swords, Shield and
Hand-to-Hand, EL2 Rhetoric.
Home Office Sivas

Major Offices All other Marentian cities, Ba’Ru, All
Expertise EL80 Rogizini, Gomese, Moneylender and Bhamotin cities, Rogh’sa, Zarun, Aratad, Rhozad, A’iam
Merchant (Slaver), EL60 Sair’acili, Climan and Fomorian, and Felara.
EL50 Jeweler, EL45 Herbalist, EL40 Mahelan, Dechan
Monthly Income 460GC
and Robari, EL30 Sign Language, EL9 Rhetoric, EL5
City, Hill and Desert Survival, EL3 Gambler, EL2 Fighting Major Areas of Business Common Goods (9), Jewelry
Dagger, EL0 Hand-to-Hand.
(7), Weapons (7), Food (5), Livestock (4), and Armor (3).
The House of Janus has existed for more than 500 years.
Equipment Many items of jewelry (value =
It owns, or controls, much of the industry in the Kingdom
D100+50GC at any time), fine robes, fighting dagof Marentia (especially in Sivas). In the past, it played a
ger.
major role in the foundation of the Karestian dynasty. Its
elder, whoever he may be, is one of the most powerful men
Home Office Rogh’sa
in this kingdom. The current elder, Janus Karaid, is an
Major Offices All other Rogizini cities. Malnon, Gom, honest old man who served as an officer in the Marentian
Porta, Port Doman, Halle, Dechat, Vahear, Matan, Shi- fleet for ten years. He does not believe in profit through
chicanery. His shops and industries are completely honest
mama and Kirazan.
in dealing with their customers. His products are always
Monthly Income 650GC
good quality and never over priced. Where he finds less
moral conditions prevalent in his business, he fires the crook
Main Areas of Business Slaving (10), Gambling and
responsible. Janu feels that Maros the Reaver, his King, is
Entertainment (8), Moneylending (7), Drug and Spice
the world’s greatest monarch.
Trade (5), Fine Cloth (5), Exotic Goods (4).
NOTE — Riza is always accompanied by 1D6+2 Kacili Fa the Trader — Master of House Galeir, Agent of
guardsmen and 1D3 slave girls. The guardsmen are deadly the Climan Empire, Merchant and Entrepreneur
Age — 51 Sex — Male
(OCV7/DCV6, EL5 in combat skills) and loyal. The
S 12
St 14
D 18(+1) A 20(+1) C 30(+1)
slave girls are always exquisite.
I 88
W 15
E 33
Em 24
Ap 21
Riza’s house, House Mullabi, has dominated the economy HPV 14 CEL 2 OCV 2
DCV 4
DTV −2
in Rogh’sa and most of the empire for three centuries. The MDV 16 MEL 6 EL 2
EnL 45
CA 65
PA 24
HC 22%
PR 2
IC 57
basis of its power is moneylending, gambling and slavery. MR 11
Mana Regen. 3
Dodge Value 2
Its founder (Fashod Mullabi) was a hard man who clawed ML 13
Height 5’3"
Weight 139lbs
his way out of the gutter and became, possibly, the most CDF 5
successful slaver in history. Riza is a sly hedonist, devoted
to personal pleasure, increasing his wealth and assuring that Expertise EL80 Climan, Armorer and Read and write
he is on the right side of the ’political fence’. At the present all tongues known, EL75 Moneylender and Navigation,
time he is a major supporter of the empire’s Grand Vizier. EL65 Trailing, EL60 Donaran, Salaqi, E’lici and Tongue of
Because loyalty is a foreign concept to him, especially when Young Chaos, EL50 Katai, EL40 Merchant*, EL33 Jewhis survival is at stake, there is no one he would not use, be- eler, EL20 Seaman, Trained wizard, EL3 General Skills,
tray or discard to save himself. If the Emir shows weakness, EL2 Hell Powers, Fascination, Compulsions and Theft,
or his enemies begin to make strides against him, Riza will EL1 Storm Powers, Decay, Corruption, Quarrels and Paralcertainly change his allegiance. Until then, his money and ysis, EL12 City Survival, EL9 Hill, Mountain, Forest,
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Desert and Plains Survival. EL5 Singer and Rhetoric, EL4
Fighting Dagger, Horsemanship and Gambler, EL2 Swords
and Sling.
* General knowledge in bargaining techniques, negotiations and haggling. Has some competence in business law
as well.
Equipment Fine clothing, fighting dagger, two rings
(8SC, 2GC).

Jai Averg — Baronet of Aratad, Merchant of
Aratad
Age — 38 Sex — Male
S 20(+1)
I 60
HPV 28
MDV 15
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 3

St 35(+2) D 24(+2)
W 30
E 36
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 80
HC 45%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

A 42(+2) C 55(+3)
Em 51
Ap 72
DCV 9
DTV −5
EnL 85
CA NA
PR 10
IC 87
Dodge Value 5
Weight 140lbs

Home Office Pelara

Expertise EL80 Aratad, EL60 Merchant (Cloth, Spice,
Major Offices All other Donaran cities, Chiros, Nerid, Drugs, Weapons, Armor, Art, Musical Instruments, Salver),
A’iarn, Caldo, Aratad, Eured, Rhozad, Zarun, Maoun, La’Ced, Zarunese, Irava, Marentian and Donaran, EL50
Gatti and Porta.
Moneylender, Navigation, Jeweler and Seaman, EL40
Scholar (Geography, Astronomy), EL30 Clothier, EL14
Monthly Income 390GC (Of this sum 250GC per
City Survival, EL8 Plains, Hills and Forest Survival, EL7
month is spent to support his espionage apparatus in adSwords, EL6 Climbing and Musician (Oboe), EL4 Swimdition to the funds provided by Clima. 75GC a month is
ming, Bows and Tracking, EL3 Horsemanship, EL1 Maces
hidden away in case of future need. He lives on 65GC a
and Shield, EL0 Heavy Lance.
month and gifts from his friends.)
Major Areas of Business Fine Cloth (8), Manufactured
Goods (6), Timber (6), Exotic Goods (5), Jewelry (2).
Fa Galeir is an effervescent and hyperactive man. He
is married to a former slave from Katai and is a Climan
agent. Fa has his fingers in as many pies as he can get into.
When this endangers him, he stops at nothing to survive
or avenge himself. He has served Clima for 23 years and is
valued by his masters. It is through him that the Duke Salin
reached Clima and was taught magic after his near death
at the hands of Actin. His spy network covers Donara and
extends into other lands as well.
Fa came to Pelara nineteen years ago. He quickly established a good business and, with his charisma, intellect
and energy, came to be one of the favorites of Duke Salin
and other notables of Felara. Today, after Salin, he is the
wealthiest merchant in Felara though he lives relatively simple. He has a reputation as a humanitarian, living simply so
that his immense profits can do good for others. In fact, he
is the leader of a Climan spy ring. His profits, plus 500GC
a year from Clima, finance an operation that covers most
of the Sea of Tears area.
Fa is an amoral man devoted to the service of his faith,
but not to the point that he will die for it. The most important thing in his life is power. After himself, he cares
most for his wife Pia and their children. He would go to
extreme lengths to protect them, though not far enough to
endanger himself.
NOTE — Fa is a pragmatist. He is happy with things as
they stand but is prepared if he has to bolt. In five cities
outside of Donara, he has hidden treasures (his savings for
the last 19 years). The money hidden in case of emergency
is:
City

Treasure

City

Treasure

Gom
Nerid
Porta

180GC
270GC
160GC

Maoun
Melecin
Total =

280GC
200GC
1090GC

Home Office Aratad
Major Offices Rhozad, Eured, Irava, Zarun, All Marentia and Bhamatin cities, Malnon, Tilal, Rogh’sa, Maoun,
Araou, Pelara, Donara, Samina, Caldo, Gom, Shieram,
Xantia and Eydan.
Monthly Income 320GC (Reinvests 150–200GC of his
income each month into his business or acquiring new properties. The rest is given away, spent on lavish entertainments and amusement, etc.)
Major Areas of Business

General goods (5)

NOTE — House Averg does not specialize in particular
items, as other houses do. Jai deals wherever a profit is to
be had without excessive risk. (Some of his offices deal in
illegal or stolen goods. Most do not. Jai does not favor such
dealings and will not back those arrested or hurt by doing
so. He will collect his share of the profits however.)
Jai Averg is the heir of a Baronet from one of the finest,
and poorest, families in Aratad. He came to detest charity from the wealthy who hoped to win favor at court by
throwing brass to the Averg. When Jai was 11 he left home
and stowed away on a trading vessel. He began his career
as a cabin boy and swabber named Heur and never allowed
his station to show. During three hard years Jai showed a
good deal of talent. His captain thought him worth training and arranged his apprenticeship. While in training (the
next five years) he ran a mercantile shop and made a substantial profit. From this shop, and an inheritance from
the Captain on his death, he built his house into one of the
major houses in the Sea of Tears.
Jai Averg is a stubborn individualist and fierce competitor. Though he is a kind man, he is also a consummate
artist in mercantile dealings. It is his game, he loves it and
relishes the opportunity it gives him to travel the world,
meet other peoples and make money at their expense. It
is a much more enjoyable life than accepting handouts to
maintain the honor and pride of one’s family name.
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Muyan Xanabar — Baron of Sheirzi, Merchant of
Gom
Age — 30 Sex — Male

S9
I 45
HPV 16
MDV 12
MR 10
ML
CDF 2

St 14
D 3(−1)
W 30
E 36
CEL 1
OCV 1
MEL NA EL NA
PA 18
HC 27%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’1"

A 12
C 40(+2)
Em 42
Ap 33
DCV 0 DTV −2
EnL 70 CA NA
PR 4
IC 78
Dodge Value −1
Weight 122lbs

Expertise EL80 Gomese, EL60 Herbalist, Donaran and
Fomorian, EL54 Merchant (Spices, Exotic Goods and
Stone), EL40 Dwarf Elder, EL23 Miner, EL9 City, Hill
and Mountain Survival, EL7 Rhetoric, EL5 Musician
(Lute), EL2 Axes, Horsemanship, Swimming and Climbing.
Home Office Shieram

goods for sale reflect the preferences above. For each point
above five add five to the availability chance. If the rating
is 9 or 10. the item is present automatically. For each point
below 3 subtract 10 from availability. If the rating is 1, the
house can make the item available given time but never has
it in stock.

12.3 Crime in the Sea of Tears
Criminal Strongholds
Certain cities in the area are reputed to be criminal
strongholds. In these cities, legal authority fails to control the criminal element and citizens, especially the poor,
are at the mercy of the forces of the night. The following
cities are notorious in this way. The description for each
of them details its major criminal forces including primary
bases, political importance and relative strength.

Major Offices Gom, Erdan, Xantia, Araou, Pelara, Ki- Pelara
razan, Port Doman, Shestar, Atier and Maboiba.
Pelara is the largest city in Donara and the busiest trade
port in the area. It is notorious for its thieves and smugMonthly Income 270GC
glers. Pelara’s Thieves Guild is a monolithic organization.
Major Areas of Business Spices (9), Exotic Goods (7), For the last eighty years, since Feral Manion’s Month of
Blood united the various guilds under his leadership, it has
Drugs (6), Fine Metals (5), Stone (3).
House Xanabar was built by Muyan’s father. Until a controlled the city’s thieves, cutpurses, beggars and a large
few years ago Muyan worked in the Xantia office and as number of criminal specialists, i.e. ladies of the night, gama supervisor of the family mines. He is fond of Fomorian blers, fences, etc. Only the Smugglers and Assassins are
society and behavior. His best friend is Gorel Chian, his free from guild control. In a city of 44,000 people, the total
sisters husband and heir to House Chian of Fomoria. Two membership of the Pelaran Thieves Guild is nearly 2,000.
years ago Muyan’s father was assassinated by the Brothers It is a pervasive influence connected to all strata of society.
of the Night for testifying against one of their middle level
The central base of the Guild is the Saffron Delight, a
leaders. Muyan assumed leadership of the house, returned private brothel located in a two-story building in Pelara’s
to Sheiram and has spent the last two years getting the Ghetto district.
Beneath its basement are two subhouse in order.
basement levels where guild business is taken care of. These
Muyan’s public goal is to expand until his house is the levels contain a small hospital, dormitories, planning rooms,
most powerful operation in the Sea of Tears. Privately he training facilities and the guild treasure house (believed to
wants to destroy the Brothers of the Night, eradicate the contain more than 400GCworth of treasure and equipment.)
secret Climan cults, and the hedonism and abusive slavery
Before the Month of Blood, Pelaras dominant criminal
practiced in his nation and bring the capital to Sheiram guild was the Ancient Order of Silent Merchants (the Smugwhere it belongs. He is a crusading reformer set to make his glers Guild). It has existed, under an unbroken line of clan
nation as perfect as his beloved Fomoria. As yet, Muyan has leaders, for a millenium. The two clans who make up its
not found agents competent for these tasks but he is patient membership have about 400 members. Membership is reand can wait. In all ways he appears to be an industrious, stricted to members of these clans. No outsider is ever
Gomese merchant with no concern in politics. He has made admitted into this guild. If you aren’t family you aren’t.
great strides towards building his financial power base. In
The sacred watchwords of this society are secrecy and scifinancing his secret projects, he will not expose himself. ence. The major businesses are smuggling, kidnapping, the
His agents are on their own if they get caught. He will sale of information and the sale of drugs. It is often said in
not help them unless it is completely safe for him to do so. Pelara ‘if you can afford it, the smugglers can get it.’ The
His survival is of paramount importance if his goals are to master of the Smugglers Guild is Xitan the Spicer. Its base
prosper.
of operations is an underground grotto connected, through
ancient tunnels and the local sewer, to the Elite Spicer (XiAreas Of Business
tan’s shop), a few warehouses and hidden bases outside of
Each merchant house has areas of interest listed. The num- the city. The Smugglers Guild is an organized, efficient and
ber in parentheses rates the importance of that area to the dangerous organization. Their bases are well-hidden and
house. A scale rated from 1 to 10 is used. The value listed were created, over the centuries, with exhaustive and calcufor each area can be used, multiplying it times itself, to de- lated effort. Every member is a highly-trained professional
termine the chance the merchant takes action against those and some are easily as deadly as trained assassins.
who damage that part of his business. If the action is inThe assassins guild is not a major force in Felara at this
tended to hurt him, and he finds out, double this chance. time. Because of the strength of the Smugglers, the recent
When players go to shops owned by these merchants the growth of the Thieves Guild and the traditions of the area,
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12.3 Crime in the Sea of Tears
the Assassins Guild in Pelara is small. None of its guilds
have had more than 25 members or lasted longer than 40
years without having to be rebuilt. Rarely have any of
the assassins guilds had two strong leaders back to back,
which is one reason for their ‘seasonal’ demise. The current
guild, founded and led by Arno the Lame, has 15 members.
Due to the influence of Arno, and the obvious talent of
his successor (Actin the Black), it could beat the “40 year
jinx” and become a force to be reckoned with. The current
organization is a deeply buried, well-financed and brillianty
led unit that is virtually untouchable.
Like the Smugglers, the rule of this guild is silence. An
issassin who talks is dead. Seeing to his death takes priority
over other guild contracts. All members are tattoed on their
scalp, with a figure of crossed daggers. They learn a system
of code words and hand symbols to make themselves known
to other members when they must. All assasins in Pelara
have a cover identity, i.e. a person they are when they aren’t
on the job. Most lower assassins are simple tradesmen. The
leaders are well known figures who exercise some power and,
in some cases, are quite wealthy. Advancement by murder is
not tolerated in this guild. The penalty for killing a brother
assassin is death.

the city to the pirates and rules the countryside. This compromise promotes business and eliminates the potential for
confrontation. Effectively, Nerid is a free pot ruled by whoever can make his wishes stick. Its people are conniving,
greedy and somewhat cowardly, in that personal survival
comes well ahead of morality in their eyes.
The pirate who dominates Nerid is Cazil the Scar, master of the Falcon’s Dream (a fast vessel crewed by 120 of
the best pirates in the world). Most of his time in port is
spent at the Silver Alicorn trying to impress Ghia Trell. As
necessary, he sends his men around town to make sure that
things are running his way. He also employs 50 thugs who
make sure that his will is obeyed when he is on the High
Seas.
Nerid is also a major clearing house for stolen goods.
Many of its citizens are moneylenders or dealers in stolen
goods. Only Porta has a larger piece of this action. Unlike
Porta, these goods are not sold openly in Nerid. Because
of the political exigencies of the area. Nerid tries to retain
the illusion of being an honest community beset by evil men
that they can not hope to control.

Porta

As shown in §11, Forta is a wide-open city run by its gang
bosses. No pretense of normal legal authority exists here.
In each of its gang territories one boss rules and his word is
law. The most important gang in Porta is the Firehall Gang
run by Qun Firemane. It has close ties with Porta’s pirates
and possesses vessels of its own. The most important, for its
regional significance, is Mavan the Whore’s Tavern Gang.
Gom
Mavan is known from Pelara to Rogh’sa as a dealer in stolen
Gom is known for its wide-open nightlife, the availabil- goods. She will handle anything and has strong ties with
ity, of any kind of luxury imaginable and the Brothers of Pelara’s Guild.
the Night. What thieves and smugglers exist in this city
Any criminal activity, with some variance due to the atare poorly organized groups whose influence is negligible. titude of the local boss, is acceptable in Porta. It is an
The Brothers of the Night are a large, efficient organization important base for pirates, sometimes being visited by nowhose tendrils extend from the gutter to the royal palace. table pirates like Cazil the Scar and Noman Kha of Dechat.
Few men have the courage to risk their ire. Those who do For precise information on bases, relative strengths, etc.,
seldom live long afterwards.
see §11.
The secret base of the Brothers is a noble estate ten miles,
east of Gom. It is owned by Count Nabar Meiijan, Colonel The Island of Shazizan
of the Eunuch Guard and the secret Master of the Night (his
title as Guildmaster.) It is a beautifully-designed, three- Crime has been severely punished in this emirate since the
story structure with two basement levels. Its grounds con- Rogizini Empire broke the Shazi pirates centuries ago. This
tain stables, ponds, gardens and are surrounded by 1,200 has not stopped the locals from continuing to profit from
acres of forested hills. Other bases and safehouses are lo- crime. The citizens of this island are renowned smuglers
cated in the cities of Gom and Sheiram. They also have and pirates. Kidnapping and graft are also old traditions
bases in Maoun, Araou, Roghara and Erdan. The guild’s in this land.
Shazizan is an unusual island. Its city is mainly popumembership includes over 200 thugs and specialists, 300
lated
by Rogizini settlers and is relatively crime free. Its
spies and informants and 120 highly-trained assassins. It
Emir
is dedicated to maintaining order. The streets are
is a deadly force that plays an important role in Gomese
patrolled
by heavily-armed constables and loaded with his
politics. (According to rumor, when the current emperor
spies.
It
is
not a safe place for criminals, as his enforcement
returned the throne to Gom after his predecessors moved it
lietwork
is
efficient and his punishments are terribly harsh.
to Sheiram a major factor in his decision to do so was the
In
the
countryside,
Rogizini authority is tolerated while
receipt of a death threat from the Brothers of the Night.)
the sun shines. At night, Rogizini authority is ignored for
the most part and crime runs rampant, especially against
Nerid
Rogizini citizens and foreigners. The most powerful gang
The business of Nerid is piracy. Much of the people’s income on the island is the Silvered Shadow Society. It is comcomes from repairing and supplying vessels for the corsairs posed of skilled criminals and fanatics, many of whose famwho base here. What legal authority exists mostly leaves ilies have been members for ten generations. Underlying
NOTE — There is little market in Pelara for assassination.
Traditionally, both the Donarans and the E’lici prefer other
methods of disposing of bothersome enemies. Kidnapping,
beatings, humiliations of various kinds and imprisonment
are most commonly prefered to murder.
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the society’s criminal power, is an ancient cult worship- lessandra’s brother. The others are in danger of being taken
ping the Lords of Shadow, the gods of the island’s most over.
powerful minority before the Rogizini conquest. The members of this cult, including Bacien the Tall (High Master
12.4 Notorious Criminals of the Sea
of the Silvered Shadow), worship their gods through ritual
of Tears
theft, kidnapping and murder. They inspire fear throughout
the island. Their power, and the market for their services,
extend throughout the island and into Rogh’sa. Acghiza,
Halle and Tilal.
The headquarters of the Silvered Shadow Society is an
ancient shrine hidden in the island’s northern hills. Within
this cavern is a shrine to the Lord of Shadow, a barracks
area, an armory and tunnels leading to a hidden cove. The
main entrance to the cave is set 100 feet up a cliff. It is
reached on rope ladders dropped down by ever-present and
vigilant guards. The only way to sneak into this cave is to
find the hidden cove and sneak up through the tunnels. All
other approaches are watched.

Tilal
Tilal is a cosmopolitan city. Its Emir cares little about the
everyday lives of his subjects. His concerns are his pleasure
and his armed forces. Because of this laissez faire attitude,
and the city’s location, Tital is a wild city noted for the
availability of almost anything, moral or immoral. In fact,
the immense wealth this climate generates has done much to
prevent the unification of its guilds. Until the recent past, a
‘free market’ environment existed in Tital’s criminal world
with everyone grabbing what they could. In the last year,
this has changed as major factions in the underworld have
gone to war. Most of those involved fight for survival. The
instigator, Alessandra Makel, fights to unify all under her
leadership.
The dominant leaders in this war are Alessandra Makel
and the Fox, a Dechan who is greatly feared. Backed by
powerful magic, and solid connections at court, the Alessandra is well on her way to unifying Tilal’s criminals. If she
can eliminate the Fox, Tilat is her’s for the taking. Her
base of operations is her Manor house in Tital. This is a
two-story building surrounded by gardens and a high wall.
it is heavily- guarded at all times. The total strength of her
faction is 30 mercenary soldiers, 120 thugs, 50 thieves, 150
other specialists and A’kal the Ancient, a powerful wizard
from A’korchu.
The Fox is a master thief and assassin. His base is hidden
in the basement of a wine shop in Tilal’s poorest district.
Its location is a closely guarded secret. Men have died for
finding it. The Fox’s organization is not large. He has
20 highly-trained elite (trained as assassins and thieves)
and 30 lesser thugs following him. Of these, only the elite
know where his base is. They would kill themselves rather
than reveal its location. Financially, and sometimes militarily, the Fox is supported by the Silvered Shadow Society
(who want him to eliminate the threat that Alessandra represents.) His goal is to regain lost holdings in Tilal and
enslave Alessandra.
Beyond these forces, Tilal has five independent thieves
guilds and two assassins guilds. All have less than 50 members (D100/2, rounded up) and no more than three safehouses (1D3). One of the assassins guilds is run by Al-
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Allesandra Makel — Courtier, Lady of the Veil*,
Mistress of the Palm District Thieves Guild,
Mistress of Palair Shan (Chamberlain of the Emir
of Tilal)
Age — 30 Sex — Female

S 11
St 24(+1) D 18(+1) A 35(+2) C 33(+2)
I 64
W 30
E 35
Em 35
Ap 70
HPV 17
CEL 3
OCV 4
DCV 6
DTV −3
MDV 14 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 56
CA NA
MR 12
PA 42
HC 29%
PR 6
IC 70
ML 13
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
CDF 2
Height 61"
Weight 109lbs
* A Lady of the Veil is a noblewoman who serves or has
served as the companion of an Emir’s wife. ‘The Veil’ is the
common name for the palace where the Emir sequesters his
wives.

Expertise EL80 Rogizini, EL74 Herbalist, Sign Language, Read and Write Rogizini, Dechan and Gomese,
EL60 Moneylender, Dechan, Gomese, Korchi*, Climan,
Bhamoti and Marentian, EL55 Trailing, EL51 Thief,
EL50 Eagle Husbandry, EL40 Disguise Artist, Deftness
and Locksmith, EL8 Dancer, Actor, Healer and City Survival, EL6 Rhetoric and Throwing Dagger, EL3 Fighting
Dagger.
* Allesandra has a wizard from A’korchu in her service.
He has taught her his tongue and how to act like a magicuser.
Equipment Fine Clothing, Fur Cape, Necklace, Ring,
Silver Belt*. Throwing Dagger.
* The belt grants the bearer +15 I and Em, EL2 Protection and EL2 Immunity to all forms of magic. Its benefits
are not included in the statistics listed above.
Alessandra is an intelligent, amoral woman. Her plan to
unify the guilds of Tilal is her great passion. Since allying with A’kal the Ancient (MEL10/EL5), a Korchi wiz-
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ard, she has made major strides towards the fruition of her a tireless instructor. His best pupil, and heir, is Actin the
dream. For four years she has been using A’kal, connections Black.
at court and friends in Dechat to force unity on the guilds.
She plans to control every criminal operation in the area
and form the most powerful criminal guild in the world.
She is motivated by greed, lust for power and a personal
need to prove that she is as good as any man. She conceals
these motivations very well.
NOTE — Alessandra pretends to be a magic-user to intimate potential enemies. She is quite good at this because
of Akal’s instruction and her talent as an actress. Where
intimidation will not work she will use any resource at her
disposal to get hat she wants.
Arno the Lame — Scribe, Messenger, Master of
the Pelaran Assassins Guild
Age — 60 Sex — Male
S 15
St 28(+1) D 30(+1)
I 44
W 80
E 30
HPV 21
CEL 9
OCV 13*
MDV 15 MEL NA EL NA
MR 9**
PA 50
HC 33%
ML 15
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 3
Height 63"
* +3OCV for level as an Assassin.
** MR when acting lame, otherwise

A 57(+3) C 38(+2)
Em 21
Ap 16
DCV 13
DTV −3
EnL 112
CA NA
PR 6
IC 51
Dodge Value 5
Weight 139lbs

use a MR of 13.

Expertise EL80 Deftness, Donaran. Elici and Salaqi,
EL65 Herbalist and Read and Write languages known,
EL60 Trailing, Portan,Dechan, La’Ced, Aratad, Rogizini, Fomorian, Gomese and Marentian, EL51 Scribe in
Donaran, La’Ced, Aratad and Rogizini, EL40 Disguise
Artist, EL12 Short Sword and Throwing Dagger, EL10
Hand-to-Hand, Assassin, Miscellaneous Throwing Weapons
and War Staff, EL9 Horsemanship, Fighting Dagger, Executioner and Rhetoric, EL7 City, Plains, Forest. Hil, Underground I and II Survival, EL6 Actor, EL5 Sword, EL4
Climbing and Swimming.
NOTE — All Weapon ELs include +3 levels for Assassin
skill

Bacien the Tall — High Master of the Silvered
Shadow, Smuggler, Pirate
Age — 37 Sex — Male

S 54(+3)
I 30
HPV 34
MDV 21
MR 10
ML
CDF 9

St 51(+3) D 60(+3)
W 44
E 14
CEL 7
OCV 13
MEL 10
EL 3
PA 168
HC 39%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 81"

A 22(+1) C 27(+1)
Em 35
Ap 38
DCV 11
DTV
EnL 71
CA NA
PR 8
IC 49
Dodge Value 2
Weight 260lbs

SPECIAL — Bacien is an innate Shadow Weaver trained
in all forms of Shadow Magic. All powers, innate and
trained, use the power level listed above.

Expertise EL80 Deftness, Locksmith and Rogizini,
EL60 Shadow Tongue, Navigation and Cerulean, EL55
Marine Carpenter, Trailing, Read and Write Rogizini,
EL35 Thief, EL11 Swimming and Fighting Dagger, EL10
Climbing, EL9 Bows, Horsemanship, City and Hill Survival, EL8 Scimitars and Shield, EL6 Two Weapon, Spears,
Rhetoric, Tracking and Hand-to-Hand, EL3 Throwing DagEquipment (As Messenger) Staff, Short Sword, common ger.
robes, pouch. two throwing daggers*. (As Scribe) Common
robes, staff, papaer and ink, fighting dagger, two throwing Equipment Scimitar, Scalemail, Buckler, Metal Helmet,
Fighting Dagger, Composite Bow, the Ring of Shadows*.
daggers*.
* The symbol of the cult leader. When it is worn by
* Hidden. the blades are treated with BL4 Immediate
a Shadow Weaver, it provides 30 mana points per day for
Death poison.
Arno the Lame has been an assassin for 43 vears. He Shadow Magic, allows the wearer to regenerate 1D6 energy
has been Pelara’s Master Assassin for 21 of those years. points per day in addition to his normal energy recovery
During his long career he has never been caught, and rarely and allows him to use Soul Sight on any shadow, at the
suspected of, fulfilling a contract. People who know his ring’s power level, for a casting cost of 2 energy points per
true identity, outside of guild members and “brokers”, can use. It is an MEL14/EL6 magic item that is more than a
be numbered on one hand. None of them live in the city of thousand years old.
Pelara, at his suggestion.
Bacien is descended from a long line of Shadow Weavers,
Arno has devoted his last ten years to teaching young as- dating back more than 1,500 years. He has been High Massassins and laying the foundation for a Permanent Pelaran ter for five years. Before ‘taking the ring’ he was a pirate
guild. (He has only slain four people personally in this and smuggler. He is happy with his current life and does not
time.) He has retired as an active assassin. Only when want more power or strife. He loves the night and is quite
a job is especially intriguing to him, as a challenge or from uncomfortable in daylight. Except for this neurosis, he is
some possible gain, will he take a sabbatical from retire- a kind man with a decent sense of humor. He only hurts
ment. Because the guild is small (less than 15 members), others when he must, for business or religious reasons. He
Arno teaches them all and is their personal advisor. He is does not go out of his way to harm his enemies and does
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not enjoy inflicting pain on others. When possible, he is
placid and generous to all. When the situation demands
that he act, he is as cruel and deadly as necessary to get
the problem resolved immediately. He has little patience
with those who disturb his tranquility.

Cazil the Scar — Pirate
S 76(+4)
I 38
HPV 41
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 4

Age — 36

St 52(+3) D 28(+1)
W 40
E 21
CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 212
HC 44%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 78"

His life is dedicated to good times, the pursuit of adventure
and winning the love of Ghia Trell. As a pirate, his raids
are aimed at Donaran vessels though he will not pass up a
plump Climan or Rogizini ship when he finds one. The reward offered for his head, dead or alive, is 40GC in Donara,
30GC in the Rogizini Empire and Clima.

Sex — Male

A 44(+2) C 35(+2)
Em 52
Ap 20
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 10
IC 73
Dodge Value 3
Weight 230lbs

Expertise EL80 Salaqi, Navigation and Seaman, EL60
La’Ced, Portan and Rogizini, EL50 Dog Husbandry, EL13
Swimming and Climbing, EL12 Broadsword, EL10 City,
Plains, Hill and Ocean Survival, EL9 Shield and Fighting
Dagger, EL8 Bows, EL7 Gambler, EL6 Healer and Dog
Healer, EL5 Other Heavy Swords, Throwing Dagger and
Hand-to-Hand, EL2 Rhetoric.

The Fox — Free-Lance Assassin, Thief, Agent of
the Silvered Shadow Society
Age — 38 Sex — Male
S 15
I 72
HPV 27
MDV 14
MR 14
ML 14
CDF 3

St 32(+2) D 52(+3)
W 44
E 30
CEL 7
OCV 12*
MEL NA EL NA
PA 70
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 73"

A 76(+4) C 60(+3)
Em 22
Ap 30
DCV 14
DTV −5
EnL
CA NA
PR 10
IC 52
Dodge Value 7
Weight 176lbs

Expertise EL80 Dechan, Thief, Deftness, Trailing,
Locksmith and Read and Write Tongues Known, EL73 Disguise Artist, EL63 Seaman, EL60 Rogizini and Cerulean,
EL15 Bow*, EL12 Climbing, Swords*, Scimitars*, City
and Ocean Survival, EL10 Throwing Dagger* and Shield,
EL9 Assassin and Two Weapon*, EL8 Horsemanship, EL6
Swimming, EL5 Rhetoric
* Includes +3OCV and + 3EL for Assassin skill.
Cazil was born twelve miles north of the city of Salaqara.
At the age of eight his father was hung for rebel activity and
all his property (a small farm and 15 dogs) was confiscated. Equipment (Killing*) Two Short Swords, Bow, 10 arHomeless, Cazil’s mother took the family to live with rela- rows, Throwing Dagger (Treated with BL12 Death Poison),
tives in Shiben. Growing there, knowing that his father was Leather Armor, Red Silk Mask. (Other) Scimitar, Fighting
murdered, Cazil became a hard and stubborn man. He has Dagger, Two Throwing Daggers, Fine Clothing, 2D10GC
an ability to understand the motives and actions of others. Miscellaneous jewelry.
* Equipment used when he sets out to kill someone.
As a loyal Salaqi and to honor the memory of his father, he
despises Donarans and makes an effort to plague them. In
The Fox (Jaibar Silan) comes from a long line of Assashis career, he has learned to dislike the Climans (for their sins. At an early age, his lack of discipline and failure to
interference with freedom on the seas) and the Rogizini (be- abide by guild rules forced his father to disown him. Out of
cause they are effete and cowardly fops). He is a devoted love, his father gave him 48 hours before he made it known
worshipper of Mannannan Mac Lir (elder God of the Sea) to the guild (thus allowing him to stowaway on a boat and
and Morrigan (A Goddess of War). Ten percent of each get out of Dechat alive.) Since then, he has built a small
cargo he captures is sacrificed to these gods.
empire in Tilal, keeping his true identity secret to avoid
Cazil enjoys power but does not needlessly cow his follow- attracting Dechan visitors. His goal is to avoid death and
ers. He leads through charisma and courage, often placing retake what Alessandra’s guild has taken from him. In dohimself in situations that force his men to fight like devils ing so, because of her Dechan connections and her refusal
to save him. He is loved by his men and feared by enemies. to be his woman, he is intent on enslaving her.
Equipment (Battle) Scalemail, Metal Helmet, Composite Bow, Broadsword, Metal Shield. Fighting Dagger,
Throwing Dagger (Set in shield sheath above hand grip.)
(Other) Leather Armor, Broadsword, Fighting Dagger,
Two Throwing Daggers, Three Necklaces, Two Armbands,
Four Rings, 1D3 Dog III (1.4tms normal size).
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The Fox fears two things, magic and his twin brother
(Mor Silan). He makes every effort to avoid a direct conflict
with either. This is one reason why Alessandra’s plans have
borne fruit. The Fox’s power base is his connection to the
Silvered Shadow Society and the cadre of thieving assassins
who serve him. Man for man his followers are better than
any others in the area. When he can come up with a plan
that negates or eliminates the magics that serve Alessandra
he will pounce. Until then he fights a guerrilla war against
her gang.
NOTE — Mor Silan is not included because Dechat is in
the East. He is an EL13 Assassin, is not a Thief and is an
accomplished poisoner. He is, arguably, the worlds greatest
assassin. He is definitely the world’s most talented poisoner.

the same time, they formed an underground society to fight
their way back to power. Over the decades there has been
schisms in this group, leading to the formation of different
rebel societies (some devoted to Climan mysticism.) All retain some loyalty to Nabar because he, in their eyes, is the
rightful emperor.
Nabar, leader of the Brothers of the Night (the most powerful of these groups), feels the fight for the throne is foolish.
He has no love for his rebellious kinsmen, especially those
who are backed by the Climans. Unless they endanger his
position he will take no action against them. They are family. His sole goal as Master of the Night is to make money
and remain the true power in Gom. He will not risk his
position for foolish dreams.
Nabar is an intelligent and stubborn man who cares nothing for the rights of others. He feels that the strong deserve
what they can get and, as one of the strong, he has the
right to take what he wants. He stops at nothing to win,
or have his own way, no matter how trivial the case may
be. According to rumor, men have died for beating him at
chess.
Tevus Skel — Master of the Pelaran Thieves
Guild.
Age — 57 Sex — Male
S 15
I 20
HPV 22
MDV 5
MR 12
ML 5
CDF 3

Nabar Meirjan — Count of Shi’gom, Colonel of
the Eunuch Guard, Master of the Night
Age — 52 Sex — Male
S 12
I 52
HPV 17
MDV 11
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 2

St 17(+1) D 32(+2)
W 45
E 33
CEL 7
OCV 10*
MEL NA EL NA
PA 44
HC 28%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 65"

A 45(+2) C 39(+2)
Em 8
Ap 25
DCV 11
DTV −3
EnL 84
CA NA
PR 6
IC 41
Dodge Value 4
Weight 130lbs

Expertise EL80 Gomese, EL65 Deftness, EL60 Read
and Write Gomese and Fomorian, EL60 Sair’a’cili, Fomorian and Rogizini, EL5O Trailing and Herbalist, EL40
Merchant (Slaver), Artist (Ceramics), Potter and Moneylender, EL9 Swords*, EL8 Hand-to-Hand*, Fighting
Dagger* and Horsemanship, EL7 Climbing, City, Hill, Underground II, Desert and Plains Survival, EL6 Tracking,
Assassin, Executioner and Shield, EL5 Maces* and Horse
Archery, EL4 Eroticist, EL3 Swimming and Rhetoric.
* Includes + 2OCV and + 2EL for assassin skill.
Equipment (As Colonel) Sword, Fighting Dagger,
Platemail, Full Helm, Signet Ring (10GC). When mounted
also has a Flail, Banded Shield, Composite Bow and 15 arrows. (As Master) Short Sword, Fighting Dagger, Black
Robes and Mask, Necklace (12GC), Ring (5GC).
Nabar is the current elder of the Hai’gomas clan, the former rulers of Gom. When they were desposed the surviving
members of his family swore fealty to the new dynasty. At

St 33(+2) D 72(+3)
W 12
E 24
CEL 7
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 70
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 67"

A 42(+2) C 38(+2)
Em 15
Ap 9
DCV 12
DTV −4
EnL
CA NA
PR 8
IC 39
Dodge Value 5
Weight 201lbs

Expertise EL80 E"lici, Locksmith and Deftness, EL67
Thief, EL60 LaCed and Portan, EL55 Disguise Artist,
EL35 Read and write Donaran and Sign Language, EL39
Trailing, EL8 Fighting and Throwing Dagger, Hand-toHand and War Staff, EL6 Climbing, City, Forest and Underground II Survival, EL5 Sap (Club), EL4 Rhetoric,
EL0 Other Maces and Gambler.
Equipment Sap, Fighting dagger, Two throwing daggers,
War Staff, Jeweled Key*, Two rings (12CC, 2SC), fine
clothing.
* The key is his symbol of office as Master of the Guild. It
is needed to bypass the traps guarding the guild’s treasure.
Caring for this treasure is one of the Guildmaster’s primary
duties.
Skel has been a member of the guild for 45 years. During
the last 12 years he has been Guild Master. He maintains
his rule through cunning, brute force and control over the
greed of his Underlings. His primary weaknesses are a love
of gambling. at which he has little skill, and an enjoyment
of beautiful women, notably the Lady Serena. These weaknesses have made him the pawn of Duke Salin and allow
Serena to control his actions somewhat.
NOTE — Salin’s control over Tevus Skel is unknown to
most guild members, who affectionately call Tevus ’the old
feret. If they knew he was a pawn, they would kill him.
Serena’s control is invisible. Eventually, it will lead him to
membership in the Sisters of Sammael ( a Climan mystical
society working against the Donaran government and the
Prince in Pelara.)
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being courted by Cazil, the Scar and, reputedly, is the mistress of Nerid’s Duke. In fact, they are friends and she is
a virgin. Mal started the rumor to protect her from suitors who, otherwise, would never consider taking no for an
answer.
NOTE — Ghia’s power depends on her virginity. It she
loses her virginity she loses her innate power and her tie to
the Unicorn. She will never take a lover willingly.

Ghia Trell — Owner of the Silver Alicorn,
Moneylender, Fence, Rumored Mistress of the
Duke of Nerid
Age — 29 Sex — Female
S 20(+1) St 20(+1) D 32(+1) A 54(+3)
C 48(+2)
I 18
W 36
E 30
Em 40
Ap 52
HPV 22
CEL 5
OCV 7
DCV 11** DTV −4
MDV 13 MEL 6
EL 3
EnL 84
CA NA
MR 13
PA 60
HC 34%
PR 6
IC 70
ML 9
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 4
CDF 6
Height 65"
Weight 111lbs
*Ghia has a Creature Power which ties her to the Unicorn
and innate power to use Peace. Unicorns find comfort in her
and she has a passionate fondness for them.
** +1DCV for Acrobat skill.

Expertise EL80 Aratad, EL60 La’Ced, Salaqi and
Poilan, EL58 Read and Write Tongues known, EL37 Moneylender, EL29 Elder Tongue, EL10 Dancer, EL9 Throwing Dagger, EL8 Acrobat, Musician (Tambourine, Flute,
Pipes, Lyre, Harp, Finger Cymbals), Singer and Eroticist*,
EL7 City, Hill, Forest and Plains Survival, EL6 Gambler,
Fighting Dagger and Two Weapon, EL5 Rhetoric.
* General Knowledge used in influencing men and performing. She is accomplished at teasing men into doing
what she wishes.
Equipment Fine Clothing, Two Fighting Daggers,
Throwing Dagger, Ring (7GC, a gift from Mal Drask, Duke
of Nerid).
Ghia grew up in the hills of Eured. She was a quiet child
who shyly avoided fellow villagers despite their liking for
her. At the age of 13 she met a Unicorn and discovered both
the power within her and something to love. She could not
return to village life after this experience. For six years she
wandered the forests and hills, revelling in the Unicorn and
coming to know other Elder creatures, especially Centaurs,
Satyrs and Dryads.
At the age of 19 Ghia began to pine for humanity. After years of searching she came to Nerid and found a city
where freedom is the only law. In the years that followed,
she founded the Silver Alicorn and became a prosperous
taverner and dealer in stolen goods. Despite this low profession. she retains her love of the Unicorn and is often
gone for weeks at a time enjoying the wild hills. She is
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Zokar Ravan — Free-Lance Thief and Smuggler
Age — 31 Sex — Male
S 15

St 12

D 76(+4)

I 60
HPV 18

W 30
CEL 8

E 20
OCV 8

A 108(+5)**

C
44(+2)
Em 68
Ap 34
DCV 20*
DTV
−3
EnL 74
CA NA
PR 4
IC 88
Dodge Value 9
Weight 108lbs

MDV 16 MEL NA EL NA
MR 15
PA 30
HC 28%
ML 16
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 2
Height 60"
*+3 for Acrobat skill
** Supernatural Agility, his right shoulder bears a purple
birthmark in the shape of a cat’s head.

Expertise EL80 Aratad, Herbalist, Navigation, Thief,
Locksmith, Deftness and Trailing, EL65 Seaman, EL60
Smuggler, Merchant (Poisons), Portan, Zarunese, La’Ced
and Marentian, EL19 Throwing Dagger, EL16 Acrobat,
EL14 Dancer, EL13 City, Underground II and Ocean Survival, EL11 Musician (Lute), EL10 Two weapon, Handto-Hand, EL9 Fighting Dagger, EL8 Singer, Climbing and
Rhetoric, EL6 Swimming, EL3 Swords.
Equipment Fine Clothing, Two Fighting Daggers, Four
Throwing Daggers, Serpent Ring*.
* The ring gives the wearer total immunity to Fascination,
double MDV against any spell that works by affecting his
mind and BL10 immunity to any serpent derived Poison.
Zokar is a talented, compulsively independent, criminal.
He has run afoul of many criminal organizations in his career. All failed to bring him down. From his base in Rhozad,
Zokar smuggles, deals in poison and steals the choicest
plums he can find. He leads a small gang (9 picked men
and 3 women who are all top-flight professionals) that is a
potent criminal force on the northern shore of the Sea of
Tears. He steals in La’Ced, Zarun, Donara and Marentia
and uses Porta to sell his poisons and fence stolen goods. He
does not engage in criminal activity in the Confederacy of
Aratad, his home base. Zokar is motivated by the challenge

12.4 Notorious Criminals of the Sea of Tears
of his art. He tries to steal the most beautiful or inaccessible items he can find. He does not engage in common
theft. What he steals is spent, given away or kept in his
hidden museum so that he can enjoy them and remember
the excitement.
Xitan the Spicer — Merchant and Scholar,
Treasurer of the Old Faith, Member of the Inner
Five, President of the Merchants’ Protective
Association, Master of the Smuggler’s Guild.
Age — 37 Sex — Male

S 12
I 32
HPV 20
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 2

St 36(+2) D 54(+3)
W 60
E 40
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 64
HC 32%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 68"

A 42(+2) C 27(+1)
Em 34
Ap 28
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL
CA NA
PR 6
IC 74
Dodge Value 5
Weight 150lbs

Expertise EL80 E’lici, Navigator, Locksmith, Deftness and E’lici. EL65 Read and Write Donaran, E’lici
and Rogizini, EL60 Moneylender, Disguise Artist, Merchant (Spices), Portan, Donaran, Salaqi, La’Ced and Rogizini, EL55 Scholar (Elici History and Theology), Herbalist, Woodworker and Marine Carpenter, EL50 Smuggler,
EL45 Seaman, EL9 Tracking, City, Underground I and II
Survival, EL8 Sling, EL7 Gambler and Fighting Dagger,
EL5 Throwing Dagger, Horsemanship, Swimming, Climbing, Hill, Mountain and Forest Survival, EL4 Swords and
Two Weapon, Actor and Rhetoric, EL3 Hand-to-Hand.
Equipment Fine clothing (3SC), fighting dagger, sword,
two rings (1GCand 7SC), fur cape, two throwing daggers*.
* One concealed up each sleeve.
Xitan’s family has controlled the Smuggler’s Guild for
centuries. He is dedicated to maintaining this tradition. As
part of this dedication, he has built a solid reputation as a
Merchant and is responsible for the formation of the Merchants’ Protective Association. (The MPA is a coalition
of small merchants who work together to protect themselves
from thievery and to present a united front at court. Potentially, they could be a power in Pelara.) Since succeeding his
father Xitan has had problems with the Thieves Guild. He
thinks they are trying to absorb his guild. For this reason,
he is their bitter enemy. The two guilds are on the verge of
war. Xitan is devoted to E’lici traditions. Since the death
of his father he has been a leading figure in the Elici underground religion, the Old Faith. He is their primary source
of operating capital and a very wealthy man.
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13

Ro'babza

13.1 Some History

he was not one who would leave an infant alone on the
One evening Baba’s hunting party was fleeing a monster. grass. He placed her in the arms of his third wife, named
As they stumbled into a ravine, a shining man appeared. her Kalar and called her daughter. The life of this fabled
After removing the beast with a wave, he said, “I will have beauty brought the sacred blood to the Zimmali. Through
a city. You and yours must build it here. It shall make you her descendants, it continues to shine among them to this
day.
invincible.”
Once he was sure of what a city was, Baba promised to
oblige, as he had no wish to disappear like the monster.
He sent his men to gather the families. Over the next few
years, they brought more people to the ravine, willingly and
otherwise. As white came to his hair, decades later, the city
the man demanded was fact.
Baba lived another four years. Each season saw an increase in the size and power of his people. He gave blessings
to the shining man and was pleased. On his death, his son
Mucal took the throne. He named the city Klza’babwe. As
his reign evolved, worship of the shining man waned. All
honor passed to the great Baba. By Mucal’s death, after 23
years in power, few recalled there had ever been a shining
man. Baba was god.
His son K’lan took the throne and continued the deification. In his reign Baba and all those of his blood were
viewed as gods. It was their right to rule, their right to have
every wish fulfilled without question. Thousands of slaves
were brought into the city in his reign, to expand it and
provide amusement for him and those he blessed.
Nearing his death, he leveled the forgotten temple of the
shining man. As he celebrated this, and began construction of the great temple of Empire, the god appeared. He
was not happy. K’lan and his family, save for a single infant daughter, disappeared. As the people gasped, the man
growled, “If you can not act with wisdom, do not act at all.”
Placing the girl in a golden cradle, the man smiled, “While
the child of the false slumbers here, all shall sleep at her
side. Be damned.” A mist fell from the heavens. Everyone
it touched slumbered where they stood, sat or lay.
His curse kept the city chained for 1200 years. Nothing
of want or time touched those who slumbered. They were
frozen in sleep, helpless. Others entered during this time.
All fell victim to the curse.
Finally, Zimmali warriors found the ravine. All were battered, exhausted and bleeding. The blood saved them from
the curse. Amazed, they examined the city and found the
palace. Seeing the gold cradle, one put the sleeping child on
the floor and lifted it, intent on taking the treasure home.
As he did, the girl cried and the city woke. Eight warriors
died as Klza’babwe awakened.

NOTE — Since she became Zimmali, the eldest daughter
of her direct line has been marked with the symbols she wore
as an infant (cicatrisation.) She is sacred to Zimmali and
seen as something of a good luck charm.

The Pale Lord
Ali Lorca was a high caste A’ud warrior who lost his place in
the desert for banditry. His accuser had strong connections
in Kacili. A man alone had no chance against him. He rode
south, coming to the city as a mercenary in the year 933 at
the age of 27.
He soon saw the opportunity the civil war provided. Ali
manipulated his hirer’s, formed a powerful mercenary company and married N’zago, the heir of Kalar, who had both
royal and Zimmali blood in her veins.
With the birth of his son, in 940, he was a power in the
city. The bulk of the guard feared him or favored him.
The Zimmali stood at his back. Over the next two years,
he faced three opponents, shattering them all. In 942 he
became Emperor.
On his death in 971 the army and tribes were his to control, without exception. All heeded his final command and
voiced their loyalty to his heir Mahomet. Those who spoke
without meaning it soon discovered the heir was as deadly
as his sire when crossed.

13.2 Important Information
The Council
Mahomet ordered the council into being. The standard
composition is 16 people from the tribes, two from each,
and 16 from the city. The Emperor has absolute authority
in selecting the members. The numbers can vary. Those he
calls must become councilors and move into the royal enclosure. Once there they serve as he commands and advise
him on policy. None are free to leave without armed guards
and the Emperor’s approval.

NOTE — The people chosen are generally the heirs of powerful chiefs, city leaders and guard officers. Emperors have
been known to put beautiful women they are interested in on
The Girl
the council. Councilors are appointed and removed at the
One of the first acts of the Warlord who took control when whim of the Emperor. There are no limits to his authorthe city woke was to have the child taken into the plains. ity over them. Should one prove annoying, he is within his
She was left for the hyenas and he took the throne. Fate did rights to slay them and choose another. Doing so without
not accept his effort. A Zimmali chief found her. Despite real cause, given the nature of the council members, can lead
the strangeness of the marks showing on her nude body, to problems.
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Tribal Reps

Economy

One Zimmali (M), Three Zalazibabwe (2M, 1F), Three Most trade that enters comes through Kirazan. The EmN’yetali (3M), Two Zigzaba (2M), One Hobali (F), Two peror prefers using them as his clearinghouse. Trade that
enters otherwise is taxed heavily. The primary entry points
each Kunni, Zuiassa and Niballa (6M).
are Fort K’Bab and Fort Marrani.
Ro’babza is a major source for meat, food and various
City Reps
craft goods. It imports nearly all the metal it uses. There
Three Guard (3M, one is Kacili), Six powerful city famiis little in the way of a mining industry in this nation.
lies (5M, 1F), Five powerful “suburban” families (5M), One
NOTE — Other factors of the culture are as specified in
Merchant (M), One Entertainer (F).
§3.66.
NOTE — The two women from the tribes are young (The
Zalazibabwe member is 17. The Hobali member is 15.) They
City Personalities
are present because the chiefs Ali wants a hold on have no
sons of viable age. The woman from the powerful city family Ali a’Zimmala m’Baza Lorca — Emperor
Age — 48 Sex — Male
is being courted for addition to his wives. The entertainer
S 56(+3) St 18(+1) D 24(+2) A 9
C 44
is his lust object. She also has his ear as an advisor.

Lands
The areas inside the gold boundaries are the property of
the city. The border areas are fortresses. The area near
the city is composed of hunting grounds, fields and ranches,
primarily. Only people with city blood, or soldiers in active
service to the crown, may use these lands. Anyone else who
does is committing a crime.
In other areas, tribal boundaries tend to be somewhat
fluid except where there is a landform, i.e. river, hills, etc,
that clearly defines the border. The tribes do not make a
great issue of it except in times of famine. Such times are
rare on the black plains.

13.3 Klza’babwe
Population
City (30,000), suburbs of city, within ten miles (25,000),
lands in city area (40,000), other reas (23,000).

Religion
The most worshipped God is Adramelech

Fortress Information
Name

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

K’Bab
Marrani
Havaka
Ro’Mabazai

Population

1000
1200
1800
3000

(4000)
(5000)
(2000)
(5000)

God

(Meresin)
(Lucifer)
(None)
(Belphegor)

NOTE — Armed forces are not included in the numbers
above. They are as specified in Perilous Lands. The gods
in parentheses are those favored by the current ruling elite
in the area.
These fortresses are large villages on immense mounds
surrounded by a trench and abatis defense system. The
Emperor has considered stone fortresses. He considers the
time required and expense to be more than such a change
is worth. In his view, it is more important to complete
the system (having a fortress every 60 miles on the Shurani
border.) That requires the construction of five more fortress
communities (and convincing the affected tribes to give up
the land for them and moving city people to the new areas.)
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I 30
HPV 30
MDV 8
MR 10
ML 8
CDF 3

W 14
E 36
CEL 6
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 76
HC 31%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

Em 33
Ap 32
DCV 8 DTV −4
EnL 58 CA NA
PR 8
IC 69
Dodge Value 2
Weight 239lbs

Ali has three goals for his nation — peace, prosperity and
security. He is dedicated to fostering trade through Kirazan.
He also intends to complete the fortress barrier to deter
the Shurani from invading his realm. Beyond those goals,
peace and enjoying life are his only interests. He is not an
Emperor who will start a war with anyone.
C’tira Esnubali — Councilor, Entertainer
Age — 25 Sex — Female
S 33(+2)
I 12
HPV 29
MDV 7
MR 14
ML 7
CDF 3

St 68(+3) D 16(+1)
W 17
E 30
CEL 3
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 93
HC 42%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

A 80(+4) C 15
Em 32
Ap 68
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 32
CA NA
PR 6
IC 62
Dodge Value 5
Weight 186lbs

C’tira is vain. Her greatest interest is her beauty and gaining things that enhance it and her comfort. Being the Emperor’s mistress does that well. Ali is enamored deeply with
her. This grants her power in the rare instances when she
cares enough about anything other than herself to use it.
Abnar a’Zalazi ben Horad — General of the Royal
Guard
Age — 47 Sex — Male
S 35(+2)
I 18
HPV 42
MDV 5
MR 11
ML 5
CDF 5

St 76(+4) D 17(+1)
W 20
E9
CEL 10
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 115
HC 66%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

A 36(+2) C 55
Em 11
Ap 42
DCV 13
DTV −7
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 14
IC 20
Dodge Value 3
Weight 260lbs

Abnar came to Ro’babza as a slaver when he was 20. The
party he was with was shattered. The Zalazibabwe took
him as a slave. Five hard years later, raiders attacked their
war chief. Abnar’s action saved his life. He was granted
freedom, an honor name and a place in the tribe. At the
age of 29 the war chief adopted him after adventures and
battle showed his power.
On Ali’s ascension Abnar accepted a place in his guard.
Seven years of service led him to his current rank, comman-
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der of the royal guard and General of the Barbarian Guard
(He also counts as a Zalazibabwe war chief).
Abnar likes Ali and has little interest in personal power.
His joys are battle, adventure and women. He has all he
needs as thinks stand. Anyone who threatens the status
quo is his enemy.
Maoud A’yetali — General of K’Bab
Age — 40 Sex — Male
S 84(+4)
I5
HPV 42
MDV 8
MR 9
ML 8
CDF 5

St 51(+3) D 11
W 42
E6
CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 144
HC 41%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 7’

A8
C 30
Em 24
Ap 26
DCV 8 DTV −5
EnL 72 CA NA
PR 10
IC 30
Dodge Value 0
Weight 298lbs

Asbala is a talented warrior and a born politician. Ali
assigned him to the post of General last year. He loves his
cousin but he doesn’t trust him enough to have a beloved
man of royal blood in the city.
The General is pleased to be where he is. Battle, story
telling and hunting are what he loves. He has the chance
to do all three at Havaka. His troops adore him. The few
who didn’t are dead by his hand.
Bola a’Kun — General of Ro’Mabazai
Age — 52 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 72
HPV 16
MDV 12
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 2

St 18(+1) D 17(+1)
W 33
E6
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL NA EL NA
PA 38
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

A 60(+3) C 28
Em 12
Ap 60
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 61
CA NA
PR 6
IC 18
Dodge Value 4
Weight 154lbs

Maoud is not a bright man. He leads through stubbornness
and physical ability. When he takes up his maul in battle
Bola is a hyperactive leader who has served in the guard
there are few men who have a chance of standing up to him.
for 35 years. He holds his post because of his ability as a
His worship of the gods, like most city elite, is placation not
general and because his uncle is a powerful Kunni chief. His
devotion. He gives so they stay the hell away.
worship of Belphegor is more than placation. The nature
of the god appeals to him.
Fan ibn ben Shanar — Kacili, General of Marrani
His relations with others are entirely dependent on their
Age — 49 Sex — Male value to him. People whose existence serves his ends are
S 35(+2) St 33(+2) D 20(+1) A 33(+2) C 36
treated well. Others are ignored, at best. Those who
I 60
W 36
E 22
Em 39
Ap 50
threaten what is his find out how much he can live up to the
HPV 26
CEL 7
OCV 11
DCV 10
DTV −4
traits of Belphegor. Most of his troops heed him because he
MDV 17 MEL 6
EL NA
EnL 72
CA 77
wins and they fear him. Few would shed a tear if he died.
MR 12
PA 75
HC 35%
PR 8
IC 61
Even fewer have the courage to stand against him.
ML 14
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 3
CDF 6

Height 5’11"

Weight 173lbs

Basnakira — Bola’s mistress
Age — 33 Sex — Female
SPECIAL — MEL7/EL6 Summoning (Devils and
A 18(+1) C 38
demons only). This power is his gift from Lucifer. He may S 33(+2) St 54(+3) D 12
I 14
W 52
E 18
Em 20
Ap 64
call that god’s minions when he wishes.
Fan fled the desert at the age of 16 after being caught
at a satanic mass by the forces of his tribe’s Imam. He
wandered for 25 years. During that time, he learned magic,
mastered much of what is to be learned in the Sea of Tears
and participated in the return of Lucifer to the true world.
His reward for his act was to be sent to Ro’babza, where
he quickly earned rank and power. He has been General at
Marrani for two years. His worship of Lucifer is a central
feature of his life. As chances arise, he seeks to extend the
worship and influence of his god. Given a good chance,
he may seek power and establishment of a nation loyal to
Lucifer. Those who worship others in his area tend to run
into trouble.
Asbala a’Zim m’Baza — Royal cousin, General of
Havaka
Age — 37 Sex — Male
S 56(+3)
I 22
HPV 40
MDV 9
MR 11
ML 9
CDF

St 53(+3) D 20(+1)
W 11
E 52
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 116
HC 55%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

A 18(+1) C 50
Em 56
Ap 18
DCV 11
DTV −6
EnL 61
CA NA
PR 12
IC 108
Dodge Value 2
Weight 241lbs

SPECIAL — Positive Talent – Rhetoric (+4), Negative
Talent – Swimming (−5), Climbing (−3)

HPV 32
MDV 12
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 7

CEL 6
OCV 11
MEL 5
EL NA
PA 93
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 90
CA NA
PR 10
IC 38
Dodge Value 1
Weight 180lbs

SPECIAL — MEL5/EL5 Choking Moisture as innate
power
Basnakira is Shurani, a Kotasi woman. Raiders enslaved
her at the age of 12. Had she remained free she would have
been granted the chance to fly to Kototh. She is sure of
it. She detests Ro’babza for stealing glorious death from
her. She is also stubborn enough not to let hate damn
her before she has vengeance. Her faith in the true gods,
especially Kototh, is adamant.
The slave has Bola’s ear and two children, both sons (10
and 6). Because she is of value to him, and they are his, he
granted both freedom and adoption. He allows them to live
with their dam until they are 16. At that time, they will
enter the guard and make what they can of themselves.
As safely possible, Basnakira talks to Bola about the
glory of her faith and people. He is aware of her power
and has used it to eliminate enemies. Men he lends her to
sometimes die in their sleep. She considers slaying them to
be the most pleasant part of her “humiliation”.
Basnakira is raising her sons to be proper Shurani, without Bola’s knowledge. The day will come when they wield
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enough power to open the door for her people. On that day, Ysgala Ianayarda — Criminal Master
she will be avenged. If Bola still lives, he will regret his use
Age — 51 Sex — Male
of her during days of torment before she lets him die.
S 96(+4) St 33(+2) D 33(+2) A 18(+1) C 33
Kaima’lira a’havora — Elder of wealthy House
Age — 37 Sex — Female
S 24(+1)
I 39
HPV 21
MDV 10
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 3

St 20(+1) D 17(+1)
W 36
E 51
CEL 2
OCV 4
MEL NA EL NA
PA 44
HC 30%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’4"

A 11
C 40
Em 24
Ap 40
DCV 3 DTV −3
EnL 76 CA NA
PR 6
IC 75
Dodge Value 1
Weight 143lbs

I 56
HPV 41
MDV 11
MR 9
ML 11
CDF 5

W 18
E 20
CEL 8
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
PA 136
HC 33%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’10"

Em 36
Ap 26
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 47
CA NA
PR 8
IC 56
Dodge Value 3
Weight 308lbs

SPECIAL — Physical power (9)

Ysgala began his career as a thug at the age of 11. He
bullied
his way into a position as the Lord of All Thugs by
Kaima’lira’s family married her to a powerful officer of the
the
age
of 19. With that foundation established, he moved
guard when she was 12. Eighteen years, and four children,
into
prostitution
and the drug trade. By the age of 30 he
later, plague struck her family’s estate. Her parents and
controlled
both
and
was being paid tribute by the criminal
brothers died. So too did her husband and sons, who hapguilds.
He
is
the
master
of all crime in Klza’babwe.
pened to be visiting at the time. Over the next week, the
Ianayarda
prefers
to
live
quietly on his estate on the river.
families of her brothers also died. She became the sole heir
of her house and the wealth of her husband, a guard Colonel. His will is made known by his lieutenants. The only time,
She is the wealthiest resident of Klza’babwe and one of the in the last ten years, when he is seen in the city is when
someone defies his will and needs to die. He prefers to take
most influential people in the empire.
Her secret goal is to control of Emperor and rule the na- care of such matters personally.
tion. This has no chance of being realized while Ali rules.
NOTE — The master is reputed to be a crude thug whose
She is working with a secret society that wants to eradicate
one talent is muscle. This is no longer the case. He has
the Lorca dynasty. She is a selfish individual with socioa large library at his estate, has read it all and speaks five
pathic tendencies and a touch of megalomania. Her reign,
languages. Few people in the nation match his knowledge
should it come, will not be pleasant.
or scholarship.
NOTE — Her daughters by the Colonel live. They are 15
and 7. Both are with a nursemaid and tutor at Fort K’Bab.
They are being trained as entertainers, learning serving
13.4 Kunni
skills, etc. As each reaches the age of majority, sixteen
in Ro’babza, she will be sold north as a slave. Kaima’lira Population
has not seen either of them in three years.
The population of the tribe is 16000 (3200)
Asar Gorean — Gigolo, wizard
Age — 30
S 18(+1)
I 42
HPV 18
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 8

St 12
D 33(+2)
W 36
E 12
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 11 EL NA
PA 36
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’3"

Sex — Male

A 33(+2) C 42
Em 52
Ap 70
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 78
CA 131
PR 4
IC 64
Dodge Value 4
Weight 129lbs

Asar is a native of Shestar. He was banished, at the age of
22, for dealing in dark magic and using women as slaves.
Sheer luck allowed him to survive. He met Kaima’lira as he
was starving and convinced her of his value. A few months
later, he proved it by casting a spell to kill her family. She
keeps him as her weapon and sometime toy. When he is not
serving her, he has a tower on her lands north of the city. It
is a den of vile magic. Four slave women live excruciating
lives of torment and service there. He is happy. When his
power makes Kaima’lira Empress, he will chain her to his
will, life his dream of ultimate power and have vengeance
on Shestar.
NOTE — In most Fomorian kingdoms a person that is banished is taken to the border. Once there, he is released nude
and unarmed. If he sets foot on Fomorian soil again the
penalty is death. The same fate comes if he does anything
hostile to the soldiers who take him to be released.
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70% of the Kunni population (11200) lives on the river
and coast or within ten miles of them. They make their
living off the water, as fishermen, raiders and traders. The
rest of the tribe is scattered in small bands in the rest of
their tribal area. They live as hunters and gatherers.

Politics
Kunni have little to say about Zuiassa that is in any way
positive. The tribes have fought over the river for centuries.
They also detest, and fear, the Shurani. Any who are found
on their lands are killed out of hand.

Religion
The Kunni worship spirits of the water. The otter is the
most favored animal spirit. Members of the tribe who dwell
on the river also worship Asrai, beavers and bears.

City
Kunni have little love for the Emperor or city people. They
serve because he protects them from the Shurani and not
doing so would cause a lot of trouble. If they had a viable
way to ignore the demands of the city, they would start
their own nation and be done with the other tribes.

13.5 Hobali
Bastul a’Kun Fendaras — High Shaman, Chief
Age — 60 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 36
HPV 24
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 8

St 35(+2) D 20(+1)
W 60
E 14
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 73
HC 30%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’1"

A 17(+1) C 25
Em 20
Ap 35
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 85
CA 108
PR 8
IC 34
Dodge Value 2
Weight 190lbs

Bastul has never been north of the river. He detests city
people and Shurani. As the elder of Kunni, he uses one to
keep the other at bay. His only interests are his people and
the otter.

13.5 Hobali
Population
The population of the tribe is 22000 (4400)
40% of the population (8800) lives on the coast. Another
20% (4400) reside near the Shestar border. The remainder occupies the rest of Hobali lands. The coast dwellers
survive by fishing, hunting and gathering. Those in the hinterlands are hunters and gatherers with some horticulture.
The people near the Shestar border hunt. They also have
begun using agriculture and learning something of civilization. Smugglers from Shestar have been known to deal with
them.

Politics

Mara a’Ho Loran — Hobali War Chief ’s wife
Age — 35 Sex — Female
S 11
I 17
HPV 25
MDV 6
MR 11
ML 6
CDF 3

St 53(+3) D 33(+2)
W 24
E 56
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 71
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’4"

A 20(+1) C 33
Em 15
Ap 72
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 57
CA NA
PR 10
IC 71
Dodge Value 3
Weight 139lbs

Mara is the daughter of a Shestar merchant. Kesnari looted
her father’s trade caravan while she traveled with it. She
was taken. After months of abuse at his hands, including
repeated rape, she fought through his hatred. In the years
that followed, they came to love each other. Last year,
after the birth of his third child (and first son) on her, she
was freed and became his fourth wife. She is a powerful
influence on him and the Hobali tribe.

13.6 Niballa
Population
The population of the tribe is 13000 (2600)
The Niballa are traditionalists. They travel as small
bands of hunters and gatherers. Most have no interest in
altering the lifestyle that was always good enough for their
fathers.

Politics

Hobali hatred of Shestar was always legend. Given contact
with Shestar traders, the growth of civilization and the pas- Niballa dislike Shurani. Many look down their noses at the
sage of time, it is lessening. They have no major animosity change coming to the Hobali and honor an ancient feud with
the Zimmali.
toward the other tribes or the city.

Religion

Religion

Hobali tend to worship spirits of the earth and growing
The preferred spirits of the Niballa are predators. They
things (plants, trees, etc). Very few worship animal spirinclude lions, hyenas and other such creatures. Bands try
its. Some leave offerings for vily and other supernatural
to emulate their animal in life and will not harm one without
protectors.
great need.

City People
The tribe did not appreciate the city taking land from them City People
to build Fort K’Bab. Since they were paid, they have no Niballa want nothing to do with city people. They deal
power to take it back and goods flow to them from the fort, with them when they must or when it grants a chance to
they accept the place.
slay Shurani.
Kesnari a’Ho Loran — Hobali War Chief
Age — 44 Sex — Male

S 64(+3)
I 42
HPV 40
MDV 8
MR 11
ML 8
CDF 4

St 33(+2) D 16(+1)
W 18
E6
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 104
HC 47%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

A 18(+1) C 60
Em 11
Ap 42
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 78
CA NA
PR 10
IC 17
Dodge Value 2
Weight 230lbs

In his early years Kesnari was a wild killer and brigand. At
the age of 32, he enslaved a Fomorian woman. She changed
his life. Within two years he was a true leader who cared
for his tribe. At the age of 40 he became the tribal war
chief. His village is the center of agriculture in the realm
and is learning civilized ways rapidly.

Lamanza Nikoranar — Niballa High Shaman
Age — 78 Sex — Male
S 54(+3)
I 30
HPV 38
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 11

St 56(+3) D 17(+1)
W 60
E 11
CEL 5
OCV 11
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 114
HC 48%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’6"

A 12
C 39
Em 18
Ap 40
DCV 6 DTV −5
EnL 99 CA 136
PR 10
IC 29
Dodge Value 1
Weight 234lbs

Lamanza is a lion shaman. He has been High Shaman of
the tribe for 37 years. His person is one of the few things
they hold to be sacred. He is the most rabid traditionalist
in the tribe and often speaks against accepting any contact
with whites of any stripe. He detests Fomorians and Kacili.
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13.7 N’yetali
Population
The population of the tribe is 26000 (5200)
70% of the tribe’s population (18200) lives on or near
the river. They fish, engage in river trade and have some
agriculture. 10% (2600) live in agricultural villages south of
the river. The remainder (5200) are hunters and gatherers
north of the river.

NOTE — Nara’s foreigners are from the Cerulean and Rogizini empires. Three can use magic. The other nine are
deadly killers. She pays them very well and sees they want
for nothing. All remain at her side to this day.

13.8 Zalazibabwe
Population

NOTE — A potlatch system operates among this tribe. The population of the tribe is 23000 (4600)
Historically this tribe has borne the brunt of raids from
Chiefs need to show their wealth each year by throwing a
Kirazan and the desert. Their villages are fortified camps,
fete. Those who do not impress do not remain in power.
with no less than a ditch and abatis protecting them. They
are suspicious of foreigners and will react against them at
Politics
the slightest provocation. This is especially true for those
Prior to the construction of Fort Marrani the tribe had within 20 miles of the desert.
strong relations with Ma’helas. The tie has lessened now
The tribe primarily survives by hunting and gathering.
that the city people own the land on the border. They A small number of the people (15%) live in permanent vildislike the Emperor for the theft for a pittance of their lages. They have minimal agriculture and some ranching.
“most valuable” land. Many are favorable to the people of Some are beginning to use the horse for farming, travel and
Ma’helas and most fear the Shurani. Very few have any warfare.
trust of Kacili who are new to the empire.

Politics

Religion

This tribe detests Kacili. Any who make the slightest misA fraction of the people worship balance as a result of their
step in their land face major trouble. They also have little
contact with Ma’helas. Most worship spirits that their leginterest in dealing with “camped Kacili” (the people of Kiends say grant advantage in the fields or on the water. Profit
razan) or “white invaders” (the people of Shestar).
is a large motivator for this tribe. Most are competent bargainers and merchants.

Religion
City People
The tribe holds a grudge over the construction of Fort Marrani. They also feel the city looks down on them, and other
tribes, in favor of Zimmali. They give the city as little obedience as possible. Where the Zimmali are concerned, they
give nothing. More than a few border clashes have occurred
between these tribes.
Nara Tisnk’elati — N’yetali Trader
Age — 39 Sex — Female
S 17(+1)
I 24
HPV 17
MDV 12
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 2

St 16(+1) D 33(+2)
W 53
E 56
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 37
HC 25%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’1"

A 18(+1) C 33
Em 43
Ap 64
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 86
CA NA
PR 6
IC 99
Dodge Value 3
Weight 165lbs

Nara was sold north when she was eight. She returned 20
years later with a troop of twelve foreigners and immense
wealth. Since taking over the village where she was born,
and repaying those who sold her, she has become a major
power in the tribe. No one is richer, has more trade canoes
or better lands than the trader Nara. The chieves she favors
prosper and heed her when she calls. Those who anger her
can end up bankrupt in a hurry.
Nara is a greedy woman who demands deference from
others. She also cares about her people. She is the whip
lashing her tribe toward civilization. The faster they learn
and grow, the more profit she will have and the better off
they will be (as she sees it).
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The herds are important to these people. They tend to
worship spirits tied to them. They never slay a herd animal
without performing the proper placation ritual afterwards.

City People
The tribe gives required service and obedience, nothing
more. When they have an Emperor who does not bear
the taint of Kacili blood, and all Kacili in the guard are
expelled, they will do more.
Gankor a’Zalazi Jizara — War Chief
Age — 50 Sex — Male
S 88(+4)
I6
HPV 44
MDV 7
MR 10
ML 7
CDF 5

St 16(+1) D 56(+3)
W 11
E4
CEL 9
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
PA 108
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

A8
C 70
Em 52
Ap 52
DCV 12 DTV −5
EnL 81
CA NA
PR 10
IC 56
Dodge Value 3
Weight 242lbs

Gankor is not smart by any definition. He is also not naïve.
His two best talents are reading people and breaking them
in half. Anyone who tries to lie to him had best be very
good at it. He kills people who lie to him, always.
This chief favors cavalry, an end to the Kacili emperor
and war to stop Kacili raids into the Black Plains. He has
been known to answer such raids by leading raids of his own
into the desert. He has a harem of eight Kacili women at
his camp. He does not treat them well. Losses his family
has suffered at Kacili hands make him utterly detest them.

13.9 Zi’gzaba

13.9 Zi’gzaba

13.10 Zimmali

Population

Population

The population of the tribe is 10000 (2000)
This tribe was once powerful and numerous. That is no
longer the case. Slave raids have cut their population in
half. They survive by hunting and gathering. Their villages
are set in places that can be defended or hidden. They are
extremely paranoid and defensive toward strangers.

The population of the tribe is 21000 (4200)
20% of the tribe (5200) lives on the river. They subsist
by fishing and with light agriculture. Another 50% (10500)
live within 40 miles of Klza’babwe. They have strong contacts with the city. Trade, ranching and hunting are their
subsistence method. The rest of the tribe (5300) live as
hunters, gatherers and ranchers elsewhere.

Politics

Politics

The tribe does not like the N’yetali. They hate Kacili and
do not trust the people of Ma’helas. They support the Zimmali tend to be arrogant. Most believe that all the emcity because its power is needed to keep them out of Kacili pire is comes from their effort. Without them there would
be no tribes, the city would never have been found, etc.
chains.
Many are annoyed by the Hobali and N’yetali for failure
to give due deference to their Zimmali betters. All are raReligion
bid supporters of the Lorca dynasty, as they have Zimmali
The people tend to worship spirits who are powerful in deblood in their veins and are descended from the holy.
fending themselves or adapt at concealment. Some also
Zimmali have no fear of Shurikal. They have shown the
worship gods of vengeance.
hill fools are nothing. As a tribe, they favor total war on
Shurikal and its utter eradication. Border skirmishes with
City People
the Kel are frequent.
As stated, they cater to the city to protect themselves.
They have no love for them. If there was no Kacili threat Religion
they would give the Emperor as little attention as possible. Zimmali worship the elephant. Only elite warriors (memAmairalora — Sorceress
Age — 64 (21)
S 33(+2)
I 51
HPV 42
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 11

St 95(+4) D 16(+1)
W 39
E 24
CEL 7
OCV 13
MEL 12
EL NA
PA 113
HC 68%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 6’

Sex — Female

A 33(+2) C 40
Em 35
Ap 56
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 79
CA 141
PR 24
IC 59
Dodge Value 3
Weight 170lbs

SPECIAL — She is a woman from another plain of existence. She ages one year for every three that pass. Her skin
is dark blue, her eyes red and her hair is bone white. Many
members of the tribe, especially in the east, worship her as
a goddess. Her casting speed is two times normal but she
can only cast elder magic.

bers of Baba’elam, their warrior society) and shamans are
allowed to slay one, with due ritual. Anyone else who does
is flayed alive and left to be trampled by a herd of elephants
(few live long enough for a herd to pass over them).

City People
Zimmali have strong ties to the city. They defend its rulers
fanatically. They expect city people to honor them above
all other tribes. They can be annoyed when this does not
occur.

Baba’elam

Only Zimmali warriors of undisputed ability can earn a
place in this sodality. To enter, they must go to the
Baba’elam camp, earn the right to test and then pass four
initiation challenges. On doing so, they are marked with
Amairalora was born a princess. Rebels sent her out of the elephant (a cicatrized design on their abdomen.) The
her plane of existence. She arrived on the plains, nude challenges test combat skill, stamina, survival and courage.
and alone 31 years ago. A warrior took her into his home. Warriors have woken from a coma to find the elephant on
Strange as she was, she seemed a young girl in need. Her them. The tests are not easy. There are currently 43 memsapphire tower now stands on the spot where his home bers of the sodality.
stood. She is the adviser, protector and, for most in her
K’noram a’Zim Horai — Warlord of Baba’elam
area, goddess of Zi’gzaba.
Age — 41 Sex — Male
The Sorceress views the people she serves as pets and
A 33(+2) C 60
toys. She protects them because they are hers and she re- S 80(+4) St 68(+3) D 11
W 20
E 11
Em 9
Ap 48
quires their service, love and support. Her tower is guarded I 33
HPV 52 CEL 9
OCV 16 DCV 11
DTV −6
by her wards and twenty young warriors (selected by the
MDV 7
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 80
CA NA
shamans to serve and service her).

NOTE — The warriors are called the Blue Servants. They
are no younger than 16 and no older than 30. All are
skilled warriors and handsome men. She accepts nothing
less. While in service they wear brief blue loincloths, carry
their weapons and have a blue sigil marked on their chests.
None of them will, or can, disobey any order she gives.

MR 11
ML 7
CDF 6

PA 140
HC 64%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’11"

PR 12
IC 20
Dodge Value 2
Weight 285lbs

The Warlord tells everyone he is a blood descendant of
K’Bab. Given his known prowess, no one demands proof
of his claim. He is a violent man set on glory. His time is
spent assuring that only the best get into Baba’elam and
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raiding into Shurikal. He hopes to force war on the Shurani. K’masa Lorastamaz — High Shaman
Failing that, he plans to conquer them himself. He has no
Age — 47 Sex — Male
doubt he can.
S 51(+3) St 11
D 33(+2) A 54(+3) C 34
NOTE — K’noram is married to the current heir of Kalar.
Unknown to him, she inspires his actions as part of her plan
to destroy the Lorca dynasty. Her goal is to take her rightful
place as Empress.
N’jara — Heir of Kalar
Age — 32
S 33(+2)
I 56
HPV 36
MDV 13
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 8

St 54(+3) D 36(+2)
W8
E 33
CEL 4
OCV 9
MEL 7
EL NA
PA 93
HC 55%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

Sex — Female

A 53(+3) C 56
Em 18
Ap 70
DCV 9
DTV −6
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 12
IC 51
Dodge Value 5
Weight 186lbs

SPECIAL — MEL7/EL6 Inanimate Creation as innate
power
As the heir of Kalar, N’jara always viewed herself as a
goddess born. When her power came, at the age of 12,
she knew she was right. While she directs her husband’s
ambition, she is working to overthrow the Lorca dynasty.
When she succeeds she will sit as the first Divine Goddess
of Ro’babza.
N’jara is known for her beauty, intelligence and temper. The few her know her well are also aware of her utter
amorality. She has no limits when it comes to getting her
way.

I 30
HPV 24
MDV 21
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 11

W 68
E 18
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 16 EL NA
PA 102
HC 23%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’10"

Em 24
Ap 72
DCV 10
DTV −2
EnL 102
CA 193
PR 4
IC 42
Dodge Value 5
Weight 169lbs

K’masa has been a leopard shaman since he was nine. A
pair of double normal size female leopards always accompany him. He believes in city divinity and the might of
royal blood. As those who want Ali’s head have approached
him, this presents a problem. It is his place to support the
Emperor but he must also support those who oppose him.
They are also city blood. He is pondering the dilemma. If
he cannot resolve it, he will act to erase his shame.
Almar Goron — Fomorian merchant
Age — 40 Sex — Male
S 12
St 20(+1) D 68(+3)
I 52
W 53
E 76
HPV 13
CEL 4
OCV 5
MDV 16 MEL 8
EL NA
MR 10*
PA 32
HC 20%
ML 12
Mana Regen. 7
CDF 6
Height 5’4"
*−1 for obesity

A 17(+1) C 20
Em 14
Ap 80
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 73
CA 87
PR 4
IC 90
Dodge Value 4
Weight 219lbs

Almar is a native of Shestar. He was banished from the land
for immoral action and trafficking with slavers. A charge of
sorcery and the use of demons could not be proven (so he
still lives.) After a few years in Port Doman, he established
a trading center on the north bank of the river (where it
13.11 Zuiassa
meets the sea.) In the eight years he has been there he has
established a small fort and decent trade. He uses it to
Population
kidnap women for his use and sale in Port Doman. He is,
The population of the tribe is 14000 Warriors (2800)
in his view, a happy king making a fine living.
60% of the people (8400) live on the river and seacoast.
The troop of mercenaries working for him makes sure
They survive by fishing and gathering. Some engage in river
he stays happy. All are lechers and addicts. He is the
trade also. The remainder (5600) are hunters and gatherers.
only supplier of the magical drug they need. He is also the
They are a proud tribe who are not overly sophisticated.
supplier of the flesh they want. All twelve would happily
die for him.

Politics

Zuiassa dislike both Kunni and Hobali. They have good
relations with Zimmali. Many still believe the people of the 13.12 Secret Societies
city are gods. They do whatever they can for them. All Three societies operate in Ro’babza. The first is Kelara
Zuiassa detest Shurani. Any who is found in their lands is Azul babana. It is working to slay the Emperor, provoke
civil way and place the heir of Kalar on the imperial throne.
killed out of hand.
It is a new society with some support in Zimmali, Zuiassa
and Niballa. There are currently 23 members and a few
Religion
hundred supporters. The leader is N’jara of Zimmali.
The most popular animal spirit is the leopard. A number
The second society is Baba mor’Kan. They also seek
of the people also revere raptors (eagles, hawks, etc).
Ali’s death. Their goal is to purge the empire of all Kacili
and eradicate white influence in the realm. It has support
City People
in Klza’babwe, Zalazibabwe, Zi’gzaba and N’yetali and has
Any visitor from the city is treated as a king. Whatever is existed since the formation of the Lorca dynasty. There are
asked of his hosts is given freely, if it is at all possible. If 192 members and a bit more than a thousand supporters.
it is not, they are embarrassed. They will kill the asker to A council of warriors leads. The true leader is Kaima’lira
keep their shame from being known.
a’havora.
The third society seeks change in religion. It is supported
Zuiassa tend to be kind to a fault to friends and strangers.
To enemies, and those who give them cause for anger, they by Shurikal, outlawed and has no known name. Members
are implacable killers.
are known by marks burned on their chests and arms. They
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13.12 Secret Societies
operate as roving bandits and slayers, showing the tribes the
power of truth and demanding payment to leave them alive.
There are currently three gangs with a total of 41 members.
They operate in Zimmali, Zuiassa and Zalazibabwe. Two
of the leaders are Shurani. The other is Ro’babzan.

Xenie is a woman of the Topapa. Her abilities were discovered when she was 15. She escaped into the desert before
the Imam could arrive to destroy her taint (and kill her).
Her flight led her to the jungle where she was taken prisoner. The shaman who led the party noted she was nearly
insane and a viable weapon. He perfected her over the next
Vilnor Ironeyes — Zuiassa leader
two years.
Age — 29 Sex — Male
She was released at Port Doman. After a year, she had to
S 72(+3) St 56(+3) D 20(+1) A 33(+2) C 50
flee the city. Her escape brought her to the plains. She took
I 22
W 39
E 12
Em 15
Ap 8
over a small Zalazibabwe village with her cunning, gifts and
HPV 45 CEL 7
OCV 13
DCV 10
DTV −6
archery talent. She has led her gang of 17 from that hiding
MDV 8
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 89
CA NA
place ever since. Her followers believe out of loyalty to her.
MR 11
PA 132
HC 53%
PR 12
IC 27
They are her men completely, all praying for nights when
ML 8
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
she chooses to honor them with her touch.
CDF 5
Height 6’6"
Weight 273lbs
When her gang enters a village its people are given a
Vilnor is a Sabai warrior. His gang has nine members.
chance
to worship her and pay homage. Those who do so
Three of them are Shurani. The others are Ro’babzan outare
not
harmed. Those who do not, and fight the gathering
casts who have accepted truth (in exchange for their lives).
of
tribute,
are tortured to death. (She rarely leaves any
He is a sadistic murder, thief and rapist. His gang bases in
village
struck
without at least one new gang member).
the Sabai hills and makes raids into Zuiassa to gain tribute,
NOTE
—
The
Shaman’s skill and magic convinced Xenie
slaves and converts. Those where he raids give freely or die.
that
she
will
be
an avatar of Kotan. She is worthy of the
NOTE — Unlike many Shurani Vilnor is not fond of torworship
of
all
mortals
and may use any as she chooses.
ture. He demands obedience. If he doesn’t get it, he kills
It
is
her
right
as
one
who
will be divine. She lives up to
clean and quick. The bodies and burning huts he leaves bethe
goddess
as
an
ambusher
and in her lust. She has also
hind are example enough for him. He has no desire to be
learned
the
Kotothi
serpent
tongue
and is seeking to learn
“cute” about showing his might.
all she can about her “mother’s children and subjects.” Of
her followers, nine see her as a goddess and seek the divine
Ko Aliiuran — Zimmali leader
Age — 37 Sex — Male touch. The other seven are in love and don’t care what they
have to do to be with her.
S 18(+1) St 24(+1) D 33(+2) A 52(+3) C 30
I 36
HPV 18
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 7

W 68
E 18
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 38
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

Em 12
Ap 24
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 98
CA 100
PR 6
IC 30
Dodge Value 5
Weight 180lbs

Ko is a Kel shaman. The primary god he worships is Kotarl. His gang has 15 members. Four of them are Shurani,
seven are Ro’babzan criminals and four are Zimmali he has
conditioned into rabid believers. When his gang comes they
select a village, slaughter its defenders, chain its women and
children then sack everything worth stealing. When that is
done, they pick one of the female children, eat her and leave
the bones to be found in the burning village. With them is
a sign letting the rescuers know they must accept truth or
die. The gang is feared and hated. They do not get converts, save for those who fall prey to Ko’s power. The base
is in the Kel mountains.
Xenie Lumizal — Zalazibabwe leader
Age — 27 Sex — Female
S 15
I 16
HPV 20
MDV 14
MR 14
ML 10
CDF 6

St 20(+1) D 56(+3)
W 14
E 39
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 35
HC 31%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 80(+4) C 42
Em 64
Ap 95
DCV 13
DTV −4
EnL 56
CA NA
PR 8
IC 103
Dodge Value 7
Weight 140lbs

SPECIAL — Her touch can cause disease in a man (see
Daoine Sidhe) when she wishes. She is MEL8/EL6 using
this power. She also has MEL8/EL2 Pheromones as an
innate power.
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14

Shurikal

As stated in §3.71, Shurikal is a barbarian theocracy. The
ultimate power in all walks of life is held by the Caste of
Power, which resides in the city of Shurikal. The occupants
of that city are:
63 The Caste of Power
3000 Other religious functionaries
2400 the elite Guard
7550 servants and slaves of the above (wives, children,
whores, etc count as servants or religious
functionaries depending on who controls them)

the people remain pure in their faith, secure the lands of the
Invincible Master and, in all ways, operate as proper Shurani. Each is absolute in that tribe’s lands, unless overruled
by the Invincible Master.

Army

The tribal army is commanded by a hereditary officer caste.
The general in each area is the absolute commander of his
troops. He is the member of that caste who all acclaim as
the greatest of them all. The law requires him to heed the
will of the caste of power. How he uses the army in doing
so is his decision. Should his action lead to major friction
14.1 Organization
The owner of the city, occupant of the temple of the serpent with the adviser responsible for the area, he has the right to
and ruler of the nation is the Invincible Master. A council appeal to the Invincible Master. Whoever the master finds
of 13 caste of power members advises him. They are those against is sacrificed on the altar of Kototh. As a general
judged most powerful after him. He also has four aides he rule, the general and adviser try to work together to avoid
selects from younger elements of the caste. The remaining facing this fate.
members of the caste serve in the temples, heeding his will
Caste Of Power
and that of the council.
Religious functionaries are under the command of the When the caste was first formed a small majority of its
caste of power. They do anything any member of that members were wizards. In the years since, wizard failure
group commands, without hesitation, unless a previous or- to retrieve the lost tomes, and loss of their best members
der from a higher ranking member makes obedience im- in the effort to do so, has led to a major lessening of their
possible. Maintenance of the temples and conducting daily influence.
The current rulers of the caste are the Shaman priests
rites is their responsibility.
of
Shurikal. The Invincible Master and ten of the counThe guard obeys their general and command officers.
cil
members belong to this group. Only three councilors
Those commanders are under the direct command of the
are
wizards. A large minority of the caste looks down on
Invincible Master. They are appointed, removed at his disits
practice
as a “perversion of the purity of the gifts our
cretion and overseen by two members of the caste of power.
Father
(Kototh)
grants.” Unless there is a major change
When the master is strong, they are dependable fanatics
soon,
the
day
will
come when Shurikal outlaws the practice
who heed him alone. When he is weak, they can be praeof
wizardry
entirely.
It is a white perversion unfit for the
torians, selling their allegiance to his future replacement.
minds
of
our
Father’s
children.
They are, like all Shurani, ruthless individuals who have no
tolerance for weakness.

Prejudice

Caste of Power Positions
The thirteen have the following duties, according to rank:
1) Mayor of Shurikal
2) Chamberlain of the Invincible
3) High Overseer of the Guard
4) Low Overseer of the Guard
5) Overseer of Kotobo
6) Overseer of Morkel
7) Overseer of Sabai
8) Overseer of Kel
9) Overseer of Dirani
10) Overseer of Khab
11) Overseer of Kotasi
12) Overseer of Apina
13) Overseer of Kon
The Mayor of Shurikal is responsible for the city and the
tent camp outside it. The Chamberlain relays the commands of the Invincible and oversees all temples. The overseers are responsible for the tribe. It is up to them to insure

Shurani, nearly without exception, are fanatically bigoted
against all whites. They are considered to be weaklings,
liars and fools fit only for torment and slavery. A white
person who enters their lands, commanding anything less
than invincible power, is committing suicide. He or she will
be chained. If they are lucky, they will be killed.
If that person is found to be Fomorian, a quick death
is never granted. Their hatred of Fomorians is almost
tangible. Any who are caught are subjected to perverse
torture and slavery for as long as they can withstand it.
Given Shurani mastery of such arts, it can take years to
die. By the time they do they are physically shattered and
utterly insane.

Survival
The people in the tent camp outside the city work fields
and hunt to support themselves and the city. They also
work massive gem and metal mines that are located near
Shurikal. All the production of the mines is turned over to
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the Mayor of Shurikal. It is the property of the Invincible
Master in its entirety. Anyone who is caught keeping any
part of it is guilty of heresy. He is sacrificed on the altar of
Kototh as a faithless son.

Serpents

Kot Shavieren — Chamberlain, Shaman
Age — 61 Sex — Male
S 20(+1)
I 39
HPV 18
MDV 23
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 10

St 11
D 22(+1)
W 68
E 42
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 15 EL NA
PA 40
HC 26%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 5’3"

A 18(+1) C 40
Em 36
Ap 44
DCV 6
DTV −2
EnL 108
CA 211
PR 4
IC 78
Dodge Value 2
Weight 132lbs

Great serpents and dae’ta koti often visit the city. They
are sacred. Anyone who offers them harm, for any reason,
is guilty of blasphemy. They are flayed alive and, before
Kot was born a bastard in the tent camp. His father was
dying, are given to great apes to be eaten. Magic is used to
a member of the caste of power who showed up now and
insure they are alive as the creatures dine. Until one tears
then to abuse and rape his mother. At the age of seven, he
out their heart, the victim feels every pain as he is eaten.
took a dagger from him as he slumbered, castrated him and
NOTE — The rite is sacred. It is only used in the instance tortured him to death as he fought the bonds holding him.
described above. Using it in any other way is heresy. It The Invincible Master enrolled him in the caste of power as
greatly affects the abilities of the person it is cast upon (as a result. Kot’s action showed the proper attitude and the
will be seen later). It is called the Rite of Markan. The master hated Kot’s father. During 49 years as a Shaman
affect of the curse, once cast on someone, is permanent. Kot has tirelessly honed his power and violently rebuked
The only cure is to bathe in the water of Dark Knowledge, those who dared think him weak because of his stature. He
which lies beneath the god Kototh. Should someone manage is a powerful man and total sadist who is wholly dedicated
to take that bath, it will drive him insane unless he rolls to the faith, especially the mysteries of the god Kotarl.
W/10 (RD) with no partial success allowed.
NOTE — He is the leader of a minority sect that practices
cannibalism in their worship of Kotarl. They prefer dining
Sex
on the Sidh. When such beings are not available, they eat
Females rarely achieve a position of power in Shurikal. Unhumans. The prime selection, in their view, is a young
less a woman’s power, and blessing from Father, is unasfemale who is fertile and still virgin. The sect runs a force
sailable and she is utterly ruthless there is no chance of her
of gatherers who keep their larder stocked.
making it into the caste of power’s leadership. This has
Kot sees the current Invincible Master as a proper ruler
been the case since the savage death of Kon’kie the White
and power. He follows him. Should he be given cause to
more than a century ago.
change his opinion, he will plan the demise of his master
and assume the sacred throne. If this occurs, cannibalism
14.2 Shurikal City
will become law for the caste of power.

Population

City (13013), other areas 17000, 2400 elite guard.

Bor Fire-eye — High Overseer, Shaman
Age — 45 Sex — Male

14.3 Personalities

S 60(+3)
I 14
HPV 35
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 12
CDF 10

The Invincible Master is as specified in the site book §21.4.
The Mayor, Chamberlain and guard overseers are listed here
along with the General of the Guard. The overseers of the
tribes will be listed with the tribes they control.
Gorgan Rednail — Mayor of Shurikal, Shaman
Age — 49 Sex — Male

S 51(+3)
I 22
HPV 32
MDV 17
MR 9
ML 11
CDF 10

St 53(+3) D 8
W 64
E 18
CEL 6
OCV 12
MEL 11
EL NA
PA 111
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 6’6"

A 11
C 22
Em 20
Ap 30
DCV 6 DTV −5
EnL 86 CA 113
PR 10
IC 38
Dodge Value 0
Weight 283lbs

Gorgan was born Apina. He came to Shurikal at the age
of eight and worked the mines. At fourteen he informed
on a group of mine thieves. His reward was admission to
the city and training as a shaman. He earned his tonah,
a dirailla’ta, when he was eighteen. Over the next twenty
years he worked his way up the ladder and into the caste of
power. He is happy where he now sits and has no illusions
that he is powerful enough to supplant the Invincible Master. He serves, does as he will with the people and reveres
Kototh.
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St 17(+1) D 9
W 60
E8
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL 12
EL NA
PA 80
HC 39%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’5"

A 16(+1) C 60
Em 39
Ap 4
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 120
CA 130
PR 8
IC 47
Dodge Value 1
Weight 291lbs

Bor is a Kon shaman. He earned the notice of the caste
in battle. The Invincible Master granted him a place in it
when he was 31. Since then he has risen to a position of
leadership. He is a lecher and sadist with one overriding
goal in life. That is the conquest of Aretad. He seeks the
death of every male in that land and wants to place chains
on all their females. He has a substantial harem of white
slaves. All are female, Fomorian and scarred.
Nazor Heranzinke — Low Adviser, Wizard
Age — 71 Sex — Male
S 18(+1)
I 76
HPV 14
MDV 24
MR 11
ML 17
CDF 9

St 17(+1) D 51(+3)
W 36
E 33
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 38
HC 18%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’9"

A 20(+1) C 18
Em 52
Ap 39
DCV 7
DTV −2
EnL 54
CA 209
PR 4
IC 85
Dodge Value 4
Weight 172lbs

14.4 Apina
SPECIAL — Nazor is permanently affected by a Dragon
Skin rite he cast on himself at the age of 40. His appearance
was 76 before he succeeded in that effort. The spell grants
him a NAV of 6. Others he has attempted to cast it on
have died.

Konorin Fesk — Overseer of Apina
Age — 82

Sex — Male

S 24(+1)
I 17
HPV 21
MDV 14
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 11
W 60
E 20
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 44
HC 29%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’7"

A 20(+1) C 40
Em 5
Ap 12
DCV 7
DTV −3
EnL 100
CA 74
PR 6
IC 25
Dodge Value 1
Weight 163lbs

HPV 47
MDV 5
MR 8
ML 5
CDF 5

CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 136
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

DCV 8 DTV −6
EnL 71 CA NA
PR 12
IC 26
Dodge Value 0
Weight 316lbs

NOTE — The rite’s success is a function of mana level.
Anyone with a level of 15 or less dies. Those whose level is
higher roll Mana Level times three with no partials. If they
make the roll, they get the skin forever and reduce appear- Konorin is a member of the Kon tribe and a worshipper of
ance by 50%, rounded down. If not they die horribly.
Shurikal. He is, in all ways, a fanatic. It is his believe that
Nazor is Shurikal’s greatest wizard. He is fighting a losing any use of civilized ways is heresy against the gods. His laws
battle to preserve the place and power of his kind in the insure there will be none. For example, one caught with
nation. Fear of his ability is the only reason they haven’t books (and therefore reading) is blinded. One who wears
already been eradicated. His agents are searching the world woven cloth such as civilized people make must go a full
for the Tome of Kototh. It must be found before he dies or year in the nude after being whipped into unconsciousness.
the Shaman priests will destroy wizardry in the realm.
Most Apina heed his will because he is the Overseer. Few
While his agents work Nazor is subtly recruiting support will be upset when he dies of old age (or otherwise).
for his kind. When he has enough, or it seems all hope
is lost, he will destroy the Invincible Master and take the Kesnar the Raver — War Chief of Apina
Age — 39 Sex — Male
throne. That final step on the road of power, the only road
A8
C 55
he cares to ever walk, will lead to him becoming the Living S 76(+4) St 56(+3) D 11
I 11
W 16
E6
Em 20
Ap 20
Dragon of Shurikal. He will make himself invincible.
Zinoral Sarkan — General of the Guard
Age — 51 Sex — Male

S 56(+3)
I 15
HPV 37
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 33(+2)
W 24
E 12
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 116
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

A 60(+3) C 40
Em 39
Ap 60
DCV 14
DTV −5
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 10
IC 51
Dodge Value 5
Weight 192lbs

Kesnar is quiet, sadistic and deadly in battle. His preferred
god is Gartun. As a general, he leads by taking the point
and cutting a swath through the enemy. He enjoys doing
so. As War Chief, he is responsible for enforcing justice
and overseeing the army in Apina lands. The laws of the
Zinoral loves one thing in life, the feeling of his weapon overseer annoy him. It his belief that stopping fools from
smashing the body of an enemy. He is a cunning man, a weakening themselves with civilized nonsense is a waste of
native of the city and a psychotic killer. He does what is his time. Being forced to travel incessantly enforcing laws
best for himself, his officers and his master, in that order. he dislikes annoys him. If an accident befell the Overseer,
(When the master is strong, of course, what is best for him Kesnar would not waste more than a minute seeking those
is to obey). His palace in the city is opulent. He is a greedy responsible.
and selfish man.
NOTE — Kesnar uses a spiked club in battle. It is WSB
+2. The spikes are tipped with BL6 paralytic poison.

14.4 Apina
Population

14.5 Dirani

The population of the tribe is 10000, warriors (1800), army
(200)
These lands are a major source of iron and copper. They
are also rich in game and highly dangerous. From youngest
to oldest, Apina are pragmatic killers. They have to be to
prosper in their land.

Population

The population of the tribe is 16000, warriors (2900), army
(300).
Dirani has a number of gem deposits and decent hunting.
The people also engage in river travel and fishing to survive.
The mountains on their border with the Kotobo contain
deposits of crystal and gold. Survival in their lands is hard
Politics
but life can be quite pleasant. The worst monsters in the
Were it not for the peace of Shurikal, the Apina would con- area spend the bulk of their time further south, in Apina
quer Dirani. They would have a better life with Dirani lands.
lands added to their own and Dirani whores to enjoy on the
cold nights.
Politics
Dirani are aware of Apina hatred. They have no time for it.
Defending themselves against subtle Kotobo efforts to take
The tribes favored god is Shurikal. A strong minority also their mountains, and the gold in them, is more important.
worships Gartun. Like all Shurani, their main god is Ko- So is finding a way to drive the white worms out of the
plains they stole.
toth.

Religion
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Religion
Most Dirani worship Kototh and Kotarl. A small number
also worship Mallen Trow and Mab ac Kota.

City People
A minority here is wondering if the way of the city is what
it should be. They want the Fomorians driven into the sea.
The city has shown no interest in doing so for decades.
Amazd Dya’arshal — Overseer of Dirani, Wizard
Age — 38 Sex — Male

S9
I 72
HPV 18
MDV 17
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 6

St 35(+2) D 16(+1)
W 17
E 28
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 49
HC 32%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’6"

A6
C 28
Em 36
Ap 68
DCV 5 DTV −4
EnL 45 CA 91
PR 8
IC 64
Dodge Value 1
Weight 148lbs

Amazd is a native of the city and worshipper of Kototh.
Earning rank on the council only to be sent into the sticks
does not please him. He is seeking power and fame, enough
to win his way back to Shurikal as Invincible Master. As he
is intelligent, he realizes this will take some time. Since he
has little will, he is not above taking chances to make the
gains he needs.
He has the ear of the Dirani war chief and married his
daughter last year. Sadly, he is utterly depraved in his use
of females. Should the chief find out how depraved, there
is no dealt he will be insulted. That would not be good for
Amazd’s health.
J’zarin Blackhand — War Chief of Dirani
Age — 60 Sex — Male

S 52(+3)
I 36
HPV 39
MDV 9
MR 12
ML 6
CDF 7

St 33(+2) D 12
W5
E3
CEL 11
OCV 16
MEL 6
EL NA
PA 92
HC 52%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 35(+2) C 70
Em 12
Ap 28
DCV 13
DTV −6
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 12
IC 15
Dodge Value 2
Weight 195lbs

SPECIAL — J’zarin’s left hand is coal black. When he
locks it on another person, flesh to flesh, it has the affect of
Leeching MEL6/EL4. The affect drains energy and mana
from his victim. It goes into his Strength. He can increase
his strength up to ×2 its normal value. The gain lasts 2
hours. Once this period ends, he loses one point per minute
until his strength returns to its normal level.
J’zarin has been war chief for 30 years. He is not as
nimble as he once was but is still the greatest warrior the
Dirani have. He is also blessed by the gods and a smart
leader. Not many of his people have any interest in testing
their luck against him. He is known for his vile temper
when crossed or insulted. People are very careful in how
they speak to him.

14.6 Kel
Population
The population of the tribe is 17000, warriors (2800), army
(600).
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The mountains where the Kel dwell are wild and deadly.
They are a hard, dangerous people as a result. They survive
by hunting and gathering. They also mine gems and a few
minor metal deposits in the area. Few of them have made
much of an effort to find larger lodes. Survival is enough
for most of them.

Politics
Kel has friendly relations with the Kon. They don’t much
care for the rest of their neighbors. They often raid into
Ro’babza and sometimes, as possible, raid the Khab.

Religion
The favored god of Kel is Nebeth. Most of their larger
villages have at least one great serpent in residence.

City People
A minority among the Kel dislike city interference. They
believe that it is the right of the strong to master the weak.
This given, the city should stand aside and let them conquer
Khab and Sabai. It is their place to become the dominant
tribe in the land. Only city law keeps this from being fact.
Za’kines Sarkan — Overseer of Kel, Shaman
Age — 44 Sex — Male

S 51(+3)
I 36
HPV 37
MDV 16
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 9

St 56(+3) D 17(+1)
W 56
E 15
CEL 6
OCV 12
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 111
HC 48%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’7"

A 18(+1) C 40
Em 9
Ap 68
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 96
CA 99
PR 10
IC 24
Dodge Value 2
Weight 273lbs

Za’kines is a worshipper of Kototh and the brother of the
General of the Guard. His goal is to become Invincible
Master within the next 20 years. He believes rule in Kel is
the perfect place to make this happen. Driving them into
victories against white worms and Ro’babzan weaklings will
make him famous and greatly increase his power. Doing so
with a female war chief will be even greater proof of his
potency.
Kailin Z’zingo — War chief of Kel
Age — 36
S 51(+3)
I 24
HPV 47
MDV 7
MR 13
ML 7
CDF 5

St 84(+4) D 33(+2)
W 39
E 12
CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 131
HC 68%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

Sex — Female

A 68(+3) C 52
Em 3
Ap 80
DCV 13
DTV −7
EnL 91
CA NA
PR 14
IC 15
Dodge Value 5
Weight 237lbs

Kailin is a worshipper of Nebeth and Kotan. She has an
MEL8/EL4 Sword, modified for hit chance and damage.
She is a master in its use (EL16). In every way she is the
epitome of a Shurani warrior. She is cruel, sadistic, perverse
and extremely arrogant. She has been war chief for three
years, slaying three challengers to claim the honor. Twice
since then she has faced other challengers and slaughtered
them like sheep.
Four months ago she was called to Shurikal. After spending two weeks in conference with the Invincible Master, she
returned with his command that she alone was to rule his

14.7 Khab
warriors in Kel. Any new challenge would be seen as an act as subdual damage and no physical damage. (The skull is
of heresy by the city.
permanently attached to his head. It cannot be removed by
anything less than an EL10 Negate Curse spell.)
NOTE — She is a bit less than four months pregnant.
Lag met Kotarl in the Lower World. The skull was his
gift. There is a 1% chance per day, additive, that it will
14.7 Khab
rule his mind for a day. When it does, he will act in a manPopulation
ner that emulates that god and achieves his ends. At such
The population of the tribe is 14000, warriors (2800), army times, he is the definition of perverse, cruel and diabolical.
(300).
EXAMPLE — Lag has not been affected for 23 days. His
The mountains of Khab contain vast deposits of silver and chance on the morning of day 24 is 24%. If he is affected, the
gems. Its people are miners and hunters. Farming, fishing chance on day 25 will be 1% again.
and other menial activities that are needed to survive are
Lag very much wants the skull removed. As it is a divine
jobs given to slaves of this tribe. No true warrior would gift, asking for help would be heresy. He has been known
dirty his hands with such tasks.
to lead war parties into Aredan, capture Fomorian priests
and torture them to death when they fail to free him from
Politics
the skull’s hold on his soul. Given what he received from
The Khab are enemies of the Kel and the Kon. They have his god, his faith in him is wavering.
good relations with the Kotobo. They seek war on Aratad
before the white worms can steal more land from them.

14.8 Kon

Religion

Population

Khab favor the god Kotarl above all others except Kototh. The population of the tribe is 8000, warriors (1600), army
His yearly festival is an orgiastic rite that features tribal (200).
wide cannibalism. Any elf or faerry they take is either sacThe Kon control the largest expanse of quality arable
rificed to Kotarl or eaten.
land in Shurikal. Before the arrival of Fomorians they had
twice as much. They suffered heavy losses to the Fomorian
Hjasto Kasnalikama — Overseer of Khab, Shaman invasion. Without Kel support they might have been exAge — 53 Sex — Male terminated. Their lands are the best food producer and a
S 17(+1) St 18(+1) D 20(+1) A 16(+1) C 22
good source of tin and copper.

I 22
HPV 15
MDV 15
MR 11
ML 11
CDF 6

W 64
E 36
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 37
HC 20%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’9"

Em 20
Ap 32
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 86
CA 80
PR 6
IC 56
Dodge Value 2
Weight 181lbs

Politics

Kon will be satisfied when every citizen of Aredan is dead
or in chains. They owe a blood debt to Kel and hate Khab,
for refusing to aid them like Kel did. Radicals among them
Hjasto’s father is a city man. His mother is Khab. On want to exterminate all whites from the Southern continent.
his father’s side his family has been in the caste of power
since the death of Kon’kie the White. He counts himself as Religion
one of the elite and demands deference from those who are Kon favors Kototh and his true son Zuriti. They revere all
honored by his presence. When he does not receive it his Elder Dragons. Those who are known in their lands receive
response is violent, perverse and sadistic. He favors limited worship and one virgin a month as their due. They are gods
war with Aredan. His goal is to conquer the lands they hold to Kon.
on the west side of the river. As yet, he has not received
NOTE — Kon’kie the White was a wizard from this tribe.
support from the Invincible Master on his plan. When he
does, the Khab will lead the offensive.
Zuran Es’hja — Overseer of Kon, Shaman
Lag Serpent-skull — War chief of Khab
Age — 32 Sex — Male

S 54(+3) St 56(+3) D 17(+1)
I 14
W 10
E 36
HPV 38 CEL 9
OCV 15
MDV 6
MEL NA EL NA
MR 10
PA 114
HC 48%
ML 6
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 4
Height 6’8"
* Ap is 5 with the skull he wears, 55

A 20(+1) C 40
Em 33
Ap 55(5)*
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 50
CA NA
PR 10
IC 69
Dodge Value 2
Weight 300lbs
without it.

S 16(+1)
I 42
HPV 18
MDV 23
MR 13
ML 17
CDF 8

Age — 29

St 15
D 33(+2)
W 56
E 36
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 11 EL NA
PA 32
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’4"

Sex — Male

A 53(+3) C 39
Em 64
Ap 85
DCV 11
DTV −2
EnL 95
CA 177
PR 4
IC 100
Dodge Value 5
Weight 132lbs

SPECIAL — MEL11/EL5 Psychic Hammer as an Innate Power. His range with this power is double that stated
SPECIAL — Lag visited the lower world at the age of in the rules.
19. He returned with a helmet crafted from the skull of
Zuran won his place on the council last year. He is the
an immense serpent. It is impervious to any damage. If a fastest rising leader in the Caste of Power. His ability is
deadly hit is scored on him there is a 50% chance it strikes definitely a threat to the Invincible Master. He knows it
the skull. If it does, he takes 1/3 of the damage scored and defends himself at all times. He plans to steal the
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throne at the first viable opportunity. He is cunning, humorously perverse and utterly sadistic toward his enemies.
His presence in Kon is one reason war with Aredan is being
delayed. Giving him a chance to enhance his reputation is
not politically appropriate.
Masgan Devilheart — War chief of Kon
Age — 59 Sex — Male
S 20(+1)
I 42
HPV 32
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 4

St 60(+3) D 33(+2)
W 14
E 12
CEL 10
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
PA 80
HC 53%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

A 56(+3) C 45
Em 36
Ap 20
DCV 15
DTV −6
EnL 59
CA NA
PR 12
IC 48
Dodge Value 5
Weight 200lbs

Masgan has been war chief for 24 years. He is known for
utter ruthlessness. There is nothing he will not do to achieve
his ends. No limits whatsoever stay his hand. He is also
one of the most rabid haters of whites in the nation. He
has stated that the only thing he wants from white worms
is screams. He proves this truth with any who fall into his
hands. Bargaining with animals is beneath him. Allowing
one to touch him is far worse. He has them tortured, enjoys
their screams and watches happily as they die.

SPECIAL — Ovan’s fingers are tipped with magical metal
nails. When he strikes using them damage is 1D6+2 base
and any damage scored is taken as both lost hit points and
lost energy. The attack rakes both soul and body.
Ovan is a former friend of Lag. They traveled together
to the Lower World and met Kotarl. Ovan is quite pleased
with the gift he received (the claws and knowledge that increased his MEL by 2.) He is the dedicated servant of
Kotarl in all ways.
Poltag Jewelcrusher — War chief of Kotasi
Age — 40 Sex — Male
S 140(+6)
I 11
HPV 53
MDV 6
MR 8
ML 6
CDF 6

St 28(+1) D 17(+1)
W 18
E 20
CEL 8
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 160
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 7’4"

A 20(+1) C 44
Em 28
Ap 33
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 62
CA NA
PR 8
IC 48
Dodge Value 2
Weight 352lbs

SPECIAL — Physical Power (+8), dedication to developing Strength above all else.

Poltag is vain and arrogant. He sees his strength as proof
he
is a divine warrior. He sometimes calls himself “chosen
14.9 Kotasi
son of Utgard Geror.” He is cruel, sadistic and stubborn.
Population
Backing down from any challenge is beyond him. Accepting
The population of the tribe is 12000, warriors (2400), army any slight from “mortals” is also. He is a bit insane. He is
also a brutal rapist. When he chooses to honor a whore,
(400).
Kotasi make their way by fishing and with hunting and man or woman, with his divine touch he feels it is fitting
gathering. There is little in the way of metal or gem deposits that they pay for the pleasure he gives. All are battered
in the area, with one exception. There is a large platinum before he takes them.
mine near their border with Morkel.

14.10 Kotobo

Politics
The Kotasi hate Kunni. They have some friction with the
Morkel. Much as they hate whites, they have little interest
in shedding their blood to help Dirani and Kotobo destroy
Aredan. They want war on Ro’babza and the conquest of
Kunni. A great deal of Kotasi energy is spent surviving
in their land. There are deadly forces present there. One
works against Shurani, the other often preys on them. Survival is a challenge.

Religion
The great god is Kototh. Many also worship Paitco Sith,
Mab ac Kota and other gods who command humanoid races.
That worship is as much politics as reverence.
Ovan Soulclaw — Overseer of Kotasi, Shaman
Age — 35 Sex — Male
S 11
I 17
HPV 13
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 7
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St 18(+1) D 76(+4)
W 51
E 68
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 31
HC 19%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’2"

A 16(+1) C 20
Em 48
Ap 90
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 71
CA 104
PR 4
IC 116
Dodge Value 5
Weight 119lbs

Population
The population of the tribe is 24000, warriors (4000), army
(800).
Kotobo is an area of wild mountains east of the city. Its
people are hard and often crude. They revel in humiliating the weak, slaying white worms and proving they are
the greatest of all Shurani. The area produces metal, gems,
furs, high quality stone and other items of value. The primary subsistence mode is hunting and gathering.

Politics
Kotobo detest Aretad for taking the arable land on the west
side of the river. They want the place conquered with as
many whites as possible chained for lingering torture and
abuse.

Religion
The tribe worships Kototh. Other Kotothi gods may be
revered in small, private shrines. Only Kototh can be honored publicly.

14.11 Morkel
U’tornas — Overseer of Kotobo
Age — 36

S 35(+2)
I 12
HPV 24
MDV 16
MR 11
ML 12
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 6
W 52
E 20
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 55
HC 30%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 6’

Sex — Male

A 20(+1) C 42
Em 51
Ap 40
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 94
CA 85
PR 8
IC 71
Dodge Value 1
Weight 179lbs

U’tornas is the newest member of the council. An unknown slayer murdered his predecessor, a supremely powerful shaman. The Invincible Master gave his post to
U’tornas, his second cousin. The councilor is in Kotobo
to keep them in line, doing nothing major without the express command of the Invincible. He is happy to comply.
He enjoys the power of his position and is terrified of his
second cousin. He does whatever it takes to keep things
they way the Invincible wants them to be.
Isal Y’kelaraten — War chief of Kotobo
Age — 45 Sex — Male

S 51(+3)
I 16
HPV 45
MDV 8
MR 10
ML 8
CDF 5

St 68(+3) D 33(+2)
W 11
E8
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 111
HC 64%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

A 18(+1) C 60
Em 52
Ap 6
DCV 12
DTV −6
EnL 71
CA NA
PR 12
IC 60
Dodge Value 3
Weight 259lbs

Isal is all Kotobo. He humiliates weaklings by using them
as women. Some, like U’tornas, he uses in private only (out
of fear of the Invincible Master’s wrath). Others are put
on public display, dressed and made up as whores. When
war comes, he forms them up as a whore unit. Those who
impress him in battle are removed from its rolls. The army
uses the rest after each battle.
Beyond that vile trait, he is a greedy man and deadly
warrior. His hoard is immense. One of the favors he demands of U’tornas is assuring it is safe with magic. In his
time as chief, he has killed more than a hundred men.

14.11 Morkel
Population
The population of the tribe is 20000, warriors (3500), army
(500).
Morkel subsist by fishing, hunting and gathering. They
have a number of small mines in their hills. About 50%
of the population lives on the river. The rest is scattered
through the hills.

Dialarkenda Garnoril — Overseer of Morkel
Age — 67 Sex — Male
S 16(+1)
I 22
HPV 25
MDV 16
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 10

St 35(+2) D 9
W 56
E 10
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 56
HC 42%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’8"

A 20(+1) C 48
Em 12
Ap 30
DCV 6
DTV −5
EnL 104
CA 106
PR 10
IC 22
Dodge Value 1
Weight 160lbs

The Overseer serves Kotarl. He is not a power. He is, however, very experienced in his craft. The combination makes
him a patient and stubborn individual. His goals for the
Morkel are growth and the eradication of Fort Ro’Mabazai.
If it takes him a decade, they will accomplish these goals.
As he waits, he hones them as his god’s weapon and revels
in their perversity.
Gasnaric Blacktusk — War chief of Morkel*
Age — 36 Sex — Male
S 68(+3)
I 36
HPV 28
MDV 8
MR 12
ML 6
CDF 5

St 33(+2) D 9
W6
E 88
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL 4
EL NA
PA 108
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

A 33(+2) C 12
Em 17
Ap 5
DCV 10
DTV −2
EnL 18
CA NA
PR 4
IC 105
Dodge Value 2
Weight 210lbs

SPECIAL — MEL4/EL4 Flaming Death as fanatical
power
* Gasnaric’s father is a high chief of the goblins in the
northern hills of the area. He is as much a goblin noble as
he is a Shurani warrior.
NOTE — The Warchief has the greenish coloring of a goblin and short tusks on his jawline.
Gasnaric’s father is a goblin king. He ranks as an elite
goblin among that race. He has lived among humans for
twelve years. His ability, and a bit of goblin perfidy (and
magic) made him war chief two years ago. He works to
strengthen human-goblin ties in the area. He also lives up to
his nature as a goblin. See Book Three for details. His ability with rhetoric sways most of those he speaks to. Those
who aren’t convinced face his weapons and, if needed, goblin vengeance. He is a strong chief and has the support of
the Overseer.

14.12 Sabai
Population

The population of the tribe is 19000, warriors (3500), army
(300).
Sabai subsist by hunting and gathering. The area proMorkel hate Ro’babza. They have since the days of K’Bab.
Anyone who talks for the conquest and humiliation of their duces fur, herbs, gold and lead. 40% of the population
enemy has their ear. They are wary of the Kotasi and (7600) lives within 20 miles of Shurikal.
friends with Kotobo.

Politics

Politics
Religion
Other than Kototh, Morkel worships Mab ac Kota, Gywn
ap Nudd and Otthinar. They enjoy torture as an art form
and revel in perversity. Some of their larger villages have
trade with goblins and trold folk.

The tribe dislikes Kel and hates Ro’babza. They believe all
white males should be killed and all of their women should
be chained as slaves for proper warriors. When the chance
arises, they live up to this belief. Any white man they
encounter is killed. All women are chained.
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Religion

1) Black Lake

Other than Kototh the favored deities are Kotan, Nebeth
and Shurikal, in ascending order. They consider the trappings of civilization to be signs of weakness. No true Sabai
warrior uses them for any reason.

Kotasi consider this area to be cursed and haunted. It has
been since the reign of Shurikal. Few warriors go within
sight of the lake without desperate cause and/or magical
support. There are a number of legends about those who
ignored such caution never being seen again.

Yi’jeran Eagle-flayer — Overseer of Sabai
Age — 50 Sex — Male
S 35(+2)
I 56
HPV 22
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 7

St 18(+1) D 14
W 52
E 12
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 55
HC 26%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 6’

A 51(+3) C 33
Em 15
Ap 42
DCV 9
DTV −3
EnL 85
CA 95
PR 6
IC 27
Dodge Value 3
Weight 202lbs

Yi’jeran’s god of choice is Laboth. He is a Kon native (not
an overly popular one). He enjoys torture, watching mass
slaughter and taking all an enemy has in a slow, painful
and humiliating fashion. His hatred of whites is virulent.
He dislikes Ro’babza because they are weaklings who let
those with white blood lead their nation. He speaks for the
conquest of both Ro’babza and Aredan.
Zi Deadeye — War chief of Sabai
Age — 38

S 35(+2)
I 36
HPV 37
MDV 12
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 8
*-20 for his

St 33(+2) D 53(+3)
W 26
E 20
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL 8
EL NA
PA 75
HC 57%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"
eye

Sex — Male

A 56(+3) C 80
Em 17
Ap 20*
DCV 15
DTV −6
EnL 106
CA NA
PR 12
IC 37
Dodge Value 6
Weight 192lbs

Site
On the birth of Shurikal Oberon was worried and greatly
annoyed. He established a Fay fortress at Black Lake to
monitor the vile actions of the immortal and protect the
Sidh in the hills. The site is built in a small hill on the
west bank of the lake. It is heavily warded and invisible to
mortal eyes.
Purpose
The hill preserves the Sidh in Kotasi, monitors Shurani action as possible and champions those who are oppressed by
Kotothi whenever possible. With the passage of time, the
strength of its defenders has waned badly. However, given
the nearly divine level of many of its wards, it remains able
to defend itself and harass locals. That is about all the
current Queen does. She is not overly courageous.
Strength
82 Faerry, 11 Cait Sith, 4 Cu Sidhe, 6 Elves, 2 Humans
Situation

The hill is under nearly constant pressure. The Kotothi
gods, especially Paitco Sith and Kototh, want it destroyed.
The elite know this and are certain that anyone who succeeds in the act will be heavily rewarded. They attempt it
SPECIAL — Zi has the Evil Eye. It can be used to para- regularly. Thusfar the defenses have stifled them. Since the
lyze, inflict disease or kill. He is MEL8/EL4 on paralysis, current Queen took over, they have made some headway.
MEL8/EL3 inflicting disease and MEL4/EL2 on death.
He must make eye contact to use the power. If it succeeds, Falinda — Queen of Black Hill
Age — 27 (135) Sex — Female
the affect occurs immediately. Range and other factors are
as specified for like spells. For Death, use Hand of Death S 6
St 17(+1) D 56(+3) A 26(+1) C 20
for cost.
I 36
W 20
E 63
Em 54
Ap 120
CEL 2
OCV 3
DCV 6
DTV −2
Zi has been war chief for eleven years. Many an older HPV 11
MEL 11
EL NA
EnL 40
CA 112
warrior, who challenged his ambition, looked him in the eye. MDV 17
MR 8(30) PA 26
HC 19%
PR 4
IC 117
They died on the spot or horribly from disease or torture.
ML 11
Mana Regen. 4
Dodge Value 4
He is a sociopath. His only interests are gaining whatever
CDF 8
Height 4’ *
Weight 91lbs
his heart desires and having his pick of the world’s women. * Faerry are the personification of Sidh power. One inch is
His current harem, wives and slaves, has 21 members. He added per two MEL, rounded up.
plans to triple it in the coming years. All of the wives fear
him. All of the slaves are drugged into wanton whores.
SPECIAL — MEL11/EL6 Foyson Theft as innate power
He knows death will find him. He plans to leave an army
The Queen inherited the hill from her mother, who
of sons behind to avenge him when it comes. He currently reigned for three centuries. Though she fostered with a
has eleven children. As his time allows, he is working to Duchess in Avalon, or because of it, Falinda is not the power
make many more.
her mother was. She is more interested in singing, socializ-

14.13 Total Population
The population of the tribes combined is 242013. The total
number of warriors is 27700, and all armies combined field
6000 men.

14.14 Special Sites
Numbers refer to the map on page 13.1.
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ing and soirees. She has reigned since her mother was slain
by a Daoine Sidhe prince four years ago. This Queen needs
to be insightful, powerful and willing to sacrifice and seek
combat with enemies. It is unlikely Falinda can develop
those traits. She is gentle and pleasant. Becoming a harsh
and demanding Mage like her mother is beyond her.
Falinda rarely leaves the hill. Most of its actions are left
to her lover, the elves, Sidh animals and a scattering of her
people. She counts on the wards to insure everyone is safe.

14.14 Special Sites
They can only do so much when faced with a determined
attack.
NOTE — Without vigorous action, the hill will fall within
ten years. Falinda will be taken to Shurikal. After years of
torment, the insane fragment left of her will be sacrificed to
Kotarl. He will dine on her.
Mor Trent — Human, Falinda’s lover
Age — 31 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 39
HPV 26
MDV 14
MR 13
ML 12
CDF 5

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 22
E 18
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 4
EL NA
PA 53
HC 35%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’7"

A 53(+3) C 50
Em 56
Ap 64
DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 72
CA 48
PR 8
IC 74
Dodge Value 4
Weight 160lbs

trolls, as Nasgora believes they are more likely to sire Eld
than other trolls. The Eld population is Nasgora, her two
daughters and 11 young, i.e. less than a hundred year old,
Eld. The trolls present are her sons, nine female captives
and eight children. All are magically collared and under the
complete control of the Eld.
Nasgora has artisans and servants who serve her. They
are five hobgoblins and twenty goblins. All live in a side
cavern near the palace and are terrified of her power. However, they are also greedy for the wealth and knowledge
she provides and loyal to her daughter Liatar. None will
do anything against her for any reason. A young Elder
Dragon (×0.7 normal size) lives elsewhere in the caverns.
He is Nasgora’s friend. They exchange visits now and then.
Her current list of pets is: Two Asrai (in the lake), one
Besamar (in the palace), three Dzaliri (palace grounds), five
Haunier (palace and palace grounds), one Jinn female, two
Norggen (palace), one Simurgh (palace grounds), one Cadue
elder, one Edali and one white otter (lake).
Her captives are: Six humans, two Faerry, one elf, two
hobs, one Cailoa, one Zehani wolf, one Devil and one black
mouse.

Mor is a native of Donara. He came to the hill seven years
ago with Falinda. Since that time, he has enjoyed her and
worked tirelessly to protect the hill. In the last few months,
after years of argument, he was allowed to learn Sidh magic.
He loves his Queen and is dedicated to defending Faerry.
NOTE — As things stand, the Overseer will trap him in
eight years. The result will be three months of torture and
his death. Without his effort, and with the malaise his death Situation
will put the Queen in, the hill will fall.
Nasgora is a great Eld troll. She is building her race in
the cavern she calls home. Her goal is to forge an Eld race
2) Nasgora
before she passes. She is also dedicated to improving her
Nasgora was born 635 years ago. Her father is the greatest arts, whatever that means to other creatures. Her outlook
Troll King of the Shurani Mountains. He left her in the is quite Elder. What she has is hers. Leave her alone and
cavern to die because she is Eld. She did not. Over the she’ll ignore you. Mess with her at your eternal peril.
centuries she has made her cavern a fortress. It is a fabled
place for Shurani, especially the Khab. Now and then the Nasgora — Eld Troll Queen
brave, or desperately needy, approach her home. Few are
Alignment — Elder
ever seen again. Those who are prospered from the journey. AHP 34
OCV 12
DCV 8
NWI 0
They also are more than warriors, both before their quest S 56(+3) St 36(+2) D 64(+3) A 40(+2)
C 44(+2) MR 14
NAV 0
NF 1
and after.
Site
The entrance to the caverns is in the sidewall of a narrow
ravine. A maze of tunnels runs through the mountain from
that point. If it is followed properly, the traveller reaches
an immense cavern with an underground lake in the center. Her palace is on an island in the center of the lake.
Every step along the way to it is warded and mechanically
trapped.

DTV −5 SIZE 2
CDF 13
MDV 26 EnL 108
INT 8
HC 40%
PR 10
CL NA
SS Nocturnal Omnivore

Nasgora is MEL20/EL10 with all Elder and General
magic. She has five “divine” level craft skills. They are Jeweler, Locksmith, Metal smith, Architect and Weaver. She
is also a mistress of the dancer’s art and knowledgeable on
many civilized arts. Her thirst for knowledge is unquenchable. Her dedication to the future of the Eld adamant.
Purpose
Nasgora is cunning and brilliant. She is a Mage level
Nasgora has no overt purpose beyond survival for herself Elder wizard who has dedicated her life to pursuing knowland her kind. She detests normal trolls. They are cowards edge and making her race the Eld, not Eld Trolls. Some
and traitors in her eyes. She also has no love for Kotothi of her tireless effort in seeking knowledge is geared toward
beings, except elite goblins and Dragons. Goblins have abil- research that will make that fact. Her attempts thusfar
ity as artificers and some knowledge of magic. Dragons are have failed. The fate she seeks is not something Kototh or
as smart as she is. They get her respect for those reasons. Mallen Trow favor. Their might stands against her.
Other “things” of Kototh that come to her need a good reason and must show deference. If they fail in either regard, Pets
The animal form pets are just that. She keeps them bethey are dealt with harshly.
cause she likes their look and their presence helps defend
Strength
her palace. She lets them enjoy their lives as they will. The
Nasgora has five children. Two are Eld and female. They Cadue is present because she respects its nature as a healremain with her in the cavern. The others are males kept in ing spirit and to provide healing when needed. She allows
the palace dungeon. Their life is siring young on captured it use of a room in her palace for its clutch of eggs.
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The Norggen and Simurgh are present as information
sources. She enjoys speaking with them and learning what
they know. The Jinn lady is a friend and dancing instructor/partner. The Besamar and Edali are friends, work partners, play partners and instructors in the arts she enjoys.
They are friends, despite the arguments the Besamar and
Edali have with each other.

Flaming Death at once. The affect will succeed automatically. Since he only takes 21 hits, the odds of him surviving
are not good.) Nasgora enjoys having him around.
Her Children

Nasgora’s three sons are trolls. The eldest has the stats for
an elite troll. The others are common trolls. Each has a
suite in the dungeon. They are given captive troll women
Captives
to rape and anything they ask for in the way of amenities.
143 years ago a Lich came to her cavern. She killed him None are allowed to leave their suite. They are studs servand caged the mouse in a silver cage. It has been there ever ing the future of Eld until she can find a way to change
since. She enjoys tormenting it now and then in humiliating them into Eld males (she has had no luck thusfar.) One
ways. Most of that abuse is verbal.
of Nasgora’s daughters is her blood child. The other was
The Cailoa is present until she agrees to serve one year adopted after Nasgora rescued her from a feasting pack of
as a dance instructor. She has refused. As a result, she has Cu Sidhe. They are described below:
been imprisoned for seven years. The Zehani wolf is in a
pen. He came to free the Cailoa four years ago and failed. Liatar — Eld Troll (Age 71)
Alignment —
Forty years ago a sorcerer tried to take the palace. He AHP 22
OCV 8
DCV 6
NWI 0
summoned the devil. By the time it arrived he was dead. S 33(+2) St 24(+1) D 31(+2) A 28(+1)
She caged the devil. He remains to this day. When he C 20(+1) MR 12
NAV 0
NF 1
agrees to provide information she is sure it has, truthfully, DTV −2 SIZE 2
CDF 7
she will free him. Until then, he is chained in a pit.
MDV 18 EnL 69
INT 7
CL NA
The hobs are present because she wants to improve her HC 20% PR 4
SS
Nocturnal
Omnivore
ability with their skills. Since they learned an elf and Faerries were present, they have begun teaching her. Both are
MEL7/EL3 Elder and general magic. Two crafts – Arsure she will release the nobles if they give her what she morer and cook.
wants. They are wrong. What she wants to learn from the
Liatar is Nasgora’s blood daughter. Her father was an
hobs is all that is keeping the other three alive.
elite troll who Nasgora laid with to gain some knowledge.
In various ways, both Faerry and the elf denigrated Nas- When he demanded ownership of her, she made him a statue
gora and, more importantly, her race. She has not and will and returned to her cavern.
not forgive them. She has sealed the magic of all three.
Liatar is more traditional than her mother. She honors
Their only garment is silver chains. All are bewitched in the Kotothi, feels her mother’s elder leanings are wrong and
a manner that makes it impossible for them not to obey a detests everything about the Sidh. However, she fears her
command given by an Eld Troll. They are slaves and have mother. While Nasgora lives she will heed her will and
been for decades. As far as she is concerned, unless some- do nothing that could anger her. If that means she must
how convinced otherwise for a good reason, they will be for tolerate elder things and worse, so be it. Until her Mother
eternity.
is gone, or is no longer a power, she obeys. Her only other
The humans are a mixed bag. Three are Shurani warriors option would be to leave the cavern. She won’t. There is
who came seeking treasure. She convinced them she is a too much there that will be hers sooner or later. (She also
goddess. They remain as her slaves, certain they walk the looks forward to torturing her bitch of a sister to death once
stones of heaven. One is a Fomorian woman Nasgora found. Nasgora is gone).
She was battered, nude and seconds from death. Nasgora
took pity on her. When she was healed, Nasgora learned NOTE — Liatar is the primary overseer of the Goblin and
about her. On being informed she would stay and teach, Hobgoblin servants. They see Nasgora when they are behind
the woman refused in an insulting manner. She has been with a task, have earned a reward or need discipline.
nude in a cell ever since. Now and then, when they are
Inaritin — Eld Troll (Age 30)
Alignment —
good, she lets her servants play with the woman (including
OCV 7
DCV 6
NWI −3
the goblins and hobgoblins). Nasgora allows her one chance AHP 21
a year to apologize and teach. She has refused for the last S 30(+1) St 25(+1) D 33(+2) A 16(+1)
C 26(+1) MR 13
NAV 0
NF 1
three years.
DTV −5 SIZE 2
CDF 12
The other two captives are white men. The first is a
MDV 13 EnL 75
INT 7
Chaos wizard who attacked her. In the magic duel, he HC 26% PR 6
CL NA
threatened Nasgora’s friends and a daughter. She has seen SS Nocturnal Omnivore
that he is tortured daily. He has been for the last twelve
SPECIAL — Inaritin has a solid bronze hand and a
years. He will be until he dies.
The final man came for refuge and a boon, with a troop of bronze foot. When she strikes with either the −3 NWI
warriors on his heels. He is a craftsman and artisan. He is applies and she has a +2 WSB. She also has an amulet. It
also good at dancing and singing. She grants him the free- grants her MEL20/EL5 Protection and allows her to cast
dom of the island in exchange for his service. That works 20 mana points of Elder magic per day. (She thinks what
for him. He is happy. (The man is also cursed. Should he she wants to do. If there is an elder spell that does it, or
set foot on the other side of the lake, he will suffer EL10 comes close, the amulet casts. It is MEL20/EL3.) The
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amulet is part of her hand. It cannot be removed without
taking the hand off.
Inaritin has four craft skills. They are ceramics, carpentry, metal smith and locksmith. She does well as a dancer
but there is only so much one can do with a metal foot.
However, she is a talented musician.
When Cu Sidhe has helpless prey cornered they like to
eat them slowly and painfully. Nasgora came across a pack
engaged in that joy. When she saw what they were eating,
she slaughtered them. Her magic (and a nearby Cadue elder
who is now her captive) saved the Eld troll girl, despite her
missing hand and foot. Over the next ten years, as Inaritin
grew, she found the means to correct her lack (with Edali
aid.)
Inaritin is devoted to her mother. She does everything she
can to help her, learn from her and earn her praise. Without
exception, anyone or anything that threatens Nasgora will
feel the wrath of her daughter. She is more than intelligent
and cunning enough to strike effectively. She is also very
good at making and setting mechanical traps. (She likes
Nasgora’s Besamar and Edali friends and often speaks at
length with the Simurgh. She doesn’t trust her sister and
considers her to be vile. Her philosophy is strongly elder.
There is nothing Kotothi she has ever met that she likes.)
NOTE — Inaritin oversees the Cadue, Norggen, Simurgh
and captives.

Strength
12 priests, 1 priestess, 43 humans, 89 Dae’ta koti (in six
hills), 11 Great Serpents, a few hundred sprites and a scattering of other Kotothi creatures that serve Kotan. At
night, tortured spirits can also be encountered.
NOTE — All of the humans present, including the priests,
are insane. Within a few years, the only humans left will
be the priests.
Situation
Kotasi have marked this area as taboo. Any who enter
it are blasphemers. Now and then, they send criminals to
face its torment. Most of those who face this fate are sent in
response to a demand for tribute from the temple. Beyond
that, they try to defend against it and forget it exists. It
is a sacred and frightening place. Any blasphemer who
succeeded in defiling the temple would be killed quickly and
cleanly as thanks for his or her action.
Masima Greenscale — Human, Priestess
Age — 52 Sex — Female

S 11
I 15
HPV 15
MDV 18
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 9

St 18(+1) D 3(-1)
W 56
E 14
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL 14
EL NA
PA 31
HC 24%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’1"

A 33(+2) C 30
Em 33
Ap 8
DCV 7
DTV −3
EnL 86
CA 141
PR 6
IC 47
Dodge Value 1
Weight 103lbs

Masima dresses in a sheath of Dae’ta koti hide and wears a
necklace of their fangs. She also imbibes the poison they inIn the 113th year of his reign Shurikal built a temple to ject with their fangs daily. It, and her fanatical dedication,
Kotan, in her aspect as the Mistress of the Kotothi hells, makes her completely insane. She is a depraved lecher and
on Serpent point. His power, and that of the Shaman priest cannibal. Any enemy who comes into her power is raped,
he named Sangu Mah, forged a link to those hells. Since abused, humiliated and eaten. As far as she is concerned,
his fall, the power of that link has blossomed. The temple she is the Living Kotan until one with that birthright comes.
priests are its slaves. The point has become Kotothi hell and She makes every effort to insure that no such woman will
the home for a large number of dae’ta koti, great serpents ever arrive safely. Masima enjoys being a goddess.
and other foul serpentine forms.
NOTE — Masima is the absolute ruler of the temple. All

3) Serpent Point

Site
The main site is a large temple on the tip of the peninsula.
It is made of veined red marble. In the center of its dungeon
is an altar that serves as the focus for the hell link. That
gateway will be shattered if the altar is defiled. Until it is,
the realm will continue to be drawn closer to the Kotothi
hells. Should the right woman come, it will be hell in fact.
Kotan will possess her and stride out of the temple to work
her evil in the mortal world.

other priests heed her will without hesitation. The other
humans present are guards, toys and captives. 27 are adult.
The others are under the age of 16.
Pasqora Lethe — Human, Priest, Wizard
Age — 49 Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 42
HPV 22
MDV 15
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 8

St 18(+1) D 33(+1)
W 52
E 51
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 38
HC 34%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 11
C 50
Em 6
Ap 60
DCV 4
DTV −4
EnL 102 CA 89
PR 8
IC 57
Dodge Value 1
Weight 176lbs

NOTE — The woman needed for this is currently leading
a secret society gang in Zalazibabwe. The Invincible Master (High Servant) knows this is possible and is intent on Pasqora is a native of Helas. He was caught engaging in
Kotothi rites at the age of 32. He fled before he could
keeping her there.
be sent to Oblivion. In his flight, he discovered the point.
Masima was taken with him. He was ordered to dye his skin
Purpose
black, shave his head and become a priest of the temple. He
The power of Kotan and, to a lesser degree, Nebeth resides obeyed to save his life. In the sixteen years since that day,
here. Her goal is to walk the sands of the Middle World, he has lost his sanity and come to enjoy his role as the
take Shurikal’s place in her father’s temple and lead the personification of Nebeth.
Shurani. The resulting horror will shatter more than one
Lethe is actively seeking the woman who can be the Livculture and radically change the southern continent.
ing Kotan. Devotion is not his motivation. He dislikes
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Masima. On the days when he must be intimate with her father. He was also imbued with the power of his godfather,
in rituals, he hates her. He hopes to find a nice looking mal- Belphegor.
leable piece of fluff to take her place, leaving all the power
Purpose
of the temple in his hands. He has not succeeded yet.
Honuara plans to be merge Chaos and the Kotothi in beIsilissippur — Dae’ta Koti Queen
coming the first goblin Emperor. The fact he is a hobgoblin
Alignment — Kotothi is irrelevant. He is building his city, training an army and
AHP 54
OCV 17
DCV 7
NWI −2
crafting a race of humanoids to serve as his guard. When
S 108(+5) St 36(+2) D NA
A 54(+3)
all stands ready, he will prove his worth and conquer. Until
C 72(+3)
MR 8
NAV 5
NF 1
it is, he is cunning and bides his time.
DTV −6
SIZE 5
MDV 18
EnL 126
HC 54%
PR 15
SS Nocturnal Carnivore

CDF 15
INT 7
CL NA

BL 18(6)

This serpent is Queen of all the Dae’ta Koti in the area.
They heed her commands. In fact, she is Queen of all her
kind in the Middle World, wherever she happens to be. The
information above is her native ability as a Dae’ta Koti.
She is also capable of shape changing (into any Kotothi or
unaligned reptile form or a human woman), Fascination and
Suggestion. She is MEL12/EL6.
As far as the Kotothi in the area are concerned, especially
her kind, she is the Overlord of this area. They tolerate the
humans and the temple because she finds them amusing and
the gods, to whom she has spoken more than once, desire
the temple to remain where it is.

Strength
Twenty children of Honuara, 1300 goblins, 240 hobgoblins,
100 bugbears, 80 Cu Sidhe, a scattering of other Kotothi
beings, 20 Sidh captives, 31 humans (8 friends, 23 slaves).
Sons of Honuara
Trowin — Half rock troll, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi

AHP 28
OCV 9
S 48(+2)
St 30(+1)
C 32(+2) MR 11
DTV −3 SIZE 2
MDV 6
EnL 57
HC 31%
PR 6
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 7’

DCV 5
D 12
NAV 1
CDF 3
INT 5
CL NA

NWI −3
A 16(+1)
NF 1

Weight 280lbs

4) Possible Future Site

The Trowin is afflicted by light. He takes +3 damage from
This is the area used by Abnaric Elgar in the raising of magical light. He is not turned to stone by it. Though he is
more clever, he retains the appetite, cruelty and viciousness
Kototh ritual.
of his mother’s race.

5) Honuara
Sixty seven years ago the King of a goblin village that
stood on this site summoned a devil, negotiating for profitable joint action against his enemies. A hob was brought
in. They both enjoyed tormenting and raping her. Eight
months later she died giving birth to a son.
When the child was taken to his father, the goblin King,
he smiled and killed him with a blast from his eyes. His
father’s chancellor, and enemy, kept the outraged nobles
from slaying the boy and fighting over the throne. He placed
the infant on it. The slayer of the weak claims all they held.
For five years his power shielded the baby and he ravaged
the land, becoming immensely wealthy. On his fifth birthday, the boy said his first word. It was obey. Most of those
present knelt. Those who didn’t, including the chancellor,
dropped dead on the spot.
In the last 61 years King Honuara has grown and become
a power. The village of his father is no longer a village. He
commands a city of goblin kind in the caverns beneath the
mountains. The palace section contains his trove, harem
and a menagerie of experimental children. He rapes anything female and humanoid to see what results, and whether
it is of value. He has his elite rape other things for the same
reason.
NOTE — The Devil the king was negotiating with was
Belphegor. He was annoyed that a lowly thing like a goblin would summon him. More annoyed that the mote would
think he could bargain as an equal. When they used the hob,
he woke his might. The child bore the genes of mother and
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Orlin — Half orchi, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi

AHP 32
OCV 10
S 42(+2)
St 25(+1)
C 59(+3) MR 11
DTV −4 SIZE 3
MDV 5
EnL 84
HC 42%
PR 8
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 8’

DCV 6
D 19(+1)
NAV 1
CDF 4
INT 5
CL NA

NWI −2
A 19(+1)
NF 1

Weight 380lbs

The creature is furred, odiferous, green and has a horn
and tusks. Its horn is worthless. It is capable of Mana
Sensing to detect humans at MEL2/EL2. It retains the
lewd nature and appetite of its mother.
NOTE — Honuara fathered this child by transmuting a
captured Orchi into a female then raping a child into her.
Once the Orlin was born, he killed the Orchi to keep it from
hunting him for centuries.
Sucob — Half succubus, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi

AHP 14
OCV 5
S 22(+1)
St 16(+1)
C 16(+1) MR 12
DTV −2 SIZE 2
MDV 6
EnL 52
HC 16%
PR 4
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 4’11"

DCV 6
D 18(+1)
NAV 2
CDF 4
INT 6
CL NA

NWI −2
A 29(+1)
NF 1

Weight 109lbs

14.14 Special Sites
Sucob is voluptuous, female, reptilian and wingless. Despite these facts, she is also beautiful. She does not have
her mother’s concealment or shape changing ability. She
can cast seduction at MEL4/EL2. If it succeeds, the affect lasts until a Negate Curse spell removes it. She drains
1D6 energy each time she has intercourse with a male. Her
IC is double with anyone who she has taken to her bed.
Baobug — Half Baobhan Sith, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi
AHP 16
OCV 6
S 26(+1)
St 20(+1)
C 17(+1) MR 11(28)
DTV −2 SIZE 2
MDV 8
EnL 53
HC 19%
PR 4
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 5’

DCV 7(10)
D 20(+1)
NAV 1
CDF 2
INT 6
CL NA

NWI 0(−4)
A 31(+2)
NF 2

Weight 116lbs

Firbug — Half Firbolg, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi
DCV 6
D 17(+1)
NAV 2
CDF 4
INT 7
CL NA

AHP 26
OCV 9
S 38(+2)
St 30(+1)
C 34(+2) MR 11
DTV −3 SIZE 3
MDV 4
EnL 50
HC 32%
PR 6
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 7’8"

DCV 5
D 14
NAV 1
CDF 3
INT 4
CL NA

NWI −3
A 16(+1)
NF 5

Weight 380lbs

The creature has the appearance of an immense goblin
with fur. It has the nature of an ogre except they are fixated on Honuara. Whatever he commands they do. They
slaughter anyone who threatens him.
Bug Sprite — Half sprite, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi

Baobug drink blood. They do not have any powers of the
vampire. Both are seductive green beauties that show little
of the goblin in their appearance. They are very seductive
and charismatic creatures.

AHP 36
OCV 13
S 51(+3)
St 46(+2)
C 45(+2)
MR 12
DTV −4* SIZE 4
MDV 7
EnL 94
HC 46%
PR 8
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 9’1"

Bug Ogre — Half ogre, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi

NWI −2
A 17(+1)
NF 1

AHP 11
OCV 3
S 11
St 15
C 17(+1) MR 9(18)
DTV −1 SIZE 1
MDV 8
EnL 53
HC 16%
PR 2
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 3’

DCV 5(7)
D 21(+1)
NAV 0
CDF 3
INT 6
CL NA

NWI 0
A 43(+2)
NF 6

Weight 80lbs

A crude mixture of sprite and goblin features. The creature does not fly well. It may not remain in the air longer
than two minutes. They are mischievous beings who revel
in torment and lust. Two are male. The others are female.
The males use elf shot at MEL2/EL1. The females use
Sleep touch. All six are sociopaths. Only their respect and
fear of Honuara keeps them in line.
Humans

Two of the eight human friends are Chaos magicians. One is
a Kotothi elder wizard. The other five are warriors whose
The Firbug has mangy hair, a disgusting odor, green skin potential, and cruelty, impressed Honuara. Three of the
and tusks. It has no powers and enjoys eating humans al- captives are being tortured for information. The other
twenty, 16 of which are female, are toys.
most as much as it enjoys tormenting them.
Weight 409lbs

NOTE — Twenty years ago Honuara encountered a female
Firbolg. He persuaded her to lay with him, conceive a child
and let him keep it. In exchange, he would help her reach
Goidan. He kept his word. She kept hers. When she arrived
on Goidan, she was slaughtered by a Druid ambush. Someone, who knows who, let someone know she was coming.
Hill Bug — Half hill giant, half goblin
Alignment — Kotothi
AHP 34
OCV 12
S 54(+3)
St 40(+2)
C 40(+2) MR 11
DTV −4 SIZE 4
MDV 4
EnL 56
HC 40%
PR 8
SS Nocturnal Carnivore
Height 10’

DCV 3
D 14
NAV 0
CDF 4
INT 4
CL NA

NWI −1
A 15
NF 3

Weight 470lbs

Situation
Honuara is building patiently. While doing so, he is forging
some ties with the local Shurani and other Kotothi forces
in the area. In fifty to a hundred years, he will be ready to
show his hand. The result will be horror, especially for the
nearby Ro’babzans.
Honuara — Hobgoblin King
Age — 66

S 32(+2)
St 20(+1) D 20(+1)
I 80
W 50
E 56
HPV 20
CEL 4
OCV 7
NWI −1 NAV 1
SIZE 2
MDV 22 MEL 15
EL 8
MR 13
PA 84
HC 24%
ML
Mana Regen. NA
CDF 20* Height 4’10"
SS Nocturnal Carnivore

Sex — Male

A 32(+2) C 28(+1)
Em 10
Ap
DCV 7
DTV −2
CL 1
NF 1
EnL 78
CA 228
PR 4
IC 66
Dodge Value
Weight 100lbs

* I have doubled the CDF for a number of reasons. AtThe appearance is a dwarf hill giant with the head of a tempting to slay Honuara would be a truly dangerous adgoblin. Intelligent giants who see one will kill it at once. Its venture (just to reach him.) Once toe to toe, his equipment
and magic make him deadly.
nature is as listed for Hill Giants.
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SPECIAL — Honuara has three “divine” attributes. He
can kill with a look from his eyes (MEL15/EL8). He
can give a command that slays anyone who fails to obey
(MEL15/EL8) at once. He may speak with Belphegor to
gain insight and ideas. This counts as an MEL15/EL8
Knowledge spell.
Honuara casts Elder magic at normal cost and Chaos
magic at half cost. He knows himself as the son of Belphegor. He also works to strengthen his ties to the Kotothi
gods, especially Gywn Ap Nudd. His goals are described
above. He is utterly amoral, sadistic and manipulative in
seeking them.
Equipment
MEL15/EL8 Magic Chainmail, MEL15/EL8 Magic
Sword, a collection of rings, talismans and amulets that
he uses depending on the challenges or threats he expects
to face.

6) Ancient Elf Fortress
This fortress is more than two millennia old. It was sealed
830 years ago after the action of Payan against its defenders
made it untenable. The magic present keeps it defended
and potentially formidable. Shurani have been seeking a
way to break in and destroy it for centuries. Most elves
have written it off as a loss.
Should someone it accepts come and be accepted by the
fort, its powers and resources will be his or hers to command. They are immense. (Unless others support the
holder, those powers won’t save him from the hell that comes
when it opens.)
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Shestar

15.1 History

15.2 Population

In the year 253 Baris Hallan entered into an agreement with
the Nylasi Empire. He agreed to supply them with goods
and an outlet for their materials. He also gave their ruler
40 gold coins. In exchange, the Empire granted Fomoria
rights to the lands south of the river and hills in perpetuity.

The city of Shestar has a population of 14000 (5000 Fomorian, 6000 Mulatto and 3000 Black). Their rural population is 76000 (11000 Fomorian, 28000 Mulatto, 37000
Black). There are also slave gangs composed of criminals
of all races (2000). The total population is 92000.

With the laying of the cornerstone of Shestar, Hallan was
proclaimed its first King. He brought in colonists and a 200
man mercenary unit from Port Doman. Under his leadership, and that of his successors, the nation grew and maintained relative peace with the Empire (because they knew
they had nowhere near enough strength to conquer them).

NOTE — The slave gang members lost their citizenship
with their conviction. It will return on their release. All
others above are full citizens.

Jovan’s son Daric took the throne in 549. His continuing
probes into the hills failed. In 562, they led Shestar to war
with Kirazan. It was a short, bloody contest that ended his
ambitions to be a conqueror. He did not have the wealth
or strength needed for the task.

high priority for the Kingdom. About half of them are
truly seaworthy at any given time.

Army

Shestar can field 2400 foot militia and 2400 horse militia
When the Nylasi Empire faced plague and civil war, Jo- for war. All are trained. Their standing army is allocated
follows:
van III saw his chance. He sent all his strength across the as
Nylasi Marches
100 foot
river and into the hills. His goal was to cut a swath through (North of River)
the subhumans and link Shestar with Port Doman. He did Shestar
200 foot, 200 elite cavalry
not succeed. He did exterminate an entire Ny’lasa tribe Fort Baris
300 foot
trying (515-521).
Fort Jason
200 foot, 200 elite cavalry
The final battle was waged by shamans, old men and children (7 on the map). All were slaughtered, from septuage- Navy
narians to infants. After that atrocity, his army continued The navy has 15 vessels. All are penteconters or smaller
into the hills. They met more resistance than they could warships. They are used for scouting, messenger service
master and withdrew to the current western border.
and, rarely, launching raids. Their maintenance is not a

For the next two centuries Shestar worked on increasing
its might and wealth. In 753 Baris V took the throne. Certain his kingdom was now invincible, and no longer carrying
about conquering the land between him and Port Doman,
he attacked Ro’babza. The resulting battle was an utter
humiliation. Baris died in battle. A third of the host was
killed or wounded. All of the survivors were forced to march
home nude and unarmed. Jason I, Baris’ general and second cousin, assumed the throne. His first act was to build a
fortress on the Ro’babzan border. Ten years later, another
stood on the road to Kirazan. During his reign, (759-793)
Shestar stayed on the defensive.

15.3 Economy
Ranching and agriculture are the lifeblood of Shestar. They
have some of the finest herds in the southern continent.
This is especially true of their horses. They have a strong
trade relationship with Kirazan. That, and serving as an
alternative to a stop at Port Doman, keeps the economy on
its feet. They do little to develop what resources may lie
in the hills. Part of the reason is lack of manpower. The
rest is guilt for the atrocity. Few of their citizens have any
interest in living in the blood stained hills. (They give that
land to immigrants as a rule.)

IMPORTANT — Shestar has abolished mistreatment of the black race and slavery, except as a
criminal punishment. The law covers every citizen
With the ascension of his son, Jason II, that policy was
equally, for good or bad. No racial bigotry is tolerlocked in stone. Until such time as the nation could field
ated.
an army at least equal to its opponent, there would be no
military adventures. The nation concentrated on growth
and, looking back on all they did, knew shame. Jason’s 15.4 Kingdoms
reign (793-851) changed the character of Shestar forever.
Shestar has a tense relationship with Port Doman. They
On the ascension of his son, Erras, a mulatto, that fact
was certain. The time of bigotry and irrational ambition
were over in Shestar. They would move forward in achieving
the nation’s manifest destiny when they had the strength
to surely prevail. Not before. With that change in attitude,
they have become a peaceful society in most respects.

are seeking to affect change in the principality. Their words
fall on deaf ears. They have strong ties with Aredan and a
solid trade relationship with Ashudan and Fomoria. Their
relations with the other kingdoms are relatively negligible.
They have no animosity against any, except the Kingdom
of the East (for its attitude and bigotry.)
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Baris Hallan — King of Shestar
Age — 69

Sex — Male

S 33(+2) St 20(+1) D 9
A 16(+1) C 22
I 36
W 14
E 22
Em 39
Ap 30
HPV 19 CEL 4
OCV 7
DCV 5
DTV −3
MDV 9
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 36
CA NA
MR 6
PA 53
HC 21% PR 6
IC 61
ML 9
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
CDF 2
Height 5’7"
Weight 162lbs
*-50% for degenerative arthritis. He will lose 1D6 from his
C each year. When it reaches 0 or less, he will die.

Baris has had an uneventful reign for the last 34 years. His
primary interests are husbandry, healing and reasoning with
Domanese merchants. He does the first two well. He is not
so good with the third. He tends to get annoyed at their
vile attitude. He has been suffering from his disease for
three years. It leaves him in near constant pain (since he
refuses to seek magical aid to combat the agony).
NOTE — Baris fathered five children, all daughters. On
his death, as agreed by the High King, his eldest will take
the throne.
Adelain Pall — Princess of Shestar
Age — 31 Sex — Female
S 18(+1)
I 33
HPV 23
MDV 11
MR 13
ML 11
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 20(+1)
W 33
E 51
CEL 2
OCV 5
MEL NA EL NA
PA 58
HC 37%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

A 56(+3) C 40
Em 35
Ap 64
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 73
CA NA
PR 8
IC 86
Dodge Value 4
Weight 147lbs

NOTE — Pall has a magic mace. It is +6 for Hit Chance
and +3 WSB.
Pagala Nzetzka — Black, Rancher
Age — 43

S 36(+2)
I 16
HPV 31
MDV 12
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 7

St 52(+3) D 20(+1)
W 33
E 11
CEL 7
OCV 12
MEL 5
EL NA
PA 96
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

Sex — Male

A 54(+3) C 33
Em 35
Ap 28
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 61
CA NA
PR 10
IC 46
Dodge Value 4
Weight 178lbs

SPECIAL — MEL5/EL2 Animal Talk (Horses only)
Pagala has an immense ranch in the plains around Fort
Jason. More than 2000 of Shestar’s finest horses reside
there. He has a fine manor but most nights he can be found
sleeping with his herd. It is said that he likes horses much
more than he does people.
Whatever the truth of this, Pagala has a strong voice
with the blacks of Shestar. He is a direct descendant of
their ancient chiefs, the most successful of any of them and,
in many eyes, touched by the gods. Most will take his word
as god’s truth if he chooses to state it. (This fact leads
other elements of society to cater to him to some extent.
He accepts the gifts promising nothing. It isn’t his place to
stop someone from being nice to him.)
Faoud Girard — Merchant
Age — 57
S 14
I 56
HPV 14
MDV 11
MR 11
ML 11
CDF 2

St 18(+1) D 33(+2)
W 33
E 14
CEL 5
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
PA 34
HC 20%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1) C 21
Em 20
Ap 40
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 54
CA NA
PR 6
IC 34
Dodge Value 3
Weight 165lbs

Adelain is a noted horsewoman. She is married to the Admiral of Shestar’s fleet. They have two daughters (ages 9
and 4). She carries little for the nation’s founding goal of
conquest. Making Shestar a happy realm with justice for
all is what matters. She is a kind, eloquent and thoughtful
woman. As time allows, she helps those who work to show
Port Doman truth. It is something she gives little emphasis Faoud’s father was Shestar’s ambassador to Kirazan. His
as she feels they are beyond redemption, unless force gives mother was the eldest daughter of a wealthy merchant.
When he was 17 both were killed by native raiders. He
them no option.
inherited the family estate west of Fort Baris and a bit
Simeon Pall — Admiral of Shestar
more than 700 gold. In forty years since that day he has
Age — 39 Sex — Male built it into a commercial empire. He is the most successS 56(+3) St 33(+2) D 11
A 17(+1) C 70
ful trader with Kirazan and points north. He also owns
I 48
W 52
E9
Em 6
Ap 36
extensive property around Shestar and Fort Baris.
HPV 40
CEL 8
OCV 13 DCV 9
DTV −6
Girard is driven by greed and personal hatred of the peoMDV 11 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 122
CA NA
ple who killed his parents. He acts against the Ny’lasa
MR 11
PA 96
HC 52% PR 12
IC 15
whenever he can get away with it. As chances allow, he
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
enslaves those he can and sells them in the north.
CDF 4
Height 6’3"
Weight 211lbs
Simeon’s family emigrated from Musira when he was eight.
Until the age of 16 he helped with the family fishing business. At 16 he joined the fleet. Eight years later, his valor
against raiding natives earned him a commission. At the
age of 29 he made Captain and was noticed by Adelain.
On his marriage to her, months later, he was promoted to
Admiral.
The Admiral gained his position because he is the consort.
Since being given that gift, he has shown his ability. He is a
competent officer and hell on wheels with a mace in battle.
Were he not such a quiet man he would be a great Admiral.
As it is, he does well with what he has. He is insightful,
pleasant and unassuming.
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Javine Hjazil — Mulatto, Fort Jason
Age — 34 Sex — Female
S 33(+2)
I 40
HPV 46
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 5

St 68(+3) D 36(+2)
W 22
E9
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 93
HC 74%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

A 54(+3) C 80
Em 11
Ap 42
DCV 13
DTV −7
EnL 102
CA NA
PR 14
IC 20
Dodge Value 5
Weight 180lbs

Javine is an attractive woman physically. In all other ways,
she comports herself as a man. At the age of 18 she managed to join Shestar’s army, after defeating five men who
challenged her “foolishness”. Since that time, she has risen

15.5 Special Sites
through the ranks rapidly. She is an adequate general and
a devil with a sword in her hand. She has commanded Fort
Jason for the last three years (on the suggestion of Adeline). She does it well, though her advances annoy some of
the prettier women there.
Bolis Tavin — Fort Baris
Age — 42

Sex — Male

8) Honora
The red and white circle in the mountains denotes a special
site. It was the home of Honarolean Lucanza. The site rests
on a plateau. It is warded by potent planar and temporal
magic. It consists of a field area, a small village and a tall
tower. The tower is the home of Lucanza’s heir and the
focus of the area’s magics. The following rules apply:

1) The magics warding the area are all MEL26/EL13.
2) The area rests in a planar interstice. No one who carries
a weapon or a magic item with law or chaos power can
enter the interstice and see the area. They will see a
featureless plateau. Any one with them, who is not carrying such items, is subject to affect by Planar Travel.
If the effort succeeds, they enter the interstice.
Bolis began his career as a soldier in Fomoria. At the age of 3) People who were not affected, who sleep in the area,
24 he was assigned to guard a law wizard. During the next
are subject to affect by the spell. If it succeeds, they
four years, he learned bits of magic from that man. He is
wake in the area and the offending items they carried
not overly talented but he gets by when he has to. Bolis is
remain in the Middle World. If it fails, they wake after
dedicated to Shestar’s social goals. He is a kind man with a
nightmarish slumber with a throbbing headache.
generous heart. That nature does not apply where his duty 4) People can freely leave the area of the spell once they
is concerned. Those who seek to act against the good of
are drawn in. When they do so, they are subject to
Shestar or violate its laws find him an implacable enemy.
affect by a temporal ward. Those who are affected return
NOTE — Bolis knows general magic and six Law spells
to the Middle World at the point when the final ward
with a BMC of 5 or less. The referee can decide which they
was created (487 years in the past). Those who aren’t
are.
wander into the spectral, real but not real, reality of the
interstice with no way to return to Lucanza’s area. Since
this place is not physical there is no food or water to be
15.5 Special Sites
found. They will need to find a magical means to escape
Numbers refer to the map on page 13.1.
or die.

S 51(+3)
I 36
HPV 21
MDV 19
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 7

St 11
D 14
W 60
E 18
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 8 EL NA
PA 102 HC 17%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’10"

A 22(+1) C 22
Em 52
Ap 80
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 82
CA 112
PR 4
IC 70
Dodge Value 1
Weight 175lbs

7) Uznarya

The Village

This ancient village was the site of Shestar’s final battle
in the extermination of a Ny’lasa tribe. As the last of the
women and children fell, the dying Great Shaman of the
tribe spoke a curse on the Fomorians. Its power lives to
this day.
During the night this area is alive with restless spirits,
animal spirits and other dangers. Any white, Fomorian or
otherwise, who is in the area at night is attacked by these
forces. He is also subject to attack by an EL3 Vengeful
Horror. Should he prevail, and remain in the area, the next
night he faces an EL4 Vengeful Horror. This continues until
he is dead or defeats an EL12 Vengeful Horror.

The village is named Honora. It has a population of 103
(32 men, 55 women, 16 children). Forty of those present
(5 men, 32 women and 3 children) have been there since
the wards were cast. The rest have stumbled in over the
centuries or were born there.
Honora is not subject to the passage of time in any way.
No one in the area ages. All are subject to the law of the
realm, which is enforced by eight iron golems left by the
Mage and a number of potent wards.
NOTE — There is an exception built into the spell. Newborn infants age until they reach the age of seven. When
this occurs, they no longer age physically. The village has
a few seven year olds who have lived for centuries.
Save for the weapons carried by the golems, as an irremovable part of their design, there are no weapons in the
village. The attempt to create a weapon, or thought of using any tool as a weapon, is a violation of the law. It will
lead to a visit from a golem or worse.
The magic of the area provides for those in residence.
When one hungers, he thinks of what he would like and it
appears. The same applies for any other need he has. It
does not function if the desire is something of a magical
nature, a weapon, requires the production/acquisition of a
living entity or is in any way associated with Law or Chaos.
The tower is the home of Lucanza’s granddaughter. It
may only be entered with her explicit permission. Anyone
who attempts to enter secretly, or against her wishes, is
subject to Astral Ills at MEL26/EL13. If affected, he
automatically has an EL13 Plague.

Curing The Curse
The power of the dying curse is tied to the drum of the dead
Shaman. It is buried in a ravine in the heart of the area, in
a mass grave containing the Shaman and the skeletons of
200 women and children.
The grave must be opened. Once it is, the drum must
be found and purified for Law. This ends the curse until
the next full moon. If the Shaman and the other bodies
are given a decent burial before then, the curse dies forever.
If this is not done, the dead tribe’s fallen, wherever they
may lie, rise as undead slayers of the white. From smallest
to largest, the skeletons slay until they are destroyed and
burned to ash by fire.
NOTE — Adventurers seeking the drum in the grave are
subject to attack by some of the skeletons and animal spirits.
Finding it under such conditions is not an easy task.
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Purpose

granddaughter and saw she was twisted horribly (by his
Honora was created as an eternal refuge, and prison, for the standards.) Over the next eight years, she blossomed and
Mage’s granddaughter. She is a bit challenged and strange. so did her strangeness. He saw there was no hope of her
The original people in residence were household servants leading a proper life. He made Honora for her and left,
and individuals that she told her grandfather she wanted to counting her among the dead.
Mirami is schizophrenic and has almost nothing in the
have with her.
way of a short term memory. Her personalities are:
Breaking the Spell
1) Catatonic – She does nothing.
Method 1 Should the granddaughter die the spell will
2) Lethargic – She sits, says little and does squat.
end. The village, and everyone in it, will appear in the
3) Combative – Goes out of her way to start arguments and
past.
is physically violent. She will not use magic while under
this personality.
Method 2 There is a powerful altar in the tower. If a
4)
Gambler – Does anything she can to take a risk, win a
mage of sufficient talent reaches it, and successfully dispels
wager,
etc.
three major wards, the spell will fail. Everyone will appear
5)
Erotic
– Her only interest at such times is sex. She
in the time the caster is native to without adverse affect
will
do
what she must to get all she can. That includes
of any kind. The MDV of the wards is 39. The golems
compelling
men magically.
attack anyone who attempts to alter the magic on the
6)
Exhibitionist
– The entire purpose of being is to show
altar. Unless extremely strong fighters protect the mage,
off
her
talent
and
body. There are no limits to what she
he will be pate long before he can negate anything.
will do to accomplish this.
Iron Golem

AHP 28
OCV 11
S 54(+3)
St 48(+2)
C NA
MR 14(31)
DTV NA SIZE 3
MDV 39
EnL NA
HC NA
PR NA
SS NA
Damage Scored 1D6+17

Alignment — None

DCV 16(20)
D 46(+2)
NAV 17
CDF 9
INT NA
CL NA

NWI NA
A 44(+2)
NF 8

NOTE — Roll 1D6 to see what personality rules every
hour. If you leave her presence for more than ten minutes,
reroll. To get to the point where she may remember you,
spend at least three hours a day in her presence for no less
than thirty days. ( Good luck with that.)

IMPORTANT — Mirami has a psychosis. She becomes a psychotic killer if she sees a weapon in
the hand of a living person. This flaw supersedes
her schizoid personalities until she kills the weapon
All of the Golems have the forms of female Bouba. The holder. While affected she is cunning, diabolical
MR rules as stated give it a 54(71) MR. I don’t think so. and utterly sadistic.
I have altered it above. For the stats, I took the normal
Bouba values and added EL×2. Finally, I added EL/2, Tie
rounded down, to CDF to determine the final CDF.
Mirami is tied to the altar in the tower. While it remains as
NOTE — INT is NA because the golems operate on a it is, she cannot leave Honora. Any effort to do so puts her
set of rules and cannot be reasoned with. They act as their back on her bed in the tower. Should she somehow manage
rules demand. Whether the action is rational is irrelevant to to escape before this occurs, she loses 1D6 energy per day
them. Think analog robot. A condition exists that requires until she returns. Failure to return before her EnL reaches
zero kills her.
them to act or it doesn’t. There are no gray areas.
Mirami Lucanza — “Queen” of Honora
Age — 15* Sex — Female
S 16(+1) St 33(+2) D 84(+4) A 76(+4) C 44
I 56
W 33
E 12
Em 24
Ap 115
HPV 24
CEL 6
OCV 9
DCV 14
DTV −5
MDV 15 MEL 6
EL NA
EnL 77
CA 66
MR 14
PA 56
HC 39%
PR 10
IC 36
ML 12
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 8
CDF 6
Height 5’1"
Weight 139lbs
*This is her apparent physical age. She has been alive for
502 years.

Defense
The Mage cast protections on Mirami. Anyone who does
physical harm to her is subject to MEL26/EL13 Damage Reversal. Should she be knocked unconscious she will
revivify. If she is killed, she resurrects. Additionally, anyone who harms her physically is subject to attack by the
Golems. Their orders in such a case are to kill.
Why Bother

Honora is a treasure trove, given four centuries of providing whatever things people decided they wanted. It is also
SPECIAL — +5 Desert Survival, EL80 Tongue of the an exquisitely beautiful village with talented citizens. ReDesert, MEL6/EL6 Elder Magic, +3 Entertainment arts turning them to the Middle World would earn gratitude
and Eroticism.
and immense reward. If you managed to cure, and impress,
Mirami’s mother was a Jinn Duchess who lost her sanity Mirami in the process, it offers much more.
during years of confinement in a bottle. When Mirami’s
father raped her, she killed him and fled. Honarolean was The Cure
ordered to hunt her seven years later because of atrocities Mirami’s insanity is maintained by a divine level curse.
she was performing. In slaying the Jinn, he discovered his That spell cannot be negated. It remains in force until
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a nude man, who is not motivated by self interest, bathes
her sleeping body with wine while she lies on a field of jasmine. Once the curse is gone, an effort can be made to
deal with her mental issues. Doing so would take time, tact
and, possibly, magical intervention but it is not impossible.
If someone does succeed in curing her, she will be grateful.
He will have her love for life (if he wants it.)
Sim Tovanes — Potter, Wizard
Age — 34 (291)
S 11
I 60
HPV 22
MDV 21
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 10

St 36(+2) D 20(+1)
W 48
E 17
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 51
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’5"

Sex — Male

A 33(+2) C 40
Em 26
Ap 20
DCV 8
DTV −4
EnL 88
CA 172
PR 8
IC 43
Dodge Value 3
Weight 152lbs

Sim is a native of Port Doman. He stumbled into Honora,
in flight from a band of Nylasi warriors seeking vengeance
for his depredations against their women. After learning
the benefits of the village, he stopped trying to escape. He
has a fine manor, makes stunning pottery and has studied
tome after tome of non-magical lore. He is happy. When
times come when he gets to ogle Mirami, or ride her, he
is more than happy. He acts against anyone who tries to
shatter his paradise or cure Mirami. If they won’t accept
his help escaping, without changing the altar or her, he will
work out a stratagem to kill them. He likes everything just
the way it is.
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16

Areas of the Western Lands

Certain parts of the continent are tied to various alignments
or forces. In these areas, human habitation is rare and
survival is difficult. In some of them, Human Encounters
should be rolled using the wild column of the Motivation
table in Powers and Perils. In the others, barbarism is the
rule and warfare between man and the supernatural is endemic.
The sections that follow detail the major areas of this
kind. How the Referee chooses to utilize these areas is left
to his discretion. In all cases, if the information is used,
the Referee should vary the probability that various types
of encounters will occur, i.e. in a wild Elder area most encounters are likely to be Elder.

16.1 The Shurai Mountains —
Barbarian
The southern Shurai Mountains, and their adjoining badlands area are deadly. The people who dwell in these lands
(the Shurani) revel in vicious cruelty. The creatures of
the land are no better. This a powerful stronghold of Kotothi forces and, through the deep caverns near the city
of Shurikal, a portal to major Kotothi regions of the Lower
World (including, after a terrible journey, the throne of Kototh itself.)
The dominant Kotothi creatures in this area are Trolls,
Rock Trolls, Ogres, Earth Giants, Chimearas and Wyverns.
Of these, the Trolls are, by far, the most prevalent.

16.2 The Southern Jungle —
Barbarian
This jungle is the homeland of the Izza, Ghazai, Kakana
and other tribes. Supernaturally it is a bastion of Kototh
with many Great Serpents, Dae’ta Koti, Great Spiders and
Great Apes. The area is extremely dangerous at night.
Somewhere in its depths, probably in Ghazai lands, is the
Lost Temple of the Serpent Son which is a focus for the
power of Kototh in the area.

16.3 The Great Desert — Barbarian
This area is the stronghold of the Jinn. In all but its eastern areas, their power dominates the area’s other residents.
Though Chaos forces are also present, they are of secondary
importance in the western and central parts of the desert.
In the east, Chaos rules the desert. The closer one gets to
the Desert of Sighs, the more powerful Chaos becomes in
the desert.
Kacili legend states that, on a high hill in the mystical
center of the desert, is the ancient city of Jherabad — the
city of the Jinn. No man knows where it lies, or if it exists
at all. It is said to be the capital of Jassein el Cassin, the
son of Cassiel and King of the Jinn Races in the Middle
World.

16.4 The Wild Forest

— Wild

This forest, north of the Kolar Peninsula, west of Donara
and south of Treaus, is a Sidh realm. The majority of its residents are Sidh forces, their allies and their enemies. Man,
as a power to be reckoned with, has a minimal presence in
the area. The forest itself is an eldritch place that retains
the power, life and vitality of the true forest. By itself it can
be dangerous. With the addition of its powerful denizens,
it is deadly.

16.5 The Elder Mountains

— Wild

These mountains are divided into two parts by the nation
of Caldo. They are bounded on the south by Zarun, Iravoy,
Donara and the Wild Forest and on the north by the Zen’da
Plains and the Kaz.
The eastern section of these mountains are the domain
of Kotothi mountain creatures, especially rock trolls, goblins and ogres. Other creatures who dwell there, including
man, live an existence that is, at best, tenuous. The focus of Kotothi power in this area is Temple Kota. In its
far eastern margins, where Kototh begins to give way to
Chaos, there is believed to be a lost temple dedicated to
Nergal and Allatu, the rulers of hell (The Temple of Nergal
found by Nilgeranthrib more than 500 years ago.)
The western section of these mountains is controlled by
elder forces who are hostile to the forces of Kototh. These
include Dwarfs, Norggen, Vily, Searbhani and Tonahs. The
central power in the region is Kril Schrandor. Kotothi forces
in the area are hidden and often in large numbers (invading
forces awaiting a chance to destroy their enemies.)

16.6 The Great Forest — Barbarian
The lands of the Fierazi are a stronghold for Elder forces,
especially Centaurs, Dryads. Vily, Satyrs and Tonahs.
Though the Sidh are present, they are relatively rare and of
secondary importance. If any force can be said to rule this
area it is the elder forces of nature represented by Tonahs,
Vily and Dryads. In addition to its beneficient forces, the
Great Forest is populated by Wood Trolls, Goblins, Ogres
and the Daoine Sidhe. Most owe fealty to, or serve, the
wishes of Mab. They are hostile to man and determined to
conquer the area for Kototh.
The Great Forest contains many ruins dating from the fall
of the Empire del’Nord. At least two of these ruins are the
ruins of ancient cities. The others are manors, fortresses
and temples. One of the city ruins was a ruin when the
Empire was young. It was built by an ancient race that
was driven into the western seas by the growth of man.
According to the few scholars who study this ancient time,
they could be the same as the ancient race of monsters who
ruled Goidan in the past. (The most knowledgeable scholar
of this period, Zadal Troven of Dirlla, considers this to be
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a certainty. He also believes that he has discovered a key to
unlock the mystery of that race’s disappearance.)

16.7 The Swamp Of Dread — Wild
This is the Kingdom of Mab and a stronghold of Kotothi
swamp creatures. Supernatural encounters other than these
forces are rare and human survival in the area is unlikely
(though the Nethagen have managed to exist on the brink
of extinction for centuries.) The area is inimical and poisonous. Without skill and experience, it will slay those its
creatures fail to kill.

16.8 The Kaz

— Barbarian

A twisted area where various forces wage a continual war
for dominance. Human existence in the area is difficult.
To survive, men must be as violent and cruel as the supernatural enemies that they face. It is not for nothing that
the Kazi have gained a reputation as one of the deadliest
peoples in the world. They must be if they would survive.
The “good” forces of the Kaz are tonahs and dwarfs. The
“evil” forces are Rock Trolls, various Demon forms, Kotothi
and Chaos Giants, Trolls and Gargoyles. The most powerful
are the Gargoyles and the Trolls. (luckily for man, battles
between Gargoyle and Troll are almost as common as either
’s attacks on mankind.)

16.9 The Northern Highlands —
Barbarian
This area, north of the Temple of the Hills, is the home of
Giant-kind. It is an area where giants of all types, ogres and
trolls are often encountered. According to legend locked
in the depths of its vastness, at the root of the original
mountain, is the throne of Utgard Geror and a key that, if
used, will free the great giants to walk the Middle World
once more. (This place is believed to house the greatest
treasure in the world. Accounts vary about this treasure.
It is unclear, from legend, whether it is a vast hoard or a
single item.)

16.11 The Valley Of The Dragon —
Barbarian
This valley is located in the northern part of Draca’epi
lands. Its major resident is an double size, Shamanic
Dragon who considers the valley to be his and protects it
from any who seek to disturb it. For more than five centuries this Dragon has ruled the valley. To the Draca’epi, it
is a test of valor to enter this valley and return with a scale
from the Dragon. (Most warriors settle for a fragment of
one that the Dragon has shed.)

16.12 The Hills Of Marob

— Wild

Though these hills are located in a densely-populated land,
their interior is wild. According to the writings of a former Count of Marob, Ki’ama Marob, they are the Heart of
Balance and location of the Citadel of Eternity. The most
common encounters in these hills are Bouba, Molani, Bush
Warriors and Zehani Wolves. Chaos and Law creatures are
encountered as invaders. The presence of Elder creatures is
rare. Most of those that are present are tonahs. Animals
are abundant in these hills. On the average they are 1.2
times the normal size for their species.

16.13 The Frozen Lands —
Barbarian
This land is the domain of the Ice Kings and creatures of
cold. It is hostile realm of tundra where winter is an assault
on all life instead of an inclement period of normal dimensions. Its dominant creatures are Kotothi forces of cold, ice
and storm, especially giants.
NOTE — The basic rules do not cover the full range of
these creatures. The Referee may add those that he feels
would be appropriate. He must also add a Tundra encounter
table.

16.14 The Eastern Forest —
Barbarian

This forest, located east of the Sarghut and north of Katai,
is a stage for continual warfare. It is populated by supernatural forces and barbarian tribes who seek to dominate
16.10 The Wasted Lands
— Wild those who fail to follow the proper path. Most forest creatures are present in this area. The dominant powers are
Before the rise of Cerul, possibly before its foundation, there Vily, Serpent Women, Demons, Elves, Sprites, Goblins and
was a great city in this land. This city ruled an empire with Vereghina. Balance creatures are rare here. In fact, it could
a grip of iron. Throughout the centuries, its high altars almost be viewed as a place where the god wars continue
ran red with the blood of men. At the height of its power unabated.
its savants set a great rite of chaos magic into operation in
order to conquer the entire Middle World. They summoned
the power of Vizranuh and he destroyed them, leaving the 16.15 Final Note
Wasted Land as a memorial to their efforts.
This book details major areas of supernatural influence on
The Wasted Lands are shunned by Ceruleans. Given a the continent. It does not cover every area where this
choice between death and exile into this area. they choose influence is felt— only those where the power is obvious
death. Those who have entered this land, and returned, and commonly known. The Referee may detail other arreport that it is a noxious area of badlands populated by eas where the powers are more subtle, where they await
Demons, Edimmu, Ghosts and Soul Daivas. Some of them awakening or where they lay bound by their enemies. Such
caught sight of the towers of the ancient city. None have places should feature in your world and, in various parts
dared to pass through its gates.
of this supplement, are clearly implied, i.e. the Lost Race
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of Goidan, the Spirit of the Lake in Fomoria, the Gods of
Kolar, etc.
The lands detailed in this work are intended as a foundation for your gaming pleasure. Where the data provided is
insufficient for your needs, expand on it. Where it does not
fit the world that you choose to run, change it. As always,
you must be the final arbiter of fate. Mold this supplement
into the exciting realm that best fits your desires.
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Religious Orders and Secret Societies of the Perilous
Lands

The pages that follow delineate some of the more notable
groups extant in the various nations of the Perilous Lands.
They vary from martial religious orders to criminal syndicates. All are of interest and can find a place in any
campaign.

Those members who achieve Dark Rider rank have
Ashipu and Mashmashu training as priestesses of Morrigan. They also possess exhaustive combat training, some
eroticism and are as physically perfect as possible for them.
Each has an A’mora as her mount. They are metaphysically
bonded, as much husband and wife as mount and rider.
Generally, one in four members of the cult achieve Dark
17.1 The Dark Riders — Salaq
Rider rank. Their Queen and ranking leaders have Urigallu
The Dark Riders are a female, militant religious society that training in addition to the knowledge stated above. The
worships the goddess Morrigan. All priestesses of the cult Queen is viewed as the mortal representation of the Godare war trained. The elite, those who prove their right to dess. Her person is sacred.
Veiled members, i.e. those members who failed one of the
be known as daughters of Morrigan, are Dark Riders. The
tests
to become a Dark Rider, serve as foot soldiers. They
most worthy of the Dark Riders serves as the Queen of the
are
trained
Kalu, Tariti or Qadishtu Mah priestesses. All
Dark Riders, Sangu Mah of Morrigan and one of the Queens
serve
with
a
Salaqi war hound in battle. In combination
of Salaq (the other is the Queen of E’pona).
with their elite sisters, they are deadly.

History
With the first rise of Salaq their gods decided to form a
Triad of Power to serve their chosen people and good in
general. All were required to provide might to this alliance.
Manannan brought power and his sea children (whales and
dolphins). E’pona aided by increasing the prosperity of the
realm and granting use of the horse.
Morrigan saw the value of these powers. She also saw that
more was needed. Her people needed powerful defenders if
they were to prosper and grow. This decided, she came
to a worthy priestess in a vision and the Dark Riders were
born. Her daughters served the land well throughout the
height of Salaq’s might. With the rape, their Queen was
misled. She took the riders off to face a non-existent threat.
Before she could return, Salaq was in flames. She led her
riders into a Donaran ambush. Most were captured or slain.
Kotothi creatures slaughtered the survivors. Except for a
small group of veiled priestesses, the cult died.
After hundreds of years of Donaran rule Salaq regained
its independence. Twenty years later the chosen avatar of
Morrigan earned the right to be a Dark Rider. Morrigan’s
daughters returned to the land once more.
NOTE — If Salaq is part of Donara in your campaign,
the Dark Riders do not exist. The Survivors (descendants
of the surviving veiled priestesses and other Salaqi émigrés)
do. Dark Riders can only exist in an independent Salaq.
Morrigan will not empower them otherwise.

Strength
All priestesses of Morrigan in Salaq come under the control
of the Dark Riders. Only some 30% of them are members
of the cult. To be a member, the candidate must be female,
have perfect milk white skin and raven black hair. All are
mortal reflections of the divine mother Morrigan. They
must share her appearance.

Special
Girls with the proper appearance are selected for training,
if they wish it, at the age of seven. They are taken to the
temple at Morriga and uniformed with five veils. From that
moment, they are trained as priestesses and warriors.
Beginning at the onset of puberty, an acolyte may request testing. There are five tests to pass to become a Dark
Rider. It is up to her when she tests. If the last test is not
completed by the time she reaches the age of eighteen, she
fails.
With each test completed one veil is removed. When the
last is taken, she faces the sword challenge. A black sword is
tattooed on the centerline of her body from breasts to just
above her pubic area. If she takes it adamantly, making a
sound less than three times.
At this point she is assigned a quest. It is her duty to
ride off and perform the assigned mission. She may not
return until she succeeds. Once she has told her sisters what
occurred and how she triumphed, she is a Dark Rider.
The tests required of a Dark Rider acolyte, in order, are:
1) Combat — The woman stands is a circle wearing
panties and armed with a sword. Three armed and armored felons, one bearing a shield, face her. She has one
hour to defeat them all without leaving the circle for any
reason. If she fails, any survivors rape her and go free.
2) Duty — A test of dedication and endurance. The priest
must show the will and stamina to adamantly serve her
divine duty without betraying her duty to the mortal
children she must serve. To succeed she must struggle
on until she is physically unable to do so any longer.
Nothing less suffices.
3) Power — The acolyte stands as the shield of another
priestess. It is up to her to protect that person from
magical attacks. She fails if the priestesses attacking
harm the lady in any way.
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4) Insight — The acolyte is hooded and gagged after her
ears are stopped up with gutta percha. This done, her
hands are shackled behind her and she is taken to a cave
at dawn. On the other side of its caverns is an exit. She
must find it and exit the cave by dusk to succeed.
5) Divine Choice — The one veil acolyte is given the
plaited lasso of a Dark Rider and led to the plains.
She must leave at once and cannot return without the
A’mora who will be her mount. It is up to her survive
alone and win his favor when he comes. If it takes a day
or a month, she is on her own.
NOTE — Dark Riders reflect the perfection of Morrigan.
All are sent to Morrigan when they enter menopause. In
most cases, they are sent by being sacrificed on the high
altar of the Dark Rider temple. There are no exceptions to
this. From Queen on down, they go. This rule does not
apply to veiled priestesses.
The uniform of a Dark Rider is her weapons, a lasso,
honor jewelry she has won and a pair of sheer black panties.
The sword mark she bears is sacred. She may never put
clothing over it. It is the rider’s duty to remain a perfect
reflection of the goddess for as long as she lives.
Samantha Bialar — A Dark Rider
Age — 20 Sex — Female

S 48(+2)
I 60
HPV 36
MDV 21
MR 14
ML 17
CDF 8

St 60(+3) D 35(+2)
W 52
E 30
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL 7
EL
PA 156
HC 53%
Mana Regen. 11
Height 5’11"

A 76(+4)
C 45
Em 54(+3) Ap 85
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 97
CA 98
PR 10
IC 84
Dodge Value 6
Weight 150lbs

The granddaughter of Venicia Bialar, Avatar of Morrigan.
She achieved Dark Rider status at the age of 16. The woman
is a fine example of a talented young Dark Rider.
NOTE — All Dark Riders except the Queen dwell at the
barracks of Morriga with any children they may bear. Only
the Queen is allowed to have her own home and a permanent
consort of her choice. Other Dark Riders serve the fertility
of Salaq with any appropriate man as the rites demand.

17.2 The Sea Star Society — Salaq

years they returned home and began working for freedom.
Until the Sea Star is again in royal hands, they operate as
midnight assassins, smugglers and thieves. Once it is they
will form the cadre for the Salaqi army of Liberation.

Strength
Approximately eight hundred men and women are secretly
members of the society. They cover the entire spectrum
of Salaqi society, from the lowest peasant to the younger
brother of the reigning Duke. They are outlawed by Donara
and the Duke. That Duke is a loyal Donaran. After the
execution of the six Dukes before him for treason, he thinks
there is no other choice.
Some two hundred members of the society are called the
Codari. These members are warriors, assassins and thieves
who actively combat Donara. One of them is Vobal the
Dancer, younger brother of the reigning Duke.
The goal of this society is to resist Donara as possible and
find the Sea Star. Once they have it, the war of Liberation
will commence with the execution of their Duke who they
consider to be a traitor to Salaq. Vobal the Dancer will take
his place as King of Salaq. The nation will be mobilized
and descendants of Salaqi émigrés will be called home from
the independent counties that once were a part of Greater
Salaq.
NOTE — The Sea Star is a powerful artifact. Only the
rightful King of Salaq can use it. Any other who tries to
use it, or mar it, is struck with MEL20/EL10 Lightning.
When used by the King it can cast MEL20/EL10 Lightning at sea. It can also call the children of the sea (whales
and dolphins) to defend Salaq. That call is only allowed in
the bay of Salaq. The star is currently buried in a storage
bin in a curio ship in the city of Donara.
Vobal the Dancer, Salaqi Royal, Codari member
Age — 20 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 52
HPV 35
MDV 20
MR 14
ML 20
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 68(+3)
W 80
E 60
CEL 7
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 126
HC 54%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

A 76(+4) C 55
Em 68
Ap 80
DCV 14
DTV −6
EnL 135
CA NA
PR 12
IC 128
Dodge Value 7
Weight 170lbs

Publicly Vobal is a fop, coward and drunk who will do
anything to protect his life. His brother has often lent him
With the Rape of Salaq the remnants of its might was scat- to various Donaran noblewomen to curry their favor. In
tered to Ced, Aratad, Ticasi, Shiben and Chiros. Given truth, he is a tortured man and talented slayer. He killed
pressure from La Ced and Aratad, the Salaqi counties of his first Donaran at the age of ten. Few men exceed his
Ticasi, Shiben and Chiros became independent nations. talent with the dagger. Nothing less than the freedom of
Most of the émigrés from Salaq settled in these nations and Salaq will satisfy him. He believes it is his divine mission
La Ced. (The Survivors of the Dark Rider cult settled in to make this happen.
Shiben).
Some ten years after the rape the Donarans placed the 17.3 The Flaming Houri — Rogizini
rightful claimant to the throne of Salaq on a puppet throne
Empire
as their Duke of Salaq. He secretly made contact with various elements of the survivors and formed the Sea Star So- Flaming Houri came into being with the overthrow of the
ciety. Five years later he was hanged for treason. His five old dynasty by Boris the Great, the grandson of Shamshiel.
year old son was taken to Donara to be raised “properly” They serve the empire as an elite militant force. They also
serve a salacious role in the name of their gods (the Seirim).
after being crowned Duke.
This setback did not break the society. They continued NOTE — If the dynasty of Maoud still rules the empire,
to organize and plan. Over the course of the next twenty the Flaming Houri do not exist.

History
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17.4 The Morzug — A’Korchu

Strength
There are 400 Flaming Houri serving at any time. All must
be unmarred women with red hair. They are selected for
divine service at the age of puberty. As the Rogizini Empire’s people have little in the way of red hair, most are
gathered from other lands or from the slave population of
the realm.
The first six months of an acolyte’s training are spent
in the sacred enclosure of the hidden temple of Shamshiel
(Eighty three miles south west of the city of Musci.)
Through a combination of luxury, magic and drugs she is
shown the glory of divinity that awaits her. In essence, she
is conditioned.
After the six month initiation candidates are allowed to
choose whether they will become acolytes. Few refuse.
From their acceptance to the age of 17 they are trained
in combat, eroticism and temple arts.
On the woman’s seventeenth birthday she is taken to the
high temple of Shamshiel in Rogh’sa. After being ritually
deflowered on the altar, a ruby is set in her navel. From
that moment she is one of the Seirim’s Chosen, a Flaming
Houri.
The best of the new priestesses fill any vacancies in the
400 woman unit. The rest are added to the Houri Service
Regiment until vacancies occur. Women in that regiment
guard temples of the Seirim and serve the temple brothel.
All are soldiers, eroticists and Tariti priestesses.

Rogizini merchants “invited” Karin to leave her home in
Loch Svear and join the Flaming Houri when she was ten.
After a year’s journey, and another year awaiting puberty,
she went to the hidden temple. Five years later she was
serving in the regiment. Three years after that she was
assigned to the guard unit. After eight years of service the
Emperor appointed her to command the Flaming Houri.
She has been the Marshal for five years. She is a powerful
warrior and beloved leader.
NOTE — Flaming Houri are only allowed congress with
men in the temple, as a part of their duty. All use contraceptive methods at these times. They are the property of
the Seirim. It is not their place to give birth to any other
male’s child. Any who does is guilty of heresy. They keep
their beauty perfect for their future lord’s use.

17.4 The Morzug — A’Korchu
The Morzug are an apolitical, non-religious society dedicated to the service of the God Emperor. They never involve themselves in the periodic dynastic wars of A’Korchu.
When one claimant shows his right to rule, they swear fealty
to him and help eradicate the power of the other candidates.

History

In the fourth year of his reign A’Chori the Great weighed
the might he wielded against that of potential enemies.
When he considered the past dynastic turmoil as well, he
decided that stabilizing his rule demanded the use of potent
Special
covert power.
Women who make it into the 400 woman strong Flaming
The Morzug were created to answer that need. They
Houri Guard unit serve the Emperor, the royal army and serve as the secret police, enforcers and assassins of the
the temples of elite Seirim only. The required brothel ser- God Emperor. That is their only reason for living. When
vice is only on important feast days or at the divine will of they uncover a threat to the throne, or the God Emperor
the gods or the Emperor. At all other times they are elite demands any action, they strike with precise, deadly force.
cavalry honing their talents as warriors.
Like the other houri mentioned, these priestesses are Strength
trained Tariti. If they choose, and their talent allows, they The Morzug is composed of three classes of members. They
may also train as Qadishtu, Qadishtu Mah, Kalu or Baru. are elite, soldiers and informants. Of these, only the elite
The commanders of the houri decide whether or not it will truly count as Morzug. The other members are tools they
be allowed. If so, the woman is assigned to a priest of use. None are officers.
Shamshiel for the necessary training. It is her place to serve
Each Korchi city, province and island has one net of inhis will as he chooses until the new skills are mastered.
formants. An elite agent of no less than Captain’s rank
Houri remain in service until the gods make them one governs each net. The more important the city, and less
with the divine. Sometime between the age of 31 and 40 dependable its Governor, the higher the rank of the net
(1D10+30) they will be called to the hidden temple. Once commander.
there a ritual is performed. They are wed to a Seirim and
Morzug soldiers are battle hardened veterans hand picked
taken from the mortal realm forever. They serve their hus- for the service by Morzug officers of at least Major rank. All
band, and his brothers, for the rest of eternity in the Gar- have intelligence, at least five years experience in military
dens of Shamshiel. Those who are truly worthy do so as service and dependable loyalty to the God Emperor. As
more than whores.
part of their initiation to Morzug service they learn fear for
their betters and get a sample of the rewards proper service
Karin Forneir, Marshal of the Flaming Houri
will bring. Few will ever consider betraying the Morzug.
The elite of the Morzug are trained assassins, spies and
Age — 33 Sex — Female
military officers. No less than 40% at any given time are also
S 33(+2) St 80(+4) D 24(+1) A 54(+3) C 60(+3)
I 25
W 33
E 60
Em 64
Ap 100
wizards. Every member of the elite is trained from birth.
HPV 44
CEL 10
OCV 16
DCV 14
DTV −6
Those agents who are not selected until later in life are
MDV 18 MEL 9
EL
EnL 97
CA 88
commonly taken back in time for training. Age regression
MR 13
PA 146
HC 70%
PR 12
IC 124
when such is needed is not uncommon.
ML 13
Mana Regen. 10
Dodge Value 4
The Morzug have one Colonel, four Lt. Colonels and
CDF 10
Height 6’1"
Weight 178lbs
sixteen Majors. All other elite members, however many
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there may be, are Captains, Lieutenants and trainees. The SPECIAL — MEL11/EL7 Darkling Light as an Innate
chart below shows the number of soldiers each has under Power (stemming from his familial tie to Ba-en-kekon.)
his command. (All Morzug agents, except informants, are
Asa a’Keko is a royal blood Korchi. He has been Colonel
male.)
of the Morzug for one hundred and seventy two years. He
Rank
Infantry Cavalry Other
is a cold man whose only passion in life is his divine duty
Trainee
1
0
1
to the God Emperor. Nothing comes before that.
Lieutenant
4
0
1
Captain
10
1
2
Special
Major
20
2
4
All Morzug elite have two decades of training before they
Lt. Colonel
40
8*
8
are granted the rank of Lieutenant. They are highly eduColonel
80
20*
12
cated, as close to physically perfect as possible and hard* At least 50% of the cavalry are griffin riders.
ened as thoroughly as possible. The best of them, intellecThe Morzug training center is located in a secret location tually, are also trained magic users.
The basic training the Morzug elite master is shown in
near the city of Nerghu. It is a walled castle high in the
the
table below:
mountains with sheer cliffs on three sides. Access is only
Age
Rank
Description
possible through a cavern system or by flying. All trainees
0–6
None
Magical and psychological
remain at the center from birth to the age of sixteen. Those
conditioning. Physical training.
who fail their initial training, about one on three, plummet
6–8
Private
Basic education, extensive PT and
to their death in the ravines or are used as terminal subjects
continued
conditioning.
in training other candidates.
9–11
Senior
A’Korchu
oriented
education, PT,
From sixteen to twenty one, the trainees are probationary
Private
combat
training,
talent
analysis.
officers. They spend nine months of each year performing
12–14
Corporal
Exhaustive
education,
combat
various duties for the empire. Three months a year they retraining and PT. Where
turn to the training center. Their performance is analyzed.
warranted, magical instruction,
As needed they are instructed, retrained or liquidated.
special education* and
When the center commander decides they are ready, the
conditioning. Training in sexual
trainee becomes a Lieutenant. He is posted to the command
arts and torture.
of a Major or better for missions. The best of the trainees
15+16
Sergeant
As for Corporal plus assassin and
are always posted to the capital.
espionage training. Testing on a
Lieutenants and Captains are sent on missions with their
Pass or Die basis. Class rating
forces. In general, Lieutenants perform missions in their
determined.
commander’s area of authority. Captains may be sent any16+up
Ensign
On the job training and agent
where.
training,
retraining.
Most of the higher rank officers are permanently stationed
*
Candidates
whose
talent
analysis
shows the potential
in cities, on islands and in provinces. Some 10% of them
for
true
talent
in
a
useful
field
receive
special education
are agents at large who perform important missions. All
to
develop
that
talent.
All
magical
and
special training
agents at large are under the direct command of the Colonel.
is
additional
to
the
normal
course
load.
The candidate
He is stationed in the capital. His office is in the temple
is
expected
to
handle
the
extra
load
his
talent
demands.
of Abaddon. He is the titular commander of all Morzug
If
he
does
not,
he
dies.
wherever they may be.
NOTE — Other soldiers are trained personnel who primarily fill a non-martial function. Some of the common
skills are physical trainer, martial tutor, personal servant
and accountant. The one with a trainee is always a physical trainer. The one with a Lieutenant is a martial tutor
or physical trainer. The infantryman with a trainee is his
bodyguard.
Asa a’Keko, Colonel of the Morzug
Age — 203
S 52(+3) St 24(+1) D 35(+2)
I 80
W 64
E 35
HPV 30
CEL 11
OCV 15
MDV 22 MEL 13
EL
MR 0*
PA 124
HC 33%
ML 16
Mana Regen. 8
CDF 10
Height 5’11"
*An enemy poison crippled Asa 52
moving magically, his DCV is 2.
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Sex — Male

A 0(−1)* C 42
Em 12
Ap 18
DCV 12* DTV −4
EnL 106
CA 150
PR 8
IC 47
Dodge Value 1
Weight 180lbs
years ago. When not

Bora Korland, Lt. Colonel, Training Center
Commander
Age — 53 Sex — Male

S 14
I 68
HPV 20
MDV 28
MR 11
ML 20
CDF 10

St 53(+3) D 35(+2)
W 76
E 35
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 15
EL NA
PA 88
HC 32%
Mana Regen. 13
Height 5’8"

A 24(+1) C 10
Em 52
Ap 60
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 86
CA 209
PR 6
IC 87
Dodge Value 3
Weight 160lbs

Korland has been in charge of training and the city
Nerghu for 22 years. He is a pragmatic monster with more
than a touch of sadism. His first duty is preparing agents.
The bulk of his sadistic glee is reserved for candidates who
prove themselves unworthy. Many of those boys are happy
to die once he gets through with them. The Lt. Colonel is
a talented sorcerer and is also homosexual.

17.5 The Wu Wang — Katai
Horlam Gee, Captain, Adjutant to Training
Center Commander
Age — 24 Sex — Male
S 35(+2)
I 35
HPV 32
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 17
CDF 4

St 52(+3) D 51(+3)
W 64
E 15
CEL 6
OCV 11
MEL NA EL
PA 130
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 60(+3) C 40(+2)
Em 72
Ap 90
DCV 12
DTV −5
EnL 104
CA NA
PR 10
IC 87
Dodge Value 6
Weight 145lbs

Each council member is responsible for a district. The
districts, in toto, cover Katai, Chunrey, Tiansar and Eastern Cerulea. Maintaining the Wu Wang’s security and
profit in the district is that Councilor’s responsibility. Success brings him immense wealth (15% of the gross profit is
his.) Failure is generally fatal.
The Elder of the Wu Wang is the one assassin who the
Inner Council acknowledges as superior to all others. He is
generally an Inner Council member with no less than thirty
years of profitable service. Once he gains the post he rules
absolutely until his death.

Horlam has been Bora’s adjutant and lover for three
years. Unknown to him, he is also spying for the Colonel.
Should Bora’s proclivities adversely affect the training cenA hereditary Sorcerer supports the Elder’s rule. He is a
ter, Horlam has orders to report that fact and kill him. The
Captain is an ambitious sociopath. He will do what it takes direct descendant of the younger brother of Wu Wang. His
to make higher rank. Only an action that betrays the God existence is only known to the Elder and the Inner Council. The Sorcerer keeps tabs on dangers to the guild, Inner
Emperor or the Morzug is beyond him.
Council members and deals with any threat the Elder beNOTE — Horlam has maximum EL training in horse, dog
lieves is best removed by magical power. Beyond this he
and griffin husbandry (EL80 for all). He also has a high
lives a wealthy, secluded life in his lushly appointed tower.
EL as an Eroticist (EL12). All were special education he
A dozen Wu Wang assassins swell there as his guardsmen.
mastered in his trainee years.
It is their duty to insure that he remains a happy, loyal
Gee’s father is a rank 7 priest of Abaddon. His grandfafriend of the Elder.
ther was a Colonel of the Imperial Guard before his death
in battle against Fomoria. The family has influence.
Wu Wang assassins are trained in their art. They are
also skilled thieves and smugglers. Most have professional
training in a good number of weapons and hand to hand
17.5 The Wu Wang — Katai
combat.
The Wu Wang is an immense, powerful, criminal organiThe vast majority of assassins learn a number of other
zation. They are primarily known for the assassins who
skills
also. They are used to forge cover identities that allow
rule the guild. In addition to assassination they engage
the
assassin
to remain incognito as he travels and performs
in protection rackets serving other criminal organizations,
his
duty.
Many
are merchants and actors.
smuggling and various kinds of short term entrepreneurial
projects to keep the coffers overflowing.
Non-assassin members of the Wu Wang have no power in
the guild. They can, however, gain immense wealth in service to it. For most criminally oriented citizens of the area
According to legend, the Wu Wang is named after the as- that more than suffices. As a general rule, these members
sassin who founded the organization eleven hundred years of the guild are hereditary members whose families have
ago. This original elder was a native of Choundeu province. belonged for generations. Most of those who are trained to
During the half century of his active career he is known to be assassins are selected from their number.
have been personally responsible for 119 assassinations.
Within the assassin class there are field assassins and
At the age of 57 he decided solo adventure was no longer
artists. Field assassins are new or untalented killers who
wise. The Wu Wang was born. He spent the last 35 years of
work in teams to accomplish their missions. They are
his life setting up a network, earning his guild a name and
among the elite but never achieve leadership rank. All wear
training assassins. When he died at the age of 92 the Wu
completely concealing black garb on the job.
Wang was a power in Katai. By the death of his son, and
successor (forty years later), it was one of the most feared
Artists always work solo. They are assigned specific tarpowers in the empire.
gets or missions. It is up to them to deal with the assignment successfully. Success is achieving the goal with as little
notoriety as possible.
Special

History

The Wu Wang is ruled by its assassins. All are trained
elites. Their watchword is anonymity. Each has a code
name. Only the Inner Council of the guild knows them by
any other identity. Some ten percent of the “members” of
the Wu Wang are assassins. The rest are merchants and
various criminal specialists who support the elite’s needs
and desires.
The Inner Council of the Wu Wang consists of the twelve
best assassins with at least twenty kills and twenty years of
profitable service. They are chosen, when a vacancy exists,
by the reigning Elder.

All artists have a signature killing method and prosaic
name they are known by. For anyone other than the artist
to kill using his method is a heinous crime to the Wu Wang.
If the person responsible is discovered, they will take slow,
painful and fatal vengeance on him.
To reach Inner Council rank a person must spend at least
ten successful years as an artist (as a part of his twenty years
of service.) Artists rarely work the same district two years
in a row. All have numerous cover identities that they play
exceptionally well.
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Slashing Silver, Elder of the Wu Wang
Age — 69 Sex — Male
S 33(+2)
I 68
HPV 32
MDV 18
MR 13
ML 18
CDF 4

St 64(+3) D 45(+2)
W 35
E 42
CEL 12
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 126
HC 47%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

A 52(+3) C 30
Em 68
Ap 42
DCV 17
DTV −5
EnL 65
CA NA
PR 6
IC 110
Dodge Value 5
Weight 208lbs

Wou Lo Wang, Sorcerer
Age — 79
S8
I 53
HPV 19
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 14
CDF 4

St 14
D 24(+1)
W 60
E 14
CEL 3
OCV 3
MEL 8 EL
PA 16
HC
Mana Regen. 8
Height 4’11"

Field Assassin, Non-Character
Age — 18 + up
S 12
I 15
HPV 11
MDV 5
MR 10
ML 5
CDF 2

St 18(+1) D 16(+1)
W 15
E 15
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA EL
PA 44
HC 15%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

Sex — Male

A6
C 55(+3)
Em 20
Ap 24
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 115 CA 82
PR 6
IC 34
Dodge Value 1
Weight 150lbs

Sex — M/F

A 13
C 12
Em 15
Ap Varies
DCV 4 DTV −2
EnL 27 CA NA
PR 2
IC 30
Dodge Value 1
Weight 130lbs

Slashing Silver assumed the leadership 13 years ago on
the death of Dark Lightning. He is a hedonist and voyeur.
He is also an EL10 assassin with an immense reputation in
Katai.
Wou Lo Wang has served as the Wu Wang’s magician
for 41 years. He is likely to die in the next few years. His
son Asa will take his place as Sorcerer when he does. Asa
is 33 years old, more powerful than his father and greatly
drawn to courtesans and recreational drugs. He will be
both controllable and useful. Slashing Silver supports his
ascension.

17.6 The Elder Star – A’Korchu
History
Toward the end of the reign of A’asu the Cursed (744) an
Urigallu’lama in the temple of Choronzon in Lamalallu performed an ancient ritual and had a revelation. It was clear
that the proper steps at the proper times would result in
freeing the Elder Law.
As the priest was a proper Korchi, he brought his discovery to the attention of his Sangu Mah and the God Emperor. A few minutes later he was floating in the bellies
of more than one griffin. The God Emperor had no interest in anything that would end the mortal realm and his
power. He executed the priest and his Sangu Mah to stifle
the knowledge.
Unknown to A’asu, the priest confided in others in addition to the Sangu Mah. When these five men learned of
his fate, they aided the opposition working to depose A’asu
and formed the Elder Star Society.
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In the chaotic years that followed the five built an underground organization dedicated to making the prophecy of
the fallen priest fact. Over the centuries since, four of the
five have died. The last, Zaratoram A’nerga, still works for
the rebirth as Grand Master of the Elder Star.
Zaratoram A’nerga, Grand Master of the Elder
Star
Age — 280 Sex — Male

S 20(+1)
I 80
HPV 23
MDV 29
MR 10
ML 17
CDF 15

St 11
D 35(+2)
W 72
E5
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 24 EnL 132
PA 40
HC 36%
Mana Regen. 14
Height 5’3"

A6
C 60
Em 11
Ap 4
DCV 6 DTV −3
CA 305
PR 6
IC 16
Dodge Value 2
Weight 118lbs

Strength
The society is not a large group. Their members stem from
the most radical and fanatical elements of Korchi society.
Those who find their way into the Elder Star are borderline
lunatics with power. Most (75%) are wizards or priests.
Of these, some 20% are royal blood Korchi. That fraction
(15% of the total membership) rules the Elder Star.
The current membership of the Elder Star is 87. They
are located in the following areas:
Province

Wizard

Priest

Other

Korchu
4(1)
6
2(1)
Nergu
7(1)
3(1)
5
Lammas
1
6
2
Chau
5
2(2)
3
Lamalallu*
9(1)
13
4(2)
Tomanu
1
2
A’Dumi
1
2
Balos
0(1)
Mur
1
Those listed in parentheses are female.
* The hidden citadel of the Elder Star, residence of its
Grand Master, is located in the southwestern mountains
of this province.

Special
The Grand Master possesses a tome that charts the steps
and times that must be accomplished to return the Elder
Law to this existence. Members are dispatched at the appropriate times to insure that the step whose time is due
occurs as it must. There is no limit to what they will do to
insure that fact. If a city must die, so be it.
The God Emperor, and others in the ruling elite, is aware
of this group. They tend to consider them to be psychotic
fools. As their actions do not directly interfere with divine
power, in general, they are ignored. This has been the case
for two centuries.
The minimum MEL for wizards or priests of this group
is eight. The minimum CEL for others is 6. The others
are ranking officers (at least Colonel), wealthy merchants,
professional craftsmen of note and important scholars.
NOTE — When the next period of dynastic war arrives the
Grand Master plans to take an active hand in the struggle.
His chosen successor will take his place as Grand Master
and seek the divine throne. Zaratoram plans to insure his

17.7 The Society of the Trembling Throne — Ma’helas
success by dying as all the power at his command slays the other specialists. There are currently 49 senior members
other viable candidates. The chosen is Lor a’Cha, a Mash- (20 soldiers, 8 wizards, 18 priests and 3 other). The Society
mashu of Ba-en-kekon who resides in the city of Lammas. Elder is Maia Ternol, a Qadishtu priestess of Sarameya.
The Society prefers to organize its members into permaLor a’Cha, Chosen heir, Mashu’Lama of
nent four person units, i.e. strike teams. The optimum for
Ba-en-kekon
Age — 84 Sex — Male such a unit is one wizard, one priest and two soldiers or
others. Eight teams are kept on foreign service at all times.
S 33(+2) St 15
D9
A 12
C 30
They rotate with others on a yearly basis so no team is away
I 60
W 76
E 45
Em 52
Ap 60
from home for more than two years. The foreign cities where
HPV 20
CEL 7
OCV 9
DCV 7 DTV −2
MDV 28 MEL 18 EnL 106
CA 240
these teams are based are:
Rogh’sa (W, 2P, O) Kirazan (W, P, 2S)
MR 10
PA 66
HC 23% PR 2
IC 97
ML 19
Mana Regen. 11
Dodge Value 0
Maren
(P, 2S, O)
Dirllar
(2W, 2S)
CDF 11
Height 5’7"
Weight 134lbs
Cerul
(2W, 2S)
Erdan
(W, 2P, S)
Donara (P, 3S)
Gom
(2P, 2S)
SPECIAL — Total immunity to Darkness powers as an W = Wizard, P = Priest, S = Soldier, O = Other
inntae power.
When a mission needs doing, the closest foreign service
The Mashu’Lama is a charismatic megalomaniac. His unit is sent. Another unit is sent to take their place on
goal is to destroy existence for the glory of his god. Re- station. On completing any mission, the unit reports home
turning the Elder Law will do that nicely. Slaying anyone for debriefing, reward and rest.
who stands in his way is not a problem for him. Nothing of
Finally, the society is noted for its magical potency. A
form has any right to exist in his god’s realm.
part of this might is shown in communication. Orders for a
mission are sent magically, not by courier. In many cases,
replacement units are sent magically as well. Where the
17.7 The Society of the Trembling
distance is too great, they are sent to the closest society
Throne — Ma’helas
safe house.

History

Maia Ternol, Society Elder
The Society was founded in the year 1051 with the approval
Age — 51 Sex — Female
of Xagh the Builder. Its purpose is to weigh threats to S 6
St 21(+1) D 33(+2) A 52(+3) C 50
Balance and act against them as needed.
I 52
W 72
E 48
Em 40
Ap 70

Strength
A triad of three men directs The Society. They are the
Sangu Mah of Manu, the Sangu Mah of Poteh and the Society Elder. Its main headquarters is a large walled manor
in the city of Matan. The temple of Poteh officially owns
the grounds and buildings.
Those members who serve for ten years without a major
demerit are enrolled in the Throne Club. This structure is
located a few miles west of Matan. It provides relaxation,
training and resources for the use of the senior members of
value. It is officially a secular retreat owned by the temple
of Manu.
When on a mission with royal approval members of the
group often travel with diplomatic credentials issued by
the King. At other times, letters from important people
whose word might smooth the journey are generally arranged. Throne missions are always planned meticulously
before anyone takes a step on the road to do them.
NOTE — Because the facilities are owned by the faiths,
actions that harm them or those resident there are classed
as heresy. The penalties for heresy are severe (no less than
30 years in Oblivion).
The Society Elder is the single eldest member who does
not have any major demerit on his record. He is responsible for assigning the agreed missions, testing new members,
controlling the membership and directing necessary maintenance tasks (getting food, weapons, etc.) He or she generally
resides at the headquarters in Matan.
The current membership of the Society is 203. Of these,
131 are soldiers, 22 are wizards, 38 are priests and 12 are

HPV 17
MDV 24
MR 14
ML 17
CDF 9

CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 14
EL
PA 32
HC 36%
Mana Regen. 13
Height 5’

DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 122
CA 149
PR 6
IC 88
Dodge Value 5
Weight 96lbs

Except where the future of Balance is concerned Maia
is a kind, generous woman. When the Balance is threatened she is pragmatic and deadly. She prefers her teams to
strike with surgical precision doing no more damage than
the severity of the threat demands. She is the mother of
four children. Her eldest son is a wizard serving the society
in Dirllar.

17.8 Mother’s Children — Clima
History
Prior to the rise of Heirana Ghova in 194 Clima was an egalitarian society with an Elder religion. Few of the leaders of
that faith survived the pogroms and rapine of the first Immortal Ghova. One of those who did, with a small cadre of
temple guardsmen and young acolytes, founded this society.
Mother’s Children are dedicated to the following goals:
1) Ending the rule of the Immortal Ghova and state sponsored worship of the Court of Sammael.
2) An end to Climan militarism.
3) Rebuilding the Mother’s faith.
In nearly a millennia of existence the sect has made little progress toward accomplishing their goals. Most times
surviving at all is a difficult task. The wealth, power and
magic of the Chaos regime is far more than scattered groups
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of hidden cultists can easily handle. Despite this fact their
Drom was a sergeant in the Climan marines for 10 years.
resolve is adamant.
After the last war he was granted a transfer to the Home
Guard of Shimama and promoted to the rank of Lieutenant.
Strength
Soon after his arrival he met the leader of the sect there
The sect primarily worships the goddess Gaea. Other fe- and was seduced. She is his lover (and wife by the rites
male elemental gods are also important. Where appropri- of Gaea.) He protects the cult in the city. More than one
ate, worship of other Elder and Sidh gods is allowed as well. person hunting them in the eastern warrens (where they are
They do not give worship to any male deity. In the view based) has had an unfortunate accident.
of their faith the female is the divine core of true existence.
Their divine manifestations alone are worthy of worship.
17.9 Maenads — Worshippers of
The sect is organized in small cells throughout the south
and west of the island of Clima. Most villages have a cell.
Dionysius
Each has 1D10+1 members on the average. In addition, Maenads are a sect that is related to the Dionysian Mysterthe cities of Shimama and Melecin have cells. The Shimama ies. They are associated with temples of that faith in some
group has 3D10+10 members. There are D100+20 in nations. In most, they are a secret sect tacitly supported
Melecin.
by some members of the priesthood.
The majority of the members of the sect are peasants,
fishermen and farmers. Some 20% are traders, soldiers and Strength
skilled craftsmen of various kinds. Six are priests and one
Maenads are female worshippers of Dionysius. Through ceris a wizard.
tain sacred rites, and a sacred wine, they experience a saNOTE — The primary activity of the sect at this time, cred frenzy. While affected, they engage in violence, wanton
and most times since they were formed, is to worship the rapine and other frenetic, sometimes destructive, activities.
mother and gain converts. In the rare instances when it
A worshipping Maenad has the following attributes:
can be safely done they strike against the Chaos rulers of
the land. Without the addition of a few powerful, intelligent 1) S and St are both +25 for 2D6 hours.
agents with true power and charisma they will never be more 2) Libido is heightened by a factor of five.
than a gnat on Sammael’s rump.
3) She loses all inhibition and must operate at 20% of her
normal W, Em and I.
Ainora Chorvan, High Priestess (Melecin)
4) E is doubled while the affect lasts.
Age — 36 Sex — Female 5) The woman does not feel pain while worshipping.

S 60(+3)
I 28
HPV 45
MDV 21
MR 10
ML 16
CDF 10

St 35(+2) D 15
W 80
E 30
CEL 4
OCV 9
MEL 10
EL
PA 160
HC 60%
Mana Regen. 14
Height 5’7"

A9
C 85
Em 52
Ap 33
DCV 4
DTV −7
EnL 165 CA 140
PR 12
IC 82
Dodge Value 0
Weight 152lbs

Ainora is a blocky woman with average appearance. She
is the widow of a marine sergeant and makes her living
running a clothing boutique in the slums of Melecin. Behind
that front, she is High Priestess of the sect and is called
Mother by its followers. She is an Urigallu priestess of Gaea
with knowledge of Elemental powers for Earth, Fire, Air
and Water.
Ainora is an extremely cautious woman who never makes
any decision in haste. She is a direct descendant of the
sect’s founder, as all who hold her rank must be. She has
a 12 year old daughter and a 15 year old son. The son was
shanghaied into the fleet at the age of 13. He is lost to her.
Drom, Farmer, Cult Member (Shimama)
Age — 30 Sex — Male

S 54(+3)
I 52
HPV 48
MDV 15
MR 14
ML 15
CDF 5

St 38(+2) D 20(+1)
W 32
E 48
CEL 9
OCV 14
MEL NA EL
PA 148
HC 69%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’

A 52(+3) C 100
Em 60
Ap 52
DCV 13
DTV −7
EnL 132
CA NA
PR 14
IC 108
Dodge Value 4
Weight 96lbs

SPECIAL — EL7 Immunity to Fire (All forms except
Astral) as an innate power.
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After her frenzy ends, the Maenad loses 2D10+the EL
of the priest who cast the rites energy points. If that
leaves her EnL at zero or less, she dies. Additionally, the
S and St increases affect HPV while they last. Should she
recover from the ritual having more hits on her than she
can normally take, she dies.
NOTE — Maenad rituals are generally performed with
2D10 women, 1D6 willing or kidnapped men and the casting priest. As a rule, the ritual takes place in a secluded
place well away from the nearest city.
While affected the Maenad is an irrational creature of
sensation. She does as she wishes with no thought of the
consequences. Her actions tend to be extremely salacious
and violent.
Any man encountered by a pack of Maenads, except the
casting priest, will, at the very least, be raped. Unfortunate
ones have been known to be torn limb from limb by frenzied
Maenads. Finally, it is not uncommon (40% chance) that
the Maenads will consume the gonads of any man they take
after he can no longer perform for them.

Legal Note
This sect is tolerated to a point in the nation of Gom. What
Maenads do in the countryside is basically ignored. Any
who wander into the city while frenzied are arrested. The
damage that must be inflicted on them to do so generally
results in their death when they recover. There is an organized “club” supporting the Maenads that operates in Gom
and Shieram. Its members are called “Daughters of the

17.10 The Daughters Of Blood — L’p’nth, Katai, Cerulean Empire, Marentia
Wild”. The most important meeting center for them is a
bordello/restaurant called the Velvet Chain. It is located
in the northern district of the city of Gom. The location is
near busy wharves and in a large tavern district.
In all other nations who worship Dionysius the cult is
outlawed. A discovered Maenad is subject to a mid-level
penalty for the culture. The priest who cast it on them, if
caught, is banished or executed (depending on the culture.)

Vin Zalabora, Owner of the Velvet Chain
Age — 43 Sex — Male
S 21(+1)
I 45
HPV 18
MDV 11
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 2

St 14
D 20(+1)
W 40
E 68
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA EL
PA 42
HC 69%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

A8
C 35
Em 20
Ap 12
DCV 4 DTV −2
EnL 75 CA NA
PR 4
IC 88
Dodge Value 1
Weight 196lbs

Vin is an obese pragmatist who is a devout worshipper of
Dionysius. He is also a greedy individual with an unstated
hatred for handsome men. His support of the cult feeds all
three of his main drives. Selected customers of the Velvet
Chain are kidnapped for use in the ritual. Maenads who
return heavily damaged, or whose energy loss is enough
to claim their lives, are saved by his healers. They wake
nude in chains on their way to the slave markets of the
Rogizini Empire. Only those who are members of extremely
influential or powerful families are ever excluded from this
treatment.
In Vin’s eye, the god decided that those women should
die. They would not have lost so much energy or been so
badly wounded otherwise. This being the case, taking them
as slaves is just. The status effectively kills them as far as
society is concerned. The God’s will is done and Vin makes
a profit. It is a win-win situation.

Tomir Droll, Urigallu’Inai of Dionysius
Age — 47 Sex — Male

S 20(+1)
I 42
HPV 25
MDV 17
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 7

St 56(+3) D 18(+1)
W 54
E 10
CEL 4
OCV 8
MEL 7
EL
PA 100
HC 40%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’10"

A 32(+2) C 24
Em 33
Ap 22
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 78
CA 69
PR 8
IC 43
Dodge Value 3
Weight 196lbs

Tomir loves his wife passionately and dotes on his son.
He introduced Alcine to the Maenad ritual eight years ago
because she was seeking a way to better show her devotion
to god. Since, her insistence that the rite be performed
regularly has become a feature of his life. He must serve or
lose her love. As there is nothing he would not do to keep
Alcine, he is the Chaplain of Maenad for her. He normally
performs the ritual six times a year.

17.10 The Daughters Of Blood —
L’p’nth, Katai, Cerulean
Empire, Marentia
History
Three years before her ascension to divinity the first ruler
of L’p’nth, Mou’lan Kri’gair, created the daughters. After
three years of recruiting and organization they were the
only ones present to watch the god Lemashtu grant Mou’lan
divinity (by draining her life from her on the High Altar of
L’p’nth).
Since that time the sect has dedicated itself to the sacred
goals set down by their goddess Mou’lan Kri’gair. The most
important goal is to spread the glory of Unlife throughout
the Middle World. The secondary goal for members is to
earn the blessing of Vampirism for themselves. They strive
for both with sociopathic cunning.

Strength

NOTE — Men who come asking about family members who
Only females may become full members of the cult. The
have been sold tend to disappear. The handsome are used
males who work with them are mostly property. Some 15%
in the next Maenad ritual. Others find themselves on the
are free associates of the sect. All men obey the commands
block in the Rogizini Empire.
of the membership, whatever they might be. The penalty
for any disobedience is much worse than death.
The sect secretly operates out of the temple of Sier in
Alcine Droll, Maenad, Wine Merchant
the city of K’p’ch’. Thirteen members, including the Blood
Age — 31 Sex — Female Queen, and thirty males (22 property and 8 free associates)
are there at all times. The sect has station teams in every
S 33(+2) St 16(+1) D 35(+2) A 15
C 40
city in L’p’nth. Each team has six members and 3D10
I 14
W 45
E 48
Em 36
Ap 80
HPV 23
CEL 7
OCV 10
DCV 9 DTV −3
males. (The average full member controls 1D3 men.)
MDV 14 MEL NA EL
EnL 85 CA NA
The active element of the faith is its thirteen action
MR 10
PA 86
HC 28%
PR 6
IC 84
teams. Each is comprised of three members, 1D3 VamML 14
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
pires or Lamia and 2D6 males. They operate in Marentia,
CDF 3
Height 5’1"
Weight 124lbs
Cerul and Katai. The point of their effort is to create Unlife
Alcine has one child, an eleven year old son. She is the wherever they go. They have been known to move into small
third ranking vintner in the city of Gom and a fanatical wor- villages and stay until everyone there receives the blessing
shipper of Dionysius. Her husband Tomir is an Urigallu’Inai of Unlife.
of Dionysius. He is the priest who most commonly performs
the Maenad ritual for the sect in Gom. She donates the
wine, herbs and other materials used for the ritual. Alcine
loves the ritual.

NOTE — The laws set down by Mou’lan Kri’gair restrict
the total female membership. New members are recruited
to replace those who die or who earn the blessing of Unlife.
If a new city is founded, six new members will be added to
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form the station team. That is the only way the number of
females can ever increase. (There is no restriction on the
number of males who serve the sect. As they are property,
they are irrelevant.)

17.11 Brothers Of The Sand Claw

The members of this society plan to rebuild and reunite the
power of Seth in the desert. That done, their goal is to
forge an immense empire making him the God of all Men.
Once each year, the anniversary of Mou’lan’s ascension, The sacred capital of this empire, as the plan unfolds, will
the Blood Queen performs a sacred ritual. Prior to chanting be Kirazan. The Brothers will accept no other place for the
the rite for it, they bathe in male blood, going to the altar in black throne.
nothing else. Thirteen men, generally captives or acquired
slaves, are drained to death to provide the needed blood. Location
The rite celebrates Unlife and maintains the sect’s tie to The brothers are based out of an ancient temple in Ki’sana
the true gods (The Court of Lilith). At its conclusion, the lands. It is located in the side of a desert rift. Its pasBlood Queen rips the throat from the man she rode during sages lead to an ancient complex of rooms and tunnels
the ritual. She uses her teeth. As she spits his flesh into deep beneath the desert. The precise position is some 30
the sacred flames, and his blood runs down her body, the miles north of the road and 10–12 miles southwest of the
tie is reforged.
A’hammali border.

Ties

Special
Full members possess the gift of Lilith. When dealing with
a human male who is not aligned with Chaos their Influence
Chance is doubled. If they succeed in influencing that man,
it has the affect of an EL0 Fascination spell. Until he frees
himself from that spell he cannot ignore any request she
might make. (Members do not use this power on property
or free associates. It is a weapon for laying the enemy.)
No member of this sect will ever be seduced by a Succubus
or Incubus. None will be attacked by a vampire without
the explicit permission of an Immortal Akhkharu. In most
cases, Lamia refrain from attacking their men also. They
are not required to do so.
Ulsara Ten, Blood Queen, Qadishtu’Kai of
Princess Naamah
Age — 34 Sex — Female
S 51(+3)
I 35
HPV 30
MDV 23
MR 14
ML 15
CDF 11

St 28(+1) D 36(+2)
W 80
E 52
CEL 5
OCV 9
MEL 15
EL
PA 122
HC 34%
Mana Regen. 11
Height 6’1"

A 68(+3) C 40
Em 30
Ap 95
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 120
CA 194
PR 6
IC 82(164)
Dodge Value 5
Weight 181lbs

None. The only humans aware of its existence are members,
slaves of members or future sacrifices. Scorpion people support them now and then. They are also fostered by the
people of Seret. Its citizens are a race of human/serpent
women halfbreeds descended from Abnaric Elgar and his
first wife (a powerful serpent woman that Nergal, Seth and
Murmur bonded in marriage to him to facillitate the birth
of the born lich Nergas. The “people” of Seret descend from
the siblings of Nergas.) Various merchants make a profit on
members. None know they aid the Sand Claw in doing so.

Strength
Four hundred Kirazan refugees, about a hundred Ki’sana
warriors and the remnants of the Ki’sanq tribe (some three
hundred men, women and children), twelve priests and
acolytes directly serving the Ancient one whose name is Eshtarmorel. The leading priest is Aba Harra. His apparent
age is 39. Actually he is 117.

Modus Operandi

The society gathers wealth, needed sacrifices and other
gains through calculated raiding. Through proper human
sacrifices and major rituals, they plan to reopen a portal for
Ulsara achieved rank as a Qadishtu at the age of 16. Af- the forces of Seth in the hidden temple. Gathering set items
ter seven marvelously successful years in service to Princess and a sufficient number of lives will make that possible, with
Naamah she was recruited into this sect. Her performance the help of the Ancient One.
during the next six years was spectacular. With the ascenAba Harra — Ki’sanq, once Mullah, Lord of the
sion of her predecessor last year, she was selected as Blood
Claw, Master of the Powers
Queen. She is an ambitious sociopath who revels in any
Age — 117(39) Sex — Male
power she can wield, especially power that demeans a man.
S
20(+1)
St
33(+2)
D 60(+3) A 17(+1) C 30(+1)
At the current time she keeps four men as property and
I 84
W 80
E3
Em 42
Ap 2
has two free associates. None of the property is in the best
HPV 21
CEL 0
OCV 3
DCV 4
DTV −4
of shape and all six are humiliated often. The men would
MDV 29 MEL 16
EL 5(9)
EnL
CA
happily die for her.
MR 11
PA 80
HC 32%
PR 6
IC 45
NOTE — A special rite is performed at the temple of Sier
when a new Blood Queen is needed. After seven days, and
the sacrifice of thirteen men, the gods give the celebrants
the name of the member who must be the next Blood Queen.
That woman is found and ordained at the first dark of the
moon after she reaches K’p’ch’. The ordination ritual takes
three days and costs seven men their lives.
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ML 21
CDF 11

Mana Regen. 18
Height 5’10"

Dodge Value
Weight 154lbs

Expertise Base Kacili skills plus EL80 Chaos Cosmology, Desert Chaos Cosmology, Sand Claw History and Sand
Claw Tongue. Also EL40 Slaver and Executioner, Combat
ELs0.

17.12 Silver Shadow Society – Shazistan
Equipment Familiar Key (Controls Apopodar (a 1.5 Note One of the few remaining great demons of the Elder
times normal size Heliophobic Demon.)) No other magi- Law. If slain, turns to sand for 101 years. May chop up to
cal items of note in his possession.
20 times per combat round. Will not attack any one target
more than four times in a round. Will always attack as
many targets as possible each round.
Eshtarmorel
Eshtarmorel is a revenant of an Elder Law demon lord who
battled Inanna and others in Armageddon and was laid low
by Daenn’s ambush. Believed responsible for the corruption
of at least one of Inanna’s relatives.
Eshtarmorel — Ancient Demon of the Elder Law.
Human form.
Age — at least 5000 years old Sex — Male

S 100(+4)
I 31
HPV 55
MDV 30
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 18

St 80(+4) D 40(+2)
W 40
E 80
CEL
OCV 19
MEL 24
EL 8
PA 280
HC 60%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 7’7"

A 60(+3) C 40(+2)
Em 20
Ap 140
DCV 16
DTV −6
EnL
CA NA
PR 12
IC 100
Dodge Value 5
Weight 360lbs

Fact No single mortal has any chance of defeating this
demon. It is a test for gods in its full aspect and more than
a test for humans as it stands now. If you don’t have a well
run, cohesive party, you will be minced.

17.12 Silver Shadow Society –
Shazistan
The Silver Shadow Society is based on Shazistan (the big
island at the mouth of the Sea of Tears). They are major
pirates, smugglers and assassins. Primary worship for them
is Shadow.
Their current leader is Bacien the Tall. See Sea of Tears,
page 269.

Expertise Middling competence all desert skills, some
knowledge many scholarly arts especially history and things
dealing with Chaos. EL18 with Flail, EL14 Hand to Hand.
Casts all Chaos Magic as a Natural Magician.
NOTE — Always initially encountered in Human form. If
touched by any non- chaos power, immediately reverts to
demon form. Touch of any spell, person or influence will
suffice to make this so.
Eshtarmorel — Demon Form
Age — ?

S 300(+9)
I 48
HPV 155
NAV 4
MDV 10
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 18

St 240(+7) D 20(+1)
W 10
E 160
CEL NA
OCV 47
NWI −8
MEL 12
EL 6
PA 740
HC 160%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 16’

Sex — Male

A 60(+3)
Em 40
DCV 6

C 80(+4)
Ap 140
DTV−11

EnL
CA NA
PR 22
IC 200
Dodge Value 4
Weight 2000+lbs

SPECIAL — EL8 Immunity to all magics except Sidh
Magic. Erupting sores on body spew poisonous acid
(MEL12/EL6). Effect is Disintegration or Soul Taint at
BL12. (If success is rolled, reroll on BL12. Success is
Disintegration. Any other result is Soul Taint to Chaos.)
Appearance Thirteen tentacles, three heads and six legs
with a bulbous reptilian body. Heads have hooked, barbed,
metal horns harder than steel. Tentacles have barbed suckers along lengths. A disgusting creature. He is sixteen feet
long and his body mass is six feet high. He weighs two tons
give or take a few hundred pounds.
Acidic Pus The chance of effect by this is determined
with the MEL12/EL6 roll whenever a target is within ten
feet of the demon. If the person is wearing solid armor
(plate armor) the armor takes 3 damage. If plate mail, the
armor has a 50% chance of taking three damage. If it does,
the pus does not reach the skin of the target. No other
armor that is not magical has any chance of blocking the
acid.
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18

Notable Characters of the Perilous Lands

18.1 Weapon Masters
This section details ten recognized masters of various
weapon forms in the Perilous Lands. In his own part of
this large continent, each is regarded as a deadly, almost
invincible, warrior. In some cases, their very presence at a
battle has turned the tide in their favor.
The sections give the basic characteristics of the person,
his expertise, the equipment that he normally carries into
battle, a brief history of his life and a description of his personality. Without further ado, meet the ultimate warriors
of the Perilous Lands, on or about the year 1100.
Asham Giar, Warchief of the Smaghut, Master of
the Tulwar.
Age — 31 Sex — Male

S 60(+3)
I 12
HPV 43
MDV 4
MR 13
ML 4
CDF 5

St 80(+4) D 36(+2)
W 20
E 10
CEL 10
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 200
HC 55%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 81’

A 72(+3) C 30(+1)
Em 6
Ap 15
DCV 15
DTV
EnL 50
CA NA
PR 10
IC 16
Dodge Value 5
Weight 243lbs

Expertise EL16 Tulwar, EL11 Scimitar, EL8 Composite Bow, EL10 Horsemanship, EL9 Horse Archery, EL6
Plains Survival, EL6 Desert Survival, EL3 Forest Survival, EL2 Mountain Survival, EL21 Sign Language, EL80
Sarghut, EL10 Light Lance, EL10 Shield, EL2 Tracking
Equipment Tulwar, Composite Bow, 1D3 Light Lances,
3D10 Arrows, Warhorse, Buckler, Leather Armor, Leather
Helmet.
Asham is a blood-thirsty, cruel man who is enthralled
with the arts of war. He leads yearly raids to the east and
south to sate his battle lust. He is renowned as a powerful
horseman whose sword happily brings death to those who
stand against him.
As a great chief of a cruel race, Asham gives new heights
of meaning to the words cruel, vicious and tyrannical. Even
the few men that he calls friend live in constant fear of his
ire, though he tends to be loyal to true friends. He has
average intellect and little or no compassion. Even towards
those that he respects, he is a cold, brusque and domineering man with little concern for the desires and needs of
others. Nothing has more importance to him then his own
desires and goals.
Karistos Sierva, Claw of the Bra’mani, Ga’sha of
the Bra’mani, Ho’ga’sha of the Steppes, Master of
Bow and Horse.
Age — 34 Sex — Male
S 30(+1)
I 33
HPV 34
MDV 10
MR 14
ML 10
CDF 4

St 60(+3) D 76(+4)
W 34
E 45
CEL 14
OCV 18
MEL NA EL NA
PA 120
HC 53%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 76’

A 84(+4) C 45(+2)
Em 27
Ap 60
DCV 22
DTV −6
EnL 79
CA NA
PR 10
IC 72
Dodge Value 8
Weight 183lbs

Expertise EL16 Composite Bow, EL15 Scimitar, EL17
Horsemanship, EL16 Horse Archery, EL9 Throwing Dagger, EL7 Fighting Dagger, EL12 Sword, EL5 Broadsword,
EL13 Light Lance, EL5 Heavy Lance, EL10 Hand-toHand, EL9 Plains Survival, EL7 Mountain and City
Survival, EL6 Forest Survival, EL8 Hill Survival, EL3
Rhetoric, EL5 Climbing, EL8 Swimming, EL80 Zen’dali,
EL60 Caldan, EL60 Donaran, EL60 Marentian, EL40
Read & Write Caldan, Donaran & Marentian, EL60 Sign
Language, EL50 Husbandry (Horses), EL65 Artist, EL13
Shield, EL45 Trailing, EL6 Tracking
Equipment Scimitar, Fighting Dagger, Light Lance,
Composite Bow, 3D10+10 arrows, Buckler, Studded Belt,
Light Clothing, Iron Armband.
For over ten years, in far-flung barbarian and civilized
lands, the name “Claw” has striken the hearts of men with
dread. He is known as a devastating warrior and brilliant
general, to the point that his name is almost synonymous
with victory. According to legend, troops under his command have seldom lost a battle and never lost a war.
Claw has led a myriad of Zen’da armies into battle in his
life. He began his career, after heading south at the age of
15 to seek adventure, as a mercenary in Caldo and Donara.
Later, after a short return to his people, he moved east and
served as the Captain of Maros the Reaver’s personal guard.
In eight years of adventure, before settling in as a Bra’mani
chief, his travels are believed to have taken him from the
farthest reaches of the Great Plain in the east to the Wild
Forest in the west.
Karistos Sierva is a brilliant, crafty and sensitive leader
with exceptional charisma. Except for a short period of
time a few years ago (when he was badly depressed over
his inability to find the murderer of his father and exact
revenge) he has been at war for his entire adult life. He
is noteworthy for his loyalty to his friends and his total
devotion to Zen’da honor. His acts of loyalty and honor are
legend on the steppes. Many stories tell of friends who asked
for his aid when they were beset by enemies and without
hope. In all, he rode forth and brought them victory. Be
a man beyond the ends of the earth, he is not alone if his
friend is Claw.
Jaj Split-Skull, Warrior of the Nethagen, Blessed
of Azazel, Master of the Battle Axe.
Age — 24 Sex — Male
S 120(+5)
I8
HPV 54
MDV 6
MR 10
ML 6
CDF 6

St 51(+3) D 12
W 32
E3
CEL 9
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 280
HC 47%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 83’

A 24(+1) C 42(+2)
Em 15
Ap 20
DCV 10
DTV −6
EnL 74
CA NA
PR 10
IC 18
Dodge Value 1
Weight 266lbs
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ing of his body and weapons. In play, it allows him to access
any of his weapons immediately (with a successful roll ) and
use them without delay.
IMPORTANT — This variation of Deftness is totally distinct from the listed skill. If you add it
to your campaign, it must be learned separately as
“Combat Deftness”. The Cost to Learn and other
parameters are as for Deftness. In general, it is
a skill that is unique to highly skilled warriors of
Chunrey and Katai.

Expertise EL18 Battle Axe, EL10 Hand Axe, EL0
Throwing Axe, EL4 Forest Survival, EL35 Navigator,
EL80 So-reas, EL10 Tongue of Young Chaos, EL14 Axe,
EL5 Longbow, EL6 Swamp Survival, EL10 Swimming,
EL6 Shield, EL19 Kotothi tongue

Equipment Sword, Short Sword, Fighting Dagger,
Platemail, Metal Helmet, Signet Ring, Warhorse, Throwing Dagger.
Mium is a dedicated sword artist. Except for short periods of service in the Iron Guard, or with the forces of Family
Jian, he has remained in his home province as a reigning
baron for the past thirty years. His life is dedicated to mastering the sword (as an art form) and upholding the honor
of his family. For the last twelve years of his life he has
been Swordmaster Jian (the instructor of Jian nobles and
appointed champion of his family). This has led him into
a great deal of individual combat in which he has gained a
reputation as Katai’s greatest swordsman.
Mium is a quiet, placid man. In combat, he is a deft
whirlwind whose cuts are precise and devastating. he is
dedicated to the traditional values of Katai’s warrior elite.
As such, he is stubborn and demanding towards inferiors,
has an educated taste for the fine arts and is quite cultured.
As a reigning noble, he is benevolent (by Katai standards.)
He leaves his subjects to themselves as long as they remain
honorable servants. Where they fail this, his judgement is
swift and often fatal. (A Katai noble can execute a peasant
on his own authority. Mium has done so on more than one
occasion.)

Equipment Battle Axe, Axe, Banded Shield, Leather
Helmet, Scalemail, Rope, Fur Cape.
As a young boy, 15 years of age, Jaj saw his village destroyed by goblins. From his hiding place, he had no choice
but to watch these creatures torture, consume and humiliate his family and friends. Because of this, he has dedicated
his life to the destruction of all Kotothi. His strength stems
from his blood vow to destroy these forces, and his vow to
serve the wishes of Azazel (Lord of the Watchers, God of
Knowledge and Quarrels, Lord of Blood and Wounds) in
exchange for the power to destory his enemies.
Jaj is a young warrior who has no desire to shoulder the
responsibility of being a chief. His life is dedicated to single
combat against the Kotothi. In battle, he is a berserk force
of death. At all other times, he is a painfully shy, nearly NOTE — Castle Ma’kai is located about 20 miles west of
mute, man whose soul is tortured by his alliance with Azazel Ci’jian. It has a small village associated with it. It is held in
and the death of his family.
Mium’s name by his wife, four sons and about 30 soldiers.
Mium Tara’len, Baron of Ma’kai, Swordmaster and Mium visits often but his duties compel him to reside in
Ci’jian’s ducal palace.
Champion of House Jian, first cousin of the Duke
of Ci’jian in Katai, Master of the Sword.
Age — 48 Sex — Male

S 12
I 10
HPV 33
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 4

St 80(+4) D 24(+1)
W 45
E 18
CEL 10
OCV 14
MEL NA EL NA
PA 104
HC 60%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 70’

A 72(+3) C 39(+2)
Em 20
Ap 25
DCV 14
DTV −6
EnL 84
CA NA
PR 12
IC 38
Dodge Value 4
Weight 182lbs

Expertise EL16 Sword, EL12 Two-Weapon, EL12
Fighting Dagger, EL10 Broadsword, EL9 Composite Bow,
EL30 Read & Write Katai, EL9 Horsemanship, EL3
Swimming, EL30 Sign Language, EL4 Plains Survival,
EL5 Executioner, EL15 Scimitar, EL10 Throwing Dagger, EL6 Hand-to-Hand, EL80 Katai, EL60 Combat Deftness*, EL7 Horse Archery, EL4 Musician, EL4 City Survival, EL2 Mountain Survival, EL14 Short Sword
* Mium’s deftness reflects training specifically geared towards quick and smooth utilization, drawing and position-
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Mogara Choshama, Prince of Choshai, Count of
Dzhamou, Master of the Fighting Spear.
Age — 30 Sex — Male
S 72(+3)
I 24
HPV 35
MDV 10
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 4

St 36(+2) D 72(+3)
W 20
E9
CEL 12
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 184
HC 33%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 73’

A 20(+1) C 30(+1)
Em 48
Ap 72
DCV 16
DTV −4
EnL 50
CA NA
PR 6
IC 55
Dodge Value 4
Weight 205lbs

Expertise EL15 Fighting Spear, EL10 Throwing Spear,
EL11 Shield, EL12 Polearms, EL10 War Staff, EL11
Fighting Dagger, EL80 Katai, EL70 Read & Write Katai,
EL50 Fomorian, EL40 Kll’maun, EL30 Sarghut, EL50
Armorer, EL10 Climbing, EL80 Forester EL10 Axe, EL9
Longbow, EL10 Forest Survival, EL7 Hill Survival, EL9
Hand-to-Hand, EL12 Musician, EL8 Mountain Survival,
EL10 City Survival

18.1 Weapon Masters

Equipment Fighting Spear, Fighting Dagger, Axe,
Banded Shield, Scalemail, Leather Helmet, Green cloak,
Two Signet Rings.
Mogara assumed the throne of Choshai two years ago.
Before this he spent ten years in Katai’s Dzhamou province
as a mercenary in the service of its Duke. Here, he earned
a reputation as a fearless and deadly warrior. Such respect did he win that the Duke of Dzhamou named him his
Champion, gave him the rank of Count and allowed him to
marry the third daughter of the Count Tideosa Dzhamou,
the Duke’s brother. (This is unprecedented treatment of a
foreigner in Katai. In part, it was possible because the people of Choshai are descended from Katai soldiers.)
As a person, Mogara is fearless. He is always honest and
has a highly-emotional nature. He is noted for both his
furious temper and his extreme sensitivity to others. This
paradoxical man is both the finest warrior-general of the
east and one of the world’s finest musicians and authors.
(His “Ode to the Setting Sun” is considered to be a classic
by the noble elite of Katai.)
Maros Karestian, “the Reaver”, King of Marentia,
Master of the Broadsword.
Age — 38 Sex — Male
S 60(+3)
I 40
HPV 42
MDV 10
MR 12
ML 10
CDF 5

St 76(+4) D 33(+2)
W 24
E 20
CEL 15
OCV 22
MEL NA EL NA
PA 200
HC 54%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 80’

A 36(+2) C 32(+2)
Em 30
Ap 30
DCV 19
DTV −6
EnL 56
CA NA
PR 12
IC 50
Dodge Value 4
Weight 240lbs

Royal Necklace, Iron Armband.
Maros the Reaver is, possibly, the most experienced and
deadly individual warrior in the world today. Since his royal
father enlisted him in the army, at the age of 10, he has been
a soldier, pirate, thief, thug, slave and King. He is a highlyskilled warrior with an almost intuitive ability to master
any weapon that he touches.
Despite the harshness of his life, Maros has an inner
core of compassionate gentleness. His life revolves around
his love for his wife, his devotion to the Marentian people
and his dedication to the soldiers who serve him. He is a
loyal friend, talented ruler and a forgiving master in normal
times. In war, or when he feels that he has been betrayed,
his heart is sheathed in stone. He can, and will, kill without mercy. Maros is a deadly enemy who does not know
the meaning of the word surrender.
King Maros has little training as a general. He is a gifted
organizer and strategic leader. On the battlefield, his standard tactic (successful because of his extreme personal competence and the power of his guard) is to form his guard
behind him and smash straight into the center of an enemy
army, thus destroyingthem. Subtle maneuver plays little
part in armies that are under his command.
Despite his crude tactics, Maros is loved by his soldiers
and the name Maros the Reaver strikes terror into the hearts
of his enemies. Poorly trained and led armies have been
known to flee rather than face the onslaught of his charging
guard. At its head, he is nearly unstoppable.

Expertise EL14 Broadsword, EL13 Bastard Sword and
Great Sword, EL10 Polearms, EL9 All Axes, EL8 Handto-Hand, EL10 Heavy Lance, EL10 Horsemanship, EL6
All Scimitar, EL8 Sword, EL7 Fighting Spear, EL9 Shield,
EL80 Marentian, EL60 Zen’dali, EL40 Bhamoti, EL40
Climan, EL30 Rogizini, EL50 Dechan, EL45 Fomorian,
EL30 Cerulean, EL30 Katai, EL70 Read and Write Marentian, EL5 Rhetoric, EL62 Navigator, EL80 Seaman,
EL50 Thief, EL35 Deftness, EL40 Trailing, EL35 Locksmith, EL11 Climbing, EL12 Swimming

S 92(+4)
I 32
HPV 52
MDV 7
MR 9
ML 7
CDF 6

Equipment Broadsword, Metal Shield, Platemail, Metal
Helmet, Heavy Lance, Warhorse, Signet Ring, Purple Cape,

Expertise EL15 Bastard Sword, EL6 Broadsword, EL5
Tulwar, EL4 Fighting Dagger, EL5 Heavy Lance, EL5

Vlad Stonehand, Ga’sha of the Lapschi,
Blood-friend of Karistos Sierva.
Age — 20 Sex — Male
St 60(+3) D 53(+3)
W 22
E8
CEL 13
OCV 20
MEL NA EL NA
PA 244
HC 53%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 87’

A 15
C 46(+2)
Em 14
Ap 39
DCV 16 DTV −6
EnL 68
CA NA
PR 10
IC 22
Dodge Value 3
Weight 273lbs
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Halberd EL8 Hand-to-Hand, EL9 Shield, EL11 Horsemanship, EL5 Climbing EL3 Throwing Spear, EL8 Plains,
Mountain and Hill Survival, EL3 City Survival, EL2 Forest Survival, EL80 Carrying, EL46 Sign Language, EL80
Zen’dali, EL60 Donaran, EL35 Marentian, EL20 Nylasa,
EL20 Dwarf Elder, EL20 Elf Sidh, EL20 Gomese, EL20
La Ced, EL15 L’p’nth, EL10 Kameri
Equipment Bastard Sword, Tulwar, Two Fighting Daggers, Banded Shield, Scalemail, Metal Helmet, Warhorse.
Vlad Stonehand was born among the Feir’pez, in the
lands where the steppes meet the Kaz. He was a tall youth
who soon earned a reputation for valor in the perpetual
wars against the Kazi. While still a young warrior, sixteen
years of age, he travelled south to Donara on a quest to find
Karistos Sierva, Claw of the Bra’mani, and convince him to
return to the steppes. He succeeded and on the way back
they became close friends.
Following this adventure, Vlad journeyed to the east and
fought as a mercenary in a border war between Marentia
and L’p’nth. Here he met Maros the Reaver. After the war,
he wandered into L’p’nth and was cursed with his stone
hand, which gave him supernatural powers and made him
a berserk monster in battle.
When he returned to the steppes, his people and the
Stel’gult reviled him because of the evil of his curse. Finally, he could take no more and, with the aid of young
followers from both tribes and a Bra’mani war party led by
his friend Claw, he split away from these tribes and formed
the Lap’schi.
Since his rise to Ga’sha, Vlad has continued to wander
the world in search of adventure. He is famed in many
nations, and many men have cause to fear his name. His
travels have taken him from the southern jungles of Nylasa to the cold, secluded Valhani Plateau in the far north.
In his great northern journey, he battled, and eventually
befriended, Rochan of the Kameri and, as payment for a
great favor, was freed from his curse by a great shaman of
the E’ponischa.
Vlad Stonehand is a cunning and experienced young man.
His heavily-scarred body, the souveniers of many battles
and wars, gives him the look of an older man. Despite his
love of battle, he is an intelligent and friendly man with
good experience as a leader of men.
Vlad has a quick temper that he can control when he
must. He is usually quick to forgive most affronts and always remembers both friends and enemies. Because of the
curse which seized him for three years, he is suspicious of
wizards and magic. Though tempered somewhat by his experiences with civilized life, he remains a raging barbarian
at heart and a terror to behold in battle.
Walain a’Gilyan, Warchief of the Shamira, Leader
of the Society of the Dagger.
Age — 29 Sex — Male

S 24(+1)
I 18
HPV 34
MDV 8
MR 12
ML 8
CDF 4
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St 76(+4) D 76(+4)
W 20
E 24
CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 128
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 73’

A 40(+2) C 35(+2)
Em 42
Ap 12
DCV 16
DTV −6
EnL 55
CA NA
PR 12
IC 66
Dodge Value 6
Weight 190lbs

Expertise EL16 Fighting Dagger, EL12 Throwing Dagger, EL13 Horsemanship, EL10 Horse Archery, EL12
Composite Bow, EL12 Scimitar, EL10 Tulwar, EL7
Shield, EL5 Sword, EL6 Broadsword, EL10 Badlands Survival, EL9 Plains Survival, EL7 Hill Survival, EL6 Mountain Survival, EL60 Sign Language, EL80 Kazi, EL45 Caldan, EL42 Zen’dali, EL7 Tracking, EL9 Hand-to-Hand,
EL60 Husbandry (Horse and Dog), EL3 City Survival
Equipment Black-handled Fighting Dagger*, Throwing
Dagger, Scimitar, Composite Bow, 2D10 arrows, Warhorse,
Buckler, Scalemail, Leather Helmet, Fur Belt*, Warhorse.
* The dagger and belt are symbols of his leadership of
the Dagger Society. The Dagger is only used in duels. He
will die rather than lose either of these items.
Walain’s ancestors have been Shamira chiefs for more
than two centuries. He continues the tradition. Under his
leadership, the Shamira are the most feared tribe in the
Kazi and a devastating threat to their ancient enemies, the
Zen’dali. Walain is a powerful warrior who has personally
slain at least 120 men in battle. In duels, he has bested
more than 30 men who have tried to unseat him as leader
of the society. He is, by far, the most deadly Kazi alive.
Walain is a gruff, overbearing and stoic man. If he does
not respect a person, i.e. consider him to be a warrior, then
that person is nothing. He is a creature without rights or
true be- ing. Walain, like most Kazi, will treat them as
such without any guilt whatsoever. If a person earns his
respect, Walain is capable of being a good friend and a
dependable ally. His life revolves around combat, hunting
and husbandry, the only skills that the Kazi feel are fitting
for a man to master. He has no time for the effete softness
of civilized life. He considers it to be a plague that steals
strength from a man’s soul. Civilized men who fail to prove
their worth to Walain are treated as less than nothing. They
are scum in his eyes.
Noman Kha, Pirate, Thief, Brigand, Master of the
Sling and Two-Weapon Fighting.
Age — 35 Sex — Male
S 24(+l)
I 32
HPV 30
MDV 9
MR 14
ML 9
CDF 3

St 60(+3) D 56(+3)
W 27
E 34
CEL 11
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 108
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 69’

A 76(+4) C 36(+2)
Em 22
Ap 51
DCV 18
DTV −5
EnL 63
CA NA
PR 10
IC 56
Dodge Value 7
Weight 166lbs

Expertise EL14 Sword, EL13 Two Weapon, EL12
Throwing Dagger, EL14 Sling, EL8 Composite Bow, EL9
Horsemanship, EL7 Horse Archery, EL10 Hand-to-Hand,
EL12 Scimitar, EL10 Fighting Dagger, EL52 Navigator,
EL80 Seaman, EL13 Climbing, EL9 Swimming, EL80
Thief, EL80 Deftness, EL80 Locksmith, EL65 Trailing,
EL9 City Survival, EL8 Desert Survival, EL6 Hill Survival,
EL6 Plains Survival, EL60 Jeweler, EL45 Moneylender,
EL6 Rhetoric, EL50 Sign Language, EL80 Sair’Kacili,
EL60 Dechan, EL60 Rogizini, EL40 Marentian, Bhamoti
and Fomorian, EL50 Disguise Artist,

18.1 Weapon Masters
Rochan, “The Invincible”, Warchief of the Kameri
Great Sword Clan, Dwarf-friend, Master of the
Great Sword.
Age — 26 Sex — Male

S 51(+3)
I 39
HPV 73
MDV 9
MR 10
ML 9
CDF 8

St 184(+7) D 36(+2)
W 30
E 40
CEL 11
OCV 21
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 242
HC 119%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 79’

A 12
C 54(+3)
Em 12
Ap 36
DCV 13 DTV −10
EnL 84
CA NA
PR 20
IC 52
Dodge Value 2
Weight 222lbs

Expertise EL20 Great Sword, EL12 Bastard Sword,
EL8 Broadsword, EL3 Longbow, EL13 Mountain Survival, EL7 Forest and Plains Survival, EL13 Climbing,
EL4 Rhetoric, EL80 Kameri, EL32 Omavor, EL25 Dwarf
Elder, EL50 Sign Language, EL9 Hill Survival, EL80 Armorer, EL5 Tracking, EL5 Horsemanship, EL6 Hammer

Equipment Fine clothing, Two Swords, Two Throwing
Daggers, Sling, a pouch with 2D6 Sling Projectiles, Scalemail, three rings, gold chains, two jeweled armbands, black
satin headband.
Noman Kha was born in the Great Desert, the bastard
son of a Ki’sanq outcast. When he was five, his family was
caught on Ki’sanq land. The adults were killed and the
children were sold to a Rogizini slaver.
Noman grew up as a rebellious field slave near the city of
Achgiza. At the age of 13 he escaped his master by slaying
an overseer. He made his way to Rogh’sa, capital of the
empire, and spent the next five years of his life in the gutters
of this city as a thief and a cutthroat. At the age of 18, he
was shanghaied by a tavern owner and was sold to a pirate.
In this fortuitous way, he found his true calling. Over the
next twelve years, after killing the captain to take over the
vessel that he was shanghaied onto, he built an empire and
became one of Dechat’s most influential citizens.
Noman Kha is a survivor. Since the age of five his life has
been a daily fight for survival. Thus, he has developed a
strong and devious character. Noman is a tenacious, courageous and devastating fighter with both cunning and guile.
His sole concern in battle is his personal survival. He will
do anything, or betray anyone, to insure that he lives. His
enemies, when known to him, tend to be short-lived and
have often died in most interesting ways. (As an example,
four years ago a mate challenged him for command of the
Sand Star, Noman’s vessel. After beating him, Noman took
his arms and legs and set him adrift in a small boat to die.)
Noman Kha can be very cruel and sadistic when he has
a chance to injure an enemy. He is totally amoral in his
dealings with men. The sole “niceties” of his life are his love
of fine art and his devotion to feminine beauty. He spends
large sums as a patron of the arts and is a noted lady’s man
who strives to be kind and generous to beautiful women.
(Unless, of course, they threaten or betray him.)

Equipment Great Sword, 2D10 Arrows, Longbow,
Chainmail.
NOTE — The statistics above supersede those that are
listed in the non-player character example in Book Four of
Powers and Perils.
As a young man, Rochan’s passions were hunting, fighting and ironworking. When he was fifteen, on one of his
frequent hunting trips, he was disturbed one night by the
sounds of combat. Taking his Great Sword, he went to investigate. He found an old dwarf in a death struggle against
three, large trolls. Incensed at the unevenness of this battle, he threw his weight against the trolls. In the battle, he
killed a troll but was beaten to the point of death. Three
days later, he woke in an ornately-carved room in the caverns of the dwarfs.
When the dwarfs tending him saw that he was awake,
they motioned him to bathe and dress. After he had done
this, he was given a rune-covered Great Sword to complete
his dress and was led to the throne room of the community.
There, sitting in state on the great throne, was the old dwarf
that Rochan aided against the trolls. He introduced himself
as Geralandairan, Rune-master and King of Mirilandor (the
name of this Dwarf-city.) After Rochan gave his name and
tribe, the King signaled for attention and the dwarves stood
silent for minutes. After the period of silence ended, the
dwarfs bowed to Rochan and left him alone with their King.
The King, calling him friend, told Rochan that the sword
that he wore was his to keep. He also told him that, because
of his valor, a King lived. Therefore, Rochan had been given
the gift of Stamina to aid his endeavors in the future.
Rochan returned to his people after three years among
the Dwarfs. In the years that followed, with Missile-Slayer
(a named Dwarven Great Sword ) in hand, he rose to the
rank of warchief in his clan.
Rochan is an ambitious leader. His goal is to be the Paramount Chief of Kameran and, a secret goal, to break the
power of the female Mystical Lodges in his land. He is
an intelligent, pragmatic and honorable man who is also a
master armorer. He is capable of using guile and cunning
to get what he wants, but is torn by guilt when such tactics
are necessary. He only uses such tactics when the final goal
is of enough importance to outweigh the evil of what he
must do to attain it.
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NOTE — The ten men listed above are the most deadly
men on the continent, in physical combat. They would be
very hard, if not impossible, for a starting or partially developed character to beat. If you choose to use them in your
campaign, they should be used as personages that the party
can encounter who could provide them with quests, information, etc. Only if the party forces a confrontation should
the encounter actually come to blows.
EXAMPLE — Four characters enter the Zen’dali Plain on their
way north. They are challenged by a lone rider on a large, black
horse. They respond to this “presumptuous” challenge by drawing their swords and charging the barbarian. The rider responds
by wheeling away, drawing his bow and commencing to slay all
of them. Unless they are very good characters, they will not live
to get within 50 feet of Karistos Sierva, Claw of the Bra’mani.
Had the party responded by explaining their presence and
asking permission to ride the warrior’s plain (the honorable
course of action for non-raiders among the Zen’dali), they would
surely have had a much easier time of it. By failing to be polite,
in this case, they violated Zen’dali honor, named themselves invader and dared Claw to try and kill them. He was left with no
option but to fight and so they died.

and humiliating. If she hears anyone mention her curse, the
Geas requires her to kill both the speaker and, if not her,
the person he told.
SPECIAL — If she stays in one place more than three
days, the curse teleports her and her possessions 240 miles
in a random direction. She always arrives naked and unharmed with her possessions around her.
Encountered She will be encountered wearing a cowled
robe in the city. If in the wild, is mounted, armed and
carrying a shield. Rarely, in the city, (10%) chance, a mob
that is in need of her is encountered. She will be in it
somewhere. Otherwise, is found on the street, in hotel or
in a casino.
Cure The curse will be broken when she falls passionately
in love and bears the child of a man who is not affected
by the curse and who defeats her in battle without the
use of magic of any kind. (The child of that union will be
a red-haired girl with 2 Special attributes and the mark of
Shamshiel on her inner left thigh.)

Appearance She is a redhead (as all flaming houris must
be), and has a scar marred brand on inner right thigh (Houri
Any decent campaign is populated with a host of interesting brand, all members have them.)
non player characters. The following is a list of a few I made
Colonel Alton Khangul — Cerulean Notable,
for my own. If you find any of them of interest, feel free to
Demon Hunter
use them, comment on them, etc.
Age — 36 Sex — Male

18.2 Interesting NPCs

Red Alyce — Deserter, Wanderer, Cursed
Age — 27 Sex — Female

S 24(+1)
I 17
HPV 31
MDV 9
MR
ML 9
CDF 11

St 68(+3) D 52(+3)
W 52
E 60
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 108
HC 49%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

A 53(+3) C 30(+1)
Em 21
Ap 80*
DCV 14
DTV
EnL
CA NA
PR 8
IC 81
Dodge Value 6
Weight 153lbs

S 60(+3)
I 30
HPV 46
MDV 8
MR 13
ML 8
CDF 10

St 44(+2) D 20(+1)
W 40
E 10
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
PA 160
HC 62%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

A 52(+3) C 80(+4)
Em 6
Ap 1
DCV 12
DTV −6
EnL
CA NA
PR 12
IC 16
Dodge Value 4
Weight 248lbs

SPECIAL — Double MDV applies against Chaos magic
or poison. Is very sensitive about his appearance. Also loves
to sing and has a voice worse than any frog. Extremely short
tempered over any negative comments about either.

Expertise EL13 Scimitar, EL8 Tulwar, EL6 Shield,
EL12 Horsemanship, EL6 Gambler, EL6 Tracking, Expertise EL10 Scimitar, EL12 Horsemanship, EL8
EL11 Dancer, EL40 Trailing, EL9 Acrobat, EL7 Bows, EL11 Mace, EL7 Shield, EL6 Survivals(All), EL5
City/Plains/Hill Survival, EL80 Rogizini, EL60 Maren- Tracking, EL4(−4) Singer*
tian, Gomese, Shandar, Kacili, Kolari and Fomorian.
* −4 due to face and a jest element of the curse.
NOTE — In my world their are two groups of elite warrior
women. Red Alyce was a member of the second, the Flaming Curse Actions in duty offended a Duke of Chaos. That
Houris. Members of this group are worshippers of Shamshiel power cursed him with the face of a Nergali and granted him
and servants of the Seirim. Both military prowess and cour- the power to sense the presence of demons (MEL10/EL5,
tesan duties are required of them. She deserted rather than Range 6 miles). Uncontrollable Battle Fury in combat
accept the second part of her duty. The Houris, with divine against Demons.
aid, cursed her.
Cure The curse will end when he slays the demon whose
Curse* MEL13/EL7 Involuntary Sexual Charisma. face he is wearing. That demon is a ward demon in the City
Any man who gets a good look at her has a chance to be of the Dead, a ×2 normal size Nergali. He has been seeking
affected when she is seen. If affected, he will have a burning it for the last nine years.
need to have her sexually.
In wild is
A normal man who sees her sees her appearance as 160. Encounter Generally always in armor.
mounted.
Elsewhere,
hunting,
resting
or
drowning
sorrows
If he is unworthy in some way, diseased, evil, perverted,
in
tavern.
etc, he sees an appearance of 320. A part of her curse is
a Geas against mentioning it to anyone. Is she does so, NOTE — What follows is a truly strange duo who run
experiences a 12 hour blackout that it always most active around in my campaign. Hope they prove interesting.
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Puitre The Sick — Wizard, “Cursed” Ma’Helan
Age — 30(593) Sex — Male
S9
I 72
HPV 4
MDV 14
MR 12
ML 12
CDF 8

St 3(−1) D 24(+1)
W5
E 68
CEL 2
OCV 1
MEL 13 EL 10
PA 18
HC 3%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 4’6"

A 40(+2) C 3(−1)
Em 42
Ap 52
DCV 5
DTV 0
EnL 8
CA 91
PR
IC 110
Dodge Value 3
Weight 100lbs

SPECIAL — Astral Powers MEL13/EL7 as an Innate
Power.
Expertise EL70 Planar Metaphysics, All Cosmology,
Zoology, Creatures, Linguist EL60 (at least) All Human
Tongues within a thousand miles of Matan EL40 (minimum) All non-human tongues, EL80 Armorer, EL47
Herbalist, EL36 Locksmith, EL30 Scribe, Jeweler, Engraver, EL14 Healer, EL13 City, Hill, Mountain, Forest,
Desert, Underground I and II and Plains Survival, EL8
Rhetoric, EL5 Gambler, EL4 Misc Throwing, EL2 Fighting Dagger, EL4 Hand to Hand (Dawanan form)
History Puitre was born in the year 738SA in the city
of Matan. His mother was a serving woman. His father
a Ma’helan Duke and wizard who acknowledged his bastard. Puitre was educated at Matan’s finest colleges and
committed his existence to living as a scholar.
In the year 768SA Puitre contracted a fatal plague. At
his mother’s plea, his father implemented the only available
cure for the disease. He laid this curse on his son.
Puitre first learned magic in the year 895SA. He concentrates his efforts as a wizard on knowledge arts and permanent magic. He is mostly happy with his lot and is not
actively seeking to cure the curse.

Expertise EL17 Miscellaneous Throwing,
EL16
Dancer, EL12 Acrobat, EL10 Rhetoric, EL77 Herbalist,
EL7 All Survivals Puitre has, EL44 Sidh Cosmology and
History, EL12 Two Weapon, EL13 Juggler, EL12 Flute,
Lute and Harp, EL10 Singer, EL7 Aerial Survival
History Some 173 years ago Puitre visited Avalon. During his three weeks there, Andeline became enamored with
him. When he left, she followed (against the wishes of her
family.) She soon discovered the nature of his curse, discovering she had a mortal love who could never die. She
has remained at his side ever since. As possible, she helps,
protects and loves her man.

18.3 An Evil Group
Aznoc Dumash — Half-Korchi Sadist
Age — 34 Sex — Male
S 56(+3)
I 52
HPV 26
MDV 19
MR
ML 16
CDF 6

St 12
D 31(+2)
W 80
E 48
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 5 EL 3
PA 112 HC 24%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

A 21(+1) C 35(+2)
Em 20
Ap 80
DCV 10
DTV −2
EnL 115
CA 50
PR 4
IC 68
Dodge Value 3
Weight 138lbs

SPECIAL — Pain MEL5/EL5 as Fanatical Power
Expertise EL92 Executioner*, EL10 Rhetoric, EL80
Herbalist, EL8 Healer, EL76 Human Anatomy, EL5 Korchi Flute, EL4 Sword, EL5 Fighting Dagger
NOTE — Uses two stolen rings. First is MEL12/EL8
granting total control over the prisoner.
Second is
MEL15/EL6 Chaining usable seven times a day.

Spells Known General Skills, Suggestion, Hell Powers
Curse When Puitre dies his spirit leaves his body which and Paralysis
turns to dust. 2D20 minutes after his death, he returns to History Two years ago Aznoc was a minor functionary
the living in a random form. Roll D100. On a 1–60 he is and sometime lover of the Governor in the court of
himself. Otherwise, roll an encounter for the time of day Lamalallu. Two things changed this. His obsession with inhe was killed and the area. He will return in the resulting flicting pain led him to torture the governor’s pretty young
form with the stats listed above. Regardless of the form, he niece and the perfection of one of the Governor’s slaves comis fully aware, able to communicate and in full command of pelled him to steal her. The Governor, A’rantha, offers
his powers.
200GC for his return (alive only.)
Since his treason, he has built a small band of like minded
Cure To cure the curse, he must journey to the upper
monsters and worked evil often. The stolen prisoner reworld and bathe in the Sea of Astral Flame that resides
mains with him. She is a marvelous toy.
there. He is aware of this and has no intention of taking
that bath.
Miscellaneous Aznoc’s father was a Kalu priest of Rahab. His mother was a Nethagen slave serving the temple
Andeline The Devoted — Faerry Baroness
as a maid and whore. He was therefore born a slave. When
Age — 22(217) Sex — Female
hints of his gift became apparent, his father’s superior orS 11
St 6
D 53(+3) A 108(+5) C 22(+1)
dered his father to recognize the boy as his son.
I 10
W 17
E 72
Em 60
Ap 148
Six years after his father’s reticent obedience Aznoc was
HPV 10
CEL 3
OCV 3
DCV 13
DTV −2
fostered to an academy in Lamalallu. It was made clear
MDV 19
MEL 10 EL 5
EnL 39
CA
that he was to remain there until he was adult. He did so
MR 12(31) PA 22
HC 14%
PR
IC 132
for twelve painful, warping years.
ML 9
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 8
Aznoc knows one fact clearly. He is born to rule. Because
CDF 6
Height 3’
Weight 65lbs
of that, anything he chooses to do is right. Anyone who
SPECIAL — Shape Changer (Hawk) as an Innate Power. opposes or annoys him is wrong. It is his place to do as he
Has creature tie to that species. Use MEL10/EL7 for her chooses and have whatever he desires. He is quite willing,
ability for this attribute.
and able, to take any steps needed to insure that. The day
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will come when he is Emperor in his own realm. There can which she thankfully does not remember, she was given to
be no doubt of it.
A’rantha.
Cailin is not a brilliant woman. Uncursed, she is efferCailin — Cursed Prisoner, Caledonian
vescent and charismatic. That as much as anything led to
Age — 25 Sex — Female her prominence in the rebel host.

S 18(+1) St 72(+3) D 60(+3) A 108(+5) C 60(+3)
I 21
W 16
E 52
Em 40
Ap 90
HPV 38
CEL 8
OCV 12
DCV 16
DTV −7
MDV 8* MEL NA EL NA
EnL 76
CA NA
MR 15
PA 96
HC 66%† PR 12
IC 92
ML 8
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 8
CDF 4
Height 6’
Weight 160lbs
*No resistance chance against the ring or Chaos magic.
MDV is zero in that case. MDV is 8 against other magic.
† Normal healing chance of 66% is moot. Curse grants the
ability to regenerate damage at the rate of 4 hit points per
turn.

Expertise EL8 Dancer, EL6 Acrobat, EL7 Eroticist.
(The curse does not allow her to recall past skills. Should
it be broken, she has extensive combat training and general
education.)
Blocked Skills EL6 Rhetoric, EL10 Sword, EL5 Bow,
EL3 Trailing, EL6 City, Hill, Forest and Underground I
Survival
History At the age of 20 she was an important leader
of Fomorian rebels against the Korchi on the island of
Maboiba.
She was captured and given to Governor
A’rantha’s husband. With temple aid, six months was spent
laying this curse on her. She became a fine exhibit of Korchi
power.

Frian The Foul — Dirllar Criminal, Outcast
Age — 30 Sex — Male
S9
I 42
HPV 13
MDV 15
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 2

St 26(+1) D 60(+3)
W 48
E 21
CEL 6
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 38
HC 21%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 52(+3) C 15
Em 60
Ap 3
DCV 12
DTV −2
EnL 63
CA NA
PR 2
IC 81
Dodge Value 6
Weight 126lbs

Expertise EL85 Thief, EL12 Throwing Dagger, EL12
Two Weapon, EL8 Fighting Dagger
History Frian is a born thief from a long line of thieves.
He is exceedingly greedy, lustful and sadistic. A year ago,
after many warnings, he was cast out of the Dirrlar Thieves
Guild for a rape murder. He is wanted for that crime in
more than one city.
Appearance Wears black leather garments. Carries two
fighting daggers, four throwing daggers and his thief’s tools.

Miscellaneous Frian’s father beat him often. At the age
of 12, a month after that man’s funeral, two things happen.
He earned probationary membership in the guild and he
discovered the ecstasy of rape murder with a flower seller.
During the first ten years of his guild career, he was cirCurse Victim of powerful Korchi reversal curse. Pain is
pleasure, pleasure is agony. If more than one hundred feet cumspect with his passion. Five women died and none could
away from the ring she suffers intense pain. The agony be traced back to him. With the growth of wealth, repucontinues without abating until she returns to the radius of tation and arrogance, that changed. Because of his talent,
the ring. She is not able to speak while cursed. She may the guild covered for him.
In the year of his banishment, Frian took his passion to
scream, whine and whimper all she wants though. Finally,
a new level. While drunk, he grabbed a dancer off the
she is compelled to love the holder of the ring.
stage. He raped and murdered her in the tavern’s public
Encounter Cailin is outfitted in a silver collar and a see room. Not even the Guild could cover that one up. He was
through silk loincloth. Nothing else. Aznoc revels in ex- pummeled, bagged and deposited outside the city. He lost
hibiting her often.
everything he had except what was on his person.
Frian comes across as a personable individual. Those
Miscellaneous Prior to the Korchi conquest Cailin was
meeting him for the first time note his wit and charm. When
studying the entertainment arts in the island’s capital.
his dark side shines through, he is a laughing sadist and
That changed. The first landing of the assault force was
lecher who has no limits to the level of abuse he will inflict
at her family’s tower on the west end of the island. Everyon a woman. Few things excite him more than a beautiful
one there, including her entire family, was slaughtered.
woman’s death rattle while he is with her.
At 18 she earned a place in the resistance as a fighter.
It soon became clear that her talents, and cold hatred of
Crolad Kineska — Dirlla, Psychotic Duelist
Korchi, were meant to be more. At 19 she was leading her
Age — 35 Sex — Male
own unit. Lust for her, and the resulting ambushes, was the
S
16(+1)
St
54(+3)
D
33(+2)
A 68(+3) C 35(+2)
death of many Korchi, including five field grade officers. Her
I 15
W3
E 17
Em 52
Ap 17
name boosted the morale of the people greatly. The God
HPV 27 CEL 9
OCV 13
DCV 14
DTV −5
Emperor also knew it.
MDV 7
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 38
CA NA
When she was 20 an opportunity to set up a Korchi Mar- MR 13
PA 92
HC 45%
PR 10
IC 69
shal came to her. She accepted it in a blink. On her ar- ML 7
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 5
rival, she met a Lich who chained her. The waiting am- CDF 6
Height 5’10"
Weight 182lbs
bushers met a flight of the Korchi death wing. All of them
were slaughtered. After a visit to the God Emperor’s court, SPECIAL — Total Immunity to Iron.
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18.3 An Evil Group
Expertise EL13 Sword, Short sword, EL9 Hand to
Hand, EL69 Trailing, EL9 Fighting Dagger, EL7 Sap,
EL10 Swamp, Forest, Hill, Mountain, Plains and City Survival, EL11 Two Weapon, EL10 Acrobat

Movad Elgar — Cousin of Gom Prince, Cursed,
Scholar
Age — 46 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 120
HPV 27
MDV 34
MR 11
ML 25
CDF 8

St 35(+2) D 11
W 68
E 15
CEL 5
OCV 9
MEL 9
EL 4
PA 106
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 28
Height 5’7"

A 24(+1) C 40(+2)
Em 56
Ap 52
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 98
CA 255
PR 8
IC 71
Dodge Value 1
Weight 156lbs

Equipment MEL10/EL5 Luck Ring (+6 on roll to hit
him). Named Item (Venom) Throwing Dagger BL12 Paralytic Poison, +2WSB, +7 Hit Chance. (Values only apply
when it is thrown. The item was stolen from the tower of
Mab. Returning it will earn the bringer a boon. Its poison SPECIAL — Natural Magician.
effect is BL18 vs. the Sidh.)
Expertise EL80 Cosmology, History of Gom, EL9 Gambler, EL80 Herbalist, Planer Metaphysics, Zoology, EL19
History After a short career as a duelist, Crolad was
Healer, EL6 Sword
driven from the city. The discovery of his immunity, a
magical taint, was the cause. He has made a living as a History A notable scholar since his youth who sometimes
mercenary and adventure in the ten years since.
worked as an agent for his cousin. Four years ago, while
doing so, he was captured on Clima and turned over to the
Miscellaneous Little to add for Crolad. He is a stoic Immortal Ghova. She cursed him most foully. Since that
killer with little charm or wit. Despite these limitations, time, traveling about doing evil has been his life.
he has a feel for what goes on around him. He will not
Curse Movad is compelled to do evil (MEL17/EL9
be demeaned by anyone. He also loves killing. The more
Curse). When he goes a day without doing so, pain behelpless the victim the better.
gins. The longer he goes, the greater the agony. His magic
As a note, he is claustrophobic to a degree. He will not go powers can only be used for evil ends. Any other spell efunderground unless there is a major reason to do so. While forts fail.
in the tunnels, add 10 to his hit chance to reflect the stress
SPECIAL — a Vampiric Imp also accompanies Movad.
and fear he is suffering.
It lives off him and tortures him regularly. He is the only
NOTE — Crolad has an ugly red blotch on the side of his one who can see it. For any other to do so a Revelation
face and a bulbous nose. Will kill anyone who jests about spell is needed. The imp is a 3’10" reptilian horror.
either in any way.
NOTE — He serves Aznoc for comfort’s sake. Aznoc is
Baba Achlad — A’chalani Slaver, Sadist, Lecher
Age — 39 Sex — Male

pure evil and does evil often. Movad’s memory of his past
life is gone. He glimpses it in flashes when he performs an
evil action. At other times, it is nothing to him.

S 80(+4)
I 26
HPV 38
MDV 11
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 4

Miscellaneous Without the curse, Movad’s skills are far
greater. The reason he lives is relevant to my campaign. He
is a trap for his great grandfather. The imp wears a collar.
If it sees forces tied to Abnaric Elgar making an effort to
capture the cursed one, it must use the collar to launch a
trap for them.

St 21(+1) D 24(+1)
W 45
E 52
CEL 6
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 180
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

A8
C 50(+2)
Em 30
Ap 25
DCV 7 DTV −4
EnL 95 CA NA
PR 6
IC 82
Dodge Value 1
Weight 280lbs

Final Note
Expertise EL11 Mace, Sap, EL9 Shield, EL78 Exe- As you can see, this is a deadly group. It is also a valuable
cutioner, EL4 Composite Bow, EL64 Slaver, EL6 Gong, one. For good or ill there is a price on the head of every
EL5 Fighting Dagger, EL3 Scimitar, EL4 Horsemanship member and advantages they can give. A strong party operating intelligently would find the challenge enjoyable I am
History Baba moved to Gom at the age of 26. A notable sure. These people exist 200 years into my campaign. Fit
slave house employed him there. At the age of 31, he was them into yours if you choose.
beaten soundly and thrown out of the city for ruining a
client’s merchandise. His love of torturing women is more Rewards
than compulsive for him. He met up with and joined Aznoc Aznoc 200GC from A’rantha of Lamalallu, 2D10GC
ten months ago. Loves the nights he gets to watch Cailin. Rewards dead or alive in Gom, Roghara, Donara, Musira
and a number of other cities.
He is a totally evil and venal bastard.
Miscellaneous A barely literate boor enamored with his
own size and might. He is bigger, therefore he is better. He
makes no effort ever to hide his abuses. Every bitch wants
him. It’s his right to make them pay a little for their joy
when he decides to honor one.

Cailan If returned cured to her home any boon the savior
asks may be granted. A reward of 40GC will be paid for
her return to Lamalallu.
Frian Is wanted dead or alive in Dirlla, Treaus, Caldo and
Donara. 15GC.
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18 Notable Characters of the Perilous Lands
Crolad Criminal dead or alive rewards exist in many
places. 2D6GC. In addition, there is an unsavory mage in
the Rogizini Empire who will pay 40GC for him alive. He
has a use for Crolad’s gift.
Baba A Gomese slave house will pay 20GC for his head
no questions asked. There is also a powerful A’chalani clan
who will grant a boon to anyone who leads him to them.
The rape and torture of one of their Emir’s sisters was why
he left the desert.
Movad Many places will pay 1D6GC for him dead. The
royal court of Gom offers 100GC alive. They also have an
offer for anyone they discover is his slayer. Lingering death.
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Timeline of All Nations

Year

Nation

Historical Event

-5219

Robari

-2800
-1113

Katai
Rogizini

-900
-900

Dirllar
Thaliba

-41

Dechat

Legend of the fallen god & Robari creation
by the Robari
Katai begins their recorded history
Rogizini Empire founded and Calendar
started
Dirllar city founded
Thalibans enter land in migration as
barbarian invaders
Dechat founded by Rogizini rebels and Shazi
pirates
The powerful A’korchu empire exist in the
area
Aratad lands are part of the Empire of Ced
Migration of Kazi clans into Caldan lands
Kazi fight constant wars with Giants/trolls
Ced A’caran creates the Empore of the Ced
Clima is a free port
Shandans fight among themselves
Dawana remains part of the Lemasan Empire
Dirllar remains part of the Korchi Empire
Future Djanesborg part of Empire del’Nord
Fomoria is under Korchi rule by force and
Dark Magic
Goidan lands controlled by non-human
mysterious creatures
Gom is under Rogizini Empire control
Lemasa is dominant power in the Eastern
Seas
Marentia’s lands are part of the Thaliban
Empire
Mopazi lands are part o the Nylasa Empire
as client state
Nylasa dominate the jungles & mountains in
the region
Ro’babzan Plains are home to many hunters
and gatherers
Thaliba rules lands from river Zara to
Badlands of S’p’nth
Valheim fortress belongs to the Empire
del’Nord
Eastern Zarun is part of the Thaliban Empire
Lemasa invades Taolisa
Lemasan invasion ends in Taolisa with
Lemasan victory
Lemasa begins occupation of island and
civilizes the land
Matan founded by Lemasans in future
Ma’helas
Matan colonists begin to trade & subjugate
the local tribes
Howao War of Succession begins
Migration of Kazi clans into Caldo ends
Gom begins blodless revolt from Rogizini
Empire
Rogiizni Empire starts to ignores loss of Gom
as nation
First Howao Emporer takes throne in Katai
Reign of 1st Howao Emporer
Ro’babza sees end to disorganized bands of
hunters/gatherrs
Reign of Havaka Silver-arm starts in
Ro’babza
Zimmali the area’s first tribe is forged to
unite people
Fierazi begin migration into forest in two
waves
Reign of 1st Howao ends & sees rebuilding &
enemy crushed

0

A’Korchu

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Aratad
Caldo
Caldo
Ced
Clima
Shanda
Dawana
Dirllar
Djanes
Fomoria

0

Goidan

0
0

Gom
Lemasa

0

Marentia

0

Mopazi

0

Nylasa

0

Ro’babza

0

Thaliba

0

Valheim

0
10
25

Zarun
Taolisa
Taolisa

25

Taolisa

33

Ma’helas

33

Ma’helas

29
39
39

Katai
Caldo
Gom

39

Gom

79
79
80

Katai
Katai
Ro’babza

81

Ro’babza

81

Ro’babza

100

Fierazi

101

Katai

Year

Nation

101
102

Katai
Jax’on

102
102

Katai
Katai

103
103

Bhamot
Bhamot

103
103
104

Taolisa
Taolisa
A’Korchu

104

A’Korchu

104

Jax’on

109
129
129
129
129

A’Korchu
Chunrey
Chunrey
Katai
Katai

129
129

Ma’helas
Ro’babza

129

Ro’babza

129

Ro’babza

130
132
133

Katai
Katai
Ma’helas

134

Ro’babza

134
138

Ro’babza
Taolisa

138

Taolisa

138

Taolisa

142

Ro’babza

142
143

Ro’babza
Valheim

143

Valheim

143

Valheim

160
173

Fierazi
Valheim

173

Valheim

173

Valheim

173

Valheim

178

Katai

178
183

Katai
Katai

190

Assiran

Historical Event

The life of 2nd Howao Emporer (birth)
Ja’xon city founded by Ma’char Jaxom
(Mai’char Jaxom).
Reign of the 2nd Howao Emporer begins
Katai begins conquest of Chunrey and
unification attempts
Miracle of Bhamot occurs in Bhamotin
The Miracle of Bhamot is spread to its
people
Lemansa occupation of island begins to end
Rebellion in Taolisa begins againt Lemasa
The powerful A’korchu empire begins to
wane in glory
Dark Age begins with land reversals by
Fomorian Empire
Ma’char Jaxom (Mai’char Jaxom).becomes
duke of area.
Holy City Kacili founded
Chunrey is conquered by Katai
Occupation of Choshai begins by Katai
Reign of 2nd Howao Emporer ends
Katai completes Chunrey conquest & Golden
lands unification
Hele was founded to block an important pass
Reign of Havaka Silver-arm ends with
unification of people
Zimmali raiders finds K’lza’babwe (the
Sleeping City).
Marrani a’Babza prepares forces and scouts
plains
Reign of 3rd & 4th Howao Emporer begins
The 2nd Howao Emperor’s dies
Matan colonists end subjugation period of
local tribes
Marrani a’Babza ends scouting of plains &
prepares for war
Sleeping City conquers nearest tribes
Rebellion against Lemasan rule ends in
Taolisa
Taolisa becomes a free kingdom free of
imperial control
The first kings begin to unify the land & end
warlord rule
Sleeping City subjugates all tribes in area
even Zimmali
“Golden Age of Sleepers” begins in Ro’babza
Valheim’s last year as part of Empire
del’Nord
Barbarians invade, sack Nervarsa & put
fortress under siege
People of Valheim Fortress begin long fight
for survival
Fierazi tribes end migration into the forest
People of Valheim see the end of 30 years of
struggle
Miracle of Valhelm drives barbarians away
by Norgal
Norgal the Mysterious named Marshal of
Fortress Valheim
Reign of Marshal Norgal, city forms & many
live in plateau
4th Emporer reign ends - culture growth &
printing invented
Reign of Fifth Howado Emporer begins
War of the Black Hersey (Vampire Cult)
begins
Valheim occupies land & introduces Valheim
Mysteries
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19 Timeline of All Nations
Year

Nation

Historical Event

193
194

Clima
Clima

197
198
198
198

Novarask
Katai
Katai
Katai

200

Djanes

200
200

L’p’nth
L’p’nth

201

Djanes

201

Djanes

201
201

Fomoria
Fomoria

201

Fomoria

201

Fomoria

203

Bhamot

203

Valheim

206

Ticasa

206
207

Ticasa
Regis

209

Novarask

209

Valheim

209

Valheim

209

Valheim

209

Valheim

211

Fomoria

211

Fomoria

211
214

Fomoria
Taolisa

217

Clima

217

Clima

217

Clima

217

Valheim

220

Katai

219
221
224

Clima
Novarask
Novarask

225

Assiran

225

Jax’on

225
225

Novarask
Valheim

228

Jax’on

228

Katai

229

Islands

Climan’s time as a free port ends
Heirana Ghova begins civil war to eradicate
the nobility
Avang Ironfist is born in Novarask
Reign of Fifth Howao Emporer ends
War of Black Hersey ends
Vampire cult defeated and survivors exiled to
West Desert
Empire of del’nord fades from future
Djanesborg
L’p’nth city founded by Katai cultist
L’p’nth begins to subjugate local barbarian
tribes
Barbarians defeat the army and cilivization
ends in region
Barbarians rule the area of the future
Djanesborg
Fomoria sees Korchi rule begin to end quickly
The Awakening, Spirit of Lake helps in
defense of Fomoria
Golden Stele and knowledge is given to
people of 10 tribes
A mist falls on the Fomorian island legend
has it by Enki
Miracle of Bhamot message starts to wane in
dispersion
Norgal begins formulation of Valhani
Mysteries
Kingdom of Salaq takes Ticasi from Empire
of Ced
Ticasi starts period of Salaqi rule
Bayan Temple founded by expelled Katai
mystics
Novarask founded by Empire del’Nord
refugees
Reign of Marshal Norgal ends with a new
city around Valheim
Norgal finishes work on Vahani Mysteries as
a new faith
Many Assirans convert to new faith of
Valhani Mysteries
Reign of Lochan the Deliverer, start to
control Assirans
Mist over island ends with Fomorians
prepared for growth
Fomorians leave island in search of 10 realms
for 10 tribes
Expansion begins by the 10 Fomorian tribes
The first kings break power of warlords
unifies the land
First Immortal Ghoval was declared and
reigned for 2 months
Reign of Second Immortal Ghova starts in
Clima
Clima’s economy begins to stablize and
military grows
Foundation of Society of Teutas created in
Valheim
Witch Hunt in Katai begins to exterminate
many
Climan Civil War ends led by Heirana Ghova
Crystal City begins to be constructed.
Crystal City finished by Avang to repel
attackers
Period of introduction of Valheim’s Mysteries
wanes
Ma’char’s grandson expands duchy to south
and Foha founded
Novarask repeatedly attacked by Rhuselska
Reign of Lochan the Deliverer ends in
Valheim
Ja’xon begins diplomacy to retain Ja’xon
and Foha
Reign of Sixth Howao Emporer in Katai
Begins
Islands begin to be taken from the Korchi
Empire
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Year

Nation

Historical Event

231

Bhamot

231

Bhamot

233
234
237

Vahear
Musira
Jax’on

239

Bhamot

239

Bhamot

243

Doamn

243

Doamn

243

Goidan

243

Goidan

244

Goidan

246
246
251

Cerulean
Cerulean
Ced

251

Ced

252

Atler

252

Treaus

253
253
253
255

Cerulean
Shestar
Treaus
Cerulean

260

Iravoy

261

Cerulean

261
262
263
270

Cerulean
Cerulean
Cerulean
Goidan

270
265
265

Goidan
Cerulean
Novarask

269
269
272
274

Ced
Ced
Novarask
L’p’nth

274

L’p’nth

275

Atler

276

Cerulean

281

Dawana

281

Dawana

281

Vahear

283

Cerulean

283

Islands

284
284
289
290

Cerulean
Katai
Cerulean
L’p’nth

291

Cerulean

A Rogizini Emir invades island to stop the
faith but fails
In the war the Bhamti gained the hills south
Of Lake Bhamot
Xantia city founded [Xan Nation]
Musira founded by Fomorians
Through diplomacy both Ja’xon and Foha
remain in duchy
Kasha founded, to celebrate the spreading of
the faith
Three generations of peace begin in
Bhamotin
Port Doman founded as a trading center by a
merchant house
Port Doman becomes victimized by Izza
raiders
Goidan lands see control by non-human
creatures wane
5,000 Fomorians land on island and are
massacred
Fomorians declare war on creatures of the
island
Acosha I founded the Cerulean Empire
Acosha I reign of Cerulean Empire starts
Sargon the Uncaring reign in Empire of Ced
begins
Iravoy and Western Zarun won independence
(251-269)
Atler city founded against strong resistance
from Kolari
A’korchu conquers Treaus and forces a city
built for them
Tested new army and begins war against N
Kingdom of Shestar founded
Korchi reign of Treaus begins
Army is tested with success when they
conquer Nyshan
Iravoy ends war with Empire of the Ced &
wins Independence
Acosha I’s reign ends; alliance with Choal &
Indar houses
aeru the Great reign starts
Cerulean Empire conquers Dhalran
Cerulean Empire conquers Samai
Fomorians end war against creatures who are
defeated
Fomorians begin colonization of the island
Cerulean Empire conquers Ba’shan
Edicts of purity issued by Avang (only
Novarischi in City)
Sargon the Uncaring reign ends Nyshan
Empire of Ced has a period of peace start
Lesser City is built for barbarians by Avang
Reign of First Insatiable Mistress begins in
L’p’nth
Code of Nobility and Sacred Rites of Blood
introduced
Maboiba city found when new colonist
arrived [Atler nation]
Cerulean Empire allies with Patani and
Conquers Dallaza
Dawana domination under Lemasa begins to
end
Dawan the All-seeing becomes King of
Dawana
Vahear founded after shrot war with Rogizini
Empire
Cerulean Empire finishes conquest of the
Dallaza
Kingdom of Islands completes taking islands
from Korchi
Cerulean Empire conquers Huam
City of Iron starts to be constructed in Katai
Cerulean Empire conquers Chohas
L’p’nth completes subjugation of local
barbarian tribes
Cerulean Empire invasion of Teosa

Year

Nation

Historical Event

293
293
293

Cerulean
Cerulean
Clima

293

Clima

293

Clima

293

Clima

293

Dawana

293
296

Teolisa
Novarask

296

Novarask

299
299

Goidan
Novarask

300

Bhamot

300

L’p’nth

300

L’p’nth

300
300

L’p’nth
L’p’nth

300

Rogizini

301
301

Djanes
Katai

306

Shanda

306

Shanda

306

Shanda

306

Shanda

306

East

307
307
307

Djanes
Djanes
Djanes

309
309
309
309

Dawana
Dawana
Marentia
Marentia

309

Thaliba

309

Thaliba

309

Thaliba

309

Zarun

310

Goidan

311
313

Bhamot
L’p’nth

318
320

L’p’nth
East

321
321

Djanes
Djanes

321

Djanes

321

Djanes

Maeru the Great reign’s ends
Cerulean Empire aborts invasion of Teosa
Reign of Second Immortal Ghova in Clima
ends
Clima’s economic stablization and mliitary
levels out
Reign of Third Immortla Ghova begins in
Clima
Clima’s empire begins to grow with
colonization
Dawana withdrawls from the Lemasan
Empire
Cerulean Empire defeated at walls of Teosa
Avang declares himself Emporer of the North
in Novarask
Avang renames Novarask to Empire del’Nord
& forms army
Immigrants form the Tribes of Goidan
Avang assinated by his apprentice before
invasion of tundra
Century of pain starts during major
disasters/defeats
Reign of First Insatiable Mistress ends in
L’p’nth
Code of Nobility and Sacred Rites of Blood
has become law
Reign of Ch’b’r (Chaibor begins in L’p’nth
Strict code of military and obligation
introduced to all
Rogizini Empire begins to become decadent
due to weak rule
Barbarian rule ends in future Djanesborg
City of Iron finished for the royal family to
dwell in.
Shandans begin to stop fighting among
themselves
Colonization of Xan and Musira by
fomorians by Shanda
Coalition formed between Shanda, Perda,
and Sheriani
Coalition formed between Sherlani and
Gholani
Fomoria take over as new tenants of Hunki
island from Lemasa
Rori the Reaver units the DJani clans
Reign of Rori the Reaver starts
The Vandamen, Puessen, Thurani & Larbani
are attacked
Dawana the All-seeing ends reign in Dawana
Dawana the Wise becomes ruler of dawana
Thaliban rule of Marentian lands ends
Marentia starts out divided up into 107
separate domains
Thaliban’s empire begins to shrink and break
apart
Reign of Timasthe Enlightened begins,
feudalism instituted
Cities become duchies in Thalibn
decentralization
Eastern Zarun no longer part of the Thaliban
Empire
Goidan tribes are finished forming by island
immigrants
Three generations of peace ends in Bhamotin
Great TEmple of Ashura was completed in
city of L’p’nth.
L’p’nth begins to inade western tribes
“Stole” rights to Tyan under protests of
Lemasans
Reign of Rori the Reaver ends
The Vandamen, Puessen, Thurani and
Larbani driven out
The Djani invade Nethagen but defeated by
Kotothi creatures
Reign of Thos the Lucky starts for the Djani
people

Year

Nation

Historical Event

321
328
331

Djanes
Choshai
Ma’helas

332

Xan

333

Dawana

335
335

Dawana
Dawana

336
336
338
338

Clima
Dawana
Dawana
Dawana

338
339
339
339

Dawana
Ba’rual
Caldo
Caldo

339

Caldo

339
339

Ashudan
L’p’nth

340

Djanes

340

Lemasa

341

East

341

East

341
341

East
Lemasa

341
342

L’p’nth
Vahear

343

Lemasa

343
343

Lemasa
Ma’helas

346
346
346

Ashudan
L’p’nth
L’p’nth

346

L’p’nth

346

Ma’helas

347

Ma’helas

347

Ma’helas

349

Rogizini

350
350

Katai
Katai

350
350
351

Katai
Ma’helas
Rogizini

351
352
352

Shazi
Shazi
Shazi

352

Shazi

354

East

354

East

Civilization begins to grow in the region
Choshai founded as a Katai military colony
Leman the Rebel begins his reign in future
Ma’helas
Xan reaches its current boundaries in
mountains
The Lemasa Emporer seeks the destructio of
Dawana
Dawana the Wise ends reign in Dawana
Dawan the Martyr cites a curse on the
Lemasan Empire
Affea colony founded in Clima
Lema and Aurisia attack Dawana
Lema completes the conquest of Dawana
Some believe curse of Dawan the Martry is
fullfilled
Dawana begins to resist Lemasan rule
Ba’rual became an independent nation
Kazi war with Giants and Trolls ends
Caldo as a antion grows and becomes
civilized in peacetime
Caldo given Dagger and The Jewel by Kril
Schrandaor Dwarves
Ashudan city founded
Western desert tribes subjugated under
Ch”b’r’s reign
To civilize the land Thos becomes Duke &
gives titles to Chiefs
Lemasan dominance of Eastern Seas begins
to end
Tyan massacre and blockade of Pildan on
Hunki island
After massacre Lemasa declares war on the
Fomorians
Great Lemasan War begins
Lemasa invades Tyan and massacres 13,000
people
B’z’b’ (Baizouba) city is built
Lemasan War begins and Vahear helps in
attacks
King of Fomoria attacks Ma’tan & kills every
Lemasan
Great Lemasan / Fomorian War begins
Great Lemasan / Fomorian War begins with
Matan being hit
Xaghan city founded [Nation of Ashudan]
Reign of Ch’b’r (Chaibor ends in L’p’nth
Strict code of conduct Military code period
ends
Reign of next 2 Insatiable Mistresses begin in
L’p’nth
Leman the Rebel betrays Lemasa & joins
Fomoria in the War
Nation renamed Ma’helas & colonist left to
Fomorian rule
Ma’helas begins to see stagnation under
Vahearian advice
Rogizini begin campaign to conquer pirates
in Shazizan
Reign of Sixth Howao Emporer ends
Witch hunt ends with 100,000 killed or
banished
Period of 15 more Emporers begin in Katai
Leman the Rebel’s reign ends in Ma’helas
Conquest of Shazizan pirates by Rogizini
Empire completed
Shazizan pirates defeated by Rogizini and flee
Shazi land in Salaq as invaders but defeated
King of Salaq allows them to remain and
dwell if loyal
Shazi population begins to grow as refugees
enter land
Great Lemasan War ends, with Lemasa
badly beaten
Kingdom of the East was founded ruling
islands and Lemdan
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Year

Nation

Historical Event

355
355
355

Clima
Dawana
Dawana

355

Vahear

355

Vahear

355

Ma’helas

356

Clima

356

Clima

356

Lemasa

356

Lemasa

356

Lemasa

357

Clima

357

Clima

357

Clima

361

Dawana

362

Shazi

362

Thaliba

363

Xan

364

Xan

365

Taolisa

368
368

Aredan
Shazi

369
370

Djanes
Taolisa

372

L’p’nth

377

Goidan

379

Chunrey

379

Treaus

379

Treaus

382

Dawana

386
386

Dirllar
Dirllar

386

Dirllar

392
392

Chunrey
Chunrey

392
396

Katai
L’p’nth

397
397

Dawana
Shurikal

398
399

Dawana
Ba’rual

399

Nerid

400

Bhamot

Fort Kira in Clima is founded
Dawanan resistance of Lemasa Empire ends
Dawana gains freedom when Lema is
conquered by Fomoria
War ends, Vahear helps in destruction of
Lemasan 3 fleets
Vahear starts as dominant force in southern
sea
Great Lemasa / Fomoria War ends with
Matan’s fleet lost
Reign of Third Immortal Ghova ends in
Clima
Clima’s empire ends growth after taking
nearby islands
Great Lemasan / Fomorian War comes to an
end
Fleet is shattered, M’atan & 6 islands lost to
Fomorians
Dark Age begins to descend on Lemasa with
empire broken
Fourth Immortal Ghova begins her reign in
Clima
Clima begins expansion and attacks on
Rogizini Empire
Clima begins attacks on Bhamotin and
MArentia
Lemas form council to govern the land and
Militart orders
Shazi population in Salaq quintupled over
the last decade
Reign of Timas the Enlightened ends in
Thaliba
Xan finally reaches its current boundaries,
expansion ends
Erdan founded after Xan celebrates their
expansion
Taolisa declares full independence and
expells all Lemasans
Aredan founded with aid of local nations
New Salaq King takes Shazi wife & forms
pernament alliance
Reign of Thos the Lucky ends
Taolia begins to return to the old ways of
piracy & raids
L’d’m’ (Lidaema) founded at Mt. H’ss’r
(Heissur)
End of Goidan colonization by Fomorians,
Kolari & Shandans
Royal house of Chunrey house Chunsa
marries Katai house
Korchi reign of Treaus ends, natives become
civilized
With aid from Elf Sidh Treaus drive the
Korchi out of land
Dawanan Militant Orders begin to defend
the land
Dirllar ends Korchi domination
Dirllar begins rebellion against A’korchu
Empire
Dirllar War of Independence begins again
A’korchu
Occupation by Katai of Choshai ends
Choshai gains full rights as a province of
Katai
Chunrey becomes independent Principality
Celebration of Blood in L’p’nth killing 10,000
captives
Militant Order defense in Dawana wanes
Reign of Prophet Markav’Kotas begins in
Shurikal
Council elects the 1st Holy Dawan
Ba’rual starts to take over small realms in
vicinity
Nerid becomes partially independent & ally
of Empire of Ced
Century of pain in Bhamotin begins to end
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Nation
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400

Shanda

400
400

Shanda
Shanda

400

Shanda

402
404

Shurikal
East

404
406

East
East

406

Doamn

406
406

Doamn
Doamn

406
406

L’p’nth
L’p’nth

406
407

L’p’nth
Cerulean

407
408
408

East
East
East

411

Cerulean

411

Fomoria

413

Cerulean

413

Cerulean

413

Doamn

413

Doamn

416

Bhamot

416

Bhamot

416

Cerulean

418

Dirllar

418

Dirllar

418

Dirllar

420

L’p’nth

421
421

Ced
Ced

421
421

Chiros
Clima

421

Doamn

421
422

Shurikal
Doamn

423

Cerulean

423
423
424

Ro’babza
Shurikal
Ced

424
425

Nerid
Kirazan

426
430

Cerulean
Cerulean

Coalition ends between Shanda, Perda, and
Sheriani
Coalition ends between Sherlani and Gholani
Coalitions end when Fomorians could not be
driven out
1st yearly Council of Chiefs formed to discuss
trade
Contruction of Holy City Shurikal begins
Katai Duke of Coasa doubles taxes for Hunki
Island & Tyan
Kingdom declares war on Coasa nation
Most of Cosa Peninsula and ducky’s capital
was captured
Merchant house gets right to field a larger
army
Port Doman begins invasion of Izza lands
The General sends arms & mercs to both
Nylasi sides
K’p’ch’ (Keupacha) built
Raiders enter the Cerulean Empire and are
defeated
Period of L’p’nth expansion begins to stall
Dhaji the Supple defended against invasion
by desert tribes
Tiansur was sacked by Kingdom of East
Kingdom of East / Coasa War ends
Fomorians after victory rename Duchy
capital to Ocedan
Dhaji the Supple, saw desert tribe invasion
ends
Expansion ends with 10 Fomorian kingdoms
founded
Ermeta founded by Empire after victory over
tribes
Invaded Bhamotin and forced a tribute to be
paid
Victimization of Port Doman by Izza raiders
ends
Port Doman defeats the Izza and ends the
threat
Bhamti Fight major war with Cerulean
Empire & badly beaten.
Bhamotin starts to pay yearly tribute to
Cerulean empire
Maure the Stubborn reign starts in Cerulean
Empire
Dirllar’s War of Independence ends against
A’korchu
Battle of Smras Fen where independence was
won for Dirllar
Council of Mages begin to rule Dirllar
though corrupt
Reign of 4th Insatiable Mistress ends in
L’p’nth
Period of peace ends in Empire of Ced
Kingdom of Salaq wages war on Empire of
Ced
Chiran revolt from Empire of Ced
Climan fleet defeated by a Salaqi fleet ending
a short war
The General ends aid for both sides of Nylasi
conflict
Construction of Holy City Shurikal finishes
General’s heirs also helps both sides in
Nylasa civili war
Conquest of Halle from Rogizini Empire
starts
Kacili begin major raids into Ro’babza
Holy Servants of Shurikal are created
Defeated by Kingdom of Salaq losing Ticasi,
Shiben, Chiros
Nerid sacked by Salaq
Permament tent city established in oasis of
Kiraza by Kacili
Conquest of Halle from Rogizini Empire ends
Cerulean try to pin the Bai’sani down

Year

Nation

Historical Event

431

Doamn

431

Gom

431

Gom

431
431

Ticasa
Ticasa

432

Bhamot

437

Cerulean

438

Clima

438

Clima

438

Clima

438

Clima

438

Clima

438

Gom

438

Ticasa

438

Ticasa

439

Cerulean

439

Gom

439

Gom

439
439

Gom
Shurikal

439

Shurikal

439

Shurikal

440
440
440

Cerulean
Cerulean
Shurikal

442

Ro’babza

443

Cerulean

448
449

Cerulean
Teolisa

452
453

Cerulean
Cerulean

454

Cerulean

455

Shurikal

456

Shurikal

456

Shurikal

460

Bhamot

461
461

Bhamot
Bhamot

461
461

Cerulean
Cerulean

461
461
463
467
467

Cerulean
Cerulean
Kirazan
Cerulean
Cerulean

Nearby Nylasi empire sses by plaques, civli
war & disasters
Rogizini demand Gom rejoin the empire and
pay backtaxes
Gom declares war on Rogizini Empire after
their threat
Ticasi period of Salaqi rule begins to end
Armanthar proposes Ticasi should be a
scholastic center
Primate Toval Maresh of the Citadel starts
his reign
Cerulean Empire fails to pin Bai’sani with
heavy losses
Reign of Fourth Immortal Ghova ends in
Clima
Expansion and attacks on Rogizini Empire
ends
Climan attacks on Bhamotin and Marentia
ends
Reign of Fifth Immortal Ghova in Clima
starts
Clima begins attacks on Bhamotin and
Thaliban fleets
Gom / Rigizini War ends with Rogizini
defeats on land & sea
Salaq authorizes Armanthar to build a
scholastic center
Reign of Governor Armanthar begins in
Ticasi
Gained alliance with Col’ka and opened a
mountain road
Gom by now has grown ecnomically and in
military strength
War ends with Rogizini Empire recognition
of Independent Gom
Gom slowly begins growth as a major power
Reign of Markav’Kotas ends, barbarian
tribes now unified
Reign of Markan the Bloody begins,
fanaticizes
Reign of Markan the Bloody begins,
fanaticizes the faith
Maure the Stubborn reign ends
Acosha the Mad’s reign starts
Start to build Holy Road & the Temple of
the Great Serpent
“Golden Age of Sleepers” & Sleeper rule ends
in Ro’babza
Cerulean Empire suffers bloody defeaty by
Bai’sani
Cerulean Empire goes to war with Hadat
Formed alliance with Kingdom of Vahear &
Teos
Cerulean Empire fails to conquer Hadat
Acosha the Mad ordered fleet to attack
Vahear
Half of Cerulean Empire fleet destroyed by
Vahear
Holy Road and the Temple of the Great
Serpent finished
Reign of Markan the Bloody ends with faith
going fanactical
Markan killed by leader of Holy Servants by
Khabla
Bhamotin declares war on the Cerulean
Empire
Bhamotin - Cerulean Empire war ends
Tribute paid by Bhamotin to Cerulean
empire ends
Cerulean Empire loses the Bhamotin tribute
Acosha the Mad assinated before he could
invade Katai
Acosha the Mad’s reign ends
Cerulean Empire sees a major civil war start
Kirazan city construction begins
Cerulean Empire Civil War ends
Maoud Maulitii became first Emporer of
Maulitii dynasy

Year

Nation

Historical Event

467
468

Cerulean
Ghazai

468

Marentia

468

Marentia

471

Kirazan

477
479
479
480

Ba’rual
Ba’rual
Ticasa
Ba’rual

483
485

Thaliba
Bhamot

485

Bhamot

485
487
487

Bhamot
Thaliba
Thaliba

487

Thaliba

488

Dirllar

488

Dirllar

488

Dirllar

490

Ba’rual

493
496

Bhamot
Ticasa

496

Ticasa

497
500

Ba’rual
Ghazai

501
501
501

Ba’rual
Ba’rual
Ba’rual

502

Shurikal

503
503

Clima
Clima

503

Clima

503

Clima

503

Shurikal

504

Ced

507

Thaliba

507

Thaliba

512

Dirllar

513
514

Dirllar
Marentia

514
514

Marentia
Marentia

515
516
516

Shestar
Ba’rual
Ba’rual

516
516

Ba’rual
Doamn

Golden Age of Cerulean Empire begins
Che’zeira the Chosen, 1st Great Chief, unites
Ghazai tribes
Marentia sees division of its land (107
domains) end
Malnon, Cholchara & Ba’rual begin to
conquer 63 domains
Kirazan city created by thosee who remained
in area
Maras I starts reign in Ba’rual
Ba’rual’s conquest of realms in vicinity ends
Council of Scholars is formed to rule Ticasi
Count of Ba’rual becomes Maras I, King of
Ba’rual
Fortress Thalib completed in Thaliba
Primate Toval of Citadel’s reign ends in
Bhamotin
Death of Toval saw decline in Bhamotin as
major power
Kravas the Blind starts reign in Bhamotin
Defeat of Thaliban fleet by Climans
Thaliba becomes isolated away from its
empire & breaks up
Cities become fully independent from
Thaliban Empire
Corrupted & ineffective Council of Mages
ends in Dirllar
Nilgeranthrib elminates council of mages and
takes over
Reign of Terror by Nilgeranthrib the
Dictator begins
Ba’rual defeats Cholchara with help from
Zen’da
Kravas the Blind’s reign ends in Bhamotin
Reign of Governor Armanthar ends,
dedicated life to Ticasi
Armanthar’s death is honored in Royal
Chamber in Ticasi
Ba’rual allies with Sar’manda by marriage.
Night of the Serpent where Ghazai Royal line
is deified
Maras I’s reign in Ba’rual ends
Maras I dies, Queen serves as Regent
Ba’rual becomes friends with Zen’da,
especially Sar’manda
Tome of Kototh & Rite of Immortal Birth
created by Khala
Reign of Fifth Immortal Ghova ends in Clima
Thaliban and Bhamotin fleets massacred by
Climan war ends
Riegn of Sixth Immortla Ghova begins in
Clima
Gom and Xan fleets begin to attack Climan
fleets
Reign of Ka’Khab the Immortal starts in
Shurikal
Thesovius the Magnificent took throne in
Empire of Ced
Duke of Alzira becomes seduced by
Nilgeranthrib for power
Nilgeranthrib rules & desecrates Alzira
killing many
Reign of terror by Nilgeranthrib the Dictator
ends
Dirllar ruled by the King of the Islands
Malon, Cholchara & Ba’rual ends conquest
of 63 domains
Asichi founded by Cholchara
Cholchara begins conquest of the Zen’da
tribes
Shestar begins extermination of Nylasa tribes
Queen of Maras I reign ends
Ba’rual friendship with Zen’da begins to
wane
Kerain I reign begins
Aid by General’s heirs ends for Nylasa civil
war
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516

Doamn

518
519

Nylasa
Doamn

519
519

Marentia
Marentia

519

Marentia

519

Nylasa

520
520
520

Ba’rual
Marentia
Marentia

520

Marentia

520

Mopazi

520
521

Zenda
Shestar

521

Mopazi

522

Ced

522

Marentia

523

Dawana

523

Ro’babza

525

Mopazi

527
529
530
530

Dawana
Djanes
Ced
Katai

532

Dawana

532

Marentia

533

Ced

533
533

Ced
Ced

533
533

Choshai
Chunrey

533
534
537
537
537

Katai
Thaliba
Djanes
Djanes
Djanes

537

Djanes

537
537
537

Kirazan
Ro’babza
Thaliba

537

Thaliba

538

Ba’rual

539
539
539

A’Korchu
A’Korchu
A’Korchu

539

Ba’rual

540

Ced

After Nylasi Empire falls Port Doman is
dominant area power
Nylasa’s dominance in region begins to wane
Nylasa Empire falls from major disasters and
civli wars
Cholchara ends conquest of the Zen’da tribes
Zen’da sacks Asichi in retaliation of the
Cholchara raids
Asichi was sacked by raids from Zen’da &
Ba’rual
Nylasa sees a period of Civil War, plaques &
raids begin
Ba’rual sends raids into Marentia
Zen’da invade the Plains of Cholchara
Marentia sees the start of yearly raids by
Zen’da & Ba’rual
Cholchara was sacked by raids from Zen’da
& Ba’rual
Mopazi ends as a client state of the Nylasi
Empire
Zen’da begin to invade Plains of Cholchara
Shestar extermination of southern Nylasa
tribes ends
Nylasa Empire begins to suffer from
plaques.(Mopazi too)
Empire of Ced starts advance to the river
Zara
Cholchara was sacked by raids from Zen’da
& Ba’rual
Homali Ghora becomes 5th Holy Dawan in
Dawana
Major desert raids by Kacili wound the
empire but end
Mopazi lose 40% of the population due to
plaques
Ghora and Militant Orders attack Aurisia
Criegar the Blind rules the Djani clans
Empire of Ced advance to the river Zara ends
Revolts in Scaloo, Musdao, Qimou,Ci’jian,
Dzhamou & Sangsao
Aurisia city captured by Dawana ending the
war
Cholchara was sacked by raids from Zen’da
& Ba’rual
Thesovius reign ends, with fleet decline and
army prospered
Minor raids into Iravoy where Thesovius dies
Thiebald the Demented starts his reign in
Empire of Ced
Khaton Dynasty tries for control of Katai
Choshai backs wrong side in civil war in
Katai
Katai Revolts end
Nilgeranthrib moves against cities in area
Reign of Criegar the Blind ends
Growth of Civilization for Djani wanes
Lobar the Black, a Korchi puppet, begins
rule of Djani
Djaris the Unforgiving, Criegar’s heir, tries
for control
Reign of Ahmed the Just in Kirazan begins
Reign of Ro’mabazai begins in Ro’babza
Nilgeranthrib moves against other cities &
conquers them
Nilgeranthrib begins to rule his nation to his
will
Ba’rual sacks Cholchara and Asichi from
516-538
A’korchu Dark Age nears its ending period.
A’mara the Builder seizes A’korchu throne
A’korchu Empire under A’mara’s rule sees
power come back
Ba’rual occupation & invasion of
Cholchara/Asichi begins
Saw loses of Zarun gains and defeated by
Xianese rebels
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540

Ced

540
540

Ced
Kirazan

542

Marentia

546

Kirazan

546

Kirazan

546

Marentia

549

Thaliba

549

Thaliba

549

Thaliba

550
550
550

Djanes
Djanes
Taolisa

550

Taolisa

550

Thaliba

550

Thaliba

550

Thaliba

550
550

Thaliba
Zarun

551

Djanes

553

Choshai

553

Chunrey

553

Katai

553

Katai

553

Katai

553

Katai

553

Zarun

553
553

Zarun
Zarun

557
557

Djanes
Djanes

558
558
558
560
562
569
569

Chunrey
East
East
Kirazan
Shestar
East
Marentia

570
571

East
Chunrey

571
571

East
East

579

Katai

579

Katai

579

Marentia

Thiebald the Demented’s reign ends when
assinated
Army starts control of puppet Emporers
Ahmed gives rights to peasants and slaves in
Kirazan
Cholchara was sacked by raids from Zen’da
& Ba’rual
Peaceful ties created with Ro’babza by
Ahmed’s marriage
Kirazan begins period of prosperity and
peace
Sivas was sacked by raids from Zen’da &
Ba’rual
Nilgeranthrib welds a nation subjugated to
his evil will
Nilgeranthrib marches on Thalib with his
living & dead army
Nilgeranthrib begins attacking Thalib with
his evil magics
Djaris the Unforgiving, ends fight for control
Duchy begins to rebuild after the civil war
Taolisa’s period of piracy and raiding begins
to end
Taolisa beins persecution of Dawanaism now
on the island
Nilgeranthrib uses his evil magics sieges
Thalib city
Thalib gains support of Zarun and the
mountain cities
Melanius Zendar (Life Sword) attacks & kills
Nilgeranthrib
Mountain cities begin to rule the forest
Duke of Zara participates in Nilgeranthrib’s
war
War to put Criegar’s heir to the throne
begins
Khaton Dynasty takes Katai and Choshai
becomes independent
Choshai fails to back the wrong side in Katai
civil war
Period ends of 15 Emporers Reign & Katai
becoming decadent
Armies of Khatou & Jian shatter the armies
of Howao/Dzhamou
Prince of House Khatou became the new
Katai Emperor.
Emporer consolidates power and fights other
houses start
Melanius Zendar, bearer of Life Sword,
poisoned in Zarun
Start of the Zomozan Dynasty in Zarun
Oppression of people by the Zomozan rulers
begins in Zarun
Lobar the Black reign ends
Civil War ends to put Criegar’s heir to the
throne
Choshai allies with Kingdom of the East
Kingdom aids Chunrey in war against Katai
Fomorians/Chunrey sack Tiansar
Reign of Ahmed the Just ends in Kirazan
Shestar wages war with Kirazan
Fomorians/Chunrey sack Si’chava
Malnon was sacked by raids from Zen’da &
Ba’rual
Fomorians/Chunrey sack Tiansar again
Choshai purchases peace by paying Katai a
tribute
Fomorians/Chunrey sack Musdan
Chunrey make peace with Katai ending the
war
Emporer ends consolidation and house
fighting period
Reign o second Katou Emporer in Katai
begins
Cholchara was sacked by raids from Zen’da
& Ba’rual

Year

Nation

Historical Event

584

Shurikal

587

Marentia

589

L’p’nth

591

Marentia

594

L’p’nth

595

L’p’nth

595
595

L’p’nth
L’p’nth

596

Clima

598

Nylasa

599

Teolisa

599

Zarun

599

Zarun

599

Zarun

600

Ba’rual

600

Ba’rual

600

Clima

600

Clima

600

Doamn

600
600
600

Doamn
Iza
Marentia

600

Nylasa

600

Nylasa

600

Zenda

601

Bhamot

601

Bhamot

601

Chunrey

601

Clima

601

Clima

601

Marentia

601

Marentia

601

Treaus

602

East

602

East

603
603
603

Bhamot
Bhamot
Bhamot

603

Bhamot

604

East

604

East

Code of Shurikal, the legal code of land,
created
Valeu was sacked by raids from Zen’da &
Ba’rual
L’p’nth begins invasion of western mountains
and badlands
Malnon was sacked by raids from Zen’da &
Ba’rual
Period of expansion by L’p’nth stalled
expansion ends
L’p’nth ends invasion of western mountains
and badlands
S’ph’nth (Sophainth) was founded
L’p’nth begins consolidation of territory
gains
Gom tricked into breaking treaty with Xan
by 6th Ghova
Period of Civil war, plaques and raids end in
Nylasa
Teos merges with Sa’ues as part of wedding
alliance
Oppression of people by the Zomozan rulers
ends in Zarun
Lochar III executed by the military on break
of civil war
Council of Elders formed to rule the land in
Zarun
Ba’rual occupation & invasion of
Cholchara/Asichi ends
Ba’rual begins to become a peaceful trade
center
Reign of Sixth Immortal Ghova in Clima
ends
Clima is defeated in long fleet actions against
Gom & Xan
Port Doman allies with Izza & turns them to
Fomrian faith
Port Doman enters slave trade
The Izza become allies with Port Doman
Marentia sees end of yearly raids by Zen’da
and Ba’rual
The Nylasi Empire has now become a
memory in the area
Nylasa enters a Dark Age & the people
discover pain & fear
Zen’da ends invasion of Cholchara sacking
many cities
Climan Debacle as the war fleet of Bhamotin
is shattered
Bhamotin begins recovery from Climan
Debacle
Choshai begins war of Fomorian realm while
they were weak
Massa the Wise, 7th Immortal Ghova rules
starts in Clima
Climan culture begins to blossom and the
navy rebuilds
Zen’da begin to settle in the Plains of
Cholchara
Sivas begins to surpass Cholchara as
dominant city in area
Treans Mysteries formulated by monarchs
Chirea and Albus
Duke of Coasa attacks Kingdom of East to
regain his lands
Total conquest of Coasa Peniula begins by
East Kingdom
Recovery of Bhamotin resources ends
Primate Zenara killed by Rogizini Raiders
Bhamotin shatters 2 Rogizini armies &
Captures A’zan
Provinius Malcon reign saw invasion of
Rogizini Empire
Coasa Duke completes attack to regain his
lands
Total conques of Coasa Peninsula,Pirasar,
and Cosa Duchy
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Nation

Historical Event

604
605
607

East
East
East

609
609

Ro’babza
Ro’babza

609

Ro’babza

609
611

Ro’babza
Bhamot

611

East

611

East

612
613
617
627

Katai
Chunrey
Katai
Shurikal

630

Shurikal

630

Shurikal

630

Shurikal

630

Shurikal

631
632
634

Bhamot
Fomoria
Bhamot

639
639

Chiros
Shanda

639
639

Shanda
Gom

639
639

No’mal
Thaliba

640
640
640
640
640

Chiros
Chiros
Shanda
Nylasa
Thaliba

641

Nylasa

641
643
644
646
650

Nylasa
Jax’on
Shanda
Shanda
Dawana

651
656
668
668
668

Shanda
Lemasa
Shanda
Shanda
Shanda

668

Shanda

668
668
669

Jax’on
Jax’on
Shanda

672
672

Jax’on
Jax’on

672

Jax’on

673

Jax’on

673

Jax’on

Chunrey attacks Kingdom of the East begins
Kingdom of the East sacks Mokasa
Kingdom of East burns every ship in Mokasa
harbor
Reign of Ro’mabazai ends in Ro’babza
Ro’mabazai grants full citizenship to
tribesman in city
End of Ro’mabazai, end of Kacili raids &
Kirazan friendship
Robabza begins long period of peace
War against Rogizini armies end with
Bhamotin victory
Kingdom of East advances into Chun Hills in
Chunrey War
Kingdome of East enters defensive posture &
uses diplomacy
Reign of 2nd Katou Emporer in Katai ends
Fomorian and Choshai War ends
Reign of Six more Khatou Emporers begins
Army begins to be formed and built in
Shurikal
First regular army formed by Ka’Khab
completed
Reign of Ka’Khab the Immortal ends in
Shurikal
Rite of Immortla Birth used on
granddaughter of Ka’Khab
Reign of the Immortal Shurikal begins, the
world’s top mage
Bhamotin 200 years of prosperity begins
Golden Age for Kingdom of Fomoria begins
Bhamotin invasion of Rogizini empire
wanes/ends
Chiran revolt against Salaqi rule
Shenah (Sherlani chief) forms chief council
into governemnt
Reign of Chief shehan in Shanda begins
Gom ends growth and becomes a major
power in the area
Dechat’s fleet allowed Vahear to sack No’mal
Nilgeranthrib reborn again, attacks the
mountain cities
Salqai Royal Army crushed the rebellion
Chiros becomes Royal Duchy of Salaq
Shanda begin conquest of A’chalani
Nylasa’s Dark Age ends
Mountain cities rule the forest and become
decadent
The “Holy One” / “the Mistress of the Tiger”
enters scene
The First Year of the She tiger in Nylasa
Reign of 25th Duke of Ja’xon begins
A’chalani conquered by Shandans
Fort Inan and Musira sacked
The 8th Holy Dawan sends missionaries to
spread the faith.
Shanda starts repeat invasion of Gom
Dark Age begins to end in Lemasa
Reign of Chief Shehan ends in Shanda
Shandan invasion of Gom ends
Shenah drawn into battle at Ja’xon to lose
and be captured
Shenah executed and empire ends and tribes
become frgmented
Ja’xon attacked by Empire of Shenab
Ja’xon beings resistance of Shenab invasion
Shanda raided by Gom and tribes remain
split
Ja’xon resistance of Shenab invasion ends
Under the 25th Duke Ja’xon breaks the
Shenab army and wins
Cho’va (Ko’vai Jaxom) captures Shenab &
sends him to Gom
The 25th Duke is murdered at a staff
conference
Reign of 25th Duke of Ja’xon ends
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Nation

Historical Event

674

Jax’on

682

Ja’xon

693

Thaliba

693
697

Thaliba
Ma’helas

698

Clima

698

Clima

698

Clima

698
698

Clima
Taolisa

698

Taolisa

702

Dirllar

702
703
703

Ticasa
Clima
Clima

703
704

Nerid
Ma’helas

704

Marentia

705

Taolisa

705
705

Taolisa
Taolisa

708
708

A’Korchu
A’Korchu

708

A’Korchu

708
709

Lemasa
Clima

709

Marentia

710
713
713

Marentia
Dirllar
Dirllar

713
713
713
715
716
718

Dirllar
Dirllar
Marentia
Marentia
Marentia
Marentia

718
718

Marentia
Marentia

718

Marentia

719
719

Taolisa
Taolisa

720
720

Ticasa
Ticasa

720
728

Ticasa
Marentia

730
730

Caldo
Marentia

731

Caldo

Ja’xon begins to be plundered in a short civil
war
Ja’xon’s civil war ends to put family Jaxom
back on throne
Thaliba closes borders except for Thaliban
Road and Porta
Last time outsiders see a true Thaliban
Ma’helas’s period of staganation under
Vahear advice ends
Massa the Wise, 7th Immortal Ghova rules
ends in Clima
Climan culture ends period of growth and
navy rebuilding
Reign of Eigth Immortal Ghova starts in
Clima
Clima begins war against Empire of Ced
Taolisa persecution of Dawanaism begins to
end
Religious persecution starts a civil war in
Taolisa
Dirllar Civil War starts against Kingdom of
Islands rule
Plaque hits Ticasi and starts to kill many
Clima sacks Nerid
Climan War with Empire of Ced ends with
their Ced Defeat
Nerid sacked by Climans
People try to improve their lot by war but
are defeated
Society of Malnon formed without Sivas
backing
Taol the Bloodless takes the throne, secretly
a Dawanist
Reign of Taol the Bloodless in Taolisa begins
The “Dawanaese Monarchy” period begins in
Taolisa
A’korchu Empire growth suddenly ends
Admiral A’Asu kills A’mara and took throne
in A’korchu
A’asu the Cursed reign, military takes
control of land
Reign of Yyast XI begins in Lemasa
Ghova marries one of Salaqi forming an
alliance
Society of Malnon begins to fight the
Barbarians
Cholchara was sacked by the Zen’da
Dirllar control by Kingdom of Islands wanes
Civil war & unrest ends against Kingdom of
Islands
Dirllar becomes free from Kingdom of Islands
Period of 23 Dirllan Dictators start
Malnon was sacked By the Zen’da
Malnon was sacked by the Zen’da
Valeu was sacked by the Zen’da
Society of Malnon ends their fight with the
Barbarians
Cholchara was sacked by the Zen’da
Kingdom takes loan from Sivas and hires
mercs for war
The Kingdom begins to hire mercs to fight
the barbarians
Reign of Taol the Bloodless ends in Taolisa
Reign of next kings starting decrease in
Taolisa power
Plaque ends in Ticasi with over 12,000 killed
Edict of Respite declared by Council of
Scholars
Edict o Respite begins to stablize the land
The hired Marentian mercs end with the
barbarians
Dagger and Jewel given to Caldans (339-730)
Fort Maren founded by the mercenaries as a
operations base
Alliance formed with Kazi under reign of
13th Dagger
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731

Marentia

731
739
740
746

Marentia
Caldo
Caldo
Kirazan

748

Caldo

750
750
753

Dirllar
Dirllar
Dirllar

753
754
755

Dirllar
Djanes
A’Korchu

755

A’Korchu

755

A’Korchu

755
759
760

L’p’nth
Shestar
Goidan

760

Gom

760

Lemasa

768
763

Lemasa
Djanes

763

Djanes

763

Lemasa

771

Lemasa

774
776
777

Lemasa
Lemasa
Lemasa

777
777
782
782

Lemasa
Lemasa
Lemasa
Taolisa

782

Taolisa

782

Taolisa

782

Taolisa

783

Clima

783

Clima

785

Djanes

785

Zenda

789

Cerulean

789
789

Cerulean
Cerulean

789
790
791

Djanes
Cerulean
Dawana

791

Katai

791
792

L’p’nth
Katai

792

L’p’nth

Zen’da ends their dwelling in the Plains of
Cholchara
Sivas’s dominance in the area begins to end
Caldo period of growth and peace ends
North is opened to Caldan traders
Period of Prosperity nd peace wanes in
Kirazan
Caldo & Kazi alliance ends during 13th
Dagger’s reign
Period of 23 Dirllan dictators ends
A’korchu invades Dirllar
A’korchu defeated & Merchant’s Council
rules Dirllar
Merchant’s Council begins rule in Dirllar
Homar the Bold starts reign
A’asu the Cursed kills himself during a
Fomorian invasion
A’korchu civil war starts, great magics
ravage the land
Period of 13 A’korchu emporers start to rule
the land
L’p’nth ends consolidation of territory gains
Shestar humilated in battle by Ro’babza
The tribes of Goidan begin to resist
Fomorian rule
Gom begins to becomes jaded and decadent
by the nobility.
Yyast XI reign ends, Eastern lands discoved
& trade grows
Reign of Kshka III begins in Lemasa
Homar the Bold marries into Clan Bara of
Caldo
The nation is renamed Djanesborg and
Calendar formed
Holy city of Sscavhi allies with Atla in
Lemasa
Holy city of Sscavhi allies with A’khara in
Lemasa
Conquest of Kai’cera begins
Vasa conquered by Lemasa
Aurisia rejoins empire in fear of Kshka’s
might
Empire begins to rebuild and form alliances
Kai’cera is conquered by Lemasa
Reign of Kshka III ends in Lemasa
Reign of next 2 kings ends, sees power of
Taolisa wane
The “Dawanaese Monarchy” ends sees power
of Taolisa wane
Lemasa defeats the fleet of Taolisa, Taol the
Hermit killed
General Am Cho’vak rules in Taolisa after
killing Taol
Reign of Eight Immortal Ghova in Clima
ends
Reign of Ninth Immortal Ghova in Clima
begins
King Homar puts a campaign of piracy
against A’korchu
Pan-tribal cult becomes persecuted by
Zen’da tribes
During Maolitii Dynasty the Empire’s
Golden Age ends
Maulitti Dynasty ended by Patani guard
Amy’pas I became first Emporer of Patani
dynasty
Reign of homar the Bold ends
Cerulena Empire begins war with L’p’nth
Dawana missionaries discover the Eastern
Lands
Katai defeats L’p’nth invasion though
outnumbered 4 to 1
L’p’nth invades Katai and are repulsed
With 10,000 Reinfocements L’p’tnh is driven
out of Katai
L’p’nth invades Katai and army is shattered
again

Year

Nation

Historical Event

792
793
793

L’p’nth
Cerulean
Katai

794
795

East
Katai

796
798

Katai
Katai

799

Teolisa

800

Zenda

800

Zenda

801
801

A’Korchu
A’Korchu

801

A’Korchu

801

A’Korchu

802
802
803

Katai
Katai
Katai

803

Katai

804
805
805

Cerulean
Dirllar
Dirllar

805

Dirllar

806
807
809
809

Cerulean
Chiros
Taolisa
Taolisa

809

Taolisa

810

Kirazan

810

Zarun

812
815

Chiros
Bhamot

819
820
820

Cerulean
Chiros
Katai

820

Katai

824
825

Ced
Taolisa

830

Aratad

830

Aratad

830
830

Ced
Zenda

831

Bhamot

831
831
831
831
832
832

Bhamot
Cerulean
East
Katai
Bhamot
]Bha]

834
834

Taolisa
Taolisa

L’p’nth invades eastern steppes for captives
Cerulean Empire ends war with L’p’nth
General becomes national hero and Count
over Imperial Army
Kingdom of East forms alliance with Teos
Reign of 6 Katou Emporers with iron fist
ends
Reign of Sixth Khatou Emporer begins
Jin’sha Tara’Khatou (Hero) becomes Grand
Marshal of Army
Cerulean Empire orders Teos to pay tribute
but back down
Don Host led by Xalan Horse-brother invades
Zen’da steppes
Pan-tribal cult drien out of Zen’da to the
southern forests
Period of fast 13 A’korchu emporers ends
A’korchu civil war ends, magics almost
destroy the land
A’Chori the Great takes A’korchu throne in
a bloody coup
A’Chori the Great starts restructuring the
Korchi society
Reign of Sixth Katou Emporer in Katai ends
Reign of Emporer Mocama begins
Writ of Divine Seclusion made and makes
Emporers god-like
Jin’sha’s reign as Master General begins (de
facto ruler)
Cerulean Empire begins conquest of Hadat
Merchant’s Council reign ends in Dirllar
Council reorganized into Council of Thirteen
in Dirllar
Stablization of Dirllar begins by Council of
13
Cerulean Empire conquers Hadat
Salaq X returned Chiros to local rule
Reign of General Am Cho’vak ends in Taolisa
Civil War ends and General Am is killed and
replaced
Reign of Irwa the Juggler, unifies land &
religious freedom
Great Mufti Muji ala’Morii returns &
preaches the Sand Claw
Don Host enters Zarun but sees stiff
resistance
Chiros ends being Royal Duchy of Salaq
Primate Zer leads Bhamotin into conquest of
Cerulean Empire
Amy’pas I marries a Rogizini princess
Chiros period of local rule ends
Jin’sha reign ends sees 15 revolts killed as de
facto ruler
Yuan’jin (son of Jin’sha) becomes Master
General
Maviaius the Cunning reign starts
Taolisa discover the Eastern Lands and trade
with them
Aratad lands end as part of the Empire of
Ced
Don Host enters Aratad lands and being to
pillage
Don Host attacks Empire of Ced
Don Host ends invasion of Zen’da steppes
and moves on
Bhamotin period of 200 years of prosperity
ends
Cerulean Empire attacks Bhamotin
Cerulean Empire begins war with Bhamotin
Kingdom of East forms alliance with Taolisa
Reign of Emperor Mocama ends
Foyar the Bold reign of Bhamotin starts
Invasion of Cerulean Empire by Bhamotin
ends
Reign of Irwa the Juggler ends in Taolisa
Reign of Sirhva the Lustful begins, saw
decadence grow

Year

Nation

Historical Event

839

Aratad

839
839

Aratad
Aratad

839

Ced

839
839
839
839
840

Ced
Ced
Donara
Clima
Aratad

840
840
840

Aratad
Caldo
Ced

840
840
840

Taolisa
Taolisa
Taolisa

841
844
845

Nylasa
Cerulean
Donara

845
845

Donara
Donara

847
847

Ro’babza
Ro’babza

849

Katai

850

Bhamot

850

Bhamot

850
850

Cerulean
Cerulean

850

Djanes

851
851
851

Ced
Ced
Ced

851
852

Ced
Bhamot

853
853

Ced
Kirazan

853

Marentia

853

Marentia

853

Ro’babza

853

Ro’babza

856
856

Ced
Taolisa

857

Ced

857

Taolisa

860

Marentia

861
861

Bhamot
Marentia

861

Marentia

862

Kirazan

862

Marentia

Duke of Rhoazad formed coalition with
Eured and Aratad
Don Host pillage of Aratad begins to slow
The Aratad Coalition drive the Don Host
back to Salaq
Aratad, Rhozad, Eured lost to Don host in
Empire of Ced
Don host driven out with help of King Sillar
Maviaius tries to get Sillar’s sworn fealty
Don Host enters the Plains of Salaq
Clima shatters Bhamotin fleet
Silar, Duke of Rhoazad names himself King
of the 3 Nations
Silar’s reign starts with rebuilding of nations
North is slowly closed to Caldan traders
Army ends rule of puppet Ced Emporers and
their power ends
Reign of Sirhva the Lustful ends in Taolisa
Sirhva “accidently” dies
Lady Tsiema serves as Regent with help &
rebuilds nation
Reign of the “Holy One” in Nylasa begins
Amy’pas I’s reign ends
After 6 years the Don Host is battered by
Salaq and Caldo
The Host driven into Kingdom of E’lici
The Host start to live as raiders & mercs in
E’lici land
Period of peace ends in Ro’babza
Movai a’Babza becomes Emporer leading to
a civil war
Yuan’jin reign ends, forced nobility to swear
fealty
At the Battle of Valley of Shame war ends in
victory
After Bhamotin victory of Cerulea the
Rogizini attacks
Cerulean Empire ends war with Bhamotin
Marshal Ho’aza Dalya begins to serve as
Regent
Duchy ends reconstruction after the long ago
civli war
Maviaius gives up on getting Sillar’s fealty
Maviaius the Cunning’s reign ends
Empire of Ced attacks Rhozad (Sillar’s
kingdom)
Larentan the Lout reign starts
Bhamti see a major victory over a large
Rogizini army
Rhozad sacked by Empire of Ced
Grand Mufti Ali leads bloody coup in
Kirazan
Jhamal Karestian takes command of Fort
Maren
Jhmal builds friendly relations with Sivas &
the barbarians
K’bab Moballi seizes the throne and kills all
enemies
Shestar invades but badly defeated by
Ro’babza forces
A’lam sacked by Empire of Ced
Reign of Lady Tsiema as Regent ends in
Taolisa
War against Rhozad ends in victory by
Empire of Ced
Reign of Sirhva the Lawmaker begins in
Taolisa
Jhmal finishes building his relations up with
neighbors
Foyar the Bold’s rule of Bhamotin ends
Jhmal of Marentia marries a daughter of
barbarian chief
Sivas given economic monopoly on grain
sales in the south
Ro’babza retailates against Jihads by Mufti
Ali
Jhmal crowns himself King of Marentia
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862

Marentia

862

Marentia

863

Kirazan

863

Kirazan

863
863

Kirazan
Kirazan

863
868

Taolisa
Ced

868
868

Ced
Marentia

868

Marentia

868

Marentia

868
868

Ro’babza
Ro’babza

868

Ro’babza

868

Shurikal

868

Shurikal

868

Shurikal

869
869
870

Kirazan
Marentia
Kirazan

870

Shurikal

871

Marentia

873
873

Cerulean
Shurikal

875

Marentia

876
877
877

Shurikal
Lemasa
Shurikal

879
879
880
880

Marentia
Marentia
Donara
Donara

880
881

Shurikal
East

881
884

Lemasa
Donara

884

Donara

884

Taolisa

888

A’Korchu

888

Aratad

888

Aratad

889

Caldo

889

Caldo

889

East

889

East

Jhmal, the Pretender, requires felaty of the
nobility
Sivas immediately swears fealty to King
Jhmal
Grand Mufti Ali takes control of nation of
Kirazan
Grand Mmufti captured by Ro’babza and
Kirazan loyalists
Grand Ali Nasabawa was executed
Ro’babza rule the land & start killing off
Sand Claw faith
Lady Tsiema dies of consumption in Taolisa
Under Larentian the Loud three nationss go
independent
Morale of Empire of Ced starts to decline
Cholchara and Malnon still refuses to swear
fealty to Jhmal
Jhmal attacks Cholchara and burns it to the
ground
Jhmal annexes Cholchara and gives the lands
to his brother
K’bab Moballi’s reign ends in Ro’babza
Shurikal destroyed and looted but Emporer
K’bab dies
Ha’k’ba’baza the Unlamented begins rule in
Ro’babza
Reign of the Immortal Shurikal ends, the
world’s top mage
Shurikal killed by K’bab the Conquerer &
holy city sacked
Rite of Immortla Birth & Tome of Kototh
looted from city
Ro’babza rule ends in Kirazan
Malnon / Marentian War starts
Kirazan’s rightful Emir takes throne and
Ro’babza leaves
Rite of Immortal Birth sold to a Kirazani
trader
Malnon / Marentia war ends, Malnon is
burnt & annexed
Marshal Ho’aza Dalya ends reign as Regent
Rite of Immortal Birth sold to a Rogizini
wizard
Jhmal I, the Terrible, has solid control of his
kingdom
Tome of Kototh lost to Kacili raiders
Empire allies with dawan and Taolisa
Rite of Immortal Birth sealed in Cave of
Ancient Deaths
Jhmal I is assinated by friends of his son
Jhmal II takes throne in Marentia
The Host ends living in the E’lici land
Don, son of Don, reforms the host into army
in Xalanara
Tome of Kototh sold to Emir of Maoun
Kingdom of East ends period of defensive
posture
Reign of Yymab IV begins in Lemasa
Under Pel leadership, Don sends army
against th eE’lici
E’lici capital taken and renamed to Pelara
after victory
City on island renamed to Irwa in honor of
Irwa the Juggler
A’Chori proclaims himself God Emporer of
the A’korchu
Silar’s reign ends and his son & grandson
takes over
Silar’s son takes throne and nation starts to
prosper
Don Host defeated by Caldo & Salaq at
Battle of Xad
Caldo sees period of peace with only minor
wars with trolls
East Kingdom attacks Lemasa but Taolisa
doesn’t get involved
Kingdom of East sees some major defeats &
some victories
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890

Donara

890
890

Donara
East

890

Nylasa

893
894

Jax’on
Donara

894
897
897

Donara
Donara
Taolisa

899
899
900

Lemasa
Lemasa
Dirllar

900

Dirllar

900

Nylasa

900

Nylasa

901

Ba’rual

901
901

Ba’rual
Ba’rual

901

Marentia

901
901
903

Marentia
Marentia
Lemasa

904

Marentia

904

Marentia

904
904

Marentia
Marentia

906

Clima

906

Clima

906

Valheim

906

Valheim

906

Valheim

907

Shanda

907

Shanda

907

Shanda

907
907

Shurikal
Shurikal

909
909
909

Ba’rual
Ba’rual
Jax’on

909

Jax’on

909

Jax’on

909
909

Lemasa
Valheim

909

Valheim

909

Valheim

909

Valheim

The Host surprises Salaq and explodes into
plains
Second Salaq War begins
All in all the War with Lemasa was a debacle
for Kingdom
Pa’Nylasa discover the Dark city and soon
become feared
Reign of 28th Duke of Ja’xon begins
Second Salaq War ends with Xad and most
of Plains captured
Don proclaims himself Don I, King of Donara
Don commissions royal capital construction
Reign of Sirhva the Lawmaker ends, Code of
Dutiful law now
Kingdom of the East invades Lemasa
War of Lemasa and Kingdom of East begins
Stablization of Dirllar ends in Dirllar by
Council of 13
Dirllar wages war with 3 Fierazi tribes in
forest
Reign of the “Holy One” ends in Nylasa some
power returns
Nylasa begins to remerge as a power again in
the area
Ba’rual period as peaceful trade center
begins to end
Ba’rual falls to L’p’nth invasion
Ba’rual begins to resist L’p’nth, with help of
Marentia
Jhmal II reign ends, kingdom consolidated &
expanded wsst
Jhmal II dies breaking a rebellion in Valeu
Old nobility begins to try to take power back
War of Lemasa & Kingdom of East ends
with Lemasa rebuilding
Old nobility ends their revolt to take the
power back
Jha’ced, son of Jhmal II, wins and takes the
throne.
Jha’ced the Wise begins to rule Marentia
First regular army forms & civilization of
tribes starts
Reign of Ninth Immortal Ghova in Clima
ends
Reign of Tenth Immortal Ghova in Clima
begins
Reign of Tholal the Foolhardy starts in
Valheim
Aided by the Assirans, Valheim invades the
Kameran lands
Valheim / Kameran War (aided by Assirans)
begins
Shanda sees end of Gom raids and tribal
disunity
Roghara founded by Donara, Marentia &
Bhamotin mercs
Perdans begin long war to attack the new
Roghara city
Dynastic wars end in Shurikal
Reign of Kon’kie the White begins, Caste of
Power reformed
Ba’rual capital city is sacked by L’p’nth
Ba’rual’s resistance to L’p’nth wanes
Reign of 2t8h Duke ends who continued
Ja’xon oppression
Ja’xon people revolt against 28th Duke &
Jaxom family
Ja’xon ends slavery and does not tolerate it
in realm
Reign of Yymab IV ends in Lemasa
Reign of Tholal the Foolhardy ends in
Valheim
Valheim broken at the gates of Ancient Moss
Fortress
Valheim / Kameran War (aided by Assirans)
ends in Valheim
Valheim pays weregild and withdrawls from
Kameran lands
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910

Ba’rual

910

Ba’rual

910

Donara

913
913

Shanda
Shanda

913

Dirllar

913

Dirllar

913
913

Donara
Donara

914

Gom

914
916
916

Gom
Aratad
Aratad

916
917

Aratad
Clima

919

Aratad

920

Clima

920

Shanda

921
921

Djanes
Djanes

921

Djanes

924
927

Shanda
Djanes

927

Djanes

928

Shanda

929

Djanes

929

Djanes

930

Gom

930

Gom

931

Aratad

931

Gom

931

Gom

931

Ro’babza

931

Ro’babza

932

Goidan

933
933
933
934
934
934

Gom
Gom
Jax’on
Donara
Donara
Donara

934
935

Donara
Gom

935

Gom

935
936

Jax’on
Jax’on

Marentia retakes Ba’rual capital and sacks it
as well
King Ghamal II of Marentia makes Ba’rual
tributary ally
Donara capital city complete and crown
transferred there
War with Perdans, attacking Roghara, ends
Perdans defeated at battle of Sky Pass and
Roghara stands
Dirllar ends war with 3 Fierazi tribes in the
forest
Victory over Fierazi opens a road to the Kaz
for trade
Don I dies of jaundice
Don II reign, invasion of Wild Forest 400 of
6400 return
Gom Merchant houses revolt and topples the
nobility
Merchant’s Council takes control of Gom
Silar’s grandson’s reign ends
Silar IV, the Foolish, takes throne and
attacks Clima
Aratad begins war with Clima under Silar IV
Clima begins conquest of Kingdom of the
Three Nations
Aratad defeated by Climan and occupation
by Clima begins
Clima ends conquest of Kingdom of Three
nations
Rogharan period of friendship with Perda
and Shanda begins
A’korchu defeats most of the Djanesborg fleet
Djanesborg city took over by God Emporer’s
Royal Army
Djani begin resistance against the A’korchu
invaders
Fort Inan looted by southern tribes
Battle of Loch Svear turns the tide for
Djanesborg
A’korchu begins to be driven out of Djani
lands
Rogharan period of friendship with Perda
and Shanda ends
Djani resistance ends against A’korchu
invaders
A’korchu is finally driven out of the land by
Djani
Nobles return to Gom with Climan help &
begin rebellion
Gom Nobles with Climans, begins war
against Merchants army
Silar IV dies a blind slave of the Immortal
Ghova
End of Gom civil war with merchant army
destroyed by nobles
Gom Nobles execute the rebel leaders (the
merchants)
Ha’k’ba’baza the Unlamented rule ends in
Ro’babza
Royal Guardsman Captain usurps throne &
takes over
High King Bora begins revolt against
Fomorians
Rule of Merchant’s Council ends
Gom nobles begins invasion of Ja’xon
Gom invades Ja’xon
Reign of Don II ends in Donara
Donan (heir to throne) marries Xian princess
Xian becomes kingdom of Donara through
marriage deal
Don III reign starts
Gom invasion of Ja’xon ends in defeat for
Gom
Gom falls under rule of Clima politically
(climan puppets)
Gom / Jax’on war ends with Gom defeat
Ja’xon revolt ends against the Ja’xon family

Year

Nation

Historical Event

935

Jax’on

939
939

Clima
Marentia

939

Marentia

939
942

Marentia
Ro’babza

942
942

Ro’babza
Ro’babza

943

Goidan

945
947
950
951
951
951

Marentia
Shanda
Marentia
Shurikal
Shurikal
Shurikal

954

Marentia

954

Marentia

954

Marentia

955

Shanda

955
955

Shanda
Vahear

961

L’p’nth

961
961
963
963

L’p’nth
Marentia
Shanda
Donara

965

L’p’nth

965

L’p’nth

966

Goidan

966
969

Marentia
Goidan

971

Ro’babza

975

Goidan

978

L’p’nth

978
978
978
980
980

L’p’nth
L’p’nth
Marentia
Donara
Donara

982
985

Fomoria
Marentia

986
986
989

Marentia
Marentia
Donara

989

Donara

989
989
990
990

Donara
Donara
L’p’nth
L’p’nth

990

Marentia

Ja’xon starts to see pressure from A’ha’kacili
* Gom wars
Clima begins to take political control of Gom
Jha’ced’s reign in Marentia ends but sees
major advances
The regular army is formed and tribal
civilization comes
Maros I, Fire=arm, starts reign in Marentia
Royal Guardsman Captain’s reign ends in
Ro’babza
Ali Lorca was crowned after a civil war
Ali Lorca, the Pale Lord begins reign with
iron fist
Tribes expell Fomorians from island except
for Hoda island
Asichi is rebuilt by Marentia
Roghara allies with Ja’xon
Marentia begins invasion of Thaliba
Reign of Kon’kie the White ends in Shurikal
Kon’kie duels Urazi the Invincible but is slain
Reign of Urazi the Invincible, seeks out lost
Tome & Rite
Maros I’s reign ends in Marentia with
expansion east
Marentia ends invasion of Thaliba (failure)
when Maros dies
Jah’ced II starts reign in Marentia, sees
L’p’nth as threat
The Great Shaman rise among the Shanda
tribes
Rogharans and tribes united into a coalition
Vahear’s domination of souther sea begins to
wane
Lp’nth attacked by Marentia and L’p’nth
city sacked
arentian / L’p’nth war begins
Marentia begins war with L’p’nth (War 1)
Rogharan and tribal coalition ends in Shanda
Donara invades Salaq after victory in taking
northern lands
Marentian / L’p’nth war ends with
Marentians driven out
L’p’nth begins to rebuild and plans for next
campaign
Djanesborg allowed to establish colony on
island
Marentia / L’p’nth War I ends
War with Korchi invaders begins up till
present time.
Ali Lorca, the Pale Lord reign ends in
Ro’babza
High King Bora mac’Connat hero of the
revolt, reign ends
L’p’nth ends rebuilding of army for next
campaign
L’p’nth invades Marentia and Ba’rual
L’p’nth / Marentian / Ba’rual War begins
Marentia / L’p’nth War 2
Donara / Salaq War ends with Salaq defeat
Don’s error leads to rout of his army and
sues for peace
Golden Age ends for Kingdom of Formia
Jha’ced II’s reign ends in Marentia when
assinated
Marentia / L’p’nth War 2 ends
Jhal I takes throne of Marentia
Don III reign ends, sees to the destruction of
Salaq
Don III committs suicide old, bitter and
humilated
Reign of Don IV begins in Donara
Invasion of Salaq again by Don IV
L’p’nth / Marentian / Ba’rual War ends
L’p’nth’s army broken on the gates of
Cholchara
Jhal invades & loots Ba’rual forcing them
into an alliance
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Year

Nation

Historical Event

991

Ma’helas

991
992
992

Marentia
Marentia
Marentia

992

Marentia

993

Clima

993

Clima

994

Aratad

996
996

Marentia
Marentia

996

Marentia

996

Marentia

997
998

Caldo
Chiros

999
999
999

Chiros
Chiros
Clima

Xagh the Great takes throne in a bankrupt
Ma’helas nation
Jhal I’s reign ends in Marentia
Jhal puts down revolts in Scortsi and Valeu
Marentia revolts under triple taxes &
religious infighting
Marentian civil war begins against tyrnnny
of Jhal
Reign of Tenth Immortla Ghova in Clima
ends
Reign of Eleventh Immortal Ghova in Clima
begins
Society of the White Fist formed to fight
Clima in Aratad
Marentian civil war ends
Jhal assinated by his brother Jha’haran at
Battle of Malnon
Jha’haras I, Brother-slayer, reign starts in
Marnetia
The “King by Right” is introduced to
Marentia
Caldo recognizes Donara as a kingdom
Allied with Donara secretly and revolted
against Salaq
Donarans attacked Salaq and won in 30 days
Chiros gained its independence
Clima fails to help Salaq in Donaran invasion
in time
Djanesborg found city of Novholm
Reign of Urazi the Invincible ends in Shurikal
Royal clans drive lesser men out of sacred
mountains
With Dark City appearing Port Doman’s
power wanes
After “Rape of Salaq” the Donarans invade
Shiben
Guerilla war by Shiben begins against the
Donarans
Edict of Respite ends stablization of land
Donara enters Ticasi, Ticasi allow a
Donaaran Resident
Vahear’s dominance ends as they become
decadent
Mahomet a’Zimmala Lorca.reign ends in
Ro’babza
Council of Nobility formed to find a new ruler
Council of Scholars create National Guard in
Ticasi
Council of Scholars create Coastal Patrol in
Ticasi
Xagh begins coup against Fomorian rule
Reign of Don IV ends in Donara
“Rape of Salaq” period ends seeing 60,000
killed in defeat
Period of Seven Dons in Donara quickly
starts
Aratad’s Climan rule begins to end
Clima begins to lose Maska and Tassa
Clima finally loses Maska and Tassa
Jha’haras I, Brother-slayer, reign ends in
Marnetia
Jha’ced III reign starts in Marentia
Reign of Eleventh Immortla Ghova in Clima
ends
Gom slips away from Climan control under
the 11th Ghova
Climan political control of Gom ends
The 11th Ghova kills herself after the defeats
Reign of Twelfth Immortal Ghova in Clima
begins
Clima begins to lose three nations, Thasovia
and Rida
Climan political control ends in Gom
Nobility & Merchant class unite to revolt
against Climans
Dechat becomes Protectorate of Cerulean
Empire

999
999
1000

Djanes
Shurikal
Bas

1000

Doamn

1000

Shazi

1000

Shazi

1000
1000

Ticasa
Ticasa

1001

Vahear

1003

Ro’babza

1003
1004

Ro’babza
Ticasa

1009

Ticasa

1013
1014
1014

Ma’helas
Donara
Donara

1014

Donara

1019
1021
1024
1026

Aratad
Clima
Clima
Marentia

1026
1031

Marentia
Clima

1031

Clima

1031
1031
1031

Clima
Clima
Clima

1031

Clima

1031
1031

Gom
Gom

1032

Dechat
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Nation

Historical Event

1039
1039

Shazi
Shazi

1040

Aratad

1040

Gom

1040

Gom

1041
1043
1043
1047

Shurikal
Marentia
Marentia
Ma’helas

1047

Ma’helas

1048
1048

Clima
Clima

1049

Shurikal

1051

Aratad

1051

Aratad

1051

Clima

1051

Clima

1051

Clima

1051

Clima

1052

Aratad

1058
1058

Aratad
Aratad

1059

Ced

1059

Gom

1064

Novarask

1066
1072
1072
1073

Djanes
Marentia
Marentia
Nerid

1076

Marentia

1076
1078

Marentia
Ced

1079

Chiros

1081
1081
1081
1081

Caldo
Caldo
Donara
Zarun

1082

Caldo

1082

Gom

1082

Ticasa

1084

Aratad

1084

Aratad

1084
1084
1084

Aratad
Caldo
Caldo

1084

Donara

Guerilla war of Shazi against Donarans ends
Shiben pays yearly tribute to Donarans and
Donarans leave
Duke Phiros I, the Great, begins war of
Liberation
The Ha’gomas, climan emporer in Gom, was
executed
Gom sees She’ir (She’eer) dynasty take over
from Clima
Tome of Kototh sold to a Pelaran merchant
Jha’ced III reign ends in Marentia
Jha’haras II reign starts in Marentia
Xagh shatters Fomorian power in the land of
Ma’helas
Xagh the Builder takes the throne in
Ma’hleas
Vizan sacked [Clima holding]
Clima begins to see defeats by Bhamotin,
Rogizini & Xan
Tome of Kototh sold to a Marentian scholar
in Sivas
Liveration War ends driving out the Climas
from Aratad
Articles of Confederation published by Duke
Phiros
Reign of Twelfth Immortal Ghova in Clima
ends
Clima loses the Three Nations, Thasovia and
Rhida
Defeats by Bhamotin, Rogizini Empire &
Xan completes
Council of Regents in Clima takes rule of
nation
Duke Phiros I elected Autocrat by
acclamation in Aratad
Death of Duke Phiros I
Agnar III, the invincible, becomes Duke &
Aratad Autocrat
Empire of Ced see defet start at hands of
Confederacy
The 2nd She’ir Emperor moves capital to
Sheiram (Sheiraim)
Lord Constable killed, felon’s soul resides in
Crystal city
Djanesborg opens a colony on Goidan
Jha’haras II reign ends in Marentia
Jhal II reign starts in Marentia
Nerid sacked by Confederacy & pillaged
extensively
Prince Maros rebels against the “King by
Right” & flogged
Prince Maros deserts and flees Marentia
Empire of Ced see defet end at hands of
Confederacy
Mabor IV starts reign of Chiros as puppet of
Duke Sailn
Donara demands a tribute from Caldo
Caldo declares war and invades Donara
Donara / Caldo war starts
Zarun / Iravoy War instigated by
Nilgeranthrib begins
Battle of Eama with Kazi & Dagger Legion
attack Donara City
Under popular demand She’ir III moves
capital back to Gom
Hovan Vachera becomes Master Scholar in
Ticasi
Aratad occupies Khoba in coup led by Agnar
III’s son.
Cleared major pirate enclave out of Khoba
by Aratad forces
Aratad becomes “Protector of Thaliba”
War with Donara ends for Caldo
Caldo continues to trade, training and troll
baiting
Donara / Caldo War ends with defeat by
Donara

Year

Nation

Historical Event

1086

Clima

1086

Marentia

1088
1088

Clima
Ro’babza

1089
1089

Caldo
Ced

1089
1090
1090

Donara
Ced
Clima

1090

Ma’helas

1090

Ma’helas

1090

Marentia

1091

A’Korchu

1091
1091

A’Korchu
A’Korchu

1092

Ced

1092
1092
1092

Donara
Donara
Donara

1092
1092

Donara
Marentia

1093

Aratad

1093
1093

Marentia
Rogizini

1093
1094
1094

Zarun
Caldo
Marentia

1094
1094

Marentia
Marentia

1095

Marentia

1096

Donara

1096

Ma’helas

1097

Aratad

1097
1097

Katai
Katai

1098
1098

Katai
Rogizini

1099

Katai

1100
1100

A’Korchu
Aratad

1100

Ba’rual

1100
1100

Ced
Chiros

1100

Clima

1100

Donara

1100

Jax’on

Reign of Thirteenth Immortal Ghova in
Clima begins
Prince Maros cpatured by a Rogizini warship
and enslaved
Council of Regents end their rule in Clima
Ali a’Zimmala m’Baza Lorca begins rule in
Ro’babza
Period of peace in Caldo ends
Empire of Ced see defet at hands of Donara
start
Donara / Empire of Ced War starts
Ruverian II reign starts in Empire of Ced
Clima recaptures Merin and Murani from
Rogizini Empire
Xagh the Builder’s reign ends - economic
growth of Ma’helas
Mata the Beautiful take the throne in
Ma’hleas
Maros escapes the Rogiizini salt mines &
heads to Dechat
A’Chori’s reconstruction ends as his reign
ends.
A’Chori II starts reign of A’korchu empire
Under A’Chori II the empire’s past glory
starts to regrow
Empire of Ced see defeat at hands of Donara
end
Period of rule by 7 Dons ends in Donara
Donara / Confederacy war starts
Donara / Empire of Ced War ends with
Donaran victory
Reign of Don XII in Donara begins
Prince Maros becomes Captain of the city
guard in Dechat
Alliance formed with Zaran by Agnar III of
Aratad
Maros marries cousin of the Emir
One of Emporer’s heir’s poisoned by his
father (Emporer)
Zarun / Iravoy War end with Zarun victory
Caldo slows trade and troll baiting.
Jhal tkes ill & orders agents to find his son
(Maros)
Jhal II reign ends in Marentia
The “King by Right” doctrine is ended in
Marentia by Maros
Maros II, the Reaver, became King of
Marentia (Jhal’s son)
Donara / Confederacy War ends with defeat
by Donara
“Mata’s Challenge” begins in Ma’hleas to
marry Mata
Agnar III heir, Phiros the Navigator, marry
into Clan Iravoy,
Sha’yuan becomes Master General
Katai begins preemptive strike agains
Shaghut
Katai defeats Shaghut in preemptive raids
One of Emporer’s heir’s poisoned by the
Grand Vizier
Corrupt ducal house of Pamau replaced in
Katai
A’Chori II rules the A’Korchu Empire
Agnar III, The Invincible still rules Aratad
as Autocrat
Kier II rules Ba’rual and seeks Marentia
seperation
Ruverian II reign continues in Empire of Ced
Mabor IV current ruler of Chiros as puppet
of Duke Salin
Reign of 13th Immortal Ghova continues in
Clima
Don XII current Donara ruler is trying to
rebuild & expand
Pressure from A’ha’kacili & border wars with
Gom continue

Year

Nation

Historical Event

1100
1100
1100

Katai
Marentia
Ro’babza

1100

Ma’helas

1100

Rogizini

1100

Rogizini

1100

Shurikal

1100

Shurikal

1100

Ticasa

1105

Ced

1107
1188

Shanda
L’p’nth

Sha’yuan as Master General rules in Katai
Maros II, the Reaver, rules Marentia
Ali a’Zimmala m’Baza Lorca continues to
rule in Ro’babza
Mata the Beautiful rules the land of
Ma’helas (unmarried)
Rogizini Empire is still decadent under weak
Emporers
Maoun LXXVII is current ruler of Rogizini
Empire
Tome of Kototh currently in deep archives in
Sivas
Rite of Immortal Birth currently in Goidan
secret place
Current Master Scholar is Hovan Vachera in
Ticasi
Aym’ayya II dies (311th ruler of Patani
dynasty)
Great Shaman dies and Civil war erupts
Next expected Celebration of Blood
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Notes on the Origin of Perilous Lands

20.1 Earth Equivalents of Different
Cultures

20.2 Goidan and Fomoria

Based on the geography, Goidan is Ireland, A’Korchu is the
British Isles and Fomoria is Atlantis. its position is derived
from certain readings of Plato and other sources. The name
As a reference, Earth equivalents of the various people of
Fomorian is drawn from the Celtic mythology of Ireland,
the Perilous Lands are given in the table below.
it being a precursor race to the Children of Danaan. In
this case, Fomoria is an ancestor, with Kolari tribes, to the
A’ha’Kacili
North African Berbers
Goidanese who evolved on / of the island. The Armagh are
The Assiran
Scandinavian
immigrants from a western continent that was never pubBal’sani
The Riffs of Algeria and Morocco.
lished except to note Lemasan trade ties with the western
The Dalyaa
Northern Afghans and people of
side of it.
southern Turkestan
The precursor race that resulted in the forging of
The Patana
Southern Afghans tribes, especially
Goidanese from the stock were Kotothi giants called the
the Pathan
Firbolgs. They are also drawn from historical legend lore.
Choshai
Oriental eyes & skin of golden color.
The Shandar
Most are Basque, some are Berber,
many are a mix of two.
Djasckil
Lithuanians, Latvians, etc.
The Fierazi
Gallic (French/Spanish), Swiss
The Ghazai
Zulus
Goidan
Irish, Welsh
The Helva
Turks
The Humagi
Turks, Ugric peoples of Russia
The Ipanza
Laplanders
The Izza
The Ibo of Nigeria
The Gakana
Tribes of Eastern Congo, especially
those near the rain forests.
The Kalem
Hottentots of Southwest Africa
The Kameran
Northern Germanic
Katai
Black hair, oriental eyes & skin of
golden color.
The Kazi
Cossacks, SW Amerinds especially
Navajo, Apache and Comanche
The Kll’maun
The Anu of Hokkaido Island
The Kolari
Scot, Welsh, Celts of Brittany
L’p’nth Tribes
Syrians, Middle Eastern Arabs
The Mopazi
The Ashanti, West African tribes.
Nylasa
The Hausa & Fulani of West Africa
The Omavor
Poles
The Rhuselska
Great Russian
The Rizeela
Greek, Southern Italian
Ro’babza Tribes Northern Bantu stock especially the
Matabele.
The Robari
Arabs of East Africa, non-Berber
only
The Sarghut
Mongols
The Shurani
Black Malay stock especially the
Malagasi of Madagascar.
Thaliban Tribes Goths of southern France &
northern italian
The Timbaza
Watusi in size, Pygmy in attitude
The Vassa
Southern Slavs, especially Serbs and
Bulgarians.
The Zen’da
American Plains Indians, Cheyenne,
Sioux, Blackfoot
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The Perilous Lands

PART TWO

The Site Book

21

The Sites of the Western Lands

21.1 Introduction

Attitudes and Goals

This chapter outlines seventeen, major encounter sites that
are located on the Western continent. The details provided
for each give the Referee an idea of what they are like and
allows him, with his own creative input, to produce adventures of his own within the framework of the Perilous Lands
world.
Each Site Listing includes the site’s history, a description
of its layout, notes that detail its basic alignment, goals
and attitude, the forces likely to be found in it and, in some
cases, ideas on how its forces should be used. Some listings
also include details for non- player Characters who are the
central figures at the site. The sections for Doom Manor
and the Tower of the Dead contain detailed scenarios for
use with Powers and Perils.
Where the information given does not fit your world,
modify it. Where you feel that greater detail is necessary,
add to it. The sole purpose of this chapter is to help you
to create a detailed and vibrant fantasy world. We hope it
is of value.

The acolytes of the Dark City are inhuman and immortal.
They use mankind as an expendable resource. Their goal,
in the service of Ba’en’kekon, is the irrevocable destruction
of the Middle World. all life and all light. With the total
victory of darkness, the acolytes will assure themselves of
godhood, Chaos will win dominance and mortal existence
will end.

Powers and Forces
The Dark Elder rules the city. He is an immortal wizard
who has only recently (1089SA) been awakened by his servants. He is imbued with the force and substance of darkness — to the point that his physical reality is questionable.
He has the powers and attributes of a Spiritual Edimmu in
addition to his magical powers.

NOTE — The Dark Elder is usually encountered in the
body of a physically perfect, Pa’Nylasa warrior. (When this
“vessel” ages or is badly damaged he changes vessels.) In
a physical form the Dark Elder may use his “Dark Touch”
with the same effect as the . touch of a Spiritual Edimmu —
though it derives its power from a different source. In spirit
form his touch is EL3 Hand of Death and he has the same
resistance to damage as a Spiritual Edimmu. (While in this
21.2 The Dark City (Site 1)
form, he may not regenerate mana or energy. He requires
The name of the Dark City, known only to the adepts who
a physical form to do so. For further information, see the
rule there, is Mavali a’Kekon. Millenia before the advent
Dark Elder character details at the end of this section.)
of man’s history, it wreaked havoc on existence and held
The Dark Elder is served by 12 acolytes who are less adman, a newborn and savage race, enthralled to the service of
vanced
members of his race. All of them are chaos-oriented
Chaos. Through the intervention of Metatron and Tehuti,
wizards.
Their MEL equals 1D3*+8. Their EL in all
its dark power was shattered and its masters were set to
Chaos
spells
is equal to their (MEL/3)+1, rounded down.
slumber beneath supernatural sands. This great battle, the
Beyond
this,
each of them has the following statistics:
last unleashing of godly power in the Middle World, occurred more than 4000 years ago. From that time, until
Acolyte
some 200 years ago, the Dark City slept.
Age — At least 4000 years old Sex — ?
In the year 899SA a shaman of the Pa’Nylasa uncovered
S 40(+2)
St 10
D 20(+1)
A 5(−1)
a legend about a city of power buried in timeless sands. He
I 60
W 50
E 40
Em 9
saw this as his chance to take over the Nylasa on the death of HPV 20
CEL 1D3
OCV CEL+2 DCV CEL
the Holy Shaman. Following the legend, he discovered the MDV 17–19 MEL 1D3*+8 EL 4–5
EnL 100
dunes that concealed the city. Through arcane rituals, and MR 9
NAV 2
CA MEL×12 C 50(+2)
the casting of dark magics that twisted the essence of his CDF 7–8
Height 68"
Weight l60lbs Ap 6
soul, he challenged the judgment of the gods and breached
the sandy cage that held the Dark City at bay. When an NOTE — In rolling 1D3 above, roll it once and use the
entrance was revealed, he turned from his warriors, like a result wherever 1D3 or CEL is found.
man possessed, and entered the Dark City. He was not seen
All acolytes cast Darkness (1–4) or Darkling Light (5+6),
again.
roll 1D6, innately, have a fanatical tie to Chaos and a creaOnce awakened, the evil city shook off its lethargy, re- ture tie to the Kekoni. They are susceptible to light and
paired its power and prepared for conquest. Within three silver as specified for Beasts of Chaos and have mastered an
years its minions were among the Pa’Nylasa (subverting the unknown rite of longevity. Each is over 4000 years old and
tribesmen to the path of darkness). The Pa’Nylasa became appears to be MEL+20 years old. (They have a strangely
cat’s paws in their campaign to achieve mastery over all twisted appearance and are clearly non-humans who have
existence. Under the careful guidance of the Dark Elder, been magically altered in some way.)
the first and ultimate peril of man is again free to test the
Each Acolyte is served by 12 initiates. The initiates are
readiness of fate.
Pa’Nylasa warriors, craftsmen and maidens who serve the
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wishes of their master and the Dark Elder. All are thralls
with no will of their own. They carry out their orders to
the total exclusion of anything else. Only death will prevent
them from obeying an order. When they are not obeying
an order, the thralls are vacant and unaware of their surroundings — a tool waiting to be used.
In addition to the residents above the city contains Vampire Bats and Worms, Darks Serpents and Kekoni. There
should be at least 1 Kekoni and 2 Darks Serpents. The
number of other creatures is left to the Referee’s discretion.

Above Ground Levels
Third Floor The third floor is a storage level that contains corridors and alcoves. It is only used for storage. It is
not lighted and is prowled by vampire bats.
Second Floor This floor houses initiates. Its usable area
consists of a continuous corridor on the inside and six large
rooms on the outside. Inside the corridor is an open shaft
that leads down to the main altar room on the first floor
and up to the third floor. It ascends and descends at a 90
degree angle. (One or two handgrip ladders are set in the
wall for climbing up and down. Place them as you wish.)
First Floor This is the administrative and common ritual
level. Its central altar room is used to celebrate rituals for
the unitiated, give orders to Pa’Nylasa visitors and select
new initiates from those who are offered to the city. Other
than the altar room, the floor contains corridors and rooms
for visitors and initiate guards.
NOTE — One Darks Serpent is always in the first floor
altar room. It guards the staircase down and consumes visitors who are sacrificed to it.
Underground Levels

A cut-away view Of the Dark City

NOTE — Negative numbers are used for these floors. The
lower the value of the negative number, the lower the floor.
Thus level −3 is beneath level −2 and above level −4.

Site Description
The Dark City is located in a sandy valley ringed by hills.
The encounter area is a great tower that appears to be a
circular dune in the middle of the valley. The rest of the
city has been claimed by the sand. Its former residents are
dead. Of its ancient race, the Dark Elder and his acolytes
are the only survivors.
The great tower, as shown in the illustration, has three
levels above ground and five below. The top level is reached
by climbing the dune. In its roof is a portal that can be
opened to allow a person to drop down to the third floor.
The first floor entrance is concealed by an MEL15/EL5
Illusion that makes the sand appear to cover the tower. If
this Illusion is not believed, the party sees an area where
the sand has been removed to reveal a barred metal door.
IMPORTANT — The sand surrounding this tower
acts as BL1 Slow Death poison on any human in
contact with it. When contact ends the poison’s
affects cease to accumulate. Losses suffered to that
point are retained but no further losses occur. This
sand has BL2 Death effect on non-humans and
BL4 Immediate Death effect on chaos oriented or
aligned non-humans. MDV, not Poison Resistance,
is used to resist the sands. Roll every turn that a
person is in contact with the sand to see if he is
affected, i.e. once every four phases.

The Tower Levels
Each tower level has a purpose. The descriptions below
provide guidelines to help you design these levels.
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Level -1 This level houses the tombs of former acolytes.
It also contains a major altar room (the Altar of the
Damned) where sacrifices are conducted to fuel the growth
of the Dark City’s power. A small portion of this level. near
the altar, contains holding cells for future victims.
NOTE — The only entry into the tombs is through low,
narrow crawl-ways. Each tomb is separated from the crawlway by an ancient, barred grating. The metal of these bars is
rusted. The crawlways are infested with rodents and vipers
(placed there to protect the tombs from robbers).
Level -2 This level contains the apartments of the
Acolytes and rooms for housing initiates. Other areas on
this level are the library, kitchen, dining hall, altar room
and storage rooms.
Level -3 “The level of doom.” The secret rites of the
cult, with the Dark Elder as the principal celebrant, are
performed on this level. (This is the highest level of the
tower that the Dark Elder ever enters.) The major rooms
on this level are the Audience Chamber of the Dark Elder,
altar rooms, guard rooms and cells.
Level -4 The private apartments of the Dark Elder are on
this level. Its major rooms are his personal suite, library,
ritual room and storage areas. The floor is warded by a
Kekoni (the Dark Elder’s personal familiar ) who dwells in
the Ritual room and will attack any one, except the Dark
Elder, who enters this floor or the floor below.

21.3 Kacili (Site 2)
Level -5 The Eye Of Darkness, the soul of the city
and the key to its power, is enshrined in a major altar room
at the center of this level. Entry to the level can only be
gained by the Dark Elder (in his spiritual form) without
alerting the guardian of the floor. The entry of any physical
entity onto this level alerts the guardian and leads to his
attack.

*The apparent physical age of the body that the Dark Elder is wearing. In spiritual form, he has a dark, vaguely
humanoid, form with burning red eyes that bespeak his
spiritual power.
** The physical limit of the body. When he casts more than
this amount, in a day, the body is burned to a cinder.
† EL5 in all Chaos spells and general skills, EL10 in DarkNOTE — The guardian of the floor is a double normal ness Powers. He may use Darkling Light as either a cast
size Dark Serpent. It is placed randomly but always remains spell at EL10 or an innate power at EL3. (He also has
within 60 feet of the Eye of Darkness. The Kekoni from the other innate powers as explained before.)
floor above is not subject to attack if he enters the floor.
Expertise Trained wizard, EL80 Tongue of Darkness and
Other rooms on this floor are used for the storage of trea- Read and Write Tongue of Darkness, EL60 Nylasa and Ansure. Its major purpose is to serve as a focus when the Dark norer, EL40 Sair’a’cili, EL11 Underground Survival II, EL2
Elder casts magic or communes with the essence of dark- Desert Survival, Fighting Dagger and Broadsword.
ness.
Equipment EL5 Magic Chainmail, Amulet of Light Im-

Special Note

munity (EL5), Scepter of Darkness (MEL10/EL5 Darkness Powers), Familiar Key to contact his familiar (the
Kekoni Srilmalon), Broadsword, Fighting Dagger, Helmet.
The Dark Elder has the afflictions of a Beast in spiritual form. He is protected from these afflictions when he
wears his amulet and a human body. He prefers this safety,
especially when danger threatens.
This wizard is an amoral sociopath who wants to be a
god. He lets nothing bar his path to divine power. The
mainstays of his existence are his greed, an overwhelming
thirst for power and his insatiable lust for dominance over
humans. He is a perverse, evil and driven creature who is
an incredible danger to mankind.

The Eye of Darkness is one of the eyes of Ba’en’kekon. It is
a mystical presence with a physical weight of 150 pounds.
It is immune to damage from any source and cannot be
banished. If it is touched, the person who touched it suffers
from EL10 Darkling Light until he negates the eye or is
consumed. Regardless of strength, once the Eye is touched
it cannot be released except as specified below.
To negate the power of the eye it must be torn from its
setting (roll S) and placed in the outstretched hands of a
shrouded statue in the center of the room, 40 feet from
the eye. When this is done, the bearer may release it and
damage that he has sufffered from the eye, short of death,
is negated. (To take the eye from its setting to the statue 21.3 Kacili (Site 2)
requires a W+A roll in every phase. Success allows the
Kacili was founded in the year 109SA by an A’ud mystic,
person to move. Any other result means that he is deluded
Maiyan al’Qabar. It promulgates a faith that seeks to plaby the power of the eye for that phase and cannot move.)
cate the forces of the desert that the A’ha’kacili tribes most
Victory has the following results:
fear, the Children of Eblis (The Jinn Races). Over the cenA) The wards of Metatron and Tehuti return to full turies the faith has won adherents throughout the desert.
Today it is the only faith of the A’ha’kacili. They obey
strength.
B) The Dark Elder and his Acolytes return to their slum- its precepts and the edicts of the Grand Mullah of Kacili.
(Grand Mullahs have shown that they can, and will, use
ber.
C) All creatures, supernatural forces and initiates in the their power to resolve tribal disputes and call Jihad to the
desert — uniting all the tribes for a great holy war against
tower are killed.
D) Surviving party members appear outside of the tower some enemy.)
with a compulsion to flee the valley and no memory of NOTE — The religion placates the Jinn Races through
worship and sacrifice. The major temples that serve this
their adventure.
purpose are in Kacili. The high festivals of the faith are held
E) The Dark City’s power over the Pa’Nylasa is broken.
in the late spring, early fall and middle of winter. Each lasts
for one week. The character of these festivals is as follows:
Character Note
The physical statistics below apply for the Dark Elder when 1) The spring festival is the most arcane and bloody. It
he wears a physical body. In spiritual form he is treated as
seeks to placate the ire of the Jinn before the dangerous
a Spiritual Edimmu.
summer season is upon the tribes.
2) The fall festival thanks the Jinn for allowing the tribes
The Dark Elder, Master of the Dark City, High
to survive. Some human sacrifices are made at this time.
Priest and Servant of Ba’en’kekon, he who is
It is a happy time of thanks when a great deal of feasting
power.
and trading occurs.
Age — 24* Sex — Male
3) The winter festival thanks the Jinn for allowing the
S 28(+1) St 42(+2) D 13
A 25(+1)
C 39(+2)
winter rains to find the desert. If it has been a wet winI 80
W 56
E 24
Em 10
Ap 3
ter, this is a joyous festival with feasting, trading and
HPV 28
CEL 5
OCV 8
DCV 6
magnificent entertainments. If the rains have failed, it
MDV 23 MEL 15
EL 5(10)† EnL 95** CA 500
is a solemn affair with many human, and other, sacriMR 10
NAV 0
fices aimed at turning the anger of Eblis.
CDF 11
Height 78"
Weight 252 lbs
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Attitudes and Goals
The driving force of this religion is its dedication to placate the Jinn Races so that other life, especially human life,
can survive. The servants of the faith are fanatical in the
performance of their sacred duties.
The goals, vis-a-vis “foreign affairs,” vary with the attitude of the reigning Grand Mullah. At most times, the servants of the faith concentrate on their religious duties and
ignore foreign entanglements. Under an aggressive Grand
Mullah, war, aimed at adding new lands and converts to
“the one faith,” is inevitable. Leadership of this kind can
endanger every nation that borders on the Great Desert.
NOTE — The current Grand Mullah is a sickly man of 64.
His likely replacement, Ali ben Mahmed, will be a “warrior’s
mullah,” i.e. an aggressive leader who will call Jihad to the
desert. ( His goals are the eradication of the Robari and the
conquest of the Rogizini Empire.)

Powers and Forces
The citizens of Kacili are servants of the temples, religious
authorities, guardsmen and merchants. Except for specific
times during the day (noon to dusk) and major festivals, no
other person is allowed in the city. It is sacred ground that
cannot be defiled with the presence of the uninitiated.
Jinn are common in Kacili. They like the environment
of the city. It is a capital crime to harm a Jinn for any
reason, including self-defense. Only a servant of the faith,
in defense of the faith, to protect holy grounds or succor
sacred personages, can set himself against a hostile Jinn.
Others who do so are heretics and suffer as such if caught.
Other than the Jinn, some of whom are the servants of
various Mullahs, the city only has human forces. These are
the various Mullahs, some of whom are magic-users, and the
guardsmen of the Grand Mullah. From noon to dusk, and
during festivals, the normal range of city encounters applies.
At all other times, guardsmen and religious authorities are
most prevalent. If the party members are discovered to be
outsiders, they will be hunted down. If caught they are
subject to punishment for heresy.

Site Description
Kacili is built on a circular pattern. Its main avenues radiate out from the central area like the spokes of a wheel.
In the outer fringes of the city are markets, bazaars and
dwellings for servants, laborers and initiates. Inside a curtain wall is a middle area that contains the dwellings of
craftsmen, acolytes of the faith and guardsmen. Neither of
these areas is restricted.
The central hub of the city is the restricted section of the
city. It contains the Temple of Eblis, the Blessed Nave of
the Peri, the Palace of the Grand Mullah and a large, open
bazaar (see the diagram above). The bazaar contains highclass shops, the residences of the wealthy and the homes of
powerful mullahs and military leaders. The basic descriptions of the three buildings of greatest importance are as
follows:

Kacili’s central square
doorless, entrances — each facing one of the cardinal directions (north, south, east and west). The temple has three
stories above ground and no basement levels.
The first floor of this building is a large altar room used
for daily worship of Eblis and ritual sacrifices during the
festivals. The second floor is a residence and training area
for future Mullahs. It has no other function. The third floor
contains the offices, libraries and altars of the temple priests
of the temple. It also contains a large chamber used for
planning religious events and administering temple affairs.
The office of the High Mullah of Eblis is near this great hall.
The Blessed Nave of The Peri
The nave is a 100 foot tall circular spire that faces the eastern entrance of the Temple of Eblis. It is constructed out
of white marble. At the ground its diameter is 40 feet. At
its summit the diameter is 15 feet. Its highest floor is open
to the air through arched, uncovered windows. Each of the
structures eight floors has four windows.
The nave houses the Wives of Eblis (select virgins who
are sacrificed to Eblis in the spring.) It is dedicated to the
beneficient forces of the desert and is used for ceremonies
that ask them to aid man in his constant struggle for survival. Daily prayers are spoken from the top of this tower
and, when there is one, the edicts of the Grand Mullah are
made known to all.
The Nave has three stories underground. They contain
storage vaults. a passage to the Palace of the Grand Mullah
and the Treasure of the Desert, respectively.

NOTE — The treasure of the desert contains items that
have been offered to Eblis or the Peri over the centuries.
It is guarded by mechanical traps. Only the Grand Mullah knows how to enter the treasure room without springing
these clever traps. Those who go with him are blindfolded
and led by a wife of Eblis. When the treasure party leaves
The Temple of Eblis
these wives are given to Eblis. Until the placement of the
This temple is located in the geographic center of the city. treasures in the nave, during the spring festival, they are
It is a square structure (60’×60’) of black stone with four, kept on display in the Palace of the Grand Mullah.
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The Palace of The Grand Mullah

Expertise EL80 Sair’a’cili, Sair’Kacili, Read and Write
This palace is a monumental structure no more than two Sair’Kacili and Jeweler, EL60 Tongue of the Jinn, Trained
stories in height. At its longest it is 400 feet long and, wizard, EL3 Elder Powers, EL4 Healing, Cure Disease and
at its widest, it is 200 feet wide. The palace is built of Negate Curse, EL2 General Skills, EL10 Horsemanship,
white marble with black veins. It is located opposite the EL9 Desert Survival, EL8 Scimitar, EL6 City Survival,
western entrance of the Temple of Eblis because, in Kacili EL5 Tulwar, Fighting Dagger and Shield.
ritual, man came out of the west to find the power of Eblis
awaiting him in the desert.
Equipment Fine Cloak, EL2 Magic Scimitar modified
The diagram above shows the palace. Its central section, for damage and hit chance, Scalemail, Helmet, Jeweled
the main palace, is a two-story, 80×100 foot area with a two Necklace, Amulet of Healing (MEL10/EL4), Fighting Daglevel basement. This is its most ancient section. All of the ger.
activities of the Grand Mullah, other than festival rituals
Ali ben Mahmed is an ambitious man, dedicated to the
that require his appearance in the temples, are conducted growth of the faith and the conquest or conversion of its enhere. This includes examination of the liturgy, trials, mili- emies. He intends to eradicate the Robari and conquer the
tary planning, diplomacy, etc.
Rogizini Empire when he becomes Grand Mullah. Though
The other sections of the palace have been added over he is impatient for glory, he is devoted to the reigning Grand
the centuries. These additions are suites, walled gardens, Mullah (the man who saved him from the desert, raised him
museums, libraries, leisure halls, etc that are connected in as a son and saw to his training as a mullah.) He will do
a maze-like, haphazard manner due to the fact that each nothing to further his plans until his “father” dies a natural
was added at the whim of a different autocrat. (Tradition death. Until then, he is vulnerable to his enemies, espedemands that each Grand Mullah commission an addition cially the High Mullah of the Blessed Nave (a 53 year old
to the palace on the tenth anniversary of his reign. Over man who has no wish to be passed over and is not in favor
the centuries, some thirty rulers have carried on this tradi- of war.) Many plans are in progress to see that Ali never
tion, placing their addition where they liked. The years of a becomes Grand Mullah.
Grand Mullah ’s reign are measured in a number of Winter
Festivals, i.e. when ten winter festivals pass, he has reigned Mahmoud Ben Wazir, Grand Mullah of Kacili
ten years.)
Age — 64 Sex — Male
S8
I 57
HPV 17
MDV 20
MR 10
CDF 8

St 12
D 15
W 30
E 24
CEL 3
OCV 3
MEL 9 EL 4
NAV 0
Height 66"

A6
Em 48
DCV 3
EnL 75

C 45(+1)
Ap 12
CA 100

Weight 146lbs

NOTE — Mahmoud has recently come down with an incurable wasting disease. It will kill him within the next two
years. ( He will lose one point from all characteristics each
1D3* weeks. When S is zero, he can ’t move, when his St
goes he is in coma and when C is zero he is dead.)
The Palace of the Grand Mullah

Character Note

Ali Ben Mahmed, High Mullah of Eblis, future
Grand Mullah of Kacili
Age — 34 Sex — Male

S 30(+1)
I 40
HPV 24
MDV 20
MR 13
CDF 8

St 24(+1)
W 68
CEL 6
MEL 6
NAV 0
Height 67"

D 36(+2)
E 50
OCV 8
EL 3

A 51(+3)
Em 33
DCV 11
EnL 108

C 40(+2)
Ap 44

CA 75

Weight 161lbs

NOTE — Ali has the innate ability to cast Whirlwind spells
(EL3). This is a fanatical power that aligns him with the
Jinn. According to rumors his mother was a Jinn Princess
and his father was a war chief of the Mochutti. As a boy,
he was found wandering in the desert and, because of his
power, was taken into the city by Mahmoud ben Wazir, the
reigning Grand Mullah.

Expertise EL80 Sair’a’cili, Sair’Kacili, Treasure Secrets*
and Read and Write Sair’Kacili, EL45 Jeweler and Tongue
of the Jinn, Trained wizard, EL6 General Skills, EL5 Peace,
EL4 Elder Powers, EL1 Law Powers, EL7 Musician (Lute
and Harp), EL11 City Survival, EL6 Desert Survival, EL2
Horsemanship, Scimitar and all Bows, EL1 Rhetoric, EL0
Fighting Dagger.
*Knowledge of the traps in the Nave and the means for
bypassing them.
Equipment Clothing, Ring of Office (30GC), Sandals,
Ritual Dagger.
Mahmoud was born in Kacili. He spent 10 years as
the High Mullah of the Blessed Nave before becoming the
Grand Mullah of Kacili (1081SA). His reign has been one
of gentleness and peace. As much as his faith allows, he is a
kind, generous and peaceful man who wishes no one ill. Due
to his physical condition there is little he can do about the
power struggle in the city, though he would give anything
to stop the confrontation between the High Mullahs.
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Riza Wazir. High Mullah of the Blessed Nave
Age — 53 Sex — Male

Holy Triad and eliminating the worship of other deities,
even if they must exterminate mankind to do it.
The goals of the cult are to find the Tome of Kototh
S 18(+1) St 26(+1) D 33(+2) A 18(+1) C 28(+1)
and the Rite of Immortal Birth, create a new Shurikal and,
I 33
W 60
E 51
Em 14
Ap 20
HPV 18
CEL 3
OCV 5
DCV 5
during an upcoming conjunction of the spheres (sometime
MDV 15 MEL 8
EL 3
EnL 88
CA 82
between 1103SA and 1107SA) with the power of a living
MR 10
NAV 0
Shurikal, cast the awesome rites in these tomes to form
CDF 6
Height 72"
Weight 159lbs
avatars of Kototh and Kotarl. (Success in this will precipitate total war between the gods and is likely to mean the
Expertise EL80 Jeweler, Sair’a’cili and Sair’Kacili, end of mortal existence.) To this cult, above all else, the
EL50 Sign Language, EL47 Read and Write Sair’Kacili, Triad must live. Consequences of their rebirth are of no
EL40 Merchant, EL35 Tongue of the Jinn, Trained Wizard, importance to the masters of Shurikal.
EL4 General Skills, EL3 Elder Powers, EL8 Executioner,
EL7 City and Desert Survival, EL6 Horsemanship, EL5 all Powers and Forces
Bows, EL4 Scimitar and Rhetoric, EL2 Shield.
The city of Shurikal is a tightly organized and restricted
religious center. The city is organized into 1,001 covens
Equipment EL4 Magic Metal Helmet, EL3 Mana Stor- with 13 members each (13,013). One hundred and one of
age Wand, EL4 Magic Scalemail, Scimitar, Fighting Dag- these covens make up the Caste of Power. The remaining
ger, Fine Robes, Three rings (2SC, 1GC, 13GC).
900 are guardsmen, people who serve the Caste of Power
Riza Wazir is the youngest brother and chief adviser of and slaves.
the Grand Mullah. He opposed Mahmoud’s saving Ali ben
The covens of the Caste of Power are the Master Coven
Mahmed from the desert and has opposed Ali’s advance (the Great Master and the twelve most powerful priests
through the hierarchy of the faith at every turn. Riza be- in the Caste), 12 Holy Covens (each containing thirteen full
lieves Ali is a dangerous man whose influence will damn initiates) and 88 Low Covens (composed of acolytes in trainthe faith. He also believes that he, not Ali, should be- ing, temple virgins and temple craftsmen). Members of the
come the next Grand Mullah (on the basis of seniority and Master Coven are powerful wizards. The Great Master is
a proper heritage). Riza has solid connections with vari- the most powerful (MEL13). The others are MEL1D6+6.
ous merchants in the city who want Kacili to be open for Their training is in elder magics, especially those spells that
trade and settlement by all. He supports this desire, for the kill or grant the caster control over others.
wealth that it will bring him and the powerful supporters
In the Holy Covens 4 out of every 13 members are mathat it brings to his cause. The goal of the cabal, secretly gicians (MEL1D6+2). Their training is as specified for
led by Riza. is to see to it that Ali precedes the Grand Master Coven members. The goal of Holy Coven magicians
Mullah on the road to death.
is to win a position in the Master Coven and, eventually,
become the Great Master.
NOTE — The coven organization in Shurikal is a control
measure. Each coven has assigned duties, an assigned resiThe cornerstone of Shurikal was laid in the year 402SA. dence and wears distinctive symbols to set them apart from
Under Markan the Bloody the city won dominance over the other covens. Members of the administrative and guard
Shurani. Since that time, with few interruptions, the per- covens know these symbols and can control the population,
nicious influence of Shurikal has intimidated its barbarous and spot interlopers, with this knowledge.
servants and commanded the hatred of its neighbors. SeExcept for the Festival of the Omnipotent Triad, noncure in its hidden valley, Shurikal is one of the most evil
coven members are not allowed in Shurikal without the
influences in the world today. It is devoted to searching out
written invitation of a member of the Master Coven. Inthe magics of evil and bringing pain and death to all who
vited guests are carried to their host in a closed palanquin
deny the omnipotence of the Holy Triad (Kototh, Shurikal
escorted by a coven of the guard. They are not allowed to
and Kotarl).
see the city and none of the city’s citizens are allowed to see
NOTE — See Shurikal in the Culture Book for details them. Anyone who is found in the city, who has no right to
on the history of this cult. The histories of Aredan and be there, is guilty of sacrilege.
Ro’babza are also valuable as background.
In addition to the city’s human inhabitants the temple
compound is populated by Great Serpents and Dae’ta Koti.
Attitudes and Goals
These serpents are allowed free reign of the city at night.
Shurikal’s Caste of Power is dedicated to returning the Holy It is death for any citizen, except Master and Holy Coven
Triad to the full power and majesty that is their birthright. members, to harm them.
Through centuries of mystical research they created the NOTE — The streets of Shurikal are deserted at night. The
Tome of Kototh and the Rite of Immortal Birth. With guards stay in watchrooms on the walls with the ladders
them. they created a ruler who was an avatar of Shurikal. drawn up. Citizens stay in their dwellings with the doors
Without the knowledge in these tomes, they no longer have locked and barred. They will not open a door for any reason
this power.
at night. (By custom, the old and sick are left in the street
The Shurani believe that they alone worship the true by their relatives when they are no longer of value. They
gods. They are dedicated to spreading the worship of the are usually eaten during the night, i.e. “taken to Kototh.”)

21.4 Shurikal City (Site 3)
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The main city is surrounded by a tent camp. The residents of this camp are warriors, craftsmen and others who
wait for a chance to enter Shurikal and serve the Holy Triad.
Each morning criers move through the village calling out the
needs of the faith and announcing the edicts of the Great
Master. Those “lucky people” who meet the needs of the
city, and who are selected at the gate, join the elite in the
city.

unison smashing themselves into the ground.) The general
purpose of the floors of the temple are as follows:
Above Ground Floors
Fourth Floor This is the residence of the Great Master.
It contains the offices of the government, audience chambers, libraries and staff rooms. Only members of the Master
Coven, the Holy Coven and the Guard have access to this
floor.

Site Description
Third Floor The administrative level for the Caste of
Power. The floor opens onto two large balconies, facing the
north, and contains libraries, bedrooms, a large dining hall
and the harem of the virgins (where the temple virgins live
until it is their time to fly).
Second Floor This is a barracks level used by young initiates of the Caste of Power and the Temple Guard. It
contains rooms, dining halls, libraries, a weapon practice
hall and other training facilities.
First Floor This level is used for worship by common
citizens, important ceremonies and holy festivals. It is the
only part of the palace that any resident can enter. Its main
altar room, dedicated to Kototh, is open to the north. It
also contains major altars to Kotarl and Shurikal and minor
alcoves dedicated to other Kotothi deities.
Underground Levels
As specified for the Dark City, the lower the value of the
negative, the lower the floor in relation to the others.

The City of Shurikal
The major site in this city is the Great Temple of Kototh.
It is reached on the Holy Road (a road made of basalt blocks
and lined with human skulls) and is located in the center of
the temple compound.
The temple compound is surrounded by a black stone
wall. The wall contains serpent holes to allow serpents to
pass into the city proper. The floor of the compound is a
tiled structure that tilts up at a two degree angle (starting
at the black wall ) until it reaches the great temple. From
the black wall, the Great Temple appears to be a massive
edifice all but floating in the sky.

Level -1 This level contains the warren of the temple serpents, a residence area for Kotothi creatures from the Cavern of the Trolls, a large torture chamber, cells and two
large rooms used for sacrificial rituals.
NOTE — The Cavern of the Trolls is two miles northeast
of the City. It is connected to this level by a tunnel that
leads to a large cavern complex, the outer exit of which is
the home of a large tribe of trolls. There are other denizens
of this complex and, in all likelihood, other ways out of it
( though none are known at this time.)

Level -2 This level is used for minor magical rites, acolyte
training and initiation tests for entry into one of the Holy
Covens. (Each candidate must pass tests of his will, intelligence, empathy, mental attitude and power. Failure in any
NOTE — The area of the compound is about 100,000 of these tests is fatal.)
square feet. With a 2 degree incline, the floor of the compound is 22 feet higher at the Great Temple than it is at the
Level -3 This level is called “the Lair of Secrets.” Only
wall.
members of the Master Coven are allowed here. It is the
The Great Temple is a monumental structure. It has repository of the greatest secrets of the faith, the great lifour, twenty foot, stories above ground and three basement brary of Kotarl and the treasure vault of Shurikal. It has
levels. It is 200 feet ×150 feet with a height of almost 90 many traps for the unwary. In the center of the level is the
feet. Some forty feet away from its open entrance, on the High Altar of Omnipotent Kototh. Only the Great Master
north side of the building, are two 80 foot tall spires that is allowed in this room. It is entered by walking along a
are used in the “Flight to Kototh” ritual. (In this ritual two trapped hallway. Once the room is entered, the entire floor
temple virgins appear on top of the spires, after climbing is a magical trap that only a person with great will and
up the inside. At the height of the ceremony they dive in extensive magical experience can hope to master.
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of 22). During the next ten years he rose to the highest circles of the Caste through magical combat and assassination.
At the age of 32 he killed his old master and took his place
in the Master Coven. Four years later he slew the Great
Master, walked the Serpent and became Great Master of
Shurikal (in the year 1095SA).
Arion is a stubborn, arrogant and conniving man with no
compassion whatsoever. He will do anything to increase his
personal power and demands obedience from his underlings.
He never accepts less than unquestioning obedience.

21.5 Avalon (Site 4)
Since the Convocation of the Gods sundered the True World
Avalon has been the center of Faerry civilization in the Middle World. It is a mystic kingdom concealed from the eyes
of all save the Sidh. A normal man could sleep on its walls
without knowing unless the Faerry chose to encounter him.
Such is the power of Faerry.
Avalon is ruled by Oberon and Titania — the Dual
Monarchs of the Faerry Sidh. When they are in residence,
the kingdom sings with their power and its pleasure at their
presence. Avalon is one of the few areas in the Middle World
that retains the nearly sentient essence of the lands of the
True World. It is alive and splendid. From the smallest
gnat to the tallest oak, the realm sings its life to all who
can hear.

A priest’s judgment

Character Note
Arion Kotas, Great Master of Shurikal
Age — 40 Sex — Male
S 32(+2)
I 54
HPV 25
MDV 22
MR 9
CDF 10

St l8(+1)
W 76
CEL 7
EnL 124
NAV 0
Height 79"

D9
E 45
OCV 12*
MEL 13

A 12
Em 9
DCV 7
EL 5

C 48(+2)
Ap 30
CA 160

Weight 2531bs

*Including +2 for skill as Assassin.
Expertise EL80 Shurani, EL60 Kotothi tongue, Troll
Tongue, Read and Write Kotothi Tongue and Herbalist,
Trained Wizard, EL4 General Skills, EL6 Storm Powers,
Telepathic Powers, Smokeless Flame, Flaming Death, EL5
Concealing Mist, Hatred, Desert Powers, Quarrels, Forgetfulness, Shape-changing and Travel Powers, EL8 City,
Badlands, Hill, both Underground and Mountain Survival,
Tracking and Rhetoric, EL7 Executioner, EL6 Assassin,
EL5 Hammer, EL4 Plains Survival and Hand-to-hand, EL3
Fighting Dagger.
Equipment Scalemail, Metal Helmet, Harmner, Fighting
Dagger, fine robes, crown (12GC), Signet ring (23GC),
1D6 Natural Magic Materials*.
*Roll on the Plant list only. He will be carrying 2 doses
of each item determined. All are enhanced if possible.
Arion Kotas was born to the Apina tribe. His youth was
spent learning to fight and kill. Despite immense potential, he cared little for the life of a warrior and thirsted for
power, knowledge and wealth. At the age of 17 he left his
tribe and became the apprentice of a member of the Caste
of Power. Later, with his master’s elevation to the Master
Coven, Arion won a place in the Caste of Power (at the age
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NOTE — This kingdom is a direct passage into the land
of the Faerry Sidh in the Lower World. Fully revealed, it
is a portion of that land, a reflection of the royal forest of
Oberon. In this area, to translate from the Middle World
to the Lower ( if it is possible for your character to do so)
one need only wish to do so or agree to the journey if asked.
No special magic or power is required, a thought will suffice.
The same rule does not apply to the return journey. Once
you are in the Lower World power is required to leave it.

Attitudes and Goals
The entire realm is dedicated to the mores of Faerry and
preservation of their lands. They use their powers towards
these ends and do little that is not for their personal enjoyment, protection or edification. (See the Book of Encounters
and Creatures of Powers and Perils for the attitudes of the
Faerry Sidh and those creatures found in association with
them.)

Powers and Forces
The denizens of this realm are Faerry Sidh, Cu Sith, Cait
Sith, Sidh Boars, Searbhani, Peists and human servants
of the Faerry (Humans serve as fighters, craftsmen, etc.)
All Faerries are innate magic-users, as specified in Faerry
Comon Knowledge. Other creatures that are present in
Avalon are their friends and servants.
NOTE — The Referee can add other Elder or Sidh creatures to round out the encounters in the area. If Kotothi
creatures are present they are raiding the kingdom and are
always hostile.

21.6 Elysium (Site 5)

Avalon

Site Description
The kingdom is a heavily forested area that surrounds the
source of the river Kira. On the northern shore of this lake is
the palace of Oberon. To non-sidh eyes, the palace appears
to be a large hill or circular barrow. Faerry craft on the
lake appear to be dead logs. No sign of faerry habitation is
evident if the Illusion (MEL16/EL6) is believed.
The approaches to this realm are shrouded by a mist
that deludes the senses. Everything within ten miles of
the palace is affected. Any non-Sidh creature that enters
it must take one Empathy roll per mile he travels in it.
Success allows him to travel in the direction of his choice if
he is not affected by the mist. Any other result means that
he is unable to find his way even if he is not affected by the
spell.
Anyone who is affected by this spell (MEL12/EL6) believes he is making progress and loses track of time. If the
person is not affected by the spell, i.e. any type of failure,
he knows that he is being deluded but is unable to find his
way unless he makes his roll. (At the Referee’s discretion,
unaffected players may apply Forest Survival + Tracking to
this roll instead of Empathy.)

Castle Morion in Elysium
and is a happy land where contention, distrust and violent
emotion cannot exist.

21.6 Elysium (Site 5)
Elysium dates from the Convocation of the Gods. It is the
center of elven might in the Middle World and the location
of the royal palace (Morion) of Finvarra, King of the Elf
Sidh. It is named Elysium after the realm of Lugh in the
Lower World.
Elysium is ruled by Finvarra and Morgana. It is a land
of forested hills. The elves in it revel in the dance, the hunt
and the favored activities of Elfdom — war and magic. At
night, the land is alive with the sound of hunting horns and
the silvery passage of their royal rides. Theirs’ is a stately
and exuberant land that holds great joy, and sufficient peril,
for all.

Attitudes and Goals

The Elves of Elysium live a joyous life of riotous activity
that is filled with both intellectual and physical challenges.
In Morion, riding their woods or seeking their enemies, the
elves fight the near immortal’s constant war against boredom and win. Throughout their land, they pursue and enNOTE — This spell has no effect on creatures with inhance the three things that Elves hold most dear — advennate power in Tracking, Mona Sensing or Mana Reading.
ture, knowledge and beauty.
It never affects any Sidh creature including those who serve
These Elves are dedicated to preserving their realm and
Kototh.
continuing their ancient war with the Trolls and other Kotothi creatures. They do what they must to achieve both
Special Note — Tir Man Og
ends.
Tir Man Og is “the Isle of the Ever-young.” It contains
NOTE — The Troll War has continued, due to mutual hahuman abodes, shared by the denizens of Faerry, and is
tred, disgust and betrayal, for an unknown number of milpart of the Lower World. Any man who sets foot on the
lenia. It cannot end until one or both races is exterminated.
isle feels total peace and contentment. It is impossible for
Neither side seeks peace. The thought is repugnant to both.
a man to be unhappy on this island. From the moment of
his arrival, he will cease to age.
The residents of this island are humans who chanced upon Powers and Forces
the island, were sent there after doing a service for Faerry Any Sidh creature, fay horses, Searbhani, Peist or Tonah
or who have a connection with one of the Faerry Sidh. The can be encountered here. Kotothi creatures present are
majority of its residents, if not all, are men. It is visited raiders and should be encountered in large numbers. The
often by Faerry and Elf Sidh, most of whom are female Referee may add human servants of the Elf Sidh. Most of
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Kril Shandor
them are present because of their ability to use iron against
the enemies of the Sidh.
Like Avalon, Elysium is protected by magical mist. The
mist (MEL12/EL6) does not delude people into wandering
randomly. Instead it leads them into traps and ambushes
in a random direction away from Elysium. For those whose
presence is not wanted, Elysium can be a horrible place. It
is a portal, as specified for Avalon, to the realm of Daenn
in the Lower World.

The treasure vault of the Dwarves
Dwarf, or force him to create something, is one of the most
dangerous things that a person can do. As a race, Dwarves
tend to be unforgiving and capable, in both physical and
mystic ways, of making those that harm them suffer for
their action.

Powers and Forces

The only residents of Kril Shrandor are Dwarves. At his
NOTE — A Donaran army once found its way to this for- discretion, the Referee may add various types of wild aniest. Few of them lived to see home again.
mals who serve as watchdogs for the Dwarves (bears, dogs,
and wolves are the best choices.) Important parts of the
Site Description
city are protected by runes. Areas protected in this way
Castle Morion appears, to non-Sidh eyes, as a beautiful hill are entrances to mines, important forges, treasure rooms
festooned with tall trees. In fact, it is one of the most and areas that have social significance for the population as
effective and beautiful fortifications in the Middle World. a whole, i.e. altar rooms, meeting halls, etc.
Within its walls is a great palace and space for all of the Elf
Sidh in Elysium. It is also the focus for entry into the Lower Site Description
World. To walk through its gates is to enter the realm
Kril Shrandor is contained within Mt. Shrandor. It has
of Daenn in the Lower World. No law, chaos or balance
one visible entrance, a massive portal located 2,000 feet
oriented being can pass through the gates of Morion.
above a ravine. This entrance is reached by ascending the
mountain on a steep and narrow trail. It is always guarded
by 2D6 Dwarves, in chainmail with metal shields and metal
21.7 Kril Shador (Site 6)
Kril Shrandor is the Dwarf’s citadel in the Middle World. helmets, who are armed with axe, hammer or sword.
It is as old as Avalon and Elysium. This kingdom is located
in the high ranges of the Elder Mountains. The caverns of
the Dwarves extend from the middle of Mt. Shrandor to its
root. Some scholars say, and they are right, that the lower
passages mystically extend to the throne of Dvalinn in the
Lower World.

NOTE — In case of attack the portal can be closed. It is a
heavy metal door that is impervious to physical damage ( due
to the magic of its metal). It can be affected by magic attacks. Against these it has MDV40, HPV100 and AV16.
It would take a great Dragon or a powerful magic-user to
shatter this portal.

In addition to the main entrance, six secret passages exit
from various levels of the city onto the trail, the ravine
Dwarves rarely interfere in the lives of others and accept no floor and the other side of the mountain. The mountain is
interference in their affairs by anyone. In general, they are honeycombed with passages. It would be almost impossible
gruff and honest. They can live with, and can definitely live for an invading force to conquer, given the fact that it is the
without. most other races. Their only hatred is towards residence of hundreds of Dwarves who will not take kindly
Goblins, who they tend to kill on sight. Other races are to the idea.
attacked if they interfere in dwarven affairs or are a threat
NOTE — The main entrance opens when the words “Open
to do so.
in Dvalinn’s name” are spoken in the Tongue of the Dvalinn.
Dwarves seek to live in peace. They defend what is theirs
It may also be opened with a successful Open Prison spell.
and punish those who infringe on them. To steal from a

Attitudes and Goals
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21.8 Temple Kota (Site 7)

Special Note — The Treasure Of Kril
Shrandor
The treasures in this city are the greatest concentration
of wealth in the Middle World. The total value is said
to be more than one million gold coins. The most prized
item (to the Dwarves) is the Crown of Dvalinn, which is
worn by their king. It has five, large, perfect Diamonds
and twenty smaller, perfect stones of different types, all set
in an ornate crown of white gold. In the human world, it
would be valued at 75,000GC (more then the annual income
of many nations.)

21.8 Temple Kota (Site 7)
In ancient times, this site was the center of a cult that
served Kototh by fostering his bestial children. Through
mystic rites, they called horror into the world. In the year
308SA the temple grounds, except for the Monolith and
the Temple of Pain, were devastated by a major earthquake
(caused by a terrible rite that the adepts were casting at the
time — an invocation of the physical presence of Kototh.)
After this terrible event the adepts found themselves in
need of laborers to rebuild their temples. They captured
barbarians to perform this labor and serve as sacrifices to
Kototh. Eventually, this led to their destruction. In the
year 311SA their greatest priest captured Gilyan a’Balzair,
a master warrior of the Shamira clan. When he awoke in
chains, Gilyan refused to accept slavery. He led the slaves
in a great revolt that killed all of the temple priests except
one, who was left wounded and dying.
With the shattering of the cult the last priest invoked Kototh, beseeching him to protect the mysteries of the temple.
His prayers were answered by the arrival of Great Serpents,
a clan of Great Apes and an immense Elder Dragon — the
guardians of Temple Kota. (Unfortunately, the priest did
not profit from his success, as the new owners were a bit
hungry when they arrived and required a small snack.)

Attitudes and Goals

Temple Kota
at the bottom of a staircase next to a ruined altar (the altar
used by the last priest in invoking Kototh’s aid ).
The area around Temple Kota is also inhabited by Kotothi forces that are not associated with the temple. These
include a goblin tribe and a 1.6× normal size Mountain Giant, to the south and north of the site respectively. Finally,
the temple area, especially the Monolith and the Temple of
Pain, are protected by magical wards.

Site Description
The temple compound is located on a small plateau surrounded by tall mountains. It can only be reached through
a few passes (See the illustration.) The encounter areas
in this site are the Monolith, the Temple of Pain, the Shattered Temple, the Cavern of the Ape and the Dragon’s Cave.
They are described below.

The guardians protect the treasures of the area and work
to survive. The master of the area, by right of power and The Monolith
closest connection to the God Kototh, is the Elder Dragon The Monolith is the focus of the area’s magic. It is a 200
who lives to the east of the monolith in a cave.
foot tall, white stone column, wrapped by a three-headed,
black serpent (a stylized carving of Kototh.)
Powers and Forces
If the Monolith is touched, or the sword on top of the
Temple
of Pain is removed, a ward is activated. It begins to
At the request of the priest who failed him, Kototh sent
fill
the
plateau
with MEL20/EL5 Choking Moisture that
many of his children to Temple Kota. The major guardians
has
the
appearance
of darkness. This sphere of moisture
are:
expands, with the monolith at its center, at a rate of:
1) a double normal size Elder Dragon.
normal Radius + (2 to the turn power hexes)
2) a double normal size Great Serpent.
3) Three 1.2× normal size Great Serpents.
This expansion continues until the plateau is filled by
4) a double size Great Ape male and nine 1.2× normal
the
ward. The result of the formula above is added to the
size males. The large male has seven 1.6× normal size
previous
turns radius, thus the cloud expands from a radius
females. The others have 2 normal females each. There
of
8
to
a
radius of 18 on the second turn.
are 35 members in this clan.
EXAMPLE — The normal radius is 6. This, plus 2, is the first

The Dragon lives in a cave to the east. The Great Apes turn radius. At the start of the second turn, the effect expands
and the smaller Great Serpents live in a cavern to the west. from its radius of 8 to a radius of 18. In the third turn, it expands
The large Great Serpent lives in one of the ruined temples, from 18 to 32 hexes. This continues until the plateau is full.
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The Shattered Temple

be present in side passages and caves. The treasure scatThis temple is what remains of the cult’s ritual center. It tered about the ape’s dwelling area is twice that specified
contains fallen stone, the detritus of centuries (heavily cov- for Great Apes. The leader of the Great Ape clan is a douered with slime), an old altar and a down staircase. On the ble normal size Great Ape with a spiked club (+2WSB, 10
altar, under a clear glass cover, is a thick book with a red pounds, FV15) that he uses with an EL of 7. The layout
of the cavern, and its other denizens, is up to the Referee.
gem set in its leathery cover.

Any person who passes within 6 hexes of this book alerts
the large Great Serpent. (The large serpent lives at the The Dragon’s Cave
bottom of the staircase and guards the book on the altar.)
The entrance to this cave is 20 feet high and 14 feet wide
NOTE — The serpent is a Lower World Great Serpent with (large enough to let the Elder Dragon pass.) It has a large
the blessing of Nebeth. He has EL2 immunity to all forms central floor. the lair of the dragon, and adjoining alcoves
of magic and total immunity to any powers that affect the and passages that are too small for the Dragon to enter.
mind of the victim. The floor he lives on is 80 feet below the
The treasure in the lair is twice the normal treasure for
altar. After he is alerted it takes him 8 phases to reach the
an Elder Dragon. At least one of the gems present is a
altar. He is tied to the book. He will never move more than
large, perfect gem. The others are no smaller than medium
8 hexes away from it. He uses his powers to draw enemies
in size, i.e. if small is rolled the gem is medium, if medium is
to him if they are farther away then this.
rolled it is large and if large is rolled it is large and perfect.
IMPORTANT — If the book is taken the Great
Serpent can, and will, track it until it is recovered NOTE — Dragons are closely tied to their hoard. They
remember the exact position of an y item in it and can tell
and returned to its proper place on the altar.
if something is missing. Also, if they are away, they can
sense someone pilfering their hoard and return.
The Temple of Pain
This temple was a treasure house and research center. It
contains treasure. books, equipment for various experiments and the remains of those who died in the escape of
the slaves.
The temple door is warded by two Fire Lion (see below)
statues. Any person who moves to within 2 hexes of either
statue has a BL8 chance of activating them. On success,
the activated guardian takes fleshy form and attacks any
living creature that he sees. In all cases, humans and elves
are attacked before other creatures and the guardians will
not attack each other.
The door of the temple appears to be made of gold. Anyone who touches it with his bare flesh has an MEL12/EL4
chance of Paralysis. If he is affected, he is stuck to the door
and unable to move in any way. His companions may tear
him from the door. If they do, an applied strength of 70
is necessary to free him. Anyone released in this way takes
2D10 hits without any reduction for armor and is unable
to use the arm or leg that was in contact with the door until
the damage is healed (a severe dislocation results.) Until released, persons in contact with the door lose 1 energy point
per phase.
The roof of the temple has an altar and four statues.
On the altar are two golden candlesticks and a sword. The
statues are automatons (MEL12/EL4) whose touch causes
Petrification (MEL12/EL4). They are restricted to the
roof and will try to prevent anyone from taking the sword.
Another ward (MEL12/EL4) on the roof negates the power
of flight for any flyer who is above the floor and within 100
feet of the temple.
The interior of the temple is also protected by wards.
The Referee will decide what Elder and Chaos powers are
contained in the ten wards of the interior and what treasures
they protect.

Special Notes
The Book
The book in the Shattered Temple is the Kotothi Tome
of Summoning.
It contains rituals of great power
(MEL18/EL9) that allow the user to summon Kotothi
creatures from the Lower World. Any Kotothi, up to and
including Kototh, can be summoned under the proper conditions if enough power is used. (This place is crucial for
the more powerful rites of summoning. The book can not be
used to summon any creature with more than an intellect of
6 if it is used from any other location.) This book is totally
immune to anything except Astral Fire.
The Sword on the Roof
This is the War-sword of Finvarra (an ancient blade stolen
from the Elves by the Daoine Sidhe millenia ago.) The cult
acquired it as payment for a favor it did for a King of the
Daoine Sidhe. It is held on the roof to prevent its use by
any who would harm the Kotothi. No mortal can use it. In
the hands of anyone except Finvarra it weighs 150 pounds.
Any person who fights through the wards that protect it
and returns the sword to Elysium becomes an Elf-friend
and may ask the Elves for any single boon that he desires.
NOTE — If the reward asked is ridiculously high, the person loses the favor of the Elves. If they give it to him,
a curse will accompany the boon (see Bans in Permanent
Magic). They may simply say that the act is not within
their power and refuse the player anything. In either case,
his presence is no longer desired in Elysium.

IMPORTANT — The Kotothi do not want this
weapon to get to the Elves. If it is taken they will
The Cavern of the Ape
hunt down the party and try to destroy them. Their
This cavern network’s major residents are thirty-five Great first priority is to recapture the weapon. The prinApes and two Great Serpents. Other minor creatures may cipal hunters will be Trolls and Daoine Sidhe.
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21.9 Doom Manor (Site 8)
Fire Lions

HPV 25
S 35(+2)
C 35(+2)
DTV −4*
MDV 12
HC NA

OCV 8
St 25(+1)
MR 18
SIZE 3
EnL 55
PR 8

Alignment — Kotothi

DCV 9
D 40(+2)
NAV 3
CDF 7
INT 5
CL 2

NWI −6
A60(+3)
NF NA

*This is one of the great dragons of Kototh. As such, it is
summonable but will always resist. Only a mage of great
power would dare to summon such a monster.
The Great Ape
HPV 60
S 104(+4)
C 108(+5)
DTV −8*
MDV 8
HC NA

OCV 18
St 48(+2)
MR 9
SIZE 3
EnL 36
PR 14

Alignment — Kotothi
DCV 2
D6
NAV 2
CDF 6
INT 5
CL NA

NWI −8
A 4(−1)
NF NA

NOTE — This ape has EL7 with his club. His “EL” can
only be used offensively.
The Great Serpent
HPV 100
S 150(+6)
C 186(+7)
DTV −12*
MDV 40
HC NA

OCV 29
St 66(+3)
MR 5
SIZE 5
EnL 120
PR 20

Alignment — Kotothi
DCV 3
D NA
NAV 6
CDF 16
INT 7
CL NA

NWI −10
A 3(−1)
NF NA

Uses Fascination at MEL11/EL6. Reduce the FV of
weapons that strike the serpent by 3 (BL12 chance to effect
magic weapons.) The Serpent has BL12 Paralytic Poison
and can spit it 3 hexes.
A fire lion
Appearance Fire lions are immense beasts, fully five feet
high at the shoulder with an average weight of six hundred
pounds. They have thick, dense fur and fire-red streaks in
their heavy manes. Their claws and teeth are silvery, large
and sharp. All in all, they are quite formidable.
Special Fire lions were formed by Kototh from the
essence of fire and the heart of the waste lion. They are
a rare and deadly breed designed to combat and destroy
the Sidh. The teeth and claws of Fire Lions was the effect of Iron on any target that they strike. They have the
power to track the Sidh (MEL8/EL4) innately and prefer
to include them in their diet.
The main power of the Fire Lion, for which it was named,
is its innate ability to cast MEL8/EL4 Flaming Death
against its enemies. In addition, it has total immunity to
all forms of fire except Astral Fire and EL4 immunity to
all Sidh Magics. It is truly a deadly beast.

21.9 Doom Manor (Site 8)
Doom Manor was created by a great, somewhat demented,
mage shortly after the fall of the Empire del’Nord. It was
given life to insure that, after the death of the old mage,
no smelly barbarian would defile the residence he shared so
happily with his wife and students. It is a sentient, fullyaware manor surrounded by a solid wall of stone.
NOTE — Doom Manor has been designed as a complete
scenario, see Chapter 22.

21.10 The Kingdom of Mab (Site 9)

This area is ruled by Mab ab’Mab and controlled by vicious
Kotothi creatures under his command. His tower is a focus
for entering the Kotothi realms of the Lower World and a
place of immense danger.
The presence of Mab in the Middle World resulted from a
success by Temple Kota in the year 293SA. This cult called
him up from the Lower World. After his summoning, Mab
Character Note
chose to stay — to extend the dominion of Kototh in the
The following descriptions give the basic statistics of the Middle World. He views himself as a Prince and the Viceroy
largest creatures on this site. They may be modified if the of Kototh in the Middle World (other Kotothi forces would
Referee chooses to do so.
argue the point most violently.)
Mab’s domain is a festering and poisonous swamp northThe Elder Dragon
Alignment — Kotothi east of the great forest. Except for the stubborn presence of
HPV 176
OCV 48
DCV 5(9) NWI −16
the Nethagen he has driven man out of the area. His swamp
S 220(+7)
St 120(+5) D 4(−1)
A 3(−1)
is not a place where man survives easily. In fact, only hardy
C 324(+9)
MR 5(21)
NAV 12
NF NA
and dangerous men have any chance of surviving at all.
DTV −18*
MDV 6O
HC 170%

SIZE 11
EnL 180
PR 28

CDF 27
INT 9
CL 1*

MEL14/EL14 Innate Fire Ball and Fire Darts
MEL17/EL8 Elder Magic

NOTE — Mab accepts worship by the Kona and uses them
for his purposes. His forces are constantly at war with the
Nethagen, especially the clan that Jaj Split-skull is a member of. He intends to exterminate this tribe.
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Site Description
The focus of this site is the Tower of Mab. It is a 60 foot
tall tower with a diameter of 50 feet with four levels above
ground and. one level below. It is built on an island surrounded by a trackless swamp.
The river of Dread divides into hundreds of meandering
channels as it flows through this area. For parties without
Swamp Survival, this swamp is a guaranteed way to find
death. If they are not killed by its vicious residents, they
are likely to wander aimlessly until they die.
The tower is an ill-kept, black stone structure partially
covered with slimy vines. Its massive portal, which faces
southwest, hangs open at all times (almost daring the unwary to enter). The basic purpose of its floors are:
Above Ground Floors
Fourth Floor The rooms of Daoine Sidhe, Baobhan Sith
and Sprites are on this floor. It has access to the roof via two
staircases and always has 1D3+1 Cu Sidhe in its corridors.
Third Floor This level is used for prisoners, to perform
rites that the perverted sidh who live above enjoy and to
plan raids. The guards on this floor are Cu Sidhe, Goblins
Attitudes and Goals
and Sprites. When Mab is present, some Trold Folk are
The swamp exudes the pure evil, despite and hatred that also present.
are the essence of the Kotothi. Mab and his servants are
dedicated to enhancing this “Kotothi purity” and extending Second Floor This level is the abode of the tower’s Trold
it into the Great Forest. In doing so, they plan to eradicate Folk. They are scattered randomly in its passages and
human, sidh and elder forces whose presence offends them. rooms. At least 2D10+20 are on this floor at all times.
The tower of Mab is a staging ground for massive raids First Floor The ground level is the main guard area. It is
against their enemies. Left to work his evil, unchecked, inhabited by Goblins and Kotothi creatures from the swamp
Mab could succeed in extending the dominion of Kototh to (1D3* creature encounters) who are visiting the tower. The
a large part of the Middle World.
residents of this level have two primary concerns:
Tower of Mab

1) Amusing themselves as their race most prefers.
2) Killing anyone who tries to enter the basement without
Mab is a demi-god with some magical ability. He is worthe permission of Mab ab’Mab.
shipped by the Trold Folk and served by a large number
of Goblins and Sprites, who see him as a means to achieve Underground Level
power and exact vengeance on their enemies. In addition to Level -1 This is the home of Mab ab’Mab, his elite guard
the forces above, Mab has allies among the Daoine Sidhe. and his pets. It contains his throne, personal quarters, an
These allies are served by Baobhan Sith and Cu Sidhe. All altar room that doubles as a torture chamber, the barracks
of the Daoine Sidhe and Baobhan Sith have sworn fealty of his guards, storage rooms and cells. This level is rectanto Mab until the Great Forest is taken. The Daoine Sidhe gular (50×100 feet) and extends to cover most of the solid
serve him as leaders, magicians and advisers.
portion of the island through various tunnels.
The swamps around the tower can contain any Kotothi
The guards on this level are 2D6 goblins (armored in
creature who is normally encountered in swamps. Those scalemail and 1.6× normal size), 2D10+5 Trold Folk (arwith intellect serve Mab occasionally, but are not solid allies mored in scalemail), 1D3 Daoine Sidhe and three creatures
of his host. No more than ONE Elder Dragon should be (a double normal size Cu Sidhe, a Grundwergen and a
present if one is present at all.
Dae’ta Koti). They are spread throughout the area. At
NOTE — The possible Kotothi encounters, from Powers least one of the creatures, i.e. Mab’s ”pets, ” is with him at
all times. (His favorite “pet” is his Grundwergen.)
and Perils, are as follows:

Powers and Forces

Day Dirailla’ta, Elder Dragon, Beithir, Dae’ta Koti, Hydra, Athach and Great Serpent.
Night Dirailla’ta, Elder Dragon, Beithir, Dae’ta Koti,
Hydra, Athach, Great Serpent, Daoine Sidhe, Grundwergen, Trold Folk, Baobhan Sith, Wood Trolls, Goblins, Cu
Sidhe and Sprites
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21.11 The Desert of Sighs (Site 10)

Character Note

Mab ab’Mab, Son of Mab ab’Kota, Master of the
Swamp, Lord of the Tower, “Viceroy of the Middle
World,” Prince of the Kotothi.
Age — Unknown Sex — Male

S 39(+2)
I 40
HPV 31
MDV 23
MR 13
CDF 12

St 48(+2)
W 96
CEL 8
MEL 15
NAV 3
Height 60"

D 110(+5)
E 30
OCV 12
EL 5*

A 60(+3)
Em 12
DCV 16
EnL 96

C 35(+2)
Ap 2

CA 330

Weight 165lbs

*All magical skills are innate powers. He is a trained natural
magician who can draw from energy level or casting ability.
(When the power comes from his EnL use the Casting Speed
for an EL5 Innate Power. When it comes from his Casting
Ability normal Casting Speed applies and the EL cast may
be EL5 or less.)

NOTE — Chaos derived Desert Powers cast in this area
have a +10 chance of success, i.e. a 33 is a 23. Any other
Chaos spell cast in the area has a +5 chance. Any Law spell
cast in this area has a −10 chance of success, i.e. 62 is 72.
Placed randomly throughout the desert are areas of
Grasping Sand (MEL4/EL4). These sand pits rise to
grab a person 1D6 phases after he enters them. Unless
the person has Mana Sensing, Mana Reading or makes an
Em+(Desert Survival×5) roll he is unable to tell this
sand from any other. (The diameter of each patch of sand
is 2D10×50 square feet. You may place the pits as you
desire, i.e. in any form between 100 and 1000 square feet in
size.)
At night, the desert surface is scoured by whirlwinds.
Each whirlwind is MEL4/EL1D6. They attack any creature they come upon who is not aligned with Chaos. They
are immune to physical attack. The only options when they
attack are to outrun them or to defeat them magically (Dispell Magic or Negate Curse.) For the purpose of your game,
they can be viewed as Chaos Wind Demons who only exist
at night in the desert.

Expertise EL80 Tongue of the Kotothi, EL80 Goblin
Tongue, EL80 Jeweler, Trained Wizard, EL5 Purification,
Knowledge, Illusion Powers, Detection, Elemental Powers
(Earth), Permanent Magics, Innate Power (EL5) in Hatred, Quarrels and Forgetfulness, EL17 Throwing Dagger,
EL11 Sword, EL10 Executioner, EL8 Swamp, Forest, Un- NOTE — There is a 25% chance per night that the party
derground II, Lower World Survival and Climbing, EL6 encounters whirlwinds.
Axe, EL5 Swimming, EL4 Battle Axe.
Equipment EL5 Magic Scalemail, EL4 Sword modified
for Damage Plus, two Throwing Daggers with BL2 Immediate Death poison (one dose coating), royal cloak with silver
threading, two armbands (each with a large ruby set in silver).
Mab is the son of Mab ab’Kota (God of the Trold Folk)
and the daughter of Gwnn ap Nudd (God of the Goblins).
His appearance merges that of the Trold Folk with Goblin
form. He has the short, solid build of the Goblin (though
by their standards he is quite tall ) and the long arms and
angular features of the Trold Folk. By human standards,
his appearance could only be described as hideous.
Mab is a greedy, sadistic and evil megalomaniac. He
is dedicated to the extermination of non-kotothi races and
believes that he is ready to be a god. He intends to win
power and status through the conquest of the Middle World.

Attitudes and Goals
This section is not really applicable. The “goal” of the desert
is to destroy all living things who do not serve Chaos who
have the temerity to enter it.

Powers and Forces
This desert is the home of many Chaos creatures. Its
main residents are Scorpion People, poisonous insects, Scorpion Beasts and Desert Lions. It is also known to contain
Basilisks and many Demons, especially Heliophobic Demons
and Harab Serapel.

Site Description

The focus for this adventure is the Hills of Seth, a low range
of hills that is home to an ancient tribe of Scorpion People.
Their location is marked by a weather-worn monolith that,
21.11 The Desert of Sighs (Site 10) from a distance (when approached from the south), appears
This 40×20 mile desert is a noxious land whose essence has to be the face of Seth. The entrance to the Lair of the Scorbeen perverted by Chaos. Only chaos desert creatures and pion is beneath this stone. In this lair are many Scorpion
animals are encountered here. Both the Robari and the People, their ancient leader (fearfully known to local tribesA’ha’kacili agree — no wise man enters this land for any men as “the Old Woman of the Desert”) and an immense
treasure.
reason.

During the day, if moving through the desert, any entity
who is not chaos-aligned rolls on the Magic Table (BL0),
adding his MDVto the roll. If he is affected, he suffers (roll
1D2):

The Altar of Seth

The central chamber in the Lair is the Altar of Seth. All major passages lead to this chamber. The Altar of Seth serves
as an altar room, the throne room of the “Old Woman” and
1) EL0 Heat
the treasure vault of the tribe. The force of the tribe is
2) EL0 Desication
always ready to protect this chamber. To reach it, conquer
The effect of these powers can only be cured by a Dispel] and escape with their lives a party must work together with
Magic or Negate Curse spell. In all cases, the effect be- skill, cunning and courage. If they do, the gain should more
gins at dawn and ends at dusk, or with the victim’s death, than exceed the danger. If not, they will not live to regret
whichever comes first.
their inadequacy.
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Character Note

The Old Woman of the Desert, Queen of the
Scorpion People, Ageless Mistress of the Desert of
Sighs, High Priestess of Seth
Age — At least 6000 yrs Sex — Female
HPV 27
S 30(+1)
C 20(+1)
MDV 35
HC 26%
CDF 16

OCV 9
St 48(+2)
MR 9
EnL 250
PR 6
Height 61"

DCV 2
NWI 10
D6
A7
NAV 0
NF NA
MEL 25 EL 8*
CL 1
Weight 100lbs

*She is EL8 in all innate powers of a Scorpion Woman.
Her tail has lost its poison ability with the passage of time.
She is a trained wizard with MEL12/EL4 in all Chaos
Powers, except Necromantic Powers and Lichcraft, and a
Casting Ability of 190.

The Tower of Poteh

NOTE — The Bouba are on the roof and wandering the
Expertise EL80 Jeweler, EL80 Tongue of the Desert, upper corridors. Merkabah can be encountered outside in
EL70 Read and Write the Tongue of the Desert, EL17 their chariots or on any level without them. Automatons
Desert Survival, EL14 Tracking.
are placed at specific places in the rooms and corridors.
The magic wards, Oblivion and Time Stop, are on altars
NOTE — The Referee may assign her any other skills that
that contain major items. The Servants of Balance are solhe desires.
diers and wizards who have learned of this tower and have
chosen to dedicate their lives to seeing that its purpose is
Equipment Clothing, jeweled coronet (12GC), jeweled fulfilled. In the entire tower, there will be 1D3* wizards
necklace (41GC) and three rings (2SC, 1GC, 23GC) — (MEL1D6+3/EL 1/ MEL, round up) and 2D6 soldiers
2
the most valuable ring is set with a medium-sized black (CEL1D6+2). They are concentrated on the lower levels
diamond.
of the tower.
The Old Woman rules her tribe despotically. She serves
In addition to these protectors, many of the items in the
Seth. her creator and master, in all things. Under her rule,
tower are dangerous in and of themselves. Only the most
the desert and all its denizens are death to those who are
powerful named and special items, tomes, books, scrolls
not of Chaos. She is a dedicated and deadly enemy of all.
and other items are kept in this tower. For the unitiated,
NOTE — The Old Woman of the Desert is revered by her contact with some of these items could be fatal.
tribe. She was the first scorpion person created by Seth and
is the mother of their race. When referring to her, they call Site Description
her “the Royal She” or “the Eternal Mother of all.”
The tower is a smooth grey structure, 20 feet tall with a

Powers and Forces

100 foot diameter. Over the years sand has formed a dune
around it, concealing more than 40 feet of its actual height.
The tower can only be entered by scaling the dune and
climbing up to the roof without the use of magic. The
wards negate any spell in operation within 10 feet of the
outer surface of its walls. (Any person who has any kind of
innate power, including all Special Attributes, is knocked
out for 3D10−(CB×2) minutes the first time that he enters the sphere of this protection. Others must make an Em
roll. If they make it, they are stunned for 2D10−CB turns.
Persons with Mental Invulnerability are not affected in any
way.)
The tower has eight levels. The deeper into the tower that
a person travels, from the roof down, the more potent the
items that are confined on that floor and the more deadly
the defenses that protect them. The lowest level of the
tower contains the central focus of its might and can serve
as a portal into Oblivion an Upper World, Balance realm
far beyond the Balance Marches. This floor is guarded by
1D3* Merkabah and a double size Sentinel Beast.

The tower is protected by Balance-aligned guardians and
wards. The basic guardians present are: Boubas, Automatons, Time Stop wards, Merkabah, Oblivion wards and Servants of Balance.

NOTE — Persons who willingly enter Oblivion retain their
senses and their ability to function. All others, including
those that are sent by a spell or an abysmal failure, are
frozen in time, unable to do anything and totally unaware

21.12 The Tower of Poteh (Site 11)
The Tower of Poteh is surrounded by miles of lifeless desert.
People without magical aid, a high level of Desert Survival
or good Empathy could enter this desert and be lost forever. It is full of sharp, twisting ravines, high dunes and
featureless plains of deep sand. It is not a place for one
who knows nothing of the desert.

Attitude and Goals
This site is a focus of Balance in the Middle World. It
serves as a repository for dangerous items that the forces
of Balance have taken from their original owners. Balance
intends that they remain within the tower so that their
power can not fuel a conflagration between the powers that
would disturb Balance.
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21.12 The Tower of Poteh (Site 11)
of their surroundings. The presence of this portal is im- work their way with the bearer is a Dark Golem a walking
portant in that it will allow valiant players to rescue their being of solidified darkness with great magical power and no
compatriots from Oblivion, or enter the Upper World, if humanity whatsoever.
they choose to do so.
The Daggers of Oberon
Tower Organization
The Referee should decide how the tower is organized. The
organization indicated above orders the items by potency.
As Referee, you may choose to organize them by type, alignment or purpose instead. The method used is entirely at
your discretion. All of the methods above can be rationalized and have equal validity.

The Items in the Tower
Some items that are part of the Powers and Perils world
are definitely in this tower. Four of the most powerful are
described in the sections below. You may ignore or modify
them if you do not wish to have such items in your world.
The Scepter of Dark Chaos
This mystically-powerful, sentient rod allows a trained wizard to command the forces of Dark Chaos. He can sense
the presence of powerful beings and magic items within 40
miles of his location with the rod. It detects their alignment, their relative power, and the distance and direction
they are from the user. Further, it may be used to telepathically communicate with any beings in the area who
speak or understand the Tongue of Darkness. Finally, the
user casts Darkness Powers at two levels higher than his
normal EL and all Chaos Powers, excluding Necromantic
Powers and Lichcraft, at one EL higher.
NOTE — In the hands of a trained magic-user, the scepter
does not show its sentience. It remains a tool to be used.
If the scepter is touched by an untrained person, it attacks that person at MEL18/EL9. If success results, the
person loses 2D10+10 energy points and is enthralled by
the scepter. He will be unable to put it down until he
rolls W/3 or less. (One roll is allowed each time that the
power of the staff is used, or every hour, whichever yields
the greatest number of rolls.)
In untrained hands, the scepter’s full sentience is unleashed.
It is capable of using Darkness Powers at
MEL18/EL9 without the direct volition of its bearer. It
will compel its bearer to take it into the open air by the
shortest possible route. Once it is there, as soon as it is
night, it will summon forces of Dark Chaos into the area.
Their arrival will mean the death of the bearer. The scepter
will consume him with Darkling Light and it will be carried
away.

A matched set of daggers made for Oberon by Finvarra
and Dvalinn. They are magicked with flight and unerring
accuracy. They can be cast at any target that the caster
can see or sense. Regardless of the actual range, they always
roll to hit as if they were thrown from point blank range.
Both daggers are EL10 Throwing Daggers modified for Hit
Chance and Damage Plus. The EL of the caster does not
apply when they are thrown.
When both daggers strike the same target at the same
time their combined effect is a 4D10+10 Deadly Hit and
an EL2 Lightning Bolt that automatically effects the target.
(The daggers may be cast to strike together on any phase
that the caster does nothing else. Counting the phase that is
required to impress them in the first place, this means that
two phases are required if you wish to cast both daggers at
the same target.) If only one dagger strikes its target, it has
the effect rolled for its hit.
After the daggers are cast, and their hits are resolved,
they fly from the target and return to the caster — wherever
he may be. In flying towards a target, or to their caster, the
daggers have EL10 Flight. They track the target, or their
caster, no matter where he moves to. They have the ability
to pass through any intervening obstacles between them and
their target (shields, armor, rocks, doors, etc.) that is not
magical. Only magic armor and shields provide any defense
against these weapons. Normal armor and shield AV’s are
ignored. Helmets, magic or not, are also ignored. Finally,
natural armors will apply at 1/2 their listed AV, rounded
down.
To cast these daggers, the user must concentrate on the
appearance of the target while he is holding them. This will
take a full phase. Once they have been impressed with this
image they can not fly against any other target until they
are used against that creature.

Disadvantage These daggers are only usable by someone
with Mana Sensing and another Innate Power. When they
are cast the caster expends 3 energy points to throw one
dagger, 7 to throw both at separate targets and 10 to throw
both at the same target. These points are leeched away
when the daggers are given the impression of the entity that
they are to slay. If the caster is not a Faerry, an additional
1D6 is drained per dagger that is thrown. Ten percent of
the loss, rounded down, for non-faerries only, is permanent.
In using these daggers the caster must roll W+Em. If
the result is success the daggers are impressed and fly at the
NOTE — The Scepter and a companion ring were created desired target. Partial Success indicates that the impression
for the Dark Elder almost 5000 years ago. When both are is sufficient to fly, but the daggers will strike a random tarin his hands, his power is devastating. They were taken by get (the image is not precise so the daggers pick someone.)
Balance when that city was set to slumber. The ring was Failure means that no meaningful image is received and the
lost. The scepter was placed in confinement in the tower.
daggers do nothing. Regardless of the result the energy loss
The ring is in L’p’nth. It is attracted to the scepter re- specified above is paid each time that the caster tries to use
gardless of the distance that separates them. It tends to the daggers.
draw its wearer to the scepter. Should the wearer find the
scepter, their combined power grants him physical might, Firefang
innate magical powers and a fanatical tie to Chaos. They A deadly broadsword created by Toval Marech. When it
will also consume his soul. What remains, after the two was used in the Valley of Shame it was instrumental in de-
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feating the Cerulean Army. Its wielder, Sir Ranal of Karan,
used it to slay more than 300 Ceruleans before its power
consumed him. This weapon is death, both to its wielder
and to Chaos.
Firefang is an MEL17/EL8 Broadsword modified for
Damage Plus only. When a target is hit he can be affected
by an MEL17/EL3 Fire Dart in addition to the damage
scored by the blow. When a blow kills its target the wielder
gains 1D6 energy points. Each time a hit fails to kill the
target the wielder loses 2D10 energy points. Each phase
that neither of the above applies, and the sword is out of
its scabbard, the wielder loses one energy point.
Once this weapon is drawn the wielder must keep it unsheathed and seek chaotic enemies to slay until he rolls his
Will or less. (One roll is allowed per killing blow or per five
turns, whichever allows the most rolls. Success allows the
weapon to be sheathed. Unless it is sheathed immediately,
the opportunity to do so is lost.)
IMPORTANT — While this weapon is in hand, the
bearer is sheathed in flame and has EL7 Immunity
to all forms of fire, except Astral Fire, and total
immunity to Hell-Fire Darts.
This weapon is dedicated to the destruction of
chaotic enemies. It will not generate its fire darts
and has a diminished damage plus against other
enemies. (Its energy draining liability remains the
same regardless of the enemy that is fought.)
Fatal Disadvantage Use of this sword can kill its
wielder. If his EnL is reduced to zero or less he crumples to powder and dies. If it is doubled by his success,
he is uncontrollably berserk and may no longer attempt to
sheath his weapon. When his EnL is three times normal,
he is consumed in a pillar of fire.

Each day that a person wears this crown he must roll his
W roll. If the result is failure, and success is rolled on the
Magic Table (BL10), he is subverted by the crown. From
that point on, his actions must be aimed towards increasing
his personal power, destroying the enemies of the Kotothi
and amassing as much wealth as he can get.
Once a wearer is subverted he gains the following attributes:
1) His body begins to take on reptilian characteristics.
2) Over a two month period:
S, St and C are increased by 50%, rounded up.
D, A and Ap are decreased by 50%, rounded down.
W is doubled.
3) After the two month period is over:
The wearer is totally immune to Kotothi poisons.
The wearer gains EL10 Immunity to other poisons
and drugs, including Poison spells.
The wearer gains an NAV of 4 and the ability to
see in the dark.
NOTE — This crown is deadly. Over a period of years
it changes its wearer into a living avatar of Nebeth, the
Serpent Son of Kototh. Anyone who is subverted by this
crown, and is not saved in some way, loses his humanity
and, in time, his very soul.

21.13 Tower of the Dead (Site 12)

This tower is located in an almost unreachable valley deep
in the Elder Mountains. It is warded by legions of the dead,
zombies, chaos monsters and evil mercenaries. Its master is
the Great Lich, Nilgeranthrib, the most potent Chaos mage
in the Middle World. With his magical society, the Black
Ring, he is working to avenge himself on the descendants
The Serpent Crown
of his enemies and to extend his infernal dominion to the
According to legend, the serpent crown dates from before farthest reaches of the known world.
the dawn of man. It was created by Kototh as a gift for his NOTE — Full details on this site are available in Chapson Nebeth (God of the Serpents). When the power of Law ter 23. See there for more information and a challenging
drove Nebeth into the Lower World the crown was lost and, adventure.
after its use by an early society of man, it was taken to the
Tower of Poteh.
21.14 The Haunt (Site 13)
The Serpent Crown gives the wearer the ability to command Dirailla’ta, Dae’ta Koti, Great Serpents, Hydras and The Haunt contains three major sites, the ruins of Zindama
most (75%) poisonous vipers. They recognize the wearer as (the ancient capital of the Empire del’Nord ), the Cave of
their father, master and god and cannot disobey his com- Souls (a portal to hell where the souls of the dead may be
mands. He also gains EL80 in the Kotothi Serpent tongue. encountered and questioned ) and Villa Armas (the home of
an ancient wizard who laid a deadly curse, which backfired,
When the crown is found the person closest to it must
on the barbarians who destroyed the empire of his birth.)
roll W to resist putting it on. If he puts it on, he is allowed
This area was sacked a millenia ago. Its conquest took
one W roll per day to take it off. If he is subverted, he will
more than four years, including a three year siege of Zinnever take it off.
dama. Of its 300,000 citizens more than 30% were killed.
IMPORTANT — No person except the wearer can The remainder were driven into the wilds or enslaved. In
take this crown off without success casting a Negate this environment, a central focus of the spiritual world overCurse spell against EL5 Immunity, an MDV of 30 whelmed with vengeful spirits and the wrongfully slain, the
and the MDV of the wearer.
spectral forces of Hecate found a home. With the unwitEXAMPLE — The wearer is MDV10. A wizard wants to re- ting aid of Armas’s spell, the ruins of Zindama and the hills
move the crown. He must have a Negate Curse spell of EL5 or around it became a spectral terror. Each night, the spirits
more to have any chance. If he does, he casts at his reduced EL of tens of thousands live out the last days of their lives in
against an MDV of 40.
an eternal search for spiritual release and/or vengeance.
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The Haunt

NOTE — If the party enters Zindama at dusk they may
notice the flight of its diurnal creatures. It is up to the
Referee to determine the chance of this.
In the hills, at night, packs of Hellhounds (1D6+1) are
encountered on the ancient roadways and villages. The
ghosts can be encountered anywhere. The closer the party
is to the Cave of Souls, the greater the number of ghosts.
IMPORTANT — During the day Zindama looks
like a large ruin. At night, the magic of Hecate
weaves a compelling illusion that makes the city appear whole. Because of its extreme potency, anyone
who believes in the Illusion (any roll greater than
W/2) treats it as physical reality in all ways. They
can walk up stairs that aren’t there, open doors that
shattered centuries ago and be bruised by walls that
have fallen. Physical reality is suspended for those
who believe the illusion.
Once this illusion is believed the believer is enthralled. He is incapable of disbelieving it for
any reason until dawn. It may not be dispelled or
negated by any spell. Its affect on party members
may be negated if an unaffected magic-user is willing to cast his spell against MDV50. Any Abysmal
Failure results in his possession by a Spiritual Edimmu unless he rolls W/2 or less. (If he makes this
roll he passes out for 2D6−StB hours.)

Site Description

NOTE — The barbarians who border this land would rather
die than enter the Haunt. Except for the brave, the foolhardy Zindama was a port city with a population of 50,000. It
or the stubborn, no living man enters this land if he knows has ruined walls on three sides and is open to the sea. The
harbor contains the hulks of 43 large ships and over one
what awaits him.
hundred smaller vessels. Its avenues are littered with the
detritus of centuries and the broken skeletons of more than
Attitude and Goals
10,000 people. Most of its walls have fallen and are fireThere are two types of spirits in this area. The first are stained.
harmless ghosts who spend their nights reliving the last NOTE — During the night this damage disappears and
days of their lives. They are locked in a cycle of continual thousands of spirits walk the avenues.
repetition. They cannot pay any attention to the living
Villa Armas is an old villa with a broken curtain wall
unless magically compelled to do so.
around it. Its gardens are overgrown and weedy. All of the
The second type of spirits are Spiritual Edimmu. They manor windows are broken and the doors stand open. It
like all spirits in this area, retain an illusion of their old holds secrets to aid the party, and danger that could slay
form. Unless a Player sees one sneaking a look at him, them.
they are indistinguishable from the ghosts. They pretend
The Cave of Souls is entered through a cleft in the side
to follow the patterned existence of the ghosts until they of a hill (15 feet high and 1–2 feet wide.) Within is an
are in position to ambush the living. When they are, they immense cave with misty tunnels leading in all directions.
attack to possess or slay their victim.
Mystically, these tunnels lead to the Chaos abodes of the
The ghosts have no goals that they are aware of. The Upper World. The widest tunnel, leading north, has the
Edimmu want to possess the living and wreak vengeance on most spirits near and in it. It leads to Hecate’s realm.
those who were responsible for their fall. They are walking
When a Player is in the main cave any dead person that
death for the living.
he thinks of, by name or appearance, will appear. The spirit
can be asked one question and he mustanswer truthfully.
Powers and Forces
If he is asked more than one question, he is replaced by a
During the day, Zindama has normal Ruin encounters. The Spiritual Edimmu who attacks the person responsible.
remainder of the Haunt has Hill Encounters. At night only NOTE — Exceeding the limit above abuses Hecate ’s gift
Ghosts and Edimmu can be encountered in Zindama. Only ( allowing the living to seek information from her spirits.)
Ghosts and Hellhounds are encountered in the hills, ex- The Edimmu is sent to show her displeasure.
cept in lairs. Other creatures flee Zindama or keep to their
lairs at night. (If the Referee has the party encounter other Zindama
creatures at night, they will defend their lairs to the death. The Empire del’Nord worshipped the Elder Gods. In the
Under no circumstances will they leave it.)
city of Zindama this worship was deeply ingrained. Law was
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a new faith that was accepted by the peasantry and hated
by the nobility. All public temples in the noble area are
Elder. In the slums, there are three small temples dedicated
to Law. These temples resist the power of Hecate and, if
discovered, may be used as sanctuaries by the party. (The
Referee may have them inhabited by creatures of the ruin
who have discovered their beneficial power and have chosen
to use them as lairs.)
Certain buildings in Zindama belonged to a secret cult
that worshipped Hecate. These buildings serve as a focus
for her power in the city. The most important of them is
the Reaver’s Inn, in the harbor district.
The royal palace, certain manors and other dwellings contain treasure and Edimmu. When the Referee details these
places he should balance the forces such that the greater
the potential gain, the greater the power of the defenders.
Villa Armas
The Villa is in the northern section of the Haunt. It is
empty during the day. At night 1D6 Ghosts, 1D2 Spiritual Edimmu and 2D6 Hellhounds prowl the villa and its
vicinity. Hidden in the villa is the Scepter of the White God
which may be used to resist Hecate’s power and save the
souls of the Haunt from their living death.
In addition to the Scepter, the Villa contains treasures
that would normally be found in the home of a wealthy
man.
The Cave of Souls
Unless the party enters the Upper World the cave is only
valuable as an information source. When the adventure is
created, it should be written such that the party can learn
about this place.
IMPORTANT — Unless the specified taboo is violated, the spirits may not attack the living while
they are in the main cave. They can suffer no harm
unless they bring it on themselves by violating the
taboo or leaving the main cave.

The standard must be found and taken apart. After it
is, the skull of Samos d’Armas must be taken to a Law
temple and buried in its hallowed ground.
C) The party must destroy the Royal Sword of the Empire
del’Nord, located on the throne in the royal palace. It
must be taken to an armorer’s forge, heated until it is
white-hot and then broken to be destroyed (this requires
skill as an Armorer.) After this is done, the fragments
of the blade must be buried on the palace grounds and
the hilt must be taken to the Cave of Souls.
IMPORTANT — Only when all three tasks are
completed will the spirits of the area be freed. The
adventure should provide the party with opportunities to learn what they must know to be victorious.
The clues need not be obvious but they must be
present if the party is to have any chance of victory.

21.15 The Temple of the Hills
(Site 14)
The temple is an ancient site that was dedicated to Law
gods by the peasants of the Empire del’Nord. When Zindama fell, priests from that city, with their guardsmen and
some loyal followers, fled to this temple bearing knowledge
and treasure. Since the arrival of the Zindamans, the temple has been dedicated to the preservation of knowledge
and the service of the gods of Law. They have remained
dedicated to these tasks for 1000 years.

Attitude and Goals

The temple people consider those from nations that were
not civilized when the Empire del’Nord lived to be barbarians. While they are fair and merciful, they never give a
barbarian felon a second chance. Such felons are banished
from the temple or killed. Civilized felons are informed of
their error and treated with compassion. If they err again
they are placed in a cell for 1D6 days to consider their
Saving the Haunt
evil. On a third offense they are banished. Non-humans
To save the souls of the Haunt the following actions must and Chaos-oriented or aligned persons are NOT allowed in
the temple. If they insist on entering, or sneak in, they are
be taken in any order:
killed. The temple people are a passivistic group who will
A) The Hound’s Tooth Crown, located in a hidden temple defend their archives to the death.
in the Reaver’s Inn, must be taken to the Temple of
Enki in the southern slums of the city. There, it must Powers and Forces
be placed on the altar and struck with the Scepter of
The temple has 800 members. Of these, 40 are priests and
the White God. When this is done both the crown and
monks and 80 are guardsmen. The remainder are women,
the scepter are destroyed. Until it is done, the crown’s
children, craftsmen, farmers and other necessary people.
guardian Edimmu will try to get it back.
The inner cell of the temple is composed of an Abbot and
IMPORTANT — No Edimmu or Ghost can en- 8 initiated priests. The Abbot is MEL9/EL3. The priests
ter the Temple of Enki.
are MEL1D6+2/EL 1/3MEL, round up, in their General
B) When Villa Armas fell its master laid a death curse on Skills and MEL Law Powers. The temple guardsmen are
his captors while they tortured him. Impressed by his highly trained, normal humans. All are OCV4, DCV4,
courage, the barbarians made his head part of a bat- HPV10, DTV−2, MR10 and EL4 in their combat skills.
tle standard. They lost this standard while they were They have scalemail, banded shields, leather helmets and a
looting Zindama. It is located in an alley 100 feet from weapon of the Referee’s choice.
the eastern gate of the city under a large pile of rubble.
In addition to the human forces, the temple has 25 guard
Its position can be determined magically (detection) or dogs (Dog III). The main treasure vault and altar rooms are
with an I+Em roll (to observe that no ghost or Edimmu guarded by Mushrussu. There are two Mushrussu on the
is within 50 feet of it.)
grounds. They are sacred to the people of the temple. (The
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Mushrussu wander at will through the temple grounds. All Expertise EL80 del’Nord*, Read and Write, and Sign
of the temples initiated priests speak the Tongue of Lawful Language, EL70 Armorer, EL60 Jeweler and Tongue of
Fire and can communicate with them. )
Lawful Fire, Trained Wizard, EL3 General Skills, Cure
Disease, Fire Powers, Healing, Preservation, Sanity, Revelation, Painlessness, Truth, Negate Curse, Dreams and HealSite Description
The main encounter area is the temple. Outside of it are ing Light, EL0 all other Law Powers, EL0 Hand-to-hand.
simple buildings, fields and herds that are tended by its
members. The temple is set in the side of a hill whose
entire face is carved with religious figures and runes. Its
entrance is a barred, metal gate covered on either side by
secret rooms with hidden firing slots.

Equipment Fine robes, sandals, signet ring (20GC).
Costan became Abbot in the year 1098SA on the death
of his father. He is a gentle man who detests violence. If
he can avoid it, while still protecting the temple and his
followers. he will never resort to violence. In all cases, he
NOTE — Each side room has four guards in it. When seeks a peaceful compromise before a violent victory.
the door is attacked they fire heavy crossbows in alternating
order, allowing them to get two shots, one from each side,
21.16 H’ss’r Mountain (Site 15)
per phase as long as they can see a target to shoot at.
The central peak in this circular area of hills and mountains
The interior of the temple has three levels that surround is the site of a major citadel, occupied by the Demi-God
a central cavern. Each level has straight corridors cut back Slidranth and his minions. The hills around this peak are
into the hill leading to small rooms and cells. The upper inhabited by forces of Law and Balance who try to contain
levels are reached by climbing ladders which can be pulled the power of Slidranth within the citadel and prevent poup when the temple is attacked. The Mushrussu and guard tential allies from entering his realm. It is a land where
dogs live on the ground level. During a battle, they attack confrontation, especially at night, is almost constant.
invaders who get in while the human defenders fight from
Slidranth is worshipped as a God in southern L’p’nth,
the galleries with missile weapons (primarily heavy cross- especially by the men of L’d’m’. He is known as the Banbows and javelins.) The central cavern is both an altar dit on the Road to Death, the Master of Darkness and the
room and a deathtrap for any invader.
Leech. His powers are most potent in these areas. His curThe basic purpose of the three levels are:
rent avatar has resided in the Middle World less than two
years. He is the son of Vlad Stonehand on a Zarunese noThird Floor This floor houses the archives. The res- blewoman. Before giving birth, this woman was kidnapped
idents consider it to be the most important floor in the by a mage from L’p’nth and, through months of strange
temple.
rites, Slidranth was drawn into her womb to consume and
replace the soul of her child.
Second Floor This is a residential area. It contains barNOTE — The nature of Vlad Stonehand fated his child
racks rooms, work rooms, dining halls and storerooms.
to be the perfect vessel for Slidranth. The mage divined
First Floor This level contains the treasure vault, altar this to be true, bided his time and struck when a child was
rooms, the kennel, barracks rooms for the guardsmen and conceived.
ritual rooms. The central cavern is the most important
room and the hub of temple activity.

Special Note
The knowledge in this temple includes clues about how to
save the spirits in the Haunt and a book detailing the “Legend of the Island,” (including how it can be found and accounts of its great treasures.) The book also mentions, in
poetic verses, “they who walk as mountains.”
Beyond this encounter site knowledge the archives contain the ancient knowledge of the Empire del’Nord, the location of Novarask, a historical analysis of the local area
over the last millenia and other valuable information.

Character Note
Costan Marcom, Abbot of the Temple
Age — 39 Sex — Male
S 14
I 63
HPV 16
MDV 19
MR 11
CDF 7

St 12
D 32(+2)
W 40
E 14
CEL 1
OCV 1
MEL 9 EL 3
NAV 0
Height 63"

A 20(+1)
Em 30
DCV 4
EnL 75

C 35(+2)
Ap 80
CA 90

Weight 164lbs

Attitude and Goals
Slidranth is cold, humorless and unemotional. His objective is to dominate the Middle World and become the
Paramount God of Chaos. He seizes the souls of the magicusing community to further this endeavor — seeking out
the spirits of recently slain magicusers and offering them
life in exchange for their service. Those that agree become
his pawns and work to accomplish his ends. Those who
don’t are dead.
NOTE — Servants of Slidranth can be told from the truly
living by the coldness of their flesh and a tiny red spark in
the back of their eyes. Slidranth keeps them thus to remind
them of their subservience and to facillitate his use of them.
In all other ways they are truly alive and can be killed like
any other mortal.
When servants of Slidranth accomplish a task for him he
does one of three things:
1) If the wizard accomplished his task efficiently, Slidranth
keeps him as a pawn and assigns another mission.
2) If the wizard is inefficient, such that Slidranth must help
him complete his mission, Slidranth cuts his losses and
allows the “incompetent” to live again as a free man.
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3) If the wizard fails, or completes the task at an exorbitant
cost, Slidranth consumes his soul. He is not a compassionate god.
NOTE — Slidranth ’s attitude is that of a cost-effective
businessman. If he profits, he hangs on to his asset. If the
asset proves to be of marginal value, he lets it go. If it is
a liability, he cuts his losses without pity and gets what he
can out of it.

Powers and Forces
Slidranth is the son of Ba’en’kekon on a daughter of
Vizranuh. He is the God of Leeching Darkness, a strange
form of darkness that leeches energy from any creature that
it touches. He is a natural wizard and the Middle World’s
most powerful force of Chaos. In addition to Slidranth,
the citadel contains Soul Daivas, Kekoni and other mystical forces. He is served, in the world beyond the citadel, by
the religious cult of L’d’m’ and magicians who have chosen
him over death.
This immense chaos force is contained by forces of Law
and Balance. These include magical wards placed by Law
Wizards, large tribes of Bouba and Molani and an immense,
almost cultured, pack of Zehani Wolves who are advised by
a powerful Balance Wizard.

Site Description
The citadel of Slidranth is located on the western face of
Mt. H’ss’r (Heissur), the tallest mountain in the region. It
has an elevation of 12,000 feet. The citadel is at the 9,000
foot level. The slopes of the mountain are steep. For the
last 1000 feet or so up to the citadel they are also icy. Only
experienced and well-equipped climbers could hope to climb
them. It is one of the most difficult slopes in the world.
The only “safe” avenue of approach to the citadel is a
large cavern whose entrance is 2,000 feet up the eastern face
of the mountain. Through sloping chimneys and tunnels,
this cavern ascends to the lowest level of the citadel. It
is inhabited by chaos-aligned creatures who are normally
encountered underground. At its highest levels, Kekoni and
Soul Daivas are common.
The citadel is a ten level fortress with forty foot high
curtain walls around its compound. At its highest point, the
top of the central spire, it is 120 feet in height. At its widest,
the ground level of the central spire, it has a diameter of
100 feet. Spaced around the central spire (connected to it
with stone bridges) are four smaller towers. Each of these
towers is 48 feet in height and 40 feet wide.
On the ground level there are smaller buildings, intended
to house soldiers and servants. The whole compound is
backed by the mountain and surrounded by a curtain wall.
NOTE — Two thousand years ago, a King commisioned
the construction of this citadel. After thirty years of effort,
it was completed by his Grand Vizier. The king, now a senile old man, moved in with his guard, favored nobles and
family. The Grand Vizier, in search of power, created the
heart of darkness soon afterwards and drew Slidranth into
the Middle World. The fate of the unfortunate denizens
of the citadel is unknown. None have been seen since
Slidranth descended from the heavens and took possession
of the citadel.
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Sllidranth makes his offer.

Special Notes
The Heart of Darkness
The Heart of Darkness is a large, perfect Black Diamond
that beats and pulsates like a living heart. It is the focus
that allows Slidranth to reside in the Middle World in defiance of the other gods. Without it, he could not manifest
his presence and would be unable to return the dead to the
Middle World.
To destroy the heart a party must reach the top floor of
the central spire, find its way through that floor’s maze and
defeat the magical wards protecting the heart. When they
reach the central core of the floor, they must find a way to
reach the heart, which is suspended in mid-air 20 feet above
the floor.
Once a person reaches the heart he must drive a silver
pin, purified specifically for this purpose, through the
heart. This will cause the heart to discharge random bolts
of MEL12/EL6 Darkling Light every phase for 20 phases.
If a bolt passes through a hex that contains a living being he
can be affected. When the power discharge ends the stone
drops to the floor. What is left is a large, flawless Black
Diamond with a silver pin through its center.
NOTE — This gem is worth at least 100GC. If the pin
is removed and dark rites are cast into it, it can again be
made into the Heart of Darkness.
The Dark Journey
When a person dies his soul travels from the place of his
death to the reward that his life has earned him. He is
said to “walk the road of death.” Because the essence of his
being is in the Middle World, secure from attack, Slidranth
can interrupt this journey when he chooses to do so. What
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happens when this occurs is described in the Journal of
Riza the Lesser, a magician who experienced the touch of
Slidranth.
(The following is an excerpt from the Journal of Riza the
Lesser, court magician of the Emir of Assin.)
Barely had the bite of the blade ceased to pain me when I
found myself upon a road, like a shimmering beam of light
in a sea of darkness. As I made my way, the shades of
other men seemed to journey with me. though they paid
no heed to my presence. Clearly. I was dead and, given
the events of my life, headed for a fate most foul. With
this realization, my spirit was seared by an indescribable
sensation, a burning cold felt to the core of my being. At
the same time my senses. for could I truly be said to have
ears, “heard” the faint sound of bells that seemed united in
both discord and unearthliness. Looking about me, I found
myself alone. When I again turned my attention to the path
that laid before me, I saw him.
In some eldritch way, I now stood upon a precipice. Behind me lay the road, stretching down to what I knew to be
the joys of mortal existence. Before me, filling the horizon,
were a pair of red eyes that clearly spoke of power. From
nowhere, and everywhere, a voice spoke, “Riza, wizard of
Assin, would you live?" Needless to say, I was taken aback
by this yet, when the question was repeated, I answered in
the affirmative. Immediately the voice responded, “To live,
you must swear fealty to me until you have done what I
would have you do. Do you give your vow, Riza Sheiran of
Assin?” With the force of this question, my wits returned
and I tried to question him—to no avail. Finally, to avoid
eternity, I agreed. The last that I heard, ere I awoke on the
field of my death, was “Then you are mine and life is yours.”

Character Note
Slidranth

Age — 2†

S 63(+3)
I 150
HPV 37
MDV 31
MR 14(36)*
CDF 10

St 45(+2)
W 100
CEL 5
EnL 200
NAV 2
Height 82"

D 33(+2)
E 45
OCV 10
MEL 12

Sex — Male

A 80(+4)
Em 0
DCV 11
EL 6(10)**

C 40(+2)
Ap 10
CA 300

Weight 205lbs

*Slidranth. when he chooses to fly, forms wings of darkness that allow him to move at the speed above. Their is
no Mana Cost for his use of this power. MThis is the portion of his power that he can use through the vessel he is
inhabiting.
** All spells are innate powers. He has EL6 in all Darkness Powers, Leeching and Wounds and EL10 in Leeching
Darkness, Telepathic Powers and Travel Powers.
† The physical age of his mortal body is 2. Its effective
maturity, due to the accelerated aging that Slidranth’s possession causes, is 20. (As a conduit for Slidranth, the body
has not reached its prime. When it does the world could be
in trouble.)
Zephanda Lian, Wizard, Zehani Brother
Age — 50 Sex — Male

S 24(+1)
I 80
HPV 22
MDV 26
MR 11
CDF 9

St 20(+1)
W 64
CEL 6
MEL 12
NAV 0
Height 68"

D 38(+2)
E 12
OCV 8
EL 5

A 18(+1)
Em 48
DCV 9
EnL 106

C 42(+2)
Ap 25
CA 185

Weight 164lbs

Expertise EL80 Donaran, Jeweler, Herbalist, Armorer
and Wolf Husbandry, EL60 Primal Tongue and L’p’nth,
Trained Wizard, EL6 General Skills, EL5 Clairvoyance,
Damage Reversal, Speed, Watchful Sleep, Travel Powers
and Fate, EL4 Forgetfulness, Telepathic Powers, Tongues,
Wildness and Vengeful Horror, EL3 Healing, Music, Sanity,
Leeching Darkness
Tracking and Revelation, EL14 Mountain and Hill Survival,
This is a power used by Slidranth and, if you wish, a new EL12 Tracking, Healer and Wolf Healer, EL6 Hand-to-hand
spell for your campaign. It can not affect entities who have and Composite Bow, EL5 Club, City and Desert Survival.
innate darkness, leeching or death powers. It is not negated
by Light but can only effect a person who surrounds himself Equipment Club, Composite Bow, Skin clothing, Ring
with Light if its EL is greater than or equal to that of the of Tongues*, EL6 Arrows modified for damage plus only
Light spell.
(2D6).
Leeching Darkness has the radius and duration of Dark*This ring allows a wearer who understands the Primal
ness and the Leeching effects specified for Leeching (with- Tongue to understand any tongue spoken to him if the
out the requirement that the target be unconscious or help- speaker is within range of an EL5 Tongues spell. It may not
less.) Its Base Mana Cost is six.
be used to gain permanent understanding of that tongue.

NOTE — The compliance of the wizard is required in this.
Slidranth may not gain usable control over him unless he
agrees. To do so, in Slidranth ’s view, is not worth the
effort it would require.

IMPORTANT — This spell only remains up as long
as the caster has mana to regain and there are targets within its radius (at the start of each phase of
its duration). When either condition is untrue the
spell ends.

Since coming to L’p’nth over 20 years ago Zephanda has
devoted his life to the Zehani Wolves of this mountain. He
is dedicated to them, as a brother. He is also dedicated
to opposing the onset of darkness that Slidranth’s victory
promises. Zephanda is one of the major bulwarks against
the power of Slidranth.

NOTE — The caster is the center of this effect. It moves
with him ifhe moves. If he tries any other magic while this NOTE — When met, Zephanda appears to be a slightly
spell is in effect any failure is Abysmal. Abysmal Failures demented hill barbarian. His hair is streaked with silver, not
with this spell result in the Darkness Leeching the caster.
unlike the coloring of his wolf brothers, and his eyes have a
feral intensity that is quite unusual. Though he approaches
openly, and is both quiet and gentle. few men have the will
to meet his gaze for long.
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900 citizens of his domain are happy, contented and comfortable as his servants. The average statistics for the High
Elder’s guardsmen are HPV18, OCV7, DCV6, SB+1,
StB+1 and DB+1. They have EL5 in their weapons.
The other 32 wizards in the Dark Lands vary in power,
the size of their holdings and orientation. The map shows
their basic orientations. Including the High Elder, 9 are
Balance, 4 are Law, 19 are Chaos, 1 is Elder and 1 is a
Shadow Weaver. Each wizard has a body of armed guards
and some have supernatural familiars. See the special note
for details.

Site Description

The Dark Lands

21.17 The Dark Lands (Site 16)
The Dark Lands are composed of feudal estates. The single
thing of importance to its masters is magical power. Depending on the attitude and personality of the master of
an estate, commoners range from loyal freemen with no authority to abject slaves with no hope. By the mores of this
society, non-magic-users are property to be disposed of as
their master desires.
This realm was created by a group of noble wizards who
were expelled from Katai with their personal slaves and
retainers. Due to the nature of their banishment, they resolved to create a realm where magic could exert its rightful
dominance over mortal man. This they did. Their descendants, led by the Immortal High Elder who founded the
Dark Lands, rule the land with an iron fist and, in some
cases, thirst for more.

Attitude and Goals
In the 800 years of his life the High Elder has dedicated
himself to sublime isolation from the mortal world. His
attitude is not shared by the young wizards of the land.
Under the influence of the Sorceress, the Dark Land’s second most powerful magic-user, they wish to end the High
Elder’s reign, conquer the continent and divide it among
themselves. They restrain themselves out of fear of the
High Elder’s power. Until he is eliminated their dreams
will come to nought.
When the High Elder dies, or is assassinated, the Sorceress will rule (by right of power). After purging her enemies
from the realm she will implement her plan for conquest.
Even if she is defeated, the onslaught of the Dark Lands
could mean a major dark age for the entire continent.

Powers and Forces
The High Elder is the most powerful mage in the world
(MEL30/EL9). He is EL9 in all general skills, Balance and
Elder Powers and EL5 with all Law Powers. In his eight
centuries, he has been a voracious student of the magical
arts. The citadel of the High Elder is located in the middle
of the Dark Lands. His wards create perennial spring in his
land. He is guarded by sixty highly trained warriors. The
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The realm is divided into 33 estates. Each estate-holder is
an independent ruler who owes fealty to the High Elder.
The central focus of each is its village and wizard tower.
Except for the High Elder’s realm, the statistics for size
and population are determined as follows:
A) Village population = MEL×100 people. The population of the fief as a whole is 4× this number. The
number of guards each wizard has equals MEL×5. For
the Sorceress, it equals MEL×10.
B) The chance that a wizard has a supernatural familiar
of some kind equals MEL×10%.
C) The approximate diameter of each wizard’s fief, in miles,
equals his or her Mana Level.
NOTE — Lands that are not possessed by another wizard
are held in trust by the High Elder. Currently, the realm is
nearly full ( which is one of the reasons for the discontent
of the young wizards.)

The Wizards of the Dark Lands
The table below gives basic statistics for the 29 lesser wizards of the Dark Lands.
No.

MEL

EL

CA

ML

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
l
1
0

135
125
120
115
115
110
100
100
90
78
75
70
70
66
60
56
50
48
44
44
40
38
36
30
27
24
20
18
l6

17
17
16
16
15
15
14
14
15
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
12
11
10
10
10
10
9

Orient.
Chaos
Elder
Chaos
Chaos
Balance
Balance
Law
Chaos
Chaos
Balance
Law
Chaos
Balance
Chaos
Law
Chaos
Balance
Chaos
Chaos
Law
Chaos
Balance
Balance
Chaos
Chaos
Chaos
Chaos
Chaos
Chaos

Age
50
29
45
39
61
55
37
41
25
32
30
38
26
29
39
36
20
27
25
31
28
16
16
24
26
22
23
20
34

Sex
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
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Movasa Sha’han, Sarghut Outcast, Shadow Weaver
Age — 20 Sex — Male
S 60(+3)
I 131
HPV 37
MDV 27
MR 10
CDF 5

St 51(+3)
W 97
CEL 7
MEL 4
NAV
Height 82"

D 5(−1)
E 10
OCV 13
EL 5

A 12
Em 18
DCV 6
EnL 133

C 36(+2)
Ap 12
CA NA

Weight 246lbs

NOTE — Movasa Sha’han is an innate natural magician
and shadow weaver. He has never been trained. All of his
magic is cast from his Energy Level. His EL for learned
spells, other than Shadow Powers, is EL2.

Ki’ama Marob, the High Elder

Character Notes

Expertise EL80 Sarghut, EL30 Katai, Shadow Weaver,
1 Law Spell, 2 Balance Spells, 2 Chaos Spells, 3 Elder
spells (all of the Referee ’s choice), EL15 Plains and Forest
Survival, EL10 Tracking, EL7 Scimitar and Tulwar, EL5
Hand-to-Hand and Horsemanship, EL2 Horse Archery and
Composite Bow.

The High Elder Ki’Ama Marob, ex-Count of
Marob, Keeper of Omael’s Word, Master of the
Paths of Time
Age — 813* Sex — Male

Equipment Scimitar, Scalemail, Leather Helmet, Buckler, Composite Bow, two silver armbands set with jewels,
barbarian clothing.
S 10
St 24(+l) D 18(+1) A 14
C 57(+3)
Movasa is the son of a Raut warrior. As a young man he
I 88
W 60
E 32
Em 40
Ap 24
became aware of his power and used it to destroy his eneHPV 21
CEL 6
OCV 7
DCV 7
mies. The shamans, terrified by his potential, determined
MDV 34 MEL 30
EL 9
EnL 117 CA 450
that he was a devil and ordered his death. After slaying his
MR 10
NAV 0
executioners Movasa, now an outcast, fled. After a year’s
CDF 18
Height 63"
Weight 126lbs
travel as an outcast his band found the Dark Lands and he
*Ki’ama appears to be 81 years old. Despite his longevity,
was accepted into its councils by the High Elder. His goal
he will die a natural death within the next 200 years if he
is vengeance against the Raut who harmed him and the
isn’t killed first.
unification of the Sarghut into a single great tribe under
Expertise EL80 Katai, Read and Write Katai and Pri- his leadership. He is working with the Sorceress to advance
mal Tongue, EL75 Jeweler, EL70 Herbalist, EL60 Primal this goal.
Tongue, Zen’dali, Sarghut and Kll’maun, EL50 Armorer, NOTE — Movasa’s guard consists of 20 Sarghut outcasts.
Trained Wizard†, EL9 Rhetoric, EL7 Healer, EL4 Fight- All of them are mounted bowmen with EL4 in the scimitar.
ing Dagger, Throwing Dagger and all Swords, EL3 Singer,
Dancer and Musician.
The Sorceress Shalena, Mistress of the Tower of
† See the Powers and Forces section.
Seven Perils, Leader of the Dark Lands
Equipment Gray robe, sandals, the Amulet of Time,
Fighting Dagger.
NOTE — The Amulet of Time slows the passage of time
for the wearer. Per fifteen years that pass, approximately,
the wearer ages one year. If it is removed, the aging effect
that it has prevented strikes its former wearer immediately.
In the case of the High Elder, this will mean his immediate
death.
Ki’ama Marob is a placid, serene and brilliant man who
is dedicated to freedom and balance in all things. As long
as “his children” do not interfere with the rights of their
brethren he allows them to do as they wish. He is aware
that there is discontent but is morally unable to stop it uless
his enemies’ actions disturb the balance of the land. To act
before this would be to impose his wishes on their rights.
This he will not do.

Expansionists, Fallen Priestess of Lilith
Age — 40 Sex — Female
S 5(−1)
I 68
HPV 29
MDV 24
MR 13
CDF 11

St 51(+3)
W 64
CEL 3
MEL 13
NAV 0
Height 70"

D 33(+2)
E 51
OCV 5
EL 6

A 56(+3)
Em 33
DCV 8
EnL 128

C 60(+3)
Ap 48
CA 170

Weight 140lbs

Expertise EL80 L’p’nth, Katai, Deftness, Jeweler, Read
and Write L’p’nth, Katai, Chunai and supernatural tonques, EL60 Sarghut, Kll’maun, Chunai and Tongue of
Lilith’s Command, EL52 Tongue of Darkness and Tongue
of Fiery Chaos, EL50 Disguise Artist, Trained Wizard, EL6
all General Skills, Darkness Powers, Fascination, Wounds,
Compulsion, Paralysis, Shape Changing, Disintegration,
Hell Powers, Quarrels and Petrify, EL14 City and Forest
Survival, EL8 Throwing Dagger, EL7 Musician and Hill
Survival, EL6 Rhetoric, Dancer and Plains Survival, EL5
Desert Survival and Fighting Dagger, EL4 Hand-to-hand.
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organizations and chaotic secret societies in Katai
and Chunrey. Her goals are world conquest and
bloody vengeance on her sisters in L’p’nth. The
only thing that stands in her way, in her mind, is
the High Elder.
NOTE — Shalena has 130 guardsmen. Thirty of them are
Kll’maun barbarians with spear and bow, eighty are light
troops with spear and leather armor. The other twenty are
armed with glaives, chainmail and metal helmets.
Sven Redhand, Law Wizard, former Djani Viking
Age — 46 Sex — Male

Shalena and Movasa Sha’han greet an emissary from Katai’s
Ming I

S 46(+2)
I 54
HPV 38
MDV 19
MR 10
CDF 9

St 76(+4)
W 48
CEL 9
MEL 10
NAV O
Height 88"

D 10
E 18
OCV 15
EL 4

A 20(+1)
Em 36
DCV 10
EnL 78

C 30(+1)
Ap 27
CA 115

Weight 264lbs

Expertise EL80 Djani, Seaman, Navigation, Read and
Equipment Crystal of Fascination, Fighting Dagger, fine Write Djani, Katai and Tongue of Light, EL60 Armorer,
clothing, jeweled necklace, two gold bracelets, three jeweled Zen’dali, Rhuselska, Yapanza, Katai and Tongue of Light,
EL50 Jeweler, EL40 Carrying, Trained Wizard, EL4 Healrings, EL4 Balance Immunity Ring.
ing, Might, Sanity, Sustenance, Tracking, Water from
NOTE — The Crystal of Fascination increases her EloStone, Storm Powers, Open Prison, Sea Powers, EL2 Genquence and Empathy by 18 each when she uses it to convince
eral Skills, Revelation, Painlessness, Negate Curse, Dreams
someone to do something for her. It also grants her toand Healing Light, EL14 Ocean Survival, EL13 Battle Axe,
tal immunity to Fascination, Suggestion or any other form
EL12 Bastard Sword, City, Tundra, Plains and Forest Surof mental compulsion. With the statistics above, and this
vival, EL8 other Heavy Sword and Axe forms, EL6 Shield,
amulet, her Influence Chance is 120before modifiers.
EL5 Horsemanship, Throwing Dagger and Hand-to-Hand.
The Immunity Ring has the effect specified for Immunity
against any Balance Powers. She made it soon after her Equipment White robes, gold circlet, iron armband.
arrival in the Dark Lands.
NOTE — This is his “walking around equipment.” When
IMPORTANT — If the Crystal is removed Shalena he expects a confrontation, or is going to kill someone, he
will again come under the influence of the Insatiable is armed with bastard sword and shield or a battle axe and
Mistress’s curse. She wears it always. Except when wears EL3 magic chainmail and a metal helmet.
she is using it to influence someone, it is hidden
From the age of six Sven Redhand rode the waves, under
under her robes. It is a sphere of fine crystal, two his father’s tutelage, as a Viking. His family hails from
inches in diameter, that hangs from a golden chain. Sokkvabbek on the island of Goidan. During his early years
Shalena is a priestess of the Royal Line of L’p’nth. he earned a fine reputation as a warrior and leader of men.
As she grew into her duties she developed an over- When he was 17 his father gave him command of his own
whelming lust for wealth, power and the luxuries ship and, from the prow of the Red Harvest, he became
that go with them. This led her to contest the In- the terror of the Western Seas. (Stories are still told in
satiable Mistress for control of the Temple. She was Sokkvabbek of his exploits.)
defeated. As her punishment, she was made the vicAt the age of 30, while raiding north of A’Korchu, Sven
tim of a Forgetfulness curse and was sold into Katai, was forced to run before a storm. After weeks battling
through smugglers, as a slave.
this maelstrom his vessel was shattered against the rocky
Shalena was a slave in the worst parts of Scaloo, shoals of a northern peninsula. He was sorely wounded.
Pamau and Ci’jian for four years. By chance, she His crew was killed. Sven was found at death’s door by the
had a rendevous one night with a noble who wore Rhuselska, who took him in and healed him. After months
an amulet of great beauty. When he went to sleep, with this people, he heard of the Temple in the Hills and
she robbed him. Attracted by the beauty of the visited them. He impressed the Abbot of this temple and
amulet, she put it on. Instantly, she remembered received his first education in the mystic arts at the age of
who she was and was furious at the action of her 32.
sisters.
After three years of study Sven thirsted for more knowlSince waking from her mental prison Shalena has edge. He set out to find Novarask. After months of wanworked to forge her vengeance. From her base in the dering, he was befriended by a Yapanza family. He spent
Dark Lands, she has built a strong following among three years in the tundra and earned a powerful reputation
the land’s wizards and the Kll’maun barbarians to among the Yapanza. When he was 38 his adopted clan went
the south. She has commercial ties with many of the to a great “thing” (meeting of the clans.) There Sven talked
eastern pirates and her name is known to criminal to a trader from a land called Katai and heard the legend
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of the Dark Lands. This seemed to be the place he had
been searching for and, with his clan, he went there (after
a journey of epic proportions.) He has been in the Dark
Lands ever since. Sven is a strong supporter of the High
Elder’s policy of isolation.
NOTE — Sven has fifty guardsmen. Twenty of them are
fanatically loyal Ipanza warriors. The others are locals that
he has trained to use broadsword, scalemail, leather helmets
and banded shields.

21.18 The Island (Site 17)
The brothers Geror settled this land in elder times, before
the God Wars and the Convocation. As time past the sea
ate away at their land, as it did all lands. The brothers,
being greedy, were aghast at this loss of property. They
begged their father, Utgard Geror, to intercede with Tiamat, the sea, and save their island. Utgard Geror called
on his brother, Kototh. Together they engaged their sister
Tiamat in a game to decide the fate of the island. If Tiamat
lost, she would grant each of her brothers a boon. If she
won, the island was hers to take. As the game progressed,
Utgard and Kototh backed themselves into a comer, such
that a single move would insure Tiamat’s victory and no
other move would be of any value. When Tiamat went to
make the winning move, she found that the key piece that
she needed to move was missing. Benevolently, her brothers
postponed the game until she found it — on her promise
to leave the island inviolate until the game could continue.
The next day, Utgard placed the key piece, which Kototh
had stolen while Utgard distracted Tiamat, in the hands of
his son. Until it is returned to the sea, the island will be
left untouched by the waves that pound its beaches.
Thus, through Kototh’s cunning and Utgard’s wit, Tiamat was tricked into promising to leave the island inviolate.
For untold millenia the island has remained untouched and
the brothers Geror have revelled in luxury and labor.
NOTE — Kototh, never one to act selflesly, gained from
this game as well. In payment for his part in the game, he
won the gratitude of his brother Utgard and the service of
the giants who call him god.

Island Geror

Site Description
Each brother has his own castle. The largest castle, in the
center of the island, is the home of the eldest brother. All
of the castles are designed to be a comfortable abode for its
owner. Thus the central castle, the home of a 44 foot tall
giant, is built at 7–8 times the scale of a human castle.
EXAMPLE — An average human room has a 10–12 foot high
ceiling. In this castle the ceilings are 60–80 feet in height. A
human stair is about 8" high. Each step in this castle is 4–5 feet
in height. A good size manor house in a human castle would
be 120×100×60. This giant’s house, with the same number of
rooms scaled to his proportions, is 900×750×450 feet.

The Treasures

Each giant has the maximum number of treasures for a
The brothers Geror are arrogant, talented and haughty mountain giant of its size. Items the giant made himself
Mountain Giants. Over the millenia they have created, and are of exceptional quality. The items they make most often
hoarded, great wealth. They will continue to do so as long are weapons, armor and jewelry. The servants of the giants
as they live. They are misers with little compassion for also have treasure, using the size multiple for the giant they
others. Visitors to their land are treated with cunning vi- serve. In all cases, it is up to the Referee to determine the
ciousness. When possible, they are made to feel welcome exact treasures that are present and how they are defended.
so the Giants can be amused by their chagrin when they
Special Giants
discover how much danger they are really in.
The southernmost Giant whose castle is on a road is a dediPowers and Forces
cated smith. He only makes weapons and armor. He ignores
There are eight brothers. The eldest brothers, located “invaders” unless they make pests of themselves. If they inin the two castles that do not have access to the sea, are terrupt his labors, he leads his retainers against them, opdouble normal size. The other brothers are 1.6× normal erating with grim efficiency, intelligence and cunning until
the party members are dead or driven away.
size.
The northernmost brother is a curious, intelligent and
In addition to the brothers, the Referee will determine
a number of Kotothi creatures who are their subjects and friendly giant. If no attempt is made to rob him, he could
servants. These forces are smaller giant forms, especially befriend the party if they intrigue him. When he tires of
them, or they become a nuisance, he arranges for them to
Earth Giants, and Goblins.

Attitude and Goals
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die in some subtle and clever way. Until then, he sees to
their needs, treats them well and instructs his servants not
to harm them. (The time that it takes the Giant to tire of
the party depends on how they handle the situation. It could
be weeks, years or minutes.)
The other six brothers have the character described previously. This is especially true in the case of the eldest
brother.

The Game-Stone
The eldest brother has the Game-Stone. It is a black marble
triangle inscribed with the runes of Tiamat. The GameStone is the missing piece whose absence from the game
board compels Tiamat to leave the island alone. If it is
thrown into the sea, she will win the game (which is set
up as it was millenia ago) and turn on the island with
a vengeance. Immediately, the island will begin to suffer
tremors. Within twelve hours (roll 2D6) it will be assaulted
by storms, tidal waves and earthquakes. Before the day
ends, the island will fall into the sea. Anyone who is on it
when the storms begin will die with no hope of salvation
whatsoever.
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Doom Manor

Doom Manor is an adventure designed for use with Powers
and Perils. It can be used by following the guidelines included, or the Referee can use it as a random adventure or
as a place to go when a character rolls that he has a map to
a great treasure, or a friend in trouble that has knowledge
of a great treasure.
NOTE — Where a friend must be saved first, the best use
of the scenario will be to have the friend be a captive of the
Suadan or the Fradala. The great treasure that he knows
how to find will be Doom Manor.

22.1 Opening Suggestions

of it. Given the magical power of the manor, and his
friends throughout the house (don’t forget the rats), a
head to head confrontation between the party and the
manor will be likely to result in the destruction of the
party.
NOTE — As a general rule, to destroy the house, the party
must arrange to get into the Hall of Life without being observed. This will require that they gain an understanding of
the house and arrange to make their move when his attention is elsewhere.

22.3 Historical Background

A) For a party to succeed in destroying Doom Manor, one
of its members must be a magic-user. If the party does The following sections give details and past history impornot have a magic-user, they will be unable to destroy tant in understanding Doom Manor. Read these sections
the heart of the manor unless the Lost Cavern option is with care.
included as part of the scenario.
NOTE — The adventure section lists five optional reasons for the party to face the manor. Only one of
these requires the party to destroy it. If the Referee
does not wish to add Lost Cavern to the adventure, he
may choose another reason for risking their lives in the
manor. The setting of this parameter is left entirely to
the discretion of the Referee.
B) It is important that the Referee give the party cues that
will allow them to figure out the various facets of the
manor’s personality, powers, and any other factors that
will aid them in destroying it.
C) The permanent magics that exist within the manor are
extremely potent. Use them with care, and with a clear
understanding of the personality of the manor, or they
will overwhelm the party no matter what they do.

22.2 Adventure Segments
1) Meet the Wizard The Referee decides what the
party’s tasks will be and sets them on the road to Doom
Manor.
2) Dirllar A pre-adventure opportunity to purchase equipment and make plans.
3) Moving through the forest The standard encounter
rules apply.
4) Lost Cavern An optional section.
5) The Lands of Suadan Movement through the taboo
lands of the Suadan. If the adventure is used to fill the
bill in a ‘friend requires rescue’ special event, this segment will also include a raid on the Suadan clan village
to rescue the friend.
6) Doom Manor The climax of the adventure. Operations in the manor will require intelligence to gain the
maximum benefit for the minimum loss. If the party
fails to use the attributes of the residents and the manor
to their benefit, they should not be given an easy time

The Life of Valanas Victorian, Grand Duke
Of The Empire del’Nord
Valanas was born in the year 72, the third son of the reigning Emperor of the Empire del’Nord. At the age of eight,
due to his place in the line of succession, he was turned over
to the Society of Arms for training as an officer. At the age
of eighteen he earned his spurs and was commissioned as a
Major on the Western Marches of the empire. For the next
ten years he led successful punitive raids against the tribes
of the west and figured prominently in several border wars
with A’Korchu. With the death of his father, and the ascension of his elder brother to the throne, he became a General
of the empire and was given command of the Northeastern
Marches.
The Grand Duke served for five years in the northeast.
At the end of this time, his spies reported massive buildups by the barbarian tribes to the north and the east. He
requested permission, by courier, to counter the intended
invasion with a pre-emptive attack. Taking his request as
the formality it had been under his father, he attacked and
smashed the enemy. On his return, he found that the Emperor had refused his request and, despite his victory, his
act was considered to be nearly treasonous. Valanas was
relieved of his command, stripped of his knighthood and
posted as a civilian governor in the southern marches of the
empire.
Valanas accepted his disgrace bitterly and resolved to live
for himself, ignoring the events of the empire. No longer
would he serve the land of his fathers. With his wife, the
Sorceress Mariana, and his personal retainers, he travelled
to the barbarous forest that was to be his new home.
The Grand Duke’s first act on assuming his wand of office
was to begin construction of Doom Manor, named to represent what he believed was the fate of the Empire del’Nord.
Construction began in the year 106, aided greatly by the
mystic arts of his wife. The manor was completed in the
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year 110. It was the largest and grandest palace in the empire, defended by Valanas’ own cadre of elite veterans of
the Northeastern War. Under the tutelage of his wife, he
devoted himself to the mystic arts. By the year 114, the
beginning of the barbarian invasions that signaled the end
for the empire, he had surpassed Mariana and was a master
of wizardry in many of its forms.
When Valanas saw that the death throes of the empire
were beginning, he resigned as governor and retired to his
manor. In the years that followed, be repeatedly refused to
take command of the armies facing the barbarian hordes.
Though this decision left him with feelings of great guilt,
he refused to reconsider his decision.
By the year 150, the shining cities of the empire were
no more. The barbarian hordes ruled all and anarchy was
king. In the year 151, the Suadan entered the area near
Doom Manor. When they discovered the manor, they attacked, and after a two-day battle, retired into the forest to
bury their dead. Against the loss of 19 retainers, Valanas
had repelled over 400 tribesmen, killing 40% of their number. After this first attack, the Suadan continually sought
vengeance against “the devil of the forest.” Valanas kept
track of their actions through his magic, and gleefully preempted their attacks with magical raids before they could
mass against him. For eight years, his name meant terror
to the Suadan.
In the winter of 158, Mariana was captured by the Suadan
during a raid. To break the strength of the devil, they took
her far away from the effect of his magic and tortured her
severely until she died, then left her body outside the manor
for the grieving Valanas to find.
After three weeks of exacting terrible vengeance on the
Suadan, Valanas was overcome by guilt over his wife’s
death. He buried himself in self-pity and the magical arts,
hoping to return Mariana to the living. During the year
he spent in this morass, his retainers left him, sure that he
had gone insane. In the spring of 160, alone in his manor,
he was attacked by over two hundred Suadan warriors. He
repelled them, but the cost nearly killed him.
Valanas now realized that his death was near. He stubbornly resolved that no barbarian swine would ever take his
manor — a place blessed by his wife’s presence for so many
years. He cast powerful rites of eldritch magic that lit the
night, while the warriors of the Suadan and Fradala massed
to destroy him. Three days before their great attack, he
completed his magics and cast his final rite of power into
the house. On midnight of the Vernal Equinox, in the year
160, Valanas Victorian’s soul was trapped between life and
death, and Doom Manor was born.

Valanas Victorian
S 22(+1)
I 160*
HPV 28
MDV 34
MR 10
ML
CDF 11

Age — 78

St 48(+2) D 9
W 64
E 12
CEL 11
OCV 14
MEL 16
EL 8
NAV 0
HC 44%
Mana Regen.
Height 69"

Sex — Male

A 12
C 39(+2)
Em 30
Ap 40
DCV 11 DTV −4
EnL 103 CA 300
PR 8
Dodge Value 0
Weight 142lbs.

* Valanas is a trained Natural Magician for Wizardry. His
orientation is Balance.
Equipment Fine robes, Broadsword, dagger, necklace,
Signet ring, ring (see below: Magic Items).
Expertise Trained Wizard, All Balance, Elder, Law
spells, All General Skills of Wizardry, EL80 del’Nord, EL60
Primal Tongue, EL60 Tongue of Creation*, EL80 Read,
Write all known tongues, EL7 Broadsword, EL7 Shield,
EL3 All Bows, EL70 Jeweler, EL80 Armorer, EL19 Forest
Survival, EL8 Hill Survival, EL8 Mountain Survival, EL6
Upper World Survival.
Magic Items
A) Broadsword — a wizard casting sword, EL8. It has
EL8 Mana Storage.
B) Dagger — can cast Tongues at EL8 on the user. It
also grants protection from harmful supernatural forces
when used in conjunction with the sword, EL8.
C) Ring — the Ring of the Creator, an MEL16/EL8 special item. A white gold ring set with the tears of Omael,
a gem Valanas acquired after deadly adventures in the
Upper World. It can be used to cast Astral Powers at
MEL16/EL8. It was required in the rites that created
Doom Manor.
Limitation The wearer of this ring cannot take life
without risking destruction at the hands of this power.
Should he kill, cast rites that are intended to kill OR
that are not natural to existence, the ring will strike
him with MEL16/EL8 Oblivion.
NOTE — The final creation of the wards that gave
the house life and the ability to defend itself violated
the morality of this ring. It turned on Valanas and his
spirit was trapped in eternal oblivion. Only his power,
and his dagger kept him from being drawn into Oblivion
forever.
The ring draws on the power of Omael. Omael is the
supreme god of creation and life in the Balance alignment. Actions, present or future, that oppose life or
creation are inimical to his power and will be resisted
by the ring, even against the wearer.

NOTE — If Valanas Victorian is taken from the casting The History of Doom Manor
circle, he will live again. In this case, use the statistics The manor was completed in the year 110. Until the year
below for him and derive his personality from the above his- 160, when the power of Valanas gave it life, it was a fortified
tory.
manor. With its birth, it became an aware and sentient
being with a mind and will all its own.
Three days after its birth, the manor was attacked by
five hundred warriros of the SUadan and Fradala, set on
destroying the great devil Valanas. The manor was interested in these creatures, there was something appealing in
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their crude and barbaric behaviour. His interest in them
quickly turned into rage when they reached his gate and
pounded it down with a large battering ram. They hurt
him.
The manor reacted with rage, using his limbs and powers
to smash the creatures that beset him. Before the Suadan
and Fradala knew what was happening, more than one hundred of their number were dead The Fradala fled home leaving the Suadan to their own devices. War councils met
among the Suadan and it was decided that one final attack
should be attempted by warriors of the Great Oak society. The next morning, eighty warriors moved through the
smashed outer gate and were never seen again.
Since this great tragedy, the Shamans of the Suadan have
believed that the manor is the palace of devil incarnate —
a place that mortal man cannot hope to conquer. They
dedicated themselves to maintaining potent magical wards
around the palace to assure that the evil spirits who live
there cannot enter the forest of the Suadan and wreak havoc
among the people. Since the year 160, the maintenance of
these wards has been part of the training of every young
Shaman who has risen among the Suadan. Few things are
more important to them than watching over the Ghost Warriors and stoking the Fire Towers that holds the great evil
at bay.
After a few hundred years, the manor came to regret
exterminating so many interesting creatures. he discovered,
by playing with adventurers that have wandered into his
halls, that ‘the soft ones’ are stimulating companions. Since
the year 439, he has let those who wander its halls live. Only
when they cause him pain, threaten his existence, or try to
leave will he turn his powers against them.

The personality of Doom Manor
The personality of the manor has evolved over more than
nine hundred years of continued existence. He can be
viewed as the equivalent of a lonely 47 year old man with
limted exposure to any social interaction, a kind nature, and
great personal power. The manor tends to be garrulous,
friendly and competitive in dealings witht the ‘parasites’
that have come to live in him. He goes to great lengths
to assure that they are happy, as long as they continue to
be his friend and play with him. He values their presence;
there is only so much enjoyment that a sentient creature
can et from playing tricks on mice, rats and cockroaches.
The breadth of intellect his visitors bring him allows him
to maintain his sanity.
Viewed from the perspective of the manor, the presence of
aware human beings within him is a symbiotic relationship.
He gives them food , shelter and protection while they give
him entertainment and a stimulating existence. Without
him, they would surely die. Without them, he would go
insane.

The Heart of Doom Manor
The obelisk that is found in the Hall of Life, on the third
floor of the manor, is the heart of the manor’s spirit. It
is an undying, supernaturally powerful magical being that
subsists by drawing energy from the area that surrounds
it. It is immune to any magic that is cast against it, i.e. it

consumes the spell. Except for specific restrictions listed in
the appropriate sections, any magical artifact that comes
into contact wth the obelisk will be drained of its magic.
Only physical force used in precisely defined ways has any
chance of destroying the heart of the manor.

The Warriors Without
The manor controls some potent forces outside the walls
of the manor house. On the roof of the manor are two
full-sized statues of dragons. These figures are automatons
that the manor can use to attack anyone in or above the
inner courtyard. Both have the power of flight, are made of
magically enhanced stone, and have the maximum values
specified for an EL8 Automaton. Neither of them can use
magic or breathe fire.
The skeletons that stand ready on the black wall were
inanimate when the house was born. With the passage of
time and constant exposure to the power of the house, the
have been petrified. The house os capable of controlling
them and using them to attack any person in the towers,
on the wall, or in the courtyards. The attributes of the
skeletons are:
A) They have twice the HPV, OCV and DCV listed for
the Dead in Book Three.
B) They have an AV of 4.
C) If 1/4 or more of their HPV is inflicted on them in one
blow, after subtracting the AV, the skeleton is shattered. A shattered skeleton of this type is useless unless
the house chooses to throw fragments at its enemies.
D) These skeletons are armed. 20% of them will have missile weapons that they are able to use.
E) On the total length of the walls, there are 40 skeletons
that the house can command.
NOTE — The skeletons and dragons appear to be carved
statues to the casual observer. They cannot be detected to
be a threat until they move or attack.

The Powers of Doom Manor
The following list gives the major powers and special conditions that can be used by, or that are part of, Doom Manor.
A) No force of Chaos can operate within the manor without
being caused to come there by some person or thing
within its walls.
This means that death, corruption, disease and other
hostile forces are restricted from operating on those who
are in the manor. People can be killed within his walls,
but they cannot die a natural death. Without intervention from a fellow resident, all residents are immortal.
NOTE — Chaos-aligned spells cast in the manor are
resolved with a +20 situation modifier, i.e. if a 43 is
rolled it is a 63 before any MDV or EL is applied.
B) The manor can create food and water whenever and
wherever he chooses to do so, at an EL of 8. He is
capable of supplying the physical needs of his guests. He
does so at their whim or as a reward for some especially
stimulating thing that they have done.
C) The manor can sense the presence of creatures from the
sounds they make, their auras and heat that they give
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off. This “body sense” applies to the entire area within
state will cause these objects to cascade around
the black walls. People who cross the broken portal of
the room that they are in, in every room and
the black wall have a chance of attracting the attention
corridor of the manor. In addition, while the
of the manor. The base chance is 5% per person or enrage lasts, every automaton in the manor will
tity. If they make noise, this chance is doubled. If they
be free to hunt the halls and death-dealing pertouch anything controlled by, or part of, the house, the
manent magic wards will automatically attack
chance is tripled. If they do both, they automatically
any living creature within their range.
attract his attention.
Being caught in the Doom Manor’s rage is something
D) The manor can concentrate on only one structural area
like standing in front of an exploding mine. It is quite
at a time. For this, the entire outside area between the
likely to be fatal.
black wall and the walls of the manor is considered to F) Doom Manor has his own language, composed of groans,
be one structural entity. Areas outside of the black
creaks, the movement of air and the ringing of bells. It
wall, within 100 feet of it, are another structural entity.
is a meaningful and intelligent magical tongue to any
Beyond these areas, the house can only pay attention
person that can understand it. Any Natural Magician
to one room or stretch of corridor at any given time.
is capable of understanding the tongue. Characters caThe manor is limited to viewing one structural entity
pable of Mana Sensing or Mana Reading can understand
at any given time with his full intellect and awareness.
it at an EL equal to their Empathy.
He is aware of the other areas on a subconscious level G) Doom Manor stands outside of the normal flow of Midand can be attracted to them by actions occurring in
dle World time. While a person is in the manor area,
them. Unless he is attracted by something, he will not
he will not age in any way. See (A) above for the other
be in full control of that area. Any powers or permanent
special attributes that enhance this benefit.
wards brought to bear while his attention is on another
NOTE — The time effect above does not interfere with
part of the house will fire with obscured vision modifiers,
the occupant’s perception of night or day. It in no way
missile fire, or add 20 to the roll, normal combat and
interferes with normal healing or energy regeneration.
magic.
Any time powers spell that is cast in this area is rolled
EXAMPLE — The wizard Oom engages the manor in an
with a −20 added to the roll, i.e. a 53 becomes a 33
exciting game in the Conservatory.The manor’s attention is
before any other modification.
there. Meanwhile, Cavella steals up to the southwest Personal Treasure room and takes a fine dagger. This activates
the automaton in this room without attracting the manor’s
attention. The automaton attacks him. In trying to hit
Cavella, the automaton will add 20 to its rolls.

IMPORTANT — The manor will always be attracted when anyone in the Hall of Life touches
the casting circle that contains the obelisk that
is his heart. Regardless of what he is doing, his
attention will be diverted to this room.
E) Doom Manor has total control over every permanent
ward, automaton and non-magical item within the black
wall at the time of his birth. This includes all parts of
its structure, i.e. doors, windows, etc, and normal nonmagical items that are inside. He can use them in any
way that he wishes and can move them from one part
of the house to another.
When the manor’s attention is on an area, any inanimate objects in that area can be taken over by his will.
He can do anything with any of these items that a person with a strength of 60 could do. Any thrown objects
will be thrown with a +3 SB plus whatever additional
points are gained from its weight. When the attention
of the manor is elsewhere, unless he is enraged, nonmagical inanimate items may not be used as weapons.
Permanent wards and automatons operate on their own
when the attention of the house is elsewhere, with a +20
situation modifier added to their roll.
IMPORTANT — If the heart of the manor is
damaged without being destroyed, the manor
will be enraged. He will be able to cast inanimate objects without having his conscious attention on the room that they are in. The rage
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The time correspondence in the manor is one for one.
A Character that spends forty days inside the manor
will have missed forty days of Middle World time when
he escapes or it is destroyed. He will age forty days
at this time. Due to the dimension that Valanas was
trapped in, this effect will not apply to him. When he
is freed, he again becomes subject to the flow of time.
Until then, he is beyond its reach.
H) The house is inhabited by the spirit of every person who
has died within his walls since the Shamanic wards were
placed. These spirits wander the manor area each and
every night seeking a way past these wards. The spirits
of 25 persons are trapped in this way. Through the
power of the house, they are forbidden from addressing
the living unless the living address them first. After this
has occurred, they may operate as specified for ghosts.
NOTE — The Ghost Warrior wards have no effect on
the living. They bar the exit of any spirit or supernatural
force that is not clothed in mortal flesh. They do not
bar the entry of these forces, only their exit. Dealing
with the supernatural inside Doom Manor is quite likely
to be fatal.
EXAMPLE — A wizard decides that he needs an Alal to
destroy the manor. He casts his spell and succeeds. The
Alal arrives. It begins to destroy and, after concluding its
work, is dispelled by the summoner. However, the wards
prevent it from leaving the manor. It is trapped and free
to do as it wishes. The wizard who summoned it into this
place is in a great deal of trouble.
OPTIONAL — The flesh of Elves, Faerries and Dwarves
is not truly mortal in the human sense. At the Referee’s
option, the Ghost Warrior wards can serve to confine Characters that belong to one or more of these races to the manor

22.4 Manor Personalities
area even if they manage to escape. If they attempt to move
through, they will lose 2D10 energy points per phase for a
total of 6 phases before making it through the barrier. Members of these races will be able to sense the bane of these
totems and will not be required to enter them without knowing that the result could be death.

Equipment Longbow, 23 arrows, Bastard Sword, Buckler, Leather Armor, Clothing.

Expertise EL5 Longbow, EL8 Bastard Sword, EL4
Shield, EL80 Forest Tongue, EL60 Dirllaran, EL2 Forest
Survival, EL2 Manor Survival, EL30 Forestry.
22.4 Manor Personalities
Balum was born at the height of the eight hundred year
Over the centuries, various people have found their way into feud between the Suadan and the Fradala. (The feud
Doom Manor and remain there to this day. For some, Doom evolved from Suadan anger over Fradala’s desertion on the
Manor is a haven from the outside world. Others see it as walls of Doom Manor and Fradala’s anger with the Suadan
an invincible trap. The people found within the manor are for drawing them into attacking an incarnate forest devil.)
As a young warrior, he lost his left eye to a Suadan arrow.
described in detail in the sections that follow.
Despite this handicap, he became a minor chief among his
Shom, Wizard of Dirllar
people, famed for his bloody raids into Suadan lands.
Age — 22(629)* Sex — Male
While leading one of these raids, his war party was amS 12
St 24(+1) D 20(+1) A 12
C 36(+2)
bushed by the Suadan. All of his warriors were wiped out.
I 54
W 30
E 21
Em 20
Ap 20
He was sorely wounded and passed out from the searing pain
HPV 18
CEL 2
OCV 3
DCV 3 DTV −3
of a shattered knee. When he awoke, he slew the Suadan
MDV 14 MEL 6
EL 5
EnL 66 CA 60
warrior who was moving through the dead taking heads and
MR 10
NAV 0
HC 30%
PR 6
fled, certain that they would be on his trail. Almost dead
ML
Mana Regen.
Dodge Value 1
from loss of blood, he found the manor and limped inside
CDF 5
Height 70"
Weight 182lbs.
* Physically, Shom is 22 years old. Actually, he was born before passing out. For the next four years he made many
attempts to escape. The manor frustrated his every atmore than six hundred years ago.
tempt and enjoyed the game immensely. He has since given
Equipment MEL6/EL3 Paralysis Ring, Short Sword, up all hope of escape and remains a prisoner of the manor
and a legend among his people.
Clothing.
Expertise Trained in Wizardry, Chaos Orientation, All
General Wizardry Skills, EL5 in Chaining, Hatred, Leeching, Theft, Compulsion, Terror, Paralysis, Hell Powers, Illusion Powers, Silent Terror, EL4 City Survival, EL4 Forest Survival, EL4 Manor Survival, EL80 Dirllaran, EL60
Tongue of Young Chaos, EL30 Manor Tongue, EL80 Read
and Write, EL30 Jeweler, EL1 Sword
Shom was a minor apprentice of the Chairman of Dirllar’s
Council of Wizards, before the advent of Nilgeranthrib over
six hundred years ago. When his master was slaughtered
by Nilgeranthrib, and this evil wizard set out to find and
destroy potential magical enemies, Shom fled into the forest.
He found Doom Manor and used it as a haven to evade the
power of Nilgeranthrib. He remains here because of the
many secrets that are here to be learned, and out of fear of
the might of his enemy.
Shom, the oldest living resident, considers the manor to
be his property — though rationally he knows that he is
deluding himself. The other residents, except for Balum,
give him a wide berth and show him some deference which
allows him to maintain this illusion with some degree of
assurance.
Balum Shattered-Eye, War Chief of the Fradala
Age — 47(493)* Sex — Male
S 40(+2)
I 10
HPV 30
MDV 5
MR 9
ML
CDF 3

St 36(+2) D 40(+2)
W 20
E8
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL NA EL NA
NAV O
HC 40%
Mana Regen.
Height 65"

A 4(−1) C 44(+2)
Em 12
Ap 32
DCV 10 DTV −5
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 8
Dodge Value 1
Weight 169lbs.

* Balum’s physical age is 47. He was born 493 years ago.

Paros Therian, Merchant of La’Ced
Age — 32(239)*
S 15
I9
HPV 12
MDV 8
MR 10
ML
CDF 2

St 12
D 10
W 48
E 36
CEL 2
OCV 2
MEL NA EL NA
NAV 0
HC 16%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 64"

Sex — Male

A 12
C 20(+1)
Em 20
Ap 39
DCV 2 DTV −1
EnL 68 CA NA
PR 2
Dodge Value 0
Weight 135lbs.

* Paros’ physical age is 32. He was born 239 years ago.
Equipment Fighting Dagger, Two Throwing Daggers,
Clothing, Ring, Money Chest containing 14GC, 13SC and
49CC.
Expertise EL35 Moneylender, EL80 La’Ced, EL60 Dirllaran, EL20 Manor Tongue, EL40 Read and Write, EL2 All
Sword Forms, EL2 Throwing Dagger, EL1 Forest Survival,
EL3 Hill Survival, EL3 City Survival, EL2 Manor Survival,
EL2 Rhetoric, EL2 Musician.
Paros came to the manor after hearing of its legend while
trading with the Fradala. He entered seeking wealth. He
found peace and contentment. He has no wish to leave
the manor, ever. Since his arrival he has taken great joy
in gaming with the house, learning music and seeking to
master the culinary arts. He has never visited the third
floor and has no intention of ever doing so. Among the
residents, he serves as something of a mediator. He is the
only resident that everyone likes.
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Fiona a’Lir, Countess of Lirara
Age — 36(43)*
S9
I 20
HPV 15
MDV 10
MR 11
ML
CDF 2

St 12
D 20(+1)
W 24
E 16
CEL 0
OCV 0
MEL NA EL NA
NAV 0
HC 26%
Mana Regen.
Height 58"

Sex — Female

A 20(+1) C 39(+2)
Em 48
Ap 36
DCV 2
DTV −2
EnL 63
CA NA
PR 4
Dodge Value 2
Weight 99lbs.

* Fiona’s physical age is 36. She was born 43 years ago.
Equipment Throwing Dagger, Fighting Dagger, Harp,
Clothing, Jeweled Necklace, Jeweled Ring.
Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL48 Manor Tongue, EL60
Dirllaran, EL30 Read and Write, EL7 City Survival, EL5
Manor Survival, EL2 Forest Survival, EL3 Fighting Dagger, EL4 Throwing Dagger, EL2 Horsemanship, EL7 Musician (Harp), EL20 Moneylender*
Fiona is the fourth child of a minor count in the Royal
Principality of Donara. Her ancestral land is forty miles
north of Donara on the great road. At the age of 18 she
was married to an important merchant from Dirllar as part
of a commercial arrangement. She moved to Dirllar and
lived there until she was 29.
In the year 1093, she decided that it was time that her
children met their grandparents and saw their homeland.
They travelled east until she reached the Fradala lands.
Here her caravan was attacked by a Suadan raiding party
and she and her children were taken prisoner. On the way
back to the Suadan main camp, they managed to escape and
found Doom Manor. She has remained in the manor ever
since, out of her compulsive fear of the Suadan that surround it. (She also has realized that she has not aged since
she entered the manor. She has gladly accepted immortality
and does not care to die in exchange for her freedom.)

The Children
Magha a’Lir, physical age 10, actual age 17. EL80 Dirllaran, EL60 Donaran, EL25 Manor Tongue. A confused
and timid girl.
Masa a’Lir, physical age 4, actual age 11.
EL80
Manor Tongue, EL30 Dirllaran and Donaran, EL20 Forest Tongue. Masa has supernatural empathy that is geared
towards understanding and communicating with the manor
— her friend. (Masa is very important to the manor. He
will protect her like a father protects his child.) Masa is
a kind, naive and curious girl. She has a tendency to be
underfoot at the most awkward times.
NOTE — If the scenario conditions call for the liberation
of Fiona and her children, only Magha will go willingly.
Fiona will have to be forcibly removed. Masa will fight to
remain and, unless rendered unable to do so, will cry for aid
to the house. Magha has Manor Survival EL1, Masa has
Manor Survival EL10 but must be convinced to tell what
she knows.

Special Skills
In the descriptions above, two special skills are listed, i.e.
Manor Survival and Manor Tongue. Manor Survival is a
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learned skill in surviving within the manor, including knowledge of dangerous areas, ways to attract the attention of the
house, and the best ways to avoid having the house pay attention when his attention is not wanted. The survival EL
times 10% is the base chance that the person knows where
a given item or magical ward can be found in the manor.
Manor Tongue is skill in understanding the language used
by the house. It is used according to the standard language
rules in all ways and is not related to any other tongue,
including the Primal Tongue. Over the centuries, the manor
has invented it himself.

Residential Politics
In this small human community there are friendships and
dislikes that color the interaction of the various people. The
table below charts these feelings. The chart is read by crossindexing the name to the left with the name above. An
‘L’ indicates that the first person likes the second, an ‘H’
indicates that the first person dislikes the second. A ‘–’
indicates that the feelings are relatively neutral.
Shom Balum Paros Fiona Magha Masa
Shom
L
–
L
H
–
H
Balum
H
L
–
–
–
L
Paros
H
H
L
L
L
–
Fiona
–
H
L
L
L
L
Magha
L
H
L
L
L
H
Masa
H
L
–
L
L
L
Manor*
–
–
–
–
–
L
* The feelings of the manor towards the current residents.
Shom hates Fiona because she spurned his advances. He
hates Masa because he considers her to be a threat to his
mystic supremacy in the manor. He likes Paros because he
is a charming companion who seems to know his place.
Balum hates Shom because he stinks of magic. He likes
Masa because she is an endearing child who treats him as
a trusted friend.
Paros hates Shom because Shom is a servant of Chaos,
which is anathema to Paros. He dislikes Balum because he
is an uncultured barbarian who makes no effort to change.
He likes Fiona and Magha because they are cultured women
with refined tastes. He thinks Masa is strange and has few
feelings towards her in either direction.
Fiona dislikes Balum because he reminds her of her terrible time with the Suadan. He is a gross, crude and vicious
barbarian in her eyes. She likes Paros because he is a refined
merchant who, in her eyes, reminds her of her husband. She
has a great love for her children and will defend them to the
death.
Magha is nearly insane with jealousy over Masa’s ability
to understand the manor and talk with it. She hates her
sister. Magha likes Shom and often does his bidding in
order to hear a new story or be taught something of the
mystic arts. She loathes Balum for his crudeness. She is
fond of Paros because he is a cultured and gentle man. She
loves her mother deeply and seeks to emulate her whenever
possible.
Masa intuitively dislikes Shom. Something in his being
is dirty to her, she will have nothing to do with him. She
is fond of Balum because he is an honest man who “smells”
pure and clean to her senses. She is also fond of her mother

22.5 Travelling to the Manor
and sister. She cannot understand why her sister treats her The First Step
so poorly. Masa feels that Paros is a superficial creature The party encounters a young stranger in plain, well-kept
with little true worth. She has no feelings towards him one robes. After the necessary introduction, he will ask if they
way or the other.
seek adventure. He will tell them that his master is searching for a valiant party to aid him in the performance of a
great task. Further, as he is sure that these stalwarts are
22.5 Travelling to the Manor
just what his master needs, he will offer to take them to
In fitting this adventure into the flow of your campaign, you meet him.
If the party accepts, the man will lead them to his master.
must determine why the party should face Doom Manor. It
can be reserved to fit Special Event situations that require If they don’t he will leave and in one to three hours, return
the party to seek out a friend and/or a great treasure in with his master and 1D3 personal guards. In either case,
some little known place. If not, it may be encountered ran- the party will meet the young man’s master and be given
domly. If neither case applies, the Referee must determine their opportunity to begin this adventure.
a rationale. This will tie the adventure into your campaign
and give them a better feeling of scope and purpose as they The Master
set out to test their fate.
The personality, attributes and talents of the young man’s
NOTE — The residents will remain the same no matter master varies with the task he wishes to assign the party to
why the adventure is played. You have full discretion to add perform. He is obviously a man of immense wealth, robed
in silk and heavily jeweled. His three guards are obviously
to the residential population as you see fit.
Character-class veterans. They are armored in Plate Mail
and equipped with a metal shield, heavy sword, full helm
Reasons to Visit Doom Manor
and a fighting dagger. Their stats should be determined by
This section lists five reasons that the Referee may use in rolling 2D10 in Book Four.
Once the master arrives, he will introduce himself and ask
determining why the party will travel to Doom Manor. Any
the
party to take his quest. He will offer aid and whatever
of them may be modified as the Referee desires to fit his
information
the specific desire that he has allows him to
individual campaign.
offer. He will be insistent and persuasive: The aid and
information that he can offer is listed in the sections below,
Reason One The party is offered a rich reward if they depending on the reason that the Referee has selected for
will travel to the manor and break the spells that give it its his interest.
unnatural life and supernatural power.
Reason Two The party can be sent to find either the
Book of Girra or the scroll that contains the Rite of Life
and return it to the person that hired them.
Reason Three The hirer wishes to take possession of the
manor for his own ends. The party is hired to travel there
and find the Journals of Valanas which hold the key to
success in this endeavor.
Reason Four The Elder of House Amarian, a merchant
house in the city of Dirllar, has searched for seven years for
his wife and children. The hirer was hired by him to aid in
this search. He has determined that they must be in Doom
Manor and wishes to hire the party to find them and take
them to House Amarian in Dirllar.
Reason Five Doom Manor is a legendary treasure house.
The party could be hired to loot the treasures of the manor
in exchange for a share in the profits that they make.
NOTE — An option that you may find to be interesting is
to have different party members be given different reasons
for travelling to the manor. This could make for some interesting Player interaction once they get there. I ts major
drawback lies in the fact that, given equivalent competence
on the part of both factions, it could have a bad effect on
the unity of the party.

Reason One The master is a law-oriented Wizard and
the son of a high noble of the area. He has studied the
legend of the manor, determined that it is fact and desires
the manor’s destruction. He considers the manor to be an
unnatural perversion of lawful order that must be destroyed.
As part of his negotiation with the party, he will show
them a chest with four sacks in it. He will remove one and
pour out 50 gold coins. If they accept, these coins are theirs.
If they succeed, the other 150 that are in the chest will be
theirs as well. (In the standard economy, 200 gold coins is
a prince’s ransom. It would easily feed over 100 peasant
families for a year.)
After the party has accepted the quest, the Wizard will
give them a map that leads from Dirllar to Doom Manor. If
the Lost Cavern option is used, the map will also indicate
its location. Once he has given the party the map, and
answered any questions that they may have concerning the
history of the manor, the local population and legends that
pertain to Doom Manor, he will aid them on their way by
teleporting them to a point two miles away from Dirllar —
at the crest of a hill.
After he has done this, he will tell them that he will
know when they have succeeded and will await their return
in Dirllar. This said, he will cast a spell and vanish.
Reason Two This reason is most appropriate if the master is a Balance Wizard or someone who knows Elder Magic.
In the first case, he will want the party to find the Rite of
Life. In the second, he desires the Book of Girra. In both
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cases, the magic-user has made a precise study of the powers that surround the volume that he is interested in and a
general study of the Doom Manor legend.
The magic-user will try to interest the party in performing this task for him. As an incentive, he will offer to provide magical aid on their quest and starting money for each
of them, so that they may buy whatever equipment they
feel they will need.
After they have accepted, their leader will be given a
magic ring. Each member of the party, including the leader,
will be given ten gold coins to use as he sees fit. He will
answer any specific questions that he can about the book
and any general questions that are asked about the manor
and the local natives. If the Lost Cavern option is included,
he will know nothing about the area except for its general
location. After the questioning is over, he will aid the party
by opening a portal for them to pass through leading to a
point that is two miles from Dirllar.

The Knight has a sizable horse herd and will provide the
party with Warhorse I or II mounts if they take on the
quest. This is the only aid that he can give. They must
make their own way to Dirllar from their current location.

Reason Five The master in this case is a powerful merchant, and possible thief. His motivation is greed. He will
appeal to the party’s greed and offer them a stake and valuable information in exchange for 50% of the loot that they
take out of the manor. He will not enter the manor himself or travel with them past the city of Dirllar. (They are
the muscle, he is the brains.) Finally, after the party has
accepted, he will make it clear that they betray him at the
risk of their lives. He will bare the left forearm of one of his
guards revealing the brand of the Assassins. He will state
that, should they fail to bring him his share, he will set the
Assassins on them until they are destroyed.
After this attempt at intimidation, the merchant will shift
to hospitality to mend fences and calm tempers. He will
NOTE — The magic ring has a permanent Specific Detecgive the party a map that details the area and a scroll that
tion spell for finding the book that the Wizard wants. When
contains a biography of Valanas Victorian.
the wearer is within twenty feet of this book, the ring will
The merchant is a miserly man who trusts no one. He will
glow fiercely. Once it is placed on his finger, it cannot be
only give the party such information as he deems necessary
removed and will act as an MEL10/EL5 Compulsion on
to perform their task. Any other information that they
the wearer. It will also strike him with an MEL10/EL5
want they will have to cajole out of him. The merchant has
Physical Curse of the Referee’s choice if he fails to devote
detailed information about the activities of the Suadan in
himself to finding the book.
the area, the location of Lost Cavern and general knowledge
Reason Three This reason is best suited to a Chaos about the legend of Doom Manor and the items that may
magic-user. The wizard in question has done a detailed be contained within its walls.
study of the manor, the local tribes and the legendary ca- NOTE — He is especially conversant on the jewelry items,
reer of Valanas. Once the party has accepted his quest, he especially the magical ones, that can be found in the manor.
will answer any specific questions that they may have on
any of these areas and will give them a detailed map for Dirllar
reaching the manor from the city of Dirllar.
Dirllar is a large port city with a population of over forty
Before releasing the party for their journey, the wizard thousand people. The party may wish to enter this city
will stress that the treasures of the house are theirs for to buy equipment and provisions. If they do, they will find
the taking but, under no circumstances are they to harm the city to be boisterous, violent and somewhat filthy. They
the house. They are to find the Journals and escape with will also find that the economic standard of Dirllar varies
them. If the house is destroyed, the wizard will become considerably from the standard used in Donara and most
their enemy forever.
other areas. (See the example in the Economic Section in
This wizard will not aid the party in reaching Dirllar. He Book One of Powers & Perils for the proper exchange rate.)
will, however, give them any normal equipment or monetary
Socially, Dirllar is a mercantile city that takes great pride
aid that they require, within reasonable limits, i.e. no more in upholding high standards of personal honor. No true son
than 100 gold coins. If they are overly demanding, or give of Dirllar takes any insult or innuendo that denigrates his
him the impression that they cannot be trusted to carry out honor lying down. There is a strong duelling tradition in
his wishes, he will destroy them.
this city and most men are skilled in both sword and dagger,
Reason Four The master is a Knight from a low-ranking
noble house. After a dedicated search, he has uncovered evidence that the Countess and her children are in the manor.
Unfortunately, he is too old to make the journey into the
forest to rescue them. He asks the party to take his duty
from him and see that the noblewoman and her pitiful children are reunited with their family in Dirllar.
The Knight has a map of the area he will give to the
party if they accept the quest. He has no other aid that he
can give, except to answer general questions about the area
and the manor. If the Lost Cavern option is being used,
his map will include the location of this place and specific
details about the Key of Doom, i.e. how it is used, what it
looks like, etc.
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the common weapons that are used in duels.

NOTE — The party should spend as little time as possible in this city. The longer that they stay the more likely
that they will be distracted from their goal by encounters
in the city. In Dirllar, possibly more than in other cities,
distractions tend to be fatal.

The Forest
The party’s map will indicate that they should move northeast, through the forest, from Dirllar. After a while they
will reach a small line of hills that block their path. If the
Lost Cavern option is in use, it should be located in these
hills. The map indicates that they should move through the
central pass in these hills until they reach the forest on the

22.6 The Manor
other side. Within five miles, after reaching the other side,
they will reach Doom Manor. From the moment that they
enter the hills, until they enter the manor, they will be in
the lands of the Suadan.
In rolling encounters while the party is in the forest, use
the standard tables that are found in Book Three and Book
Four of Powers and Perils. Ejudicate the encounters based
on the parameters of the current situation and the suggestions that are included in these rules. The Referee should
arrange the encounters such that they fit the circumstances
that the party is in.

Approaching Doom Manor
When the party reaches the top of the hills, they see the
dome of Doom Manor and the small clearing it is located
in. They are now in a part of Suaden land that is taboo for
all foreigners. If they encounter any warriors while they are
here, they will be attacked or reported (depending on the
relative strengths of the parties involved.)
The Taboo Land is marked by Ghost Warrior totems.
The party will come across the first totem 1D3−1 miles
after they enter the forbidden land. It is magical and will
leave a bad taste in the mouth of non-human Characters.
This land is constantly patrolled by two parties of warriors. Each party has 2D10 warriors, a warchief and a
Shaman. The warchief and the Shaman are both Characterclass humans, the others have normal human values.
The standard armament of Suadan warriors is an axe
or heavy sword and a longbow. Each warrior will have
1D10+10 arrows in his quiver. If the Referee decides that
some of these warriors do not have bows, they will have
a buckler and a fighting dagger instead. No member of
the party will be wearing armor except the chief, who has
leather armor.
If the search party encounters your party, 75% of them
(rounded down) will stay and fight. The rest run to the
closest village for reinforcements. The warchief and the
Shaman will always be among those who stay.
The Shaman will have random stats from the list in the
back of Book Four. His MEL will not exceed 6 and his EL
should not be greater than 2. If the values rolled exceed
these values roll 1D6 to determine the MEL, 1D3*−1 to
find the EL and 2D6 to find out how many Shamanic spells
the Shaman knows (one must be Orient Self). The CA for
all Shamans encountered is MEL×10.

The Suadan
This tribe is among the most vicious and deadly tribes in
this forest. They have a habit of taking heads in battle, so
that the Ghost Warriors that confine the devil in his palace
can be imbued with spirits of proven valor. Unless their
honor demands it, they will never be hospitable towards
strangers, and will attack on the slightest provocation. At
no time will their villages be open to strangers, unless one
or more of them are of the forest.
If the Suadan become aware that a person intends to
enter Doom Manor, they will attack. They will always try
to attack in overwhelming strength, intent on killing the
party. Otherwise, they will try to capture them for use as
slaves. Corpses are worthless to the Suadan, unlike other

tribes of the forest. The Suadan are not cannibals. Some
tribes to the northwest, such as the Nethagen, are.
The Villages of the Suadan
If a party is captured, or must enter a Suadan village for
some reason, these parameters apply:
A) All Suadan villages are surrounded by an abatis, ditch
and palisade. They are laid out in a circular pattern
with a large central area that is used for meetings and
other activities.
B) The average Suadan dwelling is a 40 foot long, 15 foot
wide and 10 foot high longhouse built out of logs, with
a mud and wattle roof. Each building is the home of
one family. The entire village is the home of one clan.
A typical village would have 8 longhouses radiating out
from the center like spokes on a wheel.
C) Suadan longhouses are divided into three sections. The
section that opens onto the outside is the family common room, used for meals, work and other chores best
done inside. The central room is a sleeping area. The
entire family sleeps as they can find space in this area.
The final room is a storage area for goods and provisions.
NOTE — The family slaves are kept outside the door,
lashed to stout poles. This is not only for the family’s
safety but it also exhibits their wealth.
D) All Suadan villages are well camouflaged. They are hard
to see unless they are viewed from a higher elevation.
Unless a party member rolls I+ (Forest Survival×5),
they will walk right up to it before they realize that it
is there.
EXCEPTION — The village closest to Doom
Manor is the main camp of the Suadan. It has
a break in its defenses where a road of closelyjoined stone slabs leads out of the village towards
the manor. Every fifty feet along the road are
Ghost Warrior totems. If the party follows the
road away from the village, it will lead them to
Doom Manor.
NOTE — The Suadan believe that this road is part of
the Realm of Ghosts. They will never set foot on the
road for any reason. If the party is found while it is
on the road, no Suadan warrior will set foot on it. The
party will be immune to normal combat attack while they
remain on the road, but not to arrows. Enemies killed
on the road are left to rot. It is possible the party will
come across one or more skeletons lying on the road
that have been peppered with arrows.

22.6 The Manor
Doom Manor is surrounded by a 15 foot tall black wall.
The entire manor area contained within this wall is 250 by
150 feet in size. The wall is constructed of fine basalt transported to this area from the mountain area near Valheim,
some 400–500 miles to the northeast.
The outer gate was constructed of heavy oak timbers. It
was broken open in the last barbarian attack and remains
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The Inner Courtyard
The party will come across 34 human skeletons with equipment in this area. They extend from the barrier wall gate
to the front door of the manor. Many of the skeletons are
incomplete. They were obviously crushed or mauled before
they died.
Entry into the inner courtyard is through an arched passage whose iron door hangs open. After every party member has entered, if the manor has sensed their presence, this
door will slam shut and bells will begin to ring softly (the
manor saying hello to its new guests.)

The Towers

broken to this day. The wall is an earthwork that is eight
feet thick. Inside and outside, it is faced with 1 foot thick
slabs of basalt. The interior 6 feet is packed earth.
In each corner of the black wall is a square tower 30 feet
square and 35 feet in height. They overlook the wall and
were built inside of it as separate structures. All four of
them are made of basalt.
The two towers closest to the main gate are also connected to the inner Barrier Wall. This wall was designed to
contain attackers, not to serve as a fighting platform. It is
20 feet high and three feet wide, it is constructed of adobe.
Some parts of this wall have been weakened by attacks and
it is easy to climb.
The manor is located in the center of the inner courtyard.
It is a massive structure, 150 x 80 feet in size. It is a three
story, rectangular building surmounted by a tarnished silver
dome that is centered on top of the third floor. On each
side of the dome are life-size statues of enraged Dragons. If
the proper ward is activated, these Dragons can be used to
attack enemies that enter the Inner Courtyard.

Except for its orientation, each tower is laid out in the same
way. The first floor has a heavy iron door that can be barred
from the inside. On towers 1 and 2, the door is barred,
on 3 it is closed but not barred, and on 4 it is standing
open. Each tower has two rooms on the first floor. The
large room was used by the garrison on duty. The other
room is an armory, containing the arms and equipment of
the soldiers residing in the tower and reserve equipment for
reinforcements.
The second floor of the towers is reached by ladders that
start on the first floor and lead to the roof. These floors contain three rooms. One is a large barracks area. The chests
contain clothing and the possessions of common soldiers.
The next largest room is the quarters of the lieutenant in
command of the tower. It can contain discarded clothing
and minor possessions. The small room is the company office for the tower personnel; it will contain records. In one
of the drawers of the desk in tower 4 is a metal chest containing 2SC, 4CC and 39BB. This is the company war
chest. In the other three towers, the men took it with them
when they fled Valanas’ insanity.
The roof of each tower has five skeletons on it. Around
the tower roof are scattered miscellaneous weapons and
other goods. There is also a hearth on the tower that was
used for heating oil and other combustibles.
Armory Contents
Tower One 13 arrows, a quiver, one bow, 2 swords, 7
spears, 1 dagger.
Tower Two 8 arrows, 2 bows, 3 swords, 2 spears, 2 daggers, 1 halberd.

NOTE — The party will notice as they pass the black wall
that approximately 40 stone skeletons stand facing outward
on the wall and the towers. These, like the Dragon statues, Tower Three 14 arrows, 3 bows, 2 quivers, 5 swords, 2
halberds, 2 suits of scale mail, 1 metal shield, 2 banded
can be used to defend the manor.
shields.

The Outer Courtyard
The area between the shattered main gate’s wall and the
barrier wall is the outer courtyard. It contains a fallen
wooden door. Between the door and the Barrier Wall are
the skeletons of 73 men, picked clean by scavengers. Mixed
in with these bones are weapons and other equipment sufficient for this number of barbarian warriors set on storming
a fortress.
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Tower Four 3 arrows, 1 dagger.
NOTE — Characters that roll their I or less will note,
after the dust is removed, that the weapons look brand new
despite the passage of more than 900 years. If they are taken
outside the wall, they age 100 years per turn until their full
age catches up with them.
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will march and loose debris from the courtyard will begin to pepper the vandals.
NOTE — The escalating racket that the manor creates is
his way of warning the party not to hurt him. Whether they
understand the manor’s tongue or not, they should have
some idea that they are doing something wrong from increasing volume of this noise. If they don ’t then they reap
the whirlwind.

Entering The Manor
The only safe way to enter the manor house is through the
front door. The door will automatically swing open whenever a person touches it, when the door opens, the manor’s
attention will be drawn to the party. He will give its guests
a full minute to enter. After all of them have entered, or a
minute has passed, it will close the door. Anyone remaining in the inner courtyard will be attacked by the Dragons
unless he runs to the door. (The manor will chuckle and
open the door for him if he does.)

The Interior
Once the party enters the manor, they are trapped within
unless they find a way to escape or destroy his existence.
The following sections detail the rooms found on each level
and any special parameters that may apply.
IMPORTANT — No door or window may be
opened from the inside without breaking it. Breaking it will cause pain and will lead to the manor
attacking the vandal responsible. The manor hates
to be hurt.
The First Floor

Doom Manor Towers

The Manor Proper
The walls of the manor house are constructed out of smooth
white marble. The dome, as viewed from the ground, appears to be metallic if I+Em or less is rolled. If not, the
person can’t tell. (If the person making this roll in an Armorer or Jeweler, he will know that the dome is silver from
the color of the tarnish that accumulated before the manor
was born.)
The front of the manor, the ground level facing the gates,
has six unopenable windows and a stout wooden door. Each
window is shuttered from the inside. If the party tries to
break in through a window, the house will feel the pain and
retaliate if the window is actually broken. The process is:
A) The party decides to break in.
B) They move to the window and touch it, and bells get
louder.
C) They prepare to strike it, the bells ring loud, creaks and
groans are heard and the wind moves violently.
D) They break it, the bells scream with pain, the wind
whips wildly and the groans become almost deafening.
The Dragons will descend from the roof, the skeletons

1) Main Foyer The front door opens into a room with ornate, marble-tiled floors and exquisite frescoes on the walls.
In the southeast corner of the room is a statue of a man
holding a staff. In the southwest corner is a statue of a
woman in an intricately detailed flowing cloth robe, who is
wearing a small tiara.
Moving up the west wall, from the south, there is a large
cabinet that contains fourteen items of fine metalwork. The
window of the cabinet is smashed and the right-hand door
is off its hinges. Ten feet north of this cabinet, a door has
been smashed open. Five feet from this door is a large
staircase made out of handcarved red stone that leads up
to the atrium.
Moving up the east wall, from the south, is another
large cabinet. This cabinet contains a suit of archaic scalemail bearing the Dragon Triumphant crest of the Empire
del’Nord. The cabinet also contains a helm, a bastard
sword, an ornate fighting dagger and a finely made metal
shield. The door of the cabinet is sealed with a lead seal.
The windows are inscribed with runes. If the seal or a window is broken, the person responsible will be subject to
MEL12/EL4 Flaming Death. If this spell is activated, the
cabinet and its contents will be destroyed. Ten feet from
this cabinet is a door. Five feet from the door is a staircase,
as described for the west wall above except that it is carved
out of white marble.
Ten feet from the south wall, in an evenly spaced line
from east to west, are four marble pillars. North of these
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pillars are rows of planters that contain various fruits and
flowers. Between the stairs, in the northern part of the
room, are more planters. This part of the room also has two
wrought-iron chairs and a fountain that sprays water from
the mouth of a silver Dragon into a pond beneath it. The
fountain bowl is made of smooth black stone. The pedestal
that the Dragon is mounted on is made of white marble. In
the middle of the north wall, behind the fountain, is a door
that has been broken open.

trements of a gentleman’s bedroom. Under the large couch,
which he uses as his bed, is a metal chest that contains
20GC, 39SC, 18CC and 110BB.

3) Guard Lounge There is an empty cabinet on the east
wall. Its design indicates that it was used for holding spears.
In the southeast corner is a statue of a man wearing scalemail who is holding a spear. In the center of the room are
two couches that face each other. On the south wall is a
large cabinet containing three swords. Towards the west
wall is a large couch that faces to the east. On the northern
wall, stretching from the west wall to the door, is a long
table with nothing on it.
NOTE — Paros Therian uses this room as his bedroom. It
will contain his personal property and the standard accou-

each bench is a large ceramic pot with slight discolorations
on the bottom.
In the northeast corner of the room is a couch. On the
east wall is a tall cabinet that contains large towels. Towards the southeast corner of the room is a 10 foot long,
5 foot wide and 2 foot deep marble-tiled depression in the
floor. Beside it are three large metal jugs, each sufficient to
hold about three gallons of water.

4) Barracks Rooms These three rooms are nearly identical in contents and layout. They contain beds and wooden
chests. The room farthest to the east has a door in the east
wall that leads to a storage room (16).
The chests contain plain clothing, tools for maintaining
arms and armor and the miscellaneous personal possessions
2) The Captain’s Office The room has a chair in the
of the soldier that owned the individual chest. Nothing of
northeast and northwest corners. On the east wall is a
value is contained in these chests.
cabinet that contains books, scrolls and maps that were
current in the year 150. It has non-magical runes carved in 5) Dining Hall The cabinet in the southwest corner of
its sides. None of its contents have any magical value.
the room contains 23 brass plates, 23 iron knives and 30 iron
On the west wall is a locked metal chest. It contains forks. The cabinet in the northeast corner holds handcloths,
two flasks, which contain unknown fluids (four ounces in table cloths and other linen. In a second section below,
the first and seven ounces in the second). Roll as specified it has 14 ceramic bowls and 27 ceramic goblets. Running
in Book Four for potions to determine their value. It also through the center of the room is a long table with ten
contains four crystal glasses, an ornate silver platter and chairs. In the northwest corner is a square table with four
twelve pieces of cutlery, i.e. knives, forks and spoons. In chairs. The door in the middle of the east wall leads to
the southwest corner is a statue of a tall humanoid figure room 14.
wielding a sword and shouting in exultation.
There is a desk and chair on the south wall. Its con- 6) Sanitary Facilities The statue in the northwest cortents have been rifled and the drawers are strewn around ner depicts a robed woman pouring water. Next to it is a
the floor. Mixed in with the drawers are clean parchment, small desk and chair, in front of a mirror that hangs on the
writing utensils, a ledger book bound with leather and a wall. South of this desk are three stalls made of red and
small bag that has been cut open.
black stone that each contain a white marble bench. On
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NOTE — The manor is capable of creating water, on request, inside of the marble depression. It has often been
called on to do so in the past.
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7) Staff Dining Hall On the west wall is a cabinet that
contains 11 brass plates, 13 iron knives, 10 iron forks and 8
ceramic goblets. On the north wall is a long wooden bench.
Next to it is a statue of a severe looking old woman wearing
an apron and holding a meat cleaver. On the east wall is
another bench. In the southeast corner is a statue of a
smiling man who is wearing a cloak. Near the south wall is
a long table with four chairs.
8–10) Staff Quarters The domestic staff lived in these
rooms. The personal property placed here by the Referee
should reflect this difference from room 4. Room 10 has
a door in the west wall that leads to room 17. All of the
rooms also have tables and chairs scattered about.
11) Major-Domo’s Quarters In the southeast corner
is a cabinet that contains fine clothing. On the south wall
is a desk that contains clean parchment, a 1/2 pound crystal
paperweight and a small dagger. On top of the desk is a
gold ring and a scroll. The scroll is an inventory of the
property in the manor as of the year 156.
On the west wall is a statue of a wolf and a glass cabinet.
The cabinet holds three empty bottles, scattered haphazardly, five empty decanters and seven crystal glasses. It is
locked with an EL10 lock. The glass of the cabinet door is
broken.
On the north wall is a couch, two chairs and a small table.
In the corner of one of the chairs, obscured from sight, is a
gold coin. In the northeast corner of the room is a standing
closet that holds fine cloaks and hats. On the east wall of
the room is a finely covered bed with a pillow. The blankets
and sheets are in disarray and some of them are on the floor.

13) Kitchen This room has a table and four chairs in the
center east and the center west. In the southwest corner are
two cabinets that contain metal plates, knives, forks, pots
and pans. The two cabinets in the southeast corner contain
goblets, crockery and other miscellaneous vessels. The other
cabinets in the room contain various types of food, most of
which is half-eaten and nibbled on. There is a 40% chance
that if any of these cabinets are approached, 1D3 rats will
flee from the cabinet to a place behind the hearth.
In the center of the north wall is a fire hearth; filled with
hot ashes and a spit above it. South of this hearth is a
ten foot-long oak chopping block. Set in the wood of this
block is a large cleaver. On it is a half eaten haunch of
roast meat. To either side of the hearth are two barrels of
water. Between the chopping block and the southwest part
of the room is a skeleton wearing a bear fur. No visible sign
remains of how this man died.
In the middle of the south wall is a hanging curtain embroidered with the semblance of a one-eyed giant. If the
house if upset, this tapestry can be used to wrap itself
around a person and suffocate them. The person is held
with a strength of 60. Roll (S+D)−60 to break free and
((S+D)×2)−60 to get free enough to breathe.
14) Master’s Dining Hall In his later years, Valanas
took his nourishment along in this room. In each corner
is a statue of his wife Mariana, each in a slightly different
pose. In the center of the room is a long oak table with
one, heavily-gilded chair. The table has complete settings
for two people on it and a golden candelabra in the center.
On the east wall are cabinets containing decanters, bottles
and crystal glasses. All of the bottles are empty. On the
west wall, the cabinets contain 4 silver plates, 8 silver-plated
knives and 3 silver-plated forks.

NOTE — This room is occupied by Balum Shattered-Eye. 15) Storage Rooms All of the rooms on this floor that
The Referee can re-arrange the items in the room as he are numbered with a 15 are storage rooms. From left to
desires to reflect the presence of this occupant. In general, right, each contains the following:
he has little concern for cleanliness and civilized niceties.
A) Four cabinets containing fine linen, wooden and metal
The bottles in the room are fine wine bottles. Masa
utensils and crockery. Also in the room are seven orknows how to reach the cellar and when Balum says that
nately gilded chairs.
he is thirsty, she brings him wine from the cellar. (She em- B) On the east and west walls are cabinets that contain
pathically communes with the rats so that they don’t hurt
half. eaten food. If this room is entered, there is a 20%
her.)
chance that 1D6 rats will be surprised and will flee
into the west wall. On the south wall are three barrels
of beer. One is unopened, one is 20% full and one is
12) Major-Domo’s Office In the northwest corner of
80% full. Each keg has a capacity of 50 quarts.
the room is the statue of a wolf. In the northeast corner
In the center of the west wall, reached by a hidden lever
is a bear statue. Between the two is a desk. The desk
at the bottom of the food cabinet in front of it, is a
contains the basic items described for the desk in room 11
secret passage. This passage leads to a narrow corridor
plus a small metal chest with an EL25 lock. If the lock
and a small circular staircase that heads down to the
is opened improperly, the victim’s finger will be struck by
basement. There is a 40% chance that, when this pasa needle that bears a BL8 Slow Death poison. The box
sage is opened, it will contain 1D3 rats. If so, they will
contains a small ruby, 2 silver coins, 11 copper coins and 21
flee when it is opened.
brass bits.
C) As for room B except no kegs and no secret passages.
On the west wall is a large chest with the same type
If rats are surprised in this room, they will be cornered
of lock as specified above. It contains a gold platter, gold
and, if attacked or approached, they will fight. 1D6
pitcher and two crystal goblets. On the south wall is a chest
rats are present on a 40% chance.
that contains 8 silver plates, 8 silver plated knives, 8 silver
D) The major-domo’s cabinets contain various tools, linen,
forks and 8 silver goblets. On top of this cabinet are 5 small
parchment and other tools that he would need in his
bowls, a large decanter and two large wooden bowls. The
job as chief domestic servant for a large manor house.
small bowls and decanter are fine crystal.
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16) Barracks Storage Area This room contains spare
clothing, red cloaks, general medical supplies (the equivalent of four healing kits) and 5 weapons of a random type.
The Referee may place any other non-magical items that he
desires in this room.
17) Domestic Storage Room As for 16 except the
goods stored are tools and materials that would be of use to
a domestic staff in maintaining the manor house. (Brooms,
mops, buckets, soap, etc).

Second Floor
1) Conservatory This room was designed for small concert performances. On the west wall is a raised platform
with five chairs on it. In the northwest corner is a statue
of Mariana holding a harp. On the north wall are cabinets that contain nine musical instruments of various types.
South of the north wall cabinets are two couches. Each of
the couches is covered with a silk cloth. To the east, ten feet
from the south wall is a carved wooden chair. The southern wall is painted with a fresco depicting satyrs, centaurs
and other Elder creatures making music during one of their
celebrations.
2) Atrium A large landing at the top of the staircases.
It contains a stone planter full of flowers. The floor tiles
are white marble inset with red diagonal stripes. Scattered
around the floor are toys and trinkets that Masa plays with.
3) Apprentices Quarters Rooms that were used by the
students of Valanas. After his wife died, he dismissed all of
the apprentices except one. The contents of these rooms,
from bottom to north to east, are:
A) There is a bed at the center of the north wall. In the
northeast corner is a wooden stool. On the south wall
is a desk and chair. The chair contains a partiallyeaten corpse in a red silk robe. In front of him, on the
desk, is a vial that is half full of a brown fluid. (BL10
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Immediate Death poison). There is nothing in the desk
or on his person that is of any real value.
In the southwest corner is a large metal chest. If the
chest is touched in any way, without dispelling the runes
that are on its lid, the person that touches it, or causes
it to be touched, is subject to MEL6/EL3 Transmutation. If he is affected, he will take the form of a dog
until a Negate Curse spell is cast.
The chest contains the journal of Avar Costan, the last
apprentice of Valanas. It gives some information about
the rites that Valanas used to create the house and an
insight into the final years of Valanas’s life. It also contains two daggers, an ornate white robe and magic ring.
The ring grants EL3 Protection from Chaos to anyone
that wears it. It is made of lead wound with fine silver.
NOTE — Avar aided Valanas in the final ritual. As
it approached its conclusion, his fear overcame him and
he fled from the room. When he returned, after the
awakening of the house, he saw Valanas as he is today.
Shattered by this scene, he went to his room, put away
his possessions and drank the poison that sits in front
of him to this day. Since his death, he has been food for
rats that occasionally wander into the room.
B) This room contains two beds, a bench on the east wall
and two metal chests — one of which is open and empty.
The dismissed apprentices that occupied this room left
nothing of value.
NOTE — This room is currently occupied by Shom.
In the closed chest are his personal possessions: extra
clothing, a large sack, and a scroll on the art of Chaining at MEL12/EL6. ( Written in the hand of a young
Nilgeranthrib.) The Referee may add other items.
C) The room contains two beds, a bench, two metal chests
and a bookcase. The chests are open and empty. In a
lower drawer in the bookcase is a scroll. If it is deciphered, the title is ”A Maid’s journey to the Hill” — a
ribald classic first circulated in the Empire del’Nord in
the year 107. (One of the apprentices in this room was
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not as serious a student as he should have been.)
4) Master’s Study The study was used for simple research and educating apprentices. In the northwest corner
is the statue of a dragon. The northeast corner has the
statue of a large man with fiery hair. On the north wall is
a cabinet that contains bestiaries, herbals and other such
books. On the east wall is a cabinet full of history scrolls.
The cabinets on the west wall contain scrolls that cover
most Elder and Law spells at EL1D2−1. It is warded by
an MEL12/EL0 Fire Dart spell. Any person that touches
a scroll in the cabinet without reciting a simple chant or
dispelling the spell can be affected.
The center of the room contains a circle of chairs. The
chairs to the north and the south are ornate thrones. The
others are wooden stools.

knowledge subjects. No magical scrolls or books are contained in this room. In the northeast corner is a statue that
depicts a dragon wrapped around a large book.
On the table is a partially unrolled scroll, the biography
of Mumanus the Elder — a famed magician who lived four
hundred years before the time of Valanas. It is open to
a section entitled “Mumanus and the Rite of Life” if the
language can be deciphered.
NOTE — The biographic scroll is not the Rite of Life
that Players can be sent to recover. It does contain important insights that can give the party clues as to what the
house can do, what the actual Rite of Life may be and other
questions that pertain to the creation manufactured forces
that operate in the house.

8) Guest Rooms These rooms were used for rare guests.
They are cheaply furnished with poor quality furniture.
5) Reflection Room In the northeast corner is the The westernmost guest room is occupied by Fiona a’Lir.
statue of a dragon. The cabinet on the north wall has five The central room is occupied by Magha and Masa, her
bottles and three decanters that contain 1D6 ounces each daughters. The Referee should add miscellaneous clothof various fluids or powders. (Roll 1D3*. A 1 is a potion, ing and other possessions to reflect the presence of these
a 2 is a powder and a 3 is an elixir.)
tenants.
In the northwest corner of the room is a throne. On NOTE — Guests were never encouraged to stay at Doom
the west wall is a cabinet that is filled with maps. In the Manor, especially after the death of Mariana. The condition
southwest corner of the room is a statue of a large man of these rooms reflects a calculated effort to assure that any
with fiery hair. On the south wall is a cabinet warded by guest that might reside in them was not comfortable in doing
MEL14/EL4 Lightning Swarms. It contains the key used so.
to decipher the code Valanas used in writing his journal.
If the cabinet is touched, the protective ward is activated.
The Third Floor
The cabinet also contains a mystical treatise on the efficacy
of purification in the creation of a sentient house. Both 1) Hall of Life This room is the heart of Doom Manor,
the key and this treatise are written in the Primal Tongue. in the literal sense. The floor, except for the casting circle,
Anyone that can read will have a partial understanding of is black marble. The casting circle in the center is white
marble set with red runes. Any person that touches any
the contents.
On the east wall is a planter filled with herbs. In the part of this large circle, in any way, will lose D100 energy
points from his Energy Level immediately. This will hapsoutheast corner is a marble statue of Mariana.
pen every phase that the contact is maintained.
NOTE — In his later years, Valanas sat in this room while
Inside the casting circle, at the four cardinal points of the
he pondered his evil fate.
compass, are four silver towers three feet in height. Each of
them emits a tongue of flame that fluctuates like the beating
6) Master’s Private Study Anyone that breaks the seal of a fiery heart. Within this fiery circle is a twelve foot tall
on this door is attacked by MEL15/EL6 Flaming Death. stone obelisk. It is white stone set with red, green and black
Following this attack, if success is rolled with a BLof 8, the runes. It provides the force that drives the manor. Without
seal reforms itself and is again intact on a closed door.
it, the manor will die almost immediately.
The room contains a desk and two ornate chairs. On the
South of the casting circle, in an inlaid circle of white,
south wall is a cabinet containing many scrolls and a large stands the mortal remains of an ancient man, the wizard
book. The book is bound in red leather and set with gems. Valanas. He is dressed in ornate white robes and is holding
It is the Book Of Girra (An Elder God of Fire, reputedly a sword and a dagger. Anyone that touches the circle has
the father of fire). It contains MEL16/EL8 knowledge of a chance to be affected by an MEL16/EL8 Time Stop.
all elder forms of fire including spells, elemental knowledge, If he is, he will replace Valanas in the circle and Valanas
the creation of the jinn and Fay Horses and items that are will return to the world of the living. (A Character that
natural sources of elder fire. It is among the most valuable replaces Valanas in this way is trapped. Unless someone
magical texts in the Middle World. The other scrolls and else takes his place, he will remain in the circle forever —
books in the room cover 13 other elder spells at an EL of unless the heart of the manor is destroyed. Valanas may
1D10−1 and an MEL of 3D6.
not be removed without risking your own life in doing so.)
NOTE — Valanas and his wife used this room to study
Eight statues are set around the room, at the corners of
Elder Magic. When she died, he sealed the room magically. four triangular raised platforms. All of these statues are
No one has entered the room since that day.
Dragons. The raised platforms to the southwest and the
northeast have four steps leading up to large thrones 36”
7) Library The cabinets in these rooms contain texts above ground level. Half way to these thrones, is a small
on history, government, geography, art and other general stone chair with a statue of a child-like and faceless being
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seated in it. On the level with these statues, at either of
the other points of the triangle are two, four foot tall, gold
candlesticks that are imbedded in the floor.
The large throne to the northeast is the Throne of
Valanas.
Anyone else that sits in it is subject to
MEL16/EL8 Paralysis as long as he remains in contact
with it. The throne to the southwest is the Throne of Mariana. If a person sits in this throne a MEL14/EL7 Sleep
Touch spell is rolled against him. If he is affected, he comes
under the control of the throne. He will walk over to the
casting circle and stand on it until he dies. Both facets
of this effect are determined with one roll. If the person
sleeps, he is possessed. This roll is always taken subtracting 20 from the roll, i.e. a 93 becomes a 73 before any other
modification.
The altar to the northwest has three levels that raise both
the altar and the statue 36" off the ground. The statue is
dedicated to Tehuti, the Supreme God of Balance. The
altar is grey granite with a plate of white gold resting on
it. Any person that touches the plate, statue or altar will
be subject to an MEL15/EL2 Oblivion spell.
The altar in the southeast corner is dedicated to Omael,
the Balance God of Life and Creation. It is raised to the
same height as the other statue. Any person that touches
the pure white altar can be affected by MEL14/EL7 Paralysis. He will be unable to remove his hand. If the person
touches the statue, the effect is:
A) First touch — Increase Constitution by 1D10 immediately.
B) Second Touch — Increase Constitution by another
2D10 points and roll 2D10−CB to see how many
phases the person is stunned. This flow of power is
noticeable to any person that receives it.
C) The Third Touch — The Character becomes one with
Omael. In terms of the game, his body disintegrates
into a pile of fuming power and the Character is effectively dead.
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Destruction Of The Heart Of The Manor
A) With the Key of Doom One Player must stand
behind the altar of Tehuti and read the scroll. A second
Player must take the green wand in his left hand and enter
the casting circle. There he will use it to mar the runes of
the statue in green, black, red order. When he has finished
this, he must topple the obelisk by striking it with the wand.
While the wand-user is doing this, he is protected by the
chant that the scroll-user is reading. To recite this, the
scroll-user must roll W+Em. To complete his part before
the chant ends, the wand-user must roll D+St.
If everything is completed, the heart is destroyed. If a
mistake is made, or the destruction is not finished, the scroll
crumples to dust and the wand breaks. At this point the
manor will be enraged. See (C) in this section.
B) Without the Key of Doom The Players must find
a way to remove from Valanas’ grasp his the sword and
dagger. When they have them, one of their magic-users can
use them to enter the casting circle without losing points
from his energy level. He will then use the sword to mar the
runes in green, black, red order. To determine if he does so
successfully roll an MEL16/EL8 chance of success working
against an MDV of 24, i.e. the sword against the obelisk.
If the result is failure, the magic-user loses D100 energy
points and automatically suffers abysmal failure. The sword
is destroyed in this case. If he succeeds, the obelisk must
be toppled by striking it with the sword.
NOTE — If Valanas is freed, he is immediately conscious
and will resist any attempt that is made to destroy the
manor, i.e. his child.
C) The Result of Failure Whenever the obelisk is
touched by one of the objects that can destroy it, the house
will be enraged. It will immediately lash out against every
creature in the house who is not in the Hall of Life. It will
attack blind everywhere else.
If the attempt to destroy the obelisk fails, the manor will
concentrate its attention on every person in the Hall of Life
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at the time and will seek to kill them all. It can and will
use any object in the manor that it controls and can lift. It
will fire with any permanent wards that are in range and
will marshal all of its automatons to attack them. Unless
they escape it will track them through the house until all
of them are dead.
D) The Result of Success 2D10 phases after the heart
is destroyed, the spirit of the house will die. Until it does,
it will continue its attack. After it is dead, the permanent
wards of the manor will end and time will again begin to
flow through the manor. The house will suffer 950 years
of aging in minutes. Within 2D6 phases after its death,
cracks will begin to appear in its structure. 2D6 turns
after that, it will crumble to the ground killing anyone that
is still inside.
NOTE — In the event of success, Shom, Paros and Balum
ill die of old age. Masa will be stunned and comatose.
Magha and Fiona will be stunned while they age seven years
in minutes. The aging of the house and everything in it will
be obvious to the party. It will be up to them to decide that
they should get out as soon as possible.

Northeast Room To enter this room, the party must
defeat an EL25 Lock. If they fail, the corridor is bathed in
MEL14/EL2 Flaming Death, affecting everyone east of the
door and in range. The room contains numerous paintings,
eight volumes of hand-written notes (the private memoirs
of Valanas) and a few tapestries.
The notes detail the life of Valanas from the age of 14
until the day before be cast his final spell. They describe
the battles he engaged in, comments on his enemies and
coded details on the magical skills that he mastered later in
life. The final forty pages detail the last two months of his
life and a precise ritual for casting he Rite of Life (including
information that allows the caster to kill or control that
which he has created.) This volume is what the Wizard
wants if a Wizard sends the party to find the Rite of Life
or the journals of Valanas.
3) Common Library When Valanas needed a diversion,
he used this library. It contains volumes of light verse,
satires and ribald fantasies. Except for the plush couch
on the north wall, the other furnishings in the room are
floor-to-ceiling bookcases.

4) Magic Library This room is warded by a stone automaton that stands in the northeast corner. It has EL8
2) Personal Treasure Rooms Valanas stored his perImmunity to dispell magic spells and a strength of 80.
sonal possessions in these rooms. From southwest to northWhen anyone except Valanas enters the room, it will ateast, the contents are:
tack, grab the trespasser and throw him out. If it fails in
its attempt to do this, it will attack to kill.
Southwest Room On the south wall are 4 ten-quart barThe room has a permanent EL7 Dispell Magic on it. It
rels. One contains 200GC, one contains 300SC, one has will operate on any spell that is cast into the room, or by
300CC and the last has 800BB. On the west wall are two someone that is in the room. Its MEL is 14.
cabinets and a standing suit of armor. The cabinets contain NOTE — The statue will not leave the room unless somepottery, fine glassware and small statues. The armor is an one steals something. It pursues the item until it is returned
automaton that will attack any person that breaks into one to the room. It will only kill if the thief resists its attempt
of the cabinets or removes an item from the table on the to return the item.
northeast wall.
The book shelves in this room have the equivalent of an
NOTE — The Referee will decide how good the locks on the MEL16/EL0 permanent illusion on them, i.e. it is actually
cabinets are. If they are picked successfully, the automaton EL8 but the room’s Dispell Magic spell lessens its value.
will not attach. If the automaton is touched, he attacks. The illusion makes the shelves appear to be empty to anyone
The automaton is made of magically enhanced Plate Armor. not seated in the throne to the west. To get a volume, the
On the northeast wall is a long table. Set on raised plat- person seated in the chair thinks of what he wants. If it
forms on the table are five exquisite goblets and a finely- is there, the volume will appear in his hand. The books in
worked dagger (A gift from Valanas’s father that, to a mod- this room primarily detail Strange Powers, Astral Powers
ern collector, would be worth 50 gold coins.) All are jeweled. and Time Powers. Some Elder and Law scrolls are also
IMPORTANT — If the automaton is activated it contained on the racks. The most potent volume in the
will pursue the thief until it regains the item stolen room is the Tome of the Creator, which details all forms
of creation, the manipulation and creation of life and basic
or the thief is dead.
means of animating inanimate objects. It is MEL16/EL8
for all of its spells. It is written in the hand of Valanas.
Southeast Room A library of manuscripts that were old
when Valanas lived. None of them have any magical value. 5) Master Bedroom Valanas used this room for sleeping
All would be of great value to a scholar of the Empire and research in his later life. On the west wall is a bed. On
del’Nord. The volumes in this room are held in a central the north wall is a dresser that contains three rings, a gold
display cabinet and a number of bookshelves.
neck chain (weighing one pound) and fine clothing. On the
If any book is removed from this room, without negating north, east and south walls is a long cabinet that contains
the curse laid on them, the bearer may be affected by an six old cloaks, a goblet, personal hygiene tools and a few
MEL14/EL4 Mental Curse. He will lose all awareness of unimportant statues. Centered in the cabinets is an old
who he is and, seeing any other person, will go catatonic. chair. Towards the bed on the south wall is a desk and
His catatonia will last until the curse is negated or the book chair that has writing supplies and some personal items of
is returned to its place in the library.
minimal value.
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One of the cloaks in the room is magical, a gift from
Mariana to Valanas. Its wearer gains the following powers:
A) MEL8/EL4 Flight
B) MEL8/EL2 Levitation
C) MEL8/EL0 Insubstantiability
The goblet on the shelf acts as a trap. Anyone that drinks
anything from it will suffer the effect of MEL12/EL2 Sleep
Touch. If he is affected, the victim will sleep for eight hours.
(Valanas used this goblet when he was unable to sleep due
to melancholy or mental stress.)

8) Mariana’s Shrine The former master bedroom of the
manor. Valanas set this room aside when his wife was killed
as a shrine to her. The wards that protect it from others
are extremely powerful and deadly.
There are four small statues in the room. Each of them is
a magically enhanced, metal automaton. Their blows score
normal damage and have a chance of causing MEL16/EL0
Flaming Death. All of them are four feet high, have an MR
of 12 and a Strength of 40. They only attack people that
enter the room or that attack them. They will never leave
the room to pursue any attacker.
The throne on the east wall was used by Valanas. Any
other person sitting in it is held with a strength of 60. Unless he breaks free, the statues will walk over and kill him.
The desk and chair on the north wall hold the personal
possessions of Mariana. These include a looking glass that
grants MEL8/EL4 Clairvoyance for 24 hours to anyone
that looks into it, 19 pieces of jewelry (two of which are
magical), various pieces of clothing and a small painting of
Valanas that is framed in gold.
The magical items among the jewelry are:

6) Casting Room Valanas used this room for casting
powerful rituals. The aura of magic that remains is such
that a Character with Mana Sensing or Mana Reading will
get a low level impression of magic when he is within ten
feet of the room.
The statue on the south wall is Girra, the Elder God
of Fire. Any person that touches the statue, any part
of his altar or defaces any part of the room is subject to
MEL12/EL6 Smokeless Flame launched from the eyes of
the statue.
The Crown of the Oak
On the statue’s altar is a gold goblet and a solid gold
plate. On each end are white gold candlesticks. The altar A) Double the wearer’s EL in Forest Survival.
cloth is set with 14 small gems and embroidered with silver B) Em increases by 20.
C) The wearer gains the ability to speak with any animal
wire.
that is native to the forest.
The casting circle in the center of the room is red
D)
The wearer will not be attacked by any non-Sidh, nonstone. Anyone who steps on the circle can be affected by
Kotothi
Elder creature for any reason other than his
MEL12/EL6 Flaming Death. Unless the Player specifiattacking
that creature.
cally says that he is not stepping on the line, he should
take a D roll to see if he does.
The Amulet of Rhiannon
The altar in the circle is made of basalt. On it are two
silver candlesticks, a goblet and a golden plate. None of A) Increase Ap by 30.
these items are magical. If they are moved, and the person B) Gain the ability to speak to any bird while the wearer
that moves them stays in the circle for more than one turn,
is in human form.
he will be attacked by a MEL12/EL6 Vengeful Horror that C) If the wearer is a trained singer, he may cast
is summoned by the altar. Only Valanas can move these
MEL9/EL4 Peace while wearing the amulet.
items without suffering this effect.
D) The wearer can take the form of a sparrow and fly at an
EL4 rate. There is no limit to the amount of time that
7) Work Room A room used to prepare items for their
these powers can be maintained. The caster must cast
use in magical rituals, purify goods for the casting of magic
1 mana point to regain human form and a successful
and analyze the procedures of rituals before attempting to
Shape-Changing spell, aided by the amulet, to become
cast them. On the east wall is a statue of Tehuti. On the
a sparrow.
northwall is a shelf that holds scrolls detailing the jeweler’s
On the bed, permanently preserved with an
craft, armorer’s secrets and some uses of permanent magic.
MEL16/EL8
Preservation spell is the finely robed
On the south wall is a metal chest, warded with an
body
of
Mariana.
Anyone that touches the bed or the
MEL10/EL5 Opposition spell. Any person that touches
body
can
be
affected
by MEL16/EL8 Oblivion.
it without opening its EL50 lock can be affected. The conThe
entire
room
is
warded
by a permanent MEL16/EL8
tents of the chest are three magic rings, five other pieces of
immunity
to
all
magic,
which
excludes the permanent magjewelry and fourteen gems. It also contains jeweler’s tools
ics
that
are
in
the
room.
and polishing cloths.
NOTE — If a Character is a Natural Magician, has mana
Â°
sensing or mana reading or has some other natural tie to
NOTE — The Referee should determine the value of the
the flow of magic, he will be stunned for 24−W phases if he
rings.
moves within ten feet of the door due to the deadly potency
The desk and chair on the west wall were used for normal of the wards that are in the room.
tasks. They are empty. On the desk is a small hammer and
chisel surrounded by shards of gems. Used by a skilled 9) Arms Museum This room houses magical and nonjeweler, the hammer and chisel increases a jeweler’s EL by magical arms and armor that Valanas collected over his
10 when used to cut gems.
career as a General and a wizard. On the west wall, from
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south to north, is a suit of scale mail, a suit of EL4 Magic
Leather that has EL4 immunity to all Fire spells and an
archaic suit of chainmail.
On the north wall is a rack of spears and polearms. One
of these is a halberd that is EL3 magic, modified for damage
only. The other weapons are non-magical.
The rack on the east wall contains different types of
swords. One of them is an Elven sword. Another is a Dwarf
Bastard Sword that is EL4 magic modified for hit chance
only.
There are two small cabinets on the southern wall. The
one to the east hold bows, the other holds arrows. One bow
is elven, the other a longbow that has EL2 magic modified
for damage only. The other six bows are normal. Of the 24
arrows, five are Elven. One of them is dedicated to Elfshot
at EL3.
The central cabinet is a tall glass case that contains a redbladed Great Sword. This is a named item that Valanas
stole from the Suadan with the aid of his retainers. It is
warded with MEL10/EL5 Flaming Death to prevent anyone from reaching it. The ward attacks anyone that comes
within ten feet unless it is dispelled or negated. The name
of the sword is Blood-letter. Its attributes are:

10) Museum A finely furnished room that contains
scrolls, paintings and statues that detail the lives and careers of Valanas’s ancestors, from the first emperor of the
dynasty to the last. To a scholar of the Empire del’Nord,
the information and portraits would be priceless. The fifteen busts and seven paintings in the room are all exceptional quality art, not counting their historical value. The
cabinets contain 113 scrolls that cover some 500 years of
past history, starting back from the year 151.

IMPORTANT — Any magic-user, trained or innate, that touches this blade will lose 2D10+3 energy points per phase. He may not release the blade
until he rolls his W or less. If his energy level is reduced to zero or less, he will permanently lose his
ability to cast magic and will be comatose until a
Negate Curse spell is cast on him.

in these cases. The force summoned is more powerful
then the standard member of that group.

11) Guard Room A small room that was used as a guard
post for protecting the storage rooms that are accessed by
its western hallway. The rooms eastern section contains a
chair and an arms cabinet. The arms cabinet has three
spear in it.

12) Storage Rooms These rooms contain various potions, herbs and incenses that are used in ritual magic and
elsewhere.
The northern room contains one dose of Bdellium,
1D10 doses of Belladonna Potion and 1D6 doses each of
Anemone, Celandine, Chameleon liver, Cock feathers, Euphorbia, Hellebore and Henbane. All of these items are
enhanced. In addition, the room will contain 1D6 potions
whose attributes the Referee should determine randomly.
A) Automatically casts MEL10/EL3 Quarrels when
The southern room contains a statue and two metal
drawn in a Combat situation.
chests. The statue will attack anyone except Valanas that
B) Increases the S and St of the wielder by 15 each.
touches either chest in any way. It will pursue that person,
C) +3 WSB and +6 Hit Chance.
whether he takes anything or not, if he leaves the room. The
D) The wearer is immune to fatigue of any kind. He does
chests contain fourteen potions that act as MEL16/EL8
not require sleep. If he tries to sleep, he must roll his
Summoning potions when they are burned in a fire. Each
W or less to do so (only one roll allowed per day). Each
of the fourteen vials holds one dose of the potion. The
day that he does not sleep reduces his EnL by 1D10.
effect of the potion makes the caster, i.e. the person that
E) The wearer is totally immune to all Sleep Powers and
pours the potion into the fire, immune to any effect of the
materials that gain their effect by causing the victim to
spirit summoned as long as he does not attack it. It does
sleep, paralysising him or restricting his ability to move
not protect anyone else and does not give the caster any
in any way.
control over what the spirit does after it arrives.
F) The wearer has EL5 immunity to all forms of magic at
NOTE — Valanas created these potions for flying raids on
all times.
the Suadan. They were effective. The forces that are called
by the fumes are Balance and Chaos aligned forces. If the
Liability The wearer of this blade cannot retreat from Referee does not wish to choose which ones are called by
combat as long as any enemy remains conscious. Unless he each potion, consult the table below for a suggested listing:
rolls his W or less to control himself, he will be required to
Potion Force
Potion Force
attack any magic-user that he meets. (If he makes the roll
1
Merkabah
8
Alal
for one magic-user, he will never be required to attack that
2
Zehani
9
Lammashta
magic-user. If he fails, he will always be required to attack
3+4
Terrestrial
10
Endukuggu
that magic-user while he holds the sword.)
Demon*
No wearer of this blade will ever try to convince a po5
Heliophobic
11+12
Decay Demon*
tential enemy that he should not fight unless the wearer
Demon
succeeds in rolling his W or less.
6
Disease Demon
13
Kekoni
This blade may not be used to attack elder-aligned crea7
Subterranean
14
Beast of
tures, except for the Kotothi. If it does, powers A, D, E
Demon
Disorder
and F will not function and B + C will reverse their effect.
* Double the normal attributes of the force summoned

IMPORTANT — Summoned forces remain for the
full duration of an EL8 Summoning spell. After this
they leave. If the summons brings them into Doom
Manor, they will be unable to leave because of the
Ghost Warrior totems. They will come back and
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haunt the halls seeking vengeance The Merkabah
and Zehani can never be forced to enter the manor
if they are summoned under these conditions. All
other forces will be.

NOTE — The manor can sense people in the tunnel for
a distance of 200 feet from the wall of the basement. The
tunnel exits is a hidden cave in a forest two miles east of
the manor.
If the manor is attacking, he will throw rocks (1D6 per
13) Storage Room On the northern wall is a statue of phase) and, on any phase that it does not throw a rock,
an old man. On the western wall is a cabinet that contains can cause the earth to split beneath the feet (MEL16/EL4
fine linen, porcelain and silver eating utensils (a total of 32 Earthquake). He will only split the earth when the party is
pieces of the Referee’s choice). The cabinets on the east more than 30 feet from his basement wall and when he fails
wall contain crystal and silver serving dishes, pitchers and to hit one of them with a rock on the previous phase.
other large items of this kind.
5) Combat Training Hall Used for instruction in the
14) The Main Dining Hall This hall was used by use of melee weapons and shields. In the center of the room
Valanas, his wife and his apprentices. Rarely, it was also is a rack that holds bucklers. On the south wall, the rack
used by guests whose ranks demanded that they be shown holds wooden batons that simulate swords, polearms, etc.
On the east and west walls are long benches used for waitsome degree of courtesy.
In the middle of the room is a long, oak table with ten ing.
This room has 1D6 rats and 1D3 Dirailla-ta in it.
chairs. In the northeast and southwest corners are statues of
Dragons. On the west and south walls are couches. On the 6) Wine Cellar The cellar contains vintages from the
north wall is a glass-walled cabinet that contains an ornate, best that the Empire del’Nord had to offer. Of the 213
jewel-encrusted plaque that is Valanas’ coat of arms. Any bottles located on the racks in this room, all are exceptional
person that touches the cabinet, and is affected, suffers from wines that were expensive a millenia ago. (Remember what
MEL16/EL2 Lightning Swarms. If he makes a D+A roll, the effects of sudden aging will do to wine — vinegar! )
he may open the cabinet while he is being damaged. If not,
the cabinet remains closed. (The rune is ended when the 7) Barracks Sleeping area for the sally port guards. The
cabinet is opened.)
room contains a permanent Watchful Sleep rune that affects
The cabinets on the east wall contain crystal glassware anyone that sits on one of the beds. The sleeper either
and bottles of wine.
sleeps for eight hours or is instantly awakened by anything
that moves through the sally port within 100 feet of the
The Basement
basement wall. At any given time, each bed will have 1D3
1) Archery Range A long room that the manor archers rats asleep on it, i.e. rats that wandered onto a bed and
used. On the east wall are bales of hay topped with one inch went to sleep.
wide metal circles. (A good shot goes through the circle
8) Stable-Master’s Quarters To the north of the room
without touching either side). The cabinet on the north
partition is a desk and chair, two cabinets (containing scrolls
wall contains 73 arrows with target points. The cabinet on
about the stable’s affairs) and a chair. To the south is the
the south wall holds eight bows. On the west wall is a long
stable-master’s sleeping quarters. This area has a bed, two
bench. The door to this room is open. It is infested by
dressers and a chair. The dresser on the north wall contains
D100 rats.
clothing. The one of the east wall contains fine clothing, two
2) Cells These cells were last used when Valanas was gov- cloaks and 3 pieces of brass jewelry.
ernor. They are empty except for 2D6 rats each.

9) Staff Barracks This is the sleeping quarters of the
stable staff. Under each bed is a small chest that contains
3) Food Storage The center west of the room is the some old clothing. There is nothing of value in this room.
landing for a narrow circular staircase. The other items When the room is entered, 2D6 rats will be present.
are cabinets that contain food, all at least half-eaten. The
room contains D100 rats. The rats should be placed on the 10) Stable A large area designed for stabling 18
floor, in the cabinets and the entire length of the staircase to warhorses. The room contains the skeletons of six horses,
the ground floor. They are fed, on demand, by the manor. 3D10 rats and one, completely insane, psychotic, twiceAlso, they are as immune to natural death as are the people normal size Warhorse IV. The party has a 40% Chance of
of the manor. This is rat heaven.
hearing this animal when they are 1D6×10 feet away because whenever a rat shows its snout the warhorse chases
4) Sally Port The one chink in the manor’s armor. He it down and tries to trample it. It is a vicious tempered,
considers this vaulted tunnel to be part of him until he can depraved and lonely animal. Its actual age is about 960
no longer sense it. Thus, people that find this tunnel can es- years old. Physically, it is a 6 year old.
cape through it because the manor will not consider them to NOTE — The horse above will attack anything that enters
be escaping until it is too late for him to do anything about its stable unless it is calmed magically. Horsemanship is of
it. Any creature that enters the manor using this tunnel is no use unless the animal is subdued first.
subject to immediate, vicious attack due to a compulsion
that the manor operates under. From the moment that he 11) Tack Room This room contains bridles, hammers,
senses the intruder, until he flees or dies, the manor will nails, saddles, horseshoes and other items that would be
keep up the pressure.
necessary to care for a herd of expensive, top quality, horses.
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of survival with little inclination to waste their time in nonThis section is optional. It is included in the adventure for essential pursuits.
two reasons:
Wild Men are territorial. They will defend their land,
A) If the party does not contain a magic-user, they will find possessions and women from any aggressor — including
the destruction of the manor to be extremely difficult, members of their own clan. When you threaten what is
theirs, they will respond in no uncertain terms.
if not impossible.
B) The trek to the manor may not present enough diffiIn determining status, Wild Men respect physical power
culty for your group. The cavern can be added as a
and
the ability to provide for and protect the clan. Their
preliminary step to the conquest of the manor.
chief is almost always the most feared and powerful warrior
in the clan. (The only way to become chief, unless the chief
History of The Lost Cavern
dies, is to challenge him and make him back down or kill
Lost Cavern is located deep in the forest, west of the range
him.)
of hills that is near the manor. Until recently it was the lair
ofa large tribe of Goblins. Thirty years ago, they were deWild Men respect wisdom and people that possess useful
stroyed by a Subterranean demon summoned into the area or interesting knowledge. Men of this kind, hunters or not,
from the bowels of the earth.
have a special status in the clan. Unless they contest a
Until their destruction, the Goblins lived in a relatively warrior physically, they are generally left to do as they wish
stable state of mutual hostility with the diurnal Wild Men — as long as they continue to be wise or interesting. Old
that lived in the caverns above them. Each preyed on the men of the clan tend to become respected sages, shamans
other without the total destruction of either. Now, the Wild and storytellers. They are given their meat for their value
Men are living in the upper cavern, which serves as a late in these areas.
fall to early spring camp for them. They are preyed on by
the demon that dwells beneath them. Only the power of
Personal status is important for a Wild Man. A warrior’s
their Shaman preserves them from total destruction. Some status is determined by his access to women and the amount
of their more intelligent warriors wonder what became of of deference that his fellow warriors show him. Viewing the
the goblins, and long for the old days when goblins were society in operation, it can also be seen from more subtle
there to kill. No member of the clan cares to brave “hell” cues, i.e. a slab that only the chief may sit on, everyone
and face the fires below.
else waiting for the chief to take his portion from a fresh
kill, etc. With the maintainence of his dominance over his
Wild Man Psychology
fellow warriors, the chief has the power to take whatever he
It is likely that the party will have to deal with the Wild wants. (This requires that the chief be intelligent or physiMen.
cally overwhelming. Chiefs that are neither generally try to
There is no difference in the intelligence of wild men, take too much and are attacked by a coalition of warriors.
compared to civilized humanity. The difference lies in the They are crippled or killed and their status is lost. The chief
types of knowledge that they value and the total store of should be among the smartest men in the clan as well as the
knowledge that is available to them. Wild Men are masters strongest.)
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IMPORTANT — Anit-mara is the Shaman of the
The entrance to the upper level of the cavern, the home of clan. He is MEL6/EL2 in seven Shamanic spells of
the Wild Men, is obvious. It is the only way to enter the the Referee’s choice. Two of these spells must be
caverns without specifically searching for another way in, Exorcism and Protection from Chaos.
i.e. the party must say that they are searching the area in
2) The home of the family of Schagar (Boulder, 36). It
order to find the lower entrance.
has a hearth and sleeping furs. Tools are kept beneath the
If the party searches, they will find the lower entrance
furs when they are not in use.
hidden behind thick undergrowth and a copse of trees. This
is the lair of the demon, the old lair of the goblins and the NOTE — The members of Schagar’s family are his wife Salocation of the Key of Doom. The sections that follow detail anis (Refreshing Light, 30), his eldest son Scha-skar (Stone
the major caves and important tunnel sections that make Wood, 16), his eldest daughter Banazi-anis (Blinding Light,
13) and tw0 unnamed girls, ages nine and six.
up the cavern.

Description

NOTE — The key to success without great risk is subtlety.
The party will not encounter the demon unless they make a
great deal of noise or they wander into his cave. Remember
to give them this chance. It is not required that the demon
be slain, or the Wild Men faced, for the party to succeed in
this endeavor.

3) This is the clan common area, used for day-to-day work
and tasks requiring aid from other clan members (those
outside of one’s own family). It is also used for trading,
gossip and other social events. Beyond the people that may
be here, the area will contain hides, stone tools, cores of
flint and other items, considered valuable by a Wild Man.
This area is also used as a sleeping area by young orThe Rhyme of the Lost Cavern
phaned warriors. The five warriors that sleep here are AgThe following rhyme may be included in the information hazi Po (Watering Spear, 17), Ti-brogh (Little Mountain,
that you give the party about the Lost Cavern. Its purpose 16), San-mea (Blood Eater, 16), Charol-man (Heavy Hand,
is to give the party some idea of what they face and an idea 15) and Ne-man (Black Hand, 14).
of where the Key of Doom, the item that they search for, NOTE — Aghazi Po, San-mea and Ne-man are brothers
is located. The Rhyme is:
who lost the rest of their family to the demon. The others
Hie ye to cavern lost in wood, Face fay lands
where goblins stood. Fare down below wild lair,
Pass fires of hell and magical snare. Brave warrior
who strives to ne’er fail, Find thy key in the lion’s
tail.

are outsiders that have been accepted into the clan because
of their strength and charisma.

4) This is the clan temple and meeting hall. To the south
is a crude wooden statue with an anthropomorphic and
phallic design. It stands behind a stone slab altar. On
the altar are pots filled with food. To the east are two
NOTE — No descriptive text goes with this rhyme. It is up stone slabs. The one closest to the altar is reserved for the
to the party to make their own conclusions and determine chief. Any other warrior that sits on it is challenging the
what they should do.
chief and will have to fight or back down. The other slab
is kept vacant for Anit-mara when he chooses to use it. In
Cavern Placement
the center of the cave is a communal hearth that is used to
The Referee will decide where to place the cavern. Wher- cook the clan’s more important meals. When in the room,
ever it is placed, the map or information that the person except for the exceptions above, members of the clan sit or
who hired the party gave them will tell them how to find stand in the dirt in the open area.
the cavern.
5) The cave of the family of Agha-scha (Water Stone, 28).
It contains the items listed for cave 1. The members of
The Upper Level
1) The home of the family of Gharol-skar (Heavy Wood). the family are Agha-scha, his brother Hari-shi (Grieving
It contains a central hearth, furs for sleeping and tools that Child, 23), his brother’s wife Agha-mandi (Water Maker,
are used in preparing hides, making weapons, etc. The 20), his wives Tia-man (Small Hand, 16) and Beu-nasa
southern part of the cave is separated by a light wooden (Pretty Nose, 14) and five children, three fathered by Aghacage with spiked bars. It is used to store food supplies scha and two by Hari-schi, who are unnamed. They are a
five year old and newborn girl, a four year old boy and two
including, live prey.
Gharol-skar is 30 years old. His family is composed of his three year old boys.
father Anit-mara (Life Bringer, 46), his brother Cur-orna
(Dog Mouth, 24) and Lea-ani (Lion Breath, 22), his wives
Gharol-aghi (Heavy Water, 24) and Ti-meba (Little Mouse,
16), and three unnamed children — a ten year old girl, a
seven year old boy and a three year old boy. (In this society,
the name that a child is given at birth is of no importance.
At puberty, for girls, or with his first kill, for boys, the clan
decides on their true name. Until this adult name is earned,
the person has no standing in the clan. It is as if he or she
never existed if they die.)
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6) This is the cave of the chief of the clan. This warrior
is the leader of the clan and is feared by all. His name is
Scha-mori-ka (Stone Death, 30).
NOTE — In this language, the ending Ka indicates that
the person is the chief. Including it in naming someone is
the ultimate verbal sign of respect and obeisiance.
The family of Scha-mori-ka are his wives Kai-nasa (Royal
Nose, 27), Tina-oci (Tiny Eyes, 22), Goi-anit (Sweet
Bringer, 20), Morman (Dead Hand, 17), Nei-agha (Dark
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Water, 16) and Beu-un (Pretty One, 14), his eldest son
Anitazi-mori (Living Death, 13) and eight children who are
unnamed. The unnamed girls are twelve, eight, four and
three. The males are eight, six, two and one.

a large party or a creature that is not trying to be careful,
can start a rock fall. The chance is 30%. If a fall occurs, roll
at medium range for Other Weapons to see if anyone is hit.
Roll 1D3−1 times for each person that is in the fall area.
NOTE — The clan symbol of leadership is an old Iron Each rock that hits someone will score the damage rolled
Great Sword that was taken from a barbarian warrior over plus 1D6−1 to reflect the weight of the rock. In addition, if
one hundred years ago. This is with the chief whenever he a rockfall occurs, the Demon will be attracted to the party.
is in the cavern or at war. When he is hunting, it is kept 2) The cave is filled with old refuse, broken bones and
in his family cave.
useless equipment. The bones have been burnt and split
and the marrow sucked from them.
7) This cave is used as a refuse pit. It contains the accumulated refuse of over 200 winters of occupation. Little 3) The room is occupied by the twisted, broken and
effort is made to keep this area clean. It has a large number scorched skeletons of 29 goblins. No equipment of any value
of rats and is the home of 2D6 Asps. (The tribe hunts the here.
rats and snakes when better food is scarce.)
4) The lair of Mujape, the Subterranean Demon. (The
8) This cave is only reached on a narrow ledge that passes destroyer of the goblins who used to live in the cavern.) The
over a deep (250 feet) chasm. It is not used by the clan and cave contains the demon, two magic items, three military
is taboo. They call the cave Hoi a’mori — the House of items, two gem, jewel and jewelry items, four coin items
and one other treasure.
Death.
The cave is empty except for a rock chute that descends NOTE — Mujape is crafty. If he hears the party coming
down for fifty feet at an 85 degree angle. It has good hand- (40% chance/ he will collapse the tunnel after one or two of
holds and the rock is solid. It is an easy climb in either them have entered his cave. He will then attempt to destroy
direction for any person with a rope or who knows Climb- those two before moving the earth so that he can attack the
others. If he starts to lose, he will try to escape, swing
ing; if neither, increase the difficulty level by one.
around and attack the party when they are not expecting
him. He will fight until he dies or kills all of his enemies.
The Lower Level
1) This cave, and the tunnels leading to it for ten feet in
any direction, are unstable. Loud noises, i.e. the passage of

5) This cave is vacant except for a rock chute in its eight
foot high ceiling that leads to cave 8 in the Upper Level.
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The Lost Cavern Lower Level
6) The room contains smashed wooden bars, the skeletons reduce his SB (for moving these boulders only) by
of two humans (behind the fragments of the bars) and 17 1 if the total reduction exceeds his StB×5.
goblin skeletons. All 19 skeletons are broken and scorched. EXAMPLE — The Character has taken 7 hits. He has SB +1
7) A vacant area.
8) The western part of the room has a broken altar and
a charred wooden statue. Scattered around the altar are
the skeletons of five goblins, scorched and broken. All of
them are wearing tattered leather armor. In the southern
part of the room are shattered chests that held the goblin’s
treasure. In addition to the bones and boxes, the cave is
the warren of 15 Dirailla-ta. They will try to sneak up and
attack anyone that enters the cave.
9) The Tail Of The Lion The tunnel that leads to the
tip of the tail is warded by three traps. The first is a deadfall
that releases over 100 boulders in a 10 square foot area if
the trap is triggered. Anyone in the area is automatically
hit 1D6 times. To determine the effect of the hits, roll the
number of times indicated on line +10 and add 5 to the
normal damage that is scored by each hit. If the rocks fall,
they will block the tunnel. It will take the party (24/the
number of people in the party) turns to dig their way
through.
EXAMPLE — There are 9 people in the party. Three are
killed when the boulders fall. The remainder must spend 24/6,
four turns moving the boulders.

IMPORTANT — Per +1 SB: reduce the time by
one phase. Per five hits that a person has taken:
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and StB +2. The reduction would be 1. Because the StB is +2,
this reduction is not applied and his help gets the work done
faster. If the number of hits had been 23, the reduction would
be 4 and it would apply because 4 is greater than 2. In this case
it would take two phases longer with this person helping.

The party discovers the trap if the leader makes an
I+(Underground Survival I×10) roll. If he fails, he
must make a D roll. If he fails both the rocks fall. If he
makes the second roll, he fails to trigger the trap and walks
on. The next person is required to make the same rolls.
This continues until the trap is discovered, and avoided as
an obvious threat, or until it is triggered by a misstep.
If this trap is triggered, the noise will bring Mujape.
The second trap is a sword pit. The leader makes an
Em+(Underground Survival I×10) roll to see it. If he
fails, he makes an A roll to avoid falling in. If he fails this,
he falls in and takes 1D6 sword hits from the swords below
in addition to the full damage for falling twenty feet. Roll
on line +10 to determine what type of hits are scored by
each sword hit.
If the leader sees the trap or falls in, the trap becomes
obvious. If he avoids it, he must tell the party to watch out
or they will have the same roll to fall in.
The final trap is a permanent rune geared to attack any
non-goblin who is walking towards the altar that is behind
it. The power that is used is MEL4/EL2 Smokeless Flame.

22.7 The Lost Cavern (Optional)
The leader can see it before he is attacked with an I+Em
roll. If it is seen it can be dispelled or the person in the
lead can try to dodge past it, i.e. as for Dodging Magic in
Book One.
This ward is limited. It will only attack persons that are
moving towards the altar. Those that are moving away are
not subject to attack. (No you can’t walk backwards towards
the altar.)

Schagar, Old warrior of the Clan
Age — 36

S 40(+2)
I8
HPV 26
MDV 7
MR 11
CDF 3

St 24(+1)
W 20
CEL 9
MEL NA
NAV 0
Height 62"

D 30(+1)
E3
OCV 12
EL NA

Sex — Male

A 16(+1)
Em 36
DCV 11
EnL 59

C 39(+2)
Ap 30
CA NA

Weight 137lbs.

Expertise EL7 Spear, Fight and Throw, EL2 Club,
Past the flame rune is a simple stone altar. On the altar EL80 Wild Man Tongue, EL30 Elf Sidh, EL40 Sign Lanis a small scroll and a green wand. The scroll bears magic guage, EL50 Armorer**, EL60 Forester, EL7 Forest Sursuch that anyone who can read, can read the scroll. With vival, EL2 Musician
the wand, it is the Key of Doom, a weapon that is capable
Anit-Mara Old Shaman 0f the Clan
of destroying the life of Doom Manor.
Age — 46 Sex — Male
NOTE — These items were stolen from Valanas by a run- S 20(+1) St 28(+1) D 33(+2) A 36(+2) C 51(+3)
away apprentice. He was captured by the goblins and eaten. I 30
W 60
E 36
Em 36
Ap 30

The Key of Doom

Using the Key
See the section that details the use of the key in the Destruction of the Heart of the Manor section preceding.
10) A refuse pit that contains new garbage. It is used by
the current resident of room 11.
11) The home of Nameless, a twenty year old wild man,
the son of Schagar, who was thrown out of his clan because,
by the age of 17, he had yet to kill. He is a quiet, timid
and shy man who will hide if he hears anyone coming. He
is afraid of men and terrified of the demon. He exists by
foraging for fruit, nuts and berries.
The cave contains Nameless’ carving tools, a stolen fur,
fresh fruits and vegetables, miscellaneous tools, trinkets
that he has stolen and beautiful carvings that he has made.
The carvings show exceptional artistic talent. Nameless is
a Michaelangelo in fur.
If Nameless is cornered and communicated with, in some
way, he will know the location of the demon and the key.
He will warn the party about how terrible Mujape is and
that, when they enter the lion cave, they must watch out
for “death snakes” (Mori-serpi).

HPV 25
MDV 16
MR 12
CDF 6

CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 6
EL 2
NAV 0
Height 73"

DCV 8
EnL 111

CA 68

Weight 205lbs.

Expertise Trained Shaman, Bear Tonah, EL80 Wild
Man Tongue, Seven Shamanic spells, EL70 Sign Language,
EL80 Healer, EL80 Herbalist, EL80 Forester, EL80 Armorer**, EL9 Forest Survival, EL4 Club, EL5 Spear, Fight
and Throw
** Skill in fashioning stone weapons, clubs and other wild
man weapons only.
Gharol-skar, Ambitious warrior in the Clan
Age — 28 Sex — Male
S 80(+4)
I 12
HPV 34
MDV 6
MR 10
CDF 4

St 13(+1)
W 27
CEL 6
MEL NA
NAV 0
Height 76"

D 10
E 30
OCV 10
EL NA

A8
Em 20
DCV 6
EnL 67

C 40(+2)
Ap 45
CA NA

Weight 228lbs.

Expertise EL80 Wild Man tongue, EL30 Sign Language, EL10 Club, EL0 Spear, Fight and Throw, EL30
Forester, EL5 Forest Survival, EL3 Rhetoric. EL3 Actor.
The Wild Men
Except for the following individuals, all of the Wild Men NOTE — Gharol-skar is the son of Anit-mara. He is on
will have the average statistics that are listed in Powers the verge of challenging for the chieftainship. Many of the
& Perils. (See Human Encounters in Book Four.) Each warriors of the clan respect him greatly.
unlisted warrior will have a CEL of 1D3 which should be
added to his OCV and DCV.
Final Note
Doom Manor is not designed for a simple hack and slash
Sex — Male solution. To conquer without littering the halls with new
corpses, the party must use their heads. From the moment
S 60(+3) St 42(+2) D 20(+1) A 12
C 27(+1)
that they enter the manor, they should begin to get a better
I 24
W 30
E 10
Em 9
Ap 12
and better understanding of the manor and its occupants.
HPV 33 CEL 8
OCV 13
DCV 9
It is up to them to evolve, from this information, a well
MDV 7
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 57 CA NA
MR 10
NAV 0
thought-out, subtle plan that will allow them to use the
CDF 4
Height 75"
Weight 225lbs.
people and the flaws of the manor to their advantage. For
this reason, I have not included a step by step flow through
Expertise EL80 Wild Man Tongue, EL30 Sign Lan- the manor itself. There are too many possible courses of
guage, EL2 Great Sword, EL6 Club, EL4 Spear, Fight action for such a pre-set formula to apply.
and Throw, EL6 Forest Survival*
In refereeing this adventure, it is extremely important
that the Referee master the background material that is
* All Wild Men get +2 in their Survival skills.

Scha-Mori-Ka, Chief of the Clan
Age — 30
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presented. This material provides the information that the
Referee will need in deciding how the manor, and its individual residents react to the actions that are taken by the
party. The sections that describe the rooms and powers of
the manor are crucial in setting the stage that allows this
adventure to be played. As Referee, you should gain an understanding of this information, determine what it means
to you and run your adventure accordingly.

Doom Manor Symbol Key
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Tower of the Dead

Tower of the Dead is the first and only Site Supplement
for Powers and Perils. In this supplement, the party must
use their imagination and cunning to combat the forces of
Nilgeranthrib and destroy him.
Tower of the Dead should only be used by groups that
are experienced with the Powers and Perils system. The
party that becomes involved in it must face powers that
are beyond the ability of a novice to defeat. Knowledge of
the Powers and Perils game system is required in using this
supplement.
This book details all of the adventure-specific information
that the Referee will need to run the adventure. The map
that is located on the back of the box details the strategic
area that the adventure occurs in. it will be used to plot the
party’s strtegic movement during the adventure. The other
item in this box is the Referee Control Screen. The Referee
Control Screen contains important tables from this book,
notes that will help the Referee use this book and general
tables that the Referee will use during the adventure.
As a final caution, the enemies that are faced in this
adventure are powerful. The Referee must use discretion
as they come into play. Any encounter with one of the
dominant magic-users should be explicitly detailed to provide the party with all of their options. In this way, they
will have an opportunity to make choices which could allow them fatal confrontations and/or succeed in destroying
the Lich. Unless you, as a Referee, make this effort, the
party is doomed. An entire party of six or seven adventurers, against th power of Nilgeranthrib alone, is outclassed.
Unless they have some other aid, or the detailed situation
gives them an opportunity to decide their own fate, they
are likely to die.
Players should not read this Chapter, except for specific
sections that the Referee allows them to read

23.1 Background
The sections that follow provide general information that
details the history of Nilgeranthrib, the forces that rule the
areas that the party will be operating in and specific nonplayer characters that the party can be called on to interact
with. Before beginning the adventure, the Referee should
have a solid grasp of the information that is included in this
section.

23.1.1 The History of Nilgeranthrib
Nilgeranthrib was born on the island of Chora in the year
442. His parents were slaves in that island’s Temple of
Choronzon (The Cat of Slime, the Fire of Hatred, etc.)
Both of them were sacrificed to this god before his seventh
birthday. Without the intercession of a High Priest, who
noticed his intelligence and potential, Nilgeranthrib would
have met the same fate.
With the aid of the High Priest, Nilgeranthrib became an
acolyte in the temple. On his 20th birthday, after 12 years of

study, he was ordained as a Magician-Priest of Choronzon.
Soon after, he dedicated himself to Abaddon (the Destroyer,
Lord of Death) and went to serve in the great temple in the
capital of A’Korchu (the owners of Chora). By the age of
28, Nilgeranthrib was Master of Ritual in this temple.
In the year 471 Nilgeranthrib came to the attention of
the Emperor of A’Korchu. He was dispatched to Dirlla (the
capital of Dirllar) as a spy. On arrival, he played the part of
defector and won a post on Dirllar’s Wizard’s Council (by
slaying a junior member of that group). For the next seven
years, Nilgeranthrib continued to advance on the council
and made regular reports to his emperor. Nothing transpired in the nation without Nilgeranthrib, or his spies, being aware of it.
At the age of 35 (478) Nilgeranthrib severed his ties to
A’Korchu and betrayed the identity of his imperial contacts to the council. This earned him a position as a senior
member on the council and the respect of all of his fellow
members. During the next 10 years, he rose further, until
he was the third-ranking member of the 39 member council. In the year 488, two months after his 46th birthday,
Nilgeranthrib launched a coup against the council. In the
space of two hours, he, and his agents, killed every other
council member. In the bloody days that followed, possible
opponents and enemies were bloodily purged from the city.
Four days after the coup, (a day that Dirlla’s history refers
to as the “Day of Blood”) Nilgeranthrib was declared the
Supreme Dictator and Autocrat of Dirllar.
Over the next nineteen years Nilgeranthrib’s reign fostered evil and terror in the nation. His subjects despised
him and the nation of Fomoria stood as his enemy. In the
year 504, a three year civil war began (aided by the might
of Fomoria) which resulted in his total defeat.
At this point in his life, Nilgeranthrib moved to the east
(rather than try to regain his throne against the opposition
of his subjects and the armed might of Fomoria). He was a
68 year old servant of Death who had no desire to meet his
master. He resolved to cheat death by seeking the fabled
Tower of Nergal in the Elder Mountains. After a nine month
search, he found this tower and began to unlock the secrets
within it. After five years of study, in the year 516, he
performed the Rite of Lichcraft and became an immortal.
For the next 72 years Nilgeranthrib searched the world
for rites to enhance his power, ways to serve Nergal (the
God of the Dead) and Murmur (the God of Necromancy),
and (of greatest importance to him) an opportunity to gain
power over mankind. In the year 588 he met Morbus, Duke
of Alzira and saw his chance. Morbus was a depraved, wanton and stupid man who was easily convinced that Nilgeranthrib, as his court magician, would freely provide him
with power, pleasure and wealth. Within a year of becoming court magician, Nilgeranthrib took over and the Ducal
family became his will-less zombies. In the 13 months that
followed, aided by forces of the dead and an army of hired
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cutthroats, Nilgeranthrib dedicated the city, and all of its
inhabitants, to Nergal. In the center of Alzira, he built a
replica of the Tower of Nergal and surrounded it with a
moat of magical slime. From this Citadel of Evil, he ravaged and tortured the people of his new realm until they
became his thralls and lost the courage to oppose him.
After consolidating his reign in Alzira, Nilgeranthrib
looked to the forest. Over the years that followed he
launched an all-out assault on the forest cities and conquered them all. At its height, the assault reached the gates
of Thalib, capital of Thaliba and Citadel of Light. Here, after a six day battle, he met defeat. In the last battle, he
was driven from the walls and slain by the Marshal of the
Thaliban Host, a Zarunese mercenary wielding Life Sword.
Behind him, the cities of the mountain conquered his forest realm and the armies of Zarun destroyed and levelled
Alzira.
For nine years, the Lich struggled to regain human form.
As a black mouse he found a wounded rat and killed it.
Becoming a black rat, he sneaked into a house and killed a
new-born kitten while its mother was elsewhere. He lived
as a black cat for three years. Finally, in Porta, he found
a half-blind, diseased street cur and killed it. During the
next five years, in the form of a black hound, he searched
the world for a leopard. In the city of Sivas he found one
that was chained in a cage. He snuck in while it slept and
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managed to kill it. Finally, a few hours later, he found a
man passed out in a nearby alley and disposed of him. From
that moment, he was reborn in all of his might.
After his rebirth, Nilgeranthrib returned to Alzira. He
rededicated himself as a lich and rebuilt his tower. In the
years that followed, he sought vengeance on those who had
aided in his defeat. Through his dead forces, mercenaries
and political maneuvers he destroyed the civilizations of the
Thaliban Forest and mountains, and nearly destroyed the
nation of Zarun. In his effort to conquer Zara, Nilgeranthrib encountered Priam Zendar, wielding Life Sword. He
immediately fled. During the next six months, a mobile war
was fought throughout Zarun until a raiding force reached
Nilgeranthrib in his tower and Priam killed him with Life
Sword. In this instance, Priam Zendar captured Nilgeranthrib’s mouse form and arrogantly kept it alive as a prisoner
in his court. For six months, Nilgeranthrib swung in a small
cage over the throne of Priam. He was the butt of jokes
and sadistic pranks (such as the time that Priam locked 40
cats into the room for an entire night, leaving Nilgeranthrib
hanging just out of reach). Finally, the Lich was rescued by
a visiting magician, who, having heard of his fate, resolved
to save him as a means to gain great power.
The magician stole the cage and escaped to Iravoy. Over
the next three weeks, he fed Nilgeranthrib the characters
that were necessary to restore his power. When Nilgeran-
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thrib was again a man, the magician demanded that he
serve him in exchange for the life that had been returned to
him. Nilgeranthrib slew him for daring to make demands
of his betters. To this day, the soul of the magician roasts
in hell, the gift of Nilgeranthrib to his master.
Following his second defeat, Nilgeranthrib again rebuilt
his tower. For years he meditated on his defeats and pondered the future. He came to the conclusion that conquest
through direct military action was impossible. Since reaching this decision, he has built a small, efficient network of
greedy men and power-hungry magicians to serve his ends
in a more subtle way. Unless he is stopped, the machinations of his cabal could throw the western world into an age
of darkness that is unparalleled in recorded history. Without a doubt, it will result in the downfall of Zarun, the
extermination of Thaliba and the conquest of Iravoy.

23.1.2 The Black Ring
The Black Ring is a mystical society that was founded by
Nilgeranthrib. Their main base is the Tower of the Dead
in Alzira (where 20 of the members, including Nilgeranthrib, are located). Other members of the cult are located
in various nations within 400 miles of the tower serving as
the agents of their master, fomenting insurrection and attempting to gain power. Members that can be encountered
before the tower is reached are Je’ain Zendar and Baris the
Black.
The Black Ring has 39 members, plus Nilgeranthrib. It is
organized in a strict hierarchy of five tiers. The members
of the first-tier are young apprentices. Second-tier members
are senior apprentices who have achieved some mastery over
the dark arts. Third-tier members are fully-trained initiates
who are adept in the magical arts. Fourth-tier members are
extremely powerful wizards who have performed the Rite of
Lichcraft on themselves and become Liches. Nilgeranthrib
is the only member of the fifth tier. He is the Supreme
Master of the Black Ring and the Voice of Nergal (two of
his titles in the hierarchy of the ring).
NOTE — At the current time, the Black Ring has the following members:
Members At The
Tower Of The
Dead

5
4
3

Nilgeranthrib
(1) Maubar
(2) Lisan and Katan

2

(4) Ghavavoralan,
Rabinda, Siret and
Yuret
(12)

Roll

1–4
5–7
8+9
10

MEL

0
1
2
3

Roll

1–7
8+9
10

EL

0
1
2

NOTE — The Casting Ability for these apprentices equal
MEL×10 or 5, whichever is higher. All other factors that
the Referee wishes to determine may be determined using
the rules in Book Four of Powers and Perils.
Second-Tier Members
The powers of the second-tier members are listed in the
character description of the magician Ghavavoralan. See
this listing.
Third-Tier Members
See Lisan or Baris the Black for the powers of a third-tier
member of the Black Ring.
Fourth-Tier Members
Maubar is the only fourth-tier member at the tower. See
his listing.
The Fifth-Tier
See Nilgeranthrib.

Organization of the Ring

Tier

rolling on the table below. Both rolls below are taken with
1D10.

Members
Elsewhere

None
(1)
(6) Baris and five
others
(13) Je’ain Zendar and
twelve others

23.1.4 The Forces of Nilgeranthrib
Nilgeranthrib’s servants are the members of the Black Ring,
an army of the dead, zombies, mercenaries and a corp of
thralls that he has bred to serve him. Except for the Black
Ring, these groups are discussed in the sections that follow.
The Dead
This force is composed of animated skeletons and cadavers
with the basic value specified for the Dead in Book Three
of Powers and Perils. They are armed with a sword or a
spear and are unarmored.
Zombies
The zombies are the remains of character-class enemies who
were defeated by Nilgeranthrib or Maubar. Their arms and
armor varies as the Referee desires. Their basic values,
unless the Referee wishes to generate specific statistics for
each zombie are:
Zombie

Age —

The First-Tier
All first-tier members are chaos-oriented wizards. Other
than their general skills, they know (1–3) Darkness Powers
or (4–10) Hell Powers (roll 1D10). The MEL and EL for
the apprentice that the party encounters is determined by

*Appearance varies with the amount of corruption, unhealed damage, etc, that the particular zombie has.
** In calculating the gain from successful magic use, an
MDV of 1 is used.

1

None

23.1.3 Magical Powers of Each Tier

St 66(+3) D 7
W0
E0
CEL NA
OCV 6
MEL
EL
NAV 0
Height Varies

A7
Em 0
DCV 0
EnL 0

Sex —

S 66(+3)
I0
HPV 33
MDV 0**
MR 9
CDF 4

C NA
Ap Varies*
CA NA

Weight Varies
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NOTE — Each Zombie will have (1D6−1)×10% of his
HPV in unhealed damage. In all cases, round up for the
number of hits that are lost from the HPV in this way.
(The standard zombies that the party can encounter take
16–33 hit points.)

Thrall

S 15
I6
HPV 14
MDV 3

Age — Varies

St 24(+1)
W3
CEL 1D2−1
MEL

D 28(+1)
E 12
OCV +1**
EL

Sex — Female

A 28(+1)
Em 12
DCV +2**
EnL 18

C 15
Ap 50
CA
NA

IMPORTANT — Subdual damage has no effect on MR 11
NAV 0
zombies. They are not affected by any form of CDF 2
Height 68"*
Weight 120lbs*
Death, Sleep, Paralysis, Disease, Poison or by any
*Average values
power that operates by reducing the Energy Level.
** For males, roll 1D6 once and add the value determined
Only things that inflict physical damage, or items that for both OCV and DCV. For females, roll 1D2−1 once.
this book grants a specific power to (Life Sword and the
NOTE — Males are used as guards, soldiers and servants.
Crown of Release), can affect a zombie.
Females are used as servants. Both sexes are in the Lich’s
OPTIONAL — No mental power can affect a zombie. As an experiments. At the current time, there are 40 males and 15
option, any Telepathic or Illusion Power may be cast on a zom- females in the tower area. They are encountered as specified
bie. If the spell succeeds, the caster may use the zombie as a in the room descriptions of the tower. At his discretion, the
conduit and affect its master with the spell that he cast (working
Referee can create larger thralls or thralls with high levels
against the controller’s MDV). Only the powers specified above
of experience to serve as leaders of their kind.
may be used in this way. If the attack is made, the master may
counterattack through the conduit that is used to attack him if
he is affected in any way by the attack, is not deluded in some
way by the spell that affected him or if the spell fails.

23.2 Life Sword

Life Sword is a named broadsword (MEL16/EL8) that is
modified for both hit chance and damage plus. It is dediMercenaries
cated to the destruction of Liches. Against these enemies,
Three companies of mercenaries serve Nilgeranthrib. They it has double the normal value of an EL8 weapon. In addiare paid about 3SC a week. The total strength of these tion, the sword has the following powers:
units is:
A) The sword grants the bearer EL3 immunity to Chaos
Company
Strength Roll Armament
magic.
Zingair’s Reavers
120 01–40 Scalemail,
B)
It can cast MEL16/EL8 Revivification, Regeneration
Buckler, Sword
and
Resurrection on any person that it touches (up to
The Morana
100 41–73 Leather Armor,
a
total
of 3 times per day.)
Company
Banded Shield,
C)
With
a
successful roll, it will negate the Black Curse
Spear
or
Animate
Dead spells, from Necromantic Powers, for
Reivoaltan’s
80 74–100 Leather Armor,
any
dead
or
zombie within two hexes of the wielder. To
Peasant Corp
Spear
use this power, the wielder may do nothing else during
NOTE — Common guards who are encountered on the secthe phase that it is used. If he is attacked the modifiers
ond floor or lower are mercenaries. Roll randomly to deterfor surprise will always apply.
mine which company they belong to unless the rules specify a
D) The bearer will never be attacked by a law-aligned charparticular unit. ( These mercenaries are motivated by greed
acter.
and a desire to survive. They fear the Black Ring. They
E) It can track the creator of any animate dead that it uses
will not consider betraying them for any offer less than 1GC
power (C) against. (Tracking MEL16/EL8).
per man. They will never do so if a member of the Black
F) The sword has intellect and is capable of telepathically
Ring is present. The only betrayal that they will consider
communicating with its master when it is out of its
is to allow the party to pass without raising an alarm or
scabbard. Its communication will only be in areas that
fighting.)
pertain to its powers and are relative to improving its
chance to slay or free its enemies (Liches, Dead and
The Thralls
Zombies).
Nilgeranthrib has been conducting breeding experiments
with captured humans for the last 200 years. The result Limitations The bearer of this sword must dedicate himhas been humans of lower intellect and greater strength. self to good action, especially the destruction of Liches. He
His goal is to forge an army of his own people and repopu- may not use or carry any other weapon while he bears Life
late Alzira. When they are encountered, they will have the Sword. He may not use the sword to seek personal wealth
and may not amass a fortune (no more than 2D10GC in
following attributes:
property is allowed) while he is its master. If any of the
Thrall
Age — Varies Sex — Male terms above are violated, the sword will warn the bearer to
S 28
St 20(+1)
D 24(+1)
A 24(+1)
C 24(+1) desist. If he does not do so, the sword will go inert and will
be useless for that bearer forever after. It has no truck with
I6
W5
E9
Em 10
Ap 40
HPV 18 CEL 1D3 OCV +2** DCV +2**
base or greedy men.
MDV 3
MEL
EL
EnL 29
CA
NOTE — Life Sword is currently located in the burned-out
MR 11
NAV 0
ruins that are located on Zendar Farm. It is in the basement
CDF 2
Height 78"*
Weight 220lbs*
of the ruin.
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Eriold Karansik, Marshal of the Thrall Corp
Age — 43 Sex — Male
The following characters can be encountered in the caverns
S
24(+1)
St
36(+2)
D
4(−1)
A 12
C 48(+2)
of Alzira and the Tower of the Dead. They are listed in the
I
20
W
12
E
40
Em
33
Ap 27
sections that follow in alphabetical order.
Ghavavoralan, Master of the First-Tier, Leader of
the Second-Tier
Age — 27 Sex — Male
S 36(+2)
I 44
HPV 28
MDV 20
MR 11
CDF 6

St 33(+2)
W 92*
CEL 6
MEL 6
NAV 0
Height 75"

D 20(+1)
E 15
OCV 10
EL 3

A 18(+1)
Em 15
DCV 8
EnL 132

HPV 27
MDV 7
MR 10
CDF 3

CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL
EL
NAV 0
Height 64"

DCV 6
EnL 60

CA

Weight 190lbs

C 40(+2)
Ap 15
CA 80

Weight 225 lbs

*Ghavavoralan has supernatural will with all of the special
powers that are gained for a rating of 30 in that attribute,
i.e. the Evil Eye.

Expertise EL80 Zarunese, EL60 La’Ced, EL6 City Survival, EL2 Mountain Survival, EL0 Underground I Survival, EL2 Horsemanship, EL4 Sword, EL1 Shield, EL2
Rhetoric, EL25 Read and Write.
Equipment Sword, helmet, platemail, metal shield,
fighting dagger, cloak.
In his prime, Eriold was a great leader of men. He has
lost his talent and all personal discipline. He spends his
time in a fog of alcohol, which he uses to lessen his fear
Expertise Trained wizard, EL2 in General Skills, EL3 in of the monster that he serves. He is an innocuous man, a
Darkness Powers, Hell Powers, Chaining, Quarrels, Slime, mere shadow of the leader that he once was. (It is likely
Compulsion and Insanity, EL6 Mountain Survival, EL6 Un- that he will be killed and replaced by Zingair Moizan in the
derground I Survival, EL80 Kameri, EL30 Donaran and near future. The Black Ring has no time for timid fools.)
Zarunese, EL15 Tongue of Young Chaos, EL7 Broadsword,
EL5 Great Sword, EL4 Plains Survival, EL4 Hill Survival, Katan, member of the Third-Tier
Age — 34 Sex — Female
EL5 Forest Survival, EL3 Bastard Sword, EL2 Shield,
S
16(+1)
St
27(+1)
D
12
A 15
C 24(+1)
EL15 Sign Language, EL60 Jeweler, EL4 Climbing, EL20
I
56
W
40
E
32
Em
24
Ap 76
Miner.
HPV 17
MDV 15
MR 10
CDF 5

CEL 2
OCV 4
MEL 7
EL 3
NAV 0
Height 71 "

DCV 2
EnL 64

CA 80

Equipment Skullcap,
Robes,
Black iron ring,
Weight 1421bs
Broadsword.
Ghavavoralan was born in the Kameran, far to the north
of the tower. Among the Kameri, women control access to
magical power. He desired to learn magic but was forced,
due to his sex, to master weapons instead. At the age of
17, his yearning compelled him to violate the sanctity of
the women’s lodge and he was forced to flee. In the years
that followed, he heard tales of great magics to be learned
in the south. He travelled to the Tower of the Dead and
vowed his service in exchange for knowledge.
Ghavavoralan is a straight-forward and stoic man. Honor
is of great importance to him. He will not break his word
for any reason. (Were this not the case he would long ago
have left the tower.) Of all the magic-users in the tower, he
is the only one who is likely to deal with the party with any
degree of kindness. He will not allow them to pass but he
will give them a chance to surrender before he tries to kill Expertise Spell Knowledge*, EL80 Portan, EL60
them.
Tongue of Young Chaos, EL40 Tongue of the Dead, EL40
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Jeweler, EL2 Fighting Dagger, EL1 Sword, EL2 Horsemanship.
*As for Lisan.

the tower in chains. Eventually, by toadying to those who
had power, he earned a chance to enter the Black Ring. In
his 25 years as an active member, he has shown some talent
but has not learned quickly.
Equipment Sword, Fine robes, Fighting dagger, furLisan is a weasel. He will do or say anything to preserve
trimmed cloak, black ring, gold necklace.
his life or advance his personal ambitions. He has a deathly
Katan was born in the Red Dagger district of Porta (prior fear of the liches and will do nothing to earn their wrath.
to the rise of the Red Daggers). Her early life was a battle Under no circumstances will he ever seek to join their numfor survival in the festering alleys of Porta. At the age of ber. He is much too cowardly and timid to risk his life for
13, her family left Porta with the profit from an unexpected ultimate power.
windfall. On the Thaliban road, the tariff collectors took
.
more than 90% of this wealth. By the time that the family
Maubar, Leader of the Fourth-Tier, Chamberlain
reached Zara, they were bankrupt. As a result, Katan was
of Nilgeranthrib, Marshal of the Dead, Seneschal
forced to work in the lowest taverns in Zara to help support
of the Tower, Master of the Third-Tier, Lich
the family. At the age of 16 she encountered a member of
Age — 173* Sex — Male
the Black Ring who, for a major consideration on her part, S 10
St 18(+1) D 24(+1) A 12
C 60(+3)
offered to take her to the tower and teach her the truth of I 80
W 64
E 20
Em 24
Ap 4
power. She accepted.
HPV 22
CEL 6
OCV 7
DCV 7
Katan is a bitter, emotional and greedy individual. She MDV 24 MEL 14
EL 7
EnL 124 CA 180
NAV 0
has mastered the rites of the third-tier and has every inten- MR 10
Height 65"
Weight 1141bs**
tion of advancing to the fourth-tier as soon as possible. She CDF 10
is driven by a need to gain wealth and achieve dominance *He has the withered features of a middle aged man. He
over her fellow men. It is likely that she will become the was 37 years old when he became a lich, the first man to
first female member of the fourth-tier.
seek Nilgeranthrib after his second rebirth.
** Not counting the removed viscera.
Lisan, Master of the Second-Tier, Leader of the
Third-Tier
Age — 39 Sex — Male

S 14
I 64
HPV 14
MDV 18
MR 11
CDF 6

St 12
D 32(+2)
W 60
E 40
CEL 3
OCV 3
MEL 8 EL 3
NAV 0
Height 64"

A 24(+1)
Em 16
DCV 6
EnL 90

C 30(+1)
Ap 51

CA 92

Weight 154lbs

Expertise Trained wizard, EL3 in General Skills, Illusion
Powers, Earth Powers, Terror, Paralysis, Death Powers,
Necromantic Powers, Silent Terror, Travel Powers, Chaining, Quarrels, Slime, Compulsion, Insanity, Darkness Powers and Hell Powers, EL20 Forestry, EL1 Forest Survival,
EL2 Mountain Survival, EL1 Rhetoric, EL2 Axe, EL4
Longbow, EL80 Zarunese, EL40 Tongue of Young Chaos.
Equipment Robes, Black Ring, Cape.
Lisan was born in eastern Zarun, just south of the Tower
of the Dead. From his early youth he was attracted by
the legends of the power to be had at the tower. At the
age of 12, after a hideous incident which he caused (the
drowning of two young girls), he fled into the mountains.
He was captured by Nilgeranthrib’s forces and was taken to
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Expertise Trained Wizard, EL7 in all General Skills and
Chaos Powers, EL8 in Lichcraft and Necromantic Powers,
EL80 La’Ced, EL60 Marentian, Donaran, Zarunese, Climan, Tongue of Young Chaos and Tongue of the Dead,
EL80 Jeweler, EL2 Rhetoric, EL2 City Survival, EL10
Plains Survival, EL11 Mountain Survival, EL8 Underground I Survival, EL4 Forest Survival, EL0 Sword, EL2
Short Sword.
Equipment Scalemail (fashioned of hardened human
bone), Short sword, cape, pouch, black ring, amulet (The
Amulet of Darkness).
The Amulet of Darkness
1) Allows the wearer to see in any darkness.
2) The wearer can always communicate with any character
of darkness or the abyss, including the Kuggi.
Maubar was born in I’iam in the year 927. His family
was low-level, landless nobility. Because of their poverty,
he learned the importance of power and the immense value
of property and wealth. At the age of 17 (944) he left his
family to seek his fortune. His journey led him to the Tower,

23.3 Tower of the Dead Characters
where he was captured and taken before Nilgeranthrib. He
convinced the Lich of his earnest desire to serve and, at the
age of 20, became the first Black Ring apprentice.
Maubar respects, fears and, to a degree, idolizes Nilgeranthrib. Except when he can better his condition with
treachery, he is an extremely loyal and competent second-incommand. He is a brilliant, conniving and ambitious man
who operates with “convenient loyalty” towards his master.
Maubar is an amoral sociopath who is totally without humor. He demands total obedience from his underlings and
will accept no excuse for their failure.
NOTE — There is a chance that Maubar will aid the party
in destroying Nilgeranthrib. If so, his aid will be covert
and hidden, He will not help them attack the Great Lich
but he may help them get into position to do so, without
their realizing that he is doing so. In all cases, after the
party kills Nilgeranthrib, Maubar will have two priorities
(in order of importance) 1) He will search for the mouse
that is Nilgeranthrib to slay it and 2) He will try to kill the
party by marshalling the forces of the tower against them.
If the party does not flee the tower soon after their success,
they will never leave it alive.

Zingair is a domineering and sadistic man who cares little
for his fellow man. He operates pragmatically to insure
his personal survival. Whatever attitude best serves his
continued survival, or is most likely to gain him wealth, is
his attitude.
Barz Morana, ex-Baron of Moranara, Leader of
the Morana Company, ex-Major in the Donaran
Royal Army
Age — 41 Sex — Male

S 10
I 40
HPV 20
MDV 8
MR 12
CDF 2

St 15
D 33(+2)
W 15
E 20
CEL 3
OCV 3
MEL
EL
NAV 0
Height 60"

A 39(+2)
Em 20
DCV 7
EnL 69

C 54(+3)
Ap 16
CA

Weight 1321bs

Zingair Moizan, Captain of Zingair’s Reavers
Age — 26 Sex — Male
S 34(+2)
I 20
HPV 21
MDV 6
MR 12
CDF 3

St 30(+1)
W 30
CEL 5
MEL
NAV 0
Height 68"

D 24(+1)
E 36
OCV 8
EL

A 36(+2)
Em 10
DCV 8
EnL 50

C 20(+1)
Ap 60
CA

Weight 1631bs

Expertise EL80 Donaran, EL60 La’Ced, EL50
Zarunese, EL30 Marentian, EL6 Plains Survival, EL4
Mountain and Forest Survival, EL3 City Survival, EL5
Sword, EL7 with all Bows, EL4 with all Crossbows, EL4
Horsemanship, EL5 Shield, EL2 Rhetoric, EL40 Jeweler,
EL60 Read and Write.

Equipment Platemail, sword, jeweled ring, silverstudded sword belt, fur-trimmed cape.
In the last Donaran-Caldan war, Morana was falsely accused of cowardice. As a result, he lost his titles and was
disowned by his family. He has dedicated his life to proving
the error of this decision and gaining revenge on those who
convicted him. He is one of the most vicious, dedicated
and competent mercenary leaders in the western world. He
serves Nilgeranthrib because he was promised many chances
to prove his valor and an opportunity to lead a host against
the nation of Donara, to show them his courage first hand.
Expertise EL80 Iravoy, EL60 Zarunese and La’Ced, He refused to sell his company but was taken into NilgerEL50 Marentian, EL30 Sign Language, EL3 Hill, Plains anthrib’s service anyway, because of his reputation for briland Forest Survival, EL2 Mountain Survival, EL8 Horse- liance as a leader.
manship, EL4 Mounted Lance, EL7 Broadsword, EL5
Nilgeranthrib, the Great Lich, the Voice of Nergal,
Flail, EL6 Shield.
Lord of the Black Ring, Master of the Dead
Age — 658* Sex — Male
Equipment Scalemail, Broadsword, Cloak, fine boots.
S 32(+2) St 20(+1) D 20(+1) A 16(+1) C 40(+2)
Zingair is a violent man. He was banished from his family I 88
W 76
E 33
Em 48
Ap 0
for a violent attack on one of his cousins. Since this disgrace HPV 23 CEL 7
OCV 10
DCV 9
he has earned a reputation as a blood-thirsty mercenary MDV 36 MEL 29
EL 10
EnL 116
CA 405
NAV 0
leader. When he entered the Lich’s service, he sold his MR 11
Height 72"
Weight 144lbs**
company to him for 60GCwithout informing his men. By CDF 17
the terms of the deal, Zingair may leave when he wishes. *Nilgeranthrib has the appearance of a very corpse-like, 74year old man.
His men are the property of Nilgeranthrib.
** Not counting his viscera, which are in his device.
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magic is used against him, he will fight a normal melee
against enemies who try to kill him. When his device is
threatened he will use the power that he feels is necessary
to stop them. When a “mortal” dares to cast magic against
him, he answers with his full power to teach him the error
of his ways.
The Great Lich is a megalomaniac. He considers himself
to be only slightly less than a god. He deals with men as
a god deals with his followers. The faithful are rewarded,
those who combat him, disobey or interfere in his plans are
punished grievously.
Finally, Nilgeranthrib is a dedicated, if somewhat perverse, scholar. He has been conducting breeding experiments on humans for over one hundred years. Persons who
Expertise Trained Wizard, EL10 in General Skills and come against him who have exceptional characteristics (any
all Chaos powers, EL11 Lichcraft and Necromantic Powers, characteristic with a current ability over 40 or a maximum
EL80 Korchi, EL60 Kazi, Dirllaran, Thaliban, Zarunese, ability over 60 will be captured, if possible, for his experiAratad, La’Ced, Donaran, Climan, Tongue of the Abyss, ments.)
Tongue of the Dead, Tongue of Young Chaos and Tongue IMPORTANT — This rule does not apply to magicof Fiery Chaos, EL80 Read and Write all languages known, users. Those that attack him are destroyed or made
EL10 Forest Survival, EL4 Plains Survival, EL6 Axe, EL2 into zombies. Others may be allowed to serve him
Throwing Dagger, EL80 Husbandry (Humans), EL80 Ar- if they are chaos-oriented and they convince him
morer, EL50 Herbalist, EL9 Executioner, EL8 City Sur- of their sincere desire to join the Black Ring. If
vival, EL4 Upper World Survival, EL5 Badlands Survival, they refuse, or they are not chaos-oriented, they
EL14 Mountain Survival, EL14 Animal Survival*
are killed.
*Survival usable when he is forced into animal form.
NOTE — When he is in control of a situation, NilgeranEquipment
A) EL10 Magic Throwing Axe modified for hit chance
and damage plus, with modifiers reversed when striking chaos-aligned or oriented targets.
B) The Rod of Nergal (MEL20/EL10), a Special Item
with the following attributes:
1) The user can raise and command any dead character
within 10 hexes of the rod. It remains animate until
it has obeyed a single command that the caster gives
it.
2) The bearer has EL10 immunity to Fire and Storm
Powers.
3) The bearer can cast Dark Knowledge at
MEL20/EL10 with no chance that the summoned spirit will not come.
4) The rod provides the mana to keep any number of
dead animate for as long as the bearer desires.

thrib has a dry, sadistic sense of humor. When his enemies
pose no threat, he plays with them interminably ( like a cat
with a mouse.) As the amount of their threat to his existence increases, so will the amount of power that he will
bring to bear against them. The Referee should take pains
to portray Nilgeranthrib in this way. His personality and
attitude are the only real limits on his power.
Rabinda, Master of the Great Hall, Member of the
Second Tier
Age — 25 Sex — Male

S 16(+1)
I 48
HPV 14
MDV 12
MR 12
CDF 5

St 10
D 12
W 40
E 20
CEL 2
OCV 3
MEL 5 EL 2
NAV 0
Height 63"

A 33(+2)
Em 10
DCV 4
EnL 67

C 27(+1)
Ap 36
CA 42

Weight 1521bs

Limitations The rod can only be used by a Lich. If
his MEL is not higher than that of the rod, the rod
drains 1D6 energy points from him each time that it
is used. If his EnL reaches zero, he becomes the rod’s
zombie and must do as it wills.
EL8 Magic Leather Armor with EL8 immunity to Law
Powers. One throwing dagger, fine robes, fine cloak and
a black ring.
Nilgeranthrib is power incarnate. Since he became a Lich,
no single enemy has beaten him in a contest of magical
power. He is extremely confident in his invincibility, arrogant and “devil-may-care” in dealing with enemies who are Expertise Spell Knowledge*, EL80 Rogizini, EL40
Zarunese, EL30 Tongue of Young Chaos, EL50 Read and
foolish enough to confront him.
Nilgeranthrib is also a bit sadistic. He enjoys killing his Write, EL30 Armorer, EL6 City Survival.
*As specified for Ghavavoralan.
enemies with his axe. Unless his device is threatened, or
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Equipment Robes, black ring, hand axe.
Rabinda is an arrogant, obnoxious and foolhardy gambler. He survived his second tier testing out of sheer luck.
He is self-seeking and overconfident and is likely to die before he rises much further in the ring. (His goal is to replace
Nilgeranthrib as the ruler of the ring. He gives himself a
decade or two to accomplish this task.)
Reivoaltan the Shearer, Captain of Reivoaltan’s
Peasant Corp
Age — 24 Sex — Male

S 60(+3)
I 12
HPV 33
MDV 7
MR 9
CDF 4

St 42(+2)
W 36
CEL 3
MEL
NAV 0
Height 81"

D 16(+1)
E 28
OCV 8
EL

A 13
Em 15
DCV 4
EnL 66

C 30(+1)
Ap 30

Equipment Robes, fighting dagger, two throwing daggers, jeweled necklace.
Siret was born in the slums of Donara. Her early life was
Weight 260lbs
spent as a tavern girl and a thief. At the age of 16 she tried
to rob Duke Salin of Pelara and was caught by his guards.
To avoid his dungeon, she agreed to go to the tower (as a
present for its master.) On her arrival, she was befriended
by Ghavavoralan, who helped her convince Nilgeranthrib
that her magical talents should be developed (much to the
chagrin of the man who sent her to her doom.)
Siret is an extroverted, emotional and sensuous women.
She enjoyed her old life and only continues in the Black
Ring to stay alive. She wants to escape and will aid any
party that tries to do so if they will take her with them and
if she thinks that they have a chance of success.
She will never aid in attacking either Nilgeranthrib or
Maubar, (she fears them more than any men that she has
Expertise EL80 Zarunese, EL3 Plains Survival, EL1 ever met.)
City, Forest and Hill Survival, EL0 Mountain Survival, EL8
Bastard Sword, EL6 Great Sword, EL2 Shield, EL3 Axe, Yuret, Rober of the Fourth Tier, Lord of the
EL10 Battle Axe.
Caverns, member of the First Tier
Age — 28 Sex — Male
Equipment Banded shield, leather armor, Bastard S 21(+1) St 18(+1) D 10
A 16(+1) C 32(+2)
Sword, Great Sword or Battle Axe (one of the weapons I 60
W 15
E8
Em 27
Ap 15
listed only), ruby ring.
HPV 18
CEL 1
OCV 3 DCV 2
Reivoaltan is a peasant from western Zarun. At a young MDV 12 MEL 3
EL 2
EnL 47
CA 25
NAV 0
age he tired of shearing sheep and became a bandit. From MR 11
Height 72"
Weight 188lbs
his profits, he turned “legitimate” and formed a mercenary CDF 4
company made up of the worst cutthroats in Zarun. He
is an evil man who revels in combat. When he is not in
battle, he is a boorish, sadistic and violent drunkard who
enjoys breaking heads. His men follow him for the money
and out of fear.
CA

Siret, Commander of the Guard, Rober of
Nilgeranthrib, member of the second tier
Age — 24 Sex — Female
S9
I 52
HPV 23
MDV 13
MR 11
CDF 5

St 36(+2)
W 30
CEL 0
MEL 4
NAV 0
Height 66"

D 39(+2)
E 30
OCV 2
EL 2

A 24(+1)
Em 21
DCV 3
EnL 74

C 44(+2)
Ap 80
CA 36

Weight 119lbs

Expertise Spell Knowledge*, EL50 Tongue of Young
Chaos, EL80 Donaran, EL8 City Survival, EL6 Underground I Survival, EL6 Throwing Dagger, EL3 Fighting
dagger, EL50 Deftness, EL4 Dancing, EL3 Rhetoric.
*As specified for Ghavavoralan.

Expertise Spell Knowledge*, EL80 Climan, EL50
Zarunese, EL30 Tongue of Young Chaos, EL80 Read and
Write, EL4 City Survival, EL9 Underground I Survival,
EL6 Mountain Survival, EL25 Jeweler, EL20 Seaman, EL1
Fighting Dagger, EL1 Rhetoric.
*As specified for Ghavavoralan.
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Equipment Robes, black ring, fighting dagger.
Yuret was impressed into the Climan Fleet at the age of
12. After 8 years at sea, he jumped ship and made his way
to Zara. There he became the apprentice of a minor magicuser. During the years that he served this man, he learned
little. When he heard of the Tower of the Dead, his thirst
for knowledge and his ambition drove him north. He has
been a student in the tower ever since.
Yuret’s life goals are to be a wealthy powerful and immortal wizard. He is a dedicated magician who will do
almost anything for the right price. The more dangerous
the action, the more he will demand. He will never sell his
services for an attack on an initiated member of the Black
Ring. He has no doubt that they would slaughter him. (In
all cases where his services are bought, payment must be
immediate and in advance.)

23.4 Porta
For a detailed description of Porta and the Characters that
feature in this adventure, see Chapter 11.

23.5 Thaliban Society
Thaliba is a mystery to the world. No one has been known
to enter Thaliban lands, except on the road, and return alive
for over 500 years. They have isolated themselves from the
mortal world and suffer no foreigner to walk their lands.
The fate of those who have entered the land in defiance of
the bans is unknown.

specified for the Market Street Gang for these soldiers. All
have sword, dagger, bow and scalemail. Unless they are
encountered in a blockhouse (one every ten to twenty miles
along the road) they should be mounted.

Adventure Section One
23.7 Introduction
The Tower of the Dead adventure is divided into four distinct adventure sections. The first section takes care of the
preliminary set-up and immerses the party in the Portan environment. The second section details the adventures that
climax the Portan adventure and lead to the party’s move
north. The third section takes care of the move from Porta
to the Tower of the Dead. Its highlight is Zendar Farm
and the possible gaining of Life Sword by the party. The
final section of the adventure is the Tower of the Dead itself. This details the city, caverns and tower where the final
struggle takes place.
NOTE — With all parts of the scenario being used, each
section takes about one night (4-6 hours) to finish.

Beginning
The adventure begins in the city of Porta. The Referee can
either start the party in that city or create a justification
for their travelling there from their current location in his
world.

NOTE — They are enslaved for life. As a law-oriented NOTE — A suggested justification is for the party to be
society, the Thalibans cannot see their way clear to kill tres- paid to deliver a message to Porta by a powerful merchant
in the place where they are. They will receive 5SC up front
passers. They restrain them forever instead.
and 20SC when they deliver the message, from the person
Thaliba operates under a caste system. The elite castes,
that they deliver it to. You may also allow them to make
and the few slaves that they have, dwell in Thalib, the capithe trip as part of a road caravan that is travelling towards,
tal. The highest caste, after the Imperial family, is the Socipast or to Porta.
ety of Light. The society is a militant brotherhood of noble
magicians who serve the Emperor fanatically. Its members
are selected from the noble castes at birth, trained for fifty Arrival in Porta
years and tested for admission into the light.
The first goal that the Referee must accomplish is to get the
Noble Thalibans have extreme longevity, due to the magic party “settled in” Porta. An initial phase of the adventure,
and power that the culture has gained over the millennia. in which the party arrives and takes a room in the SlipThe average lifespan of a noble is 150 years. The current pery Bear Inn (in the Tavern district), is provided for this
ruler is an ancient man, 287 years old, who was young when purpose. The Referee should allow the party to operate in
the Don Host besieged the city on their way west.
the neutral area, and learn about Porta’s environment from
Thalibans prize their isolation and exclusivity. They will people that they encounter there, for at least two or three
not leave their land or have anything to do with the barbar- days before the actual adventure begins.
ians who dwell outside of it. Only members of the Society
of Light and the Golden Guard have regular dealings with NOTE — In the neutral area, the party cannot be involved
foreigners. Others, without the training and stability of this in gang battles though all normal encounters still apply. Loelite, would commit suicide rather than accept an order to cal citizens and gang members can be encountered in this
live among the barbarians. Their pride could not bear the area, allowing the party to gain information if they ask questions or make an effort to.
shame of it.
As long as the party remains in the tavern district, the
Referee should make it relatively easy for them to learn the
23.6 Zarun
basics of gang politics, known antagonisms and other facZarun is the only true democracy in the world. Its eastern tors that may help in the coming adventure. Always, the
sections are heavily patrolled by the Zarunese army. This ease and quality of an answer will depend on the quality of
force is suspicious of strangers and, unless the party con- the questions that the Players ask. Also remember that the
vinces them that they are friendly, will attack anyone that people who are being questioned have biases that will color
they encounter who is not on the road. Use the statistics their answers on certain subjects.
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23.7 Introduction
EXAMPLE — A player asks a member of the Market Street
Gang about Qun Firemane. He will be told that Qun is a “fireborn monster who eats roasted babies.” The opinion of a member of the Firehall Gang about Bark the Black will be “less flattering”.

The Slippery Bear Inn

an encounter in the common room, 3D6 customers will be
present. Twenty percent of these customers, rounded up,
are gang members. Roll randomly (2D6) to determine the
gang that they belong to on the table below:
Roll Gang

2

The Gutter Golem
Gang
The Blue Devil Gang

Roll Gang

8

The Market Street
Gang
The Red Dagger
Gang
The Purple Gang
The Light Street
Gang
The North Harbor
Gang

A cheap inn, noted for its fine food and wine, that is located
3
9
in the largest section of the tavern district. It is owned by
Mayan and managed by one of her current paramours.
4 The Sword Gang
10
A night’s lodging, per person, costs 3BB plus an ad5+6 The Tavern Gang
11
ditional 2BB for an evening meal. (This is for space on
the Common Room floor.) If the party takes a room, the
7 The Firehall Gang
12
charge is 2CC per night, per room. This charge includes
the evening meal.
The following sections detail the floors and rooms of the NOTE — Roll once for each gang member that is present.
inn.
EXAMPLE — Seven customers are in the inn. Two will be
gang soldiers. If the rolls above are a 6 and a 9, one is from the
Tavern Gang and the other is from the Red Dagger Gang.

2) The Office Next to the kitchen door is a well-padded
chair. West of this chair is another chair. In the southwest corner of the room is a cabinet full of wine bottles
and goblets. North of the cabinet is the manager’s desk
and padded chair. The desk contains writing implements,
miscellaneous personal property, paper and a ledger. In the
bottom right drawer is a leather bag that contains 4SC,
19CC and 31BB.
In the northwest corner of the room is a metal bound
chest that contains 10SC worth of the manager’s personal
property, invoices and inn records and a smaller chest which
contains 13SCand 49CC. It is locked with an EL10 lock
that will jam if someone fails his roll in trying to open it.
3) The Kitchen There is a table with four chairs in the
center of the room. On the south wall is a hearth. On either
side of it is a barrel of water. On the other three walls are
cabinets that contain food, kitchen utensils, pots and other
items that are normally used in a large kitchen.
4) Corral A fenced-in area that is used to stable horses
that belong to the inn’s patrons. It will contain 1D3 horses
and a scattering of hay.

Slippery Bear Inn Ground Floor and Surroundings
First Floor

NOTE — Horses are rare in Porta. Triple the standard
cost for all horses. The resulting GC cost is the percentage
chance, per day, that someone will try to steal it if it is not
watched carefully. ( The cost to hire someone to care for
your horse is 3CC× the mount’s rating, per day, i.e. if the
rating is IV, the cost is 12CC per day.)
5) Outhouse A sanitary facility for anyone’s use.

1) The Common Room The common room is the inn’s
main activity area. On the south wall is a large hearth.
The southeast corner has staircases going up and down.
North of the staircases is a long bar with stools, a shelf
filled with wine and crockery and, in the northeast corner,
three barrels (2 are filled with beer, the other contains ale).
Between the west wall and the bar, the room is filled with
round tables with wooden chairs.
NOTE — The staff of the inn is 1 bartender, the manager,
a cook, a bouncer and 3 barmaids. When the party has
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2) Manager’s Library The room contains bookshelves
and a chair. Hidden behind one of the bookshelves, referee’s
choice, is a small chest that contains presents that Mayan
has given the manager (a jeweled necklace, a ring, 10GC
and a silver chain).
3) Spinning Room The room contains a spinning wheel,
a chair and cabinets full of woven goods and raw fiber.
The manager’s wife works here when she is not busy in
the kitchen.
4) Private Storage Room This small room contains the
manager’s personal possessions. (Various household goods
and other items of little value.)
Slippery Bear Inn Second Floor
The Second Floor
This floor contains guest rooms. The rooms on the north
and east walls have two beds each. Those that are on the
east wall also have two cabinets and a small table (between
the beds). Those on the north wall will only have the cabinets with the beds. None of these rooms have locks.
The floor’s other rooms have one bed each. They cost
4CC per night to rent. Each contains the bed, a padded
chair and a cabinet. All of these rooms have EL15 locks.
In the west-to-east hallway are three tables. Each table
has a ceramic pot of water and two piles of towels on it.
They are provided for the use of the guests.

5) Meat Storage The room is used for storing meat.
It also contains well-made cabinets. An effort is made to
minimize the presence of vermin in this room.
6) Wine, Beer and Ale Storage The 20-quart kegs on
the south wall contain beer and ale. The cabinets in the
room contain smaller kegs filled with beer, wine and ale.
7) Fine Wine Storage Fine wines are stored in locked
cabinets in this room. The inn is noted for its fine selection
of rare and valuable beverages. Only the manager has the
key to any of these cabinets.
8) Food Storage The large area that is entered directly
from the staircase. The cabinets contain the items specified
in the basement introduction.

23.8 First Contact
Within four days of the party’s arrival in Porta, the adventure will begin in earnest.
The party is approached by a man wearing the colors of
the Market Street Gang. He will ask if he can join the group
and, if invited to do so, will order the finest Goideli wine
for all present. After initial introductions, he will engage
the party in conversation aimed at learning as much as possible while telling little or nothing. After about an hour of
conversation, wining and dining, the stranger will have the
information that he wants.
Slippery Bear Inn Basement

The Basement
The basement is used for storing non-perishable food, other
goods and operating supplies. The rooms that are in the
basement are:
1) Staff Barracks This room is used by the manager
and his wife. The desks and cabinets contain their personal
property. The room is used for sleeping.
NOTE — The manager is often away for the night, in
He will stand up, invite the party to be his guests at the
conference with Mavan. His wife, the inn’s cook, despises
this, him and Mavan.
Copper Penny Inn at dusk of the next day and he will leave.
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NOTE — The stranger is Haiyana ben Shair, Seneschal
If Haiyana is asked why he wants the daggers beaten, he
of the Market Street Gang. The Referee can show the party will tell the party that they raided Market Street. If he is
his picture but should not reveal Haiyana’s identity when he asked why the gang doesn’t get their own revenge, he will
does so.
be told that they can’t afford to risk a war at this time but
that they cannot allow the raid to go unpunished. Thus,
they need outsiders.
Special Note
If the party accepts the offer, they are allowed to spend
At this stage of the adventure, the party has two choices.
the
night at the Swordsman at no charge. The next morning
If they accept the invitation, see the section that follows.
they
will be given the information that they need by Sansa
(Invitation Accepted §23.9). If they do not choose to acKelbin.
cept, see the Invitation Refused section §23.13, bypassing
If they refuse the job, the reaction will be friendly.
all areas between this note and that section.
Haiyana will say that he understands and will ask Sansa
to show them out. After they leave, they will be trailed.
23.9 Invitation Accepted
Sometime before they leave Market Street territory, they
The Copper Penny is a fine inn located in Market Street will be ambushed by 3D6 members of the Market Street
territory. It is owned by the gang. When the party arrives Gang, led by Sansa Kelbin. If the ambushers win, the party
a barmaid will approach them and ask them to follow her. will be beaten senseless and robbed of all of their valuable
They are taken upstairs to the Manager’s Room and asked possessions.
to wait. Twenty minutes later, their “friend” will arrive with
another man. He will introduce his friend (Sansa Kelbin)
and invite the party to join him at the Elite Swordsman, a
gentleman’s club that is less than a block away.

The Copper Penny Inn

NOTE — Sansa is Haiyana’s agent and bodyguard. He is
an EL40 Thief and an EL4 Assassin. His basic attributes
are:
Sansa Kelbin

S 20(+1)
I9
HPV 18
MDV 5
MR 11
CDF 2

St 12
W 20
CEL 5
MEL
NAV 0

D 33(+2)
E 20
OCV 6
EL

Age —

A 18(+1)
Em 15
DCV 8
EnL 60

Sex — Male
C 40(+2)
Ap 30
CA

Sansa will have EL3 in any weapon that the Referee allows
him to use.

Reaching The Swordsman
When passing through the alleys, travelling to the Elite
Swordsman, party members will notice a large number of
Market Street soldiers loitering around the building next to
the club. If they ask why, they will be told that the building
is Baris Palace, the headquarters of the Market Street Gang.
(In total, there are 12 outside guards including two that are
armed with Arbalests and stationed on the roof.)

The Offer
When the party reaches the Swordsman, they are taken to
one of the private dining rooms. On their way, they will
notice the plush appointments of the club, a play that is
in progress in the theater and the fact that more than 30%
of the patrons who are present are wearing Market Street
colors.
After a dinner of stuffed squab and other delicacies,
washed down with the finest wine, the party is offered a
job. Haiyana ben Shair will reveal his true identity at this
point. He wishes to hire the party to perform a minor service for the gang. If they accept, they are to go into Red
Dagger territory, find four Red Daggers that Haiyana will
give them descriptions of and thrash them. The party will
be offered 15SC plus whatever they take from the daggers.

Copper Penny Inn Ground Floor and Second Floor
First Floor
1) The Common Room The northeast corner of the
room has an up staircase. Along the western wall is a long
cabinet full of bottles, glassware and mugs. Next to the
south wall, and north of the west wall cabinet, are kegs of
beer and ale. Some ten feet east of the west wall is a long
bar with stools. The remainder of the room contains round
tables with chairs.
2) The Hallway The hallway leads to the back door and
the kitchen. Near the west wall are two tables that contain
plates, mugs and crockery that are used in serving meals.
3) The Manager’s Office The room contains the manager’s desk, a couch, a small metal chest and a bookshelf.
The desk contains writing supplies, records and some of the
manager’s personal property. The bookshelf holds the detailed records of the inn and some literature. The chest has
the inn’s treasury (3GC,14SC, 31CC and 42BB). It is
made of iron and has an EL30 lock with a trap. If the trap
is activated, the lock is jammed so that it cannot be opened
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without breaking it. (A hammer and chisel will be required
to break the lock.)
4) The Kitchen The cabinets in the room contain crockery and food. In the northeast corner is a hearth that is
flanked by barrels of water. The east center of the room
has a table with four chairs. In the northwest corner is a
staircase that leads down to the basement.
When the party enters this room, 1D3+1 people will
be in it (unless they arrange to spend the night in the inn
and enter it between 2AM and 5AM at night.) There is
a Number of People present×20% chance that one of
those that is present is a member of the Market Street Gang.
If so, he will report anyone who tries to enter the basement,
if he is unable to stop him from doing so.
NOTE — The staff of the inn is 1D3+1 Market Street
soldiers, 1D3 cooks and kitchen aides, 1 bartender, 1 manager and 4 barmaids. When an encounter occurs, 2D10+5
customers will be in the inn. Twenty percent of the customers (round down) are members of the Market Street
Gang. 1D6×10% of the customers are in the rooms upstairs, round down. The remainder are in the Common
Room.
Second Floor
1) Single Rooms Six rooms that contain a bed, chair
and a cabinet. They are rented for 1SC per night, including
an evening meal. The room that is just north of the stairs
has a closet as well as the items described above.
2) Double Rooms These three rooms are designed to
accommodate more than one person. The charge is 5CC
per person per night. Each room contains two beds. The
room to the west has two cabinets as well. The others have
an extra cabinet and a padded chair.
3) The Manager’s Room The quarters of the manager
are often used by the Market Street Gang for secret meetings. He is not a member of the gang but has no choice
in the matter. The room is divided into two sections by a
short partition wall. The northern section contains a couch,
a chair, a table and a cabinet. The cabinet contains fine
glassware and bottles of wine. The southern section of the
room contains a bed, a desk with a chair and a clothes cabinet. The desk contains writing supplies. The cabinet contains fine clothing and 1D6 items of cheap personal jewelry.
There is a small metal chest under the bed that contains 2
small gems, 20SC and 32CC. This is the manager’s secret
savings. (For this chest to be found the party must search
the room and someone must specify that he is searching
under the bed.)

Copper Penny Inn Basement
(The existence of this passage is only known to the upper
echelon of the Market Street Gang. Any other person who
is discovered using it is killed to preserve the secret.)
2) Meat Locker The room is used for storing cheese and
haunches of meat.
3) Wine Storage The locked cabinets in this room contain various types of wine.

4) Gang Office The business office of the Seneschal of
the Market Street Gang. It contains records that detail
the profit of the various businesses and rackets that the
gang controls. If the Seneschal is present (20% chance) he
is alone. If not, 1D3+1 soldiers are stationed outside the
door with orders to prevent anyone except the Seneschal
from entering. (These men are in addition to the staff of
Basement
The staircase empties into a long hall. Along its western the inn.)
The desk on the east wall contains writing implements,
and southern walls are barrels of water, beer and ale. On
a
fine
throwing dagger and two jewelry items. There are
the eastern wall are the doors to the basement’s rooms.
bookcases on the north wall. North of the door, near the
1) Food Storage Room The room contains food and west wall, is a chest that contains business records. The
operating supplies. In the northeast corner of the room is a other chest contains records that detail the activities of
cabinet that can be moved on a hidden set of rollers. Behind other enterprises.
The south wall has a large wooden chest and a locked
it is a locked, three foot high, door with an EL40 lock. The
door opens on to a short tunnel that leads to Baris Palace. cabinet. The chest contains operating capital for the gang
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(12GC, 30SC, 45CC and 120BB). The cabinet contains 6
swords, 13 daggers and 2 throwing axes that are used as the
need arises. It has an EL30 lock that will stick the finger
of any opener that activates the trap. Its needle is coated
with BL8 Slow Death poison.

It is worth 2GC. No other items of monetary value are in
this room.
NOTE — The manager of the Elite Swordsman is Haiyana
ben Shair. He is always armed when he is encountered.

3) The Kitchen Along the north wall is a food cabinet.
On the west wall are barrels of beer, ale and water. The
south wall has a hearth, two water barrels and a cabinet full
of crockery. On the east wall are two cabinets that contain
The Elite Swordsman
utensils, cooking wines, glassware and fine ceramic dishes.
The Swordsman is a private club that is operated by the In the southeast corner of the room is a trapdoor that opens
Market Street Gang. The membership fee is 1GC per to reveal a ladder that leads into the basement.
month. Members have access to the services that are available at the club at no charge. Only members of the Market
Street Gang, and citizens with strong connections to that
gang, are accepted as members.
Membership in this club is a necessity for reaching high
rank in the gang. It greatly increases the chance of the
member coming under the eye of Saris, Haiyana and Carmen who, in the main, decide who will or will not advance.
Members must be voted in by 75% of the current membership and 100% of the executive committee of the club.
(Saris, Carmen, Haiyana, Sensa and one other Gang leader).
5) The Corridor
duction.

As described in the Basement intro-

The Elite Swordsman Second Floor
Second Floor

The Elite Swordsman First Floor
First Floor
1) The Main Dining Hall The eastern-most twenty
feet, from the north to the south wall, is a sunken dining
hall with tables and chairs. The foyer is just west of this
area. It contains plush couches, an iron railing that separates it from the dining hall and a bar/reception area where
wine and beer are served. Behind the bar is a chair and two
cabinets. The cabinets contain bottles and chalices. On the
south wall, 30 feet from the southeast corner of the room,
is a staircase.

1) The Theatre In the southwest corner of the room is
a guard station with 1D2 guards and a table with a chair.
The guards only allow employees, members and guests to
enter the theatre.
On the south wall is a set of staircases that go to the first
and third floors. The west wall has a stage that is used for
giving plays and other entertainments. The remainder of
the room is occupied by plush chairs that are lined up in
rows.
2) Private Dining Halls The two rooms in the eastern part of the floor are private dining halls.They are only
usable by members of the executive committee and their
guests. Each room contains a table with six chairs, a couch,
a chair, a hearth and a cabinet full of fine wine, liquors and
goblets. The rooms are used for special meetings, celebrations and planning sessions.

2) The Manager’s Office To either side of the door is
a plush chair. On the south wall is a cabinet that contains
books and scrolls. In the southwest comer of the room is a
statue. Near the west wall is the desk with a chair. East of
the desk is a small chair that is used by people who have
business with the manager. The cabinet that is north of
the desk contains the membership records of the current
membership. It has an EL30 lock and the manager has the
only key.
The desk contains private papers, writing materials and a
jeweled dagger that is not strong enough to use as a weapon.
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The Elite Swordsman Third Floor

The Elite Swordsman Basement

Third Floor

2) The Sword Room The three cabinets in the room
1) Dressing Room The room contains dressing tables, contain practice swords. The room also has a couch and a
six chairs and a clothes cabinet. The cabinet contains cos- chair. It is used for fencing practice.
tumes and props that will be used in the next performance.
3) Wine and Beer Storage The cabinets in the room
2) Actors’ Barracks These two rooms are the residences contain bottles of wine. The kegs are full of beer and ale.
of the acting company that performs in the Elite Swords- 4) The Corridor The southern end of the corridor has
man. The western room houses three actors. The other a ladder and a rope hoist that is used for lifting kegs into
room is used by three actresses. Each room has three beds, the kitchen. Otherwise, it is empty.
three wooden chests (used to store the personal possessions
5) Special Food Storage The cabinets in the room conof its owner) and a clothes cabinet.
tain gourmet spices, herbs and other condiments. The cabi3) Members’ Rooms Three rooms that contain a desk net on the west wall has a secret compartment (in its lowest
with a chair, a bed and a clothes cabinet. Two of them con- shelf) that contains BL4 Slow Death Poison, BL8 Paralytic
tain an additional chair. These rooms are used by members Poison and BL2 Immediate Death poison (2D10+5 doses
who choose to spend the night, when space is available.
of each). The compartment is hidden under sacks of salt
4) V.I.P. Room This room has a bed, a couch, a clothes and pepper.
cabinet, a cabinet that contains fine wine and goblets, and
a large closet. The cabinet in the southeast corner of the
room is the clothes cabinet. The room is available to any
member of the Executive Committee who chooses to use it.
It is usually occupied by Sensa Kelbin.

6) Food Storage Room The cabinets in this room contain various kinds of food. In the east wall is a locked door
(EL40 lock) that leads into another room. This room contains exotic delicacies and special stores that are only available to members of the executive committee. The cabinets
on the east wall of this room also conceal a secret passage
5) The Manager’s Room This room is divided into two
which opens onto a tunnel that leads to Baris Palace.
sections by a partition wall. The western section is a living
area with two couches and two cabinets in it. (The cabinets NOTE — The presence of this tunnel is known to every
contain wine and goblets.) The eastern section is the bed- member of the Elite Swordsman who is also a member of
room. It contains a bed, a desk with a chair, a chair and the Market Street Gang. In rare instances when the palace
is attacked, it is used as something of a sally port.
two clothes cabinets.

In the south wall is a door that leads to a small room.
This room contains ledgers, dues records and documents
that are important in running the club. It also contains, in
a locked chest, information about various citizens of Porta
that is being, or can be, used to blackmail them into doing
what the gang wants.
NOTE — Haiyana ben Shair is in charge of the Market
Street Gang’s covert operations, i.e. blackmail, spying, assassination, etc. His power, and influence with Baris, are
greatly feared by many members of the gang.

23.10 Thumping the Daggers

After their night in the club, at 10AM, the party is called
into the Manager’s office. Sensa Kelbin meets them in this
room and informs them that the daggers that they seek will
be going to the Silken Retreat (a low-class gentleman’s club
in Red Dagger territory) at 10PM this very night. This is
the party’s chance to do their deed.
Sensa suggests that the party arrive 10–15 minutes early
and lay an ambush for the daggers in Dead Man’s Alley,
the route that these daggers always take when they go to
Basement
the club. He warns them to be quiet and careful because a
1) Staff Rooms Three rooms that are used by the per- great number of the daggers, including Marcos Vasa, will be
manent staff of the club. Each contains a bed, a desk with at the party tonight. They should jump the four daggers,
a chair and a clothes cabinet. The staff members who use pound them into unconsciousness, take what they can and
them are the fencing master, the wine steward and the cook. run like hell.
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23.11 A Contract
the attack. The Referee should modify the party’s chance
of success by the quality of their plan and the way that they
deploy their forces.
Success
If the party succeeds, see A Contract §23.11.
Failure
If the party fails in their attempt on the daggers, they
should not return to Market Street. It is up to them to
decide that this is the case. If they return after failing,
they will be killed. (The gang will know because Sensa Kelbin followed them without their knowledge.) If the attack
occurs, it will be an ambush led by Sensa Kelbin and Carmen the Red. 1D2 of Baris’ apprentices will be present.
The rest of the ambushing force will be 3D6+2 members
of the Market Street Gang. In this ambush, the object will
be to kill the party.
If the party does not return to Market Street territory,
they will be hunted by both the Market Street Gang and
the Red Dagger Gang (separately). If either catches him,
they will try to kill them.
NOTE — At this point, the party is in trouble. The Referee
should have them encounter Kerak if they act intelligently
and manage to survive for two to three days. (Go to the
Invitation Refused section §23.13.)
IMPORTANT — While the party is being hunted,
the Referee will subtract ten from all encounter
rolls. If the result is zero or less, the encounter
is with one of the gangs that is hunting the party.
If the net result is odd, it is 1D6 Red Daggers. If it
is even, 2D6 Market Streeters are encountered.

23.11 A Contract
Parties who prove their merit by beating the Daggers are
paid off and, after a night of wining and dining, are offered
a chance at another job by Haiyana ben Shair.

Dead Man’s Alley

NOTE — He will not give any details. If the party agrees to
take the job, he takes them to Baris Palace to meet Baris. If
not, he rings for dessert. All of the desserts, including his,
have a BL2 Immediate Death poison in them. ( Haiyana has
the antidote secreted on his person and will take it immediately.) After people begin to be affected, 2D6+5 soldiers
will enter the room and kill the party. If the party escapes,
they will be hunted by Market Street Gang as specified in
Failure above.

NOTE — Only Marcos Vasa’s armorers make red-handled The Target
daggers. Anyone who carries one, who is not a known member of the Red Dagger gang, is marked by that gang. He will If the party agrees, they are taken to Baris. He will be in
his audience chamber with Carmen the Red and 1D6 other
be killed.
members of the gang. Outside the door are two guards. On
call are another eight.
Dead Man’s Alley
Baris will congratulate the party for their victory. In
The diagram below shows the section of the alley that a commanding voice, he will inform them that they must
should be used to ambush the Red Daggers. All connecting now kill a man who has caused him some trouble, making an
streets and alleys are indicated on this map. The build- excessive nuisance of himself. For their effort, the party will
ings in the vicinity are named, but they are not precisely be paid 25GC and they will be allowed to join the Market
diagrammed. It is up to the party to decide how to stage Street Gang. Their task is to assassinate Farad Choman,
their ambush and which part of the alley they will use in leader of the Sword Gang.
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If the party backs out at this juncture, they will be attacked by everyone in the room (with Baris being shielded by
a wall of his men while he casts magic.) The other guards
in the house will join the battle as soon as possible. It is
quite likely that the party will die if they openly refuse at
this juncture.
If the party affirms their willingness to serve Baris, they
will be given over to Haiyana. Haiyana will give them the
location of Choman Hall, a basic description of the layout of
that building and knowledge of a secret passage that opens
into the kitchen on the first floor. He will also give them a
dagger that is coated with BL10 Immediate Death poison
(good for one blow where actual damage is scored on the
target) to be used on Farad. Finally, the party will be told
the following:
A) The hall is lightly guarded.
B) Farad Choman is one of the most deadly swordsmen in
Porta.
C) Farad will be home from 8PM to 6AM tomorrow night.
He should be attacked at this time.
D) All members of the Sword Gang are trained in twoweapon combat.

Choman Hall First Floor
NOTE — If Farad is in the office, the door will be open
and 1D2-1 gang members will be in the room with him. If
he is not in this room, the door will be closed and the room
will be empty.

When the party has assimilated this information, and
asked any questions that they desire, they are escorted out
of the palace and let loose. They have 48 hours to accomplish the execution or the Market Street Gang will be out 3) The Kitchen Against the south wall is a couch, a
water barrel and a hearth. On the east wall is a cabinet
looking for them.
filled with food. Behind this cabinet, which slides out, is
a secret passage that opens onto the alley. The cabinet on
Choman Hall
the north wall contains cutlery, mugs and cooking utensils.
Choman Hall is the residence of Farad Choman and the
The cabinet north of the door on the west wall contains
base of the Sword Gang. It is always guarded. Two guards
linen, plates, bottles of wine and silver utensils. Under the
are stationed at each exterior door and another guard walks
table is a trapdoor that leads into the basement.
around the building on a regular patrol. In addition, twelve
gang members, in addition to Choman, live in the hall in
4) Gang Quarters Three rooms, all north of the stairrooms on the first and second floor. Four others are stacase in the southwest corner of the floor, that each contain
tioned in the basement guarding the gang’s supplies, treatwo beds and two wooden chests.
sure and armory. Success in this assassination attempt requires that the party be quick, quiet and deadly. If not, the
forces of the hall will mobilize against them and they will
have a very hard time killing Farad Choman.
The floors and rooms of the hall are described below:
First Floor
1) The Living Room This area has a table with ten
chairs, two couches, a statue of a standing bear and a cabinet in it. The cabinet contains a 5 quart keg of beer, 4
bottles of wine and 8 earthenware mugs. When the party
enters the hall, 1D3−1 members of the gang will be in this
room.
2) Farad’s Office If the party enters the hall between
8PM and 10PM Farad will be in his office. It contains a
desk with a chair and two cabinets. The cabinet on the
north wall contains nine swords. The one on the south wall
contains the records of the Sword Gang, including details
on businesses that they own, the current membership roster
and reports on the activities of the other gangs.
The desk contains writing supplies, a scatter of coins
(2SC, 4CC and 11BB), a jeweled dagger (2GC) and a
small pouch that contains 13 small gems.
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Choman Hall Second Floor
Second Floor
1) The Corridor The Corridor has a staircase in the
south and a chair at its bend. There is a 40% chance that
a guard is in this chair between 8PM and 2AM.
2) Farad’s Quarters The room is divided into two equal
sections by a partition wall. Between the hours of 10PM

23.12 The Wages of Success
and Midnight, Farad is in the western section. Between
Midnight and 6AM he is in the eastern section.
The western section of the room contains a bar with three
stools, a cabinet with fine wine and glassware, and three
kegs of beer. Spaced around this part of the room are three
couches that are used by people who do not choose to sit
at the bar.
The eastern section is Farad’s bedroom. Along the west
wall are two couches. In the northeast corner is a bed. On
the east wall is a clothes cabinet with clothing and 1D6
pieces of jewelry. In the southeast corner is a statue and on
the south wall is a tall cabinet with clothing and weapons.

Basement
1) Food Storage Area The ladder from the kitchen descends into this area. The cabinets contain food, meat and
cheese. The cabinet on the west wall conceals a secret passage that leads into the sewers of the district. It slides out
if a catch on its left side is released.
2) Water and Beer Storage Four walled-in sections
along the north wall that contain barrels of water and beer.
The two northern-most sections contain water. The others
have beer.

3) Guard Room This section of the basement contains a
NOTE — When Farad is in the western section of the table with four chairs, a couch, two beds and two cabinets.
room, 1D6 gang members will be with him. When he is in The cabinets contain the personal possessions and spare
his bedroom, he is alone and the western part of the room clothing of the four men that are stationed in this room.
is empty and dark.
3) Storage Room This room contains family papers,
books and memorabilia that Farad treasures. Any items
that are of monetary value are kept in a locked chest on
the east wall. The Referee will decide what treasures are
present, up to a total value of 20GC.

4) Planning Room This room has statues in the northwest and southwest corners. On the north wall is a cabinet
that contains maps. Against the east wall are two cabinets.
One contains spy reports about enemy gang members. The
other contains information about the current membership
of the Sword Gang. The small cabinet on the south wall
contains correspondence, treaties and spy reports about the
members of gangs who are friends of the Sword Gang. In
the center of the room is a table with six chars.

4) The Lounge This room has three couches, a small
table and two cabinets. The cabinet on the north wall contains wine, glasses and mugs. The one on the south wall 5) The Armory The cabinets in this room contain 20
has a few books and scrolls of limited value.
swords, 10 bows and 60 arrows. These weapons are only
used when the gang is at war
5) Farad’S Armory The cabinets in this room contain
items that Farad uses himself. The items that are present 6) The Treasury The chests and cabinets in this room
are 1 suit of chainmail, two suits of scalemail, four helmets, contain the commonly-owned treasure of the Sword Gang.
five fighting daggers, one short sword and three swords. It is held by Farad Choman and they have the right to use
Other items that are in the room include two ounces of it with his permission. Fifty percent of the treasure in the
naptha, fifty feet of rope, a quart of oil and three oil room fits this category. The remainder of the treasure is
the personal property of Farad Choman and donations that
lanterns.
have been made to support the gang. The total treasure
NOTE — Farad is always armored when he leaves his hall. that is contained in this room is 50GC, 100SC, 210CC,
He does not wear armor within its walls.
500BB, 6 Medium jewels and 18 Small jewels.
NOTE — Farad Choman is the lynchpin that holds his
6) Guard Rooms The three rooms on the south wall gang together. He has no lieutenants with the personality
each contain two beds and two chests. The chests contain or competence to take control if he falls. If he is killed, the
the property of the men who occupy each room.
Sword Gang will shatter into 1D6+2 fragments which will
be quickly annexed by the Blue Devil and Purple Gangs that
surround them. (These gangs have been advised to be ready
to move by Baris. They are.)
The murder of Farad Choman will have two results:
A) His killers will be hunted by the Firehall, Red Dagger,
Light Street and North Harbor gangs.
B) The shift in the balance of power will lead to a city-wide
gang war within two weeks of his death.

23.12 The Wages of Success

Choman Hall Basement

If the party succeeds in killing Farad Choman, they will
have to return to Baris Palace to get paid. Soon after they
leave with their money, sometime in the next three hours,
they will discover that it has become known that they are
responsible for Farad Choman’s death.
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NOTE — The Referee can tell the party of this situation
by allowing them to overhear a conversation, encounter a
harmless person who knows or have an encounter with people who are out to kill them. In any case, they should learn:

IMPORTANT — At this juncture, the party is in a
hopeless situation. They will be caught and killed
unless they escape from the city or the Referee allows them to encounter Kerak.

A) That half the city is hunting for them.
Flee the City
B) Qun Firemane has asked the aid of the pirates in the
search and has set a reward of 10GC for each member If the party chooses to run, they will find that all of the
city gates are guarded by gang members. Regardless of
of the party, dead or alive.
the gang, if they try going through a gate, they will be
At this juncture, the party has three viable options:
attacked. If they try going out by sea, through Firehall or
North Harbor territory, the situation is even worse. The
A) They can return to Baris Palace and try to get proteconly way that they will have any chance to leave the city is
tion.
by scaling a wall.
B) They can flee the city.
Once the party manages to get outside of the city, or
C) They can try to hole up, until the storm blows over, on
before if the Referee chooses, they can encounter Kerak.
their own.
Until then, they are on their own.
IMPORTANT — While the party is being hunted, NOTE — If the situation of the party is desperate, and
subtract 20 from all encounter rolls. Any encounter it is night, the Referee can allow them to encounter Kerak
with criminals, guards or soldiers will result in an within the city. In this case, he will take them to his house,
attack by 2D6 hostile gang members. Any en- make his offer and let them choose between doing what he
counter that occurs on a zero or less has the same wants or returning to the streets.
effect.

Hole Up

Return to the Palace
If the party returns to the palace they will be taken to Baris
immediately. When they ask for help, he will inform them
that they are too hot to protect or to allow into his gang.
Every fighter in the city is looking for them (including some
who shouldn’t be) because of the reward on their heads. lf he
is asked how the information got out, he will inform them
that a “traitor” sold it to Firehall spies. (If the Referee
chooses to be graphic Baris could present the party with a
little box at this point, saying that the traitor has earned his
reward. The box will contain a human tongue.)
After the preliminaries, Baris offers them a chance to save
themselves. “Purely as a favor”, he offers them a chance
to join forces with one of the great powers of the world
by delivering an important message to a friend at Zendar
Farm in Zarun. If they agree, he will sneak them out of the
city. He promises that, if they do well and are loyal, they
will be “exposed to wealth and power” beyond their feeble
imaginations. Their choice is to accept or leave.
NOTE — If the party accepts, Baris will give them a sealed
message, smuggle them out of the city and give them directions to Zendar Farm. The text of the message, if they read
it (it is written in Zarunese) is:
Apprentice,
The bearers have been of service. Their usefulness
is at an end. Arrange for them to reach the master, to serve him in the way that he most prefers.
Baris
The party is instructed to give the message to Primus Zendar, unopened.
Should the party refuse this service, Baris will have nothing more to do with them. They will be ejected from the
palace and he will throw the weight of his faction against
them. They will be hunted by every gang in the city, including the Tavern Gang should they enter that territory.
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If the party chooses to hole up, they must survive until
the next night. They will still have a doubled encounter
chance, no matter where they are. If they survive, Kerak
will find them and make his offer. If they refuse him, he will
leave and 3D10+10 Firehall soldiers with Qun Firemane
will attack within 30 minutes.
In all cases, holing up will only buy them a little time.
There is no place in Porta that they can hide, given the
size of the reward and the love of all Portans for safe profit.
Their landlord, any servant or most any passer-by on the
streets will gladly sell the information of where they are for
1% of the reward that is on one of their heads. For all of
it, they would consider matricide.

Delivering the Message
If the party delivers the message, unopened, Je’ain Zendar
will arrange for Primus to lead them into a forest ambush.
See section three for the parameters that apply when the
party delivers this message to the farm.
NOTE — Once the party is outside of the walls, on their
way to deliver the message, the Referee can have them encounter Kerak. This encounter will occur if they camp to
rest before crossing into Thaliba on the road. It will not
occur if they move out quickly.

Adventure Section Two
23.13 Invitation Refused
This section can be reached in the following ways:
A) The party refuses, or fails to keep, their appointment
with Haiyana ben Shair.
B) The party keeps the appointment, refuses his offer and
survives the subsequent ambush.
C) The party beats the daggers, does not accept the offer
of another job and survives the subsequent attack.

23.13 Invitation Refused
D) The party kills Farad Choman and refuses Baris’ subsequent offer, or reads his note and decides not to go.
NOTE — The encounter with Kerak can occur in two basic
settings, 1) In the city or 2) On the Portan side of the
Thalib River.
In the first case, Kerak will invite the party to follow him
to his house to learn the details of an important business
proposition. He will not tell them in the open, they must
follow. (If the party is holed up, he will want them to follow
because they are not safe hiding where they are. He will say
so and ask them to his house.)
In the second case, which can only be reached after the
party has served Bads the Black, Kerak will not be as
friendly. He is oriented towards Law, they have proved their
willingness to serve Chaos. He will approach them defensively, ready to defend himself violently if he must. Also, he
will make his offer but will allow no room for negotiation.
They will try to kill both Bads and Nilgeranthrib or he will
leave them to their fate.

The Offer
In either case above, once Kerak is sure of the party he will
see to their comfort and make his offer. (In his house this
will include the preparation of fruit, cheese and wine for
their benefit.)
In way of making this offer, Kerak will provide the party
with the following information:
A) Baris is a member of the Black Ring, a servant of Nilgeranthrib.
B) He tells them the basic history of Nilgeranthrib since he
took over Alzira.
C) By saying that “his masters have empowered him to
enlist agents”, he will show the party that he is more
than the simple merchant that he pretends to be. If
confronted with this suspicion he will neither confirm it
or deny it.

A) Baris Only
The party only agrees to kill Baris. Kerak will be slightly
disgusted by what he considers to be a cowardly choice.
He will offer each party member 5GC (including 2GC in
advance) for their trouble. He will also provide them with
the following information:
1) The location of Baris Palace.
2) The disposition of the guards around the palace.
3) An opinion that the best time to make their move is
after midnight sometime within the next five days.
4) A detailed description of Baris including the fact that
he is a Chaos-oriented magician.
NOTE — If questioned intelligently, and convinced that
the party cannot succeed without further information, Kerak
will tell them that there is a secret passage that goes from the
Copper Penny Inn to the palace. Under no circumstances
will he tell them anything more.

B) Nilgeranthrib Only
The party decides to go right after Nilgeranthrib. Kerak
will try to dissuade them from what he considers to be
foolishness. The death of Baris is important to weaken the
attention of Nilgeranthrib on his defenses and to stop his
plan in Porta. If he fails to convince the party, he will offer
each party member 30GC for their part in the mission.
They are each paid 10GC in advance. In this case, the
party receives the following information:

A) The location of the Tower of the Dead.
B) The basic layout of Alzira and the caverns, i.e. a general
description, not specific details.
C) A suggestion that the party should approach through
the caverns, starting their attack during the day.
D) The fact that Alzira is filled with Chaotic monsters and
that the tower is surrounded by a moat of magical slime.
E) The forces that serve the Great Lich, detailing types,
NOTE — The Referee must provide the information above
not numbers.
when he speaks for Kerak. At no time will Kerak give solid F) A warning that the party can only hope to succeed
details about himself. If he is questioned about himself, he
through quick movement, subtle actions and stealth.
will give the impression that he is an experienced merchant G) Finally, he will inform the party that the device is somefrom “the north”, without lying or giving them the actual
where on the Fourth Floor of the Tower. They must
truth.
reach the floor, find the device, destroy it and get out
alive.
The essential offer that Kerak makes is for the party to:
1) eliminate a minor magic-user in Porta (Baris the Black) NOTE — Kerak will answer any specific questions that the
and
party asks. If he is asked how Nilgeranthrib was destroyed
2) seek the destruction of Nilgeranthrib.
before, he will mention that Life Sword was responsible in
In making this offer, Kerak will stress that the future both cases. If he is asked about this sword, he will state that
of the civilized world depends on the fall of Nilgeranthrib its whereabouts are unknown. Its last wielder, Priam Zenand that, by interfering with his activities in Porta, his dar, did not pass it on before he died. If the party presses
attention can be diverted to make it easier to reach him. and asks about Priam, Kerak will tell them that he divorced
Thus, killing Baris is of importance. (Also, if Baris is killed, himself from his blade through greed and power-lust. He was
Nilgeranthrib will mark his killers for vengeance. It will be killed by a band of peasants on his farm, they burned his
in their interest to seek him out rather than to allow his manor down around him while he was in the basement salivating over his treasures. Kerak will answer nothing more
agents to choose the time and place.)
After all of this is made clear, Kerak will ask the party on this subject. He does not consider Zarunese history to
which missions they are willing to undertake. The informa- be of any great importance to the issue at hand.
tion and pay that he provides will vary with the possible IMPORTANT — Once the party accepts Kerak’s
alternative that the party selects. See the sections that fol- money, they have 72 hours to leave on the advenlow for these alternatives.
ture. If they do not, Kerak will warn them to be
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about their quest. If they do not seek out Nilgeranthrib after leaving, Kerak will find out and the
Society of Light will hunt the party members. All
will be under sentence of death.

C) Baris and Nilgeranthrib
If the party chooses this alternative, Kerak will give them
all of the information in the sections above plus:
A) The location of the secret passage that goes from the
Copper Penny to the Palace.
B) He will tell them that Baris has a device that allows him
to communicate with Nilgeranthrib. This device should
be destroyed, preferably before Baris is attacked.
C) When the party enters the Caverns of Alzira, they
should use the lowest of the three cave mouths.
D) Once in the caverns, the party should avoid conflict
and move rapidly and silently to the fourth floor of the
tower.
E) He will warn them not to confront Nilgeranthrib directly
unless they can destroy his device at the same time. To
do so is likely to be fatal.
F) One of the second-tier members of the Black Ring is a
spy for the Society of Light, i.e. a paid informer. Kerak
will give the party a code phrase “Light masters Darkness” which must be answered by the phrase “Darkness
is eternal”. This spy will give them information once
they reach the tower if they find him/her. He will not
aid them in their attack on Nilgeranthrib and, if necessary to safeguard his position in the Ring will fight
them if he must.
NOTE — The Referee will decide which member of the
second tier, other than Je’ain, is the spy. Whoever it is will
have information and will answer specific questions. He will
not know where Nilgeranthrib’s device is, except that it is
on the fourth floor.

Kerak’s House
used in Thaliba). Players who can read the Tongue of Light
can get partial understanding from these volumes.
The items in the west wall cabinet are literature and
history texts that are written in Portan, Marentian or
Donaran. One of these is a volume on the history of Zarun
with a detailed analysis of their war with Nilgeranthrib.
2) Guest Room The room contains a bed, a stool and a
clothes cabinet.
3) Master Bedroom This room contains a bed, a clothes
cabinet and a chair. Under the bed is a metal chest, warded
with MEL8/EL4 Lighting Swarm runes, that contains 1
large Ruby, 2 medium gems, 11 small gems and 150GC.
The ruby is brilliant, unflawed and worth 150GC. The
ward is activated when an opener fails trying to open the
EL30 lock with his locksmith skill, or when anyone mistreats the chest in any other way.

If the party selects this option, Kerak will pay them
20GC each in advance and promise them any reasonable
boon if they return successful. (As a guideline, consider
a reasonable boon to be something that is worth 50GC or NOTE — Any member of the Society of Light can track
less.) If the boon that they ask is deemed to be unreason- this wealth if it is stolen.
able, the player will receive nothing in punishment for his
4) The Kitchen In the south wall is a hearth flanked by
greed.
two water barrels. The cupboard in the southeast corner
contains glasses, plates and mugs. Along the north wall
Kerak’s House
are two cabinets. The one to east contains a silver platter,
The house is a one-story structure with no basement. It is cooking utensils and other took. The other one contains
located in Firehall territory, next to the Beggar’s Market fine wine in crystal decanters. The cabinet in the southwest
(where Kerak’s booth is located). The rooms are described corner of the room contains herbs. spices and dried fruit. It
below:
also contains a selection of cheeses an: other foods. In the
center of the room is a table with four char, that is covered
1) The Living Room Along the north wall is a couch. with a linen table cloth.
The east wall has a cabinet that contains books, a couch and
NOTE — Kerak does not eat meat. The only animal prodanother cabinet which contains fine ceramic items worth a
ucts that he will consume are cheese and milk.
total of 22GC. (The east wall furniture is listed from north
to south.) In the middle of the room is another couch. 5) The Storeroom The storeroom contains food, equipSouth of it is a table with six chairs. On the west wall is a ment that is used in cleaning the house and a wine rack
cabinet that contains scrolls and books.
that contains a selection of wines. The rack contains 2D10

NOTE — The volumes in the east wall book cabinet are bottles of wine. Each bottle is worth 2D6SC to a connoiswritten in High Thaliban. (An ancient tongue that is only seur.
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23.14 The Assassination of Baris the
Black
Baris Palace is the most heavily-guarded gang headquarters
in the city. It has two guards with arbalests on the roof,
one guard in the corral, two guards at the back door, three
guards at the front door and one guard standing at each
corner of the building who is always in sight of at least two
other guard groups. In total, there are 12 outside guards.
If the party does not know about the secret passage, they
must devise a strategy for getting into the palace. This will
require cunning and luck. If they try to battle their way
into the palace, they are likely to be killed before they can
reach Baris.

of the room that Baris is in has a guard. If Baris is on the
third floor, he will not have this guard at his door.
The description of the rooms and floors is as follows:

Residents of the Palace
Baris
When Baris becomes aware that the palace is under attack,
he will move to organize resistance. To determine where
he is when the party enters the palace, roll 1D10 on the
appropriate table below:
Roll

1–4
5+6
7
8
9
10

Day

Audience Chamber
Planning Hall
Operations Room
Interrogation Room
Baris’ Office
Dining Hall

Roll

1
2+3
4–7
8+9
10

Night

Casting Room
Training Room
Master Bedroom
Study
Communications
Room

NOTE — If Baris is in the Communications Room he will
be communing with Nilgeranthrib. He will not react to attacks in this case, until 1D6 turns after they become apparent. In all other cases, he will move to begin organizing
resistance immediately. His first priority in doing so will
be to form a shield of men for himself before launching his
counterattack.

Baris’ Palace First Floor
First Floor
1) The Corral The corral is an outside area surrounded
on two sides by the palace and on the other two sides by
a five foot high, wooden fence, with jagged pieces of metal
embedded in the top of its poles. It will contain a guard
and 1D3 horses when the party attacks. Its gate is tied
shut with a rope.

2) Gang Quarters Five rooms that serve as the quarters
for resident gang members. Three of the rooms have two
Determine the number of other persons who are in the beds, two chests, a clothes cabinet and a couch. The other
Palace when it is attacked by taking the rolls specified be- two have four beds, four chests and a table with four chairs.
low:
The chests in these rooms contain the personal possessions
of their owner.
A) Sensa Kelbin – 20% chance
B) Haiyana ben Shair – 20% chance
3) Lounge An open area in the western part of the buildC) Carmen the Red – 60% chance
ing that has a staircase in its southeast corner. The area
D) 3D10 gang members
contains three couches and will be occupied by 1D3−1 gang
E) 1D3+1 MEL1D3/EL0 apprentices.
members when the party attacks.
F) 2D6 servants, i.e. cook, butler, etc.
G) 1D6 prisoners (in the main cell in the basement)
4) The Marshal’s Office Near the west wall is a desk
These other residents are scattered around the palace as with a chair. On the south wall is a couch. The east wall
the Referee sees fit, except where a precise place is specified has a cabinet. It contains gang records and operation plans.
for them. The placement, and activity of the residents, The cabinet on the south wall contains cheap wine, mugs
should vary with the time of day that the party chooses for and non-perishable food.
The marshal’s desk contains maps of the city, a money
their attack.
chest (3GC, 4SC, 12CCand 2OBB) and some writing supplies. The chest has an EL30 lock. If Carmen is in the
Baris Palace
building, there is a 60% chance that he is in this room with
This is the headquarters of the Market Street Gang. During
1D2−1 gang members.
the day, the room that Baris is in has two guards standing
in front of it. Every other room that is used for official NOTE — The maps are marked with notes that indicate
business has one guard by its door. At night, only the door operations that the gang is planning for the near future.
Other Residents
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5) The Kitchen There is a hearth in the southeast corner of the room. To either side of it is a barrel of water.
The cabinet in the southwest corner of the room contains
spices, herbs and food. The northwest corner cabinet contains plates, utensils and mugs. The cabinet in the northeast corner of the room contains linen, cooking utensils and
heavily-salted meat. In the north center of the room is a
table with six chairs. South of it is a second table with four
chairs. The smaller table is used for preparing meals, the
other is used for eating them.
This room should have 1D3−1 servants and 1D6−2
guards in it when the party attacks the palace. The guards
that are present will be eating at the large table.
6) The Executive Lounge The cabinet on the east wall
contains wine, glasses and bar supplies. A cabinet on the
south wall contains a few books and some scrolls. There is a
couch on the west wall, a desk with a chair in the northwest
corner that contains writing supplies and, in the center of
the room, a table with four chairs. When the party enters
the room, 1D6−2 gang members will be in it.

Baris’ Palace Second Floor

7) The Armory The room contains 20 slings, 30 fighting 3) Baris’ Office This room contains a desk with a chair,
daggers, 50 sling projectiles and 9 swords. They are used two couches and two cabinets, The cabinets contain gang
records, financial reports and a detailed accounting of the
by the gang when they go to war.
gang’s income for the last year. The desk contains writing
8) The Major-Domo’s Office The Major-Domo is the supplies.
chief servant of the palace. He is not a member of the gang.
The office contains a desk with a chair, two cabinets, and 4) Private Dining Room Baris uses this room when
a couch. The cabinet on the north wall contains the palace he does not want to eat in the main dining hall. It has a
inventory. The other cabinet contains various records and statue in the northwest corner, couches in the northeast and
the operating treasury for domestic expenses (The treasury, southeast corners, a wine cabinet in the southwest corner
1GC, 2SC, 6CC and 23BB, is in a small chest that is the and a table with four chairs in the center of the room. If
Baris is not in this room, it is empty.
cabinet.)
9) The Audience Chamber The northwest corner contains a statue of an ancient-looking man. The statue in the
southwest corner is of the same man with a younger appearance. If a secret catch in the second status is hit, it rotates
out of the way revealing a passage, with a ladder, that goes
down into the basement.
On the south and north walls are three, ornately-carved,
chairs (used by leaders of the gang). Along the east wall,
on either side of the door, is a statue of a demon. On the
west wall is a three-tiered dais with a carved, black, throne
on it. This room is vacant unless Baris is present.
Second Floor

5) Main Dining Hall This room has a raised dais on
the south wall, with a statue on either side. Near the east
and west walls are tables with five chairs each. Against the
north wall are two cabinets that contain wine, glasses, linen,
eating utensils and plates.
If Baris is in the room, it will contain Baris and 1D6+4
gang members. If he is not present, there is a 20% chance
that it will contain 1D10 gang members.
6) The Library The room contains a table with three
chairs, on the no nit wall, and book cabinets. The books
and scrolls that are in the cabinets cover a wide range of
subjects, i.e. history, fine literature, geography, etc. No
book or scroll in this desk is magic.

1) Gang Quarters Each of the two rooms that are used
for this purpose contains five beds and five chests. The 7) Baris’ Lounge The lounge is used by Baris for private
chests contain the property of their owner.
meetings. It has a desk with a chair along the north wall, a
statue in each corner and four couches set in a semi-circle
2) The Marshal’s Room This room is divided into two in the west, south and east. The desk contains writing
sections by a partition wall. The northern section contains supplies.
a couch and a cabinet. The cabinet contains bottles of wine
and glasses.
8) The Operations Room There are statues in the
The southern section contains a bed and a metal chest. northeast and northwest corners of the room. Between them
The chest contains the marshal’s clothing. A smaller chest, is a desk with a chair that contains operations plans and spy
hidden under the bed, contains his personal wealth (8GC, reports on other gangs. The cabinet on the west wall con22SC and 19CC). Hanging over the bed, on the wall, is a tains maps, the cabinet to the east contains information
about gang resources and data that is used in formulating
well-worn battle-axe.
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plans. Between these cabinets are two tables, each with
three chairs.
Near the south wall are two locked chests with EL30
locks. Anyone who fails trying to open one is struck with
a needle that bears BL4 Slow Death poison. The chest
to the west contains 21GC, 3 medium gems and 8 small
gems. The other chest contains 34SC, 85CCand 120BB.
The room is empty if Baris is not present. If he is present,
so is the Marshal and 1D3−1 other gang members.

records (written in the Tongue of Young Chaos), writing
supplies, a jeweled dagger (4GC) and a small chest that
contains 9GC, 13SC and 37CC. The cabinets hold records
of Baris’ plots, 1D3 spell scrolls and correspondence that
he has had with agents of Nilgeranthrib. In the northeast
corner of the room is a secret passage. It is opened by
depressing a slightly raised stud in the floor. (The same
mechanism is used to open it on the other side.)
In the northwest part of the room there is a door that
leads to a large closet. The cabinets in the room contain
Baris’ personal treasures. These treasures are two golden
statues (small), five miscellaneous treasure items, one magical item and three chests that contain the following items:
1) 26GC, 39SC, 100CC.
2) 1 Large Jade, 4 medium gems and 6 small gems.
3) Four vials that contain one elixir, one powder and two
potions. Each contains four doses of the item that is in
it. The Referee will determine what the properties of
the items are randomly.

Baris’ Palace Third Floor

4) Apprentice Quarters Each of these four rooms contains a bed, a couch, a desk with a chair and a clothes
cabinet. The Referee will decide what personal possessions
are in each room and if any of them are valuable.

5) The Magician’s Lounge If Baris is in his room when
the party enters the palace, there is a 40% chance that he
NOTE — The third floor is restricted to Baris, his appren- is in this room instead. The room contains a couch and
tices and a limited number of guards. The gang, in general, two chairs on the north wall, a bar with three chairs in
is banned from this floor. The Marshal and the Seneschal the southwest corner, and a wine cabinet next to a keg of
beer against the south wall. The cabinet contains glasses,
are among those who are not allowed on the third floor.
in addition to the wine. It may also contain other items if
1) The Casting Room In the center of the floor is an the Referee desires.
inlaid casting circle of red and black stone. In the center of
this circle is an obsidian altar that has dried blood stains 6) Baris’ Quarters This room is divided into two unon it. In the northeast corner of the room is a statue of the equal sections by a partition wall. The northern section has
god Nergal (God of the Dead), a lion-headed god in armor. a statue in the northwest and southeast corners, couches
There are three cabinets in the room. The one on the along the west and south walls and cabinets against the
north wall contains books and scrolls on Chaos magic, the north and east walls. The northern cabinet contains books.
west wall cabinet contains the daggers, sword, goblets and The eastern cabinet contains old scrolls, bric-a-brac and a
fumigants that are used in rituals. The cabinet in the south- small silver statue of Nergal.
The southern section of the room contains a bed, a desk
west corner contains censers, black candles, candlesticks and
with a chair, a chest along the north wall and two clothes
flints.
A door in the northwest part of the room leads into a cabinets. There is a secret door just south of the bed. It is
small closet. The closet contains herbs, 1D6 doses of natu- opened by pulling down on a sconce that is on the wall. It
ral Plant materials and 1D3 other natural materials of the leads into a storage room. The cabinet on the south wall
Referee’s choice in two cabinets. The door is warded with contains clothing. The cabinet on the west wall contains
a MEL6/EL2 Darkling Light rune that will strike anyone costumes, wigs and other items that Baris uses to disguise
himself when he has need to do so. (He disguises himself to
that opens it without intoning a specific, short chant.
spy on the people of Market Street and meet contacts in the
2) The Training Room The room has a statue in each city without anyone knowing.)
corner. The cabinets along all four walls contain primers
on Chaos magic, theology and other related subjects. In 7) Storage Rooms Linens, cleaning supplies and other
the northeast is a throne that is used by Baris. There is common items are stored in these rooms. The room farthest
a table with eight chairs in the center of the room. There to the west has a secret passage in the north wall that is
will always be at least one apprentice in this room. If Baris opened by depressing a floor stud in front of it.
Palace servants have access to these rooms if they are
is present, all of the apprentices that are in the palace will
accompanied
by a trusted guard or the Major-domo. They
also be here.
are not allowed on the floor without an escort. (The penalty
3) Baris’ Study This room contains a desk with a chair, for violating this rule is death. It applies to everyone except
a couch and two cabinets. The desk contains Baris’ secret a few guards, the Major-domo and the magicians.)
Third Floor
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8) Leisure Area This area is in the center of the floor. It
is a guard post and a place for the magicians to converse or
meditate. In its northeast, southeast and center are statues.
There are four couches on the east, west and south walls.
A guard is always stationed outside the door of room 5. At
night, there is a 20% chance that he is asleep.

3) The Executioners’ Quarters Each room has a bed,
a clothes cabinet and a desk with a chair. The desk contains the executioner’s personal possessions. The cabinet
holds his clothing. The Executioners are gang members.
When they are not in their quarters (60% chance) they are
somewhere else on the floor.
4) Torture Chamber The room has sets of shackles on
the east wall, a hearth near the west wall and a rack on the
west wall. The tools of torture that are used here are kept
in a separate storage room so that prisoners cannot get a
hold of a weapon.
5) Holding Cells Each of these cells has a cot in it. They
are used to hold prisoners who are between torture sessions.
The door of each cell is made out of metal bars. It has an
EL30 lock that can be picked if the prisoner has a tool to
use. (A usable tool can be fashioned from the stays of the
cot if the Player thinks to do so.)

Baris’ Palace Basement

Basement
1) The Interrogation Room Baris uses this room to
question, and intimidate, prisoners. In its center is a white
circle that is surrounded by candle sticks. In the circle is a
pair of leg irons that the prisoner wears while he is being
questioned. When a prisoner is in the room, it is dark. The
prisoner must answer the questions of unknown persons,
seated in the darkness that surrounds him.
In the northeast corner of the room is a statue. In the
northwest and southeast corners are chairs. The southwest
corner has a raised dais with a throne that is used by Baris.

6) Food Storage Area This area contains the palace’s
food stores. In the middle of the east wall, behind a movable
cabinet section, is a secret passage that leads to the Access
room (8). It is not trapped.
7) Storage Room This room is used to store meat and
implements of torture, i.e. brands, pokers, thumbscrews,
etc.
8) Access Room The south wall of this room has a ladder that leads to the first floor Audience Chamber. In the
west wall is a secret passage, leading to the Elite Swordsman, that is opened by depressing two wall studs simultaneously. South of the passage, on the west wall, is a clothes
cabinet. Across from it, on the east wall, is a bed. (The
cabinet and bed are used by a gang member who is being
hidden here because of something that he has done (for the
gang) that has endangered his life.) In the northern part
of the room is a u-shaped cabinet that contains food, beer
and other supplies. It is used by temporary residents of the
room. (If the party enters this room, there is a 10% chance
that someone is living in it.)

NOTE — The standard procedure when a prisoner is
brought in is to have his or her hands shackled behind his or
her naked body. The prisoners must stand bound and naked
while they are interrogated. ( This method is designed to
break or lessen the will of the prisoner. It usually is quite 9) Wine And Beer Storage The kegs in the room consuccessful, especially with women.)
tain beer, ale and water. The cabinets contain wine. The
room is locked. Only Baris, the Marshal and the Major2) The Main Cell On the west and south walls are arm domo have a key.
and leg shackles. In the northeast corner is a thick neck
chain that restrains the double normal size Desert Lion 10) The Practice Hall Against the east wall of the room
who shares the room with the prisoners. The chain is long is a long bench. On the north wall is a rack of practice
enough for the lion to easily reach the door and for him to swords and a chair. On the south wall is a rack that contains
almost reach the prisoners when their backs are against the 5 metal swords and three (AV6) reinforced bucklers.
wall. When prisoners are taken out or brought in, the chain
is shortened with the winch on the wall outside of the cell. 11) Gang Barracks The barracks room contains six
NOTE — The lion is wild. It will attack anyone that it
can get its claws on. Prisoners must be careful how they
sit. If they are not cautious, and aware of the lion, they
will be within his grasp. The lion is a cunning killer who
has taken many a leg in his day.
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beds and six chests. The chests contain the personal possessions of their owners.

12) Staff Quarters The room contains six beds and six
clothes cabinets. It is used by the female staff of the palace.

23.15 Leaving Porta
13) The Major-Domo’s Quarters The home of the
Major-domo and his wife has a bed in the northeast corner,
a clothes cabinet on the east wall, a chair in the southwest
corner, a couch against the west wall and a desk and chair
on the north wall.
NOTE — The Major-domo uses the desk for personal writing. He is a poet of some talent who spends his spare time
writing.

NOTE — Baris rules the Market Street Gang through terror. Most of his flunkies follow him because he is feared,
not because they have any loyalty to him. If he is killed,
and powerful members of the gang know that he is dead, the
Referee can hit the gang with a period of disorganization,
while the forces of the Marshal and the Seneschal war to
see who the next leader will be.
If the players know this ( they can learn by asking Kerak
or in their initial information gathering at the Slippery
14) The Treasure Vault A secret passage leads to this Bear) they can arrange for the body to be found quickly by
secret room in the eastern wall of the palace basement. It placing it somewhere where it will be found. If they do this,
is opened by depressing four studs and turning a key in the Referee should give them a period where they can leave
the lock that this maneuver reveals. (Opening the passage without any chance that the defenders of the palace will atrequires two people or a magic-user with the right spell.) tack them. ( Given the fact that they move with caution
The lock is EL25. It has an MEL8/EL3 Paralysis rune on and try not to be seen.)
it, affecting anyone who tries to open it and fails.
The room contains treasure that Baris, the Marshal and
the Seneschal have taken for themselves from the gang’s Adventure Section Three
profits. Baris has the key. All three of them know which
23.15 Leaving Porta
studs to press.
NOTE — The total value of the treasure in this room is In the last two sections of this adventure, the party will
100GC, maximum. The Referee can assign any items that travel towards, and into, the Tower of the Dead. If they are
he desires, with no more than 1 magical item, to this room. acting as Kerak’s agents, he will give them a Road Pass (a
golden circle engraved with strange writing that allows the
15) The Communications Room This room is reached bearer to use the Thaliban Road freely.) Unless the party
from the secret passages in the southeast corner of the member displays a pass, he will be subject to the tariffs
palace basement or the northeast corner of the Copper that are normal on this road.
Penny basement. In the room’s tunnel, near the palace
passage, is a floor stud that will open that passage. The The Thaliban Road
door to the Copper Penny is not camouflaged on the ComBetween Porta and the western border of Thaliba there are
munication room side.
four strong points that the party must pass through if they
The entrance to the room is through an iron door that is
use the road. All are guarded by Thaliban soldiers in goldlocked and chained. The door lock is EL30. The padlock
colored plate mail and golden masks. Each soldier has a
in the chain is EL40. Neither is trapped or magical.
60% chance of understanding any tongue that is spoken
The room has a small altar near its east wall. On the
to him. The checkpoints are located on both sides of the
altar, on a solid gold base, is a sphere of red crystal. It is
River Thalilb in two different areas. The party must use
used to contact Nilgeranthrib. (It is keyed to Nilgeranthrib’s
these bridges if they take the road to Zara. The river is not
power. The closer that it gets to him, the stronger the glow
passable in any other way, unless the party has a boat.
that it emits. When it is within 50 feet, the power emission
will burn the hand of anyone that holds it — take 1D6 per NOTE — If the party enters Thaliba itself (other than
on the toad), any human encounter will lead to their being
phase that it is held.)
tracked down, attacked and captured regardless of whether
NOTE — Nilgeranthrib can sense it when someone is in
they are serving Kerak or not. No “barbarian” is allowed to
contact with one of his spheres. If his attention is on that
enter the and of Thaliba and leave.
sphere (10% chance per day), he can also use any Telepathic
Power that he desires on the person who is in physical conThe Toll
tact with the sphere.
There are cabinets of books and scrolls on the north and The guards attempt to gauge the wealth of each traveller at
south walls. (The Referee will determine what knowledge is each checkpoint. When they have done so, they charge 20%
in these 13 volumes — 8 books and 5 scrolls. Any spells are of their estimate as a toll for passing by their station. The
Chaos Powers.) In the center of the room is a wooden chair average fee, per person (except for mercantile caravans) is
2D10SC. If the Character has expensive armor, a horse or
that Baris uses while he is reading or communicating.
other valuable property with him, double or triple this tariff.
Special Note
If he has something with him that is magical, quintuple it.
All tolls are negotiable if the Player can convince the
It is important to stress that the assault on Basis Palace
is a step in this adventure, not its climax. With cunning, guard that he does not have much money. In all other
intelligent play, the party should succeed relatively easily. cases, the fee is paid or the man may not pass.
The crucial thing that they must do, in this part of the
At no time, unless he is attacked, will a guard attack
adventure, is to arrange to minimize their encounters with anyone. If attacked, the two guards on the road will fight,
Baris’ gang members. If their plan is successful in this, they aided by three more guards on each side of the road in
should reach Baris with a minimum of difficulty. At that fighting towers. The six tower guards are armed with EL4
point, it will be up to the party to kill him and get out alive. Arbalests, modified for damage and hit chance. All of
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the guards have EL4 Magic Broadswords that are modified in the same way. One of the guards will also be an
MEL2D6/EL3, law-oriented, wizard as well.
NOTE — It is a commonly-known legend that those who
attack. the Thaliban guards are doomed. None who have
done so have survived more than two years after fighting
their way through. ( The felon is tracked down, and killed,
by a member of the Society of Light — men are trained
assassins and wizards.) The road is only travelled by the
cunning or the wealthy.
IMPORTANT — If at any time a party member
gives the guard the impression that he will stay in
Thaliba rather than pay the toll, he will be ordered
to pass by the checkpoint without paying anything.
They want no foreigners in their land.

Sea Voyage
The only other way to leave Porta is by sea to Zara or
Aratad. The cost of such a voyage is listed in Powers and
Perils. As a general rule, the vessel will make about 20
miles per day. At the Referee’s discretion, the vessel will
have a 20% chance of an encounter — day and night. Any
encounter that occurs will be resolved on the simple table
below, unless the Referee chooses to specifically play out
the encounter specified.

Roll Encoun.
1–4 Storm

5–7 Shipboard

8+9 Pirates

10

Climans

Affect
Roll 1D10×1D10 and subtract the
Navigation skill of the Captain,
(1D10×7)+10. If the result is zero or
less, there is no problem. If it is higher,
the number yielded is the percentage
chance that the vessel will founder, i.e.
sink.
The party, or one of its members, has a
normal human encounter with one or
more members of the ship’s crew. The
Referee will determine the effect of
this. If a Mob of some kind results, the
crew mutinies.
A small pirate vessel runs the ship
down. It contains 3D10 pirates with a
Character-class Captain. They are
opposed by the party, the crew of the
vessel and its captain.
A trireme of the Climan fleet catches
the ship and boards. They take 1/2 the
goods from the hold of the ship and
allow the party members to purchase
their freedom from slavery for a
negotiated sum. (A good-size trireme
has about 300 men in the crew. For the
Climans, about 80 plus the Priestess
commanding and a Character-class
Captain are potential combatants. The
others are galley slaves.) Resistance is
futile.

NOTE — The Referee should expand on this sketch if he
allows the party to leave Porta by sea. He also may opt to
allow them to leave and land without encounter if he wants
to speed up the adventure. The ship that the party is on will
have a Captain and a crew of 1D6+6 men.

The Thaliban Forest
After crossing the Thaliban border the party enters forests
that are controlled by forest barbarians. When the barbarians are encountered on the road, the party may be harassed
or threatened for tribute. They will never be attacked unless they strike the first blow. If the party leaves the road,
and encounter the barbarians, they will have to fight. These
barbarians have a paranoid fear of foreigners, especially civilized people. They are killed out of hand when they are
found in the tribal lands, off the road.
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Zarun
One mile after crossing into Zarun, the party will reach a
Blockhouse manned by 2D6 Zarunese soldiers. Here they
will be welcomed to the free and democratic land of Zarun,
asked to respect the rights of others and warned to stay on
the road until they pass the forest. The forests, along the
road and north, are infested with Nilgeranthrib’s minions
and other forces of Chaos. While the party moves through,
on the road or not, subtract 10 from all encounter rolls. If
the result is zero or less, roll on the appropriate table below
for the encounter that occurs:
Zarun Forest Encounters
Day

Roll
01–60
61–75

Encounter
Demons, Disease
Dragons, Wyrm

Night

Roll
01–10
11–20

Encounter
Demons, Disease
Demons,
Heliophobic
76–100 Human Force*
21–50 Demons,
Terrestrial
51–75 Dead Force**
76–90 Human Force*
91–95 Wyrm
96–100 Hellhound
* A human force contains 1D3−1 Chaos magic-users
(MEL1D6+1/EL3) and 2D6 soldiers, plus 3 soldiers
per magic-user that is present. All soldiers are equipped
by rolling on the mercenary tables in the background
section to determine what company they belong to. All
will have leather helmets in addition to that equipment.
** A dead force consists of 3D6 dead and 1D2−1 magicusers. If no magic-user is present, the dead attack any
living being until one group of the other is destroyed.
If a magic-user is present, he will direct the actions of
his dead, remaining hidden, or join the attack using his
magic against the party (The magic-user has spell knowledge as specified for a third tier member of the Black
Ring.)
NOTE — The equipment of the dead varies from nothing
to Platemail. The Referee will decide what they have before
the battle starts.
IMPORTANT — The magic-user can see through
the eyes of his dead. There is a 40% chance that
he remains hidden while his dead fight. If so, he
directs his energies to controlling the dead. If not,
he will use his magic against the party.
Without direct orders, the dead continue to do
what they did on the last phase that they received
an order. They continue fighting, once ordered to
do so, until they are unable to do so.

23.16 Zendar Farm

Zendar Farm
people’s love curdled. He was murdered on his farm, burned
alive in the flaming ruin of his manor house. Since his time,
his descendants have farmed the family lands and nearly
forgotten their former greatness. Today they are a family of
simple farmers.

The Zendar Family
The current patriarch of the clan, and Elder for County Zendar, is Harmon Zendar (59), the great-grandson of Priam.
He is married and has nine children. His wife, Mona Dsriva
Zendar (53), is the youngest daughter of a Zaran grain merchant. His children are Primus (33, male), Zenia (27, female), Geoff (24, male), Samal and Darus (16, male), Baran
(15, male), Jahan (14, male), Kian (14, female) and Marla
(13, female).
Harmon’s eldest sons, Primus and Geoff, are married.
Primus’ wife is Je’ain Zendar (30, female), a stranger from
the hills. Geoff’s wife is Marta Cangair Zendar (23), the
daughter of the owner of a farm to the north. Primus has
no children. Geoff and Marta have two sons, Harmon (6)
and Rian (4).
In addition to the Zendars, Mona’s father Baran Dsriva
lives on the farm. He is a 72 year old, retired merchant
whose hobby is Zarunese history.
IMPORTANT — Je’ain is Nilgeranthrib’s agent in
the area. She is a second-tier apprentice who uses
her husband as a dupe while she sees that the will of
Nilgeranthrib is carried out. She is an MEL5/EL2
magic-user.

Zendar Personality

Old Harmon is a gruff farmer who loves the land. Mona
is a kind woman who is hospitable to strangers. Primus is
a weak man who is totally enthralled by Je’ain. Je’ain is
a cunning, evil and beautiful woman who is in the service
of Nilgeranthrib because she thirsts after power. Geoff is a
strong, taciturn and gruff man like his father. Marta is a
NOTE — Priam’s victory gave him great power and he friendly woman who loves to gossip with strangers. Zenia
was corrupted by it. Over a decade of his corrupt rule, his is a plain and obese woman who is terribly frustrated. She
After leaving the forest, the party may head for Zendar
Farm, This is a large farm located 20 miles northeast of
Zara, the capital of Zarun. Previously, this farm was the
summer residence of Priam Zendar, dictator of Zarun and
the last slayer of Nilgeranthrib.
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dreams of love and hates those who have found it. Old
Baran is senile. He loves to talk about the imagined adventures that he had in the past and the history of his nation.
Samal and Darus are identical twins. Both are somewhat
retarded. They care for the dogs, work in the fields and
avoid strangers. Both of them are kind and very strong.
Young Baran is intelligent. He wishes to learn whatever
he can and will pester travellers for whatever knowledge he
can get from them. Jahan is a strong, intelligent boy who is
very shy. He will not approach strangers unless they try to
make friends with him first. Kain and Marla are pretty girls
who are talkative and friendly. They will pester the party
and may form crushes on one or more of their number. The
little boys, Young Harmon and Rian, are happy children
with a great deal of curiosity. They like to play tricks on
their elders. They will go out of their way to mislead the
party and/or make them the butt of their jokes.

the north. The request comes from Je’ain. What they can
do with the time that passes is up to them and on how they
interact with family.
Others People who come to the farm without a definite
reason, i.e. to deliver the message, must convince Old Harmon, Primus or Geoff to allow them to stay, unless one of
or more of their number is wounded. If they fail, they are
allowed to sleep in the shed but are asked to leave at dawn.
If they succeed, they will be allowed to stay for a reasonable
length of time (no more than seven days).
NOTE — It is up to the Referee to use the farm layout and
the personalities provided for the Zendars to give the party
a chance to learn the information that they require to find
Life Sword.

If Je’ain discovers that the party is seeking Life Sword,
she will send for a Human Force to attack the farm at night
NOTE — The information above is not essential to run- and destroy the party. If the party wins, they will be asked
ning the scenario but may help the Referee to add color to to leave — wounded or not. If they lose, they are dead or
this portion of it. The party’s interaction with the Zendar captured and Je’ain will search for the sword. When she
family can be crucial to their success in finding Life Sword. finds it, it will be destroyed.
The Zendars also employ hired hands and a foreman.
These men are stoic, taciturn men who know nothing of
any great value to the party. They answer what questions
they can out of courtesy. If a party member appears to be
overly curious, or asks strange questions, they will tell the
foreman who will tell, roll 1D3, Old Harmon (1), Primus
(2) or Geoff (3). The Referee will determine what affect
this will have, if any.

Arriving at the Farm
The party enters the farm area on the road. As they pass
the wheat field, one of the hired hands will yell out to them
and begin moving their way. By the time that he gets to
them, the foreman and 1D3 Dogs will also be headed in
towards them. The reaction of the foreman and the hired
hand will depend on what the players say. If they act suspicious or appear to be hiding something, Old Harmon,
Primus or Geoff will be warned. From that point, all of
the adults on the farm, except Old Baran, will be on guard
against the party. They may be allowed to stay for a short
time but they will not be trusted.
After the initial encounter, the party is taken to Old Harmon, Primus or Geoff.

Zendar Farm Structure
The following notes detail the buildings that are located on
this farm. The Referee will use them, as they come into
play, in ejudicating the party’s adventures on the farm.

The Farm House
This house is a two story structure with a one story addition
added to its south wall. Behind the house, connected to the
east wall, is a smokehouse. The following sections describe
this dwelling:
First Floor
1) The Living Room This room has a statue in the
northwest corner (Priam Zendar) and a staircase in the
northeast corner. Along the west wall is a couch and a
clothes cabinet. On the south wall is a couch. Next to the
east wall is a statue and a large chair.

2) The Kitchen On the north wall of this room is a
hearth and four water barrels. Next to the east wall are
two cabinets that contain linen and utensils, and plates,
mugs and herbs, respectively. The cabinets on the south
wall contain food. The cabinet on the west wall contains
IMPORTANT — At this point every party mem- preserves, home-made beer and cheap wine. The center of
ber rolls Em×2. Those who succeed with this roll the room has a table with four chairs.
will see the ruins of the old house. The others will
not. The Referee should show them the view of 3) The Dining Room Each corner of this room has a
the old house ruins without giving them any other statue in it. The cabinets on the west wall contain plates
and eating utensils. The cabinets on the east wall contain
information.
mugs and glasses. The south wall cabinet has linen in it.
NOTE — If any of the party members are injured, the
In the center of the room is a table with six chairs.
injured person will be taken to the house to be healed by
Mona (an EL5 Healer). They will remain there until they 4) Zenia’s Room This room contains a bed, a clothes
are completely healed, unless they manage to leave.
cabinet and a vanity with a chair. (If a member of the

Staying On
Messengers Parties who reached the farm by delivering
Baris’ message will be asked to stay on (for 1D3+1 days)
and guard Primus when he makes his next buying trip to
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party is injured, he will be put in this room and Zenia will
sleep in the Living Room. This will make him her enemy
unless he tries to be friendly. If he is friendly, there is a
40%+Ap chance that she will try to make it much more.
Her Appearance is 10.)

23.16 Zendar Farm
The northern section of this room is the living room. It
has two couches and a cabinet. The cabinet contains books
and scrolls dealing with light subject matter.
NOTE — Primus, Je’ain, Baran and the younger sons are
the only literate family members. The others either have not
had the time to learn or consider reading to be a waste of
time.
2) Storage Room The room contains supplies, preserved
food and spare clothing.
3) Kitchen The south wall has a hearth. The cabinet in
the southeast corner contains cooking utensils and plates.
The cabinet in the northeast contains food. Towards the
north is a table with four chairs.
4) Master Bedroom Along the south wall of the room
is a bed and a couch. There are cabinets on the west and
north walls. The one to the west is a clothes cabinet. The
other has an EL50 lock. It contains books on Chaos magic,
the tools of Je’ain’s trade and ceremonial garments for use
in ritual magic. (When she uses her secret place by the
river.)
NOTE — Old Harmon had the addition built three years
ago in hopes that Primus would give him an heir if he had
“his own house”. This has not occurred. Je’ain will not
allow it to. She has no intention of having, as she would
put it, “a herd of squalling brats” interfering in her life.

The Farm House First Floor
5) Old Baran’s Room The room has a bed, a desk with
a chair and a clothes cabinet in it. There is a haphazard
pile of old papers and scrolls on the desk and floor. The
drawers of the desk and the cabinet contain writing supplies and books that pertain to Zarunese history, including
a biography of Priam Zendar. The majority of his clothes
are piled around his room and on his bed. In the clutter, if
the party looks, they will find a small chest that contains
23GC, 12SC, 19CC and 69BB.
6) The Smokehouse On the north wall is a hearth.
Hanging in the room, from north to south, are haunches
of mutton. In the southeast corner of the room is a table
with a cleaver in it. On the southwest wall is a cabinet that
contains aged and smoked cuts of mutton.
NOTE — The Zendars raise sheep, horses and dogs. Their
primary meat is mutton. They seldom eat any other meats.
The Rooms of the Addition
1) The Living Room This room is divided into two sections by a partition wall. The southern section is the entryway. It contains a statue, a cabinet on the south wall
and another cabinet along the east wall. The southern cabinet contains clothing. The other cabinet contains books,
glasses and some cheap wine.

The Farm House Second Floor
Second Floor
1) The Landing This area has a statue in it.
2) The Family Room The room has a couch along the
north wall, a bookcase against the east wall, a cabinet with
bric-a-brac and other limited value items near the west wall,
a chair and a spinning wheel in the southeast corner, a chest
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filled with blankets on the south wall and a chair in the east 3) Work Room The room contains a table with two
center of the room.
chairs and a cabinet that contains tools, supplies used in
making things and miscellaneous goods of various types.
3) The Master Bedroom Old Harmon and Mona’s
room is divided by a partition wall. The room has two 4) Household Storage The room contains five chairs,
couches and a cabinet in the north. The cabinet contains a couch, two beds, four empty chests and five empty cabtools, wine and glasses. The southern section of the room inets. Some of the items in the room are antiques, others
contains a bed, a desk with a chair and a large chest on the are broken.
east wall. The chest contains the family treasure (a sword,
two fighting daggers, an old suit of Platemail that belonged 5) Je’ain’s Shrine This room has an EL30 lock and
to Priam Zendar, a medium jewel, 14SC, 31CCand 57BB. Je’ain has the only key. She uses the room for her magNOTE — For their class (station 2), the Zendars are quite ical studies and the worship of Allatu (Consort of Nergal,
Queen of Hell). The cabinets contain ritual supplies, herbs
wealthy.
and spell-books. The altar is made of granite that is carved
4) Geoff ’s Room The room contains a bed, a couch and with demonic runes. The only other family member who
a clothes cabinet.
knows what is in this room is Primus. The others would
turn on her if they knew.
5) The Twin’s Room The room, used by Samal and
Darus contains two beds, two clothes cabinets and a chair.
6) Baran and Jahan This room contains two beds and
two clothes cabinets.
7) Man and Marla The room contains two beds and two
cabinets. It also has a small collection of stuffed animals
scattered around it.
8) Young Harmon and Rian The room holds two
beds, two chests and a haphazard scatter of stuffed animals,
carved toys and other juvenile items.

Hirelings Barracks
The Hireling Barracks
A one-story building that is used by the seven men who
work for the Zendars.
1) The Main Room This room contains the six beds
and six chests that are used by the fieldhands, all 17–23
year old peasant laborers.

The Farm House Basement

2) The Foreman’s Room The room contains a desk
with a chair, a bed and a clothes cabinet. It is used by
Zavan Ciana, the 34 year old Foreman of the farm.

NOTE — Zavan lost his left arm in the wars against Nilgeranthrib. He will be hostile to anyone that he thinks has
Basement
anything to do with the enemy. If he thinks that the person
1) Food Storage The room’s cabinets are full of food. serves the lich, he will tell the family and, whether they help
or not, try to kill that person. He has EL4 in the Sword
The barrels contain water.
and a CEL of 5.
2) Beverage Storage The room has three kegs of beer
and three cabinets that contain bottles of home-made wine. 3) The Kitchen The cabinet on the west wall contains
(The Zendars, like many people in Zarun, pride themselves linen and towels. Along the south wall there is a water
on their self-sufficiency. They trade sheep for grapes and barrel and a cabinet full of food. The east wall has a hearth.
make their own wine and beer.)
In the center of the room is a table with four chairs.
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4) The Dining Hall The cabinet on the north wall contains plates, eating utensils and mugs. In the middle of the
room is a long table with eight chairs. The eighth chair is
reserved for Geoff, who often chooses to breakfast with the
hired hands.

The Barn
Riding Horse II caliber. Old Harmon, Primus and Young
Baran work here most often.
The Tool Shed
The Tool Shed
The tool shed is a large, one-story building. It contains cabinets filled with tools, farm equipment and supplies. During
the harvest and shearing seasons, it is used to store crops
and/or wool.
NOTE — When the party is allowed to stay, they will be
allowed to use this building.

1) The Stable The stable area contains 15 stalls, piles of
hay, a ladder to the loft and five water barrels. It is used to
care for the horses. During the shearing season, the sheep
are sheared in this building.
2) Storeroom The room’s cabinet contains medicines for
the animals. The room also contains sacks of grain.
3) The Tack Room There is a table on the west wall and
two cabinets in this room. On the table are four saddles,
four bridles and a few coils of rope. In the cabinets are
tools.
4) The Loft The entire second floor is a loft. The eastern
part has two beds and two cabinets that the hands use when
they must spend the night. The west end has three cabinets
that contain tools and farm supplies. Between these areas,
on either side of the overlook, is a hay storage area.

The Kennel
The Kennel
The Zendars are noted breeders of sheep dogs (Dog II). This
building is used to house the dogs. The eastern part of the
building contains a breeding pen, a work room, an office
and a storage room.
At the current time, the kennel contains 6 male dogs,
14 female dogs and 9 puppies. The doors and walls of each
kennel cell are made of hand-made, wire mesh. The building
is made out of wood. The primary people who work with
the dogs are Geoff, Zavan, Samal, Darus and Jahan.
The Barn

The Old House
The Old House

The visible portion of the ruin is a burned-out adobe strucThe barn is a two-story, wooden structure that is sur- ture. The ground is uneven and covered with charred derounded by corrals on three sides. The corrals house a stud bris. (The unevenness of the ground is the result of the
stallion, mares, mares with foals and sheep. The horses are house’s collapse due to fire and the passage of time.)
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The only way to enter the basement, without excavating 5) The Corridor The corridor is empty except for the
a hole somewhere in the floor, is through the debris in the dust and debris that has accumulated over the years. It is
middle rear of the ruin. The debris covers a usable, brick partially blocked by a cave-in in the west.
staircase.
NOTE — If the party begins to dig, the Zendars will dis- 6) The Ritual Room In the southeast corner of the
cover them and be very upset. They will order them to leave room are two, waist-high, silver candlesticks. Each candlethe farm. If the party refuses, there will be a battle and, in stick is worth 3GC. Along the south wall is a partially1D2 hours, one of the hired hands will return with 2D6 covered, broken chest that contains the remains of ceremonial robes. Along the west and, partially covered by debris,
constables from the local village.
north wall is a statue of an Ahura. In the northwest corIf the party investigates the Old House, the Referee ner of the room is the statue of a larger Ahura. (The law
should give them clues that the debris may conceal some- God Sabbathiel, the Marshal of the Hosts, Lord of Just Rething. Suggestions on this would be to have someone see a venge). In front of this statue is a white, stone altar. On
rat run into the pile, a snake move through it or otherwise the altar, in a rune-covered, white leather scabbard, is Life
observe that it may be a way to get down.
Sword.
NOTE — Life Sword will consider the first human to touch
it to be its new master. Non-human characters, chaosaligned supernatural forces and chaos-oriented wizards may
roll Em×2. If the result is success or partial success, they
will have a feeling that they should not touch it. If they do,
when it is without a master, they must roll an MEL14/EL5
chance to be affected. If they are, they lose D100×3 Energy points. (If EnL is zero or less after this, the person is
killed. If not, he is comatose until all of his lost energy is
regained.) If the person is not affected, he will lose 2D10
energy points and will be stunned for one turn per energy
point that is lost. After a person is stunned or killed, he
will always let go of the weapon.
Other persons who touch the weapon will not be adversely
affected.
The sword will communicate with its new master,
The Old House Basement
telepathically. It will give the impression that it is life but
will only mention specific attributes that it possesses if its
The description of the Old House basement is as follows:
new master specifically asks whether it is able to do that
1) Food Storage There is a 60% chance that this area thing. In battle against its enemies, it will always seek to
has 2D6 rats in it. If not, it will contain 1D3 Asps. The use its powers and, at the first opportunity, will inform its
room is stained from the fire and the animals that have used master what it can do against the enemy dead.
it. The cabinets that remain in it are rotten and partially
eaten away by rats and fire.
The Guardian
2) Beverage Storage This room has a scorched wine Priam Zendar was a great hero who, in his mind, was treachcabinet that contains 8 bottles of useless vinegar. Six kegs erously and wrongfully slain. He haunts the basement as a
are spaced around the room. They are charred and empty. Corporal Edimmu. He will attack any person who enters
the basement and touches his property, i.e. the treasure or
3) Bedroom This room contains an old, rotten and the sword. He is dressed in tattered, scorched Chainmail.
scorched bed. It is the lair of the Corporal Edimmu that His face and body are blackened, twisted and destroyed by
the fire that consumed him. He is one of the most hideous
lives in this house (Priam Zendar).
sights that any man will ever see.
4) The Treasury The chests contain some of the treasure NOTE — When the party enters the basement, they will
that Priam Zendar took from Nilgeranthrib and the people feel it to be unnaturally cold. The air is fetid and barely
of Zarun.
breathable. 1D3 turns after they enter the Basement, or
The chest on the west wall contains 13 ceramic items as soon as they touch anything that Priam is guarding, the
worth 23GC (total). The chest near the east wall contains Edimmu will leave the bedroom and move towards the party.
a golden statue of Allatu (14GC). The chests on the north He will always attack to kill. He will never attempt to poswall contain:
sess anyone.
1) 29GC, 31SC, 139CC and 209BB.
2) Seven vials with 1D6 doses each of a random potion, a
spell scroll (MEL20/EL5 with one Chaos spell) and a
random amulet.
NOTE — The Referee will determine the value of the
magic items as specified in Book Four of Powers and Perils.
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23.17 The Trek North
The party can leave Zendar Farm in two ways:
1) With Primus Zendar.
2) On their own.
If the party travels with Primus, he will lead them into an
ambush in 1D3 days. They will be attacked by 2D6+10
of the Morana Company led by Barz Morana and two magicians. The magicians are MEL6/EL3 and MEL3/EL1,
third and first tier respectively. (See the appropriate parts
of the background section to determine the knowledge and
equipment for the ambushing force.)
If the party is on their own, they are not ambushed. Roll
all encounters as specified for the Zarun Forest until they
reach a different terrain type.

The Ambush
The party is ambushed at night, from all sides. Their leader,
Barz, will order the party to surrender before attacking. If
anyone in the party takes any offensive action, including
beginning a spell, the force will attack. (Primus will always
get away while the battle rages.)
If the party surrenders, they will be disarmed. Any magician among them will be bound and gagged. Other players
are only bound. The party members will be tied together by
the neck and marched to the north as a slave coffle. When
they reach the Tower of the Dead, the magic-users will be
imprisoned and the others will be taken to the breeding area
where they are caged.
NOTE — Imprisoned magic-users are sacrificed to Nergal
1D3 days after they arrive. They will never be trusted unless they have a Chaos orientation and they can convince
Nilgeranthrib that they would betray their friends in exchange for their life. Others are kept in the pens as long
as they are considered to be useful. When their usefulness
ends, they are killed.
If the party defeats the attacking force, they will find
that Primus fled. If they took prisoners, they may gain
information from interrogating them. Magicians will not
give any information. Other prisoners will give information
if they are threatened with death and the party promises to
let them go free. In any other case, they will remain silent
(1–6) or lie (7–10). Roll 1D10. The information that the
party can gain from prisoners is:

Due to the danger of the mountains, the party will have
heard legends of the terrible danger that lies in the Elder
Mountains. They should go directly into the Tower of the
Dead hex. The Elder Mountains that surround that hex are
only slightly less dangerous than this encounter area.

Elder Mountain Encounters
These mountains are dominated by Elder forces, especially
the children of Kototh. In rolling for night encounters, subtract 15 from your roll. If the roll is zero or less, use the
table below to determine what is encountered. During the
day, subtract 5 from all encounter rolls. The table below is
used if the result is zero or less.
In all cases, any Kotothi force that is encountered will
try to kill the party. They will only take prisoners if the
proclivities of their race allows them to do so.
Elder Mountain Encounter Table
Roll Day
Roll Night

01–05
06–12
13–20
21–28
29–35
36–60
61–70
71–90

Dragons, Elder
Athach
Giants, Earth
Giants, Mountain
Giants, Fire
Great Ape
Harab Serapel
Chimearas,
Chimeara
91–100 Wyvern

01–04
05–10
11–13
14–20
21–25
26–35
36–40
41–55

Athach
Daoine Sidhe
Dragons, Elder
Giants, Earth
Giants, Fire
Giants, Mountain
Giants, Storm
Goblin

56–66
67–71
72–75
76–80
81–88
89–100

Great Ape
Great Serpent
Ogre
Cu Sidhe
Trolls, Rock Troll
Trolls, Troll

NOTE — If the Creature Variation system is used in
this area, add 15 to your roll for the multiplier. Any
result that is greater than 100, equals 100. Creatures in
this environment are, as a rule, both larger and more
deadly than they are elsewhere in the Middle World.

1) The best way to reach the mountains around the tower
without further forest encounters.
2) Knowledge of the location of the trail to Alzira.
3) Knowledge of the caverns that pass from the mountains
into the tower.

Travelling On
After success in resisting the ambush, or when moving without a guide, the party will continue to the tower.
While travelling through the forest, they must use the
Zarun Forest encounter rules. Once they reach the mountains, use the Tower of the Dead or the Elder Mountain encounter chart, depending on the hex that the party chooses
to enter.
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Tower Hex Encounters
Only characters that are controlled by Nilgeranthrib, or
that are aligned with Chaos, are encountered in this hex. It
is one of the major citadels of Chaos in the Middle World.
The chart below details the possible encounters for characters in this hex.
The Tower Hex
Base Encounter Chance
Day

Creature
01–10

Human
11–15

None
16–100

Night

Creature
01–39

Human
40

Day

Night

Roll
01–10
11–30

Creature
Demons, Disease
Orchi

Roll
01–05
06–12

31–45

Griffin

13–25

46–55

Hippogriff

26–28

56–60

Dragons,
Dragon*
Harab Serapel

29–35

61–70

None
41–100
Creature
Demons, Disease
Demons, Fiery
Spirit
Demons,
Terrestrial
Dragons,
Dragon*
Gargoyle

36–40

Demons,
Heliophobic
71
Lich (Maubar)
41
Lalassu
72–100 Scorpion Beast
42
Lammashta
43–60 Scorpion Beast
61
Soul Daiva
62–64 Spiritual Edimmu
65–100 The Dead
*All Dragons that are encountered are Chaos-aligned
and hostile.
NOTE — If the dead are encountered, they are led by an
MEL6/EL3 chaos-oriented magician. 3D6+5 dead are
encountered each time that they are encountered. Except for
encounters with forces that are led by magicians or mercenary leaders, all encounters are to the death. Only forces
that are under the protection of Nilgeranthrib may move
through this area without being subject to attack.
Human Encounters
There is a 60% chance that any encounter of this kind is
a Human Force, as defined in the Zarun Forest section. If
not, roll the encounter as specified for a Wild area in Book
Four. Random encounters are either allies of Nilgeranthrib,
a group of his thralls that he has allowed to live in the wild
or travellers who have lost their way or who are seeking the
tower for power or wealth that they think they can gain
from it.

during the ascent, if the rider dismounts and leads them up
the trail.
When the party has travelled about four miles on the
path, they will reach the apex of the mountain. From this
point they will be able to see the ruins of Alzira and the
tower. At this point, they will see, the trail will begin to
descend and get even narrower. The descent is totally impassable for horses or other large four-legged animals. The
party will be forced to travel single file, hugging the side of
the mountain as they go.
NOTE — At its narrowest, the descending trail will be no
more than 12" in width. It is a dangerous road.

Adventure Section Four
23.18 The Caverns of the Dead
When the party has travelled about a mile down the trail,
at a point where the ledge is a foot wide, they will reach
the first cave mouth that leads into the caverns. If they
bypass this entrance, the trail will reach another entrance
two hundred feet further down. If they continue past this
entrance, the trail will wind down the side of the mountain
until they reach the valley floor. Here they will find an old,
flagstone road. Moving south on the road, they will see a
third cave mouth about 100 feet up the side of the cliff. If
they do not enter the caverns through this cave, they must
move towards the tower through the city.
Alziran Encounters
Base Encounter Chance
Day

Creature
01–15

Human
16–25

None
26–100

Night

Creature
01–30

Human
31–35

Day

Night

Roll
01–20
21–35
36
37–50
51–53
54–56

Creature
Scorpion Beast
Orchi
Lich (Maubar)
Griffin
Dragons, Wyrm
Demons, Disease

Roll
01–10
11–15
16–55
56–70
71–75
76–80

57

Dragons,
Dragon
Ruin Encounter

81–84
85+86
87–89
90

Creature
Harab Serapel
Lammashta
The Dead
Gargoyle
Ghost
Demons,
Heliophobic
Demons, Disease

Edimmu
Dragons, Wyrm
Dragons,
Dragon
91–95
Demons,
Terrestrial
96–100* Ruin Encounter
*Roll on the Ruin Encounter table in Book Three.
The Mountain Path
NOTE — The characters who dwell in this city are here beAfter about five miles of travel through the Tower of the cause of mystic alliances that Nilgeranthrib and others have
Dead hex, the party will reach a steep path that goes up made with the character or its master. They will attack
the side of a mountain. This is the road to Alzira. At some any person who is not wearing the sign of the Black Ring
points, as it winds up the mountain, it will narrow until it or travelling with someone that is. All combat that occurs
is less than 2 feet in width. It is only passable for horses, in this case is to the death.
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58–100*

None
36–100

23.19 The Caverns of the Dead

The Caverns

Alzira — a strategic view

The inhabitants of the caverns are the human and dead soldiers of Nilgeranthrib. During the day, mercenaries patrol
the caverns and the dead are inactive. At night, the dead
are the guardians and the humans rest in the tower.
The dead in the caverns and the tower are controlled by
(roll D100) Nilgeranthrib (01–60) and Maubar (61–100).
The Necromancy rules in Powers and Perils specify that a
magician who controls the dead can see through the eyes of
any dead that he is actively controlling. Any party member
who is a trained magic-user (wizardry or sidh magic only)
will know this to be the case. Others may roll their I×2
to remember legends that indicate that it is. Any person
who has this knowledge, from whatever source, will realize
that it is to the party’s advantage to avoid combat with
the dead. Should they fight them, the controlling Lich will
become aware of their presence and he will marshal the
forces of the tower against them.

NOTE — Re-read the description of Maubar. There is a
chance that, if the dead that are fought are controlled by
Maubar, he will not marshal the forces of the tower against
Encounters in Alzira
them. He will believe that, like the others, they seek the
The ruined city of Alzira is inhabited by a host of powerful
death of Nilgeranthrib. After they have defeated his dead,
characters. It is a deadly place for any band of humans to
he is likely to withhold his forces from their usual defense
try to move through. Use the tables below whenever the
areas to give the party a way to get to the Great Lich. He
party is moving around inside of the walls of Alzira without
will be happy to let them have their chance. ( This will mean
being in the caverns or the tower.
that the up staircases will be left undefended until the party
has passed.)

Human Encounters

IMPORTANT — After the party slays Nilgeranthrib, if they do, they are fair game. Maubar will
send his forces against them unless they manage
to escape from the tower quickly. His forces will
attack within 1D6+1 turns in an organized and military fashion. The attack will continue until every
party member in the tower is killed or captured.
(If Nilgeranthrib escapes in mouse form, triple the
number of turns that it will take for the enemy to
strike. Maubar will detail a large number of them
NOTE — The sex division for a thrall community will be to search the tower for black mice. This has pri20% male, 50% female and 30% children. They will react as ority over the party unless the searchers happen to
a family, as far as caring for their members and protecting come across them.)
the young is concerned. All men are armed with clubs or
spears.
23.19 The Caverns of the Dead
Human encounters in Alzira are with (1–8) a Human Force,
as defined for the Zarun Forest, or (9+10) a community
of Thralls. Roll 1D10. Each thrall community has 3D10
members. They will flee from encounters with anyone who
they do not know. They only know other thralls, members of the Black Ring and mercenaries in the service of
Nilgeranthrib. There is an 80% chance that the flight of
the thralls will attract (1–4) a character or (5–10) a human
force. Roll 1D10.

In the cavern maps, all traps are indicated with a letter.
All rooms and encounter areas are indicated with a numParties that travel through the city will, if they survive, ber. This rule applies throughout the caverns.
Before moving onto the descriptions, it is important to
reach the moat. The moat around the tower of the dead
reiterate
that during the day the dead do not walk. At this
is more than 30 feet wide. It is filled with magical slime.
time,
any
area that contains the dead will be littered with
Anyone that enters it can be affected as for MEL20/EL5
their
corpses.
At night, these corpses are active and able to
Slime.
fight.
The moat can only be crossed over a single bridge. The
The description of the traps and encounter areas are as
bridge is guarded on the tower side by two mercenaries.
follows:
They are under orders to cut the ropes that hold the bridge
up if they see anyone try to cross who is not with a member
of the Black Ring. They can do this in one phase. Unless Cavern Traps
they are taken out of action first, or a member of the party All cavern traps are noted with a letter, from A through K.
gets across before they can act, they will cut the bridge The trap is found where the letter that represents it is found
ropes. This will drop anyone who is on the bridge into the on the map. Read the descriptions of the various traps as
slime.
they become relevant in play.

The Moat
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A)
Sword
Pit If
the
leader
rolls
A+Em+(Underground Survival I×5) or less, he
avoids falling in the trap and can warn others so that they
can avoid it automatically. If the roll is higher, the leader
falls in. In this case, he will take the damage specified for
a 20 foot fall plus 1D6 Severe Hits from the swords at the
bottom of the pit, i.e. roll 1 to 6 D10.
B) Magical Trap The leader must roll less than or equal
to Em+(Underground Survival I×5) or he will activate
this trap. If the leader has magical training, he may subtract his MEL×10 from the roll to avoid the trap, i.e. if he
rolls a 50, and his MEL is 3, the roll is effectively a 20.
The effect of the trap casts EL10 Darkness over the tunnel area and summons the Heliophobic Demon in room 22
to the focus of this spell. The demon will appear two phases
after the rune is activated.
While the darkness lasts, all non-magical light in the area
is extinguished. Every party member, except those that
can see in magical darkness, are totally blind. When the
demon arrives, he will be silent and pick off one member of
the party at a time. If the party is in the darkness when he
arrives, they are in a great deal of trouble.

F) Magical Trap The rune is located in the small cave
to the south. It is activated if any living person leaves the
tunnel and enters the cave. Once it is activated, it has
its full effect for 44 phases. (Roll as for an MEL29/EL10
Disorder spell to see if anyone is not affected.) After this
period ends, it reactivates if anyone is still in the cave.
While this spell is in force, all persons that are affected
by it will operate as specified for Disorder in Book Two of
Powers and Perils. They could easily kill themselves before
the effect ends.
IMPORTANT — This rune activates whether the
person that enters the area is substantial or insubstantial. Any mortal spirit will activate it.
G) Magical Trap This rune cannot be activated if trap F
is in force when this rune is passed. If not, take the roll specified for trap B to avoid the rune. If it is not avoided, it will
strike one of the members of the party with MEL14/EL6
Darkling Light. Unless the rune is dispelled, it will consume
that person. Its MDV is 20. (If a magician tries to dispel
the rune, and abysmal failure results, he will automatically
be affected by the Darkling Light.)

H) Net Trap Take the roll specified in trap A to see if
the trap is activated. If it is, a weighted net will fall from
the ceiling and cover a 20 foot long area of the tunnel. The
sound of the netfall will be loud and it is likely to draw
guards from the sub-basement.
To escape from the net, each person must roll S+D or
lower.
If partial success results, double the chance of success
C) Capture Noose Unless the leader makes the roll
on
the
next roll. If failure results, the chance remains the
specified for trap A, he is caught by the noose and swung
same.
violently towards the ceiling. He will take the equivalent of
a Severe hit from the pressure on his leg and being bashed NOTE — If one person gets loose, he may help others to
against the walls of the cavern. When he stops swinging, escape. He may only help one person at a time. Both total
his head will be about ten feet above the floor of the cavern. their chance to determine what the chance of escape for the
How the party gets him down is up to them.
trapped person is.
IMPORTANT — Because of the specific damage EXAMPLE — Garan escapes with a 45% chance. Oom had a
that this trap inflicts on the leg, any person who 35% chance and failed. On the next phase, Garan helps Oom.
is caught by it will have his speed and dexterity Oom has a (35×2)+45% chance of escaping. Instead of a 70%
reduced as specified for Special Event number 38 in chance, he escapes automatically.
Book One of Powers and Perils. If the player rolls I) Spike Trap Take the trap A roll to see if the trap is
less than or equal to C×2 the loss applies only until sprung. If it is, a wooden platform (six feet by two feet),
he heals the damage. If the roll is higher, the effect studded with spikes, falls on the first two party members.
is permanent.
Each of them will take damage for being hit by a falling
NOTE — The demon will not leave the darkness. If the
party gets outside of it, they are safe from his attack. The
demon involved is Kukanabaras, a 1.4 times normal size
Heliophobic Demon who is a familiar of Nilgeranthrib. ( He
has been for more than 500 years.)

30 pound object and 1D6 normal hits, as for a throwing
dagger.
The fall of the platform is noisy. It will attract the closest
guards. If the platform falls, it will take the people underneath two phases to remove it and stand up. If someone
thinks to help, they can escape in one phase.
IMPORTANT — If a person has a shield, he may
roll D+(Shield EL×5) to get his shield between himIMPORTANT — No person who survives this spell
self and the platform. This will make the hits that
will have any idea where he is or what he did to get
would have been scored shield hits.
there. He will fight anyone who tries to stop him
The trap is not sprung if partial success is rolled by the
from taking his dive. The only way to cancel this
leader.
Partial success allows him to walk on and requires
spell, once the person is affected, is with a Negate
the
next
person in line to make the roll. If he has partial
Curse spell.
success, the third person must roll, etc. It is possible for an
E) Sword Pit As for trap A except that this pit is 30 entire party to walk under the trap and never know that it
feet deep.
was there.
D) Magical Trap The rune is avoided as specified for
trap B. If it is activated, the person who activates it can
be affected by an MEL14/EL3 Compulsion spell. If he is,
he will run straight down the corridor, towards the ravine.
If he reaches it, he will dive in. If he survives a 150 foot
fall into a very hard surface, the Compulsion ends and the
person may do as he wishes.
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NOTE — In all cases when this trap falls, it will strike the The Cavern Areas
person who activated it and the person directly behind him. The following descriptions detail general and specific areas
of the cavern. The Referee may detail them further if he
J) Magical Trap Take the roll specified in trap B to see desires.
if the trap is avoided. If not, an illusion of an Orchi is
created. Any person who believes the illusion can be killed NOTE — A general term is used in the descriptions. Portions of the cavern are referred to as being on the “tower
by it. Its MEL is 14 and its EL is 5.
side” or the “main cavern side”. This reference indicates
NOTE — The Orchi has an MDV of 12, HPV of 30, the position of the area in relation to the crevice that biOCV of 12 and DCV of 5. Each party must roll against sects the caverns. Viewing the map, with north at the top,
his Will, adding 25 to the roll. A result that is less than the tower side areas are on the right, and the main cavern
or equal to his Will indicates that he does not believe in the areas are on the left, of the central crevice.
illusion.
K) Noisemaker Take the roll for trap A to see if the
trap is sprung. If it is, it will drop pieces of stone and
metal onto the rocks of the cavern floor. This cannot hurt
any party member but it will create a terrible racket. The
noise will be heard by, and attract, the guards in room 25.
In attacking, the guards will divide into three groups. The
first group will stay in room 25, the second will move left
and try to get behind the party and the third will move to
attack them frontally.

1) A small cave that contains 7 dead who are controlled
by Maubar. Each of them has a spear and is unarmored.
2) The cave contains 10 dead armed with spears and controlled by Nilgeranthrib. They are unarmored.
3) An empty area that contains three barrels that are
partially-filled with brackish water.

NOTE — Partial success with this trap has the effect spec- 4) A guard station that is manned by a second tier apified for trap I.
prentice of Nilgeranthrib and two members of Morana’s
Company. The Referee may place any apprentice that he
General Rules
desires in this area.
For all magical traps, the focus of the spell is the actual
position of the letter on the map. All factors of range are
calculated from this point. In example, the illusionary Orchi
may not move more than 12 hexes away from the letter J
in fighting the party.
In all trap descriptions, unless a specific effect is listed
for partial success, partial success is equivalent to failure.
If the Referee feels that the effect of partial success should
be varied for a given trap, he may feel free to do so.

5) There is a 60% chance that this alcove contains 3D6
rats, otherwise it is empty. If the rats are disturbed they
will run away. There is a 20% chance that they will make
enough noise, as they flee, to attract the people who are in
area 4. At night, this flight has a 30% chance of attracting
the guardians and the dead.
6) A 200 foot long, 90" shaft that leads down to the main
caverns. Forty feet down the shaft is a zombie armed with
a spear. He is controlled by Nilgeranthrib. At night, he will
attack any living character who tries to move by him on the
ladder. (The ladder consists of metal rungs embedded in the
wall for the entire length of the shaft, on the side opposite
the zombie. The average diameter of the shaft, except for
the platform where the zombie stands, is 3 feet.)
NOTE — To travel down the shaft will take a person with
average speed, i.e. 10 per turn, approximately six turns.

Cavern entrances 1 & 2
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so, there is a 10% chance that a first-tier apprentice is with
them.
NOTE — If this area is guarded, the defenders can attack
the party as they come down. The actual landing area will
only allow one person to reach the cavern floor at a time.
For others to get down, that person must move out. ( The
guards will not let this happen if they can prevent it.)
10) This area is used as a barracks by the reavers. It will
contain 2D6 of Zingair’s Reavers, 1D2 first-tier apprentices and bedding and equipment adequate for 28 men on a
temporary basis.
11) This area is vacant.

Cavern Entrance 3

12) There is a 20% chance that Yuret is in this cave. If he
is, there is a 30% chance that he is asleep when the party
arrives. If he is present (awake or asleep) the cave is lit by
a torch.

7) A 30" shaft that leads down into the caverns. At five
points along its route it is short enough that the party will
be required to crawl through it. There is a 20% chance, at
each of these points, that a human guard from the Morana
Company is on duty. If so, he will attack anyone who sticks
their head through without calling out a predetermined
password. His attack will receive bonuses for surprise and
attacking from above. All guards that have this duty are
armed with a spear and a sword.

13) After a long walk through a descending passage the
party will reach a fork in the tunnel that, going right, leads
to this dead camp. The camp contains 42 of the dead, a
third tier initiate (20% chance. If so it is Katan), and a
second tier apprentice (Yuret, 50% chance). At night, 25 of
these dead are controlled by Nilgeranthrib and 17 belong to
Maubar.

14) This cave contains four armored skeletons who are
8) The cavern is full of stalagmites and stalactites. On
truly dead. (They are not controlled by the Black ring.)
the floor of the cave is a large concentration of the dead
The armor of one of them is EL5 magic Scalemail with
(24). Eighteen of them are controlled by Nilgeranthrib. The
EL5 immunity to Chaos magic. It is usable and in perfect
others are controlled by Maubar.
condition. The other suits of armor are unusable. There
are no weapons or purses on any of the bodies.
15) The main camp in the caverns contains a second tier
apprentice (20% chance, if so it is Yuret), two first tier
apprentices and 103 of the dead. At night, 50 dead are in
this area and are active. Of the dead in the cave, 50 are
controlled by Nilgeranthrib and the rest are controlled by
Maubar.

Cavern passages under Alzira

16) The bridge that connects the tower side of the caverns
with the main caverns is located here. It passes over the
crevice that bisects the caverns. There is a 40% chance that
the main cavern side is guarded by 1D6 of Zingair’s Reavers
and a first tier apprentice. If it isn’t, there is a 30% chance
that 1D3 of Zingair’s Reavers are guarding the tower side
of the bridge. If neither is the case, it is unguarded.

NOTE — The scale on this map varies from the one square NOTE — The bridge is a rope suspension bridge with
equals 10 feet standard. On this map only, one square will wooden slats. Unless the party makes an effort to be quiet,
equal 50 feet.
there is a 20% chance that their movement across the bridge
will attract 1D2 Harab Serapel from the crevice below. If
9) This is the landing of the 90" shaft from the high caves. any combat occurs within 20 feet of the bridge, there is a
There is a 40% chance that it is occupied by 1D3 members 60% chance that these characters will attack as soon as
of Zingair’s Reavers when the party is climbing down. If someone tries to cross the bridge.
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The Main Caverns
17) This is the crevice that bisects the cavern. Each contour line on the map represents a decrease in elevation of
100 feet. At its deepest point, the rift is more than 200 feet
deep.
Unless the party member has climbing skill, he will require rope to go down the side of the crevice. The steeper
the rift is, at the point that the party chooses to descend or
ascend, the more difficulty that should be assigned to the
climb. The Referee is responsible for gauging the factors
that should apply.
When the party is in the rift, there is a 40% chance that
their presence will attract 1D2 Harab Serapel who live in
its northern part. If it does, the Harab Serapel will attack.

20) There is a 60% chance that this area has 1D6+1 of
Reivoaltan’s Peasant Corp in it. If not, the chamber only
contains bedding, food, a partially-full barrel of water and
other supplies.

NOTE — When the party is at the bottom of the rift, they
may decide to search it. If they do, they will find the remains
of over fifty men and women. Nilgeranthrib uses this rift to
execute his enemies and dispose of unwanted breeding stock.
Most of the bodies are located beneath area 18. The eight
that aren’t can be scattered as the Referee sees fit. Three of
them have items of value. They are:

NOTE — Kukanabaras wards this room. If excessive noise
is made, or a living hand touches the chest, he will be attracted to the party and will attack. He starts in the middle
of area 22.

21) This cave contains a magically sealed chest that is
bound with heavy chains. Its magical sealant is the equivalent of an EL4 Chaining spell. The chains are finely-forged,
magical metal with a strength (or HPV if that option is
used) of 50. If a magic-user tries to dispel magic, both
the spell and the magic of the chains must be dispelled
separately with an MDV of 19 each. If both magics are
dispelled, the chains may be lifted off of the chest.

IMPORTANT — The chest contains the Crown of
Release. This crown can cast MEL12/EL6 Negate
Curse spells that automatically negate any animate
dead spell when the wearer touches the corpse in
1) An MEL8/EL3 Fire Dart Wand.
question. It has no effect on zombies.
2) An EL6 magic Throwing Dagger modified for hit chance
The crown can only be used by a magic-user. The
and damage plus.
wearer must cast six mana points for the negation
3) A pouch that contains 4GC, 12SC and 28CC.
power. Once these points are cast, he retains the
power for 21 phases. Any dead that he touches
18) This is a ceremonial area where defeated enemies and
by hitting in combat during this time is freed and
unwanted thralls are sacrificed to Adramelech (The fiery
inanimate.
spirit, Lord of Chaos in the Earth). When the party sees
NOTE — Each time that the caster frees one of the dead
it, it will be empty.
he loses one energy point. The crown also grants the wearer
19) This dead camp contains 19 of the dead. All of them an EL10 Mana Sensing ability for Chaos magic only. The
are armed with swords and controlled by Maubar.
crown has been in this chest for more than 300 years ( Ever
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since Nilgeranthrib killed its maker and captured it.) There
is no mana cost to use the Mana Sensing power. It is limited in that it will only detect the strongest source of Chaos
magic within its detection sphere, i.e. in this situation, it
detects the person of Nilgeranthrib only.

statue is a black wand, a dagger and a sword. If any of these
items is touched, the statue will attack the blasphemer with
MEL16/EL8 Fire Darts. It will continue to attack as long
as any living being is in the area.

NOTE — The items on the altar were once used to command
Subterranean Demons and Fiery Spirits. Nilgeran22) This is the lair of Kukanabaras, a 1.4 times normal
thrib
dedicated
them to the god to appease his anger at Nilsize Heliophobic demon. Kukanabaras is a familiar of Nilgeranthrib’s
discovery
and violation of these caverns. They
geranthrib and is warded to destroy anyone that he enhave
lain
on
the
altar
for 400 years and, in the eyes of the
counters in the Darkness of trap D or who tries to steal the
god,
are
his
property.
crown from area 21. See Heliophobic Demons and Creature
Variation in Book Three to determine what his abilities are.
This lair contains minor treasures that Nilgeranthrib has 25) This area is a major human guard station. There will
allowed the demon to keep over the centuries. They are kept always be 1D6×5 members of Reivoaltan’s Peasant Corp in
in three chests, all of which are warded by MEL20/EL5 this area or within two hexes of it. The area will also contain
Fire Darts that will strike any non-demon who touches the a first tier apprentice who will alert the forces of the tower
chest. Players may roll their D×2 to get the chest open if the guard is attacked. Unless they are ambushed, and
before the fire strikes. If not, it strikes and the chest is still this apprentice is killed immediately, attacking this group
is foolhardy.
closed
The contents of each chest is:
NOTE — These men defend against people who spring trap
K and prevent enemies from entering the tower through this
1) 32GC, 24SC, 280BB.
tunnel. There is a 30% chance that Reivoaltan is with them.
2) 71SC, 2 Large Jewels, 5 Medium Jewels and 9 Small
If so he is the leader. If not, the apprentice is until he runs
Jewels.
for help. After that, they are leaderless.
3) Two magic items of random type and alignment.
NOTE — Kukanabaras’ standard method of attack is to
cast the area into Darkness and then attack individuals with 23.20 The Tower of the Dead
his Death touch. If he gets into trouble, he will retreat and The tower is one of the most potent focuses of Chaos in the
summon a Dark Companion and/or use Darkling Light.
Middle World. Through hundreds of years of effort, Nil23) This area is occupied by 20 sword-armed dead who geranthrib’s power and supernatural influence have crafted
special powers that enhance the power of the tower while
are controlled by Nilgeranthrib.
he is in it. These powers are listed below:
24) This area contains a shrine that was built to appease
the Chaos god Adramelech (God of Fire, “the eater of chil- A) Nilgeranthrib can command dead and zombies that he
personally creates to walk the halls and rooms of the
dren”, the fiery spirit”). On the black altar in front of the
tower during the day. The power of this enchantment
does not extend beyond the tower.

Tower of the Dead Sub-basement and cavern section
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B) Nilgeranthrib can sense the location of, and telepathically communicate with, any chaos aligned or oriented
entity who is in the tower. He is automatically successful when he is communicating in this way.
C) Nilgeranthrib can sense when a person that desires to
destroy his device (the magical item that sustains his
human existence), and who knows where it is, is within
ten feet of it.
D) When he is seated in the Crown of Nergal, Nilgeranthrib’s power is increased by two expertise levels and
his casting ability and energy level are increased by 150
each. Finally, he may cast his magic through any dead
or zombie that he controls regardless of the distance
that separates them.
The disadvantage of the crown is that Nilgeranthrib must
focus his entire attention when he is using it, i.e. in it. This
means that he is oblivious to what is happening in the tower
unless he happens to see something through the eyes of one
of his dead of his zombies. He will be unaware that his
device is in danger until someone comes into direct physical
contact with it. He is unable to use advantages B and C
above while he is in the crown.
NOTE — The advantage of the crown is that, militarily,
while the Great Lich is in it, his power is almost limitless
and the tower is well-nigh invincible. At these times, when
he brings his full power to bear, he is nearly as powerful as
a magically oriented Demi-God.

Floor

Sub-basement
Basement
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Fifth Floor
Roof
Floor

1

2

3

Nilgeranthrib
4 5 6 7 8

8 8 9 9 9 10 12 12
All rolls equal room 21.
7 7 9 9 9 4 4 4
2 2 4 4 10 10 10 11
4 4 7 10 10 10 10 10
1 2 2 4 4 4 4 5
1 1 2 3 4 4 5 6
He is in the Crown of Nergal.
1

2

3

4

Maubar
5 6 7

8

9

10

4
11
11
7
7

4
11
11
7
7

9

10

12 12

Sub-basement
2* 2* 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 13
Basement
4 4 4 4 10 10 10 10 10 10
First Floor
1 2 4 4 4 4 4 8 10 11
Second Floor
2 2 4 4 10 10 10 10 13 13
Third Floor (1) 3 4 4 7 7 7 8 9 17 18
Third Floor (2) 1 5 5 6 10 10 11 11 15 15
Fourth Floor
1 2 2 4 4 4 8 8 8 8
Fifth Floor
All rolls indicate room 8.
Roof
Maubar is never on the roof.
*Maubar is in the room that contains his dead.
NOTE — If Maubar is located on the third floor, roll
1D2 and 1D10. The 1D2 determines the line that
should be used. The 1D10 determines the precise room
as normal.

The Tower Floors

The descriptions that follow detail the rooms in the tower,
from the Sub-basement to the Crown of Nergal. Where, in
Before the party enters the Tower, the Referee must deter- any description, the Referee feels that greater detail would
mine the location of the Liches. This factor can have a cru- be beneficial, he may add it at his own discretion.
cial effect on the party’s chance of reaching the fourth floor
and finding the device. The tables below yield a starting The Sub-Basement
location for the liches. As the party progresses, especially if
1) Zombie Barracks Five small rooms that contain two
an alarm is sounded, the Referee may modify their position
stone slabs each are used to house zombies. The six zombies
as he desires by moving them from one place to another.
in the northernmost rooms are controlled by Nilgeranthrib
NOTE — Some room descriptions give an idea of who is and are active during the day. The other 4 zombies are
with one of the liches, if one of them is present. Also, there controlled by Maubar and are not active during the day.
is a chance that Maubar can be encountered outside of the Each zombie is armed with (roll 1D3*.) 1) Sword, 2) Axe
tower. If he is, there is a 50% chance that he is still there or 3) Broadsword.
when the party enters it.

Locating Nilgeranthrib And Maubar

Finding The Floor Roll D100 for each Lich on the appropriate table below:
Nilgeranthrib

Day
01–15
16–20
21–30
31–40
41–55
56–75
76–90
91–100

Night
01–05
06–10
11–15
16–20
21–35
36–70
71–90
91–100

Maubar
Floor

Sub-basement
Basement
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Fifth Floor
Roof

Day
01–10
11–15
16–30
31–45
46–80
81–95
96–100

Night
01–15
16–20
21–25
26–30
31–90
91–98
99+100

Finding The Room Roll 1D10 on the appropriate line
and table depending on the floor that the lich is on.

2) Dead Barracks In total, these three rooms contain 82
dead that are armed with spears and swords. Fifty-seven of
the dead are controlled by Nilgeranthrib. They are in the
rooms that guard treasure room entrances. The other dead
are controlled by Maubar and are inactive during the day.
3) Treasure Room A This room contains two chests.
The chest along the northwest wall contains five vials. Each
vial contains a random potion that allows the imbiber to
cast a random Chaos spell, as an innate power, for 24 hours.
The other chest contains 3 spell scrolls (MEL19/EL5).
Each scroll allows the user to cast one Chaos spell. Determine the MEL and EL for the potions randomly. The
MEL of the potion will be the MEL that the imbiber will
use when he casts the spell. His EL will vary with his
characteristics as is normal for an Innate Power.
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4) Treasure Room B This room contains two chests and
three cabinets. The chests line the east wall. They contain
embroidered silks, satin and fine material with a total value
of 29GC. The cabinet near the north wall contains eight
fine ceramic items (12GC). The cabinet on the west wall
contains a small collection of fine swords, some more than
six hundred years old. All of the swords are in fine condition. Their total value, for all five, is 39GC. The cabinet
on the south wall contains crystal decanters, goblets and
figurines worth a total of 31GC to a collector of antique
Djani crystalware.
5) The Main Treasure Room This room contains the
treasury of the Black Ring. In the northwest corner of the
room is a throne that is used by the second tier adept who
is responsible for the room. (Siret. There is a 30% chance
that she is in the room.) Seven of the dead, controlled by
Nilgeranthrib, are always on guard in this room. (They
are represented on the map by the dash-line circles that are
drawn on the floor.)
Towards the northeast corner of the room is a diamondshaped, stepped platform with an iron statue of Nilgeranthrib on it. It is warded with an MEL29/EL0 rune. Any
person who sets his foot on the platform or touches the
statue is paralyzed if he is affected.
The room contains five chests along the north and south
walls and a long cabinet running from east to west in the
center of the floor. The cabinet is solid wood. It contains
13 small statues, 4 medium-sized statues and 1 large statue,
lying on its back. The statues are made of marble, silver
and gold. (The large statue is made of marble. Roll 1D3*
to determine what the other statues are made out of.)
The two chests on the north wall contain the following
items:

NOTE — Unless some magical value is specified for an
item, it has none.
6) Maubar’s Audience Chamber Maubar uses this
room for audiences with visitors and administering the dayto-day affairs of the tower. On the west wall is a four-tiered
platform with a throne on it. On either side of the throne
is a bas-relief that depicts a vision of hell. In the southwest
corner is a secret passage that is opened by pressing two
protrusions in the relief carving simultaneously. (The passage leads into the caverns. On the cavern side, it is opened
by moving a lever in the wall. It cannot be opened from the
tunnels of the cavern.)
To either side of the stepped platform is a statue of Nergal. Against the north and south wall, in the approximate
center line of the room, is a marble bench. Between the
benches, set in black in the floor, is the personal sigil of
Maubar. In the northeast and southeast corners of the room
are two more statues of Nergal. Between these statues and
the benches, on both the north and south wall, is a cabinet.
The cabinets contain, written in the Tongue of the Dead,
Maubar’s private journal, research notes and personal writings. Both cabinets are warded with MEL14/EL4 Fog of
Death. The runes are activated if a cabinet is opened without reciting a specific cantrip in the Tongue of the Dead.
They will affect every person in the room except for those
who are on the stepped platform on the west wall.
7) The Breeding Pens Nilgeranthrib uses these rooms
for the active part of his experiments in the selective breeding of humans. Each room has a barred door and a bed.
There is a 50% chance, when the party finds one of these
rooms, that a large, male thrall (1.4 times normal size) is
shackled to one of the beds.

A) The chest east of the door: 7 rings, 2 necklaces, 1 8) The Experiment Monitoring Office In the southscepter, 2 crowns, 4 gorgets, 10 bracelets, 20 small gems, ern part of the room is a five-tiered platform with a throne
that Nilgeranthrib uses to personally monitor his experi11 medium jewels and 5 large jewels.
ment. Set in the west wall is a pair of shackles. When the
NOTE — These are what is left of the crown jewels of
party enters, there is a 20% chance that a thrall woman
Alzira.
is shackled here, waiting her turn in one of the breeding
B) The chest west of the door: 2 brass plates, 5 brass bars, rooms. On the east wall is a cabinet that contains the per830 brass bits, 4 brass goblets.
formance records of the various breeders. It includes many
case histories where breeders were destroyed because of age
The three chests that line the southwall contain:
or poor performance.
A) The chest closest to the western door: 3 copper bars,
400 copper coins, 10 feet of copper chain (weighing a 9) Experimental Library And Observation Files
The cabinets in this room contain books and scrolls (writtotal of 10 pounds), 9 copper plates.
B) The middle chest: 1 silver plate, 3 silver goblets, 2 sil- ten in Dirllaran) that detail the progress of Nilgeranthrib’s
ver bars, 17 feet of silver chain (weighing a total of 2 experiment over the last 200 years. The desk in the western
part of the room is a simple table with a chair.
pounds), 205 silver coins.
C) The chest closest to the eastern door: 1 gold bar, 6 gold
10) Breeder Barracks These rooms contain young, feplates, 3 gold candlesticks, 138 gold coins, a 2’ by 6’
male thralls who are used in the experiments. They are
sheet of paper-thin, beaten gold (weighing about one
confined in this room when they are not participating in it.
pound), 1 golden cross.
Each room contains one bed per female occupant. All of
NOTE — The cross is an amulet. When it is worn it the women are quiet, subdued and unhappy.
grants EL6 protection from Akhkharu and EL2 protection from any other power of force of Chaos. It is buried 11) Staff Barracks This room is occupied by two, corin the bottom of the chest and is never handled by the rupt sages who serve Nilgeranthrib. It is divided into two
members of the Black Ring. Nilgeranthrib has forgotten sections by a partition wall. Both sections contain a bed,
that he has it.
clothes closet and a desk with a chair. In the southeast
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corner of the room there is a couch. There is nothing of
any great value in either part of the room. It contains the
furniture listed and the personal possessions of the sages.
NOTE — The sages are Hosema pa’Moralli, a Cerulean,
and Bhavinius Merschaum of La’Ced. Hosema is a sadistic
and evil man who serves for the pleasure of dominating the
thralls and the power that he believes his invincible master
will reward him with. Bhavinius is a deluded, dedicated, scientist who serves Nilgeranthrib because he believes that the
research will benefit mankind. He is kind to the thralls and
the dedicated enemy of Hosema. Needless to say, Hosema
returns this hatred in full measure. He has not killed his
colleague because he fears the retribution of Nilgeranthrib.
If encountered, Hosema will call the guard and Bhavinius,
if not threatened, will try to help the party escape (out of
kindness).
12) The Creche This is the main nursery where the best
offspring of the thralls are raised and studied. When the
party enters the room, it will contain 2D6+3 infants in the
Tower of the Dead Basement
cradles that line the walls. In the center of the room is a
table with three chairs and a desk with one chair. They are
2) Holding Cells These cells hold prisoners who have
used by Nilgeranthrib and his assistants.
just been, or soon will be, tortured. Each cell has a 20%
13) Yuret’S Office This is the office of Yuret, the Lord chance of being occupied. If so, there is a 50% chance that
of the Caverns. If he was not encountered earlier, there is a the occupant was recently tortured and is unconscious. If
50% chance that he is in this room with 1D2 armed guards. not, the executioners will arrive in 1D6 minutes to begin
that prisoners torture. None of these rooms have any furOn the north wall is a two-tiered platform with a simple
nishings.
throne on it. On either side of the platform is a demonic
statue. Against the east and west wall is a wooden bench. NOTE — Between torture sessions, victims are thrown on
On the south wall, to either side of the door, is a cabinet. the floor until it is time for the next one. The fate of the
The cabinets contain detailed maps of the caverns, notes prisoners ho are here is (roll 1D3):

on the current forces that are in them and safe routes for 1) He will be thrown into the rift.
passing through the traps that are found there. All are 2) He will be tortured to death.
graphic maps with notes written in the Tongue of Young 3) He will be killed sacrificially and turned into a zombie.
Chaos.
3) Stair Landing This room contains an up-staircase.
14) Guard Room Near the north wall is a desk with There is a 25% chance that it has a guard in it. (Roll his
a chair. On the west wall is an arms cabinet that con- company randomly.) The staircase continues all the way up
tains 2D6 spears and 1D6 swords. Near the east wall is to the fourth floor of the tower.
a wooden bench. When the party finds the room, there is
a 40% chance that the sergeant of the guard and 1D3+2
guards are in it. They are all members of the Morana Company. Their leader, Barz Morana, may be with them (if the
actual roll above for the 40% chance is a 10 or less.) If the
guards are gone, the room is empty and they will return in
1D10×3 minutes.

15) Marshalling Area An open area in the halls that is
used to mass human or dead forces prior to a major move
into the caverns. There is a 10% chance that the room is
occupied by 3D10 humans (day) or 3D10+10 dead (night)
who are preparing to move into the caverns.
The Basement

4) Torture Chamber There are three sets of shackles
on the east wall. Near the north wall is a rack. On the west
and south walls are shelves that contain torture implements.
In the center of the room is a hearth that is always kept lit.
5) Barracks These rooms house mercenaries. The northern room is used by members of Zingair’s Reavers. The
other room has members of Reivoaltan’s Peasant Corp. The
rooms contain beds. Under each bed is a chest that contains
the personal possessions of its owner. In addition to clothing, each chest will contain 2D6SC in mixed coin types.
NOTE — The mercenaries, in general, are amoral, greedy
and vicious men. They serve Nilgeranthrib because he pays
well. As long as they are paid, they are unconcerned with
the terrible evil that they serve.

1) Cells Each cell has a barred door and contains a pot 6) Captain’s Quarters The residence of Reivoaltan the
and a pile of matted straw. They are not intended for pro- Shearer. Against the north wall is a bed. Near the west
wall is a small table and a liquor cabinet. On the east wall
longed occupancy.
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is a couch and a locked metal chest that contains 3D6GC
and his personal clothing.
Hanging on the wall, above the table, is a great sword, a
battle axe and a broadsword. Both are weapons that have
been used in combat.

13) Morana’s Quarters Towards the southeast corner,
and in the northeast corner, of the room are paintings of
combat scenes. On the south wall is a cabinet that contains
clothing. On the west wall is a bed. On the north wall
is a couch and a desk with a chair. The desk is locked.
It contains Morana’s records, two fighting daggers, writing
supplies and a locked iron chest. The chest contains 31GC,
7) Theatre This room has a stage on the west wall. The
13SC and 5CC(his life savings).
rest of the room contains tables with chairs. It is used for
NOTE — Morana is a cautious man. The door to the
staging entertainments for the mercenaries.
lounge is bolted and permanently closed with an iron bar.
When he rests, one of his men sleeps on the couch in the
8) Lounge This is a barroom that the mercenaries fre- room in case someone tries to assassinate him. The door to
quent when they are not on duty. At night it will contain the hall has a strong bolt that can only be opened, or closed,
3D10 drunken mercenaries. During the day, there is a 40% from the inside. When he is not in the room, two of his
chance that 1D6 mercenaries are drinking here. It is staffed men are. He never goes anywhere without at least one man
by 3 older female thralls (30–40 years old) who tend bar and as a personal guard.
wait on tables.
On the western wall are wine racks and barrels of beer 14) Actor’s Quarters In each of the corners of the room
and ale. In front of these is a bar with stools. To the east is a bed. Next to each bed is a wooden chest that contains
of this area, the room is filled with tables and chairs.
the personal effects of its owner. In the middle of the room
is a table with four chairs. The occupants of the room are
9) Storage Rooms There are four storage rooms. From three actresses and an actor. The actor is a eunuch.
west to east, they contain:

15) The Armory The armory is divided into two sections by a barred door. The southern section has a bench
A) Medium to low quality food.
along the east and west walls. On the south wall are two
B) Kegs of beer and ale. In the center of the room is a
cabinets that contain records and supplies for maintaining
ladder that ascends to the ceiling. In the ceiling is a
weapons. There are 1D6+1 members of the Morana Comsecret catch which opens a panel that allows access to
pany on guard in this part of the room.
the secret passage in the statue in the Main Audience
The northern part of the armory contains cabinets full
Chamber on the first floor.
of weapons. In the five cabinets are 23 swords, 18 spears,
C) The room has three ceiling-to-floor racks that are full of
2 heavy crossbows, 5 bows, 35 quarrels, 40 arrows and 16
bottles which contain wine. There is a movable ladder
fighting daggers. The Referee may add other weapons or
near the door that allows servants to reach the highest
items of armor if he chooses to do so.
bottles.
D) The six cabinets in this room contain linen, supplies 16) Guard Station This room has a statue (in a small
and common miscellaneous goods that are used in the alcove by the stairs) and three benches. When the party
tower.
enters, there is a 60% chance that it will contain 1D6 guards
from Zingair’s Reavers and 1D6 guards from Reivoaltan’s
10) Zingair’s Office Along the east wall of the room is Peasant Corp. In effect, it is a lounge that these groups
a bed. On the south wall is a couch. Near the east wall share.
is a desk with a chair. The desk has writing supplies and
17) Dining Hall The room is filled with long tables with
Zingair’s personal property in it. Against the north wall
chairs. When the party enters, there is a 20% chance that
is a cabinet that contains Zingair’s personal clothing and
2D10 guards are eating in it.
some cheap jewelry.
NOTE — This is Zingair’s office and bedroom. There is 18) The Kitchen In the center of the room is a table
a 40% chance that he is here during the day and a 60% with four chairs. Against the east and west walls are four
cabinets that contain food, spices, utensils and linen. Near
chance at night.
the south wall are four barrels of beer. On the north wall
is a hearth and four barrels of water. If any guards are in
11) Library The cabinets in this room contain sim- the dining hall, 1D3+1 servants will be in the kitchen.
ple primers, in Zarunese, Donaran and La’Ced, illustrated
books and ribald literature. It is provided for the use of the 19) Staff Barracks Each of these rooms contains a
guards. Few of them ever visit this room. They have no couch, two beds and two cabinets. The cabinets contain
desire to be educated.
the owner’s clothing. The rooms are used by older, female
thralls who perform domestic duties in the tower.
12) Dressing Room The cabinets against the north wall
contain costumes. The desks with chairs are dressing tables
that contain cosmetics, brushes and other personal hygiene
items. It is used by the entertainers who perform in room
7.
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NOTE — All staff members are women. Most are old
thralls that have aged to the point where they are no longer
used in the experiment. Nilgeranthrib allows them to continue living because someone must handle the domestic
chores and it might as well be them.
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20) Magician’s Lounge This lounge is only used by
second-tier apprentices. In the northwest corner is a staircase. In the southwest corner is a statue. Near the northeast corner of the room is a statue with a small votive altar.
Along the north wall is a couch that is used by superior magicians when they are present. Around it, to the south and
east, is a couch and two chairs. On the short west wall
is a cabinet that contains scrolls on simple forms of Chaos
magic and other esoteric subjects.

Against the north wall is a cabinet that contains performance records on the members of the first-tier. Near the
east wall is a bookcase that contains histories and literature.
Along the south wall is a couch.

21) Siret’s Office The room is divided into two unequal
sections by a partition wall. The small section contains two
benches. It is occupied by 1D3 of Zingair’s Reavers if Siret
is present (30% chance). The other section has a two-tiered
platform with a simple throne on it. On either side of the
platform is a statue of a demon. Against the east and west
wall are cabinets. The cabinet on the east wall contains
books and scrolls that deal with Chaos magic. The other
cabinet has records that pertain to the administration of
the floor. (Command of the Mercenary floor is one of Siret’s
minor duties.)

3) First-Tier Barracks Each of these rooms contains
six beds. Under each bed is a chest for the apprentice’s
clothing. First-tier apprentices are not allowed to have any
other personal possessions. Some of these rooms also contain cabinets.

NOTE — As instructor of the first tier, Ghavavoralan is
responsible for their deportment and progress. If they fail to
perform adequately, he, with the approval of Lisan, Katan
or Maubar, orders their execution. In the Black Ring, the
rule is succeed or die.

4) Main Audience Chamber This room is open to the
outside on its southern wall. Against the north wall is the
dais of Nilgeranthrib, a five-tiered platform with an immense throne that sits in front of a massive relief carving of
the fires of hell. To the east of the throne, in the carving, is
a secret passage (opened by moving the left arm of a demon
22) Overflow Storage This room is used to store items in the carving.) The passage leads to room 16.
that do not fit in the other storage areas, because they are
Extending south from the dais is a double row of silver
full. It contains wine, linen, kegs of beer and ale, weapons candlesticks, embedded in the floor. East and west of each
and any other goods that the Referee desires.
row is a large hearth that is always lit. South of each hearth
is a statue. South of each statue is a rectangular, raised,
marble platform with an ornately carved marble couch on
it. Behind the couches are stairs that lead down to the wall.
In each wall is a secret passage that is opened by depressing
a stud in the nearest stair. Only fourth-tier members use
these platforms.
South of each marble platform is a statue and an embedded candlestick. The statue in the southwest corner has a
secret passage that is opened by rotating its left buttocks.
When the passage is opened it frees a panel, revealing a ladder that goes into the basement (room 9b). Behind each of
these statues, in the wall, is a secret passage that is opened
by depressing a floor stud.
NOTE — If Nilgeranthrib and Maubar are both in this
room, an audience or ceremony is in progress. All of the
second and third-tier members of the ring are also present,
as well as 2D6 armed thralls in scalemail.
If only one of the leaders is present, he is passing through,
inspecting the chamber or talking to some other member
(roll 1D3*). (Roll 1D3* again to determine the tier of the
member that the leader is talking to.)
Tower of the Dead First Floor

IMPORTANT — When no ceremony is going on,
the room will contain 1D3 first tier apprentices,
(30% chance) Rabinda and 1D6 thralls in scalemail.

1) Rabinda’s Office There is a two-tiered platform with
a throne on the west wall. On either side of it is a statue.
Next to the south wall is a couch. Against the north wall is a
bookcase with books on chaos magic and ritual. (Rabinda
is responsible for maintaining the ceremonial fires on the
first floor.)

5) Ghavavoralan’s Quarters In the northwest corner
of the room is a bed. The northeast corner has a clothes
cabinet. Along the east wall is a bookcase that contains
a variety of book types. On the south wall is a couch.
Against the west wall is a locked chest and a desk with a
chair. The desk is a writing table with writing supplies on
it. The chest contains Ghavavoralan’s personal property.
Its contents are:

First Floor

2) Ghavavoralan’s Office On the east wall is a throne
on a two-tiered platform. On either side of it is a statue.

A) 13SC, 11CC and 23BB in a leather sack.
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B) 1 medium gem, 3 small gems and 1 small jewel in a silk
pouch.
C) EL2 Magic Scalemail.
D) An MEL6/EL1 ring with the ability to cast one Chaos
spell, determined randomly.
E) A Kameri fighting dagger (WSB0, FV7).
F) The medicine bag of a Kameri warrior.
6) Rabinda’s Quarters The basic furnishings are the
same as those specified for room 5. Their position in the
room varies. The contents of the chest are:
A) 7GC, 24SC, 14CC, 12BB in a small, wooden box.
B) 2 pieces of jewelry.
C) 4 finely embroidered, silk robes.

12) Storage Rooms These rooms contain supplies that
are commonly used on the first floor. The common items to
put in these rooms would be paper, ink, linen, wood, coal,
candles and other such items.
13) Second and Third Tier Robing Rooms These
rooms are divided into two unequal sections by a partition
wall. The southern section is the robing area for the third
tier. It has a dressing table with a chair near the south wall
and a cabinet that contains simple black robes against the
north wall.
The northern section of these rooms has a statue in the
center, two dressing tables with chairs, a couch and two
cabinets that contain red robes. Each room has a secret
passage that leads into room 4. It is opened by depressing
a floor stud that is in front of the wall.

7) Siret’s Quarters A triangular room with a bed in the
northwest corner, a chest next to the bed, a clothes cabinet
14) Instruction Room This room is used for second
next to the chest, and a couch and a desk with a chair along
tier instruction. Against the north wall is a three-tiered
the southeast wall. The desk is a writing table with writing
platform with a black throne. To the east is a statue. Along
supplies on it. The chest contains:
the east wall is a bookcase with books on Chaos magic and
A) A wand with EL2 Maria Storage.
cosmology. Near the south wall are two tables that have
B) 10GC, 13SC and 24CC in a linen scarf.
two chairs each.
C) A gold goblet.
15) Testing Room First-tier members are tested in this
D) Four bottles of aged Goideli Wine.
room when they feel that they are competent to join the
E) Six small gems.
second-tier. The apprentice stands in the black circle that
NOTE — There is a secret passage in the southeast wall is inlayed in the southeast corner of the floor. His testers sit
that leads to room 9. It is opened by depressing a floor stud on the two-tiered platform with three chairs and the threethat is near the wall.
tiered platform with a black throne. Engraved in the floor,
8) Yuret’s Quarters This room’s furnishings, with a dif- between the platforms and the circle are the sights of Nergal
ferent orientation in the room, are the same as those spec- and Allatu.
While the test is in progress, two members of the secondified for room 7. The contents of Yuret’s chest are:
tier and a third-tier member test the apprentice. (One of
A) 1 silver bar, 8GC, 91CC and 103BB in a cloth bag.
the second-tier members must be Ghavavoralan). If the
B) 3 medium gems, 4 small jewels and 1 large jewel in a third-tier member and one of the others deems the apprenleather pouch.
tice to be competent, he takes his place in the middle seat
C) Two jeweled throwing daggers.
on the two-tiered plat form, to be instructed in the duties
D) An EL1 Sword modified for hit chance only.
of the second-tier. If he fails, he is killed. Once started, the
E) 4 silver tankards.
testing ritual cannot be stopped without success or death.
NOTE — There is a secret passage in the southwest wall 16) Library and Instruction Room This room is used
that leads to room 10. It is opened as specified for room 7. by the first-tier. On the south wall is Ghavavoralan’s
9) Nilgeranthrib’s Robing Room The cabinets throne. On either side of it are bookcases. Facing each of
against the south wall contain fine robes, including a jew- these is a couch. Three statues line the north wall. Slightly
eled surcoat and silk undergarments. The cabinet on the south of these statues are two tables with six chairs each.
The volumes in this room cover basic elements of magic,
east wall contains a jeweled scepter and a gem-encrusted
cosmology,
the Tongue of Young Chaos and other simple
silver miter. The total value of these ceremonial garments
subjects.
is 83GC.
17) Meditation Cell When a first-tier apprentice makes
an error he is “allowed” to meditate in this cell for 1D3 days,
after he is flogged. (In the first-tier, errors are tolerated the
first time they occur. If they are repeated, meditation is the
punishment. If the same mistake is made a third time, the
apprentice is killed.)
NOTE — When the party finds one of these cells, there is
11) Guard Room Each of these rooms contains a table a 10% chance that a first-tier apprentice is in it.
with four chairs, three beds, a couch and three chests. There
are always 1D3+1 guards in these rooms. At night, there is 18) Landing In these areas, the door opens into a small
a 50% chance that some or all of them (roll 1D3 regardless landing. It has staircases going up to the fourth floor and
of the number of men in the room) are asleep. All are down to the basement. There is a 20% chance that there is
members of the Morana Company.
a guard on the landing.
10) Maubar’s Robing Room This is, in fact, the
fourth-tier robing room. The cabinets on the northeast wall
contain fine robes and black surcoats. The cabinet in the
southwest corner contains two silver coronets. Each coronet is worth 8GC. The other items in the room are worth
5GCmore, in total.
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wall. Along the north wall, and in the northwest corner,
are bookcases. Near the west wall is a clothes cabinet and
a desk with a chair. Near the center of the room, and to
the north, are couches.
The desk contains writing supplies and Katan’s journal.
The chest contains:
A) 28GC, 35SC, 3CC, 4BB.
B) 1 large jewel (a diamond), 2 medium jewels and 5 small
jewels.
C) An EL3 Short Sword, modified for Hit Chance, that
grants EL3 Protection from Law.
D) A familiar key that grants control over Barasaba, a minor terrestrial demon (0.8 times normal size).
The closet in this room is concealed in the same way as that
in room 1. This closet leads to room 4. In this case, the
door is concealed on both sides by a demon carving.
NOTE — Katan is responsible for maintaining and provisioning the second floor. Her demon does most of the work.
4) Katan’s Office The furnishings and layout of this
room are as specified for room 2 of this floor, except that
Tower of the Dead Second Floor
the orientation of the furnishings varies. The couch near
the east wall has a foul scent and is in bad condition. It
is often used by Barasaba when he is in this room with his
Second Floor
1) Lisan’s Quarters Along the north wall of the room is master.
a couch. To either side of it is a bookcase. Against the west 5) First-Tier Robing Room Each of these rooms conwall is a clothes cabinet and a bed. Against the south wall tains four dressing tables, each with a chair, and three cabis a bookcase. In the middle of the south wall is a hanging inets that are full of white robes. These rooms are used by
tapestry that conceals the entrance to the closet. Near the the junior apprentices when they robe for a ceremony or
east wall is a metal chest and a desk with a chair. the desk major audience.
contains Lisan’s personal papers, a jeweled dagger (3GC)
6) Ceremonial Station Each of these rooms overlook
and writing materials. The chest contains:
the first floor and faces the other room of the same type.
A) A dark cape that grants EL2 immunity to Fire Powers. They each contain four statues and two benches made out of
B) A ring that allows the user to cast MEL8/EL3 Dark- white marble. The benches are on stepped platforms in two
ness.
rows. Each room has false facades that conceal the doors,
C) 31GC, 40SC and 17CC in a leather sack.
that lead into the room, from view. There is a door behind
D) Three pieces of jewelry, two medium gems.
each facade. To the north, in each room, is a secret passage
E) Two finely-embroidered, silk robes.
that is opened by depressing a stud in the ceiling (this can
be done with a staff or weapon wielded by an average size
In the southern part of the room is a closet. On its south
man. The ceiling at this point is about eight feet tall.)
wall, hidden behind the hanging clothing, is a door that
leads to room 2. (In room 2, this door is a secret passage). 7) Second Tier Library This is the library used by the
NOTE — Lisan is the instructor of the second-tier. He members of the second-tier. The cabinets in the room condecides when they are ready to test for entry into third- tain books and scrolls that are more difficult than the firsttier. When he says an apprentice is ready, the apprentice tier primers. On the east wall is a table with a chair. Tomust take the test. Until he permits it, they cannot test for wards the north is a larger table with three chairs. The
main subjects that are covered by the books in this room
advancement.
are Chaos magic and cosmology.
2) Lisan’s Office The cabinet on the east wall contains NOTE — The secret passage in the south wall of this room
the records of the members, past and present, of the second- is opened by depressing a hidden lever on its left side.
tier. On top of the cabinet is a small, silver statue of Allatu.
Each corner of the room has a large demon statue in it. 8) Conference Room This room is used by Maubar, the
Against the south wall is a three-tiered platform with a mercenary leaders and the Marshal for planning operations
black throne. To the north and west of this platform are and discussing strategy. On the north wall is a four-tiered
couches. On the northern wall is a secret passage that leads platform with a throne, to either side of it is a statue. Toto the closet in room 1. (It is opened by pressing the eyes wards the south are four chairs that are used by the military
leaders. Around the wall are shelves that contain maps,
of the demon carving that conceals it.)
books and other documents. Behind the bookcase in the
3) Katan’s Quarters Katan’s bed is in the southwest southeast corner is a secret passage that leads to the eastcorner of the room. There is a metal chest against the south ernmost room 6.
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9) Storage Room A room that is used to store supplies
that are commonly used on this floor. The u-shaped shelves
are used to store ritual supplies and equipment. A large
stock of fumigants is kept in this area.
10) Casting Room In each corner of the room is a
golden candlestick, embedded in the floor. Along the southern wall is a statue with a votive altar. In the center of the
room is an inlaid casting circle with a small altar in the
center of it.
NOTE — Third-tier adepts use this room to cast their
magic. It is also used to train second-tier adepts in sorcerous practices.
11) The Forge On the north wall is a forge and a large
tool chest. To the east of the forge is a leather bound wheel
that is used for polishing. South of the forge is a table.
Above both the table and the forge, hooks are suspended
from the ceiling. They are used to store tools while the forge
is in use. Near the east wall of the room is a cabinet that
contains items that need to be repaired. The cabinet along
Tower of the Dead Third Floor
the west wall contains iron ingots. The south wall cabinet
contains books and scrolls that pertain to the armorer’s
trade. In the southeast corner of the room is a pile of coal Third Floor
and wood for the forge. North of the southern wall is a 1) Testing Room In the center of the room is an inlaid
table with four chairs.
black circle. Northwest of this circle is an engraved pillar.
NOTE — Nilgeranthrib’s armorer serves him for a chance To the east and south are three-tiered platforms with two
to learn secrets of the armorer’s art. He waits for the chairs each. Facing the circle is a four-tiered platform with
rare times when the Lich chooses to share fragments of his a throne (the seat of Maubar). In the other three corners
of the room are statues. To the south of the throne is a
knowledge.
secret passage into room 5. It is opened by sliding a lever
12) Armorer’s Quarters The cabinet against the east in Maubar’s throne.
wall contains 2 swords and a great sword. Near the south NOTE — In the test, the would-be initiate is required to
wall is a writing table with a chair. In the southwest corner prove his ability against three initiates and Maubar. He
of the room is a bed. Against the west wall is a clothes must counter the simple spells that they throw and break
cabinet that contains clothing and an iron bound chest. the Chaining enchantment that confines him in the circle.
The chest contains 3GC, 12SCand 21CC. In the center of If he fails, Maubar kills him. ( This test is for second tier
the room is couch.
members who are testing for entry into the third-tier.)
The north wall of this room has three sliding doors leading to a single large closet. This area contains clothing,
2) Waiting Area The area contains a couch and a statue
footwear and some of the armorer’s personal possessions.
of Nergal. It is used by apprentices who are about to enter
Included in these possessions is a suit of dwarven chainmail
room 1 for their test.
that the armorer has spent years trying to duplicate. He
has yet to succeed.
3) Maubar’s Device In each corner of the room is a
13) Guard Barracks This room contains four beds, four statue. In the center, surrounded by gold candlesticks with
wooden chests and a table with four chairs. It is used by black candles, is a large lead container. In the container
the members of the Morana Company who guard this floor. are the magically-preserved viscera of Maubar. If they are
disturbed, he is destroyed. (See the Lichcraft Note in Book
14) Meditation Cells These cells serve the purpose Two.)
specified for room 17 on the first floor. They are for second- NOTE — Third-tier members become fourth-tier members
tier apprentices. For these people, meditation is given for by becoming liches. All fourth-tier members are masters of
first mistakes and second mistakes are fatal.
the powers of Chaos and liches.
NOTE — The more powerful and complicated the rites that
the pupil is learning, the less of a margin for error that his 4) Maubar’s Office On the north wall is an ornate
instructors will allow. At the third-tier and beyond, there is throne on a four-tiered platform with a statue to either
side. There are also statues in the other corners of the
no tolerance for error whatsoever.
room. Along the east and west walls are couches. In the
15) Landing As for room 18 on the first floor in all ways. middle of the east wall is an open passage that leads to
room 5. Against the south wall is a chair.
If guards are present, there are two of them.
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5) Maubar’s Study There are two cabinets, warded
with an MEL14/EL5 Dark Companion spell, against the
south wall. If either is touched, without speaking a chant
that is only known to Maubar, the Companion is summoned
to kill. It will attack anyone in the room except for Maubar.
The cabinets contain the private library and journals of
Maubar.
In the northwest corner of the room is a cabinet that
contains the ceremonial costume that Maubar uses when
he tests second-tier apprentices. It consists of red scalemail
and a lion-headed mask. Along the north wall is a dressing
table with a chair.
Maubar’s desk is near the east wall of the room. Except
for Maubar, anyone who sits in the chair can be affected by
MEL14/EL6 Darkling Light. The desk has records pertaining to the offices that Maubar holds. Unless the person
who is opening them is seated in the chair, the drawers are
locked with an EL7 Chaining spell.

NOTE — Characters with magical training can roll
MEL×10 to detect the book that opens the passage. There
is no “Lesser’s Rite of Chaining.”
9) Fourth-Tier Casting Room This room has a statue
in three corners, an inlaid casting circle in its center and an
invocation containment circle in its southwest corner. On
the east and west walls are stone altars with gold candlesticks and gold plates on them. They are used for making
offerings to various deities.
10) Initiate Meeting Hall This room is used for meetings of the initiated members of the Black Ring, i.e. all
third, fourth and fifth-tier members. The room contains
tiered platforms with thrones on them.
NOTE — In the Black Ring, the number of tiers that are
under a throne reflects the tier, and relative status, of the
person who uses it.

NOTE — The information in the desk details the membership and agents of the Black Ring world-wide. It also has 11) Sacrificial Altar This room is purified at EL10 for
information on military operations, military formations and the casting of Necromantic Powers. It is used for animating
the dead, casting the black curse and forming the Seeking
ongoing operations.
Death against major enemies.
On the south wall is a large, four-tiered altar. Four golden
6) Zombie Room There is a statue in the northeast corner of the room. Against the west wall is an altar with two candlesticks are embedded in the highest tier. On top of the
golden candlesticks on it. Near the south wall is a stone slab high tier is a golden statue of Murmur (God of Necromancy)
that holds one of Maubar’s zombies. If it is active, it will and a blood-stained obsidian altar that is fused with human
bones. The room has four other statues lining the east and
attack anyone who enters this room (except for Maubar).
In the middle of the east wall is a secret passage to room west walls. Only Maubar and Nilgeranthrib use this room.
3. It is opened by pulling the left arm of the statue in the
northeast corner down. It can only be opened from this 12) Holding Cell An unfurnished cell that is used to
side. It remains open only as long as the arm of the statue hold prisoners just before they are taken into room 11. No
remains down. (To close the door, the arm must be lifted prisoner is ever held in this cell for more than six hours.
back into place. It does not close by itself.)
13) Guard Room The room contains four beds and two
7) Maubar’s Quarters The room is divided into two clothes cabinets. It is used by the thralls who guard this
unequal sections by a partition wall. The western section floor. 1D2 of them are in it at all times.
is a seldomly used bedroom. In its northeast corner is a
bed. Near the east wall is a table. Against the west wall is 14) Storage These rooms contain shelves that are used
to store equipment and supplies that are commonly used in
a clothes cabinet.
The eastern part of the room is a living area. It has rooms 1 and 11 of this floor. Both rooms are locked with
a chair along the south wall, a couch and a metal chest an EL60 lock. Each contains fumigants, ritual supplies and
on the east wall, a bookcase on the north wall, a statue in 1D6 Natural Materials (1D6 doses of each).
the northwestern corner and a bookcase against the western IMPORTANT — No magic material will be present
wall. The books in this room cover general subjects that unless it, in some way, enhances the ability to perhave nothing whatsoever to do with magic.
form Chaos magic. The Referee should select which
NOTE — In the northwest corner of the bedroom is a secret items to put here rather than rolling randomly.
passage that leads to room 8. It is opened by depressing a
15) The War Room The room’s cabinets contain unit
floor stud to the left of the passage.
strength and location records, operational plans and maps.
8) Fourth-Tier Library The cabinets in this room are In the center of the room is a large table that has a large
packed with potent books and scrolls on the performance relief map on it. Near the north wall is the marshal’s writof Chaos magic. In the southeast corner is a chair with a ing table and chair. It has paper and writing supplies on
hassock. The southwest and northeast corners have statues. it. Against the south wall is a four-tiered platform with a
In the middle of the west wall is a secret passage that leads throne.
to the northwest stair landing. It is opened by flipping down
a book that is entitled “Lesser’s Rite of Chaining” that is in
the bookcase directly in front of it. In the northeast corner
of the room, behind a statue, is a secret passage to room 7
that is opened by depressing a floor stud.

NOTE — The room is used by Maubar and Eriold. Maubar
is Marshal of all of Nilgeranthrib’s forces. Eriold is the
Marshal of the Thrall Corp of Nilgeranthrib. Currently,
Maubar is the true commander and Eriold is little more
than a secretary.
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16) The Marshal’s Quarters The southeast corner of
the room has a bar with stools on its west side and a wine
rack and beer kegs to the east. Along the east wall is a
couch with a chair to the west of it. Against the north
wall is a clothes cabinet and a bed. On the west wall is
a shelf that contains Eriold’s personal armor and weapons
(Platemail, a Broadsword, a metal helmet, a buckler and a
fighting dagger). Against the south wall is an iron-bound
chest that contains his personal wealth. The contents of
this chest are:
A) 3 silver trays, 10 feet of silver chain (weighing about 19
ounces), 20GC, 32SC and 112CC.
B) 1 large gem, 4 medium jewels and 6 small jewels in a
leather pouch.
C) An EL5 Short Sword modified for hit chance only. It
also allows its user to cast MEL10/EL2 Fireballs. Eriold only carries it when he knows he is going into battle.
D) A fine satin cape trimmed in white fur (9GC).
17) Maubar’s Workroom In the middle of the room is
a long table with one chair. On the south wall is a statue.
Against the west wall are cabinets that contain books on
the jeweler’s art and tools. The east wall has cabinets that
contain supplies that are needed in working with fine metal
and precious stones. On the north wall are two chests.
The chest to the east contains 1 gold bar, 2 silver bars,
4 copper bars, 7 tin bars, 1/2 white gold bar and one ounce
of platinum. The other chest contains 4 large gems, 12
medium gems and 21 small gems. All of these gems are
flawless.

Tower of the Dead Fourth Floor
a black altar. Directly west of this is an inlaid black casting circle where the potentially fatal parts of the rite are
performed. Outside this circle, at the four cardinal points
of the compass, are candlesticks that are embedded in the
floor. Each holds a thick black candle. In each of the four
corners of the “square” part of the room is a statue of Murmur. The statue behind the altar is of Nergal.

NOTE — Maubar is the Master jeweler of the ring. He
fashioned the rings that are worn by every society member
except for Nilgeranthrib.

2) Fourth-Tier Instruction Room If either Nilgeranthrib or Maubar is in this room, the other will be there
within five minutes. The room is only used to discuss the
darkest, most-powerful secrets of Chaos magic. The instruc18) Storage This room contains supplies that are used tor is Nilgeranthrib himself.
in room 9. The materials, in various mixtures, enhance the
In the western part of this room is a five-tiered platform
user’s ability to perform summoning rituals and to cast per- with an ornate throne on it. Against the northern wall is
manent magic. (The shelves contain approximately 2D10 a bookcase that contains books and scrolls on the art of
doses for each effect. All must be burned to be used.) There Necromancy. In the northeast and southeast corners are
is a secret passage in the north wall that leads to the north- statues. Against the east wall is a bookcase whose conwest stair landing. It is opened by releasing a catch in the tents cover more general areas of Chaos magic, at a high
shelf that is in front of it.
(1D6+4) expertise level. In the center of the room are two
black and silver thrones.
19) Observation Rooms Per room, there is a 40%
chance that a thrall is on duty. If so, he is watching the 3) Guard Stations At these two positions in the corridor
approaches to the tower from the city. There is a 60% there is a large statue and a marble bench. There are 1D3
chance, if a thrall is present, that he will see anyone that thralls on duty in both of these positions at all times. All
approaches the city tower and an 80% chance that he will of them are armed with swords and armored in Chainmail.
see anyone who crosses the bridge.
If the party has alerted the denizens of the tower to their
20) Landing As for room 18 on the first floor. If guards
are present, there are two thralls on the landing. The
northwest stair landing contains secret passages that lead
to rooms 8 and 18. Both are opened by stepping on the
outer corner of the closest stair.
Fourth Floor

presence, there will automatically be three thralls at each
of these positions.

NOTE — In addition to their armor, these thralls carry
a banded shield and wear a metal helmet. All of them are
1.4 times the normal values for a male thrall. All also have
CEL4. They are part of Nilgeranthrib’s hand-picked Thrall
Guard.

1) Lichcraft Room This room is purified, for the per- IMPORTANT — If Nilgeranthrib is on this floor,
formance of the Rite of Lichcraft, at EL10. In the eastern and fighting begins, the combat will bring him in
point of the room, on a two-tiered platform, is a statue and 1D6 phases. There is a 60% chance that he will
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teleport into his throne room and telepathically order his thralls to fall back into that area as they
fight. He will always adopt this strategy if one of
the party members is using Life Sword.

per day until he dies. The effect can only be negated by
a Cure Disease spell at EL9 or higher. While the person
is affected, he has no strength in his legs. He may only
move at a MR of 2 under his own power.

4) Nilgeranthrib’s Throne Room This room is effectively divided into two sections by its design features. The
southern section contains the five-tiered dais and throne of
Nilgeranthrib. Behind the throne is a sixth tier that holds
a golden statue of Nergal and a black altar. This room is
purified for, and dedicated to, the performance of Chaos
magic. Any other type of magic that is used in it adds 20
to its success roll. Chaos magic subtracts 20 from that roll.
Against the southern wall, in either corner of the first tier
level, is a demon statue.
NOTE — When he is in this room, Nilgeranthrib is capable
of casting a spell that will destroy Life Sword. This is his
first priority and he will do it immediately. If the stub of
the sword is retained, after this spell has melted the blade,
it retains enough potency to break his concentration with a
hit but is unable to kill him.
(Nilgeranthrib has fallen twice before this blade. He is
prepared this time).
In the western wall of the southern section is an up staircase that leads to the fifth floor of the tower.
The northern part of the room has a statue in each corner and a large statue in its center. This large statue is a
demonic head. It has a secret lock (EL60) in it. If the lock
is found and opened, the upper half of the statue’s face will
swing open, revealing Nilgeranthrib’s device. If the contents
of this device are destroyed, so is Nilgeranthrib.
NOTE — There are no magical wards on the device statue.
At Nilgeranthrib’s MEL and EL, such protections would
make it impossible for him to be defeated by the party. Whoever touched the statue would be fried immediately. The lack
of these defenses is justified in that Nilgeranthrib can sense
whenever anyone threatens the device and can teleport into
the room when he does. He is also supremely confident in
his personal ability to defeat anything. He would not be
likely to place permanent wards here when he feels that his
personal intervention is sufficient protection.

B) The north wall cabinet:
This cabinet will strike anyone or anything that is
within two feet of it with MEL29/EL6 Fire Darts. The
cabinet contains a Law tome, the Rite of Sabbathiel,
which details the means for commanding and summoning members of the hosts of law. Any Chaos-oriented
or aligned character that touches it can be affected by
MEL16/EL8 Killing Light. All summoning rituals in
the tome are at EL8.
C) The northwest corner cabinet:
This cabinet contains the Kri Abaddi, an ancient (more
than 900 years old) Korchi tome that details the proper
methods of dealing with Abaddon (god of death and
destruction) and the various powers of death that man
can wield.
The book strikes anyone who touches it with the power
of its essence, MEL10/EL5 Hand of Death. If success
results, the person drops dead on the spot. If not, he
will never die when he touches this volume.
NOTE — The Kri is a lead-bound book whose pages
are the skin of a Lammashta. The text was written in
demon blood with Harab Serapel quills. Sympathetically,
the book is death personified.
D) The west wall cabinet:
This cabinet contains the private journal of Nilgeranthrib. It details the many years of his life, the rites
of Chaos that he has mastered and mystic encounters
that he has experienced and survived. It is, perhaps,
the most potent and valuable mystical journal in the
world.
NOTE — This volume is warded with an Interworld
Travel spell at MEL29/EL10. Any person, other
than Nilgeranthrib, who touches it without dispelling the
magic, is transported into the pits of hell. (The Realm
of Fiery Chaos.)

The southwest section of the room has three chests in it.
In the middle of this section is a metal chest that contains
a suit of EL5 magic Platemail. It has an AV of 8 and
grants EL5 Immunity to Chaos magic. (It was taken from
the corpse of a great, but foolhardy, hero who attempted to
defeat Nilgeranthrib and the forces of the tower by himself.
He was obliterated.)
The other two chests are long and thin. They contain
weapons. The chest against the south wall contains 4 fighting daggers, 3 swords, 1 broadsword, 3 bastard swords and
a dwarven axe. All of them are well-made and have twice
A) The bookcase to the east:
the normal value for the weapon type. None of them are
This bookcase contains the Tome of Murmur. It details
magical. The chest to the east contains magic weapons. It
the rites and powers of Necromancy and Lichcraft at
is warded with an MEL29/EL3 Paralysis spell that can
an EL of 12. Any person who touches it, who is not
effect anyone who touches it. The three weapons that it
a Chaos oriented or aligned magic-user, will suffer an
contains are:
EL9 wasting disease which can kill him.
NOTE — The effect of this disease reduces all of the A) An MEL8/EL3 Sword modified for damage only.
person’s physical characteristics by 90%, raises festering B) An MEL11/EL4 Longbow modified for hit chance and
boils on his body and makes him lose 2D6 energy points
damage.

5) Nilgeranthrib’s Treasure Room This room contains the Lich’s most prized possessions, collected over the
658 years of his life. In the middle of the northern section is
a five foot high, stone platform that is the focus of a ward
pact. Any person other than Nilgeranthrib, who moves into
sight of this platform will activate the ward and summon
two, double-size, Harab Serapel into the chamber. Against
the walls, around the platform, are four bookcases. Each
bookcase holds one book. The contents are as noted below:
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C) Journai, an MEL14/EL7 named item, modified for hit
chance only, that grants the user the following abilities:
1) The user can teleport (MEL14/EL7). Each time
that he uses this power, he loses 2D10 energy points.
Each time that it activates itself, he loses 1D6 energy points and takes 1D6 hit points.
IMPORTANT — This power is used in all
ways as for the Teleport spell. If the user
includes others in the spell, he loses one extra
energy point per person that he includes. If
the sword activates itself, he may not include
others in its effect.
2) The user may levitate (MEL14/EL7). He will lose
1 energy point per turn that this power is used. If
he includes others, he will lose 1 energy point per
phase that the power is used.
3) The user can become insubstantial (MEL14/EL7).
He will lose 1 energy point per phase that he is insubstantial. He may not include others in the effect
when it is used in this way. Once he becomes insubstantial, he must remain so for at least seven phases.
He may not remain insubstantial longer than the
maximum duration of an EL7 spell without tripling
his energy loss per phase.
Journai also the following liabilities
1) Any person who travels with the user when he uses
the powers of the sword will lose 1/2 of the energy
that the user loses, rounded up, once a total loss is
determined. Innate magic-users who travel with the
user are not affected by this. If the user is an innate
magic-user, he suffers 1/2 of the normal energy loss,
rounded up.
2) When the user suffers additional damage at any
point that he has already taken 50% or more of his
HPV in damage, the sword will try to teleport him
away from the battle regardless of his wishes at the
time. Roll at the MEL and EL of the sword with the
user applying his MDV in any way that he wishes.
If he is teleported (success), he will go to the safest
place, within the sword’s range, that he has the fondest memories of. If the sword fails to transport him,
it will not try again.
3) If the user is driven into unconsciousness by his
wounds, the sword will make him insubstantial until he dies or regains consciousness. In this state, he
cannot infect but he also cannot be helped by anyone
unless that person is in spirit form or insubstantial.

B) 12 pieces of Jewelry, 3 large jewels, Medium jewels and
20 small jewels.
C) 1 large gem, 11 medium gems and 14 small gems.
D) 2 jewel encrusted goblets.
E) 1 tapestry (2OGC, the tapestry was made by Alzira’s
last duchess. It depicts the history of the Alziran dukes,
from the first to the last. Nilgeranthrib keeps it in tribute to his victory.)
NOTE — The eastern chests can be opened without the
ward seeing the thieves at work. There is a 30% chance
that the ward will be activated when they are opened. If
not, they can loot the treasure as long as they do not get
in sight of the ward. (The treasure in these two chests is
enough to make a man one of the ten richest men in the
western world.)
6) Fake Device The room contains a realistic imitation
of a Lichcraft device. Nilgeranthrib created it to distract
enemies from his real device (in the throne room statue).
If this device is touched, an MEL29/EL10 Active Illusion
of Nilgeranthrib will appear and attack the party. If the
device is destroyed, the illusion will drop to the floor and
the illusion of a black mouse will run out of its mouth and
into a hole in the wall. (If the party checks the hole or the
body in a way that can effectively check its reality, they will
find that it does not exist. When either is found to be false,
both illusions will dissolve. It is up to the Referee what tests
of physical reality he will require.)
In the center of the room is a lead device that contains
the mummified entrails of a man. Around this device are
four golden candlesticks, imbedded in the floor, and four
black altars with silver plates on them. In each corner of
the room is a statue. The focus of the permanent illusion
is located under the pedestal that the lead device is on. It
can only be seen if the pedestal is removed.
NOTE — The party is in terrible trouble if they destroy
this device. When they exit the room, the throne room will
contain 1D6+3 armored thralls (as for area 3 of this floor),
1D2 Zombies, Nilgeranthrib, Maubar (40% chance), Lisan,
Katan and Ghavavoralan. If the party does not surrender within one phase, they will be destroyed. If Maubar
is present, and he aided them to reach the throne room, he
will not give them this chance. He will attack immediately.
IMPORTANT — If the party surrenders, they will
be held for 1D3 days. After this time ends, they
will be tortured to death, executed or turned into
zombies.

7) Nilgeranthrib’s Study In the center of the room,
The eastern part of the room contains two large chests. facing the door, is a throne. In a triangle, near the north,
The chest on the south wall has:
west and east walls, around the throne, are three statues
with swords raised. The secret passages in the north and
A) 109GC, 267SC, 309CC and 120BB uncontained in the
east walls are opened by pulling down on the sword of the
chest.
statue that is closest to them. Both close by themselves
B) 14 gold plates, 12 silver plates and 21 copper bars.
after allowing about nine seconds for the opener to pass.
C) 51 feet of silver chain (approximately 6 pounds of silver.)
Along the south wall of the room is a long table with 14
D) 5 platinum rings (about two ounces each).
silver statues on it. (These are trophies. Nilgeranthrib has
had a statue crafted for each major enemy (in his estimaThe chest on the north wall contains:
tion) that he has destroyed during his lifetime. Of the 14,
A) 14 pieces of fine metal work (total value 43GC).
3 currently serve him as zombies.) On the west, north and
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east walls are shelves that contain books, scrolls and simple
magical paraphenalia. The books and scrolls each detail
1D3 Chaos spells. The paraphenalia is of no value, except
as an item to be sold (total value 21GC) or as tools to be
used in rituals.

2) The Temple of Nergal This room is the site of Nilgeranthrib’s private worship of Nergal. The south wall is a
relief carving of hell, in each corner of the room is a small
statue, in the middle of the room is a statue of Nergal. Just
north of this statue is a black altar that is framed in human
bone. North of this altar is an inlaid black circle that Nil8) Guard Room The room contains six beds, six chests geranthrib uses to commune with his god. Across from it,
and an arms rack. The thralls that are not in the area 3 to east and west, is a small statue.
locations, of the 6 that are possible, will be in this room.
NOTE — This room is warded by a double-normal size
EXAMPLE — When the Referee rolls for the two area 3 loNergali. If the main altar or the statue of Nergal are
cations, he rolls, on 1D3, a 1 and a 3. Four guards are on duty.
touched, the Nergali will attack the person or persons who
This means that 2 guards are in this room.
violated them. He will only attack actual violaters and peoThe arms rack will contain the shield, helmet and armor ple who interfere with his revenge.
of any thrall who is in the room. If he is asleep, 80% chance
at night, it will also contain his weapon.
3) Zombie Room This room has four stone slabs in it.
When it is found, the room will contain any of this floor’s
9) Tower Rooms These areas are roofed observation
zombies who are not in area 9 of the fifth floor or elsewhere.
platforms and guard posts. Each will contain 1D3−1 armored thralls (as for 3 on this floor) and a down staircase. 4) Casting Room Nilgeranthrib uses this room to cast
If thralls are present, they will not allow any non-magic- his most powerful spells. He is the only one who can enter it
user to pass unless they are convinced that that person has freely. Anyone else who enters the room can be affected by
the right to do so. (This will require that the person roll his MEL29/EL5 Paralysis if he touches anything in the room
Influence Chance divided by 2 unless he has something to (excluding the walls, floor and ceiling).
prove his right to pass.)
The room is dominated by an engraved casting circle. In
NOTE — The Referee may modify this depending on what
the player says and how well the attitude and tenor of his
statements would work against the stated liabilities of the
thralls.

Tower of the Dead Fifth Floor
Fifth Floor
1) Nilgeranthrib’s Quarters If Nilgeranthrib is in this
room, there is a 75% chance that he is in the throne on the
north wall. If not, he is resting on the bed by the south wall.
There is a statue in each corner of the room. On the east
wall is a clothes cabinet that contains black robes. West
of the bed is a secret passage that is opened by depressing
a stud in the floor in front of it. (On the other side, it is
opened in the same way).

the circle’s center is a black altar. The circle is surrounded
by five silver candlesticks with thick black candles in them.
In the southwest corner of the room is an invocation containment circle. In the southeast is a statue with a small,
votive altar. On the altar are two gold candlesticks, a silver plate and a jewel-encrusted, silver goblet. On the main
altar, in the center of the circle, is a black silk cloth, all of
the items that are on the smaller altar and a red crystal
globe on a white gold stand, the key to similar devices that
Nilgeranthrib’s agents throughout the world use to contact
him and receive orders. Finally, there is a censer (made of
human bone) on white gold chains, resting on the altar.
5) Treasure Room The chests in this room contain
items that Nilgeranthrib made for himself and other goods
of varying value. All of the chests in this room have EL25
locks and are bound with iron. The southern part of the
room has three chests. The chest in the southwest corner
contains 20 yards of silk. The chest by the east wall contains 3 antique tapestries. The other chest contains antique
pewterware, i.e. goblets, plates and knives.
The northwest part of the room contains a statue and two
chests. The statue depicts Nergal with his arm raised, prepared to strike an enemy. It is plated with gold and has two
large rubies for eyes. Its total value, including the jewels,
is 93GC. The chest against the western wall contains 14
vials. Each vial contains 1D10 doses of a random potion,
powder or elixir (roll 1D3*). Any of the potions that grant
the ability to use a spell will grant a Chaos power. The
chest against the north wall contains 8 small jars. Each jar
is filled with 1D6 enhanced doses of Natural Material from
the Plant or Animal charts (roll 1D2*). Any item that is
too large to fit in a jar is under the jars that are present.
The eastern section of the room contains three more
chests. The chest on the east wall contains 4 daggers, a
sword and an axe. The axe is a throwing axe, enchanted
at MEL29/EL8 for both hit chance and damage plus. The
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chest along the northern wall contains two athanes (magician’s ritual dagger) and a casting sword. (These items were
used by Nilgeranthrib before he became a Lich. He made
them 635 years ago. Since, he has lost his use for them and
has dispelled the magic that they once had in them.) The
chest in the center of this section of the room contains a
Special Item: The Goblet of the Dead. It is a large goblet,
in the shape of a human skull, that is wrapped in black
silk and set with four, large opals. If grants the following
abilities to its user:
A) Any person who drinks from the goblet can talk to any
corpse for 24 hours.
B) The effected drinker understands the Tongue of the
Dead at EL80 while the effect lasts.
C) The drinker casts Necromantic Powers at two levels
higher than his normal EL, if he knows those spells.
He may cast Hell Powers at one level higher.
D) The drinker gains EL6 immunity to all physical damage.
E) The drinker will never be attacked by the dead, ghosts
or edimmus, while the effects above last.

abode. Nilgeranthrib comes to this room to relax and prepare for major magical efforts.
NOTE — The previous seven rooms are only open to Nilgeranthrib or his zombies, The zombies will attack any other
person in these areas and, if possible, kill them.
8) The Stair Landing This area contains a statue, a
bench and, by the door, a bell with a pull chain. Persons
that must communicate with Nilgeranthrib while he is on
his floor pull the chain and wait for him to answer, however
long it takes him to do so. The door by the bell is bolted
and barred from the other side. It cannot be opened from
the stair landing side without smashing it in.

NOTE — Nilgeranthrib often (60% chance) answers the
bell telepathically. When he does, he touches the mind of the
person who rang the bell if more than one person is present.
If he does not know this person, he will attack him mentally,
order his zombies to defend the door and telepathically summon his students, mercenaries and dead to his aid. (Of all
the people in the tower only Maubar commonly comes to
this room. The presence of any other person will make Nilgeranthrib suspicious but, unless it is definitely an outsider
IMPORTANT — None of the powers above last who rang, Nilgeranthrib will wait for an explanation before
longer than the 24 hour duration specified for (A) extinguishing him.)
above. Additional doses are required to extend the
9) The Corridor A central corridor that connects the
effect beyond this time limit.
rooms on this floor. It is guarded by 1D3−1 zombies at all
It has the following liability: Each time that the user
times. If Nilgeranthrib is on the floor, add one to the numdrinks from this cup, there is a BL4 chance that he loses
ber of Zombies that are on guard. The only other feature in
2D6 energy points (poison resistance applies). If he does,
this room, other than floor studs that open secret passages,
they are lost unnoticeably. No energy points that are lost
is a staircase that goes to the roof from the approximate
in this way will regenerate until 1D6+2 days have passed.
middle of the north wall.
At that time, they will begin to regenerate as normal.
The power gained through this cup is addictive. On the
day following the taking of a dose, there is a BL15 chance
that the user will be compelled to take another dose immediately. Success compels him to do so (poison resistance
does not apply). At all times the user may subtract Will
divided by (the consecutive doses taken + 1, round
up, from the base chance of success, i.e. if W is 32, the
chance is reduced from 70% to 54%. At no time will MDV
Tower of the Dead Roof
apply to either liability above.
EXAMPLE — Dragon finds this cup. He drinks. The next
morning, his Will is 32, he has a 54% chance of addiction. He is
affected and drinks again. On the next morning after this, the
chance is 59%. With another success, the next chance will be
62%. Should he not be affected, and he chooses to drink again,
his starting chance is back to 54%.

IMPORTANT — The minimum chance is 10% regardless of the character’s Will.
6) Storage The cabinets in the room contain incense,
fumigants, resins and other supplies that have value in ceremonial magic.
7) Meditation Chamber In the northwestern part of
this room is a five-tiered, triangular platform with an ornate throne. At all three points of the triangle, a silver
candlestick with a black candle is imbedded in the platform. In the northeast and southwest corners of the room
is a statue. The east and south walls have relief carvings
that depict scenes from the throne of Nergal in his hellish
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The Roof
The Crown Of Nergal The dominant feature of this
area is a five-tiered platform with a gigantic, ornate throne
that faces the south. Supported by four pillars above the
throne is an immense, ornate, stone roof that looks like a
crown from a distance. Circling the edifice, at all eight
points of the extended octagon that is the roof, are silver
candlesticks that magically burn with Darkling light. Inside
this circle, at each cardinal point of the compass, are four
candlesticks that burn with hellfire. Behind the platform
and crown is a staircase that goes down.
Any person except Nilgeranthrib who goes onto the roof
is attacked by MEL29/EL10 Darkling Light when he is
within 10 feet of one of the candlesticks of that type. Any
person that attempts to mount the platform to the throne
is attacked by MEL29/EL10 Fire Darts. Any person who
touches the throne itself will unleash MEL29/EL10 Fog of
Death. Only Nilgeranthrib is exempt from these powers.

23.21 The Escape
If a person reaches the stairs before he is slain by the
Darkling Light, and heads to the fifth floor, he will negate
its effect. (If he returns to the roof, it will return at the level
that it was at when his flight negated it.)
The Crown of Nergal is a special place designed by Nilgeranthrib, and built with the aid of Nergal, Allatu and
Murmur. It is dedicated to these deities and the enhancement of Nilgeranthrib’s power. See the Background section
at the beginning of this book for the special powers and
liabilities that this place confers on Nilgeranthrib.

23.21 The Escape
Once the party has defeated Nilgeranthrib, they must escape from the Tower. This is not an inconsiderable task.
While the forces of the tower will be diminished (because
all of Nilgeranthrib’s dead and zombies will be truly dead),
they remain extremely potent. If the party returns the same
way that they entered, (especially if Maubar was aware of
them) they will have to fight for every foot and are likely
to die.
At this point, the only way that the party is likely to get
away, i.e. the least dangerous way out, is to leave through
the city. The denizens of the tower will not be prepared
for this, they will be prepared for any attempt to escape
through the tower and the caverns. It is up to the party to
realize that this is likely to be the case. The Referee may, at
his discretion, drop hints that will aid the party in reaching
this conclusion.

The Best Means of Escape
After destroying Nilgeranthrib, the party must exit on one
of the roof bridges. (If they choose to go up to the fifth
floor instead, they will be trapped between the crown of
Nergal and the forces of the tower in an area that is full
of extremely potent magical wards.) They should climb or
jump down from one of these bridges to the roof below.
Once they are on this roof, they must go to its edge, fasten
a rope and climb down to the ground. If they do not have a
rope, they can make a difficult climb down the rough sides
of the tower.
When the party reaches the ground they must cross the
bridge to reach the city. The slime is still in the moat.
There is a 75% chance that the bridge guards are not there.
If they are, they must be defeated quickly (within 1D6+3
phases) or the noise of battle will bring reinforcements from
the tower.
As a general rule, to escape, the party must move quickly
until they reach the apex of the trail into the valley. If they
delay overlong anywhere in this flight, they will be bottled
up in the valley and will have a very difficult time getting
away. There is very little margin for error in this effort.
The forces of the tower will begin a thorough and organized
search outside of the tower within fifteen minutes after the
death of Nilgeranthrib. If the party is still in the city when
this search begins, they are likely to die.

face, and master, test their ability to survive in combat, to
use the abilities of their characters and to develop subtle,
effective strategies that will allow them to survive almost
unimaginable peril.
The sections of this adventure escalate in their difficulty
level, and the amount of thought required, as the adventure
progresses. In the first section, the party can survive with
physical ability and simple cunning. Moving into the second section, these abilities are tested at a higher level and
they are called on to face the threat of magic. In the third
section, the threat of hostile magic escalates, the party is
faced with monsters for the first time and they must deal
with situations where a violent solution is the worst possible alternative. In this section, they must hone all of their
skills and be able to use the skills that they have as the
situation demands it. This section can never be well played
with a basic, “if it moves, kill it”, philosophy. It demands
thought.
The final section of this adventure is the ultimate test.
No party can conquer this section without careful thought,
coordinated and subtle action, and a degree of luck. The
goal of the party is to avoid confrontation with the awesome
magics, men and monsters of the tower until they are in a
position to vanquish the tower’s greatest force. Unless they
use all of their abilities in concert, with both foresight and
efficiency, the party cannot hope to survive.
As Referee, you must appraise the talent, skill and experience of your party with the Powers and Perils system.
If you do not feel that they are ready for an adventure of
this magnitude, do not force them into it. Instead, use the
first part of this adventure as a base for encounters and
allow the party to hone their skills by surviving in Porta,
and the surrounding environs, until they are ready for the
main adventure. Until you feel that the party’s skills, and
their confidence in their ability, is sufficient to give them a
chance at victory, do not place them in a hopeless situation,
i.e. one that surpasses the level of their current competence
with this system.
Tower of the Dead is designed to provide enough basic
detail so that the Referee can expand the basic area provided (on the map that is on the back of the box) into a
focus for his Powers and Perils campaign. The Tower of
the Dead is the most dangerous possible adventure in this
region but the Referee may create others to allow the party
to gain skill before they seek this ultimate challenge. Essentially, how you use this game is up to you. Used for the
designed purpose, it is a compelling adventure of immense
magnitude. Modified, it can provide a solid basis for your
entire campaign. It is really up to you.

23.22 Designer’s Note
Tower of the Dead is designed to be a major challenge for
any group of players. The situations that the party must
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Name

Tower Personalities
MEL/EL OCV DCV

Ghavavoralan
Eriold Karansik
Katan
Lisan
Maubar
Zingair Moizan
Barz Morana
Nilgeranthrib
Rabinda
Reivoaltan
Siret
Yuret
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6/3
None
7/3
8/3
14/7
None
None
29/10
5/2
None
4/2
3/2

10
10
4
3
7
8
3
10
3
8
2
3

8
6
2
6
7
8
7
9
4
4
3
2
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Setting Up Adventures

A proper set-up is important. It gives Players an idea of
Where Katai is your campaign center the party may have
what they face and why they must face it. Some important heard of the Dark Lands. They are not likely to know of the
other possible sites, unless one of the characters is a scholar who
factors that you should include in your adventures are:
1) A logical introduction that points towards the site the
party will adventure in.
2) Events that give the party a reason, or need, to undertake the adventure.
3) Balanced, winnable conditions, such that the party faces
an intense and compelling challenge without being hopelessly outmatched.
4) A dramatic climax, or series of climaxes, that heighten
the party’s feeling of accomplishment, and serve as an
enjoyable memory whether they succeed or not.
The factors above are not of equal importance in the creation of an adventure. However, all of them have an impact
on the emic attachment that your Players can invest it. The
more detailed, precise and interesting the environment, the
more the Players can become a part of, and truly enjoy, the
adventure. Given, as I believe, that role-playing is a game
experience that transcends previous gaming standards, to
a point that it is a contest between minds testing the total intellect of its participants — it is important that the
participants be provided with sufficient “fuel” for the battle.
In this way, they can make the most out of each event and
have a truly remarkable experience.

24.1 Encounter Possibilities
The seventeen sites in Chapter 21 are unique in the possibilities that they present for adventure. In all cases, after
fully detailing a site, the Referee must create logical, preadventure events that:
1) Inform the party about the site.
2) Intrigue them with the possibilities of the site.
3) Create situations where they can gain information about
the site, specifically evils that their intervention could
prevent or cure, profits to be gained from the challenge,
an idea of what they are up against and any other information that you feel is important given the specific
adventure.
It is important, in determining which site to develop, that
the Referee fit his choices within the framework of his campaign. The places that a party can gain information about
are, to a great degree, a factor of that site’s notoriety level,
the education of the party and the area of the continent
that your campaign is set in.
EXAMPLE — The central nation in your campaign is Donara.
The party knows about the Tower of the Dead. If they are
literate, or have appropriate life experience, they could know
about Temple Kota, Avalon, Kril Shrandor and Elysium. If any
party members are merchants, seamen or traders, they may have
heard of Kacili and Shurikal.

has studied a part of the world that is influenced by a specific
site or sites.

Notoriety
The table below can be used to get an idea of which parts of
the world know about which adventure sites. The number
listed for each site is its Notoriety Level. This number,
squared, yields a radius around the site, in miles, where
people are definitely aware of it. Within this area, some
citizens will know its exact location and have details about
the forces that dwell there. This is the first zone.
The radius of the first zone times two equals the radius
of the second zone. This zone, beginning at the end of the
first zone, is an area where the site is legendary. It may, or
may not, be believed to exist. Some citizens in this zone
know the site is more than a legend and have a general
idea of where it can be found. Unless the individual is a
scholar of its history, or the area it is in, his knowledge will
be vague. To most citizens, it is a story to be told over a
roaring campfire — not a physical reality to be feared.
Areas that are ouside of both zones have no knowledge of
the site. Informed citizens may be aware of a legend about
such a place, or specific incidents that stem from it. They
will not know any details or have proof that it is more than
a myth, though their stories could provide adventurers with
important clues if they choose to seek it out.
Site Name

Notoriety

The Dark City
8
Kacili
15*
Shurikal
11*
Avalon
6**
Elysium
8**
Kril Shrandor
6***
Temple Kota
5
Doom Manor
6
The Tower of Mab
7
The Desert of Sighs
5
The Tower of Poteh
4
The Tower of the Dead 20
The Haunt
9
The Temple in the Hills
4
H’ss’r Mountain
8
The Dark Lands
10
The Island
15
*These sites are the capitals of their nations. As such, their
existence is known, though their importance as adventure
sites may not be.
** Initiates of Treaus, persons with a tie to the Sidh and
scholars of the Sidh races know about these sites.
*** Kril Shrandor is known in Caldo and most of the Kaz.
It is also known by scholars of dwarven lore.
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EXAMPLE — Temple Kota has a notoriety level of 5. People
who live within 25 miles have precise knowledge of its existence.
Those from 26-75 miles away deem it to be a legend. People
more than 75 miles away do not know it exists.
By comparison, the Tower of the Dead has a notoriety level
of 20. Anyone within 400 miles knows it exists. Those from
401-1200 miles away know it as an evil legend. Persons who
dwell more than 1200 miles away are blissfully unaware of its
existence.

5) In your adventure major confrontations should be staged
such that the party is aware of their options while they
still have freedom of action. The full force of an enemy
should only be brought into play against the party if
their actions play into its strength. make it angry or are
hopelessly incorrect for the situation.

NOTE — It is essential that the Referee take the time
needed to assure that his adventure is logically consistent
IMPORTANT — This section should only be used and balanced. To maintain the flavor of your world, you
as a guideline. There are logical exceptions to the must be sure that the elements of the adventure fit it and
rule for all of them. Do not consider this to be a that it fits the parameters of the situation created. F inbinding rule. It is not intended as such.
ally. the Referee must assess the strength of the forces in
an adventure and fine tune them to the competence and size
of the party, such that the adventure is a challenge without
Adventure Balance
being a fait accompli in either direction.
The site information lists forces present at each site. The
The accomplishment of these goals is a difficult task for
Referee must determine what is actually there, where it the designer. In essence, within the framework of your
is and how it reacts. This control allows the Referee to world, you must outline, and set stages for, a novel. Design
make his scenarios challenging and winnable. Without this it such that, given good decisions, actions and luck some
control, certain adventures, such as the Towers of the Dead characters will be alive when the final page is reached.
and Mab, would be very difficult for any party due to their
immense power.
There are some basic methods that can be used to maintain game balance and provide winnable scenarios powerful
opposition is faced. They are:
1) The main power or powers at the site can operate under
limitations restrict their ability to use, or quickness in
using, their powers.
EXAMPLE — In Tower of the Dead Nilgeranthrib enjoys
killing enemies physically. He only uses his magical powers
when magic is used against him or his device is in imminent
danger of being discovered.

2) The site can have a traitor. Some person or group integral to the power of the site can be secretly hostile to its
master, through personal hatred, greed or ambition. In
such cases, the party may receive aid from the traitor.
Such aid should take the form of information and passive
aid that does not directly involve the traitor in battling
his master.
EXAMPLE — In Tower of the Dead, Maubar wants to take
over. He may not interfere with the party and could clear
their way for them. There is also an informer in the tower
and a black ring member who wants to escape. All three
people can aid the party under the right circumstances.

3) The physical layout of the site can have a “security" flaw
that. if discovered, will give the party an advantage.
EXAMPLE — When the party reaches the tower stairs in
Tower of the Dead they can travel directly to the fourth floor,
allowing them to bypass the intervening floors if they choose
to do so.

4) In an earlier part of the adventure the party can be given
a chance to discover magical devices and/or information
that will improve their chance of success. Such things
must be found through party action and must fit the
“mythos” of the site and the adventure. They should
never be given to the party, they must be won.
EXAMPLE — In Tower of the Dead the party can find
Life Sword and the Crown of Release, both powerful items
for combatting the Dead and Liches.
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The Eastern Lands

These lands are an archipelago, a large subcontinent and,
as a bonus, a description of the islands where the Sea Elves
make their home. There will be an extensive amount of
information provided. I hope you find it of interest.
These lands are called the western based on Fomorian
terminology, i.e. they are west of Fomoria. Lemasa calls
them the Eastern Lands because they are east of them.
The Jard call it Jazul. Pasqul calls it Pasnora. Arman calls
it Tir Cerna.

Elfheim
The main hill of the land is on a forested peninsula surrounded on three sides by the river. It is a large, welldesigned, fortress. 900 elves, 100 half elves and 200 select
humans (70% female) reside there. The rest of the area is
home to 1100 elves, 500 half elves and around 3000 humans.
The total population is 5800.

Military Forces
Elfheim

26.1 The Aleor (Elfheim)
History

Elfheim is home to an elite force of 250 elf riders. Due to
Aleon’s age, his eldest son commands. A force of 200 foot
defends the fortress in time of war. The remainder of the
area fields 150 elves, 50 half elves and 600 humans. Ten of
the half elves are Children of the Wood.
Hill HalfRural HalfArea
Elf Elf Human
Elf Elf Human
1
20 20
10
10 30
160
2
70
0
0
100 50
400
3
10
0
10
30 10
200
4
30
0
0
50 20
500
5
30 10
20
60 60
1200
6
40 10
0
40 20
600
7
10
0
10
70 30
1500
8
10 10
0
20 30
1100
Total
220 50
50
380 250 5,660

1100 years ago Finvarra promoted Lord Aleon to the rank
of Duke of the Western Lands. The hill he took over was
in sad shape. Hordes of goblins and trolls assailed it. Over
two centuries, he corrected that state of affairs.
900 years ago he began his campaign of war. Over the
course of four hundred years, Kotothi enemies were driven
from out or exterminated. His realm, Elfheim, was cleansed
of filth.
432 years ago hordes of humans moved into the area. He
responded by raising his army. When he attacked a human
village, everyone knelt and bowed low. It was the same
in every village his forces entered. The invaders were a
powerful race that worshipped elves and their gods. Aleon
Total
had no choice but to accept them.
Realm 1,000 350
6,310
At the current time the Aleor are a large tribe ruled by an
elf and half elf elite. Duke Aleon is an aged warrior overseeElite
ing the land from Elfheim, his hill. The other rulers are his
children (his libido increased as he aged. He is something The force at Elfheim is an elite cavalry force that has been
in existence for a thousand years. Many of its members
of a lecher these days).
have served it for more than half that time. They consider
themselves to be invincible when Aleon leads.
Population
A half elf sodality called the Children of the Wood exists.
It
has 39 members. Joining requires notice for combat skill,
The hills in areas 2, 4 and 7 (red stars) are ruled by Aleon’s
mastery
of elven arts and completing seven rites of passage.
sons. The other 5 hills (white stars) are ruled by Aleon’s
Those
who
succeed are deadly warriors with fanatical devodaughters. The population of these areas is divided between
tion
to
the
Elf Sidh.
the population of the hill and immediate surroundings, and
the remaining rural population.
Hill HalfRural HalfArea
Elf Elf Human
Elf Elf Human
1
150 120
40
100 200
1000
2
400
0
10
600 300
2000
3
30
10
60
200 100
1500
4
120
20
0
300 100
3500
5
200
50
90
500 400
7000
6
300 100
30
300
0
4000
7
100
10
40
400 200
8000
8
100
90
30
200 400
5700
Total 1,400 300
300
2,600 1,700 31,700
Total
Realm 6,000 2,600

35,200

Religion
Elves and half elves worship as normal for Elf Sidh. The
human element worships Elf gods. Those are Nuada, Brigit,
Numa, Daenn, Aster, Finvarra and Donel. Many honor
other Sidh gods also. A few (especially in area 5) have
begun worshipping Payan as well.

Legal System
All elements of the society are governed by the Elf legal
system. Elf nobles have the authority to ejudicate any and
all crimes. When no elf is available, a half elf leader has the
right.
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Mirolia, Queen of Area 5, Half Elf
Age — 30 Sex — Female
Elves have their subsistence needs met by the human popuS
18(+1)
St
39(+2)
D
60(+3) A 84(+4)
C 25(+1)
lation. They engage in the hunt, arts, craftwork and whatI
60(+3)
W
18(+1)
E
56(+3)
Em
40(+2)
Ap 105
ever else interests them. The human populace prizes their
HPV
21
CEL
3
OCV
6
DCV
10
DTV −3
woven goods.
MDV 12 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 43
CA NA
Half elves are more a part of human society than elven. MR 14
PA 58
HC 32%
PR 6
IC 96
They have a born right to lead, as humans see it. Most ML 12
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 7
engage in hunting, some mine and just about all are tribal CDF 3
Height 5’5"
Weight 122lbs
leaders.
Mirolia is the daughter of Aleon and the Baobhan Countess
Humans subsist with hunting, light agriculture, herding Baline. She was given area 5 as her domain four years ago.
and horticulture. They also produce good quality linen. She is a talented archer and very good with daggers.
Many of the hill areas have mines. The greatest of these
is an immense silver mine in area 5. Others produce gold,
copper, tin, lead and iron. Area 5 has extensive trade with Sarel Aleoman, Leader of the Children of Wood
Age — 38
Sex — Male
Arman.

Economy

Appearance
Elf
As normal.

S 60(+3)
I 36(+2)
HPV 41
MDV 12
MR 12
ML 12
CDF 5

St 52(+3) D 33(+2)
W 56(+3) E 30(+1)
CEL 11
OCV 17
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 120
HC 51%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’2"

A 35(+2)
C 50(+2)
Em 24(+1) Ap 42(+2)
DCV 15
DTV −5
EnL 106
CA NA
PR 10
IC 54
Dodge Value 4
Weight 210lbs

Sarel is the son of Aleon’s third son and the second daughter
of a priest in area 8. He lives in the woods NW of Elfheim.
These people combine the elegance of the elf with the powerAnyone who seeks to be a child of the wood must seek him
ful physique of humans. They are strong, beautiful people,
out. Winning his approval is the first challenge.
in general. They prefer to use elven weapon forms.
Half-Elf

Human
The humans are tall, muscular people who tend to have red
or brown hair and fair skin. They are cousins of the people
of Arman. Most are strong, agile and handsome. They
tend to use bows, heavy swords and heavy axes as their
weapons. Only the elite use chainmail. Others commonly
have banded ring. The common shield is a buckler.

Characters

Location on the Continent Map
2
1

4
3

6
5

7

26.2 Arman
History

Armani legend speaks of a place called “the Holy Realm.”
Sex — Male According to their belief, they dwelled in this sacred realm
for many millennia. It was heaven but it was not forever.
S 36(+2) St 27(+1) D 48(+2) A 61(+3)
C 72(+3)
Evil came. After centuries of war, the sacred land was
I 51(+3)
W 52(+3) E 45(+2) Em 60(+3) Ap 80(+4)
ravaged
beyond hope. The people who served the sacred
HPV 34
CEL 15
OCV 18
DCV 20
DTV −4
were
forced
to leave. Most, the Arman and Aleor, sailed
MDV 27 MEL 19
EL NA
EnL 124
CA 305
west.
A
smaller
group, the Armagh, chose to travel west.
MR 13
PA 56
HC 50%
PR 8
IC 105
The refugees reached the western continent 450 years ago.
ML 17
Mana Regen. 6
Dodge Value 5
CDF 14
Height 6’
Weight 207lbs
They found wild forests and hills. Knowing it to be a place
Except for Constitution and Appearance, his physical abil- intended for them, and suitable to their needs, the Armani
ities have been reduced 20% for age. His weight has in- landed en masse. The Aleor continued up the coast and a
smaller group headed south.
creased 20%.
When the boats were empty and sacrificed in thanks to
Manannan,
they began colonizing. The few humans resFinbor, Heir of Aleon, Eldest Son
ident
in
the
area were driven out, killed or added to the
Age — 29(584)
Sex — Male
culture. None were allowed to retain a hold on the new
S 44(+2) St 34(+2) D 68(+3) A 52(+3)
C 60(+3)
Holy Realm.
I 45(+2)
W 40(+2) E 33(+2) Em 68(+3) Ap 65
After 90 years, the Armani held all they required. The
HPV 35
CEL 10
OCV 14
DCV 16
DTV −5
expansion
stopped and consolidation began. The remnants
MDV 21 MEL 9
EL NA
EnL 100
CA 135
of the old race remain in Cimor. They and the Armani
MR 13
PA 84
HC 47%
PR 10
IC 101
often fight border wars. Arman has also had skirmishes
ML 16
Mana Regen. 7
Dodge Value 6
CDF 9
Height 6’2"
Weight 188lbs
with Tolneg and Zandilor. As war is part of true life, Arman
does not mind the challenges.
Commander of the elite unit and Lord of Elfheim.
Aleon, Duke of the West
Age — 88(1763)
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26.3 Baobhan

Population
City

City Pop.

Appearance
Rural Pop.

Hernora
4,000
16,000
Cern
7,000
30,000
Arman
6,000
38,000
Gwydios
5,000
26,000
Total
22,000
110,000
All four areas have hereditary Counts. The nation’s King
rules from his palace near Arman. This man must be a
renowned warrior, superb hunter and man of true wisdom.
On the death of a King, the druids administer a challenge
to select his heir. The people choose those who may challenge for the crown. The winner becomes King. Other
challengers, who survive, become champions of the faith.
They serve the High Druid until they die.

Military Forces
Area

Cavalry

Infantry/
Archers

Rural
Militia

Hernora
50
250
1600
Cern
100
500
3000
Arman
100
400
3800
Gwydios
50
350
2600
Royal
300
1200(300)
None
Total
600
3,000
11,000
County forces are drawn from the area the city is in.
Their Count leads them. Royal forces are drawn from Arman as a whole. The force in parentheses is allocated to
guard the sacred groves. The rest are used as the King
wishes. The Count rules the county militia. It may only be
raised on the King’s order.
Hernora and Cern have ocean going fleets of curraghs.
Arman and Gwydios have river curraghs. The number the
Count controls is: Hernora 20, Cern 45, Arman 30, Gwydios
15.

Religion

The Armani are beautiful people with fair skins. The majority of the citizens have red hair. They are cousins of the
Armagh of Goidan.

Characters
Yorik Woodson, King of Arman
Age — 63

S 26(+1)
I 52(+3)
HPV 21
MDV 12
MR 6
ML 12
CDF 3

St 28(+1) D 21(+1)
W 40(+2) E 10
CEL 12
OCV 14
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 23
HC 29%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’1"

Sex — Male

A 34(+2)
C 30(+1)
Em 20(+1) Ap 18
DCV 14
DTV −2
EnL 70
CA NA
PR 4
IC 30
Dodge Value 3
Weight 175lbs

Yorik is old and has a wasting disease that has thusfar
proved incurable. His physical abilities, PA and MR have
been reduced 50%
Black Erik, Likely Successor as King
Age — 29
Sex — Male

S 76(+4)
I 60(+3)
HPV 46
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 5

St 36(+2) D 11
W 51(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 10
OCV 16
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 116
HC 54%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

A 33(+2)
C 72(+3)
Em 18(+1) Ap 26(+1)
DCV 12
DTV −5
EnL 123
CA NA
PR 10
IC 51
Dodge Value 2
Weight 240lbs

Erik is the younger brother of the Count of Gwydios. He is
a militia Colonel. He is also noted as an adventurer, among
other things. He wants the crown badly.
Alevan Homan, High Druid of Arman
Age — 71
Sex — Male

S 21(+1)
I 60(+3)
HPV 25
MDV 26
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 11

St 36(+2) D 33(+2)
W 76(+4) E 32(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 16
EL NA
PA 61
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 6’

A 20(+1)
C 40(+2)
Em 44(+2) Ap 55(+3)
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 116
CA 258
PR 8
IC 76
Dodge Value 3
Weight 191lbs

The most revered gods of Arman are Cernunnos, Herne
and Nua. They are a druidic culture. Other gods that are
commonly worshipped are Mathgen, Figol, Gwydion and Alevan began service to the wood at the age of eight. He
was anointed a Druid when he was seventeen and became
Morrigan.
High druid at the age of fifty. There is little about the
sacred or the wood that he does not know.

Economy

The nation is known for forestry, extensive agriculture, wo- Location on the Continent Map
ven goods, wine and distillation of intoxicating beverages.
Gwydios is also noted for its iron mines and high qual2 4 6 7
ity weapons. The nation trades with Zandilor, Pasqul, the
1 3 5
Aleor and the Caldera. Once a year, with permission of the
King and the High Druid, they also trade with the Tolneg
city.

26.3 Baobhan

With the change that came to the Caldera on the Little
Armageddon, the bulk of Abnaric Elgar’s Baobhan followers
Armani are boisterous energetic people. They take great moved into the forest. They remain there.
Baobhan is allied to Valera, the Caldera and the
joy in the challenges of life, especially those that serve their
gods. They enjoy telling tales of adventure, over a good Nar’morel in the desert. They also honor Elves, the True
cup, and a good fight. When provoked, the anger of an Sidhe and enjoy their Armani neighbors. Beyond this, they
have little interest in the rest of the western lands.
Armani can be something of legend itself.

Personality
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The realm is home to seventeen hundred Baobhan (102
are male). There are also a scattering of faerry, elves and
true sidhe. The humans present worship faerry, as for
Valera. They consider Baobhan, like elves, to be sacred
cousins of the divine fay. There are 3000 people in this
tribe. They field 600 warriors.

Harn

343BP [757SA] marks the birth of Mokar Harn in Aratad.
His father is a wealthy shipwright and architect. In 325BP
[775SA] Mokar is ordained as a priest of Finvarra and goes
to study in Ticasi.
In 317BP [783SA] Mokar leaves Ticasi and inherits his
father’s wealth. He sells the businesses and begins a quest to
redeem the Sea Elves. between 316–311BP [784–789SA] he
Alondra, Queen of Baobhan
Age — 17(17) Sex — Female adventures in the Eastern continent seeking knowledge and
S 20(+1) St 56(+3) D 56(+3) A 54(+3)
C 33(+2) gaining converts. In 311BP his troupe arrives in Fomoria.
I 40(+2)
W 35(+2) E 51(+3) Em 88(+4) Ap 110(+5) In 310BP [790SA] With his followers, Mokar steals an
HPV 28
CEL 2
OCV 6
DCV 8
DTV −5 ocean going freighter and sets out in search of the Sea Elves.
Harn makes his redemption proposal to a Sea Elf Captain
MDV 21 MEL 8
EL NA
EnL 68
CA 130
MR 13
PA 80
HC 45%
PR 10
IC 139
in 309BP [791SA] . The resulting battle leaves him unconML 17
Mana Regen. 9
Dodge Value 6
scious and his vessel badly damaged. The vessel is battered
CDF 7
Height 5’6"
Weight 139lbs
in a storm, breaking up on the shores of Besam. Twenty
Alondra is the daughter of Cernunnos and the Goddess six men, three women and one child survive. They are left
Miryan. She is also the fosterling of the God Payan. She with nothing but rags and a few weapons.
assumed the throne of Baobhan less than a year ago and
In 308BP [792SA] Twenty four survivors (22 men, 1
has yet to blossom to her full potential. When she does, woman, 1 child) are found by the Besamar. They are
she will be a goddess.
given the hills north of the mountains. Over the years between 307–297BP [793–803SA], the Besamar bring seventy
refugees
to Harn’s settlement. With the population at 103,
Baline, Countess, General
he
begins
a ship to continue his effort on the Sea Elves.
Age — 37(542) Sex — Female
Late 296BP [804SA] Harn’s vessel is launched in a driving
S 36(+2) St 52(+3) D 18(+1) A 36(+2)
C 45(+2)
rainstorm. He catches pneumonia. Three weeks later he is
I 20(+1)
W 24(+1) E 39(+2) Em 56(+3) Ap 75(+3)
HPV 34
CEL 9
OCV 14
DCV 12
DTV −5 dead.
This starts the Rule of Bloody Jason in the years 296–
MDV 10 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 69
CA NA
288BP
[804–812SA]. Dictatorial rule in the city. Vessel is
MR 12
PA 96
HC 49%
PR 10
IC 95
ML 10
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
used to travel the coast, raid villages and bring slaves to
CDF 4
Height 5’7"
Weight 144lbs
the city. City population quintuples. Besamar demand an
Baline was a handmaiden of Ro’beall before the arrival of end to the evil. Jason poisoned.
Abnaric Elgar. She is loyal to both and was the friend of
287BP [813SA] marks the Rule of Leering Marta. Ten
Alondra’s mother. She is an experienced warrior and kind months of debauchery, vile practices and evil lead to a rewoman who only recently took the rank of General.
bellion. Marta is imprisoned as the year ends.
Between 286–279BP [814–821SA] is the Rule of Saint
Horace.
Strict adherence to the precepts of the faith deLocation on the Continent Map
manded of everyone. The vessel of Harn is burned as a
sacrifice to the gods. All who fail to adhere to dogma are
2 4 6 7
imprisoned.
1 3 5
This is followed between 278–275BP [822–825SA] by
the Second rule of Leering Marta. She and thirty prisoners escape from prison and kidnap Horace. After three
battles place her in the city, she demands that he marry
26.4 Besam
her and name her Queen. He refuses. She executes him
The “fortress” Kril Bes is the capital of Besam. The other most heinously after a year of humiliation and abuse fail to
fortresses are dwarf Krils. The lords of those forts accom- change his mind.
modate themselves to their insane cousins and accept the
Her reign is ended by Laird, grandson of Harn. Laird
way of the realm. Given the wealth in the mountains, it is leads a surprise uprising, personally killing Marta. Dethe least they can do.
mands and receives the support of the faith. House Harn is
named the royal line. Sends teams of gatherers to bring people to the city. Rebuilds the relationship with the Besamar.
History
Rule of Holy Laird lasts from 274–229BP [826–871SA]. He
Kril Bes
builds a fleet of three small ships to further the gathering
This is the home realm of Bes. He is often present at his effort. He dies after 45 years on the throne.
Kril. The laws reflect his nature and are as suitable for BeBetween 228–86BP [872–1014SA] is the Rule of White
samar (see creatures). The occupants of his home Kril are Laird the Wizard. The second son of Laird is voted to the
Besamar and humans. Normal dwarves who mine and de- throne. His power, and a reign of more than a century,
fend the mountains occupy the other Krils. The mountains takes the city from a hut assemblage of 600 people to a
have been ruled in this manner for millennia.
walled city of 4000. he builds a number of villages in the
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hills to expand the hold of his people. In 181BP [919SA]
the city and land are named Harn.
Rule of Iron Laird from 85–13BP [1015–1087SA].
Though not as strong as his father, the king was a wizard. He was dedicated to gaining people and expanding the
hold of his realm. In 13BP [1087SA] his policies led him
to execute 32 people for failing to heed his will. That night
he died at the hands of his young wife. (Two of those he
killed were her father and uncle.)
From 13BP [1087SA] to present is the Rule of Lara the
Beautiful. The Queen is a lustful woman with firm beliefs.
As she is not a magician, she vowed to surrender the throne
to any mage who proved worthy of its weight and her love.
None was come. Should one ever come, and prove himself,
she will keep her vow. If not, she has had three bastards (1
son, 2 daughters). One will rule on her death.

Military Forces
Kril Bes
The dwarf forces are as stated. The Besamar can field 100
Besamar and 50 humans when needed without making a
call to the villages. Another 50 are available if they ask the
villages to help.
Harn

The Royal Guard fields 50 Elite footmen equipped with
Chainmail, sword and shield. The Navy mount of 100
sailors and marines equipped with Leather and sword. The
City Army has 100 footmen equipped with Leather and
spear. The National Army fields 200 footmen equipped
with Leather, spear and bow, and 50 horsemen wielding
Sword or mace.
The guard and city army are found in the city and guardThe Diumag
ing the peninsula. The national army patrols the rest of the
An ancient race of barbarians dwells here. They ward their nation. The Navy is the crew for the four vessels in the naarea, and heed the law of Besam, in exchange for privacy. tion’s fleet and a guard for the docks.
All forces have good training. The guard and navy have
As part of this agreement, the Besamar take humans who
exceptional
training.
enter this area out of it. The residents have the right to
slay any who are not saved in this manner. It is their land.
The Diumag
It is not a place where humans are welcome.
The Diumag field 150 warriors.
Aronar
This zone has been part of Besam for eight years. It is ruled Aronar
by a group of Nar’morel and human émigrés. They accept Every man in the realm can fight. So can half the women.
the way of Besam in exchange for a chance to live as they If all must fight, the nation can field a force of 130.
choose to live. Their leader is a powerful warrior.

Population
Kril Bes
Kril Bes is home to 250 Besamar and 150 humans. They
control twelve lesser villages in the mountains with a total
population of 600.
Each of the dwarfs Kril is home to 200 warriors and 20
Rune masters. Lesser dwarf settlements in the region have
a total population of 2000. In addition, there are a number
of small human settlements. The population of these is 800.

Religion
Kril Bes
Most worship Bes. The dwarves worship their gods and
deign to respect the “crazy” Bes.
Harn

The original gods were Finvarra and Donel. In the centuries
since the city was founded, that has changed. The people
worship Sidh gods. The most influential at this time are
Mathgen, Manannan and Rhiannon.
Harn
The vast majority of the citizens are descended from people
brought by the Besamar or taken in raids. All publicly
The city of Harn has a population of 4400. The elite,
adhere
to the Sidh faith of the land. Many secretly pracsome 300 citizens, trace their lineage to one of the Aratad
tice
the
rites of their homeland as well. The secret cults of
founders. The population of rural Harn resides in 19 vilDomiel
and
the panther are tolerated. The cult of Ahriman
lages. There are 2600 people there. The nation’s total
is
not.
population is 7000.
The Diumag

The Diumag
The residents are called the Diumag. They reside in six The Diumag worship Girra and Keiran. They believe they
villages and are not found in any other part of the world. were born of sacred flame and meant to preserve its purity.
Their total population is 1000.
Aronar
Aronar
The Nar’morel worship Cernunnos. Humans worship whoThese people have one central village and three satellites.
ever they like that isn’t Kotothi as long as they don’t make
The central village is home to 20 men, 30 Nar’morel males,
waves. If someone’s faith causes problems, they die. There
25 women and 15 Nar’morel women. There are also 12
are no exceptions.
human children and 7 Nar’morel. Each satellite village has
40 residents (15 men). One is human. The other two are
Personality
Nar’morel. Boris Yem, a Marentian mercenary who came
to the west through the Caldera, rules them. The total Kril Bes
population is 229.
As stated for Besamar or Dwarves.
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Harn

The Diumag

The rulers of the land tend to be pragmatic. They prefer
to resolve problems without violence. Kindness, reason and
understanding are the preferred tools. When that doesn’t
work, they kill.
Other citizens mirror this nature to some extent while
retaining much of the nature of their homeland. Given this
fact, the only thing that keeps this nation from being anarchy is the strength of its ruler.

Diumag have knobby reddish brown skin and no hair. An
average male is seven feet tall and weighs 350 pounds. A
female is 6’6" and weighs 250. The eyes of most are varying
shades of orange. 1% have deep red eyes. Those who do
are raised as a chief. The color is god’s sign that they are
masters. All Diumag have EL4 immunity to fire.

The Diumag
Diumag are dour individuals with fiery tempers. Anyone
who crosses one is killed.
Aronar
The people of this area enjoy two things above all else —
hedonism and adventure. On one hand they are charming,
salacious and personable. On the other they are capable of
exceptional deadliness. They should be handled with care
at all times.

Economy
Kril Bes
The base economy is as normal for the races present. The
humans subsist with a bit of agriculture and herding. Their
wool is prized in area two.
Harn

Aronar
The humans present have white, brown or black skin. The
Nar’morel are as stated in the creature description.

Characters
Lara the Beautiful Queen — Harn
Age — 31 Sex — Female

S 25(+1)
I 45
HPV 31
MDV 15
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 4

St 76(+4) D 11
W 33
E 52
CEL 5
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 105
HC 40%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

A 60(+3) C 20(+1)
Em 68
Ap 95
DCV 8
DTV −5
EnL 53
CA NA
HC 8
IC 120
Dodge Value 3
Weight 172lbs

Lara has white skin and the palest of blond hair with piercing blue eyes. As the people of Harn see such things, she
is beautiful beyond description. (The rating of those with
white skin is doubled in this area. Hers is 190 to her people.) In her years on the throne she has added skill with a
sword and as a public speaker to her talents as a dancer and
eroticist. She is not a person to be taken lightly be anyone.

Raiding and trade with area one are the lifeblood of the
economy. They have agriculture, ranching and mining. The Boris Yem, Lord of Aronar
mines in the western part of the nation produce high quality
Age — 40 Sex — Male
gold and quartz. Those in the south have iron and coal. S 80(+4) St 60(+3) D 33(+2) A 17(+1) C 52(+3)
There are no major mines in the east.
I 20
W 42
E 15
Em 10
Ap 30
The Diumag
The Diumag survive by hunting. They are carnivores.
What trade they have is internal and uses the barter system.

HPV 48
MDV 8
MR 11
ML 8
CDF 5

CEL 13
OCV 20
MEL NA EL NA
PA 140
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’9"

DCV 16
DTV −6
EnL 94
CA NA
PR 12
IC 25
Dodge Value 3
Weight 286lbs

Boris has been a soldier and adventurer since the age of
twelve. He is deadly with a blade. While he is not arrogant,
Most of the area’s food comes from the human satellite he will have things his way. When he can’t, he leaves or kills
village and the main village. It is supplemented by hunting the person who is in his face. He has two flaws, as some
and gathering. Much of the quality goods they have are would see it. He is a devoted hedonist and he knows little
gained from treasures found by adventuring. They have no beyond the skills needed to adventure.
trade to speak of.
Location on the Continent Map
Aronar

Appearance
Kril Bes
See the creature descriptions. The humans present are as
normal for the area.

2
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Harn

26.5 The Caldera

About 1% of the citizens are white. The remainder have the
red hue common to this area. Those with a pale hue are
considered to be blessed and beautiful, whatever their base
appearance may be. The physical size and other factors
vary with the homeland of the person’s ancestors for 70%
of the populace. The remainder are a light red with solid
builds and average height.

Abnaric Elgar founded the Caldera 38 years ago. In doing
so, he moved thousands of people, from many races, to his
new home. It became a booming city of 20,000 in less than
ten years. Then came the Little Armageddon.
In that war Elgar was a major leader in good’s struggle
against the forces of evil. The war raged ten years. In its
final battle, he and his wives, along with Nilgeranthrib and
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Nergas, were taken from the mortal realm by the power of
Manu. They did not return. The war ended.
With the loss of Elgar, and most of the magic that made
the Caldera what it was, many of its citizens could not
return from the east. Many others decided to leave for
homes in the forest (Baobhan) or elsewhere.
The new ruler, Abnaric’s daughter Marta, was left with a
large city that housed a bit less than five thousand people.
Of these, only four hundred were male. She was forced to
institute draconian laws to preserve her father’s city.
As that challenge wore on her, the Baobhan Prince
Tringold came to the city. As the result of a terrible trial,
they became lovers. He is now King of the Caldera at her
side. Ways were found to bring some people home from
the east and alliances were reformed with Baobhan and the
Nar’morel. The Caldera is growing and happy once more.

Population
1400 men, 5500 women, 600 children, 500 other. The total
is 8000.

mother is Naila, former Marshal of Baobhan. Both are
disciplined soldiers. He does not take after them. The True
Sidhe Count who fostered him trained him in the Musical
Powers and Sidh magic. He seeks to foster peace, growth
and love. The Caldera is a fine place to do all three.
NOTE — Tringold possesses the flute of Nua, reputed to be
the first flute ever made. When played it broadcasts a nearly
invincible Peace spell on all who hear (MEL24/EL12).
Casting magic is not required to achieve this affect. Playing
brilliantly is.
Location on the Continent Map
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26.6 The Cimor
History

The Cimor are an ancient race. All the lands that are now
Arman, and much of what is Zandilor, were once theirs.
Calderan Guard 200. Caravan Guard 300. Palace Guard They were driven out, and back to their sacred mountains,
20.
in a number of wars.
These people have no love for any other race. When
Religion
chances to damage those who have harmed them arise, they
Most elder, sidh or otherwise good faiths are accepted. The are seized. Otherwise they concentrate on defending the
bulk of the people worship Cernunnos.
sacred homeland. It is all they have left.

Military Forces

Economy

Population

Some manufacturing and minimal agriculture exists. Ex- The total population of the Cimor clans is 14,000. Three
tensive trade with Arman, Zandilor and Pasqul. No rela- thousand dwell in and around the fortress at the end of the
tions are permitted with Jard.
mountain pass. The plain it leads to is the sacred home.
They kill any foreigner they find on this land.
Characters
The other marked population centers are near cavern enMarta Elgar, Queen of the Caldera
trances. Each is also a sacred place. One thousand Cimor
Age — 35 Sex — Female live in and around these areas. The remaining 9000 Cimor
S 17(+1) St 16(+1) D 68(+3) A 35(+2)
C 30(+1) are spread in small bands around the land.
I 25(+1)
HPV 16
MDV 15
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 2

W 42(+2) E 18(+1)
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 37
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’

Em 80(+4) Ap 52(+3)
DCV 9
DTV −3 Military Forces
EnL 72
CA NA
The Cimor field 2800 for war. There is an elite sodality of
PR 4
IC 98
300. It is responsible for warding the places of the sacred.
Dodge Value 5
Two hundred are at the fortress. Fifty are at each of the
Weight 108lbs

Marta is the daughter of Anara, the Great Vily. She has a
born talent for playing the flute. Her EL with the instrument is 4 higher than her stats would normally allow. She
also has an empathic ability to tell what music would have
the best affect on a given audience. The chance lessens as
the audience’s hostility increases.

caverns.

Religion

The public face of Cimor religion is an animistic faith that
reveres the Earth Mother (Gaea). Seasonal ritual sacrifice
to her is a normal feature of their year.
As a result of their losses, a darker cult has taken route
Tringold, King of the Caldera
behind the scenes. It worships Kotan and the Chaos GodAge — 31 Sex — Male desses Astaroth and Sin. The worship is done to gain power
S 33(+2) St 16(+1) D 56(+3) A 35(+2)
C 32(+2) and advantage without harming the sacred truths. A Cimor
I 52(+3)
W 20(+1) E 45(+2) Em 52(+3) Ap 65(+3) enemy captured by these people faces true horror.

HPV 21
MDV 18
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 8

CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 53
HC 24%
Mana Regen. 2
Height 5’5"

DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 52
CA 120
PR 6
IC 97
Dodge Value 5
Weight 139lbs

Economy

Hunting, gathering and horticulture are used to survive.
The Cimor do not trade with foreigners. Barter is used
Tringold is 1/2 Baobhan. His father is General Daon. His internally.
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Personality

26.7 Death’s Home

Cimor are quiet, tenacious individuals. When fighting to
defend something important, they are fanatical to the extreme. Nothing short of death will drive them back.
The new wave of Cimor is cultivating cunning. They
place success and personal desires above all things. Nothing
is too low if it serves a desired end, as they see it.

The area that is now called Death’s Home was a place of
mystic significance long before the arrival of the man who
is responsible for its new name.

S9
I 30(+1)
HPV 19
MDV 20
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 8

Garamaloris’ Fortress

Vily Home

The Vily Home is a critically import mystic site to the
world’s nature forces. The ritual center and training
academy of the Vily is located on the lake in the “walled”
Appearance
green area. Candidates for sacred wings are brought here
Cimor are a red race with raven black hair. They are broad, from all over the world. Those who pass become Vily. The
blocky and have a common appearance. Short legs and others add to nature’s might with their death.
massive muscular torsos are not uncommon. In war they
Thirteen Vily of each type reside at this center at all
use spears, clubs and stone axes. They “dress” in blue and times. There are also D100+50 candidates present. At
white dye in battle. Otherwise they are naked. (The gods times of testing, the Great Vily is also present.
must see their truth if they are to decide the day.)
Powerful Sidh forces, including Searbhani, occupy the forest surrounding the city. A True Sidhe hill with 80 residents
is located there also.
Characters
The fresh water area of the lake is home to Peist and
Stoneheart, Warlord of Cimor
elder water forces. A double normal size Naga is the King
Age — 42
Sex — Male of these forces and master of the lake. With Vily aid, he
S 51(+3) St 33(+2) D 15
A 60(+3) C 80(+4)
and his forces are working to reclaim the defiled lake.
I 26(+1)
W 3(-1)
E6
Em 12
Ap 8
NOTE — There are two water colors on the lake. The
HPV 41 CEL 9
OCV 14 DCV 12
DTV −6
darker one is fresh water. The lighter is salt almost thick
MDV 5
MEL NA EL NA
EnL 83
CA NA
enough for a fast moving person to walk on.
MR 13
PA 91
HC 57% PR 12
IC 18
ML 5
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
The terrain near the ritual center is normal for the type
CDF 5
Height 5’11"
Weight 189lbs
indicated. Every inch is anathema to the foulness that reHe is leader of the elite and champion of the earth mother. sides in the rest of the area. Things of that ilk that enter
this realm begin to die at once (they lose 1D6 energy per
phase from the onslaught of life and nature).
Ladalema (Witch), Earth Mother of Cimor
Age — 50 Sex — Female
St 17(+1) D 45(+2)
W 56(+3) E 22(+1)
CEL 2
OCV 3
MEL 12
EL NA
PA 29
HC 33%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 4’11"

A 39(+2)
C 48(+2)
Em 52(+3) Ap 30(+1)
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 104
CA 119
PR 6
IC 74
Dodge Value 4
Weight 100lbs

One of the greatest of the mages of what is now Vulca was
Garamaloris the Damned. He was the leader of the black
forces in the war. When the earth shook and light burned
his realm, he saw his allies die. He did not stay to press the
battle and die with them.
Garamaloris evaded his death with a blind teleport north.
The earth mother is ruler of the society. Unless the omens
He arrived, badly wounded and burned, on a tall hill overfrom the goddess speak against her, Ladalema’s word is law.
looking the desert. The place had some of the perfection
that his patron, Abaddon, required. Still, far too much life
Ladamori (Witch), Daughter of Ladalema
walking the sands. The Mage healed himself and began
Age — 31 Sex — Female planning the means to correct that.
S 16(+1) St 33(+2) D 52(+3) A 42(+2)
C 28(+1)
The next four hundred years were dedicated to his holy
I 56(+3)
W 45(+2) E 20(+1) Em 60(+3) Ap 65(+3) mission. He forged a great fortress for himself and set up
HPV 20
CEL 4
OCV 7
DCV 9
DTV −3 two focal altars for the powers of death. When all three
MDV 22 MEL 10
EL NA
EnL 73
CA 151
were tuned and ready, he unleashed their might and the
MR 12
PA 56
HC 31%
PR 6
IC 80
children of death, many of his own creation.
ML 17
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 5
Sadly, for him, the ancient Mage miscalculated someCDF 7
Height 5’1"
Weight 107lbs
what. With his great rites in place, the Lord Abaddon
As the earth mother’s eldest daughter, Ladamori is her heir.
had no further need for his tool.
She is also High Priestess of Kotan, Blessed Sister of AsAs it was a thing of life, whatever its dedication to adtaroth and Partner of Sin. Is she supplants her mother there
vancing the cause of death, there was little problem turning
will be change.
the spell’s attention to him. Abaddon did so.
Before the Mage knew what was happening, two of his
Location on the Continent Map
most potent creations were dining on his paralyzed body.
It was an agonizing death, as he remained aware until one
of them finally consumed his brain.
2 4 6 7
This realm of badlands, desert, dead hills and twisted
1 3 5
mountains is home to a host of creatures, great and small,
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who wield the powers of death and chaos. It is also overrun, tence. Since, in the desert, one Nar’morel is easily the equal
in the badlands, with basilisks, Orchi and beings that serve of five humans, that is a considerable force.
Abaddon. Until the three foci are defiled and broken, this
The Nar’morel worship Cernunnos as their Creator and
cannot change.
Eblis as the desert. Some worship their first leader, the
NOTE — Much of the reason for the deadliness of the other White One Patera, as a god also. Except in unique cases,
deserts can be traced to this place. A number of the beings they do not worship any deities outside the Courts of Cercreated here expanded their range into these deserts. They nunnos or Eblis.
The Nar’morel have relations and trade with Baobhan
add horror to realms that were already deadly.
and the Caldera. Beyond that, they subsist as desert tribesmen and have little to do with other races.

Character

Silent Goa, Armani Badlander
Age — 40
S 39(+2)
I 25(+1)
HPV 52
MDV 15
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 6

St 68(+3) D 15
W 64(+3) E 1(+1)
CEL 14
OCV 19
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 99
HC 84%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

Sex — Male

A 33(+2)
C 100(+4)
Em 60(+3) Ap 28(+1)
DCV 16
DTV −7
EnL 164
CA NA
PR 14
IC 61
Dodge Value 2
Weight 205lbs

Goa’s family tried to make a desert crossing from Arman
when he was seven. Miraculously, they made it as far as
Death’s Home. On the fourth night in this area, everyone
in the camp was slaughtered.
With wounds and disease, Goa slid into a ravine barely
alive. The trauma of the event took his voice. He has not
spoken since that night.
Goa has traveled throughout the area in his 32 years as its
only full time human citizen. He is the only man alive who
knows where all three foci are located and what is guarding
them.
Anyone who hopes to end the curse on this land needs
that information to succeed. They can only get it from Goa.
Attempting to use knowledge instead will lead to casting
against an MDV of 81 with any failure being fatal (Abaddon personally works against such an effort).
Location on the Continent Map
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Isai
Chaos desert forms, especially gargoyles and scorpion people, dominate the Isai desert. It is a hard rock desert with
a number of dry riverbeds, ravines and gullies. During the
rainy season, a rare event, it is festooned with seasonal
lakes, rivers and vegetation.
Given its nature, the Isai is the hottest of the deserts
on the Western continent. Temperatures in excess of 130
degrees are not unheard of here. Without the proper equipment, and knowledge, no man can survive in this desert.
Two small human tribes travel the Isai. Their populations
are 500 and 800. They generally travel in bands of 3D10
people. Both worship the god Seth, as a way of keeping his
children at bay.

Taera
Elder desert forms dominate the Taera. Hidden in its
depths is Casarabad, a Jinn city ruled by (according to
legend) the grandson of Cassiel. The legend holds that immense wealth, beauty beyond description and power beyond
belief lies behind the walls of this city.
In comparison to other deserts, encounters with the Jinn
races are common in Taera. The desert is dotted with oasis,
many of which are truly beautiful. Compared to the other
deserts of the continent, the Taera is paradise. That does
not mean it is not nearly as dangerous as either.
Three small, Eblis worshipping, tribes occupy the Taera.
The populations are 1200, 1600, and 2200. They consider
the sacred sand to be theirs to use and protect. Its invasion
by outsiders is resisted when such is possible, unless they
come offering a profit.

NOTE — The personality of these tribes is like Kacili.
However, they have little interest in choosing honor over
expedience except where the divine is concerned. If it serves
Alamakor
This immense desert is home to the western Nar’morel. Ex- to extend friendship one moment, and assassinate the next,
cluding mystic places, there are few areas in the world that they do it without blinking. Survival, the divine and profit,
are more dangerous. As a traveler, if you do not know the in that order, is what matters most.
desert like the back of your hand, you will not survive a NOTE — These tribes have encountered Nar’morel. They
consider them to be blessed by Eblis. They also fear them
week in Alamakor.
Potable water is scarce in this sand desert. What does more than a bit. Few will do anything to harm a Nar’morel.
exist is generally bound up in various plants, animals and It is too dangerous.
insects. If you know what to eat and what to avoid, you
Location on the Continent Map
have a chance at survival if you are strong.
Most of the deadly creatures found in the Isai and Taera
2 4 6 7
deserts, and its own deadly lifeforms, are also found in this
1 3 5
desert. The exceptions are the Jinn races and Scorpion
People.
There are currently 7000 Nar’morel in the western tribe.
In time of need they field 3000 warriors of varying compe-

26.8 The Deserts
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26.9 The Illon

militia. The merchant’s wife is the eldest daughter of the
tribe’s ruler. All his sons have died in the six years since
History
the couple married. This makes her four year old son the
The Illon tribes have, as their myth states, resided in the heir of the Illama. If the ruler were not as agreeable as he
holy jungle since the panther leapt from the sun. They is, he would have already had an accident.
had little interest in any other life until Jard and Lemasan
traders came. Since then, the tribes have faced change and Other
adversity. It is a land in turmoil.
The elites in the other areas are fraternal sodalities. When

Population, Military Forces, Religion
Name

Elite Other

Pop.

Worship

Ili’negra
1200
6000 Pantera
Ili’atui
400
100
3000 Lemasa
Ili’blan
800
4000 None**
Ili’horasca
1000
5000 Gartun
Iluhora
300
1500 None**
Iluvenda
100
500 None**
Iluxanta
100
500
3000 Pantera
Illonakor
1000
5000 Ahriman
Illonamora
200
1200
7000 Pantera
Ilumeg
200
1000 None**
Ilulasha
180
900 None**
Illionadre
200
1000
6000 Cernunnos*
Illionarga
300
2100 12000 Cernunnos*
Illiongeth
800
4000 Pantera
Ialamak
100
900
5000 None**
Ialengor
50
350
2000 None**
Illtomor
700
3500 Pantera
Illtogoram
900
4500 Pantera
Illazed
1100
5500 Pantera
Illakirama
600
3000 Pantera
Illarey
40
360
4000 Ahriman’s Court
Illionorama
800
5000 Pantera
Illama
500
500
8000 Sammael
Illiontegha
600
3000 Pantera
Illamara
500
2500 Pantera
Illoama
400
2000 Belial
Illonegu
600
3000 Belial
Total
1,890 17,250 118,000
* They also revere the Pantera.
** Have lost faith in the panther. Heavy pressure from
slavers.

Military Notes
Ili’atui

a warrior earns a good enough reputation as a hunter and
fighter, he is invited to join. There is an initiation but no
extra testing.

Religious Notes
Pantera
The Pantera are for a group of intelligent black panthers
that appeared some thirty years ago (a creation of Abnaric
Elgar). They are man’s intermediary with the divine and
judge of all that is good in the jungle. The basic thrust of
the faith is Shamanic Elder.
Cernunnos
The faith is centered on Illionarga, promoted by them and
supported by all Pantera. Its followers worship life and
continue to honor the Panther. A more Druidic form of
worship is evolving. The faith is gaining acceptance in most
Pantera areas.
None
These tribes have been ravaged by slave traders. They worship anything that gives them a meaningful defense. Where
no such deity is known, they worship nothing.
Lemasa
The tribe has been converted to the Lemasan faith.
Sammael
They worship that god and honor demons. Human sacrifice
is common. So are orgiastic rites. It is a frenetic faith.
Ahriman
The ruler of the tribe believes he is the son of Ahriman. A
Jard merchant/magician his people captured four years ago
convinced him. He is worshipped as a godling for the sake
of his father. The practices he demands are more than vile,
especially where women are concerned.

The elite forces are Lemasan trained soldiers. They serve
the Lemasans by serving as gatherers for the slave trade
Ahriman’s Court
and scouts. The other forces are thugs controlled by the
The tribe has been converted to Jard’s faith. See Jard.
village priests.
Illionarga

Gartun

The elites pass through five tests of worthiness in seeking
the right to be one of the sacred 300. In the fourth, they
must best someone who is a member in combat. In the
fifth, the panther must accept them. Either test can be
fatal. They are a fanatical and deadly force.

The tribe worships Gartun. They revel in sacrificing ritually
paralyzed enemies. They also honor great apes and are
cannibals.

Illama
This tribe is influenced (owned) by the merchant from
Lamara’s Jazhal. The elite are well equipped soldiers. One
hundred are a temple guard force. The others are trained
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Belial
The fact that they worship a god of deceit and lies lets one
know the nature of their faith. They amorally strive for
personal good and the good of the divinity they believe is
their protector. Each clan is ruled by a demigod in service
to Belial (a Pseudothei).

26.10 The Empire of Jard
Mogas, Ape Brother — Ili’horasca
Age — 47

Personality
Pantera and Cernunnos
The people tend to be friendly stoics with reverence for life
and the natural law of the jungle. When pressed, in ways
that defile either, they respond with violent fits of rage.
None

S 92(+4)
I 38(+2)
HPV 53
MDV 6
MR 10
ML 6
CDF 10

St 68(+3) D 12
W 12
E6
CEL 10
OCV 17
MEL NA EL NA
PA 152
HC 59%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 7’2"

Sex — Male

A6
C 50(+2)
Em 18(+1) Ap 21
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 62
CA NA
PR 10
IC 24
Dodge Value 0
Weight 335lbs

The people are doubters with a tendency toward paranoia.
They do not trust anyone. If they cannot avoid foreigners, At age 16 Mogas was cast out for rape and murder. He
they do what they can to kill them. If someone earns trust, returned 15 years later as a worshipper of Gartun. The
they are friendly and kind people.
touch of his left hand can be used three times a day to
inflict MEL8/EL4 Paralysis.
Other
The leaders are self serving, arrogant and mostly evil. The Location on the Continent Map
people have an overweening respect for authority, fear of
their gods and pride for the leaders (who shield them from
2 4 6 7
the divine).
1 3 5

Economy
Ili’atui serves Lemasa. Illarey and Illama engage in the
slave trade and have trade ties with foreign realms. The
other tribes are enemy to foreigners and/or their victims.
The people use hunting, gathering and horticulture. They
have extensive knowledge of the drugs and spices in their
area. Trade between the tribes uses barter. It mostly occurs within the family grouping, i.e. the Illionarga primarily
trade with tribes with the Illion prefix.

Appearance
The Illon are extremely beautiful people, especially in their
youth. The best of them are greedily sought as for training
as pleasure slaves.

Characters
Dreb, Paramount of Illionarga
Age — 37
S 52(+3)
I 20(+1)
HPV 36
MDV 19
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 4

St 72(+3) D 53(+3)
W 42(+2) E 25(+1)
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 112
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

Sex — Male

A 17(+1)
C 38(+2)
Em 20(+1) Ap 60(+3)
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 94
CA NA
PR 10
IC 45
Dodge Value 4
Weight 228lbs

Dreb is blessed by the panther. He can change into a double normal black panther at MEL20/EL10. He is behind
the effort to unite the jungle and spread the worship of
Cernunnos.
Ahri Onakor, God of Illonakor
Age — 25
S 16(+1)
I 42(+2)
HPV 25
MDV 11
MR 10
ML 8
CDF 6

St 31(+2) D 53(+3)
W 60(+3) E 39(+2)
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 5
EL NA
PA 140
HC 56%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 10
C 52(+3)
Em 1(-1) Ap 100(+4)
DCV 7
DTV −6
EnL 112
CA 38
PR 10
IC 25
Dodge Value 3
Weight 140lbs

A magician convinced him he was the son of god. When
the faith was in place, and he learned magic, he sent the
magician to visit his father. (The sacrifice took four days
to complete.) Ahri is utterly insane.

26.10 The Empire of Jard
History
Foundation of the Olmarian city states Olshier, Oltiera,
Oldorus, Oltan, Olmar and Oltas (now Azneira) occurs between 1081–996BP [19–104SA]. Followed by the arrival of
the Émigrés and foundation of Mastem, Astarot, Jadora,
Ahris, Lysama, Daevama, Lotan and Slinoria for their use.
The Olmarian Golden Age runs between 995–931BP
[105–169SA]. Foundation of Oltora, Olnash, Olzama and
Olcasta. Trade is expaned and their is an educational suffrage.
In 930BP [170SA] Holieta Bendoma, avatar of Az, is
born in Jadora. Between 929–915BP [171–185SA] sees the
rise of the cult of Ahriman and formulation of the Jadoran
mysteries. In secret Jadora begins arming itself.
The reign of Jad the Perfect from 914–899BP [186–
201SA] sees vicious conquest of the Olmarian city states.
Rise of the avatar and foundation of cities Jad, Meres, Aeshana and Mephis. During the reign of Ahris the Divine,
898–878BP [202–222SA], the 1st Pasqul War starts. Ahris
dies at the hands of the avatar. The sequestering of the
sacred Holieta takes place.
The reign of Lamzin the Gorgeous, 877–852BP [223–
248SA], sees major temples raised and an expansion of
armed forces, as well as numerous slave raids. This is a
period of growth of wealth and power for Jard.
Between 851–786BP [249–314SA] Talus the Invincible is
in power. He wages the 2nd Pasqul War. His magical reign
is a time terror in Jard and Pasqul. There is an enormous
expansion of the imperial wealth.
he is followed in 785–767BP [315–333SA] by Ildama the
Flawless. The 3rd Pasqul War leads to the loss of Pasqul
suzerainty. After this the reign of Jad the Blessed (766–
581BP [334–519SA] ) is a major period of recovery, military reformation and peace. At this time the avatar escapes,
and Jad is murdered by Holieta (he is used until his heart
stopped).
During the reign of Hord the Beautiful, 580–546BP [520–
554SA], Holieta is captured and the 4th Pasqul War fought.
Assassination of the Emperor ends the combat.
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This brings Jorus the Handsome, 545–502BP [555–
598SA], to the throne. He oversees a time of recovery and
expands into mountains and jungle. Foundation of Setara
and in 501BP [599SA] Lemasan traders arrive for the first
time. Ascension of Larola the Demiurge.
The reign of Larola spans 500–203BP [600–897SA]. A
time of solidification of the mysteries as the law of the
land. A trade alliance with Lemasa is signed and Rimana
founded. The avatar escape a second time and murders
Larola (as for Jad above). The avatar is captured on the
emperor’s deathbed.
After this 202–43BP [898–1057SA] is known as the reign
of three marginal Emperors. It is a quiet period for Jard.
Kilo the Woman takes power between 43–15BP [1057–
1085SA]. Emperor Kilo, once called the Stunning, leads
the main army to war against the Caldera. He and eight
generals return as pregnant women. 27,000 troops are lost
with no gain. All nine victims, and their infants, are sacrificed on the altar of Ahriman.
This starts the reign of Pilon the Spectacular (14BP
[1086SA] to present).

Population
City Name

Jad
Meres
Aeshana
Mephis
Oltora
Olzama
Olnash
Daevama
Lotan
Olcasta
Slinoria
Lysama
Ahris
Astarot
Jadora
Olshier
Mastem
Setara
Rimana
Oltiera
Oldorus
Oltan
Olmar
Azneira (Oltas)
Total

City Pop.

37,000
10,000
7,000
5,000
13,000
15,000
20,000
11,000
30,000
13,000
17,000
9,000
12,000
10,000
46,000
17,000
3,000
5,000
4,000
14,000
10,000
12,000
51,000
39,000
410,000

Rural Pop.

139,000
24,000
20,000
17,000
41,000
50,000
81,000
30,000
124,000
43,000
61,000
20,000
40,000
32,000
190,000
41,000
7,000
16,000
9,000
39,000
42,000
50,000
205,000
140,000
1,461,000

Race

Jard (2)
Jard
Jard
Jard
Olmari
Olmari
Olmari
Jard
Jard (3)
Olmari
Jard (1)
Jard
Jard (1)
Jard
Jard (5)
Olmari
Jard (1)
Jard
Jard
Olmari
Olmari
Olmari
Olmari (1)
Olmari

itself in a major way. The Jard have little trouble stifling
the intermittent riots when they occur.
Jard know that they bear a divine blessing. As long
as the truth of the Jadoran mysteries is practiced without
exception, they will continue to be the greatest power in
the history of mankind.

Military Forces
Garrison Forces
City

Infantry

Cavalry

Other

Jad
800
200
100
Meres
100
50
20
Aeshana
80
40
10
Mephis
60
40
10
Oltora
160
60
50
Olzama
200
60
60
Olnash
300
100
100
Daevama
120
60
20
Lotan
500
200
70
Olcasta
200
60
20
Slinoria
240
100
50
Lysama
100
30
10
Ahris
200
100
20
Astarot
140
40
30
Jadora
900
200
100
Olshier
200
60
30
Mastem
40
0
10
Setara
60
20
20
Rimana
40
10
10
Oltiera
160
80
20
Oldorus
160
60
40
Oltan
200
60
50
Olmar
1000
200
100
Azneira (Oltas)
1000
270
150
Total
12,000
2,100
1,100
The garrison forces represent fortress guards, temple and
palace common guardsmen and police. The quality of their
equipment and training depends on where they are, who is
responsible for them and how important the task is.
EXAMPLE — A constable in the sticks somewhere will have
little training and no provided equipment beyond his rank badge
unless the noble in the area is generous. Someone serving as a
guard at the temple of Ahriman in Azneira will have years of
training and the finest equipment available.

Royal Army
The Emperor’s Own This is an elite guard force comprised of 2400 Infantry, 1200 Cavalry and 400 Others. It
goes with the Emperor if he goes to war. At other times it
is stationed in and around Jadora and Azneira.

NOTE — The number in parentheses is the number of Em- The Four Border Armies
perors who have come from the city in question.
Northwest This force is responsible for the Jard Islands,
The Olmari are the people who began civilizing the area. actions in the jungle and protection of the hill and mountain
Jard are the descendants of the émigrés and scattered bands areas from the Jungle to the large fortress west of Jadora. It
of barbarians resident in the areas where Jard cities were is also responsible for easing delivery for spice/drug traders
placed.
and slavers. The Marshal receives 1% of the profit from
Though only the truly brave or foolhardy ever state it, both in exchange for his aid and protection efforts. Its
Olmari believe they are superior to Jard and resent the Marshal commands 25 light warships, 10 merchant vessels,
Jard betrayal. Given the almost total loss of the faith and 3200 Infantry, 1000 Cavalry and 800 Other troops. It is
culture that separated them from Jard, this rarely exhibits headquartered in Oltiera.
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Northeast The army is responsible for defending against
Other Chaos faiths are tolerated in the empire as long as
desert incursion and the northern portion of the Pasqul bor- their worshippers do nothing that in any way alters the
der. Its Marshal commands 3200 Infantry, 1600 Cavalry and perfect law of the Jadoran mysteries. No non-chaos belief
1600 Other troops. It is headquartered in Olcasta.
is tolerated. The penalty for promulgating such a belief,
or worshipping a thing, is forfeiture of all property plus
East The Eastern army is responsible for defending the imprisonment or slavery.
bulk of the border with Pasqul. Its Marshal commands 10
Heavy Warships, 40 Light Warships, 20 Merchant vessels, Economy
4800 Infantry, 1600 Cavalry and 600 Other troops. It is
The major transportation network in the empire is the canal
headquartered in Meres.
system. This became fact, as a control measure, during the
Interior The Army of the Interior is responsible for reign of Talus the Invincible. No vessel or barge is allowed
guarding the southern coast, administering the canal net- to use the canals without a permit from the crown. The
work, keeping the roads in good shape and efficiently sup- penalty for violating this law is death.
The roads that exist in the canal areas are, at best, pitted
porting local forces when ANY civil disturbance in the
dirt
tracks. They have little value for any major transportasouthern heartland gets out of control. Its Marshal comtion
effort (like moving a large body of men). The roads in
mands 30 Heavy Warships, 100 Light Warships, 30 Merthe
east
are high quality routes that are maintained well.
chant vessels, 150 Canal barges, 4800 Infantry, 1600 Cavalry
Jard
has
intensive, irrigated agriculture in the Olmar
and 1600 Other troops. It is headquartered in Slinoria.
peninsula. In the arid plains they have extensive herds that
Other Troops These forces include archers, siege per- produce high quality meat, hide, wool and milk. The hills
sonnel, magical aides, medical personnel, engineers and, in and mountains have a number of important mines and the
jungle is a source of slaves, spices and drugs.
time of war, assassins, armorers and executioners.
The Emperor personally controls the spice and drug
Total The total strength of the standing field army is
26,400 troops. The fleet has 40 Heavy vessels (Quadreme trade. All profits from it are his by right. Anyone who
and Trireme), 165 Light Warships (Bireme, penteconter), is caught impinging on his monopoly is enslaved.
Jard trades with, and raids, the jungle. They also trade
150 Canal barges and 60 Merchant vessels (cargo, transport
with the Lemasan zone and have minimal trade with Pasqul
and message packets).
and certain Tolneg traders.
Levies In time of war the Emperor can levy a force of
37,000 militia. The time required to raise these forces is Legal System
sixty days. Ninety percent come as Infantry. The rest are Jard is a noble veneered theocracy. Nobles and field grade
Cavalry and archers. 20% of the levy force is former sol- officers administer secular law. The priesthood, when it
diers from a standing reserve. The rest are peasants whose chooses, has oversight on all decisions and sole authority
training level is abysmal.
where cases involving religious law are concerned. Verdicts
Marshal Rank
Jard has five Marshals. Their rank, in order of court access
and potential for wealth/power is the Emperor’s Own, Interior, East, Northwest and Northeast. The supreme commander of all military forces is the Emperor.

Religion
The legally required worship in the Empire of Jard is the
Court of Ahriman. All persons within the borders of the
realm must adhere to the precepts of the Jadoran mysteries.
There are no exceptions.
The mysteries state that the most perfect man is the reflection of Ahriman and, by divine right, ruler of the empire.
He retains that post until another proves himself superior
or he is no longer perfect.
Per the mysteries, women are the bane and need of man.
Hearing their voice taints a man’s soul. Honoring their presence weakens him. With very rare exceptions, all women in
Jard are chattel.
The higher the rank of the man, the stricter the measures
used to control his women. In the upper levels of the nobility, and the wealthier merchant houses, women are kept as
nameless drug slaves. They bear numbers not names and
live in guarded harems. Their life is a drugged fog and a
need to lay with a man.

that run counter to the mysteries, in the opinion of Ahriman’s faith, can be overturned.
The rank of the priest who makes such a decision must be
equivalent or higher than the rank of the functionary who
made it, i.e. only a Sangu Mah overturns the Emperor, any
priest, rank 5 or higher, can overrule a Lieutenant.
Given the nature of the people and society, nepotism,
bribery and graft are endemic. Only the most sacred of
decisions cannot be influenced with properly applied bribes.
Favoritism is always a factor in the judicial process. To be
a success, a man must garner money and friends. He is at
the mercy of his competitors otherwise.
A strict reading of the mysteries states that any man of
any rank can stand before the Emperor and challenge him
for his place as most perfect. In fact, it is not that easy.
There are at least three layers of security warding the
Emperor plus his power and that of his allies. This given,
only nobles, ranking officers and the wealthy have the access
needed to approach the throne. Others who make such an
effort tend to have accidents that invalidate their claim to
perfection.
Once a challenge is made, the Emperor chooses one of
three ways it is decided. They are the test of perfection,
test of power and the test of the bower. In the first appearance alone decides. The second is a magic battle. The
winner is emperor and the loser is dead. The third is lying
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with Holieta. If one of the claimants impregnates her, he is
emperor and the other is sacrificed to Az. If neither does,
she chooses the emperor. The other is sacrificed.
Penalties in this nation range from fines to ritual sacrifice
to Ahriman. As the temple of Ahriman and the presiding
noble or officer split any money paid in a fine, that penalty is
common for all but serious cases. Said cases are, in general,
grand theft and murder.
NOTE — Where women are concerned, murder is not a
serious crime. The doer of the act faces a fine at worst.
Also, rape is not a crime. Any blame that exists rests on
the woman for shattering the man’s control and making him
rut.
Given both facts, assassins and thugs make a nice living
in Jard. They are sometimes the only way someone, especially a woman, can get justice. Of course, accepting such a
contract from a woman is a sacred crime. That means the
price is high for her.

Personality

Holieta lives up to the nature of her mother. She is capable of using Insanity, Death powers, Confusion and Disorder
as Fanatical Powers. She is MEL21/EL12 with them. She
is also an insatiable woman whose greed is greater than any
mortal would dream of knowing.
Unless prevented from doing so by supremely powerful
priestly magic, Holieta automatically attunes herself to any
man she lies with.
At the moment of intercourse, she is able to drain life
energy from her stud. 2D10+5 points can be taken each
phase if she chooses.
From the moment of intercourse, she can drain 1D6+5
at will, at any range, and communicate with that person
telepathically. Should she choose, she can affect his mind
for good or bad.
Holieta also knows instantly if a man impregnates her.
Should she become pregnant, the resulting child is always
male and a daiva. There are no exceptions.
The avatar’s person, despite the horror and cost of containing her, is sacred to Ahriman’s faith. Whatever the
force needed to capture or contain her, nothing will ever be
done that might take her life.

Jard are ruled by greed and a quest for personal power.
They are amoral as a rule. Anything that serves their
personal ends, without violating sacred law or endangering Killing Holieta
There is only one way to kill the Avatar. She must be kept
them too severely, is possible.
from taking any sustenance for thirty days. That requires
Appearance
that she be kept from all food and drink and that any man
Members of Jard tend to be elegant, strong and wiry. As she has ever lain with be killed.
When the thirty days ends, she must be placed on a pua rule they are tall and thin. All have red skin and varyrified
Law oriented altar. Once she is shaved, blessed and
ing shades of black hair. Common citizens generally use
her
heart
is removed, she will die.
daggers, spears and light axes.
Nothing
less than the procedure above can kill the Avatar.
The military uses bladed weapons, axes and varying spear
If
she
“dies”
in any other way, she will eventually heal and
forms. They also use bows and, in elite units only, varying
continue
her
life. Burn her to ash and scatter the dust to
forms of crossbow. Soldiers wear leather and ring, at the
the
winds.
She
will return.
very least, as armor. Elite forces are armored in chainmail.
The extremely wealthy and elite wear plate mail. All in- Pilon the Spectacular, Emperor of Jard
fantry forces use full shields. Cavalry uses a metal buckler.
Age — 49
Sex — Male
Archers are unshielded.
S 16(+1)
St 18(+1) D 39(+2) A 17(+1)
C 24(+1)
Olmari have much the same look about them. As a rule, I 72(+3)
W 39(+2) E 25(+1) Em 33(+2) Ap 104*
they are shorter and broader of body. Their traditional HPV 15** CEL 5
OCV 7
DCV 8
DTV −2
weapons were spear and sword. They did not use armor MDV 22
MEL 13
EL NA
EnL 63
CA 170
or shields in battle (a reason for their total demise at the MR 11
PA 36
HC 21%
PR 4
IC 58
ML 15
Mana Regen. 4
Dodge Value 3
hands of the Jard rebels).
CDF 9

Height 6’

Weight 171lbs

*Increased 32 by a magical rite he practices monthly. Said
practice also increases his height 6". It requires the sacrifice
Holieta Bendoma, Immortal Avatar of Az
Age — 930 Sex — Female of a virgin female child each month.
S 44(+2) St 96(+4)
D 33(+2) A 8
C 110(+5) ** He wears a ring that grants EL6 Invulnerability.
Pilon’s father is Ahriman’s Urigallulama in Azneira.
I 20(+1)
W 125(+5) E 80(+4)
Em 3(-1) Ap 42(+2)
That
connection got him the throne and preserves his life.
HPV 63
CEL 9
OCV 15
DCV 11
DTV −9
His
goal,
once the recovery from the Calderan debacle is
MDV 37 MEL 21
EL 12
EnL 235
CA 450
complete, is to expand north into the jungle.
MR 8*
PA 248
HC 103% PR Total IC 83

Characters

ML 26
CDF 18

Mana Regen. 13
Height 5’10"

Dodge Value 2
Weight 305lbs

*MR is reduced 2 for gravid obesity.
The attributes of the Goddess Az are Consort of Ahriman, Demon of Disorder, enemy of reason and life, the
insatiable force who must be satiated, Lady of Greed, Queen
of Disorderly Motion, mother of daivas, the Weapon and
Doom of Ahriman.
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Number 19, Slave to Mayor of Olmar
Age — 25 Sex — Female

S 54(+3)
I 56(+3)
HPV 43
MDV 18
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 5

St 68(+3) D 18(+1)
W 76(+4) E 52(+3)
CEL 8
OCV 14
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 114
HC 58%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

A 17(+1) C 48(+2)
Em 15
Ap 80(+4)
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 124
CA NA
PR 10*
IC 67
Dodge Value 2
Weight 203lbs

26.11 The Kor
*The PR is 10 for poison (i.e. a natural thing whose affect
is to kill or paralysis). She is totally immune to any drug
or magical potion. If a poison is in any way magical it does
not affect her.
The name of number 19 is Bolli Ulara. She was taken
slave by a Jard ship passing her home when she was 17.
For the first year, she battled her captors. The resulting
agony convinced her to accept fate. She learned what they
wanted her to know, and more.
She was sold to the Jard mayor of Olmar two years ago.
He drugged her at once. She used her learned acting skill to
pretend to be affected. When he had her brought to him,
she taught him better. He liked it.
In public Bolli is drugged slave flesh, chained and nude
for all to see. When she is alone with the mayor, the chain is
on the other throat. He, and a few powerful friends he has
invited, do as she commands in the boudoir and otherwise.
She is wealthy and powerful as a result.

With the forces at his command, and his magic, this was
easy. He forged a strong tribe who worships him as god.
They learned true law, becoming cannibals, slavers and rapacious marauders.

Fasd the Tanner, Resident of Oltiera
Age — 56
Sex — Male

The Urganakor have five villages (200, 240, 310, 180 and
270). Each village is near a troll clan, the giant or some
other Kotothi power. The total population is 1200.

S 35(+2)
I 11
HPV 37
MDV 19
MR 11
ML 14
CDF 9

St 36(+2) D 20(+1)
W 68(+3) E 17(+1)
CEL 11
OCV 15
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 75
HC 56%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 6’

A 18(+1)
C 75(+3)
Em 60(+3) Ap 10*
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 143
CA 122
PR 10
IC 77
Dodge Value 2
Weight 180lbs

The Simorakor
The rebellion that led to the formation of the Empire of
Jard occurred more than 900 years ago. One of the nobles
broken then immigrated into this area. He brought his family (1 man, 2 women, 5 children), forty elite soldiers, thirty
women and forty children.
Over the course of twenty years, the group conquered the
Kor bands in the area. Those people form the society’s slave
and peasant caste. The descendants of the invading Jard
are the noble elite.

Population
The Urganakor

The Simorakor

Simor–Simor is a ring fort surrounded by a palisaded village
of huts. It is the primary home of the elite. The population
is 190 elite and five hundred slaves.
Another seventy elite and 840 slaves are spread around
*Ap −10 for scars and blotches.
the
remainder of the Simorakor territory. Some dwell in
Fasd was a Major in the army that was slaughtered at
large
caverns. Most have small villages. Each village has
the Caldera. In the retreat he was separated from the host.
1D6
elites
present. There are twelve slaves for each elite
On the edge of death, in Kora, he found new life. He is
resident.
The
population of the area is 1600.
a priest of Gaea. He leads a slowly growing underground
dedicated to the destruction of the Ahriman faith.
Remaining Area
As he knows he won’t live to see the day, he spends his
time teaching those he can trust and preparing his son (age 113 bands occupy the rest of the Kor range. Each has
14) to be the next Primate. He is also seeking a woman 2D10+20 members. One of them (Site 2) wards the resting
place of a legendary power. The total population is about
worthy to stand as Earth Mother.
3500.
Location on the Continent Map

Military Forces
2
1

4
3

6
5

7
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History
This area is the home range of a group of Neolithic primitives. Only recently the Urganakor and the Simorakor have
made any steps toward civilization. In both cases, external forces imposed the change. Elsewhere they continue to
operate as scattered bands of hunters and gatherers.

The Urganakor
5% of the population of each village is the Divine Guard.
Its members are armed with stone tipped spears or wooden
clubs. The village leader commands them. The giant selects
him on the death of his predecessor. (No one has ever held
the post longer than ten years.) Each leader has chainmail,
a helmet and a high quality metal weapon. He leads the
worship of the giant, selects the monthly sacrifices and deals
with his Kotothi superiors.
The Simorakor

Simor has a defense force of sixty. Twenty are elite. Each
elite selects two slaves to serve at his side. The unit is well
A powerful Mountain giant (×2 normal size) dwells in this trained. It has metal weapons and leather armor. Eighty
area. He is supported by a major tribe of trolls and obeyed militia, from the many villages, patrols the rest of the area.
Their equipment and training varies.
by all Kotothi forces in the region.
One hundred and thirteen years ago, the giant decided
harvesting humans from scattered bands was wasted effort. Other
He began an effort to gather the creatures into larger groups None. The men protect the bands. Some, about 10%, have
to serve as his vassals and cattle.
a shaman as well.
The Urganakor
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Religion

Economy

The Urganakor

The Urganakor
The giant Urga is the living personification of the divine. They have no economy to speak of beyond raiding the unHe is god. The greater gods revered through him are Utgard aligned bands, Lamara or the jungle. The villages subsist
Geror and Mallen Trow.
through hunting and horticulture.
The Simorakor

The Simorakor
The Olmarian elite require all citizens of their realm to worship the only true god. That is Gaea. All good forces of Simorakor trades metal weapons and leather armor to the
jungle tribes. They receive spices and drugs in exchange.
the earth are revered by this culture.
This income is smuggled into Jard. Various luxury goods
are gained as a result. The people engage in mining. They
Other Areas
subsist with agriculture and ranching.
The Kor bands are animistic. They have little understanding of the concept of divinity. When such is forced on them,
they embrace it fanatically.
Other Areas

Legal System
Among the bands the elder despites what is fair when a
wrong is done. The result is public humiliation or shunning
the criminal. In extreme cases, they will banish a felon.
For the Urganakor, justice is simpler. If someone commits
a crime, he is given to the gods (the Kotothi). Rarely are
they ever seen again.
For the Simorakor the punishment for minor crime is corporal in nature. More severe crimes result in a period of
indentured slavery to the people affected. Major crime is
punished with death by hanging or as a sacrifice to Gaea.

The bands are hunters and gatherers. Barter is known to
occur. Otherwise they have no economy.

Appearance
Kor tend to be stocky and heavily muscled. They are not an
elegant people. They are tough hillmen and mountaineers.
They commonly use clubs and stone weapons. Only a small
number of soldiers in Simorakor use the bow. It is unknown
to most others.

The Legend

NOTE — The royal family is descended from the Count of
Oltiera. Their title here is Eakul. It means Gaea son. The For in the time before time strangeness walked the land and
ruler is Count of Kora and honorary Sangu Mah of Gaea in the weird was wisdom to be found. And a day came when
the strange and wise discovered hatred one for the other and
to the elite.
to them came a time of death.
And in that time there were those who fell, those who conPersonality
quered and those who came to know chains. One of the wisThe Kor are less intelligent than other humans. They tend est of all the strange is among those who suffers in chains,
to be emotion driven people who fanatically adhere to their at rest until freed from her bonds.
beliefs. When exposed to information they have no knowlA hereditary shaman rules the band. He knows the
edge about, they can be gullible. Once their belief is set
knowledge of the location of a magic door in an ancient
they are stubborn in the extreme. Rage can result when
cavern. It is said that the wise one lies behind that portal.
accepted beliefs are challenged.
In fact, a trapped and warded maze is there. In its center
is the sleeping woman. She is a Duchess of the Jinn.
The Urganakor
The people accept the superiority of Kotothi beings, especially humanoids, and the divinity of Mountain Giants,
especially Urga. They are rapacious, greedy and cruel, as
that is what the divine demands.
The Simorakor

Lotiera
AHP 47
OCV 16
S 48(+2)
St 80(+4)
C 60(+3) MR 15(60)
DTV −7 SIZE 3
MDV 22 EnL 250
HC 70%
PR 14
SS Nocturnal Omnivore

Alignment — Elder
DCV 12(21)
D 125(+5)
NAV 0
CDF 14
INT 9
CL 3

NWI 0
A 84(+4)
NF 1
MEL 14

These people tend, more than any Kor, to be placid and
thoughtful. The earth mother is all. Her needs, as shown
by those who speak for her, are all important. They react Lotiera is MEL14/EL18 in Elder magic. She is a bit more
with rage against anyone who harms the earth or a child of than 8 feet tall in her natural form and can reduce her size
the earth.
as she chooses at no cost. She is divinely beautiful. In her
life she was High Dancer to the Court of Eblis and a favored
Other Areas
concubine of Cassiel.
They have no concept of divinity. They revere spirits of
When freed Lotiera grants three reasonable wishes. If
nature and ward their band before all else. Where a spirit she is influenced, she may do more. If an effort is made to
does good for the band, it is remembered and, as possible, own her, or the greed of her liberator offends her, she will
aided.
slay.
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Layout
Lotiera is found nude chained to an obsidian slab. A circle
of sigils surrounds the stone. Treasure rests along the walls
in the room. To free her:
1) The wards must be broken without touching her property (the treasure)
2) The liberator must kiss her forehead making no other
contact before doing so
3) When her eyes meet his, he must speak her name.
If any of the conditions are not met, she, the slab and all
the treasure disappear. If all are, she is free.
NOTE — If this adventure is played out well, the liberator
can earn her favor and that of Cassiel.
Location on the Continent Map
2
1

4
3

6
5

7

26.12 Lamara
History
Lamara was once a growing civilization. It is now a cursed
realm.
In the year 837BP [263SA] Sotej Lama returned to his
clan after years of adventure. With him he brought power,
wisdom and a hard bitten company of soldiers. A year later,
in 836BP [264SA], Lama takes his place as chief of Sotej.
Eighteen men with a stronger claim to that right die to
make it so.
Between 835 and 827BP [265–273SA] Lama founds
Lamara and begins the instruction of his tribe. When it
stood ready, he conquered Muamra and Uzhal. In 830BP
[270SA] a son was born to him. The three tribes were
consolidated into one.
In 826BP [274SA] Lama began his second wave of conquests. Zayzara, Panzhal, Nyzhal and Jazhal fell. The
Island Master slaughtered the force sent onto The Island.
Between 825 and 815BP [275–285SA] all areas except
The Island were conquered. All were united under the law
of Lamara. In 814BP [286SA] Lama raised an immense
army to conquer The Island. The night before its attack he
was found dead. His heart was gone and the tent smelled
of sulfur.
This results in a War of Succession that lasts from 813 to
807BP [287–293SA]. Loyal leaders saved Lama II. When he
came of age (811BP [289SA]), he led the army in reunifying
the realm. As he did, his elder cousin Barl sought an answer
to the Island Master.
From 806 to 798BP [294–302SA] Lama II was forced
to pay an onerous yearly tribute to the Island Master to
rebuild his realm. Hate became his true god.
The warrior Barl returns in 797BP [303SA] with a yellow
hued woman named Mia. Once her power was clear, and
Barl’s wisdom accepted, they went to face the Island Master. As they traveled, Lama levied an army. Two months
later the host of Lama reached the lake. As they prepared
boats, a stake rose out of the earth. On it was the head of

the Island Master. The war was won. Barl and Mia claimed
the island. The rest of the master’s realm, and his people,
were given to Lama. The King was more than annoyed but
allowed it to be so.
Between 796 and 793BP [304–307SA] Lamara was unified and civilized. Much of what it came to be was due to
Barl and Mia. Lama fumed. In 794BP [306SA] he hired a
councilor, Oralag the Dreaded.
In 790BP [309SA] Barl and his family accepted Lama’s
invitation to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the victory.
The first night in Sotej Barl, his woman and their infant
son were chained and gagged. In Lama’s presence, with
the parents forced to watch, Oralag sacrificed the boy to
Moloch. Following that, Lama castrated Barl and forced
him to watch as Mia was savagely raped.
The pair was taken from Sotej. Over the course of more
than a year they were taken to each city. At each, Barl was
tortured and Mia was sorely used for a full month. When
they reached Jazhal the ruler there refused to play his part.
He was executed by torture and the army carried out the
month long punishment.
In the next stop, Domistos, rapine claimed the life of
Barl’s woman. As she died, her gag fell free. Her curse “A
day will come when Barl sits the throne. Then shall Lamara
know damnation.” resounded through the hall, ending when
the ruler’s axe took her head. With the agreement of the escort commander, he had Barl wrapped in chains and buried
alive deep in the forest. No one spoke of the curse to anyone.
The escort returned to Sotej and told Lama both died
under torture. With this known, Lama moved his capital
to the island. As he walked into the palace, a stone fell and
shattered his skull. He died after a week of agony. His son
Domar I took the throne an hour after the stone struck.
He had Oralag killed minutes later and did not send any
healers to his father.
Between 789 and 302BP [311–798SA] the realm grew
under various leaders.
On the 13th day of the 13th month at the 13th hour of
the year 301BP [799SA], the heir of Domistos was hunting
in the deep woods of his realm. He followed a wounded
deer into a thicket as the 13th minute of that hour arrived.
Thirteen seconds later, he tripped over a log and fell into a
gully recently washed out by heavy rain.
As the man recovered he felt heaviness on his body and
immense cold. He opened his eyes to see red eyes burning
in a fetid, dirty skull. A moment later his will was gone. He
dug the cadaver free of the earth and unchained it. That
night he snuck the corpse into the family castle. On the
morning, he was the only member of his family still alive.
He was also owned by Barl.
He took command of the duchy. That afternoon, his
agents left the realm. For the next thirteen years from 300
to 287BP [800–813SA], they gathered items of power and
wisdom for their master. He turned them over to his hidden
master. The last item gathered was the skeleton of Mia.
Now ready, Barl had the ruler sneak him and his property
to the island. He used the bones to raise his love. She
came forth as a spiritual Edimmu. That night she took
possession of King Barl’s queen. Thirteen nights later, her
power exchanged the spirits of Barl. The one who was born
a king was trapped in a cadaver and died. Her love donned
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the flesh of a king.
The notables of the realm were commanded to visit the
capital. Thirteen weeks after the transfer of spirits, all was
in place. A rite of damnation was cast on all who ruled,
save only the house of Jazhal, all who followed their lead
and all who sprang from their loins.
Within the month, Lamara’s civilization was no more.
The commands of their nobles, as received from the King
and Queen, and the curse insured that fact. It also insured
humiliation, bloody insurrection and heinous evil.
Those torments left the cities in ruins, the people in rags
and evil laughing wherever it wished to do so. Lamara is
a cursed realm. While the eternal King and Queen remain
empowered on their island, it must remain so.
The means to lay the spirits is:
1) The Queen’s bones must all be gathered, taken to an
area sanctified for Gavreel’s worship and burned to ash.
2) The King’s existence is tied to the royal house of Domistos. He is laid if every person with any fraction of
the blood of that house is blessed in an area sacred to
Gavreel. If any die without such a blessing, Barl cannot
be laid until the next generation reigns.
3) When both rites are done, the enraged spirits must behold the tortured spirit of their son (who must be stolen
from Moloch’s hell). They turn their ire on Moloch, and
leave the mortal realm, when this is fact.
4) All three actions must be accomplished on the same
night at a time when the moon is full. If they are not,
the effectiveness of any that are accomplished is eternally negated. It will no longer be possible to lay the
spirits. However else they may be destroyed, the curse
will remain and they can return.
(Barl’s woman was one hell of a Sorceress.)

Population

Military Forces
The Island
The King and Queen are protected by 13 ensorcelled and
enthralled warriors. All are hand picked and improved by
the arts. Their stats are:
Royal Thralls

Alignment — Chaos

AHP 31
OCV 10
DCV 6 NWI 0
S 40(+2)
St 33(+2) D 8
A 10
C 50(+2)
MR 10
NAV 2 NF NA
DTV −8* SIZE 2
CDF 4
MDV 4
EnL 30
INT 5
HC 42%*
PR NA
CL NA
SS Inter. Omnivore
* Any who are damaged automatically heal 1D10+8 points at
dusk plus they get a normal healing roll.

SPECIAL — The King and Queen own these warriors.
They ward the royals. Nothing else is of any significance to
them. All are totally immune to pain, fatigue, fire, lightning and any poison. None require sleep. They barely note
sensation. Their skin has been magically toughened. Their
sense of sight, hearing and smell is ten times better than
normal. Persons affected live 39 months after it takes hold.
When that time expires, they die.
The leader of this warrior coven is a half demon owned
by Barl’s queen. He has ×2 the values listed above and is
not affected by the time limit.
Jazhal
Elite Guard (80), County Army (320) and Constabular Militia (800).
The elite guard occupies the city and wards the Count.
The army patrols the borders. The militia is a police force.
In time of war they are called to join the army.

The cities indicated in the counties of Lamara are more the Domistos
locations of ruined cities. The people who inhabit them
Mercenary Guard (30)
can barely be called human any longer. Barl’s fortress is
Mia drew the guard from Jard. An utterly vile and unlocated on The Island. Every resident is enthralled to Barl
scrupulous magician leads them. Their task is to ward the
and Mia. They are toys.
royal line of the county. Its members are to be kept alive.
Area
City County
Whether they are also abused, sane or healthy is irrelevant.
The Island
65
1000
Whatever else the guard chooses to do is of no concern to
Atemra
20
80
Mia. The magician has sold 131 Lamarans south to Jard at
Zayzara
100
400
a high profit. He loves his job.
Nyzhal
30
180

Panzhal
20
350
Nyuntos
60
700
Muamra
45
250
Muentos
90
340
Uzhal
30
600
Jazhal
3600*
9400*
Sotej
140**
500**
Domistos
100**
300**
Total
4300
14100
* The inhabitants of Jazhal are not cursed while they are
not in another part of Lamara. Are affected if they enter
another area for as long as they remain there.
** An especially potent curse is active in these areas.
NOTE — Before the curse Lamara’s population was
slightly more than 200,000.
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Other Areas
None.

Religion
As Edimmu, the King and Queen are servants of the Goddess in Black and Sin. The magician in Domistos considers
Aeshma Daeva to be his patron and honors Mephistopheles.
Religion is an exercise in fear for the tormented people
(all save Jazhal). They worship a number of chaos deities to
earn a respite from torment. Very few limits exist in what
they will do to achieve that end.
The people of Domistos retain the original faith of
Lamara. They worship the court of Sammael, especially
Sammael, Belial and Mammon.

26.12 Lamara
NOTE — The curse on those from Sotej and Domistos is
a
constant. It remains wherever they are. For the others,
On The Island and most other areas, there is no legal systhe
curse wanes if they leave Lamara and do not ingest food
tem. The will of Barl and Mia is all.
or
drink
from it. Should they leave and eat or drink nothing
In Domistos, the wishes of the magician decide all things,
from
home
for a year, the power of the curse disappears.
within the limits Mia has established for him. He does as
It
will
reassert
itself should they return or dine on produce
he wishes when he wishes.
from
Lamara.
Jazhal retains the original system. Community courts
decide common crimes. The punishments they may impose
are fines, short term imprisonment and mutilation. All se- Economy
vere crimes are the Count’s to decide. He may impose any Except for Jazhal the people of this region operate on the
penalty he wishes. Slavery and death are the most common. subsistence level. The most they can do is hunting, gathering and minimal agriculture. Scrounging and theft are a
necessary part of daily life for them all.
Personality
The people of Jazhal have trade with the jungle tribes
The personality of the people is shaped by the curse. In all
cases, the curse is empowered by the moon. The stronger on their border. Mines in their region produce high quality
the moon, the more heinous the affect on a given night. The tin, copper, silver and stones. Their leading citizen runs a
yearly caravan to Jard. He deals in these commodities and
following applies:
slaves. The magician in Domistos is his partner in the slave
trade.
Jazhal

Legal System

These people are not cursed. They are greed driven individuals who respect power and will say or do anything to Appearance
achieve it or protect themselves from its wielders. As a rule, Lamarans have the general appearance common to this continent. They are among the most elegantly beautiful. Most
they are charming and undependable.
tend to be tall, wiry individuals.
Sotej
These people commonly use bladed weapons and often
use
bucklers. Crude bows also exist. Those who have armor
The curse has the general affect listed for all others. It
are
generally outfitted in leather and/or ring mail.
also reverses their response to stimulation. Pain becomes
pleasure, ecstasy is agony. These people are required to
strip in the presence of another person and, if no one is Notable Citizens
present, see to their own “pleasure” each night. The stronger The Magician — Domistos
the moon, the greater the torment they must inflict.
Age — 43 Sex — Male
As a result, they are utterly twisted and paranoid. Most S 20(+1) St 12
D 33(+2) A 17(+1) C 40(+2)
seek to avoid people outside their family during the day. I 60
W 51
E 68
Em 32
Ap 30
When that proves impossible, killing them before nightfall HPV 18 CEL 3
OCV 4
DCV 6
DTV −2
MDV 21 MEL 11 EL 5
EnL 91
CA 148
is a definite alternative.
PA 32
HC 26%
PR 4
IC 100
The citizens in the city are descendants of the nobility. MR 11
ML
15
Mana
Regen.
7
Dodge
Value
3
They are compelled to revel in torment. All seek out opCDF
8
Height
5’7"
Weight
147lbs
portunities to hurt and be hurt. When a chance to aim the
agony at a foreigner occurs, they seize it gladly. Those they The Magician is a lustful sadist driven by greed and hedonistic pursuits. There is nothing he will not do.
take are kept alive and screaming for months.
Domistos
In addition to the standard affect the curse compels citizens
of this area to give obeisance to anyone they encounter. It
inflicts pain on any night they are not sexually active once
they reach puberty. For common citizens, one sexual event
a night negates the pain. For nobles, the city residents, pain
comes again if an hour passes without such an event.
Like Sotej these people are twisted. In their case, they are
also driven by sexual desire. They will do anything to insure
access to contact. This makes them cunning, desperately
charming and highly dangerous.
All Others

The Merchant — Jazhal
S 24(+1)
I 20
HPV 30
MDV 13
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 3

Age — 35

St 36(+2) D 18(+1)
W 52
E 44
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA EL NA
PA 64
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

A 12
C 60(+3)
Em 52
Ap 72
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 112 CA NA
PR 10
IC 96
Dodge Value 1
Weight 161lbs

The Merchant’s goal is to amass the greatest fortune in history. He plans to own the ruler of Jazhal. As he profits
greatly from selling tormented Lamarans, he is not interested in finding a cure for the curse. If it were ever shown
to be in his interest financially, he would.

The nightly curse compels its victims to accept any suggestion. They tend to be hostile to others and paranoid. Location on the Continent Map
Except for city dwellers, people of these lands tend to hide
in the night to avoid the impact of the curse. When en2 4 6 7
countered in the night, slaying those who come before they
1 3 5
can speak is common.
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26.13 The Lemasan Zone
History
Long ago, a Lemasan trader found himself caught in a massive hurricane at sea. He had no choice put to run before
the storm. After nearly a week, he eluded the storm and
found himself lost at sea. Another month brought him to
an island overrun with jungle. He anchored his vessel and
sent a party ashore so he could begin to make repairs.
The party returned with needed wood. They also had a
few strange animals and a woman unlike any the trader had
ever seen. Her complexion was red!
When the ship was whole once more, the trader reckoned
where Lemasa must lie. He set sail. In his hold was a
collection of goods from the strange new land and ten of the
red women. On his arrival, two of the ten were pregnant
and he was a very happy Captain.
After selling eight slaves for an immense price, and marketing the goods also, the Captain acquired a large merchant ship and began hiring a larger crew. Before he could
finish, soldiers escorted him to the throne. He was welcomed into the royal fleet as a Captain and ordered to sail
east and explore the Emperor’s new territory.
In the centuries since the discovery Lemasa has established a large trade colony in the Western lands. It includes
a number of cities and trade stations. They trade in the jungle for drugs, spices and slaves. Where the slave quota does
not suffice, they send slavers to gather what they can.
Lemasa has also established a trade alliance with Jard.
At the moment, the relations between them are wobbly.
The suggestion and offer of the Lemasan ambassador is
what prompted the last Emperor to make war on the
Caldera.
As Jard sees such things, that makes Lemasa equally responsible for the defeat. Many want reparations. They will
never get a copper. A Lemasan emperor does not waste
resources on failures.

The Infantry and archers are primarily home defense
forces. The Other includes magical aid, priests, healers and
slavers.
The Fleet
City

Trireme

Bireme

Other

Na’Yymab
0
2
10
Kshka
1
3
20
Yyast
2
5
20
Matora
0
0
2
Na’Lema
0
0
6
Isle of Dagha
0
0
1
Isle of Tiama
0
0
1
Total
3
10
50
Other vessels include light warships, river craft and merchant vessels.
NOTE — Each of the seven listings above is considered to
be the realm of a separate King, by Lemasan reckoning. A
council of Kings governs the east for the nation. It meets
in the city of Yyast. The King of Yyast is its chairman.
His guard protects those who attend.
When it comes to the East, the only single person who
can really overrule the King of Yyast is the Emperor of
Lemasa. If outvoted by the other local kings, he usually
accedes to their will.

Religion
As for Lemasa 3.53.

Economy
The kingdoms grow enough food to survive. Beyond that,
trade and slaving is their economy. They depend on their
lifeline to Lemasa and trade with Jard. The only kingdom
with any mines to speak of is Yyast.

Legal System
See Lemasa 3.53.

Personality
Population
City

Na’Yymab
Kshka
Yyast
Matora
Na’Lema
Isle of Dagha
Isle of Tiama
Total

See Lemasa 3.53.
City Pop.

5,000
9,000
13,000
1,000
4,000
200
300
32,500

Rural Pop.

Appearance

18,000
35,000
42,000
2,000
8,000
3000
2000
110,000

The appearance of the ruling elite is Lemasan. Their peasants and slaves are Illon. The kingdoms of Na’Yymab,
Kshka, Yyast, Matora and Na’Lema have a middle class
also. Its members are a Creole group that has the blood of
both groups. They tend to be a faint red with dark hair.

Characters
Yazul, King of Yyast

Military Forces
City

Na’Yymab
Kshka
Yyast
Matora
Na’Lema
Isle of Dagha
Isle of Tiama
Total
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Infantry

400
800
1200
100
300
50
70
2720

Archers

100
100
200
0
100
0
0
500

Other

100
200
200
20
60
10
10
500

S 53(+3)
I 56(+3)
HPV 20
MDV 15
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 7

Age — 39

St 6
D 33(+2)
W 35(+2) E 60(+3)
CEL 1
OCV 4
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 53
HC 13%
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’4"

Sex — Male

A 25(+1) C 20(+1)
Em 3(-1) Ap 38(+2)
DCV 4
DTV −1
EnL 55
CA 81
PR 2
IC 63
Dodge Value 3
Weight 132lbs

Yazul is a loyal son of Lemasa. As such, he is greedy and
has a tendency toward megalomania. If he can maneuver a
safe opportunity to do so, he will become king of all seven
realms and take his independence from the Emperor.

26.14 Narbeall
Bsilii, King of Kshka
S 17(+1)
I 15
HPV 22
MDV 10
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 3

Age — 57

St 33(+2) D 11
W 25(+1) E 40(+2)
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 57
HC 35%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

Sex — Male

A 20(+1)
C 36(+2)
Em 60(+3) Ap 20(+1)
DCV 5
DTV −4
EnL 85
CA NA
PR 8
IC 100
Dodge Value 1
Weight 186lbs

Population, Religion, Color
Population
Religion
Area Nar Dw. Hum. Color Nar. Dw.

Hum.
1
100
60 2300 White Domiel Normal Lugh
2
100 200
300 White Domiel Normal Mathgen
3
500 700
200 White Domiel Normal Lugh
4
200 200
200 Red
Domiel Normal Uriela
5
50
40
300
White
Domiel Normal None**
Bsilii has been king for 28 years. He is quite happy with
6*
30
600
4000
White
Domiel
Normal Odin
things as they are.
7
30 200
400 Red
Domiel Normal Thor
8
40
30
100 Red
Domiel Yavishta Vahagn
Henazir Bompha, Sangu Mah of Kotarl
80 220
800 Red
Domiel Normal Tyr
Age — 40
Sex — Male 9
10
50
50 1100 Red
Domiel Bes
Frey
S 35(+2) St 51(+3) D 12
A 36(+2)
C 45(+2)
20 300
300 Red
Domiel Normal Allatu†
I 44(+2)
W 64(+3) E 26(+1) Em 35(+2) Ap 42(+2) 11
HPV 33
CEL 5
OCV 10
DCV 7
DTV −5
Tot. 1,200 2,600 10,000
MDV 22 MEL 13
EL NA
EnL 109
CA 182
* The Western coastal settlement is the city of Fort Lokar.
MR 12
PA 95
HC 48%
PR 10
IC 61*
The area they control is on the verge of civilization.
ML 15
Mana Regen. 7
Dodge Value 2
** No one god dominates. People worship who they will.
CDF 7
Height 5’11"
Weight 171lbs
Most choose the Sidh or Elder god who helps best at the
* He carries a blessing from Kotarl. When speaking to
moment.
Kotothi creatures or those who are true servants of Kototh,
† This is a secret faith. Publicly they give lip service to
his IC is doubled. To maintain the blessing he must drink
Domiel.
one ounce of fresh elf blood each month and sacrifice a virgin
elf woman to Kotarl every year.
The Sangu Mah (an Urigallu and Mashmashu priest) has Military
been given a task by his god. He is to see that Lemasan
Narbeall Dwarf Human
power spreads throughout the jungle, linking up with the Area
1
80
30
460
Kotothi realms in Kora and the Vile Lands. On success, he
2
80
100
60
will be “infinitely blessed” by Kotarl. The offer appeals to
3
400
350
40
both his fanaticism and his greed.
4
160
100
40
5
40
20
60
Location on the Continent Map
6
24
300
600*
7
24
100
80
2 4 6 7
8
32
15
20
1 3 5
9
64
110
160
10
40
25
220
11
16
150
60
Total
960
1300
1800
*Area 6 also has 200 committed to the support and use
of a fleet of seven small, crude vessels. They are primarily
used for trade but do engage in raiding now and then.

Economy
Narbeall
Hunting, horticulture and mining.

26.14 Narbeall
History
The Narbeall are a creation Abnaric Elgar seeded in this
area. The fort in area 3 is the original settlement and capital. They have friendly relations with the dwarves in the
mountains and, to a degree, oversee the human barbarians.
They do not wish to rule either.
The red barbarians have lived in this realm for millennia. The white arrived four centuries ago. They tend to be
more than a bit biased toward each other. The rise of the
Narbeall has reduced the bloodletting between them.

Dwarves
As normal for dwarves.
Humans
Hunting and gathering predominates in most areas. Where
possible, they also fish. All white cultures have crude weaving and the ability to make iron weapons. Groups with a
population greater than 400 also mine. Area 6 has the beginning of agriculture around their city. Areas 1–3, 5 and 6
have varying degrees of trade with the Aleor. Areas 2 and
3 trade with Valera, Baobhan and the Caldera.
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*Possesses a ring that allows him to appear 1/3rd his age
and operate as if he truly was. If it is removed from his
finger the shock will kill him. He is an elementalist with
powers of earth and fire. He came to Narbeall 14 years ago.
His home was the city of Adula in Pasqul.

Appearance
Narbeall

The average male is seven feet tall and weighs a bit less than
300 pounds. Women are six to seven feet tall and weigh
200 to 250 pounds. All Narbeall have tan skin, physically
perfect bodies, pale blond hair and piercing blue eyes.
Amalisha (Witch), Daughter of Allatu (Area 11)
Age — 33 Sex — Female
Narbeall Male
Elder — Domiel
AHP 30
OCV 12*
S 45(+2)
St 40(+2)
C 35(+2) MR 11
DTV −4 SIZE 3
MDV 10 EnL 70
HC 38%
PR 12
SS Inter. Omnivore

Narbeall Female

AHP 28
OCV 9*
S 30(+1)
St 45(+2)
C 35(+2) MR 12
DTV −4 SIZE 2
MDV 10 EnL 70
HC 40%
PR 12
SS Inter. Omnivore

DCV 9*
D 20(+1)
NAV 1
CDF 4
INT 6
CL NA

DCV 8*
D 30(+1)
NAV 0
CDF 3
INT 6
CL NA

NWI 0
A 15
NF NA
Ap 80

Elder — Gaea

NWI 0
A 28(+1)
NF NA
Ap 90

S8
I 24(+1)
HPV 25
MDV 17
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 7

St 68(+3) D 42(+2)
W 60(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 4
OCV 7
MEL 7
EL 4
PA 68
HC 45%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’4"

A 20(+1)
C 22(+1)
Em 45(+2) Ap 65
DCV 7
DTV −4
EnL 82
CA 74
PR 8
IC 78
Dodge Value 3
Weight 131lbs

Amalisha is known as a herbalist with some healing ability.
She has Pain (MEL7/EL4) as an Innate Power and is the
hereditary high priestess of the faith in her land.
Location on the Continent Map
2
1

4
3

6
5

7

*Narbeall males use an average CEL of 8. Females have
an average of 6. That value is used instead of AHP to
figure OCV and DCV.
26.15 Pasqul
Narbeall are attuned to mountains and hills, as the
Nar’morel are to the desert. They see equally well in day History
and night. Their PR is calculated as for dwarves due to The history of Pasqul starts in 1632BP [-532SA] with the
their tie to the earth. They are born with the ability to foundation of Pasqon.
Tribal expansion continues along the rivers between
use weapons commonly used by dwarves at their maximum
1631–1505BP [-531—405SA]. Conquest of two other
EL.
tribes. Foundation of the cities Bas, Sanctus and Torama.
Humans
The capital is moved to the new temple in Sanctus.
White These people are fair skinned and commonly have
Reign of the sacred ten from 1504–1301BP [-404—
red hair. Their appearance is akin to that of the Armagh 201SA] . Pasqon’s tribal society becomes a strict theocracy.
in Goidan. They use spears, swords, axes, daggers and Simona, Coril, Zaldor and Miriam are built.
bows. Armor from chainmail down is possible. Bucklers
Black Simon’s war rages between 1300–1249BP [-200—
are common.
149SA]. He assassinates the other nine members of the sacred ten. The autocratic dictatorship of the mage Simon I
Red Blocky, squat and muscular people with black hair.
ensues (1248–1226BP [-148—126SA]) . Foundation of EsThey generally use spears and clubs. Leather armor is
qula, Adula and Mormin. Simon makes draconian demands
sometimes found. Shields are not.
on people and elite to fuel his worship of evil powers.
In 1225BP [-125SA] Simon is murdered in his sleep by
Naron, Narbeall First Male
Age — 25
Sex — Male Alitia of Adula.
This starts the Dissolution of the Pasqul state. Its eleven
S 90(+4) St 80(+4) D 16(+1) A 10
C 76(+4)
I 40(+2)
W 22(+1) E 10
Em 40(+2) Ap 160(+6) cities become eight warring nations during 1225–902BP
HPV 62
CEL 13
OCV 21
DCV 14
DTV −8 [-125–198SA]. The weakened lands are invaded by Jard
MDV 11 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 98
CA NA
(901–893BP [199–207SA]) and Adula and Mormin are conMR 10
PA 170
HC 78%
PR 24
IC 50
quered and raped.
ML 11
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
In 892BP [208SA] the other leaders accept the invitation
CDF 7
Height 7’9"
Weight 371lbs
of Lor Gerion, Lord of Pasqul and Sanctus. They agree to
the Edict of Unity. Lor is elected King and the states unite
Lotar I, King of Area 6
for war.
Age — 63* Sex — Male
In the First Jard War, from 891–879BP [209–221SA],
S 35(+2) St 17(+1) D 33(+2) A 54(+3)
C 33(+2) Adula and Mormin are recaptured. A truce is signed in
I 40(+2)
W 44(+2) E 52(+3) Em 20(+1) Ap 24(+1)
879BP [221SA] after the battle of Mormin bleeds both sides
HPV 22
CEL 5
OCV 8
DCV 10
DTV −3
white.
MDV 14 MEL 5
EL NA
EnL 77
CA 48
878–851BP [222–249SA] marks the end of unity. Pasqon
MR 13
PA 55
HC 25%
PR 6
IC 72
is
given the right to rebuild Adula and Mormin. Other
ML 11
Mana Regen. 4
Dodge Value 5
states
war with each other.
CDF 6
Height 5’7"
Weight 132lbs
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In the Second Jard War, 850–847BP [250–253SA],
Mormin is lost. The capture and humiliating execution of
Trent Gerion, Lord of Pasqon and Sanctus is followed by
an ultimatum from the Jard emperor, delivered to all other
states by demons.
They have no choice but to accept and the reign of darkness (846–809BP [254–291SA]) starts. States pay a yearly
tribute to Jard and accept all edicts of its emperor.
Erol Earthson is born in Torama in 808BP [292SA]. Demands from Jard continue to increase between 808–787BP
[292–313SA]. Money, goods and slaves flow into their coffers. This leads in 786–784BP [314–316SA] to the Revolt
of the Earthson. Torama throws off its Jard masters. A
Jard punishment force is slaughtered in the hills by human
troops and powers of the earth. Pasqon joins the rebellion
in 783BP [317SA]. Within months, Sanctus, Coril, Esqula,
Zaldor and Torama do likewise. The second edict of unity
passes. Erol Earthson is elected King.
The Third Jard war ensues in 782–769BP [318–331SA].
As men battle men, the elements war on demons. Total
devastation reigns in more than one area of Pasqul and
Jard.
In 768BP [332SA] Erol is assassinated by a Jard wizard. In the battle that follows, the Jard army is decisively
beaten. The peace of Erol is signed to prevent further carnage.
767BP [333SA] sees the formation of the Senate. Edict
of unity made eternal law. King elected for life. The first
king is Alvus Gerion of Pasqon.
During the reign of Alvus I (767–758BP [333–342SA])
notables offended by his self-serving rule. In 757BP
[343SA] the Edict of Unity is reformed after the “accidental” death of Alvus I. No senator or member of a senatorial
family can be elected King. Election of Tomas I, a Colonel
from Torama.
The reign of Tomas I (757–721BP [343–379SA]) is dedicated to repairing the damage to the nation. He is followed
in 720–683BP [380–417SA] by Lance I, a scholar from Bas.
He brings expansion into the south peninsula, the foundation of the cities of Kora and Dilama and opening of trade
relations with Zandilor.
The reign of Jana the Sly runs 682–631BP [418–469SA].
He is thought to be a male healer from Zaldor. In fact,
she was a female entrepreneur and sorceress from Coril.
This fact is discovered twenty years into her reign. Edicts
are modified to insure only males are elected in the future.
Because of the foundation of Ambe, Hasnoria and Terleg,
and improvements in the army, she continues her reign unto
death.
Jana the Sly is followed (630–605BP [470–495SA]) by
Simon II, a merchant from Zaldor. The First Zandilor war
ensues, which results in the Conquest of Oradel in a bloody
siege.
The reign of Tomas II, a Healer from Hasnoria (604–
571BP [496–529SA] ) is an era of major improvements
in social conditions. Formulation of the current Pasqul law
code.
The reign of Jaco I, a Kora merchant scholar, runs 570–
546BP [530–554SA]. It is marked by an expansion of the
trade fleet and the Fourth Jard war. Their invasion is stifled. On assassination of their Emperor and three powerful

wizards by the King’s agents, they reaffirm the peace of
Erol.
From 545–529BP [555–571SA] Horace I, a Scientist from
Pasqon, rules. His effort to expand into the desert is a
bloody and expensive failure. He dies in his sleep. The
knife in his heart is not mentioned in history texts.
After this follows the reign of the Weak Kings (528–
389BP [572–711SA] ). Senatorial puppets sit the throne.
It is a time of graft where Pasqul makes little progress.
This ends 388–342BP [712–758SA] when a handsome 28
year old officer from Esqula is elected as Horace II. After
two years as gigolo of senatorial wives, he began an effort
to gain his rightful power. After five years was king in fact.
The Second Zandilor war sees the conquest of Morhoma and
is followed by extensive military reformation.
The reign of Geor I, an Adula cosmologist, is an era
of temple building, library construction, etc. (341–326BP
[759–774SA]). He orders the expansion of the Pasqul war
fleet after sea raids on two of their cities.
Asa I, an entrepreneur from Miriam, reigns 325–269BP
[775–831SA]. Time of the Third Zandilor war and conquest of Basnala and Jasnira. This is an era of theater and
coliseum building in large cities. Also, a major increase in
slave trade is seen.
268BP [832SA] to present is called the Time of Peace.
It consists of relatively uneventful reigns of nine successive
kings. The current King, Opier I, is a Pasqon scholar, and
unlikely to change the trend.

Population
City Name

City Pop.

Rural Pop.

Race

Basnala
8,000
32,000 Zandilor
Jasnira
7,000
20,000 Zandilor
Morhoma
11,000
44,000 Zandilor
Oradel
3,000
12,000 Zandilor
Ambe
9,000
35,000 Ambelor
Hasnoria
14,000
50,000 Hasnor
Terleg
8,000
30,000 Hasnor
Kora
13,000
51,000 Dilkora
Dilama
16,000
54,000 Dilkora
Simona
18,000
70,000 Pasqon
Pasqon
45,000
138,000 Pasqon
Sanctus
33,000
120,000 Pasqon
Bas
6,000
20,000 Pasqon
Coril
10,000
39,000 Pasqon
Torama
13,000
47,000 Torama
Zaldor
26,000
91,000 Zaldorig
Miriam
16,000
59,000 Zaldorig
Esqula
7,000
25,000 Esqula
Adula
10,000
37,000 Jard*
Mormin
5,000
18,000 Jard*
Total
278,000
992,000
*These were Esqula cities. When Jard conquered them
most of the population was killed or enslaved. Jard natives
replaced them. 80% of these people descend from Jard. The
remainder are Esqula. All of the rulers are Esqula.
NOTE — Citizens tend to be clannish about their ancestry.
This is especially true of Esqula, Zaldorig and Ambelor.
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NOTE — Only elementalists are common in Pasqul. These
Pasqul has royal forces and senatorial forces. The royal are wizards who specialize in the use of elemental spirits to
forces are distributed as the king sees fit. They may only perform their magic. Other wizards are rare. Unless they
are in service to a Senator, and valuable, they tend to be
be used on his order or with his permission.
Senatorial forces are the property of the Senator who treated poorly.
pays them. Each county, i.e. senate district, has Senate established restrictions on how many troops they may have. Economy
They are based on population and the perceived threat the More than 2/3rd of the continent’s agricultural production
district faces.
comes from the plains of Pasqul. Various districts, those
with hills and mountains, also have extensive mines. The
Royal Army
larger cities, population over 30,000, have craft factories and
12000 Infantry, 3000 Cavalry, 2000 Archers, 1000 Support. other facilities for the production of good quality goods.
In addition, the King commands a 400 man personal guard
Pasqul is a wealthy land. They have extensive trade with
and a 200 man unit of Senatorial Guards. The senatorial Zandilor (one reason they haven’t gotten around to conguards protect the national congress buildings. All royal quering it yet) and some trade with Jard. Lately they have
forces are well trained and equipped with quality armor also begun trading with representatives of Tolneg and the
and weapons. The guard forces are elite.
Caldera. As a general rule, they trade with most anyone
who comes to them. They do little in the way of leaving
Senatorial Forces (Maximum)
their land to seek commerce.

Military Forces

Senator

Basnala
Jasnira
Morhoma
Oradel
Ambe
Hasnoria
Terleg
Kora
Dilama
Simona
Pasqon
Sanctus
Bas
Coril
Torama
Zaldor
Miriam
Esqula
Adula
Mormin
Total

Inf.

320
200
400
80
360
500
300
500
500
700
1200
1000
200
300
450
900
600
300
400
200
9,410

Cav.

100
100
200
0
140
200
100
120
80
200
400
200
40
100
100
300
100
100
200
100
2,880

Archers

100
100
100
0
100
100
0
80
20
100
200
60
40
100
50
200
100
100
200
100
1,750

Support

20
20
40
20
30
50
50
0
70
20
100
60
20
50
50
60
40
100
100
0
900

Legal System
Each senator has the right to administer justice as he sees
fit in his district. This leads to a varied legal climate. The
single most important rule, nation wide, is don’t piss off the
local senator.
If a given senator’s legal actions cause unrest or other
major problems, he can be “audited” by a five senator committee. Should he be found to be in error, he is guilty of a
crime and is taken before the King for judgment.
There are two exceptions to the law of senatorial privilege
where justice is concerned. In cases of treason, or where
the felon belongs to a senatorial family, the King decides
punishment. Where the crime is heresy or blasphemy, the
nearest Sangu Mah of Domiel decides the case.

Personality

The current people of Pasqul are a calm, civilized race with
a curious and beneficent nature. All seek excellence in their
calling. For those of a military bent, that means a desire
for war and expansion.
Beneath their surface calm, Pasqul sometimes doubt the
Naval Forces
motives of others. They rarely take such at face value unless
The king controls the royal fleet. It is composed of 30
the person is someone they trust without exception.
triremes, 100 smaller warships and 30 merchant vessels.
In addition, some of the sub-groups have issues that imSenatorial districts that are port cities are allowed one warpact
their nature. The freedom the senatorial system alship per two thousand people in the city (RU) if they wish
lows,
and the wisdom of the King, is all that holds this
to build them. There are currently 65 warships under Sennation
together.
atorial command. Pasqon owns twenty of them.

Religion

Appearance and Issues

The agreed gods of the nation are those tied to Elemental
spirits. The major ones worshipped are Domiel and Gaea.
The senate pays a variable stipend to the temples of these
accepted faiths. In exchange, the faiths provide a number of
trained elementalists to the armed forces and the Senators
of the realm.
Pasqul law frowns on other faiths but does nothing to
stifle them, unless the faith acts against the interest of the
Senate or a Senator. None receive any support from the
Senate.

Zandilor See Zandilor. Many yearn to return to their
rightful place as part of Zandilor.
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Jard See Jard. The Esqula rulers treat Jard poorly.
There is a secret Jard underground working to become one
with the Jard empire.
Pasqon These people are handsome, tall and broad bodied. Red with light hair. Expect to be honored as the
fathers of the realm. Annoyed when this does not happen.

26.16 The Sea Elves
Ambelor Broad chested with short legs. Red with brown
hair. They have no major issues with anyone.
Hasnor Red skin, black hair, long legs and blue eyes are
common for Hasnor. Annoyed that the realm has not eliminated the Tolneg threat.
Dilkora These people are noted for their deep red skin
and relatively common appearance. Yearn to return to their
old ways. They want to be Dilkora again, not Pasqul.
Torama Tend to be short, broad and heavily muscled.
Skin is more tan than red. Hair tends toward dirty blond
and light brown. Dislike Zaldorig arrogance.
Zaldorig They tend to be thin and wiry. They have red
skin and jet black hair. Many are jealous of Pasqon wealth
and prominence.

the Senator of Esqa six years ago. Three years ago she bore
his son. On the 72 year old man’s death, the infant was
elected to the Senate. The King convinced the senate to
accept her as spokesman until the boy comes of age after a
weekend meeting with her.
Aime leads the Reform movement. Five members are in
that group. Their goal is to eliminate archaic laws. Hers is
to end the bias against women, giving them an equal chance
to be elected to the senate.
She is a dominant, charming, talented woman who is almost entirely amoral. She will do whatever she feels is
needed. Other than harming family or dealing with disgusting powers, she has no limits. She is working on six uncommitted members and stroking the vanity of Zash. She
also performs to win the favor of power brokers and the
people (she is a talented dancer and acrobat).

Opier I, King of Pasqul
Esqula Tend to be tall and thin. Have the palest of red
Age — 46
Sex — Male
skin and brown hair. Many of the nations most noted beau- S 9
St 35(+2) D 36(+2) A 14
C 34(+2)
ties are Esqula. A bit vain as a people. Most want war with I 68(+3) W 52(+3) E 26(+1) Em 15
Ap 35(+2)
Jard. They want the threat ended for all time.
HPV 20
CEL 2
OCV 4
DCV 4 DTV −4

Characters
Doren Pasque, Senator of Pasqon
Age — 49

Sex — Male

S 52(+3)
I 33(+2)
HPV 21
MDV 9
MR 11
ML 9
CDF

St 18(+1) D 53(+3)
W 40(+2) E 56(+3)
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 72
HC 16%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

A 20(+1) C 14
Em 9
Ap 60(+3)
DCV 11
DTV −2
EnL 54
CA NA
PR 2
IC 65
Dodge Value 4
Weight 198lbs

HPV 30
MDV 19
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 7

CEL 4
OCV 8
MEL 7
EL 8
PA 78
HC 51%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

DCV 11**
DTV −5
EnL 125
CA 90
PR 10
IC 87
Dodge Value 5
Weight 140lbs

MDV 14
MR 10
ML 14
CDF 2

MEL NA
EL NA
PA 49
HC 35%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

EnL 86 CA NA
PR 8
IC 41
Dodge Value 2
Weight 144lbs

Opier is a historian who has uncovered many facts about
ancient times. He does what he can to help Pasqul as King
while using the office to enhance his ongoing studies.

Senate Seats

There are 32 counties. Each has a Senator. Twenty have
cities. The other twelve may or may not have fortresses and
Doren leads the traditionalist faction of the senate and is a
are included in the population of the greater districts.
past Colonel in Pasqon’s cavalry. At the moment his group
By law, any man in a district can run for election on the
has 13 members. He likes things as they are.
passing of a Senator. In fact, it is truly rare for the heir
of the ruling family not to win the election. In most cases,
Zash Horal, Senator of Hasnoria
Age — 32
Sex — Male when that heir does not win, the new senator dies within
six months.
S 57(+3) St 33(+2) D 8
A 16(+1)
C 44(+2)
The King has no vote in Senate matters unless the SenaI 56(+3)
W 36(+2) E 11
Em 20(+1) Ap 30(+1)
tors tie on an issue. When they do, the King decides what
HPV 34
CEL 6
OCV 11 DCV 7
DTV −4
MDV 12 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 80
CA NA
is to be done. The King rules the royal forces and enforces
MR 11
PA 97
HC 39% PR 8
IC 31
the common law prescribed by the edict of unity.
ML 12
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 1
Senators rule all other facets of law and society. In their
CDF 4
Height 6’6"
Weight 228lbs
district, senators are autocrats. They can, and will, do
Zash leads the war faction in the senate. That group has 8 whatever they please. As long as common law is not viomembers. They want Pasqul to complete its destiny, which lated, the King has no authority to do anything.
is the assimilation of all other civilized lands.
Location on the Continent Map
Aime Esqa, Senator of Esqula
Age — 29 Sex — Female
2 4 6 7
S 18(+1) St 56(+3) D 53(+3) A 36(+2)
C 45(+2)
1 3 5
I 17(+1)
W 80(+4) E 35(+2) Em 52(+3) Ap 120(+5)*

*Appearance increase from Special Attribute.
** DCV is increased for her ability as an acrobat.
Aime has Invisibility as an Innate Power (MEL7/EL8).
She is also an Elementalist of the Air (EL3). She married

26.16 The Sea Elves
History
During Armageddon a flank of the Sidh host was sorely
pressed by the power of Tiamat. As the Sidh had no warriors that could reply at sea, there was little that could be
done.
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Seeking an answer to the problem, Finvarra and Morrigan
went to Manannan. Together they forged a rite to empower
a portion of the host in the manner needed. The hills of
Aelforn and Fistor accepted the weight. Through the power
of three gods, they were attuned to the sea.
The elves had the success required once they built the
vessels needed. They did not have the might to defeat the
sea but they held its myrmidons at bay.
With the signing of the Convocation Finvarra and Morrigan called the Sea Elves home, intent on removing the spell
and making them one with the land again. The people of
Fistor accepted the call and, after failing in their plea to
remain as they were, became normal elves once more.
Aelforn’s people did not heed the god’s will. When Finvarra insisted, Duke Aelforn adamantly refused. His people
were one with the sea. They would remain so.
Ignoring Manannan’s eloquent effort to mediate, Finvarra
now demanded compliance. Aelforn responded by putting
to sea. Furious, Finvarra laid his curse on Aelforn, all who
followed him and all who came forth from their loins. Until such time as the heir of Aelforn kneels at the feet of
Finvarra, and begs for forgiveness, the curse will stain his
race.

2) Starting level speaking all tongues of the Sea, including
their own, at birth.
3) Starting Level for Ship’s Carpenter, Weaving, Climbing
and Acrobat.
4) The ability to sense the coming of storms. Roll Em. On
success, know it is coming EmB days before it arrives.
On partial, they know EmB hours before. In dealing
with magic, automatically know when someone begins a
Storm or Sea Powers spell within EmB×5" of them.

Curse

Vessel Population

Sea Elves are restricted to the Middle World and banned
from association with “honorable” elves and setting foot on
the lands of said elves. (Those who land on either continent
sicken, losing 1D6 energy points per day until they leave
or die.)
While they remain rebels, they shall wear the blue of their
beloved ocean, not the holy green of the wood. The mark
of the banned shall ride their left cheek and that of all who
come after them forever. (Given Morrigan’s aid, Finvarra
made this part of the curse fact. The mark blossomed on
all Aelforn’s people and, on birth, it rested on infants as a
birthmark.)
Finally, Sea Elves do not have the beneficial special attributes of the standard elf. They gain no advantage in the
wood, have no ability to read the intent of others, etc. They
are still afflicted by iron and diminished in the daylight.

City Name

Population
City Name

City Pop.

Rural Pop.

Vessels

Aelforn
1300
300
16
Ilira
400
100
4
Mare Manann
500
300
6
Lucoram
1100
1000
20
Total
3300
1700
46
The people on the table are individuals who rarely go
to sea. Given their affinity, that creates unhappiness. The
rulers provide diversions to ameliorate this fact (the lot of
someone taken slave by sea elves is rarely happy). They enjoy arena combat, watching torture and other fun pursuits
(the more imaginative the better).

Aelforn
Ilira
Mare Manann
Lucoram
Total

Large

1
0
0
2
3

Med.

3
0
1
4
8

Miss.

5
1
2
7
15

Raid.

7
3
3
7
20

Pop.

1060
140
290
1560
3050

Large Large vessels are sleek, two masted sailing ships.
All have a small catapult fore and aft plus two to either
side. Those on the sides can be set up for firepots and,
on certain vessels, have been known to fire magical devices.
The standard crew of such a vessel is 300.
Medium This is a single mast vessel that can use sail or
oars. In all cases, oars are only used in emergency or when
tight maneuvering is needed. The vessel class has one small
catapult in the fore section. Its normal crew is 100.

NOTE — Once this curse was in affect, the Sea Elves sailed
west, never to be seen in the Eastern Lands again. For Missile These are oared vessels with a take down sail.
his part, Manannan was offended by Finvarra’s action. He Each carries a ballista and has 20 professional archers. The
added a “curse” of his own to that of Finvarra and Morri- standard crew is 50.
gan.
Raider As for the missile ship above except the vessel is
smaller, is not outfitted with ballista and rarely has more
Manannan’s Curse
While the bane on Aelforn’s people exists, let them be at- than a handful of professional archers. The standard crew
tuned to the sea’s currents, weather and denizens. Let them is 30.
The total population of the Sea Elves is 8050.
be one with the sea and masters of all they must know to

make their lives on its bosom. Let them revel on the waters
in joy. Until they are no longer banned, and Sea Elves, let Military Forces
The naval forces are delineated in the population section.
it be so.
The army is of two types. The first are noble trainers and
Result
guardsmen. The second is young people serving on land
while training to earn a place at sea.
All Sea Elves have:
The nobles are elders. All are extremely competent and
1) Maximum EL as Seaman, Navigator and for Swimming experienced. Not one has spent less then three centuries at
on birth.
sea. All are good with weapons and most have some ability
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with magic. The number of royal approved trainers, at this
time, is:
Aelforn
6
Ilira
2
Mare Manann 3
Lucoram
5
The county areas have 30 trainees per trainer. The total
land “army” of the Sea Elves is 496.
Each Count is also allowed a personal Champion and a
Champion for his city. These individuals are always accomplished duelists and killers. In rare instances, they can also
be deadly magicians.

The tradition is that the heirs of the original Aelforn shall
always rule. He plans to pass the throne to his son centuries
from now when he dies.
Ialitana, Countess of Lucoram
Age — 29(236)
S 18(+1)
I 33(+2)
HPV 23
MDV 18
MR 14
ML 13
CDF 7

St 35(+2) D 52(+3)
W 68(+3) E 56(+3)
CEL 8
OCV 11
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 58
HC 37%
Mana Regen. 7
Height 5’6"

Sex — Female

A 76(+4)
C 39(+2)
Em 24(+1) Ap 114(+5)
DCV 15
DTV −4
EnL 107
CA 110
PR 8
IC 80
Dodge Value 7
Weight 138lbs

The Countess has one overriding goal. She will be Duchess
Sea elves see themselves as the victims of divine betrayal. and begin the reign of Lucoram. With raiding success, and
Most show respect for Manannan but the only place that the poor condition of Aelforn, this is quite possible.
has a temple for him is Mare Manann. Beyond that, they
Cobaras, Guardsman of Mare Manann
have no time for gods. The further the divine stay from the
Age — 47(379) Sex — Male
sacred water, the better.

Religion

Economy
The elves trade among themselves. When it comes to things
they do not produce, and need, they do not trade. They
find where the item can be had and take it. Piracy and
raiding are a major part of the livelihood of the realm.

S 52(+3)
I 32(+2)
HPV 30
MDV 15
MR 13
ML 15
CDF 3

St 51(+3) D 36(+2)
W 60(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 15
OCV 21
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 112
HC 33%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

A 53(+3)
C 15
Em 56(+3) Ap 78(+4)
DCV 20
DTV −3
EnL 75
CA NA
PR 6
IC 89
Dodge Value 5
Weight 193lbs

Cobaras retired from the sea at the age of 307. For the next
fifty years he was Champion of the Count of Mare Manann.
The Admiral of a fleet governs its law. Each Captain under On being promoted to Baron he asked for an end to that
him serves as a judge when needed. On the land, the Duke service. Since he has guarded the palace and temple while
sets the law. The Counts and lesser nobles serve as judges training the young for the sea. He enjoys the duty.
The Baron’s word carries weight with other trainers and
to see that it is enforced.
Penalties are wergilds, shunning, mutilation, loss of sea the common people. He is said to be the greatest hero since
the first Aelforn. His support could put Ialitana over the
rights and death, in order of severity.
top. His opposition would stifle her dream.

Legal System

Personality

Sea elves tend to be hyperactive and aggressive individuals. Location on the Continent Map
This trait is less in the nobility but it remains true. All are
2 4 6 7
attuned to and empowered by their tie to the sea. Without
1 3 5
access to it they can never be truly happy.

Appearance
The people have the appearance common for elves except 26.17 Tolneg
their skin is tinged blue instead of green. All members of
the race have a pale, spiral birthmark on their left cheek. It History
marks them as banned creatures on no import to the Sidh. The main island was the home of seafaring barbarians
for millennia. They often raided Zandilor. That nation
responded, in 1321BP [-221SA], by founding a military
Characters
colony
on the island. Under General Tolneg, it conquered
Aelforn III, Duke of Aelforn
the
last
barbarian clan in 1307BP [-207SA] and became a
Age — 54(420)* Sex — Male
province a year later.
S 17(+1) St 33(+2) D 20(+1) A 15**
C 28(+1)
Tolneg was controlled and a “happy” part of the nation
I 60(+3)
W 45(+3) E 18(+1) Em 25(+1) Ap 55(+3)
for
nearly 700 years. In 619BP [481SA] its General asked
HPV 20
CEL 12
OCV 15
DCV 13
DTV −3
for
full rights and the rank of Duke. The King refused his
MDV 16 MEL 6
EL NA
EnL 73
CA 70
request and sent an assassin to eliminate him.
MR 8
PA 57
HC 31%
PR 6
IC 43
ML 13
Mana Regen. 4
Dodge Value 1
The heir of the murdered General seemed to accept fate.
CDF 5
Height 5’8"
Weight 130lbs
While working with the King who murdered his father, he
*Finvarra’s sundering of the tie to the Lower World reduced began laying the foundation for rebellion.
the real life expectancy of Sea Elves by 60%.
In 608BP [492SA] he was ready. Tolneg seceded from
** 75% reduction from battle injuries. This also reduces his Zandilor. A quick sea battle, in which Zandilor’s fleet was
MR by −2 (included above).
utterly destroyed, ended any hope of Zandilor changing that
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fact. In 607BP [493SA] the General took the title of Emperor and began the first dynasty.
The reign of Tol the Liberator from 607–601BP [493–
499SA] marks the foundation of the Zandilor dynasty. It is
followed by the reign of Tol the Builder, 600–553BP [500–
547SA]. He founds Port Tol and Arianne.
During the reign of Tol the Invincible Dagoria is established. He is followed by Tol the Teacher (526–499BP [574–
601SA]), Tol the Divine (498–441BP [602–659SA]), Tol
the Lesser (440–419BP [660–681SA]), Tol the Sot (418–
413BP [682–687SA]) and the reign of Tol the Damned
(412–410BP [688–690SA]) marks the end of the Zandilor
dynasty.
Between 409–381BP [691–719SA] follows the Time of
Troubles, which is ended by the ascension of Conor the
Great (380–347BP [720–753SA]). During this period of
the Armani dynasty Conora is founded. He is succeeded
by Math the Wise (346–299BP [754–801SA]) and Leann
the Beloved (298–270BP [802–830SA]). With the reign of
Conor Ironhand (269–263BP [831–837SA]) the Armani dynasty ends as Conora revolts and Dagoria is lost to Pasqul.
A second Time of Troubles follows (262–231BP [838–
869SA]), which ends when Asnar the Redeemer (230–
200BP [870–900SA]) reclaims Dagoria from Pasqul occupation.
During the reign of Asnar the Mystic (199–84BP [901–
1016SA]) Conora is won back and Tolton built. Formation
of a senate to advise the crown. Asnar the Mystic abdicates
the throne in 83BP [1017SA]. He appoints two senators to
serve as consuls and rule the land. He orders that they be
affirmed or replaced by senate election every five years. This
starts the Reign of the Asnarian Republic (83BP [1017SA]
to present).

personnel. Support personnel are peltasts, siege personnel,
armorers and healers. The 1st Legion is based in Tolneg, the
2nd Legion in Arianne and the 3rd Legion in Port Tol. The
4th Legion is also called the Foreign Legion. It is divided
between Conora, Dagoria and Tolton. The current General
keeps his headquarters in Tolton. The cadre assignments
are:
Tolton
200 Infantry, 20 Archers
Conora 300 Infantry, 30 Archers, 20 Support
Dagoria 400 Infantry, 100 Cavalry, 50 Archers
and 80 Support
The General also commands a fleet of five warships, five
transports and three packet ships. The warships and transports are currently based at Dagoria. Each city has one
packet ship as well.

Population

Economy

Navy
Location Quad- Tri- Bireme Other* Total

Tolneg
3
8
20
9
40
Port Tol
1
6
33
10
50
Conora
0
1
4
1
6
Dagoria
0
3
16
1
20
Tolton
1
2
7
2
12
Home Forts
0
1
10
5
15
Total
5
21
90
28
143
*Other vessels include packet ships, transports, merchants and special purpose vessels. Tolneg has a large, well
organized fleet.

Religion

The traditional worship of Tolneg, stemming from the barbarians who make up the bulk of its people, revolves around
Gods of the Sea and Gods of War. The dominant gods, at
this time, are Zu, Manakel, Thor, Tyr and Frey. Many also
NOTE — After announcing his abdication and establishing
worship Manannan and other Sidh gods. Such worship is
the new law, Asnar and his entire household boarded a boat
no longer supported by the state.
with magic oars and sails. As it disappeared, his face was
In Tolneg, approved gods receive stipends. Those without
seen in the senate. He stated, "Rule as I have said you must
approval get nothing. Religions the senate deems harmful
and I shall be with you. Fail to show wisdom and I shall
to the realm are persecuted. Religious tolerance died with
show you the meaning of vengeance. Be well, my children."
the Zandilor dynasty.

Tolneg trades with Zandilor and eastern Pasqul. Merchants
Port Tol
26,000
70,000
who wish to risk voyages without state support and protecArianne
14,000
45,000
tion sometimes trade with Arman, western Pasqul and Jard.
Tolneg
20,000
90,000*
Any who do work at their own risk. As a plus, the state
Conora
5,000
8,000
does not take its 30% cut of any profit that results.
Dagoria
8,000
12,000
The realm has extensive mines on the home island. It
Tolton
4,000
5,000
is noted for its military goods and durable items. The
Total
77,000
230,000
forests of the home island also produce a wood that is highly
*Four thousand are Armani descended white citizens in prized in the making of warships. With the home island and
the Armani forest, a reservation for those of that color.
colonies, Tolneg makes a little to a lot of just about anything.
Name

City Pop.

Rural Pop.

Military Forces

The Tolneg army is organized into four legions. Each unit,
when mobilized, has 3000 infantry, 300 cavalry, 400 archers
and 300 support personnel.
During a time of peace, only the elite cadre is under arms.
The remainder are freed to make their living as they choose
in the area near the legion’s base. The cadre for each legion
is 900 infantry, 100 cavalry, 100 archers and 100 support
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Legal System
Crime and punishment for Tolneg is scaled to the rank of
the felon involved. White vs. red bigotry is a factor in
that scaling. Whites are lower because of their color before
anything else is considered.
The greater the status of an offender, the sterner the
penalty for his or her crime. As an example, if a white

26.17 Tolneg
peasant damages public property while intoxicated, he is
whipped and returned to the reservation. A red senator
who commits the same crime is jailed for at least five years.
Punishments in the Tolneg nation are fines, corporal
punishment, imprisonment, indentured slavery, death and
death by slow torture.
A panel of three judges hears cases. A majority vote is
required to decide guilt. A unanimous one is needed to give
a death sentence.

Personality
Tolneg are a bit schizoid by nature. In public or on duty
they are stern, disciplined individuals who approach most
problems with calm pragmatism. To some eyes, they are
born soldiers.
In private, Tolneg tend to be hyper people often drawn to
hedonism and "imaginative" interactions. This is especially
true of Zandilor stock. Beyond hiding their diversions from
society, they have few limits as to how far they will go to
find pleasure.

Lobar Kintel, High Consul of the Senate
Age — 44
Sex — Male

S 53(+3)
I 36(+2)
HPV 34
MDV 9
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 4

St 20(+1) D 18(+1)
W 12
E 68(+3)
CEL 8
OCV 12
MEL NA EL NA
PA 73
HC 40%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 17(+1)
C 60(+3)
Em 42(+2) Ap 52(+3)
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 72
CA NA
PR 8
IC 110
Dodge Value 2
Weight 168lbs

The High Consul is barbarian stock. He rules foreign affairs,
the army and navy. In most ways that matter, unless the
senate is in opposition, he is the ruler. His goal is to position
Tolneg for the conquest of Zandilor. The Low Consul does
not support such a bellicose posture.
Marcus Hintoram, Low Consul of the Senate
Age — 50
Sex — Male

S8
I 54(+3)
HPV 15
MDV 14
MR 10*
ML 14
CDF

St 18(+1) D 33(+2)
W 33(+2) E 36(+2)
CEL 1
OCV 2
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 28
HC 26%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’

A 16(+1)
C 33(+2)
Em 53(+3) Ap 24(+1)
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 66
CA NA
PR 6
IC 89
Dodge Value 3
Weight 159lbs

*MR −1 for obesity.
The Low Consul is in charge of justice, religion, adminisAppearance
tering the realm and insuring the happiness of the people.
70% of the population of Conora and four thousand in the Given the popularity this generally affords, his opinion can
Armani reservation are white. They are descended from never be ignored. The result of doing so would be riots at
Armani refugees that landed on Tolneg (see Conor dynasty). the very least.
Marcus is one of the major proponents of the miscegenaThe rest of the citizens are red.
tion
laws. (He is Zandilor stock.) He has stated that if one
85% of the red citizens are muscular, short and agile barcannot
afford to buy a foreign slave for his use or hire a
barian stock. They are of average appearance and tend
foreign
whore,
he must refrain. Racial purity is an essential
to have a pronounced nose. Many of the men are bald or
duty
for
all
citizens.
balding at a young age.
The rest of the red citizens descend from Zandilor stock.
They tend to be tall, thin and elegant. The vast majority
of these citizens reside in Tolneg and Tolton.
Citizens of Tolneg, especially the barbarian stock, tend
to be race conscious. Interbreeding with those of another
culture is rare. The law frowns upon it. In extreme cases,
miscegenation charges have been brought against people by
the senate. (Red wedding white is always such a case, except in Conora. Zandilor wedding barbarian can be, if the
difference in social status is large.)

Ilana, Favored slave of Low Consul
Age — 23 Sex — Female
S 17(+1)
I9
HPV 31
MDV 9
MR 12
ML 9
CDF 4

St 56(+3) D 33(+2)
W 56(+3) E 15
CEL 2
OCV 6
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 77
HC 53%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 36(+2)
C 50(+2)
Em 24(+1) Ap 75(+3)
DCV 6
DTV −5
EnL 106
CA NA
PR 10
IC 39
Dodge Value 4
Weight 154lbs

Ilana is Armani. She was stolen from her land at the age
of 12 by Zandilor slavers. After two years of abuse, she
escaped. Six months later she ran afoul of Pasqul slavers.
Her next three years were spent in a slave academy. When
Characters
her troublesome nature did not mellow, her owner sold her
on the block at Dagoria.
Asnar the Mystic, Former King, Mage
A year later an enemy of Marcus gave her to him, exAge — 221
Sex — Male
pecting
the harpy to knife him. Marcus found her, and the
S 15
St 33(+2) D 18(+1) A 10
C 39(+2)
I 80(+4)
W 42(+2) E 33(+2) Em 52(+3) Ap 40(+2) challenge of owning her, stimulating. They have been toHPV 22
CEL 7
OCV 9
DCV 8
DTV −4 gether ever since. He has a three year old daughter and an
infant son by her.
MDV 29 MEL 22
EL NA
EnL 81
CA 340
MR 10
ML 18
CDF 14

PA 55
HC 36%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’5"*

PR 8
IC 85
Dodge Value 1
Weight 152lbs

*Height reduced by 2" because he is barbarian stock.
No man knows the fate of Asnar. All believe he still lives
and act accordingly (he and his household are on Vulca).

Location on the Continent Map
2
1

4
3

6
5

7
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26.18 Valera
Valera is the realm of Faerry in the western lands. Valerian and Magdalena, the son and daughter of Oberon and
Titania, rule it.
There are seven faerry hills in the area. Magdalena’s hill
is located in the center of the area by a lake. It has a population of 200 Faerry and 100 humans. The total population
of the other six hills is 500 faerry and 200 humans.
The realm is also home to an Armani tribe who worship
the fay. Their population is 4000. The 800 warriors they
can field would willingly die to save the life of a faerry.
Valerian, King of Valera
Age — 30(402)
S 33(+2)
I 35(+2)
HPV 23
MDV 32
MR 10(32)
ML 22
CDF 13

St 16(+1) D 76(+4)
W 84(+4) E 60(+3)
CEL 3
OCV 6
MEL 19
EL 10
PA 53
HC 28%
Mana Regen. 18
Height 5’5"

Two Human tribes reside in this area. The largest is
the Kotamadel. There are 9000 members of the tribe in
seven village areas. They field 1800 for war and worship
the Goddess Kotan. In every way possible they seek to
emulate her nature. They are dark red with black hair. All
bear a serpent tattoo on their left cheek.
The other tribe in the area is the Bonara. They worship
elder forces of nature and give special reference to Norggen.
The tribe has 5000 members and fields 1000 for war. It
has learned to hide, striking only when it can safely be
done. There is no other way for them to survive and remain
Bonara in these lands.

Kai Kotan, Voice of Kotan — Queen of the
C 40(+2) Daeta’Koti, Mistress of Black Might, the
ambusher, Enemy of Dagda, daughter and mistress
Ap 120(+5)
DTV −3 of Kototh, Seducer of Kotarl, Consort of Nebeth,
CA 400 the lusting Queen, Queen of the Kotothi Hells.
Age — 68 Sex — Female
IC 152

Sex — Male

A 85(+4)
Em 92(+4)
DCV 11
EnL 124
PR 6
Dodge Value 8
Weight 118lbs

Valerian, like all Faerry, is a natural magician for Sidh
magic. His innate power is Sleep (MEL19/EL10). He
is most noted for his charm and ability as a clothier. There
is much more to him than that.

S 12
I 20(+1)
HPV 17
MDV 16
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 8

St 33(+2) D 36(+2)
W 54(+3) E 60(+3)
CEL 5
OCV 7
MEL 11
EL NA
PA 52
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’1"

A 18(+1)
C 20(+1)
Em 25(+1) Ap 77(+4)
DCV 8
DTV −3
EnL 74
CA 90
PR 6
IC 85
Dodge Value 3
Weight 113lbs

This woman is only known as Kai Kotan, which means
“Voice of Kotan”. Her born name is never spoken. Due to
Sex — Female
a blessing of the goddess, her effective age is 17. She ages
S 11
St 9
D 80(+4) A 110(+5)
C 25(+1) one year for every 4 she lives. Since she became Kai Kotan,
I 60(+3)
W 52(+3) E 56(+3) Em 100(+4) Ap 154(+6)
her appearance has increased by one every year. That will
HPV 12
CEL 0
OCV 0
DCV 9
DTV −2
continue until she dies.
MDV 28
MEL 11
EL 10
EnL 77
CA 200
The priestess is attuned to the goddess, to the point that
MR 11(32) PA 22
HC 17%
PR 2
IC 156
her skin has a greenish cast. She is expert at seduction
ML 22
Mana Regen. 20
Dodge Value 9
and uses magic. She keeps all nature of serpents, especially
CDF 8
Height 5’1"
Weight 100lbs
Magdalena’s Innate Power is Suggestion (MEL11/EL10). Dae’ta Koti. They are her guards and lovers.
She is an elegant, peaceful Queen who wishes harm for no
one, unless they force her to protect her people.
Josin Reclan, Paramount of Bonara
Age — 43 Sex — Male
Location on the Continent Map
S 68(+3) St 52(+3) D 8
A 35(+2)
C 40(+2)
Magdalena, Queen of Valera
Age — 16(64)

2
1

4
3

6
5

7

26.19 The Vile Lands
Powerful forces loyal to the Court of Kototh rule this area.
“Nations” representing all of the humanoid beings who serve
those gods are found here. The largest is a Troll hill (Malla)
with five satellite tribes of Goblins and a number of other
servants.
The most powerful, when one considers magic, is Fort
Lorolama, the Daoine Sidhe presence. In addition to that
group, they oversee large tribes of Sprites and Trold Folk.
The area south of Malla is overrun with Kotothi creatures
common to mountains and hills. At its center is an immense
castle build to house a Seirim. The current occupant is a
×1.8 normal size Elder Dragon magician. He is the overlord
of the vile lands. Cu sidhe, ogres and a number of truly
nasty wards guard him and his hoard.
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I6
HPV 40
MDV 10
MR 12
ML 10
CDF 4

W 33(+2) E 9
CEL 11
OCV 17
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 128
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

Em 52(+3) Ap 55(+3)
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 73
CA NA
PR 10
IC 61
Dodge Value 2
Weight 241lbs

Stubbornness, perception and physical might keep Josin
alive. He is paramount because he has shown the ability
to survive, listens to good advice and saves others.
Miri Reclan, Wife of Paramount of Bonara
Age — 33 Sex — Female
S8
I 35(+2)
HPV 13
MDV 14
MR 14
ML 11
CDF 5

St 16(+1) D 33(+2)
W 45(+2) E 33(+2)
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL 6
EL NA
PA 28
HC 21%
Mana Regen. 4
Height 4’10"

A 80(+4)
C 25(+1)
Em 30(+1) Ap 60(+3)
DCV 9
DTV −2
EnL 70
CA 59
PR 4
IC 63
Dodge Value 6
Weight 99lbs

Miri is Josin’s advisor and a low ranking priestess. She is
also a talented archer.

26.20 Vulca

26.20 Vulca

Island Two

This small fragment bears little of the taint on islands one
and three. Flying monsters from those areas often plague
Two millennia ago Vulca was one island more than twice
it. Three large clans make their home on the island. The
its current size. The ancient race of humans who dwelled
mountain clan has 300 members. The forest clan has 500
there were dedicated to wisdom, research into the magical
members. The clan that rules the rest of the island has
arts and personal freedom.
1000 members. No sane member of these groups would
Their laws in this regard were simple. Each person had
ever consider leaving their home.
the right to seek what he wished. None had the right to
impede the quest of another. The thirteen wisest ruled Island Three
as a council and were obligated to insure that these laws
This island is the most deadly fragment. Eruptions are
of wisdom and freedom remained fact. For one thousand
common, wards are almost everywhere and the wildlife is
years they did.
horrible. The population is made up of 183 family bands.
A bit more than one thousand years ago the council suf- Each has 2D10 members. None will ever, for any reason,
fered a schism. Their greatest member, the Mage of Light, congregate in a group of more than thirty. To do so calls
decided it was time for the race to take action in the world. death.
More important, he decided it was past time for evil, as he
Total The total population of the three islands is approxjudged it, to be exterminated.
imately 5000.
The result of his decision was more than a hundred years
of magical warfare. The island shook with the power. As Military Forces
the war raged, only the greatest minds were left with any
None. Anyone who can walk can fight. That means that
chance to hone wisdom. Others had all they could do trying
90% of any group encountered is able to fight if they must.
to survive.
In the final battle, the lords of darkness raised a powerful Religion
rite. The island shook and sundered as volcanoes exploded
into life throughout the island. Their enemies answered There is no such concept on these islands. Magic is feared.
with hurricanes and blasts of light that ravaged and scarred Anything that is feared is avoided or killed.
the land.
Economy
This final struggle was more than the common citizens
could withstand. Those who could find a place, or afford The clans on island two barter with each other. There is
one, boarded a massive fleet and made their way to the no other economy to speak of in these islands.

History

mainland. The vast majority became the émigrés of what
is now Jard. Others went elsewhere.
All of the great combatants were killed in the final battle. The land was left wild and roiling. Most of those who
remained died within the first few months. The rest moved
into the wild, fought for life and lost all vestige of the civilization they once knew.
Their descendants prowl the land, in small bands, to this
day. They agree on very few laws. One is that no same
man goes to the places of broken stone. The other is that
gathering in too large a group is fatal (due to permanent
wards from the war, in places, this tends to be fact).
Asnar the Mystic learned of this fable more than a hundred years ago. After nearly a generation of research, he
decided he was called to the land. He arrived on Vulca 82
years ago.
Since that time, Asnar has occupied a massive tower on a
volcanic island. He is studying the condition of the people
and, as his magic safely allows, the remnants of power that
remain in force.
When he determines the way it must be done, his goal is
to dispel the ancient curses, unite the peoples of Vulca and
make the islands his new kingdom.

Legal System
The band elder rules. Beyond that, if someone does not like
what another does, he or she deals with it.

Personality
The information above clearly indicates this. The people
are taciturn and fatalistic. Most are quiet and suspicious
outside the family.

Appearance
The people descend from those who survived a realm of immense challenge and vile powers over the last nine centuries.
All are nearly perfectly fit and most are intelligent. Lesser
individuals did not survive.
The current stock is pale red with dark brown or black
hair. Most are over six feet tall, well muscled and agile.
They also have other traits of note.

1) 25% of the people have a Special Attribute. Where that
is a magical power, it is only used when the person is
enraged or unable to survive otherwise.
2) 25% of the people have hemophilia. They take one hit
each turn for 2D10 phases each time they are wounded.
3)
25% of the people are incapable of speech (the result of
Population
one of the old wards that affects the entire area).
Island One
4) 25% of the family bands on island three may not expose
87 family bands with 3D10 members populate the island.
themselves to sunlight. They burn to ash if they do. If
If something is not family, they are to be avoided or killed.
so affected, they see clearly in any darkness and have
Given the danger here, the law is needed.
pale white skin. Roll for the band. It affects them all.
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5) 25% of the bands on island one only move around during
the day. At night, or when the daylight darkens with a
storm, they sleep. If they wake at these times, they lose
1D6 energy per turn until they die.
An Average Man
S 60(+3)
I 40(+2)
HPV 41
MDV 14
MR 13
ML 14
CDF 5

Amildarkus is a native of Arman. In his early youth he
embraced magic to make up for his size. He took the name
Amildarkus at this time. He ended up fleeing the nation
one step ahead of a jailer.
Since discovering the portal, a bit after deprivation and
Age — 25
Sex — Male solitude drove him insane, he has ruled his caves. In his
D 39(+2) A 52(+3)
C 50(+2) mind, he is Emperor of All Existence and Controller of the
E 20(+1) Em 53(+3) Ap 60(+3) Hells. It is the place of all other beings, especially humans,
OCV 12
DCV 11
DTV −6 to amuse him.

St 51(+3)
W 40(+2)
CEL 6
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 120
HC 51%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’6"

EnL 90
CA NA
PR 10
IC 73
Dodge Value 5
Weight 230lbs

An Average Woman
S 35(+2)
I 35(+2)
HPV 38
MDV 14
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 4

Age — 25

St 60(+3) D 52(+3)
W 48(+2) E 30(+1)
CEL 5
OCV 10
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 95
HC 58%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’

6
5

7

26.21 Wild Hills
The humans present in this area tend to be hardcase loners,
small unscrupulous bands and strange individuals of various
kinds.
The majority of the encounters in this area are Chaos
hill and mountain forms. One also encounters a plethora
of demons and daivas in the night. It is a truly dangerous
area.
In the western section of the area is a True Sidhe fortress,
the home of their Duke of the Western Lands. Its population is: 130 True Sidhe male, 70 Hags, 3 True Sidhe children, 17 Baobhan, 1 Faerry, 9 elves and 2 Humans. Except
for the children, everyone present is adult and capable of
defending themselves. The vast majority are accomplished
warriors and capable of using magic.
There is a legendary site hidden in the caverns of the
eastern part of the area. Demons, chaos giants and a truly
demented Sorcerer protect it. The legend says the portal there leads to treasure beyond the imagination. It also
states that the gods will reward those who seal the portal.
Amildarkus, Sorcerer
S8
I 56(+3)
HPV 11
MDV 22
MR 13
ML 17
CDF 7
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1900BP [-800SA] the dark faith is overthrown. Reign of
the 1st Dynasty starts and lasts until 1707BP [-607SA] .
The country sees expansion toward the far mountains and
the first battles with the Cimor.
Civil war rages between 1706–1693BP [-606—593SA].
The reign of the 2nd Dynasty lasts from 1692–1339BP [592—239SA]. This period sees creation of a formal law
code including the laws of religious tolerance. The next
civil war occurs between 1338–1336BP [-238—236SA]. It
is followed by the reign of Mor the Conqueror (1335–1300BP
[-235—200SA]). Major expansion for the nation and foundation of the city of Tolneg on the barbarian island.
After the death of Mor follows the rule of Mor’s Generals (1299–1281BP [-199—181SA]). This is a period with a
draconian reduction in civil liberty, followed by a civil war
between 1280–1273BP [-180—173SA]. The end of this sees
the rise of the 3rd dynasty (1272–609BP [-172–491SA]).
Reign of the Rise of Pasqul and Jard. Major trade expansion for Zandilor and a gradual lessening of military capability. In 608BP [492SA] the Revolt of Tolneg takes place
and a new civil war is started, which lasts until 599BP [501SA]. This period sees the first Pasqul incursion.
598–316BP [502–784SA] marks the Reign of 4th Dynasty. Loss of two cities in the 2nd and 3rd Pasqul incursions. Rape of trade colonies in Jard. This era ends with
the abdication of last Emperor. 316BP [784SA] to present
sees an autocratic reign of the Council of Zand. The nation
is dedicated to trade, defense and personal well being (read
wealth and hedonism).

Council Of Zand

The leaders came to the conclusion that rule by one faction
of the elite was inherently unstable. In the 1st and 4th
A 52(+3)
C 35(+2) dynasties nobles failed. In the 2nd the army did. The 3rd
Em 68(+3) Ap 60(+3)
was a failure for leaders owned by the merchant class.
DCV 7
DTV −1
The council corrects that flaw. It is made up of 3 merEnL 80
CA 140
chants,
2 nobles, 2 soldiers, 1 craftsman, 1 tradesman and
PR 2
IC 101
1
scholar.
Should it ever be deadlocked, the leader of the
Dodge Value 4
most
popular
faith breaks the tie.
Weight 88lbs

Age — 37

St 1(-1)
D 25(+1)
W 45(+2) E 33(+2)
CEL 3
OCV 2
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 28
HC 18%
Mana Regen. 4
Height 4’4"

4
3

Sex — Female

Location on the Continent Map
4
3

2
1

A 39(+2)
C 55(+3) 26.22 Zandilor
Em 56(+3) Ap 70(+3)
DCV 10
DTV −6 History
EnL 103
CA NA
The city of Zandilor, oldest city in the Western Lands
PR 12
IC 86
is founded in 2019BP [-919SA]. Between 2019–1901BP
Dodge Value 3
[-919—801SA] Zandilor expands up the peninsula. In
Weight 170lbs

NOTE — Bolli, see number 19, Jard characters, is from
Island One.

2
1

Location on the Continent Map

Sex — Male

26.22 Zandilor
There is a vote each year. The top five faiths are recorded.
The leader of the most popular becomes President and sits
on the council. The others, in order, earn the right to put
on one of the four yearly festivals (and keep half the profits).
Members of the council remain in their seats until they
are physically unable or for twenty years, whichever comes
first.
When a member steps down, he selects his replacement
from a list of five candidates. (Which tends to be quite
profitable for the departing member.)
The Scribes Guild creates the lists on an explicit set of
criteria. They change if someone eclipses a person who is
listed. The penalty for a councilor bribing a list official is
banishment.
The council has all authority in Zandilor. Whatever their
majority chooses to do is done. The council palace is located
in Zandilor city.

Population
City

Iverian
Marcus
Zandilor
Northern Fortress
Southern Fortress
Total

City Pop.

27,000
17,000
15,000
400
600
60,000

Rural Pop.

90,000
60,000
24,000
12,000
19,000
205,000

Military Forces
City

Rural
Cavalry Infantry Militia Other*

Iverian
400
1000
6000
200
Marcus
100
500
3000
200
Zandilor
200
400
2000
100
N. Fortress
200
100
800
100
S. Fortress
400
100
1200
100
Total
1,300
2,100 13,000
700
*Other forces are support personnel, professional archers,
recon specialists, assassins, medical personnel and other
such individuals.
Zandilor and Marcus have fleets. The warships, run by
the ruling noble, are Zandilor 25, Marcus 40. None of these
vessels are larger than biremes.
The noble, merchant house or mercenary captain who
pays them controls the military forces. All are obligated to
obey a council order if it comes. At other times, they do as
they wish.
If the action plan impacts a Zandilor citizen, or might
endanger the nation, they must have council approval for
it. If they don’t get it, and shit happens, they lose their
right to hire troops. Clearly, this leads to a climate where
manipulation is required and a bit of anarchy can exist.

Religion

faith has won for nine years in a row. Their Sangu Mah
is extremely popular in Iverian.

Economy
Zandilor is an ancient and sophisticated land. Their craft
goods are noteworthy. Zandilor is best known for glass,
chemical preparations and fine luxury items. Marcus is the
source of quality metal and metal goods. Iverian produces
fine foods, wine and a plethora of quality goods.
Whatever its feelings about the past, or the people,
Zandilor is willing to trade with anyone. Their merchants
are notorious for going anywhere a profit can be found.
Profit of the moment is what concerns them. The future
impact of any trade is rarely considered.

Personality
The elite of Zandilor know they are, by far, the most civilized individuals in the world. They tend to be suave, effete
and more than a bit pompous. Commoners share the same
pride. Survival, however, does not allow them to exercise
its prerogatives. They tend to be kind, hard working people
with an eye for luxury. 87% of the population of this nation
is literate in at least one language.

Appearance
People of this nation are red skinned with dark hair. They
tend to be thin and effete. The more their wealth and higher
their station, the greater this tendency. Overt physicality
marks one as a common soldier, laborer or peasant. Being thought of in such a lowly manner is something to be
avoided if one is wealthy or noble.

Characters
Agorian Demto, Sangu Mah of Dionysius
Age — 43
Sex — Male

S 18(+1)
I 20(+1)
HPV 22
MDV 25
MR 11*
ML 16
CDF 12

St 18(+1) D 17(+1)
W 76(+4) E 22(+1)
CEL 1
OCV 3
MEL 17
EL NA
PA 38
HC 35%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’7"

A 33(+2)
C 52(+3)
Em 56(+3) Ap 80(+4)
DCV 4
DTV −4
EnL 128
CA 227
PR 8
IC 78
Dodge Value 3
Weight 188lbs

*MR is reduced by one because Agorian is obese.
Agorian is the second son of the Duke of Marcus and the
husband of the Duke of Iverian’s youngest daughter. He
was ordained as an Urigallu priest at the age of 16. Since
that time he has learned the Ashipu and Baru rites. He
goes to great lengths to insure his place on the council.
Lisier Tern, Zandilor Merchant
Age — 34

S 11
I 20(+1)
HPV 21
MDV 9
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 3

St 56(+3) D 56(+3)
W 54(+3) E 45(+2)
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 71
HC 36%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

Sex — Female

A 17(+1) C 16(+1)
Em 9
Ap 40(+2)
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 70
CA NA
PR 8
IC 54
Dodge Value 4
Weight 129lbs

Zandilor is proud of its tradition of religious tolerance. Except where a faith’s action impacts on the rights of Zandilor
citizens, the council has no right to harm a religion or its
followers. People may worship who they want, how they
want, as long as doing so does not impinge on someone
else’s right to do the same.
Lisier is the only heir of Zandilor’s wealthiest glass merIn last year’s election, the top five deities were Dionysius, chant. She was selected for the council last year by an outTehuti, Ahriman, Dagda and Arathron. The Dionysian going merchant (it cost her 1100 gold). She has no doubt
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that her position, and agents, will triple her wealth before
she must leave.
Gen. Targ Sema, Warden of the West
Age — 52
Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 48(+2)
HPV 30
MDV 13
MR 11
ML 13
CDF 3

St 16(+1) D 52(+3)
W 56(+3) E 5(-1)
CEL 10
OCV 13
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 53
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 20(+1) C 70(+3)
Em 8
Ap 33(+2)
DCV 14
DTV −5
EnL 126
CA NA
PR 8
IC 13
Dodge Value 4
Weight 133lbs

Targ commands the western shore of the peninsula. Both
fortresses there are his property. He has served there for
the last 17 years and has twice been passed over when a
military councilor left his seat. He is not the most popular
officer. Many view him as a martinet with limited social
grace.
Location on the Continent Map
2
1

4
3

6
5

7

The god Kototh with, left to right, Mab ac’Kota, Gartun and Kotarl.
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covered by vegetation. Few know they exist. Entering over
the hills is possible, if dangerous. In addition, the hills are
See the Kor §26.11.
sacred to Illionarga AND the home range of a large Pantera
band led by their High Elder.
27.2 The Portal (Site 2)
The site consists of a broad palace between high jungle
See the Wild Hills §26.21.
hills. The walls of the palace are fine alabaster. Its windows
are a shifting mosaic of color, made of fine crystal and jade.
The palace has five levels, all above ground. The pool of
27.3 The Pyramid of Eternity
eternity is at the center of the ground floor. Living quarters,
(Site 3)
libraries, workrooms, casting rooms and other such areas,
surround it.
History
The other floors contain 1313 rooms, each leading to a
As Vulca shook with earthquakes, and a volcano began risdifferent point in time and space. Only some are places in
ing under his citadel, the greatest of the Law mages knew
the Middle World. Entering a room places the person in
there could be no victory. He did not accept defeat.
that time and place. If he happens to be a master of time,
With rites of knowledge, the Great Mage determined that
as the mage was, finding the locus that allows his return is
a place with the nature he required existed. Taking only his
easy. If not, he has a new home.
apprentice and their families, he teleported.
Sadly, the earth was shaking as he cast and he had never Politics
been there before. His spell erred; landing them thirty feet
Imogene, the palace wards, guardians and friends she has
above the rocky crag of the vegetation clad hills. The mage
made over the last nine hundred years, inhabit the palace.
and his apprentice were badly hurt.
As part of the effort to protect the girl, the mage cast a
Of the other nine émigrés, only the apprentice’s five year
great rite that allowed life while freezing her in time. She
old daughter survived. As fate would have it, she landed in
is nearly a thousand years old and has the mind of a twelve
a soft clump of vegetation, rolled well and came up without
year old. She is also a bit more than thirty and gorgeous.
a scratch.
The daughter’s friends are:
Neither of the savants woke for ten days. When the eyes
Friend
Time In Palace (years)
of the apprentice finally opened, a twenty year old beauty
A Pantera
7
who called him daddy was tending him. On his shocked
Three birds
890,306,92
inquiry, the girl smiled, “The pond made me bigger. It
Hyena
405
tingles.” Pointing at his bandage, she added, “A little man
Slave woman from Lamash
329
said to do that. Is it okay?”
Illionarga warrior
171
The next morning the mage returned to the living. SecLemasan merchant
245
onds later, he and his apprentice were both whole and exLabbrila
980
amining the pond. It was the vocal point of the temporal
Jard Slaver
139
interstice he sought.
Thing (?)
344
With the aid of his apprentice, he raised a palace around
Woman (?)
109
it. Over the next five years they forged the rites needed to
NOTE
—
The
wards
protecting
the
girl
impact
any being
make the weapon they required and completed the palace.
that
enters.
They
are
effective
within
fifty
feet
of
the
palace.
While they did, the girl hunted to keep them alive.
Should
a
person
protected
by
them
leave
that
sphere
of inThe mage’s plan was simple. Once the focus was dedifluence,
he
returns
to
his
normal
place
in
time.
cated, as it must be, he and the apprentice would journey.
Arriving in the dim past, they would kill the Chaos leaders EXAMPLE — If the slave woman departed she would age a
year a minute until she was 329 years older. She would die.
who doomed their race.
On the seventh anniversary of their arrival, the men were IMPORTANT — Anyone who enters the palace
ready. After casting potent rites to aid and protect the girl, speaks the girl’s language as long as he remains. In
they entered the room to the past they sought. They never addition, this place is warded against Chaos. Anyone attempting a Chaos spell adds 25 to his roll. If
returned.
When they do, the girl will be waiting to welcome her he tries on the ground floor, he adds fifty. Chaos
daddy. The rites warding the palace, and its guardians, aligned supernatural creatures that enter draw the
guardians. They will be killed.
make any other possibility unlikely.

27.1 The Kor (Site 1)

Location

The Guardians

This site is located in a hidden valley in the hill region of
the Illiongeth lands. The caves one must enter through are

Two Mushrussu guard each floor above the ground floor.
The ground floor is guarded by four Mushrussu (1.5× nor-
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mal size) and a Labura. The pool is the home of “the little Kaushtal, Illionarga Warrior
man”. He appears now and then, does as he wishes and
Age — 49 (190)
Sex — Male
disappears into the pool. Should those in the room intend S 52(+3) St 39(+2) D 10
A 18(+1)
C 48(+2)
an action that threatens his pool, he always appears.
I 14
W 18(+1) E 5(-1)
Em 24(+1) Ap 27(+1)
HPV 35
MDV 6
MR 10
ML 6
CDF 4

Encounters

CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 92
HC 44%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

DCV 11
DTV −4
EnL 66
CA NA
PR 8
IC 29
Dodge Value 1
Weight 170lbs

Now and then people, creatures and things leave a room.
What they are is up to the referee. The girl’s ninth and
tenth friends are examples of such beings.
Kaushtal was 17 when he entered. After sixty years, he
found an exit, looted some things and started home. Twenty
minutes into the journey he began feeling his age. When
Characters
he made it back into the palace he was 49. He hates the
Imogene, The Girl
place. He spends most of his time looking into the rooms
Age — 32 (1002)
Sex — Female or speaking with the Pantera.

S 56(+3)
I 12
HPV 33
MDV 8
MR 14
ML 8
CDF 4

St 20(+1) D 35(+2)
W 45(+2) E 3(-1)
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 76
HC 38%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

A 76(+4)
C 55(+3)
Em 17(+1) Ap 80(+4)
DCV 15
DTV −4
EnL 100
CA NA
PR 8
IC 20
Dodge Value 6
Weight 149lbs

The only skills Imogene had a chance to master were being a good servant and hunting. She has no chance to do
the latter any longer, though she enjoys pretending with
friends. She is an adolescent child in a woman’s body. The
wards and guardians of the castle swaddle her completely.
What she wants comes. What threatens her is dealt with
expeditiously.
Some of her friends are teaching her things. She lets them
play at doing so but mostly ignores what they say. Her most
insistent “instructor” is Elorgis. She is bored with life but
stubborn. Daddy will return. She will be here when he
does.

Elorgis Khalaragen, Lemasan Merchant
Age — 52 (297)
Sex — Male
S 11
I 18(+1)
HPV 23
MDV 15
MR 12
ML 10
CDF 8

St 35(+2) D 17(+1)
W 33(+2) E 64(+3)
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 51
HC 40%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’3"

A 42(+2)
C 44(+2)
Em 40(+2) Ap 60(+3)
DCV 9
DTV −4
EnL 77
CA 87
PR 8
IC 104
Dodge Value 3
Weight 120lbs

Elorgis bought a place in the east when he was 34. During
his seventeen year career, his business prospered. He came
to hear a legend of the eternal palace. At the age of 51 he
outfitted a party and went to find immortality. He was the
only member of the group who survived.
The wizard knows many of the sigils in the palace.
Within his palace, he is immortal. He has no further interest in the rest of the world. Let Rahab claim them all. He
shall never have Elorgis Khalaragen.

NOTE — Two things happen if Imogene dies. Her killer
will be slaughtered. The palace, and everyone in it, disappears. (It will reform on the plains of Ashur in the Upper
world.)

NOTE — His main goals are to study, master his skills and
subvert Imogene and Zindierama. Once he is a mage, and
they are obedient pleasure sluts, his refuge will be a palace
of perfection forever.

Lodie, Slave from Lamash
Age — 25 (354)

Fasnon Talig, Jard Slaver
Age — 31 (170)

S 12
I 22(+1)
HPV 10
MDV 7
MR 12
ML 7
CDF 1

St 18(+1) D 35(+2)
W 14
E 20(+1)
CEL 5
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
PA 32
HC 14%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’2"

Sex — Female

A 42(+2)
C9
Em 33(+2) Ap 68(+3)
DCV 9
DTV −1
EnL 23
CA NA
PR 2
IC 53
Dodge Value 4
Weight 119lbs

Lodie escaped from a master and fled west when she was
19. After months of adventure, jungle warriors took her.
She was chattel for three years. The warriors sold her to a
Lemasan who brokered her to a tavern as a whore.
On her 25th birthday, she fled into the jungle. Nearly
dead from the journey, she found the palace and ran inside
to escape a pack of hyenas. She has no intention of ever
leaving and is terrified of Imogene’s “pretty doggie”.
If the price of luxury is playing with the crazy woman
who owns the place, so be it. She will make her think she
is loved and be a princess. It is far better than slavery or
the curse. If the gods are good, she will also find a way to
get rid of Imogene’s thrice damned hyena.
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S 60(+3)
I 56(+3)
HPV 46
MDV 11
MR 10
ML 9
CDF 7

St 52(+3) D 8
W 25(+1) E 33(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 13
MEL 4
EL NA
PA 120
HC 62%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 6’2"

Sex — Male

A 11
C 72(+3)
Em 6
Ap 85(+4)
DCV 7 DTV −6
EnL 97 CA 30
PR 12
IC 39
Dodge Value 0
Weight 231lbs

A slave revolt placed Fasnon here. He was thrown inside
bound hand and foot. When he spoke a spell to free himself,
power hammered his head. He lost four days. Speaking
another cost him nine more. This time he woke with his
head on Imogene’s lap.
He attempted to have his way with the creature and saw
she had no idea what he wanted. He tried to persuade her
to show him to the door. She refused. In her words, he was
to be her “pretty new friend.”
After many failed efforts to find egress, and many more
lost days, he accepted fate. He enjoys the palace, drinks
heavily and is Imogene’s pretty friend. When he is encountered there is a 60% chance he is drunk.

27.3 The Pyramid of Eternity (Site 3)
Thing

Alignment — Elder

The Palace

As stated previously, the palace is a magic edifice of immense size. Its halls are warded mazes. Viewed from the
top, the main corridors of each floor form a different magic
sigil that helps maintain the site.
Each floor from 2 through 5 has 1313 rooms. The ground
floor has 169 rooms plus the central altar room containing
the pool. The edifice is a half mile long by a quarter mile
wide. Given the wards and maze, getting lost is likely.
Appearance
All occupants of the palace, especially Imogene, are provided
for by the wards and, to some extent, the prime
The “thing” is a dog-faced creature with the basic physiguardian
(the Labura). Any non-animate item they require,
ology of a mountain goat. Its wool is shimmering silver
in
the
way
of food and amenities, is available. Thinking of
and its horns look like fine chrome. He is two feet at the
having
it
makes
it so, if it is something the powers allow.
shoulder and two and a half feet long.
NOTE — Food appears near the person. Other items appear in that person’s room 1D6 hours after his wish. NothSpecial
ing animate, aligned or magic is provided. No items that
Any being who attacks the animal rolls to be affected by can be enchanted or enhanced are provided to residents caMEL3/EL1 Abandon. If he is, he wanders off and forgets pable of doing so. Finally, no direction finding device (comhis hostility. He will never be able to attack it again for any pass, etc) or survival gear is provided.
reason. The thing can, and will, eat anything except hard
metal and meat.
The Labura

AHP 14
OCV 4
S 16(+1)
St 10
C 30(+1) MR 15
DTV −2 SIZE 1
MDV 5
EnL 34
HC 20%
PR 3
SS Inter. Herbivore

DCV 8
D 35(+2)
NAV 1
CDF 3
INT 4
CL NA

NWI 0(−2)
A 44(+2)
NF 1

As is the nature of his god and his ilk, the Labura guardian
enjoys jests and pranks. Their nature varies with that of
Sex — Female the individual. Those aimed at Imogene tend to be cute and
harmless. The pranks experienced by Elorgis and Fasnon
A 16(+1)
C 30(+1)
Em 112(+5) Ap 92(+4) are not as kind.

Zindierama, Woman (?)
Age — 16 (125)
S 5(-1)
I 3(-1)
HPV 18
MDV 23
MR 11
ML 18
CDF 7

St 34(+2) D 52(+3)
W 60(+3) E 3(-1)
CEL 0
OCV 1
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 45
HC 32%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’2"

Appearance

DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 90
CA 163
PR 3
IC 115
Dodge Value 4
Weight 135lbs

The Labura Guardian

Law — Labbiel

AHP 47
OCV 17(25)* DCV 13(19)* NWI −1
S 60(+3)
St 88(+4)
D 78(+4)
A 60(+3)
C 39(+2) MR 13(44)
NAV 5
NF 1
DTV −6 SIZE 3
CDF 13
MDV 30 EnL 150
INT 8
MEL 16
HC 35%
PR 12
CL 2
SS NA
* The parenthesized OCV applies against Kotothi enemies.

Zin has white hair. Her skin is deep mauve with light blue
stripes. Everything about her exudes sensuality. That fact
Appearance
is both her nature and career.
The Labura is not armed. He is always smiling or laughing.
His normal height is eight feet. He can vary it anywhere
Special
from four to twelve feet (doing so does not change his stats).
The magic Zindierama wields is equivalent to an Elder Tar- He can also alter anything he wishes about his appearance.
iti priestess and a Sidh/Neutral wizard. As a wizard, she
EXAMPLE — Thirty years ago Elorgis encountered a nude
only casts certain spells. Her philosophy and nature calls
beauty in the halls. He convinced her to join him in his room.
slaying another the most heinous fatal sin. No “Soul Healer”, As the seduction reached its peak, the girl became the Labura
as she names herself, would damage another being’s flesh. and yawned, “I’m bored. Be imaginative next time,” as he disIt would be better to die.
appeared. Laughter resounded in the halls as Elorgis vomited
The spells she knows are Charisma, Delude Sight, Wis- pink chunks and screamed in rage.
dom, Creation and Life (Neutral), Fascination, Healing,
Speed, Tracking, Dodge/Weave, Invisibility, Luck, Sensory Special
Powers and Regeneration (Sidh) as well as all General Skills. This Ahura is a Prince of Labbiel’s court. He is dedicated to
She may use any of these. She will never use any that may opposing the Kotothi. Given his restrictive duty, a worshipcause harm and cannot use one that requires skill as an per of theirs, Elorgis, is close enough. He uses Law magic
armorer or jeweler.
at MEL16/EL8. He also has EL15 in Hand-to-Hand and
NOTE — Her goal is to find her door and go home. Dying EL8 Immunity to Kotothi cast Elder magic.
is better than a useless life in a strange palace. While she
searches, she does what she can for Imogene and puts up Destroying the Place
with Elorgis. Though his demands increase each time he Three things are required to defile the palace. First, Imofinds her, it is better than allowing him to be harmed.
gene must be killed. Second, the little man must die.
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Third, the pool must be tainted with no less than a hundred
pounds of salt and nitre dedicated to a Chaos god.
All three of these things must be done in the order specified during the same 24 hour period. If they are not, the
palace undoes all and the guardians hunt the perpetrator.
If the defiling is accomplished, the pool dries up and the
walls of the palace begin to tremble. Over the course of the
next hour, the top four floors disappear and the rest of the
edifice falls. Anyone still inside when that happens is dead.
The Little Man
AHP 40
S 40(+2)
C 100(+4)
DTV −5
MDV 24
HC 60%
SS NA

OCV 11
St 20(+1)
MR 14
SIZE 1
EnL 130
PR 15

Law — Ashur, Yavishta
DCV 7(11)
D 10
NAV 0(8)
CDF 10
INT 9
CL 3

NWI 0
A 80(+4)
NF 1

Appearance
The man is a beardless dwarf dressed in silk garments. His
eyes have the glow of flame. If he comes to defend the
pool, he is dressed in plate mail and carries a heavy sword
(+4WSB). His EL is 6. He tends to be garrulous and is
friendly when Imogene is present. He only fights or uses
magic when he or the pool are in danger.
Special
The little man is a minor manifestation of Yavishta. He is
dedicated to preserving the pool for Ashur. When he uses
magic, he is MEL12/EL6 with any spells you feel he can
cast.
Yavishta

Contact Level — 4

The Divine Blacksmith, artisan of the gods, Lord of Terrestrial Fire, teacher of the mechanical arts, Lord of Pleasure,
Armorer of the Gods.

of dominance in his or her alignment’s realm. Table 27.1
gives an overview of the dominant gods for the days of each
month. All do as their nature demands.
The central point of the area is the realm of balance. In
the heart of its tower is a portal that leads to the palace
of Ahura Mazda, where the convocation is stored. Balance
gods do not share times of dominance. The Zehani Elder
Azuliarakentamad rules.
EXAMPLE — A party enters the area on the 23rd day. The
dominant gods are Daenn, Shurikal, Bacchus, any number of the
minor Neutral Gods, Enki and Apsu. Consult the description of
those gods to see what that means for possible encounters, etc.
When the 24th day comes, beginning at midnight, the powers change. Oberon, Gywn Ap Nudd, Goibniu, Isis, Vahagn and
Lemashtu are dominant and the encounters reflect that. If you
are in the Sidh area, the encounters change from Elven beings
to Fay creatures. The Chaos area changes from wild sea and
islands to land suitable for vampires.

Location
The 200 square miles of this mountainous area contains
plateaus and valleys connected by deep ravines and caverns.
Each alignment has a home site for the dominant force. A
manifestation of the god or gods ruling is present. He, she
or it is not alone.
EXAMPLE — Day 13
On day 13 Dagda and Rhiannon dominate the Sidh area. The
other gods in power are Shurikal, Girra, Cernunnos and his
wives, Isfahan, Sin and Az.
The home site of the Sidh area is a magnificent elf hill.
Shurikal sits in a bone-littered cavern. Girra’s site is roiling
lava. Cernunnos and his wives are in a sacred grove. Isfahan’s
site is a small temple. Sin’s is a palace sized bordello.
At midnight of day 14, Finvarra’s fortress replaces the hill.
Shurikal’s cavern becomes the palace of Paitco Sith. Odin’s
palace replaces the flaming sea of Girra. The crystal palace
of Payan stands where the sacred grove was. A small shrine replaces the temple of Isfahan and a dark cavern inside a steaming
volcano replaces the bordello.

NOTE — Anyone who slays the little man faces vengeance.
He has a 20% chance, per week, of encountering a Vereghina
sent to take him to Ashur. Should someone kill the Labura, NOTE — The changes occur in an instant. When they
he attracts Labbiel’s attention. The affect that can have has do, fit the party to the new site. For example, if they were
chained to a bed in the palace of Sin they may find themno limit.
Balance, and a number of evil deities, would love to see selves teetering on a precipice looking down at lava. If they
the power of this place shattered. The potential gain from were nude and battered on the bed, they are still nude and
battered.
accomplishing that feat is high.

27.4 The Fulcrum (Site 4)
The Fulcrum is located northwest of Torama in Pasqul, just
south of the Alamakor Desert. Just north of it lies a plains
area. The Fulcrum is unique. It can be everything from
humorous to deadly, depending on where one travels and
the day of the month. A sect of savants in Zandilor calls it
the Fulcrum.

History
A great convocation was agreed to by the reigning powers.
It ended Armageddon. The gods stood on this land when
they accepted and signed the Convocation of the Gods.
Since that time, this land has been dedicated to the agreement. Each alignment has its place. Most gods have a time
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Politics
As a general rule, only encounters that fit the dominant god
are present. Near area borders, encounters with that force
or neighbors are possible. On Law/Chaos borders, Shadow
may also be encountered.
The contention between the areas depends on the gods.
Where the gods are violent enemies the areas engage in
conflict. Surviving the might used will be difficult.
EXAMPLE — Day 14
The dominant gods are Finvarra/Morrigan, Paitco Sith,
Odin/Frigg, Payan, Becaliel and Sammael. Law is attacking
Chaos. Elsewhere, Sidh and Neutral war on Kotothi. The Elder
do nothing or raid the Sidh, depending on Odin’s mood. If the
party is very strong, they enjoy the conflict. If not, they need
to find sanctuary or get the hell out of dodge.

27.4 The Fulcrum (Site 4)
Table 27.1: Divine Dominance Chart
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Sidh
Nuada
Brigit
Morrigan
Manannan
Titania
Yngvi
E’pona
Dagda
Rhiannon
Lugh
Mathgen/Brigit
Oberon/Titania
Dagda/Rhiannon
Finvarra/Morrigan
Mathgen
Luchta
Figol
Gwydion
Criedne
Diancecht
Aster
Rhiannon
Daenn
Oberon
Finvarra
Donel
Ull
Daenn/Aster

Kotothi
Kotarl
Zuriti
Kotan
Mab’Ac’Kota
Paitco Sith
Gartun
Otthinar
Kototh
Kotarl
Kototh
Utgard Geror
Gywn Ap Nudd
Shurikal
Paitco Sith
Kotarl
Laboth
Zuriti
Utgard Geror
Fusinian
Laboth
Angueline
Nebeth
Shurikal
Gywn Ap Nudd
Mallen Trow
Gartun
Mab’Ac’Kota
Mallen Trow

Elder
Domiel
Loki
Uriela
Zu
Zu
Keiran
Dvalinn
Odin
Ben Nez
Domiel/Gaea
Ceres
Dvalinn
Girra
Odin/Frigg
Mimir
Pan
Dionysius
Thor
Pan
Gaea
Frigg
Ceres
Bacchus
Goibniu
Goibniu
Tyr
Manakel
Valhalla*

Law
Metatron
Ashur
Inanna
Enki
Vahagn
Sabbathiel
Sraosha
Arcan
Ateuseul
Labbiel
Abraxas
Arathron
Isfahan
Becaliel
Gavreel
Adonis
Taritu
Mushru
Inanna
Yavishta
Ashur
Metatron
Enki
Vahagn
Ashur,Inanna
Inanna,Mushru
Isfahan,Gavreel
Aeshma Daeva,
Labbiel,Gavreel
29
Pwyll
Nebeth
Frey
Patera
Inanna,Gavreel
30
Morain
Kotan
Bes
Miryan
Cedalion
* The Elder area is the sacred hall of Valhalla on that day. Spirits loyal to the court of Odin and any force
be there.

Character
Azuliarakentamad
AHP 155
S 300(+7)
C NA
DTV 0
MDV 44
HC NA
SS NA
* Zehani are

OCV 46
St 320(+7)
MR 11
SIZE 3
EnL 840
PR *

Alignment — Zehani Elder
DCV 13
D 18(+1)
NAV 16
CDF 21
INT 10
CL 5

NWI 0
A 28(+1)
NF 1
MEL 36
EL 18

immune to poison, disease and plague.

Appearance

Neutral
Anara
Ro’beall
Marina
Hecate
Cassiel
Herne
Lisan
Eblis
Adua
Hecuba
Seirim
Shamir
Cern/Wives
Payan
Hecate
Ty’ana
Cernunnos
Shamshiel
Mata
Kel
Ai’jira
Marlet
Minor Gods
Isis
Seirim
Persira
Bahram
Herela

Chaos
Abaddon
Ahriman
Goddess in Black
Tiamat
Allatu
Aeshma Daeva
Vizranuh
Seth
Ba-en-kekon
Choronzon
Duma
Mephistopheles
Sin
Sammael
Nergal
Belzaboul
Astaroth
Meresin
Lilith
Moloch
Namtar
Rahab
Apsu
Lemashtu
Chaos
Mammon
Murmur
Az
Lucifer
Belial
of that court may

For example, Kototh would be more than ×2 as powerful as
this Zehani.

The Cornerstone of Convocation
This is the fulcrum because the sacred altar that serves as
the focus and cornerstone for the convocation is located in
Balance’s tower. If anyone destroys or defiles that artifact,
the convocation ends. Everything stemming from the divine disappears. A new Armageddon begins almost at once.
(There would not be many humans that would survive that
conflagration.)

Eight foot tall, grey-cowled, humanoid. His face is cloaked The Throne Of Omael
in impenetrable blackness. He exudes magic. Any mortal The fertile field north of this area is the Throne of Omael.
who stands within ten feet of him has a chance to be affected It bustles with life and is warded by animal nature balance
by MEL4/EL2 Fate. He is the Zehani elder.
creatures.
Somewhere in this zone, its location changes daily, is a
Special
shimmering pond with a small shrine. This is the focus of
This Zehani oversees the Fulcrum of Balance, wards the
Omael. Touching it is said to insure perfect fertility for a
cornerstone and oversees the portal to the palace of Ahura
lifetime and grant power. Defiling it destroys the shield the
Mazda. He uses Balance spells at MEL36/EL18. Any
life in this area grows behind. The desert would claim it,
spell that fails on him kills the caster. All other rules are
the guardians would disappear and most life would die.
as specified for Zehani.
NOTE — The statistics above give an idea of the potency The Grant
for divine manifestations. Compare the CL to determine Legend has it that the shrine grants one wish when touched
how much stronger or weaker to make the manifestation. by a selfless soul. The basis of what this means is that any
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request is possible if someone finds the focus and touches
the shrine.
The legend also states that the unworthy touch at great
risk. This meaning is also simple. If the person asks too
much or is selfish, Omael curses him. The nature of the
curse, and how to cure it, is up to the referee. It can be
anything. (Omael does not take life when it is avoidable.)
Jagnul the Damned, Jard Mage
Age — 120

S9
I 80(+4)
HPV 16
MDV 24
MR 11
ML 15
CDF 11

St 36(+2) D 18(+1)
W 52(+3) E 2(-1)
CEL 4
OCV 6
MEL 17
EL NA
PA 49
HC 25%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’4"

Sex — Male

A 25(+1)
C 13
Em 17(+1) Ap 110(+5)
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 65
CA 227
PR 6
IC 19
Dodge Value 2
Weight 134lbs

Jagnul found the shrine ninety years ago. On touching it he
demanded to be the most perfect of Jard men. The shrine
chose to curse him for this, in its way.
His wish was granted, beginning with an immediate increase in appearance. It also added a many-faceted curse.
First, Jagnul has an incurable stutter. He must roll Will
divided by the number of phases required to cast a
spell successfully. On a partial success, his effort is abysmal.
If he rolls failure, he loses his memory for 2D6 days.
The second facet compels daily travel in a random direction. He must continue in the direction determined for the
entire day without variance for any reason. If that leads
him to impassable terrain, he must find a way to pass or
wait there until a new day allows him to move in a different
direction.
The final facet demands kindness toward animals and
generosity to women. He must do whatever he can to help
animals on his travels. Should a woman ask him for something, he must give her whatever she wants.
While the curse is in affect, he cannot eat meat. The
thought of doing so makes him bilious. Being offered it by
someone will enrage him. He may do as he wishes with the
murderer who makes the loathsome offer.
The means to break the curse is simple. Without coercion
of any kind, he must ask a man native to Jard to beg for
permanent transmutation into a beautiful woman. If the
man does, and the spell succeeds, the curse is broken. When
that happens, Jagnul becomes the perfect man he asked to
be and may do what he wishes (the first thing he will do is
fight the age that hits when the curse dies).

1) Destroy the throne of Omael.
2) Become Emperor of Jard.

Shadow
Shadow also has a realm. It is found in the ravines and
valleys that border Law and Chaos. The home site is a
throne of Light and Darkness on a tall spire. Its location
varies at the whim of the goddess. Any shadow creature
can be found. The divine representation is Lojan Ki.

The Map

The Balance region forms the center and is surrounded
by the other areas. Shadow at the boundary between Law
and Chaos is not shown. The area is some 20 miles east
to west and 10 miles north to south. The locations of the
home sites in each area are marked.

27.5 The Cage
History

A special child was born in the gutters of Oltiera three
hundred and thirteen years ago. Priests of Ahriman saw
omens of the coming. None showed the place well enough
to allow action until she was born.
When her existence was fact, the temple guard descended
on the gutters of Oltiera. Every newborn girl was chained
and carried to the temple. All died on the altar of Moloch.
During the riot this action caused, one woman left her home
in the sewer and fled the city. She carried an infant girl in
her arms.
The mother was harried east by daivas and soldiers in service to the Sangu Mah of Oltiera. During a five month flight
she barely managed to survive the peril. As she reached the
edge of the Isai desert, the last of her strength left her. She
NOTE — While cursed Jagnul remains thirty. When the died with her six month old daughter at her breast.
curse is broken, he ages one year per minute until his actual
That morning Balgan the Reaver came upon the woman’s
age is reached. If he cured himself tomorrow, he would age camp at the head of his bandits. As he neared, the child
from thirty to one hundred and twenty in ninety minutes.
stood and met his gaze. As one of his men grinned, “The
baby will sell well,” he dismounted and walked over sword
Jagnul Perfected, Jard Mage
in hand. The girl did not waver.
Age — 120
Sex — Male
When his man added a disgusting comment to the one he
S 36(+2)
St 108(+5) D 54(+3) A 75(+3)
C 52(+3)
spoke
before, Balgan took his head and placed the girl in his
I 160(+4) W 104(+3) E 6
Em 34(+2) Ap 110(+5)
saddle.
The gaze he gave the rest of the bandits made her
HPV 49
CEL 4
OCV 11
DCV 10
DTV −8
fate
clear.
She was the child of Balgan the Reaver. Death
MDV 38
MEL 17
EL NA
EnL 156
CA 410
waited for any who offered her harm.
MR 13
PA 136
HC 80%
PR 16
IC 40
Balgan named the girl Shelam. He raised as both son
ML 30
Mana Regen. 14
Dodge Value 6
CDF
Height 5’9"
Weight 167lbs
and daughter for the next fourteen years. On the day of
On achieving this state Jagnul will have two goals.
the fifteenth anniversary of her discovery, three lieutenants
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entered her tent. After letting her know Balgan was dead,
they took turns raping her. She was left nude in chains on
the desert sand as they broke camp and departed.
Cold rage burned in Shelam as she woke to discover her
situation. She did not consider her current condition. All
that concerned her was justice. The murders of Balgan,
and her rapists, must be punished. Whatever the cost, she
would see to it.
As she made this vow Shelam saw a sliver of metal in
the sand. She picked the locks of her shackles and began
following the criminals. After a week the sun was pealing skin from her back. She turned east to the mountains.
Vengeance must stand second to survival.
When her dangerous journey across the desert brought
her to the mountains, Shelam discovered a new problem.
Blood did not come to her as normal. She was pregnant.
Though she must have vengeance on the sires, she had no
hate for the miracle she carried. It would be her joy.
A month later Shelam stumbled over a rock in the high
mountains. As she caught herself, she saw a narrow aperture behind a boulder. It would make the perfect home for
her. She slipped inside and began to explore.
Days later she reached an immense cavern. She was starving and badly in need of water. With a desperate sigh, she
found a cave deep inside and laid down. Her breath rattled
with death as her consciousness fled.
Shelam found herself wrapped in a warm cloak when she
woke. Looking, she saw a tall man standing at the mouth
of the cave. He soothed, “The earth has succored you, holy
mother. I do what I may to help it be so.”
In the weeks that followed Shelam learned that the man
was a priest from a far land called Zandilor. He traveled
west in search for the truth of a great omen. In his mind,
she was that truth.
Though she could not believe him, he was a nice man and
she desperately needed aid. As she neared her time, they
became close friends. It was then that he asked his favor.
He wished her to allow him to cast a great rite as she gave
birth to her child. In doing so, her truth would be revealed.
She would be as she must be.
Shelam could not see how prayers could harm her. She
also worried that her refusal would cost her the only friend
she had. With voice cracking, she acceded to his wishes.
As her water broke, he placed her on an altar of earth and
began his chant.
As the words ripped through her, Shelam saw a voluptuous woman standing with her. Their eyes met and locked
together. As an infant of living mud suckled the woman’s
bare breast, she smiled, “I bore you to be my true daughter.
Is it to be so?”
Shelam sighed. She felt a warm kinship with the strange
matron. As her child left her body, she asked to know who
she was. The lady replied, “You must know that without
asking, child.”
When her son’s yearning lips touched her nipple, Shelam became one with the dream and the chant. Stroking
the bloody infant, she smiled, “We are Gaea.” The woman
answered, “And shall ever be, my daughter.”
NOTE — The brothers of the cage worship the immortal avatar Shelam. They protect the earth and give of just

vengeance to those who defile life, fertility and the sacred
lands.
Gaea

Contact Level — 7

The ancient earth, Mistress of Prosperity, Consort of Goibniu, Patroness of Just Vengeance, the essence of fertility,
Goddess of Wealth, Mistress of Life, Nemesis of Tiamat.

Location
This site is located in the mountain range east of the Isai
Desert. High on a tall mountain is the entrance to a narrow
shaft. By following that dangerous route down the interior
of the mountain, a large cavern is reached.
The site is deep in the recesses of that cavern. It is made
up of eighteen small caves, a central grotto and a cave that
has been elegantly converted into a fashionable boudoir. Of
all the rooms, it alone has a door. That portal is covered
with gold, jewels and is also magically warded.

Organization and Operation
A triad rules the cult. They are Shelam, as immortal Avatar
and High Priestess, the heir of the priest who befriended her
and the heir of the son she bore when she received Gaea’s
blessing.
Shelam leads a coven of priestesses who serve in the cavern. The Priest’s heir is in charge of those who secure the
cavern, see to the needs of the priestesses and perform the
needed acts on those who are brought for justice.
Her son’s heir commands the force of avengers who serve
the cult. It is their duty to go forth, when Shelam orders it
to be so, and deal with those who savage that which must be
kept pure and sacred. When possible, the felon is brought
to the cavern for just vengeance. If that cannot be, he is
killed where he is found.
The cult has 13 priestesses, including Shelam, and 39
female acolytes. The guardians of the cage number sixty
men. Eight are priests, scholars and/or magicians. Three
are dwarves. Their families reside on the mountain and
number two hundred and fifty. The total population of the
mountain people who adhere to the precepts of Shelam is
1100. Only priestesses, guardians and avengers know how
to safely reach the cavern.
There are forty members of the avenger force. Twenty are
descended from children of Shelam and between the ages of
16 and 40. The other twenty are warriors from dwarf cities
in the mountains. They honor Shelam and serve for the
sake of their god Goibniu, the consort of Gaea.
Those who serve well are allowed to honor the earth.
Those who do so over a twenty year career are allowed to
become guardians and wed if they wish. Those who do not
earn this honor accept that it is their place to become one
with the earth. They are sacrificed to Gaea.

The Cage
Eleven of the small caves and the main cavern are used for
the needs of the cult. The other small caves are cages. They
are used to imprison and punish defilers. Each is designed
to inflict a different punishment on the damned. All suffer
until they see the truth of their sin or die.
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When they see truth, Shelam decides their fate. If she
feels there is worth to be had, they are allowed to serve and
undo the damage they caused. Otherwise, they are given to
the earth. Her instinct in judging such cases has yet to err.
She is the earth. The earth knows the truth of her children.

fails automatically. Air oriented powers do normal damage. Fire and metal weapons do 1/2 damage (RD). Water
oriented powers score double damage on success.

Knar e’Shelam, Lord of the Avengers
Age — 36
Sex — Male
NOTE — Shelam is a fully blossomed Avatar of the goddess
S
56(+3)
St
60(+3)
D
17(+1)
A
35(+2)
C 45(+2)
Gaea. As such, she is the earth. She also has extreme
I 20(+1)
W 68(+3) E 6
Em 11
Ap 22(+1)
fertility, a talent for insuring prosperity and an ability to
HPV 41
CEL 12
OCV 18
DCV 15
DTV −5
garner wealth, among other things. If there is something
MDV 10 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 113
CA NA
of the earth that her people need, she can tell them where MR 12
PA 116
HC 53%
PR 15
IC 17
it can be found. That applies to any earth, metal or stone ML 10
Mana Regen. NA
Dodge Value 3
that she wishes them to have.
CDF 5
Height 5’8"
Weight 189lbs
In her name, all members of the cult honor the earth Knar is the grandson of Shelam. His father and grandfather
children (dwarves and gnomes). She has a fondness for these were both dwarves. He reflects this in his nature and PR.
He is a taciturn stoic who loves a good story, a rich mine
beings and is treated as a sacred being by them.
To dwarves, Gaea is the fount of life and source of pros- and honorable battle. He has served well in the avengers.
perity. They worship Gaea, in Goibniu’s name, as the sa- Shelam will soon allow him to become a guardian (she has
selected the 18 year old acolyte he will fall in love with and
cred mother. This being so, they also revere her avatar.
marry).

Characters
Shelam, Avatar of Gaea
Age — 313
S 15
I 33(+2)
HPV 54*
MDV 35
MR 10
ML 24
CDF 17

St 104(+4) D 18(+1)
W 84(+4)
E 39(+2)
CEL 9
OCV 13
MEL 21
EL NA
PA 95
HC 102%
Mana Regen. 13*
Height 5’11"

Triisiam Dilten, Lord of the Guardians
Age — 69
Sex — Male

Sex — Female S 18(+1) St 20(+1) D 33(+2) A 52(+3)
C 28(+1)
A 11
C 100(+4)I 56(+3)
W 35(+2) E 60(+3) Em 42(+2) Ap 64(+3)
Em 116(+5) Ap 60(+3)HPV 17
CEL 8
OCV 10
DCV 13
DTV −2
DCV 10
DTV −8 MDV 21 MEL 14
EL NA
EnL 63
CA 159
EnL 184*
CA 463 MR 13
PA 38
HC 24%
PR 4
IC 102
PR 27
IC 155 ML 14
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 5
Dodge Value 1
CDF 9
Height 5’8"
Weight 152lbs
Weight 175lbs
Like his fathers before him Triisiam is dedicated to the wor-

*Shelam rarely sleeps (unless badly damaged or stressed,
she needs to sleep for one eight hour period once a week).
When she does, she rests on purified loam. On waking,
any losses to EnL, Mana and HPV are fully recovered.
Her nature as an avatar grants effective immortality. She
appears to be 32 years old. She has since she reached that
age.

ship of Gaea and passionately in love with her avatar. There
is nothing he will not do to insure the safety pf the cage
AND her happiness within it. He has mementos of the
three times he was allowed to honor the earth. He prays to
them nightly.
In addition to being Urigallu and Ashipu, Triisiam is competent in more than one field (Cosmology, Metallurgy, History and Art). He uses his knowledge to benefit the avatar
Special
and her people. He does not have a selfish bone in his body,
Shelam is the cult’s High Priestess. She has the powers and whatever his obsession with Shelam.
knowledge associated with an Urigallu, Baru, Ashipu and
Tariti priestess. She is EL10 with any spells or rites they Gada Jelaram, Priestess of Gaea
Age — 33
Sex — Female
cast. Her consort, a dwarf she met 168 years ago, is the
St 35(+2) D 22(+1) A 56(+3)
C 40(+2)
King of a dwarf city some 300 miles north of the cage. He S 9
I 33(+2)
W 48(+2) E 20(+1) Em 45(+2) Ap 55(+2)
visits when she calls or he wishes.
OCV 8
DCV 10
DTV −4
The Avatar is also strongly tied to the Earth. She HPV 21 CEL 6
MDV 18 MEL 9
EL NA
EnL 88
CA 115
has Fanatical Power for summoning Earth elementals and
MR 13
PA 49
HC 38%
PR 8
IC 65
using Earth Powers. Her levels with these skills are
ML 13
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 4
MEL21/EL9. If she summons an intelligent earth elemen- CDF 8
Height 5’
Weight 110lbs
tal it arrives in 1D2* phases.
Seventeen years ago the avengers sought a felon from
Shelam’s primary duty to her mother and the cult is to Jadora. With him at the time of his capture was a drugged
protect the lands from defilers. She seeks those who harm whore. They brought her also. Shelam’s touch cured her
what is sacred. When she finds true felons, the avengers are of the taint. Three months later, after the felon was given
alerted. A party is sent to take the enemy in hand or kill to the earth, Shelam offered the girl a place as an acolyte.
him if he cannot be taken. Her tie to the earth and ability When it was accepted, she gave the girl her name and sent
as a Baru make this task more than possible. (When the her to be trained.
earth suffers, she feels pain. As a Baru, she can divine what
Gada is fanatical. She believes it is the sacred duty of
is causing it.)
Shelam’s children to eradicate Jard, returning the lands

NOTE — Shelam is affected by damage as specified for an
earth elemental. Any power of the earth used against her
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they hold to the rightful goddess, Gaea. She works to press
for such a campaign and does what she can to harm them.

27.6 Club Daoma — Pasqul
NOTE — Thirteen years ago she accepted Shelam’s advice
and married a widower, Albin Jelaram. He is a 79 year
old elementalist from Esqula who serves as librarian. He is
potent with Air and Water. Her somewhat vociferous nature
prompts him to call her “my little gadfly”. They have a son
and two daughters.

Wilorian returned from the shaft thirty years younger
and paler than a sheet. With power granted by the man, he
built a copy of the manor to conceal the shaft. Using a rite
that man taught, he made this place similar to that which
it copied, sacrificing three infants to power the effort. With
the man’s other gift, because he had no choice, he raped
their mothers and consumed them.
Slaying Shelam
As the final chant ended, the man appeared. He smiled,
The Avatar draws strength from the earth. She recovers “You have earned your place. Kneel to your master.” Wilofrom any damage, even if it is fatal, if she is in contact rian fell to his knees. The man purred, “Remember what
with it. To kill her permanently, fill her mouth with salt, must be and all is yours. Fail and I revel.” Daoma noted, “I
bury her body in seawater and keep her out of contact with never fail, Lord Moloch.” Thus Club Daoma was founded.
the earth for one month. If she contacts any form of earth
Moloch
Contact Level — 4
during that time, she recovers. If not, she is truly dead.

27.6 Club Daoma — Pasqul
History
Duke Wilorian Daoma ruled seven hundred and thirteen
years ago. He was a historian, cosmologist and vintner. He
was also a man born to the magical arts (natural magician)
who reveled in the pursuit of power. His studies allowed
him to uncover a legend. For eighteen years he searched,
squandering nearly all of his wealth.
On his 66th birthday his stubborn resolve was rewarded.
His diggers uncovered a door marked with the sigil he
sought. He killed all ten on the spot. Only he could know
where the entrance was.
That night, spade in hand, he opened the door and
started down the narrow shaft. On his seventh step the
door sealed behind him. He lit a lantern and continued
forward. More than once he thought he saw red eyes. He
persevered.
After hours, his path stopped at a narrow ledge. Below
was a stalagmite covered plain with rivers of fire. In the
center was a black manor house. It was what the legend
spoke of. Exhausted, he laid out his bedroll and slept. He
was in no shape to make the climb down without rest.
Wilorian woke seated in an obsidian chair at a long, alabaster table. On the other end sat a pale man in black
robes. The man asked, “Will you please or feed?”
The fragments of what he uncovered about the legend
whirled in Daoma’s mind. Many fled his grasp in doing so.
Seeing the man start to rise, he stuttered, “I seek to learn,
serve and prosper.”
The man relaxed back in his chair, smiling, “You are prepared to name me?”
Wilorian beamed. His research showed who this man
must be. The manor was his construction. He stated, “You
are the archmage Ilvasian Tolarigo.”
The man sneered, “The name worn by an insolent pup
who compels a fraction of my being to reside here is not
one I ever wear. You are food.”
Daoma paled as the man levitated into the air, fangs
bare, and floated toward him. He considered using magic
to defend himself. He chose otherwise. If he succeeded, his
spell would destroy the worth of the legend. On failure the
creature would torment him mercilessly for his effrontery.
He threw himself prostrate in the dust and pleaded. The
man chuckled, “Life you shall have,” and, as he locked his
fangs on Wilorian’s throat, granted his wish.

Lord of the Incubi, Master of Damnation, quester in darkness, Patron of Perverse Evils, God of Human Sacrifice,
Defiler of Infants, Lord of Black Knowledge.

Location
The club is in rocky hills south of Jasnira. It fills a narrow
pass that was rarely used before the edifice was built. The
west wall butts against the hillside. Clearance exists between the east wall and the other side. Men can pass there
walking single file. Draft animals larger than a donkey and
wagons cannot.
The outside of the six story club is weathered black stone.
Here and there its black windows are cracked or shattered.
Dark ivy grows in many places, obscuring most of the windows on the first and second floor.
Inside the walls are luxuries beyond description. Most
amenities man has ever dreamed of having are here. The
above ground floors contain massive suites, feast halls, libraries, a gigantic kitchen and a plethora of rooms. On
the west wall of the greatest library is a lever that opens a
secret passage. The shaft there leads to the manor below.
Full members hold their monthly meetings there.

Operation
The Club has two classes of members. Full members (16)
are servants of Moloch driven by a lust for power, wealth
and worldly goods. There is nothing they will not do to
gain these things. Each strives for himself and yearns to
earn inner circle status.
The inner circle (5) rules the club. They are men who
have become incubi or been possessed by them. The Grand
Master is Wilorian. He was possessed by the manifestation
of Moloch two hundred years ago. He is perverse, powerful
and deadly. The total number of inner circle members is
22. When they are not on a mission they live at the club.
The common members of the club are members of the
elite from NW Pasqul and northern Zandilor. They have
no idea about the nature of the organization. What they
know is their dues buy them access to the best food, wine,
women and amenities to be had.
Some also revel in the fact that they can do whatever
they wish. If someone’s joy goes too far, there is never a
problem. He pays a service fee and the evidence of his error
disappears. There are 115 common members. Each pays
50 gold per year and 10 gold per week when he visits.
The club has a large staff. Forty trained soldiers led by
a former Colonel from Pasqon form the guard staff. That
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officer is aware of the full members’ nature. As long as he
gets his perks and a hundred gold a year, he doesn’t care.
His force guards the manor and controls the slaves.
The serving staff consists of 150 individuals. They are
cooks, various types of servants, artisans and others whose
gifts insure perfect service. All are paid twice as much as
they can make elsewhere. This is needed since, now and
then, one of them disappears in the night.
The final component of the staff is made up of slaves.
There are 420 slaves (300 female, 80 male and 40 children).
All are trained for pleasure and conditioned to accept perversity. Some have other skills of value as well. None are
older than 35. In general, 1D6+6 disappear or die every
month. Bringing in useful flesh is a duty full members perform.

Lorien Paskin, Pasqon Colonel
Age — 46

NOTE — Wilorian consumes the infants. He and the inner circle members never leave the club. Common members know the club pays for any viable prospect they deliver,
no questions asked. This fact has eased the load on the full
members, especially where beautiful women are concerned.

ML 13
CDF 3

S 45(+2)
I 35(+2)
HPV 32
MDV 10
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 4

St 68(+3) D 17(+1)
W 60(+3) E 44(+2)
CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 105
HC 40%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

Sex — Male

A8
C 12
Em 3(-1) Ap 14
DCV 11
DTV −3
EnL 72
CA NA
PR 6
IC 47
Dodge Value 1
Weight 337lbs

Lorien was cashiered from Pasqon service, despite being the
second cousin of the Senator. His cousin could not tolerate the corruption Lorien allowed or the vile practices he
engaged in. With the King’s support, Lorien was banished
from the nation for life seven years ago.
After six months he came to the attention of a common
member. Six months later, money in hand, he was at the
NOTE — The slaves are housed and trained on the sixth club seeking membership. After an altercation with the
floor. They are only allowed garments when they are serv- former guard commander, he got a new job instead.
The Colonel is a sadistic man. He is driven by greed.
ing. Then, of course, the members select any clothing they
He
also revels in a perversity toward women that he can
have.
practice here whenever he chooses. While he is paid, and
can have his jollies, he lets nothing interfere with the safety
Flesh Gathering
of the club. What the things do below means nothing as
Full members travel in teams of three, generally hiring mer- long as he gets what he wants.
cenaries to support them (2D10 members). They raid isolated villages, farms and other locales. They never raid a Saolip Daoma, Senator of Jasnira
Age — 22
Sex — Male
settlement within 200 miles of the club.
S 11
St 39(+2) D 24(+1) A 56(+3)
C 40(+2)
In order of priority, the gatherers seek newborns, beautiI 39(+2)
W 60(+3) E 10
Em 22(+1) Ap 55(+3)
ful women, young girls and young boys. Infants go to the HPV 23 CEL 3
OCV 5
DCV 7
DTV −4
manor below immediately. The rest go to the slave floor to MDV 13 MEL NA EL NA
EnL 100
CA NA
begin training.
MR 13
PA 51
HC 40%
PR 8
IC 32
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’6"

Dodge Value 4
Weight 142lbs

When Wilorian “died” his people rose up, driving the
Daoma line from the throne. On the invasion by Pasqul,
Wilorian’s heir led a force of “loyalists” in support of the
invaders. On victory he received the ducal throne and rank
as a Senator in exchange for his service. He put both at the
Characters
feet of his ancestor, and owner.
Since that day Wilorian has owned the Senators of JasWilorian Daoma, Once Duke, Incubi
nira.
Every male in the line comes to the club when he
Age — 745
Sex — Male
reaches puberty. Those who accept training, and their masS 80(+4)
St 15
D 60(+3) A 16(+1)
C 33(+2)
I 112(+5) W 9
E 72(+3) Em 52(+3) Ap 108(+5) ter, do not have fatal accidents.
Saolip has been Senator for ten months and the willing
HPV 30
CEL 10
OCV 14
DCV 14
DTV −2*
slave of Wilorian since he was fourteen. He hopes to earn
MDV 29
MEL 22 EL NA
EnL 42
CA 300
a place as Wilorian’s immortal slave. He rarely attends the
MR 11
PA 160
HC 24%
PR 4
IC 124
senate. His duty to Wilorian is more important than trivia.
ML 18
Mana Regen. 5
Dodge Value 4
CDF 14

Height 6’

Weight 173lbs

Daoma is a natural magician possessed by Moloch. He can
cast any chaos or Kotothi oriented Elder spell at 1/2 the
normal casting cost (RD). If the result is zero, it costs him
nothing. The spell happens with a wave of his hand.
The Grand Master can take incubic form. When he does,
he is seven feet tall and has an NAV of 4. He always
takes this form when consummating a seduction. Wilorian
is required to seduce one woman a month and eat one infant
a month. If he fails to do either, Moloch consumes his soul.
As far as the Grand Master is concerned, every person
in his club is property. They exist to tend him and obey
his will. When they fail to do so, they learn why Moloch is
called a god of perverse evil.
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Marianne Daoma, Duchess
Age — 24

S 20(+1)
I 11
HPV 32
MDV 9
MR 13
ML 9
CDF 4

St 76(+4) D 51(+3)
W 52(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 5
OCV 10
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 100
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

Sex — Female

A 60(+3)
C 30(+1)
Em 20(+1) Ap 75(+3)
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 82
CA NA
PR 10
IC 53
Dodge Value 6
Weight 165lbs

Marianne is the only child of an Armani scholar. She met
the Duke five years ago when her father was visiting to
research native plants (he is a botanist). The night after
the meeting, she had a dream. She felt herself outside a
black building and walked inside.

27.7 Gaitora, the Sleeping City
When she woke, she was battered and in love with Saolip.
Before the week ended, she was his wife and her father had
an escort out of the district. Nine months later she bore a
son.
Wilorian’s seduction compels Marianne to adore Saolip.
It also makes her remember nothing when others visit. In
five years as Duchess, she has given birth to a son and three
daughters. None belong to Saolip. The son is Wilorian’s.
In the last few years, Saolip has watched as she was used.
He has little interest in taking her himself.
Diem Sace, Full Member
Age — 38
S 56(+3)
I 80(+4)
HPV 20
MDV 21
MR 12
ML 18
CDF 5

St 12
D 57(+3)
W 52(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 9
OCV 12
MEL 5
EL NA
PA 112
HC 12%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

Moloch Diem Sace, Grand Master
Age — 38+
St 24(+1)
D 81(+4)
W 104(+4) E 66(+3)
CEL 9
OCV 15
MEL 15
EL NA
PA 132
HC 30%
Mana Regen. 13
Height 6’

NOTE — The skeleton the savants wanted to resurrect, to
gain the infinite wealth promised, is Varancha, a Kotothi
god. He was killed by Labbiel in Armageddon.
Labbiel

Contact Level — 6

Healer of the Land, regent of the sun, overseer of the evening
winds, God of Prayer, Lord of Love and Joy, Master of the
Healing Arts, Lord of Science, Prince of Knowledge, bane
of Kototh in the heavens, the Scoffing and Jesting Lord,
reviler of evil, Patron of Laughter.

A 36(+2)
C 12
Em 39(+2) Ap 64(+3)
DCV 14
DTV −1 Location
EnL 64
CA 80
The sleeping city is buried by centuries of rock and sand.
PR 0
IC 72
The hidden mouth into a cavern system that leads to its
Dodge Value 5
walls is located where the Isai Desert meets Death’s Home.
Weight 170lbs

Diem is an escaped felon from Tolneg. When he joined nine
years ago he could barely afford the price. It was allowed
because Moloch, through Wilorian, ordered it. Six years
ago he was initiated as a full member. Since that time he
has been the club’s best gatherer.
This man’s goal is to gain immortality, health and power.
He has no concern about the cost. If thousands must die,
he will happily arrange their demise. While he waits, he
does his job and revels in humiliating women (his favorite
diversion).
NOTE — Moloch allowed Diem to enter for one reason.
He can be made into a serviceable replacement for Wilorian
when his mount fails (when not if ). The animal is also
likely to plead to be ridden. If he does, the containment
ward cracks. Moloch will be able to leave the club riding
Diem. That would make losing Wilorian palatable.

S 112(+5)
I 160(+6)
HPV 43
MDV 37
MR 13
ML 29
CDF 13

As its thirteenth word was uttered, a gentle light filled
the city. Laughter and ribald music was heard. Everyone
in Gaitora giggled and, twitching with laughter, fell asleep.

Labbiel wards the entrance and caverns. Only the wise and
powerful have any chance of passing safely.
When you decide on what powers to place as wards, consider the attributes of Labbiel. As possible, the magic he
uses to destroy an enemy has a humorous component.
In addition to these powers, the caverns have a permanent
resident (and his dog). He considers the place to be his and
deals with invaders harshly. Should he be overpowered, and
reasoned with, he knows a safe route to Gaitora.
Bel, Cavern Hermit
S 35(+2)
I 16(+1)
HPV 42
MDV 9
MR 9
ML 9
CDF 5

Age — 47

St 54(+3) D 33(+2)
W 60(+3) E 2(-1)
CEL 11
OCV 16
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 95
HC 65%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’7"

Sex — Male

A 3(-1)* C 76(+4)
Em 8
Ap 30(+1)
DCV 12 DTV −7
EnL 136 CA NA
PR 14
IC 10
Dodge Value 1
Weight 251lbs

*Bel suffered a wound in battle. If it is healed, increase his
A to 18 and earn gratitude. Regeneration or regrowth is
C 36(+2)
Ap 128 required to heal the damage.

Sex — Male

A 54(+3)
Em 20(+1)
DCV 16
DTV −3
EnL 140
CA 370
PR 6
IC 86
Dodge Value 7
Weight 178lbs

NOTE — Bel hates people. To gain assistance he must be
overpowered or his dog must be in danger. If he is overpowered, he will escape unless controlled or the party heals
him. If the dog is threatened, he will do what he must. Once
it is safe, he hunts the members of the party. He is EL9
He will cast magic at 1/2 cost (RD). If the result is zero, he with his club and is from Kor.
does it at no cost.
The dog is a 1.6× normal size war dog (dog III). It is
nine years old, obeys only Bel and can respond to eight
27.7 Gaitora, the Sleeping City
commands. As a team, dog and master are formidable.

History
More than a millennia ago the savants divined a revelation.
After a plebiscite of the eight thousand citizens, they sent
strong warriors into the desert. After more than eight years,
thirteen of the hundred sent returned. With them were
thousands of bones.
This fit the revelation. For the next eight years the savants worked to fit the bones together. When they finished, an immense skeleton with seven heads filled the central square. They began an eldritch rite to resurrect the
being.

Gaitora
At any given time, one percent of the population is sleep
walking. While so engaged, they perform pranks, commit
humiliating acts and paint garish art on the walls of the
cities’ buildings.
All citizens are dressed in flimsy rags and whatever
durable goods they wore when Labbiel struck. None has
changed the garments he or she wore. The spell prevents
bodies from aging or needing sustenance. It does not affect
the way time affects goods.
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People entering Gaitora see garish art and ludicrous jests
on every wall and many streets. To most it will seem a psychotic landscape. Citizens that encounter the party turn
their attention to them. The party becomes the butt of every joke played in the city until they leave or break Labbiel’s
curse.
NOTE — Should anyone kill a citizen of Gaitora, he takes
that person’s place. He will fall asleep were he stands. No
power can wake him while the curse is in affect.

Dalira, High Dancer, Queen
Age — 27

S 17(+1)
I9
HPV 26
MDV 8
MR 14
ML 8
CDF 3

St 68(+3) D 52(+3)
W 11
E 45(+2)
CEL 3
OCV 7
MEL NA EL NA
PA 77
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Female

A 80(+4)
C 18(+1)
Em 56(+3) Ap 100
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 29
CA NA
PR 8
IC 101
Dodge Value 7
Weight 158lbs

The myths say the first gift was lifting humanity from the
mud that is their nature, forming them in the divine image
and granting movement. They honor this truth by acceptThere are two ways to break the curse. The first is to
ing the most perfect female dancer as Queen and Whore of
disassemble the skeleton and hide the bones. When that is
the Divine. She holds her rank while fertile. At menopause,
done, the citizens wake, unaware that any time has passed.
she is sacrificed to Kotarl and all the dancers in the city
They will not be amused with the condition they and their
compete for the throne.
city are in.
Dalira won her rank two years before sleep came. She
The other method is to complete the rite and resurrect
is a marvelous dancer who revels in being consort and sex
Varancha. Two things happen if that succeeds. The party
slave to the ranking divine presence. As he is closest to the
earns the enmity of Labbiel. They also gain every citizen
divine, and speaks for them, it is his place to use her in
in Gaitora as slaves.
their name. He may do so in any way he wishes.
While they receive no gratitude from Varancha, they earn
Kototh’s favor. As the first sign of that, the wards of Labbiel are shattered and the city rises out of the sand to the 27.8 Gartun’s Children —
surface of the desert. Should they want more, they may
Ili’horasca
ask. Kototh enjoys a good haggling session.
History
NOTE — The slavery of the citizens is total. They view
every member as divine. They will do anything one asks, Seventeen years ago Mogas returned to the tribe. At his
without limit. To maintain that hold, the members must be side was a host of warriors and a strange robed man. In a
present to accept worship. If they do not remain, the people matter of months he ruled Ili’horasca and the only true god
go on with their lives, hoping the gods’ return. The savants was Gartun.
With his ascension, the robed man disappeared into the
arrange their death if they do.
wood with ten of the most deadly warriors. All know he
The People
will return, an event to be feared, if Mogas is threatened.
The people of Gaitora are vibrant, aggressive and fatalistic. Now and then people disappear. The losses are blamed on
All accept the superiority of the divine and revel in their the robed man. The fact that he has been seen in the jungle
on rare occasions makes this fact.
place under its heel.
Any force or person they see as divine is worshipped.
Location
Others are untermensch born to accept their place behind
the children of Gaitora, who are the prime slaves of the di- The children have a hidden temple near the border of
vine. Other men are theirs to show the light and command. Ili’horasca with Iluxanta and Illonakor. The central altar
Gaitorans are handsome, relatively intelligent and large. is an ancient carving located inside a damp cave. It is a
The average man is more than six feet in height. Most representation of the god Gartun.
This cave is reached by using a long downward shaft with
women are at least five and a half feet tall. Most have pale
a
number of side alcoves and tunnels. The approach is
reddish skin and dark red hair.
guarded and festooned with traps, some of which are magic.
Characters
Next to the great cave are two side caves. The one to the
Xijap, High Savant
Age — 59
Sex — Male left is used for storage and treasure. The other is the Mage’s
gallery.
S 32(+2) St 38(+2) D 17(+1) A 11
C 20(+1)

Breaking The Curse

I 15
HPV 23
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 11
CDF 10

W 76(+4) E 44(+2)
CEL 0
OCV 4
MEL 14
EL NA
PA 72
HC 29%
Mana Regen. 10
Height 6’5"

Em 12
Ap 68(+3)
DCV 1 DTV −3
EnL 96 CA 138
PR 6
IC 56
Dodge Value 1
Weight 209lbs

Xijap is an Urigallu priest, trained wizard (Kotothi oriented
elder spells) and megalomaniac. His wants true divinity.
He will do what it takes to get it. As the ranking divine
presence, he is the consort of the High Dancer. He loses
that position when a party wakes the city. They will have
a higher rank. Whatever they say or do, he will be their
enemy.
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Operation
The ruler of this cult is a Kotothi Mage. Their races call
him the Overlord of the Jungle. His task is to coordinate
the powers of Gartun and Nebeth and cleanse the jungle of
non-Kotothi taint.
Ten foreign mercenaries and thirteen Ili’horasca warriors
support him. He also calls Kotothi beings from the jungle
when they are needed.
All of the warriors serving the Mage use poison bearing
weapons and/or poison darts. Their goal is to capture opponents and bring them to the cave. Once this is done, the
Mage decides how the captives will be used.

27.8 Gartun’s Children — Ili’horasca
The majority of the victims are given to Kotothi or eaten
alive (members of this cult are cannibals). Those who have
utility, as workers, entertainment, etc, are slaves. Enemies
who are impressive, deadly or otherwise notable are added
to gallery. By far, the luckiest victims are those who are
eaten alive.
At the current time there are sixteen slaves. Ten are
women used for cooking and sex. Three are men used as
workers. Three are children. The cult members treat all
slaves with unspeakable cruelty. Any who are caught escaping are sacrificed to Gartun in a long and painful ritual
that all other slaves must watch.

His personal room is outfitted as befits a Daoine Sidhe
prince. In all but body, that is who he believes he is. When
he achieves his goals, he will be Daoine Sidhe in body. He
has Gartun and Nebeth’s vow that it will be so.

Marjac, Heir to Mogas
Age — 20
S 80(+4)
I 33(+2)
HPV 52
MDV 12
MR 9
ML 12
CDF 6

St 68(+3) D 16(+1)
W 42(+2) E 11
CEL 7
OCV 14
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 140
HC 64%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’11"

S 33(+2)
I 16(+1)
HPV 25
MDV 6
MR 13
ML 6
CDF 3

St 25(+1) D 11
W 4(-1)
E6
CEL 13
OCV 16
MEL NA EL NA
PA 53
HC 34%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 5(-1)
C 60(+3)
Em 39(+2) Ap 12
DCV 7
DTV −6
EnL 102
CA NA
PR 12
IC 50
Dodge Value 0
Weight 300lbs

NOTE — The Mage has received two commands. First,
he must hone a successor for Mogas and place him on the
throne of Ili’horasca. Second, he must break the Illionarga,
kill their sacred tree and slay all Pantera in the jungle. He Eighteen years ago Black Robe cast a potent rite at the cost
is working to achieve the first goal. When he has, and his of five lives. It showed an infant Iluvenda bouncing in the
arms of his mother as she ran from slavers. He went to the
strength increases, he will begin the second.
scene, took the child and left the paralyzed mother for the
slavers.
The Gallery
Since that time he has raised Marjac as the son of Gartun.
The gallery consists of a collection of notable enemies or More than a few magic rites and challenges have honed the
beautiful “art pieces”. All are posed by Black Robe with his tie and the boy’s might. He is nearly ready to slaughter
magic then held by Marjac until they are paralyzed.
Mogas and take the tribe.
The resulting exhibits are permanently paralyzed. While
Though he knows he is divine and infallible, Marjac fears
in this state they feel anything that happens to them or is Black Robe. He expects worship from all people and gives
done to them and can do nothing.
obeisance to his “father”. When he is certain of his control
Black Robe enjoys tormenting and humiliating his gallery of the tribe, that may change (if a cunning way to make it
on a regular basis. Those he truly detests are healed now so comes to him).
and then to keep them alive. They live out their lives as
tormented statues. The others generally die with D100 NOTE — Marjac is immune to poison and has controllable
months after being affected.
battle fury when facing a Sidh enemy or a person who huNOTE — With the aid of the gods, Black Robe created miliates him. When he chooses, his touch is MEL6/EL6
potions that allow him to feed and water his gallery without Paralysis or Negate Paralysis. Anyone affected remains
releasing them from paralysis. He has Lanira perform this paralyzed until Marjac releases him.
task and clean the exhibits on a daily basis. None of the
animals in his collection can starve to death.
Jas, Jard Mercenary
Age — 35
Sex — Male

Characters
Black Robe, Kotothi Mage
Age — 41
S 32(+2)
I 84(+4)
HPV 34
MDV 24
MR 10
ML 15
CDF 7

St 51(+3) D 36(+2)
W 35(+2) E 40(+2)
CEL 6
OCV 11
MEL 18
EL NA
PA 92
HC 52%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 6’7"

Sex — Male

A9
C 52(+3)
Em 24(+1) Ap1̃9(+1)
DCV 8
DTV −6
EnL 87
CA 226
PR 24*
IC 64
Dodge Value 2
Weight 196lbs

A 68(+3)
C 42(+2)
Em 33(+2) Ap 28(+1)
DCV 16
DTV −3
EnL 140
CA NA
PR 6
IC 39
Dodge Value 3
Weight 148lbs

Jas was an outrider for the army that traveled to the
Caldera. He got lost in the desert on the rout home. After
a year of wandering, he found the vile lands and was sent
*He has Nebeth’s blessing and has worked to increase his to Black Robe. It wasn’t long before he stood as Captain
resistance to all poisons. He is immune to any non-magical of the Mage’s mercenaries.
Jas is an amoral hedonist whose only religion is the church
poison with BL5 or less.
The Mage’s name is unknown. The jungle knows him as of Jas’ desire. At the moment, his biggest desire is to make
Black Robe. The man is a native of Lemasa who came east sure the Mage has no cause to harm him. After that comes
twenty four years ago. His quest for power brought him to lust for women, greed and a host of other interests, including
the vile lands. After training and adventure, he received his a fascination for torture.
task and went to subvert Mogas. He succeeded.
His plan is to ride Black Robe until he is wealthy then,
Black Robe cares about two things. They are power and given the opportunity, make his way home to Jadora. He
satisfying his gods, which results in safety and more power. will live out his life as a wealthy hedonist. If his opportunity
He has no interest in humans. In fact, he barely considers to escape is truly prime, he will have Lanira on his rack as
himself to be one.
he revels in his mansion.
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Lanira, Ensorcelled Elf Woman
Age — 26(267)
S 18(+1)
I 25(+1)
HPV 17
MDV 17
MR 15
ML 11
CDF 8

St 17(+1) D 68(+3)
W 11
E 40(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 9
MEL 11
EL NA
PA 38
HC 25%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 5’2"

Sex — Female

A 110(+5)
C 33(+2)
Em 72(+3) Ap 95(+4)
DCV 15
DTV −3
EnL 44
CA 115
PR 6
IC 112
Dodge Value 8
Weight 117lbs

Lanira is Black Robe’s whore and servant. He abuses her
often. She detests him, and all around him, but can do
nothing. While affected, his word is her law and she cannot
cast magic. Should the curse controlling her be broken, her
I, W, E and casting ability double. Her first action will be
to slay Black Robe in that case.
Breaking The Curse
The curse is broken if she bathes in jasmine scented water
before being led on a leash around her home (the manor)
and being stabbed with a copper dagger at the rising of the
sun.
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28

Secret Societies of the Eastern Lands

28.1 The Black Horsemen — Pasqul
History
Each re-conquest of Adula and Mormin made Esqula repression of Jard citizens worse. Most Jard accept this and
wait for their people to redeem them. Others do not.
The Black Horsemen were founded 317 years ago by a
felon escaping from Jard. He saw the situation in Adula
as a chance to profit while protecting himself from Jard
hunters. He was partially correct.
The first raids of the band he formed were profitable.
They also made his group notorious. As he did not refrain
from doing things that were his signature as a criminal, the
attention of the hunters was drawn.
Horam Jasdo led the hunters. He was a major in the
guard and Mashmashu priest of Aeshma Daeva. When his
force cornered the felon, Horam had an inspiration. The
daiva he sent said, "You serve well. Come to your reward."
The felon was taken in a puff of smoke as his aides heard
the panting of women and smelled fine fragrances. All who
followed the felon came to know of the miracle. They became fanatics, seeking to excel as the founder did so they
can be taken to heaven.

Objective
The Black Horsemen seek vengeance on Esqula and independence (in that order). A small majority wants to join
Jard. The others, including most leaders, do not. Their
goal is to have a nation. They see profit in being a buffer
state between Jard and Pasqul.
The cultists worship Aeshma Daeva above other gods, because of the miracle. Being one with his nature is essential
to become a leader.

Location
The horsemen operate in Adula (70 members), Mormin
(30 members) and Colora (110 members). Their major
stronghold is in Colora, the forest east of those cities. It
is the land of a non-city Senator who enjoys the perks he
receives for supporting their cause. Only men can be members.

Operation
These men operate in groups of 2D6. Those who can afford
it are mounted, armed well and armored. Others use what
they can get. They raid isolated Esqula manors, settlements
and caravans. As possible, they take captives. Profit and
basking in the truth of god is what matters.
A horseman never bridles his anger. If he is harmed he
seeks vengeance. He is dedicated to lust and lechery. They
are a cult where rape and other niceties are endemic. They
sacrifice one woman a year, preferably an Esqula noblewoman, to Aeshma Daeva.

NOTE — At the sacrifice, the Daiva who comes sometimes
takes some men. The horsemen see this as divine selection
and a miracle.
Aeshma Daeva

Contact Level — 7

The Fiend of the Wounding Spear, Lord of the Daivas, the
dragon rider, Lord of Lust and Lechery, God of Anger and
Revenge, Child of Chaos, Master of the Storm, First Born
of Ahriman, Marshal of the Daivas.

Characters
Jad the Stableman, Rural Coloran
Age — 40
S 35(+2)
I 20(+1)
HPV 41
MDV 7
MR 12
ML 7
CDF 5

St 56(+3) D 36(+2)
W 36(+2) E 51(+3)
CEL 11
OCV 16
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 95
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

A 45(+2) C 70(+3)
Em 12
Ap 48(+2)
DCV 15
DTV −6
EnL 16
CA NA
PR 12
IC 63
Dodge Value 4
Weight 180lbs

Jad has been the stablemaster at the Senator’s estate for
nine years. He has been the Master Horseman for six. The
secret stronghold is eight miles from the Senator’s home.
The Senator frequently visits it with Jad.
NOTE — Jad’s favorite diversion is to rape a woman while
her husband is tortured to death in the same room.
Bartel Colora, Senator of Coloran
Age — 32
S9
I 10
HPV 19
MDV 4
MR 10
ML 4
CDF 2

St 39(+2) D 11
W 24(+1) E 20(+1)
CEL 2
OCV 4
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 49
HC 33%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

Sex — Male

A6
C 26(+1)
Em 6
Ap 12
DCV 2 DTV −3
EnL 50 CA NA
PR 6
IC 26
Dodge Value 0
Weight 159lbs

Coloran is a major source of quality wood. That fact makes
it a Senatorial district. Bartel is a wealthy man. He is also
a lecher. The harm the cult does means nothing as long
as Bartel gets what he wants. He shelters their stronghold
and donates a hundred gold a year. In exchange he gets to
use any slave they have.
Tesh of Adula Wastrel, Drunkard
Age — 20
S 57(+3)
I 24(+1)
HPV 38
MDV 13
MR 12
ML 13
CDF 4

St 60(+3) D 68(+3)
W 68(+3) E 52(+3)
CEL 8
OCV 14
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 117
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’8"

Sex — Male

A 33(+2)
C 35(+2)
Em 30(+1) Ap 72(+3)
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 103
CA NA
PR 10
IC 82
Dodge Value 5
Weight 248lbs

This man’s family led the horsemen for hundreds of years.
The profit made them wealthy landowners. Tesh cares nothing for that. What matters is carousing and drink.
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The Champions seek an end to elven dominance in Aleor
He is noted for temper and seducing women. The wealth
of his family has quashed major charges (two murders and and the unification of Aleor and Arman under the cult.
the rape of four women). As long as they continue to do so, They are loath to embrace evil in pursuit of this goal but
he won’t hurt them. Now and then, to have some fun, he there are those who will if it speeds victory.
rides with the horsemen.
NOTE — Tesh has the potential to be an Avatar of Aeshma Location
Daeva. It will happen if he tames a dragon and finds his The Champions of Man have a bit more than 2000 members
Astaroth. Unless something changes, he will drink himself in both countries. They are based in the hills 55 miles
into a noose or gutter first.
NE of the elf hill in area 4 (on its border with area 5).
This “fortress” is a cavern system that extends for miles
Animal 9, Slave
Age — 19 Sex — Female underground. The distribution of their followers is:
S 11
I 11
HPV 20
MDV 14
MR 13
ML 14
CDF 2

St 56(+3) D 39(+2)
W 52(+3) E 9
CEL 1
OCV 4
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 71
HC 32%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’3"

A 51(+3)
C 13
Em 68(+3) Ap 120(+5)
DCV 6
DTV −3
EnL 65
CA NA
PR 6
IC 77
Dodge Value 5
Weight 126lbs

This woman was stolen when she was fourteen. She is the
daughter of the Senator of Esqula and has a special attribute (Supernatural Appearance). There is a standing
reward of 50GC to anyone who returns her to the Senator.
When she was taken the horsemen planned to use her as
the sacrifice. When he saw her, Jad collected someone else.
She has been an abused whore ever since. Rare is the day
when she is not raped at least three times.

Area

Number

Area

Number

3
150(30) 7
250(50)
4
500(100) 8
200(40)
5
200(40) Area 1 (Narbeall)
350(100)
6
100(20) Gwydios (Arman)
300(30)
The number in parentheses is the number of fighting men.
The rest are the families of those warriors.

Operation

The cult operates in two manners. First, as chance allows,
they raid elf settlements. The places are looted and the
men killed. Young women or children they can take safely
are enslaved.
Second, they do what they can to recruit members. This
is
done by approaching people elves offend, breaking men
NOTE — She is listed for two reasons. First, saving her is
out
of prison or otherwise gathering whoever they can.
a possible adventure. Second, should he meet her, Tesh will
The
Champions operate in a cautious and calculated
be overwhelmed. She has the potential to be his Astaroth.
manner. They kill any member who acts without permission in a manner that draws attention to them. Those who
Membership
give up secrets of the cult are not so lucky. After a few
The cult has 210 members. Ninety come from families with
months of torture in the caverns, their pleas for death are
long ties to the cult. The majority of these are leaders and
answered.
wealthy. The rest are new recruits. Most are criminals,
peasants or laborers.

Characters

28.2 The Champions of Man —
Aleor and Arman
History
Two hundred and fourteen years ago an Elf count came to
the farm of Albert Ten. He demanded a feast for himself
and his retinue, which was his right. Albert explained that
he had barely enough to get his family through the winter.
When Albert woke the next morning, his farm was smoldering ash and his family was gone. Looking into a trough,
he saw the mark of the banned on his cheek. He screamed
with rage, driving his sanity from him.
Albert began a campaign of vengeance against anything
elven. Luckily, a few months into his mad effort, he encountered a man who agreed the time for change was at hand.
He convinced Albert to fight for the future with wisdom and
end his rampage. On the day Ten nodded in agreement, the
Champions were formed.

Objective

Balam, Ten Lord of Champions
Age — 43

S 76(+4)
I 42(+2)
HPV 38
MDV 10
MR 10
ML 10
CDF 4

St 33(+2) D 52(+3)
W 51(+3) E 15
CEL 12
OCV 18
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 116
HC 37%
Mana Regen NA
Height 6’4"

Sex — Male

A8
C 40(+2)
Em 6
Ap 25(+1)
DCV 15 DTV −5
EnL 91
CA NA
PR 8
IC 21
Dodge Value 3
Weight 239lbs

Balam replaced his father as Lord three years ago. His
stubborn nature and right arm, in addition to descent from
Albert, grant him the right to rule. With rare exceptions,
he heeds the advice of the Councilor. It is tradition and
he honors tradition (he also likes the old woman). Balam
resides in Narbeall area 1 most of the time.
Aemmalin Kasilorkis, Councilor of Ten
Age — 91 Sex — Female

S6
I 56(+3)
HPV 14
MDV 17
MR 12
ML 17
CDF 2

St 17(+1) D 11
W 76(+4) E 20
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 26
HC 24%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 4’9

A 35(+2)
C 30(+1)
Em 36(+2) Ap 44(+2)
DCV 5
DTV −2
EnL 106
CA NA
PR 4
IC 56
Dodge Value 2
Weight 95lbs

The cult works for an end to human obeisance to Sidh beings. In their eyes, the Sidh make a place as Man’s equal
or take its place as an inferior. Man is the future. It is not
his place to bow and scrape to the past.
A plague struck the village when Aemmalin was 23. She
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28.3 Daughters of Lys — Jard
was the only member of her family who survived. With that
tragedy, she was forced to accept the role as Councilor. If
she hadn’t it would have passed from her family forever.
During the 68 years that she has held the post Aemmalin
has advised four lords. She also dedicated herself to garnering the wisdom to do the job well. At this point, she
has probably forgotten more about lore, cosmology and the
magical sciences then most people know.
The Councilor has no interest in promoting violence, or
having a role in it. She does her duty as her family always
has. When the Lord states his will, she advises him as to
his wisdom. The final choice remains his and will as long
as she sits her chair. She mostly resides in area 4.
Lor Kasilorkis, Aemmalin’s Heir
Age — 51

S 18(+1)
I 105(+4)
HPV 18
MDV 24
MR 11
ML 17
CDF 9

St 6
D 16(+1)
W 48(+2) E 12
CEL 5
OCV 6
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 36
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 4’11"

Sex — Male

A 18(+1)
C 48(+2)
Em 17(+1) Ap 50(+2)
DCV 7
DTV −2
EnL 96
CA 170
PR 4
IC 25
Dodge Value 2
Weight 109lbs

Kotan’s Plan
Once the Duke is dead and Elfheim is in ruins, Kotothi’s
might returns. Jiji will become a Worm Queen in service to
Nebeth. For eternity she will give birth to worms and eat
anything that cannot escape her maw. Her first treats will
be her husband and two children. (And the whole time, she
will recall her human existence perfectly.)

28.3 Daughters of Lys — Jard
History
Some thirteen years before the birth of the avatar a Baru
priest in Slinoria saw omens of what was to be. Though
the thought brought terror to his heart, he knew what the
gods demanded. Letting no other man know, he woke his
wife from her drugged existence and placed all his wealth
in her hands. After years of making his life a living hell,
she began building for the great day.
The daughters came into existence with the advent of the
avatar of Az. While she ran free the daughter gangs, led
by the wife of the Baru priest, endangered more than a few
men in the empire. They also protected her from those who
yearned to stifle the blossoming of her power.
Once the avatar was sequestered, the empire acted
against the daughters. Their eleven leaders, including the
Baru priest’s wife, were captured, broken with magic and
drugs and sold out of Jard as whores. Unfortunately, the
society had thirteen leaders. The cult remains subtly active
to this day.
NOTE — Three of the fallen leaders were raped to death
before they reached market. Four of the others were found
and smuggled back into Jard. The other four, included the
Baru’s wife, were lost forever.

Lor is the youngest of Aemmalin’s five children. He is also
the only one still alive. He loves and respects his mother.
He is also getting tired of waiting for her to retire or die.
He learned the elemental arts in Zandilor thirty years ago.
Since then, he has expanded his ability to include wizardry
and sorcery. He is dedicated to the quest for knowledge and
power, in that order.
As a man, Lor is entirely consumed by his appreciation
of logic and reason. Most of his intellectual resources, and
time, have gone into developing his intelligence. His other
abilities suffer as a result but he is what he wants to be, a
truly brilliant man.
NOTE — Lor thinks it is time to begin eradicating elf rule. Objective
When he sits as Councilor, he will ask for the beginning of The daughters of Lys are fanatical followers of the Court of
the final campaign. His beloved wife, who Aemmalin ignores Ahriman, especially Az and Lyssa. They believe the faith
at all times, supports him in this plan.
shows the ultimate power in existence is feminine. They
celebrate this fact by taking men, driving them insane and
Jiji Kasilorkis, Lor’s Wife
Age — 40 Sex — Female sacrificing them to the goddesses. Performing that duty is
S 36(+2) St 20(+1) D 18(+1) A 60(+3)
C 40(+2) their mission and joy. Few want greater power.
I 30(+1)
HPV 24
MDV 15
MR 13
ML 10
CDF 8

W 39(+2) E 52(+3)
CEL 6
OCV 9
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 56
HC 30%
Mana Regen 4
Height 5’4"

Em 25(+1) Ap 56(+3)
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 79
CA 79
PR 6
IC 77
Dodge Value 4
Weight 138lbs

Location

This society is strong in Slinoria (300 members), especially
in the wharf district. They have powerful cells in Daevama and Lotan (150 members each). They are present
in Olzama, Olnash, Oltora, Lysama and Ahris (50 memJiji is a Cimor. She was a priestess initiate when slavers bers each) and have scattered support (180 members) in
took her to Zandilor at the age of 17. After eight years of the rest of the empire and western Pasqul. The main temlewd hell, Lor bought her, came to love her and set her free. ple is hidden in a deserted manor west of Slinoria.
They married the day he returned home. During their time
together, he has taught her a lot, including the magical arts. Operation
NOTE — Jiji, secretly, is a worshipper of Kotan. She has Daughter covens kidnap men as reasonable opportunities
spoken with the goddess. When she succeeds in arranging arise. The victims are tormented, abused and kept as slaves
Lor’s success, and the eradication of Elfheim, Kotan will in hidden locations. Most of the men they take die within
make her a Queen.
five years after their capture. The daughters are not kind
Her main hurdle is convincing her husband that Aemma- mistresses.
lin must be retired. She would kill the old woman but it
Once a year one man is sacrificed to Lyssa and another
would ruin everything if Lor discovered her hand in such a to Az. The one chosen for Lyssa is tormented mercilessly
thing. She and Lor primarily reside in area 7.
and driven completely insane. When it is clear his mind is
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gone, he dies on her altar (his brain is removed and cast
into her sacred flame).
The sacrifice to Az is treated royally for a full year. He is
pampered and given every pleasure a man could want. On
the anniversary of the birth of the avatar, he is brought to
the altar of Az.
After a long orgy, where he performs until exertion steals
his senses, he is chained to the altar. The celebrants eat
him alive in the name of Az. The bones are burned as the
High Priestess delivers a chant honoring the perfection of
Az.

Ladorian Telisca, Baron of Low Slinoria
Age — 59 Sex — Male
S 25(+1)
I 60(+3)
HPV 18
MDV 8
MR 11
ML 8
CDF 2

St 36(+2) D 14
W6
E 11
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL NA EL NA
PA 65
HC 23%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

A 17(+1) C 10
Em 9
Ap 30
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 16
CA NA
PR 4
IC 20
Dodge Value 1
Weight 168lbs

Ladorian’s older brother was humiliated in the last war. He
left his life as a recluse and became Baron when his brother
was sacrificed on the altar of Ahriman. Soon after, he sold
his brother’s harem and bought the two women his rank
NOTE — The leadership of Jard ignores this cult. They required.
feel that a man weak enough to be taken deserves his fate.
The goals of life soon were set in granite. The first is to
The temples only act if the cult kidnaps a priest. Beyond collect every tome he can about Jard history. The second
that, they accept it as a sad part of true faith.
is to obey his treasure, number 2. The drugs she has fed
him since he bought her help greatly with the second goal.

Characters
Number Two, High Priestess of Lys
Age — 34 Sex — Female
S 15
I 24(+1)
HPV 19
MDV 18
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 7

St 18(+1) D 52(+3)
W 48(+2) E 33(+2)
CEL 4
OCV 5
MEL 9
EL NA
PA 35
HC 29%
Mana Regen. 5
Height 5’4"

A 60(+3)
C 40(+2)
Em 56(+3) Ap 85(+4)
DCV 10
DTV −3
EnL 88
CA 110
PR 6
IC 89
Dodge Value 6
Weight 137lbs

To the faith this woman is Holy Lysam. Publicly, she is
number 2, a wife of the Baron of Low Slinoria. She is descended from the youngest sister of Jad the Perfect. Her
husband dotes on her. She owns him and rules the cult.
She is a traditionalist with no greater ambition. When the
avatar once more roams free, the daughters will be exactly
as they were on her birth.

NOTE — Ladorian has little influence. He is of common
appearance, does not drug women and does not curry favor.
As his realm is in the sticks, the elite ignore him as long
as his taxes are paid. He and Lysam have three children (2
daughters age 7 and 5 and a son age 2).
NOTE — Lysam works hard to keep her husband healthy.
His only legal heir is their son, who she is training to worship her goddesses. If Ladorian dies before the boy reaches
adulthood, the empire will assign a guardian. That would
be a problem.
Iema Adoria, Priestess in Mormin
Age — 28
S 18(+1)
I 68(+3)
HPV 24
MDV 23
MR 12
ML 18
CDF 8

St 36(+2) D 54(+3)
W 76(+4) E 60(+3)
CEL 5
OCV 8
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 58
HC 38%
Mana Regen. 9
Height 5’6"

Sex — Female

A 35(+2)
C 40(+2)
Em 33(+2) Ap 90(+4)
DCV 10
DTV −4
EnL 116
CA 168
PR 8
IC 93
Dodge Value 5
Weight 141lbs

Iema is of Esqula and Jard descent. She makes her living as
a dancer, actress and elite prostitute. A number of Senators
and other notables pay for the privilege of sharing her time.
S 33(+2) St 32(+2) D 11
A 39(+2)
C 50(+2)
Some have shared more. They are slaves.
I 52(+3)
W 56(+3) E 22(+1) Em 16(+1) Ap 64(+3)
The priestess controls a coven of twelve members in
HPV 29
CEL 6
OCV 10
DCV 8
DTV −4
Mormin and Adula and has the support of the High PriestMDV 16 MEL 5
EL NA
EnL 106
CA 59
ess responsible for the east. She believes that using men in
MR 12
PA 73
HC 41%
PR 8
IC 38
the traditional manner is wrong. Her coven takes men, conML 13
Mana Regen. 6
Dodge Value 2
ditions them and releases them. They continue their lives,
CDF 6
Height 5’9"
Weight 163lbs
seeking wealth and power to serve their mistresses.
Holieta is the wife of a timber merchant (age 41). He is often
Iema lives in an elite manor on the bank of the river.
away on business. She believes in the divine fate of women.
A temple dedicated to Lyssa is hidden in the basement.
Her goal is to make Jard what it should be, a matriarchy
Present there, at all times, are four slaves she keeps for
where pretty boys serve the women who own them. They
herself and any she is conditioning for the cult’s use.
will remain strutting masters in public. Behind the scenes,
NOTE — Three of the slaves are massive men she uses
all will bow to women.
She is working to dominate the cell at Lysama. Once as guards and laborers. The other is a sweet, obedient man
that foundation is established, she will spread her belief. who is too pretty to let run free. She calls him “toy”.
Holieta Kendor, Priestess in Lysama
Age — 27 Sex — Female

One of the first steps will be having Lyssa take her husband. She owns the brother who will become her son’s
guardian. When the man is gone, she will rule her household completely. It will no longer be necessary to hide her
truth when her husband comes home.
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Iema has two children, a son (6) and a daughter (2). The
daughter was sired by Toy. The son is the child of a wealthy
Pasqon merchant who is her slave. She is raising him to be a
proper male (dominant, cunning and amoral while knowing
it is his fate and duty to serve women).

28.4 Eliminatum — Zandilor
Toy, Iema’s Body slave
S 33(+2)
I 14
HPV 30
MDV 9
MR 11
ML 9
CDF 3

Age — 20

St 56(+3) D 44(+2)
W 36(+2) E 12
CEL 3
OCV 8
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 93
HC 42%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’11"

Sex — Male

A 27(+1)
C 28(+1)
Em 39(+2) Ap 100(+4)
DCV 6
DTV −4
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 8
IC 51
Dodge Value 3
Weight 179lbs

Toy is a sailor from Zandilor. Iema noticed him when he
attended one of her performances at the Broken Faith casino
three years ago. She had him happily purring in her bed
well before midnight. He never returned to his ship.
As she trained him, Iema became infatuated. She also
discovered that he reveled in being used. The more humiliating and risqué her effort, the more excited he became.
She decided to ignore the fact that he would be a perfect
for Az. He is hers. He will never be anyone else’s.

Membership

The first base is a large merchant vessel (30 members)
that travels between Iverian and Zandilor on a regular run.
It possesses a large secret hold. That facility is used for
the incarceration, and healing, of those who are ensnared
by the flesh. Examples of those who qualify for such treatment are drunkards, addicts, prostitutes, risqué dancers,
bawdy singers, authors of sensual texts, etc. They remain
on the vessel until they are cured. As needed, they receive
incentive laden classes, i.e. torture, to speed the change.
The second base is the cult’s true stronghold. It is a secret castle in the high mountains occupied by 120 dedicated
brothers. These men concentrate on eradicating mystic contagion and convincing benighted wizards to set aside evil.
An additional 30 brothers roam the world, in groups of
three. They serve as missionaries and the leading edge of
the effort to eliminate taint. Their life is doing good for
those in need and slaughtering monsters. Few have the
strength for this calling. The total membership of Eliminatum is 220.

The cult has 1030 members. Most are the wives of com- Characters
moners and peasants. They are ruled by 13 high priestesses
who only meet for the yearly high festival (in Slinoria). The Pau Denlaris, Primate of Eliminatum
Age — 75 Sex — Male
sacred lady with the most wealth is Lysam. Her orders are
S8
St 11
D 17(+1) A 24(+1)
C 60(+3)
obeyed without question.

28.4 Eliminatum — Zandilor
History
A somewhat fanatical priest of Arathron founded this cult
forty years ago. It was his belief that true service to the
will of god demands proper morality, selfless action and an
end to the mystic distractions demons bestow.
To achieve this sacred end, man must dedicate himself.
He must purge the sins of the flesh from his being and seek
to do only that which is good. He must also eliminate the
mystic powers that keep him from reaching the road of truth
that only Arathron offers.

I 44(+2)
HPV 20
MDV 26
MR 11
ML 16
CDF 12

W 76(+4) E 51(+3)
CEL 3
OCV 3
MEL 20
EL NA
PA 16
HC 36%
Mana Regen 8
Height 4’10"

Em 39(+2) Ap 25(+1)
DCV 5
DTV −3
EnL 136
CA 290
PR 6
IC 90
Dodge Value 2
Weight 106lbs

Eleven years after he secretly founded Eliminatum, Pau became Sangu Mah of Arathron in the nation of Zandilor.
Since that time he has expanded the resources of his cult.
His goal is to eliminate magic and the supernatural from the
world. Until he succeeds, using the might Arathron allows
him, as a priest, is essential.
More than a few people whose livelihood he threatens
hate him. He is rarely seen without four extremely competent armed guards. Twelve men guard his villa at all times.
It is the home of his wife (54), a married daughter (23) and
Objective
The goal of this cult is two-fold. First, its members are his youngest son (15). The daughter’s husband is Captain
committed puritans. As possible, they act to eliminate the of Pau’s guard. He also has a son (29) who is a priest of
sybaritic excesses plaguing mankind. They also seek to aid Enki in Zandilor. They rarely have anything to say to each
their fellow man and cure those who are ensnared by sins other.
of the flesh.
The second goal is to eliminate all that is mystic. They Elain Kastila, Captain of the Purity
Age — 39 Sex — Female
destroy magical items, kill any magicians who will not purge
S
68(+3)
St
33(+2)
D
17(+1) A 35(+2)
C 28(+1)
themselves of taint and, as possible, eradicate what they
I
20(+1)
W
36(+2)
E
6
Em
45(+2)
Ap 72(+3)
consider to be “unclean” (any magically empowered being
HPV 33
CEL 8
OCV 13
DCV 11
DTV −3
that is not aligned with Law).
MDV 11 MEL NA
EL NA
EnL 64
CA NA
Sadly, achieving the second goal requires that some broth- MR 12
PA 108
HC 31%
PR 6
IC 51
ers access powers that must be no more. This is accepted ML 11
Mana Regen NA
Dodge Value 3
until the gifts Arathron allows eliminate the need for all CDF 4
Height 5’10"
Weight 171lbs
time.
At the age of 15 Elain was a prostitute in Zandilor. Pau
kidnapped her. After months of “retraining” at his hands,
she came to understand the vileness of a sensual life. He
The cult is based out of the temple of Arathron in Iverian accepted her as a soldier of the cult. She served at the
(40 members). This location is used for the good works mountain stronghold for the next fifteen years.
they do to aid people that are not criminal. They have two
With the launch of the Purity, she became its Captain.
other bases.
It is her duty to show victims of the flesh the folly of their

Operation and Location
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ways. She embraces that duty fanatically, and loves teaching classes. (A bit of a sadist)

Harlon Tauzin, Seneschal of the Mountain
Age — 53 Sex — Male
S 52(+3)
I 60(+3)
HPV 28
MDV 23
MR 13
ML 16
CDF 10

St 20(+1) D 35(+2)
W 42(+2) E 33(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 11
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 72
HC 30%
Mana Regen 5
Height 5’9"

A 56(+3)
C 40(+2)
Em 53(+3) Ap 12
DCV 12
DTV −3
EnL 82
CA 174
PR 6
IC 86
Dodge Value 5
Weight 169lbs

Harlon is a native of Jard. He came to Zandilor 32 years
ago as a magician in search of power. He found Pau, a small
cell and months of “instruction”. When it ended, he was a
member of Eliminatum and lay priest of Arathron.
The Seneschal has an abiding love for science. His castle
has more than a few rooms dedicated to its pursuit. It
also has more than a few for eradicating mystic taint and
providing for the host of brothers under his command.
Should Pau die, Harlon is his designated successor. He is
virtually unknown in the cities of Zandilor. He is also not
nearly as pragmatic and patient as Pau. The cult will be
more proactive if he becomes its leader. There are a number
of places he will burn to the ground.

Salima Tauzin, Missionary
Age — 19
S 88(+4)*
I 18(+1)
HPV 44
MDV 11
MR 12
ML 11
CDF 5

St 54(+3) D 11
W 35(+2) E 9
CEL 11
OCV 18
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 148
HC 43%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’5"

Sex — Female

Her Team Members
Jaric Kilarian, Missionary
Age — 31
S 57(+3)
I 40(+2)
HPV 24
MDV 6
MR 13
ML 6
CDF 3

St 8
D 33(+2)
W9
E 25(+1)
CEL 8
OCV 11
MEL NA EL NA
PA 114
HC 19%
Mana Regen NA
Height 5’10"

Sex — Male

A 52(+3) C 30(+1)
Em 11
Ap 34(+2)
DCV 13
DTV −1
EnL 39
CA NA
PR 2
IC 36
Dodge Value 5
Weight 200lbs

Jaric is in his fifth year as a missionary. The other two
members of the last team he worked with died in Cimor.
Disease and his wounds almost claimed him as well. He is
the team leader and a native of Zandilor. Working with
Salima is a test of his discipline (he lusts for her).
Balin Truezil, Missionary
Age — 23
S 33(+2)
I 39(+2)
HPV 31
MDV 13
MR 11
ML 10
CDF 7

St 56(+3) D 6
W 52(+3) E 22(+1)
CEL 6
OCV 11
MEL 5
EL NA
PA 93
HC 46%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’11"

Sex — Male

A 17(+1) C 35(+2)
Em 3(-1) Ap 60(+3)
DCV 7
DTV −5
EnL 87
CA 43
PR 10
IC 25
Dodge Value 1
Weight 193lbs

Balin is half Armani. He was raised by his mother in Pasqul.
He never knew his father. His talents in magic are limited
to Earth Elementals and Earth Powers. This is his first
mission as a missionary. He has been a member of the cult
for three years.

A 33(+2)
C 32(+2) NOTE — Should he find his father in Arman Balin will
Em 52(+3) Ap 52(+3) kill him.
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 67
CA NA
PR 10
IC 61
28.5 The Left Hand — Zandilor
Dodge Value 2
History
Weight 202lbs

*Supernatural Strength
Salima’s father was a Pasqul elementalist. Her mother
was a tavern whore in Iverian. Both came to the notice of
the cult when she was two months old. Her mother died
of withdrawal during her “training”. Her father returned to
Pasqul after his cure. Since then, he has recanted. His last
name was Javin.
Harlon raised Salima as his daughter. His instruction,
the castle and the way of the cult are just about all she has
ever known. She has no idea that he is not her real father.
Neither is she aware of her mother’s fate. Harlon told her
the woman died in childbirth.
She is a kind, curious woman who adores her father. For
the last year she has worked with a mission team in Arman.
She enjoys helping others, especially children, and revels in
slaying monsters. When the monster is something nearly
human, like an elf, she has problems with the duty.

The Left Hand has existed since the year 1313. It has always
had thirteen members. The laws all swear their soul to
insure this will never change.
Membership in the hand is secret. If any non-member
learns someone is a member, he is obligated to kill the person. There are no exceptions to this rule.
The Left Hand operates from a secret castle in the mountains of Zandilor. They live the lives of princes. Whatever
they desire is there for them.
Every thirty nine months they go to a scrying pool in the
sacred nave at the base of the castle. Their elder casts a
rite. A moment later all see a person, creature or thing.
Whoever finds, and kills, this target wins the lot for the
term.

The Lot

The winner wins two things. First, he becomes elder. Second, he can ask anything of each member. He cannot reNOTE — Though she believes, the pin holding Salima
quest that the person suicide or resign. Beyond that, there
faithful is love for her father. Should the truth be proven
are no limits.
to her, a major backlash is probable. At the very least, she
would stop worrying about avoiding sins of the flesh. She is NOTE — Winners who demand too much have trouble
when the next lot comes along.
virgin and has never touched any intoxicant.
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28.6 Mara Nuve — Harn

Objective
The original 13 who formed the hand were servants of
Manu. In building the castle and nave, they dedicated all to
fate, forging powerful wards and automata to protect their
dream. Those they were called to strike were things Manu
needed removed from the balance.
The hand no longer has such a dedicated rationale. The
members are in it for sport and adventure. They also enjoy
living at the castle while they await the next lot. Most hear
of it through association with a balance faith.

Amara Ulora, Left Hand Member
Age — 32

S 12
I 60(+3)
HPV 25
MDV 23
MR 12
ML 17
CDF 9

St 52(+3) D 17(+1)
W 80(+4) E 33(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 10
MEL 11
EL NA
PA 72
HC 44%
Mana Regen 8
Height 5’1"

Sex — Female

A 33(+2)
C 35(+2)
Em 26(+2) Ap 90(+4)
DCV 10
DTV −5
EnL 115
CA 162
PR 10
IC 59
Dodge Value 3
Weight 107lbs

Amara is from Pasqul. She has ability with all four elements
but specializes in the powers of the earth. Her preferred
divinity is Gaea.
Location
She has a large bone to pick with Hos. What he deThe castle is located fifty miles northwest of Marcus.
manded when he won the last lot, her first, was that she
bear his child. Though she loves her 19 month old daughter
(Tina), he must pay.
Operation
She will not win the next lot. The time needed to avenge
The first task of a member is to find a replacement for
herself
on the Elder, and enjoy his humiliation, will make
himself. That person takes his or her chair when he is killed
victory
impossible.
or dies of old age.
When chasing the lot, each member acts alone. There is
no cooperation. Once he kills the target, or someone else Uvil Elokakis, Left Hand Member
Age — 64 Sex — Male
does, his or her ring glows green. The survivors return for
S
18(+1)
St
17(+1)
D
42(+2)
A 53(+3)
C 22(+1)
the ascension ceremony (and to pay the winner).

Member Benefits
Each member has his suite, work or exercise room and stable. He is allowed to house ten retainers. His heir must be
one of them. How he administers his suite is no one else’s
business.
Members have a yearly stipend of two hundred gold coins.
This is paid out of castle resources. Select merchants from
Marcus are responsible for making runs to the castle to see
to the society’s needs. If the member wishes more than his
stipend, he spends his own money.

I 45(+2)
HPV 15
MDV 20
MR 13
ML 13
CDF 9

W 40(+2) E 56(+3)
CEL 3
OCV 5
MEL 13
EL NA
PA 38
HC 20%
Mana Regen. 4
Height 5’6"

Em 36(+2) Ap 52(+3)
DCV 8
DTV −2
EnL 62
CA 155
PR 4
IC 92
Dodge Value 5
Weight 129lbs

Uvil is a Jard sorcerer who was driven out for heresy. He
detests the court of Ahriman and embraces Lucifer. He is
an exceedingly evil man who has been a member for 19
years. If he had more talent, he would be dangerous.

NOTE — Uvil’s method of hunting is to go to his manor
in the south, divine where the enemy is and send a demon
IMPORTANT — The castle is secret. A non- after it. He has yet to succeed in this endeavor.
member who stumbles on it, except the merchants,
never leaves. He or she remains as a servant. If Tomas Orelia, Member of Left Hand
Age — 51 Sex — Male
they refuse, or attempt to escape, they die.
NOTE — The personality of the members varies. Their
ability and loyalty to the Left Hand is what matters. Who
and what they worship, or do for fun, does not. The current
13 are 5 balance, 1 law, 2 chaos, 1 neutral, 2 elder, 1 Sidh
and 1 who couldn’t care less about gods.

Characters
Hos Tenfoot, Elder of the Left Hand
Age — 38 Sex — Male
S 84(+4)
I 40(+2)
HPV 48
MDV 9
MR 10
ML 9
CDF 5

St 54(+3) D 22(+1)
W 26(+1) E 8
CEL 12
OCV 19
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 144
HC 55%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 7’1"

A 14
C 55(+3)
Em 15
Ap 10
DCV 13 DTV −6
EnL 81
CA NA
PR 12
IC 23
Dodge Value 1
Weight 302lbs

S 52(+3)
I 54(+3)
HPV 37
MDV 17
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 7

St 36(+2) D 25(+1)
W 15
E 45(+2)
CEL 14
OCV 19
MEL 6
EL 6
PA 92
HC 48%
Mana Regen. 2
Height 5’11"

A 35(+2)
C 60(+3)
Em 68(+3) Ap 26(+1)
DCV 17
DTV −5
EnL 75
CA 80
PR 10
IC 113
Dodge Value 3
Weight 191lbs

Tomas is from Zandilor. He has been a member for 14
years. Before Hos’ victory, he won the lot three times in a
row. He is an extremely talented worshipper of Poteh. He
is also somewhat absent minded and whimsical.
NOTE — Tomas has only been casting magic for six years.
Before he decided to learn, because of his age, he was a
soldier/adventurer. He has an innate power. It is Creation,
from Astral Powers (MEL6/EL6).

Hos is an Aleor. He worships the Elf gods, especially Donel. 28.6 Mara Nuve — Harn
The last lot called for the death of an ogre. He happened
to know where the thing lived. It was an easy trip and History
kill for him. Since his victory he has spent most of his A somewhat demented and certainly greedy merchant of
time hunting, drinking and laying the women of his suite. Jard descent founded this society 93 years ago. The name
Personal satisfaction is what matters to him.
means “New Sea” in the Aratad tongue Harn uses.
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needed within twelve months, he becomes one with Mara
The founder of the cult saw no reason why pale filth should Nuve. If not, he is enslaved.
The cult has about a hundred members in the area around
be the only ones to prosper from the sea. When he said as
the
villa. Another forty work the Red Star. Three hundred
much to White Laird, he was exiled from the city with a
more
are found in the rest of the nation, mostly in the east.
sword and the clothes on his back.
Of
these,
eighteen live in the city of Harn.
With great difficulty, he made it to his villa east of the
city. Three years later, he had a cadre of dependable merce- NOTE — The male descendants of the merchant lead this
naries and the cult was founded. Six months after the death cult. Their eldest is King. The cult’s goal is to end white
of White Laird, he launched the Red Star, Mara Nuve’s dominance in Harn and place their leader on the throne.
ship. He died of a heart attack soon after the first load of
In doing so, they plan to enslave every white citizen and
slaves and goods got home (the three slave women with him anyone who refuses to embrace truth, i.e. the court of Ahat the time were executed for murdering him).
riman. They’ll also end obeisance to the mountain dwarves
The cult’s members plan to wash away the foreign laws and build a wealthy empire.
of the land in a wave of truth. They are also dedicated to
Their current plan is to kidnap Lara the Beautiful and
enjoying themselves and making a profit. All worship the her children. Once they do, a takeover can begin. When
court of Ahriman.
the true king is on the throne, all whites are in chains and
the temples of the false gods are purified, Lara will sit as
Location
the pleasure slave of Mara Nuve. Her children will be slave
The villa of the founder is located on the coast fifty miles meat in Jard.
Beyond this grandiose plan, the cult operates by raiding
east of the city of Harn. A walled village, as much a slave
isolated farms and villages. They also send the Red Star to
training academy as anything else, surrounds it.
Two miles further west is a cove with a large cavern. The raid and trade. Their primary trade partner is the Lemasan
Red Star is based in the cavern. The warehouse, ritual sector. Once a year they trade at Oltiera.
center and training camp for members are located here.
The location of both places is secret. Any member who Characters
gives up either pays with more than his life.
Lars Fanzul, King of Mara Nuve
Age — 57 Sex — Male

Objective

Operation

The existence of the cult is known throughout eastern Harn
and rumored in the west. Any red citizen who is spoken for
by an existing member can join. Those who make it through
initiation and training become members. Those who don’t
end up in a slave market.
To pass, a person must:
1) Be red and male.
2) Show potential during initiation.
3) Prove they are one with truth on the final night of initiation.
4) Exhibit the proper attitude toward the pale.
5) Accept the royal line of the cult as the masters of life
and spokesmen of truth.
6) Show talent with weapons, seamanship and controlling
slaves at the end of training.
The sponsoring member hoods initiates of the cult some
thirty miles away from the cove. They are then led to the
cavern. Once there, all possessions and garments are taken.
When the hood is removed, they are surrounded by darkness, shackled and nude. Those whose response to this in
terror or rage fail. They are slaved.
For the next two days, without rest, they are questioned,
tested physically and commanded to perform certain actions. If they fail to comply, or do not accomplish what is
asked, they are enslaved.
On the final night of initiation they are given a magical
drug. If they show reverence for the true gods, and hatred
of the pale, they are allowed to train as members. If not,
they are slaves.
Once a man is accepted for training, he learns under the
direction of his sponsor. If he shows the attitude and talents
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S 11
I9
HPV 16
MDV 9
MR 9
ML 9
CDF 2

St 18(+1) D 33(+2)
W 35(+2) E 16(+1)
CEL 3
OCV 4
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 31
HC 26%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’5"

A 3(-1)
C 34(+2)
Em 40(+2) Ap 26(+1)
DCV 4
DTV −3
EnL 69
CA NA
PR 6
IC 56
Dodge Value 1
Weight 183lbs

Lars was a lecherous wastrel most of his life. Two years
ago his elder brother died and he became King of Mara
Nuve. He has some talent as a merchant and with rhetoric.
He cares about being bowed to and getting what he wants.
When Elmer is not in port, his selfish greed runs unchecked
(the operation against Lara is his idea. He wants her and
the throne, in that order).
Elmer Fanzul, Captain of the Red Star
Age — 38 Sex — Male

S 33(+2)
I 68(+3)
HPV 33
MDV 16
MR 10
ML 14
CDF 6

St 53(+3) D 17(+1)
W 52(+3) E 25(+1)
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL 4
EL NA
PA 93
HC 49%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 6’2"

A 14
C 45(+2)
Em 11
Ap 32(+2)
DCV 9 DTV −5
EnL 97 CA 42
PR 10
IC 36
Dodge Value 1
Weight 201lbs

Elmer first went to sea at the age of nine. He has been
a member of the Red Star’s crew ever since. Eight years
ago his father named him captain. He puts up with Lars
because he loves the sea and his uncle’s foolishness has not
harmed Mara Nuve. If it does, Lars will die (Elmer has
made sure he knows that fact).
NOTE — Elmer learned a bit of sorcery three years back.
He dabbles in it now and then. His father enslaved the priest
Mara Nuve uses. Most of the reason he learned magic was
caution. If the man gets uppity, he’ll have a weapon.

28.6 Mara Nuve — Harn
The Captain is not a worshipper of Ahriman. He supports the faith because it unites Mara Nuve. Beyond that,
he couldn’t care less. What he cares about is power, Mara
Nuve and his whore, in that order. Anyone who dares harm
them is his enemy. His enemies die if they are of no other
use to him.
Aboam Derkanda Mara, Nuve Sangu Mah
Age — 68 Sex — Male
S 24(+1)
I 33(+2)
HPV 16
MDV 17
MR 10
ML 11 8
CDF

St 18(+1) D 10
W 60(+3) E 8
CEL 6
OCV 8
MEL 11
EL NA
PA 44
HC 20%
Mana Regen. 6
Height 5’10"

passion. She might consider loving him, were it a slave’s
place to engage in frivolity.
NOTE — Lita is sterile. The combination of the Jard slave
drug, and a rite in their temple, insured that fact. Now
that she is aware, she has all the knowledge and skill one
would expect of a high class pleasure slave. Her talents as
an eroticist, dancer and acrobat are especially noteworthy.

A 14
C 22(+1)
Em 11
Ap 68(+3)
DCV 6 DTV −2
EnL 82 CA 100
PR 4
IC 19
Dodge Value 0
Weight 224lbs

Aboam was a rank 6 Ashipu priest of Ahriman working to
bring truth to the benighted savages of the jungle when the
Red Star raided the village he was in. When he recovered
from the onslaught, he was nude and chained in the hold of
the ship. That was 41 years ago.
The Red Star brought him to its base in Harn. As a
sailor was about to abuse him, the Captain noted Aboam’s
tattoo. He took him out of the cave and offered him a place
in Mara Nuve. It was clear that he joined or died.
Aboam has served the cult for forty years. He insists that
members call him Sangu Mah. Elmer calls him priest. He
has a solid friendship with Lars, a very usable king. Elmer
is watching him.
His goal is to be the power behind the throne of Lars and,
soon after his ascension, the guardian of his heir. For that
to be so, Elmer must die. The problem is, he hasn’t found
a way to get the Captain that is safe enough. He truly fears
Elmer.
White Lita, Elmer’s whore
Age — 22
S 18(+1)
I 22(+1)
HPV 29
MDV 9
MR 14
ML 9
CDF 3

St 53(+3) D 68(+3)
W 11
E 35(+2)
CEL 2
OCV 6
MEL NA EL NA
PA 78
HC 48%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

Sex — Female

A 80(+4)
C 42(+2)
Em 56(+3) Ap 85(+4)
DCV 11
DTV −5
EnL 64
CA NA
PR 10
IC 91
Dodge Value 7
Weight 153lbs

This child was taken from the area of Cern (in Arman) by
Zandilor slavers when she was six. She was a slave training
and serving in Zandilor for ten years. At the age of 16 she
was sold to a Jard merchant. She spent three years in the
empire as a drugged whore.
Elmer came across the woman at a party while he was in
Jadora learning magic. He rode her then, like many others.
The next night, he snuck back into the home of his host and
stole her.
On the flight to his ship, and the trip back to Harn, he
battled to keep Lita alive. Withdrawal from the drugs was
killing her. He succeeded. In doing so, he built a bond. She
is his alone forever.
Lita has a Zandilor outlook. She sees that Elmer is the
only one shielding her from a horrible life. She also sees his
affection. With both facts added to the fact that he saved
her life, after risking it by stealing her, she serves him with
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Notable Characters of the Eastern Lands

29.1 Ten Unique Individuals
Jovan Trench, Gambler (Esqula)
Age — 31
S 17(+1)
I 25(+1)
HPV 12
MDV 14
MR 12
ML 14
CDF 4

St 22(+1) D 68(+3)
W 52(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 9
MEL 6
EL 3
PA 37
HC 15%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’8"

Sex — Male

A 35(+2)
C8
Em 56(+3) Ap 34(+2)
DCV 12
DTV −1
EnL 60
CA NA
PR 2
IC 89
Dodge Value 5
Weight 135lbs

Jovan is a sickly, charismatic man and a talented gambler.
He also has an Innate Power (Theft MEL6/EL3). He enjoys taking everything an adversary has then allowing the
person to play a final hand. If he or she wins, he returns
everything. If not, they become his slave. He truly enjoys
the game when the loser is a vigorous, arrogant man or a
beautiful woman. The man faces utter humiliation. The
woman finds herself used often until another interest sways
his attention from her.
NOTE — Jovan rarely keeps a slave more than two
months. Those he likes are set free. The others are sold
in Jard.
Maiita Hirlorus, Entrepreneur (Travels)
Age — 26 Sex — Female
S 60(+3)
I 22(+1)
HPV 39
MDV 15
MR 12
ML 15
CDF 4

St 76(+4) D 35(+2)
W 80(+4) E 68(+3)
CEL 9
OCV 16
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 140
HC 47%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’4"

A 33(+2)
C 17(+1)
Em 48(+2) Ap 14*
DCV 13
DTV −5
EnL 97
CA NA
PR 10
IC 116
Dodge Value 4
Weight 211lbs

*Heavily scarred
Maiita is from Tolneg. When she was 16 her family’s farm
was raided by a band of men led by a sorcerer. Her parents
and both brothers were killed. She was raped, savaged with
a dagger and left for dead. She did not die.
Since her recovery Maiita has traveled as a merchant. She
will sell anything and deliver any message anywhere. Doing
so pleases her, makes her money and gives her a cover in
her search for eleven men she intends to kill slowly. She is
a very good merchant and a deadly woman.
NOTE — Despite her early trauma, Maiita enjoys sex now
and then. When she makes an arrangement with a man (Ap
50 or more) one of the prices for her service is likely to be
him spending a night in her bed.
Borin Longarm, Hunter (Arman)
Age — 44

S 92(+4)
I 18(+1)
HPV 46
MDV 3
MR 10
ML 3
CDF 5

St 21(+1) D 18(+1)
W 3(-1)
E 10
CEL 10
OCV 15
MEL NA EL NA
PA 112
HC 46%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 6’11"

Sex — Male

A9
C 70(+3)
Em 6
Ap 57(+3)
DCV 11 DTV −4
EnL 73
CA NA
PR 8
IC 16
Dodge Value 1
Weight 290lbs

Borin has some intelligence. Sadly, his liabilities nearly
negate its impact. He has almost no will to speak of and a
genuinely kind personality. He began his career as a hunter
and sometimes soldier when he was 14. For the first 20
years, he was often the butt of jokes. More often he was
misled and used.
Ten years ago, he came across a farmstead that was under attack by a host of trolls. His axe cut a bloody swath
through the monsters. As he fell to his knees and passed
out, arrows from inside killed the last troll.
Borin woke in a hayloft. He was nude save for the bandages on his body. As he blushed, a tiny girl walked over
to him. He asked, “Give a man some clothes.” She smiled,
“No,” and began working on his wounds.
A month later he was in shape to leave. As he headed
into the wood after a big meal, the girl caught him. She
was carrying a travel pack. Seeing his frown, she shrugged,
“I am a young woman from a forceful line, sweet giant. You
shall be my lover. I have made up my mind to it.”
He laughed and kept going, trying to lose her. After hours
of effort failed miserably, he bellowed for her to leave. She
musically laughed, “Only in death, sweet giant. Be a good
boy and accept your fate. You shall be mine.” They have
been together ever since.
NOTE — As noted, Borin is gentle and kind. There is one
exception. He loves Aila. If anyone harms her, he will go
frothing at the mouth berserk. When he loses his temper to
this degree, the only person who has a chance to calm him
is Aila. Unless she does, he will batter anyone or anything
aside until he kills the target of his anger.
Borin and Aila live in the forests west of Cern. They
travel from them at times. Mostly they remain at their
cabin, hunt and enjoy each other.
Aila Fistora, Half-Elf, Borin’s Love
Age — 27 Sex — Female

S6
I 35(+2)
HPV 16
MDV 16
MR 14
ML 12
CDF 6

St 18(+1) D 60(+3)
W 25(+1) E 33(+2)
CEL 7
OCV 8
MEL 7
EL NA
PA 26
HC 27%
Mana Regen. 3
Height 4’10"

A 80(+4)
C 39(+2)
Em 52(+3) Ap 80(+4)
DCV 14
DTV −3
EnL 64
CA 75
PR 6
IC 85
Dodge Value 7
Weight 100lbs

The trolls attacked Aila’s family three days after she returned from learning magic from her mother, an Elf countess. Without Borin’s intervention, they would have overwhelmed the men at the farm long before anything could
be done to stem the hideous tide. She would have been
eaten by the filth, or worse.
In caring for Borin, Aila came to enjoy his personality.
She was also intrigued with his appearance and fascinated
by his immense size. She choose to make him her man. She
also decided it was her place to defend him from those who
would take advantage of his nature. Anyone who seeks to
use her man earns her ire, which can be deadly. She is an
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adequate Sidh magician and a deadly archer, among other
things.
John, Mercenary (Travels)
Age — 52

S 20(+1)
I 42(+2)
HPV 24
MDV 8
MR 12
ML 8
CDF 6

St 33(+2) D 26(+1)
W 20(+1) E 45(+2)
CEL 14
OCV 17
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 60
HC 37%
Mana Regen. 4*
Height 5’9"

Sex — Male

A 35(+2) C 40(+2)
Em 9
Ap 30(+1)
DCV 17
DTV −4
EnL 60
CA NA
PR 8
IC 54
Dodge Value 3
Weight 152lbs

*Number of invulnerability hit points that regenerate each
day at midnight when he is not at full strength. Each night
that regeneration is required he loses 4 points from EnL.
John is a native of Zaldor. He got his first guard job
when he was eleven. Since then he has traveled the world
as a mercenary, serving in three different armies and seeing
as many places as any man in the Western Lands.
He is not a physically imposing man. He does, however,
have an advantage. He has EL6 Invulnerability against any
physical attack. Makes him a bit harder to kill than the
average man is. This fact tends to make him a bit arrogant
but he is not stupid. He won’t put himself in a wringer with
his showing off or bragging.

will sublimate. She will become the one person, either a
champion of Law or Chaos, all the time. Whichever she
has the most success with in the years to come will be who
she becomes for the rest of her life.
Groznor Ironarm, Dwarf King
Age — 39(390)
S 35(+2)
I 45(+2)
HPV 43
MDV 18
MR 10
ML 13
CDF 10

St 80(+4) D 33(+2)
W 56(+3) E 16(+1)
CEL 11
OCV 17
MEL 10
EL NA
PA 115
HC 68%
Mana Regen. 8
Height 5’

Sex — Male

A 17(+1)
C 55(+3)
Em 24(+1) Ap 18(+1)
DCV 14
DTV −7
EnL 111
CA 130
PR 21
IC 40
Dodge Value 3
Weight 165lbs

Groznor is the consort of Shelam. He rules a dwarf city
with 140 warriors. He is a noted warrior, armorer and rune
master. He also has some competence as a brewer. The
majority of his time is spent at his city. When the urge
strikes, he leaves and visits Shelam or strikes out on an
adventure of some kind. He is entirely driven by the needs
of his kind and doing what he finds pleasing.
Eirol Whitehand, Elf Outcaste
Age — 34(681)

Sex — Male

S 16(+1)
St 39(+2) D 51(+3) A 68(+3)
C 34(+2)
I 52(+3)
W 35(+2) E 42(+2) Em 60(+3) Ap 70(+3)
Balora Grendor, Strange (Jard)
HPV 23
CEL 9
OCV 12
DCV 15
DTV −4
EnL 69
CA 163*
Age — 18 Sex — Female MDV 21* MEL 12* EL NA
MR 13
PA 56
HC 37%
PR 8
IC 102
S 11
St 25(+1) D 60(+3) A 76(+4)
C 32(+2)
Mana Regen. 6*
Dodge Value 6
I 18(+1)
W 1(-1)
E 11
Em 80(+4) Ap 65(+3) ML 15
CDF
Height 5’7"
Weight 131lbs
HPV 17
CEL 1
OCV 2
DCV 8
DTV −3
MDV 10 MEL 2
EL 2
EnL 33
CA 18
*Eirol’s power is sealed. Until he redeems himself with the
MR 14
PA 22
HC 29%
PR 6
IC 91
Lord of Elfheim, he may not cast magic or gain any benefit
ML 10
Mana Regen. 1
Dodge Value 7
from it. His MDV is 15 and any beneficial spell cast on
CDF 3
Height 4’11"
Weight 116lbs
him automatically fails while this remains so.

Balora has been a magnet for the supernatural. She was
born with a pair of Special Attributes. The first is a fanatical Law power that combines the affects of Knot Untie and
Open Prison. No bonds or shackles, magical or otherwise,
can hold her. The second is fanatical Chaos that combines
the affect of Chaining and Weaken.
During the day law might rules. She is a pious woman
driven by the virtues of justice, mercy and morality. At
night, depravity and viciousness claim her. She seeks perversity and uses her might to insure it. Her nature is lewd,
conniving and cruel. Neither person is aware of the other.
She is a total schizoid.
At the age of 15, another factor was added to the mix.
The Mashu Mah of Meresin decided the child must live to
serve. He cast a curse that strikes anyone who harms her
and had her smuggled into Pasqul. (Anyone who damages
her is subject to MEL13/EL7 Lightning Showers.)
Balora is currently a confused indigent traveling near Zaldor. Most mornings she wakes with things she knows are
not hers. She tends to donate such things to a good cause
and continue making her living, as possible, as a serving
maid or waitress.
She begins each night angry, because she never manages
to hold on to the gelt she stole or acquired the night before.
Hers is not an easy life.
NOTE — By her 21st birthday one of Balora’s personalities
will prove itself dominant. When this is decided, the other
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Eirol was always an arrogant noble. Centuries ago, while
serving under the banner of Elfheim, that arrogance earned
him the ire of the Duke. He defiled a farmer, destroyed his
farm and sold his family to other humans as slaves. This
led to the Champions of Man and has cost many elves their
lives.
Until he redeems himself in the specified manner, Eirol is
banned from associating with elves. He is also shorn from
the benefits of mana in all its forms. This eliminates his
ability as a magician, prevents any spell from aiding him
and seals his innate power (Slay the Tame).

NOTE — The Duke’s curse ends when Eirol travels a year
in the company of a virgin human female then eats the heart
of a Troll king that he slays while she watches. Should he let
the woman he travels with die, or should she fail to remain
virgin, a century must pass before he can try to redeem himself again. Once he is redeemed, it will be his duty to justly
resolve the Champions of Man problem. He is currently
seeking a female companion.

29.1 Ten Unique Individuals
Tominian Telaga, Scholar (Pasqon)
Age — 68
S 22(+1)
I 64(+3)
HPV 10
MDV 16
MR 8
ML 16
CDF 1

St 15
D 24(+1)
W 76(+4) E 6
CEL 0
OCV 1
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 44
HC 9%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’7"

Sex — Male

A 11
C 3(-1)
Em 14
Ap 20(+1)
DCV 1 DTV +1
EnL 79 CA NA
PR -2
IC 20
Dodge Value 1
Weight 219lbs

Tominian is a master scholar. No man in the western lands
knows more about zoology, legend lore, Pasqul history and
Jard History. He is highly regarded for having knowledge
of most things and noted for the Telaga zoo.
His goal in life is to learn everything. He has made a
substantial dent in achieving this impossible task. Sadly,
the sedentary nature of that life has ravaged him (thus his
reduced MR). When he must travel further then from one
room to the next, he rides in a sedan chair.
The scholar is an exceptional information source if he
can be convinced to share his knowledge. Given his acerbic
nature, that is not always easy. His favored god is Zu. Like
that god, he is rarely willing to share anything unless there
is something in it for him.
NOTE — Telaga was the only heir of a major merchant
house. He sold the enterprises when he inherited. He is
worth slightly less than a hundred thousand gold, more than
enough to fuel his quest to know and finance his zoo.

of her five children, is devoted to them all and is faithful
to her, he is still living (despite the burden his losses inflict
on the household). He is the only reason she is still an
assassin. She needs the money to redeem his losses and
keep her family going.
NOTE — If she were offered a deal that made her more
money than even Ailan could lose, she would accept, regardless of what it called on her to do (even if it meant she had
to go to Jard).
ı

The Telaga Zoological Gardens
The zoo has a permanent staff composed of eight elementalists, one wizard, twelve guardsmen and twenty scholars.
It is located behind the immense manor he calls home.
Its public area contains animal exhibits from around the
continent. There is also a private area. Telaga houses all
manner of creatures there, from dragons to imps. His favorite exhibit is a very nice looking pair of faerries. The
main duty of his wizard is to make sure the exhibits in the
private zoo remain there.
Now and then, he finances a gathering exhibition. They
are given a list of beings he wants for the zoo and sent to
get them. All are brought to the zoo alive. The party’s pay
is always exorbitant, if they succeed in filling the order.
Jolira Bendoril, Assassin (Zandilor)
Age — 38 Sex — Female

S 56(+3)
I 51(+3)
HPV 30
MDV 14
MR 13
ML 14
CDF 3

St 33(+2) D 80(+4)
W 60(+3) E 33(+2)
CEL 8
OCV 13
MEL NA
EL NA
PA 96
HC 31%
Mana Regen. NA
Height 5’9"

A 52(+3)
C 28(+1)
Em 25(+1) Ap 50(+2)
DCV 15
DTV −3
EnL 88
CA NA
PR 6
IC 58
Dodge Value 7
Weight 150lbs

Jolira is the chef at an elite hotel in the city of Zandilor. She
is also one of the deadliest freelance assassins in the nation’s
history. People seeking her services deal with her cousin, a
notorious smuggler, or a herbalist she is friends with. The
minimum payment to hire her is 10 gold. If the mission
takes her out of Zandilor, the cost is much more. She will
not work in Jard or accept more than three contracts per
year.
Ailan Bendoril is her husband. He is a poor gambler who
runs a second rate weapons shop. Since he is also the father
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